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PREFACE TO THE AMERICAN EDITION. 

Tue Epistles to the Corinthians stand almost alone in character and aim 
among the writings of the great Apostle. They are not didactic, like Ro- 
mans and Galatians : the former a profound discussion of the principles 
of Anthropology and Soteriology, the latter an indignant protest against 
opinions and practices which threatened to subvert the very foundation 
of the Gospel. Nor do they resemble the Epistles written from the im- 
prisonment at Rome, two of which, Philippians and Colossians, reassert 

a Christology as lofty and far-reaching as John’s, while the other two, 
Philippians and Philemon, are the outpouring of a heart filled with 
Christian love, and yearning for the spiritual welfare of the parties ad- © 
dressed. Still less are they like the Apost‘e’s first written utterances 
of which we have record, those to the Thessalonians, bearing in every 
page traces of the trials through which these believers had passed, and 
animating them to renewed constancy; or his last Epistles, those to 
Timothy and Titus, in which he sets forth the qualifications of church 
officers. In the Corinthians, on the contrary, we are introduced into a 
variety of the phases of ordinary life in an Apostolic church, and a 
series of questions-ils taken up and discussed, not abstractly, but in im- 
mediate application to the circumstances of the people at the time. Doc- 
trinal themes, with a single important exception, the general resurrec- 
tion (I. xv.), are not handled at length, although the existence and va- 
lidity of the cardinal features of the system are presupposed throughout, 
and upon occasion briefly touched upon with great vigour. 

The First Epistle gives us a very clear conception of the actual state 
of the ancient churches, their excellences and their defects, the rela- 

tions in which their members stood to the unbelievers among whom 
they lived, the errors in practice to which they were exposed, their uso 
and abuse of extraordinary gifts, their methods in worship, their appli- 
cation of Christian principles in the affairs of ordinary life, and the 
whole movement of events as u society of believers grew and developed 
in the midst of a great commercial city which was wealthy and refined, 
but at the same time unusually depraved. The conflict between light 
and darkness, right and wrong, truth and error, was of course much the 
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same in all parts of the Roman world where the standard of the cross 
was raised and its adherents were gathered into a community, but no- 
where was it carried on so intensely or at so many different points as in 
Corinth. Hence we are enabled to see here what was the truc life of an 
apostolic church, to catch the spirit of its important movements and ap- 
prehend its mingled good and evil. The many questions of morality 
and casuistry which arose in this lively and intelligent population afford 
us a very clear insight into the feelings and opinions of the early 
Christians. The solution of these questions discloses the extraordinary 
versatility of the Apostle’s mind, and his power of dealing with diffi- 
cult and complicated matters as well as with unscrupulous opponents. 
‘For every aberration he has a word of severe censure, for every dan- 
ger a word of warning, for every weakness a word of cheer and sym- 
pathy, for every returning offender a word of pardon and encourage- 

ment.’’' Nor does he ever seem at a Joss. Whatever the case, he is 

able to meet it. No point is evaded. He solves all questions by an 
appeal to Scripture, or to the words of Christ, or to his own immedi- 
ate inspiration as an organ of the Holy Ghost. And he solves them for 

. all places and ages. It is not by expedients or make-shifts, but by 
going to first principles, that he settles difficulties about ministerial sup- 
port, or a litigious spirit, marriage rights and duties, fellowship with 
unbelievers, and the like. So that the directions apply not only to the 
specific circumstances that called them forth, but to innumerable others 
of asimilar kind. Thus what at first sight is only a book of details, 
becomes in fact a book of principles. 

The Second Epistle, while partuking in part of the character of the 
First, is chiefly remarkable for the degree in which it discloses to us the 
personal character and experience of its author. In many parts it is like 
anautobiography. A Judaizing party had been at work in Corinth sowing 
dissension and undermining the Gospel by impeaching the credentials, the 
claims, and the conduct of the Apostle. This puts him on his defence. 

He was compelled to vindicate himself, for he was a witness of the res- 

urrection, a founder of churches, a channel of inspiration, a chosen ves- 
sel to bear the gospel to the Gentiles. Now if in the chief city of 
Greece, one connected closely by arts and trade with the East and the 
West, Paul’s authority was struck down, and he was shown to be a man of 

words and not of deeds, a boaster, an intruder, vacillating in his pur- 

poses and selfish in his aims, the consequences could not fail to be disas- 
trous. Here the character of the message was bound up with that of the 
messenger, If he were aman of mere secular impulses and without divine 

1 Schaff. 
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authority, all the churches from Antioch to Philippi would be sorely 
embarrassed. It was necessary then for the Apostle to discuss the mat- 
ter fully and plainly, and establish beyond controversy the soundness of 
his claims as a representative of Christ und an organ of the Spirit. 
Hence the seemingly petty personal details, to which he refers so often 
and at so much length, are by no means to be attributed to an excess of 
egotism or self-consciousness, or even to be considered as pardonable 
flaws in what otherwise was a career of very great excellence, but. are 
rather themselves to be highly prized, not simply as illustrations of 
character, but as valid proofs of that which is as important to-day as it 
was in the years 57, 58 of our era,—viz. the plenary authority of 
Paul as a penman of holy Scripture. Our Lord told the Twelve that he 
had much to say to them, but they were not able to bear it then (John 
xvi. 12); and he would therefore send a heavenly Paraclete, who would 
guide them into ‘‘ all the truth,’’ so that the revelation of God’s mind 
and will for human salvation should be complete. It appears that the 
greater part of this supplementary disclosure came through Paul. So 

the New Testament represents the case. But if he were not what he 
professed to be, but were either an impostor or a self-deceiver, then tho - 

thirteen Epistles which bear his name are no guide in doctrine or duty, 
and the space they hold in the Scripture is a mere blank or worse. Itis 
right then that the truth in this respect should be set forth, and the ex- 
hibition of it be preserved to our own day as a testimony that our faith 
is not in vain, nor are we following a cunningly devised fable. 

The Epistle is a portrait of the Apostle, drawn unconsciously by his 
own hand. He opens his whole heart, relating his joys and his sorrows, 
his fears and his hopes, his labors, his trials, his anxieties, his steadfast 
faith and holy love, his disinterestedness, his self-sacrifice, his fidelity, 
and his courage. He refers or alludes to much of which we find no 
record in the Acts of tho Apostles, and hence we get afar more vivid 
conception of his character than would otherwise be possible. He was 
& great man, measured by any standard we may choose to apply—great in 
intellect, in resources, in versatility, in application, in administrative 
faculty—but without the least tinge either of pride or vanity. He could 
not, of course, be unconscious of his gifts or of the work he was enabled 
to perform, but the thonght of these things led him only to magnify the 
grace by which he came to be what he was. He was a man of energy 
and decision, who, if need were, could come with a rod and not spare, 

but the clement of harshness so conspicuous in his course before conver- 
sion was wholly wanting. He pronounced a prompt judgment upon 
one who had erred, yet when discipline had wrought its destined pur- 
pose, he was urgent that the penitent offender should be restored, lest he 
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be swallowed up with overmuch sorrow. His zeal glowed like a torch 
through life, yet it never consumed the tenderness which is needed to 

make one mindful of the feelings of others. is sympathy was wide 
and deep and constant. It took in all classes and conditions and races 
of his fellow-men. Carried out as it was in word and act, as we sce in 

the development of these Epistles, it entitles him justly to be called the 
benefactor of our kind, the foremost philanthropist of all time. 

Here appropriately may be added a paragraph from Dr. Meyer’s Pref- 
ace to the fourth edition of his comment on the First Epistle, for some 
reason omitted in the fifth: ‘‘No apostolic writing transports us so 
directly and in such a lively manner into the varied concrete relations of 

the Church, as docs this Epistle. It represents the peculiar development 
of the Christian Church life in one of the most brilliant seats of Grecian 
culture and heathen corruption, a development in which the victory of 
the cross over men’s wickedness and their folly was more endangered, 
and the fulfilment of the apostolic entreaty, Be ye reconciled unto 
God, was encumbered with greater difficulties than anywhere else. 
But all the serious obstacles with which the world-subduing divine life 
had there to contend were met by the Apostle, who was the Lord’s 
chosen instrument to convey this divine life, with a clearness and cer- 
tainty of judgment, with a humility and elevation of consciousness, with 

a tenderness and boldness of utterance, with a never-failing tact, that 
make us follow him through the entire letter with a constantly increas- 
ing astonishment. And when one considers the Attic elegance, the 

Demosthenic force, the almost lyric elevation of his speech in which 
yet is beard the beating of the heart of Christ, we feel in truth at each 
step, how much more than Demosthenes is here, how much more than 

Homer and Pindar who have sung so highly the praises of dAGla Kopiv- 
@oc. Ah, her true dAGopé6po¢ was the very man whom the people of 

the Areopagns disdained and the philosophers of Athens derided as a 
onepwoddyoc.’’ | 

Dr. Meyer's treatment of these Epistles resembles his general style 
when handling other portions of the New Testament. He shows the 
same independence, research, insight, and careful study of the original 
text, which have given him his deserved pre-eminence among expositors 
of the Word. There appear also his two leading imperfections—viz. 
what is called purvism, in adhering in all cases to strict grammatical 
forms, even when the sense seems to require another view, as for example 
in insisting that iva always and everywhere is to be considered as having 
a telic force, and again in finding a reference to the Parousia in very 
many cases where such a reference is not obvious, and tends rather to 
perplex than to elucidate the connection. Still there is great satisfaction 
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in following a critic who is so keen and incisive, is so thoroughly ac- 
quainted with all the literature, both preceding and contemporary, con- 
nected with the matters in hand, and is so honest and fearless in stating 

the conclusions to which he has come and the grounds upon which 

they rest. 
The notes appended to each chapter by the editor have been intended 

in a few cases to indicate dissent from the views of the author, but in 

the main to present such suggestions concerning the scope and applica- 
tion of the Apostle’s words as have been derived from the labors of 
other writers. As Dr. Meyer in common with nearly all German critics 
omits to refer to English commentators, the editor has taken occasion 

to cite at times the opinions of such scholars as Stanley, Hodge, Poor, 
Principal Brown, Beet, and others who have given attention to these 
Epistles. The English translation has been revised throughout, but it 
was so carefully exccuted as very rarely to need correction. One of the 
features of the original work, the frequent and copious citation of Greek 
words and clauses, may render it less acceptable to lay readers, but 

ought to enhance its value to clerical students, since the careful study 
of these extracts will tend to increase their familiarity with the original 
tongue as well as to render them more intelligent and more competent 
judges of the merits of the anthor’s opinions. And there are few 
authors in the whole domain of New Testament exegesis whose writings 
are 80 worthy of patient and prolonged study as those of the Obercon- 
sistorialrath of Hannover who through a long life steadily grew step 
by step with his work, and by his profound study of the divine word 
obtained a more perfect experience of the saving grace and truth of the 
gospel. 

The Topical Index at the end of the volume has been prepared by the 
Rev. G. F. Behringer, of Brooklyn, N. Y., who has kindly exercised a 

general supervision cf the work while pagsing through the press. 

T. W. CHAMBERS. 
New York, April 28th, 1884. 





PREFACE. 

Arrer having been mainly occupied of late years with the historical 
books of the New Testament, I have now to turn to the Epistles of Paul, 
and to devote renewed labour to their exposition. In the present sadly 
distracted age of the church I feel the deep gravity and responsibility of 
the task which I have to face all the more strongly, because I cannot 
but bear in mind that among all the sacred writings, it was those very 
Zpistles of Paul which were pre-eminently to the Reformers the con- 
qiering sword of the Spirit, and which exercised the most powerful 
influence in moulding the doctrinal system of our church. The charac- 
tes of Paul and Luther form a historical parallel, to which nothing sim- 
ila can be found in the whole series of God’s chosen instruments for 
the furtherance of evangelical truth. We possess the divine light which 
Pau bore through the world, and in whose radiance the Reformers did 
thei: work ; the whole Scripture, with all its treasures, becomes day by 
day nore richly opened up to us by the labours of science ; but every- 
where, from the extreme right to the extreme left, there is party-strife ; 

and, amid the knowledge that puffeth up, the unity of the Spirit is 
broker, faith Janguishes, and love growscold. Itis, in truth, as though 
we wele giving all diligence to afford the confirmation of increasing ex- 
perience to the malicious assertion of the Romanists, that Protestantism 
is alreacy in full course of decomposition. 

Our wounds will not be healed, but only deepened and widened, by 
arrogant boasting about our Confessions, which are after all but the 
works of men. Much less will the end be attained by a wanton attenu- 
ating, explaining away, or setting aside of the positive teachings of the 
N. T., and of the miraculous facts in the history of redemption ; for 
these have subdued the world, and must continue to subdue it. Only 

in that which is and remains the ‘‘ norma normans’’ for all faith and all 
teaching, and for the Confessions themselves,—only in the living word 
of revelation resides the God-given power to heal, which will promote 
the restoration to health, and the union of the body of the church, with 

surer and more lasting effect, just in proportion as the word is more 
clearly and fully understood and more truly and energetically appropri- 
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ated, and as, through such understanding and appropriation of it, the 
supremacy of the word and of its high moral forces becomes more abso- 
lute and all-controlling. To this sacred supremacy the church herself 
with her doctrine must bow as well as the individual. For in laying 
down her principle of appeal to Scripture, the church assumed not only 
the possibility and allowablencss, but also the necessity of a further 
development and—where need should be shown—rectification of her 
doctrine in accordance with Scripture. In this way the Confession 
points to an authority transcending its own ; and the church, built as 
she is immovably upon the everlasting Rock, has placed herself under 
the law of growth, thereby giving augury of a future, which, according 
to the apostle’s promise (Eph. iv. 13 ff.), despite all the sorrows of tho 
present, will not fail to be realized. To aid in preparing for this bright 
future, is what all exposition of Scripture should recognize asits appointed 
task, being mindful at the same time that the steps in the developmen 
of the divine kingdom are centuries, and that the ways of Him who 
rules over it are not our ways. If, therefore,.a thorough and consciei- 
tious searching of the Scriptures should arrive, as regards this or tkat 
point of doctrine, at results which are at variance with confessional defi- 
nitions, its duty, at the bidding of the exegetical conscience, is no‘ in 
an un-Lutheran and unprincipled fashion to disguise such results cr to 
cloak them with a misty phraseology, but, trusting to the sifting and con- 
quering power of divine truth, openly and honestly to hand them over 
to the judgment of science and the church. Toscience and the ckurch, 

I repeat ; for it is one of the follies of the day to seck to set tkese at 
variance—to impose limits upon the former which are opposed to its es- 
sential nature, and to set aside its voice and relegate it to silence under 
an imaginary belief that a service is thereby rendered to the church. 
Such a piece of folly is unevangelical, and fit only for the Zricentinum 
and the Syllabus of the Bishop of Rome. 

Now, if nothing save the pure word of God may or ought ts prepare 

the way towards a better future for the church, then all expounders of 
that word have but one common aim placed before them,—namely, just 
to ascertain its pure contents, without addition or subtraction and witha 

renouncing of all invention of our own, with simplicity, truth, and clear- 
ness, without being prejudiced by, and independent of, dogmatic & priorz 
postulates, with philological precision, and in strict objectivity as historical 

fact. Anything more than this they ought not as expositors to attempt ; 

but in this—and it is much—it is required of them that they be found 
faithful. The plan of procedure adopted may vary ; one may prefer the 
glossematic, another the inductive, method. I attach but little weight 

to this question of method in itself, although I cannot ignore the fact, 
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attested by various works appearing at the present day in the region of 
Old and New Testament exegesis, that the inductive mode runs more 
risk of giving to subjective exegesis a free play which should be rigor- 
ously denied to it. One is very apt, under the influence of this method, 
to give something more or Jess, or other than, the pure contents of the 
sacred text. The ingenuity, which in this way has ampler room for manip~ 

ulating the premisses—how often with the aid of refining sophistry ! 
—and thinks itself justified in so doing, always miscarries in spite of all 
its plausibility and confidence, when it gives to the world expositions that 
offend against grammar and linguistic usage, or against the general and 
special connection, or against both. Often in such cases the doubtful 
recommendation of novelty ' is purchased only by strange strainings of 
the text and other violent expedients, while clearness has not unfre- 

quently to be sought for beneath the cloak of a laboriously involved 
phraseology, which itself in its turn seeins to require a commentary. 

In preparing this fifth edition, which was preceded by the fourth in 
1861, I have not neglected to give due attention to what has since been 
done for the criticism and exposition of the apostolic Epistle.? While 
thus engaged, I have very frequeatly, to my regret, found myself unable 

1A great many entirely novel expositions of individual passages make their 
appearance nowadays, of which I apprehend that hardly a single one will on trial 

prove itself correct. Not that I am unduly attached to the traditions of exege- 
sis ; but long experience and observation in this field of scientific inquiry have 

taught me that—after there have been expended upon the N. T., in far greater 

measure even than upon the O. T., the labours of the learning, the acuteness, 

the mastery of Scripture, and the pious insight of eighteen centuries—new in- 

terpretations, undiscerned hitherto by the minds most conversant with such 
studies, are destined as a rule speedily to perish and be deservedly forgotten. I 

am distrustful of such exegetical discoveries ; and those of the present day are 

not of a kind to lessen my distrust. Apart from these there remain difficulty 

and reward enough for the labours of exegesis. 

* Klépper’s Ereg-kritische Untersuchungen tiber den zweiten, Korintherbrief, Gbt- 

ting. 1869, with the accompanying dissertation on the ‘Christ-party,’’ ap- 

peared too late to be taken into consideration along with the other literature of 

the subject. But the dissertation in question belongs for the most part to the 
sphere of the second Epistle. It is from the second Epistle that it draws, more 

thoroughly and consistently than is done by Beyschlag, the characteristics of 
the Christ-party, combining these in such a way as to represent it as in funda- 

mental opposition to the apostle’s views and teaching with respect to Christol- 

ogy and Soteriology. I cannot, however, but continue to regard the process, 

which takes the traits for the delineation of the ‘‘Christ-party’’ from the 

second Epistle, as an unwarrantable one. —It was likewise impossible to include 

in my examination the just published book of Richard Schmidt, die Paulinische 
Christologie in ihrem Zusammenhange mit der Heilslehre des Apostels, Gdtting. 

1870. 
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to agree with von Hofmann’s work : Die heilige Schrift neuen Testaments 

zusammenhdngend untersucht.' I have nowhere sought this antagonism, 
but it was as little my duty to evade orconceal it. Our exegetical natures 
are very differently constituted ; our paths diverge widely from each 
other, and the means which we have at our disposal, and which we deem 

it right to employ, are dissimilar. Possibly out of this very antagonism 
some advantage may accrue to the understanding of the New Testa- 
ment. 

Hannover, 30ih November, 1869. 

1 This work is, for the sake of brevity, referred to merely by ‘‘ Hofmann,” 

other works of the author being more precisely designated by their title. 
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THE 

FIRST EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE CORINTHIANS. 

INTRODUCTION. 

SEC. 1.—THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH AT CORINTH. 

2 wes 

a>” Mummius (146 B.c.), had been’ rebuilt by Julius Csesar, made 

“> a Roman colony (Pausan. ii. 1. 2), and under the fostering 
care of the first emperors had been speedily restored to its an- 
cient (see Hom. JU. ii. 570, and especially Pindar, Ol. xiii.) 

glory and voluptuous luxury (hence the expressions xop:vfrdlecbat, xoprvthacric, 

and Koprvflia xépy ; see also Dissen, ad Pind. Fragm. p. 640 f.; Ast, ad Plat. 

Rep. p. 404 D),—in that great “EAAado¢ dcrpov (Jacobs, ad Anthol. VI. p. 
223), that rich commercial city, the seat of the Roman proconsulate, of the 
Isthmian games, of the fine arts, and of the learning of the Sophists, but also 
of the most shameless worship of Aphrodite carried on by a thousand 
consecrated courtesans,—the world-conquering faith of Christ had been 
planted by Paul himself (iii. 6). He came thither on his second missionary 

journey from Athens, and spent upwards of a year and a half there (see on 
Acts xvili. 1-17). He lodged with his fellow-craftsman Aquila, who was 
converted by him here (see on Acts xviii. 1, 2), and subsequently with the 

proselyte Justus (Acts xviii. 2-7), after his friends Silas and Timotheus had 

arrived (Acts xviii. 5), and Jewish opposition had caused him to separate 

from the synagogue and turn to the Gentiles (Acts xviii. 6 ff.). This had 
the wholesome result of rendering the church, from the very first, a mixed 
(though with a majority of Gentile Christians; Acts xii. 2) and a very nu- 
merous one (Acts xviii. 4, 8, 10), the most important in Greece, the mother- 
church of the province (i. 2), although only a few of the upper and more 
cultivated classes (1 Cor. i. 26 ff.) embraced the faith (such as, on the Jew- 

ish side, the president of the synagogue, Crispus ; see Acts xviii. 8 ; 1 Cor. 
i. 14),—a natural effect, not so much of the simplicity of Paul’s preaching! 

1 Rickert, following Neander (comp. also _— it with Hellenic forms (Acts xvil.), had led 
Ostander, p. 6), thinks that the failure of him to the resolution of giving up every 
the apostie’s attempt at Athens to gainen- such attempt, and of proclaiming the gos- 
trance for evangelical truth by associating pel among the Greeks glso in its entire sim- 
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(for Apollos also failed to win over the higher classes), as of the intrinsic 
character of the gospel itself (i. 22, 23), which, with its preaching of the 

cross, did not suit the pretensions of the presumed higher culture among 
Jews and Gentiles, especially of their fancied philosophy and of their moral 
laxity.? 

Some considerable time after the total failure of a public accusation 
brought by the Jews against Paul before the mild proconsul Gallio (see on 

Acta xviii. 12-17), the apostle departed from Corinth with Aquila and 
Priscilla (whom he left in Ephesus), and proceeded to Jerusalem, and thence 

through Galatia and Phrygia (Acts xviii. 18-23). While he, however, was 

traversing these countries, Apollos—an eloquent and fervid Jew of Alexan- 

dria, who, hitherto merely a disciple of John the Baptist, had completed his 
Christian training with Aquila and Priscilla at Ephesus (Acts xviii. 24 ff., 
snd the commentary thereon)—betook himself to Corinth (Acts xix. 1), 

where he, as a Pauline Christian, preached no other than Pauline Chris- 
tianity (1 Cor. ili. 6), yet presented it in a different form, deviating with 

the art of his Alexandrian eloquence and with his employment of Alexan- 
drian (Philonian) speculation, from the simple manner of the apostle (i. 17, 

ii.), probably also entering further than Paul had done (iii. 1) into several 

of the higher doctrines of Christianity. Now, it is easy to understand how 
this difference, although certainly not based upon any divergence in doctrine 
(ili. 5 f., iv. 6, xvi. 12), nevertheless, from the variety of individual tenden- 

cies among the Corinthians, and from the personal respect and love with 
which men clung to the old or the new teacher respectively, came to have 

the hurtful result that some, amidst mutual jealousy, assigned the higher 
place to the former and some to the latter, and that it gradually became a 

point of partisanship with them to call themselves adherents of Paul or of 

Apollos (i. 12),—which was not carried out without engendering pride and 
irritation, to the prejudice of the two teachers in question. 

But the matter did not end with this division into two parties. There 
arrived at Corinth—taking advantage, perhaps, of the very time of Apollos’ 
return to Ephesus—Judaizing teachers, Petrine Christians of anti-Pauline 

plicity. But the fact {s,thatin Athens Paul one. Before his mixed audience in Corinth 
was in the guile peculiar position of having 

to speak in presence of philosophers by pro- 

fession, and, in the first instance, to them 
exclusively. In Corinth, on the other hand, 

in the house of the proselyte Justus, it was 

at all events a very mixed audience (made 

up also of Jews and Gentiles, comp. Acts 
xvifi. 8) that he had before him, one entirely 

different from those Stoics and Epicurcans 

who laid hold of him in the ayopa at Athens. 

The Athenian address is therefore to be re- 

garded as an erception from his usual mode 

of teaching, demanded by the special cir- 

cumstances of the case. These circum- 
stances, however, did not exist at Corinth, 

and accordingly he had no occasion there 

to teach in any other way than his ordinary 

(and he could not regulate his course by 

the porsible presence of individual philos- 
ophers among them) his preaching, simple, 

but full of power and fervour, was thor- 

oughly fitted to make converts in numbers, 

as the result proved. And if these were for 

the most part from the humbler ranks, 

Paul was the last man to be led by that cir- 

cumstance to adopt a higher tone; for he 

knew from long experience among what 

classes in society Christianity was wont 

everywhere to strike ita first and firmest 
roots, 

1 Comp. generally, Semisch, Paulus in 
Corinth, in the Jahrb. fiir Deuteche Theol. 

1867, p. 183 ff. 
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leanings, provided with letters of recommendation ( Cor. iii. 1), perhaps 
from Peter himself among others, labouring to lower the authority of Paul 
(ix. 2), into whose field of work they intruded, and to exalt the authority 

of Peter (2 Cor. xi. 5). They seem, indeed, not to have come forward with 

any opposition to Paul’s doctrine, for otherwise the apostle would, as in his 
Epistle to the Galatians, have controverted their doctrinal errors ; in par- 

ticular, they did not insist upon circumcision. But it was natural that, 
with their Judaizing tendencies generally, with their legal prejudice re- 
garding the use of meats, with their stringency as to the moral law, and 
with their exaltation of Peter at the expense of Paul, they should find ac- 
ceptance with the Jewish-Christian part of the community, since they were 
not slack in vainglorious assertion of the national privileges (2 Cor. v. 12, 
xi, 22, xii. 11), and that against the rery man from whom the hereditary 

pride of the Jews had everywhere suffered blows which it felt most keenly. 

Equally natural was it that their appearance and operations should not in- 
duce a union between the two sections that professed Pauline Christianity, 

—the adherents of Paul and of Apollos,—seeing that they had to wage war 
only against Paul, and not against Apollos, in so far, namely, as apostolic 

authority was claimed for the former only, and not for the latter. The de- 

clared adherents, whom they met with, named as their head Peter, who, for 

that matter, had never himself been in Corinth ; for the statement of 

Dionysius of Corinth in Euseb. ii. 25, is either to be referred toa much 
later period (Ewald, Gesch. der apost. Zeit. p. 609, 8d ed.), or, as is most 

probable, to be regarded simply as an erroneous inference drawn from 
1 Cor. i. 12. See Pott, Proleg. p. 20 f.; Baur in the Tibing. Zeitschr. 
1831, 4, p. 152 ff. 

The addition of a third party to the two already existing aroused a deeper 
feeling of the nced for wholly disregarding that which had brought about 
and kept up all this division into parties,—the authority of men,—and for 

returning to Him alone who is the Master of all, namely, to Christ.’ 
‘‘ We belong to Christ’? became accordingly the watchword, unhappily, 

however, not of all, nor yet in its right sense and application, but, on the 
contrary, of a section only ; and these followed out their idea,—which was 

in itself right, but which should have been combined with the recognition 
of the human instruments of Christ (Paul, etc.),—not in the way of them- 

selves keeping clear of schismatic proceedings and acknowledging all as, 
like themselves, disciples of Christ, but in such a manner that in their pro- 
fessed sanctity and lofty abstinence from partisanship they became them-, 
selves a party (i. 12), and instead of including the whole community— 

without prejudice to the estimation due to such servants of Christ as Paul 
and others—in their idea, they shut out from it the Pauline, Apollonian, 
and Petrine sections. The Christian community at Corinth, then, was in 

this state of fourfold division when Paul wrote to them our first Epistle ; 

yet it is to be assumed, from xi. 18, xiv. 23, that the evil had not reached 

1 Augustine aptly says, De verd. Dom., Pauli, etc. Et alii, qui nolebant aedificari 
Serm. 13: ** Volentes homines aedificari su- super Petrum, sed super petram : Ego au- 
per homines, diccbant: Ego quidem sum _ tem sum, Christi.” 
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such a height of schism that the church no longer assembled at one place (in 
opposition to Vitringa, Michaelis, Eichhorn, Ewald, end others ; see on i. 2). 
What further knowledge we have regarding the condition of the church 

at that time, especially as to the moral and ecclesiastical evils that prevailed, 
is derived from the contents of the Epistle itself. See § 2. 

Remazx 1.—For views differing from the above representation of the parties at 
Corinth, see oni. 12. To the more recent literature of the subject, besides the 

works on Introduction, belong the following: Neander, Ki. Schrift. p. 68 ff., 

and Gesch. d. Pflanzung, etc., I. p. 360 ff., 4th ed. ; Baur in the Tiib. Zeilschr. 

1831, p. 61 ff., 1836, 4, p. 1 ff., and in his Paulus, I. p. 290 ff., 2d ed. ; Schar- 

ling, De Paulo apost. ejusque adversariis, Kopenh. 1836 ; Jaeger, Erkl. d. Briefe 

P. nach Kor. aus d. Gesichtsp. d. vier Parth. Tiib. 1838 ; Schenkel, De eccles. Cor. 

primaeva factionibus turbata, Basil. 1838 ; Goldhorn in Ilgen’s Zeitschr. f. histor. 

Theol. 1840, 2, p. 121 ff. ; Dahne, d. Christus-parthei in d. apost. Kirche z. Kor., 

Halle 1842 (previously in the Journ. f. Pred. 1841); Kniewel, Ecclesiae Cor. 
vetustiss. dissensiones et turbae, Gedan. 1841 ; Becker, d. Partheiungen in d. Gem. 

s. Kor., Altona 1842; Rabiger, krit. Untersuchungen tb. d. Inhalt d. beid. Br. 
and. Kor., Bresl. 1847 ; Lutterbeck, neutest. Lehrbegr. II. p. 45 ff. ; Beyschlag 

in the Stud. u. Krit. 1865, p. 217 ff. ; Hilgenfeld in his Zeitschr. 1865, p. 241 

ff. ; Holtzmann in Herzog’s Encykl. XIX. p. 730 ff. ; comp. also Ewald, Gesch. 

d. apost. Zeit. p. 505 ff., 3d ed. Among the latest commentaries, see especially 
those of Osiander, Stuttg. 1847, Introd. § 4 ; Ewald, p. 102 f. ; Hofmann, 1864. 

Remark 2.—Care should be taken not to push the conception of this divi- 
sion into parties too far. As it hud only recently arisen, it had not yet made 
itself felt to such an extent as to induce the church in their letter to Paul (see 
§ 2) to write specifically about it (see i. 11). Nor can the dissensions have been 

of long continuance ; at least in Clem. 1 Cor. 47, they appear as something long 

past and gone, with which Clement compares later quarrels as something worse. 
Remanzx 3.—Only the first part of our Epistle, down to iv. 21, relates to the 

topic of the parties as such. Hence it is « very hazardous course, and one that 

requires great caution, to refer the further points discussed by Paul to the 

different parties respectively, and tu characterize these accordingly, as Jaeger 

and Rabiger more especially, but also Baur, Hilgenfeld, Ewald, Beyschlag, and 

others have done to an extent which cannot be made good on historical grounds. 
It is purely and grossly arbitrary to trace all the evils combated in both 
Epistles to the existence of the party divisions, and to depict these, and more 

particularly the Christine section, accordingly. The latter is not once men- 

tioned by Clement,—a circumstance which does not tell in favour of the hy- 

pothesis that lays so much mischief to its charge. 

SEC. 2.—OCCASION, OBJECT, AND CONTENTS OF THE EPISTLE. 

Before the date of our first Epistle there had been a letter—not now 
extant '—sent from the apostle to the Corinthians (1 Cor. v. 9) ; but when 

1 The two quite short Epistles extant in Phil. Masson in Joh. Masson, Hiefotre crit. 
Armenian, from the Corinthlansto Pauland = de /a républ. des lettres, vol. X., 1714; then 
from Paul to the Corinthians, are wretched by David Wilkins, 1715; by Whiston, 1727, 

apocryphal productions (first published by and his sons, 1736; by Carpzov, Lips. 1776s 
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he wrote it, the party-divisions were not yet known to the apostle. He 
received tidings regarding them from ‘‘ those of the household of Chloe” 
(i. 11), and on this account commissioned Timothy to visit Corinth (iv. 17), 
although our Epistle was to anticipate his arrival there (xvi. 10), since he 
had first to journey through Macedonia with Erastus (Acts xix. 22). That 

Apollos also (1 Cor. xvi. 12) had brought Paul information about the divi- 
sions is—judging from i. 11—not to be assumed ; on the contrary, it seems 

probable that they had not perceptibly developed themselves so long 
as Apollos himself remained in Corinth. Next to the vexatious party-divi- 
sions, however, what gave occasion for the apostle’s letter was the un- 
chastity in the church, already spoken of by him in the lost Epistle, and 

which had now manifested itself even in a case of incest (v. 1 ff.). Besides 

this and other evils that called for his intervention, there was quite a special 
and direct occasion for his writing in a letter of the church (vii. 1), brought 

to Paul by deputies from Corinth (xvi. 17), and containing various questions 
(such as with respect to celibacy, vii. 1 ff., and the eating of flesh offered in 
sacrifice, viii. 1 ff.), which demanded an answer from him,’ so that he made 

the messengers—Stephanas, Fortunatus, and Achaicus—on their return the 
bearers of his own Epistle in reply (xvi. 12, 17). 

In accordance with these circumstances giving occasion to the letter, it 
was the aim of Paul, first, to counteract the party-divisions and uphold his 
apostolic authority ; secondly, to remove the unchastity which had gained 
ground ; thirdly, to give instruction upon the points regarding which 
queries had been put to him; and finally, to communicate various other 
instructions, which, in view of the state of things among the Corinthians 
which had come to his knowledge, and partly also in view of the express 
contents of their letter, seemed to him necessary and useful, such as with 
respect to disorder in the public assemblies, with respect to gifts of the Spirit, 
with respect to the resurrection, and with respect to a collection that was to be 
set on foot.* 

The contents of the Epistle are accordingly very diversified. After saluta- 
tion and exordium (i. 1-9), the first main section enlarges upon and against 

and in Armenian and English by Aucher, 
Armenian Grammar, etc., Venet. 1819; 

see also Fabric. Cod. Apocr. ITI. p. 667 ff.). 

Rinck, indeed, has recently (in opposi- 
tion to the earlier defence by Whiston, see 

the objections urged by Carpzov) sought 
to maintain the genuineness of both 
Epistles (das Sendschr. d. Kor. an d. Apost. 

Paul, u. das driite Sendschr. Pauli an die 

Kor.in Armen. Ueberactzung, neu verdeutscht, 
etc., Heidelb. 1828), and that on the footing 
of holding the apostle’s letter not to be 
the one mentioned in v. 9, but a later third 

Epistle. But against this utterly fruitless 
attempt, see Ullmann, der den durch Rinck 

bekannt gemachien dritten Brief an d. Kor. 
und das kurze Sendschreiten der Kor. in the 
Hleidelb, Jahrb. 1828; Bengel, Archiv. 1825, 

p. 287 ff. Regarding the date of the com- 
position of the lost Epistle, see Wieseler, 
Chronologie des apost. Zeitalt. p. 818. 
1That this letter from the church was 

marked by atone of confidence and pride 

of knowledge (Hofmann) cannot, with any 

certainty, be inferred from our Epistle, the 

many hambling rebukes in which bear up- 

on the evils themselves, not upon that leiler 
and {its character. 

2 Observe that, in connection with these 
different topics, Paul never makes the 

teachers as such responsible, or gives direc- 
tions to them,—a proof that he was far from 

cherishing the idea of a divinely instituted 

order of teachers. Comp. Hofling, Grund- 

sdize d. Kirchenverf. p. 29 f., od. 8. 
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the party-divisions, with a detailed justification of the apostle’s mode of 
teaching (i. 10-iv. 21). Then Paul writes regarding the unchastity in the 

church (v.), and regarding the bad habit of having their disputes decided 
before heathen tribunals, thereafter once more warning them against impu- 
rity (vi.). Next he replies to the questions about marriage which had been 
sent to him (vii.), and to the inquiry regarding meat used in sacrifice (viii.- 
xi. 1), making in connection with his instructions as to the latter point a 

digression regarding the unselfish way in which he had discharged his apos- 
tolic office (ix.). Then follow censure and admonition as to disorders in 

the assemblies of the church, partly with reference to the head-covering of 
the women, partly in regard of the love-feasts (xi.) ; then the detailed sec- 

tions respecting spiritual gifts (xii.-xiv.), with the magnificent eulogy on 
love (xiii.), and respecting the resurrection of the dead (xv.). Lastly: 

injunctions about the collection for Jerusalem, miscellaneous remarks, and 
greetings (xvi.). 

It is manifest from the salutation, when rightly understood, that the Epis- 
tle was destined for the whole church at Corinth, without extepting any party 
whatsoever, but including the rest of the Christians of Achaia. 

SEC. 8—PLACE AND TIME OF COMPOSITION—GENUINENESS 
OF THE EPISTLE. 

From xvi. 8, 19 it is certain that Paul wrote in Hphesus,' and that towards 
the end of his stay in that place, which did not last quite three years (see on 
Acts xix. 10), after he had despatched (Acts xix. 22 ; 1 Cor. iv. 17) Timothy 
and Erastus to Macedonia (the former to Corinth as well), and had already 
resolved to journey through Macedonia and Achaia to Jerusalem (Acts xix. 
21; 1 Cor. xvi. 3 ff.). The time at which he wrote may be gathered from 
xvi. 8 (some time before Pentecost) and v. 6-8, from which latter passage 
it may be with reason inferred that, when Paul was writing, the feast of 
the Passover was nigh at hand. Consequently : a little before Haster in the 
year 58 (see Introd. to Acts, § 4). 

Remark 1.—The statement in the common subscription éypag7 ard G:Airray is 

an old (already in Syr.) and widespread error, arising from xvi. 5. In reply to 

the quite untenable grounds urged by Kohler (Abfassungszeit der epistol. Schriften, 

p. 74 ff.), who accepts it, and puts the date of composition after the (errone- 
ously assumed) liberation from imprisonment at Rome, see Anger, temp. rat. 
p. 53 ff. Comp. Rickert, p. 12 ff; Wurm in the Tub. Zeiischr. 1838, I. p. 63 

ff. The correct subscription is found in B**, Copt. Chrys. Euthal. Theodoret, 

‘al: apoc Kop, a typdén ard 'Egéaov. 

Remark 2.—The decision of the question, whether Paul, previous to the 

writing of our two Epistles, had been only once, or whether he had been twice, 

1MIll and Haenlein strangely took itp. 80) avails himself of this circumstance in 
to mean: not in, but near Ephesus, because support of his hypothesis, that the Epistle 

Paul, in xvi. 8, did not write Sein placeof was written in Southern Achaia. See, 

éy’Ed.! Bottger also (Beltrdge zur hist. against this, Rickert, Magaz.f. Hxreg.1.p. 

krit. Hinl. in dle Paul. Br., G6tting. 1887, TIL 182 ff, 
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in Corinth (so rightly Bleek in the Stud. u. Krit. 1830, p. 614 ff., and in his In- 

troduction ; Schrader, I. p. 95 ff. ; Neander, Billroth, Riickert, Anger, Credner, 
Schott, Wurm, Olshausen, Wieseler, Reuss, Ewald, and many others, following 

Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Theophylact, Baronius, ¢e al.), as also whether we 

must assume a second visit between our first and second Epistles, depends on 2 

Cor. ii. 1, xii. 14, 21, xiii. 1, 2. See the particulars in the Introd. to 2 Cor. § 2. 

As to the genuineness, there is no room for doubt in view of the external 

evidences (Polyc. ad Philipp. 11 ; Ignat. ad Eph. 2 ; Clem. Rom. ad Cor. i. 
47, 49, Epist. ad Diogn. 12—Justin M. ¢. Tryph. pp. 258, 258, 338, Apol. I. 
p. 29 are uncertain—Iren. Haer. iii. 11. 9, iv. 27.3 ; Athenag. de resurr. p. 
61, ed. Colon. ; Clem. Al. Paedag. p. 96, ed. Sylb. ; Canon Murator. ; Ter- 
tull. de praescrip. 38, al.), and from the whole character of the Epistle (see 
especially Paley, Horae Paulinae), which, with all the variety of its subject- 

matter, bears the most definite impress of the peculiar spirit and tact of 
Paul, and displays the full power, art, and subtlety of his eloquence. 
Bruno Bauer alone in his wanton fashion has sought to dispute it (Kritik 
der Paulin. Briefe, II., Berl, 1851). 
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IIaviov xpos Koptv@iovs éexioroAn mporn. 

The simplest and probably oldest superscription is that of A B C DX, min. : 
xpd¢ KopivOioug mpurn. 

CHAPTER I. 

Ver. 1. xAnréc] is wanting, indeed, in A D E, Clar. Germ. Cyr. (suspected by 

Mill and Griesb., bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Riickert), but was easily 

overlooked by those to whom the fact was known and familiar, that Paul in the 

beginning of his Epistles almost invariably styles himself ardor. ’I. X. did 6eA, 

Ocov without kAnréc ; see 2 Cor. i. 1; Eph. i.1; Col. i.1; 2 Tim. i. 1. Comp. also 

Gal. i. 1; 1 Tim. i. 1; Tit. i. 1; only in Rom.i.1 we find xinréc. — Instead of 

’Inoov Xpiorov, read, on preponderant evidence, with Lachm. and Tisch. Xprorot 

"Inoov. — Ver. 2 rg obcy ev Kop.] is placed by B D* EFG, It. after "Incot ; so 

Lachm. and Tisch. No doubt rightly, since the common arrangement of the 

words is plainly open to the suspicion of transposition on grounds of grammar, 

whereas there is no reason why, if it stood so originally, it should have under- 

gone alteration. The hypothesis of Fritzsche, de conformal, N. T. Lachm. 1841, 
p. 44, that jy:aou, tv X. ’I. had been left out, and then reinserted in the wrong 

place, is an arbitrary one, considering the weight of evidence on Lachmann's 
side and seeing that the right place for the reinsertion would have been so un- 

mistakable. — rexa:] Lachm.: «ai, according tt BD GX&. But how easily re 

might be dropped without its being noticed !— Ver. 14. Rickert has pov after 

@e6, in accordance with A, 17, 57, al. and several vss. and Fathers. An addition 

from ver. 4. — Ver. 15. égarrica] A B C*®, min. and several vss. and Fathers 

have é@arricfnre ; 80 Lachm. Rick. and Tisch. Rightly ; the immediate con- 

text in vv. 14, 16 led to the introduction of the active at a very early date (Syr. 
Tert.). — Ver. 20. rovrov after xéczov is wanting in very important witnesses. 

Deleted by Lachm. Tisch. and Rickert. A mechanical addition from the forego- 

ing. — Ver. 22. onueiov] onucia, adopted by Griesb. Lachm. Riick. Tisch. Scholz. 
is so decisively attested byA BCDEFG X&, min. and many vss. and Fathers, 

that we must regard the singular as introduced through the recollection of 
Matt. xii. 38 f., xvi. 4, al. The reading évigjrovory in A points in the same di- 

rection. See the detailed justification of the plur. in Reiche, Commentar. crit. 
I. p. 121 ff. — Ver. 23, 24vesc] Elz. : "EAAnot, against decisive evidence. Noted 

on margin, and then adopted in accordance with what goes before and follows. 
—Ver,. 28. Before ra wv?) 5yra Elz. has xai, against preponderant testimony, Sus- 

pected by Griesb. ; deleted by Lachm. Scholz, Riick. and Tisch. Mechanical 

connection. — Ver. 29. ros Geo] So Griesb. and all later editors, following de- 
cisive evidence, Avrov in Elz, is an over-hasty correction, due to a failure to 

recognize the design of the repetition of r. Qzov. — Ver. 30. codia fuiv}] Approved 

by Griesb. adopted also by Lachm. Riick. and Tisch. Elz. and Scholz, however, 

have #uiv cogia, For the former order are ACDER, min. Vulg. ms. It. 
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Marl.** Or, Eus. al., farther, B, which has cog. 7uéy, and F G, which have 4 

cogia huiv. ‘Huiv was put first, in order to join oogia closely to dé Gevt ; while 
others marked the conception of the true wisdom by the article (F G). 

Vv. 1-8. Apostolic address and greeting. 
Ver. 1. KAnrég axéor. See on Rom.i.1. A polemical reference (Chrys- 

ostom, Theophylact, and many others, including Flatt, Riickert, Olshausen, 

Osiander), which would be foreign to the winning tone of the whole exor- 

dium, would have been quite otherwise expressed by one so decided as 

Paul (comp. Gal. i. 1). — dé 6eA. Geo] That his position as an apostle called 
by Christ was brought about by the will of God, was a truth so vividly and 
firmly implanted in his consciousness, that he commonly includes an expres- 
sion of it in the beginning of his Epistles. See 2 Cor. i.1; Gal. i. 1; Eph. i. 
1; Col.i. 1; 1 Tim. i. 1; 2 Tim.i. 1. ‘Sua ipsius voluntate P. nunquam 
factus esset apostolus,” Bengel. Regarding d:4, see on ver. 9 and Gal. i. 1. — 

xat Swobtvyc| Modern interpreters reckon him the amanuensis of the Epistle (see 
xvi. 21). But the mere amanuensis as such has no share in the Epistle itself, 
which must, however, be the case with one who holds a place in the intro- 

ductory salutation. Since, moreover, in 1 and 2 Thess. we find two others 

besides Paul named with him in the superscription (who therefore could 
hardly both be mentioned as amanuenses), and even an indefinite number 

of ‘‘ brethren” in the Epistle to the Galatians, whereas in that to the Ro- 
mans the amanuensis—who is known from xvi. 22—does not appear as in- 
cluded in the superscription, we must rather suppose that Paul made his 
Epistle run not only in his own name, but also (although, of course, in a sub- 

ordinate sense) in the name of Sosthenes, so that the Corinthians were to re- 
gard the letter of the apostle as at the same time a letter of Sosthenes, who 
thereby signified his desire to impress upon them the same doctrines, admo- 
nitions, etc. This presupposes that Paul had previously considered and 
discussed with this friend of his the contents of the letter to be issued. 
Comp. on Phil. 1.1. Sosthenes himself accordingly appears as a teacher 
then present with the apostle and enjoying his confidence, but known to, 
and respected among, the Corinthians. There remains, indeed, the possi- 
bility that he may have also written the Epistle, but only in so far as we are 

in utter ignorance of who the amanuensis was at all. Had Timothy not al- 

ready started on his journey (iv. 17, xvi. 10), he would have had a place 
along with, or instead of, Sosthenes in the salutation of the Epistle ; comp. 
2 Cor. i. 1.— Theodoret and most commentators, including Flatt, Billroth, 

Ewald, Maier, Hofmann, indentify Sosthenes with the person so named in 

Acts xviii. 17 ; but this is rightly denied by Michaelis, Pott, Riickert, and 
de Wette. See on Acts, lc. Without due ground, Riickert concludes that 
he was a young man trained up by Paul—a view least of all to be deduced 
from the assumption that he was the amanuensis of the letter. The very 

absence of any definite information whatever as to Sosthenes shows how 

utterly arbitrary is the remark of Chrysostom, Theophylact, Grotius, and 
Estius, that it was a great proof of modesty in the apostle to name him 
along with himself. — 4 adeAgéc] denotes nothing more special than Chris- 
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lian brotherhood (so also 2 Cor. i. 1; Col. i. 1, al.), not fellowship in the 
office of teacher. The particulars of the position of Sosthenes were well 
known to the readers, 

Ver. 2. Ty éxxd. tr. Ocot] cot is genitive of the owner. Comp. 7 “np, 

Num. xvi. 3, xx. 4. The expression is with Paul the standing theocratic 

designation of the Christian community, in which the theocratic idea of the 
Old Testament “np presents itself as realized ; it is the rAjpwos of this 

om. Comp. x. 82, xi. 16, 22, xv. 9; 2 Cor. i. 1; Gal. i. 18, a2. —pyaon. 

évy X. 'I.] adds at once a distinctive definition of quality to r. éxxA. r. Ozod 
(see the critical remarks), and thereupon follows the local specification of r. 

éxxd. tr. Ocod. ‘* To the church of God, men sanctified in Christ Jesus, which is 
in Corinth.” How common it is to find a participle in the plural standing 
in an attributive relation to a collective singular, may be seen in Kihner, 

II. p. 43; Pflugk, ad Hur. Hee. 39. TT obcy év Kop., however, is purposely 
placed after #yacu. x.7.A., because the thought is, that the church of God 

addressed does in itself and as such (not as Corinthian) consist of those 

sanctified in Christ. The dy:acudc is to be conceived as consecration to God 

in the Christian church (see above, r. éxxa. tr. Gcov). Comp. on Rom. i. 7. 
This belonging to God as His own has its causal ground not out of, but in 
Christ—namely, in His redemptive work, of which the Christians have be- 

come, and continue to be, partakers (perfect) by means of justifying faith 

(Eph. i. 4 ff. ; Heb. x. 10). Comp. Phil. i. 1. ’Ev X. ’I. gives to the qycaop. 
its distinctively Christian character.'—xAnroig dyioc| added, in order to a 
properly exhaustive description of that experienced benefit of God’s grace of 
which the readers, as Christians, were assumed to be conscious ; the new ele- 

ment introduced here lies in xAyroic. The call to the Messianic kingdom (con- 

ceived as issued effectually, comp. on Rom. viii. 28, and see Lamping, Pauli 
de praedestin. decreta, Leovard. 1858, p. 32 f.) is, according to the constant 
conception of the N. T. (Rom. i. 6 ; Gal. 1. 6 not excepted), given by God 
(ver. 9, Rom. viii. 80, ix. 24, al. ; Usteri, Lehrbegr. p. 281) through the 
preachers of the gospel (Rom. x. 14; 2 Thess. ii. 14) ; see Weiss, didi. 
Theol. p. 386 f. —ocbv waor x.t.A.] does not belong to xAyroi¢ dylouw, so that 

the readers were to be made sensible of the greatness of the fellowship in 
which they, as called saints, stood (Grotius, Bengel, Storr, Rosenmiiller, Flatt, 

Billroth, Riickert, Olshausen, de Wette, Neander, Becker, Hofmann). But 

it belongs, as necessarily follows from 2 Cor. i. 1, to the superscription as 
part of it (on ofv, comp. Phil. i. 1) ; yet neither so as to mark the Epistle as a 
catholic one (Theodoret, Estius, Calovius, Cornelius &@ Lapide, and others ; 

comp. Schrader) ; nor so that Paul shall be held, while greeting the Corin- 

thians, as greeting in spirit also the universal church (Osiander, comp. Chrys- 
ostom, Theodoret, Erasmus, Billroth, Heydenreich, and others) ; nor yet 
so that by the érixad. r. dv. r. Kup. were meant the separatists, in contrast to 

those disposed to adhere to the church (Vitringa, Michaelis), or as if oty 

waos x.T.A. were meant to comprehend all Corinthian Christians without dis- 

1 (It also shows that the sanctification cording to the standing force of the phrase 
comes by virtue of union with Christ, ac- in Christ as used by Paul.—T. W. C.] 
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tinetion (Eichhorn, Zinieit. TIT. 1, p. 110, Pott) ; but so that the sense is in 
substance just that expressed in 2 Cor. i. 1 : obv roic¢ dyiow mace Totg oboe év 

bay TH ’Axzatg. See below on airév te xai nudv. The Epistle is primarily 

addressed to the Christians in Corinth ; not, however, to them merely, but 
at the same time also to the other Achaean Christians, and the latter are de- 

noted by rac: . . . gov. A comma is to be put after dyiow. —roig ércxad. r. 
év tr. Kup.] confessional designation of the Christians, Rom. x. 12f. ; Acts 

ii. 21. Respecting the N. T. idea of the invocation of Christ, which is not 
to be held as absolute, but as relative worship ' (of Him as the Mediator and 
Lord over all, but under God, Phil. ii. 10 f.), see on Rom. x. 12. — airav 
re xat juav) is joined with ros Kupiov by Chrysostom, Theodoret, Photius, 

Theophylact, Calvin, Beza, Piscator, Erasmus Schmid, Valckenaer, and 

others, including Billroth, Olshausen, Liicke (de invocat. Chr., Gétting. 
1843), Wieseler (Chronol. des apost. Zeitalt. p. 324), in such a way as to 

make it an epanorthosis or (see Wieseler) epexegesis of the foregoing pdr. 
But apart from the fact that this judy in the habitually used Ktpcog #udv em- 
braces ali Christians, and consequently atrav re xal judy (judv being re- 
ferred to Paul and Sosthenes) would express something quite self-evident, 
and that, too, without any special significance of bearing,’ the position of 
the words is decisive against this view, and in favour of attaching them to 

mavri réry, to which they necessarily belong as a more precise definition. 
Comp. Vulg. : ‘‘In omni loco épsorum et nostro.” If, namely, ctv ran... 
$uav must denote the Achaean Christians out of Corinth (see above), then 
navri roxy requires a limitation to the geographical district which is intend- 
ed. Now, this limitation is not already laid down by év Kopivéy (Licke, 
Wieseler), since it was precisely in the superscription that the need of deji- 
niteness in designating the readers was obvious, but it is expressly given by 
aurév Te xai jue, in such a way, namely, that airév refers to the Corinthians, 

who, however, are indicated not by tuév, but by avrav, because from the 

point where the widening of the address (ctv mao: x.r.4.) comes in, the Co- 

rinthians appear as third parties. Accordingly the Epistle is addressed : 
To the Corinthian Christians, and to all who, in every place that belongs to them 
{the Corinthians) and to us as well (Paul and Sosthenes), call upon the name 

of Christ. Every place in the province, namely, where Christians lived or 
a church existed (as ¢.g. in Cenchrese, Rom. xvi. 1), was a place which be- 

longed to the Corinthians, a réro¢ avréyv, in so far as the church at Corinth 
was the mother-church of the Christian body in Achaia; but each such 

place belonged also to Paul (and Sosthenes), in so far as he was the founder 
and apostolic head of Christianity in Corinth and all Achaia. It is quite in 
accordance with the ingenious subtlety of the apostle to give the designa- 
tion of the provincials in such a form, as to make his own authority felt 
over against the prerogative of those Jiving in the capital (airav). As in 

1 (The New Testament knows nothing of avray applies to the Coringhians. But in 
two kinds of worship.—T. W. C.] fact, according to the view of Liicke and 
It is supposed to conveya polemical Wieseler (see below), it cannot do so, but 

reference to the party-divisions. See Wie- must apply to the other Achaeans. 
seler, 7.c. This can only be the cuse if 
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Rom. xvi. 18 avrot xai éuov delicately expresses the community of lore (comp. 

also 1 Cor. xvi. 18 ; Philem. 11 ; Soph. El. 417 f.: marpd¢ rod cov re xapoi), 

so here avrov re xal yuav the community of right. The objection that the 
sense in which they belonged to the Corinthians was different from that in 
which they belonged to Paul and Sosthenes (de Wette), fails to appreciate 
the potnt of the words. The offence which Hofm. takes at the reading re 
xal (as though it must be equivalent to elre) arises from a misunderstand- 
ing ; it is the usual co-ordinating re xaf, which here has not even the appear- 
ance (Hartung, Partik. I. p. 100) of standing in place of elre. Comp., on 
the contrary, Hartung, p. 101 ; Baeuml., Partik. p. 225. Observe, besides, 

that re xai gives more rhetorical emphasis to the association of the two gen- 
itives than the simple xai ; see Dissen, ad Dem. de cor. p. 165. Riibiger, 
krit. Unters. p. 62 f., has assented to our view.' Comp. also Maier. Those 
who join ovy raat x.7.A. to KAgroic dy. (sce above) usually take atray re cai Hy. 

as an analysis of the idea rayri : in every place, where they and where te 
(Paul and Sosthenes) are, i.e. elsewhere and here in Ephesus. See Calovius, 

Rickert, de Wette, Osiander. But how meaningless this more precise ex- 
planation of zavri would be! In fact, it would be absurd ; for, since the 
subject is all (raoc x.7.A.), in which the jeic are thus already included, an 

analysis of it into airof (which the révre¢ are surely already) and juei¢ is 
utterly illogical. This applies also in opposition to Becker, by whom the 
téro¢ yuavis held to be Corinth, and to refer to the strangers who come to 
Corinth. Others have, following Ambrosiaster, referred avrév to the heathen 
lands, and sjyav to Judaea (Erasmus, Semler, Bolten ; similarly Schrader). 

Contrary to the text, as is also Wetstein’s opinion : ‘‘ P. suwm locum vocat, 
ubi ipse per praedicationem evangelii ecclesiam fundaverat. Tacite se at- 
que Sosthenem . . . opponit peregrino falso doctori, qui in locum non suum 
irrepserat.”” Others refer év ravri . . . #uav to the different meeting-places 

of the parties (Vitringa, Mosheim, Eichhorn, Krause, Pott, Ewald), so that 
the réro¢ juév would be the house of Justus (Acts xviii. 7), or, generally, 

the place where the church had statedly assembled at first under Paul 
(Ewald) ; and the rér. airéy the meeting-house of the Petrine party, per- 

haps the Jewish synagogue (Pott), or, in general, the other places of assem- 

bly of the new sections (Ewald). But the presupposition that the church 
was broken up into parties locally separated from each other (see, on the 
contrary, xiv. 28, xi. 17 ff.) has not a single passage in the Epistle to justi- 

fyit. Béttger, J.c. p. 25, holds, strangely, that avray applies to the Corin- 
thian Christians, and #uav to those of Lower Achaia (among whom Paul is 
supposed to have written ; see Introd. § 8) ; and Ziegler, that airay applies 
to those in Corinth, #zéy to those staying with Paul in Ephesus, Stephanas, 

Fortunatus, Achaicus (xvi. 17), and othcrs. Hofmann propounds the pe- 
culiar view that xa judé» betokens that Paul was at home, and felt himself 

to be 30, wherever Christ was invoked. Asif the reader would have been 

capable of deducing any such ubiquity of spiritual domicile from the sim- 

1 Also Burger fn his (popular) Auslegung, Erl. 1859, and Holtzmann, Judenthum u. Chris- 
denth. p. 749. 
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ple pronoun, and that, too, in the very address of the Epistle, without the 
slightest hint from the connection. 

Ver. 3. See on Rom. i. 7.’ 
Vv. 4-9. Conciliatory preamble, by no means without real praise (Hofmann), 

assuredly not ironical (Semler, comp. Mosheim), which would be unwise 

and wrong ; and not addressed merely to the party of Paul and that of 
Apollos (Flatt), which is at variance with ver. 2 ; but, as is alone in accord- 

ance with the character of Paul and with the words themselves, directed 

to the church as a whole under a persuasion of the truth of its contents, — 
bringing forward first of all with true affection what was laudable, so far as 
it existed, and lovingly leaving out of view for a time what was blame- 
worthy, but withal soberly keeping within the bounds of truth and tracing 
all up to God. 

Vv. 4, 5. Mov]? asin Rom. i. 8.— rdvrore] always, to be measured not 
strictly by the literal import of the word, but by the fervour of his constant 
love. Comp. 1 Thess. i. 2 f.; 2 Thess. i. 3.—éi] ground of the thanks, 
Phil. i. 5 ; Polyb. xviii. 26.4; Valck. in loc. The grace of God, which had 

been bestowed on them, is described more precisely in ver. 5 according to 
its effects. — év X. ’I.] i.e. in your fellowship with Christ. By this is denoted 

the specifically Christian nature of the gift, in so far, namely, as it is not 

attained apart from Christ, but—otherwise it were a worldly gift—has in 
Christ, as the life-element of those who are its subjects, the distinctive 
sphere of its manifestation. Just in the same way ver. 5. — ri] that you, 

namely, etc., epexegesis of ém? rg yap. x.t.A. — év mavri] without limitation : 

in all, in every point ; comp. 2 Cor. ix. 11; 1 Tim. vi. 18 ; Eph. ii. 4; Jas. 

ii. 5. To this Paul forthwith, and again with év (comp. 2 Cor. vi. 4), adds 

the more precise definition chosen in reference to the state of things at 
Corinth : év ravi Adyp x. wéog yvooe: : in all discourse and all knowledge—that 

is to say, so that no kind of Christian aptitude of speech, or of Christian 
intelligence, is wanting among you, but both-—the former outwardly com- 

municative aptitude, in virtue of which a man is duvarig yvoow é<erreiv (Clem. 

Cor. I. 48); and the latter, the inward endowment—are to be found with 

you richly in every form. This view, according to which Aédyog is sermo, 

occurs in substance in the Greek commentators, in Calovius, Riickert, 

Neander, Hofmann, and many others, and is confirmed beyond a doubt by 

2 Cor. vill. 7, xi. 6. As to the different kinds of Christian utterance, comp. 
1 Cor. xii. 8. Aédyo¢e is not therefore to be understood, with Billroth, de 

Wette, and Maier, of the doctrine preached to the Corinthians. Beza, Gro- 

1 See also the elaborate dissertation on the 
apost. benedictory greeting by Otto in the 

Jahrb. fiir D. Theol. 1867, p. 678 ff. The origin 
of that greeting, however, is hardly to be 

traced back, as the author holds, to the 
Aaronic blessing, Num. vi. 25f. Otherwise 
it would always be tripartite, and, in par- 
ticular, would not omit the characteristio 

ékeos. Now, the only Epistles in which it 

certainly occurs as fripariite, and with ¢Acos, 

are the (post-Pauline) ones, 1 and 2 Tim. 
and 2John 8; also Jude 2(but with a pecul- 

jar variation). It wasonly ata later date 

that the Aaronic blessing passed over into 

Christian liturgic use Constiét. ap. il. 57. 13); 
but a free reminiscence of that blessing 

may already be contained in the greetings 

of those late Epistles. 

2 [Westcott & Hort omit this word, but 
apparently without reason.—T. W. C.] 
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tius, and others take Adyoc to be specially the donum linguarum, and yvaore 
the donum prophetiae, which, however, is not conveyed either in the words 

themselves or in the connection, and is, moreover, at variance with the sub- 

ordinate importance attached to the yAdoaace AaAciv (chap. xiv.). Lastly, as 

to the running together of the two: év réoy yrodces row Adyov (Schulz, Morus, 

Rosenmiiller), the very repetition of the réoy, and the difference in point of 
idea between the two words, should have dissuaded its supporters from such 
a view ; for Ady. and yvwo. can as little be synonyms (Clericus, Pott) as 137 

and Nyt. Clement also, 1 Cor. 1, praises the former condition of the church 

with respect to r7yv reAciay xal acgaAy yvaorv. 

Ver. 6. Kaflic] According as, introduces the relation of that happy condi- 
tion of things (év ravri éxAouriofyre . . . yvdorr) to its cause. See on John 

xiii. 84, xvii. 2; 1 Cor. v. 7; Eph. i. 4; Phil. i. 7; Matt. vi. 12.— 1d 
papttpiov row X.] characteristic designation of the Gospel, the publishers of 
which bear witness of Christ. Comp. 2 Tim.i. 8; Acts i. 8, iii. 15, al; 

2 Thess. i. 10 ; 1 Pet. v. i. Comp. yapr. rot Ocoi:, 11. 1. — éBe Barby] is ren- 

dered by most : is confirmed,' has been accredited (Mark xvi. 20; Rom. xv. 

8 ; Heb. ii. 3, al.); comp. also Riickert : ‘‘evinced as true by its effect on 
you ;” and Ewald : ‘‘ guaranteed among you by signs of the power of the 
Holy Spirit.” So, too, in substance, Hofmann. It is more in keeping, how- 

ever, with the logical relation of xaféc «.r.4. to the foregoing, as well as with 
the BeBa:dce of ver. 8 (comp. 2 Cor. i. 21 ; Col. ii. 7), to explain it of the 

gospel becoming firmly established in their souls (by stedfast faith), so that the 
opposite is expressed by the Johannine rdv Adyov ove éxete pévovta év tyiv 
(John v. 88). Comp. Billroth and de Wette. — év ipiv] in animis cestris. 

Ver. 7. Result of rd wapr. 7. X. éfe8. év tuiv, consequently parallel to év 
mavri éxdour. év aire. The negative expression pu? vorepeiofa év is conceived 

quite after the analogy of the positive iovrif. év (see on ver. 5), so that év 

denotes that in which one is behind (dcfectively constituted). Hence : so 

that ye in no gift of grace are behind (i.e. less rich than other churches.) 

Comp. Plat. Pol. vi. p. 484 Di: pnd év 2A undevt péper aperig tornpovvrac. 

Ecclus. li. 24. The sense would be different, if the words were pdevd¢ 
yapiouarog (80 that no gift of grace is lacking to you.) See Rom. i. 22 ; Luke 

xxii. 835 ; John ii. 8. Ruhnk. ad Tim. p.51. Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 287 ; 

ad Soph. Aj. 782. Xdpioua is here to be taken (with Calvin and others, in- 
cluding Rosenmiiller, Pott, de Wette, Maier) in the wider sense of the apirit- 

wal blessings of Christianity generally, in so far as believers are made partakers 

of them by the divine grace through the tveiya dyrov (Rom. i. 11 ; 1 Cor. 

vii. 7) ; not, with most of the older expositors, as well as Billroth, Rickert, 

Olshausen, Hofmann, in the narrower sense of the extraordinary gifts (chap. 

xii. ff.). The proof of this is, first, that the immediately following arexde- 

you. x.7.A. makes the pu? torepeiofar év pndevt yapiouate appear as an ethical 

endowment ; sccond, that the significant retrospective reference of the 

aveyxAfrove in ver. 8 does not suit the yapiouara in the narrower sense, 

1“Non de confirmatione externa verbi, Calovius. Chrysostom undcrstood it of 

quae fit per miracula, sed de confirmatione oth ; Theodoret, Theophylact, and others, 

interna quae fit per testimonium Sp. St.,"* of the miracles only. 
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but does suit all the more strikingly the moral character of the Christian 
gifts of the Spirit in general. The form of expression in the singular here 
stands as little in the way of this view (in opposition to Hofmann) as at 

Rom. i. 11, and is, in fact, necessitated by the negative form of the dis- 

course. Riickert, indeed, objects: ‘‘that Paul could not at all mean here 
those purely moral blessings, seeing that the Corinthians did not possess 
them.” The apostle, however, is not speaking of every individual, but of 
the church taken as a whole (comp. already Chrysostom and Theophylact) ; 
and, moreover, expresses himself with much caution in a negative way, so 
that he only needs to answer for the presence of a sufficienter praeditum esse 

to stand comparison with other churches. — arexdexou. x.7.A.] is a significant 
accompanying definition to what has gone before : as persons, who are not 
in any wise afraid of the revelation of Christ (1 Pet.i. 7 ; Col. iii. 8 f.) and 
wish it away, but who are waiting for it. This waiting and that afflux of 

grace stand in a mutual relation of action and reaction. Bengel says 
rightly : ‘‘ Character Christiani veri vel falsi, revelationem Christi vel ex- 

pectare vel horrere.” The fact that there were among the Corinthians 
deniers of the resurrection (and consequently of the Parousia in its full 
idea)—which, we may add, might naturally enough cause this hope to 
become all the more vividly prominent in the case of the rest—does not 
take away from the truth of the words, which hold good of the church @ 
potiori. Just aslittle can they (contrary to the winning tone of the whole 
preamble) have it as their design to terrify with the thought of the day of 
judgment (Chrysostom), or to censure the doubters (Grotius, Rickert), or 
even to make ironical reference to the fancied perfection of the Corinthians 
(Mosheim). The participial clause, which needed neither ¢ nor the article, 

is not merely a temporal definition—consequently ‘‘for the time” of the 

waiting (Hofmann)—any more than at Tit. ‘ii. 18; Rom. viii. 23 ; Jude 

21. —amexd.] denotes the persevering expectation. See on Rom. viii. 19 ; 
Fritzsche in Fritzschior. Opuse. p. 150 ff. The word does not indicate 
the element of longing (de Wette). See Rom. viii. 25; 1 Pet. iii. 20. For 
the subject-matter, comp. Phil. iii. 20 ; Tit. ii. 18 ;2 Tim. iv. 8 ; Luke xii. 86. 

Ver. 8. “Oc] refers to ’Ijoov X., not, as Flatt, Pott, Billroth, Schrader, 

Olshausen, de Wette, Osiander, Ewald, Hofmann, with the majority of in- 
terpreters, assume, to the far-distant @ed¢, ver. 4,—a view to which we are 

not compelled either by the ’Iyc. Xporod which follows (see below), or by 

ver. 9, seeing that the working of the exalted Christ is in fact subordinated 
to the will of God (iii. 23, xi. 3 ; Rom. viii. 84, al.). Comp. Winer, p. 149 
[E. T. 196]. The apostle, however, is so full of Christ, as he addresses 

himself to his Epistle, that throughout the preamble he names Him in 
almost every verse, sometimes even twice. Comp. Rom. i. 1-7. —xai] also, 

denotes that which corresponds tothe dazexdéyeobac x.t.2., What Christ will 

do. — BeBatdoe] orgpige, Rom. xvi. 25; 1 Thess, iii. 18 ;2Cor.i. 21. The 
future stands here not optatively (Pott), but as expressive of a confident hope 
in the gracious working of Christ.’ —éwe réAovc] applies not to the end of life 

1 Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylact, rect censure; asa hint that they were ca- 

and others, find iu this expression an Indi- Aevdésevor and éyxAquace viv Vroxeiuevar, A 

__ be ioe eee 
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(Calovius, Flatt, and others), but, as the foregoing r. droxdA. x.r.2. and the 
following év rH juépa x.7.A. clearly show, to the end of the pre-Messianio 

period of the world’s history (the aid» otro, see on Matt. xiii. 832), which is to 
be ushered in by the now nearly approaching (vii. 29, xv. 51) Parousia. 
Comp. x. 11; 2 Cor. i. 13. It is the owvréAesa rod aidvoc, Matt. xiii. 89 f., 

xxiv. 8, xxviii. 20; comp. Heb. ix. 26. — aveyxAfroue «.7.A.] result of the 

strengthening : 80 that ye shall be free from reproach in the day, etc. Comp. 

1 Thess. iii. 138. See respecting this proleptic usage generally, on Matt. 
xii. 138 ; Phil. iii. 21, and Jacob, Quaest. epic. ii. 4, p. 136 ff. Stallb. ad 

Plat. Rep. p. 560 D.— row Kupiov x.r.2.] The repetition of the noun in- 
stead of the mere pronoun is common in the classics also (Eliendt, ad . 

Arrian, Exp. Al. i. 55 ; Kithner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 6. 1), and elsewhere in the 

N. T. (Winer, /.c. and p. 186 [E. T. 180]). Here (as at 2 Cor. i. 5; Eph. 
i, 18 ; Col. 1. 18 f., al.) it has solemn emphasis. Comp. ver. 21. —It is to 

be noted, moreover, that the blamelessness in the day of Christ (comp. 
Rom. viii. 83) is conditioned (2 Tim. iv. 7) by perseverance in the faith 

(through which justification is appropriated) and consequently rests on the 
imputation of faith (Rom. iv. 4 f.) ; but is nevertheless, in virtue of the 

moral character and power of faith, as also in virtue of sanctification through 
the Spirit, of a thoroughly moral nature (Rom. vi. 1 ff., viii. 1 ff.), so that 

the avéyxAyrog at the Parousia appears not, indeed, as avaudpryroc, but as xarv7 

kriow év Xpiorm (2 Cor. v. 17), who, being divinely restored (Eph. ii. 10 ; 

Col. iii. 10) and progressively sanctified (1 Thess. v. 23), has worked out 

his own salvation (Phil. ii. 12) in the consecration of the moral power of the 
new spiritual life (Rom. viii. 2f. ; Phil. i. 10 f., and now receives the Spa- 
Beiov of his calling (Phil. iii. 14), the crégavoc of the d:xacooivy (2 Tim. iv. 8), 
in the dééa of everlasting life. 

Ver. 9. Ground of this confident hope. Comp. 1 Cor. x. 18; 1 Thess. 
v. 24 ; 2 Thess. iii. 3; Phil. i. 6 ; Rom. xi. 29. Were the BeSaiwore on the 

part of Christ (ver. 8) not to take place, the divine call to the xo:vwvia rod 
viov avrov Would remain without effect, which would not be compatible with 
the faithfulness of God, from whom the call comes, and who, by His call- 

ing, gives pledge to us of eternal salvation (Rom. viii. 30).—Rickert finds 

in d? ov, because God Himself is the caller, a veritable misuse of the prep- 

osition ; and others, as Beza and Rosenmiiller, explain it without cere- 
mony by i¢’ ot, which D* F G in fact read. But Paul is thinking here in a 

popular way of the call as mediated through God. It is true, of course, that 

God is the causa principalis, but the mediating agency is also God’s, é£ ob xal 
dc ov ra wavra (Rom. xi. 86) ; hence both modes of representation may oc- 

cur, and d:é may be used as wellas ixé, wherever the context does not make 

it of importance to have a definite designation of the primary cause as such. 
Comp. Gal. i. 1; Plat. Symp. p. 186 E, Pol. ii. p. 870 E. Fritzsche, ad 
Rom. I. p. 15 ; Bernhardy, p. 235 f.—The xowvwvia rod viot abrov is the fel- 
lowship with the Son of God (genitive, as in 2 Cor. xi. 18 ; Phil. ii. 1 ; 2 Pet. 
i. 4), ze. the participation in the filial relation of Christ, which, however, 

view the more inappropriate, when wecon- tle was the thought expressed with respect 

sider how natural and familiar tothe apos- _to all his churclies. 
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is not to be understood of the temporal relation of sonship, Gal. iii. 26 f. 
(xocvaviay yap viov THY vioBeciav éExddece, Theodoret), nor of ethical fel- 

lowship (Grotius, Hofmann, and many others), but, in accordance with the 

idea of the xadeiv which always refers to the Messianic kingdom, of fellow- 

ship of the glory of the Son of God in the eternal Messianic life,'—a fellowship 
which will be the glorious completion of the state of viobecia (Gal. iv. 7). It 
is the dé6£a trav réxvev tov Ocov (Rom. viil. 21), when they shall be ovyxAnpové- 

por Tov Xpiotod, obypoppa of His image, ovuBacideiovrec and ovrdofacbévrec, 

Rom. viii. 17; comp. vv. 28, 29; 2 Thess. ii. 14 ; Col. iii. 4; Phil. iii. 20 

f. ; 1 Cor. xv. 48 f.; 2 Tim. ii. 12. 

Ver. 10-iv. 21. First section of the Epistle: respecting the parties, with a 

defence of the apostle’s way of teaching. 
Vv. 10-16. Hehortation to unity (ver. 10), statement of the character of their 

party-division (vv. 11, 12), and how wrong it was (vv. 13-16). 

Ver. 10. ‘‘ Ezhortation, however, lest ye miss this end of your calling, 

exhortation I give to you,” etc. — adeAgoi] winning and tender form of ad- 
dress, often introduced by Paul just at the point where he has a serious word 
to speak. Ver. 11, vii. 29, x. 1, xiv. 20, al. — dia rov dvéparoc «.7.A.] by 
means of the name, etc., while I point you to the name of Christ, which, in 
truth, constitutes the one confession of all His disciples, and thereby set 

before you the motive to follow my exhortation. Comp. Rom. xii. 1, xv. 80 ; 
2 Cor. x. 1 ; 2°Thess. iii. 12. ‘Were the meaning ev mandato Christi (Heu- 
mann, Semler, Ernesti, and Rosenmiiller), it would be expressed by év ro 

ovou. (Vv. 4; 2 Thess. iii. 6, al.). —iva] design, and in this form of concep- 
tion, contents of the wapaxadd, as in xvi. 12, 15; 2 Cor. viii. 6, ix. 5; 2 

Thess. ii. 17, and often in the Synoptic Gospels. — 1d avrd Aéynre] agreement 
of confessional utterance, a8 opposed to the party-confessions of faith, at vari- 
ance with each other, ver. 12. Luther renders it appropriately : ‘‘ einerlei 

Rede fihret.”” The consensus animorum is only expressed in the sequel (fre 
é2 xarnpriop. x.T.A.) ; in the first instance it is the outstanding manifestation 
of the evil that Paul has in view. This in opposition to Erasmus, Grotius, 
Estius, Wolf, and many others, including Heydenreich and Billroth, who 

explain the phrase of this inward agreement, which Paul would have known 
well how to express by rf avrd ¢poveiy (Rom. xv. 5 ; Phil. ii. 2 ; 2 Cor. xiii. 

11), or in some similar corvect way, and which, even in such passages as 

Thuc. v. 31. 5, Polyb. ii. 62, is not expressed, but presupposed. More expres- 
sive still is Polyb. v. 104. 1: Aéyecw &v xai ravrd, to speak one and the same 
thing. — xai nu 9 év ip. cxiopata] the same thought in prohibitive form (comp. 
Rom. xii. 14, al.), but designating the evil forbidden more generally, accord- 
ing to its category. — qre d2 x.7.2.] dé, but rather, but onthe contrary (see Har- 

tung, Partikell. I. p. 171 ; Klotz, ad Devar. p. 360; Baeuml. Parttk. p. 
95), introduces what ought to be the case instead of the forbidden xai p9 

k.T.A.—xatnptiopévar} fully adjusted, established in the right frame (Vulg. 

perfecti ; Theophyl. réAecor). Comp. 2 Cor. xiii. 11; Gal. vi. 1; Heb. xiii. 
11; 1 Pet. v. 10 ; Luke vi. 40. When there are divisions in a society, the 

1 Comp. Weiss, didlische Theol. p. 810. 
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xardptioc is wanting (2 Cor. xiii. 9 ; comp. xarapriouéc, Eph. iv. 12) ; hence 

Greek writers also use xaraprifey in speaking of the establishment of right 
relations by the removal of disunion (as here), sedition, or the like, Herod. 

v. 28. 106; Dion. Hal. Antt. iii. 10. Whether any figurative reference, 

however, of xarypr. to the original sense of oyiovara, fissurae, be intended 

(to make whole and good again what was broken or rent, comp. Matt. iv. 
21; Mark i. 19; Esdr. iv. 12, 18, 16 ; Herod. v. 106), as Bos, Elsner, 

Valckenaer, Pott, Heydenreich, and others think, and as Luther, Calvin 
(‘‘ apte cohaereatis”), and Beza, (‘‘coagmentati”) express by their render- 

ings, may be doubted, because Paul does not more precisely and definitely 
indicate such a conception ; while, on the other hand, it was exceedingly 
common to use cyioua absolutely, and without special thought of its origi- 

nal material reference (Matt. ix. 16), to denote dissidium (John vii. 48, ix. 

16, x. 19; 1 Cor. xi. 18, and even xii. 25). — év r@ avr@ voi x.r.A.] the sphere, 

in which they were to be katypr. Comp. Heb. xiii. 21. Note and )1+du7 
differ as understanding and opinion. Through the fact, namely, that Chris- 

tians in Corinth thought differently (voic) on important matters, and in con- 

sequence of this difference of thinking, formed in a partisan spirit different 
opinions and judgments (yvéun), and fought for these against each other, the 
7d avd Aéyerv Was wanting and cyiouara prevailed. In opposition to this, 

the Corinthians were to agree together in Christian thinking ' and judging ; 
the right state of things was to establish itself among them in dzovoeiy and 
éuoyvapovety (Thuc. ii. 97 ; Dem. 281. 21; Polyb. xxviii. 6. 2). In épideg, 

ver. 11, we have the manifestation of the opposite of both of these, of 

Christian sameness of thought and opinion. That sameness, therefore, does 
not preclude the friendly discussion of points of difference in thought and 
judgment, with a view to mutual better understanding and the promotion 
of harmony, but it doubtless does preclude party differences and hostility. 
"AugioByrovor piv yap xai de’ ebvocav ol gidor Toig gidotc, EpiCovar dé ol dtagopoi 

re Kai tyOpoi GAAnAos, Plat. Prot. p. 887 B. Many other interpreters take 
yvoun as referring to the practical disposition (to lore); whereas voi denotes 
the theoretical understanding. See Chrysostom, Theodoret, and Theophylact, 

who says : érav yap riv abvray ciorw Exuper, pp cuvanroueba dé xara THy aydarny, 

ra nev avTa voovper, duiordueta dé xara THY yvouyv. But this separation 

between theory and practice is quite arbitrary ; and yvouy never means in 
the N. T. ‘‘ disposition,” but always (even in Rev. xvii. 18, 17) sententia, 

judicium. Comp. the classical rij¢ airijc yvOune elvat, to have one and the same 

view, Thuc. i. 118, iii. 70. Eur. Hee. 127 : é« pude yudunc, Dem. 147. 1: dea 

pac yvdune ylvecbar, Isocr. Paneg. 88 : tiv avriy Exe yooum, Plat. Ale. 2, p. 
139 A. The converse : éyévovro diva ai yriua, Herod. vi. 109. 

Ver. 11. Motive for the foregoing exhortation. — trd trav XAdnc¢] comp. 

Rom. xvi. 10; Winer, p. 179 [E. T. 238]. What persons belonging to 

Chloe are meant, was as well known to the readers as it is unknown to us. 

Grotius and Valckenaer understood ‘‘ mortuae Chloes liberos ;” others gen- 

1 The sense of “‘ dieposition” is wrongly Maler). This is not the case even in Rom. 

attributed to vovs (Rickert, Neander, i. 2, xil. 2; Eph. iv. 17; see in loc. 
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erally, ‘‘ those of her household ;” others, again, ‘‘ slaves,” as undoubtedly 
such genitives are sometimes to be explained by dovdauc (Schaef. ad Bos. Ell. 

p. 117 f.) ; comp. Plat. Phaed. p.60 A. Chloe herself is commonly held to 
be a Corinthian Christian, members of whose household had come to Eph- 
esus. It seems, however, more in accordance with apostolic discretion to 

suppose (with Michaelis) that she was an Ephesian well known to the Co- 
rinthians, members of whose household had been in Corinth and returned 

thence.—The name (familiar as a surname of Demeter) occurs also elsewhere ; 

Hor. Od. i. 28, iii. 9. 6; Long. Past. 7. We may add that Bengel remarks 
well on 2674407 (comp. Col. i. 8) : ‘‘exemplum delationis bonae nec sine 
causé celandae.” It was in fact the fulfilment of a duty of love. 

Ver. 12. Now what I mean (by this épideg év tiv eit) is this (which fol- 
lows), that, etc. Regarding the explicative Aéyw, common also in Greek 
writers, comp. Gal. iii. 17; Rom. xv. 8. Calvin and Beza understand it, 
making rovro retrospective : J say this, because, etc. But, not to speak of 
the less suitable meaning thus attained, rovro in all parallel passages points 
invariably forward (Gal. iii. 17; Eph. iv. 17; 1 Cor. vii. 29, xv. 50), ex- 

cept when, as in vii. 85, Col. ii. 4, @ clause expressive of design follows. — 

éxactoc] Hach of you speaks in one of the forms following. Comp. xiv. 26. 
Chrysostom says aptly : ot yap pépoc, aAAd 1d wav éxevt mero TIZ¢ ExxAnoiac 4 Pbopd. 

— Nothing is to be supplied with the genitive Matdov x.r.2., for eivat revog 
means to belong to any one, addictum esse. Seo Seidl. ad Hur. Hl. 1098 ; 
Ast, Lex. Plat. I. p. 621 ; Winer, p. 184 [E. T. 248 f.]. — Knga] The Jewish 
name (*5°3) is so usual with Paul (iii. 22, ix. 5, xv. 5, and see the critical 

remarks on Gal. i. 18) that it is only in Gal. ii. 7, 8 that we find Iérpo¢ em- 
ployed by him ; hence the less may we regard Kyga here as taken directly 
from the lips of the Jewish Petrine party (Estius).—The order of the four 
names is historical, following that in which the parties successively arose.— 
For a connected review of them and the relative literature, see Introd. § 1. 
The following remarks may be added from the exegetical standpoint: (1) The 
Xpworov and ver. 14 ff. invalidate at once the theory held by the Fathers 
(Chrysostom, Theodoret, Oecumenius, Theophylact, and others, see Rabi- 

ger, krit. Unters. p. 9) and many of the older commentators, including 
Michaelis, and based principally on iv. 6, that the three first names were 
fictitious merely, and used in order to avoid bringing forward by name the 

real heads of the parties. (2) There can be no reduction of the number of 
the parties below four, although many attempts have been made to bring to- 
gether not only the partisans of Paul and of Apollos (as having but a formal 

difference), but also the Pctrine and the Christine parties (J. E. Chr. 

Schmidt, Bibl. f. Krit. u. Hreg. I. p. 91; Baur in the 7b. Zeitechr. 1881, 

4, p. 61 ff., and in his Paulus, I. p. 291 ff., ed. 2; also Billroth, Lechler, 
and others) ; or else—which, however, is merely a drawing of them together 

in form—to reduce the four to two main parties, the apostolic and the Chris- 
tine (Neander, Jaeger, and Schenkel) ; or, lastly, by exegetical expedients 

(Rabiger), either to get rid of the Christ-party altogether (see below), or at 
least to take them out of the list of parties by assuming that they were ap- 

proved of by the apostle (Schott, with older interpreters). Paul, in fact, 
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sets forth quite uniformly four definite diversities of confession standing in 
contrast, and then shows in ver. 18 how sad and how preposterous this state 
of division was.—In the face of this manifest mode of reckoning and dispos- 
ing of the parties by the apostle himself in this passage, several theories, 
respecting more particularly (8) the Christ-party, must be dismissed as un- 
tenable. Among these is (a) the view repeatedly brought forward from the 
days of Chrysostom :* ‘‘Mentionem eorum propterea fecit una cum illis, 
quod, cujusnam generis essent dissidia inter Cor. excitata, perapicue erplicare 
non poterat, nisi ita, ut diceret, alios hunc, alios illum praeferre doctorem, 

aliis (recte quidem, 1 Cor. iii. 23) se Christi sectatores simpliciter appellan- 
tibus” (Schott, Jsag. 238). With respect to this, it is to be observed that 
iii, 23 implies not the justification of those Afyorrec: tya d? Xpicrov, but the 

truth of the idea,? from the abuse of which that fourth party arose which in 
the passage before us appears under a precisely similar condemnation to 
that of the other three. (6) The theory invented by Baur’ in behalf of 
the antagonism between Paulinism and Petrinism (comp. also Lechler, p. 

886) : that the same party called themselves both rote Kyga, because Peter 

had the primacy among the apostles of the Jews, and also roi¢ Xpioroi, be- 
cause they held direct connection with Christ to be the main mark of true 
apostleship, and therefore counted Paul far behind the other apostles ; ‘ 
that the Christ-party, in fact, were the most thoroughgoing disciples of 
Peter (comp. Billroth and Credner, Hint. sec. 182 ; also Reuss, and especial- 
ly Holsten, 2. Hv..d. Paul. u. Petr. p. 25 f.). (c) The opinion of Becker, 
that the Christine party were Jewish-Christians, who had attached them- 
selves to the followers of Peter that had come from a distance to Corinth, 

but, as having been converted by Paul and Apollos, had called themselves 

not after Peter, but after Christ. (d) Rabiger’s view, according to which the 
Christ-party is purely a creation of the exegetes, éya d? Xprorov being the ut- 

terance common to the three parties ; 80 that all, indeed, professed allegiance 

1 He, however, holds that Paul added 
“dye Sé Xprorov” nai otcoGew (f.6. ad’ eavrov, 

as Theophylact has it), BovAcuhevor Bapurepoy 
7) éyxAnua worjoa cat Seifas ovTe xai Tdy 
Xprordy eis uépos S00dvra ey, ei Kat wh ovTHS 

éroiouy tovto exeitvoe. Comp. also Theodoret, 
who lays stress on the special wisdom of 
this procedure. 

* The rightness of the confession: éyée 82 

Xpiorov, considered in and by tiself, explains 

also why Clement, 1 Cor. 47, mentions only 

the other three parties and not the Christ- 
party aswell. He is speaking against the 
attachment to human party-leaders. He 

might indeed, in some way suitable to the 

connection of his exhortation, have brought 

in the Christine party (which he doubtless 
would have done, if they had been as bad 
as they have been made out to be of late), 
but there was no necessity for his doing 80, 

THience it is unwarrantable to infer (with 

R&biger) the non-existence of a special Chris- 

tine party from ita non-mention. Origen 
also does not quote the é¢yw dé Xprorov with 
the rest of the passage in one instance, al- 
though he does in another. 

3 See Beyschlag, p. 2% ff.—Hilgenfeld (see 
his Zeilschr. 1865, p. 211) calls Baur’s disser- 

tation of 1881, “ the ancestral stronghold of 

our whole criticism.” If so, it is a ruin, 
like so many other ancestral strongholds. 
It could not so much as stand firm against 
the simple words é¢ye 82 Xpicrod, into which 

Baur put a meaning as if Paul had written : 
fy 8% raw adwoordAwy Xptorov. The con- 
feasion ¢yw 8¢ Xp:orov necessarily transcends 

ali apostolic authority, and excludes it. 
4 Comp. Hilgenfeld, who holds that they 

were immediate disciples of Christ, who 
sought to establish the exclusive authority 
of the original aposties, denying to Paul 
the Xpicrot elvax. See also Hilgenfeld in his 
Zeitechr. 186A, p. 165 f. 
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to Christ, but the strife between them consisted in this, ‘‘ that they made 
participation in Christ dependent on ‘different teachers, each holding that 
they, inasmuch as they belonged to a particular teacher, had the real and 
true Christ,—a better Christ than the others.” This explanation, if we 

judge in accordance with the preceding elements in ver. 12, is an exegetical 
impossibility. It has been already well said by Calovius : ‘‘ Et illi, quia 
Christo Christianos se dicebant, guatenus ab aliis sese per schisma separabant, illo 

nomine sibi solum appropriato, schismatis rei erant.” Since they are ranked, 
just as the others, under the category of the cyiouvara and Zpedec (vv. 10, 11), 

and their fault is set before them as before the others, ver. 13, by péyép. 6 

Xpioréc, we cannot even characterize them, with Eichhorn, as neutrals.—To 
name Christ as their Head was so extremely natural for a party who, as con- 

trasted with the others, wished to keep themselves free from all authority of 
human teachers (sec Introd. § 1; also Riickert, Bleek, Hinl., Hofm. 16 f.), 
that there is no need whatever for any attempt at a different explanation ; 
such as Eichhorn’s imagination, that they rested upon the sayings of Jesus 
in the Protevangelium ; or the view of Grotius, Witsius, Wetstein, and Zieg- 

ler, that they had heard Christ themselves,’ or at least their founder had (if 

the former, how disproportionately small must their number needs have 
been ! and if the latter, they would surely have named themselves after their 

founder, since Peter, too, was a personal disciple of Christ). Equally unde- 
serving of acceptance is Storr’s view (Opusc. II. p. 252 ff.), adopted by 
Rosenmiiller, Krause, Hug, Heydenreich, and Flatt (comp. also Bertholdt, 

Hinl. VI. p. 3819), that they had called themselves rot Xpicrod, as followers 
of James the brother of Christ. This is an empty conjecture, not to be sup- 
ported by ix. 5, xv. 9; and it has, besides, especially this against it, that 

the followers of the venerated James would have had no ground, as distin- 

guished from the other parties, for not calling themselves of rod 'Iaxé3ov or 
ol rov adeAgot tov Kupiov, and that James also would have been mentioned 
with the rest in iii. 22, as well as in Clem. 1 Cor. 47, if the Christ-party had 
not referred themselves directly to Christ.—This claim, moreover, of a di- 
rect relation to Christ as regards His exclusive authority, found its sufficient 
ground and justification in the general acquaintance with the doctrine and 

work of Christ, which was owing to the living presence of the gospel tid- 
ings inthe churches, There is no evidence in the Epistles themselves of any 

other and peculiar connection with the Lord being laid claim to by the 
Christ-party. This holds especially of Schenkel’s view, that the Christ-party, 
consisting of Jewish-Christians from Asia Minor with theosophic training, 

had asserted a supernatural connection with Christ through vistons and rev- 
élations, their spiritual condition consequently having its analogues at a 
later date in Cerinthus, Marcion, the Montanists, and the like ; and that 

this party had its continuation in those who opposed the presbyters in Clem- 

1 This view is taken up again by Thiersch, | with Pharisaic views, proud of their Hebrew 
ad. Kirche im apoet. Zeitalter, p. 148 ff. He descent and of their having known Christ 

regards the Christ-party as peraonail disciples in the flesh, disputing the apostleship of 
of Christ, who had come to Corinth from Paul, eto. 
Jerusalem and probably also from Rome, 
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ent’s Epistle. Schenkel’s theory (defended also by Grimm in the Lit. Bl. 
zur allg. Kirchenzeit. 1851, No. 82) bases itself especially on the passages ix. 
1; 2 Cor. x. 7, xii. 1. To explain these, however, there is no need to sup- 

pose any allusion to theosophic opponents, or any reference to the Christ- 
party at all, since Paul—more especially if they had been a party standing 

in such (fanatical) antagonism in point of principle to himself—would have 
combated them directly and in detail, and that in the section of the Epistle 
which deals expressly with the party-divisions (down to iv. 21).' And to 

connect them with the opponents of the presbyters in Clement is all the 
more arbitrary, because that writer, while finding a parallel to the factions 
which he blames in the parties of Paul, Apollos, and Peter, makes no ref- 

erence whatsoever to the Christ-party,—a silence which is eloquent enough 
to make us hesitate in ascribing to them any such extreme and dangerous 
character as some have lately imputed to them, and to incline us rather to 

the view of their fundamental principle being one in itself sound, but per- 
verted in its application by party-spirit. In addition to de Wette, Lutter- 
beck, and Maier, Goldhorn and Déhne agree in substance with Schenkel, 
secking amidst differences in detail to prove the existence of Jewish-Alex- 
andrian philosophy in the Christ-party ; just as Kniewel (comp. Grimm) 

regards them as forerunners of the Gnostics. According to Ewald, they 
are the adherents of some unknown teacher of Hssene views, who, ‘‘ found- 

ing, doubtless, on some special evangelic writing, and in accordance there- 

with exalting the example of Christ personally above all else, disapproved 

of marriage ;” they were, in truth, the jirst Christian monks and Jesuits.” 

But it is very doubtful whether the rejection of marriage in chap. vii. should 
be traced precisely to the Christ-party ; and, apart from this, there is not 
in the Epistles to the Corinthians a single vestige of the phenomena of Lssene 
Christianity, or in particular of Essene asceticism, as at Rome and Colossae ; 

while, on the other hand, the rejection of marriage does not appear among 

the Romans and Colossians who held Essene views. Comp. on vii. 1.— 
Lastly, after this examination of the different views entertained regarding 
the Christ-party, the question whether they were Jewish (as commonly held) 

or Gentile Christians answers itself to this effect, that they were composed of 
both elements, as also were the adherents of Paul and of Apollos. For we have 

not the slightest ground for assuming that, when the division in the church 
arose upon matters turning on the respect due to individual men, it was 
either Jewish Christians alone, or Gentile Christians alone, who gave them- 
selves to the idea of renouncing the acknowledgment of any human teacher, 

and seeking instead to be row Xpuoroi. 

1 The force of this argument is doubtless 
evaded by the assumption, that the leaders 

of the party had probably not developed 

their hurtful influence until after the ar- 

rivalin Corinth of our first Epistle. But 
this is simply an unwarranted evasion. 

* According to Ewald’s Gesch. d. apost. 
Zat. p. 506 f., ed. 8, they readily allowed 

themselves to be carried away by the zeal 

This holds good in particular against 

for the law of their Pharisaio brethren, and 
became a support for their position. Those 

of the Christ-party with Pharisaic tenden- 

cies were joined, too, by some who boasted 

that they had once known Christ Himself 

familiarly, nay, that they had seen Him 

when risen from the dead, so that they laid 
claim to apostolic estimation. 
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Neander, who makes the Christ-party to be Gentile Christians, of a certain 

philosophic culture and of rationalistic tendency, to whom Christ appeared 
as a second, perhaps greater, Socrates, but who could not bring themselves 

to accept the doctrine of Christ in the form given to it by the apostles, and 
sought rather by philosophic criticism, which they exercised also on the 
doctrine of the resurrection (chap. xv.), to separate, possibly with the help 

of a collection of the sayings of the Lord, the pure teaching of Christ from 
the mass of received material. In how totally different a way must Paul 

have come forward against any such syncretistic rationalism ! See, besides, 
in reply to this, Beyschlag, p. 220 ff. Altogether, there were but few men 

of philosophic training who had come over to Christianity at Corinth (ver. 
26) ; and those who had at least a philosophic tendency found the food for 
which they sought with Apollos. And it isa groundless assumption to 
maintain that what Paul says against worldly wisdom (chap. i. 2) is spoken 
with a polemic reference to the Christ-party (this in opposition to Schenkel, 

Jaeger, Goldhorn, Dihne, Kniewel, and others) ; see, on the contrary, chap. 
iii, and iv. 6. In like manner, too, it is arbitrary, and in any case unsafe 

to proceed, from the point at which Paul passes from discussing the state 
of division in the church to speak of other existing evils (from chap. v. on- 
wards), to apportion the latter among the several parties, and by this 

method, as well as by means of expressions and details from the second 

Epistle, to depict the character more especially of the Christ-party, whom 
Jaeger * makes in this manner to appear in the most damaging light, while 
Osiander * treats them prejudicially in another way, finding in them the orig- 
inators of sectarian Ebionitism. Beyschlag, too, in his investigation, pro- 

ceeds by the same uncertain path, putting together the characteristics of 

the Christ-party especially from the second Epistle. According to him they 
were Judaists, although free from Judaistic errors in doctrine, who depre- 

ciated the apostle Paul, but prided themselves on their Hebrew origin, their 
labours and sufferings for Christ, their more precise historical acquaintance 
with and information regarding Christ, whom they had known personally, 

as also on their visions and revelations of Him. In connection with this 
view, Beyschlag is forced to assume that it was only in the interval between 
the first and second Epistle that the Christ-party had developed such keen 
and personal antagonism to the apostle,—an assumption made also by Hil- 

genfeld. If, notwithstanding this development of hostility, they are to be 
taken as Judaists free from Judaistic anti-Pauline doctrine, we stand con- 

fronted by a complete anomaly in the history of the antagonism between 
the Judaistic and the Pauline currents in the apostolic church, so far as that 
is known to us from other quarters. And it seems the less possible to ex- 

1He depicts them as wealthy Jewish 
Christians, familiar with Greek science, who 
professed attachment to the spirit of Chris- 
tlanity alone, but concealed under this 

mask lawlessness and immorality, and 
were deniers of the resurrection. 

* Originating, according to him, from the 
Petrine party, they had, while holding fast 

to the idea of Christ being the Supreme 

teacher, fallen into a one-sided way of con- 

sidering only His appearance as a man on 
earth, and more especially His teaching, 

and of allowing the theocratic aspect of 
the Lord's life and work to pass more out 

of sight. 
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plain this anomaly by the supposition of a cunning: reticence on the part of 
the persons in question, the more we see how bitter and passionate their 
Opposition to Paul must have been, and the more we find it difficult—con- 
sidering their cunning—to perceive why they should not have contented 

themselves with making common cause with the Petrine party, instead of 
forming a distifict faction of their own. (a) 

Ver. 13. Mepépsorac 6 Xparéc] affirmative (with Lachmann and Kniewel ; 
80 revég as carly as Theodoret), not interrogatory (as commonly taken), set- 
ting forth the tragical result of the aforesaid state of party-division, ver. 12, 
and that with arresting emphasis from the absence of any connective parti- 
cle: Christ is divided! i.e. in place of being whole and undivided, the One 
common Christ of all, He is broken up into different party-Christs ! Such, 
that is to say, is the actual appearance of things when, of several parties 
mutually exclusive of one another, each seems to have its own separate 
Christ.’ The reproach here conveyed suits the Christ-party also (against 
Ra&biger), just as forming a party, but not them alone (Hofmann). The in- 
terrogatory rendering, common since Chrysostom : Je Christ divided ? taken 

as a question of surprise, has nothing against it linguistically (see esp. 
Valckenaer, II. p. 71 f.), but it is liable to the objection that it is only with 
the following y# that the text gives us to recognize the beginning of the 
interrogative address.? Had Paul intended peuép. 6 X.. a8 & question, it 
would have been most natural for him in the flow of his discourse to carry 

on the same form of interrogation, and say : 4 Ilavdog tor. ix. tu. The text, 

I may add, gives no warrant for interpreting Xprorés of the corpus Chr. 
mysticum, i.e. the church (Estius, Olshausen, and others ; r:véc in Theodoret), 

or even of the doctrina Chr., which is not varia et multiplex (Grotius, Mos- 

heim, Semler, Morus, Rosenmiiller). — yu Nav2o¢ x.7.A.] Paul surely was not, 

etc. From this point on to ver. 16 the incongruous nature of the first party- 

confession of faith is specially exposed. Bengel aptly remarks: ‘‘ Crux et 
baptismus nos Christo asserit ; relata : redimere, se addicere.” The two 

questions correspond to the mutual connection between believing and being 

baptized. — trép| on behalf of, in the sense of atonement.* Comp. on Gal. i. 
4; Eph. v. 2. —ei¢ rd dvoual in reference to the name, as the name of him 
who is to be henceforth the objett of the faith and confession of the indi- 

vidual baptized. Comp. on Matt. xxviii. 19 and Rom. vi. 3.—There was no 
need of a single word more regarding the jirst of these two questions ; the 

1The conception is not that Christ is 
broken up into paris or fragments, so that 
the one party should possess ‘his, the other 
that, part (see Baur, de Wette, Rickert, 
Calvin, etc., with Chrysostom and Theo- 

phylact); for each party gave itself out as 
the possessor of the whole Christ, not 
simply of a part, He standing to it in the 
relation of its Lord and Head. To this 
conception corresponds, too, the ¢yw 4 

Xptorov, instead of which it would not 
have been necessary that it should run, 

énov o Xptoros, as Hofmann objebdts, 

» [But compare the usage in 2 Cor. iff. 1, 
where the particle is given only in the 

second question.—T. W. C.] 

§ Lachm. reads wepi tuav, instead of vrép 

tye, following only B D*; too weakly at- 

tested, and deserving of rejection also on 
this ground, that Paul always uses tsép 
(even in 1 Thess. v. 10) where the death of 

Christ is placed in relation to persons, for 
whom He died. Comp. on xv. 8, which is 

the only certain passage in Paul's writings 

where vrép occurs with an abstract term. 

See also Wieseler on Gal. i. 4. 
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answer to it was so self-evident. But as to the second, the apostle has some . 
remarks to make, vv. 14-16. 

Vv. 14, 15. God be thanked, that I baptized only a very few among you ! 
Accordingly no room has been left forthe reproach being brought against 
me, as it might otherwise have been, that I had baptized into my own name ! 
‘‘Providentia divina regnat saepe in rebus, quarum ratio fostea cognosci- 
tur” (Bengel). Riickert finds fault with the weakness of this proof, since it 
was surely the same thing whether Paul had baptized personally or through 
his assistants. But unjustly. For, since Paul was not generally in the 
habit of baptizing in person, had he himself baptized many in Corinth, this 
might undoubtedly have been made use of afterwards by perverse minds for 
the possible slander that there was a specialty in the case, that he had bap- 
tized with his own hand in Corinth, because he did it into his own name,—a 

purpose for which, of course, he could not have employed others. Hofmann 

suggests wrongly : they might have interpreted it, as though he had wished 

to place the persons concerned ‘‘ in a peculiar relation” to himself. This 
imported indefiniteness is against the definite sense of the words. Just as 
he had said before, that it was not he who had been crucified for them in 

place of Christ, so he says further, that they had not been baptized into his 
name instead of the name of Christ. But the two points just show how 
wholly absurd the confession éy® uév eiyue TlavAov is, because it would have 

such absurd premisses. — Kpiorov] See Acts xviii. 8. —Idiov] See on Rom. 
Xvi. 23. — iva u7| is never elsewhere, and is not here, to be taken as: 80 

that not, but it denotes the design, arranged in the divine providential lead- 
ing, of the oidéva tu. éBadrtica (comp. ver. 17 ; 2 Cor. i. 9, al.). 

Ver. 16. Another Corinthian family baptized by him occurs to his mind. 
He adds it conscientiously, and then cuts off any possibility of his being re- 
proached with untruthful omission by Aordy ove oida x.r.A. Regarding 

Stephanas, we know nothing save from xvi. 15, 17. — Aorrév is the simple 
celerum, otherwise, besides that. Comp. 2 Cor. xiil. 11 ; 1 Thess. iv. 1; fre- 

quent in Greek writers also after Polybius. : 

Vv. 17-81. Paul justifies the simplicity of his way of teaching by the contents 
of the gospel. This, like all that follows on to iv. 21, is directed primarily 

against the pride of wisdom displayed by the party which certainly threat- 
ened most danger in the circumstances of the Corinthian church,—the party, 
namely, of Apollos (not that of Christ) ; see iii. 4, iv. 6. As to the Petrine 

and the Christine-party, there is no special entering into details ; it is only 
in passing that the judgment is extended so as to include them also (see iii. 
22). 

Ver. 17. Rapid and skilful transition (comp. Rom. i. 16) to this (ov yap... . 
evayy.),* and theme of the section (ovx év oogig . . . Xptorov).—ov yap x.7.A.] 

1 Suggested naturally by what had been 
said in vv. 14, 16, and without any fronical 
side-glance at those who had prided them- 
selves on their daptizers (Calovius) ; in par- 
ticular, not levelled at boastings on this 
ground on the part of Jewish-Christians 

who had been baptized by Peter (Hof- 
mann); nor yet against feachers ‘‘ qui prae- 

textu ceremoniae gloriolam venantur” (Cal- 

vin and Osiander). Such polemical refer- 
ences are dragged in without warrant inthe 

text. 
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In the assured consciousness that the design of his apostolic mission was 
teaching, Paul recognized that baptizing, as an external office and one that 
required no special gift, should asa rule be left to others, the apostolic t:7- 
péra (Acts xiii. 5), in order to avoid, for his own part, being drawn away 
from following out that higher aim, which was his specific calling. A very 
needful and salutary division of duties, considering the multitude of those 

converted by him! Peter, too, acted in the same way (Acts x. 48), and 
perhaps all the apostles. Nor was this contrary to Christ’s command in 

Matt. xxviii. 19, seeing that, according to it also (comp. Luke xxiv. 47; 

Mark xvi. 15), teaching was the main business of the apostolic office, while 

the baptismal command was equally fulfilled by baptism performed by 
means of others authorized by the apostles..—ov . . . a2’) is not here, 
any more than elsewhere, to. be taken as equivalent to non tam . . . quam 

(Beza, Piscator, Grotius, Estius, Storr, Rosenmiiller, Flatt, Pott, and others ; 

comp. also Fritzsche, ad Mare. p. 785), but absolutely (see Winer, p. 461 ff. 
[E. T. 621 ff.] ; Klotz, ad Decar. p. 9 f.) ; and the absoluteness of the nega- 

tion is not at all to be set down to the account of the strong rhetorical 
colouring (Riickert, comp. Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 306 [E. T. 356]). To 

baptize was really not the purpose for which Christ sent Paul, but to preach 

(Acts ix. 15, 20, xxii. 15, xxvi. 16-18) ; in saying which it is not implied 

that he was not authorized to administer baptism (cic uév yap Td peilov areo- 

TaAn, ad dé Tov Kal Td EAaTrov évepyeiv ov‘ éxwAif7, Theophylact), but sent in 

order to baptize he was not. Comp. Chrysostom, Theodoret, and Theophy- 

lact. —ovx év cogig Adyov] does not belong to azéor. (Storr, Flatt), which 

would be an involved construction, but links itself closely to etayyeAifecba, 

as telling in what element that does not take place. The negation is objec- 
tive, attaching to the object (Kithner, IT. § 714. 1; Baeumlein, Partvk. p. 
207 ff.), negativing actually the év cogig : hence not uy. That codia Adyov is 

not the same as Adyo¢ aégoc, A. cecogiouévog (Erasmus, Grotius, and many 

others, including Flatt and Pott), but emphasizes cogia as the main concep- 

tion, may be seen in Winer, p. 221 f. [E. T. 296 f.] : to preach without wis- 
dom of speech, without the discourse having a philosophic character,—as de- 

sired by the Hellenic taste. We are not to apply this, however, to the 
philosophic contents of the teaching (Storr, Rosenmiiller, Flatt, and others), 

but to the form, which consists in the clothing of the doctrine in philosophic 
garb, in speculative skill, argumentative reasoning, illustration, claboration 

of the matter, and the like, together with the effect which this, from the 
nature of the case, may have upon the doctrine itself. For it followed asa 
matter of course from Paul's being sent by Christ, that he was not to preach 
a doctrine of this world’s wisdom (as did Plato, Aristotle, the Sophists, etc.) ; 

what he had to do was to deliver the substance of the evayyeAileo6a:—which 

1 According to Ritschl, altkath. Kirche,p. the baptism of those three in ‘thai light, 
869, baptism was performed on the others Stephanas would not have occurred to him 

by those three, who themselves had been only by way of afterthought. Besides, there 

first baptized by Paul, and who had be- must have been baptized converts there be- 

come overseers. Against this view it may fore a presbytery could be erected. Comp. 

be at once urged, that if he had regarded Acts xiv. 22 
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is in truth given for all cases alike—without casting it in any philosophic 
mould ; his speech was not to be év cogig, lest its substance should lose its 

essential character. This substance was the crucified Christ, about whom he 

had to preach, not in the style and mode of presentation used by the wisdom 
of this world,—not in such a way that his preaching would have been the 
setting forth of a Christian philosophy of religion. Even the dialectic ele- 
ment in Paul’s discourses widely differs from anything of this sort. —iva 
pi) kevwO® x.7.A.] aim of the evayy. ovx év cog. 2.: in order that the cross of 
Christ might not be emptied (comp. Rom. iv. 14) of its essence divinely effectual 
Jor salvation (Rom. i. 16). The cross of Christ—that Christ was crucified 

(and thereby won salvation for us),—this fact alone was the pure main sud- 

stance (‘‘ nucleus et medulla,” Calovius) of the apostolic preaching, and as 

such has the essential quality of proving itself in all believers the saving 
power of God, and of thereby, in the way of inward living experience, 

bringing to nought all human wisdom (vv. 18, 19 ff.). Now, had the cross 

of Christ been preached ¢év cogig Aéyov, it would have been emptied of its 
divine and essential power to bless, since it would then have made common 
cause with man’s wisdom, and therefore, instead of overthrowing the latter, 
would have exalted it and made it come, totally alien in nature as it was, 
in place of itself. Bengel says well : ‘‘ Sermo autem crucis nil heterogeneum 

admiitit.””. — With marked emphasis, 6 cravpd¢ rov Xpiorov is put last. 

Ver. 18. Establishment of the foregoing iva pu)... Xpicrov. Were, 
namely, the doctrine of the cross, although folly to the unbclieving, not a 

power of God to believers, it would be impossible to speak of aiva pi xevwb9 
of its substance, the cross of Christ, as the aim of the ebayy. oix tv o. A. — 

The écrit with the dative expresses the actual relation in which the Adyo¢ 
stands to both ; it is for them tn fact (not, as might be thought, simply in 
their judgment) the one and the other. — roi¢ aroAAvu.] to those who are subd- 

ject to (eternal) amdaeca. Comp. 2 Cor. ii. 15, iv. 8; 2 Thess. ii. 10. The 
present participle’ betokens either the certainty of the future destruction (Bern- 
hardy, p. 871), or it brings the being lost before us as a development which 
is already taking place in them ; just as rote owonu., those who are saved unto 
Messianic bliss. (B) From xv. 2, Rom. v. 9, 10, viii. 24, a/., also Eph. ii. 5-8, 

the former mode of conceiving it seems to be the correct one ; comp. ii. 6. 
Paul designates in this way the believers and unbelievers, ad row réAove rac 

mpooryopiac tifeic, Theodoret. He has certainly (Riickert) conceived of both 

classes as predestinated (ver. 24 ; Rom. viii. 29, ix. 11, 19, 22 f. ; Eph. i. 4 

f. ; 2 Thess. ii. 13, al.) ; but this point remains here out of view. —pupia] 
This doctrine is to them (to their conscious experience) an absurdity (uuwpia 

te xal, GAoyia, Plat. Hpin. p. 988 E; Dem. 897, pen.). Why? see ver. 22. 

Comp. 2 Cor. iv. 3. Billroth’s answer is un-Pauline. — uv] is not put last 
out of modesty (Billroth), but because the emphasis of the contrast lies on 

the idea of roig owfou. Comp. Eur. Phoeniss. 1738. Pors. : éAatwew rov 

yépovra pu’ éx xétpac. — divausc Oeov] Comp. on Rom. i. 16. That doctrine is 

}Bengel’s ingenious exposition: “qui dizio, et nunc aut perit aut salvatur,” ts 
evangelium audire coepit, nec ut perditus wrecked on the word quir, which the audire 
nec ut salvus habetur, sed est quusi in cvepit does not suit. 
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to them (to their conscious experience) God's power, inasmuch, that is to say, 

as God works mightily in them through the saving tidings of the Crucified. 
The contrast is stronger than if it were cogia Oecd, and is also logically cor- 
rect ; for dévauic Oecd necessarily presupposes the opposite of pwpia, because 

the power of God brings about enlightenment, repentance, sanctification, 
love, peace, hope, etc. Comp. Ignat. ad Hph. 18, where it is said of the 

cross, that it is to us owrnpia x. Can aidvioc. 

Ver. 19. Establishment from Scripture of the foregoing roi¢ d2 owfop. x.7.A. : 
for were the word of the cross not God’s power for the owfduevo., God, could 
not say of it in the Scriptures : ‘‘I will destroy,” etc.—In the passage, Isa. 
xxix. 14 (a free quotation from the LXX., the difference between which and 

the original Hebrew is unessential), Paul, in accordance with the typical sig- 
nificance attendant on the historical sense,’ recognizes a prediction of the 
powerful working of the doctrine of the cross as that through which God 
would bring to nought and do away with the wisdom of man, i.e. empty it 
of its estimation. The justification of this way of viewing it lay in the 

Messianic character of O. T. prophecy in general, by virtue of which the his- 
torical sense does not exhaust the design of the utterances, but leaves open 
higher references to the further development of the theocratic relations, and 
especially to the Messianic era, which references are to manifest themselves 
historically by the corresponding facts of later date, and so be recognized 
from the standpoint of their historical fulfilment. See more in detail, on 
Matt. i. 22 f. (c) Christ Himself confirms the Messianic reference of the pro- 
phetic utterance, Matt. xv. 8.—Regarding the distinction between cogia and 
aiveote (intelligence), see on Col. i. 9. 

Ver. 20. What this passage of Scripture promises, has occurred : Where is 
a wise man, etc. The force of these triumphant questions (comp. xv. 55, and 
see on Rom. iii. 27) is : clean gone are all sages, scribes, and disputers of this 

world-period (they can no more hold their ground, no longer assert them- 
selves, have, as it were, vanished) ; God has made the world’s wisdom to be 
manifest folly! Asthe passages, Isa, xix. 12, xxxiil. 18, were perhaps before 

the apostle’s mind, the form of expression used rests probably on them. Comp. 
Rom. iii. 27, where éfexAeio6y is the answer to the rov ; according to classi- 
cal usage, Valckenaer, ad Hur. Phoen. 1662. Ewald holds ver. 20 to bea 
citation from a lost book ; but we are not necessarily shut up to this conclu- 

sion by the ypayyaretc, although the term does not occur elsewhere in Paul’s 

writings, for this exclamation might easily have been suggested to him by 
the ypanparixot of Isa. xxxiiil. 18. The three substantices cannot well be 

taken as alluding to the synagogal phrases D0 Son and }w1t (Lightfoot, 

Vitringa), since Paul was not writing to a purely Jewish-Christian commu- 
nity. Attempts to explain the distinction between them have been made in 
a variety of ways. But it is to be noted that in what immediately follows 

1 According to which the reference isnot judgment under Sennacherid, in which the 

generally to the final catastrophe of the wisdom of the rulers and false prophets 

present state of things in Israel before the of Israel was to be confounded and left 

dawn of the Messianic period (Hofmann), _helpless. 
but, as the context shows, to the penal 
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tiv ongiay represents all the threc ideas put together ; that ypayuaretc, again, 
is always (excepting Acts xix. 35) used in the N. T. (even in Matt. xiii. 52, 
xxiii. 84, where the idea is only raised to the Christian sphere) of scribes in 
the Jewish sense ; that the owyrarns (Ignat. ad Eph. 18), which is not found 

in the Greek writers or in the LXX., is most surely interpreted disputant, in 

accordance with the use of ov{yré (Mark viii. 11, ix. 14; Luke xxiv. 15; 

Acts vi. 9, ix. 29, al.) and ové#rnot¢ (Acts xv. 2, 7, xxviii. 29) ; and further, 
that disputing was especially in vogue among the Sophists (oi oiduevoe wavr 

eidéva:, Xen. Mem. i. 4. 1). And on these grounds we conclude that aogé¢ 
is to be taken of human wisdom in general, as then pursued on the Jewish side 

by the scribes, and on the Hellenic side by the sophistical disputers, sq that, in 
this view, ypayy. and ovfyr. are subordinated to the general oogéc in respect 
to matters of Jewish and Hellenic pursuit. Many exegetes (Chrysostom, 
Theodoret, Theophylact, Oceumenius, and others, including Storr, Rosen- 

miiller, Flatt, Billroth) depart from the view now stated in this respect, that 
they would limit cogé¢ to the heathen philosophers,’ which, however, is pre- 
cluded by the oogiav embracing all the three elements (comp. also ver. 21). 

This holds at the same time against Riickert, who finds here only the three 
ost outstanding features in the intellectual character of the Hellenes : clev- 

erness, erudition, and argumentativeness. But ver. 22 shows that Paul is not 
shutting out the Jewish element ; just as his Jewish-Christian readers could 
see in ypauht. nothing else than a name for the cogoi of their people. Schra- 
der, with older expositors (see below), understands by ov{yr. an inquirer, 
and in a perfectly arbitrary way makes it refer partly to the pupils of the 

great training-schools of Alexandria, Athens, Jerusalem, etc.; partly to the 

disciples of the apostles and of Jesus Himself. But ovyr. could only denote 
a fellow-inguirer (comp. ovéyreiv in Plat. Men. p. 90 B, Crat. p. 884C ; Diog. 

L. ii. 22), which would be without pertinence here ; while, on the other 

hand, according to our view, the of» finds its reference in the notion of dis- 
putare. — rtov aiav. robrov] attaches to all the three subjects : who belong to 

the pre-Messianic period of the world (‘‘ quod totum est extra sphaeram verbi 
crucis,” Bengel), and are not, like the Christians, set apart by God from the 

viol row alavog tovrov to be members of the Messianic kingdom, in virtue 
whereof they already, ideally considered, belong to the coming aidv. 

Comp. ver. 27 ; Gal. i. 4; Col. 31.18; Phil. iii. 20; Rom. xii. 2. Luther 

and many others take rov aiav. r. as referring simply to ov{7r. ; but wrongly, 

for it gives an essential characteristic of the first two subjects as well. Of 
those who think thus, some keep the true meaning of aidy obro¢ (as Riickert 
and Billroth) ; others render : indagator rerwm naturae, physical philosopher 
(Erasmus, Beza, Drusius, Cornelius & Lapide, Justiniani, Grotius, Clericus, 

and Valckenaer), which is quite contrary to the invariable sense of aidv oir. 
— éudpavev] emphatically put first : made foolish, 4.e. from the context, not : 
He has made it into incapacity of knowledge (Hofmann), which would come 

in the end to the notion of callousness, but : He has shown it practically to be 

1In consequence of this, ovéyrnnjs has and heathen dialecticians. See especially 
been regarded as comprising tie Jewish Theodoret. 
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Jolly, ‘‘insaniens sapientia” (Hor. Od. 1. 84. 2), cogia daodog (Clem. Protr. V. 
p. 56 A), by bringing about, namely, the salvation of believers just through 

that which to the wise men of this world seemed foolishness, the preaching 
of the cross. See ver. 21. The more foolish, therefore, this preaching is 

in their eyes and according to their judgment, the more they themselves are 
exhibited as fools (as uwpécogor, Lucian, Alex. 40), and put to shame (ver. 27), 

since the x#pvyyua, held by them to be foolish, is that which brings salvation, 
not indeed to them, but to those who believe ; sroia yap cogla, drav Td xepdéAatov 

Trav ayabav ui evpioxy ; Chrysostom. Comp. Isa. xliv. 25, where uwpalvwr is to 
be taken in precisely the same way as here. — rod xécyov] 7.6. of profane non- 

Christian humanity, the two halves of which are the Jews and the heathen, 

Vv. 22-24. 
Ver. 21. More detailed explanation as to this éudpavev 6 Ocdc x.7.A., speci- 

fying the why in the protasis and the how in the apodosis : since (see Har- 
tung, Partikell. II. p. 259), that is to say, in the wisdom of God the world 
knew not God through wisdom, it pleased God to save believers through the fool- 

ishness of preaching. The wisdom of God was set before the eyes of the 
world, even of the heathen part of it, in the works of creation (Rom. i. 

19 f. ; comp. also Acts xvii. 26 f., xiv. 15 ff.) ; to the Jews it was presented, 

besides, in the revelation of the O. T. In this His manifested wisdom God 

might and should have been known by men ; but they did not know Him 

therein (év rg 000. r. Oeod oin Eyvw 6 xéop. 7. Oedv),—did not attain by the 

means which they employed, by their wisdom, namely (dia rH¢ codiac), to 

this knowledge ; whereupon God adopted the plan of saving (in the Messi- 
anic sense) believers through the opposite of wisdom, namely, through the 
foolishness of the gospel. — év rg cogia r. Oeov] is put first emphatically, 

because the whole stress of the antithesis in both protasis and apodosis is 
meant to fall on the notions of wisdom and folly. By év Paul marks out the 

sphere, in which the negative fact of the ov« éyvw (‘‘in media luce,” Calvin) 

took place ; rov Ocot again is genitive subjecti, denoting, however, not the 
wisdom shown by God in Christ (Zachariae, Heydenreich, and Maier), nor 

Christ Himself even (Schrader and older expositors adduced by Estius), 

both of which would be quite unsuitable to the apodosis, but the wisdom 
of God manifested before Christianity in nature and Scripture.’ Rtickert is 
wrong in holdjng that év r. cog. r. Oeod 18: ‘‘ in virtue of the wisdom of God, 
4.6. under its guidance and arrangement, the world knew not God through 
its own wisdom.” Certainly Paul would not be made by this interpreta- 
tion to say anything which would in itself be at variance with his view of 
the divine relationship to the matter; for with him the two factors of 

human action, the divine causality and the human self-determination, are 

so associated, that he may bring now the one and now the other into the 
foreground (comp. on Rom. ix.) ; but against it may be urged, partly the 

position of the words évy. . . Ocot, which on Riickert’s view would lose 
their weight and convey a thought here unessential, and partly the signifi- 

1 Not simply in the natural revelation ver. 28 proves that the Jews, too, are in- 
(Chrysostom, Calvin, Grotius, Estius, and cluded with the rest in the notion of the 
many others, including Hofmann). For  «ocpos. > — 
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cant relation between the protasis and apodosis, according to which the 
measure taken by God (evdé«yoev x.7.A.) appears as called forth by men’s 
lack of knowledge, and hence the oix yyw would in such a passage be most 
unsuitably referred to the appointment of God, so as to excuse what is de- 

clared in Rom. i. 20 to be inexcusable. —oi« éyrw] Seeing that the Jews 

also are included, and that anything which would contradict Rom. i. 19-21 
is out of the question, this must apply to the true knowledge of God, which 
was not attained, and which, if the «écyzoc had reached it, would have caused 

the preaching of the cross to appear other than foolishness ; comp. ii. 14. — 
dia r7¥¢ cog. | applies to the heathen world-wisdom and the Jewish school-wisdom, 
since it is the means of knowledge employed without result (observe that by 
the oix the whole from tyvw to Ody inclusive is negatived) by the xécyoc for 
the knowing God. The prepositional relation cannot differ from that of the 

correlative d:4 1. pwpiag which follows. Hence Theophylact interprets 
wrongly : did zh év ebydurria Oewpovutyyc cogiag éurrodiCéuevor. So, too, Bill- 

roth: ‘‘their own wisdom was the cause of their not knowing. — évdéxyoev 
6 @.] placuit Deo, He pleased, it was His will, as Rom. xv. 26 ; Gal. i. 15 ; 

Col. i. 19 ; 1 Thess. ii. 8. See Fritzsche, ad Rom. IL. p. 370. — dia rH¢ uwpiac 

rov xnpbyp., 1.6. by means of the foolishness which formed the substance of the 

preaching (of the gospel). That is the doctrine of the cross, ver. 18, which, 

as compared with the wisdom employed by the xéoyog as a means of knowl- 
edge, is a foolish doctrine, but in the counsel and work of God the means 
of salvation, namely, for the moretovrac, which word, as solving the riddle 

of: the divinely applied swpia, stands emphatically at the end. For to the 
conscious experience of delievers that resultless wisdom of the world is now 
Sooliskness, and the foolishness of the xfpvyua the divine saving wisdom. — 
Notice, in conclusion, how the whole verse is a compact and stately co-or- 
dination and dovetailing of correlative clauses. Remark, in particular, the 
repetition of cogia and Oedc, ‘‘ quasi aliquod telum saepius perveniat in ean- 
dem partem corporis,” Auct. ad Herenn. iv. 28. 

Ver. 22 f.? Protasis (éresd7) and apodosis (jueic dé) parallel to the protasis 
and apodosis in ver. 21 : since as well Jews desire signe as Hellenes seek after 
wisdom, we, on the other hand, preach, etc. It is to be observed how exactly — 

the several members of the sentence correspond to what was said in ver. 21; 
for *lovdaio: x. “EAAnvec is just the notion of the «éeno¢ broken up ; onueia 

airover and codgiay Cyr. is the practical manifestation of the ov« gyvw . . . rdv 

Oesv ; and lastly, sueic d? xnpioccousy x.r.A. contains the actual way in which 

the etdéancev 6 Ocdc x.r.A. was carried into effect. And to this carrying into 

effect belongs in substance ‘Iovdaiore uév oxdvdadov x.r.A. down to cogiav, ver. 

24,—a consideration which disposes of the logical difficulty raised by Hof- 

mann as to the causal relation of protasis and apodosis. — The correlation 
wal. . . «af includes not only the two subjects ‘Iovdain: and “EAAnvec, but the 

two whole affirmations ; as well the one thing, that the Jews demand a 

sign, as the other, that the Gentiles desire philosophy, takes place. — suei¢ 

1 Ver. 22 f. is the programme of the history dencies of the world’s sensualism and spirit- 
of the development of Christlanity in its ualism; ver. 24, the programme of its tri- 
conflict with the perverse fundamentalten- umph over both. 
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dé] This dé, on the contrary, on the other hand, is the common classical dé of 

the apodosis (Acts xi. 17), which sets it in an antithetic relation correspond- 
ing to the protasis. See Hartung, Partikell, I. p. 184 f.; Baeumlein, Partik. 

p. 92 f.; Bornem. Act. ap. I. p. 77. Examples of this usage after érei and 
éxecdg May be seen in Klotz, ad Devar. p. 371 f. The parallel relation, which 
the eye at once detects, between ver. 21 and ver. 22 (and in which a rhetorical 
emphasis is given by the repetition of the éwe:d7 used by Paul only in xiv. 16, 
xv. 21 ; Phil. ii. 26, besides this passage), is opposed not merely to Billroth 
and Maier’s interpretation, which makes éred) . . . Cyrovew introduce a 

second protasis after evddéx. 6 Gedc, but also to Hofmann’s, that vv. 22-24 are 
meant to explain the emphasis laid on rovg morebovrac ; as likewise to the 
Wew of Riickert and de Wette, that there is here added an explanation of 
the dia r7¢ wupiag «.7.A., in connection with which Riickert arbitrarily 

imagines a zév supplied after "Iovdaioe. —'Iovdaioe and “EAAyves without the 
article, since the statement is regarding what such as are Jews, etc., are wont, 
as a rule, to desire. —cnpeia] Their desire is, that He on whom they are to 

believe should manifest Himself by miraculous signs, which would demon- 

strate His Messiahship (Matt. xvi. 4). They demand these, therefore, as a 

ground of faith ; comp. John iv. 48. That we are not to understand here 
miracles of the apostles (Chrysostom, Theodoret, Oecumenius, Theophylact, 
Bengel, and others) is clear, both from the nature of the antithesis, and from 
the consideration that, in point of fact, the apostles did actually perform 
onueia (Rom, xv. 18 f.; 2 Cor. xii. 12). What the Jews desired in place of 

these were miraculous signs by which the crucified, but, according to the 
apostles’ teaching, risen and exalted, Jesus, should evince Hissbeing the 
Messiah, seeing that the miracles of His earthly life had for them lost all 
probative power through His crucifixion (Matt. xxvii. 41 f., 68 f.). Comp. 
Reiche, Comment. crit. I. p. 123 f. To take, with Hofmann, the onueia air. 

generally, as a universal Jewish characteristic, of the tendency to crave acts 

of power that should strike the senses and exclude the possibility of doubt, 
is less suitable to the definite reference of the context to Christ, in whom 
they were refusing to believe. Were the reading onuciov (see the critical 
remarks) to be adopted, we should have to understand it of some miracle 
specifically accrediting the Messiahship ; not, with Schulz, Valckenaer, 
Eichhorn, and Pott, of the illustrious person of an earthly ruler. Any such 
personal reference would need to be suggested by the connection, as in 
Luke ii. 34 ; but this is not at all the case in view of the parallel cogiav, nor 
is it soeven by X. éoravp. in ver. 23. See on the latter verse. — airovor] is 
the demand actually uttered (that there be given); Cyrovo: the seeking after 

and desiring, anguirere (correlative : ebpioxerv). — Xprorév éoravp.| Christ as 
crucified (ii. 2; Gal. iii. 1), and therefore neither as one who exhibits 

miraculous signs, nor as the originator of a new philosophy, such, possibly, 
as Socrates or Pythagoras, — oxdévdadov] in opposition to X. éoravp. As cru- 

cified, He is to them an occasion for unbelief and rejection. Gal. v. 11. 
For His being put to a shameful death conflicts with the demand to have a 
Messiah glorified by miracles, —wpiay] because philosophy is what they 
desire as a guide to salvation ; therefore to believe in Christ (not as one of 
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the wise of this world, but) as crucified, is to them a folly, an absurdity ; 
whereby, indeed, their own cogia becomes pupia rapa r. Oe, ili. 19. 

Ver, 24. Along with Xpiorév, which is triumphantly repeated, we are men- 
tally to supply xyptocouev : but to the called themselves . . . we preach Christ 
as God's power and God's wisdom—i.e. our preaching of Christ as crucified 
makes such an impression upon them,'that they come to know in their 
experience the manifestation and the whole work of Christ as that whereby 
God powerfully works out salvation and reveals His counsel full of wisdom ; 
comp. ver. 30. Hofmann’s construction, making Xpcoréy to be in apposition 
to Xprorév éoravp., would be loyically correct only on one of two suppositions : 

either if in ver. 23 there stood merely toravpupévov without Xpiordy (“' & cruci- 

Jied one . . . who is to them Christ”); or if, in ver. 24, some more precise 

definition, such as dvtwe or ainfac, were given along with Xpioréy. — adroic] 
isnot the iis pointing back to rove ricrebovrag, 30 that roi¢ xAyrolg would be in 

apposition to it (Hofmann) ; for in that case, notwithstanding the harsh and 
distant retrospective reference, avroi¢ would in fact be entircly superfluous ; 
but the words avroi¢ 62 roi¢ xAyroig—the avroig being emphatically put first 

(2 Cor. xi. 14 ; Heb. ix. 28, al., and very often in Greek writers)—go to- 

gether as closely connected, and megn simply : ipsis autem vocatis (Vulg.), to 
the called for their part, so far as they are concerned, 80 that avroi¢ denotes 

the called themselves (Herm. ad Viger. p. 733), in contrast to those round 

about them still remaining in unbelief (‘Iovdaioe . . . pupiav). Instead of 

T. KAnroic¢, we might have had roi¢ moreboverw (ver. 21); but how natural it 

was that the Ocot divauy x.r.A., which was present to the apostle’s mind, 
should have.led to his designating the subjects of his statement according 
to the divine qualification which applied to them. Comp. ver. 26. As to 
KAnréc, Bee on ver. 2.* That Paul did not write jyiv, is to be accounted for 

on the ground of its being unsuitable to the xypicc., which is to be here 
‘again understood ; not, as Riickert thinks, because it seemed to him too 

hard to oppose ju. to 'Iovd. and é6veor. — Oecd div. x. 0. cog.] To all the xAayroi 

Christ is both. But the words are formally parallel to the two former de- 
mands in ver. 22 ; hence divayuv is put jirst. Respecting cogiav, comp. on 

ver. 80. 
Ver. 25. Confirmation of the Oecd div. x. Ocov oop. by a general prop- 

osition, the first half of which corresponds to the @eow cogiav, and the sec- 
ond to the Geoi divauey. — 1d uwpdv tov Oecd] the foolish thing which comes 

Jrom God,* i.e. what God works and orders, and which appears to men ab- 

1¥For the preaching is not twofold, but 

one and the same, only spoken of in its 
§ This, according to the well-known use 

in Greek of the neuter with the genitive 
respective relations to the two opposite 

classes of men. Comp. 2 Cor. il. 16. That 
is the crisis, which the gospel brings about, 

and its influence on the ealled is to make 
them free (John vill. 88, 86; Rom. vi. 2). 
2Comp. Clem. Alex. Strom. I. p. 814 (ed. 

Paris. 1641): wdvrey dvOpmemwev xexAnudvwv of 

vraxotcat PovAnOdyres KAnroi wvondcOncay. 

These also are the cugsuern, ver. 18; the 
ppposite is the awoAAvperos. 

(Poppo, ad Thuc. VI. p. 168; Kihner, II. p. 

122), might also be taken as abstract: the 

Soolishness of God—the weakness of God. 

So rd pewporv, Eur. Hipp. 966. But Paul had 
the concrete conception in his mind ; other- 

wise he would most naturally have used the 

abstract pepia employed just before. The 
meaning of the concrete expression, how- 

ever, is not: God Himself, in so far ae He is 
Soolish (Hofmann) ; passages such as 2 Cor. 
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surd. Comp. 1d owrfpiov r. Oeov, Luke ii. 80. — rév avOpdruv] We are not 

to amplify this, with the majority of interpreters (including Beza, Grotius, 
Valckenaer, Zachariae, Flatt, Pott, Heydenreich, and de Wette), into rod 
cogowv tay ariper., after a well-known abbreviated mode of comparison 
(see on Matt. v. 20; John v. 86), which Estius rightly censures here as 
coactum (comp. Winer, p. 230 [E. T. 307]), because we should have to 

supply with ray av6p. not the last named attribute, but its opposite; the 
true rendering, in fact, is just the simple one : wiser than men; men pos- 
sess less wisdom than is contained in the foolish thing of God. — rd dofevig 
rov Gegi] whatever in God’s appointments is, to human estimation, power- 
less and resultless. The concrete instance which Paul has in view when 
employing the general terms 1d pupév and 1d dobevd¢ rod Gcov, is the death 
of Christ on the cross, .through which God has fulfilled the counsel of His 
eternal wisdom, wrought out with power the redemption of the world, laid 
the foundations of everlasting bliss, and overcome all powers a 
to Himself. 

Ver. 26. Confirmation of this general nfopeditions from the experience of 
the readers. The element of preof lies in the contrast, ver. 27 f. For if 

the matter were not as stated in ver, 25, then God would. not have chosen 
the foolish of the world: to. put to shame its wise ones. By so doing He 

has, indeed, sct before your eyes the practical experimental proof, thatthe . 
pwpov Tov Oeov transcends men in wisdom. . Otherwise He would have acted.” ne 
in the reverse way, and. have sought out. for Himself the «wise of the world, aces 
in order, through their wisdom, to help that which now appears ‘as@the 
pupdv Tr. Ocod to victory over the jvolishness of. the world: This holds, too, 
as against de Wette, who (comp. also Hofmann) makes yép refer to the 

whole series of thoughts, vv.. 19-25, notwithstanding that the expressions — 
here. used attach theméelves so distinctly to ver. 25. — BAémere] imperative. 
As such it has with logical correctness its hortatory emphasis ;' but not 80, 
if we take it as indicative (Valla, Erasmus, Castalio, Beza, Vatablus, Ben- 

gel, Rosenmiiller,.and Schrader). — ri xAjow tudv] is not to be taken ar- 

bitrarily, with Beza, Estius, Mosheim, Semler, Rosenmitller,.and Pott, pro 
concreto, for tua rove KAytobc, but as: your calling (to salvation through the 

Messiah) ; see, what was the nature of it as regards the persons whom God, 
the caller, had chosen (ver. 27 ff.). Krause and Olshausen run counter to 

the specific Christian sense of the word, and even to the general linguistic 
usage (see on vii. 20), when they make it mean, like the German word 

‘* Beruf” [calling}, the vitae genus, the outward circumstances. — rz] 

equivalent to cic éxeivo, dre, in so far, namely, as. Plat. Prot. p. 380 E, Crat. 

p. 884 C, al. John ii. 18, ix. 17, xi. 51; 2 Cor. i. 18, xi. 10; Mark xvi. 

14 ; Fritzsche, ad Matth. p. 248 f. — ob roAAni cogoi x. o.] that not many (among 
you) are wise in the eyes of men, etc. Itis enough to supply the simple eisi, 
making ov 7oA2., i.e. but few, the subject, and cog. the predicate ; and there is 

iv. 17, Rom. {. 19, if. 4, vill. 8, are no proof ot 1The ydp is not against our taking it as 
this.—As to the different accentuations of imperative; Greek writers, too, use it with 
mopos and pwpos, see Lipsius, grammat. that mood,as e.g. Soph. Phil. 1048 : dgere sa 

Unters. p. 2%; Gdttling, Accent. p. 804. avréy, 
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no need for introducing an éxA4Ono0av (80 commonly), according to which od r. o. 
together would be the subject. Kara odpxa, specifying the kind and manner of 
the cogia, marks it out as purely human, and distinguishes it from the Christian 
wisdom which proceeds from the Holy Spirit. For cép£ comprises the sim- 
ply human element in man as opposed to the divine principle. Comp. cogia 
capxixh, 2 Cor. i. 123; cogia yuyu, Jas. iii. 155 and see on Rom. iv. 1; 

John iii. 6. Estius aptly remarks: ‘ Significari vult sapientiam, quae 
studio humano absque doctrina Spir. sancti potest acquiri.” In substance, 

the cogia rev xéapov, ver. 20, and the o. row aidvog rotrov, ii. 6, are the same. 

— dvvatoi] We are not to supply xara cdpxa here again ; for that was essen- 

tially requisite only with cogoi, and Paul otherwise would have coupled it 
with the third word (comp. ver. 20). That mighty men of this world are 
meant, is self-evident. — eiryeveic] of high descent. Comp. Luke xix. 12; fre- 

quent.in the classics.—Riickert objects that Paul, instead of proving the 
phenomenon recorded in ver. 26 to have proceeded from the divine wisdom, 
uses it as an argument for ver. 25, and so reasons ina circle. But this is 
without foundation. For that the phenomenon in question was a work of 
the. divine wisdom, was to the Christian consciousness (and Paul was, of 

course, writing to. Christians, who looked at it in-the same light with him- 
seif):a thing ascertained and settled, which could be employed therefore 

|, dirgetly to‘estabtish ver. 25 in conformity with experiance. 
Vv. 27, 28. Expanded (see tov xéopov and iraoa adpé, ver. 29) statement of 

_' | “the opposite No; the foolish things of thé world were what God chose out for 
af, ete. ‘The calling, ver, 26, was in truth just the result and the proof 

of the’ deabion. ‘Comp. t Thess. i..4f.; 2°Théss. ii: 18. ; Rom. viii. 80, ix. 28 
. f. —7d pwpa tod kéapudv] tha foolish elements of the world (mankind), i t.6. those to 

whom earthly wisdom was a quite foreign thing, so that they were the simple 
among men. Comp. Matt. xi. 25. Many exegetes (including Theodoret, 

_ Luther,—Grotius, Estius, Rosenmiiller, Flatt, and Billroth) take the gen- 
itive as : according to the judgment of theworld. Against this may be urged, 
partly, the very fact that when God chose to Himself the persons referred 
to; they too had not yet the higher wisdom, and consequently. were not un- 

wise merely in the eyes of the world ; and partly, as deciding the point, the 
following da#. and ayev., for they were, it is plain, realty (and not merely 
in the eyes of the world) weak and of mean origin. — The neuters,(comp. on 
the plural, Gal. iii. 22) indicate the category generally, it being evident 
from the context that what is meant is the persons included under that cate- 
gory. See generally, Winer, p. 167 [E. T. 222], and the same usage among 

classical writers in Blomfield, ad Aesch. Pers. Glosa. 101. —ivar. o. xaracy. | 

design. - The nothingness and worthlessness of their wisdom were, to their 
shame, to be brought practically to light (by God’s choosing not them, but 
the unwise, for honour), no matter whether they themselves were conscious 
of this putting.of them to shame or not. — The thrice-repeated b£eA. 5 Gedc, 
beside the three contrasts of cogol, duvaro/, and etyevei¢ ver. 26), carries with 

it a triumphant emphasis. — ra 9 dyta] The contrast to eiyeveic is brought 
out by three steps forming a climax. This third phrase is the strongest of 
all, and sums up powerfully the two foregoing ones by way of apposition 
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(hence without xaf) : the non-eristent, i.e. what was as utterly worth nothing 

as if it had not existed at all (Winer, p. 451 [E. T. 608]). Comp. Eur. Hee. 
284 : Hv wér’, adda viv ov« civ’ Ere. Dem. 248. 25; Plat. Crit. p. 50 B; and 
Stallbaum thereon. The subjective negation y# is quite according to rule 
(Baeumlein, Partik. p. 296), since the participle with the article expresses a 
generic notion ; and there is no need of importing the idea of an untrue al- 
though actual existence (Hofmann). We are not therefore to supply rc to 
ra dvra (as if zndév elvac had been used before), but to explain it : the ezist- 
ent, what through repute, fortune, etc., is regarded as that which is (xar’ é&o- 
xiv). Comp. Pflugk, ad Hee. l.c.: ‘‘ ipsum verbum elva: cam vim habet, ut 
significet in aliguo numero esse, rebus secundis florere.”” — xarnpy.| Not 

xaTaiox. again, because the notions 4?) elva: and elva: required a stronger 
word to correspond to them ; one which would convey the idea of bringing 
to nought (i.e. making worthless, Rom. iii. 81). 

Ver. 29. Final aim, to which is subordinated the mediate aim expressed 
by the thrice-repeated iva x.7.A. — bruce 7 wavy. raca odpé] Hebraistic way of 

saying : that no man may boast himself. Its explanation lies in the fact that 
the negation belongs to the verb, not to rasa o. (nwa-53) : that every man 

may abstain from boasting himself. Comp. Fritzsche, Diss. in 2 Cor. II. p. 24 

f. Regarding cdpé as a designation of man in his weakness and imperfection 
as contrasted with God, see on Acts iii. 17. — évor. r, Ocov] Rom. iii. 20 ; 

Luke xvi. 15, al. No one isto come forth before God and boast, I am wise, 
etc. ; on this account God has, by choosing the unwise, etc., brought to 
nought the wisdom and loftiness of men, so that the ground for the asser- 

tion of human excellences before God has been cut away. 
Ver. 30 f. In contrast (dé) to the duc p27) Kavy. rT. 0. Evoriov r. Ocod, We have 

now the true relation to God and the true and right xavyaota: arising out of 
it: But truly it is God's work, that ye are Christians and so partakers of the 
greatest divine blessings, that none of you should in any way boast himself save 

only in God. Comp. Eph. ii. 8 f. — 2& avrov] has the principal emphasis : 
From no other than God is derived the fact that you are in Christ (as the 
element of your life). ’Ef denotes the causal origination. Comp. Eph. ii. 
8: oix & tua, Ocov rd ddpov, also in profane writers: éx @eav, éx Ard¢ 

(Valckenaer, ad Herod. ii. 18) ; and generally, Winer, p. 845 [E. T. 460]. 
While Hofmann here, too, as in ver. 28, introduces into elva the notion of 

the true eristence, which they have from God ‘‘in virtue of their being 
included in Christ,” others again, following Chrysostom, Theodoret, and 

Theophylact, take é& abrov 62 dpeic gore by itself in such a way as to make it 

express sonship with God (comp. Ellendt, Ler. Soph. I. p. 553), and regard év 

as conveying the more precise definition of the mode whereby this sonship 
ia attained : waidec avrov tore, did Tov Xpiorav tovto yevduevor, Chrysostom ; 

comp. Calvin, Beza, Grotius, Flatt, Billroth, Riickert, Ewald, and others. 

But wrongly ; for the conception éx Gcov elva: in the supposed sense is Johan- 
nine, but is not in accordance with the Pauline mode of expression (not even 
in Gal. iv. 4); and elva: év XpiotH was a conception so habitually in use 

(Rom. xvi. 7, 11; 2 Cor. v. 17; Gal. i. 22, al.), that it must have occurred 

of itself here also to the reader ; besides, the ard Ocotv which follows answers 

awe 
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to the 2 airov. This applies, too, against Osiander, who, after é£ avroi, 
mentally supplies yeyevyzévor: ‘‘ being born of God, ye are members of 

Christ.” — tipeic] with emphasis : ye for your part, ye the chosen out of the 
world. — i¢ éyevfGy . . . amoAbrpworg) brings home to the heart the high 

value of that God-derived elva: év Xprorg : who has become to us from God 
wisdom, righteousness and holiness, and redemption. '‘EyevfOy is simply a later 

(Doric) form for éyévero (Thom. Mag. p. 189 ; Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 108 f.), 

not, a8 Riickert makes it (comp. Luther: ‘‘ gemacht ist’), a true passive in 

sense ; comp. Acts iv. 4; Col. iv. 11 ; 1 Thess. ii. 14 (Eph. iii. 7, Lachm.). 

Christ became to us wisdom, etc., inasmuch as His manifestation and His 
whole saving work have procured for believers these blessings ; namely, 
first of all,—what was of primary importance in the connection of ver. 19 

ff.,—cisdom, for to believers is revealed the counsel of God, in whom are 

all treasures of wisdom and knowledge (see ii. 7 ff. ; Col. ii. 8) ; righteous- 

ness, for by means of faith we are through the Lord’s atoning death consti- 
tuted righteous before God (Rom. iii. 24f., al. ; see on Rom. i. 17 ; holiness 

(see on Rom. vi. 19, 22), for in those who are justified by faith Christ works 
continually by His Spirit the new holy life (Rom. viii. 1-11) ; vedemp- 
tion, for Christ has dclivered believers, through His blood paid as their ran- 
som (Rom. iii. 24, vi. 20, vii. 23), from the wrath of God, to which they 

were subject before the entrance of faith (see on Eph. i. 7, ii. 8). The order 
in which these predicates stand is not illogical ; for after the first intellectual 
benefit (cogic) which we have received in Christ, marked out too from the 
rest by the position of the word, Paul brings forward the ethical blessedness 
of the Christian, and that in the first place positively as d:xasootvy and dytacpdc, 
but then also—as though in triumph that there was now nothing more to 
fear from God—negatirely as amoAtrpworc, in which is quenched all the wrath 

of God against former sin (instead of which with the Christian there are now 
righteousness and holiness). Hence in explaining azoAtrp. we should not 
(with Chrysostom) abide by the general arfAAakev judg ard mavrwyv Tov Kady, 

which is already contained in what goes before ; nor again should we, with 
Grotius, Calovius, Riickert, Osiander, Neander, and others (comp. also 

Schmid, bibl. Theol. II. p. 825 ; and Lipsius, Paulin. Rechtfertigungslehre, p. 
8), make it the final redemption from death and all evils, such as is the object 
of 2Aric, the redemption perfecting itself beyond our earthly life (Hofmann), 

or the definitive acquittal at the last judgment (Weiss, Bibl. Theol. p. 327). 
In the passages alleged to support the interpretation in question, this sense 
is given solely by the accessory defining phrases—namely, in Eph. i. 14 by 7H 
reptrochoews, in iv. 80 by yuépav, and in Rom, viii. 23 by rov odyaros. Riickert 

(comp. Neander) is further of opinion that dixacocivy x.r.4. is merely explana- 

tory of how far Christ is to us oogia, namely, as dixaoobvn, dytaoudc, and aro- 
Atrp., and that these three refer to the three essential things in the Christian 

life, faith, love, and hope : the ré binding together the last three words and 

separating them from the first. But (1) the ré links closely together only 
Sixacoo. and dy:aou., and does not include aoa. ; much less does it separate 

the three last predicates from cogia ;! on the contrary, re xai embraces dia. 

1 With cogia the ré has nothing whatever to do. Hofmann makes it serve as a link 
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and dy., a8 it were, in one, so that then aroAbrpworg comes to be added with 

the adjunctive xai as a separate element, and consequently there results the 
following division : (a) wisdom, (6) righteousness and holiness, and (c) 

redemption. See as to this use of re xai . . . xai, Hartung, Partikell. I. p. 
102 ; Ellendt, Ler. Soph. I. p. 878 f. ; Baeumlein, Partik. p. 224f. (2) 
Paul would, on this theory, have left his readers without the slightest hint 

of the subordinate relation of the three last predicates to the first, although 
he could so easily have indicated it by a &¢ or a participle. (8) According 
to the correct interpretation, aroAirp. is not something yet future, but some- 

thing which has already taken place in the death of Christ. (p) Bos (Obs. Mise. 
p. 1 ff.), Alethius, Clericus, Nésselt (Opusc. II. p. 127 ff.), Valckenaer, and 

Krause interpret in a still more involved way, holding that only the words 
from é¢ to Geov apply to Christ, and these are to be put in a parenthesis ; 
while dcxacooivy x.t.A. are abstracta pro concretis (2 Cor. v. 21), and belong to 

tueic gore; ‘‘Ejus beneficio vos estis in Christo Jesu dixaocvvy x.t.A.,” 

Valckenaer. How ambiguous and unsuitable would such a statement as d¢ 
éyev. copia x.r.A. be for a mere parenthetical notice !—azé Geo] on God's part, 
by God as the author of the fact. Comp. Herod. vi. 125: a6 dé 'AAnuaiu- 
voc... éyévovro xai xdpra Aaurpoi. See generally, Ellendt, Ler. Soph. 

I. p. 194; Winer, p. 348 [E. T. 464] ; Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 280 [E. T. 
325]. That it belongs to éyevf6n, and not to copia, is proved by the gyi» 

which stands between. The latter, however, is not to be understood, with 

Rickert, as though it ran 7} #uerépa copia (‘* what to the Hellene his cogia is, 

or is merely assumed to be, namely, the ground of confidence,—that Christ 
is to us’), else Paul must have written : 5¢ guiv éyevfOq 4 copia with the arti- 

cle, and have placed jyiv first with the emphasis of contrast.—Observe 

further, that Paul has said izeic with his eye still, as in ver. 26, upon the 

church to which his readers belonged ; but now, in adducing the blessings 
found in Christ, he extends the range of his view to all Christians ; and 

hence, instead of the individualizing tyeir, we have the juiv including him- 

self and others. 
Ver. 31. The fact that God is the author of your connection with Christ, 

and thereby of the blessings you receive as Christians (ver. 80), should, 

according to the divine purpose (iva), determine you to comply with 
that word of Scripture which calls for the true lowly xavyaofa: : he that 
boasteth himself, let him boast himself in the Lord, praise his own privileges 
only as God’s work, boast himself only as the object of His grace.—That 

the Képcoc is not Christ (Riickert) but God, and not Christ and God (Hof- 

mann), is proved by the emphatic é& avrov, ver. 30, and évér. r. Oeov, ver. 

29. Comp. on 2 Cor. x. 17.—The apostle quotes Jer. ix. 24, abbreviating 
quite freely, after the LXX. The construction, however, is anacoluthic ; for 

Paul purposely retains the scriptural saying unaltered in its strong impera- 
tive form, and leaves it to the reader to supply the change from the impera- 

tive to the subjunctive, which the syntax, properly speaking, would require. 

Comp. on Rom. xv. 8. 

of connection to codia. In that case, Paul must have written cogia te xai dixatoc. x, 

Gy. K. aod, 

sn ce a — rs, 
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Nores py American Eprror. 

(a) The factions. Vv. 11-13. 

On the subject contained in these verses Dean Stanley makes the following 
edifying reflections: ‘‘It is by catching a glimpse, however partial, of the 
wild dissensions which raged around and beneath the apostolical writings, that 

we can best appreciate the unity and repose of those writings themselves ; it is 

by seeing how completely these dissensions have been obliterated, that we can 

best understand how marked was the difference between their results and 

those of analogous divisions in other history. We know how the names of 

Plato and Aristotle, of Francis and Dominic, of Luther and Calvin, have con- 

tinued as the rallying point of rival schools and systems long after the 

decease, and contrary even to the intentions of the respective founders. But 
with regard to the factions of the Apostolic age it was not so. The schools of 

Paul and Apollos and Kephas, which once waged so bitter a warfare against 

each other, were extinguished almost before ecclesiastical history had begun ; 
and the utmost diversity of human character and outward style has been un- 
able to break the harmony in which their memories are united in the associa- 

tions of the Christian world. Partly this arose from the nature of the cuse, 

The Apostles could not have been the founders of systems, even if they would. 

Their power was not their own, but another’s : ‘Who made them to differ from 
another? What had they which they had not received?’ If once they claimed 

an independent authority, their authority was gone. Great philosophers, 

great conquerors, great heresiarchs, leave their names even in spite of them- 
selves. But such the Apostles could not be without ceasing to be what they 
were ; and the total extinction of the parties which were called after them is in 

fact a testimony to the divinity of their mission. And it is difficult not to 

believe that in the great work of reconciliation, of which the outward volume 

of the Sacred Canon is the chief monument, they were themselves not merely 
passive instruments, but active agents ; that a lesson is still to be derived from 
the record they have left of their own resistance to the claims of the factions 
which vainly endeavoured to divide what God had joined together.” 

(B) ‘‘ Being saved." Ver. 18. 

The English translator rendered the Greek phrase here, ‘those who 
are being saved.’’ But this is not required by the German original, and be- 
sides is objectionable in itself. In the first place, it is awkward and to many 

persons questionable English. In the next place, it is not required by the 
verbal form. The passive participle of the present tense is often used to ex- 

press a completed action. (See Acts xx. 9; Heb. vii. 8; 2 Peter ii. 4, and 2 
John 7.) In the‘last mentioned we have the present participle used to express 

the very same thing that in 1 John iv. 2 is expressed by a perfect participle. 
It is not denied that the present passive participle often denotes a con- 

tinued state or a lengthened process (as in the description of the ancient 

saints, Heb. xi. 37, as ‘‘ destitute, afflicted, evil entreated’’), but it is claimed 
that this is not the habitual or necessary meaning. The context or the general 
usage of Scripture, or the nature of the subject, must determine the precise 
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meaning in any given case. In the LXX. the present passive and the perfect 

passive participle of the verb cdju are used as precisely equivalent. (Compare 
Jer. xliv. 14 with xlii. 7, and Isaiah xlv. 20 with Ixvi. 19.) 

But the chief objection to the proposed rendering is that it introduces a con- 

ception which does not belong to the New Testament, and, so far as it can, ob- 

literates what is a marked peculiarity of the scriptural mode of conceiving of 

salvation, viz. that it is at once present and future. Which of these views is 

intended depends upon the circumstances in each case. On one hand, salva- 

tion is spoken of as to be realized in the day when Christ shall come. So 

1 Peteri. 9, ‘* Receiving the end of your faith, even the salvation of your souls”; 

Rom. viii. 24, ‘‘ We are saved in hope, but hope that is seen is not hope”; 1 Cor. 
v. 5, ‘* That the spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord Jesus”; Matt. x. 22, 

‘‘ He that endureth to the end shall be saved.’’ It is therefore quite certain that 

salvation in its full meaning, as extending to the body as well as the soul, as in- 

cluding inward holiness as well as forensic justification, as putting an end to 

sin and sorrow, vicissitude and temptation, tears and death, is experienced 

only when Christ shall appear a second time, apart from sin, to them that wait 

for him unto salvation (Heb. ix. 28). But, on the other hand, it is beyond 

doubt that the Scripture frequently speaks of salvation as a present possession 

of the believer. Thus in Luke vii. 50 our Lord is represented as saying to the 

penitent outcast who bathed his feet with tears and wiped them with the hair 

of her head, ‘‘ Thy faith hath saved thee.” So Paul says (Titus iii. 5), ‘* Ac- 

cording to his mercy he saved us” (cf. 2 Tim. i. 9). And Peter (1, iii. 21) 
says of baptism, ‘‘ which also after a true likeness doth now save you.” How. 

ever men muy explain this variant usage of Scripture writers, the fact of the 
variation should not be elided or obscured. Nor should the plain teaching of 

the Bible be denied which constantly affirms of men that they are either saved 

or lost, no third or intermediate condition being conceivable, any more than a 

departed spirit can be one half in heaven and the other halfin hell. There 

may be gradual approaches to the act of faith, or even along preparation for it, 

but the act itself is instantaneous. To speak of salvation, therefore, as a 
process, although the term is susceptible of a meaning which is correct, is to 
run the risk of misleading persons by inducing them to take up an opinion 

which is not at all correct, but unscriptural and dangerous. 

(c) Quotations. Ver. 19. 

The statement here is certainly correct, and is of great importance in ex- 

plaining the method in which the words of the Old Testament are quoted in 

the New. It is from forgetfulness of the unity of Scripture and the prepara- 

tory character of the earlier economy that so many have charged the Apostle 

with wresting the prophetic utterances—that is, giving them a meaning which 

was never intended by the original speaker. It is true in several senses that 

‘the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy.’’ The Bible’s chief and 

salient feature is that it is, from first to last, the history of redemption, and all 

its parts, however diverse in tone and character, are bound together by their 

common relation to the one central and controlling thought, the promise of a 
world-wide deliverer. One of Meyer's great excellences is that he thoroughly 

and consistently recognizes this fact, 
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(p) ‘ Christ made unto us wisdom from God.” Ver. 30. 

The rendering of this verse to which the author objects may be seen by tak- 

ing the words of the Revised Version, inserting the margin in the text, thus, 

‘‘Christ Jesus, who was made unto us wisdom from God, both righteousness 

and sanctification and redemption.’’ Dr. Meyer’s objections certainly have 

weight, but they do not seem conclusive. The order of the words in the 

original, the stress which Paul lays on wisdom throughout the chapter, and the 

striking contrast thus gained, confirm the view that the three latter nouns are 

epexegetical of the first and are intended to disclose the glorious characteristics 

of the wisdom which is from God as distinguished from the wisdom which is 

of human origin. So Dr. Poor (in Lange), Archer Butler (in Sermons), Canon 

Evans (in Speaker's Commentary), Principal Brown (in Popular Commentary), 

Beet (in Com.), and, substantially, Dean Stanley. Dr. Poor justly insists that 

in a collocation of words so peculiar, it is natural to take the last three words 

as an afterthought exegetical of the main one — and such an addition was 

needed. Wisdom was what Paul had been disparaging throughout this sec- 

tion. Butit wasthe wisdom of man. Now he glories in Christ us having been 

made unto us wisdom. It was necessary therefore to difference this from what 
he had been condemning. So he adds fram God, thus showing whence this 

wisdom came. Then to characterize it, to exhibit its distinguishing peculiari- 

ties as practical and suited for man’s deepest needs, instead of being merely 

speculative, he subjoins the three great points it contemplated. And here is 
where the wisdom of the Gospel far surpasses that of secular philosophy. Here, 
then, Dr. Poor concludes, we have, 1, an adequate reason for the order of the 

words ; 2, not arepetition, but a distinct thought in a7d Oeov, and so a reason for 

the change of the preposition from the one in the first clause ; 3, not a digres- 
sion from the main course of thought, as must be supposed in the other interpre- 
tation, but a glorious consummation of it, displaying the infinite superiority of 

the wisdom from God over all human wisdom ; 4, an epexegesis quite in the 

manner of Paul (Rom. i. 12). 
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CHAPTER IL. 

Ver. 1. papripiov] A C &*, min. Syr. Copt. and some Fathers: pvorfpiov. Ap- 

proved by Griesb. and Ewald, adopted also by Riickert. A gloss written on the 

margin from ver. 7. Had waprvpiov crept in from i. 6, the witnesses which 

have it would read also rov Xpicrov instead of +: Geot ; but this occurs only in 

very few, some of which, besides, have pvarjpiov. — Ver. 2. 1) eidévar] Elz, rov 

eidévat rt. But rod is wanting in decisive witnesses ; that rz: should be put 

first is rendered certain by B O, min. Bas. Cyr. Isid. Chrys. Hil. Victorin. Aug., 

also D E (which have ri év tyiv eldéva:) ; and the external attestation must de- 

cide here. — Ver. 3. xa? éys] Lachm. and Riickert read xays, with A BC &, 

min. Or. Bas. al. Taken from ver. 1.— Ver. 4. After weiQoic Elz. has dyv@pw- 

wivyc, against preponderating evidence. Addition from vv. 5 and 13. In re- 

ply to Heydenreich’s unfounded defence of the word, see Reiche, Comment. crit. 

I. p. 134. — The readings which alter we:Ooic (xecGoi : 1, 18*, 48, al. Or. Eus. al. ; 

mwecOavoic, Macar.), and those which either leave out Adyo:c (F G, 74, al. Erp. 

Boern. Ambrosiast. Sedul.) or alter it (Aéywy : Syr. Armen. Or. twice over, and 
several others : Adyov), are old shifts resorted to on failure to understand reiSoic, 

as also the short reading év re:fo cogicg must be so accounted. See the exegeti- 
cal remarks, and Reiche, p. 133. — Ver. 7. The order of the words Qeo0t co¢iav 

(Elz. and Matth. invert it) is decisively attested, as also the order in ver. 10: 

arexaa, 6 Oedc. — Ver. 9. In place of the second ¢, Lachm. and Tisch. have dca, 
with ABC and some Fathers.' Rightly ; ¢ is a mechanical repetition from 

what goes before. — Ver. 10. Instead of dé Tisch. reads ydp, supported only by 

B, min. Copt. Sahid. Clem. — airod] is wanting in A BC &, Copt. Clem. Bas. 
Cyr. Itis deleted by Lachm. and Rickert. But considering the independent 

To yap mvevua which follows, it would have been more natural to omit avrov or 
to add dyiov (so Didym.) than to insert avros.— Ver. 11. éyvaxev is, in ac- 

cordance with the vast preponderance of evidence, approved by Griesb. and 

adopted by Lachm. Tisch. and Rickert. Elz., however, Matth. and Scholz, have 

oldev. Repetition of the preceding oldev done mechanically or by way of gloss, 

In favour of éyvwxev there is also the reading éyvw in F G, 23, and Fathers. — 

Ver. 13. mvevparoc] Elz. adds dyiov, against decisive evidence to the contrary. 

A superfluous and weakening definition. — Ver. 15. The yév after avaxp. in Elz. 

and Scholz (deleted by Lachm. Tisch. and Riick.) is wanting in A C D* FG, 

17, and many vss. and Fathers. It has arisen from the dé which follows. In 

N* the whole verse is omitted through Homoioteleuton. S**has yuéiv. —ra 
mavra] so also Riick. and Tisch. ; Lachm. brackets ra ; Elz. and Scholz have 

simply rdvra. But 1ré is attested by A C D, min. Ir. ms. Or. Nyss. Chrys. ; 
navra is an old correction of the text, with the view of bringing in the mascu- 

1 Clement, too, Cor. I. 84, has Soca, which mann). A converse proceeding on the part 
certainly was not first imported from his of the transcribers might rather seem more 

quotation into that of the apostle (Hof- natural. 
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line to correspond with the otdevd¢ which comes after ; hence, too, Didym. 

and Theodoret have mdvrac. — Ver. 16. Xprorot] Lachm. has Kvpiov, with B D* 

F G, Theophyl. Ambrosiast. Aug. Sedul. Mechanical repefition of the preced- 

ing Kupiov. Had Kupiov been the original reading and explained by a gloss, 

the substitute for it would have been not Xpicrod, but Ozot, seeing that every 

marginal annotator must have been aware from Isa, xl. 13 that the preceding 
Kupiov referred to God. 

Vv. 1-5. Application of the foregoing section (i. 17-31) to the manner in 
which Paul had come forward as a teacher in Corinth. 

Ver. 1. Kayé] I to, as is the duty, in accordance with the previous expla- 
nation (i. 17-81), of every preacher of the gospel The construction is such, 
that caf ixepoyy x.t.A. belongs to xarayy., a8 indicating the mode adopted 
in the xarayyéAAew : I too, when I came to you, brethren, came proclaiming to 

you, not upon the footing of a pre-eminence of speech (eloquence) or wisdom (phi- 

losophy), the testimony of God. Against connecting the words in this way,' 
it is objected that é48dy 726ov gives an intolerable tautology. But this is of 
no weight (see the passages in Bernhardy, p. 475 ; Bornemann, ad Cyrop. v. 

8. 2; Sauppe, ad Anad. iv. 2. 21; comp. on Acts vii. 84), and would, be- 
sides, apply to the construction 7A6ov ov . . . cogiac, xatayyéAAwy (Luther, 
Erasmus, Calvin, Grotius, and others, including Flatt, Rtickert, Hofmann) ; 

further, it is more natural and more in accordance with the sense to think 

in connection with xaf irepoyny x.r.A. of the manner of the preaching than 

of the manner of the coming. For that reason, too, 7/6ov is not placed after 

cogiag. The preposition «ard, again, to express mode (Winer, p. 375 [E. T. 
501]), is quite according to rule ; comp. xa? wrepBodAgy, xara xparoc, and the 

like. — As to trepoyf, eminentia, comp. 1 Tim. ii. 2; Plat. Legg. iv. p. 711 
D ; Def. 416 ; Arist. Pol. iv. 9.5. Also xaxdv inepoxyf, 2 Macc. xiii. 6. — 

xatayyéAdwy] Paul might have used the future, but the present participle 
places the thing more vividly before us as already begun with the 7Afov. So 

especially often ayyéAdAwy (Valck. ad Phoen. 1082) ; ¢.g. Ken. Hell. ii. 1. 29: 
bo rag ’AOiwag ExAevoev, ayyéAAovoa rad yeyovara, Plat. Phaed. p. 116 C, and 

Stallbaum in loc. See, in general, Winer, p. 820 f. [E. T. 429 f.] ; Dissen, 

ad Pindar. Ol. vii. 14. — 1d paprtp. rov Oecd] in substance not different from 
T. papt. T. Xporov, 1, 6 ; 2 Tim. i. 8. For the preachers of the gospel give 
testimony of God, as to what He has done, namely, in Christ for the salvation 

of men. Comp. xv. 15. In accordance with i. 6, the genitive is not, with 
Calvin, Bengel, Osiander, and Hofmann, to be taken subjectively, asin 1 
John v. 9 f. 

Ver. 2. For I did not resolve (did not set it before me as part of my under- 
taking) to know anything among you except Jesus Christ, and that the crucified, 
i.e. to mix up other kinds of knowledge with the proclamation of Jesus 
Christ, etc.* Had Paul not disdained this and not put aside all other 

1 Which is done also by Castalio, Bengel, the offcium, and “in his duobus totum 

and others, Pott, Heydenreich, Schrader, versatur evangelium.” But the strong 
de Wette, Osiander, Ewald. emphasis on the latter point arises from 

* Causaubon remarks well, that ‘Ime. X. looking back to 1. 17-24, 
refers to the person, and «. rovr. érravp. to —_—— 
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knowledge, his xarayyéAdecy would not have remained free from érepoy7 
7éyov #) cogiac. The ordinary reference of the negation to rx : I resolved to 

know nothing, etc., isin arbitrary opposition to the words (so, however, Pott, 
Flatt, Rickert, Osiander, Ewald). In éxpiva Calvin and Grotius find too 

much, since the text does not give it : magnum duzi ; Hofmann again, too 

little, with Luther and others: I judged, was of opinion ; for Paul could 
indeed discard and negative in his own case the undertaking to know some- 
thing, but not the judgment that he did know somcthing. His sel/-deter- 
mination was, not to be directed to know, etc. Comp. vii. 87 ; 2 Cor. ii. 
1; Rom. xiv. 13 ; Kpivai ri xat rpobécfa:, Polyb. iii. 6. 7 ; Wisd. viii. 9 ; 1 

Macc. xi. 88 ; 2 Macc. vi. 14, al. He might have acted otherwisc, had he 
proposed to himself to do 80. — 7 eidévac] mpd¢ avridiacroAyy tig é[wOev eipyTas 

cogiag’ ov yap 7ABov avadroyiopnoic TAéKWY, ovdE Gogicuata, ovd GAAO Tt Aéyur typi, 

i) ore 6 Xptordg éoravpoby7, Chrysostom. But the giving up of everything else 

is far more powerfully expressed by eidévac (comp. Arrian, Hpict. ii. 1) than 
if Paul had said Aéyecv or Aadeiv. He was not disposed, when among the 
Corinthians, to be conscious of anything else but Christ. The notion of per- 
mission (Rickert), which might be conveyed in the relation of the infinitive 
to the verb (see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 753 ; Kithner, ad Xen. Mem. ii. 2.1 ; 

Anab. v. 7. 34), would here only weaken the force of the statement. Were 

rov eidévee te the correct reading (but sce the critical remarks), the right ren- 
dering of the genitive would not be : so that (Billroth), but : I made no 
resolution, in order to know anything. Comp. on Acts xxvii. 1.— x. roir. 

écravp.| notwithstanding the offence therein implied for Jew and Gentile, i, 
18, 23. Comp. Gal. vi. 14. 

Vv. 8, 4. After the proof given in ver. 2, Paul takes up again the connec- 

tion of ver. 1, and that with the simple xai : And J for my part (with others 
it may have been different !) fellinto weakness and into much fear and trem- 

bling among you (xpoc¢ tu. ; see on John i. 1). — yiyrecOaz éy, to fall into a 
state, etc. (and to be in it) ; so Thuc. i. 78. 1 ; Plato, Prot. p. 814 C ; Dem. 

p. 179, ult. Comp. Luke xxii. 44; 1 Macc. i. 27; 2 Macc. vii. 9; Hist. 

Sus. 8. We might also join mpdc tude to tyevduny, not, indeed, in the way in 

which Hofmann interprets it, as if for éyevéuyv there stood guy (Mark xiv. 

49), but in the sense : I arrived among you (2 John 12, and see generally, 
Fritzsche, Ind. ad Lucian. Dial. Deor. p. 85 : Nigelsbach on the Iliad, p. 
295, ed. 8) ; ver. 4, however, shows that what is here spoken of is not again 
(ver. 1) the coming thither, but the state «chen there. — The three phrases, 

ac6., ¢630¢, and rpéuoc, depict the great timidity with which Paul was in 

Corinth, through his humble sense of the disproportion between his own 
powers and the great enterprise to which his conscientiousness kept him 

bound. In facing it he felt himself very weak, and was in fear and trem- 
bling. As for want of natural strength of will and determination, of which 
Hofmann speaks, there were no signs of anything of the kind in Paul, 
even judging from his experience at Athens ; and no such weakness betrays 
itself in Acts xviii. 4-11. The connection forbids us from thinking, with 
Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylact, Erasmus, Cornelius @ Lapide, Grotius, 

and others, of the sufferings and persecutions (aof.), and of the apprehen- 
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sion of dangers, which he had to undergo in Corinth ; for the text hints 
nothing of persecutions and dangers, and these would not necessarily fur- 
nish the motive for simplicity in preaching (vv. 1, 4 f.), nay, might even 

~ excite to the greater rhetorical exertion. The weakness, etc., was of a deep 
ethical nature, being based on the entire renunciation of human wisdom 
and strength (ver. 5). Other exegetes wrongly understand dofeveia even of 
bodily weakness, either generally sickliness (Riickert) or more especially 

weakness in the chest and voice (Storr, comp. Rosenmiiller). — ¢630¢ x. rpduo¢]} 

always denote with Paul (comp. also Ps. ii. 11) the deeply vivid and keen 
apprehension of humility, lest it should be unable to meet the emergency 

concerned, See 2 Cor. vii. 15; Phil. ii. 12; Epb. vi. 5. —6 Adyne pov x. 1. 

kipvyué pov] are indecd emphatically separated from cach other by the repe- 
tition of the you ; but it is an arbitrary distinction to make the former of the 

two refer to the form, the latter to the contents (Heydenreich), or the former 
to the privata, the latter to the publica institutio (so Riickert and the major- 
ity of commentators). The former is the more general expression, the latter 
the particular : my speech generally (comp. 2 Cor. x. 10), and especially my 

public proclamation. — ovx év redioic cog. Adyorc] 8¢. Hv, non versabatur in, did 
not move in the element of persuasive words of wisdom, such words as are philo- 
sophically arranged and thereby fitted to persuade. Iled#éc is found nowhere 
else in the whole range of extant Greek literature, mifavég being the word in 

use (Xen. Cyr. vi. 4.5; Thuc. iv. 21; Dem. 928. 14 ; Josephus, Antfé. viii. 

8 ; and the passages from Plato in Ast, Zer. III. p. 102. Meineke, Menand. 
p- 222).  Tleéc, however, is formed from weiOw by correct analogy as 

gecdé¢ from ¢efdouac, etc. Comp. Salmasius, de ling. Hellenist. p. 86 ; Reiche, 
Comment. crit. I. p. 186 f. It was in all likelihood an adjective belonging 
only to the colloquial language of common life. Kypke, indeed (Obdss. II. p. 
198), would find some trace of itin Plato, Gorg. p. 493 A ; but what we have 
there is a play on the words 1 riBavév and ribo, a cask, which has no connec- 

tion whatever with ze:6éc. Pasor and Schrader make zre:Boic to be the dative 

plural of we:6, suada, and what follows to be in apposition to it : tn persua- 
sions, in words of wisdom. But the plural of :e@é also has no existence ; 

and how abrupt such an apposition would be, as well as wholly at variance 
with the parallel in ver. 13! The following are simply conjectures (comp. the 
critical remarks) : Beza and Erasmus Schmid (after Eusebius), év redoi cogiag 

Aéywv ; Grotius, év moroic «.r.A.; Valckenaer, Klose, and Kiihn (Commentat. 

ad 1 Cor. ii. 1-5, Lips. 1784), év mBavoic or reAavoi¢ x.r:A. (comp. also Alberti, 
Schediasm. p. 105) ; Alberti, é» meBoie (suadae) o. Adyotc, Or év weiBoi copiac 
(without Adyorc). — év arodelfe: rvetyarog x. duvdyewc] Without there being any 

necessity for explaining the two genitives by a & d:d dvoiv as equivalent to 
rvetparog duvarod (so still Pott, Flatt, Billroth, Olahausen, Maier, with older 
expositors), the meaning may, according to our interpretation of amddeckec and 
to our taking the genitives in an objective or subjective sense, be either : a0 
that I evinced Spirit and power (so Vatablus and others, with Pott and Bill- 

roth) ; or: so that Spirit and power made themselves known through me (Calvin : 

1 So, too, Semler, Flatt, Rinck, Fritzsche in the Hal. Lit. Zeit. 1840, Nr. 100. 
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‘‘in Pauli ministerio. . . . quasi nuda Dei manus se proferebat”) ; or : 80 
that Spirit and power gave the proof (Rickert, de Wette, Osiander, Neander, 
and Maier, following older commentators). The last is most in keeping with 
the purposely chosen expression amédecéc¢ (found here only in the N. T. ; Dem. 
826.4 ; Plato, Phaed. p. 77 C, Theaet. p. 162 E, and often ; 8 Macc. iv. 20), 
and with the significant relation to oix ev reiBoic o. Adyorc. Paul means the 

Holy Spirit (ver. 10 ff.) and the divine power communicating itself therein, 
ver. § (Rom. i. 16; 2 Cor. iv. 7; 1 Thess. i. 5), which wrought through 
his preaching upon the minds of men, persuading them of its truth,—the 
testimonium Spiritus Sancti internum.' At variance with the text is the 

view of several of the older expositors (following Origen, contra Celsum, i. 
p. 5), who refer rvetyaroc to the oracles of the O. T., and duvéuz. to the mir- 

acles of the apostle ; as well as the view of Grotius, that the former applies 
to the prophecies, and the latter to the cures, by means of which Paul had 
given the amddecéic. 

Ver. 5. Aim of the divine leading, the organ of which the apostle knew 
himself to be, in what is set forth in ver. 4: inorder that your faith (in 

Christ) may be based, have its causal ground (comp. Bernhardy, p. 210), not 

on man's wisdom, but on God's power (which has brought conviction to you 

through my speech and preaching). That iva introduces not his own (Hof- 
mann), but the divine purpose, is clear from é azodelfe x.r.4., in which 

Paul has stated how God had wrought through him. Comp. ive in i. 81. 
Vv. 6-16. Wisdom, however, we deliver among the perfect ; but it is a higher 

wisdom revealed to ue by the Spirit, which therefore only those filled with the 
Spirit, and not the sensuous, apprehend. — Paul having, in i. 17-31, justified 
the simple and non-philosophical method of proclaiming the gospel from 
the nature of its contents, and having now, in ii. 1-5, applied this to him- 

self and his own preaching among the Corinthians, there might be attrib- 
uted to him the view that what the preachers of the gospel set forth was 
no cogia at all,—a supposition which, in writing to the Corinthians above 
all, he could not safely leave uncontradicted. He now shows, accordingly, 

that among ripened Christians there is certainly a cogia delivered, but not a 
philosophy in the common, worldly sense, etc. 

Ver. 6. Wisdom, nevertheless (unphilosophical as my discourse among you 
was), we deliver among the perfect. — Aaroipev] we speak tt out, hold it not 
back. That the plural does not refer to Paul alone (so usually), but to the 

apostolic teachers in general, is clear from the xai éy# in iii. 1, which intro- 

duces the particular application of the plural statement here. — év means 
nothing else than in, surrounded by, among, coram ; Aadeiv év corresponds to 

the Aadeivy with the dative in ili. 1. We must therefore reject not only the 

rendering for the perfect (Flatt, with older expositors), which is in itself 
linguistically untenable (for even in such passages as those cited by Bern- 

1 Theophylact is right in supposing as ments together, and explains the clause of 
regards sveizaros: appiry tii tpory wiotw the davuarovpyia rod mvevmaros. So, too, in 
dveroiat trois axovovor, He makes duvduews, substance, Chrysostom, according to whom 

however, apply to the miracles, as does it is by wvevzaros that the miracles are 
Theodoret also, who takes the two cle- made to appear as érve miracles. 
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hardy, p. 212, the local force of év should be retained), but also the expla- 
nation : according to the judgment of the perfect (Grotius, Tittmann, de Spir. 

Dei mysterior. div. interprete, Lips. 1814, in the Syn. N. J. p. 285), which 

would have to be referred, with Billroth, to the conception of among, since 

the corresponding usage of év éxoi, év ool, in the sense, according to my or thy 
ciew, applies exclusively to these particular phrases (Bernhardy, p. 211). — 
The réAgoc (comp. on Eph. iv. 18), who stand in contrast to the vio év 
Xprorg are those who have penetrated beyond the position of beginners in Chris- 
tian saving knowledge to the higher sphere of thorough and comprehensive insight. 
The oogia, which is delivered to these, is the Christian analogue to philoso- 
phy in the ordinary sense of the word, the higher religious wisdom of Chris- 
tianity, the presentation of which (xii. 8) is not yet appropriate for the begin- 
ners in the faith (iii. 1, 2). The form of this instruction was that of spir- 
itual discourse (ver. 13) framed under the influence of the holy rvevya, but 

independent of the teachings of philosophic rhetoric ; and its matter was 
the future relations of the Messianic kingdom (vv. 0, 12) in their connection 

with the divine counsel of redemption and its fulfilment in Christ, the zvorfpia 

ti¢ BactAsiag Tov ovpavev (Matt. xiii. 11),—that, which no eye hath seen, etc. 

Comp. Bab. Sanhedr. f. xcix. 1: ‘‘Quod ad mundum futurum : oculus 
non vidit, O Deus, praeter te.” The definitions now given ' respecting the 
copia Oecd are the only ones that neither go beyond the text, nor are in the 
least degree arbitrary, while they comprehend also the doctrine of the xrioic 
as regards its Messianic final destination, Rom. viii.,—that highest analogue 
to the philosophy of nature. It may be gathered, however, with certainty 
from iii. 1, 2, that we are not to think here of any disciplina arcani. Withthe 
main point in our view as a whole,—namely, that cogia denotes that high- 
er religious wisdom, and réAeco: those already trained in Christian knowledge, 
‘grown up, as it were, to manhood,—Erasmus, Castalio, Estius, Bengel, 

Semler, Stolz, as well as Pott, Usteri, Schrader, Riickert, de Wette, Osiander, 

Ewald, Neander, Maier, Hofmann, accord. Chrysostom, however, Theophy- 

lact, Theodoret, Luther, Calvin, Beza, Grotius, Rosenmiiller, and others, in- 

1Comp. Rickert, who, as respects the 
matter, is of opinion that It includes the 

higher views regarding the divine plan of the 
world in relation to the development of the 
kingdom of God, and especially to the 
providential government of the Jewish peo- 

ple; regarding the import of the divine 

ordinances and appointments before Christ, 
for example, of the law in reference to the 

highest end contemplated—the kingdom of 
God: regarding the way and manner in 

which the death and resurrection of Christ 

. bear upon the salvation of the world; as 
well as regarding the changes yet in the 

womb of the future, and, in particular, the 
events which are linked with the second 
coming of the Lord. Similarly, and still 
more in detafl, Estius. According to de 

Wette, portions of this wisdom are to be 
found in the Epistle to the Romans, in the 

discussions on justification, on the contrast 
between Christ and Adam, and on predesti- 
nation ; inthe Epistles to the Ephesians and 

Colossians, in the indications there given as 

to the divine plan of redemption and the 

person of Christ ; in our Epistle, chap. xv. ; 
views of the same kind in Heb. vii-x., 

comp. iv. 11 ff. Oslander makes this codia 

to consist in the deeper dogmatic develop- 
ment of the gospel as regards its historical 
foundations and its eternal consequences 
reaching on to the consummation of the 
kingdom of God. Comp. Ewald, p. 189, 
according to whom its contents turn upon 

the gospel as the centre and cardinal point 
of all divine-human history, and for that 
very reason touch all the problems both of 
history as a whole, and of the creation. 
Hofmann rightly includes also the Anaj 
glory of believers. 
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cluding Tittmann, Flatt, Billroth, and Olshausen, understand by the réAcroe 
the Christians generally, or the true Christians, to whom the apostle’s doctrine 
(cogiay Aéyet TO Khpvypa Kai Tov Tpérov THE CwTNpiac, Td did GTavpov cwHijvat, TEdZI- 

ove dé totg wemorevxérac, Chrysostom), appeared as wisdom, not as folly. (£) 

‘‘ Ea dicimus quae plena esse sapientiae judicabunt veri ac probi Christiani,”’ 

Grotius. But ili. 2 is decisive against this view ; for there y42a denotes the 
instruction of beginners as distinguished from the codia (Bpaua). Comp. the 

appropriate remarks of Castalio on this passage. — cogiav dé ov Tr. aid. r.] wis- 
dom, howerer, which does not belong to this age (dé, as in Rom. iii. 22, ix. 30 ; 

Gal. ii. 2; Phil. ii. 8), which is not, like the Jewish and Hellenic philoso- 

phy, the product and intellectual property of the pre-Messianic age. Comp. 
1. 20. Atdvog rovtov copiay dvoudter tiv Ew, &¢ mpboxaipoy Kal TH aldvi Tov’TY ovy- 

xataAvozévyv, Theophylact. — oidé] also (in particular) not.—rév dpy. rf. 
aiav r.] These are the rulers generally (comp. Acts xiii. 27), the dominant 
powers (proceres) of the pre- Messianic time among Jews and Gentiles. But to say 

that Paul’s meaning is that he does not teach politics (Grotius), is to limit 
his words in a way foreign to the connection ; he affirms generally that the 

cogia in question is 8 wisdom to which holders of temporal power are stran- 
gers, Comp. ver. 8. It is a mistake to explain the dpy. r. aiav. r. as refer- 
ring either to influential philosophers and men of learning’ or to the demons, 

connecting it with 2 Cor. iv. 4, John xii. 31 (Marcion, Origen, some writ- 

ers referred to by Chrysostom and Theophylact, also Ambrosiaster, Estius, 
Bertholdt), both of these interpretations being incompatible with the words, 
and forbidden by ver. 8 ; or lastly, to the Jewish archontes alone (Cameron, 
Hammond, Vorstius, Lightfoot, Locke, Stolz, Rosenmiiller), which is con- 

trary to the gencral character of the expression, and not required by ver. 
8 (see on ver. 8). — rév xarapy.] which are done away with, i.e. cease to sub- 

sist (i. 28, xv. 24; 2 Thess. ii. 8 ; 2 Tim. i. 10 ; Heb. ii. 14), namely, when 
Christ returning establishes His kingdom. Comp. Rev. xvi.-xix. This 
reference is implied in the context by the emphatic repetition of rod aidvos 
rovrov. The expedient of explaining it into ; ‘‘ Whose power and influence 
are broken and brought to nought by the gospel,” Billroth (comp. Flatt and 

Rickert), rationalizes the apostle’s conception, and does not even accord 

with history.—The present participle, as in i. 18. Comp. 2 Cor. iii. 7. 
Ver. 7. Ocov cogiav] God's philosophy, of which God is the possessor, who 

has made it known to those who proclaim it, ver. 10. This Ocot is with 
great emphasis prefixed ; the repetition of Aadoiyev, too, carries with it a 
certain solemnity, comp. Rom. viii. 15; Phil. iv. 17. — év pevornpiv] does 
not belong to riv droxexp. (with which it was connected expressly as early 

as Theodoret ; comp. Grotius : ‘‘ quae diu in arcano recondita fuit’’) but to 
AaAcipuev,* not, however, in the sense : ‘‘ secreto et apud pauciores” (Estius, 
Cornelius & Lapide), since there is no mention of a disciplina arcani (see on 

1 These are not even included (in opposi- phylact, and others, including Pott ; comp. 
tion to Chrysostom and others, including Neander: ‘“‘the intellectual rulers of the 

Ostfander), although the dpxovres may have ancient world.”’) 
accepted their wisdom, played the part of 2 Erasmus, Estius, Rtickert, Schrader, de 
patrons to them, etc. (Theodoret, Theo- Wette, Oslander, Hofmann. 
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ver. 6), but rather : by means of a secret, i.e. by our delivering what has been 
secret (a doctrine hidden from the human understanding, and revealed to 
us by God, see on Rom. xi. 25). To this is to be referred also the render- 

ing of Riickert and Neander : as @ mystery. Most interpreters, however, 

join év prornpiy with cogiay, 8c. ovoav : God's secret wisdom (unknown but for 

revelation). So also Pott, Heydenreich, Billroth, Tittmann, Usteri, Ewald). 

But the article, although after the anarthrous cogiav not in itself absolutely 
necessary, would be omitted here at the expense of clearness. Paul would 
have expressed himself with ambiguity, while he might easily have avoided 
it by r#v év pvornply. On the other hand, if he joined év pvor. to AaAoiper, 

he could not, seeing that he wished to prefix Aca, for the sake of emphasis, 
write otherwise. — rv droxexp.] a8 respects its nature, by virtue of which it 

not only had been hidden from all preceding generations, but remained 
unknown apart from divine revelation. Comp. vv. 9, 10; Rom. xvi. 25. 
The word, which in itself might be dispensed with, is added in order to 
introduce the following statement with completeness and solemnity. — fv 
mpodp. 6 Oed¢ x.t.A.] There is no ground here for supplying (with the major- 
aty of expositors, including Pott and Heydenreich) aroxadbtrrewv, yvwploat, 
or the like, or (with Olshausen) a dative of the person ; or yet for assum- 

ing, as do Billroth and Rickert, that Paul meant by 7 the object of the wis- 
dom, the salvation obtained through Christ. For zpodp. has its complete 

and logically correct reference in ei¢ dé£av #u. (comp. Eph. i. 5), so that the 
thought is : ‘‘to which wisdom God has, before the beginning of the ages of this 
world (in eternity), given the predestination that by it we should attain to 

_ glory.” This eic dé. 4u. corresponds significantly to the rév xarapy. of ver. 
6, and denotes the Messianic glory of the Christians which is to begig with 
the Parousia (Rom. viii. 17, 29 f. ; 1 Thess. ii. 12). That wisdom of God 9 y) 
is destined in the eternal divine plan of salvation not to become (Hofmann) - fe hammer: 
this glory, but to establish and to realizeit. This destination it attains in 
virtue of the faith of the subjects (i. 21) ; but the reference to the spiritual 
glorification on earth is not even to be assumed as included with the other (in 
Opposition to de Wette, Osiander, Neander, and many older expositors), as 
also the correlative ro dé=n¢ in ver. 8 applies purely to the heavenly glory. 
Bengel says well : ‘‘ olim revelandam, tum cum principes mundi destruen- 
tur.” It reveals itself then as the wisdom that makes blessed, having at- 
tained in the dé£a of believers the end designed for it by God before the 
beginning of the world. 

Ver. 8. “Hv] Parallel with the preceding 7, and referring to Ooi cogiav 
(Calvin, Grotius, and most commentators, including Flatt, Riickert, de 
Wette, Osiander, Hofmann), not to dé¢. #udv (Tertullian contra Mare. v. 6, 
Camerarius, Pott, Billroth, Maier) ; for the essential point in the whole con- 

text is the non-recognition of that wisdom.’ — ei yap éyvwoav x.r.A.] parenthet- 

1 The simple uniform continuation of the (@r. p. 248 [E. T. 282]), and as introducing a 
discourse by jv hasa solemnemphasishere, newprincipalsentence. The asyndeticsim!i- 
as in Acts iv. 10, and especially ofteninthe lar co-ordination of several relative clauses 

Epistle to the Ephesians. Allthelessreason is, from Homer onward (see Amels on the 

is there for taking it, withHofmann,as equiv- Odyss. xxiil. 209, append.), a very common 

alent in this verse to ravrny (Buttmann,neut. usage in the classics also. 
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ical proof from fact for what has been just asserted ; for the aAdd in ver. 
9 refers to iv ovdelg . . . Eyvoxev. The crucijizion of Christ, seeing that it 
was effected by Jewish and heathen rulers together, is here considered as 
the act of the dpy. r. aiév. collectively. — tiv Kiprov ry¢ déén¢] Christ is the 

Lord, and, inasmuch as His qualitative characteristic condition is that of the 
divine glory in heaven, from which He came and to which He has returned 
(John xvii. 5 ; Luke xxiv. 26 ; Phil. iii. 20 f. ; Col. iii. 1-4, al.), the Lord 

of glory. Comp. Jas. ii. 1. Ina precisely analogous way God is called, in 
Eph. i. 17, 6 waryp rig 86&y¢. Comp. Acts vii. 2; Ps. xxiv. 7 ; Heb. ix. 5. 

In all these passages the expression of the adjectival notion by the genitive 

has rhetorical emphasis. Comp. Hermann, ad Viger. p. 887. This designa- 
tion of Christ, however, is purposely chosen by way of antithesis to éorafpwcar ; 

for 4 aravpdc ddogiag elva: doxei, Chrysostom. Had the dpyovrec known that 

cogia Oeov, then they would also have known Christ as what He is, the Képco¢ 

tic d6Enc, and would have received and honoured instead of shamefully cruci- 

fying Him. But what was to them wisdom was simply nothing more than 
selfish worldly prudence and spiritual foolishness ; in accordance with it 
Annas and Caiaphas, Pilate and Herod, acted. Comp., generally, Luke xxiii. 

84 ; Acts iii. 17. 

Ver. 9. ’AAAd] but, antithesis to fv obdele rév apydvruy Tr. ai. tT. Eyvoxev.— 

The: passage of Scripture, which Paul now adduces, is to be translated : 
‘* What an eye hath not seen, nor an ear heard, and (what) hath not risen into 
the heart of aman (namely :) all that God hath prepared for them that love 
Him.” In the connection of our passage these words are still dependent 
upon Aadoiwev. Paul, that is to say, instead of affirming something further 
of the wisdom itself, and so continuing with another w (which none of the 
rulers have known, but which), describes now the mysterious contents of this 

wisdom, and expresses himself accordingly in the neuter form (by 4), to 
which he was induced in the flow of his discourse by the similar form of 
the language of Scripture which floated before his mind. The construction 
therefore is not anacoluthic (Riickert hesitatingly ; de Wette and Osiander, 

both of whom hold that it loses itself in the conception of the mysteries refer- 
red to) ; neither is it to be supplemented by yéyove (Theophylact, Grotius). 
The connection with ver. 10, adopted by Lachmann (in his ed. min.), and in 
my first and second editions, and again resorted to by Hofmann : what no eye 
has seen, etc., God, on the other hand (dé, see on i. 28), has revealed to us, etc., 
is not sufficiently simple, mars the symmetry of the discourse, and is finally 
set aside by the consideration that, since the quotation manifestly does not 
go beyond ayardovw airéy, xabic yéyparra: logically would need to stand, 
not before, but after, 4, because in reality this d, and not the xadc¢ yéyparra, 
would introduce the object of dmexéAupev. — xabic yéyp.| Chrysostom and 
Theophylact are in doubt as to what passage is meant, whether a lost prophecy 
(so Theodoret), or Isa. lii. 15. Origen, again, and other Fathers (Fabri- 
cius, ad Cod. Apocr. N. T. p. 842 ; Pseudepigr. N. T. I. p. 1072 ; Licke, 

Hinleit. 2. Offend. I. p. 235), with whom Schrader and Ewald agree, assume, 
amidst vehement opposition on the part of Jerome, that the citation is from 
the Revelation of Elias, in which Zacharias of Chrysopolis avers (Harmonia 
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Hoang. p. 848) that he himself had actually read the words. Grotius re- 
gards them as ‘‘¢ scriptis Rabbinorum, qui ea habuerunt ex traditione vet- 
ere.” Most interpreters, however, including Osiander and Hofmann, agree 
with Jerome (on Isa. Ixiv. and ad Pammach. epist. ci.) in finding here a free 
quotation from Isa. lxiv. 4 (some holding that there is, besides, a reference 
to lii. 15, lxv. 17; see especially Surenhusius, xaraAA. p. 526 ff., also Rig- 

genbach in the Stud. u. Krit. 1855, p. 596 f. But the difference in sense— 
not to be got over by forced and artificial interpretation of the passage in 
Isaiah (see especially Hofmann)—and the dissimilarity in expression are too 
great, hardly presenting even faint resemblances ; which is never elsewhere 
the case with Paul, however freely he may make his quotations. There 

seems, therefore, to remain no other escape from the difficulty than to give 

credit to the assertion—however much repugnance may have been shown to 

it in a dogmatic interest from Jerome downwards—made by Origen and — 
others, that the words were from the <Apocalypsis Hliae. 80, too, Bleek in 

the Stud. u. Krit. 1858, p. 830. But since it is only passages from the ca- 

nonical Scriptures that are ever cited by Paul with xaféd¢ yéyp., we must at 
the same time assume that he intended to do so here also, but by some confu- 
sion of memory took the apocryphal saying for a canonical passage possibly from 
the prophecies, to which the passages of kindred sound in Isaiah might easily 
give occasion. (F) Comp. also Weiss, biblische Theol. p. 298. — & opbarpoc 
ovx elde x.t.2..] For similar designations in the classics and Rabbins of what 
cannot be apprehended by the senses or intellect, see Wetstein and Light- 
foot, Horas, p. 162. Comp. Empedocles in Plutarch, Mor. p. 17 E :. oir 
éxidepxra 14d’ Gvdpdotv, obt’ éraxovora, obte voy mepiAyrréd. With respect to 

éveB, éxd wapd., 22 23 MY, to rise up to the heart, that is, become a con- 
sciously apprehended object of feeling and thought, so that the thing enters 
as 8 conception into the sphere of activity of the inner life, comp. on Acts 
vii. 28. — Noic ayar. avrév] i.¢e. in the apostle’s view : for the true Chris- 

tians.' See on Rom. viii. 28. What God has prepared for them is the salva- 
tion of the Messianic kingdom. Comp. Matt. xxv. 84. Oonstitt. Apost. vii. 
82. 2: ol d2 dixacoe mopebaovrar cic Cwnv atdvioy KAnpovopovrvTes 

éxeiva, & dpOaApdc obx elde x.7.A. ° 
Ver. 10. Having thus set forth the hitherto hidden character of the divine 

cogia, Paul now turns to its unveiling, as a result of which it was that that 
Aairovpev of ver. 6 f. took place. In doing this he puts #iv emphatically 
first in the deep consciousness of the distinction implied in so signal a mark 
of divine favour. The object of amexéA. is the immediately preceding 4 
jroluacey «.T.A. — hpuiv] plural, as AadAotuev in ver. 6, and therefore neither to 
be referred to the apostle alone (Rosenmiiller, Rickert, and others), nor to 

all Christians (Billroth, etc.).— dca rod rvety. aitov) The Holy Spirit, pro- 

1 Clement, ad Cor. I. &, In quoting this be canonical, which is explained, however, 
same passage (with his usual formula for by the factof his being acquainted with 
scriptural quotations, A¢ye: ydp), has here our Epistle. The Constitt. apost. too, vii. 82. 
Tos twoudvovew atrév, remembering per- 2, have rots ayarwow avréy. The so-called 
haps Isa. Ixiv. 4in the LXX. Clement also, second Epistle of Clement, chap. xi., has« 
there can be no doubt, held the passage to _—‘the passage only as far as avéBy. 
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ceeding forth from God as the personal principle of Christian enlightenment, 
of every Christian endowment, and of the Christian life, ie the medium, in 

His being communicated to men (ver. 12), of the divine revelation ; He is 

the bearer of it ; Eph. i. 17, iii. 8,5; 1 Cor. xii. 11, xiv. 6, al.—rad yap 

avevpa x.t.A.] Herewith begins the adducing of proof for that juiv 62 amexda- 
vpev x.t.A. Which continues on to ver. 12, to this effect, namely: For 
the Spirit is familiar with the mysteries of God, because He alone stands in 
that unique relation as respects knowledge to God, which corresponds to the re- 

lation of the human spirit to man (vv. 10, 11) ; but what we have received is 
no other than this Spirit of God, in order that we might know the salvation of 

God (ver. 12), so that no doubt remains that we have actually the éroxéa- 
vii¢ in question through the Spirit. That rd rvevjua means not the human 
spirit, but the Holy Spirit, is certain from what goes before and from vv. 
11, 12. — épevg] rightly interpreted by Chrysostom : ovx dyvolag, GAA’ axptBoic 

yrocews evradvila rd ipevvav évdecxtixdv. Comp. Ps. cxxxix. 1 ; Rom. viii. 27 ; 
Rev. ii. 23. The word expresses the activity of this knowledge. But Paul 
was not thinking of ‘‘God’s knowing Himself in man” (Billroth, comp. 
Baur), or of any other such Hegelian views as they would impute to him. 

— révra] all things, without limitation. Comp. Wisd. vii. 28 ; Ps. cxxxix. 

7%. —7a Bday row Geov] Comp. Judith viil. 14 : BdAog xapdiac dvOpa7ov ; sce on 

Rom. xi. 33, also Plato, Theaet. p. 183 E. The expression: ‘‘ depths of 
God,” denotes the whole rich exhaustless fulness which is hidden in God,— 
all, therefore, that goes to make up His being, His attributes, His thoughts, 
plans, decrees, etc. These last (see vv. 9, 12), the Babifovdcv (Aeschylus, 

Pers, 148) of the Godhead, are included; but we are not to suppose that 
they alone are meant. The opposite is ra Babéa rou Larava, Rev. ii. 24. 
The depths of God, unsearchable by the cognitive power of created spirits 

(comp. Rom. xi. 88), are penetrated by the cognitive activity of His own 
immanent principle of life and manifestation, so that this, i.e. the Holy 
Spirit, is the power [Potenz] of the divine self-knowledge. God is the 
subject knowing and the object known in the intrinsic divine activity of 
the Spirit, who is the substratum of the absolute self-consciousness of the 
Godhead, in like manner as the human spirit is the substratum of the 
human Ego. 

Ver. 11 assigns the reason for the xa? ra Bé0@y rot Oeod just mentioned, and 

that in such a way as to represent the searching of these 8467 as exclusively 
pertaining to the Spirit of God, according to the analogy of the relation be- 
tween the spirit of man and man himself. — avpérwv] should neither, with 

Grotius, be held superfluous nor, with Tittmann, be suspected (it is wanting 
in A, Or. 1, Athan. Cyr. Vigil. taps.) ; on the contrary, it is designed to 
carry special emphasis, like rod av@pérov afterwards (which is wanting in 
F G, and some Fathers), hence also the position chosen for it: avépdrev 
ra Tov avOpGrov : no man knows what is man’s, save the spirit of the man which 
43 in him. Comp. Prov. xx. 27. Were what is peculiar to him not known 

1 The 7d év avrg is an argumentative defini- hence ro rvedua, not » yvx}¥. Comp. De- 
¥ tion.—In the man the subject knowing is _litzsch, didlische Psychologie, p. 198; Krumm, 

the Ego of the personal self-consciousness, de notionid. psychol. Paul. p. 16 f. 
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to the spirit itself of the man (who is made the object of contemplation), in 
that case no man would have this knowledge of the man; it would not 
come within the region of human knowing at all. The man’s own spirit 
knows it, but no other man.—We are not, with many expositors, including 
Pott and Flatt, to add £46, by way of supplement to rd rot av@p. or to ra 
tov Geow. This would be a purely arbitrary limitation of the universal 
statement, to which ra (407, as a qualitative expression, is subordinated. 
What are meant are the relations in general of God and of man, more es- 
pecially, from the context, the inner ones. The illustration adduced by 

Grotius serves to bring out the sense more clearly: ‘‘ Principum abditos 
sensus quis novit nisi ipse principis animus ?” — éyvuxe] cognita habet. Seo 
Bernhardy, p. 378. For the rest, this ovdeic Zyvexe is, as a matter of course, 

said not as in distinction from the Son (Luke x. 22), but from the creatures. 

Remank.—The comparison in ver. 11 ought not to be pressed beyond the 
point compared. We are neither, therefore, to understand it so that the Spirit 

of God appears as the soul of the divine substance (Hallet; see, on the other 

hand, Heilmann, QOpusc. I1.), nor as if He were not distinct from God (see, on 
the contrary, ver. 10), but simply so that the Spirit of God, the ground of the 

divine personal life, appearsin His relation to God as the principle of the divine 

self-knowledge, in the same way as the principle of the human self-knowledge is 
the wvetua of the man, which constitutes his personal life. Hence God is 
known only by His Spirit, as the man is only by his spirit, as the vehicle of his 
own self-consciousness, not by another man. With 1d rveipa rod Geov, Paul 

does not again join 7d év airg, because the man’s spirit indeed is shut up in 

the man, but not so the Divine Spirit in God ; the latter, on the contrary, goes 
forth also from Him, is communicated, and is 1rd rveiya ro éx rod Oeot.. See 
ver. 12. 

Ver. 12. Aé] leading on to the second half of the demonstration which 
began with 13 ydép wvevua in ver. 10 (see on ver. 10). —#yeic] as puiv in ver. 

10. —rd rvevpa Tov xéopov] i.e. the spirit which unbelieving mankind has. This 
spirit is the diabolic rvedua, that is, the spirit proceeding forth from the devil, 

under whose power the xéoyo¢ lies, and whose sphere of action it is. See 
2 Cor. iv. 4; Eph. vi. 11, 12, ii. 2. Comp. John xii. 81; 1 John iv. 8, v. 
19. Had we received this spirit,—and here Paul glances back at the dpyov- 
tTe¢ Tov aidvog robrov in vv. 6, 8,—then assuredly the knowledge of the bless- 
ings of eternity would have remained closed for us, and (see ver. 13) in- 
stead of utterances taught by the Spirit we should use the language of the 
human wisdom of the schools. It is indeed the mveiya ri¢ rAdvys as con- 

trasted with the rvevyua riz¢ GAnfleiac, 1 Johniv. 6. Most commentators take 

Td xvevua in the sense of mode of thought and view, so that the meaning would 
be: ‘‘Non sumus instituti sapientia mundana et saeculari,” Estius. So 
Theophylact, and after him Beza, Calvin, Grotius, and many others, includ- 
ing Morus, Rosenmiiller, Flatt, Heydenreich, de Wette, Maier, and simi- 
larly Pott." But, according to ver. 10, rd rvetua must denote, in keeping 

2 [80 also Stanley and Hodge, but Beet and Principal Brown agree with Meyer, whose 
view is clearly correct.—T. W. C.] 
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with the context, the objective spirit opposed to the Spirit of God ; and that 
is, according to the decided dualistic view of the apostle (comp. esp. Eph. 
ii. 2), the diabolic rvevya, which has blinded the understanding of the un- 

believers, 2 Cor. iv. 4. Billroth’s explanation : that it is the non-absolute 
spirit, the finite, in so far as it persists for itself and does not resolve itself 
into the divine, is a modern un-Pauline importation ; and this holds, too, 

of Hofmann’s exposition : that it is the spirit, in virtue of which the world 
is conscious of itself, knowing itself, however, only in that way in which 
alone its sinful estrangement from God leaves it possible for it to do so, not 
in God, namely, but out of God. If that is not to be taken as the diabolic 
spirit, then the conception is simply an un-Pauline fabrication, artificially 
worded so as to explain away the diabolic character. Lastly, Riickert’s view, 

that Paul meant: ‘‘ we have received our rveitua not from the world, but 

from God,” cannot even be reconciled with the words of the passage. — rd 
éx t. Ocov] The éx is employed by Paul here not in order to avoid the appear- 
ance of making this rveiua the principle that determines the action of God 
(so Kling in the Stud. u. Kriz. 1889, p. 485), which were a needless precau- 

tion, but because this form of expression has a significant adaptation to the 
iva etd@pev x.T.A.; there can be do doubt about this knowing, if it proceeds . 
from the Spirit which is from God (which has gone forth upon believers ; 
comp. ver. 11, 7d év air@), John xv. 26. — iva eiddpev x.t.A.] the divine pur- 

pose in imparting the Spirit which proceeded forth from God. Thisclause, 
expressive of design, containing the object of the amexdAvpev in ver. 10, 
completely winds up the adducing of proof for the fuiv d2 drexdd. 6 0. did Tr. 
Tv. avT. —Ta rd T. Ozov yap. juiv] are the blessings of the Messianic king- 

dom, the possession of which is bestowed by divine grace on the Christians 
(juiv), not, indeed, before the Parousia as an actual possession, but as an 

ideal one to be certainly entered upon hereafter (Rom. viii. 24, 80; Col. iii. 
8, 4); comp. Rom. vi. 23 ; Eph. ii. 8, 9. That to take it ideally in this 
way is correct (in opposition to Hofmann), is clear from the consideration 
that ra yap:ofévra must be identical with 4 #roiuacev 6 Gede x.r.A. in ver. 9, 
and with the dééa ju. in ver. 7. 

Ver. 18. Having thus in vv. 10-12 given the proof of that guty d2 amexd2. 
x.T.2., the apostle goes on now to the manner in which the things revealed 
were proclaimed, passing, therefore, from the eidéva: rd yap. to the Aareiv of 
them. The manner, negative and positive, of this Aadeiv (comp. ver. 4) he 

links to what has gone before simply by the relative : which (namely, rd. . . 
xaptob. #u.) we also (in accordance with the fact of our having received the 

Spirit, ver. 12) utter not in words learned of human wisdom (dialectics, 
rhetoric, etc.), but in those learned of the Spirit. The genitives : dvOpur. cog. 
and mvetyaroc, are dependent on didaxroic (John vi. 45). See Winer, pp. 182, 

178 [E. T. 242, 286]. Pflugk, ad Hur. Hec. 1185. Comp. Pindar, Ol. ix. 
153 : woAAol d2 didaxtaic avOpdrur aperaic nAbog Gpovoar éAéclac’ dvev d2 Geod x.7.A., 

comp. Nem. iii. 71. Sophocles, 7. 886 ; raué vovberfuara xelvng didaxrd. It 
is true that the genitives might also be dependent upon Aédyoe (Fritzsche, 
Diss. IT. in 2 Cor. p. 27%); but the context, having didaxroig wvetpuaroc, is 
against this. To take didaxroic (with Ewald) as meaning, according to the 
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common classical usage, learnable, quae doceri possunt (see especially Demosth. 
1418. 24 ; Plato, Prot. p. 319 B: ov didaxrdv elvaz pnd in’ avOpdoruv mapackev- 

aordv avOporoc), does not agree so well with vv. 4and 15.—The suggestio 
verborum, here asserted, is reduced to its right measure by d:daxroi¢; for 
that word excludes all idea of anything mechanical, and implies the living 
self-appropriation of that mode of expression which was specifically suitable 
both to the divine inspiration and to its contents (‘‘ verba rem sequuntur,” 
Wetstein),—an appropriation capable of being connected in very different 
forms with different given individualities (Peter, Paul, Apollos, James, etc.), 

and of presenting itself in each case with a corresponding variety. — rvevua- 
TiKOIC TvevuaTixa ovyKpivovtes] connecting’ spiritual things with spiritual, not 

uniting things unlike in nature, which would be the case, were we to givo 
forth what was revealed by the Holy Spirit in the speech of human wisdom, 
in philosophic discourse, but joining to the matters revealed by the Spirit 

(xvevparixoi¢) the speech also taught by the Spirit (mvevyarixd),—things con- 
sequently of like nature, ‘‘spiritualibus spiritualia componentes” (Castalio). 

So in substance also Erasmus, Beza, Calvin, Balduin, Wolf, Baumgarten, 

Kling i in the Stud. und Krit. 1839, p. 437, de Wette, Osiander, Maier, etc., 
and rightly, since this sense suits the connection singularly well, and does 

not in any degree clash with the classical use of cvyxpivew (Valckenaer, p. 

134 f.; Porson, ad Med. 186). Plato has it frequently in this meaning, and 
in contrast to diaxpiverv. Sec Ast, Lee. Plat. II. p. 290 f. Other commen- 
tators, while also taking rvevyar. as neuter, make ovyxpiverv, explicare, namely, 

either : explaining the N. T. doctrine from the types of the O. T. (Chrysostom 
and his successors’), or: ‘‘exponentes ea, quae prophetae Spiritu Dei acti 
dixere, per ea, quae Christus suo Spiritu nobis aperuit’” (Grotius, Krebs), 
or: ‘‘spiritualibus verbis spiritualia interpretantcs” (Elsner, Mosheim, 
Bolten, Neander). But the first two of these renderings are against the 
context, and all the three are against the wsus loqguendi ; for cvyxpivew is 

never absolutely interpretari, either in profane Greek (in which, among 
later writers, as also in 2 Cor. x. 12, Wisd. vii. 29, xv. 18, 1 Macc. x. 71, it very 

often means to compare ; comp. Vulgate : comparantes, and see Lobeck, ad 
Phryn. p. 278) or in the LXX. With the latter it is indeed the common 
word for the interpretation of dreams (iD, see Gen. xl. 8, 16, 22, xli. 12, 
15 ; Dan. v. 12); but in such cases (comp. the passages from Philo, where 

dtaxpivery occurs, in Loesner, p. 278) we have to trace it back to the literal 

signification of judging,* namely, as to what was to be indicated by the 

? Not proving, as Theodore of Mopsuestia 
takes it: &a risy rov wvevparos arodeifewv 
thy tod wveduaros SiéacxaXriay microvpeda. 

280, too, Theodoret: éxouer ydp ris wad- 
ade Svadijxns thy paprupiay, cal & éxeivns Thy 
kavhy BeBaovper: wvevuaruh yap xaceivy 

. Ral a Trev trimer Selewvper Thy aAndeay. 

Several of the older interpreters follow the 
Greeks in substance, including Calovius, 
who, on the ground of this passage, declares 
himself against the explanation of Scripture 
from profane writers ! 

* Hence, in Dan. v. 16 (in the history of 
the mysterious writing on the wall, which 
had to be judged of with respect to its 
meaning): dvvaca: xpipara ovyxpivas, thou 
canst pronounce utterances of Judgment. 

Comp. the phrase, recurring more than 
once in that same story of Belshazzar, In 
Dan. Vv. : thy cvyxpiow yveopigeay, Or: avayydA- 
Aay : to make known or declare the judg- 
ment (as to what that marvellous writing 

might signify). 
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vision in the dream (comp. xpiverw 78 onuavduevoy tév oveipdtruv in Josephus, 

Antt. ii. 2. 2, also the ‘Ovecpoxperixé of Artemidorus). (@) The meaning, to 

judge, however, although instances of it may be established in Greek writers 
also (Anthol, vil. 182 ; Polybius, xiv. 8. 7, xii. 10. 1; Lucian. Solvec. 5), 
would be unsuitable here, for this reason, that the phrase rvevyarixoic rvev- 

pared, both being taken as neuter, manifestly, according to the context, 
expresses the relation of matter and form, not the judging of the one 
mvevuarixéy by the other (Ewald), notwithstanding that Luther, too, adopts 
a similar interpretation : ‘‘ and judge spiritual things spiritually.” Lastly, it 
is incorrect to take rvevyarcxoic as masculine, and render : explaining things 

reveled by the Spirit to those who are led by the Spirit (the same as redeziog in 
ver. 6; comp. Gal. vi. 1).' To the same class belongs the exposition of 

Hofmann, according to-whom what is meant is the solution of the problem as 
to aow the world beyond and hereafter reveals and foreshows itself in what 
God’s grace has already bestowed upon us (ver. 12) in a predictive sign as it 
were,—a solution which has spiritual things for its object, and takes place 
for those who are spiritual. But the text does not contain either a contrast 
between the world here and that hereafter, or a problematic relation of the 
one to the other ; the contrast is introduced into rad yapcofévra in ver. 12, 

and the problem and its predictive sign are imported into ovyxpivovrec.* 
Again, it is by no means required by the connection with ver. 14 ff. that we 
should take rvevuarcxoi¢ a8 masculine ; for ver. 14 begins a new part of the 

discourse, so that yvyixd¢ avOpwro¢ only finds its personal contrast in 6 dé 

aveyatixoc in ver. 15. Tittmann’s explanation (Synon. p. 290 f., and comp. 
Baur) comes back to the sense : conveying (conferentes) spiritual things to 
spiritual persons, without linguistic precedent for it. — Note the weighty 
collocation : mvebparoc, mvevuarixvic, mvevpatind. 

Ver. 14. To receive such teaching, however, in which rvevyarexé are united 

with rvevuarixoic, every one has not the capacity ; a psychical man appre- 
hends not that which is the Spirit of God, etc. — puyinde avipurroc is the 
opposite of the rvevuarixés who has received the Holy Spirit (vv. 12 f., 15) ; 
he is therefore one rvedya (the Holy Spirit) pn tyuv (Jude 19). Such a 
man—who is not essentially different from the capxxéd¢ (see on iii. 1), 
but the mental side of whose nature is here brought forward by the word 
puzuxés —is not enlightened and sanctified by the Spirit of God, but is gov- 
erned by the wvy7, the principle of life for the odpf, so that the sphere in 
which he works and strives is not that of the divine truth and the divine 

fof, but the purely human activity of the understanding, and, as regards 

practical things, the interests of the life of sense, the ériOvuiac yoyeal, 4 

Mace. i. 32, the érOupia: avoporuv, not the 6¢Anua Oecd, 1 Pet. iv. 2. Comp. 

generally, Weiss, biblische Theol. p. 270 f. The higher principle of life, the 

1 This is the view of Pelagius, Sedulius, 
Theophylact (suggested only), Thomas, 

Estius, Clericus, Bengel, Rosenmiiller, Pott, 

Heydenreich, Flatt, Billroth, Rickert. 

2 Hofmann expounds as if Paul had writ- 

ten in ver. 12 f.: ra 9S vir wd 7, @, 

xepioddvra Huiy, onpeia Svyra THY ped- 

Advrwy, & nai cuvuyxplvopev... xvevr- - 
BanKxog myeupatiad AaAovrres. Comp. on 

the latter expression, Maximus Tyrius, xxli. 
4: ovverd ovverots A¢ywy, 
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human zvedpa, which he has, is not laid hold of and quickened by the Holy 
Spirit ; the regeneration by the Holy Spirit, who operates upon the human 
spirit and thereby brings about the renewal of the man (comp. John iil. 6), 
has not yet taken place with him ; hence the psychical man is really the nat- 
ural man, 4.6, not yet enlightened and sanctified by the Spirit of God, not 
yet born again,” although, at the same time, wuycnde means not naturalis (i.e. 
gvoixée in contrast to didaxréc, rexvixdc, and the like ; comp. Polyb. vi. 4. 
7: gvatxdg Kai axatackttwo), but animalis (Vulgate). Comp. wuyxtx) codia as 

contrasted with that dvwlev xarepyouévy, Jas. iii. 15. Many have taken up 

the idea in a one-sided way, either in a merely intellectual reference (rév 

pdvotg Toig olKeiowe GpKxobpevov Aoy:opoic¢, Theodoret ; see also Chrysostom, The- 

ophylact, Beza, Grotius, Heydenreich, Pott ; comp. too, Wiescler on Gal. p. 
451), or in a merely ethical one (a man obedient to sensual desires ; so, and 

in some cases, with an exaggerated stress on the sinfulness involved, it is 
interpreted by Erasmus, Vitringa, Limborch, Clericus, Rosenmtiller, Valck- 

enaer, Krause, and others). The two elements cannot be separated from 

‘each other without quite an arbitrary act of division. — ob déxera:] The 
question whether this means : he ts wnsusceptible of it, does not understand 
(Vulgate, Castalio, Beza, Piscator, Grotius, Riickert, e¢ al.) ; or : he does not 

accept, respuit (Peshito, Erasmus, and others, including Tittmann, Flatt, 
Billroth, de Wette, Osiander, Ewald, Maier), is decided in favour of the latter 

1 The distinction between yvx7 and rvetpa, 
as that which separates from each other 
the agencies of the lower and the higher 
life, answers certainly to the Platonic three- 
fold division of man’s nature into body, 

soul, and spirit (see, especially, Olshausen, 
de naturae humanae trichotomia N. T. scrip- 

toribus recepta,in his Opusc. Berol. 1834, p. 
143 ff.; and, on the other side, Hahn, Theol. 

a. N. T. L p. 801 ff.). Not, however, as if 

Paul had borrowed this trichotomy (sec, 

especially, 1 Thess. v. 23; comp. also Heb. 

iv. 12) from the Platonic philosophy, but 

this Platonic type of anthropology, current 

also with Philo and the Rabbinical writers, 

had, like the phrase o ¢ow and 6 é£a dvdpwmos 
(see on Eph. fli. 16), become popular (comp. 

Josephus, Anéé. 1. 1.2, according to which 

God breathed rvevua and yxy into man 
when first formed, and subsisted alongside 
of the twofold conception and the cor- 
responding mode of expression (v. 8 f., vii. 
8; 2 Cor. vil. 1; Rom. vill. 10 f., ai.). 
Comp. Linemann on 1 Thess. v.23. Luther, 

as early as 152), has some excellent remarks 
on the trichotomy (printed also in De- 
litzsch’s Jib. Psychol. p. 892 f.). He likens 
the svevua to the Sanctum sanctorwn, the 
vx; to the Sanctum, and the capa to the 

Atrium. Against Hofmann‘s arbitrary ex- 

plaining away of a real threefold division 
(in his Schriftbewets, I. p. 297 f:), see Krumm, 

de nodlonibus pyschol. Pauli, p. 1 ff.; De- 

litzsch, loc. cit. p. 87 ff. ; Ernesti, Ureprung d. 
Sinde, Il. p. 76f. We may add, that Hof- 

mann is wrong in saying, with respect to 
this passage, that it has nothing whatever 
to do with the question about the dichot- 
omy or trichotomy. It has to do with it, 
inasmuch as in virtue of the contrast 
between Wuxiaés and mvevuarixos, the pux7 

cannot be the seat and sphere of operation 

of the Divine Spirit, which {s to be found 
rather in tho human mvevua, and conse- 
quently must be concelved as specifically 
distinct from the latter. 

2 Luther's gloss is: **The natural man is 
as he is apart from grace, albeit decked out 
as bravely as may be with all the reason, 

skill, sense, and faculty in the world." 

Comp. Calovius, who insists with justice 
against Grotius, that Wuxixds and capx.cos 

differ only ‘“‘ratione jormaiis significa- 

tionis."" Paul might have used capxixcs 
here too (see on ill. 1); but wvxexds nat- 
urally suggested itself to him as correlative 
to Séxeoda; for the yvx7 cannot be the recep- 
taculum of that which is of the Spirit of God. 
According to Ewald, the word points to the 
Greek philosophers, being a gentle way of dea- 
ignating them. But the expression {s quite 

general; and how easy it would have been 
for Paul to let it be definitely known that 
the reference was to the philosophers (by 

codds rou xécuou, for example, or in some 

other way) ! 
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view by the standing use of déyeo8ac in the N. T. when referring to doctrine. 
See Luke viii. 18 ; Acts viii, 14, xi. 1, xvii. 11 ; 1 Thess. i. 6, ii. 18. Comp. 

2 Thess. ii. 10 ; 2 Cor. viii. 17. —1rd rov rv.] what comes from the Spirit. 
This applies both to the matter and form of the teaching. See ver. 18. — 
pwpia yap . . . yveva] ground of this ov déyera: x.r.A.: It is folly to him, 
é.¢. (a8 i. 18) it stands to him in the practical relation of being something 
absurd, and he is not in a position to discern it. The latter clause is not 
covered by the former (Hofmann), but appends to the relation of the object 

to the subject the corresponding relation of the subject to the object.— 

The statement of the reason for both of these connected clauses is: &r¢ 
mvevuarixag avaxplverac: because they (ra tov vei.) are judged of after a 
spiritual fashion (iv. 8, xiv. 24), 7.6. because the investigative (ava) judgment 
of them (the searching into and estimating their nature and meaning) is a 
task which, by reason of the nature of the subject-matter to be dealt with, 
can be performed in accordance with its own essential character in no other 

way than by means of a proving and judging empowered and guided by the Holy 
Spirit (a power which is wanting to the yyudc). T[vevyarixic, that is to 
say, refers not to the human spirit, but to the Holy Spirit (sec ver. 18) who 
fills the human spirit, and by the hallowing influence of divine enlighten- 
ment and power capacitates it for the avaxpivecv of the doctrines of teachers 
filled with the Spirit who address it, so that this avaxpivery is an activity 

which proceeds ina mode empowered and guided by the Spirit. We may add 
that avaxpiv. does not mean : must be judged of (Luther and many others, 
among whom are Jittmann, Flatt, and Pott), but it expresses the character- 
istic relation, which takes place; they are subject to spiritual judgment. That 
is an aziom. But this very sort of avdxpioce is what is lacking in the wuyixéc. 

Ver. 15. He who is spiritual, on the other hand, judges all things, but is for 
his own part (avré¢) judged by no one; 80 lofty is his position, high above all 
the wyxois, to whom he is a riddle, not to be read by their unenlightened 
powers of judging, to which ra rov rvevyarog are folly ! — 46 rvevparixdc] he 

who stands under the influence of the Holy Spirit, enlightened and led by 
Him. Comp. on tvevyarexac in ver. 14. — ra révra] (see the critical remarks)! 

receives from the context no further limitation than that of the article, 
which is not unsuitable (Hofmann), but denotes the fotality of what presents 

itself to his judging, so that it does not apply merely to ra rov rvebparoc 

(Ewald : ‘‘all the deepest and most salutary divine truths”), the avaxpivecy 
of which, on the part of the rvevyarixés, is a matter of course, but means ail 

1In connection with the reading wdyra, 
those who take it as masculine explain the 
clause very variously; either: “ Quando 
audit allum loquentem vel docentem, illico 

dignoscere potest et dijudicare, utrum sit 
ex Deo necne” (Bos, Alberti); or: “Ego 

quidem. . . quemlibet profanam .. . diju- 
dicare adeoque a rvevuaricois B. Vere collus- 
tratis dignoscere possum” (Pott); or: 

*“Convinoere quemlibet profanum erroris 
potest’ (Nésselt, Rosenmiiller). Were the 

reading genuine, and rdvra masculine, it is 

only the first of these renderings that would 
be admissible; for, according to ver. 14, 
avaxp. cannot mean erroris convincere 

(against Ndsselt), and to restrict sdyra to 

the profane would be entirely unwarranted 

by the context, as is plain from rvevsariucas 
avexpiveras in ver. 14 (against Ndeselt and 

Pott), At the same time, it would also be 
arbitrary in adopting the first view to refer 
it only to the logut or docere, and not also 
to deeds and other expressions of the life. 
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objects that come within the sphere of his judgment. To everything that 
comes before him he can assign the right estimate in virtue of his power of 
judgment, enlightened and upheld by the Holy Spirit. He has the true 
critical eye of the doxeudfecv (1 Thess. v. 21) for all that offers itself to him 
to be judged. How often has Paul himself displayed this avdxpiorg rvevparieh, 
and that, too, in matters not connected with doctrine, under situations the 
most varied ! ¢.g. in his wise availing himself of circumstances when perse- 
cuted and put on trial, during his last voyage, etc.; in his decisions 
concerning matrimonial questions, contendings at law, slavery, collections, 

and the like, in regard to which he manages with consummate tact, and 

with the most wonderful clearness, precision, and impartiality, to subject 

everything to the standard of a higher spiritual point of view ; in his esti- 
mate of the different persons with whom he comes into contact ; in the mode 
in which he adapts himself to given relations ; in his sublime judgments, 

such as iii. 22 ; in his powerful self-witness, 2 Cor. vi. 4 ff. ; in his noble in- 
dependence from earthly things, 1 Cor. vii. 29 ff.; Phil. iv. 11 ff.'’— dm 
ovdevéc] namely, who is not also rvevuarixés. This follows necessarily from 

the foregoing 6 rvevyar. avaxpive: ra révra. Comp. too, 1 John iv. 1. The 
standpoint of the psychical man is too low, and his mode of thought too 
foreign in its presuppositions and principles, for him to be able to under- 
stand and judge of the pneumatic. In like manner, the blind (see as early 
as Chrysostom and Theophylact) cannot judge of the painter, nor the deaf 
of the musician.— How Roman Catholic writers have sought to render ver. 
15, standing opposed as it does to the authority claimed by the church, ser- 
viceable to their own side, may be seen, ¢.g., in Cornelius & Lapide : ‘‘ Sin 
autem nova oriatur quaestio in fide aut moribus, eaque obscura et dubia, 
eadem prudentia dictat homini spirituali . . . ejusdem Spiritus judicio 
recurrendum esse ad superiores, ad doctores, ad ecceleram Romanam quasi mat- 
ricem,” etc. 

Ver. 16. Proof for the atri¢ dé in’ obdevde avaxpwvera. ‘' For in order to 
judge of the rvevparixéc, one would need to have known the mind of Christ, which 
we mvevyatixol are in possession of —to be able to act the part of teacher to Christ.” 
The form of this proof is an imperfect syllogism, the last proposition in 
which, as being self-evident, is not expressed.* The major proposition is 
clothed in the words of Isa: xl. 18 (substantially after the LXX.), comp. 
Rom. xi. 84. There, indeed, Kipi¢ applies to God ; but Paul, appropriat- 
ing the words freely for the expression of his own thought, applies it here 
to Christ (against Calvin, Grotius, and most older interpreters, also Flatt, 
Osiander, Ewald, Hofmann), as the minor proposition jyete d2 x.r.A. proves. — 

The vovg Kupiov is the understanding of the Lord, embracing His thoughts, 
judgments, measures, plans, etc., the voice being the faculty where these 

‘(Surely here the author goes beyond struct Him: but we, we xvewparxol, are they 
the scope of the passage, which is limited «who have the mind of Christ; therefore we 
to the things of the Spirit. So Hodge and are they also whom no one can know 00 as to 
Poor.—-T. W. C.] insiruct them, that is, Just they who v2” ovde 

* Fally expressed, it would runthus: No vos dvaxpivovra, ver. 15. 
one can know the mind of Christ eo as to in- 
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originate and are elaborated. The conception is not identical with that of 
the rvevua Xpicrov (against Billroth, Neander, and many others), which 

rather, when imparted to man, makes his voi the vovs Xprorov, not being ttsel/ 

the votes X., but that which constitutes its substratum. — 5¢ cuuBiB. avrév] que 

instructurus sit eum, i.e. in order (after thus coming to know him) fo instruct 
Him. See on this use-of 6c, Matthiae, II. p. 1068 ; Ktihner, II. p. 529 ff. 

Regarding cvuB:Bdéfecv, which is frequent in the LXX. in the sense of instruere, 
docere, but does not occur with that meaning in Greek writers, see Schleus- 

ner, Thes. V. p. 154. This d¢ ovuf. adrév is not ‘‘ rather superfluously” taken 

in along with the rest of the quotation (Riickert), but is included as essen- 
tial to the proof of the i oidevdc avaxpivera, since the forming a judgment 

assumes the capacity to instruct (act as master). This, then, is what he 
‘who would judge the rvevyarixoi must be capable of doing with respect to 
Christ, since these have the mind of Christ. Chrysostom says well: &¢ 
cup BiBdoee avrov, ovy amAde mpoolOykev, GAAG mpdg 4 elrev Fdy, Ste TOV MvevpaTiKdy 

ovdelc avaxptvec’ et ydp etdévar ovdetc dhvarat tov Ocov (rather Christ's) rov vovv, 

TOAA@ paddov diddoxetv kat dtopSorcfar.—To refer airév, with Nésselt (Opusc. 

II. p. 187 f.), to the mvevparcxd¢ (80, too, Rosenmiiller and Tittmann, Jc. p. 
294), is an involved construction rendered necessary only by failure to 
catch the simple course of proof. — juei¢ d2 vobv X . 2. ] the minor proposition, 

with the emphasis on jueic, and the explanatory Xpiorcd in piace of Kupiov. 
Paul includes himself slong with the rest among the zvevyarixof. These are 
the possessors (Eyouev) of the mind of Christ. For, since they have the Spirit 

of Christ (Rom. viii. 9, 16), and since Christ is in them (Rom. viii. 10 ; 2 
Cor. xiii. 5), their votc, too, can be no mental faculty different in kind from 
the vote Xpcorov, but must, on the contrary, be as ideally one with it, as it is 

true that Christ Himself lives in them (Gal. ii. 20), and: the heart of Christ 
beats in them (Phil. i. 8), and He speaks in them (2 Cor. xiii. 8). Comp. 
respecting this indwelling of Christ in His believers, the idea in Gal. iii. 27 ; 
Rom. xiii. 14. Ov yép TWAdrwvoc, oid? IvOaydpov, says Chrysostom, 4Ai’ 6 

Xpiord¢ 1a éavrod ry quctépg evéOnne diavoiga. Many commentators (not recog- 

nizing the process of proof) have interpreted éyouev as perspectam habemus 
(see Tittmann, /.c.), ase.g. Rosenmiiller and Flatt : ‘‘We know the mean- 

ing of the doctrine of Christ ;” or Grotius : ‘‘ Novimus Dei consilia, quae 
Christo fuere revelata.” ; 

Norss sy AMERICAN EDITorR. 

(E) The ‘‘perfect."" Ver.6. ¢ 

Seeing interpreters are so nearly equally divided between the two views 
which may be taken of this text, it may be well to consider the argument for 

the opinion which makes ‘‘perfect’’ simply another name for believers, It is 

thus presented by Dr. Hodge: ‘:1. Those who regarded Paul’s doctrine as 
foolishness were not the babes in Christ, but the unrenewed, ‘ the wise-of this 

world ;’ consequently those to whom it was wisdom were not advanced Chris- 

tians, but believers as such. Throughout the whole context, the opposition is 

between ‘the called’ or converted and the unconverted, and not between ‘one 
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class of believers and another class. 2. If ‘the perfect’ here means advanced 
Christians as distinguished from babes in Christ, then the wisdom which Paul 
preached was not the gospel as such, but its higher doctrines. But this cannot 

be, because it is the doctrine of the cross, of Christ crucified, which he 

declares to be the power of God and the wisdom of God. And the description 
given in the following part of this chapter of the wisdom here intended refers 

not tothe higher doctrines of the gospel, but to the gospel itself. The contrast 
is between the wisdom of the world and the wisdom of God, and not between 
the rudimental and the higher doctrines ofthe gospel. Besides, what are these 
higher doctrines which Paul preached only to the élite of the church? No one 
knows. Some say one thing, and some another. But there are no higher doc- 

trines than those taught in this Epistle, and in those to the Romans and Ephe- 

sians, all addressed to the mass of the people. The New Testament makes no 
distinction between (aviczi¢ and yvdorc) higher and lower doctrines. , It does 
indeed speak of a distinction between milk and strong meat, but that is a dis- 
tinction, not between kinds of doctrine, but between one mode of instruction 

and another. In catechisms designed for children the church pours out all the 

treasures of her knowledge, but in the form of milk, é.e. in a form adapted to 
the weakest capacities. For all these reasons we conclude that by ‘the per- 
fect’ the Apostle means the competent, the people of God as distinguished 

from the men of the world ; and by wisdom, not any higher doctrines, but the 

simple gospél, which is the wisdom of God as distinguished from the wisdom 
of men.”’ 

(F) No confusion of memory. Ver. 9. 

It is impossible to accept the author’s hypothesis of a failure or “‘ confusion 
of memory’’ in the Apostle. If inspiration has any meaning at all, it must be 

supposed sufficient to guard its subjects from such imperfections. Nor is the 

hypothesis at all necessary, although it is adopted by Weiss (Bib. Theol. I. 388). 

It is quite easy to suppose that the Apostle used scriptural language without 

intending to give the sense of the origina). This is a very common habit 

among all believers, and that Paul shared in it is evident from Romans x. 18, 
where he undeniably takes the words of the nineteenth Psalm simply to 

express the wide diffusion of the gospel, without any reference to their purport 
as originally given. Of course in this view we must suppose the phrase As itis 

written not tobea form of quotation, but rather equivalent to our purpose when 

we say, ‘‘To use the language of Scripture.” Or, if this solution be not accept- 

able, there is another to fall back upon, viz., that which regards the Apostle as 

not intending to quote any one passage of Holy Writ, but rather appealing to 
its authority in general to confirm his position that God surpasses His people's 

expectations, that He does for them things unheard of before, such indeed as 

could be known only by revelation. That these things are abundantly taught 
in the Old Testament requires no argument. 

(c) ovyxpivovrec. Ver. 13. 

The author's objection to the view which renders this important and much- 
contested word as explaining does not seem to be valid. In all the places 
in which the verb in the active voice occurs in the LXX. it means, with 

a single exception, to interpret or explain. (It never occurs in the sense of con- 
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nect.) And the fact that it is applied to the interpretation of dreams presents 
no difficulty, for in any case the Apostle would‘have become familiar with its 

useinthissense. The sense too is every way appropriate, ‘‘ explaining spiritual 

things in spiritual words’’ (substantially what Meyer gives, although he reaches 

it in a different way), and forms a suitable pendant to what precedes. The 
Apostle had spoken sufficiently of the things of the spirit : here he touches upon 
the suitable words for conveying them. The passage is one of great importance, 

as showing the value of a biblical phraseology. The wordingof Holy Writ is 

not accidental or capricious, but divinely ordered, and it is in all cases to be 
adhered to. A needless change of expression not infrequently makes the life 

and efficacy of the things to vanish. Nor is it a valid objection to this view 

that it makes inspiration mechanical, for, as Dr. Hodge well asks, ‘‘ If God can 

control the thonghts of a man without making him a machine, why cannot he 
contro] his language? Why may he not render each writer, polished or rude, 

infallible in the use of his characteristic style?” That He does exercise such — 

control assures us that in Scripture we have not only divine truth, but that 

truth communicated in a form free from the discoloring and distorting in- 

fluence of human imperfection. 
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CHAPTER ITI. 

Ver. 1. xa ty] ABC DEFG 8, min. Clem. Or. Chrys. Damasc. read xayd, 

which Griesb. Lachm. Scholz, Riickert, Tisch. have adopted, and justly, con- 

sidering the decisive testimony in its favour. —capx:xoic] Griesb. Lachm. 
Riickert, Tisch. read capxivorg with A B C* D* &, 67** 71, Clem. Or. Nyss. To 

be preferred on like grounds as in Rom, vii. 14. Here the interchange was es- 

pecially aided by ver. 3, where, according to the preponderance of evidence, 

capxix, is the true reuding ; for the fact that D* F G, Or. Nyss. have cdépx:v in 
ver. 3 also, is simply to be set down as the result of mechanical repetition from 

ver. 1, the difference in the sense not being recognized.! — Ver. 2. ovdé] Elz. has 

otre, in opposition to all the uncials and most Fathers. The former is neces- 

sary here (Fritzsche, ad Marc. p. 157), but had otre very often substituted for it 
by the transcribers. —ér:] is wanting in B; bracketed by Lachm. But how 

easily it might fall aside after ofdé through similarity in sound, or on the 

ground that it might be dispensed with when vi» followed ! — Ver. 3. xai d:yoa- 

tractus} omitted in A B C &, some min. and several vss. and Fathers. Deleted by 
Lachm. Riickert, and Tisch. Were it genuine, why should it have been left 
out? An addition by way of gloss (even in texts used by Irenaeus and Cyprian) 

from Gal. v. 20.— Ver. 4. dv@pwr0] adopted also by Lachm. Riickert, and 
Tisch., followed by Ewald, according to almost all the uncials and several vss. 

and Fathers. The Recepta capx:xol, although still defended by Fritzsche and 
Reiche, is so decidedly condemned by the critical evidence (among the uncials 

they have only L and 8**), that it must be regarded as derived from ver. 3. 

Ovxzi, too, has flowed from the same source, instead of which, oix isto be re- 

stored, with Lachm. Riickert, and Tisch., in accordance with ABC &*, 17, 
Dam. — Ver. 5. tic] Lachm. and Riickert read ri, with AB &, min, Vulg. It. 

Aeth. and Latin Fathers. The personal names very naturally snggested the 

masculine to transcribers.—The order IlabAog . . . ’ArodAdce (in Elz. and 

Scholz) arose from ver. 4 ; compare i. 12.—Before didxovor, Elz. and Tisch. have 
éAi’ 4, which, however, from the decisive weight of testimony against it, must 

be regarded as an addition to denote the sense : nil nisi. — Ver. 12. rovrov] is 

1 Fritzsche, indeed (ad Rom. IT. p. 46, and 
de conform. N. T. Lachm. p. 49), holds that 

the form cdpxivos in this passage, Rom. vil. 

14, and Heb. vil. 16, is an offspring of the 
transcribers. But it was precisely the other 
form capaxcxés, so well known and familiar 

to them, which thrust itself upon the copy- 

ists for involuntary or even deliberate 
adoption. Reiche, in his Comment. crit. I. p. 

138, has made the most elaborate defence of 
the Recepta, and attempted to weaken the 
force of the evidence on the other side. 

See the same author, too, on Heb. vil. 16. 
The most decisive argument from the exter- 

nal evidence against the Recepta is, that pre- 
cisely the weightiest Codices A BC &, are 

equally unanimous in reading cdép«wwos in 
ver. 1. and capx.xoi in ver. 8; and we cannot 
at all see why the hand of an emendator 
should haveinserted the more classical word 

only in ver. 1, while leaving the unclassio 
capx.xoi in ver. 8. Besides, we have capaivars 

in 2 Cor. fli. 8, entirely without any various 

reading capxixais, from which we may eon- 

clude that the distinction in meaning be- 
tween the two words was well known to 
the transcribers. 
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wanting in A BC* &*, Sahid. Ambr. Deleted by Lachm. and Riickert. The 
omission, however, was easily occasioned by Homoioteleuton, and was aided by 

the fact that the word could be dispensed with. — Ver. 13. 1d zip] Lachm. Riick- 

ert,and Tisch. read 7d rip airé, with A B C, min. Sahid. and several Fathers. 

Rightly ; the atré not being in any way essential was easily disregarded. — 

Ver. 17. rodrov] Lachm. and Riickert have avrdév, which Griesb. too recom- 
mended, with AD EFG, min. Syr. Arr. Aeth. Arm. Syr. p. (on the margin) 

Vulg. and It. (illum), and Latin Fathers. But, after ei rec in the protasis, atréy 

offered itself in the apodosis as the more common. — Ver. 22. éoriv] has pre- 

ponderant evidence against it. Suspected by Griesb., deleted by Lachm. 
Rickert, and Tisch. A repetition from ver. 21. . 

Vv. 1-4. Application of the foregoing section (ii. 6-16) to the Apostle’s rela- 
tion to the Corinthians. 

Ver. 1. Kayé] J also. This also of comparison has its inner ground in 
the reproach alluded to, that he ought to have taught in a higher strain, 
and so ought to have delivered to the Corinthians that Geo cogiay spoken of 
in ver. 6 f. Hen as no other could have done this, so I also could not. There 

is no reason, therefore, for holding, with de Wette (comp. Billroth), that 

xal dpiv would have been 8 more stringent way of putting it. —4A2’ G¢ oap- 
xivoig] namely, had I to speak to you. See Kihner, II. p. 604. Kriiger on 

Thue. i. 142. 4, and on Xen. Anab. vii. 2. 28. This brevity of expression 
is zeugmatic. Zdpxivo¢g (see the -critical remarks) is: fleshy (2 Cor. iii. 3), 
not equivalent to capxixdéc, fleshly. See on Rom. vii. 14. Winer, p. 93 

[E. T. 122], and Fritzsche, ad Rom. II. p. 46. Here, as in Rom. J.c. and 
Heb. vii. 16 (see Delitzsch in loc.), the expression is specially chosen in order 
to denote more strongly the unspiritual nature : as to fleshy persons, as to 
those who have as yet experienced so little of the influence of the Holy 

Spirit, that the odpf—i.e. the nature of the natural man, which is opposed 
since the fall to the Spirit of God, and which, as the seat of the sin-princi- 
ple and of lust, gives rise to the incapacity to recognize the sway of the 
Divine Spirit (comp. ii. 14) and to follow the drawing of the voic towards 
the divine will (Rom. vii. 18, 25), by virtue of the Divine Spirit (see on 
Rom. iv. 1, vi. 19, vii. 14, viii. 5 ff.)—seemed to make up their whole 
being. They were still in too great a measure only ‘‘flesh born of the 

flesh” (John iii. 6), and still lay too much, especially in an intellectual re- 
lation, under the dofeveia r7¢ capxég (Rom. vi. 19), although they might also 

be in part gvoobyevoe td tov vodg THC capKdc abvrdy (Col. ii. 18),—so that 
Paul, in order strongly to express their condition at that time, could call 
them fleshy. By odpx:voc, therefore, he indicates the unspiritual nature of 

the Corinthians,—i.e. a nature ruled by the limitations and impulses of the 
odpf, not yet changed by the Holy Spirit,—the nature which they still had 

when at the stage of their first novitiate in the Christian life. At a later date 
(see ver. 8) they appear as still at least capxcxoi (guiding themselves according 

to the cép£, and disobedient to the rveiya); for although, in connection with 
continued Christian instruction, they had become more effectually partakers 

also of the influence of the Divine Spirit, nevertheless,—as their sectarian 
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tendencies (sce ver. 8) gave proof,—thcy had not so followed this divine 
principle as to prevent the sensuous nature opposed to it (the odpé) from 
getting the upper hand with them in a moral and intellectual respect, so 
that they were consequently still xard odpxa and év oapxi (Rom. viii. 5, 8), 
Ta THC GapKds gpovovyres (Rom. Vili. 5), xard odpxa xavyduevo: (2 Cor. xi. 18), 
év cogia capxixg (2 Cor. i. 12), etc. It is therefore with true and delicate 
acumen that Paul uses in ver, 1 and ver. 3 these two different expressions 
each in its proper place, upbraiding his readers, not indecd by the former, 
but certainly by the latter, with their unspiritual condition.’ The ethical 
notions conveyed by the two terms are not the same, but of the same kind ; 
hence ér: in ver. 8 is logically correct (against the objection of de Wette 
and Reiche). 

The difference between caprixée (also cdpxvoc) and yuyixde is simply this: 

yuyzixés is one who has not the Holy Spirit, and stands wholly outside of 
the sphere of His influence ; whether it be that he has never yet received 
Him and is therefore still inthe natural state without Christ (homo naturalis, 
as in ii. 14), or that he has been forsaken again by the Spirit (as in Jude 19). 
Lapxixéc, on the other hand, may be affirmed not merely of the yyxdc, who 
is indeed necessarily capxixés, but also (comp. Hofmann) of one who has, it 
is true, received the Holy Spirit and experiences His influence, but is not 
led by His enlightening and sanctifying efficacy in such a mcasure as to 
have overcome the power of sin (Gal. v. 17) which dwells in the odpé and 
sets itself against the Spirit ; but, on the contrary, instead of being avev- 
parixéc and, in consequence, living év rvebuare and being disposed xara rvei- 
ya, he is still é capxi, and still thinks, judges, is minded and acts xara 
odpxa.* The yuyixde is accordingly as such also capxixés, but every capxixds 

is not as such still or once more a yess, not yet having the Spirit, or 

having lost Him again. The ezpositors commonly do not enter upon any 
distinction between odpxivog and capxixéc, either (so the majority) reading 

Gapxxoic in ver. 1 also, or (Riickert, Pott) arbitrarily giving out that the 
two words are alike in meaning. The distinction between them and yuyixde 
also is passed over in utter silence by many (such as Rosenmiiller, Flatt, 
Billroth), while others, in an arbitrary way, make ocdpx:voc and capxix. some- 
times to be milder than yynde (Bengel, Riickert, holding that in capx. there 
is more of the weakness, in ywy. more of the opposition to what is higher), 
sometimes to be stronger (Osiander ; while Theophylact holds the former to 

be rapa ¢borv, the latter xara gbocv, and the pneumatic trép ghar), or some- 

times, lastly, refer the latter to the lower intelligence, and the former to the 
a 

2 According to Hofmann,—who, for the 
rest, defines the two notions with substan- 
tlal oorrectness,—the distinction between 
Gapxvos and capxuxés answers to that be- 
tween «lya: dy capxi and xara adpxa, Rom. 
vill. 5,& But the latter two phrases differ 
from euch other, not In their real meaning, 
but only in the form of representation.— 
Holsten, too, s. Xv. d. Pawl. u. Petr. p. 397 f., 

has in substance hit the true distinction 

between odpatvos and capxixds. 
® Ewald says truly, that the strict distine- 

tion between spiritual and fleshly came in 
first with Christianity itself. But so, too, the 

sharply-defined notion of the puxixés could 
only be brought out by the contrast of 
Christianity, because it is the opposite of 
the syvevaariads, and cannot therefore oo- 

cupy a middle place between the two for- 
mer notions. 
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lower moral condition as given up to the desires (Locke, Wolf, and others). 
— o¢ vyriog év Xprorq@] statement justifying the foregoing d¢ capx. by setting 

forth the character of their Christian condition as it had been at that time 

to which ov« gévvibyv «.7.4. looks back. The phrase denotes those who, in 
their relation to Christ (in Christianity), are still children under age, i.e. 

mere beginners. The opposite is réAew: év X., Col. i. 28. See, regarding 
the analogous use in Rabbinical writers of M12 (sugentes), Schoettgen 

in loc. ; Wetstein on 1 Pet. ii. 2; Lightfoot, Jor. p. 162 ; and for that of 
D'30>, Wetstein on Matt. x. 42. Before baptism o man is yet without con- 

nection with Christ, but throug’ baptism he enters into this fellowship, and 
is now, in the first instance, a vfmoc év XpiozG, 1.6. an infans as yet in re- 

lation to Christianity, who as such receives the elementary instruction suit- 
able for him (the ydda of ver. 2). The evayyeAifeofa:, on the other hand, 

which leads on to bapiism, is preparatory, giving rise to faith, and forming 
the medium through which their calling takes place ; and accordingly it 
has not yet to do with virio év Xprorp. The inference is a mistaken one, 
therefore (on the part of Riickert), that Paul has in mind here a, second resi- 
dence in Corinth not recorded in the Acts. His readers could not under- 
stand this passage, any more than ii. 1, otherwise than of the apostle’s jirst 
arrival, of the time, consequently, in which he founded the Corinthian 

church, when he instructed those who gave ear to his eciayyedivecbac in the 
elements of Christianity. — By év Xpotg is expressed the specific field to 
which the notion of vyridry¢ is confined ; viewed apart from Christ, he, who 

as a new convert is yet a v4rc0¢, may be an adult, or an old man. Comp. on 

Col. i. 23. 

Ver. 2. Keeping to the same figure (comp. Heb. v. 12 ; Philo, de agric. 
p. 801), he designates as ydAa : tiv cicaywytxi nai drdAovottpav Tov evayyedion 

didacxadiay (Basil. Hom. I. p. 408, ed. Paris, 1638), see Heb. v. 12, vi. 1 f., 
and as Gpaua : the further and higher instruction, the cogia, which, as dis- 
tinguished from the yvaow ri éx xarnxgoewe (Clemens Alexandrinus), is 

taught among the réAeo: (ii. 6 ff.). Comp. Suicer, Thes. I. p. 721, 717. 

Wetstein in loc.'— idivacfe] Ye were not yet strong and vigorous. What 
weakness is meant, the context shows : in the figure, that of the body ; in 
its application, that of the mind and spirit. Comp. regarding this absolute 
use Of divapat, duvarée x.t.2. (which makes any supplementing of it by éofierw 
Bpoua and the like quite superfluous), Dem. 484, 25, 1187, 8 ; Aesch. p. 40. 

89; Plato, Men. p. 77 B, Prot. p. 826 C ; Xen. Anab. iv. 5. 11, vii. 6. 87; 
1 Macc. v. 41 ; Schaefer, ad Bos. Hil. p. 267 fF. —a22’ obda bri vin div.] aan’ 
ovdé, yea, not coven. See Fritzsche, ad Mare. p. 157. erm. ad Eurip. Suppl. 

121, Add. 975. That Paul, notwithstanding this remark, does give a sec- 

tion of the higher wisdom in chap. xv., is to be explained from the apolo- 
getic aim of that chapter (xv. 12), which did not allow him to treat the sub- 
ject in an elementary style. There is no sclf-contradiction here, but an ex- 

ception demanded by the circumstances. For the profound development 

1 As regards the zeugma (comp. Homer, Winer, p. 578 [E. T. 777]; Ktihner, ad Xen. 

HR. vili. 546; Odyssey, xx. 812; Hesiod. Theog. Anad. iv. 5.8; also Nagelsbach on the Mad, 
640), seo Bremi, ad Lys. Exc. Ill. p. 487f.; op. 179, ed. & 

, 
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of the doctrine of the resurrection in chap. xv. belonged really to the fpaua 
(comp. ii. 9), and rises high above that elementary teaching concerning the 

resurrection, with which every Jew was acquainted, and which Paul himself 
so often gave without thereby speaking év reAeiocc, whence also it is rightly 
placed in Heb. vi. 1 among the first rudiments of Christian doctrine. 

Ver. 8. Zapxixoi] see on ver. 1. —é7ov] equivalent seemingly to guando- 

quidem (see Vigerus, ed. Herm. 481) ; but the conditioning state of things 
is locally conceived. Comp. Heb. ix. 16, x. 18 ; 4 Macc. ii. 14, vi. 34, xiv. 

11; Plato, Tim. p. 86 E; the passages from Xenophon cited by Sturz. 
III. p. 807 ; Herod. i. 68 ; Thuc. viii. 27. 2, viii. 96. 1 ; Isocrates, Paneg. 
186. — U#Ao¢] Jealousy. — xara advOp.] after the fashion of men. Comp. on 

Rom. iii. 5; often, too, in classical writers, 6.9. xar’ dvfp. ¢povety (Soph. Aj. 
747, 764). The contrast here is to the mode of life conformed to the Divine 

Spirit ; hence not different from xard cdpxa in Rom. viii. 4. — Respecting 
the relation to each other of the three words ¢71., zp., dtyxoor., see Theophy- 

lact : warnp yap 4 CHdoc rH¢ eptdoc, airy 6&2 rag dtyooraciag yewwG.— On ory, 

comp. Bengel : ‘‘nam Spiritus non fert studium partium humanarum.” On 
the contrary, (7A0¢ «.r.A. are ranked expressly among the épya rye capxés, 

Gal. v. 20. 
Ver. 4. Tdép] explanatory by exhibiting the state of contention én conereto. 

— dv$p.] with a pregnant emphasis : are ye not men? t.e. according to the 
context : are ye not persons, who are absorbed in the unspiritual natural 
ways of men—in whose thoughts and strivings the divine element of life is 
awanting ? Comp. Xen. Anab. vi. 1. 26 : dvfpurde cine (I am a weak, fal- 
lible man). "What determines the shade of meaning in such cases is not 
anything in the word itself, but the connection. Comp. 1 Pet. iv. 2. 
The specific reference here has its basis in the preceding xara dvfpwrov repi- 
mareire, hence there is no ground for rejecting the reading dvfpwra, with 
Fritzsche (de conform. N. T. Lachm. p. 48), as a lectio insulsa (comp. also 

Reiche), or for misinterpreting it, with Hofmann, into ‘‘ that they are surely 
men at all events and nothing less." This latter rendering brings in the idea, 

quite foreign to this passage, of the dignity of man, and that in such a way as 
if the interrogative apodosis were adversative (aA2’ ov« or ov uévror). — It may 
be added that Paul names only the ¢éwo parties: éyd . . . MWatAov and éyo 
’"AroAAG, not giving an imperfect enumeration for the sake of the ueracynua- 
riozéc Which follows (iv. 6—so, arbitrarily, de Wette and others), but be- 
cause in this section of the Epistle he has to do just with the antagonism of 

the Apollos-party to himself and to those who, against his will, called them- 
selves after him ; hence also he makes the peracynyariopuds, in iv. 6, with 

reference to himself and Apollos alone. —éya pév] This zéy does not stand 
in a logical relation to the following dé. An inexactitude arising from the 
lively way in which thought follows thought, just as in classical writers too, 
from a like reason, there is often a want of exactly adjusted correspondence 
between yév and dé (Breitenbach, ad Xen. Hier. i. 9 ; Baeumlein, Partik. 
p. 168 f.). 

Vv. 5-15. Discussion of the position occupied by the two teachers : 
The two have no independent merit whatsoever (vv. 5-7 ; each will receive his 
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reward according to his own work (vv. 8, 9) ; and, more especially, a definitive 
recompense in the future, according to the quality of his work, awaits the teacher 

who carries on the building upon the foundation already laid (vv. 10-15). The 
aim of this discussion is stated in iv. 6. 

Ver. 5. Oty] Now, witur, introduces the question as an inference from the 
state of party-division just referred to, so that the latter is seen to be 
the presupposition on which the question proceeds. See Klotz, ad Devar. 
p. 719: ‘‘Such being the state of things, I am forced to propound the 
question,” etc. Riickert thinks that Paul makes his readers ask : But now, 
if Paul and Apollos are not our heads, what are they then ? Paul, however, 

is in the habit of indicating counter-questions expressly as such (xv. 35 ; 

Rom. ix. 19, al.).—ri] more significant than ri¢; comp. ver. 7. The 
question is, what, as respects their position, are they? Comp. Plato, Rep. 
p- 832 E, 841 D.— d:dxovae] They are servants, and therefore not fitted 
and destined to be heads of parties ; dA%oc éoriv 4 deordrac, tueig éxetvov 

dovAot, Theodoret. — dé’ dv] ‘‘per quos, non in quos,” Bengel. Comp. 

John i. 7. They are but causae ministeriales in the hand of God. — 
éxcorebo.] ag in xv. 2,11; Rom. xiii. 11.’—xai] and that. nat... éduxev is 
not to be joined with ver. 6 (Mosheim, Markland, ad Lys. XII. p. 560 f.), 
seeing that in ver. 7 no regardis paid to this cai... édwxev. — éxdory dc] 
the emphasis is on éxdor., as in vii. 17 and Rom. xii. 3. —é Képoc] correla- 

tive to the didxovor, is here God, not Christ (Theophylact ; also Riickert, 

who appeals to Eph. iv. 7, 11), as what follows—in particular vv. 9, 10— 
proves. Comp. 2 Cor. vi. 4. — As respects the a2’ 4 of the Textus receptus : 
nist (which makes the question continue to the end of the verse ; comp. 
Ecclus. xxii. 12) see on Luke xii. 51 ; 2 Cor. i. 13. 

Vv. 6, 7. Statement of the difference in the d:axovia of the two, and 
of the success of the ministry of both as dependent upon God, so that no 

one at all had any independent standing, but only God. Therewith Paul 
proceeds to point out the impropriety of the party-relation which men 

had taken up towards the two teachers. — é¢irevea x.r.A.] We are not to 
suppose the object left indefinite (de Wette) ; on the contrary, it emerges 
out of d¢ dv émorebcare, ver. 5, namely: the faith of the Corinthian com- 

munity. 'This is conceived of as a tree (comp. Plato, Phaedr. p. 276 E) 
which was planted by Paul, inasmuch as he first brought the Corinthians to 
believe and founded the church ; but watered? by Apollos, inasmuch as 

he had subsequently exerted himself in the way of confirming and devel- 
oping the faith of the church, and for the increase of its numbers ; and 
lastly, blessed with growth by God, inasmuch as it was under His influence 
THe yap avrov xépitoc Td xarépAwua, Theodoret) that the work of both had suc- 

cess and prospered. This making it to grow is the effect of grace, without 
which the ‘‘ granum a primo sationis momento esset instar lapilli,” Bengel. 

2 Ye have become believers, which is to be development. Comp. John ii, 11, xi. 15. 
understood here in a relative sense, both as * Augustine, Zip. 48, and several of the 
respected the beginning and the further- Fathers make éréncev refer in a totally in- 
ance of faith. See ver.6. The becoming appropriate way to daptiem, 
a believer comprehends different stages of 
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Comp. Acts xvi. 14, xiv. 27; 1 Cor. xv. 10.—éori tr] may be taken to 
mean : is anything of importance, anything worth speaking of (Acts v. 36 ; Gal. 

ii. 6, vi. 8. Plato. Phaedr. p. 242 E, Gorg. p. 472 A, Symp. p. 173 B ; Xen. 

Mem. ii. 1. 12). It is more in accordance, however, with the decided tone 
of hostility to all human estimation which marks the whole context to take 

tt in quite a general sense (comp. x. 19), so that of both in and by them- 
selves (in comparison with God) it is said : they are nothing. — ada’ 4 ais. 

@edc] sc. ra wavra éore (1 Cor. xv. 28; Col. iii. 11), which, according to the 
apostle’s intention, is to be drawn from what has been already said. An 
abbreviated form of the contrast, with which comp. vii. 19, and sce 
generally Kfihner, II. p. 604 ; Stallbaum, ad Rep. p. 366 D, 561 B. Theo- 

phylact says well: didafac, ar: Oe @ dei ud vw mpocéyetr, Kai sig abrdov avariévat 

xdvra ta cuBaivovra ayaa. 

Vv. 8, 9. The planter, on the other hand, and the waterer are one: each of 
them, however (and here we pass on to the new point of the recompense of the 
teachers), will receive his own reward, etc. — év eiow] the one is not some- 

thing different from the other, that is to say gencrically, as respects the rela- 
tion defined (xi. 5 ; John x. 80, xvii. 11, 21) here : in so far both have one 
and the same official character, namely, as workers in the serviceof God. Theo- 
doret : xara riv trovpyiay. —éxacrog d2 x.1.A.] mpdg yap Td Tov Ozov Epyov 

napapadrbuevor Ev elow ixel wévev evexev (i.e. in respect of the pains and 
labour expended) ob« eiolv, aAAd Exacrog x.7.A., Chrysostom. — idiov] both 
times with emphasis. Bengel puts it happily : ‘‘ congruens iteratio ; anti- 
theton ad unum.” The Afpera:, however, refers to the recompense at the 

last judgment, ver. 13 ff. — Ver. 9 gives now the proof, not for both halves 
of ver. 8, of which the first has been already disposed of in the preceding 
statement (in opposition to Hofmann), but for the new thought éxaoroc . . . 

xérov introduced by dé The emphasis of proof lies wholly on the word 
rice put foremost, Oecd. For since it is God whose helpers we are 

(‘‘ eximium elogium ministerii,” Calvin), God whose tillage-field, God whose 

building ye are : therefore it cannot be otherwise than that that &kaoroc . . . 
xérov must hold good, and nonce lack his reward according to his labour 
(‘‘ secundum laborem, non propter laborem,” Calovius). — Qeov cuvepyoi] for 

we, your teachers, labour with God, the supreme Lord and Fosterer of 

the church, at one work, which is simply the furtherance of the church. 
The explanation : workers who work with each other for God’s cause (Estius 
by way of suggestion, Benge], Flatt, Heydenreich, Olshausen), is linguisti- 

cally erroneous (see 1 Thess. iii. 2; Rom. xvi. 8, 9, 21; Phil. ii. 25, iv. 3; 
2 Cor. i. 24; 2 Macc. xiv. 5; Plato, Def? p. 414 A; Dem. 68. 27, 884. 2 ; 
Plut. Per. 81 ; Bernhardy, p. 171 ; Kithner, II. p. 172), and fails to appre- 
ciate that lofty conception of a dovAog Oecd. — Oecd yedpy. and Geo oix. set be- 
fore us the Corinthian church, in so far as itis the object of the ministerial 
service of Christian teachers, under the twofold image of a field for tillage 
(yedpy., Strabo, xiv. p. 671 ; Theag. in Schol. on Pind. Nem. iii. 21 ; Prov. 
xxiv. 80, xxxi. 16), which belongs to God and is cultivated, and as a building 

belonging to God (Eph. ii. 21), which is being carried up to completion. 
Ver. 10. The former of these images (yedpy.) has been the underlying 
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thought in what has hitherto been said (vv. 6-8) ; the second and new 
figure (oixed.) is now retained in what follows up to ver. 15, the course of 
thought being this, that Paul, first of all, states the difference between his 
own work and that of others at this building, and then passes on to the 
responsibility which he who would build after him takes upon himself. — 

The xdpir is not the apostolic office, with which Paul was graced (Rom. xii. 

8, xv. 15; Gal. i. 15, a/.), for it was not exclusively an apostle who was 
required for the founder of a church (Rome, Colossae), but the special endow- 

ment of grace, which he had received from God to fit him for his calling ; and 

he wasconscious in himself that he was qualified and destined just for the 
Tight laying of the foundation, Rom. xv. 20. — The significant weight of the 
words xara . . . dof’, vo: is to express humility in making the utterance which 

follows. Comp. Chrysostom and Theophylact. — d¢ copic apyir.] proceeding 

as such an one would, going to work in this capacity. To it belongs the 
right laying of the foundation in strict accordance with the design of the build- 
ing, the reverse of which would be the part of an unskilful architect, 
Without a foundation no man builds ; without a proper foundation no co¢éc, 

4.e. no one who understands the art (Ex. xxxv. 10). Comp. Plato, Phil. p. 

17 C, de cirt. b. 876 A; Pind. Pyth. iii. 115, v. 115 ; Soph. Ant. 362. But 

Paul by the grace of God was a cogic apyitéxrov. — What he understands by 

such a foundation, he himself tells us in ver. 11, namely, Jesus Christ, 

without whom (both in an objective sense : without whose appearing and 
work, and in a subjective: without appropriating whom in conscious faith ; 
see ver. 11) a Christian society could not come into existence at all. This 

foundation Paul had laid, inasmuch as he had made Christ to be possessed by 
the conscious faith of the Corinthian church. Comp. on Eph. ii. 20. — Senédsor] 
The masculine 6 6euéAcog (see ver. 11; hence wrongly held by Ewald to be 
neuter here), attributed by the, old grammarians to the xow# (see Wetstein 

on ver. 11), 1s commonly found only in the plural, and that as carly as Thuc. 

1. 93.1. In the singular, 2 Tim. ii. 19 ; Rev. xxi. 19 ; Machon in Athen. 
vill. p. 846 A; 3 Esdr. vi. 20. — dAAoc dé eocxod.] By this is meant not 

merely Apollos, but any later teacher of the Corinthians whatever (comp. 

fxaoroc) : ‘** Not my task, however, but that of another, is the building up, 

the carrying on the building.” — rac] i.e. here: with what materials.’ See 

vv. 12, 13. Without figurative language : ‘‘ Let each take heed what sort of 
doctrine (as regards substance and form) he applies, in order to advances 
and develop more fully the church, founded upon Jesus Christ, in its saving 
knowledge and frame of life.” See on ver. 12, The figure is not changed, 
as has been often thought (‘‘ Ante fideles dixerat aedificium Dei, nunc 
aedificium vocat ea, quae in ecclesia Christiana a doctoribus docentur,” 
Grotius ; comp. Rosenmiiller) ; but the oixodou4 is, as before, the church, 

which, being founded upon Christ (see above), is further built up, ¢.e. devel- 
oped in the Christian faith and life (which may take place in a right or a 

1 According to de Wette, the force of the by the opponents of the apostle). But the 
saws consists primarily In this, haétheysim- carrying on of the building, so far as that 

ply carry on the building, and donot alter is concerned, is presupposed in sa@¢ ¢roixo- 

the foundation (which was probably done Joe, 
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wrong way, sce vv. 12, 18), by the teachings of the later teachers. In like 
manner is a house built up by the different building-materials upon the 
foundation laid for it. 

Ver. 11. Tép] justifies the foregoing warning, in so far as it is given exclu- 
sively to the upbuilder: for with the layer of the foundation it is quite differ- 
ent, he cannot otherwise than, etc. ; but as regards the upbuilder, the case is, as 

ver, 12 ff. sets forth. We are not to bring in any intermediate thought to 
explain the ydp, either with Billroth : ‘‘each, however, must bethink him- 

self of carrying on the building ;” or, with Hofmann, that in the case of all 

others the question simply concerns a right building up. Rather we are to 
note that ver. 11 stands only in a preparatory relation to ver. 12, in which the 
varying ré¢ of the éroxodopeiv is exhibited. — divarac] can, not may (Grotius, 

Glass, and others, including Storr, Rosenmiiller, Pott, Billroth) ; for it is 

the Christian church that is spoken of, whose structure is incapable of having 
another foundation. — apa rdv xeipevov] i.e. different from that, which lies 
already therc. Respecting wapé after a4Aoc in this sense, see Kriiger, ad 

Dion. p. 9; Stallbaum, ad Phileb. p. 51; Ast, Ler. Plat. III. p. 28. The 
Joundation already lying there, however, is not that which Paul had laid (so 
most interpreters, resting on ver. 10 ; including de Wette, Neander, Maier, 
Hofmann) ; for his affirmation is unicersal, and if no one can lay another 

foundation than that which lics already there, Paul, of course, could not do 

so cither, and therefore the xeizevog must have been in its place before the 
apostle himself laid his foundation. Hence the xeiyevog beuéAcog is that laid 
by God (so, rightly, Rickert and Olshausen), namely, Jesus Christ Himself, 
the fundamentum essentiale, He whom God sent, delivered up to death, raised 
again, and exalted, thereby making Him to be for us wisdom, righteousness, 

etc. (i. 80), or, according to a kindred figure, the corner-stone (Eph. ii. 20 ; 
Matt. xxi. 42; Acts iv. 10 f. ; 1 Pet. ii. 6). Comp. 1 Tim. iii. 16. This is 

the objective foundation, which lies there for the whole of Christendom. But 
this foundation ¢s laid (ver. 10) by the founder of a church, inasmuch as he 
makes Christ to be appropriated by believers, to be the contents of their con- 
scious faith, and thereby establishes them in the character of a Christian 
church ; that is the doctrinal laying of the foundation (fundamentum dog- 
maticum). — Observe further, that Paul says purposely 'Iycci¢ Xporée, 80 as 

emphatically to designate the personal, historically manifested Christ. This 
oc éorw "Incotg Xprotée is the sum of the fundamental Christian confession of 

faith, John xvii. 8; Phil. ii. 11 ; Acts iv. 10 ff. 

Ver. 12. Aé] continues the subject by contrasting the position of him who 
builds up with that of him who lays the foundation (ver. 11). It is a mis- 

take, therefore, to put ver. 11 in parenthesis (Pott, Heydenrcich, comp. 

Billroth). —In connection with this carrying on of the figure, it is to be 
noted—(1) that Paul is not speakimg of several buildings,’ as though the 
OcpéAcog were that not of a house, but of a city (Billroth) ; against which 

ver. 16 (see in loc.) is Accisive, as is, further, the consideration that the idea 

of Christ’s being the foundation of a city of God is foreign to the N. T, (2) 

1 So also Wetstein: ‘“‘ Duo sunt aedificia, domus regia et casa rustic! quae distinguunty, " 
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The figure must not be drawn out beyond what the words convey (as Gro- 

tius, ¢.g., does: ‘* Proponit ergo nobis domum, cujus parietes sint ex mar- 

more, columnae partim ex auro partim ex argento, trabes ex ligno, fastig- 
jum vero ex stramine et culmo”). It sets before us, on the contrary, a 

building rearing itself upon the foundation laid by the master-builder, for the 

erection of which the different workmen bring their seceral contributions of 
building materials, from the most precious and lasting down to the most mean 
and worthless. The various specimens of building materials, set side by side 
in vivid asyndeton (Kriiger and Kithner, ad Xen. Anab. ii. 4. 28 ; Winer, p. 

484 [E. T. 653]), denote the various matters of doctrine propounded by teach- 

ers and brought into connection with faith in Christ, in order to develop 
and complete the Christian training of the church.’ These are either, like 
gold, silver, and costly stones (marble and the like), of high value and im- 

perishable duration, or else, like timber, hay, stubble (xajduy, not equiva- 

lent to xéZanoc, a reed ; see Wetstein and Schleusner, Thes.), of little worth 

and perishable,’ so that they—instead of, like the former, abiding at the 

Parousia in their eternal truth—come to nought, 4.¢. are shown not to belong 
to the ever-enduring 4//0eca, and form no part of the perfect knowledge 
(xiii. 12) which shall then emerge.* Two things, however, are to be ob- 

served in connection with this interpretation—(1) that the several materials 

are not meant to point to specific dogmas that could be named, although 
we cannot fail to perceive, generally speaking, the graduated diversity of 
the constituent elements of the two classes ; (2) that the second class em- 

braces in it no absolutely anti-Christian doctrines. To deny the first of 
these positions would but give rise to arbitrary definitions without warrant 
in the text ; to deny the second would run counter to the fact that the 

building was upon the foundation, and to the apostle’s affirmation, avrd¢ d2 
owipoerat, ver. 15. Billroth makes the strange objection to this interpreta- 

2 Luther's gloss is appropriate: ‘* This Is 
said of preaching and teaching, by which 

faith is either strengthened or weakened.’’ 

2 Compare Midr. Tillin, 119. 51, of false 

teachers : ‘‘Sicut foenum non durat, ita neo 
verba eorum stabunt in saeculum.”’ 

3 So, in substance (explaining it of the 

different doctrines), Clemens Alexandrinus, 

Ambrosiaster, Sedulius, Lyra, Thomas, 

Cajetanus, Erasmus, Luther, Beza, Calvin, 

Piscator, Justiniani, Grotius, Estius, Calo- 

vius, Lightfoot, Stolz, Rosenmiiller, Flatt, 

Heydenreich, Neander, de Wette, Osiander, 

Ewald, Maler. Comp. Theodoret: reves wepi 
Soypdrwy ravra cipnodat TY awogroAy daciy, 

4FEstius characterizes the second class 
well as ‘‘doctrina minus sincera minusque 

solida, veluti si sit humanis ac philosophicis 
aut etlam Judaicis opinionibus admixta 

plus satis, si curiosa magis quam utilis,"’ eto. 
Comp. the Paraphr. of Erasmus, who refers 
specially to the ** humanas constitutiunculas 
de cultu, de victu, de frigidis ceremoniis."" 

They are, generally, all doctrinal develop- 

ments, speculations, etc., which, although 

built Into the fabric of doctrine in time, 

will not approve themselves at the final 
consummation on the day of the Lord, nor 
be taken in as elements in the perfect 

knowledge, but will then—instead of stand- 

ing out under the test of that great catas- 

trophe which shall end the history of all 
things, like the doctrines compared to gold, 
etc.—be shown to be no part of divine and 
saving truth, and so will fall away. Such 

materials, in greater or less degree, every 

Church will find in the system of doctrine 

built up for it by human hands. To learn 
more and more to recognize these, and to 

separate them from the rest in accordance 

with Scripture, is the task of that onward 
development, against which no church 
ought to close itself up till the day of the 
final crisis,—least of all the evangelical 
Lutheran church with its central principle 

regarding Scripture, a principle which de- 

termines and regulates its stedfastly Prot- 

estant character. 
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tion as a whole, that ypvedy «.7.4. cannot apply to the contents of the teach- 
ing, because Paul calls the latter the foundation. But that is in fact Christ, 
and not the further doctrinal teaching. In reply to the invalid objections 
urged by Hollmann (Animadverss. ad cap. iii. et. xiii. Hp. Pauli prim. ad 
Cor., Lips. 1819) see Heydenreich and Riickert. Our exposition is, in fact, 
a necessity, because it alone keeps the whole figure in harmony with itself 
throughout. For if the foundation, which is laid, be the contents of the 

first preaching of the gospel, namely, Ofrist, then the smtaterial wherewith 
the building is carried on must be the contents of the further instruction 
given. It is out of keeping, therefore, to explain it, with Origen, Augustine, 
Jerome, Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylact, Photius, and more recently, 

Billroth, ‘‘of the fruits called forth in the church by the exercise among 
them of the office of teaching” (Billroth), of the morality or immorality of 

the hearers (Theodoret : gold, etc., denotes ra cidy ric aperi¢ ; wood, etc., 
Ta évavria TH¢ apeTae, ol¢ itpémcorac Tig yeévyne 1d wip); or, again, of the 

worthy or unworthy members of the church themselves, who would be moulded 

by the teachers (Schott in Réhr’s Magaz. fiir christl. Pred. VIII. 1, p. 8 f., 
with Pelagius, Bengel, Hollmann, Pott). So, too, Hofmann in loc., and 
previously in his Schri/theweis, II. 2, p. 124. Both of these interpretations 
have, besides, this further consideration against them, that they do not har- 
monize in meaning with the figure of the watering formerly employed, 
whereas our exposition does. Moreover, if the épyov, which shall be burned 
up (ver. 15), be the relative portion of the church, it would not accord there- 
with that the teacher concerned, who hasbeen the cause of this destruction, 
is, notwithstanding, to obtain salvation ; this would be at variance with the 

N. T. severity against all causing of offence, and with the responsibility of 
the teachers. Riickert gives up the attempt at a definite interpretation, 
contenting himself with the general truth : Upon the manner and way, in 

which the office of teaching is discharged, does it depend whether the teacher shall 

have reward or loss; he who builds on in right fashion upon a good foundation 

(? rather : upon the foundation) has reward therefrom ; he who would add what 
4s unsuitable and unenduring, only harm and loss. But by this there issimply 
nothing explained ; Paul assuredly did not mean anything so vague as this 
by his sharply outlined figure ; he must have had before his mind, wherein 

consisted the right carrying on of the building, and what were additions un- 
suitable and doomed to perish. Olshausen (comp. also Schrader) under- 
stands the passage not of the efficiency of the teachers, but of the (right or 
misdirected) individual activity of sanctification on each part of each believer in 
general. Wrongly so; because, just as in ver. 6 ff. the planter and waterer, 
so here the founder and upbuilder must be teachers, and because the build- 
ing is the church (ver. 9), which is being built (vv. 9, 10). And this concep- 
tion of the church as a building with a personal foundation (Christ), and 
consisting of persons (comp. 2 Tim. ii. 20 ; 1 Pet. ii. 4 f.), remains quite 
unimpaired with our exegesis also (against Hofmann’s objection). For the 
farther building upon the personal foundation laid, partly with gold, etc., 

partly with wood, etc., is just the labour of teaching, through which the 
development and enlargement of the church, which is made up of peragps, 
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receive a character varying in value. The éaxodoyzeiv takes place on the 
persons through doctrines, which are the building materials, 

Ver. 18. Apodosis : So will what cach has done on the building (7d Epyav) 
not remain hidden (¢avepdv yevio.). Then the ground of this assurance is as- 

signed : 4 yap quépa dnAdoet, 8c. exdorov td épyov. The day is xar itoxty, the 

day of the Parousia (comp. Heb. x. 24), which is obvious from what follows 
on to ver. 15. So, rightly, Tertullian, contra Marc. iv. 2 ; Origen, Cyprian, 
Ep. iv. 2; Lactantius, Znst. vii. 21; Hilarius, Ambrosiaster, Sedulius, 

Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylact, the Roman Catholics (some of whom, 
however, in the interests of purgatory, make it out to be the day of death), 
Bengel, and others, including Pott, Heydenreich, Billroth, Schott, Schrader, 
Rickert, Olshausen, de Wette, Osiander, Ewald, Hofmann. It is un-Pau- 

line, and also against the context (for wood, ectc., does not apply to the 
doctrines of the Judaizers alone), to interpret the phrase, with Hammond, 

Lightfoot, Gusset, Schoettgen, of the destruction of Jerusalem, which should 

reveal the nullity of the Jewish doctrines. The following expositions are 
alien to the succeeding context : of time in general (comp. dies docebit : 
xpdbvoc dixatov avdpa deixvvow pudvoc, Sophocles, Oed. er, 603 ; Stob. Eel. I. 

p. 234,—so Grotius, Wolf, Wetstein, Stolz, Rosenmiillcr, Flatt, and others) ; 

or of the time of clear knowledge of the gospel (Erasmus, Beza, Calvin, Vors- 

tius') ; or of the dies tribulationis (Augustine, Calovius, and others). — éz¢ 
év mupt aroxad.] We are neither to read here bre’ instead of dr: (Bos, Al- 
berti), nor does the latter stand for the former (Pott), but it has a causative 
force : because it is revealed in fire,—the day, namely,* not rd Epyov, as Luthcr 
and the majority of interpreters (among them Heydenrcich, Flatt, Schott, 
Neander) hold, following Ambrosiaster and Oecumenius ; for this would 
yield a tautology with what comes next. Bengel, joined by Osiander, im- 
agines as the subject of the verb 6 Ktpioc, which can be evolved from 7) #uépa 

only by a very arbitrary process, since the whole context never speaks of 

Christ Himself. — év zvpi] i.e. encompassed with fire (see Bernhardy, p. 209 ; 

Matthiae, p. 1340), so that fire is the element in which the revelation of 
that day takes place. For Christ, when His Parousia draws nigh, is to ap- 
pear coming from heaven é& rnp? gaoydc (2 Thess. i. 8 ; comp. Dan. vii. 9, 

10 ; Mal. iv. 1), ¢.e. surrounded by flaming fire (which is not to be ex- 

plained away, as is often donc : amid lightnings ; rather comp. Ex. iii. 2 
ff., xix. 18). This fire, however, is not, as Chrysostom would have it, that 

of Gechenna (Matt. vi. 22, 29, al.); for it is in it that Christ appears, and it 

seizes upon every épyov, even the golden, etc., and proves each, leaving the 
one unharmed, but consuming the other. The correct supplying of 7 juépa 
with azoxad, supersedes at once the older Roman Catholic interpretation about 
purgatory (against which sce, besides, Scaliger and Calovius), as the correct 

1 Were this so, the text would need to 3 As regards the fact of the two words 
contain an antithetio designation of the being often putthe one for the other by 

present time as night. And in that case, transcribers, see Schaefer, ad Greg. Cor. p. 
too, It would surely be the clear day of the 491; Kiihner, ad Xen. Anab. i. 4. 2. 

Parousia which would be meant, as in Rom. 3 Estius, Pott, Billroth, Riickert, Olshau- 

xill. 12, ; sen, de Wette, Ewald, Hofmann. 
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view of 7) #uépa sets aside the explanations of the wrath of God against the Jews 
(Lightfoot), of the Holy Spirit, who tries ‘‘ quae doctrina sit instar auri ct quae 
instar stipulae” (Calvin), of the fire of trial and persecution (Rosenmiiller, 
Flatt, following Augustine, de civ. Dei, xxi. 26, Erasmus, and many old 

commentators ; comp. Isa, xlviii. 10 ; 1 Pet. i. 7, iv. 12 ; Ecclus. ii. 5), and 

of a progressice process of purifying the mind of the church (Neander). The 

idea rather is: ‘‘ The decision on the day of the Parousia will show how 

each has worked as a teacher ; if any one has taught what is excellent and 
_ imperishable, that, as belonging to the divine aA/eca, will stand this de- 

cision and survive ; if any one has taught what is worthless and perishable, 
that will by the decision of that day cease to have any standing, fall away, 

and come to nought” (comp. on ver. 12). This idea Paul, in accordance 

with his figure of a building, clothes in this form: ‘‘ At the Parousia the 
fire, in which it reveals itself, will seize upon the building ; and then through 
this fiery ordeal those parts of the fabric which are of gold, silver, and 

precious stones will pass unharmed ; but those consisting of wood, hay, 

and stubble will be burnt up.” — damoxadirrera:] The result of this act of 
revelation is the dy2éce already spoken of. The present marks the event as 
beyond doubt; the sentence is an axiom. —xai éxdorov x.7.4.] not to be 

connected with érc (Rickert), but with the clause in the future, } yap ju. 
dyAdoet. Is épyov in the sominative (Theophylact, Oecumenius, and many 
others) or accusative (Billroth, Schott, de Wette, Osiander, Ewald)? The 

former is more in harmony with the sense of the passage, for so dm. éore is 
made to appear not as merely inserted, but in its befitting emphasis. For 
the form of the statement advances from the’ general to the particular : the 
day will show it, namely, what each has wrought ; and (now follows the defi- 

nite specification of the quality) what is the character of the work of each,— 
the fire itself will test. — 1d rip avré] ignis ipse (see the critical remarks), 4.¢. 
the fire (in which the aroxéAvyjuc of the day takes place) by its own proper 
working, without intervention from any other quarter. Respecting the posi- 
tion of airé after rip, see Bornemann, ad Xen. Mem. ii. 5.1. Were we to 

take it as the object of doxiudoe, pointing back to the preceding statement 

(Hofmann), it would be superfluous in itself, and less in keeping with the 
terse, succinct mode of expression of this whole passage. — doxiudoer} ‘‘ pro- 

babit, non : purgabit. Hic locus ignem purgatorium non modo non fovet, 

sed plane extinguit,” Bengel. 
Vv. 14, 15. Manner and result of this dox:ydoez. — pevei] will remain un- 

harmed ; not péver (Text. recept.) for xaraxajoera:, in ver. 15, corresponds to 
it. — peofldv Afpp.| namely, for his work at the building (without figure : 
teacher's recompense), from God, at whose oixodou4 he has laboured. Riickert 

holds that Paul steps decidedly out of his figure here ; for the builder is 
not paid only after his work has stood the test of fire uninjured. But the 
building is still being worked at until the Parousia, so that before that event 
no recompense canbe given. The fire of the Parousia scizes upon the build- 
ing still in process of being completed, and now fe alone receives recompense 
whose work, which has been carried on hitherto, shows itself proof against 

the fire.—As regards the form xaraxafocra, shall be burned down (comp. 
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2 Pet. iii. 10), instead of the Attic xaraxavOjcera:, see Thom. M. p. 511. — 
Cnuwtoerac] 8c. Tov peoOdv, t.e. frustrabitur praemio. Comp. on Cnuorafai re, 

to suffer loss of anything, Matt. xvi. 26; Luke ix. 25; Phil. iii. 8. Sce 

also Valckenaer, ad Herod. vii. 89. The thought is: He will, as a punish- 
ment, not receive the recompense which he would otherwise have received 

asateacher. We are not to think of deposition from office (Grotius), seeing 
that it is the time of the Parousia that isspoken of. To take the (7u., with 

the Vulgate, et al.: without object, so that the sense would be: ‘‘ he shall 
hace loss from it” (Hofmann), gives too indefinite a conception, and one 
which would require first of all to have its meaning defined more precisely 
from the antithesis of pio. Agwerar. — abrd¢ 62 owbjoetat, ovTw d2 de dia mupdc] 

In order not to be misunderstood, as if by his (nuswjoera: he were denying 
to such teachers share in the future Messianic salvation at all, whereas he 
is only refusing to assign to them the higher rank of blessedness, blessed- 
ness as teachers, Paul adds: Yet he himself shall be saved, but so as through 
Jire. Auwréc refers to the rév piofév, which is to be supplied as the object of 

Cnu.: although he will lose his recompense, yet he himself, etc. Riickert is 
wrong in thinking that the builder is now regarded as the inhabitant of the 
house. Paul does not handle his figure in this confused way, but has before 
his mind the builder as still busied in the house with the work which he has 
been carrying on: all at once the fire seizes the house ; he flees and yet 

finds safety, but not otherwise than as a man is saved through and from the 

midst of fire. Such an escape is wont to be coupled with fear and painful 
injury ; hence the idea of this figurative representation is : He himeel/, how- 
ever, shall obtain the Messianic owrnpia,' yet still only in sucha way that the 
catastrophe of the Parousia will be fraught with the highest anxiety for him, and 
axill not elapse without sensibly impairing his inheritance of blessing. He shall 
obtain the ouwrnpia, but only a lower grade of it, so that he will belong to 

those whom Jesus calls ‘‘ the last ” (Matt. xx. 16; Mark x. 31). The main 

point in this interpretation, namely, that cujo. refers to the Messianic 
cwtnpia, is accepted by most expositors ; but several, such as Rosenmiiller 
and Flatt, take the future as indicating the possibility (a view which the 

very fact of the two preceding futures should have sufficed to preclude), 
and Grotius* has foisted in a problematical sense into the word (equally 
against the definitely assertive sense of those futures) : ‘‘In summo erit sa- 
lutis suae periculo. Etsi eam adipiscetur (quod boni ominis causa sperare 
mavult apostoius) non fict id sine gravi moestitia ac dolore.” It is a common 
mistake to understand de did wupéd¢ in the sense of a proverb (by a hair's- 

breadth, see Grotius and Wetstein in loc. ; Valckenaer, p. 157 ; and comp. 

Amos iv. 11 ; Zech. iii. 2 ; Jude 23), because the passage, looking back to 

ver. 18, really sets before us a conflagration (o>, asin John i. 14). It may be 

2 For he has after all held tothe founda- _ grade of blessingin the Messiah’s kingdom. 
tion. The Messianic salvation fs the giftoef Comp. Dan. xii. 3; Matt. xix. 28. 

grace to those who believe in Christ as 2 So before htm Theodore of Mopsuestia : 
such; while the teacher’s blessedness, as  aAAd xai av ow¢nrat did TLva trdpay airiay ow lew 
puodds (Which the general gwrypiainand by avrdv dvvayévny. 

itself is not), must be some specially high 
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added that there is no ground for bringing into the conception the fire 97° 
the wrath of God (Hofmann), since, according to the text, it is the selfsame 
fire which seizes upon the work of the one and of the other, in the one case 
however, proving it to be abiding, and in the other consuming it. Bengel 
illustrates the matter well by the instance of a shipwrecked man : ‘‘ut mer- 
cator naufragus amissa merce et lucro servatur per undas.” Other commen- 
tators, again (Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Teophylact), understand it to 
mean : He shall be preserved, but so only as one is preserved through the fire of 
hell, that is to say, eternally tormented therein. So tooof late, in substance, 
Maier. But the interpretation is decidedly erroneous ; first, because, ac- 
cording to ver. 18, rip cannot be allowed to have any reference to the fire 
of bell ; secondly, because odfeofa:, which is the standing expression for 
being saved with the salvation of the Messiah, can least of all be used to 
denote anything else in a picture representing the decision of the Parousia.' 
This last consideration tells also against Schott’s explanation (l.c. p. 17): 
‘s He himself shall indeed not be utterly destroyed on that account ; he remaine, 
but it is ae one who has passed through flaming fire (seriously injured),” by 

which is denoted the divine award of punishment which awaits such a 
teacher at the day of judgment. It may also be urged against the view in 
question, that the sentence of punishment, since it dooms to the fire, cannot 
be depicted in the figure as a having passed through the fire. (4) 

Vv. 16-28. Warning address to the readers, comprising—(1) preparatory 
statement reminding them of the guilt of sectarian conduct as a destroying 
of the temple of God, vv. 16, 17,—verses which Chrysostom, Theophylact, 
and others quite mistakenly refer to the incestuous person ; then (2) exhor- 

tation to put a stop to this conduct at its source by renouncing their fancied 
wisdom, vv. 18-28, and to give up what formed the most prominent feature 
of their sectarianism,—the parading of human authorities, which was, 
in truth, utterly opposed to the Christian standpoint. 

Vv. 16, 17. Ovx oldare dre x.7.4.] could be regarded as said in proof 
of ver. 15 (Billroth), only if Chrysostom’s interpretation of ow6foera . . . 
supéc, or Schott’s modification of it (see on ver. 15), were correct.* Since 

this, however, is not the case, and since the notion of cwfgoera, although 

limited by ofrw dé d¢ dia rvpdc, cannot for a moment be even relatively included 

° under the g@epei rovrov 6 Oed¢ of ver. 17, because the gop is the very opposite 
of the owrnpia (Gal. vi. 8), this mode of bringing out the connection must be 
given up. Were we to assume with other expositors that Paul passes on hero 
from the teachers who build upon the foundation to such as are anti- 
Christian, ‘‘ qui fundamentum evertunt et aedificium destruunt,” * we should 
in that case feel the want at once of some express indication of the destroy- 
ing of the foundation,—which, for that matter, did not take place in 

1 Hence, also, it will not do to refer airés, 
with Otto, Pastoralbr. p. 144f., to the dené- 

any surprised that the lot of such a teacher 
should be so hard aone! Let them con- 

Ave, which will remain safe, but covered 
over with refuse, ashes, and the like, which 
he holds to be indicated by os 8a svpés, 

* This holds, too, against Ewald's way of 

apprehending the connection here: Are 

sider bow sacred is the field in which he 

works. 
® Estlus and others, including Michaelis, 

Rosenmilller, Flatt, Pott, Hofmann. 
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Corinth,—and also, and more especially, of some indication of the relation 
of antithesis subsisting between this passage and what has gone be- 
fore. The apostle would have needed at least, in order to be understood, to 
have proceeded immediately after ver. 15 somewhat in this way: ei dé 

Tig POeiper x.t.A. No; in ver. 16 we have a new part of the argument begun ; 
and it comes in all the more powerfully without link of connection with the 
foregoing. Hitherto, that is to say, Paul has been presenting to his readers 
—that he may make them see the wrong character of their proud partisan- 

conduct (iv. 6)—the relation of the teachers to the church as an oixodouy 
Geov. But he has not yet set before their minds what sort of an oixod. Oecd 
they are, namely, the temple of God (hence vaé¢ is emphatic). This he does 
now, in order to make them feel yet more deeply the criminality of 

their sectarian arrogance, when, after ending the foregoing discussion about 
the teachers, he starts afresh : [e2t unknown to you' what is the nature of this 

building of God, that ye are God’s temple? etc. The question is one of 
amazement (for the state of division among the Corinthians seemed to imply 
such ignorance, comp. v. 6, vi. 15 f., ix. 138, 24); and it contains, along 
with the next closely connected verse, the sudden, startling preface—arrest- 
ing the mind of the readers with its holy solemnity—to the exhortation 
which is to follow, ver. 18 ff. —vad¢ Oecd] not : a temple of God, but the 
temple of God.* For Paul's thought is not (as Theodoret and others 
hold) that there are several temples of God (which would be quite alien to 
the time-hallowed idea of the one national temple, which the apostle 
must have had, see Philo, de monarch. 2, p. 684), but that each Christian 

community is in a spiritual way, sensu mystico, the temple of Jehovah, the 
realized idea of that temple, its aA70év. There are not, therefore, several 
temples, but several churches, cach one of which is the same true spiritual 
temple of God. Comp. Eph. ii. 21 ; Ignatius, ad Eph. 9; 1 Pet. ii. 5; 
Barnab. 4 ; also regarding Christian persons individually, as in vi. 19, sec 
Ignatius, ad Phil. %. This accordingly is different from the heathen 
conception of pious men being temples (in the plural). Valer. Max. iv. 7. 1, 
al., in Elsner and Wetstein. — xai rd rvetua] appendsin how far (xai being 
the explicative and) they are vadc Oeov. God, as He dwelt in the actual 
temple by the 12°3¥ (Buxtorf, Ler. Talm. p. 2394), dwells in the ideal 

temple of the Christian church by the gracious presence, working and ruling 

in it, of His Spirit, in whom God communicates Himself; for the Spirit 

dwells and rules in the heerts of believers (Rom. viii. 9, 11 ; 2 Tim. i. 14). 

But we are not on this ground to make é tyiv refer to the individuals 
(Rickert and many others) ; for the community as such (ver. 17) is the 

temple (2 Cor. vi. 16 f.; Eph. ii. 21 f. ; Ezek. xxxvii. 27). — Nad did 

not need the article, which comes in only retrospectively in ver. 17, just be- 
cause there is but one vade Occi in existence. Comp. 2 Cor. vi. 16; Eph. 
ii, 21; Wisd. iii, 14; 2 Macc. xiv. 35 ; Ecclus. li. 44. 

1 This lively interrogative turn of the dis- 2 (Here the Canterbury Revision seems to 
course, frequent though it isin this Epistle, have erred in using the indefinite article.— 
occurs only twice in the rest of Paul's writ- T. W.C.] 
ings, namely, in Rom. vi. 16, xi. 2. 
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Ver. 1%. El rig... dytég tor] This is spoken of the real temple ; 
the application to the church as the ideal one is not made until the oirré¢ 
gore tyecic which follows. It is an anticipation of the course of the argument 
to understand, as here already meant, the latter New Testament place of the 

divine presence (Hofmann). — Every Levitical defilement was considered a 

destroying of the temple, as was every injury to the buildings, and even 
every act of carelessness in the watching and superintendence of it. Sce 
Maimonides, de domo electa, i. 10, vii. 7. Deyling, Obss. II. p. 505 ff. — 

¢0cpei|] placed immediately after ¢eipe: at the head of the apodosis, to ex- 
press with emphasis the adequacy of the recompense. See Kihner, II. 
p. 626. What g@epei denotes is the temporal destruction, the punishment of 
death which God will bring upon the destroyer of His temple, as in the 

LXX. ¢feipw is often used of God as inflicting such destruction. Comp. 
Gen. vi. 13; Micah ii. 10; 1 Kings ii. 27, al. —dyoc] as the dwelling 
of God, sacred therefore from all injury, and not to be destroyed without in- 

curring heavy divine penalty. — oirivéc tore iueic]) of which character (namely, 
Gyo) are ye. In: this we have the minor proposition of the syllogism 
contained in vv. 16 and 17: Him who destroys God's temple God will 
destroy, because the temple is holy ; but ye also are holy, as being the 

spiritual temple ; consequently, he who destroys you will be destroyed of 

God. Paul leaves it to his readers themselves to infer, for their own 

behoof, that in this reasoning of his he means by the destruction of the 
(ideal) temple the deterioration of the church on the part of the sectarians, and 
by the penal destruction which awaits them, their ardéAna at the Messianic 
judgment (the ¢62p4 of Gal. vi. 8). It is a mistake (with most commentators, 
including Luther) to regard oir¢ec as put for oi (see the passages where this 
seems to be the case in Struve, Quaest. Herod. I. p. 2 ff.), and to make it re- 
fer to vadc rov Oeov: which temple ye are. That would rather yield the inap- 

propriate (see on ver. 16) plural sense : cujusmodi templa vos estis. See 
Porson and Schaefer, ad Hurip. Or. 908. Matthiac, p. 977. 

Ver. 18. Mydeic éavr. ifar.] Emphatic warning, setting the following ex- 
hortation, as directed against an existing evil which arose out of self-decep- 
tion, in that point of view ; comp. vi. 9, xv. 83; Gal. vi. 7. Those who 
were proud of their wisdom did not discern that they were destroying the 

temple of God with their sectarian proceedings. Theophylact remarks well 
upon éfarar.: voulfwv, Ste GAAwe Eyer 1rd mpaypa Kat ovy O¢ elrov. — doxei} 

believes, is of opinion, not appears (Vulgate, Erasmus) ; for it was the former 
that was objectionable and dangerous. Comp. viii. 2, xiv. 87 ; Gal. vi. 8. 
— copes elvat . . . Tobry] év tuiv belongs to adgor elvac, and dv Tr aidui robry 

defines the od¢o¢ elva: év juiv more precisely, to wit, according to his non- 
Christian standing and condition (comp. ver. 19) : Jf any one is persuaded 
that he is wise among you in this age, i.e. if one claims for himself a being wise 
in your community, which belongs to the sphere of this pre-Messianic period. To 
the aid ovroc, despite of all its philosophy and other wisdom falsely so 
called (i. 20, ii. 6), the true wisdom, which is only in Christ (Col. ii. 8), isin 

fact a thing foreign and far off ; this aidév is a sphere essentially alien to the 
true state of being wise in the church ; in it aman may have the Adyo¢ oodgiac 
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(Col. ii, 28), but not the reality. We must not therefore, in defiance of its 
place in the sentence, link é r@ ai: +r. merely to odgo¢ (Erasmus, Grotius, 

Rickert, and many others), in doing which év is often taken as equivalent 
to xaré. Origen, Cyprian, Chrysostom, Luther, Castalio, Mosheim, Rosen- 
miller, and others, join it to what follows, rendering either generally to this 

effect : ‘‘is a vulgo hominum pro stulto haberi non recuset ;”’ or with a more 
exact development of the meaning, as Hofmann : whoever thinks himself to 
be wise in the church, ‘‘ he, just on that account, is not wise, but has yet to 

become so, and must to this end become a fool in this present age of the 
world, because his wisdom is a wisdom of this world, and as such is fool- 

ishness in the eyes of God.” But the emphasis does not lie upon the contrast 
between év iuiv and év r¢ atau r., but upon odpo¢ and pwpédc, as is plain from 
the fact that in the clause expressive of the aim we have thé simple addo¢ 
alone without év tuiv. It may be seen, too, from ver. 19 (cog. rot xébcpov) 
that Paul had included éy r. ai. r. in the protasis. — pwpde yevéofu] t.6. let him 
rid himself of his fancied wisdom, and become (by returning to the pure 
and simple gospel unalloyed by any sort of philosophy or speculation) 
such @ one as now in relation to that illusory wisdom is a fool. — cogé¢] with 
emphasis : truly wise. See Col. ii. 2, 8. The path of the Christian 
sapere aude proceeds from becoming a fool to wisdom, as from becom- 
ing blind to seeing (John ix. 89). 

Ver. 19. Giving the ground of the pwpd¢ yevéoOs demanded in order to the 

yiveobar odgov. — tov xécpov robrov] i.e. such as is peculiar to the pre-Messianic 
world (humanity), like the Hellenic sophistry, rhetoric, etc. ; comp. i. 21, 
li. 6. — mapa r. Ocp] judice Deo ; Rom. ii. 18 ; Winer, p. 869 [E. T. 493]. 
How truly that wisdom was its own very opposite, and how utterly to be 
given up |—yéyp. yép] Job v. 18, not according to the LXX., but express- 

ing the sense of the Hebrew with quite as great fidelity. The passage, 
however, serves as proof, not for the warning and admonition in ver. 18 
(Hofmann),—to take it thus would be arbitrarily to reach back over what 
immediately precedes the yép,—but, as ver. 20 also confirms, for the state- 

ment just made, 7 yap cogia x.r.A. If, namely, God did not count that wis- 
dom to be folly, then He could not be spoken of as He who taketh the wise in 
their craftiness, i.e. who brings it to pass that the wise, while they cunningly 
pursue their designs, do not attain them, but rather their craftiness turns to 
their own destruction. Thus the hand of God comes in upon their doings 
and takes them in their craftiness, whereby He just practically proclaims His 
judgment regarding their wisdom, that it is foolishness. As respects ravovp- 
yia, comp. the Hellenic distinction between it and the true wisdom in Plato, 
Menez. p. 2AT A: waod re tmiorhuyn xopilouévy Sinawootvye Kat ric GAAne apéric 

mavoupyia, ov aogia, daiverar. — 6 dpacadu. is not ‘‘ex Hebr. pro finito dpdoce- 
rac” (Pott, following Beza), but the quotation, being taken out of its con- 

nection, does not form a complete sentence. Comp. Heb. i. 8; Winer, p. 
830 [E. T. 443] ; Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 250 [E. T. 291]. — On dpdocecbac 
with the accusative (commonly with the genitive), comp. Herod. iii. 18, LXX. 

Lev. v. 12, Num. v. 26. 
Ver. 20. Ié’] as in Rom. xv. 10; Matt. iv. 7. The passage quoted is 
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Ps. xciv. 11, and the only variation fromthe Hebrew and the LXX. is in 
putting cogév instead of avépdrwv, and that purposely, but with no violence 
to the connection of the original (the reference being to men of pretended 
wisdom). — udéraioc] empty, thoughts (for Paul, at all events, had diaAoy. not 

cog. in view) which are without true substance. Comp. Plato, Soph. p. 2381 

B: wept ri péracov dofocogiay. 
Ver. 21. ‘Qore] Hence, that is to say, because this world’s wisdom, this 

source of your xavydoba: tv avOpdrorg (see ver. 18), is nothing but folly before 

God, vv..19, 20. According to Hofmann, dore draws its inference from the 

whole section, vv. 10-20. But pJeic xavydo8u x.7r.A. manifestly corresponds 

to the warning pydele éavr. tar. x.t.2. in ver. 18, from the discussion of 

which (ver. 19 f.) there is now deduced the parallel warning beginning 
with Gore (ver. 21) ; and this again is finally confirmed by a sublime repre- 
sentation of the position held by a Christian (ver. 22 f.). — év avOpdmog] ‘id 
pertinet ad extenuandum,” Bengel ; the opposite of é» Kupiy, 1. 81. Hu- 
man teachers are meant, upon whom the different partics prided themselves 
against each other (ver. 5, i. 12). Comp. iv. 6. Billroth renders wrongly: 
on account of men, whom he has subjected to himself’ and formed into a sect. 
Elre Tlavdog . . . Kygac in ver. 22 is decisive against this ; for how strangely 
forced it is to make pydeic refer to the teachers, and tuev to the church !|— 

The imperative after Gore (comp. iv. 5, x. 12; Phil. ii. 12) is not governed by 
that word, but the dependent statement beginning with écre changes to the 
direct. Sce Hermann, ad Viger. p. 852 ; Bremi, ad Dem. Phil. LMI. p. 276 ; 
Klotz, ad Devar. p. 776. — rdvra yap tuév éorw} with the emphasis on wévra: 
nothing excepted, all belongs to you as your property ; so that to boast your- 
selves of men, consequently, who as party leaders are to be your property to 
the exclusion of others, is something quite foreign to your high position as 

Christians. Observe that we are not to explain as if it ran : ipov yap mdvra 

ore (‘‘illa vestra sunt, non vos tllorum,” Bengel) ; but that the apostle has 

in view some form of party-confession, as, for example, ‘‘ Paul is mine,” or 

‘‘ Cephas is my man,” and the like. It was thus that some boasted them- 
selves of individual personages as their property, in opposition to the révra 
tu. 2. It may be added that what is conveyed in this révra tuéw éorivy is not 

‘‘the miraculous nature of the love, which is shed abroad in the hearts of 
believers by the Spirit, in virtue of which the man embraces the whole 
world, and enjoys as his own possession whatever in it is beautiful and glo- 

rious” (réyra ?), as is the view of Olshausen ; but rather, in accordance with 

the diverse character of the objects thereafter enumerated, the twofold idea, 
that all things are destined in reality to serve the best interests of the Chris- 
tians (comp. Rom. viii. 28 ff.), and consequently to be in an ethical sense 

their possession,’ and that the actual xAnpovopia rot xéouov (Rom. iv. 18 f.) is 
allotted to them in the Messianic kingdom. Comp. 4 Esdr. ix. 14. The 
saying of the philosophers : Omnia saptentis esse” (see Wetstein), is a lower 
and imperfect analogue of this Christian idea. 

1 Hence Luther in his gloss rightly infers: “ Zherefore no man hath power to make laws 

over Christians to bind their consciences.” 
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Ver. 22. Detailed explication of the ravra ; then an emphatic repetition 
of the great thought rdvra iu., in order to link to it ver. 28. —Ilatdoc . . . 
K7¢.] for they are designed to labour for the furtherance of the Christian 
weal. Paul does not write éyé ; as forming the subject-matter of a partisan 

confession, he appears to himself as a third person ; comp. ver. 5. — xéop0¢] 
generally ; for the world, although as yet only in an ideal sense, is by desti- 
nation your possession, inasmuch as, in the coming aidy, it is to be subjected 
to believers by virtue of the participation which they shall then obtain in 
the kingly office of Christ (Rom. iv. 13, viii. 17; 1 Cor. vi. 2. Comp. 2 
Tim. ii. 12). More specific verbal explanations of xéoyoc, as it occurs in this 

full triumphant outpouring—such as reliqui omnes homines (Rosenmiiller and 

others), the unbelieving world (comp. also Hofmann), and so forth—are 

totally unwarranted by the connection. Bengel says aptly : ‘‘ Repentinus 
hic a Petro ad totum mundum saltus orationem facit amplam cum quadam 
quasi impatientia enumerandi cetera.” The eye of the apostle thus rises at 
once from the concrete and empirical to the most general whole, in point of 
matter (xécpo¢), condition (fw), Oavatoc), time (évecrdra, wéAdovra). — Cw)... 

@avatoc] comp. Rom. viii. 88. We are not to refer this, with Chrysostom, 
Theophylact, and Grotius, to the teachers: ‘‘si vitam doctoribus protrahit 

Deus,” and ‘‘si ob evangel. mortem obeunt” (Grotius, comp. too, Michae- 
lis), nor to transform it with Pott into: things living and lifeless; nor 
even is the limitation of it to the readers themselves (‘‘ live ye or die, it is to 

you for the best,” Flatt) in any way suggested by the text through the 

analogy of the other points. Both should rather be left without any special 
reference, life ‘and death being viewed generally as relations occurring in the 

world. Both of them are, like all else, destined to serve for your good in 

respect of your attainment of salvation. Comp. Phil. i. 21 ; Rom. xiv. 7 ff. ; 
1 Cor. xv. 19 ff. Theodoret : nai atrag 32 6 Odvaroc rie ipetépag Evenev pedetag 

Exnvéx6n Ty oboe. — eire éveotara, elre péAAovra] Similarly, we are not to re- 

strict things existing (what we find to have already entered on a state of sub- 

sistence ; sce on Gal. i. 4) and things to come to the fortunes of the readers 

(Flatt and many others), but to leave them without more precise definition. 
Ver. 23. In ver. 22 Paul had stated the active relation of the Christians as 

regards ownership, all being made to serve them—a relation which, by its 
universality, must preclude all boasting of human authorities. He now 
adds to this their passive relation as regards ownership also, which is equally 
adverse to the same hurtful tendency, namely : but ye belong to Christ,—so 

that in this respect, too, the xavyacfaz év avOpdroe of ver. 21 cannot but be 

unseemly. Rtickert would make réyra yap tydv core x.T.A. In ver. 22 the 

protasis and said by way of concession, so that the leading thought would 
lie in ver. 28: ‘‘ All indeed is yours ; but ye belong to Christ.” We are, 

he holds, to supply yév after wavra. But, even apart from this erroneous 
addition, there may be urged against his view, partly the fact that an inde- 
pendent emphasis is laid upon the thought rayra iuéy, as is clear at a glance 
both from its explication in detail and from the repetition of the phrase ; 
and partly the internal state of the case, that what Riickert takes as a con- 

cession really contains a very pertinent and solid argument against the xavy. 
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év avOpdrore. — Xpiord¢ dé Ocot] and Christ, again, belongs to God, is subordi- 
nated to God, stands in His service. For xegad# Xpiorov 6 Orde, xi. 8. Comp. 

Luke ix. 20. The strict monotheism of the N. T. (sec on Rom. ix. 5), and 
the relation of Christ as the Son to the Father, necessarily give the idea of 
the subordination of Christ under God.' As His equality with God and His 
divine glory before the incarnation (Phil. ii. 6), although essential, were 

still derived (cixav 1. Ocov, tpuwrdéroxog méong xricewc, Col. 1. 15), so also the 

divine glory, which He has obtained by His exaltation after His obedience 
rendered to God even unto the death of the cross, is again a glory bestowed. 
upon Him (Phil. ii. 9), and His dominion is destined to be gizen back to God 
(1 Cor. xv. 28). Since, however, this relation of dependence, affirmed by 
Xprord¢ dé Geod (comp. on Eph. i. 17), by no means expresses the conception 
of Arianism, but leaves untouched the essential equality of Christ with God 
(Theodoret aptly remarks : Xpsordc ydp Orov ovy o¢ xriapa Ocod, aad’ o¢ 

vid¢ rov Oeov), it was all the more a mistake to assume (so Calvin, Estius, 
Calovius, and many others, including Flatt and Olshausen) that the state- 
ment here refers only to the human nature. It is precisely on the divine side of 
His being that Christ is, according to Paul (Rom. i. 4), the Son of God, and 
therefore as yévynua yvfowv . . . O¢ abrov aitcov Exyuv kara 7d rarépa elvac 

(Chrysostom) not subordinate to Him simply in respect of His manhood. 
But for what reason does Paul add here at all this Xpiordc 62 Ocov, seeing it was 
not needed for the establishment of the prohibition of the xavyao6a: év dv- 
Opdrorg ? We answer: Had he ended with ipeic 62 Xpcorod, he would then, in 
appearance, have conceded the claim of the Christ-party, who did not boast 
themselves éy avfpdrrorc (and hence were not touched by ver. 22), but held to 

Christ ; and this, in point of fact, is what Pott and Schott make out that 

the apostle here does. But this was not his intention ; for the confession of 
the Christ-party was not, indeed, Ebionitic,—as if the X. 62 Ocov were aimed 

against this (Osiander),—but, although right enough in idea, yet practically 

objectionable on the ground of the schismatic misuse made of it. He rises, 
therefore, to the highest absolute jurisdiction, that to which even Christ is 
subject, in order in this passage, where he rejects the three parties who sup- - 
ported themselves on human authorities, to make the Christ-party, too, feel 
their error : Christ, again, is—not the head of a party, as many among you 
would make Him, but—telonging to God, and consequently exalted in the 
highest possible degree above all drawing in of His name into party-conten- 
tions. In this way, with no little delicacy, Paul sets the relation of the 
fourth Corinthian party also—of which ver. 22 did not allow the mention— 
in the light of the true Christian perspective ; to do which by no means lay 
too far from the path of his exhortation (Hofmann), but was very naturally 

suggested by the concrete circumstances which he could not but have in his 
eye. (1) 

Remarx.—The reference in ver. 22 f. to the party of Peter and of Christ is to 
be regarded as simply by the way. The whole section fromi. 13 to iv. 21 is di- 

2 See also Hahn, Theol. d. N. 7. I. p. 120f. Ursprung der Siinde, I. p. 194 ff. Woiss, dBi, 
Gess, v0. d. Person Chr. p. 157 ff. Ernest, Theol. p. 806. 
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rected against the antagonism between the Pauline and the Apollonian parties 
(comp. on ver. 4); but the idea rdvra tyoy éoriv, which Paul holds up to these 

two, very naturally leads him to make all the parties sensible of their fault as 

well, although to enter further upon the Petrine and the Christ-party did not lie 
in the line of his purpose. The theory, so much in favour of late, which refers 

the polemic, beginning with i. 17, to the Chrisi-parly (Jaeger, Schenkel, Gold- 
horn, Kniewel, etc.), has led to acts of great arbitrariness, as is most conspicu- 

ous in the case of Kniewel, who divides chap. iii. among all the four parties, 

giving vv. 3-10 to that of Paul and that of Apollos, vv. 12-17 to that of Peter, 

and ver. 18 f. to that of Christ ; while in the contrasts of ver. 22 (elre xdouoc .. . 

péAAovra] he finds the Christ-party’s doctrine of the harmony of all contrasts 
accomplished in Christ as the world-soul. 

Norges py AMERICAN Eprtor. 

(u) ‘* Saved so as by fire.” Ver. 15. 

It may well be doubted whether Meyer's view of this clause is correct. He 

makes it refer to the grade of salvation which the erring builder is to receive, 
and he gains this by eliding the force of the adverb of comparison. It is far 

better to retain the full natural meaning of the words, and explain them as = 

with difficulty. This is in accordance with the Scriptures quoted by the author. 

The man will just escape with his life, as one is rescued from a burning build- 
ing. To this, of course, may be added, as a corollary, that his salvation will be 

attended with loss, i.e. he will occupy a lower place in the kingdom of heaven 

than he would have done. Notwithstanding that the use of this passage in 
support of the doctrine of Purgatory has been condemned by the great Roman 
Catholic commentator, Estius, it is sti!] so applied by the less informed. The 

violence of such an application is obvious on a moment's reflection. The 

text does not say that the man is saved by fire as a means of purification, but 

so as by fire—that is, scarcely or with difficulty. And the fire is not considered 
as preceding the judgment, but as taking place at the time of the judgment it- 
self, when the Lord Jesus will appearin His glory. ‘‘The day’’ (ver. 13) can- 

not, according to usage, denote anything else than the day of the coming of the 

Lord. It is the more important to resist the tenet of purgatorial fire, because it 

is the legitimate outcome of the Romish doctrine of justification, and rests upon 

the conviction that, the righteousness that justifies being infused and not imput- 

ed, many will be found at death too good to be sent to hell, but not good enough 

to enter heaven, and hence there requires to be a state and place in which by 

disciplinary fires their righteousness may be made complete. 

(1) No boasting in men. Vv. 21-23. 

This remarkable passage is an admirable conclusion of the protest against 

‘partisan attachment to individual leaders. The church was not made for the 
teachers, but the teachers for the church. Paul and Apollos and Cephas, how- 

ever variously gifted and however diverse their spheres or their modes of ac- 

tion, were yet united by being the common property of all believers. Then, as 

Stanley says, the Apostle proceeds to dilate upon the whole range of God's gifts 
to His people. He expands the term world to take in not merely mundane 
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greatness, but the whole created universe, and the utmost contrasts which imagi- 

nation can suggest, whether in life or in death, in the present or the future. 

The vast concatenation does not end here. Believers are but part of that 

golden chain which must be followed up till it unites them to Christ, and even 
further yet, up to the presence of God Himself. The final touch is worthy of 

the great Apostle. It represents Christ Himself as subordinate to God, and that, 
as Meyer justly says, not merely in His human nature, but His divine. The sub- 

ordination is as to the mode of subsistence and operation, which, however, is 

entirely consistent with identity of substance and equality in power and glory. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

Ver, 2. 6 dé] Lachm. Rick. Tisch. read ode, with A B C D* F G X&, min. Syr. 

Erp. Aeth. Arm. Vulg. It. Jerome, Aug. Ambr. Pelag. Sedul. Bede. This vast- 
ly preponderating testimony in favour of dde, and its infrequency with Paul 

(only again in Col. iv. 9), make the Recepta seem the result of change or error 

on the part of transcribers. — {nreirac] A C D EF GR, min, have (yreire. 

Recommended by Griesb. But B L and all the vss. and Fathers are against it. 
A copyist’s error. — Ver. 6. Instead of 8, A BC R&R, 31, Syr. p. Copt. Athan. 

Cyril have ¢ ; which is recommended by Griesb., and adopted by Lachm. Tisch. 

and Rickert. The Latin authorities have supra quam, which leaves their read- 
ing doubtful. The preceding ratra naturally suggested &. — ¢poveiv] is want- 

ingin A B D*¥ E* FG X&, 46, Vulg. It. and Latin Fathers. Rightly deleted by 

Lachm. Tisch. and Ritickert.!. A supplementary addition, in place of which 
Athanasius has gvoovoGa:. — Ver. 9. drt after yép has preponderant evidence 
against it, and should be deleted, as is done by Lachm. Rick. and Tisch. Su- 

perfluous addition. — Ver. 13. BAacg.] A C &*, 17 46, Clem. Origen (twice), Eu- 

seb. Cyril, Damasc. have dvog. Approved by Griesb., accepted by Riick. and 
Tisch. Rightly ; the more familiar (for the verb dvog. occurs nowhere else in 
the N. T., comp. 2 Cor. vi. 8), and at the same time stronger word was inserted. 
— Ver. 14. vov8ers] A C &, min. Theophylact have vov§erav [which is adopted 

by Westcott & Hort.—C.]. An assimilation to the foregoing participle. 

Vv. 1-5. The right point of view from which to regard Christian teachers 
(vv. 1, 2); Paul, nevertheless, for his own part, does not give heed to human 
judgment, nay, he does not even judge himself, but his judge is Christ (vv. 8, 4). 
Therefore his readers should give up their passing of judgments till the decision 

of the Parousia (ver. 5). 
Ver. 1. Oirwe] is commonly taken as preparatory, emphatically paving 

the way for the d¢ inp. which follows. Comp. iii. 15, ix. 26 ; 2 Cor. ix. 

5; Eph. v. 383, a/., and often in Greek writers. The xavy. év avfp. before 

repudiated arose, namely, out of a false mode of regarding the matter ; Paul 
now states the true mode. Since, however, there is no antithetic particle 

added here, and since the’ following epithets : imgp. Xpeorod and oixov. 

© eo% sound significantly like the tyeic d2 X peatod, Xprordg d2 Oe0% which 
immediately precede them, oirue is rather to be regarded as the sic retrospec- 
tive (in this way, in such fashion), and d¢ again as stating the objective qual- 

1 @povety has been defended again by not the case ; and the former consideration 

Reiche in his Commentar. crit. I. p. 146 ff. | cannotturn the scale against the decisive 

He urges that the omission is not attested weight of the chief codices, among which 

by the Greek Fathers, and, out of all the only C—and even that not certainly—has 

versions, only by the Latin ones, and that ¢poveiy. 

the word Is indispensaWe. But the latter is 
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tly, in which the #yuei¢ have a claim to the obtuc juag Aoy:t. dvOp. which is 
enjoined. Accordingly, we should explain as follows : Under this point of 

oiew, as indicated already in ver. 22 f. (namely, that all is yours ; but that 
ye are Christ’s ; and that Christ, again, is God's), let men form their judg- 

ment of us, as of those who are servants of Christ and stewards of divine mys- 
teries. Let us but be judged of as servants of Christ, etc., according to 
the standard of that lofty Christian mode of vicw (oirwe) and how con- 
clusively shut out from this sphere of. vision will be the partisan xavyacéac 

év avfpdroc! Men will be lifted high above that. — juac] de. myself and 
such as I, by which other apostles also and apostolic teachers (like Apollos) 

are meant. In view of ili. 22, no narrower limitation is allowable. — av@pw- 

xoc] not a Hebraism (OR, one, so most interpreters, among whom Luther, 

Grotius, and others explain it wrongly every one), but in accordance with 

a pure (reek use of the word in the sense of the indefinite one or a man 

(Plato, Protag. p. 855 A, Gorg. p. 500 C, al.). So also in xi. 28, Gal. vi. 
1. Bengel’s ‘‘homo quizis nostris similis” is an importation. — iznp. X. x. 
oixov. vot. Gcov] They are servants of Christ, and, as such, are at the same 

time stewards of God (the supreme ruler, ili. 28, the Father and Head of the 

theocracy, the olxog @zov, 1 Tim. iii. 15), Inasmuch as they are entrusted 

with His secrets, ¢.e. entrusted and commissioned to communicate by the 

preaching of the gospel the divine decrees for the redemption of men and 
their receiving Messianic blessings (see on Rom. xi. 25, xvi. 25 ; Eph. i. 
9; Matt. xiii. 11),—decrees in themselves unknown to men, but fulfilled in 

Christ, and unveiled by means of revelation. They are to do this just as the 
steward of a houschold (see on Luke xvi. 1) has to administer his master’s 

goods. Comp. as regards this idea, ix. 17 ; 1 Tim. i. 4 ; Titus i. 7 ; 1 Pet. 
iv. 10. There is no reference whatever here to the sacraments, which Olshau- 

sen and Osiander again desire to include. Seei. 17. The whole notion of 
8 sacrament, as such, was generalized ata later date from the actions to 
which men restricted it, semetimcs in a wider, sometimes in a narrower 

sense. — Observe, moreover : between the Father, the Master of the house, 
and the oixovéuo: there stands the Son, and He has from the Father the power 
of disposal (comp. on John viii. 35 f.; 1 Cor. xv. 25 ff.), so that the oixovdpuoc 
are His servants. Paul uses imnpéryc only in this passage ; but there is no 

ground forimporting any special design into the word (such as that it is 
humbler than d:dxovoc), Comp. on Eph. iii. 7. 

Ver. 2. If we read dde (sec the critical remarks), we must understand the 

verse thus : Such being the state of the case, it is, for the rest, required of the 

stewards, etc., so that Ao:réy (i. 16) would express something which, in con- 

nection with the relationship designed in ver. 1, remained now alone to be 
mentioned as pertaining thereto, while dde’ again, quite in accordance with 
the old classical usage (see Lehrs, Arist. p. 84 ff.), would convey the notion 
of sic, i.e. ‘‘ cum eo statu res nostrae sint” (Ellendt, Ler. Soph. II. p. 991). We 

might paraphrase, therefore, as follows : ‘‘ Such being the nature of our po- 

41The word would be singularly super- to treat it as belonging to ver. 1, and to 
fluous, and would drag behind inthe most _ separate it by a point from Aoexov, 

awkward way, were we, with Lachmann, 
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sition as servants, the demand to be made upon the stewards of households ' of 
course takes effect.” If we abide by the Recepta, 5 dé Aoctév must be render- 

ed : But as to what remaina, i.e. but as respects what else there is which has 
its place in connection with the relationship of service spoken of in ver. 1, 
this is the demand, etc.; comp. on Rom. vi. 10. It is a perversion of the 
passage to make it refer, as Billroth does, to the preceding depreciation of 
the supposed merits of the teachers : ‘‘ but what still remains for them is, that 
they can at least strire for the praise of faithfulness.” The rest of the verse 

says nothing at all about a being able to strive ; for (yreira: év means nothing 

else but : if is sought at their hand (requiritur), i.c. demanded of them. Bee 

Wetstein. Hofmann’s interpretation, too, is an impossible one. He makes 

6 dé Aotrév down to etpeby to be the protasis ; éuol dé x.7.A., and that running 

on as far as xipidc éorcy in ver. 4, to be the apodosis : As respects that, how- 
ever, which . . . is further required, namely, that one be found faithful, it 

is to me, etc. This interpretation gives us, instead of the simple, clearly 
progressive sentences of the apostle, along, obscurely and clumsily involved 
period, against which on linguistic grounds there are the two considera- 
tions—(1) that 6 dé Ao:rév Cyreirae Would presuppose some demand already 

conveyed in ver. 1, to which a new one was now added ; and (2) that the 
dé of the apodosis in ver. 3 would require to find its antithetic reference in 
the alleged protasis in ver. 2 (comp. Acts xi. 17 ; Baeumlein, Partik. p. 92 
f.), namely, to this effect : to me, on the contrary, not concerned about this 

required faithfulness, z¢ is, etc. Now the first is not the case, and the second 

would be absurd. Neither the one difficulty nor the other is removed by 
the arbitrarily inserted thoughts, which Hofmann seeks to read between tho 
lines.? —iva] is sought with the design, that there be found. Hence the object 

of the seeking is conveyed in the form expressive of design. That cipioxeoBas 
is not equivalent to elvac (Wolff, Flatt, Pott, and others) is plain here, espe- 

cially from the correlation in which it stands to Cyreiraz. — ric] i.e. any oneof 
them. See Matthiae, p. 1079; Nigelsbach on the Iliad, p. 299, ed. 3. — 

mtoréc¢] Luke xii. 42, xvi. 10 ff.; Matt. xxv. 21 ff.; Eph. vi. 21, al. The 

summing up of the dutzes of spiritual service. 
Ver. 3. I, for my part, however, feel myself in no way made dependent on 

your judgment by this {yreira: x.t.A. — ei¢ éAdytoréyv ~orty] eic, in the sense of 

giving the result : 2 comes to something utterly insignificant, evinces itself as 

in the highest degree unimportant. Comp. Pindar, Ol. 1. 122: é yépw 
réAderat, Plato, Alc. I. p. 126 A ; Buttmann, neutest. Gramm. p. 181 [E. T. 

150]. — iva] does not stand for érav (Pott), nor does it take the place of the 

construction with the infinitive (so most interpreters) ; but the conccption 

of design, which is essential to iva, isin the mind of the writer, and has 

1 This év rois oixovéu. Is not “uncalled 

for and superfluous” after &5¢ (as Hofmann 

objects); for Paul had, in ver. 1, described 
the official service of the teachers by ¢wo 
designations, but now desires to attach 

what more he has to say in ver. 2 specially 

to the second of these designations, and 
henc: he has again to bring in the otxovspor, 

2In Aouwrd» he finds: “‘ Besides this, that 
the stewards act In accordance with their 
name.” By the antithetic ¢uo 34, again, 

Paul means: ‘‘in contrast to those who 
conduct themselves as thocgh he must con- 

sider it of importance to him.” By inter- 

polations of this sort, everything may be 
moulded into what shape one will. 
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given birth tothe expression. The thought is : I have an exceedingly slight 
interest in the design of receiving your judgment. — avaxp:d0] ‘‘ fidelisne 

sim nec ne,” Bengel. — # td arOp. ju.| or by a human day at all. The day, 

i.e. the day of judgment, on which a human sentence is to go forth upon me, 
is personified. It forms a contrast with the juépa Kupiov, which Paul pro- 

ceeds hereafter, not indeed to name, but to describe, see ver. 5. — GA?’ ovdé] 

yea, not even, as in ili. 2. — guavréy] Billroth and Riickert think that the 
contrast between the persons properly demanded airéc¢ éuavr. here, which, 
however, has been overlooked by Paul. But the active expression iuavriv 
avaxpivw is surely the complete contrast to the passive ig" tu. avaxp.; hence 

aitéc might, indeed, have been added to strengthen the statement, but there 
was no necessity for its being so.—The avaxpive in the whole verse is neither 
to be understood solely of unfavourable, nor solely of favourable judging, 

but of any sort of judging regarding one’s worth in general. Bee vv. 4, 5. 
Ver. 4, Parenthetical statement of the ground of Paul’s not even judging 

himself (cidéy . . . dedix.), and then the antithesis (dé: but indeed) to the 
above ovd2 éuavr. avaxpivw. — yap] The element of proof lies neither in the 

first clause alone (Hofmann), nor in the second clause alone, so that the 

first would be merely concessive (Baumgarten, Winer, Billroth, Rickert, 
who supplies uév here again, de Wette, Osiander), but in the antithetic rela- 
tion of both clauses, wherein 4AAd has the force of at, not of ‘‘ sondern :” I 
judge not my own self, because I am conscious to myself of nothing, but am not 

thereby justified, i.e. because my pure (official, see ver. 2) self-consciousness 
(comp. Acts xxiii. 1, xxiv. 16 ; 2 Cor. i. 12) is still not the ground on which 
my justification rests, As regards the expression, comp. Plato, Apol. p. 21 B: 
obre péya obte opexpdv Ebvoida EuavT@ copdg Ov, Rep. p. 881 A; and Horace, Zp. 

i. 1. 61: ‘‘nal conscire: silt, nulla pallescere culpa ;” Job xxvii. 6.— obx év 

rotty dedix.] is ordinarily understood wrongly : ‘‘I do not on that account 
look upon myself as guiltless.” For the words oix év robry, negativing justifi-. 
cation by a good conscience, make it clear that dedi. expresses the cus- 
tomary conception of being justified by faith (see on Rom. i. 17 ; so rightly, 
Calovius, Billroth, Riickert), since, on the view just referred to, we must 
have had éy robry ov.’ The ov is as little in its wrong place here as in xv. 51. 
Note that the dedixaiwpa: is to the apostle an undoubted certain fact ;* hence 

1 Panl’s thought has run thus :—" Were I 
justified by my conscience free of reproach, 
then I should be entitled to pass judgment 

on myself, namely, just in accordance with 
the standard of the said conscience. But 
seeing that I am nof justified by this con- 
science (but by Christ), it cannot even serve 

me as a standard for self-judgment, and I 

must refrain therefrom, and leave the judg- 
ment regarding me to Christ.” This applies 
also against de Wette, who holds our exposl- 

tion to be contrary to the context, because 
what follows is not 6 82 d:casHv, but o 8 ava- 
xplywy. Moreover, the further imputation 

of moral desert is certainly not done away 

with by justification, but it remains in forve 

until the judgment. Ac&8ixcaiwoua:, however, 
does not refer to the being found righteous 
at the day of judgment (against Lipsius, 

Rechifertigungsi. p. 48), but, as the perfect 
shows, to the righteousness odtained by 
faith, which to the consciousness of the 
apostle was at all times a present blessing. 

—Observe, further, how allen to Paul was 

the conception that the conscience is the 

expression of the real divine life in the man. 

Comp. Delitzsch, Psychol. p. 141. 
2 So precisely Ignatius, ad Rom. 5: add’ ov 

mapa rovro Sedixaiwuar, The cerlitudo gratiae 

is expressed but as not based upon tie con- 
science void of reproach. 
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we may not explainit, with Hofmann: Not thereby am I pronounced 
righteous as respects faithfulness in the fulfilment of my office, but only if (f) 
the Lord shall charge me with no neglect of duty. That would plainly 
make the ded:xaiwya: problematic.’ — Kipi¢}] Christ, ver. 5. 

Ver. 5. Therefore judge nothing before the time, namely, with respect tome ; 

not as Billroth thinks : one sect regarding another, which is inadmissible in 

‘view of the preceding avaxp. pe and of the whole passage, vv. 8, 4, which all 
applies to Paul. The process of thought from ver. 3 onwards is, namely, 

this : ‘‘ For my part, you may judge me if you will, I make cery little of that ; 

but (ver. 4) seeing that I do not even judge myself, but that he that judgeth me 

is Christ, I therefore counsel you (ver. 5) not to pass a judgment upon me pre- 

maturely.”. — mpd xatpov] i.e. before it is the right time, Matt. viii. 29; 

Eccles. xxx. 24, li. 80; Lucian, Joo. Trag. 47. How long such judging 
would continue to be mpd xa:pov, we learn only from what comes after ; 

hence we must not by anticipation assign to xa:péc the specific sense of 
tempus reditus Christi. — 11] 1.6. xpiocv teva, John vii. 24. —xpivere] describes 

the passing of the judgment, the consequence of the dvexp., in a manner accord- 

ant with the looking forward to the Messianic judgment. Luther, Raphel, 
and Wolf render: alium alii praeferte ; but this runs counter to the context, 

for it must be analogous to the general avaxp. éwe av 2/10 6 x.] Epexegesis of 
po xapov : judge not before the time (judge not, I say), until the Lord 
shall have come. Then only is it a xaipsov xpivery, because then only can the 
judgment be pronounced rightly according to the Lord’s decision. The dv 
marks out the coming as in so far problematical (depending upon circum- 
stances; see Hartung, Partikell. p. 291), inasmuch as it was not, indeed, 
doubted, and yet at the same time not dependent upon subjective determi- 
nation, but an object of expectant faith in the unknown future. Comp. 
Matt. xvi. 28; Mark ix. 1; Luke ix. 27, xiii. 35; Rev. ii. 25. — i¢ xai] xaf is 

the also customary with the relative, the effect of which is to bring into 
prominence some element in keeping with what has gone before (Baeumlcin, 

Partik. p. 152 ; Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 243 [E. T. 283]). In His function 
as Judge, in which He is to come, He will do this also, He will light up, ¢.e. 
make manifest, what is hidden in the darkness. Respecting gwrice:, comp. 
Eccles. xxiv. 32; 2 Tim. i. 10; Plut. Mor. p. 931 C, and the passages in 

Wetstein. What withdraws itself from the light as its opposite (Hofmann, 
who takes cai . . . xai as meaning as ell, as also) is included here, but not 

that alone. Compare rather the general statement in Luke viii. 17. — xai 
gavep. Tt. BovdA. trav xapd.] @ special element selected from the foregoing 
general affirmation. The significant bearing of what Paul here affirms of 
Christ at His coming is the application which the readers were to make of 
it to himself and the other teachers ; it was to be understood, namely, that 

their true charactcr also would only then become manifest, 7.e. be laid open 

as an object of knowledge, but now was not yct submitted to judgment.— 
nal tétre . . . Oeov] so that ye can only then pass judgment on your teachers 

1 [Most critics agree that there ishere no question of his fidelity was one not to be 
reference to the doctrine of justification, decided by his conscience, but by the Lord. 

and that all the Apostle meansisthattho —T. W.C.] 
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with sure (divine) warrant for what ye do. The chief emphasis is upon the 
Gd Tt. Oecov, which is for that reason put at the end (Kiihner, II. p. 625), and 
next to it upon what is placed first, 6 éra:voc. This docs not mean praemium 
(so Flatt, with older expositors, citing wrongly in support of it such pas- 
sages as Rom. ii. 29, xiil. 3; 1 Pet. i. 7, ii. 14; Wisd. xv. 19; Polybius, 

ii. 58. 11), nor is it a voz media (as, following Casaubon, ad Epict. 67, Wolf, 
Rosenmiiller, Pott, and others assume wholly without proof); but it denotes 

simply the praise, the commendation. The apparent incongruity with éxdory 
is obviated by the article: the praise that appertains to him (Bernhardy, 
p. 815) shall be given to each,—so that Paul here puts entirely out of sight 
those who deserve no praise at all. And rightly so. For his readers were 
to apply this to him and Apollos; hence, as Calvin justly remarks : ‘‘ haec 

vox ex bonae conscientiae fiducia nascitur.” See ver. 4. Theophylact’s view, 
although adopted by many, is an arbitrary one : ‘‘ unde et contrarium datur 
intelligi, sed mavult eidnuetv,” Grotius (so also Bengel, Billroth, Riickert, 

Olshausen). — a7d r. Geov] not from men, as ye now place and praise the onc 

above the other, but on the part on God ; for Christ the Judge is God's 
vicegercnt and representative, John v. 27 ff. ; Acts x. 42, xvii. 31 ; Rom. 

ii. 16, al. 

Vv. 6-13. Now, what I have hitherto given utterance to in a manner appli- 
cable to myself and Apollos, has for its object to wean you from party-pride 

(ver. 6). Rebuke of this pride (vv. 7-18). 

Ver. 6. Aé] pursuing the subject ; the apostle turns now to the jinal re- 
monstrances and rebukes which he has to give in reference to the party- 
division among them ; in doing so, he addresses his readers generally (not 

the teachers) as adeAgoi with a winning warmth of feeling, as ini. 11. — 
tavra] from ili. 5 onwards, wherc he brings in himself and Apollos specially 
and by name, assigning to both their true position and its limits to be ob- 
served by them with all humility, and then appending to this the further 

instructions which he gives up toiv. 5. Tavra isnot to be made to refer back 
to i. 12, where Paul and Apollos are not named alone (so Baur, following 

older expositors). — pereoynp. ei¢ euavt. x. 'AroAAO] I have changed the form of 
it into myself and Apollos, 1.6. I have, instead of directing my discourse to 
others, upon whom it might properly have been moulded, written in such 
fashion in an altered form, that what has been said applies now to myself 
and Apollos. It is on account of the contrast with others which floats before 
the apostle’s mind, that he writes not simply ei¢ éué, but cic iuavrdv ; eis, 

again, denotes the reference of this change of form to the partics concerned. 
Respecting peracynpariferv, to transform, comp. 2 Cor. xi. 14, Phil. iii. 21 ; 
Symm. 1 Sam. xxvili. 8; 4 Macc. ix. 21; Plato, Legg. x. p. 903 E, 906 C 
(Aqua perecxnuatiopévov) ; Lucian, Imag. 9, Hale. 5 ; Heliodorus, ii. p. 93. 

The oyqua, to which the word here refers, is the form in which the fore- 
going statements have been presented, which has been other than the con- 
crete state of the case at Corinth would properly have involved ; for he 
has so moulded it as to make that bear upon himsclf and Apollos, which 
more properly should have applied to others. Now, who are those others? 
Not the order of teachers generally (Calovius, Billroth, de Wette, Neander, 
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et al., also my own former view), for in that case we should have no change 
of form, but only a specializing; but rather: the instigators of parties in 

Corinth, with their self-exaltation and jealousy, as is clear from the fol- 

lowing clause stating the design in view, and from ver. 7 ff. It was they 
who split up the church and infected it with their own evil qualities. But 
from Paul and Apollos the readers were to learn to give up all such conduct, 
—from those very men, who had respectively founded and built up the 
church, but who by these partisans had been stamped with the character 
of heads of sects and so misused, to the grievous hurt of the Christian com- 
munity. Baur’s explanation is contrary to the notion of pereoxnu., Dut in 

favour of his own theory about the Christ-party : what has been said of 

me and Apollos holds also of the other parties ; this not applying, however, 

to rove rou Xprotov, Who are to be regarded as forming o peculiar party by 
themselves. Lastly, it is also a mistake (see Introd. § 1) to interpret it 

with Chrysostom, Erasmus, Beza, Vatablus, Cornelius a Lapide, and others : 

‘‘T have put our names as jictitious in place of those of the actual leaders of 
parties ;”* or to hold, with Pareus and Mosheim, that peracy. refers to the 

homely figures which Paul has used of himself and Apollos (gardeners, 
husbandmen, builders, house-stewards), from which the readers were to 

learn humility. These figures were surely lofty enough, since they repre- 

sented the teachers as cov ovvepyote | Moreover, the figures in themselves 
plainly could not teach the Corinthians humility ; the lesson must lie in 
the intrinsic tenor of the ideas conveyed. — ’AroAAw] the same form of the 
accusative as in Acts xix. 1. A B x* have 'AroAddv. See regarding both 
forms, Buttmann’s ausf. Gr. I. p. 207 f. ; Kiihner, § 124, ed. 2. —dv tuac] 
not in any way for our own sakes. — iva év jyiv x.7.A.] more precise explana- 

tion of the di’ iuac (‘‘ instructionis vestrae causa,” Estius) : in order that ye 
might learn by us (Winer, p. 361 [E. T. 483]), that is to say, by having us 

before you as an example of shunning undue self-exaltation, in accordance 
with what I have stated regarding our official position, duty, responsibility, 
etc. — 1d nu wrip 5 yéyp.] The elliptical : ‘‘ not above what is written,” is made 

to rank as a substantive by the ré (Matthiae, § 280) ; for ¢poveiv is spurious 
(see the critical remarks). The suppression of the verb after 4 in lively 

discourse is common in the classics. See Hartung, Partikell. II. p. 158 ; 
Kihner, II. p. 607 ; Klotz, ad Devar. p. 607. The short, terse yy ii 3 

yéyp. may have been an old and familiar saying of the Rabbins (Ewald) ; 

only Paul never quotes such elsewhere. — 4 yéyp. is by Luther and most ex- 
positors (including Storr, Rosenmiiller, Flatt, Heydenreich, Pott, Billroth, 

Neander) made to refer to what Paul has written in the preceding section. 
But Grotius hits the truth in the matter when he says: yéfyparra: in his 
libris semper ad libros V. T. refertur. Only Grotius should not have re- 
ferred it to a single passage (Deut. xvii. 20 ; comp. also Olshausen) which 
the readers could not be expected to divine. It denotes generally the rule 

1 Michaelis : “I know quite well that no fence,” etc. But, as Calovius justly ob- 

sect among you calls itself after myself or serves, the peracynuariopds is here not ‘‘ per 
Apollos ...}; the true names I ratherre- (fictionis, sed per figurationis modum." 
frain from giving, in order to avoid of- 
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written in the O. T., which is not to be transgressed ; and this means here, 
according to the context, the rule of humility and modesty, within the bounds 

‘ of which a man will not be vainly puffed up, nor wi presume to claim 
anything that lies beyond the limits of the ethical canon of the Scriptures. 
Comp. Riickert, Reiche, Ewald. And Paul could the more readily express 
-himself in this general way, inasmuch as all the quotations hitherto made 
by him from the O. T. (i. 19, 31, iii. 19) exhorted to humility. It is 

against the context to suppose, with Cajetanus and Beza, that the reference 
is to the dogmatic standard of the O. T., which was not to be transcended 
by pretended wisdom. Chrysostom, Theodoret, and Theophylact went so 
far as to refer it to sayings of Christ (such as Mark x. 44; Matt. vii. 1; 
Theodoret even adds to these (1 Cor. vii. 24), which neither Paul nor his 
readers could think of in connection with the habitually used yéyp.—With- 
out having the slightest support in the use and wont of the language (for 
in passages like Pindar, Vem. vi. 18, Eur. Jon. 446 [455], ypégecv has just 

the ordinary force of to write), and wholly in the face of the N. T. usage of 

yéyparrat, Hofmann brings in here the general notion of the definite measure 

which is ascribed, adjusted to each by God (Rom. xii. 8). Nor is any coun- 
tenance lent to this interpretation by ypéuua in Thue. v. 29.4; for that 

means a written clause (sec Kriiger). What Paul means is the objective 
sacred rule of the Scriptures, the presumptuous disregard of which was the 

source of the mischief at Corinth ; ‘‘uleus aperit,” Beza. — iva pd el¢ vrép 
x.t.A.] For one another against the other, is a telling description of the parti- 
san procedure ! The members of a party plumed themselves to such an ex- 
tent on their own advantages, that one did so in behalf of the other (irép, 
comp. 2 Cor. ix. 2), seeking thereby mutually among themselves to main- 

tain and exalt their own reputation (eic trép roi évéc), and that with hostile 

tendency towards the third person, who belonged to another party (xara rob 
érépov). Olshausen understands irép rov évéc of their outbidding each other 
in pretensions, which, however, would require the accusative with irép ; 

and Winer, p. 858 (E. T. 478], renders : ‘‘so0 that he deems himself exalted 
above the other ;” against which—apart from the fact that trép with the 
genitive does not occur in this sense in the N. T. (see, moreover, Matthiac, 
p. 1860)—the immediate context is conclusive, according to which it is he 
only who is despised by the ¢votofuevoc, who can be the érepog (the different 
one) ; and just as eic stands in antithetic correlation with rov érépov, 80 trép 

also does with «card ; comp. Rom. viii. 81; Mark ix. 40. The ordinary in- 
terpretation is: ‘‘ On account of the teacher, whom he has chosen to be his 
head,” Rickert ; comp. Reiche, Ewald, Hofmann. But like ele, so ixép row 
évé¢ also must refer to the collective subject of gva:ovofe, and consequently 

both of them together convey the same sense as bz2p GAAZAwy, only in a more 
concrete way. Comp. 1 Thess. v. 11; Susann. 52; Ecclus. xlii. 24 f. ; 
1 Macc. xiii. 28; often, too, in Greek writers. — The ¢voiotoGa of a ele bxip 
tov évég takes place xara rov érépov in the jealous wranglings of mutually op- 
posing parties reciprocally, so that each has always full room for the xara row 
érépov (against Hofmann’s objection). — guvarodobe] the present indicative after 
iva occurs only here and in Gal. iv. 17. The instances of it, wont to be ad- 
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duced from classical writers, have been long since given up. See Her- 
mann, ad Viger. p. 851 f. ; Schneider, ad Xen. Ath. i. 11. The passages, 
again, in Kypke and Valckenaer, where iva is found with the past indicative, 
were wholly inapplicable here. Comp. on Gal. iv. 17, note ; Stallbaum, 

ad Plat. Symp. p. 181 E. On these grounds Billroth and Rickert assume 
that Paul had meant to form the subjunctive, but had formed it wrongly ;. 

so too, before them, Bengel characterized the form as a ‘‘singularis ratio 

contractionis ;” and Reiche also, in his Comment. crit. I. p. 152, satisfies 
himself with the notion of an erroneously formed contraction. As if we 
were warranted in taking for granted that the most fluent in language of 
the apostles could not be safely trusted with forming the mood of a verb in 
ow ! Winer finds here an improper usage of the later Greek.’ But, apart 
from the absence of all proof for this usage in the apostolic age (it can only 
be proved in much later writings, as also in modern Greck ; see Winer, 
p. 272 [E. T. 362]), had Paul adopted it, he would have brought’it in 
oftener, and not have written correctly in ecery other case ;* Icast of all, 
too, would he have put the indicative here, when he had just used the cor- 

rect subjunctive immediately before it (ud@yre). Fritzsche (ad Matth. p. 836) 
took iva as ubi, and explained : ‘‘ubi (i.e. gua conditione, quando demisse 
de vobis statuere nostro exemplo didiccritis) minime alter in alterius detri- 
mentum extollitur.” At a later date (in Fritzschiorum opuse. p. 186 ff.) he 
wished to resort to emendation, namely : iva ’ev juiv pdAyre rd pe) Uren 8 ybypar- 

Tat dpoveiv, Eva pH Uaep TOD Evdc GvoLovabat KaTa Tow éErépor (80, 

too, very nearly Theodoret). But although it might easily enough have 
happened that iva »f should be written by mistake in place of éva pf, the 
consequence of that mistake would in that case necessarily have been the 
alteration of gvoovcGa:,* not into ¢voiovcfe, but into gvodobe, and the sub- 
junctive, not the indicative, must therefore have had the preponderance of 
critical evidence in its favour (but it is found, in point of fact, only in 44, 
Chrys. ms.). The only explanation of iva which is in accordance with the 
laws of the language, and therefore the only admissible one, is that given 
by Fritzsche, ad Matth. le. ; iva cannot be the partiele of design, because it 
is followed by the indicative ; it must, on the contrary, be the local particle, 

where, and that in the sense of whereby, under which relation, so that it ex- 

presses the position of the case (Homer, Od. vi. 27; Plato, Gorg. p. 484 E ; 
Sophocles, Oed. Col. 627, 1289 ; Eur. Hee. ii. 102, 711, Andoc. vi. 9, al. ; 

180, too, Wieseler on Gal. p. 878; Hof- sent the futures, is totally destitute of 
mann on Gai. p. 188. Barnab. 7: wa... proof. 
ée, is an earlier example than any adduced 

by Winer and Wieseler. But how easily Sei 
might have been written here by mistake 

for 87, which is so similarin sound! (comp. 
Dressel, p. 17). Should 6e:, however, be the 

original reading, then tva may just as well 

be udi, as in our passage. The readings 
Géere and peréxere in Ignatius, ad Eph. 4, are 

dubious (Dressel, p. 124).—Buttmann’s con- 
jecture (neut. Gr. p. 208 [E. T. 285]), that the 
contracted presents, on account of the 

final syllable having the circumflex, repre- 

21 Thess. iv. 18 included (against Tischen- 
dorf).—In Col. iv. 17, rAypots is subjunctive. 
—As respects Lachmann's erroneous read- 
ing, 2 Pet. i. 10, Wieseler, p. 879, is right.— 

In John xvil. 8, Gal. vi. 12, Tit. if. 4, Rom. 
xili. 17, the indicative readings are to be re- 

jected (in opposition to Tischendorf). 

* The #, too, has ¢dvowveda. But how 
often does that codex interchange a and ¢! 
Immediately before it has yeypamrre instead 
of yeyparra:, 
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also Schaefer, ad Soph. O. C. 621 ; and Baeumlein, Partik. p. 143 f.). What 
Paul says then is this : in order that ye may learn the ne ultra quod scriptum 

est, whereby (i.e. in the observance of which rule) ye then (¢vocovefe is the future 

realized as present) do not puff up yourselves, etc. Suitable though it wauld 
be, and in accordance with the apostle’s style (Rom. vii. 13 ; Gal. iii. 14, 

iv. 5; 2 Cor. ix. 3), that a second telic iva should follow upon the first, 

still the linguistic impossibility here must turn the scale against it. To 
put down the indicative to the account of the transcribers has against it the 
almost unanimous agreement of the critical evidence in excluding the sub- 
junctive (which would be inexplicable, on the supposition of the indicative 
not being the original). Again, to trace it back to the origin of the Epistle 
by assuming that Paul made a slip in dictating, or his amanuensis in taking 
down his words, is all the more unwarranted, seeing that the self-same phe- 
nomenon recurs in Gal. iv. 17, while the clause here, as it stands, admits of 

a rendering which gives a good sense and is grammatically correct.’ The 
subjective form of the negation ,»#, in the relative clause, has arisen from 
the design cherished by Paul, and floating before his mind. Comp. 4g. 
Sophocles, Trach. 797: uéfec évrai® brov pe uh tec dwerae Bpordy ; and see 
Baeumlein, ut supra, p. 290 ; Winer, p. 447 [E. T. 603]. 

Ver. 7. The words iva yu) . . . érépov are now justified by two consider- 
ations—(1) Vo one maketh thee to differ ; it is an imaginary difference of 
thine own making, which thou settest between thee and others. (2) What 

. thow possessest thou hast not from thyself, and it is absurd to boast thyself of 
it as though it were thine own work. Hofmann holds that Paul in his first 

proposition glances at his own difference from others, and in his second at 
the gifts of Apollos; but this is neither indicated in the text, nor would it 
accord with the fact that he and Apollos are to be examples of humility to 
the readers, but not examples to humble them—namely, by high position and 

, gifts. —oé] applics to each individual of the preceding ityeic, not therefore 
simply to the sectarian teachers (Pott, following Chrysostom and several of 
the old expositors). — The literal sense of diaxpive: is to be retained. The 
Vulgate rightly renders : ‘‘ Quis enim te discernit?” Comp. Acts xv. 9; 
Homer, Od. iv. 179; Plato, Soph. p. 258 E, Charm. p. 171 C. This of 
course refers, in point of fact, to supposed pre-eminence ; but Paul will not 

describe it as pre-eminence (contrary to the common rendering : Who maketh 
thee to differ for the better ?), — ri d2 Eee x.7.A.] dé, like that which follows, 
heaps question on question. See Hartung, Partikell. I. p. 169. To what 
Paul is pointing in the general : ‘‘ But what possessest thou,” etc., their own 
conscience told his readers, and it is clear also from the next question, that, 
namely, of which they boasted, their Christian insight, wisdom, eloquence, 
and the like. He certainly did not think of himself and the other teachers 
as the source (2Aafec) of the gifts (Semler, Heydenreich, Pott), which would 
be quite contrary to his humble piety, but : ovdéy olxofev Frye, GANG rapa 

Tov Geo AaBdr, Chrysostom. Comp. iii. 5, xii. 6, xv. 10. — ei d2 nai éA.] 

1 [Still it is better with most criticstotake foot says is not unusual in the later writers. 
the particle as a conjunction and consider —T. W. C.] 
the phrase a solecism, which Bishop Light- 
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again, even tf thou hast receited, even if thou hast been endowed with gifts, 
which I will by no means deny. Ei xai ig not meant to represent the pos- 
session of them as problematical (Riickert), but is concessive. Comp. 2 
Cor. iv. 3. See Hermann, ad Viger. p. 832 ; comp. Hartung, I. p. 140 f. ; 

Klotz, ad Decar. p. 519 f. — ri xavyaoas x.r.A.] ovdeic éx’ GAAoTplaic mapaxarabh- 

kag peyagpovei, Emaypumvei dé tabracc, iva guAd&y tH deduxéri, Theodoret. 

Ver. 8. The discourse, already in ver. 7 roused to a lively pitch, becomes 

now bitterly ironical, heaping stroke on stroke, even as the proud Corinthi- 
ans, with their partisan conduct, needed a vovéecta (ver. 14) to teach them 

humility. The transition, too, from the individualizing singular to the 
plural corresponds to the rising emotion. The interrogative way of taking 
the passage (Baumgarten) weakens it without reason ; for the disapproval 
of such bitter derision (Stolz, Riickert) is, in the first place, over-hasty, 

since Paul could not but know best how he had to chastise the Corinthians; 

and, in the second, it fails to recognize the fact, that he, just in conse- 
quence of the purity of his conscience, could give rein to the indignant 
temper amply warranfed in him by the actual position of things, without 
justifying the suspicion of self-seeking and thirst for power (this in opposi- 
tion to Riickert). — In xexop. éoré, érAour., and éBacra., we have a vehement 

climax : Already sated are ye, already become rich are ye; without our help ye 

have attained to dominion! The sarcastic force of this address, which shows 

the repulsive shape in which the inflated character and demeanour of the 
Corinthians presented itsclf, is intensified by the emphatically prefixed 7d 

. . 76n and yupic yuav: ‘‘ already ye have, what was expected only in the 
coming aidy, fulness of satisfaction and of enrichment in Messianic bless- 
ings ; without our help (mine and that of Apollos, ver. 6) are ye arrived at 
the highest stage of Messianic power and glory, at the Bacrteia |!" You have 
already reached such a pitch of Christian perfection, are become without us 
such mightily exalted and dominant personages, and there is presented in 
you an anticipation of the future Messianic satisfaction, of the Messianic 
fulness of possession and dominion. Ordinarily, xexop. and érAovr. (comp. 

Rev. iii. 17) have been taken as referring specially to Christian knowledge 

and other endowments (comp. i. 5), and éSaora. cither as referring likewise 
to knowledge, the highest degree of it being meant (Vater, Heydenreich), 
or to high prosperity and repute in general (Calvin, Justiniani, Lightfoot, 
Wetstein, Flatt, Pott), or to the quiet security in which kings live (Grotius), 

or to the ‘‘dominium et jus statuendi de rebus Christianis” (Semler), or to 
the domination of the one sect over the other (Estius), or of the teacher over 

his party (Billroth is undecided between these two views). But all these 
interpretations fail to do justice to the sarcastic method of expression, although 

' they in part correctly enough describe the state of the case, which is here 

ironically presented. (s) The right view may be seen in Hofmann also. In 
connection with the éfaoiA. left without being more precisely defined, nothing 
came so naturally and at once to the Christian consciousness as the thought 

of the Meisianic BaciAeia.' And how well this idea corresponds to the wish 

>So rightly also Schrader, Riickert, de mann. Comp. Olshausen (who, however, 
Wette, Osiander, Ewald, Neander, Hof-  givesa rationalizing view of the ruling). 
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which follows! If, however, é8ac. applies to the Messianic rulihg (see on 
lil, 22 ; Usteri, Lehrbegriff, p. 370), and consequently to the ovuPacreter of 

2 Tim. ii. 12, comp. Rom. viii. 17, then in that case xexop. and érJovr. also, 
to preserve the symmetry of this ironical picture, must be understood in the 
sense of the Messianic consummation of all things, and must denote the 
being full and rich xar éfoxfv (namely, in the blessings of the Messianic 
salvation), which for the Christian consciousness did not need to be partic- _ 
ularly specified. Comp. Matt. v. 6; 2 Cor. viii. 9. The perfect brings 
before us the state, the aorists the fact of having entered upon the possession. 
See Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 1. 18. As to adn, t.e. now already, see on John 

iv. 85. — yupic judv] without whose work, in fact, you would not be Chris- 
tians at all !—xal dgeAdv ye x.7.A.] and (the thought suddenly striking his 
mind) would that ye had indeed attained to dominion! In the later Greek 
writers d¢eAov is used as a particle, and joined with the indicative, 2 Cor. xi. 
1; Gal. v. 12. See Matthiae, p. 1162. Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 185 [E. T. 
214 f.}. Té strengthens the force of d¢eAov ; see Hartung, Partikell. I. p. 
872 f.; Baeumlein, Parték. p. 55 f. The thought is: ‘‘ Apart from this, 
that ye have without us become rulers, would that ye had at least (yé) become 

such! Comp. Klotz, ad Devar. p. 281 f. —iva x. qpeic tpiv ovuBac.] Ye 
would doubtless in that case, Paul deems, suffer us also to have some share 

(beside you) in your government ! The sudjunctive is quite according to 
rule (in opposition to Riickert), seeing that é8ac:A. denotes something com- 
pleted from the speaker's present point of view (have become rulers), and see- 
ing that the design appears as one still subsisting in the present. See 
Klotz, ad Devar. p. 617 f. ; Stallbaum, ad Plat. Crit. p. 43 B. — Observe, 
we may add, how the sarcastic climax ends at last with xa d¢eAdv ye «.7.A. in 
a way fitted to put the readers deeply to shame. Comp. Chrysostom. 

Ver. 9. Tép] giving the ground of the foregoing wish : For the position 
of us apostles is to my mind such, that to us the ovuBac. would even be a thing 
very desirable! It is precisely the reverse of that !|— In doxd we have a pal- 
pable point in the statement. Comp. on vii. 40. Without 3r following, 
see in Kiihner, ad Xen. Anab. v. 7. 18. — uae rovg ax.] does not refer sim- 
ply to Paul (Calvin and. others, including Schrader and Olshausen), which 

is forbidden by rot¢ ar., but to the apostles generally. The designation roi¢ 
aroor. is added by way of contrast to their position, in which they, instead 

of being at all privileged as apostles, were éoyaroc. Observe further, how 
in this pass. ze, on to ver. 18, Paul paints his picture of the apostles in col- 
ours drawn from his own personal experience. —éoydérove] Predicate : as 

homines infimae sortis. Comp. Mark ix. 85; Alciphr. iii. 43 ; Dio Cassius, 
xlii. 5 ; Dem. 346, pen. It is joined with azocr. by Erasmus, Castalio, 

Beza, and others, including Semler and Pott: ‘‘Deus nos, qui postremi 

apostoli facti fuimus, tamquam éay. oculis alior. sistit” (Pott). But in 

that case we should require to have rove ar. rove éoy., or at least rode icy. 

ar., because toy. would necessarily be the emphatic word ; and at any rate, 

looked at generally, this would give us an inappropriate and unhistorical 
contrast between the experiences of the later apostles and those of the first. 
-—anédegev] not : fecit, reddidit, but : He has set us forth, presented us as last, 
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caused us to appear as such before the eyes of the world (see the following 
Géarpov x.7.A.). Comp. 2 Thess. ii. 4; Plat. Cone. p. 179 C; Dem. 687. 

11; Xen. Occ. v. 10 ; Wyttenbach, ad Plat. Phaed. p. 72 C. — d¢ éxfavar.] 
as men condemned to death, so that we appear as such. How true in view of 
their constant exposure to deadly perils! Comp. xv. 80 f. ; 2 Cor. xi. 28 
ff. Tertullian’s rendering (de pudic. 14): ‘‘veluti bestiarios,” although 

adopted by Beza, Calvin, Grotius, Cornelius 2 Lapide, Michaelis, Schrader, 

and others, is an arbitrary limitation of the meaning. The correct expla- 
nation is given by Chrysostom and Theophylact. Comp. Dion. Hal. vii. 35. 
— bri Gfarpov éyev. x.r.A.] serves to make good the statement from duxa to 

émBav. ; hence it is a mistake to write 6, rx and connect it with @éarp., a8 
Hofmann conjectures should be done (‘‘ which spectacle we have in truth 
become to the world”). The meaning is: seeing that we have become a spec- 

tacle, etc. Oéarpov is here like @éa or Oéapa, as Aesch. Dial. Socr. iii. 20: 
Ach. Tat. I. p. 55. Comp. @earpivesba:, Heb. x. 88 ; éxOearpifeaba:, Polyb. iii. 
91. 10, v. 15. 2. — «ai ayy. x. avOp.] specializes the 7 xéouy : to the whole 

world, both angels and men. The inhabitants of heaven and of earth gaze 
upon our hardships and persecutions as on a spectacle. — The word éyyedor in 
the N. T., standing absolutely, is never used of the good and bad angels taken 
together (this against Zeger, Bengel, Olshausen, a/.), nor of the bad alone 
(this against Vatablus, Estius, Calovius, Wolf, and others, including Flatt 
and Neander), but always only of the angels xar éfoyf#y, 7.¢. of the good 

angels (comp. on Rom. viii. 38). Where it refers to the bad angels, it 
always has some addition defining it so (Matt. xxv. 41 ; 2 Cor. xii. 7; 2 
Pet. ii. 4; Jude 6). Hahn’s objection is a trifling one (Theol. d. N. T. I. 
p. 261) : that the angelic world generally is mcant ; comp. also Hofmann. 
Yes, but the evil angels are no longer therein ; see on Eph. ii. 2. Some 
have thought that we must bring in the dad angels, because 6éarpov involves 

the idea : a subject of mirth and mockery. But this is purely arbitrary. The 
particular interest felt by the spectators in the drama of the apostolic fort- 
unes might be very various, and even opposite in its nature ; it is not here 
taken into consideration at all. Theodoret says well: mraow cig Sewpiav 
apéxectat Ta Huétepa’ GyyeAoe pév yap tiv yuetEpav avdpiav Yavudlovolr, tov dé 

évbpdruv ol wev Eghdovrat Toic yuerEpore radHpaocy, of dé ovvadyovor pév, Emrapdvat 

dé ovx ioxbovory. The way in which the angels come in here, therefore, must 
not be regarded as simply proverbial and figurative (Baur). (Kk) 

Ver. 10. What very different sort of people ye are from us! — pwpol dia X.] 
for, because we concern ourselves about nothing else save Christ the cruci- 
fied, are bent on knowing Him only, and on having nothing to do with the 
world's wisdom (comp. ii. 2), we are foolish, weak-minded men, for Christ’s 
sake. Comp. i. 18, 25. — ¢péviyor vy X.] wise men are ye in your connection 

with Christ, sagacious, enlightened Christians | Observe, that Paul could 
not write again did X. ; the Christian pseudo-wisdom had other motives. 
The nature of the irony, ‘‘ plena aculeis” (Calvin), with which he scourges 
the worldly state of things at Corinth, does not allow us to supply anything 
else here but éouév and éoré. —doeveic] weak and poverless. For in trem- 
bling and humility they came forward, making little of human agency, 
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trusting for all success to the simple word of Christ. Ye, on the contrary, 
are icyupol, men of power, able to take up an imposing attitude and to carry 
through great things. Comp. ii. 8; 2 Cor. xiii. 2 ff, x. 10. By an arbi- 
trary limitation, Chrysostom, Theophylact, Grotius, and Estius refer ac. 
to their sufferings: ‘‘Quia multa mala patimur, nec resistimus quod est 

infirmitatis,” and icy. : ‘‘Mala, si qua occurrunt, facile repellitis,” Estius. 
— tvdofor] celebrated, highly honoured personages ; Stiyor: unhonoured, despised, 

Matt. xiii. 57; Hom. Jl. i. 516 ; Plato, Legg. vi. p. 774 B, Huthyd. p. 281 

C. — In the last clause the first person is the subject of the sarcastic an- 
tithesis, because Paul means now to speak at more length regarding the 

apostles. 
Vv. 11-18. Down to the present hour this despised condition of ours 

continues uninterruptedly, manifesting itself also (xai) in all manner of pri- 
vations, sufferings, and humiliations. — The assumption that we are not to 

understand this dype ry¢ dpre Gpac, as also we dors in ver. 18,’ in a strictly 

literal sense, is rash, seeing that, even apart from the fact that we have no 
other means of knowing the precise position of Paul at that time (comp. @ 
Cor: xi. 27), he is speaking here not of himself alone, but of the position of 
the apostles in general. — yupryretopev] i.e. we lack necessary raiment. Comp. 
on yuouvég in Matt. xxv. 36 ; Jas. ii. 15; and Theile in loc. The cerd, as 

used both in this sense and of being lightly armed, belongs to the later 
Greek. The form yvumretoyey (Lachmann and Tischendorf), although 
vouched for by a majority of the codd., is nothing but an ancient clerical 
error ; see Fritzsche, de conform. Lahem. p. 21. — xodagif.] quite literally : 
we are beaten with fists. Comp. Matt. xxvi. 67; 1 Pet. ii. 20; 2 Cor. xii. 7. 
A concrete representation of rude maltreatment in general. — aorartoipev] we 
are unsettled, have no abiding dwelling-place, Rufinus, Hp. 20. Theo- 
phylact : tAavvéueda, gebyouev. — xomidpev x.t.A.] we toil hard, working with 

our own hands. Comp. as regards Paul, ix. 6 ff. ; 2 Cor. xi. 7 ff. ; 1 Thess. 
ii. 9 ff. ; 2 Thess. iii. 8 ; Acts xx. 84; and who is in a position to deny 
that others of the apostles too acted in the same way ? Paul includes this 
among the elements of their despised condition, which he adduces ; and 
he had a right to do so, for it was such in the eyes of the world, which 
could not and would not recognize and honour so noble a self-denial. — 
Aodop. ebAoy. x.t.A.] The picture of the ignominious condition of the apos- 
tles is continued, and its effect heightened by the contrast of their demean- 
our. We are so utterly empty and void of all honour with others, that as 
respects those who revile (insult, see Dissen, ad Dem. de Cor. p. 294), per- 
secute, and slander us (dvog7pu., see the critical remarks, and comp. 1 Macc. 
vii. 41 ; Aesch. Ag. 1078 ; Soph. #7. 1182; Eur. Heracl. 600), we do not 
in any wise defend ourselves or seek vengeance against them (as men do 
who have honour to vindicate and maintain) ; but, on the contrary, wish 
good to our revilers, remain quiet and patient towards our persecutors, and 

1 The two expressions are synonymous; tained by Tittmann, Synon. p. 88 ff., is 
henoe, too, this passage isa proof thatthe erroneous. See Fritzsche, ad Rom. I. p. 
distinction between dxp: and méxp:, main- 908 ff. 
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give beseeching words to our slanderers.' Whether Paul says this in remem- 
brance of the words of Jesus in Matt. v. 44, Luke vi. 27 f., which became 
known to him by tradition (Riickert and others), is very dubious, consider- 

ing the difference of expression ; but the disposition required by Jesus lived 
in him, — d¢ reptxaddpyara x.r.A.) Delineation, as a whole, of the condition 

hitherto—from ver. 11 onwards—sketched in single traits: We have become 
as out-eweepings of the world, i.e. our experience has become such, as though 
we were the most utterly worthless of existing things, like dirt which men 
have swept off from the face of the world. The xécyoc is the world of men 
(Rom. iii. 6, v. 12), corresponding to the révrwy which follows. IepsxéSappua 
(from zep:xadaipw, to cleanse round about, on every side) means guwisquiliae, 

what one removes by cleansing, both in a litcral sense and figuratively, like 
our offecourings, scum (Arrian. Diss. Epict. iii. 22. 78). The simple xcédapya 
is more common ; and it especially is often found in this figurative sense in 
Demosthenes and later writers (see Wetstein, Loesner, Obss. p. 276 f. ; comp. 

also Kiihner, II. p. 26). With this rendering Erasmus, H. Stephanus, 
Beza, Estius, and others, including, Riickert, de Wette, Ewald, Maier, 

Neander, Hofmann, are content, following Theodoret, Theophylact, ‘and 
Oecumenius. Kavddpyata, however, is likewise used to denote those who, 

in times of plague and other public calamities, were offered up to expiate the 
wrath of the gods (see Schol. ad Arist. Plut. 454 ; Bos, Hzercitatt. p. 125 ff. ; 
Munth. Obes. ¢ Diod. p. 821 f.), and in Prov. xxi. 18, mepixdYapua corre- 

sponds to the Hebrew 193, while epixa9app6e, too, in Plato, Legg. vii. p. 

815 C, means lustratio, and mepixadaprhpiov in Hesychius (sub voce Seduara), 

8 sacrifice for purification ; and, on these grounds, Luther and many others 
(among them Pott, Olshausen, Osiander) assume that Paul refers here to 

that Greek sacrificial custom (see especially Photius, Quaest. Amphil. 155), 

and means by repixdd. expiatory sacrisices,—the idea of ‘‘ reprobate, utterly 
worthless men” being at the same time essentially involved, inasmuch as 
such men were taken for sacrifices of that nature (see Bos and Grotius). 
According to this view, the sense would be : ‘‘contemnimur ut homines, 
qui ad iram Deorum ab omnibus hominibus avertendam sacrificio offerun- 
tur,” Pott ; and Olshausen asserts, in spite of the dc, that Paul ascribes a 

certain power even to his sufferings. Now the current and constant word 
for the erpiatory offering is xé¥apya (not repixdYapyua);* but, even supposing 
that Paul had conceived repixaSépuara a8 piacula, he would in that case 

have again used the plural repipijuara in the next clause, for repiynya is sy- 

nonymous with repixdVapua, and each individual would be a piaculum. If, 
on the other hand, he conceived repexadépuara as offecourings, castings away, 

he could very suitably interchange this phrase afterwards with the collect- 

1 Hapaxadotuey: belng slandered, we en- 
treat. See regarding rapaxad., fo entreat, 

Bleek on Hed. II. 1, p. 454 ff. Theophylact 

Compare rather 2 Macc. xili. 283: rods "Ioviéa- 

love wapexdAecev, he gave good words to the 
Jews. 

puts it happily : wpqorépors Adyous wai padax- 

Ticats aperBoneda, Comp. Acts xvi. 80. Gro- 
tius explains it : Deum pro ipeis precamur. 
But Deum and pro ipsis are unwarrantably 

‘nserted on tbe ground of Matt. v. 10, 44. 

* Hence Valckenaer holds the reading of 
Q, min., sowepei xaddppara, to be the true 
one, because Paul “‘ritus Graecos noverat 
et linguam.*’ 
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ive singular (rubbish). —mdvruv mepip.] The refuse of all. The emphasis 
lies on wavrwv, and o¢ is to be supplied again before it. Iepiyyya (what is 
removed by wiping) being substantially the same in meaning with rep- 

xé8apya (see Photius, s.o., Tob. v. 18, and Fritzsche in loc.), has been as 
variously interpreted by the commentators. —éu¢ dpr:] belongs to éyevi¥., 
and repeats with emphatic force at the close of the description the selfsame 
thought with which it had began in ver. 11.— The torrent is at an end ; 
now again we have the gentle stream of fatherly kindness, which, however, 

in ver. 18 once more swells into sternness and threatening. Observe how 
Paul at this point abandons the comprehensive plural form (queic), in order 
now at the close of the section to make his readers feel again, in the most 
impressive way, that personal relation of his to them, which he, as being 

the founder of the church, was entitled in truth to urge on their attention, 
despite of all the party-strife which had crept in. 

Vv. 14-21. Receive this censure (from ver. 7 onwards) not as meant to put 
you utterly to shame, but as an admonition from your spiritual father, whom ye 

ought to copy (vv.14-16), for which cause I have also sent Timothy to you (ver. 
17%). But I—this by way of warning to those who are puffed up !—hope soon to 
come to you myself ; am Ito come'to punish, or in gentleness (vv. 18-21) ? 

Ver. 14. Ovx évrpéxwy] The common interpretation is the correct one : 
not putting you to shame, not in such a way as tq shame you, write I this 
(vv. 8-13). The participle, however, is not the same as an infinitive, but the 
meaning is: I shame you not by what Iam now writing to you. See Heind. 
ad Phaed. p. 249 f. ; Stallbaum, ad Plat. Rep. p. 495 D; Matthiae, p. 
1289. Riickert prefers keeping to the general sense of humbling, moving 
greatly ; but why should we, when we have in 2 Thess. iii. 14, Titus ii. 8, 
1 Cor. vi. 5, xv. 84, the perfectly distinctive Pauline notion of the word ? 
Comp. also Diog. L. ii. 29; Ael. V. H. iii. 17. And just because Paul 
feels the shaming element in his rebuke for the Corinthians, does he point 
out, so as to further the moral effect of his bitter words, what according to 

his idea his rebuke essentially is, not a putting to shame, but a fatherly ad- 
monition. Bengel says well : ‘‘ Exquisita ém:fepareia . . . Saepe quendam 
quasi leporem apostolus salva gravitate apostolica adhibet.” — vovSera] The 
kindly intention of the admonition is not conveyed in the word by itself (see 
on Eph. vi. 4, and comp. eg. Plato, Pol. vill. p. 560 A: vowSerofrytuy re 
cal xaxiCévrur, Legg. ix. p. 879 D ; Dem. 798. 19, al.), but in the context. 
Comp. Acts xx. 31. Plato, Huthyd. p. 284 E: voviera o° éraipov. The 
construction is varied so as to give us not the participle again, but the in- 
dicative (as the opposite of évrpéruv ypdgu, taken together), whereby the an- 

tithesis is made independent and so more emphatic. See Hermann, ad 
Hymn. Hom. p. 125. Ktthner, ITI. p. 428. 

Ver. 15 justifies the d¢ réxva uov dyar. vovderd. — For suppose ye hare ten 

thousand tutors in Christ. On pvplovc,’ compare Matt. xviii. 24 ; 1 Cor. xiv. 
19. — Respecting the paedagogi among the Grecks and Romans (comp. }2%, 

? The distinction drawn by the old gram- without foundation. See Buttmann, aus- 
marians between ~vpco (a numeral proper) (/iAri. Sprachl. I. p. 284; Ellendt, Lex. Soph. 

and pvpio: (an indefinitely large number) is _—s‘IT. p. 144. 
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2 Chron. xxvii. 82 ; 2 Kings x. 1, 5 ; Esth. ii. 7 ; Rosenmfiller, Morgent. VI. 
p. 272), who, for the most part slaves, had it in charge to educate and give 
constant attendance upon boys till they came of age, see Wetstein and 
Hermann, Privatalterth. § 84. 15 ff. The name is here given jiguratively to 
the later workers in the church, the roriZovreg (iii. 6-8), the érocxodopobvrec 
(iii. 10 ff.), in respect of their carrying on its further Christian develop- 
ment, after Paul (its father) had founded it, had given to it Christian life, 

had begotten it spiritually. Since the essential nature of the delineation 
here allowed of no other word alongside of zarépac except raiday., and since, 

moreover, Apollos also was reckoned among the za:dayéyorc, we are not 

warranted in finding here expressed the idea of imperious and arrogant lead- 
ership on the part of the heads of parties (Beza, Calvin, and others, including 
Pott, Heydenreich, de Wette, Osiander). Compare, too, Erasmus : ‘ paed- 

agogus saevit pro imperio.” It is not even the inferior love of the later 
teachers (Chrysostom, Theophylact) that Paul wishes to make his readers 

sensible of, but only his rights asa father, which can be in no way impaired 

by all who subsequently entered the same field. — aA2’ ot r. rar.) 8c. &yere. 
The aaaé after a hypothetical protasis is the a¢ of emphatic contrast, on the 
other hand (Nigelsbach on the Iliad, p. 43, ed. 8; Baeumlein, Partik. p. 11; 

Klotz, ad Devar. p. 98), and that, too, without a restrictive yé, in the sense 

of at certe ; see Kihner, ad Xen. Anab. vii. 7. 43. —év ydp Xpior@ x.7.4.] 4.6. 

Sor in the life-fellowship of Jesus Christ no other than I myself has begotten you, 
through the gospel. Just as év Xpiord, in the first half of the verse, conveys 
the specific distinction of the wadayéyouc Zxecv ; 80 here, and that with tho 

emphatic addition of "Iyooi, it conveys that of the moral generation, which 

has taken place, not out of Christ, but in Him as the element of its being ; 
and d:a2 row ebayyeA. (comp. 1 Pet. i. 28) is the means whereby this establish- 

ment of their existence in the Christian sphcre of life has been brought 
about. In both these respects it differs from physical generation. The 
antithetic emphasis of the éyé forbids us to refer év X. 'I. to the person of 
the apostle: ‘‘in my fellowship with Christ, i.e. as His apostle” (de Wette, 
comp. Grotius, Calovius, Flatt, al.). — éévvyea] Comp. ver. 17 ; Philem. 10 ; 
Gal. iv. 19. Sanhedr. f. 19. 2: ‘‘ Quicunque filium socii sui docet legem, 
ad eum scriptura refert, tanquam si eum genuisset.” 

Ver. 16. Otv] since I am your father. — pup. p. yiv.] become imitators of me. 
Paul does not add any more precise definition as to the matter (‘in cura tu- 
tandae in ecclesia tum unitatia tum sanctitatie,” Grotius thinks, but without 

warrant in the context); but the connection of the passage, after vv. 6—13, 

leaves no room for doubt that he has in view the discarding of conceit and 
self-seeking, and the putting on of humility and self-denial. — As regards 
the phrase iy. yiv., comp. xi. 1; 1 Thess. i. 6, ii. 14; Eph. v. 1 ; Phil. 
iii. 17 ; and as regards the idea, Xen. Mem. i. 6. 8 : of deddaxado: rove pabyrac 

piuntag éavray arodeckviovery. 

Ver. 17. Acad rovro] namely, in order to further among you this state of 
things meant by peu. uw. yiv. Chrysostom, Theophylact, Piscator, Riickert, 

Maier, make it refer to ver. 15: ‘‘on this ground, because I am your 
father.” But that would convert ver. 16, quite arbitrarily, into a strange 
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parenthetical interpolation. — érezwa itp. Tiu.] See Introd. § 2. He had 
already started upon his journey, but was not to arrive until after this 
Epistle had reached Corinth, xvi. 10 ; hence he must not be regarded as 
the bearer of it (Bleek). —réxvov pov] comp. 1 Tim. i. 2, 18 ; 2 Tim. i. 2. 

The father sends to his children (ver. 14 f.) their brother, specially dear 
and faithful to himself, in whom, therefore, they too may have full trust. 

From the quite definite reference of réxvq in ver. 14, comp. ver. 15, we are 

warranted in assuming with confidence that Timothy had been converted by 
Paul ; his conversion, since in all likelihood he was from Lystra (see on Acts 

xvi. 1), being probably comprised in the statement in Acts xiv. 6, 7; for 
in Acts xvi. 1 he is already a Christian. —év Kvpiy] specifies the character- 
istic relation in which Timothy is his beloved and faithful child (comp. 
Eph. vi. 21); for apart from the fellowship in faith and life with Christ, 
there is no relationship of father and son subsisting between Paul and Tim- 
othy at all. The expression is therefore not essentially different from év 

aioret, 1 Tim. i. 2. Comp. i. 8. —avapvfoe] for the Corinthians seemed to 
have forgotten it.1—rd¢ ddob¢ uov rac tv X.] t.¢. the paths, which I tread in 

Christ (as my sphere of activity), ¢.¢. in the service of Christ. The aim in 
view (d:@ rovro) is to lead them to imitate the apostle by reminding them of 
the whole way and manner, in which he conducted himself in his calling alike 
personally and relatively ; for must not the recalling of that conduct vindi- 

cate his character, so much misunderstood and depreciated in Corinth, and 
place it in such a light as would show it to be worthy of imitation ? more 
especially in respect of his self-denial and humility, so far removed from the 

arrogance and self-seeking of the Corinthians. — xa#i¢] is commonly taken as 

defining more precisely what has been already stated in a general way, as dc 

does in Rom. xi. 2, Luke xxiv. 20, Thuc. i. 1, and frequently elsewhere. 
See Bornemann in Lwe. p. 141. But xaféc means sicut (Vulgate), like the 

classical xa6é or xaférep : even as, in such fashion, as." We must therefore 
abide by the meaning of the word, and interpret : he will recall to your 
memories my official conduct in such fashion, as I teach in all places ; 4.¢e. he 
will represent it to you not otherwise than as it is everywhere exemplified in 
me by my capacity as a teacher, not otherwise therefore than in correspond- 

ence with the invariable method in which I discharge the vocation of my 
life, not otherwise, in short, than as it actually is everywhere. In this way 
xafoc refers not to the contents of diddoxw, nor to the mode of preaching 
(neither of which would stand in a relation of practical significance to up. 
p. ylv.), but to the peculiarity of character as a whole, which distinguished 
Paul in his work as a teacher. — avr. év 7. éxxd.] This emphatic state- 
ment, with its double description, gives additional weight to the example 
to be imitated. Comp. Acts xvii. 80, xxi. 28. 

Vv. 18. As though now I were not coming to you, some are puffed up. It is 

1 That Paul does not use d&ddfe,to avold atréwras ydp éyeydveacay ris dxocroAjKis 
giving offence, because Timothy was still  aperis. 
young (Chrysostom, Theophylact), is an 2 Billroth renders it rightly : codem modo, 
imagination pure and simple. Theodoret wo, but inserts quite unwarrantably an 
says aptly: Ajdny 82 abroy b Adyos earyyope:s tyes after the quo. 
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likely that these boasters, who belonged more probably to the Apollonians 
than to the Christ-party (ver. 19 f.), believed and affirmed that the apostle 
had not the courage to appear againin Corinth (2 Cor. x.1); and it is to pre- 
vent their being strengthened in their delusion by the mission of Timothy 
that Paul now adds these remarks, vv. 18-20. Hence we are not to make 

the new section begin here (Tertullian and Theodoret referred égvo. rivers 
even to the incestuous person, v. 1, and Theophylact makes it include a 

reference to him); on the contrary, it breaks upon us suddenly, like a 
thunderstorm, in v. 1.— Upon dé as the fourth word in a sentence, see 

Winer, p. 519 [E. T. 699]. — dc, as, denotes: on the assumption that ; see 

Matthiae, p. 1320. It introduces the ground of the é¢vo.w#. from the point 

of view of those that were puffed up. Comp. Kiihner, IH. p. 374 ; Lobeck, 
ad Soph, Aj. 281. —épyopu.] not for éAevaouévov (Flatt), but indicative of the 

subsisting relation. ‘‘ Paul is not coming” was their conception, and this 
made them bold and boastful ; g:Aapyiac yap rd éyxAnua ty épnuig row didacxdAov 

eic ardévorav xexpqoba, Chrysostom. — rivé¢] as in xv. 12. 

Ver. 19. ’EAcicouaz dé] the contrast emphatically put first : come, however, 
I will, — rayfoc] Comp. Phil. ii. 24; 2 Tim. iv. 9. As to how long he 
thought of still remaining in Ephesus, see xvi. 8. —é Ktpcoc] to be under- 
stood not of Christ, but of God.’ Sce the critical remarks on Rom. xv. 82. 
Comp. Rom. i. 10; Jas. iv. 15. — yvécouza:] what and how the boasters speak 
(rdv Aédyov), Paul will,.on his approaching visit, leave wholly without notice ; 

but as regards the amount of energy put forth by them in producing results 
for the kingdom of God, of that he will take knowledge. — rv dbvapu. |] namely, 

their power of working for the advancement of the Bao. r. Geot, ver. 20. 
To explain it as referring to the power of miracles (Chrysostom, Theophylact ; 
not Grotius), or to the power of their virtues (Theodoret, Pelagius, Justin), is 

contrary to the context. Comp. what Paul says of himself in 1 Thess. i. 5. 

This practically effective might, which has for its primary condition the 

true power of the Spirit (of which de Wette understands it ; we may recall 
Paul himself, Luther, etc.), was what the boasters seemed to have, but they 

let the matter rest at words, which were altogether lacking in the strength 
to effect anything. How wholly otherwise it was with Paul himself ! 
Comp. ii. 4 ; 2 Cor. vi. 7. 

Ver. 20. Justification of the yrdcoua: ob rév Adyov x.r.A. by an axiom. — éy 
Aéyy and év duvéuec describe wherein the Baorreia has its causal basis ; it has 

the condition of its existence not in speech, but in power (see on ver. 19). 
Comp. on ii. 5. The Baoideia rod Oot, again, is not here, as it never is clse- 

where (see on Matt. iii. 2, vi. 10), and in particular never in Paul’s writings 
(neither in this passage nor in Rom. xiv. 7 ; Col. i. 18, iv. 11 ; see on these 

verses), the church, or the kingdom of God in the ethical sense (Neander : 

‘‘the fellowship of the divine life, which is brought about by fellowship 
with the Redeemer”), but the Messianic kingdom, in which, at its expected 

(speedy) manifestation, those only can become members who are truly 

1 [But as the Apostle so constantly uses suppose a reference to the will of Christ.— 
this word as a distinctive title of theSon T. W.C.] 
(cf. vv. 4, 5), if seems more natural here to 
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believing and truly sanctified (Col. iii. 8 f. ; Phil. iv. 18-21 ; Eph. v. 5, 
al.). (Lu) But faith and holy living are not established by high-soaring 
speech (not by rd év roig¢ Adyoe gavrdoyara, Plat. Soph. p. 234 E), but by 
divauec, which is able effectively to procure gain for the kingdom (Col. 1. 

28 f.; 1 Thess. i. 5 ; 1 Cor. ix. 19ff. ; 2 Cor. x. 4f.). 

Ver. 21. As the conclusion of the entire section, we have here another 
warning useful for the readers as a whole, indicating to them the practical 
application which they generally were to make of the assurance of his 

speedy coming. Lachmann, followed by Hofmann (after Oecumenius, 
Cajetanus, Beza, Calvin), begins the new section with ver. 21. But this 
appears hardly admissible, since chap. v. 1 commences without any con- 

nective particle (such as aAAd, or dé, or ydp),' and since, too, in v. 1 ff. there 

is no further reference to the speedy arrival of the apostle. — 1] in the sense 
of xérepov. Comp. Plato, Phil. p. 52D, and Stallbaum in loc. He fears the 

first, and wishes the second. ‘‘ Una quidem charitas est, sed diversa in di- 
versis operatur,” Augustine. — év 548dw] witha rod ; but this is no Hebraism, 

for év denotes in pure Greek the being provided with. Heb. ix. 25; 1 John 
v. 6. See Matthiae, p. 1840; Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 284 [E. T. 330]. 

Comp. Ecclus. xlvii. 4: éy 1/@y, armed with astone. Lucian, D. M. xxiii. 
8: xafixduevoc tv r9 PéBdy. Themeaning of the figurative phrase, borrowed 
as it is from the relation of father, is: év xoAdce:, év tipwpig, Chrysostom. — 

&140] am I to come? See Winer, p. 268 [E. T. 356]. Chrysostom puts it 
happily: év tiuiv rd mpayua xeitac, — mvevpart re tpaor.|] not: with ‘‘a gentle 
spirit” (Luther, and most interpreters), so that rvetua would be the subjec- 
tive principle which should dispose the inner life to this quality ; but: 107th 
the Spirit of gentleness, so that rvetyua is to be understood, with Chrysostom 

and Theophylact, of the Holy Spirit ; and xpaor. denotes that specific effect 
of this rveiza (Gal. v. 22) which from the context is brought peculiarly into 
view. So in all the passages of the N. T. where wveiua, meaning the Holy 

Spirit, is joined with the genitive of an abstract noun ; and in each of these 
cases the connection has indicated which effect of the Spirit was to be 
named. Hence He is called rveipa rie adnbeiag (John xv. 26, xvi. 18; 

1 John iv. 6), viofeciag (Rom. viii. 15), rie ricrews (2 Cor. iv. 18), copiag (Eph. 
1. 17), dvvdyeuc «.7.2. (2 Tim. i. 7), just according as the one or other effect 
of His working is exhibited by the context as characteristic of Him. Re- 
specting the present passage, comp. vi. 1. It is to be observed, morcover, 
that the apostolic rod of discipline too is wielded in the power of the 
Holy Spirit, so that the selfsame Spirit works as a Spirit of gentleness 
and of corrective severity : éore yap rveipua mpadryrog Kai rvevpa avornpdryros, 

Chrysostom. Comp. on Luke ix. 55. — Instead of the form zpaéryc, Lach- 
mann and Tischendorf have, in every passage in which it occurs in Paul’s 
writings, the later xpatry¢ (except that in Gal. vi. 1 Lachmann retains 
mpaérne ; see regarding both, Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 403 f.). The change is 
justified by weighty testimony, especially that of A BC (although they are 

1 For to regard vy. 1 as an anewer which in view of ri déAere alone, is not even logi- 
Paul gives to himseif unto hisown question, cally practicable. 
as Hofmann does, is a forced device, which, 
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not unanimous in the case of all the passages). In the other places in which 
it is found, Jas. i. 21, iii. 13, 1 Pet. iii. 15, mpatryc¢ is undoubtedly the true 
reading. 

Nores spy American Eprror. 

(3) Paul's irony. Ver. 8. 

The natural force of this verse is not to be denied or evaded, As Calvin 

says, the Apostle, after seriously and without figures of speech repressing the 
vain confidence of the Corinthians, proceeds ironically to deride them. Nor 

is this the only place in Scripture where such language occurs. It is to be 

found in the Old Testament (1 Kings xviii. 27, Job xii. 1, etc.), and also in the 
Second Epistle to the Corinthians (xi. 19, 20). And experience seems to show 

that there are occasions when no other form of speech will answer, and yet of 

course this is not to be lightly assumed. The Bible gives no warrant fora 
continuous or even prevailing tone of irony orsatire. As Burke said of another 

matter, an extreme medicine must not be turned into one’s daily bread. Per- 

haps the rule laid down by Hodge (in loc.) is sufficient to answer the purpose. 

‘‘If the thing assailed be both wicked and foolish, and if the motive be, not 

the desire to give pain, but to convince and convert,’ the use of these danger- 

ous weapons is justifiable, 

(K) The spectacle to the universe. Ver. 9. 

The imagery in this striking verse is evidently drawn from the games in the 
amphitheatre, so familiar to the Roman world. The phrase ‘‘ appointed to 
death” seems naturally to suggest the gladiators who came out into the arena 

and saluted the ruler of the spectacle, calling themselves morituri, about to 

die. In the writer's view, he and his fellow-apostles were led forth, not sim- 

ply before the gaze of the thousands or tens of thousands gathered under the 

open sky ins huge structure of wood or stone, but upon the world's broad 
stage, where all created beings, from men up to angels, gaze with wonder upon 

the dreadful death-struggle, while the selfish Corinthians sat by, unconcerned 
and unmoved at the awful spectacle. Stanley quotes Seneca's description 

(Provid. iii.) of the wise man struggling with fate : ‘‘ Ecce spectaculum dignum 
ad quod respiciat intentus operi suo Deus.” Butthe Apostle represents God 
as the One who appointed the spectacle, and all other beings as lookers-on in 

wonder and sympathy. 

(x) The ‘‘ Kingdom of God.” Ver. 20. 

The author’s restriction of this term to the Messianic Parousia is one of the 

few peculiarities (another is his insisting that iva must always be construed as 

telic, in order that) which are a drawback to his general excellence. The term 
here may just as well denote the existing church as its final manifestation in 

the great day ; nay, it should rather have that meaning, to bring out the full 
force of the Apostle’s argument. The best rebuke of the offensive inflation of 

his adversaries, who boasted instead of working, was to assure them that the 

present administration of God's cause in the earth was not in profession only, 

but attended with divine power. That such would be the case hereafter they 

might easily admit, but what was needed was to render them sensible of its 

divine efficacy now and here. 

i 
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CHAPTER VY. 

Ver. 1. After 26veory Elz. has évoudlera:, which is defended by Matthaci and 
Reiche, but in the face of quite decisive evidence. Supplied, perhaps from 

Eph. v. 8. Equally decisive is the evidence against éfap$g, ver. 2 (Elz.). From 

ver. 13. — Ver. 2. srosgoac] Riick. and Tisch. read zpdiac, which Griesb. too, 

recommended, with AC &, min. Or.? Manes (in Epiph.), Epiph. Bas. The 
external evidence is pretty evenly balanced. But at all events the phrase maeiv 

épyov was very familiar to the transcribers from the N. T. ; hence rpdfac should 

have the preference. — Ver. 3. azav] Elz. Scholz, Tisch. have oc az., against A 

BC D* &, min. and several vas. and Fathers. According to the analogy of the 
o¢ tapév which follows, o¢ (as embracing the whole druv . . . rvevu.) was first 

of all written on the margin, and then taken into the text. — Ver. 4. ’Iyooi alone 
(without Xprorod) is the reading in both cases of A B D, Aeth. Clar. Lucif., and, 

as regards the second, of several other vas. and Fathers. So also Lachm. Riick. 

and Tisch. Rightly ; the solemn character of the address gave occasion to the 

addition of Xprorob. — Ver. 5. roi Kupiov Incod] So also &. Riickert reads rod 
Kup. nuov "I, Xpiorov, with evidence of considerable weight in favour of it, but 

probably taken from i. 8. Lachm. brackets judy ’I. X.; for B, Or. (thrice) 
Tert. (twice) Epiph. Aug. (once) Hilar. Pacian, have simply rod Kupiav. So 
Tisch. But since 'Inood occurs in all the other witnesses except those few, and 

since their discrepancies concern only #uev and Xpicroi, the Rec. ros’ Kupiov 

‘Incov should be retained ; for 'Ijcot might very easily be overlooked, espe- 
cially where four words, one after another, end in OY. — Ver. 6. (vyoi] The 

various readings JoAot (D*, Bas. Hesych., recommended by Griesb.) and ¢Ozipec 

(Lat. in Ceralar. ; corrumpit: Vulg. Clar. and Latin Fathers) are interpretations. 
— Ver. 7. After éxxa0dp, Elz. has ody, against a great preponderance of evidence. 

A connective addition, as are also xaf before ovin ver. 10, and «ai before éfap. 

in ver. 13. After juav Elz. and Scholz read drép #udv, contrary to decisive tes- 

timony. An inappropriate (for the apostle is speaking only of the death of 
Christ in itself, see Reiche, Comm. crit. I. p. 161 ff.) dogmatic gloss. — Ver. 10 4 

dp7r.} xa? Gpw. is the reading of almost all the uncials and Clar. Boern. (so Lachm. 

Rick. and Tisch.) ; 4 was mechanically taken up from the context. — Ver. 11. 
Instead of 9 before mépv. Elz. has 7, contrary to Syr. utr. Erp. Copt. Vulg. Ir. 

Tert. Chrys. and many other Fathers, also some min. The 4, which occurs in 

B** D &, came in mechanically from the succeeding context. — Ver. 12. xai] is 
wanting in ABCFG ®, min. and several vss. and Fathers (suspected by 

Griesb., deleted by Lachm. and Rick.) ; the authorities which omit it are so 
decisive, that it must be regarded as an addition in favour of the apostolic 

power of discipline as respects those that are within. — Ver. 13. efapeire] éfapare, 
approved by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. Riick. and Tisch., has perfectly con- 
clusive evidence in its favour. The former reading has arisen from Dent, xxiv- 

7, @ passage which has also given origin to the weakly-attested xai before zeap- 

in Elz, 
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Peas os Reproof and apostolical judgment respecting an incestuous person in 
t urch. 

Ver. 1. The censure of the party-divisions is concluded. Without note 
of transition, but after the closing words of iv. 21 with all the more 
telling force, the discourse falls with severity at once upon another deep- 
seated evil in the church. — 8Awc] means simply in general, in univereum, as 

in vi. 7, xv. 29, Matt. v. 84, and in Greek writers ; it belongs to dxotera:, 80 

that to the general expression dAw¢ axotera: ropv. there corresponds the par- 
ticular xai roaity ropv., 8c. axoberat, The latter, however, is something worse 

than the former, hence the xai is intensive (Hartung, Partikell. I. p. 184; 

Baeumlein, Partik. p. 147) : One hears generally (speaking broadly) of forni- 

cation among you, and even of such fornication one hears among you, as is not 
Sound among the heathen themselves. To render it certainly (so as to indicate 

that it is no dubius rumor, sed res manifesta ; so Calvin, Beza, Piscator, 
Estius, Elsner, Calovius, Wolf, al.) or universally (Schrader, Ewald) is 

against the meaning of the word, which may, indeed, signify prorsus or 
omnino (Vulgate), but neither wbique nor certainly.’ Riickert thinks that it 

assigns the ground by means of a generalization for the thought which is to be 

supplied after iv. 21 : I fear that I shall have to use severity ; and that Paul 
would more fittingly have written youx. Thisis arbitrary, and even in point 
of logic doubly incorrect, because éAw¢ here introduces the report of a quite 
special offence, and therefore cannot assign a ground by generalization; and 

because, if the restrictive yorv would have been better in this passage, Paul 
in using the generalizing 5Awc must have expressed himself ¢llogically. — év 
iuiv] not : as occurring among you (comp. Ewald), for it is a defining state- 

ment which belongs to dxotera: ; but: one hears talk among you of fornica- 
tion, one comes to hear of it in your community. Paul expresses the state 

of things as it was perhaps made known to him by Chloe’s people (i. 11) or 

others who came from Corinth, and spoke to him in some such way as this : 
In the Corinthian church one learns the existence of fornication, etc. ; such 
things as these one is forced to hear of there ! — év roic¢ év.] aed and rév 
ini ovediler roig muaroic, Chrysostom. Regarding the prohibition among © 
the Jews: Lev. xvili. 8 ; Deut. xxii. 80; Philo, de spec. leg. p. 801; 

Michaelis, Mos. &. II. p. 206 ; Saalschiitz, Mos. R. p. 766 f. The instances 

of such mcest among the Greeks and Romans (see Maji Obss. I. p. 184) were 

exceptions contrary to law (sce Elsner, p. 90 ; Wetstein and Pott én loe.), and 

abhorred (Wetstein, 1.¢.).2— yuvaixa roi: warpdéc] i.e. 28 NWR, stepmother, 

Lev. xviii. 8, and the Rabbinical authorities in Lightfoot, p. 166. It was, 
no doubt, in view of the prohibition announced in Lev. xviii. 8 that Paul 
chose this form of expression (instead of the Greek designation pyrpvud), 

Gore ToAA® yaderrorepov mAgéat, Chrysostom. The departure from the usual 

arrangement of the words, too, yuvaixd tiva tov marpéc, puts an emphasis of 

ignominy upon yuvaixa. — éyecv] Many expositors, such as Calvin, Rickert, 

Neander, leave it undecided whether this refers to having her in marriage 

1 (The R. V. gives the sensehapplly bythe as acrime incredible, and, with the excep- 
term “ actually.’’—T. W. C.] tion of the case he is speaking of, unheard 

2 [Cicero (pro Cluentio, 5, 6) mentions it of.—T. W. C.] 
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(Vorstius, Michaelis, Billroth on 2 Cor. vii. 12, Maier) or in coneubinage 

(Grotius, Calovius, Dstius, Cornelius & Lapide, Pott, Olshausen, Osiander, 
Ewald, Hofmann). But in favour of the former there is, first of all, the fact 

that yw is never used in the N. T. in such a sense as that of the well-known 

éyw Aaida (Diog. Laert. ii. 75 ; Athen. xxii. p. 544 D), or ‘‘ quis heri Chrysi- 
dem habuit ?” (Terent. Andr. i. 1. 58), but always of possession in marriage ' 

(Matt. xiv. 4, xxii. 28; Mark vi. 18 ; 1 Cor. vii. 2, 29. Comp. 1 Macc. xi. 
9; Hom. Od. iv. 569 ; Herod. iii. 81 ; Thuc. ii. 29. 1 ; Xen. Cyr. i. 5. 4; 
Gregor. Cor. 981, ed. Schaef.; Maetzn. ad Lyeurg. p. 121) ; but further, 
and more especially, the use of the past tenses rocgoac, ver. 2, and xarepyacd- 

pevov, ver. 8, to designate the matter, which convey not the conception of 
illicit intercourse, but that of an incestuous marriage having actually taken 

place. Paul ranks this case under the head of ropveia (sce on Matt. v. 32) ; 
because, in the first place, he necded this general notion in order to describe 
the state of licentiousness subsisting at Corinth generally, and now further 

intends to designate definitely by x. rovairy wopy. x.r.A. the particular occur- 
rence which is included under this general category. Matt. v. 32, xix. 9, 

should have sufficed to keep Hofmann from asserting that ropveia proves the 
case not to have been one of adultery. The objection, again, that Pau] does 

not insist upon a divorce, is of no weight ; for he does insist upon excom- 
munication, and, after that had taken place, the criminal marriage—if the 
offender were not thereby sufficiently humbled to dissolve the connection of 

his own accord—would no longer concern the Christians (see vv. 12, 18). 
Another objection : How could the magistrates have tolerated such a 
marriage ? is obviated, partly by the consideration that in that large and 
morally corrupt city the magisterial eye was doubtless blind enough, espe- 

cially on the point of the xopivi:dfecOa: (see Introd. § 1) ;-and partly by re- 
membering the possibility that the offender, whether previously a Jew or— 
which is more likely—a heathen, having turned Christian, might put for- 
ward in his own defence before the tolerant magistracy the Rabbinical axiom 
that the becoming a proselyte, as a new birth, did away with the restrictions 
of forbidden degrees (Maimonides, Jebhamoth, f. 982; Michaelis, Hinl. 
§ 178, p. 1221 ; Ltibkert in the Stud. uv. Krit. 1885, p. 698 f.). Whether 

or not he belonged to one of the four partics (as, for example, to that of 
Apollos), we need not attempt to decide. See remark at the end of this 
chapter. — As to the wife of the incestuous person, nothing can be affirmed 
with certainty, and with probability only this, that she was not a Christian, 
else Paul would have censured her conduct also. Her former husband was 
still alive (so that she must have been divorced from or have deserted him), 

and was probably a Christian ; 2 Cor. vii. 12. 
Ver. 2. A question suddenly introduced with and, laying bare the incon- 

gruity of this state of things with the attitude previously noticed (see 
Hartung, Partikell. I. p. 146 f.). —tueic emphatic : Ye, the people among 
whom so disgraceful a thing can occur ; for xowdv rdévrov Td EynAnua ytyove, 

1 Even in John iv. 18, where, however, longs tothe passage, as applied to an irreg- 
the word must be kept in the peculiar ular, not real or legal marriage. 

significant mode of expression which be- 
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Chrysostom. — reguvo. tort] What is meant is the spiritual self-conceit 
already censured (iv. 6 ff., 18) regarding the lofty degree of Christian wis- 

dom and perfection in general, which they supposed themselves to have 
reached ; not pride in the incestuous person himself, who is conceived to 
have been a highly-esteemed teacher (Chrysostom, Theophylact, Grotius). 

— inevijo.] are fallen into distress (penitential mourning), for by reason of 
the fellowship between Christians (comp. xii. 26) ge: revOjoal, didre etg rd 

Kowvov THE éxxAnoiac 4 dtaBoA rpoexdproev, Theophylact, comp. Chrysostom. — 

iva ap0j x.t.A.] The design which, according to the apostle’s view, the éev@. 
ought to have had, and the attainment of which would have been its result, 
had it taken place : tn order that he might be removed, etc. It intensifies and 
completes the contrast with their conceited self-assurance, and leads appro- 
priately to the introduction of hie own judicial sentence, which comes in, ver. 
8, with ¢y® wav ydp «.7.A. 5 all the less, therefore, is iva ap0% x.r.A. to be re- 

garded as forming such a judicial utterance (Pott, Hofmann) standing forth 
with imperative independence : Away with him, etc. (sec on 2 Cor. viii.7). 
That does not come in until ver. 13. — fpyov] acinus, the nature of which is 

shown by the context. See Ellendt, Ler. Soph. I. p. 671.’ 

Ver. 8. 'Eyé pnév yép] introduces the independent resolution already ar- 

rived at by himself, and therewith the justification of the iva ap6 ; for he, 
Paul, for his part, has resolved already to inflict a yet heavier punishment upon 
him. Comp. also Winer, p. 422 [E. T. 568] ; the contents of vv. 8-5 corre- 
spond to the iva ap@y in its connection withxat . . . érev6fo. The bv solita- 
rium must be taken as meaning : J at least. See Hermann, ad Viger. p. 
841 f.; Wunder, ad Soph. Phil. 159 ; Hartung, Partikell. II. p. 418. —r¢ 
avebuate] Comp. ver. 4: rov éuotv mvetuaroc, hence not to be understood, as 

Chrysostom and: others hold,’ of the Holy Spirit, against which ro cdpare 
also militates, comp. vii. 34 ; Rom. vili. 10 ; Col. il. 5. — 967 xéxp. d¢ rapdyv] 

have made up my mind already, as though I were present (personally superin- 
tending your community).* — rév obrw rovto xatepy. | belongs to mdpad. rH Xar., 

ver. 5, so that, after the intermediate statements which follow, the object 

of the sentence is taken up again by rév rovrov in ver. 5 (hune talem in- 
quam), comp. 2 Cor. xii, 2. See Matthiae, p. 1045 ; Schaefer, Melet. p. 84. 

Bengel says happily : ‘‘Graviter suspensa manet et vibrat oratio usque ad 
ver. 5.” Not so happy is Hofmann’s view, that ray . . . xarepy. belongs to 
xéxpixa a8 an accusative of the object, whereupon rapadovva: x.7.A. 18 then set 

down to a mixing up of two constructions, this being coupled with an inap- 
propriate comparison of Mark xiv. 64. —otrw] after such fashion, in such a 
way. The way and manner thereby referred to as aggravating the offence 
were known to the readers, but are unknown to us. Respecting otrw in a 

1 [This verse is read as a question in the 
Syriac version and the Greek Fathers, and 
by Canon Evans in Speaker’s Com. The 
sense is the same.—T. W. C.] 

$ So, too, Holsten, z. Hv. d. Paul. u. Petr. 

p. 383. 
3 Were the as before deev the genuine 

reading,—and Hofmann persists in retain- 

ing it as such, notwithstanding that cod. &, 
too, has added its weight to the side of the 
overwhelming contrary testimony,—this o¢ 
might be very simply distinguished from 
that which stands before rape» in this way, 
that the first ws would mean as, and the 
second as if. 
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bad sense, see on John xviii. 22, and Bremi, ad Dem. Phil. I. p. 120. Pott 
and Olshausen explain it wrongly : ‘‘licet Christianus sit,” which is not im- 
plied in the text, and would state nothing special, for it was a matter of 
course that the person in question was not a non-Christian. — xarepy. | has per- 
petrated, more emphatic than wrorjoac, ver. 2. See on Rom. 1. 27. 

Ver. 4. Four different ways of dividing the verse are possible : either ty 
TO dvéu. belongs to ovvayO. and oiv rH duv. to mapadoiva: (Beza, Justinian, 

Calovius, Heydenreich, Billroth, Olshausen, Ewald, Hofmann), or both be- 
long to owayz@. (Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylact, Calvin, Grotius, 
Rickert), or both belong to rapadotva: (Mosheim, Pott, Flatt, Schrader, 

comp. also ‘Osiander) ; or év r. évéu. belongs to rapadovvar, and ody Tr. duvdy. 
to the participial clause. Against the second and third of these views, there 
is the fact that the symmetry of the address would be needlessly destroyed 
by bringing in the authority of Christ twice over in the one division, and 
not at all in the other ; against the first, again, there is this, that év r@ dvdy. 

x.T.A., a8 & solemn formula of apostolic enactment (2 Thess. iii. 6 ; Acts iii. 6, 

xvi. 18), links itself more suitably to the sense with rapadotva x.7.A. than 

with ovvayf. x.1r.A. (to the latter of which Matt. xviii. 20, ete rd 3v., might 

seem to offer not exactly a parallel, but still a similar representation). 
There remains therefore, as worthy of preference, the fourth method of con- 
necting the words (Luther, Castalio, Estius, Bengel, Maier, al. ; Neander 

with hesitation).' Against this, Hofmann objects that é 16 ovéuare x.1.A. 

ought not to have come in until after the participial clause ; but quite under 
a misapprehension, for it is plainly of set purpose, and with all reason and 
propriety, that the apostolic sentence bears, so to speak, on its very front the 
seal of his high and plenary authority. —ovvaxfévtuv . . . ’Inaov] after ye are 
assembled, and my spirit (note the emphatic r. éuoi), with the power of Jesus 
(‘‘qui nostram sententiam sua potentia reddet efficacem,” Erasmus, Par- 

aphr.). The substance of the thought, namely, which this whole statement 
sets before us with concrete vividness and solemnity, is the following : I 
have already resolved that ye hold an assembly of the church, in which ye shall 
consider me as present furnished with the power of Christ, and in this assembly 
shall declare: ‘‘ Paul, in the name of Christ, with whose power he is here spir- 
ttually in the midst of us, hereby delivers over the incestuous man unto Satan.” 
pine peotdv ovvexpéryoe dtxacripiov, Theodoret. — otv] denotes in efficient con- 
nection therewith, that is to say, the spirit of the apostle is present in the as- 
sembly, not in virtue of his own independent power (comp. Acts iii. 12), 
but clothed with the authority of Christ, Winer, p. 366 [E. T. 458].* Thus 
the power of Christ is not conceived as the third party in the assembly,—a 
view in behalf of which Matt. xviii. 20, xxviii. 20 are cited ; so Chrysostom, 

Theodoret, Theophylact, Erasmus, Luther, Estius, and others, including 
Rickert and Maier.* For Paul bore this power in himself, being as an apos- 

1 [So Stanley, Beet, Principal Brown, ¢ —T. W.C.] 
ail.—T. W. C.] 8 Chrysostom and Theophylact, however, 

7 (It is a serious objection to this view leave the choice open between the two 
that it would naturally require the preposi- renderings: 4 rc é Xprords Svara: Treyrqy 
tion before éuvdye to be not civ but é, tiv xdpw Sova, Sore Sivavdu rE Scapene 
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tle its official possessor and organ, and could not therefore imagine himsclf 
meeting with other persons and with it in the third place, but : as being 
present in immanent union with it as Christ’s apostle at the eventual act of 
judgment. It was just as the depositary of this power that he could give 
over the sinner to Satan in the name of the Lord, and be assured that the 

sentence would take effect. According to Hofmann, by ovy r. duv. x.7.A. 

Paul means only to express this, that he would rely upon the aid of the 

power of Christ. Comp. the classic civ 6eoic, deorum ope (Reisig, Hnarr. p. 
Ixiv. ; Kiihner, ad Xen. Anabd. iii. 2. 8). But the thought thus yielded, 
after the év ro dvéuare «.7.2. which has gone before it, would be far too weak. 

Ver. 5. Tov roovrov] the so-constituted, comprises in one word the whole 
abhorrent character' of the man. Note the similar expression in 2 Cor. ii. ° 
7. — mapadotva tT) Laravda] is—although the phrase may not occur in Jewish 

formulac of excommunication (Lightfoot, Horae, p. 167 ff., but see Pfaff, 
Orig. jur. eccles. p. 72 ff.)—the characteristic designation of the higher Chris- 
tian grade of excommunication, with which there was essentially joined the or- 
daining in the power of the apostolic office (not simply the presupposition, as 
Billroth’s rationalizing interpretation has it), that Satan should plague the 
person delivered over to him with corporeal inflictions. Therein consisted the 

difference between this peculiar species of the OW which had passed ovcr 

from the synagogue to the church, and the simple alpecw éx péoov, ver. 2, 

comp. ver. 18. The latter could be performed by the church itself, whereas 
the xapadotva: r@ Lar. appears in this passage, as in 1 Tim. i. 20, to be 
reserved for the plenary authority of an apostle. It pertained to the apos- 
tolic éfovcia, 2 Cor. xiii. 10. Comp. the analogous penal power in the cases 
of Ananias and Elymas, Acts v. 1 ff., xiii. 9 ff. The simple exclusion be- 
longed to the church independently, ver. 2; and the apostle calls upon 
them in ver. 13 to exercise this right of thcirs. To himself, again, in the 
power of Christ, belonged the title and the power to inflict the intensified 
penalty of excommunication, the delivery to Satan, of which, accordingly, 

he does not say that the church ought to execute it, but that he has already 
resolved, etc. Observe, too, that mapadciva: is active; he does not say 
mapadobjvat, but he himself will do it. There is no reason to doubt the 

fact of this power being the prerogative of the apostleship, as the higher 
authority vested with power to punish*® (Lipsius Rechtfertigungal. p. 181, 
Hofmann) ; comp. also Ritschl, altkath. Kirche, p. 378. As regards the 

special assumption, again, that the thought would be complete in itself 

without r@ Zaravg (Hofmann), 1 Tim. i. 20 should have been enough, even 

taken singly, to preclude it ; for, judging from that passage, one might 
rather say that ei¢ dAcApov +. oapxédc was obvious of itself. The delivery over 

wapabisédca, Fore eal avrés ped’ Vay civ te svevpare Tov Kvpiov. Comp. Acts xy. 

car’ avrov ddpet rhy PRdov. Accord- : 

ing to Theodoret, Christ is viewed as the 
presiding authority. Had the apostle, how- 
ever, represented Christ to himself as form- 

ing the third in their meeting, he would 
hardly have used so abstract an expression 
(Svvdpec), buté would have written at least 

1 Ellendt, Lex. Soph. Il. p. 848. 
2Even if 1 Tim. is not an apostolic 

Epistle, 1 Tim. i. 20 is at all events written 
in the deltef that the delivery to Satan was 

effected not by the church, but by the 
apostle. 
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to Satan can only be viewed as an express and declaratory act of relegation 

from Christian fellowship into the power of the dpyuv row xécpov ; not as if 
Gatan were but he, ‘‘ through whom the evil-doer should come to experience 
what was destined for him” (Hofmann), which would not imply an exclusion 
from the church at all. Many other expositors, following Chrysostom and 
appealing to the case of Job, find here only the handing over to Satan for 
bodily chastisement,' and not along with that the excommunication (Lightfoot, 
Bochart, Wolf, al.). But this is against the connection, according to which 
(see vv. 2, 13) the wapad. 76 Laravg cannot belong toa different category 

from the aipecv éx pécov. At the same time it is not quite identical with it,? 
not simply a description of the excommunication (Calvin, Beza, and others, in- 

cluding Semler, Stolz, Schrader, Maier), seeing that the bodily result is 

indicated by eic dAc6p. +. capx. a8 essential and as explaining itself to the 
reader without further interpretation. — ei¢ dA. +. capx.} is that which is 
to be effected by Satan on the man delivered over to him: for behoof of | 
destruction of the flesh, i.e. in order that (éAxec srov7p f véow érépg, Chrysos- 

tom), his sin/ul fleshly nature, which is turned to account by the indwelling 
power of sin as the work-place of his desires and lusts, might be emptied 
of its energy of sinful life by the pains of bodily sickness, and might in so 
far perish and come to nought.* Itis not his céua that is to die, but his 

oép& (Rom. viii. 13; Col. iii. 5). The reason why the word cdpé is here 
purposely selected, and not the cthically indifferent caya, was correctly 
discerned by so early an expositor as Chrysostom, although many more 
recent interpreters, such as Rickert, have failed to perceive it. Hofmann 
also takes, in substance, the right view, Schriftbeweis, I. p. 462. To make, 
however, as he does (p. 105), the dAc%p. r. capx. the same as diagGeipera: 6 &&u 

huav dvOpurroc, 2 Cor. iv. 15, accords neither with the real meaning nor with 
the ethical relations of the case. As regards the two telic statements: ci¢ 
dAeOp. r. o. and iva 1rd wvevya x.t.A. (which last expresses the final design of 
the whole measure of the xapadotvaz x.r.A.), observe that it is with an anti- 
Christian purpose that Satan smites the man delivered over to him with 

bodily misery, but that against his own will this purpose of his is made to 

1§0 also Grotinus, who, moreover,—and 
in this Billroth follows him,—rationalizes 
twapedovvas into precart Deum, ut eum tradat, 

280, too, Theophylact on 1 Tim. Lc. 
Comp. Balsamon, ad Can. vil. Basil. p. 938, 
where it is said that we term subjects of 
Satan: of xespefduevor dwd tHe cocvevias THY 

more, similarly Theodore of Mopsuestia in 

Cram. Cat. p. 92, who explains it of the ez- 
communication (tho resulf of which is the 
dominion of Satan; and Paul gives the 
name here from that result, in order the 
more to overawe), and then SAcdpov capxds : 
Thy xara roy wapdyra Biow da THs peramedcias 

cverp:Byy. Comp. Ambrosiaster, Augustine, 

contr. Parm. iil. 2; Pelagius, Anselm. 

® The expression: dAeSp. +. capx., is too 
strong and characteristic to allow of its 

being understood merely of the pains of 
repentance breaking the sinful impulses. 

The repentance, too, was, in fact, just as 

likely to have remained lacking as to havo 
setin, had it not been for these bodily pains 
intervening after the delivery over to Satan 
as a means of humiliation and discipline 
(comp. tva racsevducr, 1 Tim. i. 20,and Huther 

on that verse). Thereby the whole morti- 
Sication of ths old man was to be brought 
about, Inasmuch as the capé constitutes 

the moral essence of the old man in virtue 

of the power of sin which dwells in it 
(Rom. vil. 18), and which guides and gov- 

erns him. Tho cépf is to perish, in ordor 
that the dicy of SAedpos aidmos May not be 
inflicted at the day of judgment (2 Thess, L 

9; comp. 1 Tim. vi. 9). 
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serce God's aim of salvation. —iva rd rveiya x.t.4.] in order that his apirit, 
the underlying element of the higher moral life, of the true Cw4, may be saved 
(with the Messianic salvation) on the day of the (approaching) Parousia. That 

the cova, again,—in which the odp£ has lost its life, so that it is no longer 
the capa rij¢ capxéc, Col. ii. 11,—should then be glorified, was a thing which 
did not need to be expressly stated to the Christian eschatological conscious- 
ness. See so early an expositor.as Chrysostom. Calovius puts it well : 

‘*Non ergo dividit hominem apostolus, quasi eum partim intcrire, partim 
servari velit. Nam nec corpus interire potest sine divulsione ab anima, nec 
anima servari absque corporis salute.”” Now this Messianic salvation was 
to Paul’s mind not merely a possible thing (Olshausen), but he expected it as 

a result, which, in virtue of the saving power of Christ, could not fail to 

ensue after the slaying of the sinful impulses by the 6Ae0por r7¢ capxée in the 

case of the man led by this punishment to conviction of sin and true peni- 
tence. The mrapadotva: ro Sar. was therefore a paedagogic penal arrange- 

ment, a ‘‘ medicinale remedium” (Calovius), as is shown by the whole scope 

of this passage and 1 Tim. i. 20 (not by the term rapadotva: itself, as Chrys- 

ostom, Theodoret, and Theophylact maintain, on the ground of Paul’s not 
having written éxdoiva:),—a measure, in connection with which the rveiua 
remained out of Satan's power and accessible to the gracious influences of 
Christ, inasmuch as it retained the vital principle of faith, which was to 
develop its supremacy just in proportion as the odp£ was destroyed. This 
may suffice to set aside Riickert’s censure of the apostle’s proceeding, on 
the ground that the punishment might easily have led to the utter destruc- 
tion of the sinner, and, moreover, that Paul acted ‘‘ imprudently” (comp. 

Baur, I. p. 335 f., 2d ed.), since he could not have compelled the Corinthi- 
ans to obey him in the matter. He does not, in fact, actually ordain’ the 

napadovva: t@ Lar., but says merely that he, for his part, has already resolved 

on this, confining himself, therefore, certainly (against Lipsius and Hof- 

mann) to the threat* in the meantime ; and what he desires for the present 
is just the simple aipecv éx pésov (comp. ver. 13), which also was done by 
the majority, as we learn from 2 Cor. ii. 6, and that with the best results ! 

Comp. Bengel on ver. 8. Upon the whole, too, we may believe that Paul 
knew his own powers of apostolic discipline, and may trust him to have 
been satisfied that, to try milder measures first (the omission of which 

Rickert blames as arising from passion), would not with the person con- 

cerned have had the effect aimed at. (a1) 

Ver. G. In face of the necessity for such measures as these—hove odious ap- 
pears that of which ye make boast! Rather ought ye to consider that a littie 
leaven, etc., and (ver. 7) sweep out the old learen! Katbynyua is not the same 
as xabynowc, but : materies gloriandi (secon Rom. iv. 2) ; and what is meant 

s 

1 Baur, however, is of opinion (Paulus, I. Cor. xii. 12; 1 Cor. xii. 10, 29 f. 
p. 334) that as it never did come in the in- 2 Hence, too, the idea that the readers 
stance before us to the working of an ac- were to let him know of the day fixed for 

tual apostolic miracle, so neither did sucha _— the meeting in question (Hofmann), is not 
thing ever take place in any other case. conveyed in the passage, and is, indeed, 

See, on the other hand, Rom. xv. 19; 2 quite alien to its scope. 
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by it is not the incestuous person (Chrysostom, Theophylact, Grotius) as a 
man of high repute for wisdom in Corinth, but the condition of the Corin- 
thians as a Christian church, inasmuch as they boasted themselves of this 

so confidently, while morally it was foul enough and full of shameful abuses! 
aisypdv KAéoc, Eur. Hel. 135. —oix oidate x.7.A.] Basis of the admonition 
which follows in ver. 7. The meaning of the proverbial saying (comp. Gal. 
v. 9, and on the figure of the leaven, which is very frequently used else- 

where, and that in different senses, Matt. xiii. 88 ; Luke xiii. 21; Matt. 

xvi. 6 ; Mark viii. 15 ; Luke xii. 1) is ordinarily defined to be this : that a 
corrupt man corrupts the whole church. But ver. 8 proves that Paul was 

thinking not of persons, but of abstract qualities in connection with fixy 
and afuza. The meaning, therefore, must be : Know ye not that one scan- 

dal in the church robs the whole church of its moral and Christian character ? 

Comp. also Hofmann. In virtue of their relation as members of a common 
society, all become chargeable with guilt by the toleration among them of 
8 single scandalous offence, and their dy:érg¢ is gone ! 

Ver. 7. "Exxabépare tiv rad. (ou) From what has been already said, the 

meaning apart from the figure cannot, it is plain, be : Eaclude from your com- 
munion the incestuous person * and other notorious offenders (Rosenmiiller), but: 
Empty your church of the sinful habits, which still remain among you from 
your pre-Christian condition (as a residuum of the unregenerate vada dvfpw- 
soc, Rom. vi. 6; Eph. iv. 22; Col. iii. 9).* Flatt, Pott, and Rickert join 
the two ideas together ; but this is unwarranted and against the unity of 
sense of the passage. Respecting r7v watadv, comp. Ignatius, Magnes. 10 : 
ray Kaxiy Ciuny ty wadawbeicav kai évoticacav. — The expression éxxafép. (comp. 

Plato, Huth. p. 3 A; LXX. Deut. xxvi. 13) is selected in view of the custom, 

based on Ex. xii. 15 ff., xili. 7, and very strictly observed among the Jews, 
of removing all leaven from the houses on the day before the Passover (see 

as to this, Schocttgen, Hor. p. 598 ; Lund, Judd. Teiligth., ed. Wolf, p. 1111 
f.), which was meant to be a sign of the moral purification of the houso 
(Ewald, Alterth. p. 475 f.). — véov gipaya] a fresh kneaded mass, i.e. figure 
apart : @ morally new church, freshly restored after the separation from it of 

all immoral fermenting elements, its members being via dvfpero through 
Christ (Col. 111. 9, 10). As respects the diffcrence between véo¢ and xarvéc, 

see on Col. ili. 10.—xaflig tore Sfuua] in accordance with your unleavened 
character, t.e. in keeping with the ethical nature of the position of a Chris- 
tian, which, as such, is separated from sin. For this afvyov elva: is the essen- 

tial characteristic in the Christian, —who is, it is taken for granted, reconciled 
to God, born again, spiritually dead and risen again with Christ (Rom. vi. 
2 ff.), and who as a new xriowe of God (2 Cor. v. 17; Eph. iv. 24 ; Col. iii. 

10) in the xacvérn¢ mwvebparog (Rom. vii. 6) is free from the law of sin and 

death (Rom. vili. 2), and constantly developing the powers of a divine life 
towards perfect holiness (vi. 11 ; 2 Cor. vi. 14 ff.), being alive unto God as 

His child in whom Christ lives (Gal. ii. 19, 20)—and sin in such an one (tho 

1 Chrysostom, Theophylact, Cornelius & Osiander, Ewald, Maler, Neander, Hof- 
Lapide, Zeger, Estius, Michaells. mann. 
2Comp. Theodoret, Calvin, de Wette, 
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being leavened) is abnormal. Hence Christians are—according to this 
higher mode of regarding the position of a Christian—da{vuo. There is as - 
little warrant for rendering éoré here by esse debetis (Flatt, Pott, Billroth, 
following Chrysostom, Theophylact, a/.) as in Luke ix. 55. Rosenmiiller 

holds that é¢vuz. has here its preper meaning : as ye now ‘‘ vivitis festos dies 
azymorum.” But asvyoc, in fact, does not mean qui abstinet fermento (as 

Grotius would make out, likening it to docroc, dosvoc), but non fermentatus 

(comp. M¥3). Plato, Tim. p. 74D; Athen. iii. p. 109 B; Gen. xix. 8 ; 
Ezek. xxix. 2, al. Moreover, Paul could not address these words in that 

proper meaning to the church as a whole, even if the Jewish-Christians among 
them still kept the Jewish Passover. — xai yap rd wdoya x.t.A.] The motive 

for éxxaffdpare x.t.A. The emphasis ison rd mdcya,’ and xa? yép does not mean 

simply for, etenim, but for also (Hartung, Partikell. I. p. 187 f.; Stallbaum, 
ad Plat. Gorg. p. 467 B), the ‘‘ also” introducing the objective relation of 
things corresponding to the exhortation which had just been given. The 
paschal lamb slain, and the leaven not purged out—what a contradiction 
that is! Paul designates Christ as the Christians’ paschal lamb which had 
been slain (Deut. xvi. 6; Mark xiv. 12; Luke xxii. %), because He is the 

antitype of the Passover lamb under the law, inasmuch, namely, as His 

blood was shed, not by any means merely ‘‘as the beginning of redemption 

which made it poasible” (Hofmann, Schriftbeweis, I. 1, p. 823), but, accord- 

ing to the whole N. T., as the atonement for belicvers, and that, too, on tho 
very same day (the day before the feast of the Passover, sce on John xviii. 28) 
on which, from the earliest times, the blood of the paschal lambs had been 
shed as an expiation for each family (see Ewald, Alterth. p. 466 f. ; Keil, 

§ Ixxxi. 11). Comy. also John xix. 86. In connection with this verse it has 
been justly remarked (comp. on John xviii. 28, and Liicke in the Gott. gel. 
Anz. 1834, p. 2020), that Paul could not with propriety have given this title to 
Christ, if he had followed the Synoptical account of the day of Jesus’ death. 
Comp. Introd. to John, § 2. In point of fact, had he followed the tradition 
of the Synoptists, that death-day, as being the 15th Nisan, would, by the 

mode of conception necessarily arising from his Jewish nationality, have 
hindered his calling Christ antitypically the slain paschal lamb. For a 
Passover lamb slain on the first day of the feast would have been, to a Jew- 
ish mind moulded according to the ancient and venerated appointment of 
the divine law, a ‘‘ contradictio in adjecto,”* even supposing that the point 
of the comparison—which, in accordance with the invariable Pauline mode 
of regarding the death of Jesus (comp. also on John 1. 29), must of necessity 

1Theodoret renders wrongly, for itis tion also agrees with this. See Gemara 
against the order of the words (as if it were 
Kai yap Huey T. 7.) 3 €xoney eat Nuets auvoy 

Thy Urep Huy iepoupyiay carase~duevoy 3 COMP. 

Luther and Neander. Erasmus translates 

correctly : ‘* Nam et pascha nostrum.” 
2This passage, too, therefore goes to 

establish the position that John's narrative, 
and not the Synoptic, {s the historically cor- 

rect one as regards the day of the death of 

Jesus. Observe how the Rabbinical tradi- 

Bab. in Sanhedr. vi. 2: ‘* Traditio est, res- 

pera Paschatis suspensum fuisse Jesum.” 
It is well known that the 14th Nisan (the 
Preparation-day) was called MOH 3, tee- 
pera Paschatis. The fabulous circumstanccs 

linked with the death of Jesus itself in the 

passage of the Talmud referred to, do not 

affect the simple statement as to the time 

when it took place. 
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be His being slain as a@ laorhpiov, Rom. iii. 25—were the new divine polity of 
the holy people, to which the death of Jesus stands, it is said, just in the 

same relation as the slaying of the paschal lamb in Egypt to the deliverance 
of Israel out of Egypt (as Hofmann objects). Wieseler, in his chronol. 
Synopse, p. 874f. (comp. also his Beitr. 2. Wirdigung d. Ho. p. 266), urges as 
an argument on the other side, that in x. 16, rd rorhpcov ric ebdoyiac, as a tech- 
nical phrase for the cup in the Lord’s Supper, shows that this cup was iden- 

tified with that of the Passover. Assuredly ! but it shows also, in necessary 

connection therewith, that Christ slain on the 14th Nisan was the Paschal 

Lamb of believers. The Supper, therefore, which brought them into fellow- 

ship with the body and blood of Christ, could not but present itself to the 
Christian consciousness as the paschal meal, corresponding to the eating of 
the paschal lamb, and so, too, the cup in the Supper as the antitype of the 
paschal cup. Consequently chap. x. 16, taken in connection with the pas- 
sage before us, speaks for and not against the account in John. It is, how- 
ever, from the view held by the primitive church respecting the Supper as 
the antitype of the paschal meal, that the origin of the Synoptical tradition 
is to be historically understood. See on John xviii. 28. 

Ver. 8. The paschal lamb having been slain, there follows the keeping of 
the feast, and that not with leaven, but with what is unleavened. Since, 
then, Christ has been slain as the Christian’s paschal lamb, they too must 
keep their feast in an ethical sense, that is to say, by leading a holy life, 
without sinful admixture, with pure and true Christian virtue. Hence tho 
admonition : let us therefore keep feast, etc. The éoprf# implied in éoprdé. is, it 
is true, the feast of the Passover, but in such a sense that the keeping of the 
Passover is meant to be a figurative representation of the character of the 
whole of a Christian's walk and conversation, because this is to’ be without 

moral leaven, etc. Comp. Philo, de congr. er. qu. gr. p. 447 D. It may be 

added, that Theodore of Mopsuestia says aptly : o¢ yap rapav, obtw mpd¢ 
Tove mapdévrac Aourév diaréyerar. — év Chuy wad.] Precisely asin ver. 7; not asa 

designation of the incestuous person (Michaelis, Rosenmiiller, Heydenreich), 
which would, besides, have required the article. ‘Ev is used in the sense 
of provided with. Comp. on iv. 21. — nde év Chup xax. x. zov.] singles out 
something special from the general pu? év ¢. rad.: and inparticular not with 
the leaven of maliciousness and wickedness (see on Rom. i. 29). The genitives 

are genitives appositionis. The apostle must have had ground enough in the 
condition of the church, even apart from the case of the incestuous man, for 
laying such peculiar stress in the way of warning upon neguitia and malitia. 
— albpyorc] from &fvza, what is unleavened, i.e, MSD (Ex. xii. 15,18). There is 
nothing (such as dproic) that needs to be supplied. — EtAscpiv. and 4474. differ 
from each other only in degree ; the former is moral purity (xadapériy¢ dea- 

volac xal adoAérye obdiv Exovoat avvecxiacptvoy xal trovdov, Theophylact on 2 

Cor. i. 12) ; the latter, moral truth, the essence of actual moral goodness, 
Sce on John iii. 21; Eph. v. 9; Phil. iv. 8. 

Remarx.—This whole allegory, vv. 6-8, would have been unnatural on Pay])’s 
part, had he been writing this Epistle, which was written before Pentecost 
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(xvi. 8), after Easter, and so between that feast and Pentecost,—extremely nat- 

ural, on the other hand, if the Jewish Passover was then in immediate prospect. 

Were that the case, this very allegory, which is taken up by him in no other place, 

would offer itself to him unsought, so that the peculiar stamp of his discourse 
would be accounted for as bearing the impress of the festal thoughts awakened 

within him by the approach of the Passover. The passage before us, there- 

fore, compared with xvi. 8, is rightly regarded by Bengel and most of the suc- 

ceeding commentators (comp. especially Wieseler, Chronologie d. Apost. Zeilalt. p. 

327 ff.) as giving evidence of the fact that Paul was now writing shortly before 

Easter. The few expositors who oppose this view (Henke on Paley’s Hor. Paul. 
p. 413 ff. ; Eichhorn, Hinl. III. p. 138 ; de Wette, Curtius, de temp. quo prior P. 

ad Tim., etc. p. 43; Schrader, I. p. 132 ; Hofmann) have only this in their 

favour, that a demonstrative proof is of course impossible. But it is a misun- 

derstanding of the passage to find in it an admonition to celebrate properly the 
approaching feast of Easter (see especially Heydenreich), Cunsidering the figu- 

rative nature of the expression (see on ver. 8), we must not try to draw any in- 

ferences from this passage as to the question whether or how Christians kept the 

feast of Easter in those days (against Weitzel, Passahf. p. 183 ff. ; Lechler, p. 

350). Theophylact says well : deixvvow bri tag 6 ypdvog éopric ore Kuipoe Toi¢ 

Xprotcavoic did tiv biepBoajy raov doBEvruv abtoig dyabdv: dia rovro yap 4 vid¢g rov 

Ocov dvOpwrog yéyove nat tron, tva ce sopralecv moujoy, Comp. Hilgenfeld, Pas- 

chastreit, p. 173 f. 

Vv. 9-13. Citation and fuller explanation of a passage of the former letter 
which had been misinterpreted in Corinth by his malevolent adversaries. The 
new section begins without a connective particle, like vi. 1, v. 1. 

Ver. 9. Sequence of thought : What I have written to you thus far con- 
cerning thé exclusion of the incestuous person, and concerning the purging 
out of the leaven, leads me now to speak of the passage in my former letter 

which has been misunderstood among you, etc. — év rq éricroAg| 7.6. in the 
letter which I wrote to you, and so: in my letter, by which Paul means the 

letter to the Corinthians, composed before the present one and in the posses- 
sion of his readers, but not in ours. So rightly Ambrosiastcr, and after him 
Calvin, Beza, Estius, Clarius, Zeger, Grotius, Calovius, Bengel, Wetstcin, 

Mosheim, Semlcr, and many others, including most modern interpreters. 
Chrysostom, again, Theodorct, Theophylact, Erasmus, Cornelius 4 Lapide, 

Fabricius, Wolf, Glass, Baumgarten, Bolten, Stosch (de epp. ap. non deperd. 

1753, p. 75 ff.), and Miller (de trib. Pauli itinerib. Corinth. suscept. de epis- 
tolisque ad eosd. non deperdit., Basil. 1831), understand it of the present Hpis- 

tle, either supposing that a reference is intended to vv. 2 and 6, or even 
making éyp. apply to ver. 11. This method of interpretation arises for the 

most part from dogmatic prejudices,’ and has against it the following con- 

1Grotius aptly remarks: “Satis Deo which itself owes its origin to a dogmatic 

debemus, quod tot (epistolae) servatae 

sunt, ad quas si et singulorum vita et regi- 

men ecclesiae dirigatur, bene erit."” Comp. 

Calvin. Calovius, In order to defend the 

integrity of the canon against the Roman 

Catholics, insists upon the distinotion— 

retrospective inference — between canon 

particularis and untversalis, temporalis and 
perpetuus. Divine Providence, he holds, did 

not design the lost Epistle ad usum canont- 

cum perpetuum of the whole church, and 

therefore allowed it to perish. 
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sidcrations : jirst, the parallel passage in 2 Cor.-vii. 8 ; secondly, that iv rg 
éx. would in that case be singularly superfluous ; thirdly, the fact that yu 

ovvavan. mépv. occurs neither in ver. 2 nor ver. 6 ; and jinally, that no occa- 

sion af all had been given in the preceding statements for any such misap- 

prehension as is here corrected. Lange, in his Apostol. Zeitalter, I. p. 205, 
pronounces in a peculiarly positive way that the hypothesis of a lost Epistle 
is a ‘‘ fiction ;’” Paul means the present letter, but distinguishes it as a letter 
from the ecstatic act which he had just performed through the medium of 
this letter, namely, the transference of himself in spirit into the midst of the 

church ; what he wishes to declare is the permanent epistolary significance of 

that act. But this itself is quite an empty ‘‘jiction,” since there is not a 
trace of an ecstasy here, since Paul would, on this theory, have taken the 

very vaguest way possible of expressing his supposed meaning, and since the 
parallel statement in 2 Cor. vii. 8 is decisively against any such arbitrary 
fancies. (N) It may be‘added that, when Rickert holds that the article here, 

and the absence of any defining adjective, prove the lost Epistle to have been 
the only one which Paul had then already sent to Corinth, this, on a com- 
parison with 2 Cor. vii. 8, appears to be an over-hasty conclusion, although, 
so far as the fact itself is concerned, it may be regarded as correct, seeing 
that we have no hint of any othcr lost letter having also preceded our first 
Epistle. — ovvavaysyv.] to miz oneself up with, have intercourse with, 2 Thess. 
iii, 14; Athen. vi. p. 256 A; Lucian. Cont. xv. Comp. the affirmative 
oréAAcoda: axé, 2 Thess. iii. 6. — épvoc, in the N. T. and in Ecclus. xxiii. 
16, signifies fornicator.' See also Lennep. Phalar. ep. xi. p. 60. 2. 

Ver. 10. More precise negative explanation of the rule laid down in the 
said letter, 4 cvvavay. répv., which had been misinterpreted among the 
Corinthians (as Paul gathered probably from their letter to him) into a pro- 
hibition of association with fornicators among those who were not Christians ; 
perhaps from a disposition to connive at the offenders within the bosom of 

the church itself. — ob mévruc roig répv. r. x. r.] is dependent on 4) ovvava- 
peyv. ; it stands in a relation of opposition to the preceding mépvoc, and ex- 
plains what that répvo¢ did not mean. ‘‘I wrote to you to refrain from 

intercourse with fornicators, (i.e.) not absolutely* with the fornicators of this 
world.” An entire cessation of intercourse with xépvorc in that sense of the 

word, it would, of course, be impossible to establish, seeing that you can- 

not go out of the world ; but what I meant was Christians given to forni- 
cation, ver. 11. Comp. Plato, Pol. v. p. 454 C : ob mévrug ri abriy x. riv 

érépav gbow éridéucba, GAA’ Exeivo rd eldog udvov x.r.A. The ov instead of yf is 

correct enough (in opposition to Riickert), because ob mévrug r. wépv. T. x. T. 
conveys something which is objectively denied, a definition of the notion of 
mépvos, Which does not occur. Comp. Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 384 [E. T. 

889]. The conception is a different one, ¢.g., in Plato, Pol. iv. p. 419 A: 
lav tig oe $ pi) wave Te evdalpovac Trotety robrove. Commentators often supply 

' In the classics, mostly of unnatural vice mon with Greek writers (Lobeck, Paral. p. 

(with males). Becker, Charides, I. p. 846 ff.; 57), would have been still stronger if used 
Hermann, Privatatterth. § xxix. 22. in place of wdyres, allogether, absolutely. 

* The phrase rdvry wdvres, which iscom- See generally on ix. 2, 
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éypaya after ob ; 80, among the rest, Olshausen ; not (wrote I, meant I): with 
the fornicators of this world in general. But what an arbitrary separation 
this is of the mutually connected words ov révruc | And the interpretation 
in question has this, too, against it, that r. xédouzov r. does not refer to the 

world in general, but to those who were non-Christians (see below), so that 

the ‘‘in general” would be logically incorrect. Riickert takes ob mavruc as 
an intensified negative like that in Rom. iii. 9 (comp. Luther), and supplies 
éypawa after it: ‘‘ By no means did I write ; i.¢e., the import of my prohi- 
bition was by no means, to have no intercourse with the fornicators of this 

world.” But so understood, the words would lend countenance to inter- 

course with fornicators not Christian, which cannot be Paul’s meaning. 
His intention is merely to set aside the misinterpretation which had been 
put upon his words, as if he had meant thereby to enforce an absolute ces- 
sation of -intercourse with unchaste men outside the Christian society. 

Lastly, Billroth is wrong in rendering, after Chrysostom and Theophylact 
(ro wadvrToc O¢ él dpuodoynpévov réOerxe mpdyparoc): ‘not, of course, with 

the fornicators of this world.” In that case, we should have had at least 
xavtuc ov, for the sense would be, as Theophylact himself states : xat mévru¢ 

ov Toig mépvog Tt. Kéopov ovvavaulyvvofat ixwdAvoa, Tovréot: Toig Tay ‘EAAGvev. — 

tov xéopov tobrov|] who belong to this (ante-Messianic) world, not, like the 

Christians, to the Messiah’s kingdom as its future members ; hence it is the 
aArAdrproc tao mlatew (Theodoret) who are here denoted, whose opposite is 
the ddeAgdc in ver. 11. To understand it of mankind in general, Christians 

and non-Christians together (Pott, Hofmann, al.), is, seeing that rotrov is 

joined with it, contrary to the apostle’s mode of using language (Gal. iv. 8 ; 
Col. ii. 8; Eph. ii. 2; 1 Cor. iii. 19, vii. 815; 2 Cor. iv. 4), and contrary 
also to the context (vv. 11, 12). Afterwards, when Paul is thinking of the 
world of men in general, he purposely omits the rofrov. — } roig mieovéxray 
x.7.A.] We may suppose that Paul, in the passage of his former letter now 
alluded to, had warned them not mercly against répvoic, but also against 
those guilty of the other kinds of vice indicated here, and yet more specifi- 

cally in ver. 11. Hence: ‘‘with the fornicators of this world, or—not to 

overlook the others, with whom also I forbade you to hold intercourse— 
with those greedy of gain, and violently grasping at it.” These two, connected 
with each other as general, and particular by xai (see the critical remarks), 

are conceived of as belonging together to one category. It is otherwise in 
ver. 11, where each of these sins is viewed by itself. As to dow., the essen- 

tial characteristic of which is violence, comp. Luke xviii. 11; Soph. Pd. 
640 : KAépac re xaprdoa Big. —T. xécuov +. is to be understood again after 

dpr. and eidwA. See ver. 11. — ézel ogeiAere x.7.4.| for 80, (were you absolutely 

and entirely to break off from the heathen fornicators, etc.) you must needs 

go out of the world (érépav oixoupévay ogeidete Cytqoa:, Theophylact), since no- 
where could you be perfectly relieved from casual contact with such non- 
Christians. I should thus have demanded what was impossible. As re- 
gards the direct d¢eiAere, comp. vii. 14 ; Rom. ili. 6, xi. 6, 22. It is attested 
by B, Chrysostom, and Theodoret. In place of it, Lachmann, Tischendorf, 
Rickert, and Hofmann read d¢eidere, which has, indeed, the preponderance 
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of evidence in its favour, but must be considered as an emendation. The 
strangeness of the conclusion is not conveyed by the épa (Hofmann, following 
the mistake of Hartung), but by the case itself assumed, in which the 

dpa merely introduces what was indubitably involved in the supposed pro- 
tasis (comp. Baeumlein, Partik. p. 19 ff.). See against Hartung, Ellendt, 
Ler. Soph. I. p. 214. 

Ver. 11. Nuvi dé] But thus (see on Rom. iii. 21), in reality as contrasted 
with the aforesaid misconstruction, I did write to you. Herewith Paul now 

introduces the true meaning of the passage from his letter quoted above, 
ver. 9. Other expositors make ww? dé refer to time: but at present (Caje- 

tanus, Morus, Pott, Heydenreich). But the whole context is against this ; 

according to it, Paul’s design is simply to define more precisely the purport 
of that phrase in his former letters : ‘‘ nu ovvavaniyrvcba mépvac.” He has 

done this only negatirely in ver. 10, but gocs on now to do it positively in 
ver. 11. Further, were a contrast drawn between the present and the 
former letter, the present ypédw would have been more natural and more 

distinct than the epistolary aorist (see on Gal. vi. 11) ; nay, to obviate the 

misunderstanding, it would have been a thing of necessity, iv. 14. — adeAgade 
évozazéu.| the most important element in the more definite explanation’ 
which Paul is giving of his misunderstood prohibition : being called a brother, 
i.e. bearing the name of Christian. Comp. dvoua éyecv, Rev. iii. 1. Estius, 
following Ambrosiaster, Augustine, and Oecumenius, joins ovozal. with 
what comes after, in the sense of : if @ brother is a notorious fornicator, 
having the name of being such. But dvoydfec8a: means always simply to be 
called, without any such pregnancy of significance either in a good or bad 
sen&e (even in Eph. i. 21, v. 8; Rom. xv. 20). Had Paul wished to express 

the meaning of : bearing the character and repute of a fornicator, he must 
have used the phrase ovoydJeofac etvac wépvoc (Plato, Pol. iv. p. 428 E ; Prot. 
p. 811 E). Besides, it is unlikely that he should have expressly limited 

the prohibition to notorious fornicators alone, and thereby weakened its 
moral force. — Aoidopocg] as in vi. 10 ; comp. on iv. 12. — eidwiroAdérpnc] Estius 
observes well that this applies to the Christian, who ‘‘sive ex animo, seu 

metu, seu placendi voluntate, seu quavis alia ratione inductus, infidelium 
sacris se admiscct, ut vel idolum colat, opere saltem externo, vel de idolo- 

thytis edat.” Comp. vi. 9, viii. 10, x. 7, xiv. 1; John v. 21; and Dister- 
dick in loc. Among the frivolous Corinthians, such reversions to the old 
habits and fellowship might not be uncommon. — pé@voo¢] used by old 
writers only of the female sex ; but of the male also in later Greek, after 

Menander. See Wetstcin ; Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 151 f. ; Meineke, Menan- 
der, p. 27. — There are no traces discernible of a logical order in the series 
of vices here enumerated beyond this, that the three which are of specifi- 
cally heathen character are put first, and then three others follow, which 

1 This more detailed definition, therefore, vaply. wépros as they had actually done. 
cannot have been given expressly in the For there is no Indication in the text that 
lost Epistle, but must have beentaken for the misinterpretation was a wilful and 
granted as self-evident. Otherwise they malicious one, arising out of xaxia «x. sovnpia, 

coud not have so misinterpreted the ovva- ver. § (Hofmann). 
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destroy the peace of the churech-life. —7r6 1. ud? ovveod.] parallel, though 
by way of climax, to the 7) ovvavaz. ; hence not anacoluthic in point of 

construction. As regards the meaning, again, we must not limit it to the 
Agapae (Vorstius, Mosheim, Stolz, Heydenreich), which would suit neither 
the quite general phrase ovveof. (comp. xi. 20) nor the intensifying pndé. 
It means : eith one so constituted (comp. ver. 5) not even to have fellowship at 

table (neither to ask him to your table, nor sit with him at his), Comp. 

Luke xv. 2; Gal. ii. 12. This implies of course of itself, that they ought 
also to have no fellowship at the Agapac with such persons. Ei d2 xowviec 

Tpodyne Toig Tocobroic ov dei Kotvavety, Frou ye pvoTiKne Te Kal Veiac, Theodoret. Re- 

specting the distinction between the ,;) ovvavayiyv. and excommunication, 

see 2 Thess, iii. 15. 

Ver. 12f. The reason for his having spoken in reference to the Christians, 
and not those without the Christian pale: for it does not at all concern me to 
be passing disciplinary judgments upon the latter. — ri yap pot} for what concern 
as it of mine? etc. See Wetstein on the passage, and Schaefer, ad Bos. Ell. 

p. 598. The emphasis falls so entirely upon ri and roi¢ w, that we have 
not éuoi, which is not needed even if the reading xai (eren, besides) r. w be 

adopted. — rote fw] was with the Jews the standing name (0°3!¥"N) for the 
heathen (see Lightfoot, Hor., ad Marc. iv. 11; Schoettgen on this verse ; 

Kypke, II. p. 198); and so, in like manner, with the Christians it was the 

standing appellation for all who were non-Christians, as being outside the 
{cllowship of the true people of God (Col. iv. 5; 1 Thess. iv. 12; 1 Tim. 
lil. 7). — obyzl rove fow tyueic xpivere ;| By this question Paul appeals, in justi- 

fication of what he has just said: ‘‘what docs it concern me,” etc., to the 
exercise of judicial functions by his readers themselces in the administration of 

church discipline, in so far, that is to say, as that discipline bore upon their 

Jellow-Christians, and not upon those outside of the Christian society. 

Riickert thinks that Paul means to say : Judging is not my matter at all (sce- 

ing that the members of the church were judged by their fellow-members 
themselves ; while those without, again, God would hereafter judge). But 

judging was doubtless his matter (see vv. 4-6, vv. 11, 18), only not re- 
specting those ?&. What he means is rather this: ‘‘To judge those who 
sre not Christians is no concern of mine, any more than you take in hand to 

judge any others except your fellow-belicrera.” ‘‘Ex eo, quod in ecclesia 
ficri solet, interpretari debuistis monitum meum, ver. 9: cives judicatis, 

non alicnos,” Bengel. The simple x«pivere is altered in meaning by Billroth: 
Is it not enough that ye? etc., as well as by Castalio, Grotius, al.: judicare 

debetia (we find this interpretation as early as Theophylact). The Corinthi- 
ans actually judged, every time that they passed a sentence of ecclesiastical 
discipline. Lastly, it is a mistake to render, as is done by revéc in Theo- 

phylact, Knatchbull, Hammond, Michaelis, Semler, Rosenmiller, Flatt, 
Heydenreich : No; judge ye your fellow-Christians! Ovyzi is not a suitable 

answer to ri, and would, besides, require Gadd after it (Rom. iii. 27 ; Luke 

i. 60, xii. 51, xili. 8, 5, xvi. 30), and that with a clause forming a logically 
correct antithesis to the question put. 

Ver. 18. But of those that are without Godis judge,—not I and not you. 
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This statement appears more weighty and striking when takem ss a sen- 
tence by itself, than as a continuation of the question (and still in depend- 

ence upon oiyi ; so Lachmann, Rickert, Olshausen, Hofmann). The ac- 
centuation xpivei' is to be rejected, because it is clear from the context, that 
so far from there being any necessity for the reference to the last judgment 
which would give occasion for the future (Rom. iii. 6, ii. 16), on the con- 

trary the present xpive: (Erasmus, Castalio, Beza, Calvin, al., Pott, de Wettc) 

corresponds in much the most natural way to the preceding xpivecv and xpi- 
According to this view, then, the future judgment is neither exclu- 

sively pointed to by xpive:, nor is it thereby excluded ; but the judgment of 
those who are non-Christians is described generally as a matter for God, 

whenever and however it may take place. — Paul has now ended his more 

definite explanation and correction as regards that misunderstood statement 
in his letter, ver. 9. But for the Corinthians what more direct inference 
could be drawn from this explanation, than the duty of expelling the of- 
fender already spoken of, whom they should indced have excluded before 
(ver. 2)? Hence the apostle adds, without further preface (note, too, the 
aorist), the brief categorical command : igdpare x.r.A. This injunction cor- 

responds so exactly to the LXX. version of Deut. xxiv. 7, that it must be 
set down as simply arbitrary to deny that the form of expression here was 
purposely selected from remembrance of that passage. Muwoaixyy ri dee 
paprupiav, Sely vou BeBatdaac tov Adyov, Theodoret. Hofmann conjectures 

that Paul wrote'xai éfapei re, and that this meant : and no less will He (God) 
also take away the wicked one (those who are wicked in general) from the midst 
of you ;” but this is neither critically established—since the Iecepta xat 
éfapeire is on critical grounds to be utterly rejected—nor grammatically ad- 
missible, for the assumed use of xai . . . ré is foreign both to Attic prose 
and to the N. T. ;” nor, finally, isit in accordance with the context, for rév 
xovnpév manifestly refers to the specific malefactor of ver. 2, and to his ex- 
clusion from church ; comp. Augustine : ‘‘rév rovgpdv, quod est hune malig- 
num.” — ijpuov avrév] is more expressive than the simple tudy : from the midst 
of yourselves, in which you have hitherto tolcrated him. Bengel’s com- 

ment hits the mark: ‘‘antitheton externos.” 

USTE. 

ReMaRK.—Paul has ended what he had to say against the party-divisions in 
chap. iv. That the evils censured in chap. v. (and vi.) had any connection in 
point of principle with the party-divisions, is a view which finds no trace of 

support in the apostle’s way of speaking of them. Hence, too, it is impossible 

to prove that the persons at whom Paul's censures were levelled belonged to 

1 Although preferred by Luther, Grotius, Bornemann, ad Anad. 1. 8. 8; Ktihner, ad 
Estius, Wetsteln, Bengel, Valokenaer, ai., Memor. iv. 2.28; Hartung, Partikell. I. p. 
Lachmann, Scholz, Riickert, Olshausen, 
Tischendorf, Ewald, Hofmann (in accord- 

ae with Arm. Copt. Vulgate, Curysostom, 

*The apparent proof - passages from 
Greek writers are either founded on cor- 
rapt readings or are coprived of their force 

when correctly explained. See especially 

113 ff.; also Kriiger on Thue. 1.9. 3 The 

atque etiam would have been rendered by 
mai... 84. Withrespect to the occurrence 

of xai re and «cai... re, without a corre- 
sponding «ai after it, in Homer, Herodotus, 

eto., see Niigelsbach on the Iliad, p. 179 ¢., 
ed. 8; and on the whole sabject, comp. 
Matthiac, § 626, p. 1504 f. 
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any one special party, and if so, to which. In particular, we must refrain from 

attempting to refer the zopveia in question, and its odious manifestation, to one 

definite party, and to the principles held by it, whether to the Pauline section 

(Neander), or the Christ-party (Olshausen, Jaeger, Kniewel), or the Apollonians 
(Rabiger), This much only may be regarded as certain, that the misuse of 

Christian freedom, so far as that in principle lay at the root of the mischief (vi. 
12), cannot be charged upon the Petrine party. 

Nores spy AMERIcAN Eprror. 

{m) Church discipline. Ver. 5. 

The case mentioned here is of importance as settling once for all the duty, 
the limits, and the object of ecclesiastical discipline. Disorderly conduct is 

not to be left simply to the action of the ordinary influence of Christian teach- 

ing, but must be dealt with directly by the church in the way of judicial in- 

quiry. Immorality is not to be tolerated among the avowed followers of Christ. 
This, however, does not involve the infliction of temporal pains and penalties. 
Nothing of this kind is oven hinted at in the account of the treatment of the 

incestuous man. Christ’s kingdom is not of this world, and neither requires 
nor admits of the secular arm to enforce its decisions. Its whole action is 

moral and spiritual, and the extremest infliction it can impose in any case is 
exclusion from its fellowship. The reasons for exercising such discipline are— 
first, the honour of Christ, which is sadly impeached when open sin is allowed 

among those who confess His name. To make ‘Christ the minister of sin” 
is a grievous offence. Secondly, the welfare of the church requires that trans- 

gressors should be dealt with. For sin is a spreading leprosy. It may begin 
in a small and obscure place, but unless arrested will increase and diffuse itself 

ti]l the whole body is infected. A moral gangrene must be cut out. Thirdly, 
the welfare of the offender himself, which, although it is subordinate to the 

other considerations mentioned, is never to be lost sight of. The wise, kindly, 

deliberate action of the church may save the erring member. And hence, how- 

ever summary the exclusion, the door is always left open for return. No act 

of excommunication is irrevocable. Its object, so far as the offender is con- 

cerned, is his recovery, and if he repent and come toa better mind, nothing 

stands in the way of his readmission to the privileges of Christ’s house, 

It is obvious, however, that it was the second of these considerations that the 

Apostle had in mind, as he adds, ‘A little leaven leaveneth the whole lump.” 
This does not mean simply that one scandal robs the whole church of its Chris- 
tian character, but rather suggests the spreading nature of sin alike in indi- 
viduals and communities. A single cherished sin, however secret, diffuses its 

corrupting influence over the whole soul ; it depraves the conscience ; it indu- 

rates the moral sensibilities ; it cuts off from prayer or renders it formal and 

empty ; it paralyzes the usual means of grace ; and it opens the door for other 

forms of evil. And all this holds good of a society as well as of a single be- 
liever. The only safe rule is to resist at the beginning, and continuously to 

purge out the old leaven, and to make the whole life one of perpetual conse- 

cration to God. 
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(x) Lost epistles. Ver. 9. 

The majority of interpreters agree with Meyer, that the Apostle here refers 
to a former epistle which has not been preserved. Some object to this, because 

they think it would imply that we have an imperfect Bible, But this conclu- 

sion by no means follows. Nothing is more natural than to suppose that the 

Apostles wrote many letters, designed simply to serve some local or temporary 
purpose, and not intended to serve as part of the rule of faith and conduct for 

all ages. If so, it was of no consequence whether such writings were preserved 

ornot. It seems certain that the church has all the inspired epistles which 

God designed she should have. Nothing that ever was justly in the Canon has 

been lost from it, so far as any evidence on the sybject can be gathered from 
the records of the early church, 
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CHAPTER VI. 

Ver. 2. 7] is wanting in Elz., but has decisive evidence in its favour. — Ver. 5. 

Aéyw]|Lachm. has Aado, on the authority of Balone. Inthe absence of internal 
grounds for decision, this is too weakly attested, far weaker than in xv. 34. — 

év:] 80 Griesb. Lachm. Scholz, Riick. Tisch., following BCL &, min. Chrys. 

Theodoret, al. How easily the familiar iorcy (so Elz.) would creep in !— cugos 

ovdé cic] Lachm. and Rick. read ovdci¢ cogéc, with BC &, min. Copt. Damasc. 

D* E, Clar. Germ. Aeth. Athan. have simply cogds ; F and G have ovdé ei¢ aogéc. 
In A, the whole passage vv. 3-6 is wanting (from the similarity of the two last 

syllables icrwv in vv. 2 and 6). From this it appears that the evidence for oidei¢ . 

codéc certainly preponderates, against which, however, there must be set the 

difficulty of seeing why this reading should have undergone alteration. Were 

cope ovdé els, on the other hand, the original reading (D*** L, most of the 

min. Vulg., both Syr. Ar. p. and the majority of the Fathers), we have in the 

first place a very natural explanation of the omission of ovdé cic (which Griesb. 
approves of), inasmuch as copyists went right on from cogOZ to OX, and the 

two other variations would then arise from dissimilar critical restorations of the 
text. — Ver. 7. Elz. has év juiv against decisive evidence. An interpretation. 
— Ver. 8, xai rat7ra] Lachm., Riick. and Tisch. have xai rovro, following A B C D 

EK ¥&, min. vas. and Fathers. Rightly ; the plural crept in, because two things 

were mentioned (gdix. and dmoor.). — Ver. 9. There is conclusive evidence for 

reading Ocod Bac. in place of Bac. Ocotv. In ver. 10, again, this order is too weak- 

ly attested to be received. — Ver. 10. The ov before «Anp. is wanting in A BC DB 

8, min. Copt. Ignat. Method. Athan. Chrys. ail. Deleted by Lachm. and Rick. 

with justice ; for while the preceding Ocot might in itself just as easily lead to 

the omission as (by repetition of the last syllable) to the insertion of the ot, the 
latter was favoured by ver. 9. — Ver. 14. #yd¢) Elz. has wude, against decisive tes- 

timony (perhaps from Rom. viii. 11). — éfeyepet] Lachm. and Ewald read éée- 

yelpe, with A D*. Band 67** havo éSyyepe. The Recepta should be adhercd 

to, with Tisch., following C D*** E K L &, min. Vulg., both Syr. Copt. Aeth. 

Arr. and many Fathers. The connection makes the future necessary as the 

correlative of xarapyjoe: in ver. 13, ancl the evidence in its favour is prepon- 
derant, in view of the divided state of the codd. for the other readings. As to 
éfnyecpe and éfeyeipe:, the former looks like a mechanical repetition of the pre- 
ceding tense, and the latter a slip of the pen. — # otx (not the simple ovx) has 
decisive evidence on its side. — Ver. 19. rd cdua} Matth. and Tisch.! read ra 

cwuara upon insufficient evidence, part of which is in favour of the plural in 
ver, 20 also. The alteration to the plural was naturally suggested by the con- 

nection. — Ver. 20. xad év r@ mvevuare tuav, Gtivd Eote tov Oeov is deleted by all 

modern editors (except Matth.) since Mill and Griesb., following A B C* D* E 
FG 8, min. Copt. Aeth. Vulg. It. Method. Didym. Cyr. Maxim. Damasc, Tert. 

4 [Tischendorf returns to the singular in his last edition.— T. W. C.] 
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Cypr. Ir. Ambrosiast, and all the Latin Fathers. An ascetic addition, although 
a very old one (occurring even in the Syriac), which got into all the wider cir- 

culation because achurch-lesson begins with dofdcare. Comp. Reiche, Comm. 

crit, I. p. 165 ff. 

Vv. 1-11. The readers are not to go to law before the heathen (vv. 1-6) ; 
and generally, they are, instead of contending with one another, rather to suffer 
wrong than to doit, bearing in mind that the unrighteous shall not become par- 

takers in the Messianic kingdom (vv. 7-10), and that they, as Christians, have 

become pure, holy, and righteous (ver. 11). 
Ver. 1. A new section, not connected with what has gone before. Paul 

starts at once with a question of lively surprise : Dare’ any one, etc., and so 

plunges in mediam rem.* The connections of thought, which some have 
traced out, are arbitrary inventions. This applies not only to Baur’s view 
(in the theol. Jahrb. 1852, p. 10 f.),—that it was the damage done to the Chris- 
tian cause in public opinion, both by the immorality discussed in chap. v. and 
by the lawsuits carried on before the heathen, that led the apostle thus to 

pass from the one subject to the other,—but also to the connection which 

Hofmann seeks to establish between this passage and the censure pronounced 
upon the insufficient judicial action taken by the church with its members 
after the occurrence of the case already adverted to. The judicial proceed- 
ings now referred to are plainly of quite another kind, not in the way of | 
discipline, but of private lawsuits ; and, morcover, as to former judicial 

action of the church, not merely was it insufficient, but nothing of the sort 
had taken place at all with respect to the wépvo¢. Paul does not employ so 
much as a dé, or an Gadd, or any other form of connection, but goes on with 

epistolary freedom, leaping, as it were, from one point of censure to 

another. — ric] any one whatever. The quite general treatment of the subject 

which follows shows that no specific individual (Semler) is meant, although 
it must be left undetermined whether some specially striking case, possibly 
that of a rich and powerful man (Ewald), may not have given occasion for 

the apostle’s sending these admonitions. — zpayza] lawsuit, matter of dis- 
pute. Comp. Xen. Mem. i. 9.1; Demosth. 1120. 26 ; Josephus, Antté. xiv. 
10. 7. —xpivecBa} go to law, litigare; see on Rom. iii. 4; Wetstein, ad 

Matth. v. 40. — imi rév adixuv] before (Winer, p. 351 [E. T. 469]) the unright- 
cous ; a specially significant designation of the heathen (sce on Gal. ii. 5), as 

1 Bengel says aptly: ‘“grandi verbo ver. 1 as afirmative (against Lachmann). 
notatur laesa majestas Christianorum."” 

Schrader imports an ironical meaning into 

the word, which {1s irrelevant. The right 
interpretation is given by Chrysostom: 
TéAUNS €oTt Td Wpayma Kai wapavouias. See as 

to roApay, sustinere, non erubescere, Stall- 

baum, ad Plat. Phil. p. 18 D:; Jacobs, ad 
Athen. addit. p. 309. Comp. the proverbial 
phrase way roAuap. 

* It is out of the harmony with the fervid 
tone of the whole passage, in which ques- 
tion ts heaped on question, to understand 

Least of all can we agroe with Hofmann in 

tuking the words down to aédtce» affirma- 
tively, and then regarding «. ovyi éw. 1. 
dyiev asa query that strikes in there: for 
éwi 7, adixwy, cai obyi é. 7. ay., 1s plainly just 
the ordinary antithesis of assertion and ne- 

gation joined together by «ai ov. To make 
Hofmann's rendering logically tenable, it 
would be necdful that Paul should, instead 
of «. ovxi, have written : xai ti ovxi, and why 
not before the saints ? 
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contrasted with the Christians, who are ayo: (sec oni. 2). Chrysostom puts 

it well : ov« civev* éxt rév aziorwy (as in ver. 6, where the opposite of adeAgde 

was required), Gad’ émwi rov adinwv, Aézw Oeic go pddora ypeiav eixev cic Tiv 

mpoxetuévay ird0eav, OoTe atotpiwac kal amayayeiv. There is indeed a contra- 

. dictio in adjecto in the xpiveoOae iwi r. adixnuy 1! For the Ralbdinical prohibi- 
tions of going to law before the heathen, see Eisenmenger, Entdeckt. Judenth. 
II. p. 472 ff. (6.9. Tanchuma, f. 92. 2: ‘‘Statutum est, ad quod omnes Isra- 
clitae obligantur, eum, qui litem cum alio habet, non debere eam tractare 
coram gentibus”). The tribunal intended by Paul is not merely that of 

arbitration, which had passed over from Judaism (see Michaelis, Hind. 1. p. 
1221 f.; comp. Lightfoot, Hor. on ver. 4; Vitringa, de Synag. p. 816 ff.) 
to Christianity, but his meaning is : instead of carrying on lawsuits against 
each other before the heathen, they were to adjust their disputes before 
Christians, which could of course be done only in the way of arbitration! 

(comp. ver. 5) ; according to this, thercfore, different forms of the xpiveofa 
are present to the apostle’s mind in speaking of the judgment émi r. ad. and 
évi rt. dy.; In the former case, that by legal process; in the latter, that by 
arbitration through means of d:acryrai. — Theodoret remarks justly (on ver. 

6), that the prohibition of the «piveoOa: éri rv adixnwy is not at variance with 

Rom. xiii. 1 ff.: ob yap avrireivervy xeAebec roic apyovorv, GAAd roi¢ Fduxnutvore 

vouoderei um Kexpyo0ae Toig dpyovor. Td yap alpeioba: % adtxeioBac } mapa roi¢ 

duoricrote doxtudlecOat THC a’TaY éEnpTaTO yvoune. 

Ver. 2. "H ovx oldare x.r.A.}] unveils the entire preposterousness of the course 
with which his readers were reproached in the indignant question of ver. 1 : 
‘*Dare any of you do that,—or know ye not ?” etc. Only on the ground of 
this not knowing could you betake yourselves to such unworthy xpiveofa: ! 
Lb rovey 6 péAAwy xpiver exeivove tére, THC br’ Exeivw avéyxy Kpivecbat viv; Chry- 

sostom. — rdv xécpov kpivovar] at the last judgment, namely, sitting along with 

Christ as judges over all who are not Christians (xéou0c), Comp. as early & 

passage as Wisd. iii. 8. We have here the same conception 7—only general- 
ized with respect to the subjects of judgment—as in Matt. xix. 28 ; Luke 
xxii. 30. It stands in essential and logical connection with the participa- 
tion in the glory of Christ (iv. 8 ; Rom. vill. 17 ; 2 Tim. ii. 11 f&), which 
Christians are to attain after the Parousia, and after they themselves have 

been ‘judged (Rom. xiv. 10 ; 2 Cor. v. 10 ; 2 Tim. iv. 1). We must not, 

however, refer this (with Hofmann) to the period of the reign of Christ and 
His people predicted in Rev. xx. 4 (when the xéopog, too, shall be subjected 

to their judicial authority), especially seeing that Chiliasm is a specifically 

Apocalyptic and not a. Pauline conception ; comp. on xv. 24. Chrysostom 
again, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Theophylact, Schol. ap Matth., Erasmus, 
and others, explain it of an indirect, not literal judging, pamely, either 

by the faith and life of Christians placing the guilt of the xécyoc in a 
clearer light in the day of judgment (Matt. xii. 41), or by their approving 

of the judicial sentence of Christ (Estius, Maier). But this (although as- 

1 Hence this passage does not at all run 2 Observe that this view necessarily pre- 
counter to the injunction to obey magis- supposes the resurrection of unbelievers also 

trates. Comp. Weiss, divi. Theo!. p. 417. (Acts xvii. 81). Comp. on xv. 24, 
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sumed by Billroth as the ideal truth which underlay the words of the apostle, 
unconsciously to himself) is an alteration of the sense which runs counter to 
the context ; for the whole argument @ majori ad minus is destroyed, if 

xpivovar is to be understood in a one-sided way as equivalent to caraxp., and 
if no proper and personal act of judgment is designed.’ It is a mistake 
also to hold, with Lightfoot, Vitringa, Baumgarten, Bolten, that Paul means 
quod Ohristiani futuri sint magistratus (Lightfoot), which is at variance with 
ver. 8, and with the conception of the speedily approaching Parousia. 
Mosheim, Ernesti, Nésselt, Rosenmiiller, and Stolz turn the ‘‘ shall judge” 

into ‘‘can judge,” comparing ii. 15, 16. But this, too, is to alter the notion 
of xpive in a way contrary to the text (judge of): and the can, since it 
would have an emphasis of special significance here, and would denote ‘‘ be 
in a position to,” would require to be expressly inserted. Comp. rather the 
prophetic basis of the thought in Dan. vii. 22. — xa? ei év tuiv «.7.4.] The 
quick striking in of the xai in the very front of the question is as in ver. 2 ; 
see also Fritzsche, ad Marc. p. 128. — ei tv tu. xp. 6 xéop.] repeats with em- 
phasis, and with an individualizing force (iuiv), the contents of the truth 
already stated and established to the believing consciousness (hence the 
present xpivera:). The év iuiv, here emphatically put first, does not mean, 

as Chrysostom and Theophylact think,* in your instance, exemplo vestro (see 

above), but among you, i.e. in consessu vestro (see Kypke, IT. p. 199), so that 

the essential meaning is not different from coram (Ast, ad Plat. Leg. p. 88. 
285) ; comp. év dixacraic, Thuc. i. 58. 1, év vopoPéra x«.7.A. See, too, the 
passages in Wetstein. The év therefore by no means stands for v6 (Raphel, 
Flatt, a/.), although we may gather from the context that the izeic are them- 
selves the parties judging (vv. 2, 4). Nor hasit the force of through (Grotius, 

Billroth, @.), in support of which it is a mistake to appeal to Acts xvii. 31, 
where, owing to the connection, év stands in a wholly different relation from 
what it denotes here. Here the word éy is selected in view of the following 
xpir#pia, the Christians, who are in future to judge, being conceived of, in 
order to the more vivid representation of the idea, as a judicial assembly. — 
avdg. tore xpit. tAay.] xpirfpwr does not mean matter of dispute, case at law, 
as most expositors (even Pott, Flatt, Riickert, de Wette, Osiander, Maier, 

Ewald), wish to take it, with no evidence at all from the usage of the lan- 
guage in their favour, but place of judgment (tribunal, seat of justice, Jas. ii. 
6; Plato, Legg. vi. p. 707 B; Susanna, 49), or judicial trial which is held 

(judicium). Comp. the precept : pi) épztoOu éixt xperfiptov EOvixdv, Constitt. 
ap. ii. 45. Precisely so with dixaorypeov. The latter sense, gudicial trial 
(Lucian, bis accus. 25 ; Polybius, ix. 88. 12, xvi. 27. 2; Judg. v. 10; Dan. 
vii. 10, 26), is the true one here, as is evident from ver. 4. We render 
therefore : Are ye unworthy to hold very trivial trials? i.e. trials in which 
judgment is to be given upon very insignificant matters (in comparison with 
the lofty and important functions which are to devolve upon you when the 
future judgment shall be held). The Vulgate translates freely but correctly 

1 Hence, too, it is unsuitable totransform (Flatt, Heydenreich). 

the concrete meaning of this question into * Comp. too, van Hengel, ad Rom. il. 27: 
a general participation in the reign of CArist "vita vestra cum vila eorum comparanda.” 
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as to the sense : ‘‘indigni estis, qui de minimis judicetis ?” According to 
Chrysostom and Theophylact, others understand here the heathen courts of 

justice, either affirmatively (so, as it appears, Chrysostom and Theophylact 
themselves ; 80, too, Valckenaer, al.) or interrogatirely (Billroth) : and that 
at is unworthy of you to be judged before courts of so low a kind? Similarly, 
Olshausen. But ver. 4 is decisive against this ; for we have there the very 
same thing which in ver. 2 is expressed by xpernp. éAay., described as Biwtixd 

KptT#pia. 

Vv. 8, 4. Climactic parallels to ver. 2, ver. 8 corresponding to the first half 
of the preceding verse, and ver. 4 to the second ; hence ver. 4 also should 
be taken as a question. — ayyéAove] angels, and that—since no defining epithet 

is added—in the good sense, not as Chrysostom, Theodoret, Oecumenius, 
Theophylact, Erasmus) Beza, Calovius, Bengel, and most commentators 

make it, demons (Jude 6 ; 2 Pet. ii. 4), nor good and bad angels (so Corne- 
lius & Lapide, ai.; also, as it would appear, Hofmann). Other expositors, 

such as Grotius, Billroth, Riickert, de Wette, leave the point undecided. 
But comp. on iv. 9. That angels themselves shall come within the sphere 
of the judicial activity of glorified believers, is stated here as a proposition 
established to the believing consciousness of the readers,—a proposition, the 
ground for which is to be found in the fact that in Christ, whose glorified 
saints will reign with Him, is given the absolute truth and the absolute 
right, and, consequently, the highest judicial court of resort, even as regards 
the world of angels, from the jurisdiction of which not even the loftiest of 
created beings can be excepted. There is nothing of a more detailed nature 
on this subject in the N. T. ; but comp. in general, Heb. i. 14, according 
to which their service must be one for which they are to render an account ; 
and Gal. i. 8, according to which, in a certain supposed case, they would 
incur an avd@eua.' All modes of explaining away the simple meaning of the 

words are just as inadmissible ar in ver. 2 ; as, for example, Chrysostom : 
bray yap al dodparor duvdyerc avrac éAarrov judi eipedaou Exovoa tov cdpxa Tept- 

- BeBAnutvov, yarerurttpay ddcovor dixyy ; Erasmus; ‘‘ vestra pictas illorum im- 
pietatem, vestra innocentia illorum impuritatem condemnabit ;” Calovius : 
the judicium is approbatirum, making manifest, that is to say, before the 
whole world the victory of the saints already in this life over the devil ; 
Lightfoot : what is meant is, that the influence of the kingdom of Satan is 
to be destroyed by Christianity ; while Nésselt, Ernesti, and Stolz make it 

ability to judge, if an angel were to preacha false gospel (Gal. 1. 8). — ya@riye 
Bwtixé] is not to be included in the question, so that we should have to put 
only a comma after xpivotpev (as Tischendorf does). For fiwrea, things 

which belong to the necessities of this life, disputes as to the meum and tuum 
(comp. Polybius, xiii. 1. 8: rév Biwrtev ovvaddaypérov), will not be among 

the subjects of the future judgment, to which xpevcoipyev refers. We must 
retain, therefore, the mark of interrogation after xp:votyev (Lachmann), and 

1 Observe also the different classes of without ethical grounds. Moreover, the 
angels referred to in Rom. viii. 38; Eph. i. angels are not to be regarded as absolutely 

21; Col. 1.16; 1 Pet. iff.8 Wecannotcon- good, Mark x. 18. Comp. on Col. £. 20. (0) 
ceive these distinctions in rank to exist 
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put a full stop after Bior., so that pfriye Biuwr. may be seen to be the con- 
densed conclusio: to say nothing then of private disputes ! i.e. How far less can 
at be doubtful that we have to judge Bird 1 Comp. Dem. Ol. i. (ii.) 28, and 

Bremi in loc. p. 159. See generally as to yu#reye (found only here in the 

N. T.), nedum se. dicam; Herm. ad Viger. p. 803 ; Schaefer, Appar. ad Dem. 
I. p. 265 ; Hartung, Partikell. U1. p. 154 f. Regarding the relation of 
Beorixés to the later Greek, see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 355.—The antithesis 
of dyyéAove and Biworend turns on this, that the former belong to the higher 
superterrestrial sphere of life (d¢ dv éxelvwy ob xara rdv Biov robrov bvTwr, 

Theodore of Mopsuestia). The ayyéA. without the article is qualitative. 

Ver. 4. Brorixad pév obv x.7.2.] takes up Bwr. at once again with emphasis. 
Comp. Herod. vii. 104: ra Gv éxeivog avdyy’ aveye: dé ravrd aei.—The sen- 

tence may be understood as a question (of astonishment), so de Wette, 
Tischendorf, Ewald, al.; or as a reproachful statement, so Lachmann. The 

former, if r. ¢£ou. be correctly explained, corresponds best with the whole 
structure of this animated address (see on ver. 8). Mév obv is the simple 
accordingly, thus.' Kpcrfpra are here also not lawsuits, but judicia, as in ver. 

2. The meaning therefore is: If ye then have courts of trial as to private 
matters, i.e. if ye are in such circumstances as to have to hold courts of that 
kind. Comp. Dem. 1158. 4: éyévrwy rag dixac, qui lites habent administran- 
das. Hofmann's rendering is a most involved one, making Bwwr. xpir. 
predicate to rovc éfovd. év r. éxx2., and éav ty. a parenthetical clause, to which we 

are to supply as its object éfovSevnuévovc.*—xadifere] do ye—instead of 
taking some from among yourselves for this purpose—set those down, etc. ? 
namely, upon the judgment-seat as judges, which follows from xperfpia. 
Comp. Plato, Legg. ix. p. 873 E; Dem. 997. 23; Polyb. ix. 33.12. It is 
the indicative, and the éfovSevhu. év r. éxxa. are the heathen. So in substance 

Valla, Faber, Castalio, Luther, Calovius, Wolf, a/., including Pott, Flatt, 

Heydenreich, Schrader,. Rickert, Olshausen, de Wette, Ewald, Maicr, 
Neander, Weiss ; Osiander is undecided. To this it is objected that xadiZ. 
does not suit heathen magistrates, and that év r. éxxA. indicates the éfoud. 
as members of the church (see especially Kypke, II. p. 201). But neither 
objection is valid ; for the term xadifere is purposely selected as significant 
of the strange audacity shown in making the matter in dispute dependent 
on the decision of a heathen court, and that in special keeping with the 
contrast (rote éfovd.), while the text does not give roic év rf éxxA. More- 
over, by r. éfouvd., Paul does not mean to describe the contempt for the hea- 

then as justifiable (Hofmann’s objection), but simply as evisting, asa fact, 
however, the universal existence of which made the ubsurdity of the 

procedure here censured very palpable. Other interpreters make «avi; 
imperutice, and the éfouvd. members of the church held in small account : 
take (rather) minimos de piorum plebe as arbiters.* But not to speak 

1 Introducing the more detailed develop- neutest. Stud. p. 127. 
ment of the thought to which expression *So the Vulgate, Peshito, Chrysostom, 
had been given already. See Baeumlein, Theodoret, Theophylact, Erasmus, Beza, 
Partik. p. 181. Vatablus, Calvin, Grotius, Estius, Bengel, 

* How meaningless this would be! More- Wetstein, Hofmann, ai. 

over, see below. Comp. also Laurent. 
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of the rather generally supplied from imagination, nor of the fact that 
to designate those less capable of judging as r. éfovd. tv r. ixxa. would be 
far from wise, and likely to lend countenance to the specially Corinthian 
conceit of. knowledge,—if this were the true sense, Paul would have had 
to lay stress upon the church-membership of the despised persons, and must 
have written at least rove éfoud. rode év r. éxxA. For ol t€oud. tv 1. éxxd. are 

those who are deapised in the church, which leaves it altogether to the context 
to decide whether they themselves belong to the church or not. Now, that 

the latter is the case here is shown by vv. 1, 2, and especially by ver. 5: 
ova tut ev duiv, Arrangements of words like rove éfoud. év rg ExxA. for rode bv 
tT. éxxa, éfov?. are common enough in classical writers also. See Kiihner, 
ad Xen. Anab, iv. 2, 18. — rovrove] with an emphasis of disdain. See Dissen, 

ad Dem. de Cor. p. lii. f., 225 ; Kriiger, Aand. i. 6. 9 ; Ellendt, Ler. Soph. 
II. p. 460. 

Ver. 5. Tpdc évrp. tiv Aéyw] is to be referred, as is done by Lachmann, 
Tischendorf, Neander, and Hofmann, to ver. 4, comp. xv. 34 (it is com- 
monly referred to what comes after), so that the following question unfolds 
the humiliating consideration involved in ver. 4. The address thus acquires 
more point and impressiveness. — ocirw¢] belongs not to Aéyw (Hofmann), 
but to ot« é«.r.A., and sums up the state of things : sic igitur, rebus ita 
comparatis, since you rove éfovSevnpévove xadifere. See Bornemann in Rosen- 

miiller’s Repert. II. p. 245 ff.; Hermann, ad Viger. p. 938. C. Fr. Her- 
mann, ad Lucian. de hist. conser. p. 161. It is otherwise understood by 
Chrysostom, Theophylact, Luther, a/., including Flatt, Billroth, Rtickert, 

Olshausen, Ewald, who make it : 80 much, 80 completely is there lacking, 
etc. But it is only the definition of mode, not of degree, that will suit the 

absolute negation of this clause, intensified as it is by oidé etc. — Regarding 
év, see on Gal. iii. 28. The cogéc carries point against the Corinthian self- 

conceit. — ord? cic] ne unus quidem. ‘‘ Quod est vehementius,” as Erasmus 
well puts it, ‘‘ cum sitis tum multi.” See on John i. 8, and Kriiger, Anad. 
iii. 1. 8; Bornemann and Poppo, ad Cyrop. ii. 1. 21. Comp. non ullus 
(Kithner, ad Cic. Tuse. i. 89. 94) nemo unus (Locella, ad Xen. Eph. p. 187). 

. 

Frequent in Isocr., see Bremi, I. Hze. iii. — d¢ duvfoerac] purely future in ° 
force : who (as cases shall occur) will be able. — dtaxpiva:] to judge, as arbitra- 

tor. — avd puéoov r. ad. aitov] between (LXX. Gen. xvi. 5; Ex. xi. 7; Ezek. 
xxii. 26; Isa. lvii 11; Matt. xiii. 25 ; Theocr. xxii. 21; Strabo, xi. 5. 
1, p. 508; Polyb. x. 48. 1, v. 55. 7 Ads (Christian) brother. The ex- 

pression r. ddeAgov, is meant to put to shame. The singular is used for 
this reason, that rov ddeAgov must mean the plaintiff who brings on the 
lawsuit (not the defendant, as Ewald would have it), between whom (and, as 
is obvious, the defendant) the arbitrator, called into requisition by the 

bringing of the suit, pronounces his decision. Were the plural employed, 
that would indicate the two litigants generally, but not the party bringing 

on the suit in particular. Hofmann, contrary to the plain meaning of the 
words, understands the phrase of the sel/-decision of the individual demand- 
ing or refusing, namely, as to the point where his right ceased and his 
wrong began. In that case, Paul, if he wished to be intelligible, would 
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have required to say something like this : dcaxpivac év gaurd mpde rov adeAgorv 
avrov. Moreover, ovdé et¢ (or ovdelc as Hofmann reads) would militate against 

this view, seeing that it contains what would be, according to ver. 1, a 
disproportionate accusation, if the meaning is not, ‘‘not a sihgle man fitted 
to be an arbitrator.” — The reading, r. ddeAgod x. rot adeApod avrov (Syr. Arr.), 
is an interpretation, although recommended by Grotius and again by 
Laurent. 

Ver. 6. Quick reply to the preceding question: Wo (see Hartung, 
Partikell. II. p. 37 ; Baeumlein, Partikell. p. 10 f.) brother goes to law with 
brother, and that (see on Rom. xiii. 11) before unbelievers.' How then can 

there be such a wise man among you? He would assuredly, by his inter- 
vention as arbitrator, keep the matter from coming to a lawsuit, which, as 
between Christian brethren, and that, too, before a heathen court, is alto- 
gether unfitting and unworthy ! Kpiverac in precisely the same sense as in 
ver. 1, xpiveoas int rav adixwr. (P) 

Ver. 7. Méy otv] as in ver. 4; it now brings under special consideration | 
the foregoing adeAg. pera ad. xpiverat—namely, as to what the real chasacter 
of such a proceeding may be in itself viewed generally (Swe being taken as 
inv. 1), apart from the special element unhappily added in Corinth, ézi 
ériorwv. The yéy corresponds as little (against Hofmann) to the 4444 which 
follows in ver. 8, as the yéy in ver. 4 to the aAAé in ver. 6. The #7 is the 
logical already (‘‘ already then, viewed generally”), in reference to something 
special, by which the case is made yet worse. Comp. Hartung, Partikell, I. 
p. 240 f. — #rrnua] a defeat (see on Rom. xi. 12), t.¢. damage, loss, and that, 
according to the context, not moral decay (so commonly), or hurt to the 
church (Hofmann), or imperfection (Billroth, Riickert), or weakness (Beza) ; 

but, it redounds to your coming short of the Messianic salvation (see ver. 9).— 
éavrav] like aAAfAwv, but giving them to feel, more strongly than the latter 

would, the impropriety which had a place in their own circle (Ktihner, ad Xen. 

Mem. ii. 6. 20). —xpivara] as in Rom. v. 16, Wisd. xii. 12, legal judgments, 

which they had respectively obtained (&yere). —dadixeiode . . . aroorep.] 

middles : to allow wrong and loss to be inflicted on themselves. Comp. 
Vulgate. See Bernhardy, p. 346 f. As to the matter itself, see Matt. v. 
89 ff. ; example of Jesus, 1 Pet. ii. 23. 

Ver. 8. The question beginning with dari in ver. 7 still continues : Why 
do ye not rather allow yourselves to suffer wrong, etc., and not, on your part, 

do wrong, etc.? This view, instead of the ordinary one, which makes 
ver. 8 an independent sentence like ver. 6, is necessary, because # oi« oldare 
in ver. 9 has its logical reference in dfarc. The reference, namely, is this : 
‘‘ There is no ground conceivable for your not,” etc. (dari . . . adeAgotc), 

““ unless that ye knew not,” etc. (} ovx oldare). —xat roito adeAgobc] to whom 

nevertheless, as your brethren, the very opposite was due from you! With 
respect to the climactic x, rotro, and that, seeon Rom. xii. 11, and Baeumlein, 
Partik, p. 147. 

1To take the sentence as a reproachful sterner and more telling than the common 
assertion (so Luther, Beza, Lachmann, way of viewing it as a question, which is 
Osiander, Hofmann), makes the passage adopted also by Tischendorf and Ewald. 
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Ver. 9. "H ovx oldare] See on ver. 8. To supply an unexpressed thought 
here (‘‘ Do not regard the matter lightly,” Billroth ; ‘‘ This is a far greater 
qttypa,” Ruckert ; that #rrnza to the church ‘“‘ they could only fail to per- 
ceive, if they did not know,” etc., Hofmann) is just as arbitrary as to do so 
in ver. 2— dd:xot] the general conception (under which the preceding dadcreiy 
and azoor. are included): unrighteous, immoral. See the enumeration which 
follows. —@eot Bacca.] the Oevd coming close after ddico, and put first for 
emphasis (see the critical remarks). As to the truth itself, that dd:xia 
excludes from the Messiah’s kingdom, see on Gal. v. 21; and as regards 
what is implied in the Messianic xAypovouia, on Gal. iii. 18 ; Eph. i. 11. — 9 

mAavaove] for that moral fundamental law was more easily, it is plain, flung 
to the winds in frivolous Corinth than anywhere else! Possibly, too, some 

might even say openly : g:AdvPpwiroe dv 6 Oed¢ xa ayaddc, ovx Emesépyerat toi¢ 

wAnumeAhpace’ py 67) doB7FGuev ? Chrysostom. Hence : be not mistaken (ria- 

vaode, passive, as also in xv. 33 ; Gal. vi. 7; Luke xxi. 8; Jas. i. 16; comp. 
the active form in 1 John iii. 7), followed by the emphatic repetition of that 
fundamental law with a many-sided breaking up of the notion ddi:co: into 
particulars, not, however, arranged systematically, or in couples, nor redu- 

cible, save by force, to any logical scheme ;' in this enumeration, owing to 

the state of matters in the place, the sins of sensuality are most amply speci- 

fied. — répvo, fornicators in general ; poryol, adulterers, Heb. xiii. 4.— 
eidwAod.] see on Vv. 11. — padaxoi] effeminates, commonly understood as gui 
muliebria patiuntur, but with no sufficient evidence from the usage of the 
language (the passages in Wetstein and Kypke, even Dion. Hal. vii. 2, do 
not prove the point) ; moreover, such catamites (molles) were called mépvoz 
or xivacdot, One does not see, moreover, why precisely this sin should be 

mentioned twice over in different aspects. Rather therefore : effeminate 
luxurious livers. Comp. Aristotle, Eth. vil. 7 : pataxde xai rpvdav, Xen. Mem. 

ji. 1, 20, also wadraxdc, ill. 11. 10: rpg) 62 xat paddaxia, Plato, Rep. p. 590 
B. — apoevoxoitac] sodomites, who defile themselves with men (1 Tim. i. 10 ; 
Eusebius, Praep. evang. p. 276 D). Regarding the wide diffusion of this 

vice, see the passages in Wetstein ; comp. on Rom. i. 27, and Hermann, 
Privatalterth. § 29, 17 ff. 

Ver. 11. How unworthy are such of your new Christian relations !— raira] 
of persons in a contemptuous sense: such trash, such a set. See Bern- 
hardy, p. 281.—r:véc] more exact definition of the subject of jre, namely, 
that all are not meant. It is the well-known oyjpa xa? dAov kai pépoc 

(Kiibner, II. p. 156). Comp. Grotius. Valckenaer says well : ‘‘ vocula rivé¢ 

dictum paulo durius emollit.” Billroth is wrong in holding (as Vorstius 
before him) that raird riveg belong to each other, and are equivalent to 
rowovrot. In that case raird trrva would be required, or rojot ree. See Ast, 

ad Plat. Legg. p. 't1 ; Bornemann, ad Xen. Cyr, ii. 1. 2 ; Ellendt, Lex. Soph. 

II. p. 882. — aredoto. x.r.4.] describes from step to step the new relations 
established by their reception of Christianity. First of all: ye washed your- 
selves clean, namely, by your immersion in the waters of baptism, from the 

1 Comp. Ernesti, Ursprung der Stinde, Il. p. 20 f. 
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moral defilement of the guilt of your sins (you obtained, through means of 

baptism, the forgiveness of your sins committed before you became Chris- 
tians). (Q) Comp. Acts xxii. 16, ii. 88; Eph. v. 26 ; 1 Pet. iii. 21. Ob- 

serve the use of the middle, arising from the conception of their sel/-destina- 
tion for baptism. Comp. éGarricavro, x. 2. We must not take the middle 
here for the passive, as most expositors do, following the Vulgate (so Flatt, 
Pott, Billroth, Olshausen, Ewald), which in part arose—as in the case of 
Olshausen—from dogmatical preconceptions ; neither isit to be understood, 
with Usteri (Lehrbegriff, p. 280) and Riickert (comp. Loesner, p. 278), of 

moral purification by laying aside everything sinful, of the putting off the 
old man (comp. Rom. vi. 2 ff.), against which the same phrase in Acts xxii. 
16, and the analogous one, xafapisac, in Eph. v. 26, militate strongly. This 
moral regeneration evisis in connection with baptism (Tit. iii. 5), but is not 
designated by aredotc., although its subjective conditions, werdvora and rior 
are presupposed in the latter expression. The producing of regencration, 
which is by water and Spirit, is implied in the #y:dof7re which follows : ye 
became (from being unholy, as ye were before baptism) Aoly, inasmuch, 

namely, as by receiving the dwped rov dyiov xvetyarog (Acts ii. 88) ye were 

translated into that moral frame of life which is Christian and consecrated 
to God (John iii. 5 ; Tit. iii. 5; Eph. v. 25, dydoy). Rickert and Ols: 

hausen take it in the theocratic sense : ‘‘ ye became set apart, numbered 
among the ayo.” Comp. Osiander, also Hofmann : ‘‘ incorporated in the 

_holy church.” But the progression of thought here, which marks its advance 
towards a climax by the repetition of the 4444, requires, not a threefold de- 
scription of the transaction involved in baptism (Calvin, Hofmann), but 
three different characteristic points, dating their commencement from bap- 
tism, and forming, as regards their substance, the new moral condition of 

life from which those who have become Christians ought not again to fall 
back. — édixadyre] ye were made righteous. This, however, cannot mean 

the imputative justification of Rom. iii. 21 (de Wette, Osiander, Hofmann, 

with older commentators ; because, in the first place, this is already given 

in the dmrAotcacfe ; and secondly, because the éd:caséfyre, if used in this 

sense, would have needed not to follow the dy:dafyre, but to precede it, as 

in i, 80 ; for to suppose a descending climax (Calovius) is out of the question, 
if only on account of the avedotc., which so manifestly indicates the beginning 
of the Christian state. What is meant, and that by way of contrast to the 
notion of ad:xia which prevails in ver. 9 f., is the actual moral righteousness 
of life,* which has been brought about as the result of the operation of the 
Spirit which began with baptism, so that now there is seen in the man tho 
fulfilment of the moral demands or of the dicaiwya rod véuov (Rom. viii. 4), 

and he himself, being dead unto sin, ded:caiwrat ard tH¢ duaptiag (Rom. vi. 

1 [Beet says, with justice, “a solitary 

instance, probably, in the New Testament 
of this simplest sense."* — T. W. C.] 

2 There is therefore no warrant for ad- 
ducing this passage, as is done on the Ro- 
man Catholic side (even by Déllinger), in 

opposition to the distinction between justi- 
fication and sanctification. Justification Is 

comprised already in amedAove. Comp. 
Weiss, bi. Theol. pp. 842, 845 ff. Its sub- 
jective basis, however, is one with that of 

sanctification, namely, faith. 
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7), and édovAd6y rH dtxasoobvy (Rom. vi. 18), whose instruments his members 
have now become in the xacvérne of the spirit and life (Rom. vi. 18). This 
dixawHjva: does not stand related to the dy:aotijva in any sort of tautological 
sense, but is the effect and outcome of it, and in so far, certainly, is also 

the moral continuatio justificationis (comp. Calovius), Rev. xxii. 11.—The 
thrice repeated 4244 lays a special emphasis upon each of the three points. 
Comp. Xenophon, Anab. v. 8. 4; Aristophanes, Acharn. 402 ff. ; 2 Cor. ii. 
17, vii. 11; Wyttenbach, ad Plat. Phaed. p. 142 ; Bornemann, ad Xen. 

Symp. iv. 53; Buttmann, newt. Gramm. p. 841 [E. T. 8398]. —év ro dvduare 

. . . fuav] is by most expositors made to refer to all the three points. But 

since éy 7@ xvebuate x.t.A. does not accord with dzedotc. (for the Spirit is 

only received after baptism, Acts ii. 88, xix. 5, 6 ; Tit. iii. 5, 6; the case 
in Acts x. 47 is erceptional), it is better, with Rickert, to connect év r¢ 

évéuare . . . juov simply with éd:«a:69., which best harmonizes also with the 
significant importance of the éd:xa:d@yre as the crowning point of the whole 

transformation wrought in the Christian. The name of the Lord Jesus, i.e. 
what pronouncing the name ‘ Kipiog 'Inacte” (xii. 8) affirms,—this, as the 

contents of the faith and confession, is that in which the becoming morally 
righteous had its causal basis (év), and equally had its ground in the Spirit 

of our God, since it was He who established it by His sanctifying agency ; 

through that name its origin was subjectively conditioned, and through that 

Spirit it was objectively realized. Were we, with Hofmann, to bring év r¢ 
ovéuart . . « Geov yuov into connection with the mdvra po: tEeortv which fol- 
lows, the latter would at once become limited and defined in a way with 
which the antitheses aA’ x.r.4. would no longer in that case harmonize. 
For it is precisely in the absolutenees of the rdvra pot Efeorty that these an- 

titheses have their ethical correctness and significance, 2s being the moral 
limitation of that axiom, which therefore appears again absolutely in x. 23. 
— Observe, further, how, notwithstanding the defective condition of the 
church in point of fact, the aorist jyido?. and édixa:d0. have their warrant 

as acts of God, and in accordance with the tdeal view of what is the specifi- 
cally Christian condition, however imperfectly as yet this may have been 
realized, or whatever backsliding may have taken place. The ideal way 
of speaking, too, corresponds to the design of the apostle, who is seeking to 
make his readers feel the contradiction between their conduct and the char- 

acter which as Christians they assumed at conversion ; ofédpa évrpemrixac 

brtyaye ALywv: évvofcare HAixuv bude ébeidero xaxav 6 Oedg x.t.A., Chrysostom. 
And thereby he seeks morally to raise them. 

Vv. 12-20. Correction of the misunderstanding of Christian liberty, as though 
Sornication, equally with the use of meats, came under the head of things allow- 
able (vv. 12-17). Admonitions against fornication (vv. 18-20). 

Vv. 12-14. Connection and sequence of thought. Jn this new condition of 
life (ver. 11) all things are allowed to us, but they must be for our good,—all 
things allowed, but we on our part must remain free (ver. 12). Among these 

allowed things is the use of food, as what is in accordance with nature and ap- 
pointed by God merely for a time (rd Bpduata . . . xarapy., ver. 13). Wholly 

otherwise is it with the use of the body for fornication ; that is anti-Christian 
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(rd 62 odua . . . aduar, ver. 18), and contrary to the eternal destiny jfized by 
_ God for the body (ver. 14). — Not without reason did Paul, when reckoning 

up the different forms of ad:xia in ver. 9, place wopveia first. Comp. v. 1; 2 
Cor. xii. 21. But Corinthian Epicureanism, starting from the Hellenic 
mode of viewing this matter, which was altogether very lax (Herm. Privat- 
alterth., § 29. 13 ff.), easily found for itself even a certain justification of 

fornication, namely, in the doctrine of Christian liberty in adiaphoris, the 
maxim of which is : wdvra po: téeorewx. Now we may infer from the passage 
before us that this erroneous justification had actually been brought forward, 
that more than one voluptuary in the church had, as Paul was informed, 
actually declared that just as satisfying the desire for food was an adia- 
phoron, so also was satisfying the desire for sensual pleasure by fornication. 
Comp. Baur in the theol. Jahrb. 1852, 1 and 8 ; Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 420 f. 
Olshausen, indeed, thinks that Paul would have given an absolute command 

to exclude all such persons from the church, and that therefore it is only 
the possibility of so gross an abuse of Christian liberty that is implied here. 
But the former is an arbitrary assumption,’ and the latter has these two 
considerations against it—first, that in no other Epistle does Paul touch on 
this possibility, although the opinion that licentious intercourse was allow- 
able was widely spread among the Greeks and Romans ; and secondly, that 

the statement of the moral difference between the use of meats and whoredom 
is of too special a kind to be naturally accounted for in the absence of act- 
ual occasion. Necander, whose objections lose their force, if we only do not 
go the length of assuming that this adiaphoristic view of fornication had 
become universal in Corinth, or had been formally published and propa- 
gated there as a doctrinal tenet, is of opinion that Paul meant to begin here 
upon the theme of meat offered to idols (comp. x. 23), but was led on after 

the first half of ver. 18 to draw a contrast (perhaps in order to guard against 

a misunderstanding of his words, perhaps also in opposition to those who 
denied the resurrection) which conducted him so far away from his theme, 
that it was only in chap. viii. that he made his way back to it again from 

another point. But how arbitrary this is! And how entirely unexampled 
a thing, that the apostle should so far forget himself, and write in a manner 
80 irregular and open to misconception | Chap. x. 23 lends no support to 
this exposition, for it is obvious that the same maxim could be made to 
apply in very many diffcrent directions. Rickert’s exegesis is only a little 

less violent ; he supposes that, in the question addressed to the apostle 
about the sacrificial meat, the party eating it had adduced the révra éScorw 
in their favour, and that Paul had only transferred it here in order to guard 
against the abuse of it respecting fornication (in substance, therefore, coincid- 
ing with Olshausen). To the ordinary interpretation Rickert objects, that 

the Corinthians in their letter would certainly not have described the zropveia 

1 Olshausen reasons thus: Since invi.9 suffered persons guilty of such abomina- 
unnatural vices are named with the rest, tions to remain in the church. But in vv. 18 
we should have to conclude that the révra_—s ff. the apostle is speaking quite distinctly 
po: éfeor: was applied to these alsoin Cor- and constantly of the wopreia alone, not of 
4nth; now Paul would surely nover have unnatural sins. 
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as prevailing among them, nor would they have undertaken the defence of 
it to the apostle whom they knew so well. But this objection is unfounded ; 

for from v. 1 we must assume that Paul had come to know of the state of 
morals at Corinth through oral reports, and consequently had not lIcarncd 
the abuse there made of the mévra éfcory through expressions in the Corin- 
thian letter (this against Hofmann also). According to Ewald, there had 
been doubts and debates concerning the obligation of the Jewish laws about 
food and marriage ; Paul therefore lays down in ver. 12 the principle which 
should decide all such cases, and then at once, in ver. 13, disposes shortly 

of the first point in dispute, in order, at a later stage (chap. viii.—x.), to 

speak of it more at length, and hastens on in ver. 13 ff. to the second point. 
Against this we may urge, first, that the first point was surcly too impor- 
tant to be disposed of by so brief a hint as that in ver. 13 ; secondly, that 
the two halves of ver. 13 stand in an antithetic relation to each other, which 

gives the first half merely the position of an auziliary clause ; thirdly, that 

chap. viii.-x. do not deal with the question of food in general, but with 
that of eating sacrificial flesh in particular ; and lastly, that ver. 13 ff. have 
likewise quite as their special subject that of fornication. — rdvta pot teoriv] 
might be regarded as the objection of an opponent (so Pott and Flatt, with 
older expositors) ; hence also it is understood by Theodoret as a question. 
But this is unnecessary (for surely it is, in point of fact, a Christian, and in- 

deed a specially Pauline principle), and arbitrary besides, since there is here 
no formula of objection (such as épeic oby, or the like). Comp. on ver. 13, — 
It would be self-evident to the reader that xdvra meant all that was in itself 
indifferent (whatever was not anti-Christian). — yo:] spoken in the character 
of a Christian in general. Comp. ver. 15. Bengel says well : ‘‘Saepe Paulus 

prim& personfi singul. eloquitur, quae cim habent gnomes." Comp. Gal. ii. 18. 
— ovpgéper] is profitable. This must not be arbitrarily restricted either in the 

way of taking it as equivalent to oixodouet (Calvin, al., also Billroth after x. 
23), or by confining it to one’s own advantage (Grotius, Heumann, Schulz, 

Olshausen). What is meant is moral profitableness generally in every respect, 
as conditioned by the special circumstances of each case as it arises. §o, 
too, in x. 23. Theodore of Mopsuestia, it may be added, says rightly : 

éretd?) yap ov Tavra ovpdlpet, 677.0Vv Og ov Tact ypnoTtov, GAAG Toig whEAOvOL pdvotc. 

— ovx éyd] not I for my part. The subjection will not be on my side, but the 

things allowed will be what is brought into subjection. This tacit contrast 
is indicated both by the position of oi« éyé and by td tivog. The common 
interpretation : ‘‘ego sub nulliue redigar potestatem” (Vulgate), does not 

correspond to the order of the words, — égovoac0.] purely future in force : 
shall be ruled by anything whatever. This result, that on my part moral. 
freedom should be lost through anything, will not ensue! Otherwise the 
thing would plainly be not allowed. I shall preserve the power of moral 
self-determination, so as to do or leave undone, just according to the moral 
relations constituted by the circumstances of the case, what in itself would 
be allowed to me. Comp. the great thought in ili. 22, and Paul’s own ex- 
ample in Phil. iv. 11, 12. Were revd¢ masculine (Ambrosiaster, Erasmus, 

Vatablus, Ewald, al.), the meaning would then be, that in things indiffer- 
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ent a man should not yield himself to be tutored and dictated to by others 
(Ewald). But, in point of fact, it is neuter, being in contrast to the thrice 
repeated and emphatic rdvra. — The paronomasia in igeorey and é&oug. was 

remarked by expositors as early as Chrysostom and Theophylact. -All isin 
my power, yet it is not I who will be overpowered by anything. Regarding é£ov- 

oidfev (which is not used in this sense by Greek writers), comp. Eccles. vii. 
19, viii. 8, x. 4 f. 

Ver. 13. Ty xocAig] 8c. Lore, belong to, inasmuch, that is to say, as they are 
destined to be received and digested by the belly (the trodoy7 trav oiriwy, 

Photius in Oecumenius). Comp. Matt. xv. 17. —roi¢ Bpdépzacw] inasmuch 

as it is destined to receive and digest the food. — This reciprocal destina- 
tion according to nature is the jirst element, which, in its relation to the 
second half of the verse, is intended to call attention to the fact, that the 

case of fornication is totally different from that of the use of food,—that 
the latter, being in accordance with its destination, belongs to the category of 
the adiaphora ; while fornication, on the other hand, which is anti-Chris- 

tian, is contrary to the relation of the body to Christ. The second element 

(which, however, is very closely connected with the first), by which this is 

made manifest, consists in what God will hereafter do on the one hand with 

the xo:Aig and the Spduacr, and on the other hand (ver. 14) in respect of the 

body’s relation as pertaining to Christ, which latter relation is imperishable, 
in contrast to the perishable nature of the things first mentioned. — 6 d2 Ocd¢ 

. - . karapy.] 4.e. God, however, will (at the Parousia) cause such a change 

to take place in the bodily constitution of man and in the world of sense 
generally, that neither the organs of digestion as such, nor the meats as 
such, will then be existent. To such passing away is this relation destined 

by God ! With respect to the glorifying of the body here indicated, comp. 
Matt. xxii. 830 ; 1 Cor. xv. 44, 51. Mclanchthon aptly says: ‘‘ Cibi et ven- 
ter... sunt res periturac ;.. . ideo sunt adiaphora ;” and Bengel: 
‘‘quae destruentur, per se liberum habent usum, Col. ii. 20 ff.” Comp. 
Castalio, and among more modern expositors, Schulz, Krause, Billroth, 

Rickert, Schrader, Olshausen, de Wette, Osiander, Ewald, Maier, Neander, 

Hofmann.' Pott, Flatt, and Ifeydenreich (and sec still earlier writers in 
Wolf) approximate to this view, but take 7a Bpdyara . . . xatapy. as words 

of an opponent, the premisses of a conclusion as to the allowableness 
of fornication, which conclusion is impugned by Paul in the 7d é 
cipa x«.T.A. which follows. But the apostle fas not given the slight- 
est hint of this passage being a dialogue ; moreover, had it been so, he 
would have begun his reply ver. 13 with a44é again (as in ver. 12, ac- 
cording to this dialogistic view). Other interpreters, following Chrysos- 
tom and Theophylact, make the design of 6 dé @ed¢ «.r.A. to be a warning 

against excess. Comp. Calvin, Grotius, Calovius, af. But this, although 
in harmony with the 4424 in ver. 12, would stand in no logical relation to 
the 6 d2 Ocdg x.7.A. of ver. 14, and thereby the inner connection of the whole 
address (sce above) would be broken up. — xa? rari kai ravra] Regarding 

1 Several of them, however, fall intothe tobe at death, which «ai ravra alone shows 
mistake of making the date of the xcarapy, __to be inadmissibie. 
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the use of the double otro¢ for éxeivoeg . . . obroc, Which is not common, see 

Bernhardy, p. 277. Comp. Josh. viii. 22 ; 1 Macc. vii. 46, ix. 17.— 1rd d2 
cjua] Paul cannot nameagain here a single organ ; the whole body is the 
organ of fleshly intercourse :* sec ver. 16. — 1 zopveig] for fornication (con- 

ceived of as a personal power), for ita disposal and use. —ryKupiy] inas- 
much as the body is a member of Christ.* See ver. 15. —rwodzarc] inas- 

much, namely, as Christ is destined (has it as His function) to rule and use 
the body as His member. ‘‘Quanta dignatio !” Bengel. It is a mistake 
to make the phrase refer to the raising up and glorifying of the body, which 
it is the part of Christ to effect (Ambrosiaster, Anselm, Thomas, Grotius) ; 
for this would destroy the unity of mutual reference in the two clauses 
(comp. above, ra Bpduara x.r.4.), and, besides, the resurrection is brought 

forward afterwards as something separate from the preceding, and that, 
too, as the work of God (parallel to the 6 d2 Oed¢ «.r.4. in ver. 18). 

Ver. 14. This is parallel in contents and form to the sentence, 4 d2 Ocd¢ 
2. . xatapyfoet, in ver. 13: Now God has not only raised up the Lord, but will 
raise up us also by His power. The body, consequently, has a destiny which 
stretches on into the future eternal aiéy ; how wholly different therefore 

from the xo:A‘a, that organ of temporal nourishment, which will cease to be | 
—xal rov Kip. fyecpe}] necessary assurance of what follows. See Rom. viii. 

11. Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 20; Col. i. 18; 2 Cor. iv. 11, 14. —xai tac é&eyepei *] 

The bodily change in the case of those still alive at the time of the Parousia 
(xv. 61; 2 Cor. v. 2-4; 1 Thess. iv. 15 ff.) did not need to be specially 
mentioned, since Paul was not here to entcr into detail upon the doctrine . 

of the resurrection. Comp. on Rom. viii. 11. He thercfore, in accordance 
with the rav Kip. fyecpe, designates here the consummation of all things only 

a potiori, namely, as a raising up, speaking at the same time in the person 

of Christians generally (ijua¢), and leaving out of view in this general expres- 
sion his own personal hope that he might survive to the Parousia. — The in- 
terchange of wy. and égey. (out of the grave, comp. éfavdoraag rdv vexpadr, 
Phil. iii. 11) is accidental, without any special design—in opposition to 

Bengel and Osiander’s arbitrary opinion that the former word denoted the 
Jirst-fruits, and the latter the ‘‘ massa dormientium.” ‘— avrov]—not atrod, 

1 Neither our text nor Luke xx. 35 gives 3If cfeyeipee were the true reading (but 

any support tothe assumption that those 

partaking in the resurrection will be with- 
out sexual distinction. The doing away of 

the cocAia refers simply to the cessation of 

the earthly process of nutrition; it does 

not affect the identity of the body, which 
Delitzsch (Psychol. p. 459), without warrant 
from Scripture, pronounces to be indepen- 
dent of the external continuance of distinc- 

tion between the sexes. Such assertions 

lead to fantastic theories irip & yéyparra. 
3 [‘* Whoever eats food, of whatever kind, 

puts it to its designed use: whoever com- 

mits farnication uses his body in a way for 
which it was never designed." Stanley.— 
T. W. C.] 

seo the critical remarks), the tense employ- 

ed would in that case bring before us as 

present what was certain in the future. If 
éfnyecpe were correct, we should have to 

interpret this according to the idea of the 

resurrection of believers being implied in 
that of Christ, comp. Col. ff. 12. 

4 Against this view may be urged the 
consideration, in itself decielve, that in the 

whole of chap. xv. ¢ye(pw is the term con- 

stantly used both of Christ's resurrection 

and that of believers ; whereas éfecyeipw oc- 
curs in all the N. T. only here and Rom, ix. 

17 (in the latter passage, however, not of 
the rising of the dead). 
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because uttered from the standpoint of the writer—applies to God, not to 
Jesus (Theodoret) ; and dia rhc dvvdy. air. should be referred not to both 

the clauses in the sentence (Billroth), but, as its position demands, to é£eye- 
pei ; for to the ground of faith which the latter has in xa? rov Képiov iyecpe, 
Paul now adds its undoubted possibility (Matt. xxii. 29), perhaps glancing 
purposely at the deniers of the resurrection, rj a&tomorig rig Tov motovvrog 
isybog rove avriAéyovras ériorouifwv, Chrysostom. 

Vv. 15-17. That fornication is not an indifferent thing like the use of 
meats, but anti-Christian, Paul has already proved in vv. 13, 14, namely, 

from this, that the body belongs to Christ and is destined by God to be 
raised up again. How deserving of abhorrence fornication is on that account, 
he now brings home to the mind of his readers in a striking and concrete 
way. The immorality of fornication is certainly taken for granted in ver. 

15 f., yet not in such a manner as to make Paul guilty of a petitio principii 

(Baur in the theol. Jahrb. 1852, p. 588 f.), but on the ground of the proof 
_ of this immorality already given in vv. 18, 14. In ver. 15 f. the apostle does 
not seek to prove it over again, but to teach the Corinthians to abhor the sin. 
— oi« oldare x.r.A.] He here takes up once more, and exhibits with greater 
fulness, the thought in ver. 18, rd cdua 7 Kupiy, as the basis for the follow- 

ing warning : dpa¢ oiv x.r.2. — péAy Xpiorov] Inasmuch, that is to say, as 

Christ, as the Head of the Christian world, stands to it in the closest and 

most inward fellowship of organic life (see especially Eph. iv. 16), and forms, 
as it were, one moral Person with it ; the bodies of the individual believers, 
who in fact belong to the Lord, and He to them for this world and that which 
is to come (ver. 18 f.), may be conceived as Christ's members, just as from 
the same point of view the whole church of Christ is His collective organ, 
His body (Rom. xii. 5 ; Eph. i. 28 ; Col. i. 18, ii. 19; 1 Cor. xii. 18, aJ.). 
— &pac] Shall I then take away, take off, the members of Christ, and, etc. 
Billroth sees in dpac simply minuteness of description, indicative of deliber- 
ation, as in np? . But this is to confound it with Acfdév. The Vulgate 

renders rightly : tollens ; Luke vi. 29, xi. 22 ; John xi. 48 ; Plato, Pol. ix. 
p. 578 E, Tim. p. 76 B; Sophocles, Trach. 796 ; 1 Macc. viii. 18. What 

is depicted is daring misappropriation. The plural ré xéAy denotes the cat- 
egory, for the matter ‘‘non quanta sit numero, sed qualis genere sit, specta- 

tur,” Reisig, Conjec. in Aristoph. p. 58. Since the Christian’s body is among 
the members of Christ, the sopvetew is a deed whereby a man takes away 
the members of Christ from Him whose property they are, and makes them 
a harlot’s members. — roijow] future: Shall this case occur with me? shall I 
degrade myself to this? so far forget myself? Rickert and Osiander hold 
that it is the aorist subjunctive : should I, etc. (see Herm. ad Viger. p. 

742). It is impossible to decide the point. 
Ver. 16. "H ovx oldare] ‘‘ Or if this yy yévorro (conveying, as it does, a 

negative to that question) still appears to you to admit of doubt, even after 
the statement of the nature of the case given in ver. 15, then ye must 
be ignorant that,” etc. This 4 ovx oldare cannot correspond with the ov« 

oldare of ver. 15 (Hofmann : ‘either the one or the other they must be 

ignorant of,” etc.), for drz 6 xoAAdu. x.7.A, manifestly refers to the conclusion 
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from the preceding expressed in dpa¢ ody, and therefore is subordinated to 
the question answered shudderingly with yp? yévorro. In ver. 19, too, the 4 

ovx oidare refers to what has just before been said. — xoAAdp.] who joins him- 
self to (P23), indicating the union in licenti6us intercourse. Comp. Ecclus. 
xix. 2; Gen. li. 24 ; Ezra iv. 20. — rg répvy] the harlot with whom he deals 
(article). — &v odpé éotiv] is a single body » previous to the xoAAdoba: he and 

the person concerned were two bodies, but he who is joined to the harlot— 

an united subject—is one body. — foovra: yap x.r.2.] Gen. ii. 24 (quoted from 
_ the LXX.) speaks, indeed, of wedded, not unwedded, intercourse ; but 

Theodoret rightly points out the paritas rationis: &v yap Kal rovTo Kaxeivo TR 
doe: Tov mpdyparog. — gyoiv] Who it is that says it, is sclf-evident, namely, 

God ; the utterances of the Scripture being His words, even when they may 
be spoken through another, as Gen. ii. 24 was through Adam. Comp. on 
Matt. xix. 5. Similarly Gal. iii. 16 ; Eph. iv. 8; Heb. viii. 5; 1 Cor. xv. 

27. ‘H ypagf, which is what is usually supplied here, would need to be 

suggested by the context, asin Rom. xv. 10. Rtickert arbitrarily prefers 
7d mvevpa.'—ol dbo] the two in question. The words are wanting in the 
Hebrew text, but are always quoted with it in the N. T. (Matt. xix. 5; 
Mark x. 8 ; Eph. v. 81) after the LXX., and also by the Rabbins (e.g. Beresh. 
Rabb. 18) ; an addition of later date in the interests of monogamy, which, 

although not expressly enjoined in the law, came by degrees to prevail, in 
accordance with its adumbration from the first in the history of the creation 

(Ewald, Alterth. p. 260 f.). —ei¢ odpxa piav] WS a3), Sce on Matt. xix. 5. 

Ver. 17. Weighty contrast to 6 xoddou. ra xépvy Ev ciud éort, nO longer 
dependent on ari. — xoAAacbac r@ Kupip, an expression of close attachment to 

‘Jehovah, which is very common in the O. T. (Jer. xiii. 11 ; Deut. x. 20, 

xi. 22 ; 2 Kings xviii. 6 ; Ecclus. ii. 3, a/.). It denotes here, inward union 

of life with Christ, and is selected to be sct against the xoAA. rH wépvy in ver. 

16, inasmuch as in both cases an intima conjunctio takes place, in the one 

Jleshly, in the other spiritual. We are not to assume that Paul was thinking 

here, as in Eph. v. 238 ff. (comp. 2 Cor. xi. 2 ; Rom. v. 4), of the union with 

Christ as a marriage (Piscator, Olshausen, comp. also Osiander); for in that 
mystical marriage-union Christ is the Bridegroom, filling the man’s place, 

and hence the contrast to xodJ. r7 xépyy would be an unsuitable one. 

Olshausen’s additional conjecture, that when the apostle spoke of rg répvy 

there floated before his mind a vision of the great whore who sitteth upon 
many waters (Rev. xvii. 1), is an empty fancy. — éy rvetud éore] conceived 

of as the analogue to & oéua. Comp. 2 Cor. iii. 17. This is the same Unio 
mystica which Jesus Himself so often demands in the Gospel of John, and 

in which no ethical diversity exists between the zvetya of the believing man 
and the rveiya of Christ which fills it ; Christ lives in the believer, Gal. ii. 

20, as the believer in Christ, Gal. iii. 27, Col. iii. 17, this being brought 
about by Christ’s communicating Himself to the human spirit through the 

1To take it tmpersonally: “itis said,“ as quotations from Scripture. Comp. Winer, 
in 2 Cor. x. 10, according to the well-known Gr. p. 486 (E. T. 656] ; Buttmann, neu?. Gr. 

usage in the classics, would be without  p. 117 [E. T. 1%]. 

warrant from any other instance of Paul's 
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power of the Holy Spirit, Rom. viii. 9-11. Now, be it observed how, by 
fleshly union with a harlot, this high and holy unity is not simply put in 

hazard (Hofmann), but excluded altogether as a moral impossibility / Comp. 
the idea of the impossibility of serving two masters (Rom. vi. 16), of fellow- 
ship with Christ and Belial, and the like. It is unnecessary to say that this 

has no application to union in marriage, seeing that it is ordained of God, 
‘Sob verbum, quo actus concubialis sanctificatur,” Calovius. Comp. Weiss, 
bibl. Theol. p. 421. 

Vv. 18-20. Direct prohibition of fornication, strengthened by description 
of it asa sin against one’s own body, which is in fact the temple of the Holy 

Spirit, etc. 
Ver. 18. debyere tiv ropv.] Inferred from the foregoing verses (13-17), 

but expressed in all the more lively way from not being linked to them by 
any connective particle. ‘‘ Severitas cum fastidio,” Bengel. — ray dudpraya 

x.t.A.] asyndetic corroboration of the preceding prohibition. Paul does not 
say anything here incapable of being maintained in its full stringency of 
meaning (Riickert, de Wette), nor is there any reason for taking av, with 
Michaelis, Flatt, Pott, and others, in a popular sense, as cquivalent to 
almost all (comp. Theodore of Mopsuestia and Melanchthon : ‘‘cum quodam 
candore accipiatur de iis, quae saepius accidunt’’) ; but the truth of his 
words is based on the fact that every other sinful act (dudpryua), if it has to 

do at all with the body, works upon it from without, and consequently 
holds a position in reference to the body external to the same. The sinner 
makes that which is not of the body, but outside of it, as ¢.g. food and 

drink, to be the instrument of his immoral act, whereby the duépryya, 
viewed in its relation to the body, comes to stand éxré¢ rov cduaroc, and has 

there the sphere of its occurrence and consummation. This holds true even in 
the case of the suicide, whose act is in fact a sinful use of external things, 

the instance of a man’s voluntarily starving himself not excepted (against 
Hofmann’s objection), for this is accomplished by the abuse of abstinence 

from food (which is equally an external relationship), and therefore éxra¢ row 

cépuaros. How entirely different from the case of all such other sinful acts 
stands the state of things with unchasteness, where there is sin, not éxrdg¢ r. 
odparoc, but ei¢ rd Idcov coua | See below. In connection with this passage, 
expositors indulge in many arbitrary and sometimes very odd interpretations ' 

1 Chrysostom, Theophylact, Erasmus, ai., 
single out as the characteristic point—con- 

trary to the literal tenor of the passage— 
the defilement of the whole body by forni- 
cation, on which ground a bath is taken 
subsequently. This latter point Theodoret 

also lays stress upon, explaining, however, 

the expression by the fact that the man 
who commits other sins ot rocatrny aigdyow 

AauBave. tHe auaprias, while the profiigate, 
on the other hand, edie wera thy duapriav 
aio davera. Tov Kaxov Kai atrTd Td capa BseAUT- 

teraz. Chrysostom’s interpretation of the 

whole body has been taken up again by 

Baur (in the theol. Jahrb. 1852, p. 540 f.). 

The body in its totality, he holds, is meant, 

inasmuch as it is one body with the harlot, 

and in virtue of this unity the fornicator 

has the object of his sin not without him- 
self, but in himself, and sins against the 

body identified with his own self. But all 

this is not in the tert, and no reader could 
read it into the text. Hofmann, too, im- 

ports what is neither expressed in the 

words themselves nor suggested by the an- 
tithesis,—the obscure notion, namely, that, 

as in the case of the glutton, after complet- 

ing the deed ‘the thing of his sin does not 

remain with him" (%). 
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and saving clauses. Among these must be reckoned the exposition of 
Calvin and others, by way of comparison: ‘‘secundum plus et minus.” 

Neander, too, imports a meaning which is not in the words, that fornication 
desecrates the body in its very highest and most enduring significance (namely, 

as the sum of the personality). According to Chr. F. Fritzsche (Nova Opuse. 
p. 249 f.), what is meant is that all other sins do not separate the body of 
the Christian from the body of Christ, this taking place only through for- 
nication (ver. 15). But the general and local expression éxrdg r. cdparde 
gory does not correspond with this special and ethical reference, nor are we 
warranted in attributing to one of such ethical strictness as the apostle the 
conception that no other sin separates from the body of Christ, ver. 9 f. ; 
Rom. viii. 9, al. —6 éav «.7.A.] which in any case whaterer (Hermann, ad 

Viger. p. 819) a man shall have committed. Respecting édv, instead of dy, 
after relatives, see Winer, p. 291 (E. T. 890]. — éxrdg r. ody. torcv] inasmuch 
as the sinful deed done has been one brought about outside of the body. — ei¢ rd 
lé:ov ojza] For his own bodily frame is the immediate object which he 
affects in a sinful way, whose moral purity and honour he hurts and wounds 
by his action. Comp. on eis, Luke xv. 18. He dishonours his own body, 

which is the organ and object of his sin. Comp. Beza. The apostle says 
nothing at all here of the weakening effect upon the body itself (Athanasius 

in Oecumenius, and others). 
Ver. 19 justifies the duaprdve: in respect of the specific description of it 

given by el¢ 7d Idcov odpa. ‘‘ Commits sin,” I say, against his own body ; or, 

in case ye doubt that, and think perhaps that it does not matter so much 
about the body, know ye not that (1) your body (i.e. the body of each one 
among you, see Bernhardy, p. 60) is the temple (not : a temple, see on iii. 16) 

of the Holy Spirit which is in you (Rom. viii. 11) ; and that (2) ye belong not 
to your own selves (see ver. 20)? Fornication, therefore, so far as it affects 
your own body, is a desecration of what is holy, and a selfish rebellion 
against God your Lord. — ov éyere ard Oeci] gives edge to the proof,’ and 
leads on to the second point (ot« éor2 éavrév). Ov is under attraction from 
dy. xv. (Winer, p. 154 [E. T. 208]). — xai obxx.r.A.] still dependent upon rz, 
which is to be supplied again after xaf, not an independent statement (Hof- 
mann, who takes the «ai as meaning also), which would needlessly interrupt 

the flow of the animated address. — 
Ver. 20. For (proof of the oi éor2 éavr.) ye were bought, i.e. redeemed 

from the curse of the law, Gal. iii. 138 ; from the wrath of God, Eph. n. 8; 

from the bond of the guilt of sin, Rom. iii. 19-21 ; and acquired as God’s 

property (Eph. ii. 19, i. 14), for @ price, which was paid to God for your 
reconciliation with Him, namely, the blood of Christ, Matt. xxvi. 28 ; 

Rom, iii. 24 f. ; 2 Cor. v. 18 ff. ; Eph. i. 7; 1 Pet. i. 18 f. ; Rev. v. 9% 

We have the same conception in Acts xx. 28, although there, as also in 
1 Cor. vii. 23, and Tit. ii. 14, the church is represented as the property of 

1 Chrysostom: xal rdv 8ewxéra rédeaxer, theidea of the body being the temple of the 
UymAdy re duo wouwy Toy axpoarhy, kai dofay Holy Spirit, in opposition tothe abuse of 
Kai To peyéder THs wapaxatadyj«ns naiTH giAo- it in debauchery, comp. Herm. Past. Sim. 

Timig TOU wapaxaradeundvov. Further, as tov. 7. 
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Christ ; but see John xvii. 9.— ric] strengthens the zyopdcf. as the op- 
posite of acquiring without an equivalent. Comp. vii. 23. The common 
exposition (following the Vulgate) : magno pretio, inserts without warrant 

what is not in the text (so, too, Pott, Flatt, Rickert, Osiandcr, Olshausen, 

Ewald).! Comp. Herod. vii. 119, and the passages in Wetstein ; and seo 

already Valla. — dofdoare dj x.7.A.] Do but glorify, etc. This is the moral 
obligation arising out of the two things grasped by faith as certainties, 
ver. 19. Regarding the 67 of urgency with imperatives, sce on Acts xiii. 2. 
— iv 76 ou. tp.) not instrumental, nor asin Phil. i. 20 (comp. Rom. xii. 
1), but so expressed, because the exhortation proceeds upon the footing of 
the whole tenor of ver. 19, in which the body is described as a temple; in 

your body, namely, practically by chastity, the opposite of which would be 

an ariudfecv rov Ocdv (Rom. ii. 23) in His own sanctuary ! 

Nores By AMERICAN Eprror. 

(0) The Judging of angels. Ver. 3. 

The author is undoubtedly correct in saying that here, according to the con- 

stant usage of Scripture, good angels are meant ; but he speaks rashly in hold- 

ing that the distinctions among them (‘‘ principalities, powers,” etc.) are made 

upon ethical grounds. Not ahint of this is given in the Bible, where through- 
out the entire body, when described at all, is noted as holy. It is far more 

natural to suppose that these creatures of God, like all other intelligent 
creatures of whom we have knowledge, differ in capacity, and therefore occupy 
different positions and render different services. The difficulty in the passage 
which arises to most readers at first blush is obviated by the unity of Christ 

with his church triumphant—a thought which is ever present to the Apostle's 
mind when he thinks of the future. In this sense redeemed humanity will be 

the judge of the spiritual world and of whatever it contains. This is aided by 

the consideration Hodge advances, that to rule and to judge are often in Script- 
ure convertible terms. To rule Israel and to judge Israel mean the same 

thing. Thus is explained the promise to the apostles in Matt. xix. 18, of 

‘‘gitting upon twelve thrones and judging the twelve tribes of Israel.’’ So in 

the present case, ‘‘ Know ye not that we shall judge angels?” is equivalent 

to ‘‘ Know ye not that we are to be exalted above the angels and preside over 

them ; shall we not then preside over earthly things ?”’ 

(P) Going to law before unbelievers, Ver. 6. 

A litigious spirit is known to have characterized the Greek nation from the 

time of Aristophanes downwards; and itis not wonderful that this should have 

cropped out in the Christians of Corinth. What the Apostle reproves is that be- 
lievers, instead of settling their disputes among themselves, dragged one another 

before a heathen tribunal, and so brought discredit upon themselves and the 
worthy name by which they were called. That this does not teach that believers 

now are never to appeal to a civil court is obvious, because such courts are in no 

1 How high a price it was (1 Pet. 1. 19) would suggest itself readily to the readers, 
bat is not implied In the word Itself. 
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sense heathen, and Paul himself did not hesitate to invoke the protection of the 
laws of the land against the injustice of his countrymen. But it does teach 

with emphasis the wrongfulness and the meanness of cherishing a litigious 

spirit. 

(Q) ** Ye were washed.” Ver, 11. 

It does not seem at all necessary to interpret this of baptism, as the author 

does. It may indeed have an allusion to the rite, but is certainly not formally 
identified with it. The figure contained in the word is one often occurring in 

Scripture—Ps. li. 7; Isa. i. 16; Rev. xxii. 14 (true text). All three expressions 

are to be taken simply as a varied atterance of the same truth, and their force 

is well given by Stanley thus: ‘‘Ye were washed, and so cannot be again unclean; 

consecrated, and so cannot be again polluted ; made righteous, and so cannot be 

unrighteous.’’ The attempt of Hodge and others to make the last verb mean 

forensic justification is inconsistent with its position here, for according to the 

Apostle’s doctrine everywhere, sanctification and moral cleansing follow justi- 

fication, and are dependent upon it, while here they would be represented as 
conditioning it, which is simply impossible. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

Ver. 3. d¢ecAjv] Elz. and Matt. read éd¢ecAouévyy ebvorav, against decisive evi- 
dence. Erroneous explanation. — Ver. 5. Tj vyoreig xai after cyoAdonre (not 

oxoAdfyre, Elz.) is an inappropriate addition in the ascetic interest ; and 

ovvépyeote, in place of re, is a gloss. — Ver. 7. yap] AC D* F @ &*, min. It. 

Copt. Goth. and several Fathers have dé. Approved by Griesb., and adopted 
by Lachm. Tisch. and Riick. The ydp was an incorrect gloss upon the dé. — 

Instead of 5¢ . . . d¢, read, with Lachm. and Tisch., following the majority of 

the uncials,d... 4. In ver. 10 again, Lachm. and Riick. put yuwpilecbac in 
place of ywpro9jjvat (with A D E F G); but, considering the weight of authority 
on the other side, agévai must dissuade us from the change. — Ver. 13. otroc] 

approved also by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. Rick. and Tisch. The evidence 

against avréc (Elz.) is conclusive. But this induces us to read aérny in ver. 12 
also (with Lachm. Tisch. and Riick.). — avrév] Lachm. Tisch. and Rick. have 
roy dvdpa, approved by Griesb. also, and on conclusive grounds. Avrév has 
crept in from uniformity to ver. 12. Had there been a gloss, we should have 
found n corresponding variation of avri in ver. 12 as well. — Ver. 14. avdpé] 
The uncials from A to G, &*, Copt. Baschm. It. Jerome, and Augustine, read 
adeAgg. Recommended by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. Riick. and Tisch. 
"Avdpi is an explanatory addition. — Ver. 15. #ud¢] Tisch. has dude, but the evi- 

dence for it is weaker ; and tudc would easily come in from ver, 14. — Ver. 17. 

Kuptoc) Elz. and Matt. read Ged, and, after xéxAnxev : 6 Kupioc. Against con- 

clusive testimony ; Ktprog was glossed and dislodged by Ged, and then after- 

wards reinserted in the wrong place. Hence in G, Boern. we have 6 Kupiog 

- « - 6 Képtoc 6 Ged. — Ver. 18. Instead of the second ti¢ éxA767, Lachm. Tisch. 

and Ritck. read «éxAerai tic, with A BX, min., and additional support from D* 

F and G, which have tic xéxA._ The Recepta is a mechanical repetition from the 
first clause of the verse. — Ver. 28. ynuy¢] B & have yaunoys ; and, since in A we 
have yaunoy, and in D E F G AdBy¢ yvvaixa, which is plainly a gloss, the evi- 
dence preponderates in favour of yaunoye (Lachm. Tisch.) ; yizy¢ arose out of 

‘what follows. — Ver. 29.! After adeAgoi Elz. has dr, against A B K L &, min. 
Baschm. Syr. p. Vulg. Eus. Method. Basil, Theodoret, Hierat. ai. An exegetical 

addition. —1d Anirév éotw] A B ®&, min. Copt. Syr. p. Arm. Slav. Eus. Ephr. 
Basil, Cyr. have gore rd Aorrév. Now, seeing that D* has simply tore Aouxdy, 

and F G 67** Boern. Vulg. Method. Tert. Jerome, Ambrosiast. al, have éori, 

Aonév tor, the reading of A, eto., is best accredited. That in the Received 

text originated in the wish to indicate the fact that rd Aocréy was regarded as 
belonging to what had gone before,—a connection which is expressly set forth 

in several codd. vas. and Fathers (see Tisch. and Reiche). As to whether a 

comms should be placed between éoriv and rd Aouréy, which is done by Lachm. 
Tisch. Riick. and Scholz, see the exegetical remarks on the verse, — Ver. 31. > 

1 Respecting ver. 20, see Reiche, comment. crit. I. p. 178 ff. 
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Koouy tovty] Lachm. Tisch. and Rick. read rév xécyov, with A B X&, also D* F 
G 17, which, however, add rotrov. The dative was a correction to bring it 
into accordance with the common usage ; rodrov (rovry) again in addition from 

what follows. — Vv. 32-34. dpéce:] Lachm. and Riick. have apéo7, with AB DE 

FG ®& 21 46, Eus. ai. But it was very natural that, in place of the future (K 

L, almost all the min. Clem. Or. Meth. Ath. Epiph. and many others), the more 

usual subjunctive should creep into the text. — Ver. 34.' weuéporac x.7.A.] Kai 

pepépiorar occurs in A B D* &, min. Syr. p. Copt. Vulg. Cyr. Jerome, and 

many other Fathers, and is joined to what precedes it by most of the codd. 

Copt. Vulg. Cyr. Jerome (who. expressly states that this connection is according 
to the original), Pel. Bede, al. On the other hand, it is construed with what 

follows by Syr. Arr. Arm. It. Chrys. Theodoret, Basil, Oecum. Theophylact, 

Tert. Ambr. Aug. Sedul. and Latin codices in Jerome. The «cai after pepép., 
which is wanting in Elz, is conclusively attested by A B D*¥#* FG KL ¥&, 

min. Aeth. Vulg. It. Chrys. al. Going on with the verse, we find 4 ayasocg after 

yuv7 in A B &, some min, Vulg. and several Fathers ; while, on the other hand, 
there is no 7 dyapog after rap%évoc in Vulg. Jerome, Aug. Euseb. al. We have 
the choice left us, therefore, between the following two readings (and modes 

of connecting the words) : (1) [kai] pepépiorar Kai 4 yur) Kai 4 mapOévoc: % aya- 
fog pepiuvd x.7.A,, and (2) xai peuépiorar. Kai 9 yuvy } ayapuoc nad 7 wapbivoc F 

dyauoc pepyvd x.t.A. The latter is adopted by Lachm. and Riick. ; but is noé 
to be preferred, because it offers no difficulty whatever, and, consequently, no 

occasion for any change. The former, on the contrary (found in D*** F GK 
L, and many min. It. Slav. Chrys. Theodoret, Dam.), presented a stone of stum- 

bling in the peuépiora:, which was either not understood at all, or misunderstood, 

Where not understood, it was left out altogether (so even Cyprian: ‘‘ uxori. 

Sic et mulier et virgo innupta cogitat,’’ etc.); where misunderstood (that 

pepitecGae must mean curis distrahi, see Jerome, adv. Jovin. 1. 7), it was con- 

nected with the preceding clause by «ai (which appears, therefore, to be spuri- 

ous). This made yvr7 be taken as mulier vidua (Aeth.); and hence 7 dyayo¢e 
was either pushed forward (Vulg.), or else left in connection with zap6évoc, 

and the same word added to yu as well (A B®, Lachm.). Scholz, too, has 

the words as in our reading,’ but spoils it by his quite wrong and abrupt method 

of punctuation : Tg yuvaiki: weukpiotrac. Kal 7 yuri) xal 4 mapbévoc 4 dyapyog pepiuvg 

" «. 7.4, — Ver. 34. rd rod xécyov] omitted in B alone, which, however, is approved 
of by Buttmann (Studien u. Krit. 1860, p. 370). — Ver. 37. édpaiog: ev 77 Kupdig] 
Lachm. reads év rj xapd. avrod édpaioc, which has conclusive evidence in its 
favour ; on the other hand, there is no sufficient ground for omitting édp. (as 

Griesb. does) or avroi (deleted by Tisch.). As rogards édpaiog in particular, 
which is omitted only by F G, It. Aeth., it was very likely to be left out as 

being unessential, so far as the sense was concerned, after Eorjxev. — atrod tov] 

is deleted by Lachm. Riick. and Tisch. in accordance with A B 8. In place of 
it, Tisch., following the same authorities, has év rg idia xapdig. The evi- 

‘dence, however, for adrot rov (the uncials DEF GK L) is too weighty and 
uniform, while rod again was in appearance so cumbrous and superfluous, and 

such a natural occasion for writing idig instead of airod presented itself in the 

1 Respecting ver. 84, see Relche, Comment. ed by Tisch. Elz. varies from it only In 

crit. I. p. 184 ff. omitting the «ai after pepeprora, which was 

2 It isdefended also by Reicheandretain- justly reinserted by Bengel. 
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preceding idiov OeAju., that our conclusion is to retain the Recepta. — Instead 
of rnei, A B &® 6 17 37, Copt. have zo:zoe (as also where it occurs for the sec- 

ond time in ver. 38), which is adopted by Lachm. and Ritck. (B 6 17 37 have 
wxoinoes also the first time in ver. 38). But in default of internal reasons for a 
change, these witnesses, having no support from the Fathers, and next to none 
from the vss., are too weak to warrant it. — Ver. 38. 6 éxyayuif{wy] Lachm. and 

Rick. have 6 jauifwy ry wapOévorv éavrov. Now it is true that yauigwy occurs in 

ABDE &17 23 31 46, Clem. Method. Basil., and ry wap8. éaur. (or 7. éaur. 
ap9., 80 Riick.) in much the same codices and Syr. Erp. Arm. Baschm. Aeth. 
Vulg. Clar. Germ. Clem. Basil. al. But the whole reading is manifestly of 

the nature of a gloss, éxyayuifwy, being explained sometimes by yapifwy rpv rap. 
éavr., sometimes by the addition to it of rjv nap8, éavr. The latter phrase 
crept into the text beside éxyau., the former in place of it. — Instead of 6 dé read 

xai 6; so Griesb. Lachm. Schulz, Riick. Tisch., upon conclusive evidence. 

The antithesis gave rise to the 6 dé. — Ver. 39. After déderar Elz. has voy, 

against A B D* Fs! 8**, min, with many vss. and Fathers. Taken from Rom. 
vii. 2, although Reiche doubts this. —éav dé] Tisch. has tay 62 «ai, upon 

insufficient evidence ; the xai might easily come in through writing the next 

syllable twice over, or by a clerical error such as xexoiu7Oy (30 F G). 

ConTENTs.—Instructions regarding marriage, matrimonial intercourse, 
and divorce (vv. 1-17) ; then an excursus upon the theme that the reception 
of Christianity ought not to alter the outward relations of life (vv. 17-24) ; 
lastly, about virgins—as to how far celibacy in general is advisable for both 
sexes (vv. 25-84), and whether a father does better to let his daughter re- 
main single, or give her away in marriage (vv. 85-88). The same advice, 
to remain unmarried, is given to widows (ver. 89 f.). Comp. on this chap- 

ter, Harless, die Ehescheidungsfrage, 1861. 

Ver. 1. Aé] leads over to the answering of questions put in the letter 
from Corinth. — éypéwparé yo:] Differences of opinion must have’ prevailed 
respecting the points discussed in this chapter, and these had been laid 
before the apostle by the church. In particular, there must have been at 
Corinth opponents of marriage. This is wrongly denied by Baur, who imag- 
ines merely an attempt made among the Corinthians to defend fornication 
from the analogy of marriage ; of which there is not a trace in the apostle’s 
words. Whether, now, the doubts in question, more especially as to the 
Inwfulness of marriage,’ were mixed up with the subsistence of the parties at 
Corinth, it is impossible to make out with any certainty, although in itself 
it seems likely that a matter of opinion so important practically would be 
turned, with other points, to account in the interest of party. Grotius 
holds that those who raised such points of debate were ‘sub Christianorum 

1 Fragment of a Codex of the 7thcentury. from the perverted moral extravagance of 

See Tisch. Monum. sacr. ined. p. 460. others, who, because of the intercourse of 
21f the opinion that fornication was sex involved, counted marriage also an im- 

lawful (vi. 12 ff.) arose at Corinth out ofan pure thing, and would have the maxim: 
Epicurean libertinism, the doubts regard- caddy dvdpamy yuvacds nh Grrecda, to be of 

ing the lawfulness of marriage must have abeolute and universal application. 
flowed from the opposite source, to wit, 
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nomine philosopht verius quam Christiani.” But such of the Greek philoso- 
phers as advocated views adverse to marriage did so upon the ground of 
the cares and dangers connected with marriage (see Grotius in loc.), not 
from any doubt regarding its morality, as, according to vv. 28, 36, must 

have been the case among the Corinthians. Further, it is certain that the 
adversaries of marriage could not be of the Petrine party ; for Peter himself 
was married (Matt. viii. 14; 1 Cor. ix. 5), and the Judaizing tendency, 

which cannot be proved to have had an Essene-Ebionitic character in Cor- 
inth (Schwegler, I. p. 163 f."), could be nothing else but favourable to 

marriage (see Lightfoot, Horae, p. 189). Olshausen (comp. also Jaeger, 

Kniewel, Goldhorn, Ewald) decides for the Christ-party, in whose idealistic 
tendency he considers there were contained the germs both of moral indif- 
ference and of false asceticism. But this party’s idealism in general isa 
pure hypothesis, which is as little established by proof as their Hasenism 
in particular, to which Ewald traces back the rejection of marriage among 
the Corinthians.* In the last place, that it was the followers of Paul (Storr, 
Rosenmiiller, Flatt, Pott, Neander, Rabiger, Osiander, Maier, Rickert re- 

fuses to give a decision), who—in opposition, perhaps, to the Petrine party, 
and appealing to the celibacy of Paul himself, he never having been mar- 
ried (see on ver. 8)—overvalued celibacy, and pronounced marriage to stand 
lower in point of morality and holiness, is the most likely view, for this 
reason, that the apostle’s sentiments upon this point were in themselves, as 
we see from the chapter before us, quite of a kind to be readily misunder- 
stood or misinterpreted by many of his disciples—more especially in parti- 
san interests—as being unfavourable to marriage.* It merely required that 
men should overlook or wish to overlook the conditional character of the 
advantages which he ascribes to single life. The opponents of marriage 
referred to in 1 Tim. iv. 3 were of a totally different class. Those with 

whom we are now concerned did not forbid marriage and so endanger 
Christian liberty (otherwise Paul would have written regarding them in 
quite another tone), but simply undervalued it, placing it morally below 
celibacy, and advising against it, hence, too, as respects married persons, 
favouring a cessation from matrimonial intercourse and even divorce (vv. 8 
ff., 10 ff.). — xaddv avépdry] With respect to what you have written to me 
(rep? x.t.A., absolute, as in xvi. 1, 12; Bernhardy, p. 261 ; Bremi, ad De- 

1 One section of the Essenes even declared 
fteelf against celibacy, Josephus, Bell. il. 
8.18; Ritschl, altkath. Kirche, p. 185. 

* According to Ewald (comp. too, his 

Gesch. der apost. Zeit. p. 808 f.), the Christ- 
party appealed to the example of Christ in 

regard to this point especially. But had 

that been the case, we should surely have 

found some traces of it in Paul’s way of 
discussing the question, whereas, on the 

contrary, the reference which he deems it 
due to make Is rather to hia own example 
(ver. 7). Looking at the matter as a whole, 

it is prima facie improbable that any one 

should have adduced the unwedded life of 
Christ as an argument against marriage— 
in the first place, because He, as the incar 

nate Son of God, held too lofty a place in 

the believing consciousness to present a 
standard for such earthly relationships; 

and secondly, because He Himself in His 
teaching had so strongly upheld the sano- 
tity of marriage. 

3 Just as they were often misinterpreted, 
as is well known, in after times in the 

interests of the celibate system, of nunner- 
ies and monasteries. 
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mosth. Ol. p. 194 ; Maetzner, ad Antiph. p. 170), it is good for a man, etc., that 
is to say : it is morally salutary ' for an (unmarried) man not to touch a woman. 
That, in a general theoretical point of view, is the prevailing axiom, which 

I hereby enunciate as my decision ; but in a practical point of view, seeing 
that few have the gift of continence, the precept must come in : because of 
fornication, etc., ver. 2. In Paul’s eyes, therefore, the yuvaixd¢ uy arrecfas 
is, indeed, something morally salutary in and by itself ; but this affirmation, 

made from a general point of view, finds its necessary limitation and restric- 
tion in the actual facts of the case, so that just according to circumstances 
marriage may be equally a duty. Hence the xaddv «.7.4. is not appropriate 
for the defence of celibacy in general (‘‘ si bonum est mulicrem non tangere, 

malum ergo est tangere,” Jerome, ad Jovin. i. 4, and see especially Cornelius 

‘2 Lapide in loc.). — arrteofla:, like tangere in the sense of serual intercourse 

(Gen. xx. 16, xxi. 11; Prov. vi. 29). See Wetstein and Kypke, II. p. 

204 f. Marriage is the particular case coming under this general yvvarxd¢ 
axreo0a, to be treated of in detail hereafter. Rickert, failing to recognize 

this progress in the apostle’s argument (so, too, Kling in the Stud. u. Krit. 
1889, p. 444), holds that the reference is to sexual intercourse in marriages 
already formed (and that nothing is said of entering into matrimonial con- 

nections). Did Paul, as Kling supposes, here give it as his opinion that 
‘“@ chaste life, as of brother and sister, was more consonant, on the part of 
married persons, with delicacy of moral feeling” («aAév) ; this would be a 
sentimental error, which ought not to be attributed to him, whether consid- 
cred in itself, or in view of his high appreciation of marriage as a union of 
the sexes (2 Cor. xi. 2 ; Rom. vii. 4; Eph. v. 28 ff.). — The axiom is enun- 
ciated without a uév, because it is, in the first place, conceived simply in itself ; 
the limitation which follows is added with dé by way of antithesis. Comp. 
on Eph. v. 8, and Fritzsche, ad Rom. II. p. 433. Precisely so, too, in ver. 8. 

Ver. 2. In order, however, that offences in the way of fornication (see on this 
plural of the abstract, Kiihner, II. p. 28; Maetzn. ad Lycurg. p. 144 f.) 

may be avoided in practice, the rule holds good: Let every man have a wife of 

his own (properly belonging to himself in marriage), ete. On dé, comp. 
Winer, p. 372 [E. T. 497]. Rickert, de Wette, and Maicr are wrong in 
maintaining that éyérw is permissive merely,—Rfickert, indeed, making it so 
only to the extent of a man’s retaining his wife. The latter is disproved by 
vv. 9, 10, and the former by the fact that the immediately following azod:- 
dérw in ver. 3 is not to be taken as permissive, any more than the yayuyodrucay 
which answers to éyérw in ver. 9. It is opposed, further, by the considera- 
tion that d:a rd¢ ropveiac is a determining element of a moral kind, which 
must therefore necessarily lead not to a mere permissibility, but to a positive 

1That we have in «addy «.7r.A. a moral 
axiom, a statement of what Is ethically 

salutary, not a mere utilitarian principle of 
practical prudence, is clear, especially from 

the comparison In the last clause of ver. 9, 
and from vv. 82-34, where the ethical benefit 
of it is explained. [See the limitation of 
xaAdy in ver. 26, where the reason is formal- 

ly stated.—T. W. C.] 
9 This éxey is nothing else but the simple 

habere (to possess) ; It does not mean infer- 

lercourse in marriage, which ought to be 

continued (Kling, Heydenreich, following 
Cameron and Estius), Paul comes to that 

only in ver. 8. 
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obligation (already noted by Erasmus). This injunction, however, is a 
moral rule, to which exceptions may occur from higher considerations in 

cases where no danger of fornication is apprehended and there is the ‘‘ do- 
num continentiac,” as Paul himself had shown by his own example,—in 

which, nevertheless, no support whatever is given to any sort of celibacy 
enforced by law, a thing which, on the contrary, our text decidedly dis- 
countenances. Rickert thinks further that Paul exhibits here a very poor 
opinion of marriage ; and Baur (in the theol. Jahrb. 1852, p. 15 ff.) has more 
fully developed this idea so as to assert that the apostle’s view of marriage 

is at variance with the moral conception of it which now prevails.’ Comp. 
also Rothe, Ethik, III. p. 614. But can it be truc, then, that ie, who looked 

upon the union with Christ itself as the analogue of wedded life, valued 
matriage only as a ‘‘ temperamentum continentiae” ? No! what he docs is 
this : out of all the different grounds on which marriage rested in his mind, 
he selects just that one which, in the first place, specially concerned his 

readers (remember the xopivfdZeoPa), and in the second place, had peculiar 
weight in connection with the nearness of the Parousia. That approaching 
catastrophe might furnish him with sufficient reasons for leaving unmentioned 
those higher ends of marriage which reached forth into a more remote fu- 
ture, and confining himself to the immediate practical relations of the brief, 
momentous present. See ver. 26 ff. Keeping in view the present avdycy, 
the near approach of the Lord, and the necessity, therefore, of an undivided 

surrender to Him, Paul had, under these given circumstances, recognized in 
the state of single life what in and by itself was xaddv avOpory, if only no 

Sornication and heat were conjoined therewith. It is from this point of view, 
which was presented to him by the then existing condition of things (and 
hence without at all contradicting Gen. ii. 18), that the apostle handles the 

subject, discussing it accordingly in a special aspect and from one particu- 
lar side, while the wider and higher moral relations of marriage lie beyond 
the limits of what he has now in hand.—Obscrve, further, how sharply and 

decisively the expression in ver. 2 (comp. Eph. v. 22, 25) excludes not only 
concubinage and sexual intercourse apart from marriage generally, but also 
all polygamy. 

Vv. 3, 4. The occasion for this injunction, which otherwise might very 
well have been dispensed with, must have becn given by the statement in 
the letter from Corinth of scruples having arisen on the point. See on ver. 
1.—.riv oped] the due in the matter (Rom. xiii. 7), 7.e. according to the 

context, as euphemistically expressed, the debitum tori.? See ver. 4. The 
word does not occur at all in Greek writers ; see Lobeck, a4 Phryn. p. 90. 

Nor does it in the LXX. and the Apocrypha. —} yur) rod Wiov ody. x.7.A.] 

Comp. in opposition to this, Ernestl, 

Ethik des Ap. Paulus, p. 115 f. 

in Philo, de Abr. p. 584), but ¢:Adrys (Homer). 

pifts, ovvovaia. The author of the gloss, 

2If we adopted the common reading rhv 

Sdhecdopu. evvoray, we should not take it, with 

Grotius, a/., in the same sense as given 

above, but generally, with Calvin and 
others, as benevolentiam. For the expression 
for that special idea is not evvoa (not even 

therefore, must either have misunderstood 
Thy opeAny, or, understanding it rightly, 

have used a wrong expression to explain 

it. The reading dpeAouedrny reufv in Chrys 

ostom points to the former alternative. 
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Explanatory of ver. 83. The wife has no power over her own body, namely, as 
regards cohabitation, but the husband has that power ; likewise (époiws) also, 
on the other hand, the converse holds, so that ‘‘ neutri liceat alteri conjugale 
debitum poscenti denegare,” Estius. Corresponding statements of the 
Rabbins may be seen in Selden, wor. Hebr. iii. 6. 7. — Bengel says happily 
respecting idiov, that it forms with oi« éfoverdfee an elegans paradozon. 

Ver. 5. Withhold not yourselves from each other, unless it were perhaps (nisi 
Jorte, comp. 2 Cor. xiii. 5 ; Luke ix. 18) that ye did so as occasion emerged 

(av), by agreement for a time (supply amoorep#re aAAga. ; sec on Luke ix. 13). 
The obvious meaning is euphemistically expressed by aroorep.; dyav roivuy 

dppodiag rovro réAecxev Exi Tov ob cvpgdvus Ti éyxpdretav alpovzévuv, Theodoret. 

— iva oyoddonre k.t.A.] iva introduces the design of the concession just made éx 

cuugay. mpd¢ xaipdv : in order that ye may hate free leisure for prayer— 
may be able to give yourselves to it without being drawn away and dis- 

tracted by sensual desire and the pleasures of sense. What Paul means is 
not the ordinary praying of the Christian heart, which ought to ascend 

adcadeirrug (1 Thess. v. 17; Eph. vi. 18), but such ertraordinary exercises 
in prayer as they might have determined specially to devote themselves to 
for a longer period (a series of days). We are not to assume that such do- 
mestic devotions, as the apostle here plainly supposes to be engaged in by 
husband and wife in common, had been already then connected with Chris- 

tian festivals ; probably they were still entirely dependent upon the wants 
and wishes of individuals. But the idea of cohabitation being excluded for 
a time by religious exercises, is found both among the Jews (Ex. xix. 15 ; 
1 Sam. xxi. 4) and the heathen. See Wetstcin and Dougt. Anal. II. p. 111 
f. Comp. Test. XII. Patr. p. 678: xa:pd¢ yap cvvovoiag yuvaixis avrod, nat 

Kaipd¢ éyxpareiag ei¢ mpocevxny avtov. —xai mdédev gre] still dependent on iva, 

indicates cezvac the being together again for matrimonial intercourse. With 
respect to émt 1d air,’ comp. on Acts 1. 15. —iva pp weepaly x.7.A.] design of 
the xal mddwv. .. re: in order that Satan may not tempt you to sin (to 

breach of the marriage-vow) on account of your incontineney, because ye are 
incontinent ; for ‘‘Satanas vitiorum scintillas excitat,” Grotius. 'Axpaoia, 

which occurs again in the N. T. in its older form of axpéreca, Matt. xxiii. 25, 
comes from axparfe¢ (xpareiv), and is the opposite of zyxpdéreca. See Lobeck, 

ad Phryn. p. 524; Stallbaum, ad Plat. Rep. p. 461 B. Rickert conjectures 
that the word means : not mingling in matrimonial intercourse (on account of 

your non-participation therein). This is quite against usage ; for dxpacia 
(with the a long, from dxparoc), in the Ionic form axpyoin, means bad mizture, 

as opposed to eixpacia. See Theophrastus, ¢. pl. iii. 2.5; Dio Cassius, 
Ixxvii. 22. Paul had reason enough to affirm incontinency of the Corinthians 
generally, and to call their attention in warning to this lack of moral strength, 
on which the devil would base his attempts to find access to them with his 
temptations. Comp. 2 Cor. ii, 11. 

Ver. 6. Toro] docs not refer to what follows (J. Cappellus, Rosenmiiller), 
which it does not suit ; nor to ver. 2 (Beza, Grotius, de Wette, Gratama, 

3 Erasmus remarks rightly : ‘ut intelligas, eos ante fuisse separatos thalamée."” 
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Baur, Hofmann) ; nor to all that has been said from ver. 2 onwards (Bengel, 
Pott, Flatt, Billroth, Rickert, Osiander), for vv. 2-4 contain precepts 

actually obligatory ; nor to «. méAcv éxi rd aird Fre (Origen, Tertullian, Je- 
rome, Cornelius @ Lapide, al.), which is but a subordinate portion of the 

preceding utterance. It is to this utterance : yu aroorepeire . . . axp. tpar, 

which directly precedes the roiro, that it can alone be made to refer without 
arbitrariness,—an utterance which might have the appearance of an émrayf, 
but is not intended to be such. What Paul means is this: Although I say 
that ye should withhold yourselves from each other by mutual agreement only 
perhaps for the season of prayer, and then come together again, so as to es- 

cape the temptations of Satan ; yet that is not to be understood by way of 
command, as if you might not be abstinent at other times or for a longer period 

éx ovugaevov, but by way of indulgence (‘‘ secundum indulgentiam,” Vulgate), so 
that thereby concession is made to your lack of continency, it is allowed for. 

Theophylact puts it well : ovyxara8aivwy ri acfeveia tuov, and Erasmus : ‘‘ con- 

sulo vestris periculis.” —ovyyvouzy occurs here only in the N. T. (Ecclus., 
pref. i. and iii. 13), but very often in Greek writers,—not, however, in the 
LXX. It means invariably either forgireness, or, as here, forbearance, indul- 
gence, youn xpitix? Tov Ercecxov¢ 6907, Aristotle, Hth. vi. 11. Hammond and 
Pott transgress the laws of the language by making it the same as xara riv 
éujy yvouyv. S80 even Valckenaer ; comp. Calovius, Flatt, Heydenreich, al. 

Ewald, too, renders without any support from the usage of the language : 
“Saith the best conscience.” 

Ver. 7. Ido not say by way of command that you should withhold your- 

selves only for the time of prayer and then be together again ; but indeed 
(dé) I wish that every one had the gift of continency, as I myself, and so 

could restrain himself, not merely at such isolated periods for some particu- 
lar higher end ; still (and that justifies what I said : xaré ovyyvdpr) this gift 
is not vouchsafed to all. There is no more ground for supposing that pév 
should be supplied (after Aéyw) in connection with this dé, than there is in 

ver. 2 (against Riickert). — d¢ xal éuavréy] as also I myself, that is to say, 
endued with the donum continentiae, év tyxpareig, Chrysostom. See what fol- 

lows. He does not mean his state of single life, but its charismatic basis. 
The xai is, as for instance in Acts xxvi.:29, the quite commonly used xai of 
comparison. — ydpiopa] @ special endowment bestowed by divine grace, fitting 

him for the purposes of the kingdom of God. Comp. on xii. 1-4; Rom. xii. 
6. It is of course, and necessarily (because communicated through the 
Spirit), conceived as existing within the church. The words rdyvra¢ avOpd- 
move do not contradict this ; for Paul could most warrantably wish Zo all 

men that gracious gift, which he as a Christian was conscious that he pos- 
sessed, and as to which he knew that even within the Christian pale it was 
vouchsafed to one and withheld from another. — 6 pév obrwe x.7.A.] 18 not to 

be understood as if the first oirw¢ meant the gift of continence, and the 
second a man’s suitableness for wedded life (de Wette, with older commen- 

tators, beginning with Theodoret and Theophylact), but in a quite general 
sense : the one has his peculiar gift of grace after this fashion, the other in 

that ; the one so, the other ee. Under this general statement, the possession 
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of continence, or some other gracious endowment in its place, is included. 
As to the double otras, comp. LXX. 2 Sam. xi. 25 : qoré pév obtu¢ nal wore 

obtwo xatagdyerat 7) Poudaia, also Judg. xviii. 4 ; 2 Kings v. 4; 2Sam. xvii. 15. 
It is not so used in Greek writers. 

Vv. 8, 9. Aéyw dé) leads on from what is contained in ver. 7 (from the 
subjective wish of the apostle and its objective limitation) to the rudes 
flowing therefrom, which he has now to enunciate. Riickert holds that the 
transition here made by Paul is from the married to the unmarried. But 

were that the case, roic d? aydyor¢ would require to stand first (comp. ver. 

10) ; the emphasis is on Aéyw. —Toic¢ ayduorg] what is meant is the whole 

category, all without distinction, including both sexes, not simply widowers ; ' 
for the phrase opposed to it, rote yeyaunxdor, in ver. 10, embraces both sexes ; 

and hence aydu. cannot apply to the unmarried men alone (Rickert). The 

additional clause, x. rai¢ xfpaic, by no means justifies a restrictive rendering ; 

for in it the cai does not mean also (Hofmann), but, as the connective and, 
singles out specially from the general expression something already included 
in it : and in particular the widows. The idiom is an ordinary one both in 

classical and N. T. Greek (Matt. viii. 83; Mark xvi. 7; and often else- 

where) ; see Fritzsche, ad Mare. p. 11, 718. Comp. here Soph. O. R. 1502: 

xEpoove PPapjvat xayduovs. It was a special wish of Paul’s, therefore, that the 

widows should remain unwedded, doubtless in the interests of the church 

(Rom. xvi. 1; 1 Tim. v. 9 ff.). —xaddv (as in ver. 1) abroic, sc. gore ; Comp. 

ver, 40. — édv peivwor x.r.A.] if they shall have remained as I also (have remain- 
ed), i.e. unmarried. The opposite of this is yauyodtrwcav, ver. 9. The ac 
xay® therefore receives here from the context a different meaning than in ver. 
7. Luther, Grotius, and others infer from this passage that Paul was a 
widower ;* so, too, Ewald. But this conclusion rests upon the assumption, 
which is linguistically inadmissible, that aydyore denotes widowers alone 

(1.6. xf#po:) ; and, moreover, would not be a safe inference even were the 
assumption sound. Acts vii. 58, moreover, is against this ; for one could 
not place Paul’s marriage after the stoning of Stephen. — ove éyparetovraz] 

to be closely joined together : are incontinent. See Hartung, Partikell. II. 

p. 122 ; Maetzner, ad Antiph. p. 267 ; Ameis on Hom. Od. ii. 274. The 
verb éyxparebecOa: (Ecclus. xix. 6) is foreign to the older Greek, although this 

precise phrase : ovx éyxpar., is sanctioned by Thomas, p. 80, and Phryn. p. 

442. See Lobeck, ad Phryn. l.c.— yapnodr.] Regarding the later form of 
the aorist iydunca, see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 742. — mvpovofa] to be in a 

Jjlame, of vehement emotions (2 Cor. xi. 29 ; 2 Macc. iv. 88, x. 85, xiv. 45 ; 
of love, Anacreon, x. 18) ; it means here, ‘‘ occulta flamma concupiscentiae 
vastari,” Augustine, de sancta virginit. 84. Comp. Suicer, Thes. II. p. 895 ; 
from the Rabbins, the history of Amram in Lightfoot, Horae, p. 190 ; from 
the classics, Jacobs, Del. Hpigr. v. 34. — xpeiacov] not because it is the least 

t Erasmus, Beza, Grotius, Calovius, Es- the ancient church was that Paul was never 

tlus, a/., including Pott, Heydenreich, Bille married (Tertullian, Jerome, Chrysostom, 

roth, Ewald. ai.). Thecontrary is stated in Clem. Alex. 

* The prevalent and correct tradition of (in Eus. Z. Z. ill. 80). 
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of two evils (Rickert, Kling ; comp. Estius), but because to marry is no sin 
(vv. 28, 86), while to burn is sinful (Matt. v. 28). 

Ver. 10. But to those who have married ; this is opposed to the yauyodre- 
oav, which referred to future marriages. Accordingly, just as yauzoér. ap- 

plied only to Christians of both sexes leading a single life, so yeyaunxéor, 

too, refers exclusively to married persons both of whom were Christians. 
It is perfectly correct, therefore, to designate the married persons, where 
one party in the union was not a Christian, by roi¢ Zorroic, ver. 12 ; for, apart 

from the cases discussed down to ver. 12, there are no others remaining to 
be spoken of except those living in mixed marriage. Rickert understands 
toic yeyaunxéor: to mean specially the newly married people; Paul, he holds, 

has a particular case in view, in which a single man perhaps had married a 
widow, which had been disapproved of by some ; and, because the apostle 
had given an opinion in ver. 8 unfavourable to such marriages, he must 

now forbid the dissolution of a union of that sort when once formed. But 

the fact of the ayduo: and the widows being coupled together in ver. 8 lends 
no support whatever to this, for aydua¢ applies to beth sexes. Moreover, 
were the perfect participle, which is the present of the completed action, 
meant here to convey the notion of ‘‘ newly married,” this would need to 

be indicated either by some addition (such as vewori), or undoubtedly at 

least by the context. The fact, again, that Paul speaks first and chiefly of 

the wife (which Riickert explains on the ground of the wife having desired 
a separation), may very reasonably be accounted for, without supposing any 
special design, in this way, that the cases in which a zcife separated herself 
from her husband presented to the Christian consciousness the most anoma- 
lous phenomenon in this sphere, and notwithstanding might not unfrequent- 
ly occur in the wanton city of Corinth even within the Christian society.' 
This is quite sufficient, without there being any need for assuming that the 
apostle had been questioned about some case of this kind (Hofmann), particu- 

larly as the passage itself gives no sign of any such interrogation, but simply 
disposes of the point in the evenly course of the discussion regarding mar- 
riage, and with a view to its completeness. — ox éyd, 4A”’ 6 Kiproc | The negation 

is absolute. Paul knew from the living voice of tradition what commands 
Christ had given concerning divorce, Matt. v. 81 f., xix. 8-9 ; Mark x. 2- 
12; Luke xvi. 18. Hence é Képioc, se. mapayyéAAe, for the authority of 

Christ lives on in His commands (against Baur, who infers from the pres- 
ent, which is to be supplied here, that Paul means the will of Christ made 

1 That we are to ascribe the tendency to 

such separation precisely to devout enthusi- 

asmn on the part of Corinthian wives leading 
them to shrink from matrimonial inter- 

course (de Wette, comp. Hofmann, p. 146), 

is a view which is inadmissible for this 

reason, that Paul, having before him such 

a mere error of feeling and judgment, 
would have made a disproportionate con- 

cession to it by saying mevérw dyapors. The 

state of morals at Corinth is explanation 

enough, more especially in connection with 

the easy and frivolous way in which 
divorces took place in Greek social life 

generally (Hermann, fPrivatalterth. § xxx: 
14-16), not merely by dismissal on the part 

ofthe husband (arordurey), but also by de- 

sertion on the part of the wife (amoAeirey) ; 

comp. Bremi, ad Dem. I. p. 92% 
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known to him by inspiration). It is otherwise in 1 Thess. iv. 15. As re- 
gards the éyé, again, Paul was conscious (ver. 40) that his individuality was 
under the influence of the Holy Spirit. He distinguishes, therefore, here 

and in vv. 12, 25, not between his own and inspired commands, but between 
those which proceeded from his own (God-inspired) subjectivity and those 
which Christ Himself supplied by His objective word. (Rk) Since, now, the 
cvevpa Ocov in no way differs from the rvetiya Xpiorod (Rom. viii. 9-11), 

Kupiov évrodai (xiv. 87 according to the Tert. recept.) could be predicated of 
the former class of precepts also, although neither in the same sense as of 

the latter, in which Paul’s own subjectivity had no share whatever, nor with 

the same force of absolute obligation ; but, on the contrary, only in so far 
as the other party recognizes them a3 évroAd¢ Kupiov (xiv. 37). — uy ywptobjvas] 

let her not be separated, which, however, is not purely passive here (as in 
Polybius xxxii. 12. 7), but means: let her not separate herself. Isae. viii. 
86, p. 73. For the rest, vv. 13, 15 prove that this phrase and yu? agcévar in 
ver. 11 are not so different, that the former can be used only of the wife and 
the latter only of the husband. 

Ver. 11. From édv to xara4A. is a parenthesis pure and simple, disjoincd — 
from the rest of the sentence which continues with xal dvdpa. But in case 

she should perhaps (av dé) even (kai, 4.¢. in fact, actually ; see Hartung, Par- 
tikell. I. p. 182 f.) be separated (have separated herself) ; in this Paul is not 
granting something in the way of exception, as though the preceding in- 
junction were not to be taken too strictly (which is set asidc at once by oix 

éy&, GAA’ 6 Kip., ver. 10), but he supposes a future case, which will possibly 
arise notwithstanding the commandment of the Lord’s just adduced. The 
édy xai therefore, with the dé of antithesis, introduces, as in ver. 28, an oc- 

currence which will possibly be realized in the experience of the future (Her- 
.mann, ad Viger. p. 834; Winer, p. 275 [E. T. 367]). This in opposition 
to Rickert, who maintains that the words refer to that specific case (see on 
ver, 10), and mean: if, howerer, she should perhaps have already separated 

herself before receiving this decision ; and likewise to Hofmann, who ren- 
ders : if such a separation has actually already taken place within the church, 
thereby presupposing that such a thing will henceforth never take place 
there again. — vevérw dyapzo¢] assumes that her marriage is not to be looked 

upon as really dissolved ; hence she would be guilty of adultery should she 
contract another union. Comp. Matt. xix. 9.— 7%] or else; comp. on ix. 
15. — xatudAayfrw] passice, leaving it undefined as to who was the active 
subject in the case (see Buttmann, I. p. 368 ; Wincr, p. 245 [E. T. 828]) : 
let her be reconciled, be friendly again with her husband. The voluntary sep- 

aration of the wife from her husband is, in fact, just the cancelling of her 

peaceful relation to him, which is to be restored again. —xai avdpa yuv. pp 

Gguéva:] and that a husband put not away a wife, send her from him, separate 
himself from her. Comp. Herod. v. 29: axévra rabryy trav yvvaixa. This 
clause added by Christ (in accordance with Schamai’s doctrinc) : wapexrd¢ 
Aéyov mwopvedc, Matt. v. 82, xix. 9, does not occur in Luke xvi. 18 or Mark 

x.11. We are not warranted in supposing that Paul was not awarc of this 
exception having been recognized by Christ, or that he had pcrhaps never 
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heard of it at all, for the simple reason, that the validity of this ground of 
divorce was self-evident. Comp. on Matt. v. 32. 

Ver. 12. The Aorcxoi are those who, before their conversion, had entered 
into marriage with a non-believer, so that onc of the two had become a 
Christian and the other not. See on ver. 10. —oty 6 Kip.] For, as respect- 

ed such marriages, Cirist had given no command. He had no occasion to 
do so. Observe how suitably Paul refrains here from again using zapay- 

yéAdw. — ovvevdoxei] approves with him (comp. on Rom. i. 82), joins in ap- 

proving ; for Paul takes for granted that the Christian partner on his side 
approves the continuance of the union.’ It is alien to the scope of the pas- 
sage to hold, with Billroth, that in cvvevd. is implied the contempt of the 
heathen for the Christians. Regarding oixeiv nerd, to dwell with, of living 

together in marriage, see Scidler, ad Eur. El. 99 : év ydauore CevyzMeioay oixeiv, 

comp. 212.—It may be noted, moreover, that ver. 12 f. docs not give per- 
mission to a Christian to marry a non-believer. ‘‘Non enim dixit : si quis 
ducit, sed : si quis Aabet infidelem,” Pelagius. epi ray wpd xypbyparog 
ovvagbivruy &67, Theodoret. 

Ver. 13. Kat ovroc] & common turn of expression (instead of d¢ «.r.a.) in 
connection with «ai. See on Luke x. 8 and Kihner II. p. 526. ~—- u9 aguttw 
7. avdpa] let her not put away her husband, not send him fromher. To trans- 

late otherwise (let her not leave him) is, in view of ver. 12, altogether 

arbitrary. The Vulgate renders correctly: ‘‘non dimittat virum.” The 
apparent unsuitableness of the expression is happily explained by Bengel 
(on ver. 10): ‘‘ Separatur pars ignobilior, mulier ; dimittit nobilior, vir ; 
inde conversa ratione etiam mulier fidelis dicitur dimittere, et vir infidelis 

separari, vv. 18, 15.” In the mized marriage Paul regards the Christian 

partner, even when it is the wife, as the one who, for the sake of Chris- 

tianity, would have to send away the non-believer, were this in accordance 
with Christian principles. But these do not permit of it, and so the Chris- 
tian wife is not to send away the non-believing husband, if he is willing to 
dwell with her; that would be on her part a presumptuous violation of 

duty. Comp. Harless, Hhescheidungsfr. p. 85. This view of the apostle’s 
has no connection with the right conceded even to wives among the Grecks 
and Romans of divorcing themselves from their husbands (loose principles 
on this subject were held also among the Rabbins ; see Lightfoot, Hor. p. 
191). But certainly Paul did not regard the Christian partner in a mixed 

marriage as the one who tas to rule in general (in opposition to Olshausen) ; 

the head in every marriage, if it was to continue at all, was, in his view, 

according to Gen. iii. 16, the husband. 1 Cor. xi. 3, xiv. 84; Eph. v. 22; 
Col. ili. 18 5 1 Tim. ii. 11 f. 

Ver. 14. For—this justifies the injunction given in vv. 12, 13—the unholi- 
ness of the non-believing partner is taken away in tirtue of his personal connec- 

1 Hence the compound ovvevioret 18 used _evdoxei, according to B (in opposition to 

rightly and of deliberate purpose in the Buttmannin the Stud. u. Krit. 1860, p. 369). 

second part of the statement also, although 2 Comp. on this verse, Otto against Adre- 

there the husband is the subject, and it nunctation, 1864. 

ought not to be supplanted by the simple 
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tion with the believer ; he is sanctified—this sanctification having its causal 
basis in the person of the Christian consort with whom he stands in married 
union, and the possible stumbling-block of self-profanation through con- 
tinuing in such a marriage being thereby removed. Paul’s judgment, 
therefore, is that the Christian dy:éryc¢, the higher analogue of the Jewish 

theocratic consecration to God, affects even the non-believing partner in a 
marriage, and so passes over to him that he does not remain a profane per- 
son, but through the intimate union of wedded life becomes partaker (as if 
by a sacred contagion) of the higher divinely consecrated character of his 

consort, who belongs to the Isracl of God, the holy ¢fpayza (Gal. vi. 16 ; 

Rom. xi. 16).2. The clause : éwel dpa ra réxva «.7.A., shows that what the 

aztoroc is here said to have entered upon is not the moral holiness of the 
new birth (the subjective condition of which is nothing else but faith), but 
the holy consecration of that bond of Christian fellowship which forms the 

éxxAncia Qeov, of which holiness, as arising out of this fellowship, the non- 

believing husband, in virtue of the inner union of life in which he stands to 
his Christian consort, has become a partaker (not, of course, without 
receiving a blessing morally also). The non-believer is, as it were, affiliated 

to the holy order of Christians by his union of married life with a Christian 

person, and,’so soon as his spouse is converted to Christ and has thereby 
become holy, he too on his part participates in his own person (not ‘‘ simply 
in his married relationship,” to which Hofmann, following older inter- 
preters, unwarrantably restricts the meaning of the text) in his consort’s 
holiness, the benefit of which he receives in virtue of his fellowship of life 
with her, so that he is no longer dxdé@aproc as hitherto, but—although 
mediately after the fashion described—a #y:acpévoc. The manifold misinter- 

pretations of the older commentators may be seen in Poole’s Synopsis and 

Wolf's Curae.* Observe, moreover, in how totally different a way Paul 
regarded the relation of the Christian who had connected himself with a 
harlot (vi. 15). In that case the harlot is the preponderating element, and 

the members of Christ become unholy, members of ah harlot. — With év rg 

yu. and év r@ avd., comp. év ool mae’ &ywye obSouar, Soph. Aj. 619 ; év aol 
éopev, Oed. R. 314, and the like ; Ellendt, Lex. Soph. I. p. 597. —éret dpa 
x.T.A.] because according to that (if, namely, that }yiaara did not hold good ; 

comp. v. 10), i.e. because otherwise your children are unclean, profane. That 

Christians’ children are nof profane, outside of the theocratic community 
and the divine covenant, and belonging to the unholy xéoyor, but, on the 

contrary, holy, is the conceded point from which Paul proves that the non- 

believing husband is sanctified through his belicving wife ; for just as in 

1In a mixed marriage, therefore, the 
Christian ay:érns forms, in relation to the 
non-Christian unholiness, the preponderaling 

element, extending the character of sancti- 

ty even to what of itself would be profane; 

as Chrysostom expresses it : rua n cadapdrns 

THS yuvaixds THY axadapciay. Comp. the 

paraphrase of Erasmus: ‘‘ Non Iinficit dete- 

rioris impietas alterlus pietatem, quin iWlud 

potius praeponderat quod melius est et 
efficacius."’ 

%¢.9. Calovius and others hold that fy. 

refers to the usus conjugalie as sanctified 

per preces fidelis conjugis; Tertullian, 

Jerome, Theodoret, Castallo, Estius, ai., 

think that it points to his being destined 

to be converted afterwards, so that the 

meaning would be candidatus Adei est. 
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the children’s case, that which makes them holy is simply the specific bond 
of union with Christians (their parents) ; so, too, in the case of the mixed 
marriage, the same bond of union must have the same influence.'— Had the 
baptism of Christian children been then in existence, Paul could not have 
drawn this inference, because in that case the dy:éry¢ of such children would 

have had another basis.? That the passage before us does not even contain 

an exegetical justification of infant baptism, is shown in the remarks on Acts 
xvi. 15 (against de Wette in the Stud. u. Krit. 1880, p. 669 ff., Neander, 
Olshausen, Osiander, and older expositors). Neither is it the point of 

departure, from which, almost of necessity, paedobaptism must have 

developed itself (Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 423) ; such a point is rather to be 
found in the gradual development of the doctrine of original sin (8) — tar] 
should not be restricted, as is done by most expositors, following Chrysos- 
tom (so recently, Pott, Flatt, Ewald, Harless), to those incolved in mized mar- 

riages ;* but, as Paul himself makes clear by changing the person, referred 
to the readers as Christian in general‘ (de Wette, Schrader, Riickert, 

Olshausen, Osiander, Neander, Maicr, Hofmann ; Billroth is undecided), 

not, however, to the exclusion of the children of a mixed marriage, since it 
must be logically inferred that these, too, could not fail to have from their 
Christian father or mother at least ‘‘quandam sanctitatis adsperginem” 
(Anselm). In how far the offspring of mixed marriages were counted holy 
by the Jews, may be seen in Wetstein and Schoettgen in loc. — vin dé] but 
80, as in ver. 11. 

Ver. 15. Paul had before enjoined that the Christian partner should not 
make a scparation if the non-Christian consents to remain. But what, if 

1The essence of this bond of union, as 
regards the children, does not lie in their 

vital union. It is upon this peritas rationts 
that the validity of the argument depends. 

being dorn or begotten of Christian parents ; 
for the children, although holy for their 

parents’ sakes, might be born or begotten 

before the father or mother had embraced 

Christianity. Nor are we warranted in 

saying, with Hofmann, that the child, as 

_ the gift of God, is holy, for its relation to ils 

parents, who, so far as that-is concerned, do 

not regard the sin with which ti is born. That 

is arbitrarily to limit the apostle’s thought, 

and to read all the most essential points of 

it from between the lines. Onthecontrary, 
the relationship which Paul here enunciates 
simply and without any artificial saving 

clause is one which consists in the immedi- 

ate close fellowship of life, by virtue of which 
the consecration of Christian holiness at- 

tachIng to the parents passes over from 

them to their children also, to whom other- 

wise, as being atlll arioros, the predicate 

axadapra would rightly belong. Equally 

close and cordial is the fellowship of life 
between husband and wife, while every 

other kind of mutual connection is less in- 

timate, and forms a more distant degree of 

2 Comp. Jebamoth, f. lxxviii. 1: “* 8i gravi- 

da fit proselyta, non opus est, ut baptizetur 
infans quando natus fuerit ; baptismus enim 

matris ei cedit pro baptismo." 
3"Acddapro: is taken by many as equiva- 

lent to spuril. See Melanchthon in partic- 

ular: “Si non placeret consuetudo conju- 

galis, filii vestri essent spurii et eatenus 
immundl, axadapro:. At filli vestri non sunt 

gspurii ; ergo consuetudo conjugalis Deo 

placet."’ He interprets axddapro: after VD 
in Deut. xxiil. 

4 Comp. Miiller, v. d. Stinde, IT. p. 888, ed. 
5. Our passage, however, ought not to be 
adduced to prove the universal pollution 
of men by nature and birth, for axadepra 

must denote, not moral, but theocratic un- 
cleanness, like the xcowd of Acts x. 2%. 

This against Ernesti also, Ureprung der 

Stnde, Il. p. 162 ff. The children of Chris- 
tians are, it Is plain according to this verse, 

holy already (without baptism) at a time of 
life at which it fs as yet inconceivable that 

the uncleanness should be removed through 
JSelowship with the Redeemer by faith. 
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the non-Christian partner seeks separation? In that case they were to let 
such an one go without detention (ywpiféichw, permissive, see Winer, p. 291 

[E. T. 390]) ; ‘‘suas sibi res habeat ; frater sororve sit aequo animo,” 

Bengel. And the reason for this was: ‘‘ A believer in such circumstances is 

not enslaved, nay, surely (dé aftcr the negative clause) it is in peace that God 
has called us,” so that this our calling forbids such a living together as 
would be unpeaceful through constraint. -— ov dedoia.] 18 not enslaved, so, 

namely, as still to remain bound in marriage to such a ywpi{duevoc.' The 
expression brings out the untcorthy character of such a relationship. Comp. 
Gal. iv. 3; Plato, Pol. ix. p. 589 E; Soph. 7rach. 256 ; 4 Macc. iii. 8 f., 
xiii, 2. See, on the other hand, the simple dédera: in ver. 89. — év roi¢ rowt:- 

roc] not, as Hofmann takes it: ‘‘ Jn matters of the natural life,” to which 

marriage belongs, but in accordance with the context : under such circum- 
stances, 4.¢. in such a position of things, where the non-believing consort 
separates himself. Luther renders well: ‘‘in solchen Fallen.” Comp. év 
toisde, Soph. Oed. Tyr. 892. é&y robrow, Plut. Glor. Ath. p. 350 A ; Phil. 
iv. 11; év oi, Antiph. i. 6, and Maetzner in loc., p. 181. Only a comma 

should be placed after rocobrowe. —év eip#vy] is not the same as el¢ eipyvyy 

(Rosenmiiller, Flatt, Riickert, following older expositors ; comp. also Bill- 
roth), or iva duev év cip. (de Wette, Osiander, Gratama, Maier) ; for that 
which is stated is not to what God has called us (see, on the other hand, 
ver. 22; 1 Pet. v. 10), but in what ethical form God’s call has taken place. 

He has so called us, namely, to the Messiah’s kingdom, that He therewith 
caused peace to be proclaimed to us in respect of our relation to others 
(Eph. ii. 14 ff.). Analogous to this is the év in Eph. iv. 4 ; 1 Thess. iv. 7 ; 
comp. also on Gal. i. 6. To understand, however, the eip#vy as referring to 

the peace of the soul zoith God (Harless, Hofmann) would be possible only if 
dedovA. were to be referred to binding of the conscience. And even in that 
case we should expect as correlative rather év or éw’ éAevOepia (Gal. v. 13). 

Remarx.—Since desertion (ywpilera:) appears here as an admissible ground for 
divorce, this has been thought to conflict with Matt. v. 32, xix. 9, and various 
explanations have been attempted (see Wolf in loc). But the seeming contra- 
diction vanishes, if we eonsider ver. 12, according to which Jesus had given no 

judgment upon mized marriages ; Matt. v. 32, therefore, can only bind the 

believing consort, in so far that he may not be the one who leaves. If, however, 

he is left by the non-believing partner, then, as this case does not fall under 

the utterance of Christ, the marriage may be looked upon as practically dis- 

solved, and the believing partner is not bound. But to apply, as is often done, 

the permissive ywpiléoGu, also to such marriages as are Christian on both sides 
—the yupidsuevos, that is to say, being an unchristianly -minded Christian 

(Harless)—is exegetically inadmissible, seeing that the Jorroi who are here 
spoken of (see ver. 12) constitute the specific category of mized marriages, in 

1 Weiss, in the Deutsch. Zetischr. 1866, p. Wofmann. But had Paul meant this, he 
267 (comp. his di. Theol. p. 428), under- must have indicated it more particularly. 
stands S«8ovA. of the burden of the conscience According to the context, ov 3e3ovA. is the 

in view of Christ's command respecting the oppositeof the nu adidrw in vv. 12, 18, denot- 

indissolubleness of marriage. Precisely so ing degal necessity, Uke dd8eras in ver, 30. 
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which, therefore, the one partner in each case falls to be reckoned among rove 

fiw. So also pref. to 4th ed. p. vii. f. — Our text gives no express information 
upon the point, whether Paul would allow the Christian partner in such a union 
to marry again. For what ov dedovAwra: negatives is not the constraint “ut 
caelebs maneat’’ (Grotius, al.), but the necessity for the marriage being con- 

tinued.' It may be inferred, however, tbat as in Paul’s view mixed marriages 

did not come under Christ's prohibition of divorce, so neither would he have 

applied the prohibition of remarriage in Matt. v. 32 to the case of such unions, 

Olshausen is wrong in holding a second marriage in such cases unlawful, on 

the ground of its being, according to Matthew, l.c., a potyeia. Christ Himself 

took no account of mixed marriages. Nor would ver. 11, which does not refer 

to marriages of that kind, be at variance with the remarriage of the believing 
‘partner (in opposition to Weiss, bibl. Theol. I.c.). (1) 

Ver. 16. Confirmation of the foregoing thought, that the Christian is not 
bound in such cases, but, on the contrary, ought, in accordance with his 

vocation, to live in peace ; for neither does the (Christian) wife know whether 

she, by continuing to lice with her (non-believing) husband, shall be the means 
of his concersion, nor does the (Christian) husband know, etc. This uncertainty 

cannot be the basis of any constraint to the hurt of their peace.? Most ex- 
positors, on the other hand, from Chrysostom downwards, take ei in the 

sense of ei uf (sce also Tholuck, Bergpredig. p. 251 f.), and hold that ver. 16 
enunciates a new reason for not breaking up the marriage, namely, the pos- 
sibility of the conversion of the non-believing husband. ‘Avddefai dno éxi 
xpnoraicg éxrion rov mévov. Exeie Tov Osdv ti¢ mpobluuiag éxixovpov, Theodoret. 

That is to say, they find in é» dé eipfvy «.r.A. the thought : yet the Christian 
partner should do everything to maintain peace and bear with the heathen 
consort,—and either link to this the new reason given in ver. 16 (Flatt, 

Rickert, Olshausen, following Calvin and others), or else regard ver. 15 as a 

parenthesis (Grotius, al.). But the parenthetic setting aside of ver. 15 is as 
arbitrary as the turn given to the idea of év d2 eipfrg x.r.A. is the contrary to 
‘context. With respect again to taking ci as equivalent to ei yf, it is per- 
fectly true that ¢i, following upon the notion of uncertainty, may answer 

jn meaning to ei w4# (Thue. ii. 53. 2 ; Kriiger, § ixv. 1. 8; Esth. iv. 14; 2 

Sam. xii. 22 ; Joel ii. 14 ; Jonah iii. 9) ; but the thought which would thus 

emerge does not suit the connection here, because in it the point is the ot 
dedotAwrat, to which the proposed rendering of the ei would run counter.’ 
Morcover, this use of e: is foreign to the N. T., often though it occurs in the 
classics (see especially Kithner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 1. 8, Anab. iii. 2. 22). —ri] 
precisely as the German: ‘‘ was weisst du, ob,” etc., so that in sense it is 

the came as: how, in how far (Ellendt, Lez. Soph. II. p. 823); it is not 

1 Photius, as cited by Oecumentus, says 
very justly: ove exec dvdyxny 6 mords % 4 
‘wioTH ev TOS adwiorors TOLAUTHY, ola aUTY exixet- 
ras éwi rey wioTer: exe pév yap warTi TpOwe, 
Xwpis Adyou wopveias ovK efeoriw dx’ ahAtirwy 
ros cuvaddivras xepiocdiva: évraida 82, ay 

piv ovvevtoay Td awvoroy pépos TH MITTY TUVOL- 
neiy, det ph Avecy To cuvoicdcroy: dv 84 oraccagn 

Kai thy Avow éxeivos wor7, ov 8edovAwrar 6 wic- 
Tos cis TO MH xwpiocdyvas, 

2 Comp. de Wette, Osiander, Neander, 

Ewald, Maier, Hofmann [Stanley, Alford, 
Beet]. 

*A limttation of the ov Se8ovAwra:, and 
that, too, of a quite general sort, comes in 
only with the ¢i #4 «.7r.A. in ver. 17. 
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therefore the accusative of the object. Comp. 7i oie, ri doxeic, Xen. Hier. i. 

15. Regarding the future odcec¢ comp. Stallbaum, ad Gorg. p. 249 ; Klotz, 
ad Devar. p. 508. 

Ver. 17. Ei 44] is meant, according to Grotius, to introduce an exception 
to the 7? oldac: ‘‘Illud quidem, quod dixi, non scis, sed hoc debes scire ;” 
or, more exactly, since ei u# is not the same as aAjAd (see on Gal. i. 7): 

Nothing but the duty dost thou know, etc. Comp. my 3d edition. But this 

mode of joining on the verse is very harsh and forced in itself, and is, 
besides, unsuitable for this reason, that ver. 16 was only a subordinate 
thought, to which ei yu) «.r.A. as a newly introduced leading idea stands in 

no logical nexus. The logical connection of ei u#, nisi, etc., is, on the con- 

trary, to be sought in the leading thought of the foregoing passage, which 
was ov dedobAwrat x.t.A. This ot dedotAawra: . . . Oedc was enunciated without 

any limitation being put upon it hitherto. It was further confirmed in ver. 

16. Paul desires now, in order to avert all frivolous and reckless procedure, 
to add to it the necessary limitation in the shape of a general principle of a 
practical kind, which should never be forgotten in connection with it.’ We 
may paraphrase accordingly somewhat in this fashion : ‘‘The believer is not 
in bondage in this matter, having, on the contrary, been called in peace, and not 

so much as knowing whether he shall save his non-believing consort ; he is not in 
bondage, only * he is not to use this freedom in a light and regardless way, but to 
remember that it is limited by the rule that every one ought to abide in a conserv- 
ative spirit by the position in which God has placed and called him, and to con- 
duct himself accordingly, instead of possibly seeking to break it up without any 
very pressing cause.” Comp. as in substance agreeing with this, Olshausen, 
de Wette, Osiander, Ewald, Maier. Pott holds that ywpicera: should be 

supplied after ei uf ; ‘but the antithesis would require ei dé u4, and the rule 
which follows would be very superfluous in a case where no separation had 
taken place, more especially after ver. 12 f. Vater and Riickert supply 
cdoec : ‘‘ But even if thou shouldst not, the general rule applies in every 
case.” Were that correct, we should of necessity find ei d2 nal uf. Lastly, 
there is the view of those who would join ei yu” to the preceding clause 
(rwvéc in Theophylact, Knatchbull, Homberg, Hammond, Olearius, Morus, 
and recently Hofmann) : if thou shalt save thy wife, if (or) not?* Now this 

is not, indeed, excluded by the 4 (as Rickert thinks, who requires o» ; but 
see Hartung, Partikell. II. p. 128) ; still the addition would be quite inap- 

propriate to the sense of the two questions, for these convey the idea : thou 
knowest not at all if, etc., with which the alternative necne does not harmon- 
ize,—on which ground, too, Hofmann makes ver. 16 to be the concluding 

2 Paul had doubtleas ground enough in 
the rich experience of his career for giving 
this warning. How often in the cases of 
conversion to Christianity must the deep 
inward change huve had linked to it a 
yearning after some change of outward re- 
lationsbips !—an offence against the practi- 
cal rule: *‘ Qua poeitue fueris, in slatione 
mane” (Ovid, Fasti, il. 674), which Paul 

here gives expression to in a C&iristian 
form. 

* Respecting «i »n4 in the sense of wiv, 

see Poppo, ad Thue. III. 1, p. 216; and re- 
specting the principal sentence annexed to 

it, Buttmann, neuf. Gram p. 308 [E. T. 859]. 
* Hence the reading 4 «4 in more recent 

codd. Severianus in Oecumenius, Chrysos- 
tom, ms. Syr. p. on the margin. 
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confirmation of the whole admonition beginning with roi¢ d2 Aorroi¢ in ver. 
12. This, again, is impossible, for this reason, that the first part of the 
counsel given to the Ao:roi has already received its confirmation in the yép 
of ver. 14, and in accordance therewith the yép of ver. 16 must now refer in 

the way of confirmation only to the second part of the said counsel, as con- 

tained in ver. 15. Hofmann’s interpretation is in the most complicated op- 

position to the plan and development of the apostle’s argument. MRinck, in 

his Lueubr. crit. p. 142 f. (and so previously Theodoret), connects from ei p4 
on to Kipioc with the preceding passage : ‘‘ nescis enim, an salvum eum fac- 

turus sis, nisi prout quemque Dominus adjuverit.” But éxdory de iuép. 6. K. 
and éxacrov dc xéxA. 6. ©. are manifestly parallel, and, as such, contain not o 

frigid repetition (Rinck), but an earnest exhaustion of the thought. — éxdorw 

wc] the same as oc éx., but with emphasis on the éxdorw. Comp. iii. 5, x. 

16 ; Rom. xii. 8. As the Lord (God) hath apportioned to each (has bestowed 
his outward lot), as (i.e. 9 wAgoe:, ver. 20) God hath called each (to the 

Messiah’s kingdom), so let him walk, i.e. according to the standard of this 

outward position (without seeking, therefore, to break with it or step out 

from it, vv. 20, 24) let him regulate his conduct, his course of life. 'Euépioev, 

has given his portion (Polybius, xxxi. 18. 3, xi. 28. 9; Eccles. xlv. 20; 2 
Macc. viii. 28 ; 4 Macc. xiii. 18), refers to the earthly relations of life, ac- 

cording to which, ¢.g., a man may be married to this person or that (and it 

is to this relationship that the primary application is to be made), may be 
circumcised or uncircumcised, a slave or free,’ etc. See ver. 18 ff. These 

relationships of life are here regarded as a whole, out of which each indi- 
vidual has received his pépoc from God (rd ueyepiopévov, Lucian, D. D. xxiv. 
1), in accordance with the varying modes (dc) of the divine apportionment. 

Comp. the classical } eiuapuéyn, sors attributa. We have to supply neither 
reptrareiv (Hofmann), nor anything else. What the Lord has apportioned 
is just the pépoc, which each man has. Reiche, Comm. crit. I. p. 175 f£., 

understands pepifecv in the theocratic-Messianic sense, and makes 6 Ktpro¢ 

refer to Christ: ‘‘in qua vitae externae sorte ac statu(ac, conf. ver. 18) 

cuique Dominus benejiciorum suorum quasi partem tribuit.” According to 
this, what would be meant would be the pepe rod xAgpov rév dyiwv (Col. i. 

12), which, however, refers to the bliss of the future aidv, and would re- 
quire, therefore, to be understood here proleptically. But there are two con- 
siderations which put a decided negative upon this view : first, the refer- - 

ence assumed for the absolute éuép. is not suggested by the context (see, on 
the contrary, ver. 18 ff.) ; and in the second place, logically the calling 
must go jirst, since before it there can be no mention of the Messianic pepifewv 
(Rom. viii. 80, x. 14; Col. i. 12). This holds also against the essentially 
similar interpretation of Harless, which co-ordinates éuép. with the calling. — 

1 The cali of the individuals to salvation 

took place in these differently apportioned 

positions and relationships in life. Hence 
the os éudpicey takes precedence of the os 
xéxdyxevy. Hofmann is wrong in holding that 

the we éudpicey might lie on this side or on 
that of the calling, and might consist even 

inachange of the situation In which they 

had been when called. This mistake should 
have been precluded even by what follows, 

which always starts from those circum- 

stances alone which subsisted af the lime 

of the calling ; see vv. 18, 21, 24. 
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xéxAnev] a completed transaction continuing to the present in its results, 
hence the perfect » the aorist éuép., on the other hand, indicated something 

merely which tovk place as an act of the past, and this act occurred before the 

xéxAnxev, at birth, or some other point in life. — xai obrwe x.7.4.j showing the 
importance of this rule, which Paul is not by any means laying down simply 

with a view to the special state of things at Corinth, but, etc., wa ry exec xal 

GAAove Korvavore mpodupdsrepor tepi Tiv Uxaxoyy diatebaot, Theophylact. — d:ardoc. } 

I ordain, appoint, xi. 84, xvi. 1. Observe the evidence here of apostolic 
power over the church. 

Ver. 18 ff. Further explanation of this injunction by way of example, and 
not bearing simply on the case of Christians living in mixed marriage.’ —- The 
protases do not convey a question either here or in ver. 27, being in the rhe- 

torically emphatic form of the hypothetic indicative. See Bernhardy, p. 385. 
Comp. Kiihner, I. p. 561. — y9 éxcomdoOu] ne sibi attrahat, sc. praeputium. 
A surgical operation frequent among the later Jews (1 Macc. i. 15, and 
Grimm in loc. ; Josephus, Antt. xii. 5. 1), described in detail by Celsus, vii. 

25. 5, or otherwise performed, by which a sort of foreskin was again drawn 

over the glans—resorted to not only in cases of perversion to heathenism, 

but also from shame or fear of heathen eyes, before which men sought to 
avoid appearing (in baths, for example, or otherwise) as circumcised. With 
Christians this might especially be occasioned by a shrinking from the eyes 
of Gentile converts, See, besides Wetstein, Groddeck in Schoettgen's Horas, 
p. 1159 f. ; Lightfoot, p. 194 ; Libkert in the Stud. u. Krit. 1835, p. 657. 
Such persons were styled O°31WD. See Buxtorf, Ler. Talm. p. 1274. — év 
éxpo8.] Comp. Rom. iv. 10. 

Ver. 19. Comp. Rom. ii. 25 ff. ; Gal. v. 6. From the Christian point of © 
view tt matters nothing whether a man be circumcised or not ; comp. viii. 8. 

—4dAAa rhproce EvroA. Gov] but keeping of thecommands of God, sc. ra xavra tort, 
asin ili. 7. According to the Christian idea (Rom. xiii. 8), there is no dif- 
ference between this and the faith that worketh by love (Gal. v. 6). Bill- 

roth is wrong in taking it as : ‘‘ In themselves circumcision and uncircumci- 
sion are alike indifferent ; such things are of importance only in so far as 
they are an observing of the commandments of God ;” for # axpof. cannot 

be included with tho other under rfp. évr. Ocod. 

Ver. 20. An emphatic repetition of the rule after giving the illustration of 
it. Comp. ver. 24.—év r9 KAfoes 9 éxAGOn) Since Calvin, expositors have 
often understood «Ajo of the outward position in life, like our calling { Beruf], 
and have supplied év before 9 in accordance with the pure Attic idiom (Stall- 
baum, ad Plat. Phaed. p. 76 D ; Kithner, ad Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 32). So, re- 

cently, Riickert. But although «Agoce (Dionys. Hal. Antt. iv. 18) does ex- 
pressly correspond to the Latin classis, a division of the burgesses, according 
to the true derivation of that technical term from the Greek, yet even pro- 
fane writers never use «Aforcin the sense of avocation [Berus'] (rank, and tho 
like) ; and in the whole N, T. the Christian meaning of xadeiv and xAgoie is 

* Theodoret says well: «ira ovvjdws dwd rod wpoxeudvow cig Erepa meraBcives, 

Sacer vopoderwr Ta xardAAnaAa. 
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that in which they are invariably used, and so here also: én the calling (to 
the Messianic kingdom (through which (y being the dat. instrum., as in 2 Tim. 
i. 9) he was called. This may have been, that is to say, a xAjore going forth 
from God to a circumcised manor an uncircumcised, to a slave or a free- 

man, etc. If, now, the man, for example, who was called in circumcision 

by a vocatio circumcisi thereafter restores the foreskin, so as to give himself 
out for an uncircumcised person, he does not abide in the calling through 
which he was called. The right interpretation is already given by Chrysos- 
tom and Theophylact (é oi Bip nat ev oiw taéypare wai roduretpare dv émiorevoey, 

éy trobrp pevéizw’ KAGoLv yap THY eto THY wioTLY KpocayuyFy gat). 

Comp. ver. 17 : d¢ xéxAgnev 6 Oedc. The emphatic év rairy (vi. 4) points at the 

misdirected yearning for another state of matters through which another xAjoic 
would present itself, as e.g. through the émonaofa a being called év axpo- 
Bvorig, ete. 

Ver. 21. M4 oot peréru] let it give thee no concern, let it be all the same to 
thee. Hom. Jl. ii. 388, x. 92; Plato, Phaed. p. 95B; Tim. p. 24 B; 
Wisd. xii. 13 ; Mark iv. 38, al. What it is that ought to give him no con- 
cern, is plain from the immediate context, namely, his being called as a slave ; 

not, as Hofmann would read into the text, his seeming to be doomed to life- 
long slavery. —aA2' ei nai x.7.A.] but, even if thou art in circusnstances to become 
Sree, use it rather, namely, the having been called asa slave ; make use 

rather (instead of becoming free) of thy ‘‘ vocatio servi” by remaining true 

to thy position asaslave. Comp. ver. 20. So, in substance, Chrysostom, 

Theodoret, Theophylact. Camerarius, Estius, Wolf, Bengel, and many of 
the older interpreters ; among more modern expositors, de Wette, Osian- 
der, Maier, Ewald,' Baur (in the theol. Jahrb. 1852, p. 26 ff.), also Vaihinger 

in Herzog’s Encykl. XIV. p. 474 f. ; Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 417 f. The aaré 

is nothing else than the German sondern, corresponding tothe preceding p74 
cot pea., and ei xai is ett (Herm. ad Viger. p. 832 ; Stallbaum, ad Plat. Apol. 
p. 82 A; Baeumlein, Partik. p. 151), so that it conveys the sense: even 

although, if even ; and in the conditional clause the emphasis is made by xai 

to fall upon divacaz, The Syriac, however (‘‘clige tibi potius quam ut ser- 
vias”), and most modern commentators, supply ry éAevOepig after ypyoat, 

with Luther, Erasmus, Castalio, Beza, Calvin, Grotius, Cornelius a Lapide, 

and many others (a view mentioned, too, by Chrysostom). Pauls advice, 

they hold, is rather to avail oneself of the opportunity of becoming free. But 
this is grammatically incorrect, because it goes in the face of the xai,* and 

1 Who, however, expounds xpyoda as 

meaning ¢0 let oneself be used, i.e. to be de- 

pendent without being able to establish any 

precedent for such a rendering. Regard- 

ing xpjodac without adative of the object, 
see Stallbaum, ad Plat. Rep. p. 452 C, 489 B. 

2 What devices have been practised of 
late with this «ai! Billroth thinks that it 
indicates an accessory thought: ‘this, too, 
is not to be denied, that if thou canst be 

free,” etc. Rickert thinks that it denotes 
e climax and properly (f) belongs to cAevd. : 

‘but if thou mayest even be free,” etc. Ols- 

hausen holds that spiritual freedom is im- 

plied in cadeioda:, and that, starting from 
this idea, Paul goes on: ‘but if in addi- 

tion to thy spiritual freedom thou canst 

obtain also bodily liberty, avail thyself of 
it rather.” Even Neander substantially 
agrees with this. But upon Biliroth's view 

«ai would require to come before e« ; upon 

Riickert'’s and Olshausen’s, before éAeqd. ; 

and the turn given to the clanse by the 
latter is but one proof out of many that 
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contrary also to the connection, for Paul would thus be contravening his own 
thrice-repeated injunction : let each man remain, etc. (vu) The ground spe- 
cially founded on (in a very unhermeneutical way) by Riickert, that the old 
interpretation is against the spirit of the apostle, is untenable ; for the ad- 
vice to use the opportunities of obtaining freedom—an advice comparativel 
unimportant and paltry in view of the Parousia believed to be at hand—by 
no means corresponds with the apostle’s lofty idea that all are one in Christ 
(Gal. iii. 28 ; 1 Cor. xii. 18 ; Col. iii. 11) ; that in Christ the slave is freo 

and the freeman a slave (ver. 22) ; as, indeed, ver. 22 can furnish a confir- 

mation of ver. 21 only on the ground of the old exposition, descending from 
Chrysostom, al., of naA2ov xp7zoa. It may be added, that that idea of true 
Christian equality carrics in itself the germ of the abolition of slavery ; the 
latter is the ripe fruit of the former. The moral consciousness of Christen- 
dom has not in this respect advanced beyond the standpoint of Paul (Baur) ; 
it is but a further development of the same principle which he enunciates, the 
future influence of which, however, upon the removal of slavery the apostle 
himself was not led to consider more closcly from his expectation of the 
nearness of that great change which was to bring in for all believers the 
glorious liberty of the children of God. He left slavery, therefore, unas- 

sailed, as he did civil relations in general, not even asking, in his letter to 
Philemon, that Oncsimus should be set frec, but introducing the idea of 
Christian love, unity, and equality (xii. 13; Gal. ili, 28; Eph. vi. 8; 
Philem, 16 ; Col. iv. 1),—an idea, the consequence of which is necessarily 

the cessation of slavery, although just as necessarily it was not natural for 
the apostle, with his eye turned to the approaching Parousia, to single out 
this consequence and apply it to an age of the world which, in his view, 
was on the point of passing away. It maybe further noted that he does not 
Jorbvid an exchange of slavery for freedom, which was in itself allowable ; 
but he disswades from it as a trifling way of dealing with the position in 
question, under the circumstances of the time, when viewed from the height 
of the Christian standpoint. 

Ver. 22. For the converted slave is Christ's freedman ; in like manner, too 
(suoiwe xai introduces the precise reversal of relations which here also takes 
place), the freeman who becomes a Christian is the slave of Christ. That moral 
freedom (comp. John viii. 36) and this moral slavery are of course essentially 

identical (Rom. vi. 16 ff. ; Eph. vi. 6; Col. ili. 24); but Paul grounds 

here his admonition in ver. 21 by showing that the matter may be looked 

at from a twofold point of view: the Christian slave should recognize his 
relation to Christ as that of an ameAet@epog Xpiorov,' and the freeman's relation 

as that of a dovAog Xpiorov. This will serve in his case this end, not by any 

men may make anything out of every- 
thing, if they—swiZ. Hofmann considers 
that «ai lays emphasis on the reality (comp. 
on ver. 11) as contrasted with the mere 
wish, which wish, however, is only brought 
in by an erroneous explanation of «7% ca 
peddre. He even maintains that, according 

to our understanding of the verse, Paul 

must have written cai ei. He might have 
written either, and would, had it been «al 
ei, have meant even in the case that; but he 

meant «i nai (if thou art even in a@ position lo, 
etc.), and therefore wrote it and nothing else. 
The latter is as little absurd as the former. 
180 that “ei cama BovAoy, GAA’ db vous cAav- 

depos,” Soph. Fragm. 677, Dindorf. 
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means (as Hofmann illogically inserts into the text, despite the pévey again 
required in ver. 24) that he should count it unnecessary to remain in the 
position of a slave,’ but, on the contrary, that he should abide content- 
edly in his station without coveting freedom. — 6 év Kupiy xd. dovA.] the 
slave who is called in the Lord, i.e. who has received the Christian calling. 
That is to say, this cAjocc has not taken place, as any other might, out of 
Christ, but in Him, as being the distinctive element in which it has its 

specific character. The év Kupiv, which might have been understood of it- 

self, is expressly added herc, because it was meant to be an emphatic corre- 

Jate to the Kupiov which follows, It is wholly foreign to the argument to 
imagine a contrast here with the earthly master (Hofmann), as in Eph. vi. 

5 ; Col. iii. 22, iv. 1.—ameAebOepoc with the genitive is not used here in the 

common sense of libertus alicujus, some one’s manumitted slave, for the 

master hitherto had been sin or Satan (sce on vi. 20) ; but simply a freed- 
man belonging to Christ (comp. x?yz0t "Incov X., Rom. i. 6), after Christ, 
namely, has set him free from the service of another (comp. Ignatius, ad Rom. 

4). This was self-evident to the consciousness of the reader. 
Ver. 23. For a price (see on vi. 20) were ye (my readers in gencral) bought 

(namely, by Christ to be His slaves) ; become not (therefore) servants of men ; 
i.e. do not make yourselves dependent upon what men wish und demand of 
you, instead of allowing your conduct to be moulded by Christ's will and 
service. Paul designs that this should be applied to the mistaken submis- 
sion shown on the part of the church to such as wished that men should 
break up or alter their civil relationships and other existing situations to 
please them, and in compliance with their solicitations and deceptive sug- 
gestions. This more specific reference of the warning, in itsclf conveyed in 
general terms, we may naturally gather from ver. 24. Instigations and 
seductions of this kind, arising partly, perhaps, from fanatical excitement, 
must plainly have occurred at Corinth in connection with circumstances of 
the details of which we are ignorant ; for otherwise the whole of the 
minute instructions from ver. 17 to ver. 24 would lack any concrete basis. 

The interpretation with which Chrysostom and Theophylact content them- 
selves is therefore much too vague : that Paul is forbidding men-pleasing 
generally, and compliance with immoral demands. So also Theodoret’s 
view, that he enjoins py dovAorperéc Execv dpdvypa. Osiander and Neander’s 

rendering is too general also (‘‘every kind of wrong dependence”). It 
is altogether alien to the context, vv. 17-24, to suppose that avéporev 

refers to Paul, Cephas, Apollos, etc. (Rickert), and that the meaning is 

substantially the same as had been expressed in iii. 21 by pydecic navydcbu 

év avOpGrocg (Hofmann). Equally out of accordance with the subject in 

hand is Billroth’s exposition (given before by Vatablus), that the apostle 
exhorts the slaves not to do their service for the sake of men, but for the 

Lord’s sake (Col. iii. 22). Heydenreich, on the other hand, holds (with 

1 Paul is, in fact, guarding by this grand __ tianity side by side with all unjust estima- 
utterance of his against allunjustcontempt tionof the worth of mere outward free- 

for the condition of outward slavery,—a §§ dom. 
feeling which vanishes in the light of Chris- 
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Menochius, Hammond, Knatchbull, Mosheim, Michaclis, Zachariae) that he 
is admonishing the freemen not to sell themselves into slavery. But, even 
putting out of account the second person plural, which directs the words to 
the readers generally, were that the meaning, Paul would undoubtedly have 

called attention to o new illustration of his rule, as he docs in vv. 18, 21. 
And how unlikely a thing that men went into slavery in those days for the 

sake of Christianity (for according to the connection it is this motive which 
must be presupposed, not : for gain’s sake)! 

Ver. 24. To conclude the whole digression, the weighty rule is once more 
enunciated (¢v 4) «.7.A. : In whatever relationship, in whatever outward po- 
sition, etc.), and now with the strengthening clause rapa Od, which de- 

scribes the év robrw pévecy according to its moral and religious character ; that 
outward abiding is to be of such a kind that therein the man shall abide 
inwardly «ith God (the caller), which moral relation of fellowship is locally 

represented in aconcrete way by zapé (‘‘a Deo, non recedens,” Estius). 

Comp. Theophylact,—who, however, makes out a special reference to im- 

moral obedience to masters, —Schrader, Riickert, Neander, Osiandecr. De 

Wette limits the meaning to the relation of a Christian slave, as in ver. 22, 
which, after the general ver. 23, is inadmissible. The common interpretation, 

“Seoram Deo” (Calvin), ‘‘ Deo inspectante” (Grotius), which would imply: 
‘‘nerpetuo memores, vos in ejus conspectu versari” (Beza, comp. de Wette), 

would correspond to the current phrase évémioy rov Geov. Hofmann makes 
év g and év robrw refer to Christ (comp. ver. 22) ; the call took place in 

Christ to God, and therefore every one is to have in Christ (on His mediato- 
rial foundation) his abiding with God. The perfect conformity of ver. 24 
with ver. 20 ought, had it stood alone, to have prevented this misinterpre- 
tation. But besides, the call is given from God, not to God, but to cternal 
Messianic life (comp. oni. 9). 

Ver. 25. Aé] indicating the transition to a new section inthe discussion 
on marriage. — rapOivur] virgins. We are not to understand this’ of the un- 
married of both sexes, young men and maidens, which is contrary to the ordi- 

nary usage of the language (see too, vv. 34, 86, 37) ; for in such passages as 

Rev. xiv. 4, Oecumenius, Quaest. Amphil. 188 ; Nonnus on John xix. 26 ; 

Fabricius, Pseudepigr. V. T. II. pp. 92, 98; also Arist. Eg. 1302, the word 
is maidenly ; and that it ever with Greek writers means a single man in the 

proper sense, is at least very doubtful. — yrounr] view, opinion. As regards 
yvou. diduus (2 Cor. vill. 10), see the examples in Kypke, II. p. 205. — The 
sense most in accordance with the context for moré¢ is that of credible, i.e. 

trustworthy (1 Tim. iv. 9). The more general faithful (in the service of 
Christ ; so Billroth, Riickert, Ewald) is less suitable ; and lenst of all the 

simple beliering, as Hofmann would have it. Paul's being an dGécéxpeur oip- 

Bovdoc (Theodorct) he ascribes td the mercy of Christ : for he knows well 

in himself that that characteristic would not belong to him without Christ’s 
gracious call to the apostleship, and without enlightenment and aid from 
Him. Comp. also ver. 40. Hence d¢ (quippe) tAenutvog x.1.A. 

1 With Theodore of Mopsuestia, Bengel, Semler, Zacharlae, Schlousner, Schulz, Rosen- 
miller, Flatt, Pott, Olshausen, Ewald. 

eS & 
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Ver. 26. In carrying out his theme de virginibus, Paul proceeds as follows: 
first, in the passage extending to ver. 35 he gives a general recommenda- 
tion of single life to both sexes, and only then deals with the subject of vir- 

gins exclusively on to ver. 88, — ctv] therefore, introduces now the yduy in 

accordance with what was said in ver. 25. — avOpdézy] refers, as the more 

detailed remarks in ver. 27 ff. prove, not to virgins alone (Hofmann), as 

applied to whom, besides, it would be an awkward expression,’ but means: 
a person, including both sexes. It is otherwise in ver. 1.— otrwe] 30, as he 

is, i.e. unmarried, which follows from r. rapOévwr, ver. 25. To be so Paul 

esteems salutary (xaAév, as in ver. 1), not absolutely and in itself, but be- 
cause the Parousia is near, and still nearer, therefore, must be the general 

calamities which are to precede it, the dolores Messiae, WD San (see on 

Matt. xxiv. 8). These form the instant (ill. 23) distress, i.e. a distress 

which is impending and has already begun to set in. Comp. Matt. xxiv. 
19. The persecutions (Pott, Flatt, Hofmann, after older expositors) are 

only a part of it. Matrimonial cares and sufferings, again (Schulz, follow- 
ing Theophylact and others), are not meant at all. See ver. 89 ff. — As 
little are we to understand ‘‘impending constraint through marriage” 

(Cropp in the Jahrb. f. Deutsche Theol. 1866, p. 108), against which @Aiw 
alone, in ver. 28 and ver. 31, testifies with sufficient clearness. Comp. 
rather rg éveorécy avdyxy, 3 Macc. i. 16, the distress having set in, and see 
generally on Gal. i. 4.—Th& construction is anacoluthic, so that rotro, 

which belongs to vouifw, prepares for the following xaxdv imdpyey on to 

ovrw¢ elvac (comp. on Rom. ii. 8 and Kiihner, § 631. 2); but then dr: xaddv 
x.T.2., Which states the contents of the vouitw, instead of ending simply 
with avOpazy 1d obtwe elvac, begins from the beginning again, and that with 
& 574, which comes in in place of the construction with the infinitive 
(Kihner, § 771. 5). A manifest confusion of expression, into which in dic- 

tation Paul might be especially likely to fall by forgetting, after the enuncia- 
tion of the principal thought da 17. éveor. avdyx., that he had already said 

Kadov vrdpyev. Hence, too, it is more natural to connect did r. éveor. avdyx. 

with what precedes it than hyperbatically with dr: «.7.4. (Ewald, Hofmann).* 
Translate : My opinion, then, is this, that it is good on account of the impending 

distress,—that it is good [I think] fora person to be in such a position. 
Heydenreich holds wrongly—as the fact of there being no avraic added is 

enough of itself to show—that 8 rz should be read, so that Paul would say 

that what is good jor the man is good for them, namely, single life. De 
Wette takes rovro as equivalent to rapOévoy eivaz, and then renders 6m by 
because: ‘‘ because it isin general good for a man to be unmarried.” * But 
this ‘‘ in general” is not in the text, and yet of necessity it would have 
required to de there, for without it the argument emerges as an idem per 

1 avdparos asa feminine usually answers ® This rendering occurs in substance in 
in Greek writers, as is well known, to the Erasmus, Castalio, Calvin. Beza, too, 
German colloquial phrase ‘‘ das Mensch." agrees with it in his explanation of rovro, 

2 Ewald, moreover, takes 73 orws elvac to = but understands 6r «addy «.7.A. as resump- 

mean “‘ that it should be so," referring tothe tive. 

following rule 8éSeca:, x.7.A. 
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idem ; -and in truth, even were the ‘‘in general” expressed, the main state- 
ment would be an inappropriate one, since it would contain nothing to 
establish the essential element dia r. éveor. avdyxyv. The anacoluthon of the 

passage belongs to those in which ‘‘ celeritate quadam abrepti novam enun- 
tiationem inchoamus priore nondum absoluta,” Bremi, ad Lys. Exc. 

V. p. 442. 
Ver. 27. Lest the yréu7 in ver. 26 should be misinterpreted as favouring 

divorce, he now prefaces his further discussion of the subject with the rule, 

which is appropriate here only as a caveat: let not the married desire to be 
loosed. The construction is as in ver. 18, — yvvacxi] dativus communionis, as 
in Rom. vii. 2, and with Greek writers. It is plain, especially from vv. 29 
and 34, that déé. yvy. does not mean betrothal (Ewald and Hofmann), but 
that yuv4 denotes a married wife. — AéAvoa:] does not imply: art thou sepa- 
rated from (Mosheim, Semler), but art thou free from, unentangled with a 

wife, single (‘‘ sive uxorem habueris, sive non,” Estius; comp. so early an 
interpreter as Photius)? See ver. 28, and comp. Xenophon, Cyr. i. 1.4, 

where AcAbofla: ax’ aAAgAuy is equivalent to atrévopa elvac. 
Ver. 28. Ovy juaprec] But should it be the case that thou shalt have 

married, thou hast not sinned therein. Comp. Matthiae, p. 1203; Buttmaan, 
neut. Gr. p. 172 [E. T. 199]. Hofmann is wrong here also (comp. on ver. 
11) in holding that éay d2 xai means : but if already actually, etc. — yiuy 
map0.| Here as in 1 Tim. v. 11 the term yayeiv is applied, indeed, to the 

woman (see on ver. 89), but without violation of rule, since it is not joined 
with an accusative. Comp. Fritzsche, ad Marc. p. 424.— 1% capxi] not in 
the ethical sense, but (comp. Gal. iv. 18) for the material, animal part of 
man’s nature. In troublous times the married man is exposed to special 
anguish from sufferings of this kind (hunger, nakedness, sickness, misusage, 
banishment, etc.). Whether we have here a dative of appropriation 

(trouble for the flesh ; see on1 Cor. xii. 7 ; Bernhardy, p. 88), or whether 

it belongs to the verb, cannot well be determined. — éya dé ty. geidouas) but 

I, for my part, deal tenderly towards you, in advising you rather to remain 
unwedded ; for by this advice, if you will follow it, I spare you such 

OAiuc. 

Vv. 29-31. This, however, I say, i.e. of what follows I assure you. Comp. 
xv. 50. Aé leads over to something wherewith Paul (‘‘as it were prophesy- 
ing,” Ewald) designs to secure the more acceptance for the counsel, which he 
has given with the view of sparing his readers. Pott, Flatt, and others 
take rotro dé gue x.7.A. a8 @ More precise explanation of @Ainjw . . . rorobros, 
and then vv. 82-35 as a more precise explanation of éyd d2 tp. geid. Two 
things militate against this—first, the more emphatic import of gui (comp. 
also x. 15, 19; Ellendt, Zev. Soph. Il. p. 906), which is stronger than Aéyu ; 
and secondly, the correct view of cvveorady. (see below). Riickert takes it : 
‘‘ Happen, however, what may, marry ye or not, this remark I cannot sup- 

press.” But were that the meaning, rotro dé g. would require to follow at 
once after ovy jyapre. — 4 xatpéc] the space of time,—subsisting up to the Pa- 
rousia,—not our earthly lifetime in general (Calvin, Vorstius, Estius, ai.) ; 
neither is it merely the time yet to elapse ere that avéyxy arrives (Reiche), 
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which would be more distinctly indicated than by the simple 6 xaipé¢ ; be- 
sides, the avdyxy has already begun to make itself felt, évecréaa, ver. 26. — 
ovvectaApévoc] is taken by most recent expositors (Schulz, Rosenmiiller, Stolz, 

Pott, Heydenreich, Flatt, Riickert, Olshausen, Neander ; Billroth is unde- 

cided) as meaning calamitosum. But without warrant of usage ; for in pas- 

sages such as 1 Macc. iii. 6 (comp. Polyb. v. 15. 8, xxiv. 5. 13; Plato, Lys. 
p. 210 E ; Isocrates, p. 176 A; Philo, Quod omn. prob. liber, p. 609), v. 8, 

2 Macc. vi. 12, 3 Macc. v. 83, ovoréAAw means to humble, to overthrow, which 

does not suit with xa:péc. The correct translation is that of the old inter- 

preters (so also de Wettc, Osiander, Ewald, Maier, Hofmann, Weiss) : com- 
pressed, i.e. brought within narrow limits (Plato, Legg. iii. p. 691 E ; De- 

mosth. 809. 2 ; Lucian, Icar. 12; comp. ovorod4, abbreviation). The space 

of time remaining is only of brief duration. In connection with this, rd 
Aourédy is generally made to refer to what precedes :' the time is henceforth 
(in posterum, see Fritzsche, ad Matth. p. 777; Kiihner, ad Xen. Anab. ii. 2. 
5) cut short,—a mode of connecting the words, however, which makes ré 

Aorév convey a superfluous idea. Others hold that it refers to what follows,? 
and that in the sense of ‘‘ergo agendum, quod sequitur,” Estius ; comp. 
Luther : ‘‘ weiter ist das die Meinung.” But how obscure the expression 
would thus be! The felic sense of iva, too, would be deprived of its logical 

reference to what precedes. Lachmann, Tischendorf, and Hofmann, adopt- 
ing the reading which puts éori before rd Acizdv (see the critical remarks), 
place a comma after the verb: ovveoratp. éoriv, rd Aourdy iva x.1.A., 4.6. the 
time is shortened, in order that in future, etc. Comp. as regards this posi- 
tion for iva, on Eph. iii. 18 ; Gal. ii. 10; Rom. xi. 81. This is preferable, 
because 7d Aorrdv is thus put emphatically forward in its essential and im- 
portant meaning : in order that hencefortward these relationships may be 
dealt with in a wholly different way than hitherto. Comp. upon the sub- 
ject-matter, Matt. xxiv. 42 ff. — iva introduces the design of cuveoradu. éore 
in the arrangemcnts @f God.* Beza, Billroth, Schrader, Hofmann make it 

refer to rovro dé gnu. But we may see from rapdyes yap «.r.a. In ver. 31 

that Paul was thinking of so great results as the aim, not of his assartion, 
but of the thing asserted,—a view which agrees thoroughly with his relig- 
ious contemplation of the world, Rom. v. 20, vii. 18, vill. 17, xi. 31; 2 

Cor. iv. 7, vii. 9, al. He looks upon everything as fitted into the plan of 
moral redemption under the government of God. — iva xai of fx. yuv. x.1.A.] 
The meaning is: In order that each may keep himself inwardly independent of 
the relations of his earthly life,—that the husband should not by his married 
state lose the moral freedom of his position of a Christian in heart and life ; 
that the sorrowful should not do so through his tribulation, nor the joyful 
through his good fortune, nor the merchantman through his gain, nor he 

1Peshito, Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theo- and Rickert. 

phylact, Beza, Grotius, a/., including Bill- ’ There is therefore no ground here for 

roth, Olshausen, de Wette; Osiander, Reiche, beginning a new sentence with 1rd Aowor 

Ewald, Maier, Neander. iva, and taking tva in the imperative sense 

2 Tertullian, Cyprian, Jerome, Vulgate, (comp. onv. 2). So Laurent, neut. Stud. p. 

Erasmus, Calvin, a/., including Heydenreich 190. 
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who uses the world through his use of it. We see the reverse of this inde- 
pendent attitude in Luke xiv. 18-20. There the heart cleaves to temporal 
things as its treasure, Matt. vi. 21. By giving iva its proper reference, it is 
made clear that Paul neither designs to lay down rules here (‘‘ that the mar- 

ried ought to be as though unmarried,” etc., Riickert, with many others), 
nor to depict the uncertainty of temporal possessions (Grotius and Pott) ; which 
latter meaning is what Reiche also brings out : ‘‘quandoquidem propediem 
mutata rerum terrestrium facie, laetitiae et tristitiae causis mox evanidis, 

tempus deficiet malis bonisve sensu percipiendis.”” — xai of Exovres yuv.] Hoven the 

married. This xai singles out the first point for special emphasis, because it 
was the one on which the discussion chiefly turned ; «ai in the instances 
which follow is the simple and. —ol ayopé¢. d¢ ut xaréy.] the buyers as not 

possessing (2 Cor. vi. 10), that, namely, which they buy. —d¢ yu? xarayp.] 

may mean, like the Latin abuti, so far as the word in itself is concerned, 
either : as not abusing it,‘ or: as not using it (Vulgate, Calvin, Grotius, 
Estius, a/., including Pott, Rickert, de’ Wette, Osiander). Comp. ix. 18. 

So frequently in Greek writers ; see Krebs, p. 291 ; Loesner, p. 280 f. 

The latter of the two meanings should have the preference here from the 
analogy of the preceding clauses. The compound verb—which ought not 
to have the sense.of at one’s own pleasure (Hofmann) imported into it—serves 

merely to give greater emphasis to the idea ; see Bremi, ad Isoer. Panegyr. 
§ ix. p. 21; Herodian. viii. 4. 22. Translate : Those who use this (pre-Mes- 
sianic) world as not making use of it, There is no reason either for taking 
xarayp. in the sense of using up (Reiche, Ewald), because this meaning, al- 

though in itself admissible on linguistic grounds (Diog. Laert. v. 69 ; Lys. 
p. 158. 46 ; Isocr. p. 55 D), only weakens the force of the antithesis in a 
way contrary to the relation subsisting between all the other antitheses. (v) 

— yp7ofa in the sense of uti with an accusative (see the critical remarks) 

occurs here only in the N. T. ;* in classic Greek not at all (in Xen. Ages. 
xi. 11, the true reading is r@ peyardgpov:), and seldom in later Greck (Schae- 

fer, ad Gregor. Cor. p. 691). See also Bornemann, Acta apost. I. p. 222, 
Karayzpyotia:, however, often occurs in that sense with the accusative (Lucian, 

Prom. 4; Plut. Demetr. 23), and it may have been occasioned here by the 

writer’s thinking of the compound verb. Comp. Buttmann, neut. Gr. 
p. 157 f. [E. T. 181]. 

Vv. 31, 82. Lachmann places only 9 comma after rorov, in which he is 
followed by Billroth, Rickert, Olshausen, and Maier. From rapédye on to 
eivac would thus form collectively a ground for the preceding cai of ypdpevor 
«.t.A. This would be correct, if the foregoing words conveyed an exhorta- 
tion, or if iva in ver. 29 were dependent upon roivro dé gy. Since, how- 
ever, what is conveyed in the preceding statement is the design of God, the 
full stop after robrov should be retained ; the words from zrapéye: on to rob- 
tov form thus a confirmatory addition tool yoduevor . . . xataypdpevor, while 

1 Syriac, Tertullian, Theodoret, Theo- Paul givesus here the explanation of his 
phylaot, Oecumenius, Luther, Beza, Corne- foregoing paradox. 
Hus & Lapide, ai., including Olshausen and * Hence Fritzsche (de conform. Lachm. p. 
Billroth, the latter of whom considers that 81) rejects it as an error of the copyists. 
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fiAw dé, again, marks the advance to something new, to what Paul, in view 
of this passing away of the fashion of this world, now desires of his readers, 

namely, that they should be éyépipvo, i.e. without worldly cares (see vv. 33, 
34). —rapdyer] 18 passing away, in accordance with the xa:pdc ovveoraay. in 

ver. 29. Td oyjua, habitus, i.e. status externus. See Wetstein. It is not 

the transitory character of earthly things in general that is meant (so most 

of the older expositors and Billroth ; comp. also Hofmann), but the expiry 

of the aidy ovo, the end of which is the world-embracing catastrophe of 
the Parousia, the transformation of the form of this world, and therewith 
of its whole temporal constitution, into the new heaven and the new earth. 
Comp. 1 John ii. 17 ; Rev. xxi. 1; Rom. viii. 19 ff. ; 2 Pet. iii. 10 ; Matt. 
v. 18. Grotius, Valckenaer, and Flatt are wrong in holding that the mean- 

ing is: ‘‘non manebunt, quae nunc sunt, res tranquillae, sed mutabuntur 
in turbidas,” and that the expression is taken from the language of the 
theatre (changing the scene, Eurip. Jon. 166 ; Lucian, Herm. 86). Our 
rendering is demanded by vv. 26, 29, and by the eschatological view of the 

N. T. generally. — @éAw dé «.7.A.] Comp. éya d2 iu. geidova: in ver. 28. —ra 
tov Kupiov (the cause of Christ) is more precisely defined by what. follows. 
— The reading apfoe, how he shall please, and apécy, how he may please 
(see Stallbaum, ad Sympos. p. 216 C ; Fritzsche, ad Mare. p. 350), are equal- 
ly suitable so far as the sense is concerned. 

Ver, 34. Taking the reading sepép. x. } yur) x. } wapbévoc (see the critical 
remarks), we have: The wife, too, and the maiden are divided,' i.e. they are 
severed from each other as regards their interests, are separate in what they 
care for, personae quae diversae trahuntur. The way in which pepifeofa: is 
used (see Reiche, Comment. crit. I. p. 195) to denote division into different 
tendencies, views, party-positions, is well known (Matt. xii. 25, 26 ; Mark 

iii, 24-26 ; Polybius, viii. 23. 9 ; Herodian, iii. 10. 6, iv. 8. 8) ; but the 
expression is selected here in reference to the different kinds of pepyvav. 

Theophylact says well : ov rv auriv Exovot gpovtida, dAAa pepeptopévac eioi rai¢ 

onovdaic, kai  wév wept dAAa orovddtet, # dé wept GAAa. Comp. Theodoret. 

The simple rendering : ‘‘ There is a difference” (Chrysostom, Luther, Gro- 

tius, Mosheim, Zachariae, Heydenreich, and others), would still conduct 
one back to the sense divisa est, but would give too general and meaningless 
an idea. — Meuép. is in the singular, because it stands at the head of the 
sentence, and 7 yvv7 «. 7 mapGévog embraces the female sex as a whole made 

up of two halves. Comp. Kihner, IT. p. 58 f.; Bernhardy, p. 416 ; Butt- 

1 If we adopt Lachmann’s reading (de- 
fended especially by Hammond among the 

older expositors), which Ewald also follows 

(leaving out, however, the second % dyapos) 
the meaning will be: The married man 

cares... how he may please his wife, and is 
divided (in hisinterest). And the unmarried 

wife (widowed or divorced) and the unmar- 
ried maiden cares, etc. Hofmann, too, pre- 

fers this reading, taking the «af, which it 
has before } yu}, in the sense of also. The 

betrothed maiden, fn his opinion, is no 
longer dyapos. But in the whole context 
there is only the simple distinction made 
between married and unmarried persons. 

Betrothed maidens, too, belong to the lat- 
ter class ; comp. ver. 86: yaseirwoay. [Tre- 
gelles and Westcott & Hort follow Lach- 

mann, but Tischendorf and the Canterbury 

Revision adherg to the received text.—T. 
W. C.) 
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mann, newt. Gr. p. 110 f. [E. T. 126]. —iva 9 dyia x.r.A.] Comp. 2 Cor. vii. 
1. This moral consecration to God of her whole personality, which she 
strives after, is the wéc apécee ro Kupiy erplicated. One can hardly conceive 
that Paul avoided the latter phrase on the ground of possible misconstruc- 
tion (Hofmann), This, considering the sacredness of the idea of apéoxecv 
t@ Kupiy, would be a piece of prudery, which is unlike him. 

Nors.—There is no ground for inferring from vv. 32-34 that Paul, himself 

unwedded, looked ‘‘ somewhat askance” upon marriage (Rickert). To assume 
any such onesidedness of view on his part would be a very hasty proceeding (see 
on ver. 2). On the contrary, what we have hero is not his view of how, from 
the nature of the case, things must necessarily subsist,'! but only his experience of how 

in point of fact they usually did subsist. This experience he (6 dyauoc) had ar- 
rived at, on the one hand, by consideration of his own case and that of many 

other unmarried persons ; and, on the other, by observing the change of inter- 

ests which was wont to set in with those who married. We have here, there- 
fore, a purely empirical support for the preference of celibacy,—a preference, 

however, which with Paul is simply relative, depending upon the nearness of 

the Parousia and the end of the world, and also upon the subjective gift of 

being holy in body and spirit (comp. Acts xiv. 4). The expectation of these 
events being so near has remained unfulfilled, and thereby is invalidated the 

Pauline support which has been often found in our text for celibacy, which, as 

@ legal requirement, is in principle thoroughly un-Pauline (comp. ver. 35). 
The apostle, moreover, is speaking generally, and not to one special class 
among his readers. 

Ver. 85. Totro] refers to the recommendation of single life contained in 
Vv. 26-34. — mpdc 7d tp. atrav ovug.] for your own advantage. The genitive 

with cuugépov used as a substantive, as in x. 88 ; see Stallbaum, ad Plat. 

Rep. p. 888 C. — oby iva x.r.A.] explaining more in detail, negatively and 

positively, the mpdc . . . cvugtpov. To cast a noose upon one is a figurative 
expression, originally borrowed from the chase (less probably, from war- 
fare), for the idea of depriving of freedom (bringing under binding and lim- 

iting relations). Comp. Prov. vii. 21, and see Wetstein and Loesner, in 
loc. The sense of ‘‘ giving occasion to scruples” (Billroth, comp. Bengel) 
does not correspond so well with the figure and the connection. — 42.42 mpd 
7d ebay. x.7.A.| but to promote the habit of comeliness and undivided waiting upon 
the Lord (in faithfulness to Christ). For this habit prevailed chiefly, accord- 
ing to the apostle’s experience, on the side of the dyayo: ; see vv. 82-84, 
where, too, he makes it clear beyond doubt what comeliness he means here 

—namely, such a manifestation of the inner life in all outward embodiment, 
as corresponds with consecration to the Lord. It is not merely chastity in 
the narrower sense that is intended, but all moral purity and consecration 

in so far as these manifest themselves in demeanour, in speech, gesture, 
bearing, etc., as the comely form of Christian life, as the ethical ‘‘ decorum” 

1 Paal himself, it 1s plain, had intercourse were married. This in opposition to Cropp 
with numbers of eminent servants and in the Jahrb. f. Deuteche Theol. 1866, p. 102, 
handmaids of the Lord (Priscilla, etc.) who 
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of the Christian. Its sacred nature and the foul contrasts to it are set forth 
in Rom. xiii. 13, 14.—The dative of appropriation, r@ Kvpiy and azepior., are 

conjoined with the curdp., used as a substantive, to make up the unity of the 

idea. — evdpedpoc does not occur elsewhere. Hesychius explains it by xado¢ 
rapapévov. —areptor.] ‘‘absque distractione, t.¢e. dvev rod pepiysvav ra rod 

xéopov,” Kypke, II. p. 207. Comp. meprorao6a, Luke x. 40. Regarding 
the connection of the word with the later Greek, see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 
415. Xenophon, Ages. i. 4, has adsaoréorwe. The adverb attaches itself to 

evrdép. defining its meaning precisely. See on xii. 28.! 
Ver. 86. Aé] introduces something opposed to the etoyzpov. — acynuoveiv] 

means doxjpova civar (COMP. evoyguoveiv = evoytpova elvat, Plat. Legg. v. p. 

782 C), and may therefore be explained either in theactire sense (to act dis- 
honourably, conduct onesclf in a dishonourable way, Plato, Pol. vi. p. 506 D, 
Theaet. p. 165 B ; Xen. de re eg. xi. 6 ; Herodian, v. 8. 16 ; Lucian, de saerif. 

7), or in the passive sense (to hace dishonour, Eur. Hee. 407 ; Herodian, viii. 8. 

21; Deut. xxv. 5 ; Ezek. xvi. 7). The former of the two interpretations is the 

common and the correct one, namely : if any one thinks that he is acting dishon- 

ourably towards his cirgin (daughter or ward), 7.¢. if he thinks that he is bring- 
ing disgrace upon her ; which means, however, not the disgrace of old maid- 
enhood (see Soph. Ant. 810 ff., O. Rex. 1492 ff. ; Eur. Hel. 291 ; comp. Ecclus, 
xlii. 9 ; and Lennep, ad Phalar. p. 862), but the dishonour of seduction, 

which the father or guardian fears he may give occasion to by refusing per- 
mission to marry ; see the following context (against Theodoret : 6 d2 rv 
ayayuiay axocpiav tzoAauBdver, Theophylact, al.). Taking it in the passive 

sense, we have : if any one thinks to hate disgrace in respect of hia virgin (from 

seduction, or her being left unwedded). So in substance the Syriac 
(‘‘despici’”), Grotius, Mosheim, Zachariae, Heydenreich, Pott, Neander ; 

comp. Hofmann, who holds that what is here expressed is the matter of fact 
of its being the father’s fault that the daughter remains unmarried. But even 
apart from the considcration that aoynp. is most commonly found in the ac- 
tive meaning (see also xiii. 5), there is this against the second rendering, 
that ért with the accusative takes for grantcd that doyypoveiv implies activity, © 
since it states the direction in which it is exerted (comp. doynuoveiy ei¢ teva, 

Dion. Hal. ii. 26). — vouifer] ‘* Si perspecto filiae suae ingenio judicet, coeliba- 
tui non esse aptam,” Calvin. — av 9 trépaxu.] is the case, in connection with 
which that ei dé rig doynuoveiv, x.t.A. is supposed : in case she pasa her time, 

pass the highest point of her youthful bloom. As regards the axuq itself, see 
Plato, Rep. p. 460 E: dp’ obv cot Evvdoneit pérpiog ypdbvog axpae Ta elxooww Erq 

yuvaiki, avdpi 6? ra tp:dxovra, and Stallbaum, ad hune loc. ; other definitions 

of the age may be seen in Locella, ad. Xen. Eph. p. 145. Paul’s opinion is, 
that before the axuf is reached the doyjpovety . . . voulfe is not likely to 
take place with the father or guardian of the girl ; but, judging from ex- 
perience, he conceived that the maiden who is trépaxuoc would be more 
ready to yield to a lover, if she is not allowed to marry. Respecting the 

1 (The image here and the words are well illustrated by the little narrative Luke x, 
89-42 in the original.—T. W. C.] 
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word ¢répaxu., which is not found in ancient Greek, see Eustath. J7.1. p. 11, 

81; Od. p. 1915, 29. The classical writers use instead of it the perfect of 
swapaxudcev, as in Xen. Mem, iv. 4. 23; or the adjective rapaxuaorixy, as in 
Galen, VI. p. 312, 14. — xa? otrwe ogeiAee yiveobac] depends on the e :' and 
if so (namely, that the virgin marry), i¢ must be. Thus there is added to 
the subjectire condition of things, expressed in dé reg aoynp. x.t.A., the corre- 
sponding (not heterogencous, as Hofmann objects) objectize condition on 

the part of the maiden, whose natural temperament makes marriage needful. 

It is quite akin to the German phrase : und wenn’s nicht anders sein kant 
[and if it cannot be otherwise] ; the expression has 2 somewhat euphemis- 

tic turn, as referring to the daughter’s inclination to marriage, which de- 

termines the dgeiAe. According to Riickert, x. obr. 4g. yfv. depends upon 
iav : and she must remain so (i.e. unwedded). But the indicative ogeizec is 

decisive against this rendering ; and what an amount of straining is needed 
to make yiveo6a: equivalent to remain / for she 7s unwedded, and, if she so 
remains, cannot become 80. — 6 OéA2e roteitw) not : let him do what pleases him 

(so ordinarily ; but this is contrary to the context ; sce what follows, and 

the preceding oge/Aec), but : let him do what he intends (to give his virgin in 
marriage). Theodoret puts it well : 1d doxovy rparrétw. — yapeirwoav] name- 

ly, the cirgin and he who wishes to have her. It is arbitrary, considering the 

general form of the whole discussion (ver. 25), to maintain, as Riickert 

does, that the plural refers to a particular couple respecting whom the Co- 

rinthians had asked a question. Wolf, Heydenreich, and others adopt a 
necdlessly harsh assumption, that Paul passes here from the singular to the 
plural (the cirgins). Billroth again propounds the very unlikely view that 
‘‘ the youths” should be supplied here as the subject, and air as the object. 

Ver. 37. He who, on the other hand, stands stedfast in his heart, is of a 

stedfast and unchangeable mind, firm in disposition and resolution. Comp. 
xv. 58; Col. i. 23, iv. 12. — pu) Eyuv avayxyy| without having constraint (ob- 

jective necessity), as he, in ver. 36, whom the natural temperament of his 

virgin causes to fear the acynpoveiv before explained. — éfovoiay dé tye x.7.A.] 
contrasted with the py éy. avayk. (dé, but rather) as the correlative positive 

state of free disposal in respect of what he himself wills. Strictly speaking, 
therefore, we should have the participle hcre, but instead, there is again a 
change in the construction. Comp. on iv. 14; Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 827 
f. [E. T. 382]. — rovro] is not explaincd—though this is the common suppo- 

sition—by the infinitive which follows ; were that the case, we should have 

ro typeiv, or (as in Od. i. 82; 1 Thess. iv. 3; Jas. 1. 27, al.) the simple 

infin. (comp. the critical remarks). But, Paul leaves the reader to gather 
from the connection what is meant by rotro (namely, not giving the maiden 

1 Theophylact begins the apodosis with 
Ka, ovTws: yevécdw, Snoi, cai ovTw. was; & 

OéAec woceirw. In that case «. oiros od. yiv. 
would be quite superfluous, the «a: deprived 

of its reference, and ox auapr. would not 

sult the obligatory é¢eiAc. Similarly Hof- 
mann, who follows the same view, para- 

phrasing it thus : ‘‘ TAs too (%) is a necessily 

arising from the nature of the case, that he 
do what he will.’ Laurent also makes «ai 

ovtws Of. yiv. the apodosis, expounding it 

to mean: soit must be in this case also. The 
clauses which follow he considers erplana- 
tory ; and xai must go back forits reference 
all the way to ver y: not merely in the case 

Of the xvpotcdas. 
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in marriage). The design of this robro xéxpixev (conclusum habet) is then de- 
clared by rov trypeiv : tn order to keep (to preserve in her maidenly state) his 

own maiden. And this is not a mere periphrasis for not giving in marriage 
(as de Wette objects), but rather the design which the father or guardian 
has in his rovro xéxpixev, by virtue of his right to dispose of his own child: ob- 

serve the emphatic r)v éavrowv zrapdivov, That the maiden’s will should bo 
left entirely out of account by Paul, can surprise no one who is aware of 

the power given to fathers among the Jews (comp. Ewald, Alterth. p. 267) 
and Greeks (Herm. Privatalterth. § 30. 2 ff.). — xadde rote] in the sense of 

action, morally right, the positive side of the oy dyaprdéve: of ver. 36, and 

in so far stronger here ; hence, too, it is represented in ver. 28 by xpeiccov 
voi in relation to the xadde rorei, Which is equivalent to oby duaprdéver. 

Ver. 88. Result of vv. 36, 37, nai. . . wai, as well. . . as also. Paul had 
thought of saying «aAdc¢ oui in the second clause also, but thereupon 

strengthens his ecpression (kpeiscov) so as to correspond with the relations of 

the two predicates, ovy duapr. in ver. 86, and xadée roi in ver. 837. —64 

éxyau. | he who marries her (his virgin, ver. 37) out (gives her out of his family 
in marriage). This going ‘‘out” is not taken into account in the second 

clause. — xpricoov] for see ver. 84. Regarding éxyayu., comp. Matt. xxiv. 
38 ; it is not preserved in Greek writers. 

Vv. 39, 40. An appended rule respecting second marriage on the part of 
women, occasioned probably by questions from the Corinthians. — déderar] 

sc. t3 avdpi ; she may not separate herself from him and marry another. 
Comp. ver. 27; Rom. vii. 2.—@ BéAec yaundivac] to whom she desires to be 

marrict, Comp. Mark x. 12. Tayei uév yap 6 avin, yapuetras dé 4) yr=vg, Scholl, 

al Eur. Med. 598. As regards the later form yayq97va, instead of the Attic 
yaped iva, see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 742. — pdvov év Kupiy] only in the Lord, 

not apart from Christ as the specifically determining element of the new 
anion ; only ina Christian way, i.e. only to a Christian, sc. let her be mar- 

ricd.’ So among the early interpreters, Tertullian, Cyprian, Ambrosiaster, 
Jerome, Theodoret, Grotius (who puts it happily : ¢ntra ecclesiam), Estius, 

al,, also Olshausen and de Wette. This does not run counter to ver. 12 

ff., where, in fact, those mixed marriages are meant which date from the pre- 
Christian period, and in which only one spouse has become Christian. | 
Chrysostom, Theophylact, Calvin, Beza, Calovius, Wolf, and others, includ- 

‘ing Pott, Flatt, Heydenrcich, Billroth, Riickert, Osiander, Neander, Maier, 

Ewald, all understand the phrase to mean : in a@ Christian spirit, acting as 4 

Christian should, in the fear of the Lord, etc. (several of the above-named 
interpreters, as Flatt, Rickert, Osiander, Ncander, Maier, include also the 

point that the husband must be a Christian, or lay the chief stress upon 
‘this, as Hofmann and Weiss). But what we have here is plainly a limita- 
‘tion of the 6 SéAec so emphatically put first. Moreover, the widerand more 

general the meaning ascribed to év Kupiy, the more inappropriate it seems 
‘in connection with the foregoing definite rules, which all take for granted 

1 Paul's view, therefore, is not in accordance with the legislative permission of marriage 
.between Christians and Jews. 
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that the action is Christian. — yvaxapwr.] more blessed, 4.e. not merely more 

spared from troubles (vv. 26, 28), but, in accordance with the higher ref- 

erence which paxap. invariably has in the N. T., enjoying the biecssed rela- 

tion, which grises out of withdrawal from worldly cares and self-surrender 
to Christ. See vv. 32-34. As to greater bicssedness in heaven, which some 

have dragged in here in the interests of celibacy (Ambrosiaster, Cornelius & 

Lapide, a/., including Hirscher, Moral, III. p. 502), there is not a word of 

that in the text, even if we should read Zora: in place of éoriv. — xara r. Eujv 
yvGunv] éugy carries the emphasis of apostolic self-consciousness. — doxé dé 
xay® x.t.4.] so that I therefore may expect you to regard my opinion, not 
as a mere individual judgment, but as arrived at under the influence of the 
Holy Spirit which is imparted (éyecv) to me also, and hence as worthy to be 

received and followed.-—Respecting doxé, mihi videor, the note of Estius 
may suffice : ‘‘minus dicit, plus volens intelligi.” Comp. iv. 9. — «éyé] 
like other teachers who have received [lis gifts—In the two expressions 
coming together—of which doxe has a touch of irony (comp. Dissen, ad Dem. 
de Cor. p. 230 f.)—there is implied a side-glance, but whether precisely at 
the Petrine party (Neander, Ribigcr, al.) may be doubted. It is safer to 

say generally : at opponents of his full standing as an apostle in Corinth. 
Comp. Calvin. (w) 

Notes by AMERICAN Eprror. 

(RB) Paul’s command and the Lord's. Ver. 10. 

It is important to insist upon the author’s explanation of the words, ‘‘ I com- 
mand ; yet not I, but the Lord.” This is not a distinction between what is in- 

spired and what isnot. What the Apostle means is simply that the Corinthians 

had no need to apply to him for instruction on the matter of divorce, because 

Christ had already taught that the marriage bond could not be dissolved at the 
option of the parties. 

(8) ‘“* Now are they holy.”’ Ver. 14. 

Stanley, while agreeing with the opinion that this verse is against the practice 

of infant baptism in Paul’s time, yet says that it asserts the principle upon 
which that ordinance is founded, viz. that family ties do in themselves conse- 

crate those who are bound by them, and that the children of Christian parents 
may therefore be considered as among the people of God, and that from this 
would follow the natural consequence that the whole family would participate 
in the same rites as belonged properly, and in the highest sense, only to those 

members or that member of it who was strictly a believer. Est matrimonium 

Christianum est soboles Christiana (Bengel). 

(v) Desertion a cause of divorce. Ver. 15. 

Hodge’s explanation of this matter is somewhat different and apparently 
better: ‘There is no conflict here between Christ’s command and Paul's in- 

structions. Both say, a man cannot put away his wife (nor of course a wife her 

husband) on account of difference of religion, or for any other reason but the 

one above specified (Matt. ver. 32). The Apostlo only adds that if the believ- 

3 
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ing party be, without just cause, put away, he or she is free.’’ The marriage 

contract thus wilfully broken no longer binds. Hence wilful desertion is 
judged to be a legitimate ground of divorce. 

(v0) ‘* Use itrather.’”’ Ver. 21. 

No question of scholarship has been more vexed in earlier or later times than 
the one whether the Apostle here recommends the slave to choose liberty or a 
continuance in bondage. The arguments on both sides are nearly equally 

balanced. (See a neat summation in Stanley in loco.) Meyer's reference to the 

xai may be turned in this way: ‘‘ Wert thou called, being a slave? Care not 

for it; but if also (i.e., in addition to your being called), thou canst become 
free, prefer to use the opportunity.’’ So Hodge, Speaker's Com., Principal 

Brown, Beet. Kling (in Lange) and Ellicott’s Com. take the other view. 

(v) ‘* Using as not abusing.’’ Ver. 30. 

On the author’s view of these words it is obvious to remark that if the Apos- 

tle meant the same thing in each clause, it is impossible to conceive why in 
one case he used the simple verb, and in the other a compound one. The force 

of the preposition is usually to make the verb mean using to the full or to 

excess = overusing (compare ix. 18, and for the force of the preposition the origi- 

nal of xi. 32). The Authorized Version is sufficiently accurate for all practi- 
cal purposes. The whole clause is, as Bengel says, a true descriptiou of Christian 

self-denial. 

(w) Celibacy. Ver. 40. 

- On the whole subject of this chapter it may be justly said that while it 

seems to favor celibacy, yet it does not, upon a closer view ; for the preference 
for single life is founded expressly upon the impending calamities (26-31), and, 

in connection with this, on the greater freedom from worldly cares ; and be- 

sides, here the Apostle is meeting a particular case of a special kind, while, 

when elsewhere treating largely of relative duties (Eph. vv. 22, 23), so far 

from speaking of marriage as an inferior state, he makes it represent the high- 

est and holiest fellowship of which man is capable— that of Christ and His 

church. There is nothing in all the chapter which indicates or sustains tho 
ascetic views which prevailed a few centuries later. 

It is also justly remarked that it is not often so expressly stated in the New 

Testament as it is here, that the practice of the highest duties of Christianity is 

compatible with every station and condition of life that is not in itself unlaw- 
ful. If even the degraded state of slavery be consistent with the cultivation 

of the true spirit of Christian liberty ; if even the great religious divisions of 

Jew and Gentile may be regarded as alike compatible with the true service of 
God, then in all other states of life equally the spirit of the Apostolic injunc- 

tions may be observed where, in the letter, they seem most disregarded. Free- 

dom from earthly cares may be maintained in the married as well as in the single 

state ; indifference to worldly gain may exist in riches, no less than in pover- 

ty ; our nearness to (;od depends not on our desertion of one religious com- 

munity for another, but on our keeping His commandments in whatever religious 

community His providende has placed us, whether circumcision or uncircum- 

cision. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

Ver. 2, dé] is wanting in A B &, min. several vss. and Fathers. Deleted by 

Lachm., Rick. and Tisch., as Griesb., too, had recommended. Added for the 

sake of connection, as was also yép (after the first otre) in ver. 8, which is omit- 

ted likewise in A B 817, al. — eidéva:] It is true that AB DEFG X&, min. 
Clem. Nyss. Theodoret, Damasc. have éyrwxéva: (recommended by Griesb., 
adopted by Lachm. Riick. and Tisch.) ; but what goes before it and what fol- 
lows make it clear that éyv. is a gloss. The reading elvaz, too, in 39, 91, 109, tells 
in favour of eidévar. — ovdérw obdiv éyvoxe] Lachm. and Rick. have oirw éyva, 

which was recommended by Griesb. in accordance with testimony of very con- 

siderable weight, in substance the same asthat in favour of éyvwxévac instead 

of cidévar. But the peculiarity of the emphatic Recepia does not show the hand 

of a gloss-writer.. What has taken place has rather been the reduction of the 

original reading to the simple otrw fyvu, at first, perhaps, by omitting the su- 

perfluous ofdéy, all the more readily that it was preceded by otdéru, whereupon 

éyvoxe became transformed into éyvu, either from the next word beginning with 
K, or by the influence of the inf. yyovac which follows, while otdérw was dis- 

placed, as in many other cases (John vii. 39; Luke xxiii. 53 ; Acts viii. 16), by 

the more familiar ot7w. — Ver. 4. érepoc] is wanting in ABDEF G &* min. 
with several vss. and Fathers. Condemned by Mill and Griesb., deleted by 
Lachm, and Riick. But why should any one have added érepoc? That it should 

be omitted, on the other hand, was all the more likely, because the word seemed 

superfluous, and might even appear offensive (‘‘ there is no other God but one’’ 

might by possibility mean : ‘‘ there is but one other God’’). — Ver. 7. T7 curecdgoet) 

Lachm. and Riick. read 17 ovvyfeig, with A B &, some min. Copt. Bashm. Aeth. 
Syr. p. (on the margin) Damasc. Approved also by Griesb. and Kinck. rg 

cuvecdjcer, however, as the more difficult reading, should be retained. See also 

Reiche, Comment. crit. I. p. 200 ff. It was noted on the margin how the ovvei- 
dnote Tod etdwAov arose, namely, by ry cuvy%eiz, and then this phrase easily crept 

into the place of the original r. cuve:d. — It is preferable, however, to put éw¢ 

apre before rod etddAov (Lachm. Rtick. and Tisch.), with BDEFG ®& 31, 37, 

116, and several vss. and Fathers ; in the Recepia we have transposition in the 
interest of the construction. — Ver. 8. zapicrgc:] A B®, min. Copt. Bashm. 
Clem. Origen (twice), Athan. Cyr. Damaso. have zapacr7cex. Recommended by 

Griesb., adopted by Lachm. Rick. and Tisch. Rightly ; the presents which 

follow gave rise to the same tense here. Zuvioryot, which has but weak sup- 

port, is a gloss. — There is considerable evidence (especially A B &) in favour 

of omitting the yap, and putting the negative clause first in what follows 

(Lachm. Tisch.). The transcriber would have a mechanical inclination to place 
the positive half of the statement first. — Ver. 9. There is decisive evidence for 
reading doGevéorv instead of the Recepta dobevororv, — Ver. 11. wat avodetras} In 
place of xai, A has odv after the verb (so Riick.), while B ®* 17, Copt. Bashm. 

Goth. Clem. have yép, which is adopted by Lachm. and Tisch, The last of the 
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three rendings is the true one ; ydp not being understood, was explained in 

some cases by «ai, in others by otv. Instead of arodcira:, read with Lachm. 

Riick. and Tisch. a76A2vra:, on the authority of A B D* &, several min. Copt. 

Goth, Clem. Bas. Antioch. Chrys. Theodoret, and Damasc.’ The future arises 

from & mechanical alteration of the text after oixodoun0.— ddeAgéc] Lachm. 

Rick. and Tisch. have 6 ddeAgi¢ after yvdce:, which has conclusive evidence in 

its favour. The Recepia originated in a mistaken attempt to help out the con- 
struction. — éi] Lachm. Rick, and Tisch. read év, which is supported by de- 
cisive testimony. 

ConTENTs.—To eat flesh offered to idols is a thing morally indifferent for 
all who understand rightly what an idol is (vv. 1-6). Still, for the sake 

of those who are more weak, we should refrain from so eating, if it isa 
stumbling-block to them (vv. 7-13). 

Ver. 1. Aé] marks the transition to a new subject, which the queries from 

Corinth led the apostle to discuss. — rep? ray eidwAod.] Since this is taken 
up again in ver. 4, it is clear that vv. 1-3 cannot form an independent series 
of thoughts (Hofmann), but that ver. 8 is the close of a logical parenthesis 
(not a grammatical one, because at what is its true beginning the construc- 

tion undergoes no interruption). It is not to be made to begin at dre (for) 

navtec, as isdone by Luther, Bos, Er. Schmid, Raphel, Wolf, Bengel, Valck- 

enacr, and others, among whom are Oljshausen and Maier ; for the fact 

that 7 jvé0r¢ gvoroi stands unconnected with what precedes it, and the sense 
of érc in ver. 4 (that), are decisive against this. The true commencement is 

_ only at 7 yvaotg proto: (80, with older commentators, Pott, Riickert, de Wette, 

- Osiander, Ewald, Neander ; Billroth is undecided on the point), so that 

the preceding yvdov Zxouev has very naturally given occasion to the warn- 
ings which begin with } yvdore gvotot. — eidwAddvura, things offered to idols, 

xpéa eidvMSura, 4 Macc. v. 1, are those parts of the animals offered in hea- 

then sacrifices, which remained over after the priests had received their 
share, and which were either consumed in the temple or at home in connec- 

tion with sacrificial feasts (Dougt. Anal. I. p. 284 ff.; Hermann, gottesd. 

Alterth. § xxviii. 22), or else (by poor or miserly persons) sold in the ficsh 

market. Comp. on Acts xv. 20.' | The Christians might thus easily come to 
eat such meat, either through being invited to a feast by heathen acquaint- 

ances (x. 27), or, again, by buying it in the market (x. 25), and thereby 

offence would be given to scrupulous consciences ; while, on the other hand, 

those of a freer spirit, and with more of Paul’s own mode of thinking, might 
be apt to make light of the matter, and withal forget how a Christian ought 

to spare the weak. To assign the strong and the weak to one or other of 
the four parties respectively, is, to say the least of it, a very uncertain pro- 

1 Paul, however, makes no reference to 

the decree of the apostles either here or 

elsewhere, which is in keeping with his con- 
sciousness of his own direct and indepen- 
dent apostolic dignity. Comp. on Acts éoc. 

ecii., and on Gal., Introd. §3. Moreover, 

this very chapter, along with chap. x., 

shows plainly that, in virtue of his tnde- 

pendent position asan apostle, he had early 
enough shaken himself clear of all applica- 

tions of the temporary agreement come to at 
Jerusalem which might conflict, upon points 
in themselves indifferent, wlth the princl- 

ples elsewhere enunciated by him, although 
coupling this with a wise forbearance 
towards those who were weak in the faith. 
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cess, whether we are disposed to find the former in the Christ-party (Ols- 
hausen, Jaeger) or in the Apollonians (Rébiger). As regards the weak, see 

ver. 7, and the remark subjoined to it. —oidayev] should not be joined di- 

rectly with epi «.r.2., but the latter clause is to be taken as in vii. 1: Now, 

as respects meat offered to idols, we know that, etc. Hofmann, following 
Semler, but in the face of all the Versions and Fathers, reads olda yév (I know, 

indeed, that), by which he gains nothing but a yév solitarium, which would be 
alt the more uncalled for, seeing that the corresponding antithetic clause, 
where he ought to find 62 yvéorc, follows immediately. There is still less 
reason here for writing it as two words than in Rom. vii. 14, where it is, in 
point of fact, succeed by a dé. The subject of oidayev consists of all those, 
besides the apostle himself, of whom the yraav éxyouev holds good, that is 

to say, of Paul and the (as regards this point) more enlightened Christians : 
I and those like myself in this. Theophylact puts it rightly (comp. Chrysos- 
tom); pdc rove rerciovg diadéyerat, adeig Tovg aredectépove. Since oidayev and 

tyouev must have one and the same subject, Rickert is wrong in taking the 
first indefinitely : dis well known. Olshausen understands it of all Chris- 
tians, and seeks to remove the contradiction between that and ver. 7 in this 

way : he distinguishes yvdéorc and 1) yao, making the former to be a@certain. 

ground of knowledge in gencral ; the latter, the specific knowledge of how the 
Sorm and the power of idolatry stand related to each other. But the jvé0¢ in 
ver. 1, although without the article, has been already defined very exactly 

as regards its contents by epi r. eidwA., and still more by ver. 4, so that 4 
yvoote in ver. 7 can mean nothing else but the yviors under discussion ; con- 
sequently the contradiction would remain. De Wette’s exposition is better ; 
he holds that in ver. 1 Paul is speaking quite generally, and, as it were, 
theoretically (comp. also Ewald), while in ver. 7 he refers specially to the 

Corinthians. But such a theorctic generality would have needed to be ex- 
pressed by the first person alone without wévrec, if the ov« év waocy in ver. 7 
were to have any logical pertinence ; while, on the other hand, if we are 
to maintain that general meaning in ver. 1 as it stands, we should have ar- 
bitrarily to insert into the wdvre¢ there the unexpressed idea, ‘‘ properly 

speaking, all Christians as such” (Ewald), or to give to the fyouev the sense 
of ‘‘ should have.”? Others, following Er. Schmid (‘‘ we at Corinth are all 
wise enough”), regard the Corinthians as the subject, and take (Nésselt, 
Opuscula, II. p. 152, Rosenmiiller, Pott, Heydenreich, Flatt) the words wep? 

. . . éyouev, and then dr: obdév eidwAov in ver. 4 on to ver. 6, as quotations 
from the Corinthian letter, the refutation of which begins with ver. 7. But 
this is unnatural ; for in that case Paul would have brought the passage # 
yvao gvotoi x.T.A., on to ver. 8, into his refutation as well. Further, it is 

contrary to the apostle’s habitual way of writing, for he always marks out 
the words of an opponent as such by some formula ; and lastly, it is quite 
unnecessary, seeing that the supposed contradiction between ver. 1 and ver. 
7 vanishes on considering the change of person (from the jirst in ver. 1 to 
the third in ver. 7). — yreow] have knowledge ; of what? is plain from the 

1 So Elwert, Progr., Quaestiones ad philol. sacram. N. T., Tiibing. 1860, p. 17. 
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context, namely, of the way in which flesh offered to idols should be regarded. 
The contents of the statement are more fully expressed in ver. 4. 

Vv. 1-8. Now follows the caveat inserted parenthetically with a view te 
sveow Exouev. — The article turns the abstract yrdore into a noun appellative. 
—The knowledge (in and by itself, namely) puffeth up (iv. 6, v. 2); but the 

love (to the brethren ; comp. Rom. xiv. 14, 15) edijsieth (x. 28), furthers the 

progress of the church (viewed as oixodou?) @cov, see iii. 9) towards Christian 

perfection. It is, indeed, the necessary yyexovexdy to the effectively sympa- 

thetic and humble application of the knowledge. Comp. chap. xiil., espe- 
cially ver. 4. — Vv. 2 and 8 explain the preceding statement, both from the 
wrong nature of the supposed knowledge and from the preciousness of love 
to God. — Since the yvéor¢ in and by itself, divorced from love, is never a 

real knowledge, but only such as a man fancies himself to have (iii. 18), 

Paul characterizes here what he before designated by 7 yréorp asa doxeiv 

eldévat te ; and since the love to the brethren does not essentially differ 

from the love to God, but is simply its expression in the fellowship of 
‘believers, he now characterizes the former as ayavay roy Ocdv. One can 

hardly mistake the impress of deep and pregnant mcaning in this whole 
passage, so like the manner of John, especially in his Epistles. — ri] anything 
whatever, any object of the yvaorc. Pott and Flatt interpret : something 

wonderful ; but this does not correspond so well with the sententious 
character of the verse. — oidémw x.t.4.] he knows nothing at all as yet in such 
a way as to bring it under the name of knowledge, as that must by moral 
necessity be constituted from the Christian standpoint. The conceit of 
knowledge is onesided, superficial, partial, false, unpractical, in its character. 

In order to the yravar xafoc det we must of necessity have love, which regu- 

lates the knowledge morally, gives it proper depth, and makes it practically 
salutary. Comp. xiii. 2. As regards the repetition of the negative (Luke 
xxiii. 53 ; John xix. 41; Acts viii. 16), Sch6mann, ad Js. p. 469 ; Stall- 

baum, ad Plat. Crat. p. 398 E). — Ver. 3. ovroc¢] with emphasis : he, to the 

exclusion of the other who prides himself on his knowledge. — éyrwora: iz’ 
avtov| This is rationalized by Billroth in his usual fashion into: ‘‘ God 

recognizes Himself in him ;” but it means simply : thisman is known by Him. 
The statement 13a pregnant one. Instead of making it logically complete 
by saying : ‘‘it holds good of such a man not merely that he knows in the 
true sense, but also that he 7s known of God,” the apostle states simply the 
latter and greater truth, which of itself implies the former. The éyrwora: tr 

avrov shows the importance and preciousness of the love spoken of, in accord- 
ance with its holiness; for if God knows a man, that implies a relation 

between God and him of no indifferent or ineffective kind, but an activity of 

God, which passes orer to the man, so that he as the object of the divine 

knowledge experiences also the efficacy of the disposition in and with which 

God knows him, of His love, gracious care, etc. (x) The idea, therefore, 

is that of the effective divine knowledge, which becomes part of the inner 

experience of the man, and which is the causa salutis,' so that God in thus 

‘Comp. Constit. ap. v. 16.8: bn ytyvdoxovres Ocdy ba rod xypiyparos moreJoarres éyvers 
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knowing the man carries out that saving fellowship with him, which was 

purposed in His own counsel, Ps. i. 6; Gal. iv. 9; 2,Tim. ii. 19. Comp. 
Hofmann, Schriftbeweis, I. p. 258 ff. See also on xiii. 12. Other inter- 
preters supply the thought ué suum discipulum (Erasmus) or inter /ilios 
(Calvin), and the like. Comp. Usteri, Lehrbegriff, p. 288. But that is to 
insert a meaning not in the text. Others, again, take it as approbatus est 

(Piscator, Clericus, Gataker, Grotius, Wolf, Mosheim, Semler, Morus, Vater, 

al., following Fathers in Suicer, Thes. I. p. 762). But this is as much 
against linguistic usage (see on Rom. vii. 15) as Augustine's edoctus est (80, 
too, Beza, Pareus, Er. Schmid, and others, including Nésselt, Rosenmiiller, 

Heydenrcich, Pott, Flatt), so that the passive would correspond to a 

Hophal. Olshausen’s mystcrious fancy is contrary to the whole context, 

which demands the simple conception of knowing ; he finds in ycvdcrev (as 

in YT, see on Matt. i. 25) the bridal (7) relation of the soul to God. 

Ver. 4. Ovv] zgitur, takes up again the interrupted statement (ver. 1) ; 
comp. xi. 20, and see on Mark iii. 31, and Bacumlein, Partik. p. 177. — rij 

Gpéc. tr. eid.] more precise definition of the indefinite rév eidudod., ver. 1. 
There is no reason any more than formerly for writing oidayev here as oida 

pév with Hofmann. — ire obdéy eidwa. tv xéouq] that there is not an idol in the 

world. Paul’s meaning hercis not: what the heathen adore as gods is some- 
thing absolutely without existence (see, on the contrary, ver. 5 and x. 20) ; 

but : no heathen god exists as the being which the heathen supposes him to 
be ; and so there is no adequate reality, corresponding to the heathen con- 

ception of a god Jupiter, Apollo, etc. (vy) Most of the old interpreters, 
with the Vulgate, Luther, and Beza (also more recently, Michaelis, Rosen- 

miiller, Flatt, Heydenreich), took otdéy to mean nihil: ‘that an idol is a 

nonentity.”. Comp. Jer. x. 8; Isa. xli. 24, al., Addit. to Esth. iv. 8; 
Sanhedr. f. 63. 2: ‘‘ Noverant utique Israclitae, idolum nihil esse.” Comp. 
also Joseph. Anét. viii. 13. 6. But this must be held incorrect, seeing that 
év 7. x6ouy does not harmonize with it, and because of the parallel expres- 

sion ovdete Ode. — xa? Ere ovdeic x.7.A.] and that there is no other God but one. 

The ci uf refers simply to ovdei¢ Cede, not to érepoc. See on Gal. i. 19. 

Vv. 5, 6. Confirmatory elucidation of the preceding statement dr: ovdév 
eidwAov . . . ek pi) ete. 

Ver. 5. For (yap) even (nai) if really (cirep, see Hartung, Partikell. I. p. 
845 ; Bacumlein, Partik. p. 202) there exist so-called gods, whether in heaten 

or mearth. Weathenism conceived heaven and earth to be filled with beings 
whom they called gods (Jupiter, Apollo, and so forth ; gods of the woods 
and the rivers, etc.). Paul does not admit the existence of such gods,’ but 
merely supposes it, and that with xai elep, t.6. even in the case that, if there be 
in reality, if after all, whereby of course ‘in incerto relinquitur, utrum jure 

an injuria sumatur” (Hermann, ad Viger. p. 834), this, however, not being 

implied in ecizep by itself, but by the conncction in which it stands here. 

atréy, uadrAoy 8 dyvacInre & ©’ avrov low that the gods as such existed at all, but 

8ca "Incod rod cwrnpos x. Avrpwrov tay held those beings regarded as gods to be 

dawcGévreay ew avrdv. demons, Comp. Weiss, did. Theol. p. 279. 

? Wo know from x. 20 that he did not al- 
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Comp. Rom. viii. 9, 17, ctc.; and see Bacumlein, 7.c. Tho supposed case— 
the reality of which is still left to stand on its own footing—is then estab- 

lished, so far as its possibility is concerned, by domep x.r.4.: as there are, 

indeed, gods many and lords many. What is conceded here is the premiss 

from which that possibility may be drawn as aconsequence. If there exist, 
that is to say, a multitude of superhuman beings, who come under the cate- 
gory of @eoi (in the wider sense) and xépio., then we must admit that it is 

possible that those whom the heathen call gods—Jupiter, Apollo, and so 

on—have an actual existence.’ The @eol rodAoi and xipro: woAAoi are, as the 

connection necessarily leads us to understand, not human rulers, deified 
kings, and the like, but the superhuman powers (angels), of whom it is said 

in Deut. x. 17: 6 yap Kip:og 6 Gede tuav, ovrog Ged¢ trav Oey nal Kbpiog rév 

xupiav.2 Comp. Ps. cxxxvi. 2, 8. Most commentators take cici as said e 
gentilium persuasione (so Pott, Flatt, Heydenreich, de Wette, Ewald, Nean- 

der, Maier), which would give as the sense of the whole: ‘if there bein 
reality so-called gods among the heathen, as, indeed, they speak of many gods and 

lords” (de Wette). But this explanation runs counter to the fact that eici 
is put first with emphasis : and the e gentilium persuasione is neither express- 
ed nor hinted at in the text, but is a pure insertion of the commentators, 
and that with the less warrant, seeing that it is the emphatic #uiv in the 
apodosis that first introduces a contrast with others. This applies, too, 
against the arbitrary distinction made by Billroth, who maintains that only 

the first eici denotes real existence (the Aeydu. Aeoi being demons, x. 20,) while 

with the second we should supply : in the ciew of the heathen. Riickert 
takes both the first and second eici in the right sense, but makes cizep 

mean,—contrary to the rules of the language,—although it must be conceded 
that (which is not its mcaning even in such passages as those given by 

Kithner, If. §824, note 2), and supposes that the apostle conceived the 

angels and demons to be the realitics answering to the Acydu. Seot.*— As 

regards xa? ei, etiam, tum, st, which marks the contents of the conditional 

clause as uncertain, comp. on Mark xiv. 29 ; and see Hermann, ad Viger. p. 
832 ; Stallbaum, ad Plut. Apol. p. 82 A. It is here the ‘‘etiamsi de re in 
cogitatione posita,” Ellendt, Ler. Soph. I. p. 884. Examples of xat yap ci, 
Jor even if, may be seen in Hartung, Partikell. I. p. 141. 

Ver. 6. Apodosis: yet have we Christians but one God, the Father, etc. 
Therefore : oidapev bre ovdév eidwaov x.t.A. The écriv to be supplied after pyi» 

is the simple verb substantive. — a1’] as in iv. 15. — Ged¢ 6 warfp] might be 
taken together here as forming one conception, like Kiptoc 6 Oed¢ (Fritzsche, ad 

1The meaning of the verse, therefore, 

freely rendered, would be: For evenif we 

suppose that the gods of the heathen mythology 

have a real existence, which is no such absurd 

supposition, secing that there is not merely 

One God and One Lord (inthe wider sense 

of these words), dut gods many and lords 

many. still for us Christians. etc., ver. 6. 

Hofmann agrees substantially with our ex- 

position of the passage. See also his Schr: ft- 
bew. I. p. 348. 

2 (Hodge, tn loco, sustains this view strong- 
ly.—T. W. C.] 
3There is no ground whatever for bring- 

ing in the demons here from x. 20(this in 
opposition to Olshausen and others). The 

second part of the verse, which makes 

no further mention of Aeyouévots Geois, 

should have sufficed of itself to prevent 

this; atill more the correlation in which 

the many gods and lords stand to the els 
@Gedés and eis Kupsos In ver. 6. 
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Matt. p. 168) : it agrees better, however, with the cig Kipio¢g I. X. which 

follows, to understand 6 xarfp as in apposition to Oedc and defining it more 
preciscly. By 6 xarf#p, and the relative definitions of it which follow, the 

cig Oedc has its specific character assigned to it, and that in such a way as to 
make the reader feel, from the relation of the One God to the world, and 

from his own relation to Him, how the Christian, despite that plurality of 

gods, comes to rest in the thought of the unity of God, and how idols are 

with him put out of account altogether. Comp. Hofmann, Schriftbew. I. p. 
848. —6 rarfp] in the Christian sense, according to the idea of the viodecia of 
Christians. Rom. viii. 15 ; Gal. iii. 26. — 2& ov ra zévra] as to primary ori- 

gin. See on Rom. xi. 86.—xal speic cig avrév] t.e. and we Christians are 

destined to serve His purposes: Heis our End. Here again, after the xai, wo 
have the deviation from the relative construction, common with the apostle 

from his preference for direct address. Comp. on vil. 18. Bernhardy, p. 

304. It is arbitrary to take ei¢ in such a narrow sense as is given to it by 
Piscator, Grotius, Rosenmiiller, al. : for God's honour ; but positively incor- 
rect to take it for év, with Beza, Calvin, and others ; or for é¢, with Schulz, 

Heydenreich, and Pott. Billroth interprets it in Hegelian fashion : ‘‘ that 
man should be foweards God, should return into Him as his First Cause, not 

remain for himself.” This has only a seeming likeness to Augustine’s ‘‘ Fe- 

cisti me ad te, ct inquietum est cor nostrum, donec requiescat in te,” Conf. 
i. 1. Olshausen, following older expositors (Calovius, Estius, al.), finds the 

Trinity here also (comp. on Rom. xi. 36), which is obviously wrong, were 
it only for this reason, that we have neither one subject alone named in this 
passage (as at least in Rom. loc. cit.), nor threc, but two.’ He holds, with 
Billroth (comp. also Neandcr), that the eic refers to the agency of the Holy 

Spirit in bringing all back to its primary origin. *— dv’ ov ra mévra] does not 

apply to the new moral creation (Grotius, Stolz, Pott), and consequently 

cannot include all that is involved in redemption and atonement (Baur, neut. 

Theol. p. 198), which is clearly against the sense of the preceding ra rdvra ; 
but it means that Jesus Christ, in His premundane existence, as the Son of 
God (not as the Ideal Man or the like) as xpwréroxo¢g réone xricews (in John’s 

phrase, as Adyoc), was He through whom * God brought about the creation 

of the world. See on Col. i. 15 ff. Comp. Johni. 3. Usteri, Lehrbegriff, 

p. 315 ff.; Rébiger, Christol. Paul. p. 29 ff.; Hahn, Theol. d. N. T. § 85 ; 

Lechler, p. 51 f.; Weiss, ddl. Theol. p. 318. Philo calls the Adyorg the 

dpyavov, 6’ ob xarecnevacdy (6 xéopoc). See de Cherub. 1. p. 162. In Rom. xi. 

36, dé ov is said of God, and the reference is therefore of a different kind 

1 Hence we find, in some of tho later codd. 
and Fathers, additional clauses respecting 
the Spirit, namely, «ai év rveiua aytov, dv @ 
Ta wdyra «x, nuecs dv avrg, ANd: xaléy wrevma 

ay. &’ ob wdvra. But soearly an expositor 

as Chrysostom remarks expressly that the 
Spirit is noé mentioned here. 

2 In order to bring out the “ali” (Rom. 

xi. 86), Olshausen affirms: ‘‘ Insomuch as 

the church is destined to receive all men in- 

to It, and insomuch as it exerts a reflex re- 

storative influence even upon the crias 
(Rom. vill. 19 ff.), those who believe are 

equivalent to things asa whole.” An in- 
stance—to be takcn as a warning—of exc- 
getical subjectivity in the interest of dog- 

matic preconception. 

3? Not ¢é o& which holds only of the Fa- 
ther, although eis o» could be said of the 
Son also (comp. Col: 1. 16). 
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than here. — xai yueic de’ atrov] is not to be referred to the physical creation 
(Rickert) ; for the idea thus clicited would not only be tame and obvious 
of itself, but also out of keeping with what has previously been stated of 
God, the second clause in which, «. qyeic cig avrév, adds a different, namely, 

en ethical relation. The reference here is to the new creation of believers 
(Eph. ii. 10; 2 Cor. v. 17 ; Gal. vi. 15) ; this is effected by God through 
Christ, who, as in the physical creation, is the causa medians. Just as we 

Christians have but one God, the true Creator, whose designs we scrve ; 80, 

too, we have but one Lord, the true Mediator, to whom all things owe their 
being, and we our Christian existence, that which we are as Christians. 
This ‘‘ one God and one Lord” shuts out all the heathen gods as such, so 
far as the Christian consciousness is concerned. 

Ver. 7. ‘‘ We know that there is no idol, etc. ; however, this yvaore that we 
speak of (7) is not in all ; but doubtless (the dé as in vii. 37, and very often 
—so ver. 9—after a negative clause) there are many who,” etc. — 79 ovvec- 

djoet Ewe apr Tov etdwAov] in virtue of their conscience till now regarding the idol, 

i.e. through this, that their moral consciousness is still burdened with the 
conception of an actual existence of the heathen gods as such. The oppo- 
site of the ovveidyots tov eiddAov 18 : oidapev, bre obdev EidwAov év Kéopw, Ver. 4. 

Because those who are weak in the faith have not risen to this conviction, 

but still remain under the belief that the idols really exist, therefore they 
eat the meat offered to idols as meat offered to idols, t.e. their conception in 
eating it is, not that it is the same as other meat, and consequently to be 
partaken of without scruple and without receiving any idolatrous defilement, 
but that it is really meat consecrated to an idol which is assumed to exist, and 
hence that to eat of it is sinful." — ovveidyorg?] means simply conscience (neither 

judicium, as many maintain, nor obscure conception, as Schulz would have it ; 

Billroth’s rendering 1s better, though still inexact : ‘‘ conviction that there 

are cidwia ;” 80 also Reiche, Maicr), and rod eiddAov is the object of the moral 
consciousness, the article indicating the idol in a generic way. As to the 

gen. with oweid., comp. Heb. x. 2; 1 Pet. ii. 19; so also frequently in 

Greek writers. The context shows what the relation is as regards meaning 
(here it is that which is inherent in the consciousness as its contents). — éu¢ 

éprc] marks off the time more sharply than ‘‘ always as yet” (Hofmann), 

which would be és: ; it means, ‘‘ up to this very hour” (iv. 18, xv. 6, and in 

all other passages). Taking the usual order of the words, it would most 
naturally attach itself to éo@iovoc ; but since the place which on critical 
grounds must be assigned to it is before eddéAov (see the critical remarks), it 

must be joined to 79 ouvedyoes. We might have expected rj éwe apre cuvecdjces 

Tov etd@Aov OF TH avverdjcee Tov eidwAoU TH ~wo Gpre ; Cven In Greck authors, 

however, one finds adverbial attributives used in this loose adjectival way 
without any connecting article ; and Paul himsclf in other places employs 

1 (The later critical editors all adopt the (Prefangrdcit. pp. 62 ff., 75) Kohler, Schrijt- 
other reading curnOeiqg = by familiarinter- gemdsse Lehre vom Gew., 1864; Delitzsch, 

course with, or asthe Revised Version has Jsychol. p. 183 ff.; Lindes, de ti ct ratione 
it, “being used to."—T. W. C.] ovvedjcews ex N. T. Lund, 1866; R. Hof- 
2See generally, besides yon Zctachwitz mann, Lehre vom Gew., Leipz. 1866. 
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this mode of expression (see on xij. 28 ; 2 Cor. xi. 23 ; Phil. 1. 26 ; Gal. i. 

13). —It is an artificial construction, and without sufficient ground, to 

supply a second ovvedjoes (without the article) after 7@ cvvecd., and connect 

Ewe dpte tod eiddAoy with this. — aofevic cical because it is weak ; for were it 

strong, it would no longer have suffered itself to be morally bound by the 
conception of idols, and hence would not have been defiled (made conscious 
of guilt) by eating, because in that case the cating would be éx riorews (Rom. 

xiv. 23). Modtvecyv (comp. 2 Cor. vii. 1), of ethical defilement ; also in 
Ecclus. xxi. 28 ; Porphyr. de Abstin. i. 42 ; Synesius, Hp. 5. Comp. Titus 
i. 15: peaiveer. Observe here the two sides of the conscience: if was weak 

to begin with, and afterwards it is defiled as well. 

Note.—The éw¢ dprt, which points back to their state before conversion, pnts 
it beyond question that the weak brethren are not to be conceived of as Jewish- 

Christians, but as Gentiles, whose conscience was still burdened with the belief, 

brought with them from the heathen period of their lives, that the idol was a 
divine reality. They must have supposed the idols to be subordinate divine 

beings (not demons, as Neandor thought, which, according to x. 20, would have 
been the correct conception), from whose worship they had been brought to 
that of the one Supreme God; so that they could not look upon the consump- 

tion of sacrificial flesh as a mere harmless eating of meat, but had their con- 

acience always hampered with the thought that by so eating they were brought 

into contact with those idol-deities. Theophylact puts it rightly (comp. Chrys- 

ostom) : 7oav yap oAAo? &f eidwdodarpiac Tz wioTet zpooeADOvrec of Ews GpTt, TavTéTrE 
kai peta Td TioTevoal, Ta eldwAd9ura eaOiovawy we eldwAudvta. Theodoret says: ovy 

4) Bp@cig poAvver, GAAd f ovveidnace Ti Tedeiav ov deLaplvyn yroow, Ere dé TH TAGry Tov 
edwiwy Kateyoutrn, This in opposition to tho common view, that the weak 
brethren are to be sought among the Petrine party. Schenkel even goes the 
length of explaining the name of that party from the abstinence of the members 
from sacrificial flesh ; therein they held strictly, he- thinks, to the Apostolic 

Council, whose decree had been arrived at specially through the influence 

of Peter (¢). The correct view, that the weak brethren were Gentile-Christians, 
is advocated also by Hofmann, and finds expression in Lachmann’s reading of 

ovingela. 

Ver. 8 f. This is not an objection urged by the Corinthians in defence of 
their cating meat offered to idols, which is then followed, in ver. 9, by the 

apostle’s reply (Calvin, Pareus, Mosheim, Zachariae, Pott, Heydenreich, 

Billroth) ; for here, too, we have no formula to mark that an objection is 

being adduced, and those who ate the sacrificial flesh would in their intcrest 
have required to write : obre édv pa ddywpev, reptoceboperv, obre Edv gdyuner, 

borepotiuefla. No, Paul is now going on (the advance being indicated by dé) 

to show what regard should be paid to those weaker brethren : ‘‘ Now, food 
1s not the determining element in the Christian's relation to God, to abstain 
JSrom it does no harm, and to partake of it gives no advantage (see the critical 

remarks). Therefore (ver. 9) ye ought not to make yourselees a cause of stumbling 
to the weak through your liberty to eat sacrificial flesh.” If food were nota 
thing indiffcrent,—if abstinence from it brought loss, and partaking of it 
blessing with God,—then it would be our duty not thus to adapt ourselves 
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to the weak. — ot xapacryoe) it will not (in any case which may arise ; 
Suture) present us to God ; non exhibebit nos Deo, i.c. it will not affect the posi- 
tion of our moral character in the judgment of God, cither for the worse or for 
the bettcr. We have thus a description of an adiaphoron in its relation to 

God. Comp. Bengel, Osiander, Hofmann. Most interpreters take the 
word in the sense of commendabit, or, keeping by the Rec. rapiarnat, gommen- 

dat, as if it were ovvorijoe: Or ovviorjo:. This is untenable according to the 
rules of the language ; and it is illogical besides, for both the cages which 
follow obre . . . ovre are included under the collective conception, ov zapacr. 
tr. Beg.’ — tarepotu.] do we come short, do we lack anything in our relation to 

God. The opposite of this (comp. Phil. iv. 12) is repsoo. : we hare an over- 
flowing abundance, something more than mere sufficiency in our relation to 

God ; rouréoriy evdoxepotpev mapa TY Oso ae ayaldv te wothoavres Kat péya, Chrys- 
ostom. — BAérere dé] The dé, now then, introduces what is their positive 

duty, as contrasted with the foregoing negative state of the case. — rpéoxoppa] 

stumbling. i.e. occasion to act contrary to conscience. Comp. Rom. xiv. 13. 
Ver. 10. Tic] any such weak brother, namely. — ray éyovra yraow] quippe 

gui cognitionem habes, in significant apposition to oé. It is just this, which 
the weaker believer knows respecting the stronger, that leads him astray. — 
tv eidwAeiy xataxeipevov] Their liberal-mindedness went, it seems, so far that 

they even reclined at table in idol-temples with those who held the sacrificial 

feasts there. The absolute prohibition of this abuse of liberty (which follows 
afterwards in x. 14-22) would not have come in suitably here, where the 
connection of itself naturally led the apostle simply to point out in the way of 
warning the bearing of such conduct upon the weak. — Instances of the use 
of eidwAeior—which does not occur in profane writers—from the LXX. and 
the Apocrypha, may be scen in Schleusner, 7hes. II. p. 246. Sce also 

Eustath. ad Od. vi. p. 263. 17. In the Fragm. Soph. 152 (Dind.), the true 
reading is éduA:a. — oixodounfyoetat] is neither a vox media (Clericus, Elsner, 
Wolf, al.), nor does it mean impelletur (Castalio, Kypke, Hermann, Stolz, 

al.) or confirmabitur (Syr., Grotius, Zachariae, Schulz, Billroth), but as 

always in the N. T.: will be built up, advanced in a Christian frame of mind, 
so as to eat (cic rd éof.). To be brought to eat sacrificial fiesh «while one is 

weak (aobev. dv70¢, opposite of yradorv 2yecv), is, as Calvin rightly expresses it, 

a ruinosa aedificatio, secing that the foundation which it ought to have, the 
ator, is wanting. We have here, therefore, an ironically significant anti- 

phrasis ; without the aof. dvroc it might be a case of a real oixodopciofa: ; 

things being ds they are, however, it can be so oniy in appearance, and, in 

reality, it is the very opposite? Egregie aedificabitur! The hypothesis 

(Storr. Opusc. II. p. 275 f. ; Rosenmilller, Flatt, comp. Neandcr), that Paul 

borrows the word from the letter of the Corinthians to him (in which they 

1 This holds also against the modification * Wetstcin compares with this the pas- 
which Valckenaer, Riickert, and de Wette sage {In Nedarim, f. 40.1: ‘Si dixerint tibi 

have made upon the ordinary view: ‘“‘docs  juniores aedifica, et seniores demolire, audl 

not bring us near to God, does not put us senfores et non audi juniores, quia aedifi- 

into a position to appear before Him.” catio juniorum est demolitio, et demolitio 

Comp. Theophylact : ov« oixerot NuasTo Oey. seniorum est aedificatio.” 
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had said that by partaking of sacrificial flesh people edify the weak), and 
gives it back to them in an antiphrastic way, cannot be established, and is 
unnecessary. 

Ver 11. ’AréAAvra: (“‘ terrificum verbum,’’ Clarius) yép unfolds the mean- 
ing of the antiphrastic clement of the preceding oixod., the yép introducing 
the answer (Hartung, I. p. 477 ; Klotz, ad Devar. p. 240 ; Baeumlein, Part. 
p-. 72), In which the apostle’s irony loses itself in the deep earnestness which 
underlies it : he is in truth utterly ruined, etc. — aréAAvrac is meant here, as 

in Rom. xiv. 15, of destruction xar’ éfox7v, the eternal axddeca to which a 

man becomes liable when he falls from the life of faith into that of sin 
through violation of his conscience. See on Rom. xiv.15. Billroth, indeed, 

holds the yép here to be quite inexplicable, unless we take a7é6AA. simply in 
the sense of 7s led astray (but see the critical remarks) ; while Riickert 

declares the ydp utterly useless. Nevertheless, améAivra: x.t.A. makes it 
clear and unmistakable how the case stands with the preceding oixodop,/., 
so that ydép is logically correct. — év r9 of yvdoe] belongs to eamoda. : by 

means of thy knowledge, so that it through the use thou-hast made of it, has 
occasioned this destruction. ’E7i (see the critical remarks) would be : upon 
thy knowledge, so that it was the ground of what took place. — 6 adeAg. de’ 
bv X. ax.] a weighty twofold motive for not bringing about such a result. 

Comp. Rom. xiv. 15. The d¢ dv X. am. is frustrated by the aroaa.! Comp. 
ver. 12. Bengel says well in reference to d¢ dy : ‘‘ut doceamur, quid nos 
fratrum causa debeamus.” Respecting 6:4, comp. Rom. iv. 25. 

Ver. 12. Oirw] When ye sin against the brethren in this way, as described 
in vv. 10, 11. —xai] and especially. — riwrovrec] in substance the same thing 
as poAbvovrec in ver. 7; only expressed by a different metaphor, which makes 
the cruelty of the procedure more apparent. What befitsa weak conscience 
is forbearance, not that it should morally receive blows, should be smitten 

_ through offence done to it as with a wounding weapon (Hom. J. xix. 125 ; 

Herod. iii. 64 ; Ken. Cyr. v. 4. 5 ; Prov. xxvi. 22), so that now, instead of 
being but a weak, it becomes a bad conscience. — avrav] put first because 
correlative to the ei¢ Xpioréy which follows ; in the latter is finally concen- 
trated the whole heinousness of the offence. 

Ver. 18. Comp. Rom. xiv. 21. The classic didrep, for that very reason 
(because the offence in question is such a heinous one), meets us with cer- 
tainty in the N. T. only here and x. 14. — Gpaya] any kind of food, indefi- 
nitely. Instead now of saying in the apodosis : ‘‘ then I will never more cat 
of it,” etc., he names the special kind of food (xpéa) presenting itself in appli- 

cation to the subject discussed, by abstaining from which, at any rate, the 

use of sacrificial flesh and the oxdvdadov thereby given would be excluded. — 
ov 3) ddyw] ‘‘ Accommodat suae personae, ut facilius persuadcat,” Piscator. 
The expression is not by way of exhortation, but of assurance, ‘‘ then I will 
certainly not eat,” etc. Tovro d¢ diddoxadoc dpioroc 7d dt éavrov wadeberv & Abyet, 

Chrysostom. — ic r. aiéva] to all eternity, nevermore ; hyperbolical mode of 

expressing the most thorough readiness. Comp. as regards the idea, Rom. 
Xiv. 21. —ive p? «.t.A.] For this is what I should bring about, if he holds the 

flesh which I cat to be sacrificial flesh (ver. 9). Observe the emphatic repeti- 

- 
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tion of the words, and the different order in which oxavdad. and r. ddedg. y. 
are placed.—That the maxim here enunciated cannot be an universal rule in 
aliaphoris, had been pointed out already by Erasmus. Comp. Gal. ii. 5 with 
1 Cor. ix. 19 ff. and Acts xvi. 3. It does not hold, when the truth of the 
gospel comes to be at stake. Comp. Gal. ii. 14. (z) 

Norres spy AMERICAN Eprror. 

(x) ‘‘ Js known of Him.’’ Ver. 3. 

The pregnant meaning of this phrase is well given in Cremer’s Lexicon sub 

voce. No lower view will adequately meet the demands of the connection.— 

The ‘‘ knowledge” spoken of in the first verse is well defined by Stanley as not 

secular knowledge as distinguished from divine or theological, but knowledge 

of divine things without love, knowledge by itself as distinguished from knowl. 

edge of divine things with love. The same writer develops the Apostle’s figure 

thus: ‘* Knowledge may indeed expand and enlarge tbe mind, but it is by mere 

inflation, as of a bubble, which bursts and vanishes away. Love alone succeeds 

in building up an editice, tier above tier, solid alike in its superstructure and in 
its basis, so as to last forever. 

(x) An idol is nothing. Ver. 4. 

Stanley, in opposition to the opinion stated in the text, says that as the word 
idol can hardly be used in an abstract sense in Greek any more than in English, 

and as in x. 19 it is not so much the non-existence as the nothingness of the idol 

which is asserted, it is on the whole better to adopt the more common inter- 

pretation, viz., that an idol has no strength and no meaning in any part of the 

universe ; its existence is confined to the mere image in the temple, and has no 

further influence elsewhere. Hodge, on the other hand, insists that in x. 19 

Paul says that the idols are demons, and says that the meaning here is that 

there are no such beings in the universe as the heathen conceived their gods 

to be. (So Kling, Principal Brown, Canon Evans, and Beet.) On the next verse 

he remarks that there are two things which the Apostle means to deny: 1. The 

existence of such beings as the heathen conceived their gods to be: 2. That 

the supernatural beings who do really exist, and who are called gods, are 

really divine. They are mere creatures. 

(z) The rule of expediency. Ver. 13. 

It is impossible to state more strongly than does the Apostle the obligation to 

refrain from indulging in things indifferent when the use of them is an occasion 

of sin to others. Yet it is never to be forgotten that this by its very nature is a 

principle the application of which must be left to every man’s conscience in the 

sight of God. No rule of conduct founded on expediency can be enforced by 
church discipline. It was right in Paul to refuse to eat flesh for fear of causing 

others to offend ; but he could not justly have been subjected to censure, had 

he seen fit to eat it. The same principle is illustrated in reference to circum- 

cision. The Apostle utterly refused to circumcise Titus, and yet he circumcised 
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Timothy, in both cases acting wisely and conscientiously. Whenever a thing 
is right or wrong, according to circumstances, every man must have the right 

to judge of those circumstances. Otherwise he is judged of another man’s con- 

science, a new rule of duty is introduced, and the category of adiaphora, 
which has existed in every system of ethics from the beginning, is simply abol- 

ished. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

Ver. 1. ovx etpi éAevGepoc ; ovx eiut ar.) So A B &, min., and most of the vss., 

with Tertullian, Origen, Ambrosiast. Aug. Pelag. Cassiodorus, Bede, Griesb. 

Schulz, Lachm. Tisch. Elz. inverts the order of the questions, and is 

defended by Pott, Rinck, Reiche, Comm. crit. I. p. 206 ff., Hofmann. But it 
was very natural to transfer otx eiui um. to the first place as the more important 
point, and the one first expounded in detail by the apostle himself (vv. 1-3). 
— Ver. 2. ri¢ éujc] Lachm. Riick. Tisch. read ov ric, with B &, 17, 31, 46, Or. 

Rightly ; the Recepta is a more precise definition of the meaning inserted in 
view of ver. 3. Had you crept in from the 76 épyov pov in ver. 1, it would have 
been put after arooroAfc. — Ver. 6. rov] is wanting, it is true, in AB D* FG X, 

17, 46, Isidor., and is deleted consequently by Lachm. and Riick. ; but the 

omission was very naturally suggested by vv. 4, 5. — Ver. 7. éx rev xaprov) 

Lachm. Riick. Tisch. read rdv xaprév, with A B C* D* F G &*, 17, 46, 137, 

Sahid. Boern. Tol. Flor. Harl. Vulg. ms. Bede. The Receptu is an alteration 
in accordance with what follows, made without observing the difference in 

meaning. — Ver. 8. # obyi xai x.7.A.] There is decisive testimony in favour of 

fH xal 6 véuog tavta ov Aéyet ; approved by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. Riick. 
Tisch. It was altered because not understood. — Ver, 10, én’ éAmidc Tot peré- 

xe] So Griesb. Lachm. Scholz, Riick. Tisch., with A BC R8*, 10, 17, 71, Syr. 

utr. Erp. Copt. Sahid. Baschm. Arm. Or. Eus. Cyr. The Recepta again 
(defended by Reiche) is: ri¢ eAmidog avrov petéyery Ex’ eAridt. Since, however, 

this én’ eAridc is omitted also by D* F G, 46, it has such a weight of evidence 

against it' that it must be rejected at once ; ri¢ EAnldog avrov petéyerv, again, 18 

so plain as regards its meaning, that had it been the original reading it could 

hardly have given rise to any change. If, on the other hand, it was not 

observed that we have to supply dAody after diody, the én’ éAridc rot peréyetv 

remained unintelligible, and rij¢ éAxido¢ avrov was put in as a gloss to obviate 

the difficulty ; then this mistaken.gloss in some cases displaced the original 

words, in others, got mized up with them (Elz.). — Ver. 11. Gepicovev] CD EF 

GL, min. Vulg. It. Theodoret, have Gepicwuev. So Lachm. on the margin. 
Tischendorf is right in receiving it into the text ; grammarians took offence at 

the subjunctive after e}.— Ver. 13. There is decisive evidence for reading 

napedp. here with Lachm. Riick. Tisch. (approved also by Griesb.), and in ver. 

15 od xéxypnpar obder. +., with Griesb. Lachm. Scholz, Rick. Tisch. — Ver. 15. 

tva tig Kevdoy] There is great diversity here. B D* &*, Sahid. Baschm. have 
ovdei¢ xevdoe: (80 Lachm.). A has ovdel¢ 7) xevocec (80 Riick.). F G, 26, give us 

ric xevdoet. The Recepta, which is specially defended by Reiche, iva ric xevicn, 

has only a partial support from C D*** EIT K &**, the majority of the min. 
and vss., Chrys, Theodoret, Damasc. Theophyl. Oec., because most of these 

1 Refche would attach this addition asstanding first, it would obtrude upon 
(which quite mars the sense in the Hecepta) _the antithesis something quite foreign to it 
to the next verse ; but there, too, especially and unsuitable. 
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authorities are in favour of xevdce:, which is adopted by Tisch. But the 
Received reading, as well as the ri¢ xevooe:, seems to be an attempt to amend 

the original—but not understood—text in B (which A only intensifies), so 

that we ought to read 9 rd xavynud pov ovdeic xevdog:. See the exeget. remarks 

on the verse. — Ver. 16. cavyyuc] DEF G &*, It. : ydprs. Not strongly enough 
attested ; an old gloss in accordance with Luke vi. 32-34. Instead of ydp after 

oval, Elz. has dé, but against conclusive evidence. A false correction. There 
are decisive grounds for reading, with Lachm. and Tisch., evayyeAlowuar in 

place of the second eiayyeAiZwyar ; the Recepta is a repetition from the first. — 
Ver. 18. Elz. and Scholz have row Xpicrot after evayyéA., in opposition to deci- 
sive evidence. — Ver. 20. 4) dv avrég bxd vouov] omitted in Elz., but given by 

almost all the uncialg and many vss, and Fathers. Homoeotcleuton. — Ver. 21. 
The genitives Orci and Xpioroi (Elz. and Scholz have the datives) have deci- 
sive testimony in their favour, as cepddvw rodc dv. also has (so Lachm. Riick. 

Tisch.) ; the Recepia xepdjow dvéuovg was formed upon the model of ver. 20. — 
Ver. 22. The oc before dof. is wanting in A B &*, Vulg. Clar. Germ. Or. Cypr. 

Ambrosiust. Aug. Ambr. Bede. Delete@ by Lachm. and Tisch. It was a 
mechanical addition on the plan of the preceding clauses. — The article before 
xdavta (Elz. Scholz) is condemned by a great preponderance of authority. — 
Ver. 23. rovro] The most and best of the uncials, with the majority of vss. 

and Fathers, have ravra ; recommended by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. Rick. 

Tiech. Totro is a gloss inserted to define the meaning more precisely ; for the 

same reason Sahid. Arm. read ravra dé mdvra. — Ver. 27. bxwmidlw] So Elz. 
Lachm. It has such a mass of weighty testimony on its side (A BC D* X&, 
min. Or. Chrys. Theodoret, Theophyl. Occ.) that the other readings, tromdgu 
(F GK L min. Fathers) and éromé{w (D*** E, min. Fathers), must be rejected 

even on the ground of external evidence alone, all the more that the vss. 

castigo (Vulg.), subjicio, macero, affligo, domo, do not show clearly which reading 
they follow. Notwithstanding, vrord%w has been defended of late, especially 
by Matth. (‘idler loco méZecv aliquos male habuit’’), Reiche, Hofm., and 
adopted by Tisch. It appears to have been simply the production of ignorant 
and mechanical transcribers, who were familiar with xcufw or zé{w, but took 

offence at irw (with Q). 

Conrents.—That principle of loving self-denial which Paul had just laid 
down for himself in respect of the single point in question (viii. 13), he now 
confirms by referring to his general demeanour, of which that one resolve was 
merely a particular expression, and shows, in a frank, deeply impressive, and 
striking elucidation, how he, notwithstanding that he was free and an apos- 
tle (vv. 1-8), yet refrained from pressing his well-grounded right to havo 
himeclf (and a consort as well) supported by the churches (vv. 4-18), and 
adapted himself to the needs of all men (vv. 19-28). His readers, therefore, 

should be like champions at the games in striving for the everlasting crown, 
preparing themselves to this end through the exercise of self-control, even 
as he too sought, by self-renunciation, to become worthy of the prize (vv. 
24-27). Not until chap. x. does he come back from this digression to the 
special topic (of the sacrificial flesh) with which it stands connected. It is 
not of the nature of an apology as regards its whole plan and design, but 
only incidentally so in some isolated references (vv. 2, 8, 5, 12). 
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Ver. 1. The first two questions bring out the.fact that he was seemingly 
exalted far above any such consideration and renunciation on his own part 
as he had announced in viii. 18 ; the third question corroborates the full 

purport of the second ; and the fourth represents him as proving the point 
by 4 personal appeal to his readers, whom Paul xa? ciroig cig uaprepiay xarei, 

Theodoret. — AeiPepoc] free, dependent upon no man. Comp. ver. 19. — 
"Incovv. . . édpaxa] Observe the solemnity of the phrase ; his readers knew 

what was implied in it on his lips. The reference here is not to his having 
seen Christ in His earthly life, which would have had nothing to do with his 
apostleship, and which, moreover, cannot be proved to have taken place in 
the case of Paul at all,—certainly not from 2 Cor. v. 16,—but to the sight 
of the glorified Jesus, which was first vouchsafed near Damascus to call him 
to be an apostle (Acts ix. 17, xxii. 14 f., xxvi. 16; 1 Cor. xv. 8), and was 

often repeated afterwards, although in different forms (Acts xviii. 9, xxii. 
17 f. ; 2 Cor. xii. 1).' It is an arbitrary thing to exclude those latcr appear- 
ances (Estius, Flatt, Billroth, Olshausen, Osiander, Hofmann), since they, too, 

were granted to the apostle as such, and in connection with his apostolic rela- 
tion to Christ ; they could only serve to confirm his position of equality in 
the apostleship, and in this bearing were doubtless familiar to his readers 
from Paul’s own lips. — év Kupiy] does not belong to épyov ; just as little 

does it to tueic (Pott), or to tueig éore alone (Riickert), but is meant to bring 
out the Christian character of the whole rd éipyov pu. tueic gore. For out of 

Christ, in whom (as the object of faith) the Christian lives and moves, out- 
side of this element of the new life and standing, the Corinthians, who owed 
their Christian existence to the apostle, were not his work. The rendering : 
by the help of the Lord, is arbitrary, and does not suit the context. Some of - 

those who adopt it understand Ktpioc of God (Beza, Piscator, Flatt, Riick- 
ert, al., following Chrysostom and Theophylact). Comp. iv. 15. 

Vv. 2, 3. Not a parenthesis, but a statement interposed in his own de- 
fence, occasioned by ov ré épyov x.r.4., and flowing from a heart deeply 

moved. — ado] i.e. in relation to others, who, not belonging to your com- 
munity,do not own my apostieship as valid for them.* ‘‘ We have no Apostle 

1 Baur takes advantage of this stress laid 
on the fact of having seen Christ, to sup- 
port his hypothesis as to the close connec- 
tion of the Petrine and the Christ-party. 

See against this R&biger, p. 128 f. Accord- 

ing to Schenkel, the allusion is to the visions 

of the Christ-party (the existence of which 

he has first of all to assume). The true 
view is, that Paul is here indicating how, 
in respect of this point also, he stands in no 

whit behind the original apostles. "Ered 
pera THY avdAnyey TOU owripos éxAHOn, «lov 82 

Sdfay ot awogroAot wapa wact MeyioTHY ws THS 

tov Kupiou Oeds nfiapévar, xai rovro wpoored- 

exevy, Theodoret. And itis no lower thing 
to have seen Christ in His glory than to 

have seen Him in His humiliation upon the 
earth. Comp. Calvin. As against the in- 

terpretations which make this a visionary 
beholding of Christ (Baur, Holstein, a.), see 

Beyschlag in the Stud. u. Krit. 1864, p. 220f. 

How very distinctly Paul himself describes, 
especially in Acts xxii. 14, a dodily appear- 

ance! Set also Gal. I. 1, comp. with ver. 15. 

Nothing contrary to this can be proved 

from the words é¢wpaxévas and dPOyva: (xv. 

8), since these do not determine the ind of 
seeing and appearing. Comp. ¢.g. the use 
of the latter term in Acts vil. 26 of a bodily 

appearing. 

2It was unquestionably by stranger Pe- 

trine Christians that the anti-Pauline influ- 
ence had been exerted upon the Corinthian 
church. So much is clear, but nothing 

more. R&biger thinks that they were tho 

instigators of the Petrine party in Corinth, 
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Paul,” say they | Comp. as to the relation of the dative, viii. 6. — ob« eipc} 
8ce Winer, p. 446 [E. T. 601]. —a2Adye] still at least. See Hermann, ad 
Viger. p. 826. The ye intensifies the a41é of the apodosis (see on iv. 15, 
viii. 6) ; see Klotz, ad Devar. p. 24 f. It cannot be said with any critical 

certainty that ajAdye ever occurs in the classics undivided (without one or 
more words put between the two particles). See Klotz, Uc. p. 15, and 
Heind. ad Plat. Phaed. p. 86E ; Stallbaum, ad Rep..p. 331 B.—Taking the 
reading % ydp o¢pay. pov tr. aroor. (see the critical remarks), the meaning is : 
my seal of apostleship, with the emphasis on ogpay. As to the word itself, 
see Rom. iv. 11. Theodoret well remarks: a7édeckiv yap rav aroorodiKay 

xarapbuphtav riv tperépav Exw peraBodgv. —év Kupiy] a8 in ver. 1; it belongs 

to the whole preceding clause : 7 ogpayic¢ tr. gu. am. tu. tore. For out of 

Christ the Corinthians were no seal of Paul’s apostleship. See on ver. 1. 
They were this scal to him, inasmuch as they had become Christians through 
his agency (in general, not through his miracles in particular, as Flatt holds 
with older expositors). — % éu drodoy. x.r.A.] statement of what the foregoing 

comes to, added without any connective particle, and so all the more em- 
phatic; not merely a repetition of the last clause in other words (Hofmann), 
which would be an admissible interpretation only if airy éore were absent, 
or if éoré occurred again. — roi¢ éué avaxp.] to those who institute an inquiry 
regarding me (comp. Acts xix. 33 ; 2 Cor. xii. 19), who question my apostle- 
ship. Both dod. and dvaxp. are purposely-chosen forensic expressions. 

Comp. as to the latter, Luke xxiii. 14; Acts iv. 9, xii. 19, xxiv. 8, xxviii. 
18. — airn] this, namely, this fact, that you are the seal of mine arocroAy. It 
does not refer to what follows (Chrysostom, Ambrosiaster, Grotius, Calovius), 
for ver. 4 continues the series of questions begun in ver. 1, and what follows 
does not contain any further defence of his apostleship (which, moreover, 
would be quite unsuitable here). (a’)—Observe, lastly, the emphasis of iu9 
and éué, expressive of a well-grounded sense of his own position. 

Ver. 4f. Returning from the digression in vv. 2, 8, Paul begins a new 

series of questions, with the view of now making good the prerogative arising 
out of his apostleship, which in point of fact he declined to exercise. — 7) ovx 
Exouev] t.6. we surely are not destitute of the right to lead, etc. ? Comp. Rom. 
x. 18; 1 Cor..xi. 22. The plural cannot be restricted in its reference to 
Paul alone, secing that it has just been preceded, and is again followed in 
ver. 6, by the singular, but must imply that the apostle is thinking both of 

_ himself and of whosoever else acts in like manner. More particularly, ver. 6 
shows that he has here in his eye, not his companions in labour generally 
(Hofmann), but Barnabas in particular besides himself (for see the yévo¢ in 

ver. 6), and him only. It may be added, that Calovius is right in saying, 
against the abuse of this passage in the interests of monasticism, that Paul is 
not speaking here of what ‘‘ semper et ubique vitari oporteat sed de eo tantum 

Schenkel makes them of the Christ-party. were notanti-Pauline, and the express con- 
Hofmann explains the expression from the trast here is with the dseis, among whom 
difference between the dwocroA} ris wep must be included the Jewish-Christians who 
roufis and that ris axpofverias. But thatis were in Corinth, 
going too far; forall circumcised Christians 
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quod in casu nozii scandali infirmorum fratrum vitandum est.” — gayeiv 
nx. weeiv] 4.6, at the cost of the churches. To understand it of non-observance of 
the Jewish laws about food (Hunnius, Heydenreich, Billroth, comp. Olshau- 

sen), or of sacrificial flesh and wine (Schrader), is contrary to the context. See 
ver. 6ff. The right of eating and drinking, in the sense in which the reader 
would naturally understand it as an apostolic prerogative (Luke x. 7), re- 
quired nothing to be added to define it. The analogy of Matt. xi. 19 (Hof- 
mann) has no bearing on the clause before us, the point of view there being 
that of asceticism.—The injinitives are exegetical, and need no row (Matt. ix. 
6 ; Mark ii. 10, af.). — adeAgny yur. repidy.] to lead about (along with me on 

my official journeys) @ sister (a female believer) asa wife. The view taken 

by several of the Fathers (see Aug. de op. Monach. iv. 5, Jerome, rivég in 
Theodoret, Theophylact ; comp. generally, Suicer, Thes. I. p. 810), that a 
serviens matrona is meant (so also Erasmus, Cornelius 4 Lapide, and Estius, ) 
is against the plain meaning of the words, without shadow of historical 
support in the life of the apostle, supposes a somewhat unseemly relation, 
and is contrary to the example of Peter, Matt. vili. 14.1 It has, however, 

been still defended of late by Roman Catholic writers (Maier) on wholly 
insufficient grounds. On qepidyev, comp. Xen. Cyr. ii. 2. 28; it occurs 
oftener in the middle, as Xen. Mem. i. 7. 2; Polyb. xx. 5. 8. —d¢ xal oi 

Aor. ar.] It does not follow from this that all the other apostles were mar- 
ried, but the majority of them must have been so, otherwise the phrase, 

which must be meant to hold at least a potiori, would be unsuitable. (B') — 
kai of adeAgol rov Kupiov] Now, the brethren of the Lord are in Acts i. 14 ex- 
pressly distinguished from the Twelve ; further, in Gal. i, 19, James, the 

Lord’s brother, is equally distinguished from those who were apostles in 
the narrower and original sense (such as Peter) ; and further still, we have 

no trace in any of the lists of the apostles (Matt. x. 2 f. ; Mark iii. 16 f. ; 
Luke vi. 14 f.) that there were ‘‘ brethren of the Lord” among the Twelve, 
—a supposition which would also be decidedly at variance with John vii. 
3; Mark iii. 21. The adeAgoi rov Kupiov, therefore, should not be put on a 
level with Cephas (Hofmann), and sought within the number of the Twelve, 
but are the actual brothers of Jesus, not His half-brothers merely (sons of 

Joseph by a former marriage), but His uterine brothers, later-born sons of 
Joseph and Mary (Matt. i. 25 ; Lukeii. 7 ; Matt. xii. 46, xiii. 55), who had 
become believers and entered upon apostolic work after the resurrection of 
Jesus (xv. 7; Acts i. 14), and among whom James, in particular, as presi- 
dent of the church in Jerusalem (Acts xv. 13, xxi. 18), had obtained a high 
apostolic position (Gal. ii. 9). See on Acts xii. 17; Gal. i. 19. This view * 
Tuns counter to what was formerly the common view, namely, that of Je- 
rome, which still prevails with Roman Catholics, and issupported by Hengs- 
tenberg and others, that the phrase denotes the sons of Christ's mother’s sis- 

1 Valla perceived rightly “‘fuisse aposto- 2 Which ts held also by de Wette, Billroth, 
los suas wzores comitatas,"’ but thinks that Rickert, Oslander, Neander, and Ewald, 

they were called sisters, ‘“‘quod tanquam among the more recent expositors of the 

non uxores jam erant.”” An “elegans argu- passage before us. 
tia’’ (Calvin) ! 
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ter, so that James, the Lord’s brother, would be identical with the son of 
Alphaeus (but see on John xix. 25), and would bear the name of ‘‘ brother 
of the Lord’’ (M8 in the wider sense) as a title of honour from his near rela- 

tionship to Jesus. Comp. on Matt. xii. 46. In like manner Lange, in his 
apost. Zeitalter, p. 189, understands the Alphaeidae to be meant ; they were, 
he holds, the adopted brothers of Jesus, Joseph having adopted as his own 
the children of Alphaeus, who was his brother, after the latter’s death. All 
this is nothing but arbitrary imagination, resting simply upon the false as- 
sumption that Mary brought forth Jesus, not as her first-born (Matt. 1. 25 ; 
Luke ii. 7), but as her only child. Lange is wrong here in making the «at 
@ proof that the brethren of the Lord were among the Twelve, and are but 
singled out from their number in this verse for special mention. What Paul . 
says is rather : ‘‘as also the other apostles and the brethren of the Lord ;” 
and then, having set before us this august circle formed by the Twelve and 

those brethren of the Lord closely associated with them since the resurrec- 
tion of Jesus (Acts i. 14), in which, too, he himself, as an apostle, had an 
equal place, he singles out in conclusion the most illustrious of them all, 
one who was looked upon as the head of the whole circle (Gal. i. 18), by 
adding : ‘‘and, i.e. and, to mention himin particular by name, Cephas ;” 80 
that it is only the last «ai, and not the second as well (as Hofmann, too, 

maintains), that carries the force of special distinction (Fritzsche, ad Mare. 

p. 11) ; comp. Mark xvi. 7.— The design of the whole question, yu? ovx dy. 
éfouo. adeAg. y. w., has no bearing upon scruples (of the Christ-party) as to 

marriage being allowed (Olshausen), but is closely connected with the pur- 
port of the first question, as is plain from repéyew : ‘‘ AmI denied, then, 
the right to live at the cost of the churches, and to have, like the other 
apostles, etc., a consort journeying along with me from place to place ?” in 
which latter case a similar support from the churches is, from the nature of 
the circumstances, and from the scope of the context (vv. 4, 6), manifestly 

assumed as a matter of course.—Peter’s wife is called by tradition some- 

times Concordia, sometimes Perpetua. See Grabe, Spicil. Patr. I. p. 330. 

Ver. 6. °H] or, i.e. unless it were true that, etc. In that case, indeed, the 

éfovoia, of which I spoke in vv. 4, 5, must of course be wanting! We have 

therefore no third éfovcia introduced here (Pott, Riickert), but 7 conveys an 
argument, as it usually does. — BapyéBac] see on Acts iv. 36. He was for- 

merly (see on Acts xv. 88) Paul’s companion in his missionary labours, 
and as such held a high apostolic position (Gal. ii. 9). —rot up épydf.] Have 

we not the right to cease from working? Paul supported himself by tent- 
making (Acts xviii. 3); in what way Barnabas did so, is unknown. Both 
of them, very probably, after mutual consultation, had laid it down as a 

principle to maintain themselves by their own independent labour, and 
acted upon this rule even when working separately, whereas the rest of the 
apostolic teachers (see uévoc) claimed support from the resources of tho 
churches. ’Epydfec@a: isthe word constantly used used for working, 2 Thess. 

iii. 8; Acts xvili. 8; Homer, JJ. xviii. 469, Od. xiv. 272 ; Ken. Cyr. i. 6, 
11, al. The rendering : hoc operandi (Vulgate and Latin Fathers), arises 

from a different reading (without the ,#). 
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Ver. 7. Proof of this apostolic right rov yy épydfecbas from three analogies 
én common life, by applying which to the preachers of the gospel it is made 
manifest that these have the right to lice from the gospel. ‘‘Pulchre con- 

fertur minister evangelii cum milite, vinitore, pastore,” Bengel. Comp. 2 
Cor. x. 3 ff.; Matt. xx. 1; John x. 12; Acts xx. 28; Eph. iv. 5. — iow 

y.] 1.6. 80 that he pays his own wages (Luke iii. 14 ; Rom. vi. 28).—The dif- 
ference of construction in the two clauses with éofliec (rdv xapréy, see the 
critical remarks, and then éx), is to be regarded as simply an accidental 

change in the form of conception, without diversity in the substance of the 
thought. With é« (comp. Ecclus. xi. 17; Tob. i. 10, al.) the expression is. 

partitive ; in using the accusative Paul has the fruit (the grapes) in a purely 
objective way before his mind. See generally, Kiihner, II. p. 181. The 
wages of shepherds in the East consists to this day in a share of the milk. 
Sce Rosenmiiller, Morgenl. VI. p. 97. 

Ver. 8. Transition to the proof from Scripture of the above éfovcta. — It 
is not supposed surely that I speak this (namely, what I say of that apostolic 
prerogative in applying to it the rule of these ordinary analogies) aster the 
manner of a man (according to mere human judgment, as a purely human 

rule, and not a divinely given one) ? or the lav too, does it not say this? Is 
it silent concerning this principle ? Does it contain no statement of it ?— 
xara avOp.] The opposite of this is xara rév véuov tov Oeov. Comp. on Rom. 
ili. 5 ; Gal. iii. 15. Theodoret gives the idea correctly : ci dé reve avOpdmivog 

elvat TavTa doxei Aoytapuoc, axovérw Tov vduov diappkdnv siayopebovroc. — 7] 28 in 

ver. 6. ‘‘I should not speak this after man’s way of thinking, if dt were the 
case that the law contained nothing of it.” This is the affirmative sense of 
the interrogative phrase. — xai] too; the law is conceived of as the higher 
authority coming in over and above the individual Aa1é. — ov] negatives 
the Aéyec ; see the critical remarks. Comp. ver. 7.— As to the difference 

to be noticed between 4a46 and Aéyw, see on Rom. iii. 19 ; John viii. 438. 

Ver. 9. I'ép] introduces the answer which is to prove that the raira ob Aéyec 
does not hold good. —7¢ Mwic. véup] carries a certain solemnity, as coming 
after 6 véuoc in ver. 8. The quotation is from Deut. xxv. 4, given exactly 
according to the LXX., where it is forbidden to keep the ox that drew the 
thrashing machine from eating by a muzzle (gipyéc, xnudcs), Which used to be 

done among heathen nations (Varro, i. 25; Cato, de re rust. 54). Sec 

Michaelis, Mos. &. III. § 130. The motive of the prohibition, in accord- 
ance with that spirit of tenderness towards the lower creation which breathes 
throughout the whole law (see Ewald, Alterth. p. 222), was humanity to 

’ the helpful animals. See Josephus, Anfé. iv. 8. 21 ; Philo, de Carit. p. 711 
F. The same citation is made in 1 Tim. v. 18. Comp. also Constitt. ap. ii. 
25. 8. — giudoerc|— xnudoerc, which B* D* FG, Tisch. actually read, and 
which we should accept as genuine, since the former might easily creep 
into the text from the LXX. Regarding apo, to muzzle, comp. Ken. de re 
eg. v. 8; Poll. i. 202. As to the future with the force of an imperative 
(thou wilt—that I expect of thee—not muzzle an oz in the thrashing-floor), see 
on Matt. i. 21. — Beginning with yu? rév Body, there follows now the inter- 
pretation of this law, given in the form of a twofold question which runs on 
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i 

to Ayer, first of all, negatively : God does not surely concern Himself about 
oven? Tomodify this negation by an ‘‘only” (so Erasmus and many others, 
among whom is Rickert : ‘‘for nothing further than”) is unwarrantable, 
although even Tholuck’s view in its latest form still amounts to this (das 
A. T. im N. T., ed. 6, p. 40). What Paul means is, that this class of creat- 

ures, the oxen, are not the objects of the divine solicitude in that provision 
of the law ; what expresses the care to be taken for the oxen, is said not for 
their sakes, but de juac. Ob yap itép Tov aAdyuwv 6 vduog, GAA’ brép Tév voi x. 

Adyov éxévrav, Philo, de Sacrif. p. 251. Manifestly in this way the apostle sets 

aside* the actual historical sense of that prohibition (Josephus, Anft. iv. 8. 
21) in behalf of an allegorical sense,* which, from the standpoint of a purely 
historic interpretation, is nothing but an application made ‘‘a minori ad 
majus” (comp. Bava Mezia, f. 88). But this need not surprise us, consid- 
ering the freedom used in the typico-allegorical method of interpreting 
Scripture, which regarded such aon application as the reference of the utter- 
ance in question designed by God, and which from ¢his standpoint did not 
take the historical sense into account along with the other at all. The in- 
terpreter, accordingly, who proceeds upon this method with regard to any 
particular passage does not call in question its historical meaning as such, 
considered in itself, but only (as was sclf-evident to his readers) as regards 
the higher typical destination of the words, inasmuch as he goes to work not 

as a historical, but as a typico-allegorical expositor. It is in the typical 
destination of the law in general (Col. ii. 17), whereby it pointed men above 
and beyond itself, that such a mode of procedure finds its justification, and 
on this ground it has both its freedom, according as each special case may 
require, and at the same time its ethical limit, in the necessity of being in 
harmony with what befitted God. (c’) 

Ver. 10. Or—since that cannot be supposed—is this the true state of the 
case, that He saith it altogether for our sakes ?— révruc] in the sense of in any 
case, wholly, absolutely, as in v. 10, ix. 22 ; see the remarks there. Comp. 

Acts xviii. 21, xxi. 22, xxviii. 4, also Rom. iii. 9. The rendcring : of course, 
certainly, is equally admissible as in Luke iv. 23, but would suit an affirma- 

tive statement better. Theophylact says well (following Chrysostom) : d¢ 
émt duodoyovpévov rédecxev, iva uw ovyyuphon ped ériovy avrecreiv rp axpoarR. — 

dc’ juac] cannot mean men in general (so most expositors, Hofmann, too, con- 

curring), but must refer to the Christian teachers (Chrysostom, Theophylact, 
Estius, Riickert, Neander, a/.); this necessarily follows both from the whole 

connection of the argument and from the j#uei¢ in ver. 11, since it is an entire- 

ly arbitrary assumption to make the latter word have a different subject from 
our Hyde. — A£yer] sc. 6 Ged¢ supplied from the foregoing clause, not # ypae4 
(Olshausen). — ydp] as in ver. 9. — éypé¢7] namely, the utterance of the law 

cited in ver. 9.—ér:] cannot have an argumentative force (Luther, Beza, 

2 Not simply generalizes (Kling inthe Stud. goes astray with a nalve simplicity of its 
w. Krit. 1880, p. 884 f.; comp. Neander), nor own: “God cares for all things; but He 
** subordinates the one (o the other’’(Osiander), does not care that anything should be erit- 
nor the like, which run counter to the plain en for oxen, seeing that they cannot read.” 

meaning of the words. Luther's gloss, too, ® Comp. also Weiss, didi. Theol. p. 206. 
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Calvin, and others, among whom is Neander); nor is it the simple that of 
quotation (Riickert, who indeed looks upon what follows as cited from some 
apocryphal book, in which Ewald concurs with him), so that éypé¢7 would 
refer to the next clause,—but it is arplicative merely (Castalio, Pott, de 

Wette, Osiander, al., comp. also Hofmann), setting forth the typico-allegor- 
ical contents of these words of the law in so far as they were written dv’ ude, 

that is, for the Christian teachers: namely, that the plougher is bound to plough 
in hope, and the thrasher (is bound to thrash) in hope of having hie share. The 
GAowy and the aporpov is thus no other than the gospel teacher, as necessa- 
rily follows from dé: juac ; the passage of the law now under consideration 
gives occasion to his being jiguratively designated (see as early expositors 
as Chrysostom and Theophylact) in accordance with the idea of the yedpyov 
Geod (iii. 9), without, however, the two words being intended to signify dif- 

Jerent departments of teaching,—a notion which receives no countenance 
from the context. It is teaching in general that is here represented by two 
analogous figures. Figure apart therefore, the meaning is : that the teacher, 
namely, is bound ' to exercise his office of teaching, in hope to hate profit there- 
from. Otvdev obv érepov 7d oréua axfpwroy bv Tov Cov robrov Boa h Sti rove didac- 
ndAove Tove movotvrac dei Kal apor3ic axoAabew, Chrysostom. It is a mistake to 

apply the words, as is commonly done, to the literal plougher and thrasher. 

Such a maxim of ordinary life would, it is plain, be wholly foreign to the 
typico-allegorical character of the argument, and generally to the nature of 
the mystical interpretation of Scripture, which Paul follows here ; the re- 
sult would be something unsuitably trivial. Nor is it simply an application 
of the moral idea of the precept to the spiritual work that the apostle would 
have his readers make ; there is not the slightest trace of this in his words, 
but the material work serves directly asthe foil to the spiritual. Theophy- 
lact puts it rightly : 6 deddoxadog dgetAec aporpiay x. xomtav En’ éAmidc aporBig K. 

avrisuoiag. — én’ éArtdt] has the chief emphasis, and belongs to ogeiAe, being 
its conditioning basis (as in Rom. iv. 18, viii. 21 ; Titusi. 2). What hope 

the plougher is to cherish, is self-evident, namely, to enjoy with others the 

fruits of his ploughing ; the reference of the figure is obvious from the con- 

text. — rov petéxerv] to wit, of the grain thrashed. As to the genitive, see 
Rom. v. 2, al. 

Ver. 11. Application of ver. 10, and that in such a way as to make the 
readers feel Src peifava AauBavovow % didéaccv, Chrysostom ; an argument @ 
majort ad minus. — jueic] does not include Barnabas, who cannot be proved 
ever to have joined company again with Paul after the separation recorded 
in Acts xv. 39, and who certainly had no share in founding the church at 
Corinth. The apostle means himself along with his companions of that 
period, when by casting forth the seed of the gospel he founded the church 
to which his readers belonged (éereipayev), Acts xviii. 5 ; 2 Cor. i. 19. — 

juetc tuiv) An emphatic juxtaposition, the emphasis of which is further 

heightened by the #yeig duav which follows, — ra wvevparind] spiritual things, 

3 "Odeircc debet (Vulgate). Hofmann goes’ the sense of being entitled, as if he read 

against linguistic usage in turningitinto  dtxcards éor, or something to that effect. 
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Christian knowledge, faith, love, etc., inasmuch as these are the blessings 
which, proceeding from the Holy Spirit (Gal. v. 22), become the portion of 

believers through the sower’s work of preaching the gospel (Matt. xiii. 8 ff.). 
Contrasted with these are rd capaixd, the things which have nothing to do 
with the Holy Spirit, but belong to the lower sphere of man’s life, to his 
sensuous, corporeal nature, such as food, clothing, money, etc. Comp. as 
regards the antithesis, Rom. xv. 27. —néya] res magni momenti, Xen. Cyrop. 
vii. 5. 52, Anab. vii. 7. 27. It means here, from the connection : some- 

thing disproportionate. Comp. 2 Cor. xi. 15. — Sepicwuev] see the critical 
remarks, The subjunctive after ci ‘‘respectum comprehendit experientiae” 
(Hermann, de partic. av, p. 97) ; see regarding this idiom on Luke ix. 18, 
and Hermann, ad Viger. p. 831; it occurs in Homer and the lyric poets, 
and, although no certain instance of it can be given from the Attic prose 
writers, is frequent again in later Greek. 

Ver. 12. Confirmation from the example of others. — éA20:] other teachers 
generally, who came into the church after the apostle and his associates 
(comp. iii. 10), and who were still there. Chrysostom, Theodoret, Pott, 

and others understand them to be false teachers, so as to obviate any 
appearance of collision between Paul and the apostles. But there was, 
in fact, no other apostle whatever among the rest of the Corinthian 
teachers. — ric iuadv éfore.] the authority over you,’ i.e. according to the 
context : the right (p') to claim their support from you. ‘Yyudv is thus 
the genitivus objectéi (as in ver. 6, comp. John xvii. 2; Matt. x. 1, al.), 
not subjecti, as if it meant : ‘‘leave, which you gice” (Schrader), which does 
not correspond with the conception that Paul had of the case in vv. 4-11. 
To understand the word in the sense of means (Schulz, with Castalio, Sal- 
meron, Zeltner, Ewald), t.e. resources, which are at your command, may be 

justified by classical usage (Plato, Legg. viii. p. 828 D ; Thuc. 1. 38. 3, vi. 

81. 4), but not by that of the N. T., and is excluded here by the scope of 
what immediately follows. Chrysostom, in accordance with his assumption 
that false teachers are meant, makes the reference to be to their tyrannical 
power over the Corinthians. Conjectures (such as that of Olearius : jar, 

which is actually the reading of 2. 52, and to which Riickert and Neander 
too are inclined ; or that of Cappellus and Locke : ovciac) are quite super- 
fluous. — The second 4Add is opposed to the otx éypye. Comp. Hom. il. 1. 
26 f.; Plato, Sympos. p. 211 E, and often elsewhere.—paAAov] potius, we 
the founders of your church, — xévra oréyouev] we endure all things (see Wet- 
stein and Kypke, II. p. 213), should be left indefinite : labours, privations 
and the like, arising from our not using the right in question. Comp. xiii. 
7. —iva uy éyxor. x.t.A.] For how easily, supposing the apostle’s labours 
had been less independent, or that some suspicion of self-interest, ambition, 

or greed of gain had rested upon him and his companions, might hindrances 
have been put in the way of the gospel as regards its reception, effect, and 
diffusion! And how powerfully must that sacred cause have been com- 

1 Observe the emphasis conveyed by put- under obligation to me first of all, and not 
ting the iver first : over you, who aresurely to them. 
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mended and furthered by such an example of noble self-denial ! Respect- 
ing éyxor#, comp. Dion. Hal. de comp. verb. p. 157, 15. 

Vv. 13, 14. An additional proof of the above right on the part of the 
teachcrs, drawn now from the sphere of the Israelitish theocracy, namcly, 
from the example of the priests and the corresponding command of Christ 
Himself. Then, in ver. 15, éyo d? . . . robrwv repeats the contrast to this. 
—The jirst of the two parallel halves of ver. 18," which together describe 
the leparebecv (Luke i. 7), characterizes the priests generally : ol ra lepa ipyal., 

who do the holy things i.e., whose work is to perform divine service ; the 

second clause again is more specific: ‘‘ who are constantly busied at the altar 
of sacrifice” (xpocedp. and rapedp., of an official, and especially of a priestly, 
assidere, Diod. Sic. i. 40; Josephus, cont. Ap. i. 7; Lucian, Asin. 5; 
Kypke, Il. p. 218). As regards ca iepd, res sacrae, i.e. what belongs to the 
divine cultus, comp. 8 Macc. ili. 21 (according to the true reading) ; 

Demosth. 1300. 6 ; and often elsewhere in the classics. They eat from the 
sanctuary, inasmuch as they have their support from what is brought into 
the temple (sacrifices, shewbread, first-fruits, etc.) ; they hace their share 

with the altar of sacrifice, inasmuch as they take to themselves their part of 
the offerings which belong to the altar. Sce Num. xviii. 8 ff. Beza puts 
it well : ‘‘altaris esse socios in dividenda victima.” It is incorrect to ex- 
plain the first clause as referring to the Lerites and the second to the priests 
(so Chrysostom, Theophylact, Vitringa, Wolf), for the Levites were not ra 

lepa ipyaféuevor, but only iepédovaAc: (8 Esdr. i. 8), and therefore, in respect of 
their occupations, are no fitting analogues to the preachers of the gospel ; 
sec rather Rom. xv. 16 ; Phil. 11. 17. On this ground we must refuse even to 
include the Levites here (against de Wettc, Osiander, Maier, al.). Riickert 
understands both clauses to refer to the Jewish and heathen cultus and its 
ministers. But in the mind of the apostle, looking at things from the theo- 
cratic point of view of his nation, the iepév and the Svoraor. are simply xar’ 

ttox4v, those of Israel (Rom. ix. 4) ; and how could he otherwise have said 

ovTw Kai x.T.A., ver. 14, seeing that the heathen priestly institute was by no 
means of divine appointment ? For these reasons we cannot even say, with 
Ewald, that the words refer primarily indeed to Num. xviii., but are 
couched in such a general form as to apply also to the priests in the heathen 
temples. The mention of 16 Suvoacrnp. is especially opposed to this inter- 
pretation, since for Paul there can be but the one altar ; comp. x. 18. — 

obrw nal 6 Ktpiog x.7.A.] 80, 7.6. in accordance with the relation of things 
stated in ver. 18, hath the Lord also, etc. ‘0 Kipctoc is Christ; the allusion 

is to such sayings of His as Matt. x. 10, Luke x. 8, here referred to as 
handed down by living tradition. By the xa/, again, the command of 
Christ is linked to the foregoing relations under the O. T. economy, with 

1The paraphrastic description of the 
priests from their employments serves to 
make the representation uniform with that 

in ver. 14. The doudle designation, however, 
brings out the analogy with the Christian 

teachers ina more clear and telling way for 

the purposes of the argument. The holy 
thing at which they labour is the gospel 
(Rom. xv. 16), and the offering which they 
present is the faith of their converts (Phil. 
ii. 17%), and, consequently, those converts 
themselves (Rom. /.c.). 
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which it corresponds (comp. Chrysostom). The order of the words is 
enough of itself to show that the reference is not to God, for in that case 
we must have had : oirw xal toi¢ rd evayy. xatayy. 6 Ktptog détage. — For ex- 

amples of the idiom C7 éx, see Kypke. 

Ver. 15. ’Ey® dé] Paul now reverts to the individual way of expressing 
himself (ver. 8), effecting thereby a lively climaz in the representation. 
From this point onward to the end of the chapter we have a growing torrent 
of animated appeal ; and in what the apostle now says regarding his mode 
of acting, his desire is that he alone should stand prominent, without con- 
cerning himself about others, and how they might act and appear in these 
respects. —ovdevt robrwy] none of these things ; Oecumenius, Theophylact, 
Estius, Riickert, al., make this refer to the grounds of the éfovgia in question 
which have been hitherto adduced. But there is no reason why we should 
not refer it simply to the immediately preceding statement as to the ordi- 
nance of Christ regarding the éx rod evayyediov 9». Of what belongs to that 
ordinance (food, drink, moncy, clothing, etc., see Acts xx. 38)—of none of 

these things (rotruv) had Paul availed himself. How common it is for 

Greck writers also to use raira of a single thing, when considered in its dif- 
ferent component elements, may be seen in Kiihner, § 423, note ; Stallbaum, 

ad Plat. Apol. Soc. p.19 D. Hofmann holds that the ‘‘ facts from the history 
of redemption,” cited in vv. 13, 14, are meant. But oidevi implies that what 

is referred to isa multitude of things, which is summed up in rotrav. — 
Observe the use of the perfect xéypnu. to describe a continuous course of 
action. It is different with éyp7odyu. in ver. 12.—A full stop should be put 
after robruv ; for with obx éypaya 62 raira (all from ver. 4 to ver. 15) there 
begins a new section in the apostle’s address. — iva cbtw x.1.4.] in order that 
(for the future) the like (according to what I have written, namely, that the 
preachers of the gospel should be supported by the churches) should be done 
in my case (comp. Luke xxiii. 31 ; Matt. xvii. 12). — padAov] potius, namely, 
than let myself be supported (not magis, Vulgate). —% 1d xabynua pow oidei¢ 

xevioe.] (see the critical remarks) expresses what is to take place, if the 
aroVaveiv docs not ensue. That is tosay, the 7 cannot here be the than of 

comparison,’ as it would be were we to adopt the Recepta, which in fact has 
just arisen from men failing rightly to understand this 7. It means ‘‘ aut,” 
or otherwise (comp. vii. 11; Acts xxiv. 20), equivalent to ei dé? u7, and so 
specifying ‘‘ what will take place, if the thing before named does not happen” 
(Baeumlein, Partik. p. 126), so that it is equivalent in sense to alioquin. 
See Ast, Lev, Plat. II. p. 12 ; Kihner, ad Xen. Anad. i. 4.16; Ellendt, 
Ler. Soph. 1. p. 750 f.; Baeumlein, J.c. What Paul says is: ‘‘ Rather is it 

1 My own former view (ed. 2) was to this 
effect, that instead of saying: “ Better for 

me to die than to take recompense,” Paul 

made an aposiopesis at 7, breaking off there 

to exclaim with triumphant certainty: Afy 
aavxnua no man will make void/ According 
to this, we should have to supply a dash 
after #3, and take what follows indepen- 
dently. I now regard this interpretation— 

althoagh approved by Winer, p. 582 [E. T. 
715|—as too bold, being without analogy in 

the N. T., in which, as with classical writers, 

the suppression of the apodosis occurs only 

after conditional clauses (comp. Rom. ix. 

22 f.). Mater has followed this view; as 
does Neander, on the supposition that Lach- 
mann’s reading were to be adopted. 
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good forme to die, i.e. rather is death beneficial for me, or otherwise, if this 
aroVaveiv is not to ensue and I therefore am to remain alive, no one is to make 
my glory void. Comp. as to this asseveration, 2 Cor. xi. 10. —7d xabynué pov 
x.t.A.] t.e. No man will ever bring me to give up my principle of preaching 
without receiving anything in return, so as to produce the result that I can 
no longer have ground for glorying (xaiyyua here too means materies glori- 
andi, as in v. 6 and always). Lachmann’s conjecture (Stud. uv. Krit. 1880, 
p. 889, and Praef. p. xii.), which is adopted by Billroth : v7 1d xabynué pov" 

ovdeig xeveoes (Comp. xv. 81), breaks up the passage unnecessarily ; and the 
same meaning would be arrived at more easily and simply, were we merely 

to write 47 with the circumflex, in the sense of sane, which is so common in 

the classics (Bacumlein, Partik. p. 119 f.) : in truth, no one will make my 

glory void. But this use of 7 does not occurin the N. T. Riickert’s opinion 

is, that what we find in the old mss. gives no sense at all ;’ we cannot tell 
what Paul actually wrote ; but that the best [how far ?] of what we have to 

choose from is the Recepta. Ewald, too, and Hofmann, follow the latter.— 
It does not follow from ver. 14 that by dzodaveiv we are to understand pre- 
cisely death by famine (so Billroth, with Theophylact, Erasmus, Piscator, 

al.) ; but the thought is generally to this effect : so far from letting myself 
be supported by the churches, I will rather be kept by death from this dis- 

grace, by which, while I live, I shall let no one rob me of my glory. The 
idea is that of avri tot C9 arodvijoxe evxAede, Isocr. Hcag. 1. The apostle’s 

xabynua would have been made empty (xevdoer), if he had been brought toa 

course of action whereby that in which he gloried would have appeared to 
be without reality. Comp. 2 Cor. ix. 8. He would thus have been shown 
to be xeveavyf¢ (Homer, IZ. viii. 230). (&) 

Ver. 16. Why Paul has every reason (yép) to hold his xaiyyua thus fast. 

For the preaching of the gospel, taken by itself, does not put him in a position 
to boast himself. All the less, therefore, can he afford to give up the only 
thing that does place him in such a position, namely, his preaching without 
recompense. — avdyxy yap pot evix.| 8c. evayyeAfecdar, as is proved by what 

goes before. Comp. Homer, Jl. vi. 458 : xparepy & érixeioer’ avdyxn, and the 
common phrase in the classics : avdyxyv éxcSeivat.—ovai ydp por éorly] Comp. 

LXX. in Hos. ix. 12. Woe betides him, z.e. God’s threatened judgment 
will fulfil itself upon him (in the coming day of judgment), if he shall not 
have preached the gospel (evayyeAiowuat, see the critical remarks) ; from this 

is evident (yép) how the avdyxy arises, namely, that he must preach ; he can- 

not give it up, without incurring eternal destruction. 
Ver. 17 f. The sentence immediately preceding this verse, oval yap... 

evayy., was merely a thought interposed, a logical parenthesis, to the con- 
tents of which Paul does not again refer in what follows. In ver. 17 f., 

accordingly, with its yép, the reference is not to this preceding sentence 

oval x.T.A., 80 ag to establish it by way of dilemma (which was my former 

1 The readings of BD* 8* and A givethe  evacuat"’), give the plain and good sense: 

above sense; F G again, with their rig xeva- = for it iy better for me to die (than that such a 
oe, in which it is simplest to take the ss as thing should happen in my case); or who 

an interrogative (comp. Boerner: “quis will bring my glory to nought ? 
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interpretation), but to avayxy jot éwixerra:, ver. 10 (comp. de Wette, Osiander, 
Hofmann), and that indeed in 80 far as these latter words were set down to 
confirm the previous assertion, éav ebayyeACwpat, ovn tori pot xabynua. The cor- 

rectness of this reference of the yé4p which introduces ver. 17 f., is confirmed 

by the fact that the leading conceptions in the argument of ver. 17 f., to 
wit, éxév and dawy, are correlative to the conception of dvdy«q in ver. 16. 

The yép in ver. 17 thus serves to justify the second }ép in ver. 16, as we 
often find, both in Greek writers and in the N. T., yép repeated in such a 

significant correlation as we find here (see Fritzsche, ad Itom. II. p. 110 f.). 
In order to prove that he has rightly established his previous statement éay 

. . . Kabynpa by adding avdyxn ydép po: érixecrar, the apostle argues, starting 
now from the opposite of that avdyxy, and therefore e contrario, as follows : 

‘“¢ Kor supposing that I carry on my preaching (rovro mpacow) of free self-de- 

termination, then I have a reward, of which, consequently, I can glory; ; but 

if I do it not of my own free will (and this, in point of fact, was the case 
with the apostle), then it is a stewardship with whick Iam entrusted, which 

therefore (this is the purport of the interrogatory clause which follows, ris 
ovv x.r.A.) involves no reward for me.”—From this simple course of thought 
—in which the pcofdy tx refers to the certain possession hereafter of the 

Messianic reward,’ and is conceived as the more specially defined contents of 

the xaiy7pua in ver. 16,—it will be seen that the apodosis of the second half 
of ver. 17 is oixovoyiay rericrevya:, that these words, consequently, should 
neither be put in a parenthesis nor attached to the protasis (so Knatchbull, 
Semler, Hofmann—comp. also his Schriftbeweis, II. 2, p. 832) by reading ei 
d2 dxwv oixov. rerlorevyac together, to which ri¢ civ x.r.A. would then become 
the apodosis ; *—a view under which the significant bearing of the purpose- 
ly chosen phrase oixov. wexiorevya: is entirely lost sight of. Billroth, failing 
to recognize how essential ei d2 dxwy, oix. rextor. is to the argument, makes 
it parenthetical, and understands dxw» (with Bengel, Zachariae, and Schulz) 
as meaning non gratis, which is contrary to the signification of the word. 
Many expositors render éxév and dxwv by ‘‘ with joy and gladness” and “‘ with 
reluctance” (so Calovius, Piscator, Estius, Kypke, Rosenmiiller, Flatt, Pott, 

al, ; comp. also Ewald); but this runs counter to the fact that, as ri¢ ov 
. « « pto6é¢ shows, the apostle’s own case is not the first, but the last of the 
two cases supposed by him, and that he found himself indeed in the official 
position of a preacher without having chosen it of his own free will,—being 
rather apprehended (Phil. ii. 12), and, through his call (Acts ix. 22, 26), as 
it were constrained by Christ (¢& avdyxy¢ dxwv, Plato, Legg. v. 734 B),— 

1On pioddy Exev, comp. Matt. vi. 1. It is 

the opposite of ovai mo deriv, and hence 
gioOds cannot mean the reward which lies 
in the very action itself, namely, the se//- 
satisfaction to which it gives rise (Hof- 
mann). 

2 As regards the ody of the apodosis, see 
on Rom. ii. 17-24. It would have been 

exceedingly uncalled for after such a short 

and perfectly simple protasis as that in the 

text. In Herodotus ix. 48, which Hofmann 

adduces (also Hartung, Partik. IT. p. 22), it 

is otherwise (oi 8’ ay «.7.A.). Moreover, itis 

a special peculiarity of Herudotus to put 
ovy before the apodosis; whereas, with 

Paul, it occurs only in Romans loc. cit., 
where it comes in after an accumulated 

series of protases and, as an epanaledais, 
was quite appropriate, 
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but, notwithstanding, pursued his work with heart and hand. — oixovoylay 
nerlor.] oixov. has significant emphasis ; as to the construction, comp. Rom. 
iii, 2; Gal. ii. 7. If I preach dxw», so Paul holds, then the apostleship, 
with which I am put in trust, stands in the relation of the stewardship of a 
household (iv. 1) ; for that, too, a man receives not from his own free choice, 

but by the master’s will, which he has to obey ; and hence it follows (tv) 
that no reward awdits me (this being the negative sense of ric . . . pode 3 
comp. Matt. v. 46 ; Rom. vi. 21 ; 1 Cor. xv. 82) ; for a steward—conceived 

of as a slave '—can but do his duty (Luke xvii. 10), whereas one who works 

of his own free will does more than he is bound to do, and so labours in a 

sense worthy of reward. The meanings which some expositors find in oix. 
mer, are inserted by themselves ; thus Pott explains, ‘‘ nihilosecius peragen- 
dum est,” comp. Schulz, Rosenmiiller, Flatt, Schrader, Neander, and older 

interpreters ; while Grotius makes it, ‘‘ratio mihi reddenda est impositi 
muneris.” The words convey nothing more than just their simple literal 
meaning. What, again, is inferred from them, Paul himself tells us by de- 
ginning a new sentence with ric otv. To suppose a middle clause omitted be- 
fore this sentence (with Neander, who would insert, ‘‘How am I am now 
to prove that Ido it of my own free will ?”) is to make a purely arbitrary 

interruption in the passage. — 6 niodd¢] the befitting reward. Neither here 

nor in the first clause is yzodd¢ the same as xabyyjua (Pott, Riickert, Ewald, 

al.); but it is viewed as standing in the relation of the inducing cause to 
that éori wor xabynua, supposing the latter to take place. This also applies 
against Baur in the theol. Jahrb. 1852, p. 541 ff., who, moreover, pronounces 
the apostle’s argument an unsound one. The distinction which Paul here 
makes is, in his opinion, at variance with the absolute ground of obligation 
in the moral consciousness, and is either purely a picce of dialectics, or has 
for its real basis the idea of the opera supererogationis. In point of fact, nei- 

ther the one nor the other is the case ; but Paul is speaking of the apostolic 

reward hereafter, concerning which he was persuaded that it was not to be 
procured for him by his apostolic labour in itself, seeing that he had not, in 
truth, come to the apostleship of his own free will ; rather, in his case, must 
the element of free self-determination come in in another way, namely, by 
his labouring without receiving anything in return. In so far, accordingly, 
he must do something more than the other apostles in order that he might 
receive thereward. He had recognized this to be his peculiar duty of love, 
incumbent upon him also with a view to avert all ground of offence, but not 
as implying surplus merit. The latter notion is discovered in the text by 
Cornelius @ Lapide and others. 

Ver. 18. “Iva] is taken by Grotius as meaning 7/, by Luther and most in- 
terprcters—among whom are Riickert, de Wette, Osiander, Ewald—as 
used in place of the exegetical infinitive, so that it gives the answer to the 
foregoing question.” The first of these renderings is linguistically incor- 

1 This is not an arbitrary assumption (as 2 Wetatein, with whom Baur agrees, re- 

Tlofmann objects), since it is well enough marks: ‘‘argute dictum, nullum mercedem 

known that the oixoyvdzos were, asarule, accipere, haec mea merces est."" But had 

slaves. Paul intended any such point, he must have 
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rect ; the sccond would have to be referred to the conception : ‘‘ J ought,” 
etc., but yet does not suit the negation: ‘‘ I hace therefore no reward,” which 

had its animated expression in the question: ri¢ ovwx.7.4. Itis much 
better to interpret iva evayy. x.7.2. as stating the aim, according to God's 
ordination, of this negative condition. of things: in order that I should 
preach without recompense (which is the: first thing to give me a prospect of 
reward, as being something which lies beyond my official obligation). 
Hiofmann's vicw is, that Paul asks, What reward (viz. none) could induce 
him to this, to make the gospel message free of cost ? But plainly it was just 
his supporting himself in the discharge of his vocation, which went beyond 
the obligation of the oixovouia, and consequently made him worthy of reward, 
which the work of the oixovéuoc, taken by itself alone, did not do. More- 

over, this interpretation of Hofmann’s would require an expression, not of 
the design (iva), but of the inducing ground (such as é&’ &v). The iva is 
used here, asso often in the N. T., to indicate the divine teleology (Winer, p. 
427 [E. T. 573]). — ebayyedul. ddar. Ofow td evayy.| t.¢. in order that I, by 

my preaching, may make the gospel something not connected with any outlay (on 

the part of the receivers), As regards this very common use of riO7u:, facio, 
sec Kypke and Losner in loc. Comp. also on Rom. iv. 17, and Hermann, 

ud Viger. p. 761. There is no need of going out of the way to render it, 
with Beza: set forth, with Grotius : collocare, like r@évac xéprv, or with 

Pott : to set before them (as spiritual food). “Iva, with the future indicatice, 
conveys the idea of continuance. Sec Matthiac, p. 1186. Among the older 
Greek writers drwe (also d¢pa) is ordinarily used in this connection (Matthiae, 
lc. ; Kithner, II. p. 490), while this use of iva is, to say the least, very 

doubtful (see against Elmsley, ad Hur. Bacch. p. 164, Hermann, ad Soph. 
Oed. Col. 155 ; Klotz, ad Decar. p. 629 f.) in the N. T. again, and with 
later authors it is certain (Winer, p. 271 [E. T. 861] ; Buttmann, neut. Gr. 

p- 202 [E. T. 234]). — ei¢ 7d uA) xarayp.|] aim of his addr. riBévat rd evayy.: 

tn order not to make use of. To understand xarayp. as meaning to misuse 
(comp. on vii. 31), would give a sense much too weak for the connection 

(against Beza, Calovius, and others, among whom is Ewald). The right 
rendering already appears in the Greek Fathers. —é» r@ ciayy.] i.6. in do- 
condo evangelio.—The éfovoia pov is not exclusively that indicated in ver. 4, 
but the apostolic prerogative generally, although in application to this par- 
ticular point. 

Vv. 19-22. Confirmation of this ci¢ rd w# Katayp. tr. e€ wou by his practical 
procedure in other matters, which was such, that not to renounce the use 
of that éfovcia would simply be to contradict himself ; it would be a gross 
inconsistency. — ix rdvruv] Mase. It belonged to the apostolic ésovcia to put 
himself in bondage to no man, but to be independent of all (ver. 1 ; comp. 
Gal. i. 10) ; to hold and to make good this position of freedom towards . 
every one, was a result flowing from, and a constituent part of, his rights 
as an apostle (in opposition to Hofmann, who asserts that a position precisely 

expressed it by duco80s orduioOi. Hewould evayy., or something similar, if he had put 
possibly have written iva duioOos enpvgw rd iva at all instoad of the tnfiultive. 
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the converse of this was the only one logically tenable by the apostle).' 
Notwithstanding, Paul had made himself a bondsman to all, accommodat- 

ing himself to their necessities in self-denial to serve them. It is only here 
that éAeibepog occurs with éx ; elsewhere (Rom. vil. 3; comp. Rom. vi. 18, 

22, viii. 2, 21) and in Greek writers with a6. — rove meiovac] i.e. according 

to the context : the greater part of the rdévrec, not : more than are convert- ~ 
ed by others (Hofmann). (F') Comp. x. 5. By acting otherwise he would 
have won, it might be, only individuals here and there. — xepd#ow] namely, 
Jor Christ and His kingdom, by their conversion. Rickert explains it as 
meaning : to carry off as an advantage for himself, which Hofmann, too, 
includes, But the precise sense of the phrase must be determined by the 
context, which speaks in reality of the apostle’s official labours, so that in sub- 

. stance the meaning is the same as that of céow in ver. 22. Comp. Matt. 
xviii. 15 ; 1 Pet. iii. 1. Regarding the form éxépdéyoa, see Lobeck, ad Phryn. 
p. 740. 

Ver. 20. Explanation in detail of the preceding verse (kai eperegetical). — 
To the Jews Paul became as a Jew, t.e. in his relations to the Jews, whom he 
sought to convert, he behaved in Jewish fashion, observing e.g. Jewish 
customs (Acts xvi. 8, xxi. 26), availing himself of Jewish methods of teach- 

ing, etc., in order to min Jews. Jewish Christians are not included here 

(Vorstius, Billroth) ; for these were, as such, already won and saved. — 
Toig Ord vduov] to those under the law ; not really different from roi¢ "Iovdaiac, 

save only that they are designated here from their characteristic religious posi- 
tion, into which Paul entered. The universal nature of the expression is 
enough of itself to show that Judaizing Christians cannot be intended ; nor 
proselytes, —although they are by no means to be excluded from either cate- 
gory,—because they, too, would not have their specific characteristic brought 
out by ivd véuov. The very same reason holds against the supposition that 
the rigid Jews, the Pharisees, are meant. The first of these three views is taken 

by Theodoret, the second by Theodore of Mopsuestia, Grotius, Mosheim, al. ; 
Theophylact is undecided which of the two to prefer, comp. also Chrysostom ; 

Lightfoot and Heydenreich adopt the third. — pi) dv airig bd véuov] although 

I myself (for my own part) am not, etc., a caveat very naturally arising from 

his consciousness of the high value of his freedom as regards the law, Gal. ii. 
19. There is no proof of any apologetic design here (in reference to such as 
might have said : Thou must do so and so, Riickert). Paul did not add 
any remark of this kind in connection with the preceding clause, because 
in respect of nationality he actually was an 'Iovdaiog. — toig trd vdu.] The 

article denotes the class of men in question. 

Ver. 21. Toi¢ avéyoic] i.e. to the heathen, Rom. ii. 12. Comp. Suicer, Thes. 

I. p. 366. —&¢ avouocg] by holding intercourse with them, giving up Jewish 
observances, teaching in Hellenic form (as at Athens, Acts xvii.). Comp. 

1 According to Hofmann, Paul establishes for the same end for which he refrained 
the negative question zis ot» po eoriv 6 yeo- = =from claiming support. This view is con- 
és by the sentence linked to it with yap, nected with his incorrect rendering of ver. 
which states that, so far from receiving 18, and falls with it. 

reward, he had given up his freedom, etc., 
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Isidor. Pelus. ed. Paris, 1638, p. 186. — yu? Sv «.7.4.] must similarly be re- 
garded not exactly as a defence of himself (Grotius, Riickert), but as arising 
very naturally from the pious feeling of the apostle, who, with all the con- 
sciousness of his freedom of position towards the Mosaic law, which allowed 
him to be roi¢ avdéporg O¢ Gvopuoc, always recognized his subjection to the divine 

véuo¢ revealed in Christ. In spite, therefore, of his thus condescending to 
the avéuoc, he was by no means one without legal obligation to God (no 
dvouoc Oecd"), but one—and this is precisely what brings out the absolute 
character of the opposite—who stood within the sphere of legal obligation 
to Christ. And Paul was conscious that he stood thus in virtue of his 
faith in Christ, who lived in him (Gal. ii. 20), and in conformity with the 
gospel, which ruled him as the véyo¢ tov avebparog Kad re xdpttog (Chrysos- 

tom), and was to him accordingly the higher analogue of the venerated 
véuog (Rom. iii. 27), which has its fulfilment in love (Rom. xiii. 10) ; comp. 
Gal. vi. 2. The two genitives 6ect and Xporot denote simply in relation to, 

in my position towards ; they thus give to the two notions dvoyoc and évvopoc 
their definite reference. 

Ver. 22. Fhe dofevei¢ are Christians weak as yet in discernment and moral 
power (viii. 7 ff.; Rom. xiv. 1, xv. 1; Acts xx. 85 ; 1 Thess. v. 14). The 

terms xepd7jow and odow are not inconsistent with this view, for such weak 

believers would, by an inconsiderate conduct towards them, be made to 
stumble, and «ould fall into destruction (viii. 11 ; Rom. xiv. 15), To under- 
stand the phrase as denoting non-Christians from their lack of the higher 
powers of Christian life, especially of strength of conscience (Riickert, de 
Wette, Osiander, Hofmann), is against the formal use of oi de@eveic, and can- 

not be justified by Rom. v. 6. Comp. also 2 Cor. xi. 29. —d¢ dodevfc] 

‘‘perinde quasi simili tenerer imbecillitate,” Erasmus, Paraphr. — roi¢ race 

x.t.a.] to all (with whom I had to do) I have become all, have suited myself 
to them in all ways according to their circumstances. Comp. as regards 

navra yiveofia:,* the passages cited in Kypke, II. p. 215 f., and observe the 
perfect here at the close ; comp. Col. i. 15.—Paul did not need to say to his 
readers that in this whole picture of his cvyxardéBacre he is expressing no mere 
men-pleasing or anti-Christian connivance at sin, but the practical wisdom 
of the truest Christian love and self-denial in the exercise of his apostolic 
functions ; he trusts them to understand this from their knowledge of his 
character. Comp. also Gal. i. 10, ii. 8-5. This practical wisdom must be 
all the more regarded asa fruit of experience under the discipline of the 
Spirit, when we consider how fiery and decided his natural temperament 

was. And who can estimate how much he achieved by this mcthod of 
working ! Comp. Neander in opposition to Riickert’s unfavourable judg- 
ment. Augustine puts it well: ‘‘non mentientis actus, sed compatientis 

1 Hofmann's conjecture, that Paul wrote 
@eg (following it, however, with Xpecros), 

has virtually no critical foundation, and is 
wholly devoid of exegetical basis. Hof- 
mann explains the passage as if he read 
évvonos Xpicrod ox av avouos Gey, making 
Paul say of *‘ his being shut up in the law of 

Christ, that it made him one who was not 
without law in his relation to God." 

8 Not to be confounded with the expres- 
sion wavra yiveodai tu, which means instar 
omntum flert alicui, as In Xen. Zph. i. 18; 

comp. Locella in loc., p. 208. 
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affectus.” — xdvruc] in any case (comp. on ver. 10, and Plato, Phaedr. p. 

266 D ; 2 Macc. ili. 13 ; 3 Macc.‘i. 15 ; the reverse of otdayéc, Plato, Soph. 

p. 240 E; comp. the frequent phrase mdvrg wdvruc, Stallbaum, ad Plat. 
Phaed. p. 78 D). Should the apostle tn erery case, in which he adapted 
himself as described in vv. 19-22, save sonve,—that is, in the one case of ac- 

commodation these, in the other those, but in all some,—there would result 

the wAcioves of ver. 19, whom it was his design to win as there summarily 
set forth. — cécw] make them partakers in the Messianic (salvation, vii. 16, 

x. 83 ; Rom. ix. 27, al. Not different in substance from xepdgow, but strong- 
er and more specific, as was suitable in expressing the final result. Comp. 
1 Tim. iv. 16. 

Ver. 23. Idvra dé ro] quite general ; now all that I dois done for the | 
gospels sake. — iva avyxorv. avtov yev.] Epexegesis of dia rd evayy.: in order 
that I may become a fellow-partaker therein. (a') Comp. on ovyxorv., Rom. xi. 
17. Whoever is included as belonging to those in whom the salvation pro- 
claimed in the gospel shall be fulfilled (at the day of judgment), enters 

along with them when this fulfilment is accomplished into the participa- 
tion of the gospel, to wit, through sharing in the common fruition of that 
which forms the real contents of the message of salvation. Hence the mean- 
ing in substance is : ¢n order to become one of those in whom the gospel will 
realize itself, through their attaining the Messianic salvation. Note the hu- 

mility of the expression ; he who laboured more than all others, has yet in 
view no higher reward for himsclf than just the salvation common to all 
believers. Flatt and Billroth make it : in order to take part in the spread- 
ing of the gospel. But the aim here stated corresponds to the BpaBeior in ver. 
24. The inward salvation of the moral life again (Semler and Pott) is only 

the ethical path of development, whereby men ultimately reach the ovyxorve- 
via here intended. Comp. Phil. iii. 10 ff. 

Ver. 24 ff. Exhortation to his readers to follow his example, clothed in 
figures borrowed from the relations of athletic competition among the 
Greeks (comp. Phil. iii. 12 ff.).—Doubtless Paul, writing to the Corinthians, 

was thinking of the Isthmian games, which continued to be held even after 
the destruction of the city by Mummius (Pausanias, ii. 2). There is no 
sufficient ground for supposing the Olympic games to be meant, as those 
in which the foot-race formed a peculiarly prominent feature (Spanheim, 

Wolf, al.), for running was not excluded at the other places of competition ; 
and it is not necessary to assume that the apostle had a knowledge enabling 
him to make nice distinctions between the different kinds of contest at the 
different games. —1d Bpafeiov] Afyerat d2 oiTw Td didduevov ylpag TH viKhoavee 
a0AnTD, and ev tov didévrev atro BpaBevrav Bpafetov, axd dé trav alAotrrurv 

4@20v, Scholiast on Pindar, O1.1.5. <Irégog dé éore tov ay&vog (the Isthmian) 

rirug (pine), Td dé avéxabev aédiva (not ivy, but parsley) xat aibrot Fv orégavoc, 

Scholiast on Pindar, Jsthm. ié9eot¢ ; comp. Plutarch, gu. symp. v. 3, and 

see Boeckh and Dissen, ad Pind. Ol. xiii. 38 ; Hermann, gottesdienstl. Al- 

terth. § 50. 27, ed. 2. In the application (iva xata2.), we are to understand 

the future Messianic saloation which all may reach. Comp. 1 Tim. vi. 12. — 
obrw tpéxere, tva] should not be rendered, as it is by most expositors, ‘‘ so 
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run, that,”—which the ive, as a particle expressive of design, makes inad- 
missible (comp. vv. 26, 27),—but : in such way run (like the one referred 

to), in order that. This docs away, too, with the awkwardness which would 

otherwise be involved in etc with the plural xaraAaByre. Paul exhorts his 
readers to run in a way as worthy of the prize (so to shane their inner and 
outer life), as the one who, by decision of the judge, receives the crown for 
the foot-race, in order that they may attain to it (7.6. the crown of the Mes- 
‘sianic salvation). (H’) There is no necd for the arbitrary insertion of the 
idea : ‘‘ as is necessary, in order that,” etc. (Hofmann). | 

Ver. 25. Aé] marks the transition to the course of conduct observed by 
any competitor for a prize. — The emphasis is on wae. It is from it that the 
conclusion is then drawn in ver. 26, éy® refvu. — 6 ayuviféu.] used as a sub- 

stantive. The statement is as to what every competitor does to prepare him- 
self for his struggle ; in all respects he exercises self-control (éyxpaz., see on Vii. 

9). The word aywvitecdac denotes every kind of competition, and includes 
therefore the more specific rpéyery (comp. Herod. v. 22 ; Xen. Anabd. iv. 8. 
27: aywrifeo9a: orddiov). Regarding the abstinence (especially from wine, 
sexual intercourse, and all heavy food except a good filesh-dict), by which 

the competitors had to prepare themselves for the struggle for ten months 
. previously, see Intpp. ad Hor. Art. Poet. 412 ff. ; Valckenaer, p. 251 ; 

Rosenmitiller, Morgenl. VI. p. 97 f. ; Hermann, gottesd. Alterth. § 50. 16 f. — 

swdévra] Accusative of more precise definition. See Lobeck, ad Aj. 1402. 
Comp. ix: 25. — éxeivoe pév ody x.7.A.} ili quidem igitur, to wit, the competi- 
tors proper. — jueic] we Christians. The mdvra éyxparebeodac holds of both 

the aywrilopévor, only with the first it is in the sphere of the body; with the 
second, in the moral domain. That the Christians, as striving in the moral 
field, actually ravra éyxparebovra:, is assumed by Paul, speaking from his ideal 

point of view, as a thing of course. 
Vv. 26, 27. So run I then, seeing that I, for my part, according +o ver. 

25, am prepared by such abstinence to strive for the incorruptible crown, in 
such a@ way as, etc. The apostle thus scts his own ethical mode of striving 
(asa runner and combatant) before his readers asa pattern. Respecting 
the following roivvy, which Paul has only in this passage, comp. Luke xx. 
25 ; Heb. xiii. 13 ; Hartung, Partik. II. p. 349 ; Baeumlein, Partik. p. 251 f. 

— ovKn adhiuwc] sc. tpéywv. The word means unapparent, not clear, reverse of 

apédndog. It may either be applied objectively to an action which is indistinct 
and not cognizable to others (Luke xi. 44 ; 1 Cor. xiv. 8); or subjecticely, 
so that the man who acts, hopes, etc., is himself not clear, but uncertain and 
hesitating as to manner, aim, and result ; comp. 2 Macc. vii. 84; 3 Macc. 

iv. 4; Thuc. i. 2. 1; Plato, Symp. p. 181 D; Soph. 7rackh. 667 ; Dem. 
416. 4; Polyb. xxx. 4. 17, viii. 3. 2, vi. 56. 11, iii. 54. 5 : adjAoe exiBaarg ; 
also in Xenoph., Plutarch, etc. So here ; and hence we should render : 

not without a clearly conscious assurance and certainty of running 8o as to reach 
the goal, Comp. Vulgate, ‘‘non in incertum ;” Chrysostom : mpé¢ oxorév 
tiva BAéruv, ovx ix Kal paryv, Phil. iii. 14, card oxomdy didxw ext 7d Bpafeiov, 

Bengel, ‘‘Scio quod petam et quomodo,” Melanchthon, ‘‘non coeco impetu 
sine cogitatione finis.” Hofmann takes it otherwise : ‘‘in whose case it is 
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quite apparent whither he would go,” thus bringing out the objective sense ; 
comp. also Grotius. But this would convey too little, for as a matter of 
course it must be plain in the case of every runner in a race whither he 
would go. Homberg’s rendering is better: ‘‘ut non in obscuro sim, sed 
potius inter reliquos emineam.” Comp. Ewald : ‘‘not asin the dark, but 
as in the sight of all., Still this does not correspond so well with the parallel 
dc ovk dépa dépwv, which implies the conception of the end in view. Alex. 

Morus and Billroth (comp. Olshausen) understand it as meaning, not with- 
out definite aim (not simply for private exercise). But this runs counter to 

the whole context, in which Paul is set forth as an actual runner in a race- 

course, so that the negative thus conveycd would be inappropriate. — oi« 
aépa dépwv| The boxer ought to strike his opponent, and not, missing him, 
to beat the air, to deal strokes in air. Comp. the German phrase, ‘‘ in’s 
Blaue hinein.” See Eustath. ad Zl. p. 668, 17, and the instances given by 
Wetstein. Comp. Theophilus, ad Autol. iii. 1. The context (see above on 
ad74.) forbids us to render, with Theodoret, Calovius, Bengel, Zachariae, 

Billroth, Riickert, Olshausen, Hofmann, and others: not in imaginary com- 
bat merely, without a real antagonist (oxauayia). Respecting the ovx in this 
passage, see Winer, p. 452 [E. T. 609]. —aAv’ trumdfu x.t.2.] but I beat my 

body blue,—alteration of the construction, in order to make the thought 
stand out in a more independent way ; comp. on vii. 87. The dA’d, how- 

ever, can have the effect only of presenting what is here stated as the oppo- 
site of aépa dépwy, not as that whereby a man simply prepares himself for the 
contest (Hofmann, comp. Pott). Paul regards his own body (the caya ric 
capxéc, Col. ii. 11, the seat of the nature opposed to God, of the law in his 
members, comp. Rom. vi. 6, vii. 28) as the adversary (avrayuviorhe), against 
whom he fights with an energetic and successful vehemence, just as a boxer 
beats the face of his opponent black and blue (respecting trwmdfecv, comp. 
on Luke xviii. 5, and Bos, Ezercitt. p. 140 ff.), so that those lusts (Gal. v. 
17), which war against the regenerate inner man, whose new principle of life 

is the Holy Spirit, lose their power and are not fulfilled. It is in substance 
the same thing as rd¢ mpdéecc tov odparog Savarovy in Rom. vill. 13 ; comp. 
Col. ili. 56. The result of the irwmidfw «.7.4. is, that the body becomes sub- 
missive to the moral will,’ yea, the members become weapons of righteous- 
ness (Rom. vi. 18). Hence Paul adds further : x. dovAaywya, I make it a 

slave (Diodorus, xii. 24 ; Theophrastus, Hp. 36 ; Theophyl. Simoc. Zp. 4), 
which also ‘‘a pyctis desumptum est ; nam qui vicerat, victum trahebat ad- 
versarium quasi servum,” Grotius. Against the abuse of this passage to 
favour ascctic scourgings of the body, see Deyling, Obse. I. p. 822 ff., ed. 
3. — dAdo xnpbtac}] after having been a herald to others. The apostle still 
keeps to the same figure, comparing his preaching, in which he summoned 
and exhorted men to the Christian life, to the office of the herald who mado 

known the laws of the games and called the champions to the combat. 
Riickert, who (with Chrysostom, Grotius, aJ.) regards «jp. as denoting 

1 Comp. the weaker analogies in profane writers, as Xen. Jfem. ii. 1. W; Cicero, Of. i. 

23. 79. 
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preaching without reference to the work of a herald, reminds us, in opposi- 
tion to the above view (comp. de Wette), that the herald certainly did not 
himself join in the combat. But this objection does not hold, for with Paul 
the case stood thus: He, in point of fact, was a herald, who joined personally 

in the contest ; and he had therefore to carry through his figure upon this 
footing, even although he thereby departed from the actually subsisting re- 
lations at the combats in the games.’ — adéx:poc] rejectaneus, unapproved, 4.¢. 
however, not ‘‘ne dignus quidem, qui ad certamen omnino admittar” (Pott), 
—for Paul is, from vv. 26, 27, actually in the midst of the contest,—but 

praemio indignus,—p) toig GAdove rd déov diddkac abrig Tov réAoug Tov dydvuy 

mavreAac dtaudptrw, Theodoret. (1°) 

Notes spy AMERIcAn EpIror. 

(a!) Paul's defence. Ver. 3. 

The Revised Version very properly agrees with Meyer in his view of the con- 
nection, and puts a period at the end of ver. 3. Obviously what the Apostle 
was defending was the fact of his Apostleship, and not his claim to equal rights 
with the other apostles. All the recent critics unite in this view. 

(B') ‘* Power to lead about a wife.” Ver. 5. 

Stanley says that two things are implied in this verse, viz. 1. That Paul was 
unmarried, which agrees with vii. 7; and 2. that the apostles generally were 
married, which agrees with the common tradition respecting all of them but 
John. 

(c') ‘* Doth God care for oxen ?’’ Ver. 9. 

The author’s remarks on this vexed passage are weighty, and yet there seems 
room for further statement. Stanley says: ‘‘ This is one of the many instances 

where the lesson which is regarded as subordinate is denied altogether, as in 

Hosea vi. 6, ‘I will have mercy and not sacrifice.’ God feeds the young ravens 
when they cry (Ps. cxlvii. 9), and the fowls of the air (Matt. vi. 26), and 

therefore Paul could not possibly intend to deny that the primary object of the 
precept was to secure just treatment for the laboring animal. What he meansa 

is that it had also a higher reference, viz., to teach the important truth that all 
labor should have its due compensation, and that they who by their toil obtain 
food for others ought themselves to share it.’’ 

(p') The sense of éfovoia. Ver. 12. 

In this verse is the fifth instance in the present chapter in which this word 
occurs. It is rendered in the common version power, for which Greeks usually 
employed another word (dunamis). The Revised Version in every case substi- 

tutes right (see vv. 4, 5, 6, 12), the sense being not physical, but moral au- 

thority. 

1 (Stanley remarks conceming thiscom- _and that sometimes, as in the case of Nero, 
plication of the metaphor,that itis rendered the victor in the games was also sclected 

less violent by the fact that the office ofthe as the herald to announce his success, — 
herald itself was an object of competition, TT. W.C.] 
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(z') Paul's glorying. Ver. 15. 

Both the true reading and the correct rendering of this verse are violently dis- 

puted, but happily all agree as to its essential meaning, viz. that Paul would 

rather die than abandon what was the chief boast of his life. In the next verses 

he declares that the preaching of the Gospel is in itself no merit in him, but an 

irresistible necessity, a bounden duty. He ig simply a servant doing what is 

commanded him (Luke xvii. 10), ora steward fulfilling his function (1 Cor. 
iv. i). Still, if he did the service willingly, voluntarily, and not merely out of 
a sense of obligation, he had a reward. Then in reply to the question, What is 
this reward? the answer is, ‘‘ My reward is that I have no reward.” To preach 
the Gospel without pay was what he coveted. To be permitied to serve others 
gratuitously was an honour and happiness. 

(fF!) ‘* That I might gain the more.” Ver. 19. 

Canon Evans well says : ‘“‘ It is the more of comparison between a lesser num- 
ber gained out of some classes, and a greater number gained out of all.’’ He 

would have greater success through gratuitious preaching attracting all, than 

through paid preaching attracting some but repelling others. 

a') ‘* That I may become a fellow-partaker.”” Ver. 23. ) y 
A new thought is here introduced. Up to this point he had been speaking of 

his self-denial for the sake of others ; here he begins to speak of it for his own 
sake. It is no longer ‘that I may save some,” but ‘‘ that I may be partaker of 
the Gospel with you,” i.e. as well as you. Do not think that I do not require 
this for myself. In order to do good, we must begood. To extend our Chris- 
tian liberty to its utmost range is dangerous, not only for others but for our- 

selves. This argument is supported, first, by his own example (ix. 24-27); sec- 
ondly, by the warning of the Israelitish history (x. 1-12) (Stanley). 

(H') ‘In such way run that ye may obtain.” Ver. 24, 

The application of the metaphor of the race to the progress of the Christian 
here occurs for the first time. Afterwards it is found in Philip. iii. 12, 14; 2 

Tim. iv. 7,8 ; Heb. xii.1. The argument is, ‘‘It is not enough merely to ran— 

all ran ; but as there is only one who is victorious, so you must run, not with 
the slowness of the many, but with the energy of the one.'’ This imagery, as 

might be expected from discourses delivered in Palestine, never occurs in the 

Gospels (Stanley). 

(1!) « Lest I myself should be rejected.” Ver. 27. 

What an argument and whata reproof is this! The reckless and listless Co- 
rinthians thought they could safely indulge themselves to the very verge of sin, 
while this devoted apostle considered himself as engaged in a life-struggle for 

his salvation. Yet at other times he breaks out in the most joyful assurance of 

salvation, and says that he was persuaded that nothing in heaven, earth, or hell 

could ever separate him from the love of God (Rom. viii. 38, 39). The one state 

of mind is the necessary condition of the other. It is only those who are con- 

scious of this constant and deadly struggle with sin to whom this assurance is 

given. It is the indolent and self-indulgent Christian who is always in doubt 

(Hodge). 
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CHAPTER X. 

Ver. 1. yép) Elz. bas dé, against decisive evidenco. An alteration arising from 
failure to understand the connection. — Ver. 2. éSanricavro] ACD EF GR 
min. Dial. Bas. Cyr. al. have ¢GarricOycav. Recommended by Griesb., adopted 

by Lachm. and Rickert. It is, however, an alteration to which copyists were 
induced by being accustomed to the passive of Garr. ; the middle is sufficient- 

ly attested by BK L, Orig. Chrys, al. — Ver. 9. Kiépiov] SoBC &, min. and 

several vss. and Fathers. The readings Océy and Xpioréy aro interpretations, the 

first occurring in A, 2, Slav. ms. Bede, the second adopted by Elz. Scholz, and 

Tisch. on the authority of DEF GK L, min. vss. Fathers ; defended also by 
Reiche. Epiphanius avers Xpiordv to be a change made by Marcion. — Vv. 9, 

10. Elz. adds xai after xafuc ; but this has too powerful testimony against it to 

be admissible on the ground of ver. 8. It is deleted by Lachm. Tisch. Riickert. 

— Ver. 9. azdédovro] Rickert, following A (?) B &, reads avGAAvvro, as he does 

also in ver. 10 on the authority of A. Rightly in boto cases; the change of tense 

was overlooked. — Ver. 11. rayra] is wanting after dé in A B17, Sahid. and sev- 

eral Fathers. It comes before it in DEFG x3, Aeth. and some Fathers. 

Bracketed by Lachm., deleted by Riick. and Tisch.; an addition naturally sug- 

gested. — rior] Lachm. and Riick. read rumixoc, following ABC K %, min. 
Syr. p. (on the margin), and many Fathers. Rightly ; the Recepta, defended 
by Reiche, is a repetition from ver. 6. As connected with rumxdc, how- 

ever, and resting on very much the same attestation (including §&), ovvégac- 

ysv should be adopted in place of ovvéBa:vov. — xargvrgcev] Lachm., and Tisch. 

have xarnvrnxev, on the authority of B D* E* F G &, 39, 46, and some Fathers. 

An instance of the frequent transformation of the perfect into the aorist form, 
with which the transcribers were more familiar. — Ver. 13. Elz. has oud after 

dtvacfat ; but this is an addition opposed by decisive evidence.— Ver. 19. Lachm. 
Riick. and Tisch. invert the order of the two questions, following B C** D E 
R## min. Copt. Sahid. Aeth. Vulg. Aug. Ambrosiast. Pel. Bede. Rightly. One 

of the two queries came to be left out, owing to the similarity in sound (so still 
in A C* and ®*), and was afterwards restored where it seemed to stand most 
naturally (according to the order of origin and operation). Reiche, nevertheless, 

in his Comm, crit. I. p. 240 f., tries to defend the Recepta (K L, with most of the 

min. Syr. utr. Goth. and Greek Fathers). — Ver. 20. d Ove: ra #0vn] Lachm. 

Rick. and Tisch. read d Ovovo.v, on very preponderant evidence (as also Otovory 
afterwards). The missing subject ra 29:7 was joined on to Qvovory (so still in 

AC &), which thereupon drew after it the change to @ie. — Ver. 23. Elz. has 
po. after wdvra, against decisive evidence. Borrowed from vi. 12. — Ver. 24. 
After éripov Elz. has éxacroc, im face of decisive testimony. Supplied, perhaps, 

from remembrance of Phil. ii. 4. — Ver. 27. dé] is wanting in A-B D* F G X&, 

and some min. Copt. Vulg. Antioch. Chrys. Aug. Ambrosiast. Pel. al. Lachm. 
and Rick. are right in rejecting it asa mere connective addition. — Ver. 28. 
lepéGvrov] approved by Griesb., and adopted by Lachm. Riick. Tisch. Elz. and 
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Scholz. again have «idwAd@vrov, contrary to A B H &, Sahid. and the indirect 

witnesses given by Tisch. The commoner word (which is defended by Reiche) 

was first written on the margin, and then taken into the text. — After cuveidnow 

Elz. has tov ydp Kupiav 7 yi x. 13 wAnpwpa attic. A repetition of the clause in 
ver. 26, which crept from the margin into the text ; it is condemned by deci- 

sive testimony, as is also the dé which Elz. puts after ei in ver. 30. 

ConTENTS on to xi. 1.—The warnings supplied by the history of our 
fathers urge us to this self-conqucst (vv. 1-11). Beware, therefore, of a 
fall ; the temptation has not yet gone beyond what you are able to bear, 

and God’s faithfulness will not suffer it to do so in the future ; flee, then, 
from idolatry (vv. 12-14). This exhortation is supported, as regards the 

eating of sacrificial meat, by the analogies of the Lord's Supper and the 

Jewish usages in partaking of sacrifices (vv. 15-18). And therewith Paul 
returns from the long digression, which has occupied him since ix. 1, to his 
main subject, which he is now in a position to wind up and dispose of with 
all the more vigour and terseness (vv. 19—xi. 1). 

Ver. 1. T'ép}] Paul had already, in ix. 26 f., set himself before his readers 
as an example of se/f-conquest ; he now justifies his special enforcement of 

this duty by the warning example of the fathers, Teiov avrove dedifacba 
BovaAnieicg trav xata Tov 'lopanA avaytuvfoxet, Kat Sour arfhiavoay ayabay kai bcarc 

meptétecay Tiwpiaic. Kal Kadei rirouc tobruv éxeiva, diddoxwy o¢ Ta Guota Treloor- 

rat Ti Syouv amotiav Kxrycduevot, Theodoret. —ov 6éAw tu. ayv.] indicating 

something of importance. See on Rom. xi. 25.—0oi warépec jy.) t.e. our 
forefathers at the time of the exodus from Egypt. ‘The apostle says yyuov, 

speaking, as in Rom.iv. 1, from his national consciousness, which was 
shared in by his Jewish readers, and well understood by his Gentile ones. 
The idea of the spiritual fatherhood of all belierers (Rom. iv. 11 ff., de 
Wette, al.), or that of the O. T. ancestry of the N. T. church (Hofmann), 
would suit only with holy ancestors as being the true Israel (comp. Rom. ix. 
5 ff. ; Gal. vi. 16), but does not harmonize with the fact of the fathers here 

referred to being cited as warnings. — 7dvrec] has strong emphasis,’ and is 
four times repeated, the coming contrast of ovx év roig xAeloowv, ver. 5, being 

already before the apostle’s mind. All had the blessing of the divine 
presence (7d Tr. veg. Foav), all that of the passage through the sea ; all re- 
ceived the analogue of baptism, ad that of eating, all that of drinking at the 
Lord’s Supper ; but with the majority God was not well pleased. — i7d 7. ved. | 
The well-known (rfv) pillar of cloud (Ex. xiii. 21 f.), in which God’s pres- 

ence was, is conceived as spreading its canopy over (i7é) the march of the 

people that followed it. Comp. Ps. cv. 89; Wisd. x. 17, xix. 7. — dea tij¢ 

6ai.| See Ex. xiv. 

Ver. 2. The discourse flows on in uninterrupted stream, beginning with 
the &r: in ver. 1, to the end of ver. 5; then follows the application in 
ver. 6. —el¢ tov Mutogv] in reference to Moses, so that they thereby devoted 

themselves to Moses as the deliverer and mediator whom God had sent 

them. Comp. on Rom. vi. 3; Matt. xxviii. 19. — éSamrrioarro] they had 

! Grotius : ‘tam qui sospites fuere, quam qui perierunt.” 
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themseloes baptized, had the same thing, that is to say, done to them in refer- 
ence to Moses as you had done to you in reference to Christ. The middle, 
which is not put here for the passive,—comp., on the contrary, what was 
said regarding dredote., vi. 11,—is purposely chosen, as in Acts xxii. 16, to 
denote the receptive sense (see Kiihner, II. p. 18; Valckenaer, p. 256; 

Winer, p. 289 [E. T. 819]); for although éGarr., and the subsequent é¢a}or 
and éroyv, do not represent any apparent merit, yet they certainly assume the 

reception of those wonderful divine manifestations, which nevertheless could 
not place the fathers, to whom such high privileges had been vouchsafed, 
in a position of safety afterwards, ctc. — év rg veg.] év is local, as in Barrilew 

év idar:, Matt. iii. 11, al., indicating the element in which, by immersion 
and emergence, the baptism was effected. Just as the convert was baptized 
én water with reference to Christ, so also that O. T. analogue of baptism, 
which presents itself in the people of Israel at the passage of the Red Sea 
with reference to Moses, was effected in the cloud under which they were, 
and in the sea through which they passed. So far as the sacred cloud, 
familiar to the readers, is concerned, there is no need for the assumption, 
based somewhat uncertainly on Ps. Ixviii. 9, of a ‘‘ pluvia ex nube decidua” 
(Wolf, comp. Pott); neither, again, is it enough to define the point of com- 

parison simply as Grotius does (comp. de Wette) : ‘‘Nubes impendebat 
illorum capiti, sic et aqua iis, qui baptizantur ; mare circumdabat eorum 
latera, sic et aqua eos, qui baptizantur.” The cloud and the sea, both being 
taken together as a type of the water of baptism, must be regarded as 
similar in nature. Comp. Pelagius : ‘‘ Et nubes proprium humo rem portat ;” 
so also Bengel : ‘‘ Nubes et mare sunt naturae aqueae (quare etiam Paulus 

de columna ignis silet).” (J’) Theodoret, on the other hand, with several 

more, among whom are Schrader, Olshausen, and Maier, makes the cloud a 
symbol of the Spirit (John iii. 5) ; but this would have against it the fact, 
that the baptism in the cloud (answering, according to this view, to the 
baptism of the Spirit) had preceded the baptism in the sea (water-baptism) ; 
so that we should have an incongruous representation of the baptism with 
water and the Holy Ghost. The cloud and the sca do not represent the tio 
elements in baptism, the former the heavenly, and the latter the earthly one; 

but both together form the undivided type of baptism. The type appro- 
priated the subjects to Moses as his; the antitype appropriates them to 

Christ as His redeemed ones ; and in both instances this is done with a view 

to their salvation, as in the one case from temporal bondage and ruin, so in 
the other from that which is spiritual and eternal. We may add, that there 

is room enough for the play of typico-allegorical interpretation, to allow the 
circumstance to be kept out of account that the Israelites went dry through 
the sea (Ex. xiv. 16 ff.). The most arbitrary working out of the exposition 

of details may be seen in Theodoret. 
Vv. 8, 4. Just as all received the self-same type of baptism (vv. 1, 2), so 

too all were partakers of one and the same analogue of the Christian ordi- 
nance of the Supper.’—1d airé] so that each one therefore stood on the very 

1 Bengel well says : ‘‘Si plura essent N. T. sacramenta, ceteris quoque simile quiddam 
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same level of apparent certainty of not being cast off by God. — The fpaya 
avevparexéy 18 the manna (Ex. xvi. 18 ff.), inasmuch as it was not, like com- 
mon food, a product of nature, but came as bread from heaven (Ps. Ixxviii. 

24 f.; Wisd. xvi. 20; John vi. 31 f.), the gift of God, who by His Spirit 
wrought marvellously for His people. Being vouchsafed by the yépic wvev- 

paring Of Jchovah, it was, although material in itself, a yéproza rvevparixdy, o 
food of supernatural, divine, and spiritual origin. Comp. Theodore of 
Mopsuestia : mvevyarixdy cadet nai rd Bpwpa kal 1d méya, a Gy tod xvebparog 

dugw dia tov Mutotug xara tiv anéppyrév avtov rapacydvrog divauev. ovrw dé cat 

wvevpariKny Exddeoev Ty Térpav, wo av TZ duvdpyer Tou wrebuartog éxdovoay Ta tdarc. 

What the Rabbins invented about the miraculous qualities of the manna may 
be seen in von der Hardt, Ephem. phil. pp. 101, 104 ; Eisenmenger’s entdeckt. 
Judenth., Il. p. 876 f., I. pp. 312, 467. Philo explains it as referring to the 
Logos, Leg. alleg. ii. p. 82, Quod. deter. pot. insid. sol. p. 218. — réua] Ex. 
xvii. 1-6 ; Num. xx. 2-11. Regarding the forms réua and raya, see Lobeck, 

Paral. p. 425 f. — &mvov . . . Xptoréc] a parenthetic cxplanation in detail 
as to the quite peculiar and marvellous character of this téua. The imper- 
fect docs not, like the preceding aorist, state the drinking absolutely as a 
historical fact, but is the descriptice imperfect, depicting the process of the 
éxiov according to the peculiar circumstances in which it took place ; it thus 
has a modal force, showing how things went on with the mdvreg . . . Exuov, 
while it was taking place. Bengel remarks rightly on the yap : * qualis 
petra, talis aqua.” — éx wvevuar. axoA. wétpac: 4 dé xétpa qv 6 X.] from a spir- 

itual rock that followed them ; the Rock, howecer (which we speak of here), 
toas Christ. vevyarixnjze has the emphasis ; it corresponds to the preceding 
avevpatcxév, and is explained more specifically by 7 dé 7. v6 X. The rela- 
tion denoted by dxoAocvotcncs, again, is assumed to be self-evident, and 

therefore no further explanation is given of the word. The thoughts, to 
which Paul here gives expression, are the following :—(1) To guard and 
help the Israelites in their journey through the wilderness, Christ accom- 

panied them, namely, in His pre-cxistent divine nature, and consequently as 
the Son of God (=the Aédyos of John), who afterwards appeared as man 

(comp. Wisd. x. 15 ff.). (2) The rock, from which the water that they 
drank flowed, was not an ordinary natural rock, but a wérpa mvevparing ; not 

the mere appearance or phantasm: of a rock, but an actual one, although of 
supernatural and heavenly origin, inasmuch as it was the real self-revelation 

and manifestation of the Son of God, who invisibly accompanied the host on 
its march ; it was, in other words, the very Christ from heaven, as being 

His own substantial and efficient presentation of Himself to men (comp. 
Targ. Isa. xvi. 1, and Philo’s view, p. 1103 A, that the rock was the co¢gia). 
(8) Such being the state of the case as to the rock, it must of necessity be a 
rock that followed, that accompanied and went with the children of Isracl in 

posuisset Paulus.’* At the same time, it nances in question. Both, however, are 

should be observed that the ecclesiastical equally essential and characteristic ele- 

notion of a sacrament does not appearin ments in the fellowship of the Christian 

the N. T., but is an abstraction from the life. Comp. Baur, neut. Theol. p. 200; Weiss, 
common characteristics of the two ord!il- Jidl. Theol. p. 853. 
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their way through the desert ; for Christ in His pre-existent condition, the 

heavenly ‘‘substratum,” so to speak, of this rock, went constantly with 

them, so that everywhere in the wilderness His essential presence could 
manifest itself in their actual experience through the rock with its abun- 
dant water ; and, in point of fact, did so manifest itself itself again and 

again. In drinking from the rock, they had their thirst quenched by Christ, 
who, making the rock His form of manifestation, supplied the water from 
Himself, although this marvellous speciality about the way in which their 
thirst was met remained hidden from the Israelites. — Since the apostle’s 
words thus clearly and completely cxplain themselves, we have no right to 
ascribe to Paul, what was a later invention of the Rabbins, the notion that 
the rock rolled along after the marching. host (Bammidbar, R. S. 1; Onkelos on 

Num. xxi. 18-20; and see Wetstein and Schéttgen, also Lund, Heiligth., 

ed. Wolf, p. 251) ; such fictions as these, when compared with what the 

apostle actually says, should certainly be regarded as extravagant aftcr- 
growths (in opposition to Rickert and de Wette). It is just as unwarrant- 

able, however, to explain away, by any exegetical expedient, this rock which 
followed them, and which was Christ. The attempts which have been made 
with this view run directly counter to the plain meaning of the words ; ¢.g. 
the interpretation of Erasmus, Beza, Calvin, Piscator, Drusius, Grotius, 

Lightfoot, Billroth, al. (which dates from Theodore of Mopsuestia), that the 
rock means here what came from it, the water (!), which, they hold, followed 

the people and prefigured Christ (jv).- That #v denotes here significabat (so too 
Augustine, Vatablus, Salmasius, Bengel, Loesner, ai.), is a purely arbitrary 
assumptjon, secing that Paul neither says éori, nor rirog #v, or the like, nor 

even indicates in any way in the context a typico-allegorical reference. This 
applies also against what Ch. F. Fritzsche has in his Nova Opuse. p. 261 : 

‘¢ The rock in the wilderness was a rock of blessing, strength, and life-giving 
for the Jews, and thus it prefigures Christ,” ete. Pauf does not say anything 
of the sort ; it is simply his expositors who insert it on their own authority. 
Baur, too, does violence to the apostle’s words (comp. his neut. Theol. p. 
193), by asserting that Paul speaks of Christ as the rvevy. xérpa only in so 

far as he saw a type which had reference to Christ in the rock that followed 

the Israclites, according to the allegoric interpretation which he put upon 
it.’ See, in opposition to this, Ribiger, Christol. Paul. p. 81 f. ; Weiss, 
bibl. Theol. p. 819. The ordinary exposition comes nearer to the truth, but 
fails to reach it in this respect, that it does not keep firm enough hold of 
the statement, that ‘‘ that rock was Christ,” and so of its identity with 
Him, but takes Christ to be the Rock only in an ideal and figurative sense, 
regarding Him as different from the rock from which the water flowed, but 
as the author of its supply. So, in substance, Chrysostom,” Oecumenius, 

Theophylact, Melanchthon, Cornelius & Lapide, and many others, among 

1 Baur is wholly unwarranted {n taking  ¢noiv ov yap dy cal xpd rovrov avdBAvger, add’ 
axvevnariass, ver. 8f., in the sense of fypical  érépa rig wéfpa mvevuarich Td way sipyd¢ero, 
or allegorically significant. His appeal to ovréorw & Xpiords 6 raphy avroie waryTaxo¥ 

Rev.xi. 8 and Barnab. 10 ts {rrelevant. nat wdyra Savparoupywr, 

2 ov yap) THs wéTpas Sues TO Ldn Hdier 
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whom are Flatt, Kling in the Stud. und Krit. 1839, p. 885 ; Osiander, 
Neander, Hofmann.’ (x’) 

Ver. 5. Oix év roig rizioov] not with the greater part of them. <A tragical 
litotes. Caleb and Joshua alone reached the land of promise. Num. xiv. 
80. —xarecrpd6ycav| were struck down.* Comp. Num. xiv. 16, 29. Their 
dying in the wilderness (some by a violent, some by a natural death) is here 
vividly portrayed, in accordance with Num. xiv., as death by the hand of 

God (Herod. viii. 58, ix. 76 ; Xen. Cyr. iii. 3. 64; Judith vii. 14 ; 2 Macc. 
v. 26). Comp. also Heb. iii. 17. 

Ver. 6. The typical reference of what is adduced in vv. 1-5 to the Chris- 
tians : These things (while they so fell out) became types of us, i.e. historical 
transactions of the O. T., guided and shaped by God, and designed by Him 
figuratively to represent the corresponding relation and experience on the 
part of Christians. See regarding rioc, on Rom. v. 14. — éyev#Oyoav] The 
plural is by attraction from the predicate rim. See Ktthner, II. p. 53.f.; 
Kriiger, § lxiii. 6. Hofmann (comp. vi. 11) takes the Israelites as the sub- 

ject : ‘* They became this as types of us ;” but the recurrence of the raira in 
ver. 11 should have been enough of itself to preclude such a view. — ém- 

Ovuunt. kaxiv] quite general in its reference : desirers (Herod. vii. 6 ; Dem. 

661 ult., and often in Plato) of evil things (Rom. i. 80). To restrict it to the 
‘* Corinthios epulatores” (Grotius) is arbitrary ; for it is equally so to con- 
fine the xafic xaxeivor ere. which follows solely (Rickert, de Wette, 

Osiander, Neander), or particularly (Hofmann), to the desire of the Israelites 

Jor flesh (Num. xi. 4), whereas in truth the words refer generally to the 
evil lusts which they manifested so often and in so many ways upon their 

journey, that particular desire not excluded. 

Ver. 7. There follows now upon this general warning the first of four 
special ones against sins, to which the éri@uueiv xaxév might very easily lead. 
‘*Eligit, quod maxime Corinthiis congruebat,” Calvin. — dé] also in par- 

ticular do not. Comp. Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 314 [E. T. 366]. The rep- 
ctitions of u7dé which follow, too, from ver. 8 to ver. 10 are also negatived, 

but in continuance of the special prohibitions, — yiveofe] in the second per- 

1 Comp. his Schriftbew. I. p. 171: ‘* The rock 

. from which the water flowed was a natu- 

ral one, and stood fast in its own place; 
but the true Rock that really gave the 

water was the Oe: W¥ (Isa. xxx. 29), 
was Jehovah, who went with Israel."’ By 

not calling the Rock God, but Chrisi, the 

apostle points forward, as it were (accord- 

ing to Hofmann), to the application which 

he is about to make of the words, namely, 

to the cup which Christ gives us to drink. 

But Paul's words are so simple, clear, and 
definite, that it is impossible to get off 
by any guid pro quo. For the rest, it isto 
be observed that in this passage, as in the 

previous one, where the crossing of the sea 

is taken as a typical prefiguration of bap- 

tism, we have doubtless a Radvdinical pro- 

cess of thought on the part of the apostle, 
which, as such, is not to be measured by 

the taste of our day. so that this unvar- 

nished exegetical, conception of It might be 
get down as something “ absurd,” as is 
doneby Hofmann. The Rabbinical culture 
of his time, under which the apostle grew 
up, was not done away with by the fact of 

his becoming the vessel of divine grace, 
revelation, and power. Comp. Gal. iv. 22 ff. 
Our passage has nothing whatever to do 

with Isa. xxx. 29, where men go up Into the 
temple to Jehovah, the Rock of Israel. It 

is of importance, however, in connection 
with Paul’s doctrine regarding the prv-ex- 

istence of Christ and its accordance with 

the doctrine of the Logos. 

2 (Literally, strewed as corpses.—T. W. C.] 
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son, because of the epectal danger to which his readers, from their cireum- 
stances, were exposed. Comp. on ver. 10. — eidwAoAdrpa:] What Paul means 
is the indirect idolatry involved in partaking of the heathen sacrificial feasts. 
Comp. on v. 11. This is clear from the quotation which he goes on to 
make (g¢ayeiv x. meiv), Comp. vv. 14, 20, 21. The passage cited is Ex. 
xxxii. 6 according to the LXX.; it describes the sacrificial feast after the 
sacrifice offered to the golden calf. The rivéo atrév, four times repeated, 

certain of them, notwithstanding there were very many (although not all), 
brings out all the more forcibly the offences over-against the greatness of 
the penal judgments. Comp. on Rom. iii. 3. — xaifew] to be merry. This 
comprised dancing, as we may gather from Ex. xxxii. 19, and from ancient 
customs generally at sacrificial feasts ; but to make this the thing specially 

-referred to here (Hom. Od. viii. 251 ; Hesiod, Seut. 277 ; Pindar, 02. xiii. 
128) does not harmonize with the more general medning of pny? in the 
original text. To understand the phrase as indicating unchastity (Tertull. 

de jeyun. 6) is contrary to Ex. xxxii, 18, 19, and Philo, de vit. Mos. 8, pp. 

677 D, 694 A. 
Ver. 8. 'Erdépvevcav] Num. xxv. 1 ff. —eixooe rpeic] According to Num. 

xxv. 9, there were 24,000. So too Philo, de cté. Mos. 1, p. 694 A; de 

JSortit. p. 742 D ; and the Rabbins in Lightfoot, Horae, p. 205 ; also Jose- 
phus, Antt. iv. 6. 12. A slip of memory on the apostle’s part, (L’) as might 
easily take place, so that there is no need of supposing a variation in the 
tradition (Bengel, Pott), or an error in his copy of the LXX. (Ewald). 
Among the arbitrary attempts at reconciliation which have been made are 
the following : that Paul narrates only what happened on one day, Moses 
what happened on two (Grotius) ; that Moses gives the maximum, Paul the 

minimum (Calvin, Bengel) ; that 28,000 fell vt dicina, and 1000 gladio ee- 
lotarum (Krebs, after Bernard and Havercamp on Josephus, loc. cit.) ; that 

Paul states merely what befell the tribe at Simeon (Michaelis). Cajetanus 

and Surenhusius would have us read eixoo: réocapec, as, in point of fact, is 
given in a few codd., but manifestly by way of correction. Osiander too 
leans to this ; comp. Valckenaer. 

Ver. 9. ’Exrecp.| Stronger than the simple verb (to prove to the full), Matt. 
iv. 7; Luke x. 25. Comp. the classic éxmecpéoyzac (Herod. iii. 185 ; Plat. 

ep. 18, p. 862 E). To try the Lord,’ W1-N¥ 103, means generally, to let it 
come to the point whether He will show Himself to be God; in this case: 
whether He will punish (‘‘ quousque itura sit ejus patientia,” Grotius). See 
in general, Wetstein, ad Matt. iv. 7. What special kind of trying Paul has 
here in view, appears from xafc x.r.A., where the reference is to the people 
after their deliverance losing heart over the contrast between their position 
in the wilderness and the pleasures of Egypt. See Num. xxi. 4-6. The 
readers therefore could not fail to understand that what the apostle meant 
was discontent on their part with their present Christian position, as involv- 
ing so much renunciation of sensual pleasures formerly indulged in. How 

1The Kvpios is God in Num. xxi. 4 ff. had no reason torefer it to Christ as the 
Paul’s readers, whose familiarity with the Adyos dvapxos (from which comes the Recep- 
history in question is taken for granted, (a Xptordv), 
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many, forgetting the blessings of their spiritual deliverance, might look 
back with a discontented longing to the license of the past! It is a 
common opinion that Paul designates their participation in the sacrificial 
feasts as atempting of God (comp. ver. 22, where, however, the connection 
is totally different, and ray xiprov does not apply to God at all). So Bill- 
roth, Riickert, de Wette, Osiander, Maier; but this is quite at variance 

with the context, because not in keeping with the historical events indicated 
by the «aoe xai x.7.4., and familiar to the readers. The context equally 
forbids the interpretations of Chrysostom and Theophylact : the craving for 
wonders ; Theodorct, the speaking with tongues; Grotius, the conduct of 
the schismatics ; and Michaelis, that of the anti-Pauline party. — éxeipacav] 

namely, avrév, not in an absolute sense (Winer, Reiche). — aréAAvrro] see 

the critical remarks. The imperfect lays the stress on the continuous devel- 

opment of what occurred, and thus places it in the foreground of the his- 
toric picture. See Kiihner, II. p. 74. As to éré with azdd1., see Valcke- 
naer, p. 261. Ellendt, Ler. Soph. II. p. 880. 

Ver. 10. Nor murmur, ete. ; expression of contumacious discontent (Matt. 
xx. 11; Phil. i. 14), without right of reason. Against whom? is discovered 
from the narratire, to which Paul here refers us. That this is to be found 
not in Num. xiv. (the more common view), but in Num. xvi. 41, 49 (Cal- 

vin, de Wette, Osiander, Neander, Maier, Ewald), is clear, in the first place, 
beeause aha. t7d 7. oAo8p. denotes a violent death, which does not tally 
with Num. xiv. ; and, in the second, because rivég avrév cannot apply to 
the whole people (except Caleb and Joshua), which it would have to do ac- 
cording to Num. xiv. If, however, what Paul has here in view is the mur- 

muring against Afoses and Aaron after the death of Korah and his company 
(Num. xvi. 41, 49), then his prohibition must refer not to discontent against 

God (which was, moreover, referred to already in ver. 9), but only to mur- 
muring against the divinely commissioned teachers (Paul, Apollos, and others), 

who, in their position and authoritative exercise of discipline, corresponded 
to the type of Moses and Aaron as the theocratic leaders and teachers of the 
rebellious people. And it is for this reason that he uses the second person 
here, although the first both precedes and follows it. Amidst the self-con- 
ceit and frivolity which were so rife at Corinth, and under the influences 

of the party-spirit that prevailed, there could not fail to be perverse dispo- 
sitions of the kind indicated, which would find abundant expression. 

Comp. the evils prevalent in the same community at a later date, against 
which Clement contends in his epistle. — a7éAA. io +. 6208p.) namely, the 

14,700, whose destruction (Num. xvi. 46 ff.) is ascribed to the plague (\82'2) 

of God. Paul defines this more closely as wrought by the Destroyer (Hesy- 

chius, Avuedv), who is the executor of the divine plague, just as in Ex. xii. 
23 the MN) executes the plague (41) of God,—this personal rendering 
of Mw (according to others, pernicies), which was the traditional one 
from the earliest times among Jews and Christians alike, being followed by 
the apostle also. The d2ofpeurie (6 dAofpevwr, Ex. xl. 23 ; Heb. xi. 28 ; Wisd. 

xviii. 25. Comp. 2 Sam. xxiv. 16 ; Isa. xxxvii. 86 ; Job xxxiii. 22, al. ; Acts 

xii. 23) is the angel commissioned by God tocarry out the slaughter ; and he 
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again is neither to be conceived of as an evil angel (a conception still foreign 
to the old Hebrew theology in general ; see also 1 Chron. xxi. 12 ; 2 Chron. 

‘xxxii. 21; 2 Macc. xv. 22, 23), nor rationalized into a pestilence. The 

Rabbinical doctrine of the NII yn (see Eisenmenger, entdecktes Judenth. 
I. p. 854 ff.) developed itself out of the Hebrew idea. — OAofpebu, and the 
words formed from it, belong to the Alexandrian Greek. See Bleek on 
Heb. TI. p. 809. But the reading oAe6p., although in itself more correct, is 
very weakly attested here. 

Ver. 11. Taira] These facts, referred to in ver. 6 ff. — rumixéc] in a typi- 
cal fashion,’ in such a way that, as they fell out, a typical character, a pre- 

dictive reference, impressed itself upon them. Eisenmenger (II. p. 159 f., 
264, 801) gives passages from the Rabbins in support of the principle of the 
interconnection of the whole theocratic history : ‘‘ Quicquid evenit patribus, 
signum filiis,”—a principle generally correct according to the idea of the 

Gea poipa. It is only among the Fathers that we find rumxdés and rumede 
used anywhere clse in this sense (it is otherwise in Plutarch, Mor. p. 442 

C). —ovvéBavov] brings out the progressive development of the events ; the 
aorist éypdgy simply states the fact.2 Comp. on ver. 4, and Matthiae, p. 
1117. The dé contrasts éypdgy x«.7.A. with what precedes it, expressing 
‘‘quod novum quid accedit, oppositionem quandam,” Hermann, ad Viger. 

p. 845: ‘“‘that it was written, again, was for,” etc. — rpé¢ voveciay pudv] 
Sor our admonition (comp. on iv. 14). That is to say, when we are tempted 

to the same sins, then should the thought of those facts that happened 
tumixac, Warn us not to bring down upon oursclves like judgments by like 
offences. As to the later form, voviecia in place of vovférnarg and vovberia, 

see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 512. —ei¢ ob¢ x.7.4.] is not opposed, as Hofmann 

would have it, to the beginning of Israel’s history, to which the transactions 

in question belong, which is neither conveyed by the text nor in itself his- 
torically correct (for the beginning of that history lics in the days of the 
patriarchs) ; but it gives point to the warning by reminding the readers how 

nigh at hand the day was of retributive decision. Téa réAn rav aidvur is identi- 
cal with 7} cvvrédca tov aidvur, Heb. ix. 26, the concrete rd réAz (the ends) 
being put here for the abstract ovyréAcca (consummation). In other words, 
upon the supposition of the Parousia being close at hand, the last times of 
the world were now come ; the aiévec, which had their commencement at its 

beginning, were now running out their final course. The plural expression 
ra réAy, here used, corresponds to the conception of a plurality of periods in 

the world’s history, whose common consummation should carry with it the 
Jinal issues of them all.* With the Parousia the aidveg érepyduevo: (see on 

1The Recepia réwo. would mean: These 
things happened to them as types; comp. 
ver. 6. Hofmann takes tadrva 8¢ riwo: ag an 
independent clause. But whatan arbitrary 
disruption of the sentence this would be! 
And how thoroughly self-evident and void 

of significance the ovydBa:voy éxeivors Would 
in that case be! 

* (The former verb (plural) relates to the 

events In defail ; the latter (singular) to the 
record as a whole.—T. W. C.] 

3 Weiss, in his di. Theol. p. 801, gives a 
different interpretation, making ra réAy the 
goals. Each of the past aiaves, according 
to his view, served as a preparation for the 
time of full maturity. But Paul always uses 

tédos in the sense of end (in 1 Tim. 1. 5 it is 

otherwise) ; and this, too, is the most natural 
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Eph. ii. 7) begia to run. What is implied by the plural is not one thing 
running alongside of another, in particular, not the time of Israel and the 
time of the Gentiles (Hofmann), but the succession of the world-periods, one 
coming after another. So always, where aidvec occurs in a temporal sense. 

—xarhvryxev] They have reached to us, t.e. have fallen upon our lifetime, and 

are how here. The aidver are conceived of as stretching themselves out, -as 
it were, in space. Comp. xiv. 86. 

Ver. 12. ‘Qore] Wherefore, warned by these instances from the O. T. — 
éordva:] whosoever thinks that he stands, i.e. is yirm and secure (Rom. ‘v. 2, 
and comp. on 1 Cor. xv. 1) in the Christian life, namely, in strength of 

faith, virtue, etc. Comp. Rom. xiv. 4. — Bieréru, un? réog]) points to the 
moral fall, whereby a man comes to live and act in an unchristian way. 

The greater, in any case, the self-confidence, the greater the danger of such 
a fall, And how much must the moral illusions abroad at Corinth have 

made this warning needful! Others understand the continuance in, or 
falling from, a state of grace to be meant (see Calvin, Bengel, Osiander). 
But all the admonitions, from ver. 6 onwards (see, too, ver. 14), have a 

direct reference to falling into sins, the consequence of which is a falling from 
grace so as to come under the divine opyf (comp. Gal. v. 4). 

Ver. 138. Encouragement to this Bierérea ui) réoy. ‘‘ Your temptations, as 
you know, have not hitherto gone beyond your strength, neither will they, 

through the faithfulness of God, do so in the future.” Rickert follows 
Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylact, Grotius, Bengel, Zachariae, and others, 
in his interpretation : ‘‘ You are not yet out of danger ; the temptations 
which have hitherto assailed you were only human ones, and you have not 

withstood them over-well (7) ; there may come others greater and mare 
grievous.” Similarly Olshausen, de Wette, Osiander, Neander, Ewald ; so 
that, according to this view, Paul seeks first of all to humble, and then, 
from moré¢ onwards, to encodurage,—a connecting thought, however, being 
tnterpolated between the two clauses (‘‘sed nunc major tentatio imminet,” 
Bengel). — reipacuéc] The context makes no special mention of sufferings and 
persecutions (Chrysostom, Theodoret, Camerarius, Grotius, Ewald, al.), buat 

of incitements to sin in general, as things which, if not overcome, instead of 
being a discipline to the man exposed to them, will bring about his rirrec ; 
but suffering is included among the rest in virtue of the moral dangers which 
it involves. Pott restricts the reference too much (comp. also Hofmann) : 
‘*tentatio quae per invitationem ad convivia illa vobis accidit,” which is 
inadmissible in view of the general terms employed in ver. 12 ; the particular 
application follows only in ver. 14. — ciAngev] marks the continuance of the 
fact of its not having taken them. It has not done so, and does not now. 
This use of AauBdvecy, in reference to fortunes, states, etc., which seize upon 

- men, is very common in the classics (Thuc. ii. 42 ; Pind. O7. i. 180 ; Ken. 
Symp. i. 15, and often in Homer). Comp. Luke v. 26, vii. 16 ; Wisd. xi. 
12; Bar. vi. 5. — avdparivoc] i.6. viribus humanis accommodatus, ovxy ixép 5 

meaning here, where he is speaking of the the same as In wAvjpepe trav caper, Eph. 1 

lapse of periods of time. The thought is 9f. 
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dvara: évSpuroe. See Pollux, iii. 131. The fact that in the second clause of 
the verse this phrase has imép 8 diwaode and rov dbvacda treveyxeiv corre- 
sponding to it, militates against the rendering : ‘‘not of superhuman origin” 
(comp. Plato, Ale. i. p. 108 A; Phaedr. p. 259 D; Rep. p. 497 C, 492 B), 
4.6. either not from the decil (Melanchthon, Piscator, Vorstius, aJ.), or not 
from God (Olshausen, who finds an allusion in the second clause to the dolo- 
res Messiae). Comp. ovx avd pwrivy xaxia, Polyb. i. 67. 6, and the like ; Plato, 
Prot. p. 844 ©, Crat. p. 488 C ; oie avipurtyne duvéueuc, Thuc. vi. 78. 2 ; 
80a évPpwrot (86. divavrat), Plato, Rep. p. 467 C ; petlov } car’ dvdpurov, Soph. 
Oced. Ool. 604. Chrysostom : dv8pémivoc, rovrtor: puxpdc, Bpaxic, obuperpoc. — 
wworéc}] for if He allowed them to be tempted beyond their powers, He 
would then be unfaithful to them as regards His having called them to the 
Messianic salvation, which now, in the case supposed, it would be impossi- 
ble for them to reach. (™")— 3c] in the sense of &rz obroc, like the German “er 
der.” Comp. Bernhardy, p. 291. ‘Ocye would be still more emphatic. —& 

Svacde] what you are in a position to bear. The context shows the more 
special meaning. Comp. on iii. 2. — G42@ roefoet x.t.A.] but will with the (then 
existing) temptation make also the issue, i.e. not the one without the other. 
God is therefore conceived of here as He who makes the temptation, i.<«. 
brings about the circumstances and situations which give rise to it (comp. 
on Matt. vi. 18), but, previously, as He who lets men be tempted. The two 
things, according to Paul’s view of the divine agency in the world, are in 
substance the same ; the God who allows the thing to be is He also who 
brings it to pass. Hence the two modes of conception may be used inter- 
changeably, as here, without contradiction. Comp. on Rom. i. 24.—r. 
&xBactv} the issue (egressum, Wisd. ii. 17, viii. 9, xi. 16; Hom. Od. v. 410; 
Xen. Anab. iv. 1. 20, iv. 2.1; Polyb. iv. 64. 5) from the temptation, so 
that one escapes out of it morally free (comp. éx recpacpod PbecOa, 2 Pet. ii. 
9) ; similarly Eur. Med. 279, éxBaote dryc. Theophylact gives the sense with 
substantial correctness, rjv dradAay?v rod recpacuod ; but it is unsuitable to 
make, as he does, the ody «.r.A. refer to coincidence in time (dua ro éreAdeiv 

tuiv Trav wetpacudv) ; 80 also Hofmann. Bengel puts it well: ‘‘xai, etiam, 
indivulso nexu.” — rov divacda: érev.] does not say wherein the issue might 

consist (of being able to bear the temptation ; comp. Fritzsche, ad Matth. p. 
844), for the divacda: ivev. ts nO ExBacie (the taking it 80 is tlogical) ; but it 
is the genitive of design: in order that you may be able to bear it (the tempta- 
tion). Were it not that God gave the écSaocc along with the re:pacudc, the 
latter would be too heavy for you ; you would not be able to bear up under 
it, but would be crushed altogether. But that is not His will. That ipac 
should be supplied to dév. trev., is clear of itself from what precedes. See 
Kihner, ad Xen. Mem. iii. 6. 10. | 

Ver. 14. Acérep] for this very reason (viii. 18), to wit, in order that you 
may not withdraw from this saving guidance of the faithful God, and de- 
prive yourselves of it ; idolatry would separate you from God. Comp. ver. 
22. And they would make themselves indirectly guilty of idolatry by par- 
tabing of the sacrificial feasts. See vv. 7, 20 f. As respects gebyew dnd, 
Sugiendo discedere a, see on Matt. ili. 7, Réiickert would draw a distinction 
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here to the effect that, had the verb been joined with the accusative (vi. 18), 
it would have indicated that the readers were already involved in idolatrous 
worship ; but this is untenable (2 Tim. ii. 22 ; Wisd. i. 5 ; Plato, Legg. i. 

p. 686 E ; Soph. Phil. 687, Oed. R. 355), being a confusion of the phrase in 
question with ¢etyecy éx (Xen. Anad, i. 2.18 ; Tob. i. 18). The precise meaning 
here must be sought in the context, which certainly gives us only the idea of 

the danger being at hand (ver. 7). 
Ver. 15 ff. Paul has just been forbidding his readers to participate in the 

sacrificial feasts, on the ground of its being idolatry. This he now explains by 

the analogy of the holy fellowship, into which the Lord’s Supper (vv. 15-17), 
and participation in the Israelitish sacrifices (ver. 18), respectively brought 
those who partook of them. It does not follow from his second illustration 

that the idols were gods, but that they were demons, with whom his readers 
should have no fellowship ; one could not partake both of Christ’s table and 
of the table of demons (vv. 19-22). The former excludes the latter. 

Ver. 15. ‘Qe gpovipzarc] i.e. to those of whom I take for granted that they 
are intelligent ; d¢ indicates the mode of contemplation, the aspect under 
which he regards his readers in saying to them, etc. Comp. iii. 1; 2 Cor. 

vi. 13, al. See Bernhardy, p. 888. — Aéyw refers to xpivare dy. 5 6. (comp. 

vii. 12), and 5 gnu points to what follows in vv. 16-18. ‘‘As to intelligent 
men (who can judge aright), J say: judge ye what I affirm.” On the differ- 

ence between Aéyw and gnui, comp. Rom. iii. 8 ; Herod. iii. 85 ; Xen. Apol. 
13, Anad. i. 7. 18, vi. 6. 16, ii. 1. 14; Ellendt, Lez. Soph. II. p. 906. — 
The emphasis is on tyeic ; your own judgment shall decide. 

Ver. 16. Td rorfpwv] It is most natural to take this as in the accusative, 
after the analogy of the second clause of the verse (against Riickert). 
Respecting the attractio inversa, as in Matt. xxi. 42, see Bornemann, Schol. 
in Inc. p. 16 f. ; Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 247 [E. T. 288] ; Kihner, I. p. 
512. This Greek fashion of ‘‘ trajection” is of such common occurrence, 

that it is a piece of pure arbitrariness to infer, with Hofmann, from the 
accusative here that the action of blessing and breaking, of which the ele- 
ments are the objects, makes them the xovwvia. — Paul names the eup jirst, 
not because at the sacrificial feasts men thought less about food than about 
a pleasant meeting primarily for enjoying wine (they came for eating and 
drinking), but because he means to speak at more length about the bread, 
and in connection with it, especially to discuss the Israelitic partaking of 
the sacrifices, as i¢ suited his theme of the meat offered toidols. For this reason 
he begins here by disposing briefly of the point concerning the cup. In 
chap. xi. he does otherwise, because not regarding the matter’ there 
from this special point of view. — rq eiAoyiac] genit. qualit., i.e. the cup over 
which the blessing is spoken, namely, when the wine contained in it is 

expressly consecrated by prayer to the sacred use of the Lord’s‘Supper.’ It 

' Whohad to officiate at thisconsecration? Justin Martyr's time (Apol. I. 65) it fell to the 
Every Christian man probably might doso i =smpoeorss, but so that the president is con 

at that time, when the arrangements of ceived as representing and acting in fellow- 
church-life as regards public worship were ship with the congregation. See Ritschl, 

as yet so little reduced to fixed order. In altkathol. K.p.865f. The pluraisin the pas- 
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is a mistake to understand ric evAoy. actively : the cup which brings blessing 
(Flatt, Olshausen, Kling), as the more detailed explanations which follow 

are sufficient of themselves to prove. They equally forbid the explanation 
of Schulz : the cup of praise’ (comp. Kahnis, Lehre vom Abendm. p. 128). 
Neither should the phrase be viewed as a terminus technicus borrowed from 
the Jewish liturgy, and answering to the 73937 D1D. See on Matt. xxvi. 
27, and Rickert, Abendm. p. 219 f. —4 evAoyotyev}] an epexegesis giving 
additional solemnity to the statement: which we bless, consecrate with 

prayer, when we cclebrate the Lord’s Supper. Comp. Mark viii. 7 ; Luke 
ix. 16; 1 Sam. ix. 13. Evbdoy. in its literal sense must not be confounded 
with cbyapior. (Erasmus, Zwingli, Melanchthon, Beza : ‘‘ quod cum gratia- 

rum actione sumimus”), although the prayer was, in point of fact, a thanksgiv- 

ing prayer in accordance with Christ’s example, xi. 24 f. As tothe difference 
between the two words, comp. on xiv. 16. — ovyi cow. r. aix. tr. X. éore] This 
is aptly explained by Grotius (after Melanchthon and others): ‘‘ xo:vwviav 
vocat id, per quod fit ipsa communio.” The cup, 7.6. its contents as these 
are presented and partaken of, is the medium of this fellowship ; it is real- 

diced in the partaking.* Comp. i. 80; John xii. 25, xvii. 3; Rodatz in 
Rudelbach’s Zeitschrift, 1844, 1, p. 181 ; Fritzsche, ad Rom. II. p. 81. The 

sense therefore is: Js not communion with the blood of Christ established 
through partaking of the cup?* ‘Eori never means anything else than est 
(never significat) ; it is the copula of azistencs ; whether this, however, be 
actual or symbolical (or allegorical) existence, the context alone must decide. 

Here it must necessarily have the former sense (against Billroth), for the 
mere significance of a participation would go no way towards proving the 
proposition that eating meat offered to idols was idolatry ; and as, therefore, 
in ver. 18. it is not the significance, but the fact of the participation, that is 
expressed (comp. ver. 20), so also must it of necessity be here. What sort 
of @ participation it might be, was of no importance in the present connec- 

sage before us are the utterance of the 
Caristian consciousness of fellowship, to which 
{t makes no difference who, in each sepa- 
rate case, may be the ministerial organ of 
the fellowship. Kahbnis explains them from 
the amen of the congregation (Justin, loc. 

eit.) ; but that itself was primarily the time- 

hallowed expression of that consciousness. 
1 With excessive arbitrariness Hofmann 

(comp. his Schriftdew. IT. 2, p. 225 f.) insists 
on taking evAoyia otherwise than evAcyotper; 
the former, in the sense of an ascription of 
pratse, with God as its subject ; the latter, 

fn the sense of consecrating the cup. The 
consecration, according to him, makes the 
difference between it and the Passover cup. 
But the said difference could not have been 
expressed by Paul in a more unsuitable 
or perplexing way than by repeating the 

same word. 
® Hofmann too comes to this In substance 

after all, although ho tries to escape from 

it, taking xocrywvia as “* the matter of fact of a 
Joint (1) participancy,” and then opining that 

the apostle has in view an eating of the 
bread and drinking of the wine, which dy 
means of this corporeal process, and with- 
out its being possible to eat and drink 
merely bread and wine, makes us joint-par- 
takers of the body and blood of Christ. In 

support of the meaning thus assigned to 

cxowrwvia, Hofmann appeals inappropriately 

to 1.9; 2 Cor. xiff. 18; 1 John {. 3. Joint 

participancy would be ovycotrwria ; comp. 
ovyxowwwrds, ix. 28; Rom. xi. 17; Phil. £. 7. 

3 Itis plain from vv. 18, 20, 21, that cowrwoia 

is here neither communication, apportioning 

(Luther, a/., including Kling, Billroth), 
which it never means in the N. T. (see on 

Rom. xv. %), nor consortium, soctetas (Eras- 

mus: “quod pariter sanguine Christi sumus 
redemti,”” comp. Zwingli). See also Kahnis, 
Abendm. p. 182 f. 
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tion, for the apostle is dealing here simply with the xorvwvia in itself, not 
with its nature, which differed according to the different analogies adduced 
(vv. 18, 20). (x’) It cannot therefore be gathered from this passage 

whether he was thinking of some kind of real, possibly even material con- 
nection of those eating and drinking in the Supper with the body and blood 
of Christ,’ or, on the other hand, of an inward union realized in the believing 

consciousness, consisting therefore in the spiritual contact whereby the 
believer, who partakes of the elements, is conscious to himself in so partak- 
ing of being connected by saving appropriation with the body and blood of 
reconciliation. But we see clearly from xi. 24 f. that Paul could only mean 
the latter, since at the institution of the Supper the body of Christ was not 
yet slain, and His blood still flowed in His veins.* See, besides, on Matt. 
xxvi. 26. Again, if the glorified state of His body, t.6. the cia rij¢ déEn¢ 

avrov (Phil. iii. 21), set in only with His ascension, and if, when He insti- 
tuted the Supper, His body was still but the odpa ri¢ capxd¢ avrov, which 

soon after died upon the cross for reconciliation (Col. i. 22), while, never- 
theless, the first Lord's Supper, dispensed by Jesus himsely', must have 

carried with it the whole specific essence of the sacred ordinance—that essenco 
depending precisely upon the future cructjfizion of the body and outpouring of 
the blood,—then the apostle cannot have in view the glorijied* ciua and 

aiza as being given and partaken of through the medium of the bread and 
wine. Otherwise, we should have to attribute to Paul the extravagant con- 
ception,—which is, however, equally out of harmony with the institution 
itself and without shadow of warrant in the apostle’s words, nay, at vari- 

ance with what he says in xv. 50,—that, at the last Supper, Jesus had His 
pneumatic body already at His disposal to dispense as He would (Olshausen, 
Hofmann), or that a momentary glorification, like that on the Mount, took 

1 For the rest, {t is plain enough from the 

correlative capa that the alxa 7. X. denotes 

the dlood—not, as D. Schulz still maintains, 
the bloody death—of Christ (which, consid- 

ered in iiself, it might indeed symbolize, but 

could not de called. Fritzsche, ad Bom. L 
p. 274; Kahnis, Abendm. p. 60 f.). 
*When Rodatz objects that an ideal 

union with the actual body slain and blood 
shed is a logical contradiction, he overlooks 

the fact that the material sphere is not be- 
yond the reach of inward appropriation. 
Spiritual communion may have reference 

to a material object, without excluding a 

symbolic process in which *signatum non 

cum signo sed nobiscum unitur’’ (Vossius, 

de baptismo, p. 11). Comp. Kahnis, Dogmat. 

L 621: ‘**Bread and wine form not a mere 

symbol, but a eign, which ts at the same 
time medium ,;” see also ITI. p. 489. The 

important alteration in the Latin Confess. 
Aug. Art. X. of 1340, points in the same di- 

rection. 
§ Rickert also (Abdendm. p. 24 ff.) holds 

that Paul conceived the body and blood in 

the Supper as glorified ; that, in virtue of 
the consecration, the participant partakes 
of the glorified blood, etc. Rickert, of 
course, discards all questions as to mode in 

connection with this view which he ascribes 

to the apostle, but which be himself consid- 
ers a baseless one (p. %2). His mistake lies 

in deducing too much from svevpercor, 

which is neither in ver. 8 nor anywhere 

else in the N. T. the opposite of mazertal, 
but of natural (1 Pet. ii. 5 not excluded) ; 
and the rvevya to which wrvevpariads refers is 

always (except Eph. vi. 18, where it is the 
diabolic spirit-world that is spoken of) the 
Divine xyveipa. In the case of gifts which 
are svevuariad, it is this wvevna who is 
always the agent; so with the supply of 
manna and water in the wilderness, 
and so, too, with the bread and wine 
received in the Lord’s Supper, Inasmuch 
as in this Bpwza and woxa the commun 

ion of the body and biood of Christ 1s real- 
ized, which does not take place when 

bread and wine are partaken of in the ordl- 
nary, natural way. 
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place at the time of instituting the Supper, as Kahnis formerly held ; but 

ses. pow his Dogmat. I. p. 622 ; and comp. also, on the other side, Ebrard, 
Dogma vom heilig. Abendm. I. p. 109 f. Either, therefore, the apostle re- 

garded the xocvwvia of Christ’s body and blood as being different before His 
glorification from what it was afterwards, or it was in his eyes, both before 
and after, the inward spiritual fellowship realized by the inner man through 
the medium of the symbol partaken of, as an appropriation of the work of 
atonement consummated through means of His body and blood, and conse- 
quontly asa real life-fellowship, other than which, indeed, he could not 

conceive it as realized when the Supper was instituted. Comp. Keim in the 
Jahro. far Deutsche Theol. 1859, p. 90; Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 355. Against 
this co:vuvia subjectively realized in the devout feeling of the believer, and 

objectively established by the divine institution of the ordinance itself, it is 
objected that the phrase, ‘‘ fellowship of the body and blood,” expresses at 

any rate an interpenetration of Christ’s body and the bread (according to the. 

Lutheran synecdoche ; comp. Kahnis’ former view in his Abendm. p. 186, 
also Hofmann, p. 219). But this objection asserts too much, and therefore 
proves nothing, seeing that the fellowship with Christ's body and blood 
realized by means of the symbol also corresponds to the notion of fellowship, 
and that all the more, because this cating and drinking of the elements 
essentially is the specific medium of the deep, inward, real, and living xoiwovia ; 
hence, too, the ‘‘calix communionis” cannot be possibly a jigurata loquutio. 
This last point we maintain against Calvin, who, while insisting that ‘‘ non 
tollatur jigurae veritas,” and also that the thing itsclf is there, namely, that 
‘non minus sanguinis communionem anima percipiat, quam ore vinum 
bibimus,” still explains away the xowwria of the blood of Christ to the 
effect, ‘‘dum simul omnes nos in corpus suum inserit, ut vivat in nobis et 
nos in ipso.” — 8y cAduev] There was no need to repeat hcre that the bread, 
too, was hallowed by a prayer of thanksgiving, after the cup had been 
already so carefully described as a cup consecrated for the Supper. Instead 

of doing so, Paul enriches his representation by mention of the other essen- 
tial symbolic action with the bread ; comp. xi. 24. That the breaking of the 
bread, however, was itself the consecration (Rickert), the narrative of the 
institution will not allow us to assume. — rot odparoc r. X.] in the strict, 

not in the figurative sense, as Stroth, Rosenmiller, Schulthess, and, others : 
‘¢ declaramus nos esse membra corporis Christi, i.¢. societatis Christianae,” 
comp. also Baur, neut. Theol. p. 201. This interpretation is at variance 
with the first clause, for which the meaning of the Supper as first instituted 
forbids such a figurative explanation (in opposition to Zwingli') ; nor can 
this be justified by ver. 17 ; for 

? Zwingli, in his Respon. ad Bugenh., ex- 
plains it thus:‘‘Pooulum gratiarum actio- 
nis, quo gratias agimus, quid quaeso, aliud 
est quam nos ipsi? Nos enim quid aliud 
sumus nisi ipsa communio, ipse coetus et 
popnulus, consortium et sodalitas sanguinis 
Christi? h. e. fille ipse populus, qui sanguine 
Christi ablutus est." The most thorough 

historical development of Zwingli's doc- 
trine is that given by Dieckhoff in his evang. 

Abendmahieehre im Reformationszeitalier, 1. 
p. 438 ff. Rickert remarks with justive 
that Zwingli has here lost his footing on 
evangelical] ground altogether. But Cal- 

vin, too, has lost it, inasmuch as he makes 
everything turn upon the spiritual recep- 
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Ver. 17 confirms the statement that the bread is a communion of the body 
of Christ. For it is one bread ; one body are we, the many, i.e. for through 

one bread being eaten in the Supper, we Christians, although as individuals we 
are many, form together one (ethical) dody. This union into one body through 

participation on the one bread could not take place unless this bread werc 
xowavia Of the body of Christ, which is just that which produces the one 
body—that which constitutes the many into this unity. The proof advan- 

ces ab effectu (which participating in the onc bread in and of itself could 
not have) ad causam (which can only lie in this, that this bread is the com- 

munion of Christ’s body). The argument’ does not imply a logical conver- 

sion (as Rodatz objects) ; but cither the effect or the cause might be posited 
‘from the Christian consciousness 98 premiss, according as the case required. 
See a similar process of reasoning ab effectu ad causam in xii. 12. Comp. algo 
Luke vii. 47. According to this, drz is just the since, because (for), so com- 
mon in argument, and there is no need whatever to substitute )d4p for it 
(Hofmann's objection) ; éori is to be supplied after ci¢ aproc ; and the two 

clauses are placed side by side asyndetically so as to make the passage 
‘‘alacrior ct nervosior” (Dissen, ad Pind. Exc. II. p. 276), and, in particular, 

to bring out with more emphasis the idea of unity (cig . . . fv) (comp. Acts 

xxv. 12). The oi yap ravree x.t.A. which follows leaves us no room to doubt 

how the asyndeton should logically be filled up (and therefore also) ; for 

this last clause of the verse excludes the possibility of our assuming a mere 
relation of comparison (as there is one bread, so are we one body ; comp. 

Heydenreich, de Wette, Osiander, Neander, al.). The of yap rédvrec, too, 

forbids our supplying éopév after dprog (Zwingli, Piscator, Mosheim, Stolz, 
Schrader, comp. Ewald) ; for these words indicate the presence of another . 
conception, inasmuch as, repeating the idea conveyed in el¢ dproc, they 

thereby show that that cic dproc was said of literal bread. This holds against 

Olshausen also, who discovers here the church as being ‘‘ the bread of life for 

the world!” Other expositors take dr: (comp. xii. 15 f.; Gal. iv. 6) asintro- 
ducing a protasis, and éy o. x.r.4. as being the apodosis : ‘‘ because it is one 
bread, therefore are we, the many, one body.” * In that case cither we should 
have a further exposition about the bread (Hofmann), no sign of which, 
however, follows ; or else this whole thought would be purely parentheti- 
cal, a practical conclusion being drawn in passing from what had just been 
stated. But how remote from the connection would such a side-thought 
be! And would not Paul have required to interpose an ov, or some such 
word, after the ér:, in order to avoid misunderstanding ? Interpreters would 

tion of the glorified boay, t.¢. upon receiving 
the vivifying power which flows from it, 
whereas the words of institution have to do 
simply with that body, which was to be cru- 
cified for the atonement and with its fellow- 
ship. As to Calvin’s doctrine of the Supper, 

see, besides Henry and Stéhelin, Kahnis, IT. 
p. 494 ff. 

Comp. Bengel: ‘‘Probat poculum et 

panem esse communionem. Nam panis per 

se non facit, ut vescentes sint unum corpus, 

sed panis id facit quatenus est communio,” 

ete. 

2 Flatt, Rickert, Kahnis, Maier, Hofmann, 

following the Vulgate, Castalio, Calvin, 
Beza, Bengel, a’. Riickert, however, has 
since assented (Abendm. p. 229 ff.) to the 
modifications proposed by Rodatz, of which 

mention is presently to be made. 
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not have betaken themselves to a device so foreign to the scope of the pas- 
sage, had they not too hastily assumed that ver. 17 contained no explana- 

tion at all of what preceded it (Riickert). Rodatz agrees wjth the rest in 
rendering : ‘‘ because there is one bread, therefore are we, the many, one 
body,” but makes this not a subordinate thought brought in by the way, 
but an essentially new point in the argument ; he does this, however, by 
supplying after &y oiua, ‘with Christ the Head” (comp. also van Hengel, 
Annot. p. 167 f.), and finding the progress of the thought in the words sup- 
plied. But in this way the very point on which all turned would be left 

to be filled in, which is quite unwarrantable ; Paul would have needed to 
write fv ciua abrov tig xegadjc, or something to that effect, in order to be 

understood. —ol zoAdoi] correlative to the év ciua (comp. v. 15, 19): the 

many, who are fellow-participants in the Lord’s Supper, the Christian mul- 
titude. The very same, viewed, however, in the aspect of their collective 
aggregate, not, as here, of their multitudinousness, are oi rdvrec, the whole ; 

comp. Rom. v. 15, 18. The unity of dread is not to be understood numeri- 
cally (Grotius, who, from that point of view, lays stress upon its size), but 

qualitatively, as one and the same bread of the Supper. The thought of the 
bread having become a unity out of many separate grains of corn is foreign 
to the connection, although insisted on by many expositors, such as Chrys- 
ostom, Augustine, Erasmus, Calovius, al. —éx tov évig aprov peréy. is inter- 

preted by some as if there were no éx : ‘‘ since we are all partakers of one 
bread” (Luther). This is contrary to the linguistic usage, for peréyecv is 
joined with the genitive (ver. 21, ix. 12) or accusative (Bernhardy, p. 149), 
but never with éx ; and the assumption that Paul, in using éx, was thinking 
of the verb éoffiey (xi. 28), is altogether arbitrary. The linguistically cor- 

rect rendering is : for we all have a share from the one bread, so that in ana- 
lyzing the passage we have to supply, according toa well-known usage 
(Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 188 [E. T. 158]), the indefinite indication of a 
part, ri or rvdéc, before éx rov évdg Gprov. Hofmann, too, gives the correct 
partitive sense to the expression. The article before évé¢ points back to 
what has been already said. 

Ver. 18. Another’ analogue to prove that participation in the sacrificial 
feasts is idolatry. — xara cdpxa] without the link of the article, because "Iap. 

xara odpxa is regarded as asingle idea. Comp. on Rom. ix. 8. Jerael after a 
purely human sort means the born Israelites, the Jews, as distinguished from 
the ’Iap. xara mvevua (Rom. ii. 28 f.; Gal. iv. 29 ; comp. Gal. vi. 16), which 
the Christians are, in virtue of their fellowship of life with Christ the prom- 
ised oxépua of Abraham. It was very natural for the apostle to add xara 
cépxa, sceing that he had just been speaking of the sacred ordinance of the 

Christians. — As to the Jewish sacrificial feasts, see Michaelis, Mos. R. II. 
pp. 282, 346 f., IV. § 189. — xotywrot rod @vocacr.] This is the theocratic 

bond of participation, whereby the man stands bound to the sacrificial altar, 
who eats of the sacrifice belong to it as such. The Israelite who refused to 

1 Which does not therefore by any means Gemeindegotiesd. p. 195 ; comp. also Kahnis, 
place the Lord's Supper in the light of a Abendm. p. 30). Seeagalinst this view, Hof- 

sacrificial feast (Olshausen, MHarnack, mann, Schriftdew. Il. 2, p. 282. 
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eat of the flesh of the sacrifice as such, would thereby practically declare that 
he had nothing to do with the altar, but stood aloof from the sphere of theo- 
cratic connection with it. The man, on the other hand, who ate a portion 

of the flesh offered upon the altar, gave proof of the religious relation in 
which he stood to the altar itself. The question which may be asked, Why did 

not Paul write @20% instead of Ovocacr. ? is not to be answered by affirming 
that he could not ascribe the xo. rov Geov eiol to the ‘lop. x. odpxa (Riickert, 

Abendm. p. 217, and Neander ; but could he not in truth, according to 
Rom. ix. 4 f., xi, 1, say this of the people of God #), or by asserting that 
he could not well have attributed so high an effect to the sacrificial service 

(de Wette ; but why should he not, seeing he does not specify any partic- 
ular tind of fellowship with God ?). But the true reply is this : the xo- 
vavia Geos would have been here much too vague and remote a conception; 
for that fellowship belonged to the Jew already in his national capacity as 
one of the people of God generally, even apart from partaking of the sacri- 
fices. It was by the latter that he showed the narrower and more specific 
relation of worship in which he stood to God, namely, the peculiarly sacred 

xotvuvia (EX. xx. 21 ff.) rot @vocaoryptov. Hence the inappropriateness of the 
view taken by Riickert and many others, that Paul leaves the inference 
open: ‘‘and hence, too, with God,” and of that of Rodatz, that the altar is 
put for the offering. 

Vv. 19, 20. By these two analogues, vv. 16-18, the apostle has now jus- 
tified his warning given above against the sacrificial feasts as a warning 
against idolatry (ver. 14). But from the case of the Jewish sacrificial eating 
last adduced, his readers might easily draw the inference : ‘‘ You declare, 

then, the idolatrous offerings and the idols to be what the heathen count 
them ?” For whereas the apostle adduced the xocvwvia of the Jewish @voac- 
rhpwov, and that as an analogue of the heathen 6vecacrfpca, he seemed thereby 
to recognize the xocvevia of these too, and consequently also the real divine 
existence of the idols thus adored. He therefore himself puts the possible 
false inference in the shape of a question (ver. 19), and then annuls it in ver. 
20 by adducing the wholly different results to which ver. 18 in reality gives 
rise. The inference, namely, is drawn only from ver. 18, not from vv. 16— 

18 (de Wette, Osiander, Hofmann, al.), as ver. 20 (@boverv, correlative to the 

Gvovacrnptov of ver. 18) shows. — Ti obv gnc ;|] what do I maintain then ? namely, 
in following up ver. 18. Upon this way of exciting attention by a question, 
comp. Dissen, ad Demosth. de cor. p. 847. Kriiger, Anad. 1. 4. 14. — ri tori] 
as something, i.e. has reality, namely, as cidwAd@vrov, so that it is really flesh 
which is consecrated to a god, as the heathen think, and as eidwAov, so that 

it really is a divine being answering to the conception which the heathen 
have of it ; as if, for instance, there were such a being as Jupiter in exist- 
ence, who actually possessed the attributes and so forth ascribed to him by 

the heathen. To accent the words r gorey (Billroth, Tischendorf, comp. 

Ewald) would give the sense : that any. idol-sacrijice (and any idol) exists, in 
the capacity, that is to say, of idol-sacriyice and of idol. Either renderitg 
harmonizes with viii. 4. In opposition to the latter of the two, it must not 

be said, with Riickert, that for, would need to come immediately after 6r:, 
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for the last place, too, is the seat of emphasis (Kihner, IT. p. 625) ; nor yet, 
with de Wette, that the one half (cidwAddvrov) is not so suitable, for the con- 

text surely makes it perfectly plain that Paul is not speaking of absolute ex- 
istence. But since both renderings are equally good as regards sense and 
expression, we can decide between them only on this ground, that with the 
second the ri would be superfluous, whereas with the first—which, follow- 
ing the Vulgate, is the common one—it has significance, which should give 
it the preference. At the same time, we must not insert any pregnancy of 
meaning like that in iii. 7 (of influence and effect) into the ri, as Hofmann 

does without warrant from the context ; but it is the simple aliquid, the op- 
posite of the non-real, of the non-ens. — 4A'] refers to the negative sense of 
the preceding question. Hence: ‘‘ No; onthe contrary, I maintain,” etc. 
See Hartung, Partikell. II. p. 87 ; Baeumlein, p. 10 f. — 4 6bovory] see the crit- 

ical remarks. The subject is self-evident : the sacrijsicers (the heathen, who 
sacrifice). Ktihner, II. p. 35 f.—The assertion, again, that the heathen sac- 

rifices are presented to demons and not toa real God (6e@), follows (oi, in ver. 

19) from the fellowship in which the Jew who ate of the sacrifices stood to 
the altar on which they were offered ; inasmuch as confessedly it was only 
the Jewish @voiacrf#piov with its sacrifice that belonged to a real God, and 
consequently the heathen @vo.acorjpia and their offerings could not have ref- 
erence to a God, but only to beings of an opposite kind, i.e. demons. — 
éa:uoviorg] Goes not mean idols, false or imaginary gods (Bos, Mosheim, 

Valckenaer, Zachariae, Rosenmiiller, Heydenreich, Flatt, Pott, Neander), 
which is contrary to the uniform usage of the LXX. and the N. T.,! and 
would, moreover, yield a thought quite out of keeping with the context ; for 
it was the apostle’s aim to point toa connection with an antichristian reality. . 
The word means, as always in the N. T., demons, diabolic spirits. That the 

heathen worships qguoad eventum (of course not guoad intentionem) were 
offered to devils, was a view derived by all the later Jews with strict logi- 
cal consistency from the premisses of a pure monotheism and its opposite. 
See the LXX. rendering of Deut. xxxii. 17 ; Ps. evi. 37,—a reminiscence 
of which we have in Paul’s expression here,—Ps. xcv. 5 ; Bar. iv. 7; Tob. 

iii, 8, vi. 14, and the Rabbinical writers quoted in Eisenmenger’s entdeckt. 
Judenth. I. pp. 805 ff., 816 ff. So Paul, too, makes the real existences an- 
swering to the heathen conceptions of the gods, to be demons, which is es- 
sentially connected with the Christian idea that heathendom is the realm of 
the devil ; for, according to this idea, the various individual beings re- 
garded by the heathen as gods can be nothing else but diabolic spirits, who 
collectively make up the whole imperial host of the dpyuv roi xécpov robrov 
(Eph. ii. 2, vi, 12), who is himself the apy7yé¢.7 Comp. Hahn, Theol. des 

1 Acts xvil. 18 is uttered by Greeks accord- 
ing to their sense of the word; but in Rev. 
ix. 20 we are to understand demons as 
meant. 

® Mosheim objects that if Paul held this 
belief, he must have pronounced the sacri- 
ficial meat to be positively unclean. But 
it had surely received no character indelebdil- 

ts through its being set apart for the altar. 
If not partaken of in its quality as sacrif- 

cial meat, it had lost ita relation to the de- 
mons, and had become ordinary meat, just 
as Jewish saorificial flesh, too, retained the 
consecration of the altar only for him who 
ate it as such. 
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N. Test. I. p. 366 f.; Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 279. The ancient church, too, 
followed Paul in remaining true to this idea. See Grotius on this passage. 
Usteri, Lehrbegr. p. 421 ff. Asto the consistency of this view with that ex- 
pressed in viii. 4, see the remarks on the latter verse. MRiickert therefore 
(with Grotius) is wrong in altering the representation to this effect, that ac- 
cording to Paul the demons had ‘‘ given the heathen to believe” that there 
were gods to whom men should sacrifice, in order to obtain for themselves 
under their name divine worship and offerings, and that in so far the sacri- 
fices of the heathen were presented to demons, The LXX. rendering of 
Deut. xxxii. 17 and Ps. xcv. & should of itself have been enough to prevent 
any such paraphrase of the direct dative-relation. — ot 0éAw 62 x.7.4.] that J, 
however, do not wish, still dependent upon dr, the reply to ri otv gy being 
only thus completed. The xo.wwvote points back to xowov. in ver. 18. The 
article in rév dacz. denotes this class of beings. 

Ver. 21 gives the ground of the foregoing ob OfAw d2 bude x.7.A. — ob dtvacbe] 
of moral impossibility. ‘‘ Nihil convenit inter Christum et impios daemo- 
nes ; utrisque serviri simul non potest nisi cum insigni contumelia Christi,” 
Erasmus, Paraph. Comp. 2 Cor. vi. 15.— rorfpiov Kupiov] a cup having ref- 
erence to the Lord, t.e. according to ver. 16 : a cup which brings into communion 

with Christ. Its analogue is a worgpiov dapoviuy ; the latter was guoad even- 

tum, according to ver. 20, the cup out of which men drank at the sacrificial 

feast, inasmuch as the whole feast, and therefore also the wine used at it, 

even apart from the libation (which Grotius, Munthe, Michaclis, de Wette, 

and others suppose to be meant), made the partakers to be xocvwvoi¢ rév datyov. 
(ver. 20). — rpazéfn¢ Kupiov] refers to the whole xvpcaxdv deixvov, xi. 20. In- 

stances of peréyecv with rparéfyc, and like expressions, may be seen in Loes- 

ner, Obes. p. 288. 

Ver. 22. Or do we provoke the Lord to jealousy ? to prove that He will not 
suffer us to sect Him on the same level with the demons? The connection is 
this : ‘‘ You cannot, etc., ver. 21, unless it were the case that we Christians were 

people whose business it is to provoke Christ to jealousy.” Hence the indicative, 
which should not be taken as deliberative, with Luther and others, includ- 

ing Pott, Flatt, and Riickert (or would we defy the Lord?), but : we occupy 

ourselves therewith, are engaged therein. Comp. Bernhardy, Syntaz, p. 870. 
The phrase, 74v Kipiov, however, should not be referred to God on the 
ground of the allusion undoubtedly made here to Deut. xxxil. 21 (so com- 
monly, as by Ewald, Pott, Billroth, Riickert, Olshausen), but (as by de 

Wette and Hofmann), on account of ver. 21, to Christ. — pq toxup. «.1.A.] 
we are not surely stronger than He? i.e. we are not surely persons, whom His 
strength, which He would put forth against us to carry out the promptings 

of that jealousy,’ cannot get the better of ? Comp. Job xxxvii. 23. Chrys- 

tion on their part without becoming jeal- 

ous. But the idea, ‘ with impunity,” would 
1 According to Hofmann, Paul means that 

strength, which men must suppose them- 
selves to possess if they are confident that 

they can take part with impunity in the 
sacrificial feasts, whereas Christ can by no 

means endure the sight of such participa- 

be arbitrarily imported into the passage. 
The greater strength, upon this view of it, 

would be in truth the capacity—not existing 

in Christ—to do what was morally impossible 
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ostom already correctly notes the abductio ad absurdum, with which Paul 
winds up this part of his polemic against the eating of sacrificial meat. 

Ver. 23. In connection, however, with this matter also, as with a former 

one, vi. 12, the principle of Christian liberty in things indifferent admitted 
of application, and had no doubt been applied in Corinth itself. Paul 
therefore now proceeds to treat the subject from this purely ethical side, 
introducing the new section without any connective particle (Buttmann, 
neut. Gram. p. 345 [E. T. 403], and enunciating in the first place the afore- 
said principle itself, coupled, however, with its qualifying condition of love. 
Thereafter in ver. 24 he lays down the gencral maxims arising out of this 
qualification ; and then in vv. 25 ff. the special rules bearing upon the eat- 
ing of meat offered in sacrifice. — oixodouei] promotes the Christian life of 
the brethren, viii. 1. Comp. on Rom. xiv. 19. See the counterpart to this 
in Rom. xiv. 138, 15, 20. — As to cuugépec, see on vi. 12. 

Ver. 24. Let no one be striving to satisfy his own interest, but, etc. Comp. 
ver. 88. We must not impair the ideal, to which this rule gives absolute 
expression (otherwise in Phil. ii. 4), by supplying uévov and «ai, as Grotius 

and others do. See rather Rom. xv. if. Even the limitation to the ques- 
tion in hand about sacrificial feasts (Pott), or to the adiaphora in general 

(Billroth, de Wette, Osiander), is unwarranted ; for the special duty of the 

oixodoyuely is included under this quite general rule, the application of which 
to the matter in dispute is not to come till afterwards. — After aA24é we are 
mentally to supply éxaorog from the preceding pydeic. Sec Bernhardy, p. 

458 ; Stallbaum, ad Plat. Symp. p. 192 E, Rep. p. 366 C ; Buttmann, neut. 

Gr. p. 336 [E. T. 892]. 
Ver. 25. On péxeAror, shambles, slaughter-house (Varro, de ling. Lat. 4, p. 

85 ; Dio Cass. Ixi. 18), see Kypke, II. p. 219. Comp. Plut. Mor. 752 C: 

paxedeia, It passed over into the Rabbinical writings also ; sce Drus. in loc. 
— pndey avaxpiv.| making no investigation (Vulg. interrogantes ; not : condemn- 
ing, as Grotius, Ewald, and others take it, contrary to the meaning of the 

word), #6. instituting no inquiry about any of the pieces of meat exposed 
for sale, as to whether it had been offered in sacrifice or not. The weaker 

Christians, that is to say, wero afraid of the possibility (see on viii. 7) of 
their buying sacrificial meat at the flesh-market, because they had not yet 

risen to see that the flesh of the victims when brought to the public mart 
had lost its sacrificial charactcr and had become ordinary meat. They 
would probably, therefore, often enough make anxious inquiries over their 

purchases whether this or that piece might have been offered at the altar or 
not. The stronger believers did not act in this way ; and Paul approves 
their conduct, and enjoins all to do the same. —d:a ry ovreidyow)] may 

bo taken as referring either (1) to dev avaxpivovrec as to the required mode 

of the av éofiew ; cat all without inquiry, in order that your conscience may 

(ver. 31). Had this, however, beentheapos- ov dvvacde in ver. 21. According to the 
tle’s meaning, he would have needed, in present order, the meaning of icxvp. is de- 
order to be logical and intelligible, to re- termined by wapagnAotper to be the strength 
verse the order of his clauses, s0 that icxv- which could make head against that of the 
pérepo: should have its sense determined by ¢%Aos thus aroused. 
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not be troubled, which would be the case if you were told : This is meat of- 
fered to idols (so Erasmus, Rosenmiiller, Hofmann, and others, following 

Chrysostom) ;’ or (2) simply to avaxpivovrec : without making any inquiry on 
grounds of conscience. So Castalio, Calvin, Beza, al., including Billroth and 

Ewald (the latter, however, rendering : ‘‘condemning nothing on account 
of conscience’), The second method of connection is preferable, both be- 
cause it gives the simplest and most direct sense for d:d 7. cuveid., and also 
because of the rot yap Kupiov x.7.A. that follows,—words by which Paul de- 

signs to show that, as regards such questions about food, there is really no 
room for holding a court of conscience to decide upon the lawfulness or 
unlawfulness of eating. He means then that his readers should partake 
freely of all flesh sold in the flesh-market, without for conscience’ sake en- 
tering into an inquiry whether any of it had or had not been sacrificial flesh. 

The flesh offered for sale was to be flesh to them, and nothing more ; con- 
science had no call whatever to make any inquiry in the matter ; for the 
earth is the Lord’s, etc., ver. 26. Other interpreters understand the conscience 
of others to be meant : ‘‘ No investigation should be made. . . lest, if it 
turned out to be sacrificial flesh, the conscience of any one should be ren- 

dered uneasy, or be defiled by participation in the food ;” so Rickert, and 

s0 in substance Vatablus, Bengel, Mosheim, and others, including Flatt, 

Pott, Heydenreich, de Wette, Osiander, Maier. Comp. viii. 7, 10. But it 
could occur to none of the apostle’s readers to take ry ovveid. as referring to 
anything but their own individual conscience, It is otherwise in ver. 28, 
where de’ éxeivoy trav uyvbc. prepares us for the transition to the conscience of 
another person ; while the ovyi rdv éavrov in ver. 29 shows that in vv. 25. 
and 27 it was just the reader’s own conscience that was meant. 

Ver. 26 supplies the religious ground for the injunction just given : pydév 
Gvaxpivev dca tr. ovveidnow, expressed in the words of Ps. xxiv. 1 (comp. Ps. 
]. 12), which Paul here makes his own. (0') If the earth and its fulness 

belong to God, how should it be necessary before using somewhat of them 
for food to institute an investigation on grounds of conscience, as if such 
gifts of God could be in themselves unholy, or involve sin in the use of 
them? Comp. 1Tim.iv. 4. For the rest, the passage affords another proof 
that the apostle had now in principle gone beyond the standpoint of the 
decree of Acts xv. Comp. on viii. 1, Remark. — As to zAfpona, td, quo res 

impletur, see Fritzsche, ad Rom. II. p. 469 ff. Calvin had already put the 
point well: ‘‘Terra enim, si arboribus, herbis, animalibus et aliis rebus 

careret, esset tanquam domus. . . vacua.” 

Ver. 27. Aé] of continuation. In the matter of invitations too the same 
principle holds good, only with the incidental limitation adduced in ver. 28. 
Note the emphasis conveyed by the unusual place of the xadei, in contrast to 
the 18 év paxéAAy mwAoby. which has been already spoken of. Attention is 
thus called to the fact that a second and a new situation is now to be dis- 
cussed ; before, the reader was in the jlesh-market ; now, he is a guest at a 
feast. —It is plain, at the same time, from ver. 28, that what is meant is not 

1“ Vitandum enim est offendiculum, sit in his Paraphrase with fine exegetical dis- 

incidat, non accersendum,” Erasmus adds ocernment. 
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the invitation to festivals im express connection with sacrifice, but to other 
heathen feasts, at which, however, flesh offered to idols might occur ; for 

in the case of a sacrificial feast the lepé6urév force was a matter of course. — 

nai OfAere op.) ‘‘ Admonet tacite, melius forte facturos, si non eant, ire 
tamen non prohibet,” Grotius. 

Ver. 28. ’Edv dé rig x.7.A.] But should it 80 happen that some one, etc. It 
is clear from this that the host (Grotius, Mosheim, Semler) is not meant, 

otherwise ric (ver. 27) would not be repeated, and besides, di’ éxeivov. . . 
ouveldjory would not suit ; but a fellow-guest, and that not a heathen (Chrys- 
ostom, Theophylact, Erasmus, al., including de Wette and Maier, according 
to whom the thing is done maliciously, or to put the Christian to the test’), 
nor a heathen or Christian indifferently (Flatt), nor a Jew (Wetstein), but a 

Christian fellow-guest (Osiander, Neander, ai.), who, being himself still 
under the influence of the ideas about sacrificial fiesh, warns his fellow- 
believer at the table against defilement ; and, moreover, a Gentile Christian 

(see remark on viii. 7), who had somehow learned—perhaps only since 
coming to the house—that the flesh from the altar was to form part of the 
feast.* According to Reiche, in his Comment. ecrit., we should not seek to 
define the rig more specially, but leave it quite general. But this is at vari- 
ance with the apodosis, which takes for granted that, in the case supposed, 
eating of flesh would involve a want of forbearance towards the pivvoac, as 
was obviously implied of necessity in the d:d after what had already been 
said in viii. 7-18. The ri¢, therefore, must be one whose conscience re- 
quired to be spared, consequently neither a heathen nor a Jew, but, in ac- 
cordance with viii. 7 ff., only a brother who was of weak conscience. This 
holds against Hofmann also, who assumes that the case supposed in ver. 28 

might occur just as well if the seller knew the buyer to be a Christian as if 
the host or any of his family knew the guest as such. To lcave the ric thus 

indefinite is, besides, the more clearly wrong, seeing that the rule for buy- 
éng meat had been finally disposed of in vv. 25, 26, and cannot extend into 
ver. 28, because ver. 28 is included under the case of the invitation brought 
forward in ver. 27, and this case again is very distinctly separated by the 
very order of the words (see on ver. 27) from that of the purchase in the 

market, ver. 25. —d¢ éxeivov r. yyvic. x. tr. avveid.] for the sake of him who 
made it known, and of conscience, i.e. in order to spare him and not to injure 
conscience. The (é:a) ri ovveidyow Is the refrain which serves to give the 
motive for the rules laid down since ver. 25. To whose conscience this re- 
frain points here, Paul does not yet say (else he would have added avroi), 
but utters again first of all this moral watchword without any more precise 
definition, in order immediately thereafter in ver. 29 to express with the 
special emphasis of contrast the particular reference of its meaning designed 

1 Ewald, too, holds the ris to be a heathen 2 De Wette’s objection, that one of such 
(“the host, as most interpreters take it, or tender conscience would hardly have gone 

very possibly a companion at the table"), toaheathen festival at all, carries wetght 
who gave the hint in a frank and kindly only on the supposition of a sacrificial feast 
way, as not expecting that a Christian being meant. 
would partake of meat of that sort. 
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here ;* for in vv. 25, 27, the ovveidnocc had a different meaning. This x. r. 
ovveidnov, therefore (the cai here being the simple and), carries with it some- 
thing to whet curiosity ; it stands forth in the first place as a sort of riddle, 

so to speak, which is to find its solution in ver. 29.—Regarding pyvic., see 

on Luke xx. 87. If we imagine the yumi. to be a heathen, the x. r. ovveid. 
lands us in an insoluble difficulty. For either (1) we should, with Ewald, 

suppose that this heathen’s view of the matter was, that the Christian, being 
warned, would not cat, but, on the other hand, if he did, would be still 

worse than a Jew, converting liberty into licentiousness ; comp. Erasmus, 

Paraphr.? But in that case how very obscurely Paul would have expressed 

himself, especially when in the whole context ovveidnoic means the Christian 
consciousness raising scruples for itself, and that in respect of what was law- 

ful or unlawful ! Or (2) we should have, with de Wette, to take riv ovvel- 

do as not the conscience of the yyvic. at all, but that of third persons 
(weak Christians), which, however, ver. 29 forbids us to do, unless we are 

to regard Paul as writing with excessive awkwardness. — iepd6vrov] used of 
sacrificial flesh also in Plutarch, Mor. p. 729°C. The term is purposely 

chosen here instead of cidwAdbvrov, a8 a more honourable expression, because 
the words are spoken at table in the presence of heathen. We may be sure 
that this delicate touch is due to no corrector of the text (in opposition to 

de Wette and Reiche). As to the usage of the word in Greck, see Lobeck, 
ad Phryn. p. 159. 

Ver. 29 f. Lest now any one should understand this last dia r. cvveid. as 
meaning one’s own conscience, a8 in vv. 25, 27, and so misunderstand Paul 

with his high views of Christian freedom, he adds here this emphatic ex- 
planation, and the reason in which it rests (ivari yép. . . ver. 30). — ry 

éavrov] his own individual conscience, his, namely, who was warned. — rev 
érépov] of the other in the case, points back to the rév pyvbcayta, whose con- 
science, too, is afterwards included under aAAnc ovvesdhoewcs. — ivarl yap x.7.A. } 

For why is my liberty, etc., that is : for it is absurd that another man’s con- 
.acience should pronounce sentence (of condemnation) upon my liberty (my moral 

freedom from obligation as regards such things, indifferent as they are in 
themselves). This is the reason, why Paul docs not mean one’s own con- 

science when he says that to spare conscience one should abstain from eat- 
ing in the case supposed (ver. 28), but the conscience of the other. One’s 
own conscience, the distinctive moral element in one’s own self-conscious- 

ness, does not need such consideration ; for it remains unaffected by the 
judgment passed and slander uttered, seeing that both are without founda- 
tion. The only motive for the abstinence, therefore, is the sparing of the 
conscience of others, not the dangerto one’sown. Similarly Bengel ; comp. 
de Wette. The ordinary interpretation ® is that of Chrysostom, taking the 

1 Hence +r. cvveis, should not be under- 

stood of conscience in adstracto (Hofmann : 

“*consclence as such, no matter whose,” 

although in the first place that of the uyrug.). 
* Similarly Hofmann also thinks of the 

**bad opinion of Christianity" which the 
pnvuo. first of all, but others as well, would 

have occasion to form, so that the Chris- 

tian’s liberty would be subject to the tribu- 
nal of the moral consciousness of others. 

3 Adopted by Heydenreich, Flatt, Bill- 

roth, Rickert, Olshausen, Neander, Maier, 

Ewald, Hofmann ; Osiander is undecided. 
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words as the reason for the rule in ver. 28, in the sense of : ‘‘ For why 
should I give occasion to others to pass judgment upon me and to speak evil?” 
or, ‘‘ There is no reason for letfing it come to such a pass, that s Christian’s 

liberty should be subjected to that tribunal of the moral consciousness of 
others,” Hofmann. But even apart from the fact that the text says nothing 
about ‘‘ giving occasion,” or ‘‘ letting it come to such a pass,” it is a very ar- 
bitrary proceeding to take a clause standing in such a marked way in the 
course of the argument as ovveidyow. . . érépov, and to thrust it aside as some- 
thing only incidentally appended. The connection, too, of the conditional 
protasis with the interrogative ri in the apodosis in ver. 30, makes it clear 
enough that Paul wishes to bring out the absurdity of the relation between 
the two conceptions. Comp. Rom. iii. 7, al. Vatablus, Schulz, and Pott 
find here and in ver. 80 the objection of an opponent ‘‘ad infirmitatem fra- 
trum suorum se conformare nolentis.” The ydp is not inconsistent with this 

(see Fritzsche, ad Mutth. p. 807), but the odv is (ver. 81). — Observe the dif- 

ference between rot érépov (alterius) and dAAne (alius, i.e. alienae), by which . 

any other conscience whatever is meant. — ydépcr:] Dative of the manner: 

gratefully, with thanks. Comp. Eph. ii. 5, where, however, the context 
shows that the meaning is by grace ; see in gencral, Bernhardy, p. 100 f.. 

It refers to the grace at meat. By understanding it as beneficio Dei (Beza, 

Grotius, Heydenreich, Hofmann), we bring in Dei entirely without warrant, 

and overlook the parallel ciyapiora, the idea of which is the same with that 

of yépirz. — The twice-used éys is emphatic : I for my part. — yerézyw] The 

object of the verb is self-evident : food and drink. Comp. trép od. — ebya- 
ptor] *‘Gratiarum actio cibum omnem sanctificat, auctoritatem idolorum 

negat, Dei asserit ; 1 Tim. iv. 3 f.; Rom. xiv. 6,” Bengel. 

Vv. 81-38. The section treating expressly of the participation in sacri- 
fices has been brought to a close. There now follow, introduced by ov» 
(which here marks the inference of the general from the particular), some 

additional admonitions, in which are expressed the leading moral rules for 
all right Christian conduct ; ard tov mpoxepévov éxi 1d xaBodindv effyaye tiv 

mwapaiveoty, éva xéAdcoroy bpov Huiv dove, Td tiv Oedv dia rdvruv dosaleaha:, Chrys- 

ostom. — éofliere and rivere are to be understood ina perfectly general sense, 

although the subject which the apostle had been handling hitherto naturally 
suggested the words. Riickert is wrong in holding that it would be more 
correct if éév stood in place of ei. The ci is here also “‘ particula plane 
logica, et quae simpliciter ad cogitationem refertur,” Hermann, ad Viger. 
p. 834. Ti, again, does not stand forthe Attic éritv (Riickert), but the 
emphasis is on zoeire : be it that ye eat, or drink, or do anything ; so that’ 
the three cases are : eating, drinking, acting. —xavra] without any limita- 
tion whatever. ‘‘ Magnum axioma,” Bengcel. A Christian’s collective action 
should be directed harmoniously towards the one end of redounding fo the 
glory of God; for all truly Christian conduct and work is a practical glori- 
fying of God. Comp. vi. 20 ; Eph. i. 12; Phil. i. 11; 1 Pet. iv. 11; John 

xv. 8. The opposite : Rom. ii. 23. (P’) 
Ver. 32. 'Arpéoxora:] become inoffensive (by constantly increasing com- 

pleteness of Christian virtue). See on Phil. i. 10. — xai 'Iovd. xal "EAA, nal 
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tr. ExxA, row Ocov] i.e. for non-Christians and for Christians. The former are 
spoken of under two divisions. It is a mistake to suppose, with Beza, that 
the reference is to Jewish and Gentile Christiana, which is at variance with 

xail TH éxxA. tov Oeov, since the three repetitions of «cai stand on the same 
level. Hence also it will not do to lay all the emphasis, as Billroth does, 
upon 79 éxxA. rov Geov, although it is truc that it is designated in a signifi- 
cant way, as in xi. 22. The rule is clearly quite a general one ; and it 
places on the same level the three classes with whom intercourse must be 
held without giving any occasion for moral offence. 

Ver. 83. Idvra raorv apéoxw] See ix. 19 ff. smavra, in every respect, ix. 25. 
apioxw, am at the service of.’ It denotes what takes place on the apostle’s side 
through his endeavour, namely, to be the servant of all, and to be all things 

to all men (ix. 19 ff.); not the result of his endeavour, as if he actually did 

please all (see on Gal. i. 10); for raow dpéonecy troy ovpBovdebovta nal Td Kowa 

xpatrovta adivarov, Dem. 1481.4. Comp. Rom. xv. 2; 1 Thess. ii. 4. — ray 
woAdav] of the many, the multitude, opposed to the unity of his own single 
person. Comp. on ix. 19; Rom. v. 15 ; and on the idea, Clement, ad Cor. 

I. 48 : Cyretv rd wotvwpeAde maciv, xa u) Td Eavtvd. — iva owhao1] ultimate end, 

for the sake of which he sought their good : that they might be sharers in 
the Messianic salvation. Comp. ix. 22. ‘‘ Ex eo dijudicandum utile,” 
Bengel. 

Nores spy American Eprroe. 

(3') «* In the cloud.” Ver. 2. 

This view agrees with the representation of the cloud in the Rabbinical 
books: “‘It encompassed the camp of the Israelites as a wall encompasses 

a city.” It is hardly necessary to make mueh of the (typical relation upon | 
which Meyer insists. The point of similarity which the Apostlo makes is that 

the display of God's power in the cloud and in the sea constituted the people 

disciples of Moses. ‘‘It inaugurated the congregation, and, as it were, bap- 

tized them to him, bound them to serve and follow him.’’ There cannot be 
an allusion to the mode of baptism, because, so far as appests, the people were 

neither immersed nor sprinkled. 
The privileges mentioned in this verse and the one following are such as 

correspond most nearly with the two Christian sacraments. This is the unly 

passage where they are thus brought into juxtaposition. Neander as well as 

Bengel views the fact as a testimony in favour of‘the Protestant doctrine that 
there are only two sacraments. 

(x') The Rock was Christ. Ver. 4. 

These words seem specially inserted, Stanley says, in order to impress apon 
the readers that whutever might be the facts of the history or tradition, the 

only rock present to the Apostle’s mind was the Messiah, just as in the case of 

‘‘Christ our passover” (ver. 7), for he, in a far higher sense than the rock (tzur) 
at Horeb or the cliff (selah) at Kadesh, was the Rock which was always in 
view with its waters to refresh them at the end no less than at the beginning 
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of their long wanderings.—The passage not only affirms the pre-existence of 

our Lord, but identifies Him with the Jehovah of the Old Testament. 

(L') A slip of memory. Ver. 8. 

There is no need of assuming any such slip, because Paul's number is a 
thousand less than Moses’s. Hodge remarks, with great force: ‘‘ Both state- 
ments are equally 'correct.’’ Nothing depended upon the precise number. 

Any number between the two amounts may, according to common usage, be 

stated roundly as either the one or the other. The infallibility of the sacred 

writers consists in their’saying precisely what the Spirit of God designed they 
should say ; and the Spirit designed that they should speuk after the manner 

of men, tlat they should call the heavens round and the earth flat, and use 

round numbers without intending to be mathematically exact in common 
speech. 

(ma!) ‘* God is faithful.”’ Ver. 13. 

The author hardly gives the exact sense of these words. Stil! less does 
Stanley, who says that ‘‘ they express, what we often find in the Psalms, that 

- the faithfnu)ness or justice of God, rather than His mercy, is the sure ground of 

hope.” Alas for the sinner, however penitent, who appeals to justice. Nor is 

faithfulness = justice. It means, when used in reference to God, His fidelity to 

His promises. He has engaged that those who are given to His Son shall never 
perish (John x. 28, 29). This therefore is their security, and not at all any 

natural firmness of their own, or even the grace infused into them by regenera- 

tion. 

(nN!) ‘* Communion.” Ver. 16. 

The word thus rendered (Koinonia) is often used by Paul. Thus we read of 

participation of His Son, 1 Cor. i. 9; of the Spirit, 2 Cor. xiii. 13; of the 

ministry, 2 Cor. viii. 4 ; of the Gospel, Phil. i. 6 ; of sufferings, Phil. iii. 5. O€ 
course, the nature of the participation depends on the nature of its object. 

Here it cannot mean a literal partaking of the substance of Christ's body and 

blood, since, not to mention other reasons, when the supper was instituted the 

body of Christ was not yet broken nor His blood shed. It must mean therefore 
the appropriation of the results of His sacrifice, the appropriation being 

mediated by this ordinance when there exists faith in the communicant. 

(o') ** The earth is the Lord’s,”’ etc. Ver. 26. 

This is said by Wetstein to have been the common Jewish form of acknowl- 
edgment and thanksgiving before meals, and probably was the early Encha- 

ristic blessing. This fact would give the greater weight to the citation of it as 

an evidence that nothing is unclean in itself, or can become polluting if used in 

obedience to the design of its creation. 

(p') ‘Do all to the glory of God.” Ver. 31. 

All the special directions given in the preceding discussion are here summed 
up. To make the divine glory the governing motive of our lives introduces 
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order and harmony into all our actions. The sun is then the centre of the 
system. This securesall other ends (such as our own welfare, the good of 

others, etc.) by making them subordinate, while at the same time it exalts the 
soul by placing before it an infinite personal object. Between this and mak- 
ing being in general the end of our actions, there is all the difference that there 
is between the love of Christ and the love of an abstract idea. The one is re- 
ligion, the other is morality (Hodge). 
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CHAPTER XI. 

Ver. 2. adeAgof] is wanting in A B C &, min. Copt. Sahid. Aeth. Arm. Athan. 
Cyr. Bas. Chrys. Deleted by Lachm. and Rickert. A natural addition at the 

beginning of a new section. Comp. x. 1, xii. 1, where not a single authority 
omits it. Had it been in the original text here, there was no inducement to 

leave it out. It is otherwise in xv. 31, Rom. xv. 15. — Ver. 6. éavri¢] airi¢ 

(Lachm.) occursin AC D*F GL &, min. Chrys. Theodoret, al, This is such 

& preponderance of evidence against the Recepia (preferred by Tisch. on the 

authority of BE K Or.), that we must suppose the latter to be an exegetical 

change for the sake of clearness, — Ver. 7. yvv7] AB D* FG &, 73, 118, Dial. 
Isid. Theodoret read 7 }vv7, which is adopted by Lachm. Riick. Tisch. Rightly ; 

the article was omitted as in the verse before and after. — Ver. 11. Elz. has the 

two clauses in inverted order (which Rinck defends), but there is decisive evi- 

dence against it. To put the man first seemed more natural. — Ver. 14. 7] is 

wanting in witnesses of decisive authority ; deleted by Lach. Riick. Tisch. 

Added to mark the question. — av7?) 4 gvoic] ABCD H &, min. Damasc. have 

4 gvoig avT7 (so Lachm. and Tisch.); F G Arm. Tert. simply 7 ¢vorc. In the 
absence of grounds of an internal kind, the weight of evidence on the side of 
4 ¢. avr7 should make it be preferred. — Ver. 17. wapayyéAdwy . . . éraivd) 
Lachm. Riick. Tisch. read mapayyéAAw . . . éwarvev, on the authority of A B C* 

F G min. Syr. utr. Arr. Aeth. Arm. Vulg. Clar. Bérn. Ambrosiast. Aug. Pel. 

Bede. This is a preponderance of evidence—all the more that D*, with its 
reading of rapayyéAAw, ovx Eracvd, must here remain out of account. Then, too, 

ver, 2 compared with ver. 22 made ovx éxaivd come most naturally to the copy- 
ist ; so that altogether we must give the preference to Lachmann’s reading, 

which is, besides, the more difficult of the two (against Reiche, who defends 

the Recepia). — Ver. 21. mpoAauBévec] A, 46, al. have mpocAauB. So Rickert. 
Bat this is plainly an alteration, because the zpd, prae, was not understood. — 
Ver. 22. érutvécw] So also Lachm. on the margin (but with éra:vé in the text) 
and Tisch., following AC DEK L &, all min., several vss. Chrys. Theodoret. 

The present crept in from its occurrence before and after. — Ver. 24. After elie 
Elz. has Aé@ere, gdyere ; but in the face of decisive evidence. Taken from 

Matt. xxvi. 26. — «Acuevov] omitted in A B C* &R*, 17, 67**, Ath. Cyr. Fulg. 
In D* we have Opurréuevoy ; in Copt. Sahid. Arm, Vulg. al., didéuevov. Justly 
suspected by Griesb., and deleted by Lachm. Riick. Tisch. Mere supplements. 
— Ver. 26. The rovro which stands after ror7piov in Elz. is condemned by de- 
Cisive evidence. So, too, the rovroy, which Elz. has after dprov in ver. 27, isa 

later addition. — Ver. 29. avatiug does not occur in A BC &*, 17, Sahid. Aeth. ; 

nor does rov Kuplov (after cOua) in these and some other witnesses, Lachm. 
and Tisch. delete them both ; and both are- glosses. What reason was there 
for omitting them if in the original ? — Ver. 31. There is a great preponderance 

of evidence in favour of dé instead of yép. The latter is an explanatory altera- 

tion. — Ver. 34. ei] Elz. has ei dé; but there is conclusive evidence for rejeot- 

ing it. - 
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ConxTENTS.—(1) How requisite it is that women cover their heads in the 
public assemblies for the worship of God,’ vv. 2-16. (2) Regarding the 
abuses of the Agapae, and the right way of celebrating them, vv. 17-34. 

Ver. 1 belongs still to the preceding section.—Become imitators of me. 
Become so, Paul writes, for there was as yet a sad lack of practical evidence 
of this imitation ; see also x. 82 (comp. Kithner, ad Xen. Anab. i. 7. 4). — 
xayd] as I also have become an imitator, namely, of Christ. Comp. on Matt. 

xv. 8. Christ as the highest pattern of the spirit described in x. 83. Comp. 
Phil. ii. 4 ff.; Rom. xv. 8; Eph. v. 2; Matt. xx. 28. 
" Ver. 2. Conciliatory preamble to the sharp correction which follows. — 
dé] is simply the autem leading on to a new subject ; hence we are not to 
seek any set purpose in the similarity of sound between pipyrai and péuvyobe. 
— wévra] because you are in all respects mindful of me. Riickert’s explana- 

tion : ‘* you think on everything that comes from me” (xvi. 14), is needlessly 

far-fetched, seeing that uéuvyyac"with the accusative, very frequent in Greek 
writers, does not occur in the N. T., and the absolute rdvra is common 

enough (ix. 25, x. 32). — nai café x.7.A.] and because you hold fast the tra- 

ditions in the way in which I delivered them to you. This is the practical 
result of what was stated in the foregoing clause. Ilapadéce¢ might refer 
to doctrine as well as to usages and discipline (comp. Gal. i. 14 ; Col. ii. 
8 ; 2 Thess. ii. 15, ili. 6 ; Plato, Legg. vii. p. 803 A ; Polyb. xi. 8. 2) ; but 
the tenor of the following context shows that Paul means here directions 
of the latter sort, which he had given to the Corinthians orally (and also 
perhaps in his lost letter, v. 2). He had, at the foundation of the church 
and afterwards, made various external regulations, and rejoices that, on the 
whole, they had not set these aside, but were holding them fast in accord- 

ance with his dircctions (xaréyeve, comp. xv. 2; 1 Thess. v. 21; Heb. iii. 

6, x. 23). As to the connection of rapéduxa . . . napadédcecc, sec Winer, p. 

210 [E. T. 281]. 
Ver. 8. ‘‘ After this general acknowledgment, however, I have still to 

bid you lay to heart the following particular point.” And now, first of all, 
the principle of the succeeding admonition. Respecting Of4w . . . eidévat, 
comp. on x. 1; Col. ii. 1.— ravrég avdp.] note the prominent position of 
the word, as also the article before xeg.: of every man the Head. That what 
is meant, however, is every Christian man, is self-evident from this first 
clause ; consequently, Paul is not thinking of the general order of creation 

(Hofmann), according to which Christ is the head of all things (Col. 1. 16 
f., ii. 10), but -of the organization of Christian fellowship, as it is based 

upon the work of redemption. Comp. Eph. v. 21 ff. —xe¢aa4, from which 
we are not (with Hofmann) to dissociate the conception of an organized 
whole (this would suit in none of the passages where the word occurs, Col. 
ii. 10 included) designates in all the three cases here the prozimate, imme- 
diate Head, which is to be specially noted in the second instance, for Christ 

1 Much fruitless trouble has been taken der), now the Christ-party (Olshausen), and 
to connect even the non-velling of the now the followers of Apollos (Ribiger), who 

women with the state of parties at Corinth. have been represented as the opponents of 

Now it has been the Pauline parity (Nean- _ veiling. 
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as head of the church (Col. i. 18 ; Eph. i. 22, iv. 15) is also head of the 
woman (comp. Eph. v. 22f.). The relation indicated by xeg. is that of 
organic subordination, even in the last clause : He to whom Christ 7s subor- 
dinate is God (comp. iii. 23, xv. 28, viii. 6 ; Col. i. 15 ; Rom. ix. 5 ; and see 

Kahnis, Dogm. III. p. 208 ff.), where the dogmatic explanation resorted to, 
that Christ in His human nature only is meant (Theodoret, Estius, Calovius, 

al.), is un-Pauline. Neither, again, is His voluntary subjection referred to 
(Billroth), but—which is exactly what the argument demands, and what 
the two first clauses give us—the objective and, notwithstanding His essen- 

tial equality with God (Phil. ii. 6), necessary subordination of the Son to 

the Father in the divine economy of redemption.’ Much polemic discus- 
sion as to the misuse of this passage by the Arians and others may be found 
in Chrysostom, Theodoret, and Theophylact. — Gal. iii. 28, indeed, shows 

that the distinction of the sexes is done away in Christ (in the spiritual 

sphere of the Christian life) ; but this ideal equality of sez as little does 
away with the empirical subordination in marriage as with differences of 
rank in other earthly relations, e.g. of masters and servants. —xeg. d2 X. 6 
@eéc] The gradation of rank rises up to the supreme Head over all, who is 
the Head of the man also, mediately, through Christ. This makes it all 

the more obvious that, on the one hand, the man who prays or speaks 

as a prophet before God in the assembly ought not to have his head cov- 
ered, see ver. 7 ; but that, on the other hand, the relation of the women 
under discussion is all the more widely to be distinguished from that of 

the men. 
Ver. 4. First inference from the aforesaid gradation of rank.—This infer- 

ence is a plea of privilege for the men, which was but to prepare the way for 
the censure next to be passed upon the women. Had Paul meant to cor- 
rect the men because they had prayed or preached as prophets at Corinth 

with their heads covered (Chrysostom and many of the older commenta- 

tors ; see against this view, Bengel, and especially Storr, Opuse. II. ‘p. 288), 

he would have gone into the matter more in detail, as he does in what fol- 
lows respecting the women. — zpooevy.] of praying aloud in the public 
assemblies. For that Paul is giving instructions for the sphere of church-life, 

not. for family worship (Hofmann), is quite clear from the rpodyretew added 
here and in ver. 5, which does not suit the idea of the private devotions of 
a husband and wife, like the oyoAdlew rH xpocevyg in Vii. 5, but always 
means the public use for general edification of the yép:oya referred to, name- 

ly, that of apocalyptic utterance (Acts ii. 17 f., xix. 6, xxi. 9; 1 Cor. xiii. 
and xiv. ; Matt. vii. 22). Moreover, vv. 5f. and 10 presuppose publicity ; 
as indeed @ priori we might assume that Paul would not have prescribed so 
earnestly a specific costume for the head with a view only to the family edifi- 

cation of a man and his wife. It was precisely in the necessity of avoiding 

1 Melanchthon puts it well: ‘Deus est arcanae ecssentiae, sed ministerii.”—Even 
caput Christi, non de essentia dicitur,sed the exalted and reigning Christ is engaged 

de ministeriis. Filius mediator accipit min- in this ministerium, and finally delivers up 
isterilum a consilio divinitatis, sicut saepe the kingdom to the Father. See xv.-23. 
inquit: Pater misit me. Fit hic mentio non 
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public occasion of offence that such precepts could alone find ground enough 
to justify them ; they were not designed by the liberal-minded apostle to 
infringe upon the freedom of a woman's dress at home. How can any one 
believe that he meant that when a wife desired, in the retirement of her 

own house, to pray with her husband (and how often in a moment might 
an occasion for doing so arise !), she must on no account satisfy this relig- 
ious craving without first of all putting on her mep:8éAaov, and that, if she 

failed to do so, she stamped herself as a harlot (ver. 5 f.) !— To take zpo- 
cevy. a3 equivalent to )Adcoacc Aadeiv (Baur) is not justified by xiv. 18, 

although speaking with tongues may have occurred in connection with pub- 
lic prayer by women. — rpogyr.] Sce on xii. 10. The force of the partici- 

ples is : Every man, when he prays or speaks as a prophet, while he has, ete. 
— Kata xed. Eywr] ac. ri. See Fritzsche, Conject. I. p. 36. Buttmann, neut. 

Gr. p. 127 [E. T. 146). Having (something) down from the head, i.e. with a 

head covering. The Jewish men prayed with the head covered, nay, even with 
a veil (Tallith) before the face. See Lightfoot, Horae, p. 210 f. Michae- 

lis, Anm. p. 244 f. Hellenic usage again required that the head should 

be bare on sacred occasions (Grotius on ver. 2; Hermann, gottesd. Alterth. 

§ 86. 18 f.), while the Romans veiled themselves at sacrifices (Serv. ad Aen. 

iii. 407 ; Dougt. Anal. II. p. 116). The Hellenic usage had naturally be- 

come the prevalent one in the Hellenic churches, and had also commended 
itself to the discriminating eye of the apostle of the Gentiles as so entirely 
in accordance with the divinely appointed position of the man (ver. 8), that 
for the man to cover his head seemed to him to cast dishonour on that posi- 
tion. — xaraioy. r7v xed. airov}] 80, with the spiritus lenis, avrov should be 

written, from the standpoint of the speaker, consequently without any re- 

flex reference (his own head), which the context does not suggest. Theo 
emphasis of the predicate lies rather on xara:oziver, as also in ver. 5. Every 
man, when he prays, etc., dishonours hishead. In what respect he does 80, 
ver. 8 has already clearly indicated, namely (and this meets Baur’s objec- 

tion to the apostle’s argument, that the duty of being veiled should attach 
to the man also from his dependence, ver. 8), inasmuch as he cannot repre- 

sent any submission to human authority by a veil on his head without there- 

by sacrificing its dignity. His head ought to show toall (and its being 
uncovered is the sign of this) that no man, but, on the contrary, Christ, 

and through’ Him God Himself, is Head (Lord) of the man. We are to 
understand, therefore, rv xegaryy avrov quite simply like xard xepadge, of the 
bodily head; not, with Oecumenius, Theophylact (doubtful), Calvin, Calo- 
vius, and others, including Heydenreich, Riickert, de Wette, Osiander, 

Maier, Hofmann, of Christ, which is not required by ver. 8, and is posi- 

tively forbidden by vv. 5, 6, 14, which take for granted also, as respects the 

man, the similar conception of the xegad#, namely, in the literal sense. This 

holds also against the double sense which Wolf, Billroth, and Olshausen 

assume the passage to bear, understanding it to refer to the literal head and 
to Christ as well. 

1 Erasmus, Beza, Grotius, Estlus, Benge), Flatt, Ewald, Neander. 
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Ver. 5. A second inference of an opposite kind from ver. 3, namely, with 
respect to the women. — Prayer and prophetic utterances in mectings on the 
part of the women are assumed here asallowed. In xiv. 84, on the contrary, 
silence is imposed upon them ; comp. also 1 Tim. ii. 12, where they are 
forbidden to teach. This seeming contradiction between the passages dis- 
appears, however, if we take into account that in chap. xiv. it is the public 
assembly of the congregation, the whole ixxAncia, that is spoken of (vv. 4, 5, 12, 
16, 19, 23, 26 ff., 83). There is no sign of such being the case in the pas- 

sage before us. What the apostle therefore has in his eye here, where he 

does not forbid the rpoosiyeofa: i) zpopytebery of the women, and at the same 

time cannot mean family worship simply (see on ver. 4), must be smaller 
meetings for devotion in the congregation, more limited circles assembled 
for worship, such as fall under the category of @ church in the house (xvi. 19 ; 

Rom. xvi. 5 ; Col. iv. 15 ; Philem. 2). Since the subject here discussed, as 
we may infer from its peculiar character, must have been brought under tho 
notice of the apostle for his decision by the Corinthians themselves in their 
letter, his readers would understand both what kind of meetings were 
meant as those in which women might pray and speak as prophetesses, and 

also that the instruction now given was not abrogated again by the ‘‘ taceat 
mulier in ecclesia.”” The latter would, however, be the case, and the teach- 

ing of this passage would be aimless and groundless, if Paul were here only 
postponing for a little the prohibition in xiv. 34, in order, first of all, pro- 
visionally to censure and correct a mere external abuse in connection with a 
thing which was yet to be treated as wholly unallowable (against my own 

former view). It is perfectly arbitrary to say, with Grotius, that in xiv. 34 
we must understand as an exception to the rule : ‘‘nisi speciale Dei man- 
datum habeant.” — axaraxadiaty] Polyb. xv. 27. 2. As to the dative, sec 

Winer, p. 208 [E. T. 271]. —rj xegad. avric¢]—see the critical remarks— 

is, like r. xed. avrov in ver. 4, to be understood of the literal head. A woman 

when praying was to honour her head by having a sign upon it of the 
authority of her husband, which was done by having it covered ; otherwise 

she dishonoured her head by dressing not like a married wife, from whose 
head-dress one can sec that her husband is her head (lord), but like a loose 

woman, with whose shorn head the uncovered one is on a par. — fv yép éote 
x.t.A.] for she is nothing else, nothing better, than she who is shorn. As 

the long tresses of the head were counted a womanly adornment among Jews 
and Gcntiles, so the hair shorn off was a sign cither of mourning (Deut. xxi. 
12; Homer, Od. iv. 198, xxiv. 46 ; Eurip. Or. 458; Hermann, Privatalterth. 

§ xxxix. 28) or of shamelessness (Elsner, Obss. p. 113), and was even the 

penalty of an adulteress (Wetstcin in loc.). What Paul means to say then 

is: @ woman praying with uncovered head stands in the eye of public 
opinion, guided as it is by appearances, on just the same level with her who 
has the shorn hair of a courtesan. — év x. 7d avré] emphatic: unum tdemque. 
See instances in Kypke, II. p. 220. The subject to this is aoa yu) x.7.2., 

not the appearing uncovered, so that strictly it ought to have been ro 
sEvpjoGa (Billroth). And the neuter is used, because the subject is regarded 
asa gencral conception. Comp. iii. 8. Respecting the dative, see Kihner, 

- cosa es 
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Il. p. 244; Kruger, § xlviit. 14. 9.— The form gvpéw has less authority in 

Attic writters than éupéw. Sec Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 205. 

NemanxK.—The evil, which Paul here rebukes with such sharpness and de- 
cision, must have broken out after the apostle had left Corinth ; had he been 

present, he would not have allowed it to emerge. It arose probably from an 

unseemly extension of the principle of Christian liberty, occasioned by the 

fact of women partaking in the special gifts of the Spirit, ver. 4, and doubtless 

under the influence of the greater laxity of Hellenic ideas about female dress. 

The letter from the Corinthians, when referring to the way in which the apos- 

tle’s instructions were acted upon at Corinth (ver. 2), must have contained an 

inquiry put to hinf upon this particular point (comp. on ver. 5). The fact that 

Paul makes no allusion to virgins here proves that they were not involved in the 

wrong practice, although Tertullian (de virginib. veland.) unwarrantably applies 

our passage to thei also. 

Ver. 6 gives the ground of & éor x.r.4., ver. 5. That ground is, that the 
step from not being covered to being shorn is only what consistency demands, 
while the dishonour again implied in being shorn requires that the woman 
should be covered; consequently, to be uncovered lies by no means midway 
between being shorn and being covered as a thing indifferent, but falls under 
the same moral category as being shorn. For when a woman puts on no covering, 

when she has once become so shameless, then she should hace herself shorn too 
(in addition). A demand for logical consistency (Winer, p. 292 [E. T. 891}) 
serving only to make them feel the absurdity of this unseemly emancipation 
from restraint in public prayer and speaking (for ver. 5 shows that these 
rules cannot be general ones, against Hofmann). To understand it simply 
as a permission, does not suit the conclusion; comp. on the contrary 
xataxadunricbw. — 7d xeip. } Evpacfa:] ‘Plus est radi (vp.) quam tonderi,” 

Grotius. Comp. Valckenaer. vp. means to shave, with the razor (£vpév). 

The two words occur together in Mic. 1. 16, LXX. Note the absence of any 
repetition of the article in connection with the double description of the 
one unseemly thing.. 

Vv. 7-9. T'ép] introduces the grounding of the xaraxaAurréofw, consequently 
a second ground for the proposition under discussion (the first being vv. 
3-6). The argument sets out again (comp. ver. 8) ¢ contrario. —ovx dpeidec] 

does not mean: he is not bound, which, as ver. 3 shows, would not be enough; 

but: he ought not, ctc., in contrast to the woman who ought (vv. 5, 10). 

Comp. 2 Cor. xii. 14. —eixav x. déga x.7.A.] The obligation to pray, etc., 
with the head covered would be inconsistent with this high dignity, because - 
to cover the head is a sign of submission to human power, ver. 10. A man 
as such (avfp) ig the image of God (Gen. i. 26 f.), inasmuch as he, being 

Adam’s representative, has dominion over the earth. Other elements of 
what constitutes the image of God are not, according to the context, taken 

into account here, nor are the ecclesiastical definitions of it. He is also the 
gry of God, inasmuch as, being the image of God, he, in his appearance as 
man, practically represents on earth in a human way the majesty of God as 

aruler. Rickert, following older interpreters (given in Wolf), holds that 
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défa is meant here as the rendering of NiD4, Gen. i. 26; as also the LXX., 

in Num, xii. 8, Ps. xvii. 15, translates 130A by défa. But had Paul wished 

to convey the meaning of N5"1, a passage so important and so familiar as 

Gen. i. 26 would certainly have suggested to him the word used there by 
the LXX., cuoiworr. Ada corresponds simply to the Hebrew W533, — Paul 

describes only the man as being the image and déga of God; for he has in his 
eye the relation of marriage, in which rule is conferred on the man alone. 

The woman accordingly has, in harmony with the whole connection of the 

passage, to appear simply as défa avdpéc, inasmuch, namely, as her whole 
wedded dignity, the high position of being spouse of the man, proceeds 
from the man and is held in obedience to him; so that the woman does not 

carry an independent glory of her own, an idia dééa, but the majesty of the 

aan réfiects itself in her, passing over to her mediately and, as it were, by 

derivation. (Q') Grotius compares her happily to the moon as ‘‘ lumen 
minus sole.” This exposition of dé&a avdpé¢ is the only one which suits the 

context, and corresponds in conception to the preceding défa Geot, without 
at the same time anticipating what is next said in vv. 8,9. The conception 
of the défa, which is cot in case of the man and avdpéc in that of the woman, 

is determined by the idea of the, ordo conjugalis, not by that of humanity | 

(Hofmann) originally realized in the man but passing thence into a deriva- 
tive realization in the woman. — Paul omits cixéyv in the woman’s case, not 

because he refused to recognize the divine image in her (except in an im- 
mediate sense), but because he felt rightly that, in view of the distinction of 

sex, the word would be unsuitable (comp. de Wette), and would also convey 

too much, considering the subordinate position of the woman in marriage. 

— Ver. 8. For there ia not such a thing as man from woman, etc., but the re- 
lation of the two as respects being in the converse. — Ver. 9. The yép here 
is subordinate to that in ver. 8: ‘‘for there twas not created a man for the 

woman's sake, but conversely.”” This is the concrete historical establishment, 
from the narratice of their creation, of the relation between the two sexes, 

which had been generally stated in ver. 8; in giving it, Paul, with Gen. ii. 18 
in his view, docs not bring in éx again, but d:4, which, however, considering 
how familiar the history was, throws no doubt upon the genuineness of the 

éx. In xai yép the nat (which has the force of even indeed, Hartung, I. p. 
135) belongs to ovx éxric@7. The present genetic relation of the two sexes, 
ver, 8, began as early as the creation of the first pair. (r’) 

Ver. 10. Acd rovro] namely, because the relation of the woman to the man 
is such as has been indicated in vv. 7-9. — éfovalav Eye emi rig Keg.] to have 

@ power, i.e. the sign of a power (to wit, as the context shows, of her husband's 
power, undcr which she stands), upon her head ; by which the apostle means 

a covering Yor the head.’ 80 Chrysostom,” Theodoret, Oecumenius, Theophy- 

lact, with the majority both of ancient and modern commentators, including 

1 Luther's gloss is: “That is the vellor Andon ver.7 he says: As the man ought 
covering, by which one may see that sheis to pray uncovered in token of his apy, 20 
under her husband's authority, Gen. ill. forthe woman it is a mark of presumption 

16.” | 7d ph éxewy Ta cUpBodAa Ths UroTayye. 
3"Apa rd xadAtrrecdat Urorayis xai Cfovalas. 
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van Hengel, Annot. p. 175 ff.; Liicke in the Stud. u. Krit. 1828, p. 571 I. 
Billroth, Riickert, Olshausen, de Wette, Osiander, Ewald, Neander, Maicr, 

Weiss, Vilmar in the Stud. u. Krit, 1864, p. 465 f.; comp. Diisterdieck in 

the Stud. u. Krit. 1863, p. 707 ff. Just as in Diodor. Sic. i. 47, in the 
phrase éxovcay rpeig Baordeiag Eri ric xed., the context shows beyond a doubt 

that Sac. means symbols of one’s own power (diadems), so here the connection 

justifies the usc of éfoveia to denote the sign of another's power ; the phrase 
thus simply having its proper reference brought out, and by no means being 

twisted into an opposite meaning, as Hofmann objects. Comp. also the or- 
naments of the Egyptian priests, which, as being symbols of truth, bore the 

name of adfOea, Diod. Sic. i. 48. 77; Ael. V. H. xiv. 34. Schleusner ex- 

plains éfovo. as a token of the honour (of the married women over the single). 

But both the context (ver. 9) and the literal meaning of éfovcia are against 

this. Bengel and Schrader make it a sign of authority to speak in public. 
But the whole connection points to the authority of the husband over the 
wife. There is not a word in the whole passage about the potestas orandi, 
etc., nor of its being granted by the husband (Schrader). Hagenbach’s view 
(Stud. u. Krit. 1828, p. 401) is also contrary to the context, seeing that we 

have previously da rdv aGvdpa ; he understands éfovsia as a mark of descent. 

Paul, he holds, formed the word upon the analogy of zrupevoia x.r.A.,—a View 

that docs not even leave to the term its lexical meaning, which was surely 
familiar enough to the apostle and his readers. Other expositors make 
éfovcia directly to signify a veil (Michaelis, Schulz), to establish which they 

have appealed in the most arbitrary way to the help of Hebrew words 
(Cappellus, Clericus, Hammond, Semler, Ernesti). Hitzig again, in the 

theol. Jahrb. 1854, p. 129 ff., gives out the term to be a Jewish-Greek one, 
derived from é£ icov ; because the veil had, he maintains, two overhanging 
halves which balanced each other, in front and behind. But what is fatal 

to every attempt of this kind is that éfovcia, power, is so very familiar a 
word, and suits perfectly well here in this its ordinary sense, while, as the 

name of a veil, it would be entirely without trace and without analogy in 
Greek. As for the derivation from éé ioov, that is simply an etymological 
impossibility. Other interpreters still assume that éfove. means here not a 

_ sign of power, but power itself. So, in various preposterous ways, earlier 

commentators cited by Wolf ; and so more recently Kypke and Pott. The 
former puts a comma after éfovoia, and explains the clause : ‘‘ propterea 

mulier potestati obnoxia est, ita ut velamen (comp. ver. 4) incapite habeat.” 

But the sense of dgeiAecy rs would rather have required izaxofy in place of 
éfovoiav. Pott again (in the Gétting. Weihnachtsprogr. 1831, p. 22 ff.) ren- 
ders it : ‘‘mulierem oportet servare jus seu potestatem in caput suum, sc. 

eo, quod illud velo obtegat.”’ Not inconsistent with linguistic usage (Rev. 
xi, 6, xx. 6, xiv. 18 ; comp. Luke xix. 17), but all the more so with the 

context, since what ver. 9 states is just that the woman has no power at all 
over herself, and for that very reason ought to wear a veil. Hofmann, too, 
rejects the symbolical explanation of éfovcia, and finds the metaphorical ele- 
ment simply in the local import of the phrase émi ceparge (comparing it with 
such passages as Acts xviii. 6, where, however, the idea is wholly diffcrent 
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in kind). He makes the thought to be: the woman must have a power 
upon or over her head, because she must be subject to such a power. In 
that case what would be meant would be her husband’s power, which she 
must haveover her. But the question in hand was not at all about anything 
so general and self-evident as that, but about the ceiling, which she was 

bound to observe. The conjectural interpretations which have been at- 
tempted are so far-fetched as not to deserve further mention. We may add 
that there is no evidence in antiquity for the symbolism which Paul here con- 
nects with the veiling of the women in assemblies (the hints which Baur 
founds upon in the theol. Jahrb. 1852, p. 571 ff., are tooremote). We have 
the more reason, therefore, to agree with Lficke in ascribing it to the inge- 
nious apostle himself, however old the custom itself—that married women 
should wear veils in public—was in Hebrew usage (Ewald, Alterth. p. 269 
f.). — did rove dyyéAove] which Baur uncritically holds to be a gloss—a view 
to which Neander also was inclined—is not 8 formula obsecrandi (Heyden- 

reich, who, with Vorstius, Hammond, Bengel, and Zachariac, strangely 
assumes a reference to Isa. vi. 2), but a clause adding to the inner ground 
(dca rovro) an outward one : “for the sake of the angels,” in order to avoid 

exciting disapproval among them.* Todc¢ ayyéAove aidéoOnr:, Chrysostom. Eras- 
mus puts it well in his Paraphrase: ‘‘Quodsi mulier eo venit impudentiae, 
ut testes hominum oculos non vereatur, saltem ob angelos testes, qui 
vestris conventibus intersunt, caput opcriat.” That the holy angels are 
present at assemblies for worship, is an idea which Paul had retained from 
Judaism (LXX. Ps. cxxxviii. 1; Tob. xii. 12 f.; Buxtorf, Synag. 15, p. 
$06 ; Grotius in loc.; Eisenmenger, entdeckt. Judenth. II. p. 898), and 
made an element in his Christian conception,*in accordance with the 
ministering destination ascribed to them in Heb. i. 14, but without any of 
the Jewish elaborations. It must remain a very doubtful point whether 
he had guardian angels (Acts xii. 15 ; Matt. xviii. 10) specially in view 
(Jerome, August. de Trin. xii. 7; Theodoret, comp. Theophylact), seeing 
that he nowhere says anything definite about them. Other ecxpositors make 
the reference to be to the dad angels, who would be incited to wantonness 
by the unveiled women (Tert. c. Marc. v. 8 ; de virg. vel. 7, al.),? or might 
incite the men to it (Schoettgen, Zeltner, Mosheim), or might do harm to 
the uncovered women (Wetstein, Semler). Others, again, understand it to 

1(So Hodge, Lange's Com., Stanley, 
Princ. Brown, Speaker’s Com., Ellicott’s 
Com., and Beet.—T. W. C.] 

2 Since the apostle is speaking of meet- 
ings for worship, it is unsuitable to make 
the reference be to the angels as wilnesses 

Oo the creation of the first pair ; so van Hen- 

gel, Annot. p. 181 f., following a Schol. in 
Matthiae. Any allusion to Gen. vi. 1-4 (sug- 
gested already by Tertullian, ai. Comp. 
also Kurtz, d. Ehen ad. Sdhne Gottes, p. 177, 
and Hofmann) is wholly foreign to the pas- 
sage. Hofmann imports into it the idea: 
“that the spirits which have sway in the cor- 

poreal world might be tempted ¢o enter into 

that relation to the woman zchich is assigned 
to her husband.”” Hilgenfeld too, in his 
Zeitechr. 1864, p. 188, makes it refer to the 
story in the Book of Enoch, 5 f., about the 
transgression of the angels with the daugh- 
ters of men. Whatan importing of carnal 
lust / And were not the women whom the 
apostle here warns in part matrons and 
gray-headed dames ! 

8 Test. XII. Patr. p. 629 should not be ad- 
duced here (against Bretschnelder). The 
passage contains a warning against the 

vanity of head-ornament, the seductive 

character of which {s proved by an argu- 
ment a majori ad minus. 
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mean pious men (Clem. Alex.), or the Christian prophets (Beza), or those pre- 
siding in the congregation (Ambrosiaster), or those deputed to bring about 
betrothals (Lightfoot), or unfriendly spies (Heumann, Alethius, Schulz, Morus, 

Storr, Stolz, Rosenmiiller, Flatt, Schrader)—all mere attempts at explana- 
tion, which are sufficiently disposed of by the single fact that dyyedoz, 

when standing absolutely in the N. T., always denotes good angels alone. See 
on iv. 9. The correct exposition is given also by Diisterdieck, l.c., who 
shows well the fine trait of apostolic mysticism in did rode ayyéAove. 

Ver. 11. Paul's teaching from ver. 7 onward might possibly be misin- 
terpreted by the men, so as to lead them to despise the women, and by the 
women so as to underrate theirown position. Hence the caveat which now 
follows (éxdyec t9v didphworv, Chrys.) against the possible dislocation of the 

Christian relation of the two sexes : nevertheless, neither is the woman. with- 

out the man, nor the man without the woman in Christ, i.e. nevertheless there 

subsists such a relation between the two in the sphere of the Christian life 
(év Kupiv), that neither does the woman stand severed from the man, ?.e. in- 
dependent of, and without bond of fellowship with, him, nor vice versd. 

They are united as Christian spouses (comp. ver. 3) in mutual dependence, 
each belonging to the other and supplying what the other lacks ; neither 
of the parties being a separate independent person. The év Kupiy thus as- 
signs to the relation here expressed the distinctive sphere, in which it sub- 
sists. Out of Christ, in a profane marriage of this world, the case would 
be different. Were we, with Storr, Heydenrcich, Rickert, Hofmann, to 

take tv Kup/y as predicative definition : ‘‘ neither does the woman stand in 
connection with Christ without the man, nor vice rersé,” this would resolve 

itself either into the meaning given by Grotius : ‘‘ Dominus neque viros 
exclusis feminis, neque feminas exclusis viris redemit ;” or into Hofmann’s 
interpretation, that in a Christian marriage the relation to the Lord is a 
common one, shared in by the two parties alike. But both of these idcas 

are far too obvious, general, and commonplace to suit the context. Ols- 
hausen (comp. Beza) renders it, ‘‘ by the arrangement of God.” But év Kupiy 

is the statedly used term for Christ ; the reference to the divine arrangement 
comes in afterwards in ver. 12. 

Ver. 12. For, were this not the case, the Christian system would be clearly at 
variance with the divine arrangement in nature. This against Riickert, who 
accuses ver. 12 of lending no probative support to ver. 11. — 1 yuwq éx rob 

avdp.] se. gort, namely, in respect of origination at jirst.- Comp. ver. 8.—6é 
avip dia Tig yuv.}] in respect of origination now. ’Ex denotes the direct orig- 

ination in the way known to all his readers from the history of woman’s 
creation in Gen. ii. 21 f. ; dé again the mediate origin by birth, all men 
being yevyqroi yuvacxov, Matt. xi. 11; Gal. iv. 4. Paul might have repeated 
the é« in the second clause also (Matt. 1. 16; Gal. iv. 4), but he wished to 

mark the difference between the first and the continued creation. And in 
order to bring out the sacred character of the moral obligation involved in 
this genetic relation of mutual dependence, he adds : ra dé révra éx tr. Ocov : 
now all this, that we have been treating of (‘‘ vir, mulicr et alterius utrius 

mutua ab altcro dependentia,” Bengel), is from God, procecding from and 
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ordered by Him. As regards this ix, comp. 2 Cor. v. 18 ; 1 Cor. viii. 6 ; 
Rom. xi. 36. 

Vv: 13-15. By way of appendix to the discussion, the apostle refers his 
readers—as regards especially the praying of the women, which had given 

rise to dehate—to the voice of nature herself.’ He asks them : Is it seemly, 
—judge within yourselves concerning it,—is it seemly that a woman should 
offer up prayers uncovered ¢ Does not nature herself even (oidé) teach you 
the opposite ? — év tuiv avroic]) without any influence from without ; comp. 
x. 15. —1r Gcg] superfluous in itself, but added forthe sake of emphasis, in 
order to impress upon them the more deeply the unseemliness of the un- 
covered state in which the woman comes forward to deal with the Most High 
in prayer. — Regarding the different constructions with mpémov éor:, see Butt- 
mann, neut. Gr. p. 239 [E. T. 278].—The gboce is the natural relation of the 

judgment and feeling to the matter in question,—the native, inborn sense 
‘and perception of what is seemly. This instinctive consciousness of pro- 
priety had been, as respected the point in hand, established by custom and 
had become gbaic. Comp. Chrysostom. The manifold discussions, to little 
purpose, by the old commentators regarding the meaning of ¢toc, may be 
scen in Poole’s Synopsis, and in Wolf. It is here, as often in Greek writers 

(comp. also Rom. ii. 14), the contrast to education, law, art, and the like. 

It cannot in this passage mean, as Hofmann would have it, the arrangement 
of things in conformity with their creation—that is to say, the arrangement of 
nature in the objective sense (so, frequently in the classics), for the assertion 

that this teaches all that is expressed by the dr: ap «.7.2. would go much 
too far and be unwarranted. Were we, again, to assume that 57 does not 

dlepend at all on didéoxe:, but gives the ground for the question, so that 
d:daokee would require its contents to be supplied out of the first half of 
the verse, how awkwardly would Paul have expressed himself, and how 

liable must he have been to misapprehension, in putting 6dr: instead of con- 
veying his meaning with clearness and precision by yép ! And even apart 
from this objection as to the form of expression, we cannot surely suppose 
that the apostle would find in a fact of aesthetic custom (vv. 14, 15)—that 
is to say, a something in its own nature accidental, and subsisting as an 

actual fact only for the man accustomed to it—the confirmation of what the 

order of things in conformity with their creation teaches, (s’) — arf] inde- 

pendently of all other instruction.—Upon the matter itself (xéunv d2 Ee xai 

eixopov elvat yuvacxdrepév éovt, Eustath. ad I. iii. p. 288), see Perizonius, ad 
Ael. V. H. ix. 4; Wetstein in loc. In ancient times, among the Hellencs, 

the luxuriant, carefully-tended hair of the head was the mark of a free man 

(see generally, Hermann, Privatalterth. § xxiii. 13 ff.). Comp. also 2 Sam. 
xiv. 26 f. In the church, both by councils and popes, the xcouorpogeiy was 

repeatedly and strictly forbidden to the clergy.' See Decretal. lid. iii. tit. 

2 If we are to look upon the tensure, how- _siheld by the apostle in our text. Long hair 
ever, as a symbol of the spiritual life In’ onthe head isa disgrace to a man in his 
contradistinction to the vanities of this eyes; because he regards Jt as a sign of 

world (see Walter, Kirchenr. § 212), then human subjection. 

this by no means corresponds to the view 
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i, cap. 4. 5. 7. — bre 4 xduy avri wep:B. dé6.] Ground for long hair being an 
ornamcnt to a woman : because it ts given to her instead of a ceil, to take its 

place, to be, as it were, a natural veil. This again impiics that to wear a 
veil, as in the case in hand, is a decorous thing. For if the «éu7 is an hon- 

our for a woman because it is given to her in place of a veil, then the veil itself 
too must be an honour to her, and to lay it aside in prayer a disgrace. 
‘‘Naturae debet respondere voluntas,” Bengel. Mlepcfdsaaov, something thrown 

round one, a covering in general (sce the Lexicons, and Schleusner, Thes. IV. 
p. 289), has here a special reference to the veil (xaAbmrpa, xéAvupa) spoken of 
in the context. 

Ver. 16. The apostle has done with the subject ; but onc word more of 
warning now against all controversy about it.—doxei] Vulg. : ‘‘si quis autem 

videtur contentiosus esse.”” This would imply that sort of forbearing cour- 
tesy in the doxei, according to which one ‘‘ viders aliquid esse, quam vere esse 
dicere maluit,” Fritzsche, ad Matth, p.129. Comp. Frotscher, ad Xen. Hier. 
p. 92. Sturz, Ler. Xen. I. p. 757 f. So de Wette and Wincr, p. 570 [E. T. 
766]. But one can see no reason for Paul’s choosing any such special deli- 
cacy of phrase. If, again, we understand the words to mean : if any one 
likes to be, or has pleasure in being, contentious (Luther, Grotius, Riickert), 

that is to confound the expression with the construction doxez yo.’ The 
simplest explanation, and, at the same time, quite literally faithful, is, as in 

Matt. iii. 9, Phil. iii. 4: if any one és of opinion, if he thinks, or is minded 
to be, ctc. ; but to import the notion of permtssion into the infinitive here, 
in connection with this rendering (Billroth), would be arbitrary, because 
without warrant from the text (Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 1). — jucic 

rotatryy x.7.A.] declarative : Let him be told that we, etc. Comp. Rom. xi. 
18. See Winer, p. 575 [E. T. 773]. — gyeic] Land those who are like minded 
with me. — rotatray cuviO.| such a custom. Interpreters refer this cither to 

the censured practice of the women being unveiled (Theodoret, Erasmus, 

Grotius, Bengel, Michaelis, Semler, Rosenmiiller, Heydenreich, Flatt, Bill- 

roth, Olshausen, Ewald, Neander, Maier, Hofmann), or to the custom of 

contention (Chrysostom, Ambrosiaster, Beza, Calvin, Piscator, Estius, Calo- 

. vius, and others, including Rickert and de Wette). The latter suzts the 
immediate context, and is required by sueic ; hence we cannot, with The- 
ophylact and Osiander, leave it an open question which of the two refer- 
ences should be preferred. The oidé ai éxxd. r. Oeot is not against this 
view ; for what is asserted is not that all individual members were free from 

the love of strife, but only that the churches as awhole were so. These last 

are distinguished by odd ai éxxA. r. Oeov from the individuals implied in 
gueic. Neither does the expression cvvfGea throw any difficulty in the way 

of our interpretation ; on the contrary, occurring as it does in this short con- 

cluding sentence of deprecation, it lends to it a certain point against the 
readers, some of whom seem to have allowed this vice of. contentiousness 
to grow with them into a habit ; it was thcir miserable custom / (1') — The 

1 So, too, So«m por, lubel, volo. See Ast, ad Plat. Phaed. p. 21. Also Sd8oxrai po. See 

Ast, Ler. Plat. I. p. 552, 
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abnormal position of isolation, into which their controversial tendencies 
would bring them, should surely suffice to prevent their indulging them ! 

Ver. 17. Transition to the censure which follows. Now this (what I have 
written up to this point about the veiling of the women) J enjoin,’ while I 
do not praise (i.e. while I join with my injunction the censure), that ye, etc. 
The ‘‘litotes” ob« éxa:viy glances back upon ver. 2. Lachmann’s view, ac- 
cording to which the new section begins at ver. 16, so that ¢:Advecxoc would 
relate to the cyicvara in ver. 18, has this against it, that tapayyéAAw always 

means praccipio in the N. T. (vii. 10; 1 Thess. iv. 11; 2 Thess. iii. 4, 6, 

10, 12, al.), not J announce, and that no injunction is expressed in ver. 16. 

Moreover, we should desiderate some conclusion to the foregoing section, 
and, as such, considering especially that the matter in question was such 4 
purely external one, ver. 16 comes in with peculiar appropriateness. Other 
expositors, such as Lyra, Erasmus, Piscator, Grotius, Calovius, Hammond, 

Bengel, Riickert, also Ewald and Hofmann (comp. his Schri/tbeweis, I. 2, 
p. 285 f.), refer rovro, after the example of the Greek Fathers, to what 

follows, inasmuch, namely, as the exposition now to begin ends in a command, 

and shows the reason why the church deserves zo praise in this aspect of its 
church-life. Paul has already in his mind, according to these interpreters, 
the directions which he is about to give, but lays a foundation for them 
first of all by censuring the disorders which had crept in. Upon that view, 
however, the rovro rapayy. would come in much too soon ; and we must 

suppose the apostle, at the very beginning of an important section, so little 
master of his own course of thought, as himself to throw his readcrs into 
confusion by leaving them without anything at all answering to the rovro 
mapayy. — rt ov cig Td xpeirrov x.t.A.] does not give the reason of his not 

praising, but—secing there is no tuac with éracy., as in ver. 2—states what it 
as that he cannot praise. Your coming together is of such a kind that not 
the melius but the pejus arises out of it as its result ; that it becomes worse 
instead of better with you (with your Christian condition). Theophylact 

and Billroth make 1d xpeirr. and 1d #rrov refer to the assemblies themselves : 

‘that you hold your assemblies in such a way that they become worse instead 

of better.”” A tame idea ! . 
Vv. 18, 19. Ipérov pév yép] The second point is found by most expositors 

in ver. 20 (so Billroth, Rickert, Olshausen, de Wette, Ewald, Maier, Winer, 

p. 586 [E. T. 721]). In that case Paul first of all censures here generally _ 

the divisions which appeared in their assemblies, and then in ver. 20 links 
on by oiv the abuse of the Lord’s Supper as a consequence of those divisions. 
But this view has against it the fact that he follows up ver. 18 neither by 
censure nor correction of what was amiss, which he would not have omitted 
to do, considering the importance of the matter in question, if he had re- 
garded ver. 18 as touching upon a distinct point from that in vv. 20, 21. 
Moreover, in ver, 22, éraivéow ipag; év rotvr@ obx eracva, Which has reference 

1 Hofmann irrelevantly objects to our enjoined that the women should be veiled 
making rovro refer to the preceding pas- (comp. esp. vv. 5, 6, 10), and not simply ex- 

sage, that Paul has previously enjoined pressed his opinion upon a custom that 

nothing. He has, in fact, very categoricaly displeased him. 
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to the ot« éra:vay of ver. 17, proves that in his mind vv. 18-22 formed not 
two rebukes, but one. This serves, too, by way of reply to Hofmann, who 

insists on taking mpérov, in spite of the pév that follows it, not as first, but 
as before all things, above all, The true view, on the contrary, is (comp. also 
Baur in the theol. Jahrbicher, 1852, p. 558 ; Ribiger, p. 185 ; Osiander}, 

that ody in ver. 20 does not introduce a second point of reprehension, but 
takes up again the first point, which had been begun in ver. 18 and inter- 
rupted by xai puépog te «.7.A. (see on viii. 4),—an interpretation which is 

strongly supported by the repetition of the same words owepyou. tvav. In 
using the term oyicuara,’ Paul has already in his mind the separations at the 
love-feasts (not the party divisions of i. 12, Theodorct, and many others), 
but is kept for a time from explaining himself more fully by the digression 
which follows, and does so only in ver. 20. Still, however, the question 
remains : Where is the second point, which rparov leads us to expect? It com- 

mences in xii. 1. Paul censures two kinds of evils in connection with their 
assemblies—(1) the degeneration of the Agapac (vv. 18-34), and (2) the 

misapplication of the gifts of the Spirit (xii. 1 ff.). The rpérov pév is left 
out of account while he pursues the first point, and instead of following it 
up with an érecra dé, after completing his discussion, he passes on in xii. 1 
with the continuative dé to second subject, making no further reference to 
that rpdrov pév yép in ver. 18. How common it is in classic writers also to 

find the zpérov followed by no érera, or anything of the kind, but another 

turn given to the sentence, may be seen in Maetzner, ad Antiph. p. 191; 
Bremi, ad Lys. I. p. 831. Comp. on Acts i. 1, and on Rom. i. 8, iii. 2. —é& 
éxxd.] ina church-meeting. This is conceived of as alocal sphere (comp. Ben- 
gel: ‘‘rergit ad significationem loci”), in which the ovvépxecba takes place 

by the arrival of members ; as we also say : ‘‘in einer Gesellschaft zusam- 
menkommen.” Comp. Winer, p. 386 [E. T. 515]. Although the apostle 
might have written cic éxxAyciav (Lucian, Jov. Trag. 6), yet we must neither 

take év in the sense of cig (Vulgate, Riickert, Schrader), nor impute to the 

word éxxa. the meaning : place of assembly (Grotius, Wolf, Heydenreich), 
nor understand it adverbially, as with abstract terms: congregatwnally 

(Hofmann). — There should be no comma after éxad. ; for ovvépy. x.1.A. 

connects itself in meaning not with axobw, but with cxiouara x.t.A. —axotw] 

in the sense of axfxoa, denoting continuance. See Ast, ad Plat. Leg. 
p. 9 f. ; Bernhardy, p. 370; Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. iii. 5. 26. — pépoc re] 

Jor a part, partly, Thuc. i. 23. 8, ii. 64. 2, iv. 80. 1; Isocr. p. 426 D. He 
cannot bring himself to believe al? that he has heard of the divisions at 
their assemblies. A delicate way of showing the better opinion that he still 
has of his readers, not a reference to the uncertainty of the source whence 
the news reached him (Hofmann). — dei] according to God’s decree. It 1s 
the ‘‘ necessitas consequentiae” (Melanchthon) ; for the iva which follows 

indicates, according to the apostle’s teleological view (comp. Matt. xviii. 
7), the end ordained by God, namely, that the tried, those who have not 

1 Chrysostom well remarks: ot Aéyeaxove  adAcora ixavdy fv avraw dsaceioa Thy didvotar, 
mn cows vpas cuvdeamveiy, dxovw ydp car idiay § rovro rédeixe Td TOU TXigMatos Gvoua, 6 Kai TOv- 

vas dorcagGas cai mh pera Tey weviTav GAN & ~—=s rou Fv attcov. 
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suffered themselves to be carried away by party-agitation, should become 
manifest. (0) — xa? alpécecc] It cannot be proved (although Riickert, Nean- 
der, Hofmann, and others hold) that aipéce:g is something worse’ than cxio- 
para (and that xai must mean even), as Pelagius, Estius, and Calovius would 

take it ; for cai may be simply also (among other evils also), and in Gal. v. 
20—where, moreover, cyiovera does not come in at all—Paul does not in- 

tend to construct an exact climax, but merely to heap together kindred 
things. Now, seeing that our Epistle says nothing of absolute party-sepa- 
rations, but always shows us merely party-divisions subsisting along with 
outward unity, one cannot well make out wherein the worseness of the 

aipécece consisted ; for to hold, with Riickert, that elvac means to ensue, and 

points to the future (as Hofmann too maintains), is a perfectly groundless 
assumption. The aiptoec were there, were not merely coming ; it will not do 

to confound elvac with yiveoOa: or éAdeiy (Matt. xviii. 7; Luke xvii. 1), a 

mistake into which J. Miller also falls, 7.c. We must therefore, with 

Chrysostom, Grotius, Olshausen, al., regard aipéce:¢ as another form of dcs- 

ignation for the same thing (the cytcpara). It does not mean heresies in 
the sense of false doctrine (2 Pet. ii. 1), as Calvin, Calovius, and others 

maintain ; neither does it refer simply to the separations in keeping the 
Agapae (Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Theophylact) ; but—as is clear from the 
nature of the sentence as assigning a more general reason for what had been 
said—to factious divisions in the church generally? (according as there existed 

tendencies and vicws at variance with each other and destructive of har- 
mony). Comp. on Gal. v. 20. 

Ver. 20. Oiv] resuming after the parenthesis ; see on ver. 18. — én? rd 
avré] to the same place. See on Acts i. 15. —ov« fore xvpiax. deity. gay. ] 
there does not take place an eating of a Lord's Supper, i.e. one cannot eat a Lord’s 
Supper in that way ; it is morally wnpossible, since things go on in such 
fashion as ver. 21 thereupon specifies by way of proof. :We have here the 
very common and familiar use of Zor: with the infinitive, in the sense of : é£ 
4s possible, one can, as in Heb. ix. 5. Soe. the passages from Plato given 
by Ast, Ler. I. p. 622; Hom. ¢. xxi. 198, al. ; Thue. viii. 53 ; Soph. Pha. 

69 ; Aesch. Pers. 414 ; Polyb. 1. 12. 9, v. 98. 4. It occurs in the classics 

also for the most part with the negative. See generally, Valckenaer on 
Eurip. Hippol. 1826. Beza, Estius, Zachariae, de Wette, Ewald, Maier, 

Winer, al., render it otherwise, as if there were a rovro in the text : this is 

not, etc. And even if there were such a rovro, it would have nothing here 
to connect itself with. — xupaxdy deixvov] a meal belonging to the Lord, conse- 

crated to Christ ; comp. ver. 27, x. 21. The name was given to the love- 
Jeasts (Agapae, Jude 12), at which the Christians ate and drank together 
what they severally brought with them, and with which was conjoined the 
Lord’s Supper properly so called (x. 16, 21 ; comp. on Acts ii. 42), so that 

18o also J. Miller, v. d. Siinde, I. p. 588, 
ed. 5, holds that cxion. denotes the inner 
dGisunion in the church, which shows itself 
in posilice division and Jaction (aipéces). 
Wetstein, on the contrary, considered 

eipects a‘ mollius vocabulum” than cxicpa. 
2 It is arbitrary to asoribe the disturbanoe 

about the Lord's Supper to one special 

party at Corinth, such as the Christ-party 
(Olshausen), or that of Apollos (R&biger). 
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the bread was distributed and partaken of during the meal and the cup 

after it, according to the precedent of the original institution. Comp. 
Tertullian, Apol. 30. Chrysostom, indeed, and Pelagius held that Lord's 
Supper came jirst ; but this is contrary to the model of the first institution, 
came into vogue only at a later date, and rests purely upon the ascetic idea 
that it was unbefitting to take the Eucharist after other food. To under- 
stand here, as Hofmann does, not the whole meal, but merely the celebration 
of the Lord’s Supper, which was conjoined with it, is not in keeping with 
the phrase deirvov, the precise scope of which is determined by the meal so 
originally instituted (John xiii. 2) to which it points. 

Ver. 21. I[poAapBavec] takes beforehand his own meal (as contrasted with 

Kupak. deirv., comp. Chrysostom : 1d ydp xupiaxdy idtwrexdyv mocoverv). Instead 

of waiting (ver. 33) till a general distribution be made and others thus 

obtain a share (comp. Xen. Mem. iii. 14. 1), and till by this means the meal 
assume the form of a xvpiaxdy deixvov, he seizes at once for himself alone 

upon the portion which he brought with him, and holds therewith his own 
private meal in place of the Lord’s Supper. The expression is not ‘‘in the 

highest degree surprising,” as Riickert calls it ; but it is very descriptive of 
the existing state of matters. Grotius (comp. de Wette) is wrong in sup- 
posing that the rich ate first, and left what remained for the poorer members. 
This runs counter to the éxaoros, which must mean every one who brought 
anything with him. Of course, when the rich acted in the way here 
described, the poor also had to eat whatever they might have brought with 
them by themselves ; and if they had nothing, then this abuse of the Lord's 

Supper sent them empty away, hungry and put to shame (vv. 22, 33). —év 
to gayeiv}] not ad manducandum (Vulg.), but in the eating, at the holding of 
the meal. — rewvg] because, that is to say, he had nothing, or but little, to 

bring with him, so that he remained unsatisfied, receiving nothing from the 
stores of the wealthier members. — peftiec] is drunken, not giving the exact 
opposite of xed, but making the picture all the fuller and more vivid, be- 

cause recv@ and uedve: lead the reader in both cases to imagine for himself 
the other extreme corresponding to the one specified. We must not weaken 
the natural force of uef., as Grotius does, to ‘‘ plus satis bibit."” See on John 
li. 20. Paul paints the scene in strong colours ; but who would be war- 
ranted in saying that the reality fell at all short of the description ? 

Ver. 22. In a lively succession of questions the apostle shows how un- 
suitable and unworthy this procedure of theirs was. — pu? yap oixtag x... ] 

yap has inferential force ; see on Matt. xxvii. 23 ; John ix. 80 ; Acts xix. 

35 ; and Winer, p. 416 [E. T. 559] ; Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 8.10: you 

surely are not without houses? The sense of astonishment (Hartung, Partikell. 

I. p. 478) is conveyed by the question, not by the yap. — ra¢ éxxAnoiac... 
éyovras] 8 second counter question, which divides itself into two parts: ’ or, 
again, is it the case with you that you are persons whose business it is (1) 
generally to despise the church of God (which you show by your not counting 

1The underlying dilemmatic conclusion of God, etc.; you have houses, therefore you 
fs: Persons who act as you do have either despise, etc. 
no houses, etc., or they despise the church 
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its members worthy to eat and drink on a common footing with you), and (2) 
to cause the poor to be put to shame? The latter could not but feel themselves 
slighted, if they were not thought worthy of having a share in what the 
wealthier had provided. The main emphasis in the first clause is upon ric éxxd. 

Tt. Ocoy (eov, ‘‘ dignitas ecclesiae,” Bengel, comp. ver. 16); in the second, 

upon xaraoyivere. — Respecting ovx Exe, not to have, to be poor, see Wet- 
stein on 2 Cor. viii. 13 ; comp. ol 2yovrec, divites, in Ast, ad Plat. Legg. v.. 
p. 172; Bornemann, ad Anabd. vi. 6. 88. Here, however, we have yf with 

the participle and article, because the class is referred to (Baeumlein, Partik. 

p. 296). — ri ipziv elma x.7.A.] what shall I say to you? ShallI give you 
praises? On this point I praise not. If we keep ver. 17 in view, to connect 
éy robry with éraiv gives a more suitable emphasis for the words than to 
link them with the preceding clause (Lachmann, Hofmann, with various 
codices and versions). On other points he has already praised them, ver. 2. 
The apostle’s deliberative and ceremonious mode of expressing himself, and 

the result that he arrives at, could not but make the readers themselves 

feel how much they deserved the reverse of praise in this matter. 

Ver. 28. Ground of the év roirw ovx érawe. For I, for my part, have re- 
ceived the following instructions from Christ touching the institution of the Lord's 
Supper,* which I also delivered to you. How should it be possible then that 

your disorder should meet with praise, so far asI am concerned, at variance 
as it is with the knowledge of the matter obtained by me from Christ and 
communicated to you ?— 47d rov Kvpiov] Had Paul written rapa r. x., this 

would have denoted that he had received the instructions directly from 
Christ (Gal. i. 12 ; 1 Thess. ii. 18, iv. 1; 2 Tim. iii. 14 ; Acts x. 22; John 
vi. 45, viii. 40, x. 18) ; ad 7. «., on the other hand, means forth from the 

Lord, from the Lord’s side as the source, so that the preposition taken by itself 

leaves the question open whether the relation referred to be an éndirect (so 
gencrally, including Gal. iii. 2; Col. iii. 24) or a direct one (as in Col. i. 7 ; 

1 John i.6; 3John 7). And Hofmann does not go further than this in- 
definite relation, holding the only idea expressed here to be that of origin 
from the Lord ; comp. also his Schriftbew. II. 2, p. 211. But seeing that, 
if what Paul had in view had been an immediate reception, it would have 

been natural for him, and of some importance for his argument, to express 
this distinctly by using rapd, while yet in point of fact he uses only ard, we 

are warranted in assuming that he means a reception, which issued indeed 
from Christ as originator, but reached him only mediately through another 
channel. (v') This applies against Calovius, Bengel, Flatt, and others, 
including Heydenreich, Olshausen, de Wette (assuming a confirmation by 

special revelation of what he had learned from report), Osiander, who all 

find here a direct communication from Christ. The argument of Schulz and 
de Wette, however, against this latter view, on the ground of the word sapé- 

Aaf. being in itself inappropriate, will not hold, especially when we view 
it as correlative to mapéduxa ; comp. xv. 38. 

1 Not merely regarding its design and re- _—itthe apecial account of the institution itself, 

quirements (Weiss, bit. Theol. p. 853f.); for | which follows, goes beyond that. 
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The question now remains: Does Paul, in asserting that his account of 
the institution proceeded from the Lord, mean to say simply that he received 
what follows by a tradition descending from Christ,’ or by a revelation 
issuing from Christ? The latter alternative, which Rickert also adopts 
(Abendm. p. 194 f.), is not to be rejected on the ground of the following 
narrative being something with which all were familiar. For it is quite 
possible that it was wholly unknown to the apostle at the time of his con- 
version ; and even apart from that, it was so important for his apostolic 

vocation that he should have a sure and accurate knowledge of these facts, 
and to receive it by way of special revelation was so completely in harmony 

with Paul's peculiar ‘position as an apostle, since he had not personally been 
a witness of the first Lord’s Supper, that there is nothing to forbid our 

assuming that he received his account of the institution of this ordinance, 
like his gospel generally, in the way of authentic revelation from Christ. 
As to the form of mediate communication through which Christ had caused 
these facts to reach Paul, not appearing to him for this purpose Himself, we 
must leave that point undecided, since very various kinds of media for 
divine revelations are possible and are historically attested. It may have 
been by an utterance of the Spirit, by an angel appearing to bin, by seeing 
and hearing in an ecstatic state. Only the contents of the revelation—from 
its essential connection with the gospel, and, in fact, with its fundamental 

doctrine of the work of reconciliation—exclude, according to Gal. i. 1, 12, 

15, the possibility of human intervention as regards the apostle in the 
matter ; so that we should not be justified in supposing that the revelation 
reached him through some man (such as Ananias) commissioned to convey 
it to him by the Lord. Asto the view that we have here a mere tradition, 
on the other hand, recounted by Paul as originating with Christ, the 

apostle himself decides against it both by his use of the singular (comp. 
xv. 3), and also by the significant prominence given to the éyé, whereby he 

puts forward with the whole strength of conscious apostolic authority the 
communication made to himself, to him personally, by the Lord, over-against 

the abuse, contrasting with it, of the Holy Supper among the Corinthians. 

Had he meant simply to say : ‘‘I know it through a tradition proceeding 
from Christ,” then his «yé would have been on the same level with every 
other, and the emphatic prominence which he gives to the éyé, as well as 
the sing. rapéAcBov, would be quite unsuitable, because without any 
specific historical basis ; he would in that case have written : rapeAdBouev 
yap ard tov Kupiov. We have certainly therefore in this passage not merely 

the oldest account of the Lord’s Supper, but even ‘‘ an authentic explanation 
given by the risen Christ regarding His sacrament” (Olshausen) ; not one 

directly from His lips indeed, but conveyed through some medium of revela- 

tion, the precise form of which it is impossible for us now to determine, 
whereby we have a guarantee for the essential contents of the narrative inde- 
pendently of the Gospels, although not necessarily an absolute ultimate 
authority establishing the literal form of the words of institution (even in 

1-So Neander and Keim in the Jahrd. fir Deutsch. Theol. 1850, p. 69. 
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opposition to Matthew and Mark), since a revelation of the history, nature, 
and meaning of the institution might be given even without any verbal 
communication of the words spoken in connection with it. — 6 xal mapéd. ] 
which I (not only received, but) also delivered to you. Conversely in xv. 38. 
Instances of rapadcufB. and mapadviva, in the sense of discere and tradere, 
may be seen in Kypke. — 6rz] that, as in xv. 8, not for, as Luther and Hof- 

mann render it. The latter translation would leave untold what Paul had 
received and delivered, in spite of the importance of the matter in ques- 
tion ; and it derives no support from the repetition of the subject, 6 Kipsoc, 
since that, with the addition of the sacred name 'Iyooic, gives a solemn em- 

. phasisto the statement. It is the full doctrine of the Lord’s Supper, which 
they owe to him, that heis now setting before his readers. — év rg veer? 7 
mapedidoro (imperfectum adumbrativum, see Kiihner, II. p. 78): in the night 

in which His betrayal was going on (hence not the aorist). It is a deeply 
solemn and arresting thought contrasted with the frivolity displayed 
among the Corinthians at the Agapae. The preposition is not repeated 
before the relative. Comp. Xen. Anad. v. 7. 17, Mem. ii. 1. 82, with 
Kiihner thereon ; Plato, Phaed. p. 76 D, with Heindorf and Stallbaum in 
loc. — iprov] bread (a cake of bread), which lay on the table. 

Remark.—The agreement which prevails between Paul’s account of the Sup- 

per and that of Luke, is not to be explained by a dependence of Paul upon 
Luke (Grotius, comp. also Beza), but conversely. See on Luke xxii. 20, Re- 

mark. 

Ver. 24. Totré pov tori rd cipal] Thisis my body (the body of me). The 
emphasis lies not on the enclitic ov, but on r3 caua. See, further, on Matt. 

Xxvi. 26, and Keim (in the Jahrb. fir Deutsch. Theol. 1859, p. 78), as against 

Strdbel (in Rudelbach’s Zeitschr. 1854, pp. 598, 602 ff.), who would have 
rovro not to refer to the broken bread at all, but to point forward to what 
is to be designated by the predicate. This rotro can mean nothing: else 
whatever but : this broken bread here, which again necessitates our taking éori 
as the copula of the symbolic ‘‘ being.”—Otherwise the identity of the sub- 

ject and predicate here expressed would be, alike for the speaker and the 
hearers, an impossible conception ; the body of the Lord was still alive, 
and His death, which answered to the breaking of the bread, was yet in the 

future. When we come, therefore, to define éor{ more preciscly in connec- 
tion with that first celebration of the Supper, it is to be taken as ‘‘ being” 
in the sense of proleptic symbolism ; and thereby the very possibility of the 
Lutheran synecdoche (upon which even Mehring falls back, in the Luther. 

Zeitschrift, 1867, p. 82) is done away. — 1d izép tydv] xAduevov is spurious. 
We must supply simply dv : whichis for your behoof, namely, by its being 
broken (slain'). Christ’s body was not, indced, literally broken (John xix. 

1 This more precise explanation of the 
absolute 1d umép up., ac. dv, is to be drawn 

from the preceding éxAace ; and hence the 

addition of cAwpevoy is very correct in point 

of interpretation. But the word was not 

spoken by Jesus, only the fought was ex- 
pressed in the aclion of brenking the bread. 
This sifené language of lively depicting sults 

well with the deep emotion of the moment ; 

and there is no ground either for regarding 
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88), but in His violent death our Lord sees that accomplished in His body 
which He had just done with the bread. This is the point of what he be- 
holds in the broken bread looked upon by Him with such direct creative 
vividness of regard ; but in truth the simple ré trép tuéy is more in keeping 
with the deep emotion of the moment than any attempt to expound ina 
more detailed way the symbolism which both presents and interprets itself 
in the breaking of bread ; and Matthew and Mark have not even this ‘for 
you.” —rotro moire] to wit, what I now do ; not merely the breaking of 

the bread joined with a thanksgiving prayer, but also—as the action itself 
became the silent commentary on this rovro — the distribution and eating of | 
the bread ; comp. ver. 26. — eic¢ r. éu. avéuv.] in remembrance of me, presup- 
poses His absence in body for the future ; sce on Luke xxii. 19. We may 

add that these words also do not occur in Matthew and Mark, whose simple 
rouré éatt T. oGud pov Carries it with a presumption of its being the original, 
unexpanded by any later explanation or reflection. Generally speaking, o 
like preference must be accorded to the narratives of the Supper by Matthew 
and Mark (and between those two, again, to that of Mark) over those of 

Paul and Luke. 

Ver. 25. ‘Qoair. «. 7. wor. 8¢. EAaBe xal ebyapiorfioas Edwxev atroig (this last is 

to be taken from éxAace), vv. 23, 24. — 1d worfp.] the cup which stood before 

Him. It was the cup which closed the meal, although there is no ground 
to connect werd rd decry. here with rd worfp., a8 Pott does. —écriv] in the 

position which it has here, is decisive against our connecting év r@ éu@ ain. 
with 7 x. d:af., as most interpreters do (Erasmus, Beza, Calvin, and many 

others, including de Wette, Rodatz, Maier, Hofmann), although Luther (in 
the gr. Bek.) rightly rejects that connection. What Christ says is, that the 

cup is the new covenant in virtue of His blood, which, namely, is in the cup. 
For in the wine of the cup the Lord sees nothing else than His blood which 
was about to be shed. This vividly concrete, direct, but symbolical mode 
of view at that solemn moment stands out in the sharpest contrast with the 

strife of the churches on the subject (for the rest, see on Luke xxii. 19 f.). 

Christ’s blood became, by its being poured forth, the iAaor#pcov, whereby 
the new covenant * was founded (Rom. iii. 24 f., v. 8), the covenant of grace, 

in which were established, on man’s side, faith in Christ,—not, as in the old 

covenant, the fulfilling of the law,—and on God’s side forgiveness by the 

the reading which admits cAwduevoyv as prod- 
able on internal evidence (Kahnis, Dogmat. 

I. p. 616), or for characterizing that which 

rejects it as ‘“vaga ét frigida’”’ (Reiche, 

Comm. crit.) ; nor will it do to explain the 

omission of the word by John xix. 36 f. (Hof- 

mann). Asto Hofmann's making «Awn. refer 

only to the violent bending and wrench- 

ing, as the term is used of men under tort- 
ure (see Wetstein) and by physicians, the 
very fact that the bread was droxen should 

have sufficed of itself to forbid the idea. 

1The atonement through the death of 

Jesus is at any rate the necessary premises 

of even the symbolical interpretation of the 

Lord's Supper. With every attempt to ex- 

plain away the atoning death, the Supper 

becomes utterly unintelligible. Comp. 

Ebrard, Dogma vom Abendm. IT. p. 752 ff. 

3 The word covenant is unquestionably 
genuine, for it !s common to all the narra- 
tives; but the designation of the éadyxn as 
ca.vyj dates from Paul, being a later more 
precise definition of the phrase. Kacvis in 

Matt. xxvi. 27 and Mark xiv. 24 is spurious. 
This applies also in opposition to Baur in 
the theol. Jahrd. 1837, p. 551. 
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way of grace, justification, sanctification, and bestowal of eternal Messianic 
salvation. Comp. 2 Cor. iii. 6. And the Lord looks upon the cup as this 
covenant, because He sees in the wine of the cup His covenant-sealing | 
blood. Thecup therefore, in this deeply vivid symbolism of view is to Him 
as that which contains the covenant-blood of the covenant. — rovto roteire} to 
be taken so as to harmonize with ver. 24. Hofmann is wrong in thinking 
that Paul lays such special emphasis on this statement of the purpose of the 
Supper, because it appeared incompatible with the Corinthian mode of ob- 
serving it. The apostle has no intention whatever here of laying emphasis 
either on one thing or another ; he wishes only to report, in their simple 
objectivity, the sacted words in which the original institution was couched. 

What he desires to lay stress upon ns against the Corinthians, comes in 
afterwards in ver. 26 ff. —dcdxic av riv.] peculiar to this account of the or- 
dinance : as often as ever (quotiescunque, see Kiihner, II. p. 94 ; comp. Ben- 

gel) ye drink it ; the context supplies rovro ro rorfp. as the object of ziv., 
without its having to be represented by & pronoun (airé). Sce Kriiger, 
§ 60. 7; Ktihner, ad Xen. Mem.i. 8.4. The will of Jesus, according to this, 
is that ecery time, when they drink the concluding cup at the meal of com- 
munion, they should, in remembrance of Him, do with it as has now been 

done. Hofmann would make the words mean : as often as ye are together at 
a@n%). But how can that be conveyed by the simple mivyre? And it 
was certainly not a drinking meal, but a regular deizvov (ver. 25). — Note, 

further, as to the dv, that it is placed after dadxc, ‘‘ quia in hac voce maxi- 
mum sententiac pondus positum est,” Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 1. 16. 

Ver. 26. Not still words of Christ (Ewald),’ in citing which Paul glides in- 
voluntarily into the form into which they had by this time become moulded 
in the church ; for against this view there is (1) the unsuitablencss in itself 

of such a iorepoy mpérepov in the expression (especially after ver. 23) ; (2) the 

fact of the words being linked to the preceding by yép, which is less in 
keeping with the tone and direct form of the words of institution, but, on 

the other hand, naturally marks the apostle himself again beginning to 
speak ; and (3) the fact that Luke has nothing of similar kind in his ac- 

count of the Supper. The common view is the right one, that Paul proceeds 
here in his own person. But what he gives is neither a further reason as- 
signed for ov« éra:vo in ver. 22 (so Hofmann, in connection with his incor- 

rect interpretation of 4r: in ver. 28), nor is it an experimental elucidation of 

the last words of ver. 25 (the ordinary view), for the contents of ver. 26 

stand rather in the logical relation of consequence to the foregoing narrative 
of institution. No ; ydp is to be taken here (comp. on ver. 22) in its infer- 

ential sense, and made to refer to the whole preceding account of the ori- 
gin of the Supper. We may paraphrase thus: Such, then, being the facts of 
the original institution, it comes to pass that as often as ye, etc. — rov dprov 
tovrov] the bread prescribed according to this appointment of Christ ; 10 
roripiov ; the cup now spoken of, the eucharistic cup. — natayyéArete] ye pro- 

1In the Constitt. ap. too (vill. 12. 16) they change of rdv ddvarov ray épdy xarayyéia- 
are placed in Christ’s mouth, but with the A«re,dxypes av dAdo, 
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claim the Lord’s death, #.¢. ye declare solemnly in connection with this ordi- 
nance, that Christ has died for you. This «catayyéAAewy cannot without arbi- 
trariness be taken as merely a declaring by action (so commonly) ; it can only 
be taken as actually oral. How it took place, we do not know. The 
Peshito (the Vulgate has annuntialilis) rightly took xarayy. as indicative,* 
which Grotius and others ought not to have changed into annuntiare debetis ; 

for the proclamation in question was an essential thing which took place at 

the Supper, and therefore an admonition to it would have been inappropri- 
ate. Even in the case of unworthy particjpation the carayyéAAev referred to 

was not omitted ; the admonition, therefore, could only have respect to the 

worthiness of the participation, with which that xarayyéA2ecy was connected ; 

and, in point of fact, such an admonition follows accordingly in ver. 27 f. 
We must reject therefore the view commonly taken by other interpreters 
(and necessarily adopted by Ewald in accordance with his view of the verse 
as given above), namely, that xarayy. is imperative. Sec, besides, Rodatz 

in Liicke and Wieseler’s Vierteljahrschr. I. 3, p. 351. — dypuo ov fA0y] until 

He shall have come ; for the apostle was convinced that the Parousia was 
close at hand, and therefore future generations could not have been present 

to his mind in writing thus ; but to apply his words to them is historically 

necessary and right. — aéypic stands without dv (see instances in Lobeck, ad 
Phryn. p. 15 f.), because the arrival of the Parousia is conceived as abso- 
lutely certain, not as conditioned by any contingencies which might possi- 
bly delay it (Hermann, part. av, p. 109 ff.). In Gal. iv. 19 also, Paul, in 
the earnestness of his love, conceives the result as equally certain (against 
Riickert’s objection). After the Parousia the Lord Himself is again there. 
Theodoret : pera yap 6) tiv avoid rapovoiay ovxérs ypeia TOY CvEBSAwY TOW 

COuUaTOS, avrov garvouévov Tov camaro’ Acad TovTo elwev' dypig ov av £109. To 

eat with Him will then be a new thing (Matt. xxvi. 29) ; but until then the 
proclamation here spoken of is not to be silenced. How that thought was 
fitted to keep constantly before their minds the solemn responsibility of an 

unworthy participation in the Supper (see ver. 27)! In this way Paul links 
to the xarayyéAAecv of the communicants the fear and trembling of the Maran 
atha, xvi. 22. 

Ver. 27. From that xarayyéAdew x.r.A. it follows how great is the sin of 
participating unworthily. This reference of the core is sufficiently pointed 
and appropriate not to require us to go back further (to all that has been 

! KarayyéAAecy 1s always an actual procia- 

mation, never a mere giving to be known by 
deeds. Were the latter the meaning here, 

Paul would be using a poelical expression 

(something like avayyéAAecy in Ps. xix. 1 f.), 
which would be not at all suitable in view 

of the context. I regret that Hofmann has 

been so hasty in censurinz my assertion of 

the necessity of the above interpretation, 
as if it carried absurdity on the face of ft. 

We do not know in what forms a liturgical 
element had already developed itself in con- 

nection with a rite which had now been ob- 

served for some quarterofacentury. And 

have not the eucharistic liturgies up to this 
day, even the oldest that we are acquainted 

with (in Daniel, Codex liturg.), as for In- 

stance the ‘Liturgia Jacobi,"’ essential 
parts, which are axcarayyéAAev of the Lord's 

death? Comp. too the explicit confession 
prescribed at the Jewish feast of the Pass- 
over, Ex. xii. 27, xii. 8. 

2 So also Theophylact, Beza, Bengel, de 

Wette, Osiander, Kahnis, Neander, Maier, 

Rickert in his Abendm. p. 211, Hofmann. 
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said from ver. 20 onwards), as Riickert would have us do. —} rivy] 7 does 
not stand for xai (Pott and older expositors) ;) but the meaning is: if a 
man partake of the one or the other unworthily, he is alike guilty ; neither 
in the case of the bread nor of the wine should there be an unworthy par- 
ticipation. We must remember that the two elements were not partaken of 
in immediate succession, but the bread during the meal and the wine after it, 
so that the case was quite a possible one that the bread might be partaken 
of in a worthy, and the cup in an unworthy frame of spirit, and cice versd. 

Comp. also Hofmann. The guilt, however, of the one or the other un- 
worthy participation was the same, and was alike complete ; hence 7 is not 

repeated in the apodosis. Roman Catholics (see Estius and Cornelius & 
Lapide) find in this 7 a support for their ‘‘communio sub una.” See Calo- 
vius in opposition to this. —rov Kvpiov] as xvpiaxéy in ver. 20, x. 21. — 
avafing] in an unworthy manner, i.e. in a way morally out of keeping with the 

nature (x. 16) and design of the ordinance (ver. 24 f.). Paul does not define 
it more closely ; hence, and because an unworthy participation may, in the 
concrete, occur in many different ways, the widely differing definitions of 
interpreters,* which are, however, quite out of place here. For the apos- 
tle leaves it to his readers to rank for themselves their particular way of 
communicating under the general avafivc, and not till ver. 29 does he him- 

self characterize the special form of unworthy participation which prevailed 
among them by 6 yap éofiuy x. wivev. See on the verse. — évoyog Zorat x.7.A. ] 

Evoxog with the dative and genitive (see Matthiae, p. 850) expresses the lia- 
bility of guilt (sec Bleek on Heb. ii. 15) : he shall be—from the moment he 
does so—under guilt to the body and blood of Christ, i.e. orimini et poenae 
corporis et sanguinis Christi violati obnoxius erit (comp. Jas. ii. 10, and the 

1To this mistake, too, is to be traced the 

reading «ai (in A D, some min. vss. and 

Fathers), which Fritzsche, ad Zom. III. p. 
191, and Rackert approve. It was suggest- 

ed by ver. 26, and gained support from the 
«ai Which follows; but is not necessary, for 

there Is a change of conception. 

2 Theophylact, following Chrysostom, 
makes it ws weptopwytas trovs wévntas. Theo- 

doret holds that Paul hits at those fond of 
power in Corinth, the incestuous person, 

and those who ate the things offered to 
idols, and generally all who receive the 
sacrament with bad conscience. Luther: 

he is worthy who has faith in these words, 
‘broken for you, ete.’” Grotius: ‘qui hoo 

actu curat quae sua sunt, non quae Domini.” 

Bengel : ‘“‘qui se non probant.” Flatt: not 
with thankful remembrance of the death of 
Jesus, not with reverence towards Him. 

_ not with love towards others ; so also in 

substance Rickert in his Commentary, and 

—with more detail and to some extent dif- 

ferently—in his work on the Lord's Supper, 

p. 284. Billroth : with offence to the breth- 

ren. Olshausen: what is primarily meant 

is want of love, a disposition to judge 
others, but with the underlying idea that it 
is impenitence that makes an unworthy 
communicant. Kahnis: ‘unbelief, which 

does not acknowledge a higher intrinsio 

worth in the Lord’s Supper." At all events, 

it is the lack of a constantly present, lively, 
and active faith in the atonement brought 
about by Christ's death, which 1s the source 
of the various states of moral unworthiness 

in which men may partake of the Supper: 

as was the case also with the Corinthians 

when they degraded it into an ordinary 
meal for eating and drinking (and Hofmann 

goes no furtherin his explanation of the 
avafiws). The more earnest and powerful 

this faith is, the legs can that participation, 

by which we are conscious of coming into 

communion with the body and blood of the 

Lord, and thereby commemorating Him, 

take place in a way morally unworthy. 
Bengel is right indeed in saying: ** Alfa est 
indignitas edentis, alia esva’’ (comp. Riickert, 

Abendm. p. 258) ; but the latter in its differ- 

ent moral forms is the necessary conse- 
quence of the former. 
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classical Evoyor véuorc, Plat. Legg. ix. p. 869 B E) ; inasmuch, namely, as the 

proclamation of the Lord’s death at the participation in the bread and the 
cup presupposes a moral condition which must be in keeping with this most 
sacred act of commemoration ; and if the condition of the communicant 

be of an opposite kind, then the holy body and blood, into communion 
with which we enter through such participation, can only be abused and 
profaned. Comp. ver. 29, u dcaxpivwv x.r.A. The often repeated interpre- 
tation : ‘‘par facit, quasi Christum trucidaret” (Grotius, following Chrys- 
ostom and Theophylact), appears once more in Ewald ; but it neither cor- 

responds sufficiently with the words themselves (for had Paul meant that, 

he would have said distinctly and suitably: évoyog &oras rot Oavdrov tov Kup.), 
nor with the parallel thought in ver. 29. This holds, too, against Ebrard’s 
view (Dogma v. Abendm. I. p. 126) ; each man by his sins has a share in 

causing the death of Jesus ; if now he communicates unworthily, not only 
do his other sins remain unforgiven, but there is added this fresh guilt be- 
sides, of having part in nailing Christ to the cross (which, with every other 
sin, is forgiven to the man who communicates worthily). But that would 
be surely no new guilt, but the continuance of the old; and in this sense 

Kahnis explains it, Dogmat. I. p. 620. But to bring out this meaning, the 
apostle, if he was not to leave his words open to misunderstanding (comp. 

John iii. 86, ix. 41), must have written not voy. gora:, but troy. uévec Or pevei. 

Olshausen again, with older expositors, thinks that our passage implics a 
powerful argument against all Zwinglian theories of a merely commemora- 
tive ordinance. This, however, is too hasty and uncertain an inference ; 
because the profanation of an acknowledged symbol, especially if it be one 
recognized in the religious consciousness of the church (suppose, ¢.g., @ cru- 
cifix), does injury to the object itself represented by the symbol. Hofmann 
is not justified in disputing this. Comp. Oecolampadius, Piscator, and 
Scultetus, who adduce, as an analogous case, an injury done tothe king’s 

seal or picture.' Rickert, on the other hand, is wrong in supposing that 
we have here a proof that the bread and wine are only symbols.*?_ For, even 

granting that they are really the body and blood of Christ, there was ground 
enough for the apostle’s warning in the fact that his readers seemed to be 
forgetting this relationship. Our conclusion therefore is, that this passage 

in itself proves neither the one theory nor the other, as even Hofmann now 
acknowledges, although he gocs on to infer from ver. 29 that Christ’s real 

body and blood are partaken of in the Sacrament. See, however, on ver. 

29, and comp, on x. 15 f. 

1 Luther's objection to this in the Grosse 
Bekenniniss resolves itself, in truth, into 

mere hair-splitting. The argument of the 
old systematic divines again is: The object 
against which we sin must be present ; we 

sin against the body and blood of Christ; 
therefore these must be present. This con- 

clusion is incorrect, because the major pre- 

miss is so. The presence of the object “in 

quod delinquimus quodque indigne tracta- 

mus’ (Quenstedt) is not always necessary, 

and need not be a real presence. Thus a& 
man sins against the body of Christ, even 
when he sins against the sacred symbol of 

that body, and against the Mood of Christ, 

in like manner. Comp. also Neander. 

2 Otherwise in his treatise vom Abendm., 

p. 286, where, on the ground of x. 8f., x. 16, 

he does not doubt that what is meant is a 

direct offence committed against the very 
things there present. 
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Ver. 28. Aé] carrying onward : “ now, in order not to incur this guilt, let 
@ man examine himself, etc. ;”” let him search into his frame of mind and 
moral condition (r}v didvoray éavrov, Theodore of Mopsuestia) to see whether 

he will not partake unworthily ;’ (w') comp. dcaxpiverv, ver. 81. — kal obruc] 
and so, after he has examined himself, and in that case. See on Rom. xi. 26. 
Every reader, not addicted to hairsplitting, would understand here of course 
that this did not apply to a case in which the result of the self-examination 
was to make the man feel himself unworthy. There was no need, therefore, 

for Flatt and Riickert (following Lightfoot, Semler, Schulz) to take doxiuav. 
as meaning to make qualified, which it never does, not even in Gal. vi. 4 ; 2 
Cor. xiii. 5 ; 1 Thess. ii. 4. — dv@pwroc] as iv. 1. 

Ver. 29. Since avafieg is spurious (see the critical remarks), 6 o6iwy x. 
atvwy might be understood absolutely : the eater and drinker, who turns the 
Supper, as was actually done at Corinth, vv. 22, 34, into a banquet and ca- 
rousal, This was the view I held myself formerly, taking yu) d:axpiver in the 
sense : because he does not, etc., as in Rom. iv. 19. But after ver. 28, whose 

odie x. wiverv finds expression here again, it is simpler and most in accord- 
ance with the text to render : He who eats and drinks (the bread and the 
cup), eats and drinks a judgment to himself, if he does not, etc.,” so that in this 
way yu? dtaxptvwy x.7.A. conditions the predicate, and is not a modal definition 

of the subject. The apostle might have written simply xpiya yap éavr@ éobies 
x. mivet, pp diaxp. tr. o.; but the circumstantial description of the subject of 
the sentence for the second time by 6 ydp éofiwy x. rivwy carries a certain 
solemnity with it, making one feel the risk incurred by going on to eat and 
drink. — xpiza éauré x.t.A.] aconcrete expression (comp. 2 Cor. ii. 16) of the 

thought : he draws down judicial sentence upon himself by his eating and drink- 
ing. The power to effect this turns on the évoyoe fora: x.7.4., ver. 27; and 
therefore nothing is decided here against the symbolical interpretation of 
the words of institution. That the xpiva is a penal one, is implied in the 

context (Rom. ii. 2, iii. 8, xiii. 2; Gal. v. 10). The absence of the article, 
again, denotes not eternal condemnation, but penal judgment in general 
without any limiting definition. From vv. 80 and 31 we see that Paul was 
thinking, in the first place, of temporal judgments us the penalty of un- 
worthy communicating, and that such judgments appeared to him as chas- 
tisements employed by God to avert from the offender eternal condemna- 

tion. With respect to the dativus incommodi éavré, comp. Rom. xiii. 3. — 
B® Scaxplvev 7d cGua] if he does not form a judgment upon (so diaxp., Vulgate, 
Chrysostom, Theophylact, Bengel, de Wette, Weiss) the body, i.e. the body 
nar’ éfoxfv, the sacred body, into communion with which he enters by par- 
taking of the Supper, and respecting which, therefore, he ought to form 
& judgment of the most carcful kind, such as may bring him into full and 
deep consciousness of its sacredness and saving significance (on diaxp., 
comp. xiv. 29 ; Matt. xvi. 8). Comp. Chrysostom : pu terdfar, ua bvvody, 
Oc xp?, 73 ptyefoc trav mpoxerutvar, U7 Aoyilbuevog Tov byxov tHe dwpedc. Usually 

1 Confession is an institution of the church, assurance that one does not eat and drink 
meant to aidin carrying outthisruleofthe unworthily, 
apostie’s, in which the absolution gives 
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(so too Ewald, Kahnis, Hofmann) commentators have taken dcaxp. in the 

sense of to distinguish (iv. 7), and have rendered accordingly : if he (or, 

following the reading which puts avatiug after wivuy: because he) does not 
distinguish the body of Christ from common food.’ Hofmann, again, see- 
ing that we have not rot Kuplov along with 1d oda holds it more correct to 
render : if he does not distinguish the body, which he who eats this bread par- 
takes of, from the mere bread itself. Both these ways of explaining the word, 
which come in substance to the same thing, proceed upon the supposition 
either that the body of Christ is that with which we enter into fellowship by 
partaking of the symbol (which is the true view), or that it is partaken of 

‘‘in, with, and under” the bread (Lutheran doctrine), or by means of the 

transubstantiation of the bread (Roman Catholic doctrine). But in ver. 31, 

where dexpivouev is taken up again from our passage, the word means to 

judge, not to distinguish, and we must therefore keep to that meaning ® here 
also. —It was necdless to add xai ré aiva to rd capa, because the oduc is re- 

garded as that which had suffered death by the shedding of its blood ; comp. 
ver. 26, also x. 17. The twofoldness of the elements has its rational signifi- 

cance only in the equal symbolism of the two ; apart from that symbol- 

ism, reference to it would be inappropriate, since, objectively, they cannot 
be separated. 

Ver. 30. Proof of that xpiua éaurG . . . xlvec from the present experience 

of the Corinthians themselves. — Paul knew that there were at this time 
many cases of sickness, and not a few of death (xomuavra), among them ; and 
he saw in this a divine chastisement for their unworthy use of the Lord’s 
Supper. The explanation which refers this to moral weakness and deadness 
(Valckenaer, Morus, Krause, Eichhorn) is not to be rejected (as by Riickert) 
on the ground that this moral sickness and deadness must have been repre- 
sented as the cause of the unworthy participation (for, from the Pauline 

standpoint, they might quite as well be regarded as its consequence, see 
Rom. i. 24 ff.). But it is to be set aside, because such a sense must have 
been suggested by the contert, whereas there is not the remotest hint of it, 
either by itsclf or in connection with the physical interpretation (Olshausen). 
— Koiuavra:] dormiunt, i.e. aredead. Comp., regarding this euphemistic al- 
lusion, what is said on xv. 18. Elsewhere in the N. T. we find the perfect 

or aorist. But comp. Lachmann’s reading in 1 Thess. iv. 18. — Itis impos- 
sible to establish a definite distinction of idea between aofeveic and dppworot. 

Grotius and Bengel hold the latter to mean more than the former ; Wetstein 
and Tittmann again (Synon. p. 76) differ from them inthis. Both words 

denote want of strength from sickness, 
Vv. 831, 82. If, on the other hand, we judged ourselves (submitted our own 

condition to moral criticism ; parallel to doxcudfew éaurév, ver. 28), then should 

ewe not receive any judgment (judgment of condemnation, ver. 29) ; but when 

1So Luther's gloss: who hendles and in ver. 81): a fudgment... if he does not 
deals with Christ’s body as if he caredno (form a fudgment. Hence there is the less 

more for it than for common food. warrant in the text for the meaning ‘‘ dis- 
2 Which stands fn significant correspond-  tingutsh.” 

ence with «pina (comp. too, the oxymoron 
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we do receive a yudgment (in point of fact, by temporal sufferings), we are 
chastened (punished in a disciplinary way) by the Lord (by God), in order 
that we may not be condemned (namely, at the last judgment) with the world 
(along with the anti-Christian part of mankind. Note the oxymoron : 
diexp. piv. xataxp., answering significantly to the mutual relation of xpiza 
and diaxpivwy in ver. 29. In both passages we have the same sort of pointed 
alliteration, corresponding to their internal connection (which is plainly 

cnough marked by the dd rovro, ver. 30, and dé, ver. 31, although Hofmann 

denies it). — As to the divine chastisement, which lies within the sphere of 
the divine redemptive agency (Heb. xii. 6 ; Tit. ii. 12; also1 Tim. i. 20; 2 
Tim. ii. 25), comp. J. Miiller, 0. d. Sande, I. p. 839 f., ed. 5. — The use of 
the jirst person gives to the sentence the gentler form of a general statement, 
not referring merely to the state of things at Corinth, but of universal 
application. 

Ver. 88. Conclusion from this proposition, general in its tenor, for the 
conduct of the readers at the love-feast, when they came together to keep it 

(eig rd gayeiv, not belonging to add. évdééy.). — adeAgot pov] ‘‘ perterrefactos 
rursum hac blanda compellatione solatur,” Grotius. —aAAga. ixdéxecbe] wait 

Sor one another (‘‘invicem exspectate,” Vulg.), xvi. 11, so that no one Id:ov 
Seixvov mpoAauaver. This closing admonition corresponds to the censure, 

with which the scction began in ver. 21, and there is'therefore no need for 

departing from this rendering, which is adopted by Luther, Erasmus, and 
the majority of commentators. Theophylact : deuviwy, bre xowd eciot Ta 

éxeice elogepdueva, kal dei avauévery ty Kowhy ovvédevory. Others translate : 

Receive ye one another, namely, vonvicio, as a contrast to despising the other 
guests, and kecping them from sharing in what you yourselves have to 
give. So Pott, Rickert, Olshausen, Ewald, Hofmann, following Mosheim, 

Michaeli3, Morus, Schulz, Rosenmiiller. But in the N. T. éxdéyeo@at (xvi. 

11) means always exspectare (comp. Soph. Phil. 123 ; Polyb. xx. 4. 5, ili. 
45. 6; Apollod. i. 9. 27; also in Plutarch, al.), although in classical 

writers, as well as in the LXX. and Apocrypha, the meaning evcipere is far 
more frequent. The latter sense Paul would have expressed by the simple 
dé xeoIar, or by mpoorauBdavecfa: (Rom. xiv. 1). 

Ver. 84. To satisfy hunger, is a thing to be done at home. The Agapac 
should not be used as meals for such material purposes ; they have a higher 
significance. Comp. ver. 22. Others take it: ‘‘If any one has such keen 
hunger that he cannot wait for the distribution, let him rather take a pre- 
vious meal at home” (Billroth ; comp. Erasmus, Paraph.). But how much 

of this is arbitrarily imported into the text !— ra d2 Aorréd] What has not yet 

been regulated in this section, vv. 17-34. The reference is to matters con- 
nected with the love-feasts ; not indeed ofa doctrinal kind, but, as the word 

dcatdcoecba is enough of itself to show, pertaining to outward order and 
arrangements, vii. 17, ix. 14, xvi. 1; Gal. iii. 19; Tit. 1.5. A passage taken 

advantage of by Roman Catholics in support of their doctrine of tradition. 
And, no doubt, it does serve to establish in general the possibility of the 
existence of apostolic traditions ; but in each particular case in which such 
traditions are asserted, the burden of bringing forward the proof lies 
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always upon those who make the assertion, and it can never be produced, 
—w¢ dv] whensoever I shall have come ; in the temporal sense = simulatque. 
See on Phil. ii. 28, and Hartung, II. p. 289. 

Nores sy American Eprror. 

(Q') ‘* The woman is the glory of the man.” Ver. 7. 

The sense may be further expanded thus: The woman is ina certain re- 
spect subordinate to the man. She is not designed to reflect the glory of God 
as a ruler, but that of her husband as head of the household. She receives and 

reveals what there is of majesty in him. She always assumes his station ; be- 

comes a queen if he is a king, and manifests to others the wealth and honour 

which may belong to her husband. Thus understood, the passage is no deroga- 

tion to the sex, but rather a precise statement in accordance not only with Scrip- 
ture, but with the results of all human experience ; and its position, united 
with the other teachings of this pericope, is a sure guarantee for woman's dig- 

unity, happiness, and honour. 

(B') Mosaic account of the creation. Vv. 8, 9. 

It is customary to speak of the Old Testament as mythical and fabulous, or at 

least allegorical. But the Apostle refers to the Mosaic narrative of man’s crea- 

tion as being literal fact. How then can any one who believes in the inspira- 

tion of the Apostles deny the divine authority of the Pentateuch, or confine that 

authority only to its doctrinal and preceptive statements? 

(s') The teaching of nature. Vv. 14, 16. 

Some explain the Apostle’s question as referring to the original course of 
nature. It has made a visible distinction between the sexes by covering the 

woman’s head with more abundant hair. This teaches that the God of nature 

designs the sexes to be distinguished in the most conspicuous portion of the 

body. Short hair belongs to a man, long hair to a woman ; and it is unnatural 
and disgraceful for either sex in this respect to assume the appearance of the 

other. Others suppose that the word refers to the instinctive feelings which 
arise from nature’s laws, and which are largely determined by education and 

habit. In this sense an Eastern woman feels impelled, whenever surprised by 

strangers, to cover her face. This to her is an instinctive impulse, yet it would 

not be so in a European or American woman. But Paal, writing to women 
of his own age and training, was sure of an affirmative response. F. W. Robert- 
son well says: ‘‘ Fanaticism defies nature. Christianity refines it and respects 

it. Christianity does not destroy our natural instincts, but gives them a high- 

er and nobler direction: ”’ 

(vt!) ‘* We have no such custom.” Ver. 16. 

What is thiscustom? Most of the recent critica (Stanley, Kling, Beet, Canon 
Evans, etc.) agree with Meyer in referring it to the contentiousness just men- 

tioned. But besides the fact that ‘‘if any one be contentious” is not a custom, 

there is force in Alford’s statement: ‘‘ Surely it would be very unlikely that, 
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after so long a treatment of a particular subject, the Apostle should wind up 
all by merely censuring s fault common to their behavior on this and on all 
the other matters in dispute. Such a rendering seems to me almost to stultify 

the conclusion. But for the weighty names on the other side it would seem 

hardly to admit of a question, that the custom here disavowed was the practice 
of women praying uncovered. He cuts off all further disputation on the mat- 

ter by appealing to universal Christian usage.’""—Argument is useless with the 
contentious ; they must be silenced by authority. It must be a very clear case 
of conscientious duty which will justify a man in departing from the estab. 
lished usages of the church. 

(u') The use of dissensions. Ver. 19. 

It is a great consolation, Hodge says, to know that dissensions, whether in 
church or state, are not fortuitous, but are ordered by the providence of God, 

and are designed as storms for the purpose of purification. Certain it is that 

the prevalence of heresies has been the occasion of bringing out more fully and 

plainly the faith of the church from the Apostle’s age to our own. 

(v') ‘* I received from the Lord.’’ Ver. 23. 

Meyer’s reasoning supposes an unusual refinement in Paul's use of the Greek 
prepositions, and, besides, the d7é may have been chosen to avoid the triple 

repetition of rapa. Tho form of the revelation cannot be determined, but that 

it was directly from the Lord seems certain, and this fact is no small testimony 
to the importance of the ordinance, thus specifically made known to the 
Apostle. 

(w!) The worthy communicant. Ver. 28. 

No better or briefer statement of what is required on this point can be found 
than is given in the answer of the Heidelberg Catechism to the question (81), 

Who ought to come to the table of the Lord? ‘‘ Those who are grieved with 

themselves on account of their sins, and yet trust that the same are taken away 

from them, and their remaining weakness is covered by the suffering und death 
of Christ, and who also earnestly desire more and more to strengthen their 
faith and better their life.’’ 
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CHAPTER XII. 

Ver. 2. tr: 6re] approved by Griesb., adopted also by Lachm. (who brackets 

tre, however), Scholz, Riick. Tisch. with ABC DEL X&, min. and several vss. 

and Fathers. The or: alone (Elz. with F G min. Syr. Erp. Clar. Germ. Oec. 
Ambrosiast.), and the weakly attested dre alone (which Billroth and Ewald pre- 
fer), are two different attempts to help out the construction, whose difficulty 

leads Reiche again to defend the Recepla. — Ver. 3. Instead of the Recepia 
"Inoovy and Kvpiov ‘Incovv, which Reiche upholds, read "Incotv¢ and Képzog "Incovc, 

with Lachm. Riick. and Tisch., following A BC &, min. and several vss. and 

Fathers. The accusatives are the work of copyists altering the oratio directa, 
which struck them as unusual. — Ver. 9. In place of the second aire, A B, min. 

Vulg. Clar. Germ. and Latin Fathers read évi. So, rightly, Lachm. Rick. Tisch. ; 

avr» has crept in after the preceding. — After cwparoc in ver. 12, Elz. has rov 

évéc, against greatly preponderating testimony. A gloss. — Ver. 13. ei¢ &v rveipa)- 

Many various readings ; the best accredited is &v rvetua (BC D* F G X&, 17, 73, 

80, with several vss. and Fathers). So Lachm. Riick. Tisch. Reiche. The in- 

‘sertion of the ei¢ arose from comparing the clause with the first half of the 
verse. Then, according as the words were understood to refer to the Supper 

or not, arose the readings méua (with or without eic) instead of wvetua, and 

EgurioOnuev (said of baptism, as the Greek Fathers were accustomed to use it) 

instead of éror. — Ver. 31. xpeirrova] ABC ®, min. Syr. Aeth. Vulg. ms. Or. 

(twice) read ueifova. So Lachm. Riek. Tisch. But while xpeirrova might easily 
appear a doubtful expression in itself, and even objectionable as implying the 
contrast of ‘‘ worse,’’ veifove, on the other hand, was very naturally suggested 

by xiii. 13, xiv. 5. 

ConTENTS.— Concerning the Spirit’s gifts... The fundamental charactcr- 

istic of speaking in the Spirit is the confession of Jesus as the Lord (ver. 
8) ; but the especial utterances of the Spirit, which are given to individu- 

? Baur, in the Stud. u. Krit. 1888, p. 646 f., 

holds that the abuse of the gloesolalia in 
Corinth, which has certainly given occasion 

to this section of the Epistle, had arisen in 

the party-interest of the Petrine Christians 
in opposition to the Pauline. The former, 

he maintains, had brought the yA. Aad. to 
bear against the latter, denying to Paul the 

apostolic character and consequently the 
possession of the rveiua aycov. But there is 
no trace of this whatever In the apostle’s 

treatment of the subject; for the word 

thrown out at vii. 40, in connection with a 
totally differend occasion, has no bearing at 
all upon this question ; and xiv. 6 and 18 
take for granted that his readers admitted 
that Paul himself had the gift of the glosso- 

Jalia, and that in a high degree. Ré&biger, 

too, agrees in substance with Baur, assum- 

ing, as he does, an opposition between the 
Pauline rpodnrevovres and the Petrine yAde- 
oats Aadobvres. But there is not the slightest 

support in the text either, in general, for 

connecting the subject in hand with the 
state of parties at Corinth, or, in particular, 

for ascribing the. glossolalia to any one 

special party (Diéhne, ¢.g., regards it as a 

piece of Alexandrian fanaticism among the 

Christ-pariy). Van Hengel’s conjecture, also 
(Gave d. talen, p. 111 f.), that Apollos had 
brought the glossolalia to Corinth, where It 

had been abused and had degenerated, 
lacks all definite foundation. 
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als for the welfare of the community (vv. 7-10), differ one from another 

(vv. 4-6). The Giver of all gifts, however, is one and the same Spirit ; for 

Christians form an organic whole, like the limbs of one body, so that none 

of them ought either to judge himself in a depreciatory spirit (vv. 11-20), 
or to ignore the need and worth of those with fewer or lower gifts (vv. 21- 
80. Still there ought to be a striving after the mare excellent charismata ; 
and Paul will show his readers the best kind and mode of thus striving 
(ver. 81). — The peculiar difficulty attaching to this whole section is very 
truly described by Chrysostom : rovro drav 1d ywpidv ogddpa éotiv aoadgéc’ tiv 
62 Godgecav fray wpayparov dyvord te kai EAAecwe¢ morel, Tov Tére 

fev ovpBawvértur, viv d2 ov yivoutver. 

Ver. 1. Aé] leads over from the matter previously discussed to another, in 
connection with which also abuses had crept into the church (see on xi. 18). 

We are warranted in assuming that the discussion of such a subject, so 
comprehensive and entering so much into details, was occasioned by ques- 
tions put in the letter from Corinth (vii. 1, viii. 1). — rdv rvevyarixéiy] is to 

be taken (with Chrysostom, Luther, and most expositors) as neuter, stating 
the theme in a quite general way : On the forms of action which proceed from 

the Holy Spirit and make manifest His agency in the life of the church. The 
speaking with tongues is specially taken up only in chap. xiv., so that it is 
a mistake to regard rvevyar. as referring to this alone (Storr, Heydenreich, 
Billroth, Baur in the Stud. u. Krit. 1888, p. 644, and Wieseler in the same, 

p. 711, also Ewald). The mvevyarixdéd are in their nature the same as the 

xaplouara, ver. 4. Other interpreters make it masculine (Grotius, Ham- 
mond, Clericus, Locke, Semler, Morus, Rosenmiiller, Stolz, Heydenreich, 

Ewald, Hofmann, also David Schulz, d. Geistesgaben der ersten Christen, 
p. 163 ; and Hilgenfeld, die Glossolalie, 1850, p. 16) : ‘‘ concerning the in- 
aspired, whether genuine or not ; Ewald renders: ‘‘concerning the men of 

the Spirit” (speakers with tongues). But in xiv. 1 we have the theme re- 
CUITING a8 Ta mvevpariKd. — ov Aw iu. ayvoeiv] Iwill not leave you in ignorance, 
Comp. x. 1 ; 1 Thess. iv. 18. Theodore of Mopsuestia puts it aptly : @é20 
tpag Kal raw mvevyatiav yapiopdtwy eidévat try Taf, Gore BobAouai te nai mepi 

tobruv eireiy. 

Ver. 2. Reason (comp. on dé, ver. 8) why he wishes to instruct them con- 

cerning the svevzarindéd. The pneumatic condition into which they had 
entered as Christians was, of course, an entirely new onc to men who had 
been heathen, entirely without precedent or analogy in the experiences of 

their former sad estate,—all the more, therefore, requiring to be subjected 
to a trustworthy and correct judgment. — The construction, when we adopt 
the reading ér:, dre, is simply this : the object-sentence begins indeed with 
‘rt, but instead of ending with arfyecfe, or repeating Fre before arayéu., runs 

off into the participle,—an anakoluthic use of the rz not uncommon also in 

classic writers, after parenthetic clauses, even when but short, have inter- 
vened. See Kriiger on Thue. iv. 87; Stallbaum, ad Plat. Apol. 87 B; 
Heind. ad Plat. Gorg. p. 481 D. Translate : Ye know that, at the time when 
ye were heathen, ye were led away to the dumb idols, in whatever way people led 
you. Buttmann (neut. Gr. p. 829 [E. T. 883]) holds that the sentence after 
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ére 2Ovyn yre passes with dc into an indirect question. But d&¢ dy gyeofe, from 
its position between mpd r. eid. r. dg. and azaydu., can only be a parenthetic 

clause. In that case, too, aray. would be cumbrous and dragging at the 
end of the verse ; it must convey a weighty closing thought, to which dg av 
jyeode serves as modal definition. Hofmann, although not reading 6rz, dre, 
but simply rz with Elz. (which in fact does away of itself with all real 
difficulty), has twisted and obscured the whole passage in a very unhappy 
way.'— re é0vy re] A reminder to his readers of their sad roré, to which 

Paul often turns back their eyes from their happy viv (Eph. ii. 2 f., 11, 18, 
v. 8; Col. i. 21, iii. 7; Rom. xi. 80). — mpi¢ ra eldwAa] namely, in order to 

worship them, sacrifice to them, invoke them, inquire of them, and the like. 
— 7a agwva]} (Plat. Pol. I. p. 336 D, and often elsewhere ; Dem. 292. 6. 204. 

19 ; 2 Macc. iii. 24) impresses on the readers that idols, which were them- 
selves dumb} (comp. Hab. i. 18 ; 8 Macc. iv. 16), could produce no pneu- 
matic speaking. Notice the emphatic repetition of the article. — dc dv 
ijyeobe] as ye were at any time led. Regarding this dv of repetition, sec 
Fritzsche, Conject. I. p. 85; Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 186 f. [E. T. 216] ; 
‘comp. on Acts il. 45. — a@mayédpuevor] becoming led away. The force of the aré 

is not that of removal from the normal condition of the natural knowledge 
of God (Rom. i. 19 ff.), an interpretation which would need to be suggested 
by the context ; but it serves cividly to set forth the result. The consequence 
of the dyecfa:, namely, was the aréyecfa:, the being involuntarily drawn away 

from the surroundings in which they were actually placed to the temples, 
statues, altars, etc. of the idols. We may take it for certain, from Paul’s 

views of heathenism (x. 20; Eph. ii. 2), that he thought of Satan as the 
leading power. Hilgenfeld aptly compares the passage in Athenagoras, 
Legat. pro Christ. p. 29, ed. Col.: of pév epi ra eidwda aitovg EAxovres ol 
Saiuvovéc cioww x.t.A. The opposite is rveiyare dyeofa, Rom. viii. 14 5 Gal. v. 
18 ; Matt. iv. 1. Others make it : @ sacerdotibus (Valckenaer, al.), and the 

like. — We may note further both that homoioteleuta, such as oidare, Gre bre 

. #Te, occur even in the best writers, showing that the resemblances of 

sound were not offensive to them (Lobtck, ad Aj. 61, Paral. p. 53 ff.), and 

also that the subject in hand is brought all the more vividly and impres- 
sively home by the adnominatio, ijyyeo8e, anayéuevoe (Bremi, ad Lys. 1. Exe. 

‘Vi. p. 209). 

1 Hofmann insists, namely (ist), on read- 
ing olga re instead of oidare, and (2d) ws 
aviyyerOe instead of ws av HyecGe and (8d) on 
taking Gre ¢0ym wre as: because ye were 

heathen, and that as specifying the reason 
for what follows, in which, for the sake of 
emphasis, spds . . . adgwva is put before the 

ws. But how involved the whole general 

structure of the sentence becomes in that 

way! How wholly uncalled for, neverthe- 

less, and inappropriate would be the invest- 

ing of the quite superfluous (quite superflu- 

ous, to wit, as specifyinga reason) “ because 
ye were heathen,” with all the emphasis of 

being put first in a hyperbaton which is, 

“moreover, doubled/ And how strange the 
choice of the compound aviyecGe, since it 
does not (as Hofmann supposes) convey the 
notion of whither (which is expressed by 

pos), but that of upward, as avayer always 

means to lead up/ The ré¢, too, after oida, 
would not be suitable even in a logical 
point of view (see note on ver. 8). Laurent, 

in his neut. Stud. p. 182, agrees with Hof- 

mann in so far that he also reads ws avyy- 

erGe instead of ws ay yyecOe. Forthe rest, he 

retains oiéare, and neither reads or: nor dr, 

ére, but simply Sre, which is supported by 
very slender cvidence. 
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Ver. 8. A:é] therefore, because the experiences of spiritually gifted men 
could not be known to you in your heathen state,’ and you have conse- 
quently all the more need of sound instruction on the aubject, therefore I 
give you to know: the fundamental characteristic of speaking by the Spirit 
is, that Jesus is not execrated, but confessed as Lord. Paul expresses this in the 
two parallel thoughts : that the former, the ezecration, comes from the lips 
of no inspired person ; and that the latter, the confession of the Lord, can 
only be uttered by the power of the Holy Spirit. Both the negative and the 
positive marks are thereby given ; and it is arbitrary to lay the whole stress, 
as Billroth and Riickert do, upon the second half, and to regard the first as 
almost superfluous and a mere foil to the second. Paul must, moreover, 
have had his own special reasons for placing such a general guiding rule at 

the head of his whole discussion in answer to the question, Who in gen- 
‘ eral is to be held an inspired speaker? Among all the different forms and 
even perversions of the gift of speaking in the Spirit at Corinth, men may 
have been divided upon the question, Who was properly to be regarded as 
speaking by the Spirit, and who not ? and against all arbitrary, envious, 
exclusive judgments on this point the apostle strikes all the more powerfully, 

the more he brings out here the width of the specific field of speaking in the 
Spirit, and the more simply and definitely he lays down at the same time its 
characteristics. To find any special reference here to the speaking with 

tongues—and in particular to go so far in that direction as to assume (Hof- 
mann, comp. his Schriftbew. I. p. 809) that the first clause guards against 

1 Similarly de Wette ; comp. Bengel, and, 
yet earlier, Luther's gloss. Osiander drags 
ina contrast between the one Lord of the 
Christians and the many «vpiovs of heathen- 
ism. Moreover, widely differing statements 

as to the connection are to be found among 
interpreters. Chrysostom, Oecumenlus, 

and Theophylact trace it back in a perfect- 
ly arbitrary way to the contrast between 
the unconscious mania of heathen inspira- 
tion and the conscious inspiration of Chris- 

tians. Comp. Neander: ‘“‘because it is 

now otherwise with you, and you have 
become free organs of the Holy Spirit.” 

Kling (in the Stud. wu. Krit. 1888, p. 486) 
makes it: *‘ that you may not suffer your- 

selves to be again carried away to blind 
worship of an unintelligible phenome- 

non” (?). Theodoret holds that what is re- 
ferred to is the contrast between the &<a- 

¢@uvia of heathenism and the cvyderia in 

Christianity. In like manner Ra&biger: 
** because your heathen cultus did not rest 
upon a common Divine Spirit ruling in you 
all, I make it known to you that there is 

such a principle in Christianity {uo the 
avevpa @eov.”” But in this way the essential 
point on which the question hinges is only 
gained by adstraction out of what Paul actu- 

aly says, and thatin the interest of the 

assumption that he designs to secure for 
the glossolalia the respect due to it as 
against the opposition of the Pauline party. 

Paul is here making known to his readers 
the criderion of Christian inspiration as re- 
gards its confession, and that for this reason 
(8&6), because they, as formerly serving 

dumb idols, had allthe more need of this 
yvwepigev. The words before us yield no 

more than this. Ewald also imports too 
much into them: You will not surely wish 

back your former heathen days;.. . it is 
in the light of that old state of things that 
one first really comes rightly to understand 
and feel the value of Christianity, and so 

forth. Hofmann shapes the connection in 
accordance with his construction of the 
text In ver. 2: because Paul does not wish 
to leave his readers in the dark wepi +. 
wvevparicay; and because, on the other 

hand, he knows what their old life had 

been as respects divine service, therefore 
he gives them the following instructions. 

This is logically incorrect. For the second 
element in this case would not be one 
brought forward in addition to the first (ré), 
but one already lying at the root of it; and 
Paul must therefore have written, not oléé 

re (a8 Hofmann reads), but ola yep, 
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anxiety in presence of the yAdooaic AaAeiv, and the second against undervalu- 
ing the rpop7retecx—comes just to this, that Paul has expressed himself in a 
highly unintelligible way, and arbitrarily anticipates the elucidations in 
detail which follow. — év rvetuare Oeov] so that the Holy Spirit is the ele- 
ment which pervades his inner life, and in which the Aadeiv takes place. 
Comp. on Rom. viii. 15 ; Matt. xxii, 48. — Aadav] uttering himself, speaking ; 
Aéyec, on the other hand, has reference to the object of the utterance. Comp. 
on Rom. iil. 19 ; John viii. 48 ; Schulz, Geistesgaben, p. 94 ff. — avdfeua 

"Inootc] 8c. éori, accursed (see on Rom. ix. 8; Gal. i. 8), fallen into eternal 
perdition is Jesus! This is the anti-Christian (especially the Jewish) con- 
fession ; the Christian is : Kipioc 'Inoot¢, Jesus is Lord! Comp. Phil. ii. 
11. Why did Paul not say Xproréc ? Because, from its original appellative 
meaning, it would not have suited the first clause (av40.); in the second, 

again, its appellative meaning is contained in Kfpoc ; and in both it was 
essential to name the historical Person who was the Messiah of the Chris- 
tians’ faith as exalted to be the civOpovoc of God. It is self-evident, we may 

add, that Paul regarded the Kipiog "Incotc as the constant watchword of the 

believing heart, and the keynote of inspired speech. (x') ‘‘ Paulus loquitur 
de confessione perseveranti et in tota doctrina,” Melanchthon. — Regarding 
the confession itself, comp. 1 John iv. 1 f., where the proposition is of sub- 
stantially the same import, only still more directly aimed against false 
teachers. 

Ver. 4. Although the fundamental character of all inspired speaking is not 
in any case different : there are, notwithstanding, distributions of grace-gifts 
(‘‘ divisiones gratiarum,” Vulg.), but it is the same Spirit (from whom they 

proceed). Comp. Heb. ii. 4, and Liinemann upon that passage. Xépioya,* 
a specifically N. T. word, foreign to ordinary Greek, is used here in the 
narrower sense (for in the wider sense, every manifestation of divine grace 
—in particular, every part of the Christian possession of salvation, and every 

activity of the Christian life—is a ydépioua). It means any extraordinary 
faculty, which operated for the furtherance of the welfare of the Christian 
community, and which was itself wrought by the grace of God, through the 
power of the Holy Spirit, in special individuals, in accordance, respectively, | 
with the measure of their individual capacities, whether it were that the 

Spirit infused entirely new powers, or stimulated those already existing to 
higher power and activity, Rom. xii. 6 ff. Regarding d:atpeot, distribution, 
comp. ver. 11; Xen. Cyr. iv. 5.55; Plat. Soph. p. 267 D, Phaedr. p. 266 
B, Polit. p. 275 E ; Polyb. ii. 48. 10 ; Ecclus. xiv. 15 ; Judithix. 4. The 
charismatic endowment is not something undivided ; we do not find a unity 
and equality among the gifted, but there are distributiones donorum ; so that 
one has this peculiar ydépoua, and the other that, dealt out to him as his own 

appointed share. If we take d:a:pécere to mean differences (Beza, and many 
others, including de Wette, Ewald), this is equally lawful so far as linguistic 

1Comp. Krumm, De nofionib. psychol. yapicuara and the extraordinary, see Con- 
Paulin., Gissae 1858, p. 85 ff. As regardsthe stilt. ap. vill 1.1 ff. 

difference between the general Christian 
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usage goes (Plat. Soph. p. 267 B, Prot. p. 858 A), but does not correspond 
to the correlative purposely chosen by the apostle in ver. 11, d:acpoiv. 

Vv. 5, 6. Continuation of the representation of the difference and yet rel- 
ative unity of the zapiopara, illustrated in two characteristic forms of their 
action, in so far, namely, as they present themselves practically as dcaxoviac 
and as évepyfpara. These are not merely different names for the charismata 

(as the Greek Fathers held), nor yet distinct species of them (Estius and 
others), but different forms of expression in which they show themselves 
and appear to the observer. — And there are distributions of services, but it is 
the same Lord (Christ as Lord of the church) who is served thereby. To 
make the diaxoviac refer to the specific offices in the church, ver. 28 (Beza, 

Grotius, Estius, Olshausen, and many others), is to narrow the meaning too 
much ; for in accordance with the first sentence, and in accordance gener- 
ally with the comprehensive scope of the whole three sentences, all 
charismata must be meant, in 80 far, namely, as all, according to the relation 

of their exercise to Christ, manifest themselves as services rendered.—‘‘ And 
there are distributions of workings (deeds of power), but it is the sume God 
who works them all (évepyfuara) in all (in all who are acting in the power 
of the Spirit).” ‘Evepy. is as little to be taken in a special sense here as 
diax. in the previous sentence ; it is neither to be referred to the work- 
ing of miracles alone (so most interpreters on the ground of ver. 10, 
where, however, it is joined with dvvdu.), nor to the healings of the sick (so 
Olshausen, quite arbitrarily). No, alJ charismata may manifest their oper- 
ation in deeds (comp. on évepyfuara, Polyb. ii. 42. 7, iv. 8. 7; Diod. iv. 61), 

whether these be miraculous or not. 

RemakKx.—The Divine Trinity is here indicated in an ascending climax (comp. 
on Eph. iv. 6), in such a way that we pass from the Spirit, who bestows the 

gifts, to the Lord, who is served by means of them, and finally to God, who, as 

the absolute First Cause and Possessor of all Christian powers, works the entire 

sum of charismatic deeds in all thus endowed. This passage has always (from 

Chrysostom and Theodoret onwards) been rightly adduced in opposition to 
anti-Trinitarian error (comp. too Calovius against the Socinians) ; but it is to 

be observed also here, that with all the equality of nature and inseparable unity 
(2 Cor. xiii. 13) of the Three, still no dogmatic canon can do away with the 
relation of subordination which is also manifest. Comp. Gess, v. d. Person 

Christi, p. 158 f.; Kahnis, Dogm., II. p. 206 ff. 

Ver. 7. Aé] leading on to the like destination of all the gifts. The empha- 
sis lies on mpd¢ 7d cuudépov. Thisia the aim, which is the same in the case 
of every one who receives a gift. To each one is the manifestation of the 
Spirit (his making known the Holy Spirit to others by charismatic acts) 
given with a view to benefit (in order to be of use, see xiv. 12). The genitive 
is to be taken in this objective sense (with Billroth, Schulz, Geistseg. p. 164, 
and Hofmann), because there exists no reason here for departing from the 

similar meaning of ¢avép. ric GAnf. in 2 Cor. iv. 2; and we have no other 
instance of the use of the word except in the Fathers. Calvin, Riickert, de 

Wette, and most expositors understand it subjectively: the sely-revelation of 
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the Spirit. Even on the first interpretation there is not too much concession 
to independent human activity (in opposition to de Wette), as is plain from 
the very idea of the didorac. 

Ver. 8 ff. Now one man may reccive one, and another another endowment 
from the same Spirit. The following nine charismata, enumerated in a 

preliminary way up to ver. 10 (besides which, others are afterwards men- 
tioned, ver. 28), are divided into three classes, which cannot, however, 
correspond to the three dia:péoecs, vv. 4-6, because there each sentence 

comprises all charismata. The ezternal division is distinctly marked by 
Paul himself in this way, namely, that he notes the transition to a new cate- 

gory by érépw’ (while for subdivision within the classes he uses 44%), thus : 
(1) ver. 8, by  uév ; (2) ver. 0, by érépw dé ; (8) ver. 10, by érépy dé The 

logical division again, although not rigidly carried out, presents itself with- 
out constraint as follows : 

J. Charismata which have reference to intellectual power : 
1. Adyo¢ aodias. 

2. Adyog yvdoeus. 

II. Charismata which depend upon special energy of faith : 
1. The riorcc itself. 

2. Its agency in deeds, namely, 
@. iduara. 

b. duvaperc. 

8. Its agency in words, namely, the mpodyreia. 
4, Its critical agency, the diaxpioig rvevp. 

III. Charismata which have reference to the }Adcoa: : 
1. Speaking with tongues. 
2. Interpretation of tongues.’ 

Ver. 8. 'Q uév] This is followed by 4A» dé instead of 6 dé An unexact 
expression, as in ver. 28. Comp. Xen. Azad. iii. I. 835 ; Hermes in Stob. 
Eel. phys. 52, p. 1082. —Adyo¢ cogiac] Discourse of wisdom, discourse the 

contents of which are copia. The distinction drawn by many (including 
Schulz, Neander, Billroth, Olshausen, comp. also Froschammer, von d. Cha- 

1 Whether after érépy, vv. 9 and 10, we 

read 8¢ or not (which Lachmann brackets in 

ver. 9and deletes in ver. 10) makes no dif- 

Krumm, f.c., who bases his division on the 
categories wvevpa, xapdia, vols; de Wette 

renounces any arrangement; Hofmann 
ference atall as regards the marking of the 
divisions (in opposition to Hofmann); the 

divisions mark themselves by the way in 
which the érépe stands out from the many 
repetitions of dAAg. In several cases the 
8¢ too, after aAAq, is wanting in important 
witnesses. 

2 Other modes of division may be seen in 
Kling, Stud. u. Krit. 1889, p. 477 ff.; Engl- 
mann, von d. Chartemen, 1858, who, how- 
ever, divides them into oficial and non- 
oficial, which does not correspond with 
the conception and nature of the gifts; 

divides according to the categories of the 

cognitive faculty (Ady. cod., and Ady. ywarews) 
of the volitional faculty (wiorts, iduara, dvva- 

es), and of the power Of the Holy Spirit 

(wpodnretan.7.A.). Bengel putsits aptly : ‘‘ ¢: 
érépp: érépw: hic, alteri, alteri,—genera 
tria.”"—The distinction between I. and II. 
arises from the fact that the yAwsccat were 

an entirely peculiar xdpicua, in connection 

with which the agency of the vote was 
absent. In ver. 28 also the gloseolalia is 

ranked in a class by itself. 
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‘pismen, 1850, p. 28 ff.) between this and Adyor yrdoews, according to which 
the former is a more practical, the latter a more theoretical method of teach- 
ing (Bengel, Storr, Rosenmiiller, Flatt reverse it, comp. Cornelius & Lapi- 

de), is an unlikely one, seeing that the separation between theory and prac- 
tice is not in keeping with the nature of inspired discourse. The more 
correct view is indicated by ii. 6 f. compared with xiii. 2 ; cogia, namely, is 

the higher Christian wisdom (see on ii. 6, comp. Eph. i. 17) in and by itself, 
so that discourse, which enunciates its doctrines (mysteries), elucidates, 

applies them, etc., is Adyoc cogiac. This, however, does not yet imply the 

deep and thorough knowledge of these doctrines, the speculative insight 
into, and apprehension and elaboration of, their connection, of their 
grounds, of their deeper ideas, of their proofs, of their ends, etc., and 
a discourse which treats of these matters is Adyo¢ yvdeews.’ Accordingly 

the cogia cannot cease at the Parousia, but the yrvder¢ ceases, xiii. 8, because 

it belongs to the category of imperfect temporal things. (y') Others inter- 
pret otherwise. Chrysostom,* Theodoret, Oecumenius, Theophylact are 
wrong in holding that the possession or the want of the teaching faculty 
makes the difference between codia and yraate. See, on the contrary, xiii. 

8; 2 Cor. xi. 6. Baur makes yvéor refer to the unfolding of the deeper 

meaning of Scripture chiefly through allegorical exegesis, which is totally 

without proof. De Wette gives no explanation : Osiander explains as we 
do. Hofmann makes oogia & property of the subject (see in opposition to 
this, ii. 6 : codiav AaAociyuev), one, namely, which qualifies for right judgment 
in general ; yraorr, again, @ relation to an object, namely, the thorough mas- 

tery of it in the particular instance in hand. But in that case the yaoi 
would only be the application of the cogia in concreto, and Paul would thus 
not be adducing two yapicuara distinct in character from each other.— xara 
7d avrd mvevua] according to the same Spirit. Comp. ver. 11, and the classical 

xara Gedy, according to divine destination (Valckenaer, ad Herod. iti. 158). 
The prepositions d:d, xard, év, are not equivalent in meaning (Riickert), but 
they so express the relation of the Spirit to the divine bestowal (didora:), ac- 
cording to the different aspects of His participation therein, as to show that 
He is medians, normans, or continens, with respect to the different gifts in 
question. 

Ver. 9. 'Erépy] not éA% again, because introducing another class which 
differs in kind from the preceding one. Comp. on Gal. i. 6 ; 2 Cor. xi. 4; 
Matt. xvi. 14. — wiorcc] cannot be the jides salvifica in general, seeing that 
this is a possession common to all and required of every Christian, not a pe- 
culiar charisma of certain individuals. Hence it has been understood by 
most commentators, following the Fathers, (see in Suicer, Zhes. II. p. 727), 

3 According to Ewald, Adyos codias em- 
braces more the intelligent explanation and 
establishment of recognized truths, with a 
view to profit In life; Aéyos yrwcess, more 
the treatment of obscurer and more hidden 

portions of knowledge. But il. 6 ff. shows 
that the latter also are included under the 

codia, 

? Paul and John, he says, had the Adyos 
codias; the Adyos yrwcews was possessed by 
Oi WOAAO! THY micTeY, yrooty wey dxovTeEs, Esdc- 
nay 8 otras ov Surauevor. In like manner 
now Krumm asserts, “ yrwoews, propricta- 

tem in argumentis, codias, in forma positam 

esse.” 
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to refer to the fides miraculosa, Matt. xvii. 20. But this is clearly too narrow 
& meaning, since not only the iéuara and duvdyere are ranked under this head, 

but also the zpogyreia and the daxpicecc rvevz. What is intended, therefore, 

must be a high degree of faith in Christ produced by the Holy Spirit, a hero- 

tem of faith,’ the effects of which manifested themselves in one in healings, 
in another in wonders, in a third in prophecy (Rom. xii. 6), in a fourth in 

discernment of spirits. — év ro avrg rv.] in the same Spirit, so that, contained 
in this Spirit, the ydpioya is given, and the Spirit thus includes in Himself 
the gift. — yapiou. idu.)] gifts, through means of which healings are effected. 

The instances in the Acts of the Apostles show that this does not mean 

natural skill, but cures wrought by spiritual power upon bodily maladies 
(miraculous cures). Comp. Mark xvi. 18 ; Acts iv. 80. It does not, how- 

ever, exclude the application of natural means in connection with the power 

that wrought the cure (Mark vii. 33, viii. 28 ; John ix. 6, al.; Jas. v. 14). 
The plural yapiouara points to the different kinds of sickness, for the healing 
of which different gifts were needful.* 

Ver. 10. 'Evepyjuata dvvéu.] workings (ver. 6) which consist in acts of power. 
It is a purely arbitrary assumption that by this is meant merely the ‘‘ potes- 
tas puniendi sontes, qualis exercita in Ananiam, etc.” (Grotius, following 
Chrysostom and Theophylact, comp. also David Schulz). They are in gen- 

eral—excluding, however, the cures already assigned to a special gift—mi- 
raculous works (comp. Acts iv. 80), which, as the effects of a will endowed 

with miraculous power, may be very various according to the different oc- 

casions which determined its action (2 Cor. xii. 12; Heb. ii. 4; also Rom. 
xv. 19). Instances of raising the dead belonged likewise to this division.* 
— npogyreia] prophetic speech, i.e. address flowing from revelation and im- 
pulse of the Holy Spirit, which, without being bound for that matter to a 

specific office, suddenly (xiv. 80) unveils the depth of the human heart 
(xiv. 25) and of the divine counsels (iii. 10 ; Eph. iii. 5), and thereby works 

with peculiar power for the enlightenment, admonition, and comforting of 
the faithful (xiv. 3), and so as to win over the unbelieving (xiv. 24). As 
respects the substance of what he utters, the prophet is distinguished from 

the speaker with tongues by this, that the latter utters prayers only (see be- 
low) ; and as respects form, by the fact that the prophet speaks intelligibly, 
not in an ecstatic way, consequently not without the exercise of reflective 

thought ; he differs from the d:ddoxadoc thus : 6 pév rpogyrebwv rdvta ard Tov 

mvetpatog pléyyetas’ 6 d2 diddoxuv toriv Sov Kai é& otxelag dtavoiacg dtadtyerat, 

Chrysostom on ver. 28. Comp. generally on Acts xi. 27. Liicke, Hinl. in 

1“ Ardentissima et praesentissima appre- 
hensio Dei in ipsius potissimum voluntate, 
ad effectus vel in naturae vel in gratiae 

regno singulariter conspicuos.’*—BEzN@EL. 

2 As Baur rationalizes all these charis- 
mata: sions being, according to him, a 
pecullarly strong faith in Divine Providence ; 
the xdpiopa iandrey being the gift of praying 
with special power and fervency for the 
sick, with more or less confident promise of 

recovery, if it please God; and the evepyju. 
évvdu. being proofs of extraordinary men- 

tal fortitude and energy in the interests of 
Christianity. 

? But not instances of the casting out of 
demons (Weiss, bid/. Theol. p. 410), which 

are to be placed under the category of the 

iduata (comp. Matt. xv. 28; Luke vi. 17, ix. 

42; Acts x. 38). 
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ad. Offend. Joh. p. 29. Giider in Herzog’s Hncyklop. XII.- p. 210. f. — d:a- 
kpioe mvevp.] judgments of spirits, 4.6. judgments which avail, and that im- 
mediately on hearing the utterances, for the preservation of the church 
from misleading influences, by informing it from what spirits the utterances 
proceeded, and by whom they were carried on in the different cases (hence 
the plural d:axpices), whether consequently the Holy Spirit, or the human 
spirit merely, or even demoniac spirits (1 Tim. iv. 1; 1 John iv. 1) were at 
work ; xal yap roAAg rére ray pevdorpogyTay Fv dtagopa, Tov diaBdAov geAovecnovvTog 

mapunootjoa: TH aAnfela rd wWebdoc, Chrysostom. Respecting ddéxpioic, comp. 

on Rom. xiv. 1. — yév7 yAwoodv] The yAdooare AaAezv in Corinth was identical 
with that mentioned in Acts x. 46 and xix. 6, identical also with the speak- 
ing at Pentecost, Acts ii., according to its historical substance (see on Acts, 
loc. cit.), although not according to the form preserved by tradition in 
Luke’s account, which had made it a speaking in forcign languages, and so 
a miracle of a quite peculiar kind. Most commentators, indeed, following 

Origen and the Fathers generally (with exceptions, however, as early as 
Irenaeus and Tertullian), have taken yAdéooa: in this passage also as meaning 

foreign languages (so Storr, Flatt, Heydenreich, Schulthess, Schrader, 
Rickert, Ch. F. Fritzsche, Maier), and that, too, in the view of the ma- 

jority, unacquired languages ;? only a few (among the most recent of whom 

are Schulthess, de charismati. Sp. St., Lips. 1818, and Schrader, also Ch. 
F. Fritzsche in his Nov. Opusc. p. 802 ff.) regarding them as acquired by 
learning. The former view is held also by Rickert (‘‘ the faculty, in iso- 
lated moments of high inspiration, of praising God in languages which 
they had not previously learned") and Baeumlein in the Stud. d. evange- 
lischen Geistlichkeit Wartemb. VI. 2, 1884, pp. 80-128 ; Osiander ; Kling in 
the Stud. u. Krit. 1839, p. 487 ff. ; to some extent Olshausen and Bauer in 
the Stud. u. Krit. 1843, p. 658 ff. ; 1844, p. 708 ff. See, in opposition to it, 
‘especially Bleek in the Stud. u. Krit. 1829, p. 17 f. ; Bauer in the Tabding. 
Zeitschr. 1880, 2, p. 104 ff. ; Schulz, Geistesgaben, p. 57 ff. ; Zeller, Apos- 
telgesch. p. 89 ff. ; van Hengel, de Gave der talen, Leiden 1864, p. 90 ff. 

that it had been predicted by the prophets 280, too, Zinsler, de charism. rov yA, Aa- 
Asiy, Aug. Vind. 1847,—a Roman Catholic 

prize-essay which obtained the prize, but fs 
destitute of all scientific worth. Ofa much 

more thorough description is another suc- 
cessful prize-essay (also Roman Catholic), 
by Engimann, ton den chariemen, eto., Maing 
1848, who explains itin the same way of for- 

eign languages; as also Froschammer, 
Charismen, 1850; and Maler, Die Glossolalie 
des apost, Zeitalt. 1855. 

* Ch. F. Fritzsche’s view is: At Corinth, 
as in seaport towns generally, there were 

labourers, fishers, eto., who, from thefr in- 
tercourse with foreign sailors, had become 
s0 far acquainted with different languages 
as to be able to converse about matters of 
ordinary life. Many of these people had 
become Christians, and having now learned 

that in the Messianio times the Holy Spirit 
would bring about a speaking conoerning 

divine things in strange tongues (Isa. xxviil. 

11 f.; Joel iff.), they had accordingly applied 
this oracle to themselves, ‘‘quos pro sua, 
licet tenul, exterarum linguarum peritia 
prae ceteris idoneos putassent, quos 

Spiritus s. barbaris linguis de rebus divinis 
disserere juberet.”’ Since, however, most 
of the Christians did not understand this 
speaking in strange tongues, there had to 

be an interpretation into Greek, and the 
interpreters in their turn not less than the 
speakers, regarded their ability as flowing 
from the Holy Spirit. So it all resolves it- 
self into nalve self-deception and imagina- 
tion! 
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Even putting out of account the singular expression yAdecy Aateiv, which is 
supposed to refer to a foreign language, and the psychological impossibility ? 
of speaking languages which had not been learned, the following consider- 
ations tell decidedly against the view of foreign languages : (1) It would 
make xiv. 2 untrue in all cases in which persons were found among the au- 
dience who understood the languages spoken. (2) In xiv. 10, 11 we have 
the yévy guviy (languages) expressly distinguished from the yévy yAwoody (see 
unfounded objections to this in Baeumlein, p. 92, and in Hofmann), and the 

former adduced as an analogue of the latter. (8) What is contrasted with 

the glossolalia is not speaking in one’s native tongue, but speaking with 
employment of the understanding (xiv. 15) ; and the glossolalia itself is 
characterized as Aateiv rvetuat:. (4) In xiv. 6 there is contrasted with the 
yAaoo. Aateiv the speaking év aroxadtyper, tv yvdoe x.7.A., which could all, of 
course, be done in any language ; hence the unintelligibleness of the glosso- 

- lalia is not to be sought in the idiom, but in the fact that what was spoken 
contained neither droxdAvyic nor yvaorc, etc. (5) Upon this theory, the case 

supposed in xiv. 28 could not have occurred at all, since every speaker 
would have been able also to interpret. (6) In xiv. 18 Paul states that he 
himself possessed the glossolalia in a high degree, but adds that he did not 
exercise it in the church,—from which it would follow that Paul was in the 

habit of praying in private, before God, in foreign languages! (7) In xiv. 
9, dia tH¢ yAdoon plainly means by the tongue, which, however, would be a 
quite superfluous addition if the point were not one concerning speaking 
with tongues (not with languages). (8) Paul would have discussed the 
whole subject of the yép:ova in question from quite another point of view, 
namely, according to the presence or non-presence of those who understood 
foreign languages. Billroth therefore is right in opposing, as we do, the 
hypothesis of foreign languages ; but he still holds fast the signification 
language, and maintains that the glossolalia was ‘‘ the speaking of a mized 
language, which comprised the elements or rudiments of actual historic languages 
of the most widely different kinds, and was the type of the unicersal character 
of Christianity.” But to say nothing of the Quixotic arbitrariness of the 
conception of such a medley, to say nothing also of the fact that the first 
rudiments of languages must have been only very imperfect, unadapted for 
supersensuous themes, and wholly unsuitable as a means of expression for 
ecstatic inspiration—this view is opposed by almost all the considerations 
adduced against the hypothesis of foreign languages applied with the req- 
uisite modifications, and in addition by the phrase yAdcoy Aaieiy without 
the article ; for the mixed language would surely not have been indefinitely 
a language, but the language xar’ é£ox#v, the primeval speech. Rossteuscher, 
too (Gabe d. Sprachen im apost. Zeitalter, 1850), explains it as languages, and 
infers from xiii. 1 that the glossolalia in 1 Cor. was the speaking in angelic 
languages (Acts ii. : in human languages), the designation being formed 
with reference to the characteristic of this mysterious language, that it be- 

1 This {is made only the more evident,if take elements from very different languages 
we suppose (comp. ¢.g. Kling) that one and join them creatively together in a har- 
speaking with tongues could perhapseven monious combination. 
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tokened a converse alone with God, such as the angels have. So also, in 
substance, Thiersch, Kirche im apost. Zeitalt. p. 67 f. But this whole con- 

ception is shown to be erronequs when we consider that, if the specific 
characteristic of the phenomenon had been its angelic nature, the latter 
would have found its expression in the very name of the thing, and would 
also have been made mention of by Paul in his certainly pretty minute dis- 
cussion of the subject ; whereas, on the contrary, in xiii. 1 a speaking rai¢ 
yabooag tov ayyéAwy is only supposed as an imaginary case to heighten the 
contrast. Generally, however, the explanations which make it a speaking in 

a language or languages, are incompatible with the whole account of it which 
follows, even if we try to represent to ourselves the phenomenon and the 
designation as Hofmann does. According to him, the question is regarding 
languages spoken by the speaker only in virtue of his being carried away 
by the Holy Spirit, the distinctions between which, however, were not to 

be considered as differences between the language of one nation and an- 
other, but arose out of this, that the Holy Spirit gave impulse and power 
to the speaker to make his language for himself for what he had to utter at that 
very moment, so that the language moulded itself specially in the mouth of 
each individual respectively for that which had to be uttered. Those ex- 
positors who departed from the signification Janguage entered on the right 
path.’ But that by itself was not enough to bring them to what was pos- 
itively the right meaning. For Bleek in the Stud. u. Krit. 1829, pp. 8-79, 
18380, p. 43 ff., explains it as glosses, i.c. antique, highly poetic words and 
JSormulae to some extent consisting of provincialiems. This view is equally op- 
posed by most of the considerations which tell against the foreign lan- 
guages, as well as by xiii. 1 ; and further, it has against it the fact that yA. 
in the above sense is a terminus technicus which occurs, indeed, after Aris- 
totle, although for the most part in grammarians, but which the New Tes- 
tament writers probably did not so much as know ; and also the considera- 
tion that the singular yAdcoy Aatetv, yAdooay Exyew, yAdaoy mpocebyeobat, a8 

well as the expression yAdcca: ayyéAwv, would be quite absurd. See further, 
Baur, loc. cit. p. 85 ff. (who, however, in the Stud. u. Krit. 1838, p. 618 ff., 

has come over in substance to Bleek’s view) ; Schulz, loc. cit. p. 20 ff., and 

in the Stud. wu. Krit. 1839, p. 752 ff. ; Wieseler in the Stud. u. Krit. 1888, 

p. 723 ff. ; Hilgenfeld, Glossolalie, 1850, p. 28 ff. The result of all this is, 
that there is only the signification tongue remaining for yAdcaa, so that yAdo- 
cag AaAeiv expresses an uttering oneself with tongues. This is not, however, 
to be taken as justifying the extreme view of Bardili (signijsicatus primitiv. 
vocis rpogyr., etc., Gott. 1786) and Eichhorn (Bidlioth. I. pp. 91 ff., 775 ff. ; 
Il. p. 755 ff. ; III. p. 822 ff.), according to which what is meant is a lisping © 
of inarticulate tones ;* for such a strange form of expression for inspiration, 

1 Luther too, up to 1528, had “ tongues,” 
buat from that date onwards has “lan- 
guages.”” In chap. xiv., however, he has 

still ‘* tongues” in 1545. 
* Wieseler approached nearest to this 

view, understanding “an ecstatic speaking 
in unintelligible expressions, i.e. in soft, 

scarcely audtble, inarticulate words, tones 
and sounds, tn which inapired pious feeling 
Sound vent” (Stud. u. Arit. 1888, p. 788). 
The same writer, however, has more recent- 
ly (see Stud. u. Kriz. 1860, p. 118 ff.) modified 
his view to this extent, that he now oxplains 
the ecstatio soft praying as being only one 
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for which Paul would hardly have given thanks to God,—such a play of 
spiritual utterance as would hardly have made any certain charismatic ex- 
position possible,—must have been clearly presented by the text, in order, 

despite these considerations, to warrant its assumption. Comp. on Acts ii. 
But the text characterizes the speaking in tongues as utterance of prayer 
(xiv. 13-17) in which the voice falls into the background, and therefore un- 
intelligible without interpretation. There must thus, certainly, have been 
a want of conncction, since the reflective faculty was absent which regulates 
and presents clearly the conceptions ; there may even have been inarticu- 
lateness in it, sometimes in a greater, sometimes in a less degree ; but must 
it on this account have been a mere babbling? May it not have been a 
speaking in ecstatic ejaculations, abrupt ascriptions of praise to God, and 
other mysterious outbursts in prayer of the highest strain of inspiration ? 

Baur, too, loc. cit., agrees in substance with this ;' as also Steudel in the 

Tib. Zeitechr. 1830, 2, p. 185 ff. ; Neander ; Kuntze in the theol. Mitard. 
1840, p. 119 ff. ; Olshausen (who, however, takes ya. as languages, and 

holds himself obliged, on the ground of Acts ii., to include also the use of 
foreign languages) ; de Wette ; Delitzsch, Psychol. p. 862 f. ; Zeller in the 

theol. Jahrb. 1849, 1, p. 43, and Apostelgesch. p. 111. Comp. too, Ewald, 

Jahrb. TIl. p. 270 ff., who, however, derives from the speaking with tongues 

the a4 6 rarfp, which is in itself so intelligible, and which does not pre- 
suppose any higH inspiration, and the unutterable sighings, Rom. viii. 26, 
which do not belong to the sphere of the Aadeiv. Similarly van Hengel, p. 
105, who, again, conceives the original glossolalia (‘‘open-hearted and loud 
speaking to the glorifying of God in Christ,” see on Acts ii.) to have become 
so degenerate and abused by the Corinthians, that it was now ‘‘a spiritless 
counterfeit, a product of pride and vanity,” and so no longer to the glory of 

God in Christ,—an assumption which leaves it unexplained why Paul 
should not have denounced an abuse of this kind in the severest way, and 
how he could even place his own speaking with tongues upon the samc 
level with that of the Corinthians. Hilgenfeld, who understands it to mean 
language of immediate divine suggestion (‘‘dirine tongues, spirit-voiccs 
from a higher world”), is not disposed to keep distinct from each other the 
two meanings of yAéooa, tongue and language (so also Zeller, Delitzsch, and 
others), although Paul himself keeps them distinct in xiv. 10f. Schulz 
limits the conception too narrowly to ascriptions of praise to God,’ since, in 

special yévos yAwooar, no longer making it 
the universal form of all speaking with 
tongues, and in other respects agreeing in 
substance with our interpretation. But 
there is nothing in the whole section to 

Jead to the {dea of even a eoft kind of gloeso- 
lalia; on the contrary, the comparisons, 
in particular, with the flute, lyre, trumpet, 
and cymbal, as well as with foreign lan- 
guages, are decidedly against this. A soft 

lisping might run along with it, but was 
assuredly no special yéves yAwooay. 

3 Comp. also Welss, Ditf. Theol. p. 410. 

2The result of his investigation is pre- 

sented by Schulz, p. 160, as follows: ‘‘ The 

extraordinary excitement of mind, which 

at times possessed believers in Christ In the 

primitive church at the thought of the sai- 
vation now manifested in Christ, of the 

blessedness of God's chosen children now 
realized after the fulfilment of his earlier 

promises, and which, under certain olrcum- 
stances, rose even to ecstasy, was itself re- 
garded asa special gracious gift of the God- 
head, and since no nearer means of expla- 
nation offered itself, as an immediate oper- 
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fact, xiv. 18-17 shows that it. included prayer, praise, and thanksgiving. 
We are accordingly to understand by yAdocarc Aadeiv such an outburst of 
prayer in petition, praise, and thanksgiving, as was 80 ecstatic that in connection 
with it the speaker's own conscious intellectual activity was suspended, while the 
tongue did not serce as the instrument for the utterance of self-actite reflection, 
but, independently of it, was involuntarily set in motion by the Holy Spirit, by 
whom the man in his deepest nature was seized and borne away.’ As regards 
this matter, it is conceivablc—(1) that the abeyance of the vov¢ made this 
Aadeiy 80 disconnected and mysterious for hearers who were bound to the con- 
ditions of the vovc, that it could not be understood by them without épuyveia. 
Incomprehensible sounds, partly sighing, partly jubilant cries, broken 
words, expressions new in their form and connection, in which the deepest 
emotion struggled to express itself, and in whatever other ways the tonguc 
might give utterance to the highest surgings and heavings of the Spirit, — 
it remained unfruitful for others, if no interpretation was added, like a for- 
eign language not understood. Equally conceivable is it (2) that in such 
utterances of prayer, the tongue, because speaking independently of the 
vovc, apparently spoke of itself,? although it was in reality the organ of the 
Holy Spirit. It was not the J of the man that spoke, but the tongue,—so 
the case seemed to be, and so arose its designation. But (8) because that ec- 

static kind of prayer showed itself under very different characteristic modi- 
fications (which we doubtless, from want of experience of them, are not in 

& position to establish), and the same speaker with tongues must, according 
to the varying degrees, impulses, and tendencies of his ecstasy, have ex- 
pressed himself in manifold ways which could be easily distinguished from 
each other, so that he appeared to speak with different tongues, there arose 
both the plural expression yAdooarg Aadeiv and the mode of view which led 

ation of the Holy Spirit. Every one there- 

fore willingly yielded himself to such an ex- 

altation of spirit, and had no scruple in 

giving vent to his joy of soul by joyous and 
jubilant tones, shouting aloud the praises 

of God in song, partly in old and familiar 
strains, partly in newly formed ones, with- 

out any concern for the fact that in this 

way he might easily fall into boundless ex- 

travagances, improprieties, and troubles. 

This singing of pratse to Ged, arising in and 

Srom that condition of ecetary,—these triumph- 
ant, loud-sounding siraina of jubtiation (not 

the condition of ecstasy itself), are in our 

judgment what is denoted by the formulas 
yAdooy and yAwocats Acdeiy,” 

1 In the ancient church we have, as anal- 

ogies to the gilossolalia, to some extent 
(Ritschl, altkath. K. p. 478 ff.) the Montanistic 

ecstasies (see Schwegler, Montaniem, p. 88 

ff.; Hilgenfeld, Glossolalie, p. 115 ff.; comp. 
Liicke Kinl. in d. Apokal. I. p. 84, ed. 2); 
in modern times, the ecstatic discourses 
of the French and German inepired ones 

(Goebel in the Zeltschr. f. histor. Theol. 1854, 

p. 287 ff.), as well asthe /rvingile speaking 
with tongues (Hohl, Bruchsticke aus d. Leben 

irv., St. Gallen 1889, evangd. Kirchenzett. 

1839, No. 54 f. ; 1889, No. 88 f.; Reich in the 
Stud. u. Krit. 1849, p. 195 ff.), and ecstatio 

incidents at Revivals and among the Ameri- 
can Methodists (Fabri, d. neues(en Erweckun- 

gen in America, etc., 1860); as likewise glos- 

solalic phenomena, which are narrated of 
clairvoyants (Delitzsch, Psycho!. p. 864 f.). 

But earlier still we have another analogue in 
Philo'’s conception of the divinely inspired 
speaking of the prophets ; the prophet only 

seems to speak himself, caraypyrat 62 Erepos 
avrod tois dwrvytnpios dpydvos, ordpate Kai 
yAwrTy pds mivvoww ay ay O4An (quis rer. div. 
haer.I. p. 510, Mang.).—Regarding the essen- 
tial difference of somnambulist phenomena, 

which may be compared with the speaking 
with tongues, see Delitzsch, Psychol. loc. cit. 

—There is not the remotest ground for 

thinking of an ecclesiastical secret language 
(Redslob, Apokai. I. 1859). 
The tongue was not yAscca vmicoos Te 

Aoytony, Plut. Mor. p. 90 B. 
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men to distinguish yévy yAwcodv.' — éougveia yhwoo.] Interpretation of tongues, 

le. @ making of tongues intelligible in speaking, a presentation of the sense of 

what they say.* The condition for this was the capacity of the voic, pro- 
duced by the Spirit, to receive what was prayed for in glossolalia. The 
man speaking with tongues might himself (xiv. 5-18) have the yépoua of 

the interpreter (comp. the classical tog4#rnc), but did not always have it 
himself alone, as Wieseler also now admits (Stud. u. Krit. 1860, p. 117) in 
opposition to his own earlier view. (z’) 

Ver. 11. Amid all this diversity, however, what unity of the operative 

principle | — évepyet] namely, as the divine power endowing the different 
individuals differently. See what follows. Acdgopor pév of xpovvol, puta d2 

nxdvrwc xyyh, Theodoret. — idia] seorsim, severally. See Bernhardy, p. 185. 

Comp. Plato, Mener. p. 249 B: amep idia éxdory idia yiyverar. Pind. Nem. 
iii. 42 ; and very often in classical writers. Elsewhere in the N. T. : xar 

idiav. — xabae BotAerac| not : arbitrarily, but (comp. on Matt. i. 19) : tn ao- 
cordance with the determination of His will, which by no means precludes this 

divine self-determining action of the Holy Spirit from proceeding in a man- 
ner corresponding to the natural and general Christian capacity, and to the 
peculiar disposition and tendency of the minds, of men. Hence, on the 
one hand, the possibility that, from the human side, particular charismata 
may be obtained by effort, ver. 31, xiv. 1; and also, on the other hand, the 

duty of not estimating slightly the gifts of others. Observe, further, in 
xaflac BobAerac the personality of the Spirit. 

Ver. 12. Illustration of how one and the same Spirit works all the cha- 
rismata as He will; namely, just as the case stands with the body, that its 
many members make up its unity, so also does it stand in like manner with 

Christ, whose many members likewise constitute the unity of His body. 

1 Baur, in the Stud. u. Kriz. 1888, p. 628 ff., 

professes himself, so far as the plural ex- 
pression yAdgoas Aadety is concerned, an 
adherent of Bleek’s theory, which in other 
respects he impugns, with two limitations, 

however (see p. 636) : (1) that we are not to 

connect with yAwooa: the conception of a 

poetic, inspired mode of speech; and (2) 

that Bleek’s explanation Is not to be applied 

to the passagesinthe Acts. According to 

Baur, it is ‘a speaking in strange, unusual 

phrases which deviate from the prevailing usage 

Of the language.” The pressure of the over- 
powering feeling, which strove for expres- 

sion, called to its ald these forms of speech, 
which were partly borrowed from foreign 

languages, partly at least not in use in the 
ordinary language of common life. These 

forms of speech were, according to him, the 
yAoooa, and the yAwooats AaAety Was an in- 

tensified yAwooy AcA. But if yAwaoa, both 
in its singular and plural fofm, is to mean 

tongue (see p. 622), then yAwoca: (the plural) 
cannot at the same time mean w(fferances of 

the tongue, peculiarities of language (see p. 

684 f.).—The different explanations of yévy 

yA. may be easily known from the different 

views of the nature of the xapioua in itself. 

Those interpreters, ¢.g., who understand 
yAwooa of foreign languages, think of the 
variety of languages (Chrysostom on ver. 1: 
6 ey TH Tlepowy, 08¢ trav ‘Pwpaiwy, 6 8 rH 
"Iva, 0 8a ry erépa tive TOLaUTY evdews EdOdy- 
yero yAdoon) ; Eichhorn: “all sorts of unin- 

telligible tones ;” Schulz: “many various 

strains of divinely inspired songs of 

praise ;” Wieseler (1888): the inarticulate 

lisping itself, ziti and without its interpreta- 
tion ; Rossteuscher: ‘human and angelic 
languages,”’ xiil.1; Hilgenfeld: different 

kinds of divinely suggested speech; Hof- 

mann: all the different sorts of pecullar 
forms of the language in the mouth of each 
individual. 

3 How the ancient interpreters conceived 
of this xydptona, may be seen, ¢.g., in Theo- 

doret : avnp yap woAAaats Thy “EAAdSa yAwrray 
povny «ides, érdpoy thy Zevdmv cai Opaxwv 

dcaAdcyoudvov, Thy épunveiay wpordpepe ois 

axovouds, 
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'O Xpioréc is not the Christian church, but Christ Himself, inasmuch, that is 
to say, as He, as the Head of the church, has in its many members His or- 

ganic body,’ which receives forth from Him, the Head, the whole harmo- 
nious connection and efficiency of all its members and its growth. Christ 
is not conceived as the Zgo of the church as His body (Hofmann), but as in 

all parallel expressions of the apostle (see especially Eph. iv. 16, 25, v. 30 ; 
Rom. xii. 4 f., and above on vi. 15), as the Head of the church, and the 
church as the body of the Head. Ver. 21 does not run counter to this ; see 
on that passage. — The repetition of tov oduearocs, which is superfluous in 
itself, or might have been represented by avrov (comp. Lobeck, ad Aj. p. 
222, ed. 2; Kiihner, ad Xen. Anab. i. 7. 11), serves here emphatically to 

bring out the unity. 
Ver. 18. Confirmation of this unity from the holy inward relation which 

conditions it. For even by means of one Spirit were we all baptized into one 
body—i.e. for even by this, that we received one and the same Holy Spirit 
at our baptism, were we all to be bound together into one ethical body. 
Comp. Titus iii. 5. —In xai, which belongs to é évi wv., is conveyed the 
indication of the relation corresponding to what was spoken of in ver. 12 ; 
éBarriof., again, is not to be taken tropically, as is done by Reiche also (‘‘ de 
Spiritu sancto largiter nobis collato”), following Venema, Michaelis, Rosen- 

miller, Krause, Flatt, and admitting only an allusion to baptism ; but, as 

the word itself must have suggested to the reader, of the actual baptism, 
only in such a way that by év vi rvebyar: it was to be brought prominently. 
before the mind from its spiritual side, according to its materia coelestis, in 
so far as it was a baptism of the Spirit. Comp. Hofmann also, now in op- 
position to his own Schriftbew. II. 2, p. 28. This BamrioPjvae tv evi rvetpare 
has taken place cic év cia, in reference to one body (Matt. xxviii. 19 ; Rom. 
vi. 3; 1 Cor. x. 2), ¢.¢. it had as its destination that we should all now 

make up one body. Regarding eive ’Iovdaio x.t.A.. comp. Gal. ii. 28 ; Col. 
ili. 11. — The second hemistich does not begin already with eire 'Tovdaios x.1.2., 

-In which case xai before révre¢ would be only in the way (comp. also iii. 

22; Col. 1. 16), but starts only from «ai ravrec, so that the reception of the 
one Spirit at baptism is once again declared with cmphasis. The reference 

to baptism was correctly made by as carly commentators as Chrysostom,’ 

Oecumenius, Theophylact ; in recent times, by Rickert, Baur, de Wette, 

Ewald, Maicr, Hofmann : and we were all given to drink of one Spirit (comp. 

Ecclus. xv. 3). To represent the communication of the Spirit which took 
place at baptism as a giving to drink, followed naturally from the concep- 

tion of the pouring out of the Spirit,* John vii. 87 ff. ; Acts ii. 17 ; Rom. 
v. 5 ; and is here, after being already mentioned with é év? rvetuar:, brought 

forward yet again independently and with peculiar emphasis asthe inward cor- 
relate of the & oiya. This xai 7. ey rv. éxor. refers neither (Augustine, 

1Comp. Ehrenfeuchter, prak?. Theol. I. esipaitnow Thy axd rov Pawricparos cai mpd 

p. 57 f.; see also Constiti. ap. il. 59. 1. Tey pvoTHpioy éyyivonerny Huy, 

2 te gives first the explanation referring * Comp. also Isa. xix. 10: wewérucey bpade 
it to the Lord's Supper, but then goes on: «vptos wrevpars cara fews. 
enor 82¢ Somes vu dxeivny Adyauy wrevparos Thy 
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Luther, Beza, Calvin, Estius, Grotius, Calovius, Osiander, Neander, Kahnis, 

Kling, and many others) to the Lord's Supper (most adopting the reading ei¢ 
fv rv., which would mean : in order to make up one Spirit), nor ‘‘ to the fur- 

ther nourishment and training in Christianity through the Divine Spirit, who 

constantly renews Himself in every Christian” (Billroth, Olshausen), in con- 

nection with which the reference to the Lord's Supper is not excluded. The 
norist is against both these interpretations, for its temporal significance must 
be the same with that of é3anr., and against the former of them is the read- 

ing & rvetya' (without cic), by which the reference to the Lord’s Supper 

(see, in opposition to this, Theophylact) is debarred in this way, because 

the idea that we drink the Holy Spirit in the Lord’s Supper is not biblical, 
not even underlying x. 3 f. See, besides, Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 855. Riick- 
ert refers correctly xai . . . évor. to the reception of the Spirit as an event 
happening once for all, but takes the relation of the two clauses in such a 
way, that what Paul means to say is, ‘‘we are not simply one body, but 

also one spirit.” In that case he would not have written év 72 mvetyare in 
the first clause. 

Ver. 14 ff. For the further illustration (4p) of this unity, the figure of 

the human body is again brought forward in order now to carry it out more 

minutely, and to show by it in detail on to ver. 26 how preposterous it is 
to be discontented with the gift received, or to despise those differently 
gifted. On the whole passage, comp. the speech of Menenius Agrippa in 
Livy, ii. 32, also Seneca, de ira, ii. 81; Marc. Anton. ii. 1, vii. 13 ; Clem. 

Cor. 1. 87. — dre obx cipi zeip] because Iam not hand, I am not of the body, do 

not belong to it. — ob rapa rovro x.r.A.] cannot, with Erasmus,’ be taken as 

a question (which Billroth, Rickert, Hofmann, following Bengel and others, 

rightly rejects), so that the double negative should strengthen the denial : 
num ideo non est corporis? In this case, namely, ot would only be the or- 
dinary interrogative, which presupposes an affirmative answer ; but as such 

it can by no means warrant or explain an intensifying repetition. And an 

anadiplosis of the ov (Klotz, ad Devar. p. 696 f.; Stallbaum, ad Plat. Symp. 
p. 199 A) would be suitable in an earnest declaratory sentence, but not in 

such a question as this. We must therefore delete the mark of intcrroga- 
tion, as Lachmann also and Tischendorf have done,’ so as to make ov serve 

as a negative for the whole sentence, while the succeeding ot« applics sim- 
ply to the gor. We render consequently, so is he not on that account (name- 

ly, because he asserts it in that discontented expression) no part of the body ; 
that peevish declaration does not do away with what he is, namely, a member 
of the body. — Regarding apd with the accusative in the sense of : for 

the sake of, in virtue of, on account of, sec Klausen, ad Aesch. Choeph. 3838 ; 

Kriiger on Thue. i. 141. 6 ; so often in Demosthenes. By rovro‘ cannot be 
meant : this, that it is not the hand (Billroth and others), but only (comp. 

1 [This reading fs adopted by all the re- Neander. 
cent editors.—T. W. C.] 3 [Also Westcott and Hort, Stanley, Kling, 

8 Luther, Castalio, Beza, Calvin, and most and Beet so translate.—T. W. C.] 

expositors, including Griesbach, Scholz, Comp. wapa rovro, 4 Macc. x. 19; wapa 

Flatt, Schulz, de Wette, Ewald, Maier, savva wdyra, Judith viil. 25. 
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Hofmann), as the logical relation of the protasis and apodosis requires : 
this, that it gives vent to such discontent about its position of not being the hand, 
as if it could not regard itself in its capacity of foot as belonging at all to 
the body. Erasmus in his Paraphrase happily describes the temper of the 

member which spoke in this way as : deplorans surtem suam.” — It may be 
added, that as early an interpreter as Chrysostom has appreciated the fact 
of Paul’s placing together foot and hand, cye and ear, as analogous mem- 
bers 3 érecd)) yap ob roig agddpa imepExovarr, adda toi¢ dAiyoy avaBeByxdat gOoveiy 

eiofapev. 

Ver. 17 exposes the preposterous character of the preceding language. — 
édGaAudc} se. gv, ver. 19. — dogpyoc] Plato, Phaed. p. 111 B, the sense of 

smell. 
Ver. 18. Nuvi dé] but ao, t.6. but in this way, as the casc really stands, has 

God given to the members their place (éero), etc. — év éxacrov avroy] is in 

apposition to ra péAn, and defines it more precisely. — 76éAy7cev] To this sim- 

ple will of God each member has to submit itself. The thought in xaos 
Potdrera, ver. 11, is different. 

Ver. 19 f. If, on the contrary, the whole of the members, which make up 
the body, were one member,—if they, instead of their variety, formed one 

undifferentiated member, —where were the body ?! In that case there would 
be no body exigtent, for its cssential nature is just the combination of dif- 
ferent organs,—a new abductio ad absurdum. -— But so (as ver. 18) there are 
indeed many members, but one body. The antitheses in vv. 18 and 20 mani- 
fest, in contradistinction to the perverseness of vain longing after gifts not 
received, the necessity of the existing relation to the organic and harmoni- 
ous subsistence and life of the church. 

Ver. 21. Hitherto, in vv. 15-20, this figure has been used to rebuke those 
who were discontented with what they considered their lesser gifts ; we 
now come to those who were proud of their higher gifts and contemptuous 
towards the less highly gifted. — ot dtvara:] of the impossibility conditioned 
by the indispensableness of the hand for the eye. — rad] as in Matt. iv. 7, 
v. 83, again,—since the case belongs to the same category. Comp. on 2 Cor. 
x. 7; Rom. xv. 10. — 4 xegadq] the head, consequently the part of the body 
which stands highest, compared with the feet, the members that stand lowest. 
That Paul, in his specializing representation, has in view simply the corporeal 
members as such, and therefore introduces the head also upon the scene with 
the rest, without in any way thereby touching upon the idea of Christ as 
the Head of the church (comp. on ver. 12), is plain from the whole picture, 
which, in its concrete details, is as far as possible from giving occasion to 
allegorical interpretations of the several parts of the body. 

Vv. 22, 23. No ; the relationship of the members is, on the contrary, of a 
different sort ; those accounted weaker are necessary ; likewise those held to be 

less honourable are the more honourably attired ; those which are unseemly are 
invested with all the greater scemliness. What particular members Paul 
specially meant here by the teak (Theodoret, Estius, and several others 

} (That is, what would become of the organization of the body as a whole —T. W. C.] 
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hold: the brain and inward organs ; Hofmann: ‘‘the delicate inward 
parts ;” Bengel : the hands; most commentators, including Billroth : the 

eyes and ears) and by the ariporépore (usually: the feet ; Grotius and Calo- 

vius ;: ‘‘venter cum iis quae sub ventre sunt ;” Kypke: the intestines) 
cannot be definitely settled in detail, since he only says in a summary way : 
‘* Flow contrary it isto the natural relation of the members, if one were to say 
to the other (as in the preceding illustration the eye to the hand, or the head 
to the feet), I have no need of thee ! Such contemptuous treatment can 
find no warrant either in the weakness, or the less honourable character, or 

the unseemliness of any member ; for the members which we count weak are 
shielded from depreciation by their necessity ; those held less honourable, by 
their more honourable dress ; and those which are unseemly, by their scemly 

covering.” Since, however, it is of itself undoubted that he reckoned the 
pudenda (ra aidoia) and the breech among the aoyjyove, we may further, with- 
out arbitrariness, set down the delicate organs of sense, such as the eye and 

ear, among the aofevéorepa, and among the aruérepa again the members spe- 
cially cared for in the way of adornment by dress, such as the trunk, hips, 
and shoulders. (A*) — 70AA@ uaAdAov] the logical multo potius. — ra doxotvra} 
which appear, like 4 doxotpev, ver. 28. Chrysostom aptly says, that what is 

conveyed is not ri7¢ gfoewe Tey tpaypdtav, but rI¢ TY TOAAdY trovoiac 4 Wipes. 

The position is, as in Plato, Rep. p. 572 B, xai rdvu doxovor judy éviow petpior 

eivat. Comp. p. 884 C. — The first xaf in ver. 23 subjoins another category, 
the two members of which are put in order of climax (dariuér., aoxyhu.). — 

arcuérepa elvaz tov od. | tobe more dishonourable parts of the body, than others ; 
s comparativus molliens,” Bengel. — riuav repioo.] honour in richer measure 

than others, namely, by the clothing, which is indicated by wep:ri#. (Matt. 

Xxvil. 28 ; Gen. xxvii. 16 ; Esth. i. 20 ; Prov. xii. 9; 2 Macc. xi. 18, xii. 

39, xxili. 82; Hom. J7. iii, 880, xiv. 187).— 1a aoyfu. fu.| our unseemly 
parts, Theodore of Mopsuestia says well: acyfyova we mpd¢ riv wowny dyev 

Groxadci. Notice, too, that we have not here again the milder relative com- 
parative. — éye:] They hare greater seemliness than others ; it becomes 

their own, namely, through the more seemly covering in which they are at- 
tired. On the purport of the verse, Chrysostom remarks rightly : ri yap rav 

fopiwy Tov yevyyriney ariudtepov év puiv elvat doxei; GAA’ buwe wAelovog arodater 

Teunc, Kat ol ogddpa wévytec, Kav Td Aotroy yuuvdv Exwot Gaya, ovK av avdoyowTo 

éxeiva Ta wlAn deigas yuuva. According to Hofmann, we are to supply rot 
owpartoc from what goes before in connection with ra acyfu.; the words from 

juav to Exe, again, are to be taken as : they bring with them a greater seemli- 

ness (a more scemly demeanour) on our part. Needlessly artificial, and con- 
trary to the ra r2 evoyhy. yudv which follows: 

Ver. 24. Ta d2 cioxhu. pu. ob yp. £x.] which should be separated from what 
precedes it only by a comma, is not designed ¢o set aside an objection (Chrys- 
ostom, Theophylact), but it appertains to the completeness of the subject 
that, after the aczyfuova have been spoken of, the remark in question should 

be added regarding the cicyfpuova also, in order to let nothing be wanting 

in the exhibition of the adjustment whtch takes place in connection with 
the variety of relation subsisting between the members, Evoynuootvyy repuc. 
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Eyecv naturally supplies itself from the foregoing context to ob ypeiav tye. 
All the less ground is there for cohnecting judy with ob xp. tz. (Hofmann, 
comp. Osiander), which would give the thought: they stand in no need of us, 
which is too general, and which would still need to be limited again by what 
precedes it — 422’ 6 @rd¢ x.r.4.] cannot be antithesis to the foregoing neg- 
ative (Hofmann), which would bring the special subordinate thought od ypeiav 
éyec into a connection quite disproportionately grand and far transcending it. 
There should, on the contrary, be a full stop placed before aJ’, so as to 
mark the beginning of a new sentence ; and aA’ rather breaks off (at, sec 

Baeumlein, Partik. p. 15) the delineation of the mutual relations of the 
members, which has been hitherto given, in order now to raise the readers 
to the higher point of view from which this relationship is to be regarded, 
that of the divine appointment and destination. — ovvextpace| He has mingled 
together, i.e. united into one whole out of differently constituted parts. —Ty 
torepovvri} to that which stands after, remaining back behind others, i. 7, viii. 

8; Plato, Pol. vii. p. 589 E, Hpin. p. 987 D (see also on Matt. xix. 20), 4.¢. 

to the part which, according to human estimation, is meaner than others.’ 
— nepioc. dovg ti.] dots is contemporaneous with cvvexépace: 80 that He gave, 
namely, when He granted to them, according to vv. 22, 28, respectively 

their greater necessity and the destination of being clad in a more honourable 
and more seemly way. 

Ver. 25. Syioua] t.e. disunion, such as is vividly represented by way of ex- 
ample in ver. 21. —aAAa rd abrd x.r.A.] in order that, on the contrary, there 

may be one and the same interest, to which the members mutually direct 
their care for each other. Comp. Liv. loc. cit. What Paul has in view in 
the rd airé, which he so emphatically puts first, may be gathered from the 
trép aAAgfAwy, namely, the welfare of every other member. Comp. ver. 26. 
The plural nepipvoor with the neuter noun is to be explained from the dis- 

tributive sense (Ktihner, ad Xen. Mem. iv. 3. 12) ; in ver. 26, on the other 
hand, the totality of the members is expressed. 

Ver. 26. And how perfectly is this design of God realized in the mutual 
sympathy of the members! This happy result of the divine appointment 
stands most suitably here at the close of the whole discussion before the ap- 
plication ensues in ver. 27, although Hofmann denies the connection of 
thought. — dofdZera:] is glorified, which may take place practically by flour- 
ishing growth, by adornment, dress, anointing, and the like, and further by 
recognition of its usefulness, beauty, strength, dexterity, and so forth. —In 
view of the sympathy of the whole organism, and in consideration of the 
personifying style of the description, the concrete literal sense of the verse 
ought by no means to be modified. 

Ver. 27. Application of all that is said of the human body (vv. 14-26) to 

1 In how far, is stated in vv. 22,23. Bya for the sédf-propagation ef man. Neither 
very arbitrary importation of ideas, Hof- that specific reference in itself, nor this 
mann holds that rd vorepojy means the more precise definition of the greater 
loins and genitals, a part of the body which, honour referred to,—out of place as it is in 
while falling behind the rest in honour, is this connection,—could ever have been 

distinguished by the honour of serving guessed by a reader from ver. 22 f. 
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his readers : now ye are (in order now to apply to you what has been hither- 
to said, you then are) the body of Christ and members proportionately. In 
each Christian church the (ideal) body of Christ presents itself, as in each 
is presented the (ideal) temple of God ; but each church is not a separate 

body of Christ ; hence, just as with the idea of the temple (sce on iii. 16), 
we must keep entirely away from us the conception of a plurality, as if the 

churches were copzara Xpiorov, and understand céya Xpiorov not as a body,' 

but as body of Christ, the expression without the article being qualitative. 
— Now if the church, ssa whole, is Christ’s body, then the individuals in 

it are Christ’s members (comp. vi. 15), but this not without distinction, as if 

every one could be any member ; but éx uépovc, according to parts, according 
as each one respectively has his own definite part in the body of Christ, con- 

sequently his especial place and function which have fallen to him pro parte 
in the collective organism of the church. 'Ex betokens the accompanying 
circumstance of the fact, Bernhardy, p. 280 ; the expression, however, does 
not stand here as in xiii. 9, 10, 12, in contrast to that which is perfect (Hof- 

mann), but, as the context shows, in contrastto the united whole, the xo:véy 
comp. éxdorov pépovc, Eph. iv. 16. Luther puts it well, as regards the essen- 
tial meaning: ‘‘ each one according to his part.” Comp. Calvin. Other 
interpreters understand, with Grotius (who explains it like ol xara uépovc) : st 

ex partibus fit aestimatio, considered as individuals. So Billroth, Rtickert, 
Ewald, Maier. But what would be the object of this superfluous definition ? 
That uéAy refers to individuals, is surely self-evident. Chrysostom held 
that the Corinthian church was thereby designated as part of the church 
universal. So also Theodoret, Theophylact, Beza, Wolf, Bengel, and others. 
But a glance at other churches was entirely alien from the apostle’s purpose 
here. 

Ver. 28. More precise elucidation of the éx uépovc, and that in respect of' 
those differently gifted and with extension of the view so as to take in the 
whole church ; hence Paul adds év rH éxxAnoig, and thereby averts (against 
Hofmann’s objection) the misunderstanding of «ai (which is to be taken as 

and indeed), as if there had been Corinthian apostles. — Regarding éero, 
comp. Acts xx. 28. — od¢ uév] certain ones. In beginning thus, Paul had it 

in mind to make ofc dé follow after ; but in the act of writing there occurred 
to him the thought of the enumeration according to rank (comp. Eph. iv. 11), 
and 80 of¢ wév was left without any continuation corresponding to it. After- 
wards, too, from ére:ra onwards, he again abandons this mode of enumera- 
tion. Comp. Winer, p. 528 [E. T. 711]; Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 313 

[E. T. 865]. According to Hofmann, ps) ravrec x.7.A., ver. 29, is meant to 
form the apodosis of x. of¢ wév x.7.A., 80 that the subject of zdvre¢ is con- 

tained in otc: ‘‘ Those, too, whom God has placed in the church first as 

apostles... are they all apostles, all prophets ?” etc. But ob uév can be 
nothing else than the quite common distributive expression, and not equiv- 

1 Baur, too, founds upon the absence of would be odjecti. But in every place where 
the article, and takes it to mean, ‘a body ‘the body of Christ is spoken of the genitive 

which has the objective ground of ite ex- is subjecti; Paul would in that case have 
istence in Christ,”" so that the genitive written cwpua éy Xporye (comp. Rom. xii. 4). 
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alent to ovro: pév, ove, a8 Hofmann would have it (appealing inappropriately 
to Isocr., Paneg. 15); and the proposition itself, that those appointed by 
God to this or that specific function have not also collectively (?) all other 
functions, would be in fact so self-evident, and the opposite conception so 
monstrous, that the apostle’s discourse would resolve itself into an absurdity. 
— éy 7 éxxa.] The Christian church generally, not simply the Corinthian, is 

meant, as is proved by amoor.; comp. Eph. i. 22 ; Phil. ili. 6, al. — arooré- 
aove] in the wider sense, not merely of the Twelve, but also of those messen- 

gers of the Messianic kingdom appointed immediately by Christ at a later 
time for all nations, such as Paul himself and probably Barnabas as well, 
likewise James the Lord’s brother. Comp. on xv. 7. The apostles had 
the whole fulness of the Spirit, and could therefore work as prophets, teachers, 

healers of the sick, etc., but not conversely could the prophets, teachers, 

etc., be also apostles, because they had only the special gifts for the offices 
in question. — rpog#r.] See on ver. 10. — didacxdéAove] These had the gift of 
the Holy Spirit for preaching the gospcl in the way of intellectual develop- 

ment of its teaching. Comp. on ver. 10 and Acts xiii. 1; Eph. iv. 11.°— 
duvduecc] sc. éMero, i.6. He instituted a category of spiritual gifts, which 
consists of miraculous powers. Paul docs not designate the persons endowed 

with such powers (Hofmann, who appeals for support to Acts viii. 10, and 
compares the names of the orders of angels), but, as the following par- 

ticulars show, his discourse passes here into the abstract form ; by no means, 
however, because there were no concrete representatives of the things 
referred to (Billroth, Riickert), but probably because variations of this 

kind, even without any special occasion for them, are very natural to his 
vivid stylo of representation. Comp. Rom. xii. 6-8, where, in the reverso 
way, he passes from abstracts to concretes. — avriApperc] services of help (B*) 

(2 Macc. viii. 19; 8 Macc. v. 50; Ecclus. xi. 12, li. 7; Ezr. viii. 27, al.; not 

so in Greck writers), is most naturally taken, with Chrysostom and most 
interpreters, of the duties of the diaconafe, the care of the poor and sick. — 
xuBepvhoec)] governments (Pind. Pyth. x. 112 ; Plut. Mor. p. 162 A ; comp. 
also Xen. Cyr. i. 1.5; Polyb. vi. 4. 2 ; Hist. Susann. 5), 1s rightly under- 

stood by most commentators, according to the meaning of the word, of the 
work of the presbyters (bishops) ; it refers to their functions of rule and 

administration, in virtue of which they were the gubernatones ecclesiae. Tho 
(climactic) juxtaposition, too, of avr:Afp. and xvBepv. points to this interpre- 

tation. — Regarding yévy yAwcodr, see on ver. 10. — The classification of all 

1 As Eph. iv. 11 speaks only of the exer- 
clsezs of teaching activity, the remaining 
charismata which are named here found 
no place there. The evangelists specially 
mentioned, in addition, in that passage 
were assistants of the apostles, and there- 

fore did not require to be specially adduced 
here, where the point of view extended 
further than to the departments of leaching 
merely. The. woundves wai &Sdoxnadan, Eph. 

é.c., are as woudves included under the 
xvBeprijces, — Observe, further, that the 

divine appointment of the persons referred 

to took place in the case of the apostles, 
indeed, by an immediate cali along with 
the endowment, but in the case of the rest 

by the endowment, the emergence of which, 

in the standing services of the church, regu- 

lated the choice of the churches under the 

influence and indication of the Holy Spirit 

(comp. on Acts xx. 28). Comp. also Hofling, 

Kirchenverfassung, p. 272 f., ed. 2, and see 
on Eph. iv. 11. , 
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the points adduced is as follows : (1) To the gif? of teaching, the most im- 
portant of all, belong amdor., mpog., deddox.; (2) to the gift of miracles : 

Svvau., xapiop., iazat.; (8) to the gift of practical administration rac trav éxxAn- 

cia oixovoulac, Theodoret : avriApp. and xvBepr. ; (4) to the eestatic ydpione : 

the yévy yAwoody (see on ver. 10). This peculiar character of the last named 

gift naturally enough brought with it the position at the end of the list, 
without there being any design on Paul’s part thereby to oppose the 
overvaluing of the glossolalia (in opposition to Chrysostom, Theodoret, 
Theophylact, and many others). It is only the aréor., the mpog#r., and the 
didéox. which are expressly adduced in order of rank ; the éreta and elra 
which follow only mark a further succession, and thereafter the enumera- 

tion runs off asyndetically, which, as frequently also in classical writers (see 

Krtiger, Xen. Anab. ii. 4. 28), takes for granted that completeness is not 
nimed at. The two enumerations, here and in vv. 8-10, supplement each 

other ; and Rom. xii. 6 ff. also, although the most incomplete, has points 
peculiar to itself.’ 

Vv. 29, 30. None of these functions and gifts is common property of all 
(all gifted persons). This Paul expresses in the animated queries : But all 
surely are not apostles ? and so on ; whereby, after the same thing had been 

done positively in ver. 28, the 2x uépove of ver. 27 is now clearly elucidated 

afresh in a negative way—in order to make the readers duly sensible of the 
non omnia possumus omnes, and of the preposterousness of envy against other 
gifted persons. — duvéperc] Accusative depending on éyovorw, not ‘nominatice, 
as if it denoted wonder-working persons (Bengel, Riickert, de Wette, Osian- - 
der, Hofmann, and others) ; see on ver. 28. — Paul here passes over the 
avriAfy. and xuBepy., since it was of no importance to make a complete repe- 
tition.—With reference to the whole thought, comp. Homer, J7. xiii. 730 f. 

Ver. 31. It is not the wish of Paul, by what he has said from ver. 4 up 
till now regarding the different gifts of the Spirit, to repress the eager 
striving after them. But the important question is as to the nature of the 
gifts and the manner of the striving. Hence: But be cealous after the better 

gifts of the Spirit,* those which are more essential than others, and have a 

more absolute value for the highest welfare of the church (ver. 7). The dé 
is the autem marking the transition to a new point. — Z7Aovre, again, does 
not conflict with ver. 11, because the will of the communicating Spirit is 
not an arbitrary one, but makes the receptive capacity and the mental ten- 
dency of the individual to be the grounds of its own self-determination. The 
zealous striving after the better gifts consists therefore negatively in this, 

that one makes such yapicyvara, as are less generally necessary and have less 

value for the church (as e.g. the glossolalia, the reception of which was sought 
after by many for the sake of show), less the aim towards which he directs 

his will and cultivates a susceptibility ; positively, again, it consists in this, 
that one makes those better gifts, on the other hand, the object of his ar- 
dent desire and the aim of his self-active development, in order to reach in 

4 [No one of these seems to be intended attain something, comp. Dem. 500. 2 (aperjv), 
to be exhaustive.—T. W. C.] 504. 8 (Swpeds), 1461, 9 (ra dyadd); Polyb. vi. 

3 Regarding ¢nAoty sm, to seek eagerly to 2%. 11 (rd BéAtiov) ; Wiad. £. 12 (@dvaroy). 
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this way the definite degree of receptivity needful to be the organ of the 
agency of the zveiua in question, and thereby to become, by the free will of 
the Spirit, partaker of the better gifts.' It is perfectly plain that in this (yAcbp 
supplicatory prayer is also included ; but it is arbitrary to limit the concep- 
tion to it, as does Grotius : ‘‘agite cum Deo precibus, ut accipiatis” (comp. 

Heydenreich, Riickert, Hofmann). Equally arbitrary, too, is every: de- 
parture from the hitherto invariable sense of xdpicua ; as 6g. Morus and 

Ewald hold faith, hope,. and love to be meant ; and Billroth, the fruits aris- 
ing from love ; Flatt, again (comp. Osiandcr), even imports the right use of 
the gifts which should be striven after. Comp. on the contrary, as to the 
difference in value of the charismata, xiv. 2 ff. — «ai érc x.1.4.] and further- 

more, yet besides (Luke xiv. 26; Heb. xi. 86; Acts ii. 26; often thus in 
Greek authors), besides prescribing to you this (7Aovre, I show you (now, 

from chap. xiii. 1 onwards) @ surpassing way,* an exceedingly excellent 
fushion, according to which this (720i of yours must be constituted. By 
this he means that the striving after the better gifts must always have love 
as its determining and impelling principle, without which, indeed, the gifts 
of the Spirit generally would be worthless (xiii. 1 ff.), and the xpefrrova un- 
attainable. Love is thus the most excellent way, which that ¢7Aovw ought 

to keep. (c*) Riickert (so also Estius) finds here the meaning: ‘‘I show 

you a far better way'still, in which ye may walk, namely, the way of love, 

which far surpasses all possession of charismata ;” and so, too, in substance, 
Tlofmann : ‘‘even away beyond the goal of the better charismata I show 
you & way,” 4.¢. a way which brings you still further than the (7Aotv r. yap. 
t. wp. But Paul surely did not conceive of the striving after the better 
charismata as becoming unnecessary through love, but rather as necessarily 
to be connected with love (xiv. 1, 89). Besides, he would logically have 
required to attach his statement not by «af, but by éyd dé or aAAd ; but even 

@ priori it is improbable that he should have merely set down the weighty 
Cndovre 62 r. yapiopu. T. xpeirr. in such a naked way, and should have forthwith 
forsaken it again with the remark that he would now give instructions away 

beyond the better gifts. Grotius and Billroth connect xaf ixepZ. with the verb. 

The former renders: by way of superfluity (so also Ewald) ; the latter : 
‘* after a@ fashion which, as being the best, is certain of its success.” But the 
meaning, by way of superfiuity (éx meptovolac, éx tov mepiocov), corresponds 

neither to the N. T. use of the phrase (Rom. vii. 13 ; 2 Cor. i. 8, iv. 17; 

Gal. i. 18 ; comp. 4 Macc. iii. 18), nor to its use elsewhere in Greek (Soph. 
Oed. Tyr. 1196; Polyb. iii. 92. 10, ix. 22. 8; Lucian, p. mere. cond. 

18 ; Dem. 1411. 14). Moreover, Paul could hardly have considered the 
following instructions, especially in view of the circumstances of the Corin- 

1 Theophylact aptly says (comp. Chrysos- 

tom): arvigaro Apéua, Sri avroi airioi eiot Tov 
ta éAarrova AaBeiv: &a yap rou eiwety’ CnAovre, 
Thy wap’ éxeivwv owovdhy aware Kai Thy wieio 

émcOvuiay wepi ra wvevparind. Kai ove aixe ta 

pecfova, GAAa ra xpecrrova, Tourdart Ta wpeAt- 
purepa. Comp. Bengel: ‘Spiritus dat ut 

vult, sed fideles tamen libere aliud prae alio 

possunt sequi et exercere. Deus operatur 

suaviter, non cogit.”” So also de Wette. 
2 Paul has not put the article to dédr, 

“ auapensos nonnibil tenens Corinthios,” as 

Bengel says, who also observes with fine 
discernment upon the present éeicyva, 
‘jam ardeé Paulus et fertur in amorem." 
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thians, as given ‘‘ further by way of superfluity.” It militates against Bill- 
roth, again, that the sapostle’s thought could not be to recommend the 
manner of his instruction regarding the way, but only the way itself, as ex- 
cellent. On the other hand, to take the xe? imep8. ddév together is gram- 
matically correct, since it is a genuine Greek usage to attach adverbs of de- 
gree to substantives, and that generally by prefixing them. Bernhardy, p. 
338 ; Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 88 f. [E. T. 96]; comp. on 2 Cor. xi. 23; 

also on 1 Cor. viii. 7, vil. 35 ; Stallbaum, ad Plat. Phoed. p.93 B. We find 

this connection given in the Vulgate, by Chrysostom and Theophylact (xa? 
trepB. rourtarivy trepéyovoav), Luther, Erasmus, Castalio, Calvin, and most 

interpreters. Bengel suggestively describes the superlative conception, 
which is attached to ddév by xa? imepBodAny, ‘‘ quasi dicat : viam mazxime 
vialem.” 

Nores By AMERICAN Eprror. 

(x') Calling Jesus Lord. Ver. 3. 

Of course any man can utter the words, but what the Apostle means is, that 

no man can make this confession, truly believing all that it implies, unless he be 

enlightened by the Holy Ghost. And this is precisely what our Lord said to 

Peter when he made his noble confession, ‘‘ Thou art the Christ, the Son of 

the living God.’’ ‘* Blessed art thou Simon Bar-Jonah, for flesh and blood hath 

not revealed it unto thee, but my Father which is in heaven (Matt. xvi. 16, 17). 

(x') The word of wisdom and the word of knowledge. Ver. 8. 

A simpler view of the subject states the difference thus: The word of 
wisdom is the gift of revealing the truth of the gospel, which belonged only to 

the Apostles ; but the word of knowledge is the gift of understanding and ex- 

plaining correctly the truth thus received, which belonged to the other teachers. 

(z') The gift of tongues. Ver. 10. 

The two chief theories on the meaning of this gift are—one, that it was the 
power of speaking foreign languages without having learned them ; the other, 

that it was an ecstatic utterance in a tongue different from all known languages 

of earth, and requiring to beinterpreted to be of service to any hearer. The 

former view was firmly held by the late Dr. Edward Robinson, who insisted 
that the glossolaly recorded in the second chapter of Acts, being the foundation 
passage in the whole matter, should control all the other references to the sub- 

ject. This view of the case may be found sustained by a masterly array of 

arguments in Dr. Hodge's notes on the text in his First Corinthians. With him 

agree Principal Brown and others. The latter view seems to be held by Stan- 

ley, Kling, Speaker's Commentary, Ellicott’s Commentary, Beet, and most of 

the more recent writers. The reader will find a very clear and comprehensive 
statement of the whole question in the new edition of Schaff’s ‘‘ History of the 

Christian Church ’’ vol. i. 234-243. 

(a*) ‘* The less honourable parts.’’ Ver. 28. 

Stanley justly remarks upon the terms ‘‘ weaker,” ‘‘less honourable,’ ‘‘ un- 

comely,’’ that they are best left undefined, as the Apustle has left them ; the 

Rie —_— ——= 
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words being accumulated and varied designedly, so as to include all parts of 
the human frame without particularly specifying any. 

(B*) Services of help. Ver. 28. 

This word (antilepseis), as used in the LXX., is not (like diakonia) help minis- 
tered by an inferior to a superior, but by a superior to an inferior (see Ps. 
lxxxix. 18 ; Eccles, xi. 12, li. 7); and thus, while inapplicable to the ministra- 

tions of the deacon to the presbyter, would well express the various helps ren- 

dered by those who had the gift of interpretation, to the congregation at large, 
or to those who were vainly struggling to express themselves intelligibly in 

their strange accents. : 

° 

(ot) ‘* The more excellent way.’ Ver. 31. 

Hodge insists that the original term here is not in itself comparative, and 
can get that meaning only from the context. But here no comparison is im- 
plied. The idea is not that Paul intends to show them a way that is better 

than seeking gifts, but a way par excellence to obtain those gifts. The sense of 

the verse is therefore, ‘‘seek the better gifts, and moreover I show you an excel- 

lent way to do it.’ So Kling and Alford. Shore, in Ellicott’s Commentary, 
says, ‘‘the more excellent way is not some gift to be desired to the exclusion 

of the other gifts, but a more excellent way of striving for those gifts. You 
are not to strive for any one yift because it is more highly esteemed or because 

it is more apparently useful, or because it is more easily attained. That which 
will consecrate every strugyle for attainmént and every gift when attained, is 
Love."’ 
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CHAPTER XIII. 

Ver. 3. pupisw) Elz. has ywpuifw, which is condemned by almost all the uncials. 
— kavO7ouwua:] A B®, 17, Codd. in Jerome, Copt. Aeth. Ephr. Hier. have xav- 

xnowpa.' But iva xavyjoupa (given up again even by Lachm.) is a manifest 

addition, which was written on the margin to call attention to the loveless mo- 

tive, and supplanted the similar and difficult iva xavOjowuar (C K, min. vss. 
Chrys. Theodoret, and Latin writers). — Instead of the subjunctive, Tisch. has 

the future indicative xav@jooua: (D E F GI, min. Mac. Max.), which of course 

could be easily changed by ignorant copyists into the subjunctive, anomalous 

though it was. — Ver. 8. éxwirre:] Lachm. reads wixre, following A B C* &*, 

min. and several Fathers. Rightly ; the simple form was defined more precise- 
ly by way of gloss. Comp. Rom. ix. 6.— yvaorc, xarapyn0yoera:] A D** F G &, 

17, 47, Boern. Ambrosiast. have yvwoeic, xarapynOnoovra:r. So Rickert (Lachm. 

on the margin). The plural crept in after the preceding. — Ver. 10. 76] Elz. 

Scholz read rére 76, against decisive testimony. 

ConTENTS.—The want of love makes even the greatest charismatic 
endowments to be worthless (vv. 1-3) ; exccllencies of love (vv. 4-7) ; 

eternity of love in contrast to the transient nature of the charismata (vv. 
8-13).—This praise of love—almost a psalm of love it might be called—is as 
rich in its contents drawn from deep experience as in rhetorical truth, ful- 
ness and power, grace and simplicity. ‘‘Sunt figurae oratoriae, quae hoc 
caput illuminant, omnes sua sponte natae in animo heroico, flagrante amore 

Christi et huic amori divino omnia postponente,” Valckenaer, p. 299. In 
no other passage (comp. especially, Rom. xiii. 8-10) has Paul spoken so 
minutely and in such a manner regarding love. It is interesting to compare 
the eulogy of "Epwc—so different in conception and substance—in Plato, 

Symp. p. 197 CDE. A Christian eulogy on love, but one far inferior, 

indeed, to the apostle’s, may be seen in Clement, Cor. I. 49. (D’) 

Ver. 1. ’Eév] is not equivalent to ei xai with the optative (Rickert), but it 
supposes something, the actual existence of which is left dependent on cir- 
cumstances : assuming tt to be the case, that I speak, etc. — raig yAdooare trav 
avfp. x. T. ayy.) To say that yAdoca: must mean languages here (Riickert, 

Olshausen, Baur, Rossteuscher), is an arbitrary assertion.? Why may it not 

2 (This reading, adopted by Westcott and 
Hlort, is expressed in the margin of the 
Revised New Testament. It is a case in 
which the best uss. differ from almost all 
the other documents.—T. W. C.] 

2 Rtickert: “If I spoke all languages, not 
only those of men, but also—which would 

certainly be a higher gift. higher than your 
yAdooas AaAcity which you esteem s0 highly 

—those of the angels.” So likewise Flatt. 

Baur renders strangely: ‘If I spoke not 
simply in isolated expressions taken from 

different languages, but in those different 
languages themselves ; and not simply in the 
languages of men, but also in the languages 
ofthe angels.” This climactic ascent from 
glosses to the languages Uremeelves is surely a 
pure importation. Rossteuscher, if his 

~ 
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be held to mean tongues? The expression is analogous to the well-known 
Homeric one—only much stronger : ei you déxa weév yA@ooa, déxa 62 orduar’ elev, 

il. ii, 489. Comp. Virgil, Aen. vi. 625 ; Theophil. ad Autol. ii. 16: od? ei 
pupia oréuara Exot nat prpiac yAwooac. The meaning is : Supposing that Iam 

a speaker with tongues, from whom all possible kinds of articulate tongues might 

be heard, not simply those of men, but also—far more wonderful and exalted 
still—vhose of theangels. Paul thus describes the very loftiest of all conceiv- 
able cases of glossolalia. The tongues of angels here spoken of are certainly 

only an abstract conception, but one in keeping with the poetic character of 
the passage, as must be admitted also with respect to the old interpretation 

of angelic languages. Beza says well, that Paul is speaking ‘‘ trepBodindc ex 

hypothesi, ut plane inepti sint, qui h. 1. disputant de angelorum linguis.”’ 
Comp. Chrysostom : ovyi odza repetiflele ayyédore, GAA’ d Aéyee ToLovrdy éort’ Kav 

ovTe péyywpat ae ayyéAoig véuog Tpdg GAAGAove diadéyeoa:. Others, such as 

Calovius, Bengel, and several more, have thought of the languages used by 
the angels in their revelations to men ; but these surely took place in the form 
of human language. The dppyra piyara of 2 Cor. xi. have also been brought 
in, where, however, there is nothing said of angels. —Why the apostle begins 
with the yAdac. Aad., is correctly divined by Theodoret (comp. Chrysostom, 

Oecumenius, Theophylact) : mparov drdévruv rece ray wapeséraow rotobmevoc 

TO yapioua Ttav yAwooov, Exerdy Tovro wap’ avroicg éedébnec peilor 

elvat trav dAawv. It had become the subject of over-estimation and 
vanity to the undervaluing of love. — aya] t.¢. love of one’s neighbor, which 
seeks not its own good, but the good of others in a self-forgetting way. 
Ver. 4 ff.—A sounding metal and a clanging cymbal, i.e. like these, a mere dead 
instrument of a foreign impulse, without any moral worth, yéyova have I 
become (and am so : perfect), namely, in and with the actual realization of 

the supposed case. See Buttmann, newt. Gramm. p. 172 [E. T. 199]. To 
interpret yadxdéc as a brazen musical instrument (Flatt, Olshausen, with many 

older commentators), which would otherwise be admissible in itself (comp. 

generally, Dissen, ad Pind, Ol. vii. 83), is wrong here, for the simple reason, 
that one such is expressly named in addition. The text does not warrant 
our departing from the general metal ; on the contrary, it proceeds from 
the indefinite to the definite (cymbal), from the crude to the product of art. 

Comp. Plato, Prot. p. 829 A: dorep ré yadxeia rAnyévra paxpov qyei, Crat. p. 

430 A. —xbufadov] brazen basins were so called, which were beaten upon, 2 

Sam. vi. 5; 1 Chron. xiii. 8, al.; Judith xvi. 2; 1 Macc. iv. 54 ; Joseph. 

Antt, vii. 12. 4 ; Xenophon, de re eg. i. 3; Pind. Fr. 48 ; Lucian, Bacch. 4, 
Alex. 9 ; Herodian. v. 6. 19. —a?addgov] screaming, an cpithct no doubt 

theory of an “ angel's Zanguage," which was 
the Corinthian glossolalia, were correct, 
would require, in conformity with the plu- 

ral expression, and with his view of the 
human languages (the latter being the lan- 
guages of the nations spoken in Acts il.), to 

make the passage refer to many different 
languages of the angels, which they sought 

to speak at Corinth. If yAwcoa: meant Jan- 

guages at all, Hofmann would be In the 
right In holding that no king of speaking 

should be excluded here from the wonderful 
utterances in question, since the angels also 

doubtless speak among themselves or tu 
God, so that Paul would go Jeyond what 
actually took place by including also the 
modcs of utterance of the angels. 
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purposely chosen, which is manifestly at variance with the theory of the soft 
and scarcely audible (Wiescler, 1888), nay, noiseless (Jaeger) nature of the 
glossolalia. The xbuScra were dfipOoyya (Anthol. vi. 51). Comp. éAa2aypdc of 
cymbals (Ps. cl. 5) and other loud-sounding instruments, Eur. Cyel. 65, Hel. 
1368. 

Ver. 2. That Paul adduces only two charismata (mpogyreia and mioric) in 
the protasis, and consequently uses xai eid . . . yrdou to mark out the 
degree of rpogyreia, is shown plainly by himself in his repeating the xai ééy. 
In the case of these gifts also he is supposing the highest conceivable degrec. 
—— Ta pvothpia wavra] the whole of the mysteries, i.e. what remains hidden from 
human knowledge without revelation, as, in particular, the divine decrees 
touching redemption and the future relations of the Messianic kingdom, iv. 
1; Matt. xiii. 11; Rom. xvi. 25, al. — yvaow)] profound knowledge of these 
mysteries, as xii. 8. The verb connected with it is eiéd, but in such a way 
that the latter is to be taken here zeugmatically in the sense : I am at home 
tn (Homer, Od. ii. 121 ; Il. xviii. 868, xv. 412). Observe further, that 
before it was xvorfpia, but here racav, which has the emphasis ; translate : 
‘‘ the mysteries one and all, and all knowledge.” To these two departments 
correspond the Adyo¢ cogiac and the Adyog yvdceu in xii. 8. — rdcay r. riorw 
x.t.A.] the whole heroism of faith (not specially the faith of miracles, sec on 
xii, 9), 80 that I displace mountains. — The latter phrase in a proverbial sense 
(to realize the seemingly impossible), as Jesus Himself (Matt. xvii. 20, xxi. 
21) had already portrayed the omnipotence of faith. But without love, 
even in such an instance of the might of faith there would still not be the 
Jides salvifica, Matt. vii. 22. — ovdév cixs] in an ethical respect, without any 
significance and value. Comp. 2 Cor. xii. 11 ; Arist. Heel. 144 ; Soph. Qed. 
Rez, 56 ; Xen. Anad. vi. 2. 10, al.; Wisd. iii. 17, tx. 6 ; Bornemann, ad Xen. 

Cyr. vi. 2. 8; Stallbaum, ad Plat. Symp. p. 216 E; Ellendt, Ler. Soph. II. 
430.—Notice further, that Paul only supposes the cases in vv. 1 and 2 ina 
general way ; but they must be conceived of as possible ; and their possibil- 
ity arises from the fact that, in the midst of the charismatic phenomena 
which made their appearance as if by contagion in the church, men might 
be carried away and rapt into states of exaltation without the presence of 
the true ground of the new inward life, the new creature, the true xaivérne 

Cap¢ and wxvciparoc (Rom. vi. 4, vii. 6). | 

Ver. 3. ‘‘And supposing that I do outwardly the very highest works of 
love, but without really having love as my inward motive, then I have no 

advantage therefrom, namely, towards attaining the Messianic salvation” 
(1 John iii. 14). Comp. Matt. xvi. 26 ; Gal. v. 2. — popifect teva 71 Means 

properly : to feed any one with something in the way of putting it by mor- 

scls into his mouth ; then generally, cibare aliguem aliqua re, Rom. xii. 20. 

See the LXX. in Schleusner, V. p. 569; Valckenaer, p. 308. Only the 
thing is mentioned here in connection with the verb, but who the persons (the 
poor) are, is self-evident, as also the meaning : cibando consumsero. Comp. 
Poll. vi. 33. — xai édv napadé x.t.A.] a yet higher eternal work of love, surren- 

der of the body (Dan. iii. 28), self-sacrifice. — iva xavOjeopar] (see the critical 
remarks) in order to be burned. The reading xavéjowua: would be a future 
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subjunctive, o barbarism, the introduction of which in pre-New Testament 

Greek is duc only to copyists. Sec Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 720 f.; Buttmann, 

neut. Gramm. p. 81 [E. T. 85]. The sense should not be defincd more pre- 
cisely than : in order to die the death by jire. To refer it, with most inter- 

preters since Chrysostom, to the fiery death of the Christian martyrs, is with- 
out support from the known history of that period, and without a hint of it in 
the text. Probably such martyr-scenes as Dan. iii. 19 ff., 2 Macc. vii., hov- 

ered before the apostle’s mind. Comp. Fritzsche, de conform. Lachm. p. 20. 

Ver. 4. Love is personified ; the living concrete portrait of her character, 
in which power to edify (viii. 1) reflects itself, is presented as if in sharply 

drawn outline, with nothing but short, definite, isolated traits, positively, 
negatively, and then positively again, according to her inexhaustible 
nature. — paxpoOvpei} she is long-suffering ; in face of provocations control- 

ling her anger, repressing it, giving it up, and maintaining her own proper 
character. The general frame of mind for this is ypyocvevera: : she is gracious 
(comp. Tittmann, Synon. p. 140 ff.), Clem. Cor. i. 14. The verb is found, 

besides, only in the Fathers. — Obscrve here and in what follows the asyndetic 

enumeration, and in this ‘‘incitatior orationis cursus ardorem et affectum” 

(Dissen, ad Pind. Eze. II. p. 275). But to write, with Hofmann, following 
Lachmann, } dyary paxpoOvpez. Xpyorebera: } ayéry, is less suitable, for this 

reason, that, according to the traditional division, the long list of negative 

predicates which follows is very appropriately headed again by the subject. 
— ov (nAoi] negation of all passionate, selfish feelings towards others (envy, 
jealousy, and such like). — od zepmepebera:] she boasts not, practises no vaunt- 

ing. Sec Cicero, ad Att. i. 14; Antonin. v. 5, and Gatak. in loc. ; also 
Winer, Beitr. eur Verbess. d. neutest. Lezicogr. p. 5 ff. Comp. méprepo¢g in 

Polyb. xxxii. 6. 5, xl. 6. 2; Arrian. Epict. iii. 2. 14. 

Ver. 5. Oix doynuovei] she acts not inan unseemly way. See on vii. 86. 
To hold that Paul was thereby alluding to unsuitable attire in the assem- 
blics (Flatt), involves an inappropriate petty limitation, as does also the 

reference to unscemly conduct on the part of those speaking with tongucs 
(de Wettc). He means generally everything that offends against moral 
seemliness. — ra éavrg7¢] comp. x. 83. — ob rapokbvera:] does not become embit- 
tered, docs not get into a rage, as selfishness does when offended. This is 
the continuance of the paxpofuula. — ob Aoyifera: 1d naxév] she does not bring 
the evil, which is done to her, into reckoning (2 Cor. v. 19; Rom. iv. 6, al.; 

Ecclus. xxix. 6 ; Dem. 658. 20, 572. 1, al.) Comp. 1 Pet. iv. 8. Theodoret 
puts it happily : ovyy:vdoxes roic éxracouévorc, oun evi Kax@ oxoTe Tavta yeyevpobat 

AauBdvev. Others render: she thinks not evil (Ewald ; Vulgate: ‘‘non 

cogitat malum”). This thought, as being too general in itself, has been more 
precise]y defined, cither as : ‘' she seeks not after mischief” (Luther, Flatt, and 
several others ; comp. Jer. xxvi.8; Nah. i. 9), which, however, serves so 
little to describe the character of love, that it may, on the contrary, be said 
to be a thing self-evident ; oras: ‘‘ she suspects nothing evil” (Chrysostom, 

Melanchthon, Grotius, Heydenreich, and others; comp. also Neander), 
which special conception, again, would be much too vaguely expressed by 
Aoytlerac. 
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Ver. 6. ’Exi rg adcxig] over immorality (Rom. i. 18, ii. 8), when she sces 
this in others. In view of the contrast, Chrysostom and others, including 

Hofmann, take this in too narrow 4 sense : ovx éopderat Toig Kaxig mdoyovow, 
understanding it thus of delight in mischief; comp. Luther: ‘sie lachet 

nicht in die Faust, wenn dem Frommen Gewalt und Unrecht geschieht” 
(She does not laugh in her sleeve when the pious suffer violence and wrong). 
Theodoret puts it rightly, pscei ra wapdvoya. It is just the generality of this 
thought which specially fits it to form the copestone of all those negative 
declarations ; for in it with its significant contrast they are all summed up. 

— ovyxzaipe: d2 ty GAO.) The adagfeca is personified, and denotes the truth car’ 
iZoxhv, the divine truth contained in the gospel, Col. i. 5; Eph. i. 13; Gal. 
vy. 7; 2 Thess. ii. 12, 18; John i. 17, al. Love rejoices with the truth, has 
with it one common joy, and this is the most complete contrast to the 
xaipev ext ry aduia ; for to make morality prevail, is the ethical aim of the 

aApfera (2 Thess. ii. 12 ; Rom. ii. 8), whose joy it is, therefore, when she is 

obeyed in disposition, speech, and action (1 Pet. i. 22, imaxon rig GAnbelac) ; 

and her companion in this joy is lore. Usually aayfeca has been understood 

of moral truth, #.¢. morality, as in v. 8 ; either, with Theodoret, Flatt, and 

most interpreters : she rejoices over what is good,—a rendering, however, from 
which we are debarred by the compound ovyy.; or, with Chrysostom : ovvi- 

deras toi¢ evdoxiuovot, Billroth : ‘‘she rejoices with those who hold to the 

right,” Riickert : ‘‘she rejoices with the man, who is saved to morality,” 
Osiander : ‘‘she rejoices with the heart, which is filled with the truth and 
with obedience towards it.” Thereby there is made an arbitrary change in 
the conception, according to which, in conformity with the antithesis, the 
Stxacootvy (the opposite of the aduia) is not the subject, in fellowship with 
which love rejoices, but the object of this common joy ; the subject with 
which love rejoices is that truth. According to Hofmann, the meaning of 
the passage is, that love has her joy withal, when the truth comes to its rights 

in that which befalls any one. But so also there is no sufficient justice done 
to the compound ovyy., and the more precise definition, ‘‘in that which 
befalls any one,” is imported. 

Ver. 7. Iidvra] popular hyperbole. Grotius aptly says : ‘‘ Fert, quae ferri 
ullo modo possunt.” — oréyec] as in Ix. 12: all things she dears, holds out 
under them (suffert, Vulgatc), without ceasing to love,—all burdens, priva- 

‘tion, trouble, hardship, toil occasioned to her by others. Other interpreters 
(Hammond, Estius, Mosheim, Bengel, al. ; Rickert hesitatingly) under- 
stand : she covers all up, i.e. excuses all wrong. Equally correct from a 
linguistic point of view, according to classical usage ; but why depart from 
ix. 12 ?—«dvra xcor.] Opposite of a distrustful spirit ; bona jides towards 
one’s neighbour in all points. — révra éAri{ec] opposite of that temperament, 
which expects no more good at all from one's neighbour for the future ; 
good confidence as to the future attainment of her ends. — révra tropéver] 
all things she stands out against—all sufferings, persecutions, provocations, 
cte., inflicted on her. This is the established conception of troyzovf in the 
N. T. (Matt. x. 22, al.; Rom. xii. 12 ; 2 Cor. i. 6, al.), according to which 

the endurance is conceived of as a holding of one’s ground, the opposite of 
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getyerv (Plato, Tim. p. 40 E, Theaet. p. 177 B). Comp. 2 Tim. ii. 10. — 
Note further how the expressions rise as they follow each other in this verse, 
which is beautiful in its simplicity : if love encounter from others what may 
seem too hard to be endured, all things she bears; if she mect whut may 

cause distrust, all things she trusts ; if she meet what may destroy hope in 
one’s neighbour, all things she hopes ; if she encounter what may lead to git- 
ing way, againat all she holds out. 

Ver. 8. Up to this point the charucteristics of love have been given ; now 
on to ver. 13 her imperishableness is described, in contrast to the purely tem- 
porary destination of the gifts of the Spirit. — oidérore irre:] (see the criti- 

cal remarks) never does she fall, i.e. she never falls into decay, remains always 
stedfast (uévec, ver. 18). The opposite is: xarapy/Ofoovra:, maboovrat. 
Comp. Luke xvi. 17 ; Plato, Phil. p. 22 E; Soph. Ant. 474 ; Polyb. x. 38. 

4, i. 85. 5; Dem. 210. 15. The Recepta ixrixree (Rom. ix. 6) is to be taken 
in precisely the same way. Theodoret puts it well : ob dtacgdArerai, ddA 'ael 

péver BeBaia x. axivyroc, é¢ del dtapévovoa’ tovro yap dia trav brayoutvey édidagev. 

— In what follows cire opens out in detail the general conception of yapic- 
pata. Be it again (different kinds of) prophesyings, they shall be done aay ; 

be it (speaking) tongues, they shall cease, etc. This mode of division and 

interpunctuation is demanded by dé (against Luther and others, including 
Heydenreich). Prophecy, speaking with tongues, and deep knowledge, 
are only appointed for the good of the church for the time until the 
Parousia ; afterwards these temporary phenomena fall away. Even the 
gnosis will do so ; for then comes in the perfect knowledge (ver. 12), and 
that as the common heritage of all, whereby the deep knowledge of gifted 
individuals, which is still but imperfect, as it occurs before the Parousia, 

will necessarily cease to subsist. 

Vv. 9, 10. Proof of the last and of the first of the three preceding points. 
The second stood in need of no proof at all. For tn part (ix uépove ; its 
opposite is:éx rov wavrdéc, Lucian, Dem. enc. 21) we know, imperfect is our 
deep knowledge, and in part tre speak prophetically, what we prophetically 
declare is imperfect. Both contain only fragments of the great whole 
which remains hidden from us as such before the Parousia. —édrav 62 EABy 

x.T.A.| but when that which is perfect shall hare appeared (at the Parousia ; 
otherwise, Eph. iv. 18), then will that which is in part (the gnosis and the 
prophecy therefore also, seeing they belong to the category of the partial) 
be done away. The appearance of the perfected condition of things nec- 

essarily brings with it the abolition of what is only partial. With the 
advent of the absolute the imperfect finite ceases to exist, as the dawn 
ceases after the rising of the sun. We are not to supply, with Hofmann, 

ywdonery and rpogyrefery (a8 substantival infinitives) to rd réAecov and to rd éx 
pEpovc, by which unprecedented harshness of construction the sense would 

be extorted, that only the tmperfect y:wvéonew and mpogrrebev will cease to 
make room for the perfect. But what Paul means and says is that these. 
charismata generally, as being designed only for the aeon of the partial, 
and not in correspondence with the future aeon of the perfect, will cease to 
exist at the Parousia ; their design, which is merely temporary, is then 
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fulfilled. With the advent of the Parousia the other charismata tco (xii. 8 
ff.) surely cease altogether : not simply that the imperfection of the way in 
which they are exercised ceases. 

Ver. 11. Illustration of what was said in ver. 10 by an analogy taken from 
each man’s own personal experience in life, inasmuch, namely, as our 
present condition, when compared with our condition in the aiéy péAAar, is 
like that of the child in comparison with that of the man. The man has 
given up the practices of the child. (E*) —i¢péyovv refers to the interest and 
efforts (device and endeavour), éAoy. to the judgment (reflective intellectual 

activity). To make é4a4., however, point back to the glossolalia, tgp. to the 
prophesying, and éoy. to the gnosis (Oecumenius, Theophylact, Bengel, 
Valckenaer, Heydenreich, Olshausen, D. Schulz, Ewald ; Osiander unde- 

cided), is all the less warranted an assumption, secing that é¢p. and 22oy. 
are no specific correlates of the prophecy and gnosis respectively. 

Ver. 12, Justification of this analogy in so far as it served to illustrate the 
thought of ver. 10. — dprz] i.e. before the Parousia. — dé’ icérrpov] through a 
mirror ; popular mode of expression according to the optical appearance, 
inasmuch, namely, as what is seen in the mirror appears to stand behind it. 

The meaning is : our knowledge of divine things is, in our present condition, no 
immediate knowledge, but one coming through an imperfect medium. We 

must think not only of our glass mirrors, but of the imperfectly reflecting 
metal mirrors’ of the ancients (Hermann, Pricatalterth. § 20. 26). Td gcorrpov 

mepiornot Td épduevoyv dm wod4r0Te, Chrysostom. This is enough of itself 
to enable us to dispense with the far-fetched expedient (Bos, Schoettgen, 
Wolf, Mosheim, Schulz, Rosenmiiller, Stolz, Flatt, Heydenreich, Riickert, 
and others) that écorrpev means speculare, a window made of talc (lapis apec- 
wlaris, see Pliny, Nat. Hist. xxxvi. 22). In support of this, such Rabbini- 
cal passages are adduced as Jevamm. iv. 13, ‘‘Omnes prophetae viderunt 
per specular (eT 7pDO"RD) obscurum, et Moses, doctor noster, vidit per spec- 
ular lucidum.” See Buxtorf, Lex. Talm. p. 171 ; Wetstein in loc. But 
against this whole explanation is the decisive fact that the assumed meaning 
for Zoorrpov is quite undemonstrable, and that no expositor has succeeded 
in establishing it. It always means mirror, as do also évorrpov and xérorrpov 

(Pindar, Nem. vii. 20; Anacreon, xi. 2; Plutarch, Praec. conjug. 11 ; Luc. 

Amor. 44,48; Wisd. vii. 26; Ecclus. xii. 11 ; Jas. i. 28); a talc window 
is diéxrpa (Strabo, xii. 2, p. 540). — év aiviyyarc] which should not be sepa- 
rated from dé’ éoédxrpov by a comma, is usually taken adverbially (Bernhardy, 

p. 211), like aivcyparixéc, so that the object of vision shows itself to the eye 

in an enigmatic way. Comp. also Hofmann, who holds that what is meant 
is an expression of anything conveyed in writing or symbol, of such a kind 
that it offers itself to our apprehension and eludes it in quite equal measure. 
But alvyza is a dark eaying ; and the idea of the saying should as little be 
lost here asin Num. xii. 8. This, too, in opposition to de Wette (comp. 
Osiander), who takes it as the dark reflection in the mirror, which one sees, 

so that éy stands for eic in the sense of the sphere of sight. Rickert takes 

1 Hence the designation xaAxids &cavyjs for a mirror. See Jacobs, ad Anthol. VI. p. 878. 
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vy for cic on an exceedingly artificial ground, because the seeing here is a 
reading, and one cannot read ei¢ rév Adyov, but only év rH Aéyw. Luther ren- 

ders rightly : in a@ dark word ; which, however, should be explained more 
precisely as by means of an enigmatic word, whereby is meant the word of the 
gospel-revelation, which capacitates for the fAérew in question, however 
imperfect it be, and is its medium to us. It is aly:yuza, inasmuch as it affords 

to us, (although certainty, yet) no full clearness of light upon God’s decrees, 

ways of salvation, etc., but keeps its contents sometimes in a greater, some- 

times in a less degree (Rom. xi. 83 f.; 1 Cor. ii. 9 ff.) concealed, bound up in 

images, similitudes, types, and the like forms of human limitation and human 

speech, and consequently is for us of a mysterious and enigmatic nature,' stand- 
ing in need of the future Atoic, and vouchsafing ziorc, indeed, but not eldoc 

(2Cor. v. 7); comp. Num. xii. 8. To take évin the instrumental sense is 

simpler, and more in keeping with the conception of the BAérew (videre ope 

aenigmatis) than my former explanation of it as having a local force, as in 
Matt. vi. 4 ; Ecclus. xxxix. 3 (in aenigmate versantes). — rére dé} Srav d2 228y- 

76 réAeov, ver. 10. — mpdownoav xpic rpdawrov| according to the Hebrew 0°93 

02-ON (Gen. xxxii. 30 ; comp. Num. xii. 8), face to (coram) face, denotes 

the immediate cision. Grammatically zpéowrev is to be taken as nominative, 

in apposition,” namely, to the subject of BAéropuev, so that mpdc rpdcwrov applies 

to the object seen. And itis God who is conceived of as being this object, as 
is evident from the parallel xa8o¢ xai émeyvocbyy. — apre yewoonw x.T.A.] conse- 

_quence of the foregoing spoken asyndetically, and again in the first person 
with individualizing force, in the victorious certainty of the consummation at 

hand, — érryvdcopuat xabo¢ nat éxeyvdo.] cannot mean : then shall I know as 
also I am known, i.e. as God knows me (80 most interpreters), but (observe the 
aorist): as also I was known, which points back to the era of conversion to 
Christ (for the apostle himself, how great a remembrance !), when the Chris- 
tian became the object of the divine knowledge (see on viii. 8) turning to 
deal with him effectually. The meaning therefore is: ‘‘dut then will my 

knowledge of God be 80 wholly different from a merely partial one, as it is now, 
that, on the contrary, it will correspond to the divine knowledge, so far as it once 

at my conversion made me its object, namely (opposite of éx uépouc) by complete 
knowledge of the divine nature, counsel, will, etc., which present themselves 
to me now only in part.” Notice further that the stronger term éxcyvdcoua 
is selected in correspondence with the relation to the preceding simple y:rdcxu 
(Bengel, pernoscam ; see Valckenaer, ad Luc. p. 14 f.), and that caf is the or- 

dinary also of equivalence. It may be added, that this likeness of the future 
knowledge to the divine is, of course, relatire; the knowledge is ‘‘in suo 
genere completa, quanta quidem in creaturam rationalem cadere potest,” 
Calovius, 

1 The objection, that Paul would hardly est velut involucrum {llius arcanae et mi- 
have called the revelation ainyyne (see de  randae rei, quam in vita coelesti coram as- 
Wette) is sufficiently set aside by the con- pioctemus.” 
sideration that he calls it so relatively, in 2As appositio partitiva. See Matthiag 
relation tothe unveiling sti tocome. Me- § 431.8. Fritzsche, ad Math. ill. 12. Krié 
lanchthon puts it happily. ‘‘Verbum enim __ ger, § 57. 10. 
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. Ver. 18. Novi dé] nune autem, and thus, since, according to ver. 8 to 12, 
the present temporary charismata do not continue, but cease in the future 

age, conttnue (into the everlasting life and onward in it) faith, hope, love.' 
This explanation of vvvi dé in a conclusive sense, as xii. 18, 20, and of péver 
as meaning eternal continuance,* has been rightly given by Irenaeus, Haer. 
li, p. 47, iv. 25 ; Tertullian, de pat. 12; Photius in Oecumenius, p. 553 ; 
Grotius, Billroth, de Wette, Osiander, Lipsius (Rechifertigungsl. pp. 98, 
210), Ewald, Maier, Hofmann. For, although the majority of interpreters 

since Chrysostom (including Flatt, Heydenreich, Rickert, David Schulz, 
Neander) have explained vvvi dé in a temporal sense : ‘‘but for the present, 
so long as that glorious state lies still far off from us” (Rickert), and péver 
of continuance in the present age (in the church), this is incorrect for the 
simple reason, that Paul, according to ver. 8 ff., expected the charismata to 
cease only at the Parousia, and consequently could not have described 

merely the triad of faith, hope, and love as what was now remaining ; the 

yvaoe also, prophecy, etc., remain till the Parousia. Hence, too, it was an 
erroneous expedient to take péve: in the sense of the sum total, which re- 

mains as the result of a reckoning (Calvin, Bengel, and others). — rioric] 
here in the established sense of the jides salbifica. This remains, even in the 
world to come, the abiding causa apprehendens of blessedness ; what keeps 
the glorified in continued possession of salvation is their abiding trust in the 
atonement which took place through the death of Christ. Not as if their 
everlasting glory might be lost by them, but it is their assured possession 
just through the fact, that to them as ovyxAypovouoi of Christ in the very be- 
holding and sharing His glory the faith, through which they become blessed, 
must remain incapable of being lost. The everlasting fellowship with Christ 
in the future aidv is not conceivable at all without the everlasting continu- 
ance of the living ground and bond of this fellowship, which is none other 
than faith. — éric] equally in its established N. T. sense, hope of the ever- 
lasting glory ; Rom. v. 1, and frequently. This abides for the glorified, 

with regard to the everlasting duration and continued development of their glory. 

4fow Paul conceived this continued development and that of the Messianic 
kingdom itself to proceed in detail, cannot indeed be proved. But the idea 
is not on that account unbiblical, but is necessarily presupposed by the con- 

tinuance of hope, which is undoubtedly asserted in our text. Moreover, in 

xv. 24, steps in the development of the future BastAea are manifestly given, 
as indeed the everlasting déga generally, according to its essential character 
as (wh, is not conceivable at all without development to ever higher perfec- 

’ The three so-called theological virtues. 
But faith and hope might also be called 

virtues, “‘quia sunt obedientia, quam pos- 

tulat Deus praestari suo mandato,” Me- 
lanchthon. 

2If, again, it be assumed that the con- 
ception of wéva differs in reference to its 

different subjects, this is nothing but arbi- 

trary importation. Osiander (comp. Theo- 
phylact before him) holds that the pévey 

has different degroes; in the case of faith 
and hope, it lasts on to the Parousia ; in the 
case of love, it is absolute, onward beyond 

the Parousia. And as distinguished from 

the charismata, it denotes in the case of 
faith and hupe the constant continuance as 
opposed to the sporadic. What accumulated 
arbitrariness | Lipsius is correct in sub- 

stance, but does not define specifically 
enough the conception of the siczcs. : 
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tion for the individual, and therefore also is not conceivable without the 
continuance of hope. The conception of this continued development is not 
excluded by the notion of the réAeov, ver. 10, but belongs thereto.’ Bill- 
roth is wrong in saying ‘‘ faith and hope remain, in so far as their contents 
is eternal.” That is to confound the objective and subjective. De Wette 

(comp. Maier) holds that ‘‘ faith and hope, which go directly to their object, 
remain by passing over into sight.” Butin that way preciscly they would not 
remain (Rom. viii. 24; Heb. xi. 1), and only love would remain. Forall the 
three the pévecy must be meant in the same sense. Our interpretation, again, 

does not run counter cither to 2 Cor. v. 7 (where surely the future seeing of 

the salvation does not exclude the continuance of the jides salvijfica), or to 

Rom. viii. 24, Heb. xi. 1, since in our text also the hope meant is hope of 
something future not yet come to manifestation, while the fides salvifica has 
to all eternity a suprasensuous (Heb. loc. cit.) object (the atoning power of 
the sacrifice of Jesus). Hofmann transforms it in his exposition to this, that 
it is asserted of the Christian who has believed, hoped, and loved that he 
brings thither with him what he #s as such, so that he has an abiding heri- 
tage in these three things. But that is not what Paul says, but simply that 
even in the future aeon, into which the charismata will not continuc, 

Christians will not cease to believe, to hope, to love. — ra rpia ratra] brings 
the whole attention, before anything further is said, earnestly to bear upon 

this triad. — ueifuv d2 rovrwy] is not to be taken as peifwy dé } tava, for rob- 

twy must apply to the foregoing ra rpia ravra, but as : greater however (comp. 
xiv. 5) among these i.e. of higher value (than the two others) among these three, 

#3 love. Regarding peifuv with the gen. partitirus, comp. Matt. xxiii. 11. 
Hiofmann has no warrant for desidcrating the article ; comp. Luke ix. ines 

_ Why love holds this highest place, has been already explained, vv. 1-7 ; 
because, namely, in relation to faith love, through which it works ae 

Gal. v. 6), conditions its moral worth (vv. 1-3) and the moral fruitfulness of 
the life of Christian fellowship (vv. 4~7); consequently without love (which 
is divine life, 1 John iv. 8, 16) faith would be something egotistical, and 
therefore spurious and only apparent, not even existing at all as regards its 

true ethical nature ;* from which it follows at the same time that in relation 

to hope also love must be the greater, because if love fails, the hope of fu- 

1 Comp. also Delitzsoh, Psychol. p. 478. 

* The interpreters who take wvi 84 to 
mean, but for the present, follow for the most 

part Chrysostom in stating it as the higher 

worth of love, that it alone continues in 
cternity, while faith and hope, as they as- 
sume, cease. According to de Wette, Paul 

seems darkly to indicate the truth that love 
1s the root of faith and hope. But even 

apart from the fact that this is not a Pau- 
line thought, the reader could not be ex- 
pected after ver. 7 (where nothing of the 

kind is even indirectly indicated) to arrive 

at such a thought. Baur too imports what 

is not in the text when he says that Paul 

calls love the greatest, because it Is what 
it is immediately, in an absolute way, and 
hence also remains always what it is. 

3 Justification, however, would be by love, 

only if perfect satisfaction were rendered 
to its requirements, which is not possible 
(Rom. xiil. 8). Hence the divine economy 

of salvation has connected justification 
with faith, the necessary frult and evidence 
of which, however, Is love. Comp. Me- 

lanchthon, “ Allud est causa justificationia, 
aliud est necessarium ut effectus sequens 

justificationem ... ut in vivente dicimus 
necessario motum esse, qui tamen non est 

vitae causa." See also Form. Conc. p. 688 ff. 
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ture glory—seeing that it can only be cherished by the true faith which 
works by love—cannot with reason exist at all (comp. Matt. xxvi. 35 f£.). 

(F*) 

Nores By AMERICAN Eprror. 

(p*) The description of love. 

‘¢ The surpassing beauty of this chapter has been felt and expressed wher- 
ever it has been read, by persons of the most opposite religious views, and by 

those who can appreciate only its literary qualities. In the chapters that go 
before there is eloquence too, but of a very different kind—keen, impassioned, 

vehement ; the next chapter but one also rises to the height of sublimity ; but 
here all is serene. The opening verses are a grand introduction to what fol- 
lows, sweeping away as worthless the very best things which want the cardinal 

principle of love. This is then defined by no fewer than fifteen characteristics, 
eight negative and seven positive, The terse precision and wonderful com- 
pleteness of these strike every discerning reader ; while the periods roll on in 

rhythmic melody to the end of the chapter, like a strain of richest music dying 
away, or a golden sunset ; and everything is seen out but Love, which is found 

standing alone as the enduring life of heaven’’ (Principal Brown). — ‘‘ The very 

style shows that it rises far above any immediate or local occasion. On each 

side of this chapter the tumult of argument and remonstrance still rages ; but 
within it, all is calm ; the sentences move in almost rhythmical melody ; the 

imagery unfolds itself in almost dramatic propriety ; the language arranges 
itself with almost rhetorical accuracy’’ (Dean Stanley). 

(z*) I spake asa child. Ver. 11. 

Upon this verse Hodge well says that the feelings and thoughts of a child 

are true and just, in so far as they are the natural impression of the objects to 

which they relate. They are neither irrational nor false, but inadequate. In 

like manner our views of divine things will hereafter be different from those 
which we now have. But it does not thence follow that our present views are 

false. They are just, as far as they go; they are only inadequate. It is no 
part of the Apostle’s object to unsettle our confidence in what God now com- 

municates by His. word and Spirit to His children, but simply to prevent our 

being satisfied with the partial and imperfect. 

(F?) Love is the greatest. Ver. 13. 

The remarks of the author on this verse hardJy show his wonted acumen. 
The most satisfactory treatment of the question why Love is the greatest is 

found in the following citation from Hodge: ‘‘Some say, because it includes, 

or is the root of faith and hope. It is said that we believe those whom we love, 

and hope for what we delight in. According to Scripture, however, the reverse 
is true. Faith is the root of love. It is the believing apprehension of the 

glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ, that calls forth love to Him. Others 

say, the ground of superiority is in their effects. But we are said to be sancti- 

fied, to be made the children of God, to overcome the world, to be saved by 

faith, Christ dwells in our hearts by faith ; he that believes hath eternal life, 
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ie. faith as including knowledge is eternal life. There are no higher effects 
than these, so faras we are concerned. Others say that love is superior to faith 

and hope, because the latter belong to the present state only, and love is to 

continue forever. But, according to the true interpretation of the verse, all these 

graces are declared to abide. The true explanation is to be found in the use 
which Paul makes of this word grealer, or the equivalent term better. In 12, 13, 

he exhorts his readers to seek the betier gifts, i.e. the more useful ones. Andin 

xiv. 5 hesays, ‘Greater is he, that prophesies, than he that speaks with tongues’; 

i.e. he is more useful. 

‘‘Throughout that chapter the ground of preference of one gift to others is 

made to consist in its superior usefulness. This is Paul's standard ; and 

judged by this rule, love is Breater than either faith or hope, pan saves Our- 
selves, but love benefits others.’’ 

An English writer remarks that the contrast in this verse is not between lovo 
which is imperishable and faith and hope which are perishable, but between 

ephemeral gifts and enduring graces. It is strange how completely in popular 

thinking this has been lost sight of, and hence we find such words as these : 

* Faith will vanish into sight, 
Hope be emptied in delight, 
Love in heaven will shine more bright, 

Therefore give us love ;’’ 

which express almost the opposite of what the Apostle really wrote. The 

same may be said of the close of one of Charles Wesley's most familiar and 
admired hymns : 

** Where faith Is sweetly lost in sight, 
And hope in full supreme delight, 

And everlasting love.” 
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CHAPTER XIV. 

Ver. 7. Totc ¢8éyyoic] Lachm. reads rov ¢9dyyov, with B, Clar. Germ. Tol. 
Ampbrosiast. Too weakly attested ; and after the preceding guviv didévra (giving 

from itself) the change of the dative into.the genitive (Vulgate, soniiuum), and of 

the plural into the singular, was very natural. Neither ought we to read, 

instead of () (Elz. Lachm. Tisch.), the more weakly attested d:dg (recommended 
by Griesb.), which is a repetition from the preceding d:dévra, — Ver. 10. éoriv] 

Lachm. Riick. Tisch. read eiciv, following AB DEF G X&, min. Clem. Dam. 

Theophyl. The singular is an emendation, in accordance with the neuter plural. 
—atrév should be deleted, with Lachm. Riick. Tisch., according to prepon- 
derating testimony. A defining addition. — Ver. 13. Instead of didrep read 0:6, 

upon decisive evidence. — Ver. 15, dé] is wanting both times in F G, min. 
Vulg. It. Sahid. Syr. Damasc. and Latin Fathers ; the first time also in K, the 

second time alsoin B; hence Lachm, deletes only the second dé. Probably 

Paul did not write either at all, and B contains merely the insertion which was 

first made in the first half of the verse, — Ver. 18. Elz, has ov after 620, which 

Reiche defends, in opposition to decisive evidence, Addition from i. 4; Rom. 

i. 8al. There is preponderating testimony for yAdooy (Lachm. Rick. Tisch.) 
in place of yAdooacc, as, indeed, in this chapter generally the authorities vary 

greatly in respect of the singular and plural designation of this charisma. In 

this passage the plural was inserted because they ascribed the knowledge of 

ever so many languages to the apostle. — AuAov] BD EF G XW, 17, 67** Copt. 
Syr. utr. Vulg. It. Oec. and Latin Fathers have 4a(@ (so Lachm. and Tisch.) ; of 

these, however, F G, Copt. Syr. utr. Vulg. It. and Latin Fathers have Sr: before 

cavtev. A omits AcAov altogether (which Rick. prefers, as also D. Schulz and 

de Wette). The preponderance of attestation is manifestly in favour of 2aA6, 

which is ulso to be regarded as the original. For the omission (A) is explained 

by the fact that the words from evyapioTa to yAdocarg were viewed (in accord- 

ance with vv. 14-16) as belonging to each other. Other transcribers, who 
rightly saw in rdévrev vuav x,t.A, the ground of the evyapiora, sought to help 

the construction, some of them by ér:, some by changing 444 into AaAa@v. The 

latter was welcome also to those who sawin ravrwv . . . AadAdv, not the ground, 
but the mode of the etyapiora, such as Reiche, Comm. crit. p. 271, who accord- 

ingly defends the Recepta. — Ver. 19. Elz. Tisch. read did rod vods, running 
counter, it is true, to AB DEF GX, vss. and Fathers, which have 7@ vot (so 
Lachm. and Riick.), but still to be defended, because ra vot has manifestly come 

in from ver. 15. The very old transcriber’s error 6:@ rdv véuov (without ov), 
which Marcion followed, tells likewise on the side of the Recepta. — Ver. 21. 

étépows] Lachm., Riick. read érépwv, following A,B &, min. Rightly; the dative 
was written mechanically after érepoyAdcoorc and yeiAeow. — Ver. 25. Elz. has 

xai otra before ra xpux7d, in opposition to greatly preponderating evidence, 
The result seemed to begin at this point, hence the subsequent xai ottw was 

taken in here and the ofrw following was left out (so still Chrysostom). After- 
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wards this second ofrw was restored again without deleting the first xa) ofru. — 
Ver. 32. rvetyata] D E F G and some min, vss. and Fathers have mvevua. But 
=vevuata seemed out of place, seeing that it is the Holy Spirit that impels the 

prophets. — Ver. 34. tuav, which is defended by Reiche and Tisch., is wanting 
in AB ®&, min. vss. and Fathers (deleted by Lachm. and Riick.), but was very 
liable to be omitted from its being non-essential, and from the generality of 

the precept, and is to be retained on the ground of its old (as early as Syr.) 

and sufficient attestation. — émirérparrac}] éxcrpémwetar has greatly preponderant 

authorities in its favour. Recommended by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. Riick. 

Tisch. Rightly; the sense of the perfect (permissum est) came more readily to 

the mind of the transcribers, both of itself and because of the prevalent refer- 

ence to the law. — irordccec$a:}] Lachm. Rick. read troraccicfwoay, following 

A B®, and some min. Copt. Bashm. Marcion, Damasc. ; an interpretation. — 
Ver. 35. yvvaixi] Elz. Scholz read yvvacti, in opposition to A B &* min. and 

several vss. and Fathers. The plural was introduced mechanically after the 
foregoing. — Ver. 37. ciciy evroAai] Many various readings. Among the best 

attested (by A B ®** Copt. Aeth. Aug.) is éoriy érroAy7. So Lachm. But D* E* 

F G, codd. of It. Or. Hil. Ambrosiast. have simply éoriv ; and this is the origi- 

nal (so Tisch.), to which évroA7 was added, sometimes before and sometimes 
after, by way of supplement. The Recepia eioly tvrodai (defended by Reiche) 

arose out of the plural expression @ ypd¢w in the way of a similar gloss. —- Ver. 

38. ayvoeirw] ayvoeira: occurs in A* (apparently) D* F G ®* Copt. Clar. Germ. 
Or. So Lachm. and Riick. ; Rinck also defends it. Other vss. and Fathers 

have ignorabitur. But in the scriptio continua an Q might easily be be left out 

from ayvoe:rQQare, and then it would be all the more natural to supplement 
wrongly the defective ayvoer by making it dyvoeira:, as-it was well known that 
Paul is fond of a striking interchange between the active and passive of the 
same verb (viii. 2, 3, xiii. 12). One can hardly conceive any ground for dyvoeirae 

being changed into the imperative, especially as the imperative gives a sense 

which seems not to be in keeping with apostolic strictness and authority. 

Offence taken at this might be the very occasion of ayvoeirw heing purposely 
altered into dyvoeiza:. 

ConTENTS.—(1) Regarding the higher value of prophecy in comparison 
with the gift of tongues, vv. 1-25. (2) Precepts regarding the application 
of the gifts of the Spirit in general, and of the two named in particular, vv. 
26-33, with an appended remark on the silence of women, vv. 34,35. (3) 
Corroboration of the precepts given, vv. 36-88, and reiteration of the main 

practical points, vv. 39, 40. 

Ver. 1. Aconere 7. aydwiy] pursue after love ; asyndetic, but following with 
all the greater emphasis upon the praise of love, chap. xiii. ; while the figura- 
tive didx. (sectamini) corresponds to the conception of the way, xii. 81. 

Comp. Phil. iii. 12. And after Paul has thus established this normative 
principle as to seeking after the better gifts of the Spirit, he can now enter 
upon the latter themselves more in detail. —CyAobre d2 «.7.2.] With this he 
joins on again to xii. 31, yet not so as to make the dé resumptire,—in which 
case dix. r. aydw. would be left standing in an isolated position,—but in 
such a way that he sets over against the latter the (Aoi ra xv. as what is to 

take place along with it. ‘‘Let the end which you pursue be love ; in con- 
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nection with which, however,—and upon that I will now enter more partic- 
ularly,—you are not to omit your zealous seeking after the gifts of the Spirit, 

but to direct it especially to prophecy.” Comp. Chrysostom, Theodoret, 

and Theophylact. — ra rvevyarexé] as in xii. 1, the gi7ts of the Spirit generally, 
not merely the glossolalia (Billroth, Ewald, conip. also Rickert), which first 

comes in at ver. 2, and that with a definite designation. Mado» d2 iva 
pog., Which is not to be read as a subordinate clause (Hofmann), represents 
and defines more closely the phrase ra yapiopara 7a xpeirrova, xii. 81. MaAAov 

does not simply compare the longing for prophetic gifts with that for the 
glossolalia,—which is only done in the following verses (in opposition to Hof- 
mann),—but is to be explained : in a higher degree, however, than for the other 
gifts of the Spirit, be zealous that ye may speak prophetically.” The iva thus 

states the design of the (yAovre, which we must again mentally supply (comp. 
ver. 5). | 

Vv. 2, 3 give the ground of the paAAov d2 iva pod. by comparing prophecy 
with the glossolalia in particular, which was in such high repute among the 
Corinthians.—or he who speaks with the tongue (see on xii. 10) speaks not to 

men (does not with his discourse stand in the relation of communicating to 
men), but to God, who understands the Holy Spirit’s deepest and most fer- 

vent movements in prayer (Rom. viii. 26 f.). Comp. ver. 28. — ovdele yao 
axove:] for no one hears it, has an ear for it. Sotoo Porphyr. de Abst. iii. 22 ; 

Athen. ix. p. 383 A. What is not understood is as if it were not heard. Comp. 
Mark iv. 33 ; Gen. xi. 7, xlii. 43, and see ver. 16: ri Aéyete ovx olde.’ Wieseler, 

in 1838, took advantage of dxove: in support of his theory of the soft and in- 
audible character of the speaking with tongues, against which the very ex- 
pression AaZeiv, the whole context (see especially ver. 7 f.) and the analogy 

of the event of Pentecost, as well as Acts x. 46 and xix. 6, are conclusive. 

See also on xii. 10, xiii. 1. The emphatic ovx avOp. Aadei, Gard rt. Oe@ mili- 
tates against Fritzsche, Nov. opusc. pp. 327, 838, who takes oideic y. dnote in 
a hyperbolic sense (‘‘ nam paucissimi intelligunt, cf. Joh. 1. 10, 11”). No one 
understands it,—that isthe rule, the exceptional case being only, of course, 
that some one gifted with the yép:oua of interpretation is present ; but in 
and of itself the speaking with tongues is of such a nature that no one under- 
stands it. Had Paul meant the speaking in foreign languages, he could all 
the less have laid down that rule, since, according to ver. 23, it was a possible 

case that all the members of the church should speak yAdécoacc, and conse- 

quently there would always be some present who would have understood 

the foreign language of an address. — mvetyars d2 Aarei pvor.] dé—not the 

German “sondern” (Riickert)—is the however or on the other hand frequent 

after a negative statement (sec Hartung, Partik. I. p. 172 ; Baeumleim, p. 
95). We are not to understand rvetpyare of the objective Holy Spirit, ver. 
14 being against this, but of the higher spiritual nature of the man (different 
from the yy). This, the seat of his self-consciousness, is filled in the 

inspired man by the Holy Spirit (Rom. viii. 16), which, according to the 

different degrees of inspiration, may either leave the reflective activity of 

2 Comp. also Holsten, z. Hv. d. Paul. u, Petr. p. 882, 
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the understanding (voi, ver. 14) at work, or suspend it for the time during 
which this degree of inspiration continues. The latter is what is meant 
here, and rvebyar: Aadeiy signifies, therefore, to speak through an activity of 
the higher organ of the inner life, which directly (without the medium of 
the vovc) apprehends and contemplates the divine ; so that in mvetyari is 
implied the exclusion of that discursive activity, which could, as in the case 
of prophecy, present clearly to itself in thought the movements and sugges- 
tions of the Holy Spirit, could work these out, connect them with things 
present, and communicate them to others in an intelligible way. — pvorfpia] 
secrets, namely, for the hearers, hence what was unintelligible, the sense of 

which was shut up from the audience. The mysterious character of the 
speaking with tongues did not consist in the things themselves (for the 
same subjects might be treated of by other speakers also), but in the mode 

of expression, which,-as not being brought about and determined by the 
intellectual activity of the voir, thereby lacked the condition connecting 
it with the intellectual activity of the hearer, for which it was only made 
ready by the interpretation. Comp. Delitzsch, Psychol. p. 862. — oixod. x. 
mapaka. x. tapau.| The first is the genus, the second and third are species 

of it :* edjjication (Christian perfection generally) and, (and in particular) 
evhortation (comp. on, Phil. ii. 1) and consolation. — rapayvOia, only here in 

the N. T., means address in general (Heindorf, Stallbaum, ad Plat. Phaed. 
p. 70 B), then comfort in particular ; Plato, Az. p. 365 A ; Aeschin. Dial. 
Socr. ii. 8; Lucian, Mort. D. xv. 8; de Dea Syr. 22; Ael. V. H. xii. 1; 

Wisd. xix. 12. Comp. on rapaytfiov, Phil. ii. 1. 
Ver. 4. Difference between the relations of the two in respect of the 

mentioned oixodou4. — éavrdév] in so far, namely, as he not merely believes that 
he feels (Wetstein), but really does feel in himself the edifying influence of 
what he utters. This does not presuppose such an understanding of what 
he utters as could be communicated to others, but it does assume an impres- 
sion on the whole of a devout and elevating, although mystical kind, ex- 
perienced in his own spirit. — éxxdno.] a church, without the article, an as- 
sembly. 

Ver. 5. Aé] érecd) rap’ avtoic éAdAovy yAdooare roAAoi, iva pp dbfy dtd POdvov 

xataouxpivery Tag yAdooas, O6Au, nol, révra¢ x.t.A.. Theophylact. Comp. the 

dé, xii. 81. — paAdov dé «.7.A.] rather, however, I wish that ye should speak pro- 

phetically. Note here the distinction between the accusative with the infinitive 
and iva after 0éAw (see on Luke vi. 81). The former puts the thing absolutely 
as object ; the latter, as the design of the 0éA to be fulfilled by the 
readers (Nagelsbach on the Iliad, p. 62, ed. 8) ; so that it approaches the 
imperative force (Fritzsche, ad Matth. p. 839). —peifav] preferable, of more 
worth, xiii. 18, because more useful for edification, vv. 6, 26. —~ékrd¢ e py 

depp. ] the case being excepted, if he interpret (what has been spoken with 

tongues). éxrd¢ ci uf is a mixing up of two modes of expression, so that 17 

1 Ver. 4, where the olxodon4 is named significance of the two latter points: 
alone, testifies to this relation of the threo ‘‘wapd«Anors tollit tarditatem, sapayvéia 
words (in opposition to Rickert). Comp. _ tristitiam.” 
Bengel, who has noted well the edifying 
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now seems pleonastic. Comp. xv. 2; 1 Tim. v. 19. Not a Hebraism 
(Grotius), but found also in the later Greek writers (Lucian, Dial. Mer. 1; 

Soluec. 1). See Wetstein ; Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 459. — Regarding ei with 
the subjunctive, see on ix. 11. The subject of duepp. is not a ric to be sup- 

plied (Flatt, comp. Ewald), but 6 AaAév yA. The passage shows (comp. ver. 
13) that one and the same person might be endowed with glossolalia and 
interpretation. (G") 

Ver. 6. Nuvi dé] But a0, i.e. but tn this condition of things, since, namely, 
prophecy is greater than the speaking with tongues when left without edi- 
fying interpretation, I, if I came to you as a speaker with tongues, would 
only then be useful to you when I united with it prophetical or doctrinal 
discourse. Hofmann is wrong in wishing to refer yvvi dé to the main thought 
of ver. 5 ; in that case the second part of ver. 5 is all the more arbitrarily 
overlooked, seeing that the édv yf in ver. 6 is manifestly correlative to the 
éxrog et pf in ver. 5. Others take it otherwise. But the key to the interpre- 
tation which is in accordance with the context and logically correct lies in 
this, that the two uses of ééy are not co-ordinate (which was my own for- 

mer view), 80 as in that way to give to the principal clause, ri tuac ageagou, 

two parallel subordinate clauses (comp. on Matt. v. 18) ; but, on the con- 

trary, that éav 4, corresponding to the éxrd¢ ei uh, ver. 5, is subordinated to 

the first é4v. Paul might, forsooth, instead of edv up? . . . didayg have written 
simply : éav yu? tpyiv dtepuyvetow. Instead of doing so, however, he epecijies 

the two kinds of discourse in which he might give an interpretation of his 
speech in tongues, and says: If I shall have come to you speaking with tongues, 
what shall I profit you, if I shall not have spoken to you (for the sake, namely, 
of expounding my speech in tongues, ver. 5), either in revelation, etc. The 
apostle possessed the gift of glossolalia (ver. 18), but might also be his own 

dtepunvevtic, and might apply to the depuyvetey the other apostolic charis- 

mata which belonged to him for teaching, prophecy, and d:dayq (xiii. 9 ; 
Acts xiii. 1). — } év aroxaa. x.7.A.] not four, but two charismatic modes of 
teaching are here designated — prophecy and didascalia. For the former, 
the condition is aroxdAvyie ; for the latter, yvaore. See Estius in loc. The 

prophet spoke in an ertempore way what was unfolded and furnished to him 

by revelation of the Spirit ; the teacher (if he did not simply deliver a Adyoc 
cogiac, xii. 8) developed the decp knowledge which he had acquired by in- 
vestigation, in which he was himself active, but yet was empowered and 

guided by the Spirit. This twofold division is not at variance with xiii. 2, 
from which passage, on the contrary, it is plain that there belonged to proph- 
ecy yrdowe and aroxdAvyuc, the latter of which was not included as a condi- 
tion of the didascalia ; so that the characteristic mark of distinction in proph- 

ecyis thus the azoxdAvyic. Comp. ver. 30. — év denotes the inward (aroxad., 

yuws.) and outward (mpog., ded.) form in which the Aatciv takes place. Comp. 

Matt. xiii. 8. — Note further the use of the first person, in which Paul comes 
forward himself with all the more convincing force in support of what he 
says. 

Ver. 7. The wselessness of a discourse remaining in this way unintelligible 
is now shown by the analogy of musical instruments, — duuc] is paroxytone, 
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and means nothing else than tamen (Vulgate), but is put first here and in Gal. 
iii. 15, although logically it ought to come in only before éay dcacroAgy x.T.A. ; 
hence it is to be explained as if the order was : ra dyvya, xairep guv. didévra, 

elre avAdc, elre xifapa, duwc, éav dtactoAqy fr. $0. un) 6@, TOG yvwoOAceETaL K.T.A. 

It is rightly taken by Chr. F. Fritzsche, Nov. Opuse. p. 829. Comp. C. F. 
A. Fritzsche, Conject. I. p. 52: ‘‘instrumenta vitae expertia, etiamsi sonum 
edunt, tamen, nisi distincte sonent, qui dignoscas,” etc. So Winer, also, at 
last (ed. 6; ed. 7, p. 515 [E. T. 698]), and, in like manner, Buttmann, 
neut. Gr. p. 264 [E. T. 308]. To analyze it into ra dyvya, xairep dyvya, 

buwe govpy didévra x.t.A. (Winer formerly, comp. Riickert), brings out an 

antithetic relation which could not be expected from the context. For 
what is to be expressed is not that the instruments, although lifeless, never- 
theless sound ; but this, that the lifeless instruments, although they sound, 
nevertheless give out no intelligible melody, unless, etc. As regards the 

hyperbaton, common with classical writers also, by which dyuc, instead of 

following the participle, goes before it,‘ sce Matthiae, § 566, 8; Kriiger, 
§ lvi. 18. 3 ; Stallbaum, ad Plat. Rep. p. 495 D ; Ast, Ler. Plat. II. p. 447; 
Jacobs, ad Del. epigr. p. 282. That duu stands for éuoiwe, and should be 
accented (comp. Lobeck, ad Soph. Aj. p. 480, ed. 2) dude (Faber, Alberti, 
Wetstein, Hoogeveen, and others), is as erroneous (uu¢ means: equally, 

together) as Kypke’s assertion that the paroxytone byw. means similiter. — 
é<dévra] giving forth, as Pind. Nem. v. 93; Judith xiv. 9. ¢ur4 is used of 

the voice of musical instruments in Eccles, 1. 16 ; Esdr. v. 64; 1 Macc. v. 
31, al. Comp. Plat. Tim. p. 47 C ; povony gurf, Pol. iii. p. 897 A ; Plut. 
Mor. p. 713 C ; Eur. Tro. 127. — edv diaoroagy x.t.A.] If they (the dyuyza puri 

d:dévta) shall not have given a distinction to the sounds, if they shall have 
sounded without bringing out the sounds in definite, distinctive modulation. 
‘* Harmoniam autem ex intervallis sonorum nosse possumus,” Cic. Tuse. i. 18. 
41. Comp. Plat. Phileb. p. 7 C D, and Stallbaum in loc. — rig youoPheo. 7d ai2.. 
x.t.A.] how shall that be recognized which is played upon the flute or upon the 
cithern f i.e. how can it then possibly happen that one should recognize a 
definite piece of music (a melody) from the sounds of the flute or the 
cithern? One is none the wiser from them as to what is played. The 
repetition of the article is quite correct: what is played on the flute, or 
again, in the other supposed case, what is played upon the cithern. Riickert 
takes it as meaning, How is it possible to distinguish between flute and cith- 
ern’ Inappropriate, in view of the essentially different character of the 

two instruments, and sceing that the question in the context (comp. ver. 9) 
is not as to distinguishing between the instruments, but as to understand- 
ing the melody.—It may be observed, further, that the analogy in ver. 7 

would be unsuitable, if Paul had been thinking of foreign languages, since 
these would not have lacked the d:acroAg of the sounds. This holds also in 

opposition to the view of the matter which makes it an utterance of glosses, 

as likewise in opposition to Wieseler’s conception of a sgft yéwoc yAwoodn, 

‘Not always immediatey before, as Hof- also Reisig, Znarr. Oed. Col. p. xlvi. Comp., 
mann opines that Paul must. have written: too, 4 Macc. xiff. 96. 

- Ta dpuyxa Spes dur. &dérra, Bee Jacobs, i.c.; 
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seeing that in ver. 7 it is not the strength of the sound, but its distinctness 
(comp. Wieseler himself in 1860, p. 114), in virtue of which it expresses a 

melody, which is the point of comparison. 
Ver. 8. Confirmation of the negative implied in ré¢ yrwoOjoera: x.T. 2. , by 

another yet stronger example : for also in the case of, etc. The emphasis 
is upon odAmy&, a trumpet, the simple sounds of which are assuredly far 
more easily intelligible as regards their meaning and design than those of 
flute and cithern. — ddyAov] not clear, uncertain, qui dignesct nequeat, Beza. 

‘‘Unius tubae cantus alius ad alia vocat milites,” Bengel. Comp. g¢wvrac 
tivacg dofpovc, Lucian, Aler. 13. — guvgv] comp. Il. xviii. 219. — cic wé2epcv] 

to battle, Hom. Jl. i. 177, iv. 891 ; Pind. Ol. xii. 5; Plato, Phaed. p. 66 C ; 

Eccles. xxxvii. 5, xl. 6; 1 Mace. ii. 41. The signal of @ttack was given 
with the trumpet. See Wetstein and Valckenacr in loc. ; Rosenmiiller, 

Morgenl. VI. p. 110. 
Ver. 9. Inference from ver. 7 f.: accordingly, if you also, etc. — dia tic 

y740cn¢] for it was by means of the tongue that his readers brought forth so 
much unintelligible matter through their glossolalia. The tpeicg did ric 

yAdoone speaking unintelligibly correspond to those instruments in vv. 7, 8 ; 
hence da r. yA. is put immediately after tueic, and before éév (comp. vi. 4). 
— ebonpov Adyov] an easily distinguishable discourse, the meaning of which 

comes plainly out by clear and distinct words and connection. Comp. 

Soph. Ant. 1008 ; Polyb. x. 44.3; Men. ap. Athen. xii. p. 571 E. — éoeode 
yap x.T.A.] expressing the unsuitable relation of state, hence not the mere 
future (comp. Kiihner, IT. p. 40) : for ye shall be people, who, etc. — eic aépa] 
palpably illustrates the uselessness (what does not remain with the hearer). 
Comp. ix. 26 ; Lucretius, iv. 929 ; Pflugk, ad Hur. Hec. 884. Philo: dépo- 
pvbeiv, to speak to the wind, and aepdéuvboc. 

Vv. 10, 11. Another example still to induce them to lay aside this way of 
speaking. — ei rhyo.] if it so happens, if it is really the case, i.e. perhaps, just 

as the mere absolute rvyév also is employed (Isocr. Archid. 38 ; De pace, 60 ; 

Xen. Mem. vi. 1. 20, and Kiihner in loc.). Soin all the passages in Wet- 
stein, Loesner, p. 293 ; Viger. ed. Herm. p. 301, which are usually adduced 

in support of what is assumed (by Rickert also) to be the meaning here : for 

example. The phrase has never this meaning, and merely ite approximate 
sense can be so expressed,’ and that always but very unexactly, in several 

passages (such as xv. 87 ; Lucian, Amor. 27). And in the present case this 
sense does not suit at all, partly because it would be very strange if Paul, 
after having already adduced flutes, citherns, and trumpets as examples, 

should now for the first time come out with a ‘‘for erample,” partly and 
chiefly because «i rbyor is a defining addition, not to the thing itself (yé 
gurvev), but to its quantity (to recavra). Comp. Lucian, Icarom. 6 : kai roA- 

Aduc, et Thya, pydé drdoot oradion MeyapdGev ’AOhvaté elo, axpiBdc eriordpevot. 

Paul, namely, had conceived to himself under rocavra 8 number indefinite, 
indeed, but very great ;* and he now takes away from this conception its 

3 This also in opposition to Hilgenfeld, indefinite expression by ei réxo (in opposi- 
Glosso!. p. 2A. tion to Hilgenfeld). 

3 For this reason he could limit even the 
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demonstrative certainty by ¢ rhyor : in so great multitude, perhaps, there are 
different languages in the world. Billroth, too, followed by Olshausen, takes 
ti rbyor in itself rightly, but introduces an element of irony, inasmuch as he 
quite arbitrarily takes rocatra. . . xat ovdé for boa. . . rocavra, and, in 
doing so, makes ¢ rio: even reach over to the second clause: ‘‘as many 
languages as there are, probably just so many have sense and significance.” 

— On ci with the optative, expressing the mere conjecture, it may sufficc to 
refer to Hermann, ad Viger. p. 902. — yévy gurvdv] i.e. all sorts of different 

languages, each individual unit of which is a separate yévoc guvav. The op- 

posite is gwr7 pia rac, Gen. xi. 1. — ovdév] namely, yévoc guvdv. Bleek ren- 

ders it, contrary to the context : no rational being. Similarly Grotius and 
others, so that airav in the Tertus receptus would apply to men. Comp. van 

Hengel, Annot. p. 194 f., who supplies 2#vo¢ with oidév. — dguvor] speechless, 
z.e.no language is without the essence of a language (comp. fio¢ aBiwroc, and 
the like, in Lobeck, Paralip. p. 229 f. ; Pflugk, ad Hur. Hec. 612 ; Jacobs, 

Del. epigr. i. 83), i.6. unintelligible, and that absolutely, not merely for him, 
to whom it is a foreign tongue (ver. 11). — oiv] therefore, draws its argu- 
ment, not from the great multitude of the languages (Hofmann), which, in 

truth, is not at all implied in what is contained in ver. 11, but from ovdéy 
_ Gguvoy. For were the language spoken to me (r#¢ gwv.) Ggwvoc, and so un- 

intelligible in ttself, I could not in that case appear even as a barbarian to 
the speaker, because, in fact, what he spoke would be understood by no man. 
The barbarian (Sapfapédwvocs, Herod. vii. 20, ix. 43) speaks only a foreign 
language, not one altogether devoid of meaning for others. — ri divauen ric 
guvic] the signification, the sense of the language (which is being spoken). 
Polyb. xx. 9, 11; Lucian, Nigr. 1,al. Comp. Herod. ii. 80 ; Plat. Huthyd. 

p. 286 C. — év éuoi] with me, i.e. in my judgment. See Valckenaer, ad Kur. 

Hipp. 824 ; Pflugk, ad Hur. Hel. 996 ; Winer, pp. 362, 204 [E. T. 488, 278]. 

Remakx.—Paul has chosen gwv7 to denote language, because in the whole sec- 
tion he has only the meaning tongue in his mind for yAdcoa. To instruct his 
readers regarding the speaking with fongues, he uses the analogy of speaking 

languages. Hofmann resorts to the suggestion that Paul must have used ¢ur7 
here, because he would not have expressed what xa) otdév dgwrov was designed 

to convey by x. oidév dyawooov. That is incorrect ; for dyAwcooy would have 

conveyed the very same thing (speechless, Poll. ii. 108; Soph. Trach, 1060 ; 
Pind. Nem. viii. 41) with the very same point (e nullum elingue), if he had used 
yAdood instead of gui7. 

Ver. 12. Inference, which the readers have to draw from ver. 10 f. 
‘‘ Therefore (itaque), seeing, namely, that the unintelligible speaking is, 

according to ver. 10 f., something so absurd, seek ye also, since ye are indecd 
ecalous after spirits, with a view to the edification of the church therein, that ye 
may have abundance.” The cite «x. ipeic, which is repeated here, must be 
related to ver. 10 f., just as the obrw x. iueic in ver. 9 is to ver. 7 f., and 
may not therefore be made to refer to all that precedes it back as far as ver. 
6 (Hofmann). As the former oirw x. iueig set forth an inference for warn- 

tng, so the present onc infers the requisite precept, and for both what in 
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each case immediately precedes serves as the premiss. —IIpd¢ r. olxod. +. 
éxxano. has the emphasis (in opposition to Hofmann). The absurdity re- 
ferred to is meant to point the readers, with their zealous striving after gifts 
of the Spirit, to the right way, namely, that with a rie to the edification of the 

church’ they should seck after ever richer endowments. Consequently it is 
just as superfluous to isolate cbrw x. tueic¢ asa sentence by itself (rivéc in 
Theophylact, Mosheim, Flatt, Heydenreich), which, moreover, would be 
quite unsuitable in respect of sense, as it is to assume a suppressed inference 
after ver. 11 (Estius, Riickert). — Kai tueic] you too; for the Corinthians 

were in fact to form no erception from this general maxim, as in their striv- 
ing after higher charismata, and especially after the gift of speaking with 

tongues, scemed, alas, to be the case !|— émei CyAwrai tore rrevy.] on which 

account you have all the more need of the right regulative ! A pointed hint 
for the readers, the force of which they could doubtless feel for them- 

selves. — rvevudrur] the genitive of the object, to which the zealous striving 

relates. The plural expression is purposely chosen xara 75 darvéuevov (comp. 
Hofmann) in keeping with the emulous doings at Corinth. For the specifi- 
cally different manifestations, in which the manifold working of the One 
Spirit displayed itself, assumed indeed, in presence of such jealous seeking 
and striving, such an appearance to the eyes of the observer of this unseemly 

state of things, as though not one Spirit, but a plurality of spirits, differing 
in kind and importance, were the object of the rivalry. What were d:acpé- 

cee yapcoudtuv, and hence only different gavepdceig rov wvevudtoc, presented 
themselves, as matters stood at Corinth, to the eye and pen of the apostle 
as diaiptoece mvevudtuv. Tlvevydrov, therefore, is just as far from standing for 
aveupatixay (Beza, Piscator, Storr, Flatt, and others) as it is from denoting the 
glossolalia (Heydenrich, Billroth).* To sappose a real plurality of spirits, 
after the analogy of the persons possessed by a number of eril spirits (see 
Hilgenfeld, p. 52 f.), so that a number of divine spirits would be meant, is 
at variance with the N. T. generally, and at variance with xii. 4, 7 ff. — tra 

meptoo.| Ovx elnev’ iva xrh#onode ta yapiopata, aA” wa weptocetyre, 

rovréoriy iva nai peta dayreiag mwoAdAje aura Eyre’ tocovToy yap azéyw Tov 7 

BobagoBa: Exe tuae ava, ort nal meprooeberv tae év avtoi¢g BotAoua, pdvov av ei¢ 

TO Kotvy avudépav aita petaxetpiltyre, Chrysostom. — iva] sets before us the 

object of the striving as its design, as at ver. 1, iv. 2.— What we arc to 
conceive as the contents of the repiocebew (to have to the full, viii. 8 ; Phil. 

1 gwpds 7. oix. 7. éxxd. belongs to ¢nretre, not 

to wepioo. (Grotius and many others), be- 
cause Paul has not written : Gyrectre, zpos r. 

oix T. €xxad. iva repioco. That would be the 

correct way of putting it first with the 

emphasis, if it were meant to belong to 
weptog., 2 Cor. I1.4; Gal. il. 10; Acts xix. 4. 
This also in opposition to Hofmann, who 
takes xp. 7. oi«. 7. decd. as Only a subordinate 
thought (‘‘ which then comes to be profit- 

able for the edification of the church"’) be- 
longing to weptoc. The edification of the 

church is in truth just the normative test 

for the appreciation and right pursuit of 
the charismata (vv. 8, 4, 17, 26; Eph. iv. 12, 

16). The article before oixod. does not de- 

note the edification already otherwise taking 
place, but is simply = wpds 7d oicolopeioOa +. 
éxxAnoiavy, Paul might either put it or leave 
it out (ver. 26; Rom. xv.2; Eph. iv. 29). 

2 The endeavour to be a speaker with 
tongues was rather only a particu!ar mode, 
in which the wvevpara ¢nAovy, this general 

tendency, came into manifestation espe- 

clally in Corinth. 
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i. 9, iv. 12, al.) is self-evident, namely, what was previously meant by 
rvevpdtur, spiritual gifts. 

Ver. 18. Wpocevytofw iva duepz.] is taken by Chrysostom, Theodoret, The- 
ophylact, Castalio, Erasmus, Beza, Calvin, Grotius, Estius, Wetstein, 

Bengel, and others, including Flatt, Bleek, Riickert, Olshausen, Neander, 

Hofmann, in the sense of : let him pray for the gift of interpretation. But 
against this ver. 14 is decisive, where the rpocebyeofa:, linked by ydép to 

what precedes, must have the same reference with our rpocebyeoGat in ver. 13. 
Bleek's objection, that we find ei yapiord in ver. 18 standing in a different ref- 

erence than previously, does not hold good, since vv. 17 and 18 do not stand 
in direct logical connection (as vv. 12 and 14 do), but, on the contrary, with 

ver. 18 there begins a section of the discourse distinct from the preceding. 
Without taking iva, with Luther, Vorstius, Wolf, Rosenmiller (comp. 
already Photius in Oecumenius), as meaning 80 that, the right translation 
is: let him pray in the design, in order to interpret (afterwards what has 

been prayed yAdcoy). Comp. Billroth, David Schulz, Winer, de Wette, 
Osiander, Ch. F. Fritzsche, Ewald, Maier. The previous general Aateiv is 
thus represented here by rpocetyeo6a:, i.e. more precisely described as what 

it was, as address in prayer see vv. 14-17. It is objected that ver. 27 mili- 
tates against this view (see Riickert); that the person praying yAdooy could 
not have had that design, because he did not know whether the interpreta- 
tion would be given to him (Hofmann). But-our explanation does not in 
fact assume that every man who spoke with tongues was capable of inter- 
preting ; but, on the contrary, that Paul, in ver. 13, was thinking only of 
such speakers with tongues as possessed also the gift of interpretation (ver. 
5). The apostle still leaves out of view the case in which the speaker was 
not also interpreter (ver. 28); hence we are not to take it with Ewald : 
“‘that people may interpret it.” The subject is the speuker himself (ver. 14 
ff.), as in ver. 5. 

Ver. 14. Justification of the precept mpoceny. iva depp. — For if I pray 
with my tongue, my spirit prays, but my understanding is unfruitful. Itisa 
thoroughly arbitrary and mistaken procedure to take the genitive relation 
in 7d mrvevud pov otherwise than in 6 vote wov, and to explain the former, with 

Bleek, Billroth, Olshausen, Maier, and Chr. F. Fritzsche, following Chrys- 

ostom (ro ydpioua 7rd Softy por kal xevoiv rv yAdooav), of the Spirit of God, in 

so far as He has laid hold of the man and speaks out of him. The Holy Spirit, 
although in the man, is never called the spirit of the man, and cannot be so 
called, just because He is different from the spirit of the man. See ii. 11 ; 
Rom. viii. 16, ix. 1. No; 7d rveiud pov is my spirit, i.e. my individual prin- 
ciple of higher life (comp. on ver. 2). If I pray with the tongue, this higher 
life-power in me, which plunges immediately (i.e. without the intervention 
of the discursive reflective faculty) into the feelings and intuitions of the 
divine, is called into activity, because it is filled and moved by the Holy 
Spirit as His receptive organ ; but my understanding, my thinking faculty, 
JSurnishes nothing, dxaprés tort.*— vote in contrast to mveiua, which is the 

1 Namely, to edify the church by the praying; see ver. 12 Chrysostom, Theoph- 
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deeper basis of life, the ‘‘penetrale” (Bengel) of the voic, is the reficctive 

discursive power through which the making oneself intelligible to those 
without is effected, and without the co-operative action of which the human 

avevua cannot with such one-sided development of its energy express the 
contents of its converse with the Divine Spirit in such a way as to be intel- 
ligible for others who are not specially gifted for thisend. Comp. Krumm, 
de notionib. psychol. Paul. p. 64 ff.; Delitzsch, Psychol. p. 184 ; Ernesti, Crap. 
d. Sitnde, Il. p. 87 f. Note how definitely Paul here distinguishes the specific 
activities of the mind, and excludes the vov¢ from the glossolalia. And he 

speaks thus from experience. But were we to think of foreign languagea, 

that distinction and exclusion would not be appropriate, or would resolve 
themselves into a mere self-deception. 

Ver. 15. Ti otv éore;] what then takes place? How then does the matter 

stand ? namely, in consistency with the foregoing, i.e. what follows then ? 

Comp. ver. 26 and Acts xxi. 22, and the classical and N. T. phrases : ri otv; 

vi yp; by which we are prepared in a vivid way for what is to follow. See 

generally, Dissen, ad Dem. de Cor. p. 346 f. — mpooetfoua:] the future denotes 

what in consistency will be done by me. The hortatory subjunctive in both 

clauses (xpoceifwyzar, A D E FG) is a bad emendation, which in » is carricd 

out only in the first clause. — mpooet£. x. 1 voi] (datice of instrument) is to 

be understood, in accordance with ver. 14, of the interpretation following, 
which the person speaking with tongues gives of his tongue-prayer (pocevy. 
tg mv.) in a way suited to the understanding, and by consequence intelligi- 

ble. — ¥a4a] applies to improvised psalms, which in the glossolalia were sung 
with the spirit, and after an intelligible manner in the way of interpretation. 
Comp. generally on Eph. v. 19. 

Ver. 16. 'Exei] for, without this pdArev nai r@ voi, t.e. otherwise (xv. 29 ; 
Rom. iii. 6, al.), the layman, in fact, when thou praisest with the spirit, 

‘cannot say the Amen, etc. — evAoyetv and eiyapioreiv denote substantially one 
-and the same thing, the thanksgiving prayer, the former word referring more 

to the form of praise to God (1315), the latter more to its contents. Comp. 
on x. 16; Matt. xiv. 19. — advarAnpoty 1. rérov tivdc, to jill the place of any 
.oné, is not a Hebraism (’5 DIpD ROD), in the sense of in statu et conditione 

alicujus esse (sce Buxtorf, Ler. Talm. p. 2001), but corresponds to the Greek 
‘expressions : xAnpovyv ryv yopav, to occupy the place, avarAnpoww rv édpav 

(Plat. Zim. p. 79 B), and the like, so that rézo¢ is not to be taken in the 

abstract sense of position (in opposition to de Wette, Hofmann), but applies 

quite Titerally to the place’ in the assembly. With this is improperly compar- 
ed Josephus, Bell. v. 2. 5, where we have not rérov, but radix. And he who 

occupies the place of the layman is, according to the connection, every one in 

the assembly who is not endowed with glossolalia or its interpretation. Where 
he sits is, in this particular relation (be he himself even a prophet or teach- 
er), the place of the layman. Paul speaks cicidly, as if he saw the assembly 

ylact, Calvin, Estius, and others errone- 1 Even in passages like Clem. ad Cor. 

ously hold it to apply to one's own profit. I. 40. 44, réwos is not the abstract * position,” 

Theodoret rightly remarks: xapsis rot but the post, the place which a man has in 
A€yorros 7) whéACa Tay axovdyrwy, the hierarchy or polity of the church. 
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before his mind’s eye. Regarding idsdry¢ (comp. 2 Cor. xi. 6), which, like 
our layman, obtains its definition from the context in each case, see on Acts 

iv. 18. — wie épei] how is it (reasonably) possible that he shall say.—The cus- 
tom, arising out of the time-hallowed usage in connection with oaths, 
imprecations, vows, prayers, etc. (Num. v. 22; Deut. xxvii. 15 ff.; Neh. 
viii. 6, al.), that the audicnce at the close of a public prayer should express 

their assent, and their faith in its being heard, by amen, was introduced 

among the Christians from the synagogues (Buxt. Lez. Talm. sub voce JOR ; 
Vitringa, de Synag. p. 1098 ; Schoettgen, Hor. p. 654 ff.; Wetstein), and 
has in this passage apostolic confirmation.'— rd ays] the amen to be pro- 
nounced by him. — éri] to thy prayer, to which the amen isadded. Observe 
the oj bringing the matter into prominence. (H*) 

Ver. 17. For thou indeed (by thyself considered) utterest an excellent 
thanksgiving-prayer. This Paul admits, and with reason, since the speaker 
prayed ind ric Ociag tvepyobpevog ydpirog (Theodoret). — é érepoc] 5 avarAnpaw 

Tov Téxov Tov idiwrov, ver. 16. (17) 

Vv. 18, 19. Confirmation by the apostle’s own example of what has been 
said against the public speaking with tongues. — I thank God, more than 
you all speak I with the tongue, in a higher degree than you all I have this 
charisma. Such direct modes of expression, instead of a connecting rz, 
occur likewise in Greek writers ; see Stallbaum, ad Gorg. p. 460 A ; Har- 
tung, Partikell. Il. p. 184 ; Kithner, § 760 a. Even the Recepta rata» would 

have to be taken as stating the ground of the eiyap. r@ Ged (comp. xi. 29 ; 

Acts iv. 21, al.), not, with Reiche (whom Hofmann follows in his explana- 

tion of this reading, which, however, he rightly rejects), as referring to the 
manner of it (I make more frequently and more fervently than any of you 

thanksgiving prayers in glossolalia to God). There would thus result a 
declaration, the tenor of which hardly suits the character of the apostle, as 
indeed such an unconditionally expressed assertion could not be upheld by 

him. MdaAdov can only denote the greater measure of the endowment ; see 
already in Chrysostom. — év éxxa,] in the assembled church, opposite of private 
devotion. — 6é4w 7] The preferential will (malle) is implied in the logical re- 
lation of the relative verbal notion to the particle, without there being any 
need of supplying yaAdAov. See Hartung, II. p. 72; Klotz, ad Devar. p. 
589 f.; Baeumlein, Partik. p. 186. 

Ver. 20. Up to this point Paul has been contending against speaking 
with tongues in public and without interpretation, on the ground of its use- 
lessness. He now adds an animated and winning admonition, well calcu- 
lated to mect the conceit of the Corinthians on this point. — adeAgof] ‘‘ suavem 

vim habet” (Bengel). — Become not children as respects your power of judg- 
ment. His readers were becoming so, inasmuch as, through their increas- 
ing craving after glossolalia, they lacked more and more the power of dis- 
tinguishing and judging between the useful and the useless ; their speaking 
with tongues assumed the character of childishness. As regards malice (v. 

1“ Vult Deus consensum esse ecclestae in doctrina, fide, invocatione et petitione,” etc.— 
Melanchthon. ® 
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8), on the other hand be children; have a child-nature in quite another 
respect, namely, by being free from all malicious thoughts and actions 

(Matt. xviii. 3). Comp. Rom. xvi. 19; Gal. vi. 3; Tit. i. 10; Lucian, 
Hale. 2 : vancétne ppevov. — Regarding vimidCerv, to be a child (in Greek writers 
also vymidyev and vemaxetev), comp. Hipp. Hp. p. 1281. 52. — réAeo] of 
JSull age, adultus. See Plat. Legg. xi. p. 929 C. Comp. on Eph. iv. 13. 

Ver. 21. You go against Scripture with your foolish doings! This is the 
theological side of the judgment, which Paul now further brings forward, 
before he imparts in ver. 26 ff. the final precepts for the right procedure. — 
véuoc] of the O. T. generally. See on Rom. iii. 19; John x. 84. — The 

passage is Isa. xxviii. 11, 12 in a very free’ variation from the LXX. — 6r:] 
Jor, ‘2, belongs, with the rest, to the Scriptural quotation (LXX. : dr: Aadg- 
sovot TE Aa®@ robry), and has here therefore no reference in the context. — 

The historical sense of the original text (in which Jehovah threatens to send 
Soreign-speaking men, i.e. barbarians, upon the kingdom of Judah, etc.) is 
taken up typically by Paul in such a way that he, looking back from the 

phenomenon of the present upon that prophetic utterance, recognizes in it 
the Christian glossolalia divinely foreshadowed, as regards its substance, 

namely, in the characteristic év érepoyAdcoac . . . érépooc, and, as regards 
its destination, in nal otd ovtwo etoax. — év trepoyAdooo x.t.2.] in peoples of 
another tongue (conceived of as organs of the visiting God, who speaks in 
their persons ; hence év, comp. 2 Cor. xiii. 3 ; Heb. i. 2) and in lips of others 

(érépwv, see the critical remarks) will I speak to this nation. According to 
the original text, the reference is to people who speak a foreign language (the 

Assyrian, comp. xxxiii. 19), and to lips of foreigners (other than Israelites) ; 
but the similarity of the relation, which presents itself in the type and anti- 

type, consists in the extraordinary phenomenon of the strange divine speak- 

ing, which becomes perceptible in the case of the type in the foreign lan- 
guage, in that of the antitype in the character of the glossolalia, so wholly 
different from ordinary intelligible speech. In virtue of this unintelligibil- 
ity, the speaking in tongues also was for the hearers a speaking in strange 
tongues, and he who spoke was not one like-tongued, i.¢. using the like 
language (6uéy2woooc, Xen. Cyrop. i. 1. 5 ; Herod. i, 17, viii. 144 ; Lucian, 
Scyth. 8, de Salt. 64), but a strange-speaking man (érepdyAwaooc, Polyb. xxiv. 
9, 5 ; Strabo, viii. p. 883 ; Aq. Ps. cxiii. 1), and his lips a stranger's lips. 
What is in the original text : SVT 1w93, Paul renders more freely than the 
LXX. (61a yAdoone érépac), and making it personal, by év érepoyAdooagc ;* the 

1 Hence (and on account of the quite 
general éy vr. véze) Ewald derives the words 
from a source now unknown tous. Still, 
fora typical reference to the speaking with 
tongues, Isa. xxviii. 11 f. is characteristic 
enough. But if Paul had this passage in his 
eye, he must have understood it of men 

speaking foreigniy, not, as Ewald explains 
the prophetic words, of the language of the 

thunder and of terrible punishment. 
* Wieseler in the Stud. u. Krit, 1888, p. 

[34 ff., infers from our passage that Paul 

recognizes a double formula for the gift of 
tongues, a shorter one, yA. A., and a longer, 
érép, yA. A. Certainly too wide an inference, 
since in no other place does the apostle 

bring forward the characteristic element of 
érépais. He was using the quotation in 

order to prove the destination of the glos- 
solalia for unbelievers, but could nof use &a 
davAcopdy xerAdwy, which besides the LXX. 

has incorrectly, and therefore altered it in 

accordance with the parallel in the passage, 
Sia yA. érdpas, We may infer consequently - 
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Hebrew Mav ‘ays, again (through stammerers of the lip, i.e. through men 
speaking unintelligibly, because in a strange tongue, he renders more cor- 
rectly as regards the general sense than the LXX. (who have erroncously 
dia gavdiopov yecdéwv, on account of mockery of the lips, comp. Hos. vii. 16) by 
ev yeid. érép., putting it, however, impersonally, and reversing the order of 

the two clauses. It may be added that it is clear from the parallel yeideou 
that Paul conceived of yAdooa in érepoyAdcoac as ‘‘ tongue,” as wy also is 
conceived of in the original text,—both as instrument of the Aaieiv. The 
tongue is dyyedog Adywv, Eur. Suppl. 205. —1r@ 4a@ roitw] applying in its 
historical meaning to the disobedient people of Jerael, which, however, is a 
-type of those who reject the Christian faith, represents therefore the latter 

in the view of the apostle. (37) — Kai ov obtwe] and not even so, dealt with 

by such a measure, will they hearken to me (obey me, Ecclus. iii. 6, xxxix. 3; 
and in classical writers). This second half of the passage is, for the demon- 

stration, the main point. See ver. 22. 

Ver. 22. *"Qore] Accordingly, namely, in accordance with this vid’ obrw¢ 

eicaxobo. pov. —eic onueiov x.t.A.] The phenomenon of the speaking with 
tongues is destined for a (divine) sign, not for the believers, but for the unbelieo- 

ers, i.e. to make those to whom the glossolalia goes forth be recognized as unbelievers. 
This view alone corresponds to the express oid’ obtwe eicaxovc. pov from 

which the inference is drawn, as well as to what is further inferred in ver. 

23. At variance, on the other hand, with both stands the interpretation 
which has been the ordinary one since Chrysostom (and which has hitherto 

been my own), that the speaking with tongues is called a sign for the un- 
believers, because it was intended to arrest and move them so that they should 
reflect and become believers. Equally unsuitable is it that Chrysostom, Theo- 
phylact, and others, including Hofmann, only half carry out this tradition- 
al interpretation, and stop short at the impression of something astounding 

and amazing, whereby the yAdooa: are to be a cyyueiov to the unbelievers, 

which, moreover, in presence of the notion of a divine o7usiov, could only 

appear as a means to an ulterior end. We must Keep the ov obtug eicaxoie. 
pov sharply before us in order to determine accurately the notion of the 

‘onueiov x.t.A. Billroth, moreover (comp. Beza, Vatablus, Calovius, Corne- 
lius & Lapide, and others), is in error in holding that oyeioy is a penal sign, 
or a sign of divine judgment ; comp. also Hilgenfeld, p. 21 ; Rossteuscher, 

p. 77. This, in fact, is not at all implied in ver. 21, where, on the con- 

trary, the glossolalia appears as a last extraordinary measure remaining like- 
wise without result, which will at length make full exposure of the disobedi- 
ence of the persons in question, but not as a sign of wrath. And had Paul 
thought of irae signum, he must have expressed the irae too, and, in fact, 

brought it emphatically forward.’ Again Storr, Flatt, Baur, and Dav. 

from our passage only thus much, that the 
glossolalia as regards its nature coudd be de- 
scribed in the way of application by é» ére- 
poyAsococs and dy xeiAcoww érépwy Aadeiv, but 
not that yA. AaA. and érép. yA. Aad. Were two 
ourrent formulae for denoting the speaking 
with tongues. Hence also we are not, with 

Hirzel in the Stud. uw. Krit. 1840, p. 121 ff., to 
infer from this passage the originality of 
the designation é¢r ¢é pats yAdovats Aadeiv, 

1 According to Billroth’s view, namely, 
Paul warns the Corinthians that they should 
not thoughtlessly foster among themselves 
a thing which is called in the O. T. a sign of 
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Schulz (Geisteag. pp. 78, 176) are wrong in saying that the prevalence of the 
giossolalia in the church was a sign of their unbelief. This is unsuitable for 
this reason, that according to vv. 21, 23 we are to conceive as the dmioros 
not those who speak yAdacarc, but those who are spoken to in yA. — roi¢ amto- 

toc] Dative of the reference in view, as is also roi¢ reoreboveww. The con- 

ception of the arora, however, is, by virtue of this very antithesis (and 
see also vv. 23, 24), simply the non-believing, the unbdelievers,—a conception 

which is neither to be softened down to that of non-genuine Christians or the 
like (Flatt, David Schulz), nor intensified to that of obstinate unbelievers, 

those wholly unsusceptible of faith, infideles pricative (Neander, Billroth, 

Rickert). Hirzel in the Stud. u. Krit. 1840, p. 120 ff. (who is followed in 
substance by de Wette, Osiander, Maier, Engelmann, and see Bengcl’s hints 

of earlier date), understands by the azioroc those who do not wish to believe, 

and by the morebovorw those who twish to believe.’ Comp. de Wette: ‘‘ They 
are not heard by such as let themselves be moved thereby to believe, but by such 

as remain unbelieving.” This is conclusively negatived by the prevailing use 
of of miorevovrec and of &moro, to which any such artificial pregnancy of mean- 
ing is quite alien (see immediately, vv. 23, 24). — 7 dé mpognreia x.r.4.] @ con- 
trast, which is not intended to be inferred from that passage of Scripture, — 
which in truth says nothing whatever about the zpogyretecv,—but the truth of 

which was self-evident to the readers in virtue of an argumentum e contrario. 

Weare not, however, to supply the simple cri, so that the meaning would be : 
not to the unbelievers, but to the believers, isthe prophetic address to be di- 
rected (my own view hitherto), but rather ci¢ oyyeidv éorev, for Paul has not 

written éorcv at all, and therefore leaves the predicate of the first half of the 
verse to operate still in virtue of the antithesis. Consequently : prophecy 

as designed to be a sign not for the unbelievers, but for the believers, i.e. in order 
to make those to whom the prophetic address is directed known as believers ; see 
ver, 24, where this statement of the apostle is verified by the fact that such 

as come into the Christian assembly as unbelievers, being won over by the 
overpowering impression of the prophetic addresses, submit themselves to 
Christianity and declare themselves believers. Erasmus, Grotius, and Bleek 

are wrong in holding that ov means non tantum. The negation is absolute, 

as in the preceding clause. Comp. Fritzsche, ad Matth. p. 784. Accord- 
ing to Hirzel (de Wette and Osiander), the meaning here also is alleged to 

be : prophecy is given not for such as do not wish to believe, but for such 
as wish to believe. 

punishment. Comp. Beza and Cornelius & 
Lapide, also Calovius. Upon this view, 

Paul must have absolutely disapprored of the 

glossolalia. It would have been a tempt- 

ing of God by the abuse of a divine sign of 

curse. 
1 Hofmann also understands by rots amio- 

rots those indisposed to believe. As if Paul 
would not have known how to express this 

conception! Hofmann even conceives two 

classes to be comprehended under ois 
morevovow, namely, those already standing 

in faith and those who are decomtng believ- 

ers, and holds that on this account Paul did 
not write rots merots. AS if of mtorevorres 

were not with the apostle quite the usual 
expression for the delierers (i. 21; Rom.t. 

16, ii. 22, x. 4; Gal. if]. 22: Eph. i. 19, a@/.), 

who are such, but not for those, orso as to 

include those, who are only becoming such. 
The micrevoryres are not at all different from 
the morots (2 Cor. vi. 15; Eph. i. 1; Col. 

i. 2). 
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Ver. 23. What, then, will be the effect of the speaking with tongues, which 
you all 80 much desire, upon ungifted persons or unbelievers? If auch come into 
your church when you are assembled together, and get nothing else there to hear 

Srom any of you but glossolalia, ao far will they be from declaring themselves as 
believers upon your speaking with tongues, that, on the contrary, they will declare 

you to be mad. — ovv] draws an inference from ver. 22 in such a way that 
ver. 23 corresponds to the first, and ver. 24 f. to the second half of ver. 22. 
— mavrec] Paul does not suppose that all those assembled speak together in 
a confused, tumultuous way (Cornelius @ Lapide and others ; comp. also 
Maier), but that all in succession hold glossolaliae, and only such,—not ad- 

dresses of any other kind. For, if all spoke together and confusedly, even 
in the case of prophecy it could make no impression (ver. 24). — id:@ra:} is 

not to be understood otherwise than in ver. 16: Christians who are not 
endowed with glossolalia, or with the gift of understanding it. The context, 

however, shows by the foregoing édv . . . airé that those mcant are un- 
gifted persons from .any extraneous church, who come into the church at 
Corinth when in full assembly. Were the stranger who entered not an un- 
gifted person, but one who himself spoke with tongues or interpreted, his 
judgment respecting the gift which he himself possessed or understood 
would, of course, not take the same form. All explanations which deviate 
from the meaning of the word in ver. 16 are on that very account to be 

rejected, such as not only that of most of the old interpreters, with Billroth 
and Chr. F. Fritzsche: ‘‘such as do not understand foreign languages,” 
but also that of Tkeodoret, David Schulz, Flatt, Olshausen (also Riickert, 

although with hesitation): ‘‘ beginners in Christianity;” comp. Pelagius, 
Thomas, Estius: ‘‘nuper credentes, neophyti ;) Melanchthon: ‘‘rudis qui 
primum coepit catechismi doctrinam audire,” comp. Neandcr. Rickert 
suggests that Paul is supposing the case that the glossolalia should break 
out somewhere suddenly and for the first time, and there should then come 
in Christians who knew nothing of it and, not being present, had not been 
affectcd by the paroxysm, and non-Christians. But the suggestion is to be 
dismissed, because there is no mention of the ‘‘ suddenly and for the first 

time,” which would in that case be the main thing. Hirzel and de Wette 
hold erroneously, because in opposition to ver. 16,’ and not to be estab- 
lished even by 2 Cor. xi. 6, that the id:dra: are non-Christians (80, too, 

Ulrich in the Stud. u. Krit. 1848, p. 420, and Hofmann), in which case they 

are in various arbitrary ways distinguished from the dz:oro, namely, by 

Hirzel? asserting that the dr. are heathen, the id. Jews; by de Wette, that 

the former were still more aloof from believing than the latter ; by Ulrich, 

that the id. were persons unacquainted with Christianity, the am. those ac- 

quainted with it indced, bué unbelieving and (Hofmann) hostile towards it. 

Not the idiara’, but the dmoro:, are the non-Christians (who are never called 
id.), aS in ver. 22. We may add that Grotius remarks, rightly : ‘‘ Solebant 

1 For in ver. 23 and ver. 16 the conception opposition to Hirzel, Ulrich. Mofmann, who 

of Wusra: is determined by a like contexi— assume that ver. 16 cannot regulate the ex- 

namely, by the same contrast to those gifted planation of urns in ver. 28f. 

with the glossolalia. This we remark in 3 Comp. van Hengel, Gave d. talen, p. 94. 
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enim pagani”’ (and Jews also) ‘‘ adire Christianorum ecclesias ad videnda 
quae ibi agebantur.”. Their admission (certainly not to the Agapae, how- 
ever) was the less a matter for hesitation, since it might become a means of 

their conversion. Comp. gencrally, Harnack, Gemeindegottesd. p. 143 ff. — 
ore paivecde] that you (Christians in Corinth) are foolish, and out of your 
senses, because, namely, you collectively and without exception carry on a 
kind of converse so unintelligible and meaningless for the hearers. Olshau- 
sen strangely holds that the verdict expressed is: ‘‘ We see, doubtless, that 

you are possessed by a God; but there is no prophet here ; we do not 
understand what the god says to us!” An unwarranted explaining away 
of the clear import of the word : paiveofa: means insanire, just asin Acts 
xxvi. 24. The verdict of drunkenness passed by the unbelievers in Acts 

ii. 18 presents a remarkable analogy. — Observe, further: (1) Here id:araz is 

put jirst, and dmoro: follows, because the id:éra:, as Christians, and there- 
fore acquainted with the uselessness and absurdity of the glossolalia without 
interpretation and to the exclusion of all other (intelligible) discourse, 

come here into the foreground,’ and may and will be the first to pass the 
judgment 6r: paivecfe; in ver. 24, on the contrary, dmoro¢ stands first, 

because conversion is spoken of, and hence ‘‘ praecipue agitur de infideli ; 

idiota obiter additur ob rationem cjus non plane disparem” (Bengel). (2) 
In ver. 23, since Paul designs to cite the judgment in the form of an utter- 

- ance (épovow), which is most naturally conceived of by him as a mutual com- 
munication, the plural eicéAOwar x.t.A. presented itself with as much appro- 
priateness as the singular cicéAfy x.r.A. does in ver. 24, where the apostle 

wishes to depict specially the converting work, vv. 24, 25, in its course, 

which, from the nature of the case, is done most befittingly in an individu- 
alizing representation. 

Vv. 24, 25. How wholly different, on the other hand, will the effect of 
general prophetic speaking be upon such persons! Arrested and humbled 

before God, they will declare themselves believers. — édv dé ravre¢ mpog. | is 
to be completed in accordance with ver. 23 : éav d2 ovvéAg 1) éxxa. bAn éxi Td 

avrh x. TavtTeg Tpog. —-tdtTy¢] according to the context : one not prophetically 
gifted, and, indeed, coming likewise from an extraneous church. Comp. on 

ver. 23. — Prophecy, from its nature, was generally intelligible ; but who- 

ever had not its ydp:cza could not speak prophetically, and such a one was 

in presence of this gift an wliotes. — éAéyxera: ixd ndvr.] The charatteristic 
power of prophecy (ver. 22), by which you all mutually edify yourselves, 

thus exercises such an overmastering influence upon his mind, that he is 
convinced by all, i.e. brought to a consciousness of the guilt of his sins. 

Comp. John xvi. 9. All produce this impression upon him, because each 
speaks prophetically, and the fundamental character of prophetic address— 
the penetrating into the depths of the human heart for wholesome admoni- 
tion (comp. ver. 8)—is alike in all. — Afterthe first aggregate impression of 
the fAeyfic, he experiences and is conscious of the moral sifting and unveil- 

1% amoro is omitted in B, because it hus crept in from ver. 24. But in that case 
might appear unsuitable. Buttmanninthe dmero would have been prefized (so only 
Stud. u. Krit. 1860, p. 870, believes that it | Ambrosiaster), 
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ing of his innermost life. A striking climax. — evaxpivera:] for in the judg- 
ment of the human heart, which the prophets deliver, he hears a judgment 
upon his own heart and his own moral condition. — rd xpumrd rH¢ Kapdiac 
x.T.A.] 4.6. the moving springs, inclinations, plans, etc., Of his whole inner 
active life, which had been hitherto known to no other, are brought to 
light, inasmuch as the prophets depict the hidden thoughts and strivings 
of the human spirit, with apocalyptically enlightened depth of insight, so 
truly and strikingly, that the listener sees the secrets of his own heart laid 
bare before all who are there present. — xai ovtw] result : and in such form, 

namely, convinced, judged, and made manifest, as has been just said. — 

érayyéAAwy}| announcing, i.e. declaring aloud, and not first at home (Beza). — 
évruc] really, opposite of what is merely pretended or semblance. Com. 
Mark xi. 82; Gal. iii. 21, al. — év tyiv] in animis vestris, in which He works 
this enlightenment and spiritual power. ‘‘ Argumentum pro veritate relig- 
ionis ex operationibus divinis efficacissimum” (Bengel). Through this pres- 
ence of God in the individuals (by means of the Spirit) He dwells in the 

church, which thereby is His temple (iii. 16 ; 2 Cor. vi. 16 ; Eph. ii. 20 f.). 

Ver. 26 ff. The theoretical part regarding the charismata is closed (vv. 1- 
25). There is now added as ita sequel the regulative part regarding the 
proper application of the charismata, and (1) of the charismata in general 
(ver. 26) ; then, in particular, (2) of the glossolalia (vv. 27, 28); and (8) 

of the gift of prophecy (vv. 29-83). Upon this follows, as an appendix, (4) 
the prohibition of public speaking on the part of women (vv. 34-36). And 
by way of conclusion, (5) the assertion of apostolic authority for the whole 

teaching now given (vv. 87, 88); and (6) a summary repetition of the chief 
points (vv. 39, 40). 

Ver. 26. Ti odv éorev;] as in ver. 15. — The apodosis begins with éxacrog, 
and rdyra on to yevéobw is a sentence by itself. As often as you come together, 
every one (every one gifted with charismatic speech among you) has a psalm 
ready, 7.6. he feels himself qualified and constrained to sing aloud ‘such a 
spirit-given song. It is not, however, the glossolalia pa2A2w which is meant, 
since afterwards yAdcoav Eyee is specially mentioned in addition, but the in- 

telligible singing of praise, which takes place with the voi (comp. ver. 15). 
Comp. generally on Eph. v. 19. Grotius compares the improvised hymns 
of Deborah, Simeon, etc. — éye is neither interrogative (Grotius) nor: he 
may have (David Schulz), nor are we to supply in thought with Locke, ‘‘ ut 

moram ferre non possit ;” but it simply expresses the state of the case: in 
promptu habet. Bengel rightly judges of the repetition of the tye : ‘‘ elegan- 
ter exprimit divisam donorum copiam.” — didaxfv] a doctrinal address. . Bee 
on xii. 10, 28. — yAdocar] a tongue, i.e. a spirit-tongue, which secks utterance. 

The matter is so conceived and described as that not every one has the use 
of a tongue in the sense of the glossolalia, but only the man gifted with this 
charisma, in whom there is present for this purpose a tongue as the organ 
of the Spirit. — aroxdAvyr] a revelation, which he wishes to utter by a pro- 
phetic address, comp. ver. 29 f. — épuyveiav] an interpretation, which he 
wishes to give of an address ina tongue already delivered. — The words 
pddApor to épu. Eye are the separate divisions of the éxacros, as in i. 12. Then 
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follows the general rule for all these charismata : all must be done for the 
Surtherance of Christian perfection (of the church) ! Observe how, accord- 
ing to this passage, public teaching was not restricted to one definite 
office (k”) See Ritschl, altkath. K. p. 350. 

Ver. 27. After this general rule come now particular precepts : suppose 
that one wishes to speak with @ tongue; comp. yAacoay éxet, ver. 26. There is 

no other eire to correspond to this cire (sire, Vulgate) ; but the plan of sen- 

tence first thought of and begun is so disturbed by the apodosis and ver. 
28, that it is quite abandoned, and ver. 29, instead of commencing with a 
new eire, is not even continued in hypothetic form at all. See Maetzner, ad 

Antiph. p. 194. Comp. Klotz, ad Derar. p. 538. According to Hofmann 
(who writes ci re separately), ré is annerire, namely, to wdvra 7. otx. y. In 

that case ei re would be : in like manner if (Hartung, Partik. I. p. 106 f.), 
which, however, would be logically suitable only on the supposition that 

yAaooa did not already occur also in ver. 26. — xara dbo x.7.A.] 8c. Aaheitwoay 
(comp. 1 Pet. iv. 11), and this is to be taken declaratively (as in xi. 16) : 
let him know that they should speak by tico, or at most by three ; in each assem- 

bly not more than two, orat most three, speakers with tongues should come 

forward. As to the supplying of AcAeir., sec Kiihner, II. p. 603 ; Fritzsche 

ad Rom. Ill. p. 65. — 1d wAzicrov] adverbially. See Matthiac, p. 1000. — 
Kai ava pépoc, and that according to order, one after the other, not several 

together. See Valck. ad Phoen. 481 ; Schweigh. Lez. Polyb. p. 380. Doubt- 
less—and this seems to have given occasion for this addition—the case had 
often occurred in Corinth, that those who spoke with tongues had so little 
controlled their impulse that several came to speak together. — Ka? eig¢ duepy. | 
and let one (not several) gire the interpretation, of that, namely, which the said 

two or three speakers with tongues have spoken in succession. Grotius puts 

it rightly : ‘‘ unus aliquis, qui id donum habet ;” and it is plain from vv. 5, 
13 (in opposition to Ewald) that the speaker with tongues himself might 
also be the interpreter. Paul will not allow several interpreters to speak, 
because that would have been unnecessary, and would only have shortened 

the time for the more useful prophetic and other addresses. 

Ver. 28. Should it be case, however, that there ie no interpreter present, let 

him be silent in the assembly. This comprises the double possibility that the 
speaker with tongues cannot himself interpret, and also that no other, who 

possesses the donum interpretandi, is present. Regarding civa: as equiva- 
lent to xapeivaz, comp. on Mark viii. 1 ; Luke ii. 36. David Schulz un- 

derstands 7 as the simple copula: ‘‘if, however, he docs not know how to 
make himself intelligible.” But the interpretation might in fact be given 
also by another, who had the charisma of the épunveia yAwoodr, xii. 10, 80. 
— oy. év éxxa,] Paul takes for granted here—and how easily one can under- 
rtand it, considering the intimate union subsisting among the Christians of 
those days !—that the members of the community mutually know each other 

as regards their special endowments. — éavt@ dé Aad. x. r. 6.] in contrast to 
addresses given éy rj éxxAyoig, and hence a characteristic designation of the 
private devotion carried on by means of glossolalic prayer, where his glosso- 
lalia avails for himself and God (ver. 2), not for others also as listeners. 
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Comp. Epict. Diss. iv. 8. 17, and the similar passages in Wetstcin. Others 
take it to mean : quietly in his thoughts (Theophylact, comp. Chrysostom, 

also Chr. F. Fritzsche), so that it remains on the footing of an inward in- 

tercourse between him and his God (Hofmann) ; which, however, is not in 
keeping with the cssential mark of the Aazeiv, this being uttered aloud, which 
belonged to the matter in hand.’ Observe, further, how, even in this high- 
cst degree of inspired impulse to speak, a man could control his own will. 
Comp. ver. 82. 

Ver. 29. Aé] marks the transition to the rule regarding the prophets. — 
The ava pépog (ver. 27) is emphasized in a special way, ver. 30; yet Paul 

does not add a 1d wdciorov here, thereby limiting the gift of prophecy less 
sharply, and tacitly also conceding a plurality of speakers, when the circum- 
stances might perhaps involve an exception from the rule. Still we arc not 
(with Hofmann) to read dio 9 tpeic as meaning ‘‘ rather three than two.” — 
Kal oi GAAoz dcaxp.] and the other prophets, who do not take part in speaking, 
are to judge: whether, namely, what has been said procceds really from the 

Spirit or not. We see from this that the charisma of judging the spirits 
was joined with that.of prophecy, so that whoever could himself speak pro- 

phetically was qualified also for the d:dxpeore ; for of GAA (comp. dAAw, ver. 

30) cannot be taken (with Hofmann) universally, without restriction to the 

category of prophets, secing that in fact the didxpsore was no universal 
xapiona. ‘The article is retrospective, so that it is defined by zpodfra:. At 
the same time, however, it must not be overlooked that even such persons 

as were not themsclves prophets might still be endowed with the didxpiore 
(xii. 10), although not all were so. 

Ver. 30. But two prophets were never to speak together. The order 
ought, on the contrary, to be this, that if a revelation shall have been im- 
parted to another prophet (424) while he sits listening, the first shall be silent 
(not simply soon cease, as Neander, Maier, and others would take it ; comp., 

too, Hofmann) and let the second speak. Paul thus does not enjoin that 

the second shall wait until the first is finished, to which mcaning Grotius, 
Storr, and Flatt twist the words (comp. vv. 28, 84) ; on the contrary, he at- 

taches more importance to the fresh undelayed outburst of prophetic in- 
spiration, than to the further continuance of the address after the first out- 
burst. — xa@7pz.] for the prophets spoke standing, Luke iv. 17. See Grotius 

tn loc. 

Ver. 31 f. Establishment of this precept by setting forth the possibility 
of its observance. The principal emphasis is laid upon divacfe, which is for 
this reason placed first (not upon zdvrec, as Riickert holds), for in it lies the 

pith of the proof. Nezt to it révrec has the emphasis. The sense is: ‘‘ For 
in my 6 wpatog ary. 1 am enjoining nothing which is impossible for you ; on the 
contrary, it stands in your power that, one after another, you may all come to 

give a prophetic address.” etc. —xaf iva) always one at a time, singulatim, 

Acts xxi. 19; sce Ast, Ler, Plat. I. p. 689 f. ; Bernhardy, p. 240. The 

1 Besides, it was self-evident that, where be in the first instance remitted to quict 

silence was enjoined, aman did not need to inward fellowship with God. 
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sulject addressed in déivaofe is the prophets in the church, not the members of 
the church generally (Ilofmann), seeing that prophecy was a special yépiopa’ 

which did not belong to all (see xii. 29 ; Acts xiii. 1; Eph. iv. 11). The 
inspiration of the prophets does not compel them to speak on without a 

break, so as not to allow another to take spcech at all or to speak alone, but 
it is in their power to cease when another begins, so that by degrees all 
may come to speak—not, of course, in the same assembly (ver. 29), but in 

successive meetings. — And this circumstance, that «af éva révre¢ xpogyret- 

ovot, has for its design (iva), that all the members of the church (which in- 

cludes also other prophets along with the rest) may learn, etc., that none 

May remain without instruction and encouragement. For modes of pro- 
phetic inspiration, very different from cach other in substance and form, 
will then find expression, whereby satisfaction will be given to the most 
different wants. — pavOdvwor] what God has revealed to those speaking pro- 
phetically. — mapaxa.] be encouraged, aroused. Comp. mapdxAnorw, ver. 3. 
Paul describes here the effects of prophecy from the theoretical (uav.) and 
practical (rapaxad.) sides. The latter he had already stated more specially in 

ver. 8. 

Ver. 82. The second part of the establishment of the precept (ydp, ver. 81). 

And prophets’ spirits are obedient to prophets. The indicative presents the 

normal relationship ae i¢ is, not as it ought to be (Olshausen and others). 
— nvetuata tpog.] cannot be workings of the Divine Spirit in the prophets 
(Chrysostom, Erasmus, Estius, and others, including Flatt, comp. de 
Wette), nor does it mean the spirits which the prophets have received, so that 
the one rveiza appears as if divided among them (Riickert), or created an- 

gelic spirits in the service of the Holy Spirit (Hahn, Theol. d. N. T. p. 307), 
or even actually several Holy Spirits (Hilgenfeld ; see, however, on ver. 
12) ; but (comp. the genitival relation, ver. 14) it is the prophets’ own spirits, 

Jilled, however, by the Holy Spirit. Persons prophetically inspired are, as 
such, raised to a higher spiritual potency, and have prophets’ spirits. Comp. 

Rev. xxii. 6, and Diisterdieck in loc. But their free-will is not thereby 
taken away, nor does the prophetic address become something involuntary, 

like a Bacchantic cnthusiasm ; no, prophets’ spirits stand in obedience to 
prophets ; he who is a prophet has the power of will over his spirit, which 
makes the 6 xpdrog otydrw in ver. 30? possible ; ér? roig mpopyrace éott 7d arya 

9 Aadeiv, Theophylact. Comp. Hofmann in loc., and Schriftbhew. I. p. 812. 
Others, again (Theophylact gives both interpretations alongside of each 

other), refer rpogfracc to other prophets : rd év con ydpiopa. . . broTdocerat TH 

gapiopare row érépov tov xivnblvtog eig rd mpogyreterv, Theophylact. So Theo- 

doret, Calvin, Calovius, Estius, Rosenmiiller, and others, including Hey- 

communication. 

Comp. Luther in the gloss: ‘ They 

should and may well give place, since the 

gifts of the Spirit stand under their control, 

not to use them in opposition to unity, so 

1JIt is not correct to say, “on the con- 

trary, whoever receives a revelation becomes a 

prophet” (Hofmann) ; for the prophetic en- 

dowment is habitual, belonging to one and 
not to another. Whoever Aas it receives 
revelations to be communicated for the 

edification of others; he is the vessel 

divinely prepared for this reception and 

that they may not say that the Spirit drives 
and compels them.” 
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denreich, Bleek, Riickert, and Ritschl, altkath. K. p. 473. But if Paul 
had conceived of the prophet’s becoming silent as conditioned by the will 
of another, and so objectively, which the expression, taken simply in itself, 

might imply,—then plainly his admonition 6 rpéro¢ o:yérw would be entirely 
superfluous. He must, on the contrary, have conceived of it as conditioned 

subjectively by the will of the subjects themselves who spoke ; and with this 
our view alone accords, which is found in as early expositors as Origen, 

Jerome, and Oecumenius. — The absence of the article in the case of all the 
three words depends upon the fact that the relation is conceived not tn con- 
ereto, but generically. — Observe, further, the strict, measured form of ex- 

pression, rvebuara mpopytav mpogfracc, which is designed not simply for rhe- 
torical emphasis, but for definiteness and clearness of meaning, separating 
the prophets’ spirits from the subjects who have them. Airoi¢ would not 

have marked this so strongly. 
Ver. 83. Establishment of ver. 82 on religious grounds, ‘‘For how 

could God have appointed it otherwise, seeing that by Iim is produced not 
confusion (as would be the case if every prophet had to speak on involun- 
tarily), but peace!” Comp. Rom. xv. 83, xvi. 20; Phil. iv. 9; 1 Thess. v. 
23. The antithesis is correct, for the axaracrasia would bring with it a 
jealous and unyielding disposition. 

Ver. 84. Appendix to the regulative section regarding the gifts of the 
Spirit (vv. 26-38) : directed against the public speaking of women. Corin- 
thian women, with their freer mood inclined towards emancipation (comp. 
xi. 2 ff.), must have presumed on this, — d&¢ év réo. 1. éxxd. r. dy.] is referred 
by the Fathers and most of the older expositors, Riickert, Osiander, Nean- 
der, Maier, to what precedes (comp. iv. 17, vii. 17, xi. 16). But since the 
preceding ot yap. . . eipfrvnc is quite general, and hence contains no special 

point of reference for d¢ (for which reason this o&¢ has been got rid of in 
various ways, and even d:ddoxw has been added in some codd. and versions) ; 

since, on the other hand, the passage which follows offers this point of ref- 
erence in the fact of its being a command for the Corinthians; and since 
ver. 86 manifestly glances back at the argument implied in éy 7. r. éxxd. rt. 
dy.,—therefore it is preferable to connect the clause with what follows, as is 
done by Cajetanus and most modern expositors : As in all church assemblies 
of the saints, your women ought to be silent in the church assemblies. (1") 

To place a comma, with Lachmann, before rév dyiav, puts an incongruous 
emphasis upon réy dy. — Regarding the matter itself (1 Tim. ii. 11), comp. 
the parallels from Greek, Roman, and Rabbinical writers in Wetstein in loc. ; 

Vitringa, Synag. p. 724; Schoettgen, Horae, p. 658.—ov yap émirpérera:] 
Jor it is (permanently) not allowed. To take txirptreofa: as mandari (Reiche) 
would be linguistically correct in itself, but against the usage of the whole 
N.T. (comp. xvi. 7 ; 1 Tim. ii. 12). — 442’ iwordccecfac] namely, is tncum- 

bent upon them, in accordance with a current Greek brevity of expression. 
Comp. 1 Tim. iv. 8 ; see Kiihner, IT. p. 604 f. ; Dissen, ad Demosth. de Cor. 
p. 222 f. The troréocecfa: excludes, in Paul’s view, the speaking in the 
assemblies, inasmuch as the latter appears to him as an act of uncomplying 

independence. — 4 véuoc] Gen. ili. 16. 
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Ver. 85. Even questions for their instruction should not be brought for- 
ward by the women in the assemblies. — év oixw] has the emphasis. At 

home, not in the assembly, they are to obtain for themselves by inquiry the 

desired instruction, and that from those to whom they, as women, are 

naturally referred, from their own husbands. 

Ver. 36. # joins on to what is immediately before prescribed, not to the 
previous directions in general (de Wette, Osiander, ¢¢ al.). ‘‘It is dis- 

graceful for a woman to speak in public, unless, perhaps, you were the first 
or the only Christian church, in which cases then, doubtless, your custom 

would show that disgracefulness to be a mistake, and would authorize as 

becoming the speaking of women by way of an example for other churches !” 
HH Tovey Toi¢ oiKxeiag apxeloBe, GAAG Taig Tav éxxAnotGv vouobeciatg axodovbeire, 

Theodoret ; but the point of the expression, as against the Corinthian 
haughtiness, is very palpable. —aioypér] ered) radAwnrlCecbac tvrevbev 

evdulov éx tov pObyyeofiac Snpocia, wdAcy ei¢ rd évavriov mepetyet tov Aédyov, Chrys- 

ostom. Comp. xi. 5 f. Paul is decided against all undue exaltation and 
assumption on the part of women in religious things, and it has been the 
occasion of much evil in the church. 

Ver. 37. He now, after the digression regarding the women, adds the 
authority of Christ to the section upon the charismata, which has been already 
previously brought to a conclusion, but to which he looks back once more. 
— doxei] If any one represents himself (iii. 18, viii. 2, x. 12) to be a prophet, 
or spiritually gifted in any way, then let him also prove himself to be such 
by his recognizing, etc. Not to acknowledge this would show him to be 
not a prophet or not inspired. — rvevyariadc] quite general : ‘‘ dotibus Sp. St. 
instructus ;” not, as Billroth, David Schulz, Baur, and Wieseler would have 

it, equivalent to yA. AaAoy (comp. on xii. 1, xiv. 1). "His: or generally. 
Hofmann is wrong in saying that the 7 is not suited for thus linking ona 
general statement. Why not? Comp. iv. 3; Luke xii. 11; Matt. xvi. 14. 
There is all the less reason for assuming, with Hofmann, that Paul uses the 

expression in the vaguer sense of onc going even beyond the prophet, because 
he had found it so used in the letter from Corinth. — é ypd¢e inz.] refers to 

the whole section regarding the rvevyatixoig. To refer it, as Billroth and Ols. 
hausen do, to the command that the women should keep silence, does not 
harmonize with the introduction ei ri¢ . . . wvevyarixéc, and involves the 

awkwardness of only this intervening matter being thus confirmed with 
such solemnity, and the principal and far more important section not at all. 
—xvptov écriv (see the critical remarks): proceed from the Lord. In his com- 
munion of spirit with Christ, Paul was conscious that what he had been 
writing, from chap. x. onwards, regarding spiritual gifts and the right use 

of them, was the result not of his own meditation and desire, but of the 
working of Christ upon him—that he wrote as an interpres Christi. There 
is thus no reason for making xvpiov refer to God (Grotius, Billroth, Olshau- 

sen), seeing that Christ had in fact given no rules regarding the charismata. 
Paul is affixing here the seal of apostolic authority, and upon that seal we 
must read Christ. 

Ver, 88, ’Ayvoez] namely, & ypdgw tyiv, bre x.7.A., ver. 87. His not being 
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willing to know, or the attitude of wrongly knowing (Hofmann), is not con- 
veyed in the word, but is presupposed. — ayvoeitw] permissive, denotes the 

renunciation of all endeavours to instruct such an one who lets himself be 
puffed up. Itis the opposite of the ém:ywdoxev, ver. 37. Estius puts it 
well : ‘‘ Sibi suaeque ignorantiac relinquendos esse censeo.” Comp. xi. 16. 

(at) 
Vv. 89, 40. Gathering up (dore, ‘‘itague, summa,” Bengel) the main 

points of the whole discussion, and that (1) of its theoretical (ver. 39), and 

(2) of its regulative part (ver. 40). — Paul has aptly indicated the value of 
the glossolalia relatively to the prophetical gift by (,A0v7e (comp. ver. 12, 
xii, 31) and ya xwitere, without there being any ground, however, for in- 

ferring from this an attitude of hostility on the side of the Pauline party 
towards those who spoke with tongues (Baur, Raébiger, comp. at an earlier 
date Storr). — cic ynudvwc] in a seemly way (Rom. xiii. 13 ; 1 Thess, iv. 12), 

denoting ecclesiastical decorum. — xara ré&iv] in accordance with order (see 

Wetstein), so that it is done at the right time, and in the right measure and 

limits, (Nn?) Comp. Clem. ad Cor. I. 40, also what Josephus, Bell. Jud. ii. 
8. 5, says of the Essenes : obre xpavyf more rdv oixov, obre OdpuBog podive, ra¢ 

62 Aadlag év rate rapaxywpovotv aAAfAote. 

Norrs By AMERICAN Eprror. 

(o*) The tongues were edifying. Ver. 5. 

It shows also that the contents of the discourses delivered in an unknown 
tongue were edifying. They did not consist of ecstatic but unintelligible and 
unintelligent outpourings of the heart before God, for if that were the case in- 

terpretation would be manifestly impossible. 

(H*) How shallhe. . . saythe Amen? Ver. 16. 

The practice of giving the audible response was borrowed from the synagogue, 
in which all the worshippers were expected to utter the Amen with such hearti- 

ness as to show that they entered fully into what was said. Principal Brown 
says justly that those churches have not done well who have dropped out the 

audible response, the uttered Amen, of the congregation, by which alone they 

have it in their power to express their cordial sympathy with what is uttered in 

prayer by the officiating minister. 

(1*) The unkcnown ts unedifying. Ver. 17. 

Many commentators take occasion from this passage to reprove the custom 

in the Roman Church of using the Latin language in her public services. For 

the very thing here prohibited is praying in public in a language which the 

people do not understand. ‘‘ It is indeed said that words may touch the feel- 
ings which do not convey any distinct notions to the mind. But we cannot say 

Amen to those words any more than we can toa flute. Such blind emotional 

worship, if such it can be called, stands at a great remove from the intelligent 

service demanded by the apostle’ (Hodge). 
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(3?) ‘* In the law it is writlen.”” Ver. 21. 

It may well be doubted whether it is wise to insist upon interpreting this 
quotation typically. It is better, with Stanley, Hodge, and Beet, to take it as a 

simple reference to an event in Jewish history from which a useful lesson could 
bedrawn. As the Jews had refused to hear the prophets speaking in their own 

language, God threatened to bring upon them a people whose language they 
could not understand. This was a judgment, a mark of displeasure, designed 

as a punishment and not for their conversion. Hence the Apostle wishes the 
Corinthians to learn that it was no token of God’s favour to have teachers whose 
language they could not understand. Their childish zeal for tongues was sim- 
ply turning a blessing into a curse. 

(x*) Public teaching not restricted to one definile office. Ver. 26. 

This is true, yet the circumstances are to be considered. While the extraor- 

dinary gifts of tongues, prophecy, and the like continued, any member present 
who experienced the working of the Spirit in these manifestations was author- 

ized to exercise his gift. And all that Paul does is to lay down the general rule 

that everything should be done unto edifying. But manifestly, after the gifts 

ceased, no one would have the right, simply under the impulse of his own mind, 

to rise in the church and take part in its services. 

(x*) ‘* As in all the churches,’’ elec. Ver. 34. 

Alford, Principal Brown, Westcott and Hort insist upon the old patristic 

usage of connecting this clause with what precedes, but not wisely. So under- 

stood, the words have no pertinent sense, for the Apostle would hardly undertake 
to uphold a conceded and undeniable truth by an appeal to the authority or 

experience of the church. On the other hand, to make such an appeal in favour 

of what he says in the 34th verse is both pertinent in itself and consonant with 

the Apostle’s own practice, as stated in xi. 16, ‘‘ we have no such custom,”’ etc. 

The Revision of 1881 follows the old practice. , 

(m") ‘* Let him be ignorant.” Ver. 38. 

The Revised Version givesin the margin, ‘‘ he is not known,” according to a 

reading found in several uncials and read apparently by Origen. But as the 
documentary evidence is fairly divided, and the indicative reading would be 

very hard to expound, it is better to adhere to the received text, the sense of 

which is a contemptuous expression of indifference to the opinion of opposers 

or an affirmation that to argue further with such persons would be a waste of 

time. 

(n*) ** Decently and in order.”” Ver. 40. 

Decently, i.e. becomingly, in such a way as not to offend against propriety. 

Dean Stanley says that this direction, and that given in ver. 26, “‘ Let all things 

be done unto edifying,” are the only rubrics of the primitive church. And 

they are of universal and perpetual authority. 
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CHAPTER XV. 

Ver. 10. % odv éxoi] Lachm. has merely ovv éuol, following B D* F G ¥* 
Vulg. It. Or. Ambrosiast. Aug. Rightly ; the article was inserted, doubtless, 

in some cases in a mere mechanical way after 4 ei¢ gué, but in others purposely, 
in order to have a thoroughly complete contrast to ov« éyu, at the suggestion of 

dogmatic interest, which also produced the weakly attested reading 7 ev éuoi. 

The 7 is wanting also before ei¢ éué in D® F G, Vulg. It. and Latin Fathers. 
But here there was nothing in the context to occasion the insertion, and the 

article could be «<lispensed with, and was thus overlooked. — Ver. 14. «ev) xai] 

Elz., Scholz, Tisch. read xev) d2 xai, against greatly preponderating testimony. 
— Ver. 19. év Xprorg] stands before 7Amiéreo in AB D* EFG &, min. Vulg. 

It. Goth. and several Fathers. So Lachm. Rick. Tisch. and rightly, for this 

position is not easier than that of the Recepla, and hence the great preponder- 

ance of the evidence is all the more decisive. — Ver. 20. After xexocu. Elz. has 

éyévero, against decisive evidence; a supplementary addition. — Ver. 21. 6 

Gavaroc) The article is wanting in A B D* K &, Or. Dial. c. Marc. Cyr. Dam. al. 
Rightly deleted by Lachm. and Riick. From Rom. v. 12. — Ver. 24. Instead of 
the Recepta rapady, which Reiche defends, B F G have rapadisoi, and A DE &, 
min. Fathers rapudidy ; the former preferred by Lachm. and Tisch., the latter 
by Riick. Tapasid@, or the rapadidoi, which is likewise to be taken as a sub- 
junctive form (there is no means of deciding between the two), is correct (see 

the exegetical remarks) ; drav xarapyijcy, however, made the aorist come very 
naturally to the transcribers, who did not apprehend the different relations 
of the two clanses. — Ver. 25. — dv before 69 (in Elz. and Scholz) is omitted in 
preponderant authorities, and has come in from the LXX. Ps cx. 1. — Ver. 29. 

airov) Elz. reads rav vexpov, against decisive evidence ; a correct gloss. — Ver. 
31. vuetépav) A, min. Or. have querépav. So Rick. But the former not being 
understood, the latter appeared to be réquired by fv éyw. — After xavynow 

Lachm. and Tisch. have ddeAgoi, on the testimony of A B K &, min. vss. and 

Latin Fathers. Rightly ; it isin keeping with the impassioned address, but 
was easily overlooked by the transcribers, since no new section of the address 

begins here (comp. on xi. 2). — Ver. 36. dgpov) Lachm. Rick. Tisch. read 
agpuy, following ABDEGR&, min. The former is a correction. — Ver. 39. 

Before dv6puruv Elz. has odépé again, which is deleted by Griesb. and the later 

editors, in accordance with decisive evidence. — iyO@vwv, dAAn J? wrnvav]) A pre- 

ponderance of authority—and this alone can decide here—has it in the inverse 

order, tryvav.. . . ix8vwv. So Riick., also Lachm. and Tisch., who, however, 

read oapf again before mrnv., which has, it is true, important attestation, but 

is a mechanical addition. Paul repeated cdpé in connection with the first kind 
of animals only, and so arranged his enumeration. — Ver. 44. iore caua x.T.A.] 

ei forev oOyua y., Eoriv nal mvevpar, occurs in A BC D* F G &, min., and several 

ves. and Fathers. Recommended by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. Rick. Tisch. 
And how easily the form of the preceding clauses might occnsion the passing 
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over of the ei, which, besides, was so exposed to omission from the way in 
which the following word begins (E:Eoriv). — Ver. 47. After 6 dedrepoc avOp. 

Elz. and Scholz have 6 xvpioc, in opposition to BC D* EF G &* 17, 67** and 

several vss. and Fathers. Suspected by Griesb., deleted by Lachm. Rick. 
Tisch. A gloss. See Reiche, Comm. crit. I. p. 294 ff. — Ver. 49. gopéoopev) 

Lachm. reads gopicupev, following AC DEFGKL &, and many min. Copt. 

Slav. Vulg. It. Goth. Theodot. Or. (ed. de la Rue) Method. Bas. Chrys. Cyr. 
Macar. Epiph. Damasc. Ir. Tert. Cypr. Hilar. Zeno, Ambrosiast. Jer. Pel. al. 

A great preponderance of testimony! Nevertheless, the very ancient Receplu 
still retains the important attestation of B and many min. Syr. utr. Arr. Aeth. 
Arm. Or. ed. Theodoret ; Oec. and Theophyl. give and explain both readings. 
The Recepla is to be retained, because it is necessary in the connection (see the 
exegetical remarks) ; the subjunctive is unsuitable, but was easily brought into 

the text from the fact that cap x. aiza in ver. 50 was taken in the ethical sense 

(see especially Chrys.); asin the physical sense, indeed, it would have stood 
in opposition to the doctrine of the ‘‘resurrectio carnis."” opéconev was first 
of all interpreted as hortative (which interpretation Theodoret felt it necessary 

expressly to reject), and then the hortative form of the verb was inserted in the 

text. — Ver. 50. xAnpovouet] Lachm. reads xAnpovouyoe:, following C* D* F G, 

Vulg. It. and Latin Fathers. Occasioned by the similarity of sound of the 
preceding «Anpovonjoar, — Ver, 51.' mavrec ev. . . aAAay.] Lachm. reads rdvre¢ 

{uév] xorun)., ov mavrec 62 a7Aay. Altogether there are many variations, but all of 

them arose from the offence which was taken, in connection with the reading of 

the text, at the idea of Paul and his readers having all of them undergone death. 
The Recepta occurs in B (which merely omits vév) D** E K L almost all min. 
codd. in Jer. al. Goth. Syr. utr. Copt. Aeth. Arr. and many Fathers, an attesta- 
tion which, considering how the readings otherwise vary, is a very strong one, 

althongh among the uncials C G & support Lachm. — Ver. 54. Both the omis- 
sion of the first part of the protasis (in ®* also) and the transposition of the 
two clauses are insufficiently attested, and are to be explained from the homo. 

eoteleuta. — Ver. 55. vixoc is put first and xévrpov last by BC J &, 17, 64, 71, 

Copt. Aeth. Arm. Slav. ms. Vulg. and several Fathers. So Lachm. Rick. 
But they are evidently transposed, after the LXX. in Hos. xiii. 14. — Instead of 
één, BCDEF GJ &* 39, 67** and several vss. and Fathers have @avare again. 
So Lachm. Riick. Tisch.; and rightly, for gé7 has come in from the LXX. 

ConTENTS.*—Disquisition on the resurrection of the dead, occasioned by 
the deniers of it in Corinth (ver. 12). That these deniers had been formerly 
Sadducees, and had brought forward again their Sadduccan views in connec- 
tion with Christianity (so recently Flatt, following Heumann, Michaelis, 

Storr, Knapp ; and comp. earlier, Calvin, and Lightfoot, Chron. p. 110) is 
not to be assumed, partly because, in general, Sadduceeism and Christianity 

1 See on the passage Retche, Comment. 

crit. I. p. 207 ff., who defends the fecepta 

with thoroughness and triumphant success. 

Tischendorf also has retained it, deleting 

only the név (which is certainly open to the 

suspicion of being an addition). 

3 See regarding the whole chapter, W. A. 

van Hengel. Commentar. perpet.in 1 Cor. xv. 

cum eptatola ad Winerum, Sylvae .ducis, 

1851: Krauss, theol. Kommentar gz. 1 Hor. 

XV., Frauenfeld 1864 (who stands, however, 

in express antagonism to grammatico-his- 

torical exegesis). Comp. also Klopper, zur 

panlin, Lehre v. d. Aufersteh. in the Jahro. f. 
D. Theol. 1862, p. 1 ff. 
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are too much antagonistic in their nature to mingle with each other, and 
also because in that case Paul could not have based his refutation upon the 
resurrection of Christ (Acts iv. 2). Nor is it more probable that the oppo- 
nents had been Hpicureans, for it is plain from vv. 32-84 that the Epicurean 
turn which they had taken was not the ground, but the consequence of their 
denial of the resurrection ; as, indeed, Epicureanism in general is such an 
antichristian element that, supposing it had been the source of the denial, 
Paul would certainly have entered upon a discussion of its principles, in so 
far as they were opposed to faith in the resurrectior’£ It is certain at the 
same time that the deniers were not Jewish Christians ; for with them the 

belief in the Messiah stood in the most necessary connection with the belief 
in the resurrection ; comp. Acts xxiii. 6. On the contrary, it must have 
been Gentile Christians (Baur, de Wette, van Hengel, Ewald, and many 
others) to whom the resurrection seemed impossible, and who therefore (vv. 

35, 86) denied it. And it is probable, at all events, that they were persons 
of philosophical training (Beza, Grotius, Estius, and others, including 
Ziegler, theol. Abh. I. p. 85 f., Neander, Olshausen, Osiander ; Riickert is 

undecided), because they must in asserting their thesis, drz avacracig vexpav 
ovx Zorcv, have caused some sensation, which, in such a place as Corinth, is 
hardly conceivable on the part of men strangers to any degree of philosophi- 

cal education and practice in dialectics ; and because the anti-materialistic 
explanation of the matter, which Paul gives to combat the doubts of his 
opponents (ver. 35 ff.), makes it probable that the antagonism on the part 
of the sceptics was a spiritualistic one, i.e. an antagonism resting on the 
philosophic ground that the restoration of the matter of the body was impos- 
sible. That the apostle does not contend at the same time against the world’s 
wisdom in general (a doubt expressed by de Wette) is the less strange, as he 

has to do now with a special subject, and had also already delivered a general 
polemic of this nature, chap. ii. 3. The small number, however, of men philo- 
sophically trained (i. 26) permits of no further inference than that the sceptics 
in question also were not numerous (rivéc, ver. 12). In Athens, too (Acts xvii. 
82), the resurrection of the dead was the stone of stumbling for philosophic 
culture ; and how often has it been so sincé, and even to the present day ! 
—But to which of the four parties in Corinth did these deniers belong? That 
they were not of the Petrine or Judaistic party is self-evident. Neither 
were they of the Christ-party (as Neander, Olshausen, Jager, and Goldhorn 

hold them to have been), for Christ had so often and so distinctly taught 

the doctrine of resurrection of the body, that the denial of it would have 
been at the most palpable variance with the éyo Xpiorod eluz. Nor yet were 
they of the party of Paul, seeing that the doctrine of the resurrection was a 

most essential article of the Pauline Gospel. There remains, therefore, only 

the party of Apollos (s0 also Rébiger and Maier), some of whom having been 
converted, doubtless, only after the apostle had ceased to labour in Corinth, 
or having come thither subsequently from other quarters, may have found 

‘what he had taught in Corinth regarding the resurrection of the dead not 
compatible with their philosophical standpoint, and hence—being the more 
incited to it, perhaps, through party variance—altogether denied that there 
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was 4 resurrection of the dead.’ Only we must not take this to mean that 
the adherents of Apollos as such—their party as such—had denied the resur- 

rection, and that accordingly this denial formed part of their party princi- 
ples,* but only that the ‘‘some” (ver. 12) were preponderantly from the 

number of those who had attached themselves to Apollos and to the party 
named after him. Of the idea that the denial was a party matter, there is 
not only no trace whatever in the treatment of the subject, but it would also 
conflict with what is a necessary presupposition, namely, that the Christian- 
ity of the Apollos-party as such cannot have stood in such an essential and 
real contradiction in point of doctrine to that of Paul. We may add that the 
denial in question is not to be regarded asa theory, such as we find in 2 Tim. 
ii. 17 f., in the case of Hymenaeus and Philetus, who understoud the doc- 

trine allegorically, and maintained that the resurrection had already taken 
place. So, following Chrysostom, Grotius, Usteri, Lehrbegr. p. 362, Billroth, 

and Olshausen. The whole elaborate treatment of the subject does not show 
the slightest trace of this (see, on the contrary, especially ver. 12), although 

the main aim in that case would have been to prove that the resurrection 
was not a thing past, but something future. 

Vv. 1-11. Foundation for the following argument. The latter enlarges 
upon the resurrection zsel/ as far as ver. 84, and then upon the manner of it 
from ver. 35 to ver. 54, after which triumph and exhortation, vv. 55-58, 

form the conclusion. — The certainty of the resurrection of Jesus was not 
doubted even by his opponents, who must otherwise have given up the 
whole historic basis of Christianity, and must have been treated by the 
apostle as apostates (comp. Ziegler, theol. Abh. II. p. 98 ; Knapp, Ser. var. 
arg. p. 816 ; R&biger, p. 154 f.); for only in this way was that fact capable of 
serving him for a firm starting-point for his argument with the view of reduc- 
ing the deniers ad absurdum. For this reason he sets forth the resurrection 
of Jesus in its certainty not polemically, but asa purely positive proposition. 

Vv. 1, 2. Aé] forming the transition to a new subject. There is no trace, 
however, of a question on the part of the Corinthians, to which Paul is giving 
the answer. — yvupifw] not, as is commonly held, equivalent to tropipvfoKnw 
(Oecumenius), nor yet, as Riickert weakens the force of the word : I callyour 

attention to; but: I make known to you (xii. 8; 2 Cor. viii. 1; Gal. 1. 2; 

Eph. i. 9; Col. iv. 7, af.). It is, no doubt, tn substance a reminding them 

1 That they denied also the continued life 
of the spirit after death, which Calvin ex- 
pressly leaves undecided, cannot be main- 
tained, with Flatt and others, from pas- 
gages such as Vv. 19, 29, 80-82, 58. On the 
contrary, these passages show merely this, 

that Paul attached no value to the con- 
tinned life of the souls in Hades, regarded 
in itself, and not ended by the resurrection. 

Jt was to him a tila non ritalis (comp. Kling 
in the Stwd. uv. Krit. 1889, p. 502), and the 
true everlasting ¢#§ was conditioned for 
him by the near Parousia and resurrection. 
This, at the same time, serves to correct 

what is asserted by Rfickert and others, 
that In Paul's mind, as in that of the Jews 

and Pharisees, the ideas of continued exist- 

ence and of resurrection were so blended 

into each other, that whoever denied the 

one seemed not to be capable of holding 

fast the other. According to Phil. i. 21, 28 

(comp. also 2 Cor. v. 8; Acts vil. 59), Paul 
has the conviction that if he should die as 

a martyr, he would pass, not into Hades, 
but to Christ in heaven, into a blessed inter- 

mediate state until the resurrection of the 
body. See on Phil. /.c. 

2 Comp. also Krauss, p. 12. 
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of something already known, but the expression is more emphatic, more 
arousing, putting to shame a part of the readers, and accordant with the 
fundamental importance of what is now to be discussed. — 1d evayy.] is not 
simply the tidings of the death and resurrection of Jesus (Heydenreich, 
Riickert, and others), but the Christian tidings of salvation generally, because 

there is here no limiting definition, and as is further in particular clear from 
év mporoe in ver. 8. —8& xai raped. x.t.A.] which you have also received. The 

thrice used xai denotes with ever increasing emphasis the element to be 
added ' to the preceding one. — Regarding rapea., comp. John i. 11; Phil. 
iv. 9 ; and regarding éor#x., you stand, are firm, x. 12 ; Rom. v. 2 ; 2 Cor. 
i, 24; Eph. vi. 13; 1 Pet. v. 12; John viii. 44. — odfecfe] pictures as 
present the future, quite certain Messianic salvation. Comp. oni. 18. — rive 
Aéypy . . . xaréyere] condition to odfeobe, in which rivt Adyw einyy. vu. is put 

first for the sake of emphasis. Comp. vi. 4, xi. 14, xiv. 7, 9. Comp. also 
Plato, Pol. & p. 847 D: wédce avdpav ayafav et yévorro, Parm. p. 136 A; 

Baruch iii. 18, as indeed in general it is common in the classics (Stallbaum, 
ad Plat. Phaedr. p. 238 A) and in the N. T. (Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 834 
[E. T. 390]) for such words as ought to follow the conjunctions to precede 
them for the sake of emphasis. Hence: through which (by means of faith 

in its contents) you also obtain salvation, if you hold fast with what word I 
preached tt to you. Not without design does he add this condition to the 
odfeote ; for his readers were threatened with the danger of being led by 
the deniers of the resurrection to become untrue to the specific contents of 
his preaching. Others (including Bengel, Heydenreich, Billroth, van Hen- 
gel, Ewald) regard rive Adéyy eiyyy. ty. a8 a More precise definition of rd etary. 
é evyy. iu. in accordance with the common form of attraction olda ce ri¢ el 

(Winer, p. 581 [E. T. 781]). (0) Against this, however, it may be urged : 
(1) that the meaning: ‘‘ I make known to you... if you stul hold it fast,” 
containg in the latter half (which is not to be transmuted, with van Hengel, 

into the sense : ‘st curae nobis cordique est quod nune dico”) a condition 

which stands in no logical relation to the first half ; (2) that ei xaréyere would 

be at variance with év @ xal éorjxare ; (8) that we should then have to as- 

sume for éxrd¢ ci pp eixg émcor. the inadmissible (see below) reference to 

xaréyere. All these difficulties fall away with the above interpretation, ac- 

cording to which apeAdfere expresses the historical act of reception ; éor#- 
xare, the present faithfulness ; cifeofe, the certain blessed future ; and «i 
xaréyere, the abiding condition of the attainment of this end ; while éxrdc 

et un) etx éxcor. in turn denotes the exaltation above every doubt in respect 

of the Messianic salvation really to be attained under this condition. — rir: 
Aéyy] not as in Acts x. 29, with what ground (Wetstein, Kypke, Heyden- 
reich, and others, following Theodorus of Mopsuestia and Pclagius), which 
Osiander views as scriptural ground ; for rapéduxa yap op. x.r. A., ver. 8, gives, 

in fact, not a ground, but the contents of the preaching. Hence also it does 
not refer to the ‘‘ manner and method of the proclamation” (Neander), but 

? Calovius says rightly: ‘“‘“Sequunturhaeo  seeveranti congervatto, perque illud fide sus- 
se invicem: evangeii annuntiatio, annun- ceptumet conservatum aeterna salvatio,” 
tiali per fidern susceptio, suscepti in fide per- 
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means : through what word, i.e. preaching what. As regards riv, instead of 
a relative, see Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 216 [E. T. 251]. How different 

from the seductive discourses of the deniers had this Adyoc of the apostle 
been ! According to Hofmann, rix Aédyy is meant to be interrogative, and 
that in the sense of ‘‘ with what presupposition,” while ei xaréxere and ei p> 

eixg Exior. are the answer to it. Against this it may be urged : (1) that, 
since et 4 exx. ércor. would be a second condition, Paul would have marked 

the connection in an intelligible way by «ai (putting therefore either xai e 
or xai by itself, but not simply «) ; (2) that Adyoc, in the sense of condition 

or presupposition, is foreign to the N. T. and peculiar to Herodotus, who, 
however, always expresses sub conditione by éni tO Adyp ; see Schweighiiuser, 

Lex. Herod. TI. p. 79 f. — ei xaréyere] This implies not merely the not hav- 
ing forgotten ; it is the believing firm retention, which does not let go the 
doctrine received—the continuance of the éorjxare. Comp. Luke viii. 15 ; 
1 Cor. xi. 2, And there isnot so much an “‘ aculeus ad pungendum” (Calvin) 
in this as an admonition of the danger. — éxrd¢ ei ud eixg excor.) through 

which you are also saved, if you hold fast my word,—wunless that ye have 
become believing in vain, without any result. Only in this case, inconceiva- 

ble to the Christian consciousness (Beza aptly says: ‘‘argumentatur ab 

absurdo”), would ye, in spite of that holding fast, lose the owrypia. The 

words therefore imply the certainty of the oafecba to be expected under the 

condition of the xaréyecv. On eix#, comp. Gal. iii. 4, iv. 11 ; and regarding 

éxtdc et, uh, except if, see on xiv. 5 ; on émor., comp. ill. 5; Rom. xiii. 11. 
To refer ecix7 to xaréyere (Oecumenius, Theophylact, Theodoret, Luther, 

Calvin, Estius, and others, including Billroth and de Wette) is impractica- 

ble for this reason, that ¢ xaréyerve itself is a conditional clause, while to 

supply such an idea as xaréyere dé révruc (Theophylact) would be quite an 
arbitrary course. 

Ver. 8f. More precise explanation of the rive Ady etyy. iu. et xaréxere, 
by adducing those main points of that Adyoc, which are of decisive impor- 
tance for the further discussion which Paul now has in view. Hofmann’s 

interpretation of it as specifying the ground of the alleged condition and 
reservation in ver. 2, falls with his incorrect exposition of ei xaréyere x.1.A. 
— év mpdrog] neuter : in primis, chiefly, 1.e. as doctrinal points of the first 

rank. Comp. Plato, Pol. p. 522 C: 6 nai wavt? év mpdroe avdynn uaviaverv. 

To take it, with Chrysostom,’ of the time (é apyq#c), comp. Eccles. iv. 17, 

Prov. xx. 21, runs counter to the connection, according to which it is rather 

the fundamental significance of the following doctrines that is concerned. 
This in opposition also to Riickert’s view of it as masculine : to you among 
the first (comp. 1 Macc. vi. 6 ; Eccles. xlv. 20 ; Thuc. vii. 19. 4: Lucian, 
Paras. 49 ; Fritzsche, Quaest. Luc. p. 220), which is, moreover, historically 

untrue, unless with Riickert we arbitrarily supply ‘‘in <Achaia.”’— 6 xai 
rapéAaBov| This conveys the idea : which had been likewise communicated to 

1 Who is followed by van Hengel: ‘‘Re- ostom, Paul adduces the time as witness 

censet partem eorum,a quibus proponendis = xai dts éoxdrns Hy aicxvvys, TocovTay xpdévov 

Corinthios docere incepit.”* So Hofmann werGervras vuv petaridec Oat, 

also in substance. According to Chrys- 
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me,—nothing therefore new or self-invented. From whom Paul had re- 
ceived the contents of vv. 3-5, he does not say ; but for the very reason 

that he does not add an avd rov xvpiov, as in xi. 23, or words to like effect, 
and on account of the correlation in which zapéAafov stands to rapéduxa 

(comp. also 6 xal mapeAdBere, ver. 1), as well as on account of the reference 

extending to the simple historical statements in ver. 5 ff., we are not to 
supply : from Christ, through rerelation (the common view since Chrysos- 

tom), but rather : through historical tradition, as it was living in the church 
(comp. van Hengel, Ewald, Hofmann). It is true, indeed, that he has that, 

which forms the inner relation of the azé@avey x.r.A. and belongs to the 
inner substance of the gospel, from revelation (Gal. i. 12) ; but here it is the 

historical element which is predominantly present to his mind. (P*) — 
trip tov duapr. tu.}] on account of our sins,i.e. in order to expiate them, 

Rom. iii. 23-26; Gal. iii. 13 ff., al. The connection of the preposi- 
tion with the abstract noun proves that Paul, in saying clsewhere trip 
yuav (comp. also Eph. v. 25: imép rie éxxAnoiac), has not used the prep- 
osition in the sense of loco, not even in 2 Cor. v. 21; Gal. ili. 18. The idea 

of the satisfactio vicaria lies in the thing itself, not in the preposition. Sec 
‘on Rom. v. 6; Gal. i. 4; Eph. v. 2. It may be added that, except in this 
passage, the expression irép rév dyapridy ju. occurs nowhere in the writings 

of Paul (not even in Gal. i. 4), although it does in the Epistle to the Hebrews, 

v. 1, 3 (9), ix. 7, x. 12. Regarding the distinction between txép and epi 

the remark holds true: ‘‘id unum interest, quod zepi usu frequentissimo 

teritur, multo rarius usurpatur tzép,' quod ipsum discrimen inter Lat. 
pracp. de et super locum obtinet,” Buttmann, Jnd. ad Mid. p. 188. — xara 
t. ypag.] according to the Scriptures of the O. T. (‘‘quae non impleri non 
potuere,” Bengel), in so far as these (as 6g. especially Isa. lili.) contain 
prophecies regarding the atoning death of Christ. Comp. Luke xxiv. 
25 ff. ; John xx. 9, ii. 22; Acts xvii. 3, xxvi. 22 f., viii. 35 ; 1 Pet. i. 11. 

—The second x. r. yp. does not refer to the burial (Isa. liii. 9) also, as de 
Wette and most interpreters assume, following Theodoret and Oecumenius, 
but, as isto be deduced from the repetition of the br: before éy7y., only to 

the resurrection.*, See on John ii. 22. Christ's death and resurrection are 
the great facts of the redemptive work, borne witness to by the Scriptures ; 
the burial (comp. Rom. vi. 4 ; Col. ii. 12 ; Acts xiii. 29), being the conse- 

quence of the one and the presupposition of the other, lies between as an 
historical correlate of the corporeal reality of the resurrection, but not as a 

factor of the work of redemption, which as such would require to have been 
based upon Scripture testimony. — éyfyepta:] not the aorist again ; the being 

risen is the abiding state, which commenced with the éyep6jva:. Comp. 2 
Tim. ii. 8; Winer, p. 255 [E. T. 839]. 

Ver. 5. ‘‘ Res tanti momenti neque facilis creditu multis egebat testibus,” 
Grotius. — K7¢¢] Comp. Luke xxiv. 34.°— elra rowg dddexa, John xx. 19 ff. ; 

* This holds in the N. T., where the death 2 And that on the third day, which xara r. 
of Christ is spoken of, only of those passages = ypad. must be held to include in Its refer- 
in which the preposition fs not joined with ence. Comp. Matt. xif. 40; Luke xxiv. 46. 
persons : of persons Paul constantly uses *? Acoording to Holsten, z. Ev. d. Paul. 
uxép. Comp. on i. 18, Remark. ; u. Petr. p. 115 ff., the appearance made to 
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Luke xxiv. 36 ff. After the death of the traitor, there were indeed only 
eleven (hence several witnesses read évdexa, comp. Acts i. 26), nay, ac- 

cording to John /.c., Thomas also was absent at that time ; but comp. 
the official designations decemviri, centumviri, al., where the proper number 
also was often not complete. To reckon in Matthias (Chrysostom, Oecu- 

menius, Theophylact, Bengel, and others) would make a needless prothys- 
teron of the expression. It may be added that under the 67 we are always 

to conceive of but one act of appearing, as is especially clear from ver. 8 ; 

hence we arc not in connection with rotc dédexa to think of a combination of 

John xx. 19 ff. and 26 ff. (Osiander, van Hengel, and others), to which some 

have even added John xxi. That Paul narrates the series of appearances 
chronologically, should not have been questioned by Wieseler (Synopse der 
Evang. p. 420 f.), who assumes only an enumeration of the individual. cases 

without order of time. It is implied necessarily in the words of historical 
continuation themselves (érecra &¢67), as well as in their relation to éoyzarov 

navrov, ver. 8. Comp. also vv. 28, 24, 46. 

Ver. 6 exhibits a change in the construction—which does not continue 
further with 67.—but still belongs to the contents of the rapédwxa and rapé- 
AaBov down to droor. rao (in opposition ¢o Hofmann) ; for the point of 

view of the 8 xai mapéAafov reaches thus far, and it is only at ver. 8 that per- 

sonal experience comes in instead of it. Nor is it to be inferred from the 
transition from the dependent to the independent construction (so frequent 
also, as we know, in Greek writers), which naturally corresponds with the 

concrete vividness of the representation, that Paul had not included this 
appearance and those which follow in his preaching at Corinth, but, on the 
contrary, was now communicating them to his readers as something new (van 
Hengel). Ver. 8 is especially opposed to this view, since Paul, in referring 

to the appearances of the Risen One, had certainly not been silent upon 
that made to himself (comp. ix. 1). —éd1w] adverbial, not prepositional, 
Mark xiv. 5. Comp. izép. Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 410. ‘‘ Some” referred 
to by Chrysostom, were mistaken in holding it to mean : above, over their 

heads. — tevraxoc.] Consequently the number of believers in general was 
already much greater than that of those who were assembled, Actsi. 15. The 

remarks to the contrary by Baur and Zeller, according to whom the small 

number 120 is plainly shown by our passage to be incorrect, are not conclu- 

sive, since the appearance here mentioned may, without any arbitrariness, 

be placed at so early a stage that many pilgrims to the Passover may be con- 

ceived as still present in Jerusalem when it took place, and among these 
many non-Jewish disciples of Jesus, egpecially Galileans. The 120 who 
assembled afterwards were the stock of the congregation of Jerusalem itself. 
Comp. on Acts i. 15. On the other hand, it is possible that the Lord 
appeared to the 500 brethren also in Galilee in an assembly of so many of 
His disciples there (Schleiermacher, Ewald). More precise evidence is 
wanting. Matt. xxviii. 16 ff. has nothing to do with our passage (in oppo- 

Peter also (like all the following ones) was was the perplexing contradiction between 

a vision, the determining occasion of which the once living and the now dead Messiah. 
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sition to Lightfoot and Flatt), but applies only to the eleven. — é¢démag] not : 
once for all (Bretschneider, comp. Rom. vi. 10 ; Heb. vii. 27, ix. 12, x. 10), 
but, as it is usually understood : at once, simul (Luc. Dem. enc. 21). The 
former sense would need to be given by the context, which, however, from 
the largeness of the number, naturally suggests the latter. Van Hengel, 

too, wrongly insists upon the meaning semel, holding that this appearance 
took place only once, whereas ver. 5 applies to several appearances. The 
peculiar importance of this appearance lies precisely in the simul (Vulgate), 
avororroc 62 tay rooobruy 7 waprupia, Theodoret. This igazag and the multi- 

tude of the spectators exclude all the more decidedly the idea of a visionary 
or ecstatic sccing, although some have ascribed all the appearances of the 
Risen One to this source (see especially, Holsten, zwm Eo. des Paul. u. Petr. 

p. 65 ff.). Here we should have upwards of 500 visions occurring at the 
same time and place, the same in substance and form, and that, too, as psy- 
chological acts of the individual minds. —oi mAeiouc] the majority, x. 5. 

Luther gives it wrongly : ‘‘ many still.” — uévovorv] superstites sunt. Comp. 

on John xxi. 22; Phil. i. 25. "Exo péprepao ére Cavrac, Chrysostom. It 

may be added that the detinite affirmation, oi w2eiove puévover.v, shows how 

earnestly the apostolic church concerned itself about the still surviving wit- 
nesses to the resurrection of Jesus, and how well it knew them. 

_ Ver. 7. Both of these appearances also are otherwise unknown. — ‘Iax6Bw] 

The non-addition of any distinguishing epithet makes it more than probable 
that the person meant is he who was then the James xar’ itéz4, James the 
Just,’ not one of the Twelve, but universally known as the brother of the 
Lord (see onix. 4). Perhaps it was this appearance which made him become 
decided for the cause and service of his divine brother. Comp. Michaclis 
on our passage. The apocryphal narrative of the Evang. sec. Her. in Je- 
rome, de tir. il. 2, is, even as regards time, here irrelevant (in opposition to 

Grotius). — roig azooréAotg raatv] améotodat, since it takes in James also (comp. 
Gal. i. 19), must stand here in a widcr sense than roi¢ dédexa, but includes 

them along with others. In the Book of Acts, Barnabas, for instance, is 

called an apostle (xiv. 4, 14) ; and in 1 Thess. ii. 7, Timothy and Silvanus 
are comprehended under the conception arécrozo, of whom, of course, Tim- 

othy at least cannot be as yet included here. Chrysostom supposes the 

Seventy to be included. Comp. on xii. 28. In no case is it simply the 
Twelve again who are meant, whom Hofmann conceives to be designated 
here in their relation to the church. How arbitrary that is, and how super- 

fluous such a designation would be! But waco stands decidedly opposed to 
it ; Paul would have required to write elra d?2w roig¢azxoor. Notice also the 
strict marking off of the original apostles by ol dddexa, an expression which 
Paul uses in no other place. 

Ver. 8. Appearance at Damascus. Comp. ix. 1.— Regarding the adver- 
bial Zoyarov, comp. Plato, Gorg. p. 473 C ; Soph. Oed. Col. 1547 ; Mark xii. 
22 (Lachm.). It concludes the series of bodily appearances, and thereby sep- 
arates these from later appearances in visions (Acts xviii. 9), or some other 

1 Comp. Plitt in the Zeitschrift f. Luth. Theol. 1864, p. 28 ff. 
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apocalyptic way. — rdyvrwr] is not to be understood, as has been usually 
done, of all those in general to whom Christ appeared after His resurrec- 
tion, but of all apostles, as is the most natural interpretation from the very 
foregoing roic azoor. maor, and isrendered certain by the ro éxrpéu. with the. 

article, which, according to ver. 9, denotes xar é£ox# the apostolic ‘‘abor- 

tion.”'—The apostle’s sense of the high privilege of being counted worthy 
to see the Risen One awakens in him his deep humility, which was always 

fostered by the painful consciousness of having once persecuted the church ; 
he therefore expresses his strong sense of unworthiness by saying that he is, 

as it were (aozepei, quasi, only here in the N. T., often in classic writers), 

vo éxrpopa, the untimely foetus, Arist. Gener. An. iv. 5; LXX. Num. xii. 

12; Job iii. 16 ; Eccles. vi. 3; Aq. Ps. lvii. 9. See the passages in Wet- 
stein, Fritzsche, Diss. I. p. 60 f.; and as regards the standing of the word as 

Greek (for which the older Attic writers have auG2wua), Lobeck, ad Phryn. 
p. 209. In opposition to Heydenreich and Schulthess (most recently in Keil 

and Tzschirner's Anal. I. 4, p. 212 f.), who interpret in a way which is lin- 
guistically erroneous (adopted, however, already by rivéc in Theophylact), 

late-born, born afterwards in old age, see Fritzsche, l.c. The idea of being 

late-born, t.e. late in becoming an apostle, is conveyed in écyartov rdvrwv, not 

in éxrpwua. What Paul meant to indicate in a figurative way by r. éxrp. is 
clearly manifest from ver. 9, namely, that he was inferior to, and less worthy 

than, the rest of the apostles, in the proportion in which the abortive child stands 

behind that born mature.* Comp. Bengel : ‘‘ Ut abortus non est dignus hu- 
mano nomine, sic apostolus negat se dignum apostoli appellatione.” See 
also Ignatius, ad Rom. 9. The distinct explanation which he gives himself 
in ver, 9 excludes all the other—some of them very odd—interpretations 
which have been given,® along with that of Hofmann: Paul designates 
himself so in contrast to those who, when Jesus appeared to them, were 
brethren (James too ?) or apostles, and consequently had been ‘‘ born as chil- 

dren of God into the life of the faith of Christ ;” whereas with him the matter _ 
had not yet come to a ful] formation of Christ (Gal. iv. 19), as was the case 
with the rest. This artificial interpretation is all the more erroneous, seeing 
that Paul, when Christ appeared to him, had not yet made even the first 

1The “abortion” in the series of the 

apostles. Hofmann is wrong in making 

decet ; for he cites Klausen, ad Aesch. Agam. 
1140, who treats specially of this meaning 

wavrwry extend to the whole of the cases 

previously adduced. That would surely be 

a thing quite self-evident, namely, that in 
a series of cases following after each other, 

the last mentioned is just the éasi of all. 
No, wavreyv is correlative to the preceding 

wacrv, and the progress of thought is: “to 

the apostles ai, last of all, however, to me 

also."* Thereby Paul gives adequate ex- 

pression to the deep humility with which 

he sees himself added to the circle of the 

apostles. Comp. ver. 9: arogrdAwy, ardoto- 
dos, and then the retrospective ray zartwyr, 

ver. 10, also the éxetvoc, ver. 11.—Hofmann 

seems to take the wowepei in the sense of ul 

of the word, p. 244. 

2 The whole passage is entirely misunder- 

stood by Kienlen in the Jahrd. /. d. Theol. 
1868, p. 316 ff. 

? Among these must be placed Calvin's 
opinion (comp. Osiander): ‘Se comparat 

abortivo .. . subilae suae conversionia re- 

spectu,”’ shared by Grotius and others, in- 

cluding Schrader. So, too, with the view 
of Baronius, Estius, Cornelius & Lapide, 
and others, that Paul describes himself as 

a supernumerary. And Wetstein even sug- 

gests: “‘ Pseudapostoli videntur Paulo sta- 

turam exiguam objecisse, 2 Cor. x. 10." 
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approach to being a Christian embryo, but was the most determined opponent 
of the Lord, and was actively engaged in persecuting Him (Acts ix. 4); 
aor. tT. extp. does not describe what Paul was then, when Christ appeared to 

him, but what he és since that time. — xayoi] at the end, with the unaffected 
stamp of humility after the expressions of self-abascment put before. — Ob- 
serve further, that Paul places the appearance of the Risen One made to 
himself in the same series with the others, without mentioning the ascension 
which lay between. Certainly, therefore, hc did not regard the latter as the 

striking, epoch-making event, which it first appears in the narrative of the 
Book of Acts, forty days after the resurrection. See generally on Luke xxiv. 

51, Remark. But observe also what stress Paul lays here and ix. 1 upon the 
outwardly manifested bodily appearance of the Lord, with which Gal. i. 15 
does not in any way conflict.’ 2 Cor. xii. 2 ff. is of a différent tenor. 

Ver. 9. Justification of the expression domepe rg éxrpdyare. Vv. 9 and 
10 are not a grammatical, though they may be a logical, parenthesis. — éyé] 

has emphasis : just J, no other. Comp. on this confession, Eph. iii. 8 ; 1 
Tim. i. 15. — d¢ ob« civ? x.7.A.] argumentative ; guippe qui, etc. Comp. Od. 
ii. 41, al.; Ken. Mem. ii. 7. 13 ; Matthiae, p. 1067, note 1. — ixavde] suffi- 

ciently fitted, Matt. iii. 11; Luke iii. 16 ; 2 Cor. iil. 5. — xadrciofa:] to bear the 

name of apostle, this high, honourable name. 

Ver. 10. The other side of this humility, looking to God. Yet has God's 
grace made me what Iam. Comp. Gal. i. 15. — ydper:] has the principal em- 
phasis, hence again 4 ydpi¢ atvrov.— 3 eius] In this is comprehended the whole 

sum of his present being and character, so different from his pre-Christian 
condition. — # cic éué] Comp. 1 Pet. i. 10: towards me. Plato, Pol. v. p. 

729 D. — ob nev] not void of result. Comp. ver. 58 ; Phil. ii. 16; 1 Thess. 
lil. 5. — éyev.] not : has been, but : has practically become. — 4444] introduces 
the great contrast to ov xev) éyev., valued highly by Paul, even in the depth 

of his humility, as against the impugners of his apostolic position ; and in- 
troduces it with logical correctness, for repicodrepov . . . éxoriaca is the re- 

sult of the grace. —mzpoo.] accusative neuter. It is the plus of the result. 
Regarding éxor. of apostolic labour, comp. Phil. ii. 16 ; Gal. iv. 11, al. — 
avtév révrev) than they all, which may either mean : than any of them, or : 
than they all put together. Since the latter corresponds to the roi¢ aroo-. 
xaotv, ver. 7, and suits best the design of bringing out the fruitful efficacy 
of the divine grace, and also agrees with history so far as known to us, it is 

accordingly to be preferred (Osiander and van Hengcel) in opposition to the 
former interpretation, which is the common one. —ovx éy® d2, GAA’ x.7.4.] 
Correction regarding the subject of éxoriaca, not I however, but. Chrysostom 
says well : 7% ow Oe: Kexpnuévog raretvoppocivg xal rovro (that he laboured 

more, etc.) raytuc rapédpape, cai Td wav avéOnxe r> Oeg. Paul is conscious in 

himself that the relation of the efficacy of God’s grace to his own personal 
agency is of such a kind, that what has just been stated belongs not to the 
latter, but to the former.* — »} ydpic r. Beod civ éuoi] ac. Exowiace mepioc. avr. 

1 See Paret in the Jahrb. f. deutsche Theol. * Augustine, De Grat. ef Hd. ard. 8, says: 
1859, p. 243 ff.; Beysohlag in the Stud.u. ‘‘Nonego autem, i.e. non solus, sed gratia 
Krit. 1864, p. 219 f. Dei mecum ; ac per hoo nec gratia Dei sola, 
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nxavr. Not I have laboured more, but the grace of God has done it with me (in 
efficient fellowship with me, comp. Mark xvi. 20). It is: to be observed 
that the article before ctv éuot is not genuine (see the critical remarks), and 

so Paul does not disclaim for himself his own seclf-active share in bringing 
about the result, but knows that the intervention of the divine grace so 

outweighs his own activity, that to the alternative, whether he or grace has 

wrought such great things, he can only answer, as he has done : not J, but 
the grace of God with me. Were the article before civ éuoi genuine, the 
thought would not be: the grace has wrought it with me, but: the grace, 

which is with me,' has wrought t. But Beza’s remark holds true for the case 
also of the article being omitted’: ‘‘ Paulum ita se ipsum facere gratiae ad- 
ministrum, ut illi omnia tribuat.”” There is no ground for thinking even re- 
motely of a ‘‘not alone, but also,” or the like (sce Grotius, Flatt, and 
others). 

Ver. 11. Obv] takes up again the thread of the discourse which had been 
interrupted by vv. 9, 10, as in vill. 4, but yet with reference to ver. 9. f. — 

éxeivor] i.e. the rest. of the apostles, vv. 7, 8, 9 f.—otrw] so as was stated 
above, namcly, that Christ is risen, ver. 4 ff., and see ver. 12. — xai otru¢] 

and in this way, in consequence, namely, of this, that the resurrection of 

Jesus was proclaimed to you, ye have become believers (ém:or. as in ver. 2). 

—Observe, further, in eire obv éya, eite éxeivor, the apologetic glance of apos- 
tolic self-assertion, which he turns upon those who questioned his rank as 
an apostle. 

Ver. 12. In what a contrast, however, with this preaching stands the 
assertion of certain persons among you that, etc. ! Xporé¢ has the main 
emphasis in the protasis ; hence its position. — mac] expression of astonish- 

ment ; how is it yet possible, that ; xiv. 7, 16; Rom. iii. 6, vi. 2, vili. 32, x. 

14; Gal. ii. 14. The logical justice of the astonishment rests on this, that 
the assertion, ‘‘ there is no resurrection of dexd persons,” denics also per 
consequentiam the resurrection of Christ. Ver. 13. — rivéc] quidam, quos 
nominare nolo, See Hermann, ad Viger. p. 731, also Schoemann, ad Js. p. 

250. See, besides, introduction to the chapter. ’Ev tyiv is simply in your 
church, without any emphasis of contradistinction to non-Christians (Krauss). 

— ovk Zorcv] does not take place, there is not. Comp. Eph. vi. 9; Matt. xxii. 
28 ; Acts xxiii. 8. Comp. also Plato, Phaed. p. 71 E: eimep gore rd ava3idc- 
xeofiaz, Aesch. Hum. 639 : drag Obavévrog¢ obrig Ear’ avdaracic. 

Ver. 13. Aé] carrying onward, in order by a chain of inferences to reduce 
the rivéc with their assertion ad absurdum. — oidé] even not. The inference 

rests upon the principle: ‘‘sublato genere tollitur et species” (Grotius). For 

Christ had also become a vexpéc, and was, as respects His human nature, not 

different from other men (ver. 21). Comp. Theodoret : caua yép cai 6 deord- 

tn elye Xptoréc. This in opposition to the fault which Riickert finds with 
the conclusion, that, if Christ be a being of higher nature, the Logos of 

nec ipse solus, sed gratia Dei cum illo.” looked. 
Therewith, however, the relation of the 1 That is, which stands in helping fellow- 
grace to the individuality, as Paul has ex- ship with me. See Kiihner, IL p. 276. 
pressed {t by ovx« ¢yw, adda, is entirely over- 
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God, etc., the laws of created men do not hold for Him. It is plain that 
the resurrection, as well as the death, related only to the human form of 
existence. The cdua of Christ (xi. 24; Rom. vii. 4), the odua rij¢ capnidc 

avrov (Col. i. 22 ; comp. Eph. ii. 15), was put to death and rose again, 
which would have been impossible, if avdaraoic vexpdv (bodily revivification 
of those bodily dead) in general were a chimera. Comp. Knapp, Scr. var. 
arg. p. 816 ; Usteri, p. 864 f. ; van Hengel, p. 68f. Calvin, following Chrys- 
ostom and Theodoret, grounds the apostle’s conclusion thus: ‘‘quia enim 
non nisi nostra causa resurgere debuit : nulla ejus resurrectio foret, si nobis 
nihil prodesset.” Comp. Erasmus, Paraphr. But according to this it 
would not follow from the avécraot¢ vexp. ove éorcv that Christ had not risen, 

but only that His resurrection had not fulfilled its aim. The idea, that 

Christ is arapyf of the resurrection is not yet taken for granted here (as an 
axiom), but comes in for the first time at ver. 20 (in opposition to Chrysos- 
tom, Theophylact, and others, including de Wette and Osiander), after the 
argument has already reached the result, that Christ cannot have remained 
iu the grave, as would yet follow with logical certainty from the proposi- 
tion : avdoracicg vexp. ove Eotrv. It is only when it comes to bring forward 

the arapy%, that the series of inferences celebrates its victory. 

Ver. 14. Aé] continues the series of inferences. Without the resurrection 
of Jesus, what are we with our preaching! what you with your faith! The 
former is then dealt with in ver. 15 f., the latter in vv. 17-19. — dpa] is the 

simple therefore, thus (rebus ita comparatis). See against Hartung’s view, 
that it introduces the unexpected (this may be implied in the connection, but 
not in the particle), Klotz, ad Devar. p. 160 ff. —xevdy and xevf are put first 
with lively emphasis. —ovx eyfy.] i.e. has remained in the grave. — revéy] 
empty, i.e. without reality (Eph. v. 6; Col. ii. 8), without really existing 
contents, inasmuch, namely, as the redemption in Christ and its completion 
through the Messianic our7pia are the contents of the preaching ; but this 

redemption has not taken place and the Messianic salvation is a chimera, if 
Christ has not risen. Comp. ver. 17; Rom. i. 4, iv. 25, viii. 34. = cai] 

aleo. If it holds of Christ that He is not risen, then it holds also of our 
preaching that it is empty. — } mioric tudv] your faith in Jesus asthe Messiah,’ — 
ver. 11. Christ would, in fact, not be the Redeemer and Atoner, as which, 

however, He is the contents of your faith.* Comp. Simonides in Plato, 
Prot. p. 845 C : xevedy . . . éArida, Soph.’ Ant. 749 : xevac yvduac, Eur. Iph. 
Aul, 987, Hel. 86. 

Ver. 15. We should not, with Lachmann, place only a comma after ver. 

14 ; for ver. 15 carries independently its full confirmation with it, and its 

awful thought comes out all the more impressively, when taken indepen- 
dently of what precedes it. The emphasis of the verse lies in the God-dis- 
honouring wevdoudpr. tov Orotv. In this phrase roi Geot must, in conformity 

with what follows, be genitivus objecti (not subjecti, as Billroth would make 

1 The reading }nev, which Olshausen pre- is a mechanical repetition of the preceding 
fers from a total misapprehension of the jer. 

connection, bas only the weak attestation * Comp. Krauss, p. 74 ff. 
of D* min. and some vss. and Fathers, and 
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if: ‘false witnesses, whom God has,” comp. Osiander, e¢ al.) : persons 

who have testified what is false against God. — xara tov Oeov] is not to be taken, 
with Erasmus, Beza, Wolf, Raphel, de Wette, and others, as in respect to 

God, of God (Schaefer, ad Dem. I. p. 412 f.; Valck. ad Phoen. 821; 

Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 272) ; for the context requires the reference to be as 
much in opposition to God as possible, and hence requires the sense : 

against, adversus (Vulgate). Comp. Matt. xxvi. 59, 62, xxvii. 18 ; Mark 

xiv. 56, 60, xv. 4, al. ; Xen. Apol. 13: ov webdouar xara rod Geov, Plato, Gorg. 

p. 472 B. Every consciously falee giving of testimony that God has done 
something, is testimony against God, because an abuse of His name and 
injury to His holiness. — dy ovx fyetpev, cixep apa «.t.A.] whom He has not 
raised, if really thus (as is asserted) dead persons are not raised (Q*). Regard- 
ing ei dpa and eizep dpa sce Klotz, U.c. pp. 178, 528. Observe here (1) the 

identity’ of the category, in which Paul places the resurrection of Christ and 
the bodily resurrection of the dead ; (2) the sacredness of the apostolic testi- 
mony for the former ; (3) the fanatical self-deception, to which he would 
have been a victim, if the appearances of the Risen One had been psycho- 
logical hallucinations, so that the whole transformation of Saul into Paul— 
nay, his whole Gospel—would rest upon this sclf-deception, and this self- 

deception upon a mental weakness which would be totally irreconcilable 
with his otherwise well-known strength and acuteness of intellect. 

Ver. 16. Proof of the 6» ov« jyeper, eirrep x.7.A. by solemn repetition of 

ver. 13 entirely as to purport, and almost entirely as to the words also. 
Vv. 17, 18. Solemnly now also the other conclusion from the ovd2 Xpiord¢ 

tyfy., already expressed in ver. 14, is once more exhibited, but- in such a 
way that its tragical form stands out still more awfully (uaraia and ére éore 

év r. du. tu.), and has a new startling feature added to it by reference to the 
lot of the departed. — paraia] vain, fruitless, put first with emphasis, as ér: 
is afterwards. Comp. ver. 14. The meaning of the word may be the 
same as xevf in ver. 14 (comp. pdraog Adyoc, Plato, Legg. 11. p. 654 E; 

Herod. iii. 56 ; pératog dofocogia, Plato, Soph. p. 231 B ; uérasoc evxh, Eur. 

Iph. T. 628, and the like, Isa. lix. 4; Eccles. xxxi. § ; Acts xiv. 15; 1 Cor. 

ili, 20), to which Hofmann, too, ultimately comes in substance, explaining 

the riori¢ wataia of their having comforted themselves groundlessly with 

that which has no truth. But what follows shows that resultlessness, the 

missing of the aim, is denoted here (comp. Tit. iii. 9 ; Plato, Tim. p. 40 D, 

Legg. v. p. 735 B; Polyb. vi. 25. 6 ; 4 Macc. vi. 10). This, namely, has 
its character brought out in an awful manner by ére éoré év r. du. tyu.: then 

ye are still in your sins—i.e. then ye are not yet set free from your (pre-Chris- 
tian) sins, not yet delivered from the obligation of their guilt. For if 

Christ is not risen, then also the reconciliation with God and justification 

have not taken place ; without His resurrection His death would not be a 
redemptive Geath.’ Rom. iv. 25, and see on ver. 14. Regarding the ex- 
pression, comp. 3 Esdr. viii. 76; Thuc. i. 78. See also John viii. 21, 24, 

ix. 41. — dpa xai oi xoru7O. x.7.A.] a new consequence of e d2 X. otx éyfy., but 

1 Comp. Welss, bit. Theol. p. 829. 
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further inferred by épa from the immediately preceding éri éoré év raig apuapr. 
iu. : then those also who have fallen asleep are accordingly (since they, too, can 
have obtained no propitiation), etc. — oi xoru7?.] Observe the aorist: who 
Jell asleep, which expresses the death of the individuals as it took place at 
different times. It is otherwise at ver. 20; comp. 1 Thess. iv. 14 f. —ép 
Xpiorg] for they died! so, that they during their dying were not out of 

Christ, but through faith in Him were in living fellowship with Him. 
Comp. 1 Thess. iv. 16 ; Rev. xiv. 13. We are neither, with Grotius (comp. 
as early interpreters as Chryosostom and Theodoret), to think simply of the 

martyrs (év = propter), nor, with Calovius, widening the historical meaning 
on dogmatic grounds, to include the believers of the Old Testament (even 

Adam), for both are without support in the context ; but to think of the 
Christians deceased. —ardédAovro] they are destroyed, because in their death 
they have become liable to the state of punishment in Hades (see on Luke 
xvi. 28), secing that they have, in fact, died without expiation of their sins. 

That this does not mean : they have become annihilated (Menochius, Bengel, 

Heydenreich, and others), is clear from érz éoré év rt. au. tu., of which, in 

respect of the dead, the améAea in Hades is the consequence. 

Ver. 19. Sad lot of the Christians (not simply of the apostles, as Grotius 
and Rosenmiiller would have it), if this ai xounfévres év X. atdAovro turn out 

to be true! ‘‘If we are nothing more than such, as in this life have their 
hope in Christ,—not at the same time such, as even when soupéivree will 

hope in Christ,?—then are we more wretched,” etc. In other words: ‘'If 
the hope of the future glory (this object of the Christian hope is obvious of 
itself, xiii. 13 ; Rom. v. 2), which the Christian during his temporal life 
places in Christ, comes to nought with this life, inasmuch as death trans- 
ports him into a condition through which the Christian hope proves itself 
to be a delusion,—namely, into the condition of ardéAca,—then are we 

Christians more wretched,” etc.—The correct reading is ei év rp ¢. ratty tv 
X. nar. éop. udvov. Sec the critical remarks. In éy r. (wu ratty the main 

emphasis falls upon rg (wy, as the opposite of xoiunfévree (comp. Rom. viii. 

88 ; 1 Cor. iii. 22; Phil. i. 20; Luke xvi. 25), not upon ratrg (so com- 

monly) ; and yzdvov belongs to the whole év r. ¢. r. év X. yAmixdrec éouév, 80 

that the adverb is put last for emphasis (Kihner, ad Xen. Anab. ii. 5. 14, 
li. 6. 1), not simply to év r. ¢. ratry, as it is usually explained : ‘‘If we are 
such as only for this life (‘dum hic vivimus,’ Piscator) have placed their 
hope in Christ,” Billroth. This trajection of zévov would be in the highest 

1 Kowuao@a: is the habitually used New 

Testament euphemism for dying (comp. vv. 

6, 11, 30), and in no way justifies the un- 

scriptural assumption of asleep of the soul, 

in which Paul is held to have believed. See 

against this, Delitzsch, Psychol. p. 419 ff. In 

the euphemistic character of that expres- 

sion, however, which classic writers also 

have (Jacobs, ad Del. epigr. vill. 2), lies the 
reason why he never uses it of the death of 
Christ. This was recognized as early as by 

Photius, who aptly remarks, Quaest. Am- 

phtloch. 187: é¢wi wey otv rov Xpicrov Odva- 
Tov Kade, iva td wdos miotwoyra: él 82 

HheV KOLBHAGLY, va THY SUNY wapauvhicn- 

ta, "EvOa nev ydp wapexwpncev % avdoracic, 

Gappwy cadet Gdvaror: évOa 82 ev dAmiowy Ere 
ever, oiunoty KaAet x.T.A, 

2 The conception of the éAris does not 
so coincide here with that of the wions, as 

Lipsius assumes, Rechtfertigungel. p. 209. 
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degree violent and irrational. The perfect #Amixérec indicates the continued 
subsistence during this life of the hope cherished ; 2 Cor. i. 10; 1 Tim. iv. 
10, al. See Bernhardy, p. 378 ; Ast, ad Plat. Legg. p. 408. Comp. the 

éoAra 80 frequent in Homer; Duncan, Lev., ed. Rost, p. 368. That the 

hope has an end with the present life, is not implied in the perfect (Hof- 
mann), but in the whole statement from ei on to pévor. The participle 

again with iouév does not stand for the tempus jinitum, but the predicate is 
brought into peculiar relief (Kithner, II. p. 40), so that it is not said what 
we do, but what we are (Hoffer). Comp. as early as Erasmus, Annot. As 

regards tv Xpor@, comp. Eph. i. 12 ; 1 Tim. vi.°17 ; the hope is in Christo 

reposita, rests in Christ. Comp. moretev év ; sec on Gal. iii. 26. Riickert 
is wrong in connecting éy X. with pévov (equivalent to év uévy ro X.): “If 

we in the course of this life have placed our whole confidence on Christ alone, 
have (at the end of our life) disdained every other ground of hope and de- 
spised every other source of happiness, and yet Christ is not risen . . . is 
able to perform nothing of what was promised ; then are we the most un- 
happy,” etc. Against this may be decisively urged both the position of 
pévoyv and the wholly arbitrary way in which the conditioning main idea is 

supplied (‘‘ and if yet Christ is not risen”). According to Baur, what is 

meant to be snid is: ‘‘if the whole contents of our life were the mere 

hoping,” which, namely, never passes into fulfilment. But in that way a 
pregnancy of meaning is made to underlie the #Amm«érec, which must have 
been at least indicated by the arrangement : e 7Amixdérec udvov éouev x.T.A. — 
édeervérepor wavr.] more worthy of compassion than all men, namely, who are 
in existence besides us Christians. Comp. the passages in Wetstein. Re- 
garding the form éAeewdéc¢, which is current with Plato also (in opposition to 
Ast) and others, instead of éAecvéc, see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 87; Borne- 
mann, ad Xen. Anab., iv. 4. 11, Lips. Jn how far the Christians—supposing 

them to be nothing more than persons who build their hope upon Christ so 
long as they lire, who therefore after their death will see the hope of their 
life concerning the future défa vanish away—are the most wretched of all 
men, is clear of itself from their distinctive position, inasmuch, namely, as 

for the sake of what is hoped for they take upon themselves privation, self- 
denial, suffering, and distresses (Rom. viii. 18; 2 Cor. iv. 17 f. ; Col. iii. 

3), and then in death nothwithstanding fall a prey to the azd2ea. In this 
connection of the condition until death with the disappointment after death 

would lie the éAeecvdv, the tragic nothingness of the Christian moral eudae- 
monism, which sces in Christ its historical basis and divine warrant. The 
unbelieving, on the contrary, live on carelessly and in the enjoyment of the 

moment. Comp. ver. 82, and see Calvin’s exposition. (R*) 
Ver. 20. No, we Christians are not in this unhappy condition ; Christ-is 

risen, xal tiv Tov puetépov cwripog avdotaow éxéyyvov (guarantee) ry¢ duetEpag 

Eyouev avacrdéceuc, Theodoret. Several interpreters (Flatt, comp. Calvin on 

ver. 29) have wrongly regarded vv. 20-28 as an episode. See on ver. 29. 
— vuvi 62] jam vero, but now, as the case really stands. Comp. xiii. 18, xiv. 6, 

al, —anapy7 tiw Kexowp.] a8 Jirst-fruits of those who hace fallen asleep, predica- 
tive more precise definition to Xp:orés, inasmuch as He is risen from the 
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dead. Comp. as regards arapyf used of persons, xvi. 15; Rom. xvi. 5; 
Jas. i. 18; Plutarch, Zhes. 16. The meaning is: ‘‘ Christ is risen, so that 
thereby He has made the holy beginning of the gencral resurrection of those 
who have fallen asleep” (comp. ver. 23; Col. 1.18; Rev. i. 5 ; Clement, 

Cor. I. 24). Whether in connection with arapy4 Paul was thinking pre- 

- cisely of a definite offering of first-fruits as the concrete foil to his concep- 
tion (comp. Rom. xi. 16), in particular of the sheaves of the Paschal feast, 
Lev. xxili. 10 (Bengel, Osiander, and others), must, since he indicates 

nothing more minutely, remain undecided. The genitive is partitice. See 
on Rom. viii. 28. — That by rév xexoyu. we are to understand believers, is to 

be inferred both from the word itself, which in the New Testament is 
always used only of the death of the saints, and also from the fellow- 
ship with Christ denoted by arapyf. And in truth what is conceived of 
is the totality of departed believers, including, therefore, those too who 

shall still fall asleep up to the Parousia, and then belong also to the xexor- 
phuevor (the sleeping ; see ver. 23. This does not exclude the fact that 
Christ is the raiser of the dead also for the unbelieving ; He is not, however, 

their arapxf ; but see on ver. 22. That those, moreover, who were raised 

before Christ and by Christ Himself (as Lazarus), also those raised by apos- 

tles, do not make the arapy? rév xexouu. untrue, is clear from the considera- 

tion that no one previously was raised to immortal life (to ag@apcia) ; while 

Enoch and Elias (Gen. v. 24; 2 Kings ii. 11) did not die at all. Christ 
thus remains mpéro¢ é& avaordoews vexpov, Acts xxvi. 28. But the arapyf 

allows us to look from the dawn of the eschatological order of salvation, as 
having taken place already, to the certainty of its future completion. Lu- 

thardt says well: ‘‘ The risen Christ is the beginning of the history of the 
end.” 

Ver. 21. Assigning the ground for the characteristic drapy} rév xexotu. 
‘* For since (seeing that indeed, i. 21 f., xiv. 16; Phil. ii. 26) through a man 

death is brought about, 30 also through a man is resurrection of the dead brought 
about.” We must supply simply éori ; but_the conclusion is not (Calvin and 

many others) ¢ contrariis causis ad contrarios effectus, but, as is shown by the 
é¢ avOpdérov twice prefixed with emphasis : a causa mali effectus ad similem 
causam contrarii effectus. The evil which arose through a human author is 
by divine arrangement removed also through a human author. How these 
different effects are each brought about by a man, Paul assumes to be known 
to his readers from the instructions which he must have given them orally, 
but reminds them thereof by ver. 22. — @dvaroc] of physical death, Rom. 

v. 12. — avéoraoie vexpiv] resurrection of dead persons, abstractly expressed, 
designates the matter ideally and in general. So also 6dvaro¢ without the 
article ; see the critical remarks. 

Ver. 22. More precise explanation confirmatory of ver. 21, so that the 
first d¢ avfpdrov is defined in conereto by ty 1 ‘Addu, likewise @avarog by 
mévrec arotvhoxovety x.t.A. —év to Addu) In Adam it is causally estahlished that 
all die, inasmuch as, namely, through Adam’s sin death has penctrated to 
all, Rom. v. 12; to which statement only Christ Himself, who, as the sin- 
less One, submitted Himself to death in free obedience toward the Father 
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(Phil. ii. 8; Rom. v. 19), forms a self-evident exception. — éy rq X.] for in 
Christ lies the ground and cause, why at the final historical completion of 
His redemptive work the death which has come through Adam upon all 

shall be removed again, and all shall be made alive through the resurrec- 
tion of the dead. In this way, therefore, certainly no one shall be made 

alive except in Christ,’ but this will happen to all. Since rdvrec, namely, 

is not to be restricted to the totality of believers, but to be taken quite 
generally (see below), there thus results more specially as the idea of the 
apostle : Christ, when He appears in His glory, is not simply the giver of 
life for His believing people ; He makes them (through the resurrection, 
and relatively through the transformation, ver. 51) alive unto the eternal 
Messianic (4 (Rom. viii. 11 ; but His life-giving power extends also to the 
other side, that is, to the unbelievers who must experience the necessary 
opposite of the completed redemption ; these He awakes to the resurrection 
of condemnation. Paul thus agrees with John v. 28 f. ; Matt. x. 28; and 
thus his declaration recorded in Acts xxiv. 15 finds its confirmation in our 
text (comp. on Phil. iii. 11). — révre¢ (wor.] which is to be understood not 

of the new principle of life introduced into the consciousness of humanity 
(Baur, neut. Theol. p. 198), but, according to the context and on account of 

the future, in the eschatological sense, is by most interpreters (including 
Flatt, Billroth, Riickert, Osiander, van Hengel, Maier, Ewald, Hofmann, 

Lechler, apost. Zeit. p. 145 ; Lutterbeck, IT. p. 232 ff.) held to refer only to 

believers. But éxaoroc, ver. 28, requires us to think of the resurrection of 
all (so also Olshausen, de Wette) ; for otherwise we should have toscek the 

ndvreg collectively in the second class ére:ra of tov Xpiorov, so that of rov 

Xpiorov and the rdvrec would cover each other, and there could be no men- 
tion at all of an Exaorog év TO idiy rayyare in reference to the rdvree. Accord- 

ingly we must not restrict (wor. to blessed life, and perhaps explain (so de 
Wette, comp. also Neander in loc.; Messner, Lehre der Apost. p. 291 f. ; 
Stroh, Christus d. Erstl. d. Entschlaf. 1866) its universality (xdvrec) from the 

(not sanctioned by the N. T.) aroxardoracig zavrwv (comp. Weizel in the 

Stud. u. Krit. 1836, p. 978; Kern in the Tw. Zeitschr. 1840, 3, p. 24). 
Neither must we so change the literal meaning, as to understand it only of 
the destination ® of all to the blessed resurrection (J. Miiller in the Stud. 1. 
Krit. 1835, p. 751), or as even to add mentally the condition which holds 

universally for the partaking in salvation (Hofmann)— which alteration of 
what is said categorically into a hypothetical statement is sheer arbitrariness. 
On the contrary, (woo. (see also ver. 86), confronted with the quite uni- 

versal assertion of the opponents that a resurrection of the dead is a non ens 
(vv. 12-16), is in and by itself indifferent (comp. Rom. iv. 17 ; 2 Kings v. 
%- Neh. ix. 6; Theod. Isa. xxvi. 14; Lucian, V. H. i. 22), the abstract 

opposite of Aévaroc (comp. ver. 36), in connection with which the concrete 
difference as regards the different subjects is left for the reader himself to 
‘infer. As carly interpreters as Chrysostom, Ambrosiaster, and Theodoret 

1 Von Zezschwitzin the Zriang. Zettschr. 2 Comp. Krauss, p. 107 ff., who finds in the 
1868, Apr. p. 197. Comp. also Luthardt, v.d. whole chain of thought the awoxardcraces 

letzten Dingen, p. 125. Tey wavToy, 
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have rightly understood rdvre¢ Cwor. not simply of the blessed resurrection, 
but generally of bodily revivification, and without limiting or attaching con- 
ditions to the mdévrec. It denotes all without exception, as is necessary 
from ver. 23, and in keeping with the quite universal zdvre¢ of the first half 
of the verse. See, too, on ver. 24. In opposition to the error regarding 
the Apokatastasis, see generally Philippi, Glaubenslehre, II. p. 372 ff.; 
Martensen, Dogmat. § 286. (8°) 

Ver. 23. Hach, however, in his own division, se. Cworoinfjoerat. — raya] does 
not mean order of succession, but is a military word (division of the army, le- 

gion, Xen. Mem. iii. 1. 11, and see the passages in Wetstein and Schweig- 
hiuser, Ler. Polyb. p. 610 f.), so that Paul presents the different divisions of 

those that rise under the image of different troops of an army. In Clement 
also, Cor. i. 87, 41, this meaning should be retained. — azapy) Xproréc] as 
Jirst-fruits Christ, namely, vivificatus est. What will ensue in connection 
with the drapyf, after the lapse of the period between it and the Parousia, be- 
longs to the future. It would appear, therefore, as though arapyz7 X. were 
not pertinent here, where the design is to exhibit the order of the future 
resurrection (ver. 22). But Paul regards the resurrection of all, including 

Christ Himself, as one great connected process, only taking place in several 
acts, so that thus by far the greater part indeed belongs to the future, but, 
in order not simply to the completeness of the whole, but at the same time 
Sor the sure guarantee of what was to come, the arapyf also may not be left 
unmentioned. There is no ground for importing any further special design ; 
in particular, Paul cannot have intended to counteract such conceptions, as 
that the whole rdyza must forthwith be made alive along with its leader 

(von Zezschwitz), or to explain why those who have fallen asleep in Christ 

continue in death and do not anise immediately (Hofmann). For no reader 
could expect the actual resurrection of the dead before the Parousia ; that 
was the postulate of the Christian hope.'—We may note that, in using azapyz7?, 

Paul departs again from his military mode of conception as expressed in 
réyua ; otherwise he would have written apyé¢, dpr7yéc, érapyoc, xopvdaioc, 
or something similar. —ol rot Xprcroi] the Christians, Gal. v. 24; 1 Thess. 
iv. 16. — éy r@ rapovoig avrov] at His coming to set up the Messianic kingdom, 

Matt. xxiv. 8; 1 Thess. ii. 19, iii. 18, iv. 15; Jas. v. 7f. ; 1 John ii. 28 ; 

2 Pet. iii. 4. Paul accordingly describes the réyua which rises first after 
Christ Himself (as the azapyf) thus : thereafter shall the confessors of Christ 
be raised up at His Parousia. It is opposed to this—the only correct— 
meaning of the words to restrict of rot Xpicrot to the true Christians (oi morot 

cai oi et'doxzunxérec, Chrysostom), and thereby to anticipate the judgment (2 
Cor. v.10; Rom. xiv. 10), or to include along with them the godly of the 

Old Testament, as Theodoret, and of late Maier, have done. Not less con- 
trary to the words is it to explein away the Parousia, as van Hengel does : 
‘* qui sectatores Christi fuerunt, guum ille hac in terra erat.” This is gram- 
matically incorrect, for the article would have needed to be repeated ;* in- 

1 This applies also against the view of no other of them that sleep arisen. sceing 
Weiss, Didi. Theol. p. 429, that Paul wishes that Christ has truly arisen already ? 
to anticipate the question, Why, then, has * Because dy ry sapove. atrov does not 
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appropriate as regards expression, for 1 rapoveia rov X. is in the whole New 
Testament the habitual technical designation of the last coming of Christ ; 
and lastly, missing the mark as to meaning, since it would yield only a non- 
essential, accidental difference as to the time of discipleship as the criterion of 
distinction (Matt. xx. 16). (1) — #recra is simply thereafter, thereupon, look- 
ing back to the arapyf, not following next, as Hofman would have it. The 

intervening period is the time running on to the Parousia. Hofmann inap- 
propriately compares the use of the word in Soph. Ant. 611, where 1d #ecra 
occurs and denotes what follows immediately next ; see Schneidewiin on 

Soph. l.c. ; also Hermann in loc: ‘‘a quo prozimum est cum eoque cohaeret.” 
Ver. 24. Elra rd réAoc] se. goraz. Then shall the end be, namely, as is clear 

from the whole context, the end of the resurrection. Bengel puts it aptly : 
‘‘correlatum primitiarum” (comp. Matt. xxiv. 14, where 1rd réAo¢ is correla- 
tive with apyf in ver. 8, also Mark xiii. 7, 9) ; although Christ is only the 
Jirst-fruits of the believers, He is nevertheless at the same time the begin- 
ning of all. According to Paul, therefore, the order of the resurrection is 

this: (1) it has begun already with Christ Himself ; (2) at Christ’s return 

to establish His kingdom the Christians shall be raised up ; (8) thereafter 
—how soon, however, or how long after the Parousia, is not said '—sets in 

the last act of the resurrection, its close, which, as is now self-evident after 
what has gone before, applies to the non-Christians.* These too shall, it 
is plain, be judged (vi. 2, xi. 82), of which their resirrection is the necessary 
premiss (in opposition to Weiss, didl. Theol. p. 430 f.). Paul has thus con-' 
joined the doctrine of Judaism regarding a twofold resurrection (Bertholdt, 
Christol. pp. 176 ff., 208 ff.) with the Christian faith, in accordance with 
the example of Christ Himself (see on Luke xiv. 14; John v. 29). The 
mayority of interpreters after Chrysostom (including Reiche, Ewald, Maier) 

understand 1rd réAo¢ of the end of the present age of the world,* the final con- 
summation (Weiss), the closing issue of things (Luthardt, ». d. leteten Dingen, 

p. 127), which includes also the resurrection of all men. (0?) In connection 

with this Rickert thinks (comp. Kling, p. 505) that elra indicates the im- 
mediate following, one upon the other, of the avéoraow and the réAo¢ ; Ols- 
hausen, again, that Paul conceived the thousand years of the Messianic 

kingdom to come in between the Parousia, and the réAoc, and the resurrec- 

tion of the non-Christians to be joined together with the réAoc. But against 
the latter view it may be urged that, according to the constant doctrine of 

blend together with ot rot X. into a unity 

of conception ; as, for example, rots mAov- 

ciots ev To vow aiwve, 1 Tim. vi. 17, where rois 
wAovc. receives an essential modification of 
the conception by the note of time added. 

1 Within this intermediate time falls the 

continued conquest of Christ over all hos- 

tile powers, vv. 24, 25, whose subjugation 

will not yet be completed at the Parousia. 
This also in opposition to Weiss, Didl. Theol. 
p. 427. To import into this period a process 

of redemption for the non-Christians and 
the wicked (Weizel, Stroh), is neither in ac- 

cord with Paul nor with the New Testa- 
ment generally. 

2 Van Hengel, too, takes it rightly of the 
closing act of the resurrection, but explains 

this in consequence of his incorrect under- 

standing of oi rov X. éw 17 wapovc. avrov: 
“tum cetert Christi sectatores, qui mortem 
subierant, in vitam restituentur.”’ 

3 Comp. Calvin: “finis, i.e. meta cursus 
nostri, quietus portus, conditio nullis am- 

plius mutationibus obnoxia.” Erasmus, 

Paraphr.: “finis humanarum vicissitudt- 

num.” 
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the New Testament (apart from Rev. xx.), with tho Parousia there sets in 
the jfinis hujus saeculi, so that the Parousia itself is the terminal point of 
the pre-Messianic, and the commencing-point of the future, world-period 
(Matt. xxiv. 8, al.; Usteri, Lehrbegr. p. 844). Against the former view it 
may be decisively urged, that eira rd réAoc in the assumed sense would be 
inappropriate here, where the order of the resurrection is stated and is 

begun with azapyz4 ; further, that Paul would not have given, in any proper 

sense at all, the promised order of succession, whether we take zdvreg, ver. 
22, simply of believers or correctly of all in general. For in the former case 
there could be no mention at all of several rdyuara (see on ver. 22) ; and in 

the latter case Paul would have passed over in silence the very greatest 
tayua of all, that of those who died non-Christians. But how complete 

and self-consistent everything is, if arapz7 is the beginning, érera of toi 
Xptorov the second act, and elra 7d réAo¢ the last act of the same transaction ! 
So in substance among the old interpreters, Theodorct and Occumenius, 
later Cajetanus, Bengel, Jehne, de resurrect. carn. Alton. 1788, p. 19 ; 
Heydenreich, Osiander, Grimm in the Stud, u. Krit. 1850, p. 784. In ac- 
cordance with what has been said, we must reject also the view of Grotius 
and Billroth, that rd réAo¢ is the end of the kingdom of Christ (comp. Kahnis, 

Dogm. I. p. 575) ; in connection with which Billroth leaves it undecided 
whether Paul conceived that there would be a thousand ycars’ reign, but 
finds rightly that his conception is different from that of Rev. xx. 1 ff.' 
The same considerations militate against this view as against that of Riick- 
ert ; moreover, réAo¢ requires its explanation not from what follows, but 
from what precedes it, with which it stands in the closest relation. This 
also in opposition to de Wette (so, too, Lechler, apost. u. nachapost. Zeit- 
alter, p. 140 ; Neander zn loc.), who understands the completion of the 
eschatological events (comp. Beza), so that the general resurrection would be 
included in the conception (comp. Theophylact : rd réAog ray wévrew kai avric 

Tho avacrdcewc); Similarly, therefore, as regards the latter point, with Lu- 

thardt and Olshausen. Theodoret is right, in accordance with the Pauline 
type of doctrine (comp. Matt. xiii. 89 f.), in remarking already at the pre- 
ceding class (ol rov X.): xara tov tH¢ ovvredciag xaipdv. For the intervening 
period between the érera and the elra is by no means to be reckoned to 
the aidy ovroc, but to the aidy péi2Awv, of which it is the first stage in time 

and development ; the absolute consummation is then the giving over of 
the kingdom, which is immediately preceded by the last act of the resurrcc- 

2 According to the Apocalypse, between 
the first and second resurrection there is 

the thousand years’ reign, which ends with 
Satan’s being again let loose and again over- 

come and cast into hell. Olshausen, who 

does not admit the variation of the Pauline 

doctrine from the Apocalyptic, holds that 
the Revelation, which handles the doctrine 

ez professo, is only more detailed. But this 
plea would only availif Paul had shown 
himself to be a Chillast somewhere else. 
This, however, he has never done, often as 

he had opportunity for doing so. In sub- 
stance like Olshausen’s is the view of do 

Wette and of Georgii tn Zcller’s Jahrd. 1845, 
1, p. 14, who,"however, put this differenco 
between Paul and the author of the Apoc- 
alypse, that the former leaves the duration 
of the reign indefinite, and places the 

Messiah's conflict not at the end of this reg- 
nal period, but throughout the thole time 

of ite duration. But these differences are so 

essential, that they would do away wit 
the agreement of the two. 
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tion (75 rédoc). Hofmann (comp. also his Schriftbew. II. 2, p. 657) takes 
to réAdc adverbially, and then the two clauses commencing with éray as 
protases to écyaroc, éx8pd¢ xatapy. 6 Gdvaroc, ver. 26, 80 that in this way dei 

3p avrov «.t.A., ver. 25, falls to the second of those two protases as a reason 
assigned, inserted between it and the apodosis ; consequently : then shall 
Finally, when. .., when .. ., the last enemy be brought to nought. This 

bringing to nought of death, he holds, includes the raising to life of such 
as, being ordained to life, did not belong to Christ during their bodily ex- 
istence, and thus there is formed of these a second rdyya, for the possibility 
of which Hofmann adduces Rom. ii. 15f. But in what an involved and 
violent way are the simple, clear, and logically flowing sentences of the 
apostle thus folded and fenced in, and all for the purpose of getting out of 
them at last a second rdyua, which, however, does not stand there at all, 

but is only inserted between the lines ; and that, too, such a rdyya as is 
entirely alien to the New Testament eschatology, and least of all can be 
established by Rom. ii. 15 f. (see in loc.) as even barely possible! And 

how unsuitable it is to treat ver. 25, although introduced with solemn words 
of Scripture, as a subordinate sentence of confirmation, making the chain of 
protases on to the final short principal sentence only the longer and clum- 
sier ! In this whole section withal Paul employs only sentences of short 

and simple construction, without any involved periods. It may be added 

that, from a linguistic point of view, there would be nothing to object 
against the adverbial interpretation of rd réAoc, considered solely in itself 
(comp. 1 Pet. iii. 8) ; but, after the two elements which have gone before, 
the substantive explanation is the only one which presents itself as accord- 
ant with the context ; nay, the adverbial use would have here, as the whole 
exegetical history of the passage shows, only led the understanding astray. 
— érav rapadidy k.t.A.] states with what rd réAoc will be contemporaneous : 
ahen he gires over the (Messianic) kingdom, etc. The church, or the fellow- 

ship of believers (van Hengel), is never designated by 7 Baoca., not even vi. 
9f.; Eph. v. 5; Col. i. 18, iv. 11; neither is it so here. The conception, 

on the contrary, is: the last act of Christ’s Messianic rule consists in the 

close of the resurrection, namely, the raising up of the non-Christians ;' 

this He performs when He is about to hand over the rule to God, after 
which the last-named wields the government Himself and immediately, and 

Christ’s Messianic, and in particular His kingly office—the regency which 
had been entrusted to Him by God (Phil. ii. 9 f.)—is accomplished. It 
was a purely dogmatic (anti-Arian) explaining away of the clear meaning 
of the word to take wapad:dévaz a3 equivalent to xaropfotv (Chrysostom) or 

redeiovv (Theophylact) ; such, too, was the interpretation of Theodoret, 

Ambrosiaster, Cajetanus, Estius, and others, including Storr and Flatt, ac- 

cording to which the giving over of the kingdom to the Father denotes the 
producing the result, that God shall be universally acknowledged as the su- 
preme Ruler, even by those who did not wish to acknowledge Him as such. 

1 With which theirjudgmentis necessarily latter as included was not called for by the 
bound up; but an express mention of the connection of the passage. 
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Hilary and Augustine (de Trin. i, 8) have another mode of explaining it 
away : what is meant is the bringing of the elect to the vision of God ; 
similarly van Hengel (comp. Neander): Paul means to say, ‘‘ Christum 

sectatores suos facturum peculium Dei, ut ei vivant ;” and in like manner 
Beza, Heydenreich : we are to understand it of the presentation of the citi- 
zens of the kingdom, raised from the dead, before God. Another mode is that 

of Calovius, Bengel, Osiander, Reiche, al. (comp. also Gess, Pers. Chr. p. 
280): itis only the form of the rule of Christ (namely, as the reconciler) 

that ceases then ; the regnum gratiae ceases, and the regnum gloriae fol- 

lows, which is what Luther’s and Melanchthon’s exposition’ also comes tq in 
substance. No; Christ, although by His exaltation to the right hand of 
the Father He has become the oivOpovor of God, is still only He who is in- 

vested with the sovereignty by the Father until all hostile powers are over- 
come (comp. Phil. ii. 9 ff.; Eph. i. 21; Acts ii. 38 ff.; Heb. i. 3, 13),? so 

that the absolute supreme sovereignty, which remains with the Father, is 
again immediately exercised after that end has been attained ; the work of 
Christ is then completed ; He gives up to the Father the Messianic admin- 
istration of the kingdom, which has continued since His ascension.* The 
thought is similar in Pirke Elies. 11. ‘‘ Nonus rex est Messias, qui reget 
ab extremitate una mundi ad alteram. Decimus Deus 8. B.; tune rediit 

regnum ad auctorem suum.” We must not mix up the spiritual Bao:zia, 
John xviii. 37, here, where the subject is the exalted Lord. —rq@ @e@ x. 
matpi| God, who is at the same time Father, namely, of Jesus Christ. Comp. 
Rom. xv. 6; 2 Cor. i. 8, xi. 81; Gal. i. 8; Eph. i. 8, v. 20; Col. i. 3; 1 
Pet. i. 8; Jas. i. 27, iii. 9. Estius says rightly : ‘‘ unus articulus utrumque 
complectens.” See Matthiae, p. 714 f., and on Rom. xv. 6. That Paul, 
however, means by xarip Xpiorov, not the supernatural bodily generation, 
but the metaphysical spiritual derivation, according to which Christ is xara 
mveipa aywotvyc the Son of God, sce on Rom. i. 4.—But this giving over of 
the kingdom will not take place sooner than : érav xarapyfoy x.7.2., when He 

shall have done away, etc. Observe the difference of meaning between Srav 
with the present (rapadid@) and with the aorist (futur. eract.). See Mat- 
thiae, p. 1195. And this difference of tense shows of itself that of the two 
clauses introduced with érav, this second one is subordinated to the first, 
and not co-ordinated with it (Hofmann). Hence, too, we have no xai or ré 
with the second érav. It is the familiar phenomenon of the double protasis, 
the one being dependent on the other (Kithner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 2. 35; 
Anab. iii. 2. 31). —macav apyw . . . dtvau.] every dominion and every power 
and might, is to be understood, as ver. 25 proves clearly, of all hostile powers, 

of all influences opposed to God, whose might Christ will bring to nought 

1 Luther : Christ is now ruling through the 

word, not in visible public fashion, as we 
see the sunthroughacloud. ‘ There we see 

indeed the light, but not the sun Uself; but 

when the clouds are gone, then we sea both light 
and sun together in one and the same subsist- 
ence." Melanchthon: ‘ Offeret regnum 

patri, Le. oslend:t has acttones (namely, of 

the medilatorial office), completas case, et 

deinde simul regnablt ut Deus, immediate di- 
vinitatem nobis ostendens.” 

3 Comp. upon the relation of the dominion 
of Christ, as conferred by the supreme Sover- 
eign, the parable in Luke xix. 12 ff. 
Comp. von Zezschwitz, ic. p. 208; 

Luthardt, /.c. p. 128. 
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(xarapy., comp. ii. 6); consequently we may not explain it simply of de- 
moniac powers (Chrysostom, Calovius, and others, including Heydenreich, 
Billroth, Usteri, Neander, Luthardt), nor refer it to worldly political powers 
as such (Grotius). In opposition to the context on account of roic¢ éxOpobe, 
ver. 25, Calvin interprets it (comp. Cajetanus) : ‘ potestates legitimas a Deo 
ordinatas ; and Olshausen understands all rule, good as well as bad, and even 
that of the Son also, to be meant. The subject of xarapy. must, it may be 
added, be the same with that of apad:d¢, consequently not God (Beza, 
Grotius, Bengel, Heydenreich, van Hengel, and others). | 

Vv. 25-28. Establishment of the fact that Christ will not deliver up the 
kingdom until after the doing away of every dominion, etc. (vv. 25-27, 
down to xéda¢ airov), but that then this abdication will assuredly follow (vv. 

27-28).—For He must (it is necessary in accordance with the divine counsel) 

reign (wield the Messianic government) until, etc. The emphasis of the 
sentence as it advances falls on this until, etc.— dypic¢ ov x.7.A.] words taken 

from Ps. cx. 1,—a Messianic psalm, according to Christ Himself (Matt. 
xxii. 43 f.),—which Paul does not quote, but appropriates for himself. The 
subject to 67 is not God (so even Hofmann), but Christ (so Rickert, de 

Wette, Osiander, Neander, Ewald, Maier, comp. already Chrysostom), 
which is necessarily required by the preceding airéy, and by xarapy#oy in 
ver. 24, to which 6% «.r.A. corresponds.’ Not till ver. 27 does God come in 
as the subject without violence and in harmony with the context.— dypic¢ ov 

indicates the terminus ad quem of the dominion of Christ, after which 
epoch this dominion will have ceased ; see on ver. 24. The strange shifts 
which have been resorted to in order to maintain here the subsequent con- 

tinuance of the rule of Christ (ot r7¢ Paotdeiag ovx fora Tédo¢ Was added to 

the Nicene Creed in opposition to Marcellus in the second Oecumenical 
Council), may be seen in Estius and Flatt. His kingdom continues, but not 

His regency, ver. 24. The seeming contradiction to Luke i. 33 (Dan. vii. 

14) is got rid of by the consideration that the government of Christ lasts on 
into the aidy pnéAAwv, and that after its being given over to the Father, the 
kingdom itself will have its highest and eternal completion (ver. 28); thus 

that prophecy receives its eschatological fulfilment. (v’) 

Ver. 26. More precise definition of the aypi¢ ov by specification of the 
enemy who is last of all to be brought to nought. As last enemy (whose 
removal is dealt with after all the others, so that then none is left remain- 

ing) is teath done away (by Christ), (w*) inasmuch, namely, as after comple- 
tion of the raising of the dead (of the non-Christians also, see on ver. 22) 

the might of death shall be taken away, and now there occurs no more any 
state of death, or any dying. The present sets it before us as realized. 
Olshausen imports arbitrarily the idea that in écyaro¢ there lies a reference 
not simply to the time of the victory, but also to the greatness of the resist- 
ance. To understand Satan (Heb. ii. 14) to be meant by @dvaroc, with 

Usteri, Lehrbegr. p. 878, and others, following Pelagius, is without warrant 

1 Weare not, however, onthis account to pronoun has proceeded from the standpoint 
write wédas avrov instead of r. avrov; the of the writer. 
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from linguistic usage, and without ground from the context. As regards 
the personification of the death, which is done away, comp. Rev. xx. 14 ; 
Isa. xxv. 8.'" : 

Ver. 27. Idvra yép ... avtrov] Proof that death also must be done away. 
This enemy cannot remain in existence, for otherwise God would not 

have all things, etc. The point of the proof lies in rdvra, as in Heb. ii. 8.— 
The words are those of Ps. vill. 7, which, as familiar to the reader (comp. 
on Rom. ix. 7; Gal. iii. 11), Paul makes his own, and in which he, laying 

out of account their historical sense, which refers to the rule of man over 

the earth, recognizes, as is clear from bray d2 eiry «.7.A., & typical declaration 

of God, which has its antitypical fulfilment in the completed rule of the 

Messiah (the detrepog avOpwroc, ver. 47). Comp. Eph. i. 22; Heb. ii. 8. — 
The subject of iwérafe (which expresses the subjection ordained by God in 
the word of God) is God, as was obvious of itself to the reader from the 
familiar passage of the psalm. If God has in that passage of Ps. viii. sub- 
jected ali to the might of Christ, then death also must be subdued by Him; 
otherwise it is plain that one power would be excepted from that divine 
subjection of all things to Christ, and the réyra would not be warranted. — 
brav dé city x.t.A.] dé leading on, namely, to the confirmation of the giving 

over of the kingdom to God, for which proof is still to be adduced: ‘‘ but, 
when He shall have said that the whole is subjected, then without doubt He 
will be excepted from this state of subjection, who has subjected the whole 
to Him.” The subject of ely is not 7 ypag7 (de Wette, al.), but neither is it 

Christ (Hofmann), but the same as of wrérafev, therefore God, whose word 
that passage of the psalm adduced is not as regards its historical connec- 
tion, but is so simply as a word of Scripture. Comp. on vi. 16. The aorist 
eixg is to be taken regularly, not, with Luther and the majority of inter- 
preters: when He says, but, like vv. 24, 28, as futurum eractum: dizxerit 

(Irenacus, Hilary). So, too, Hofmann rightly. Comp. Luke vi. 26. Plato, 

Parm. p. 148 C; Jon. p. 585 B; also éédv eiry, x. 28, xii. 15. The point of 

time of the quando, brav, is that at which the now still uncxecuted mdvra 

txéragev shall be executed and completed ; hence, also, not again the 

aorist, but the perfect troréraxraz. The progress of the thought is there- 
fore : ‘‘ But when God, who in Ps. viii. 7 has ordained the ixéraéc¢, shall 

have once uttered the declaration, that it be accomplished—this iréraktc.” 
This form of presenting it was laid to the apostle’s hand by the fact that he 
had just expressed himeclf in the words of a saying of Scripture (a saying of 
God). In Heb. i. 6 also the aorist is not to be understood as a present, but 
(xé2uv) as a futurum exactum. See Liinemann in loc. — djAov rz] Adverbial, 

1 [The meaning of this verse, herecorrect- say: wdvra tworéracra,.” But with what 
ly given, does not seem to me to be ex- 
pressed in the A. V. or in the revision of 
1881.—T. W. C.] 
Who, however, with his reference of 

eiry to Christ as its subject gains the con- 

ception: ‘*As Christ at the end of His 
obedience on earth sald: reréAecrai, so shall 

Iie at the end of His reign within the world 

difficulty could a reader light upon the 
analogy of that reréAcora:! How naturally, 

on the contrary, would he be led to think 

of the subject of urérafey, consequently 

God, as the speaker also in «twp! This ap- 

plies also in opposition to Luthardt, /.c. p. 

131. 
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in the sense of manifestly, assuredly ; therefore: it (namely, the rdvra broré- 
raxta) will clearly take place with the exception of Him, who, etc. See regard- 

ing this use of d7Aov &r:, which has to be analyzed by means of supplying 
the preceding predicate, Matthiae, p. 1494 ; Sturz, Ler. Xen. I. p. 661 f.; 
Buttmann, ad Plat. Crit. p. 58 A (p. 106). According to Hofmann, djAav 
ére is meant as, namely, as it is used likewise in Greek writers, and especially 

often in grammarians (not Gal. ili. 11); from dyAov to mdvra is only an 
explanation interposed, after which the former drav 62 eimy x.r.A. is shortly 

resumed by éruv dé imorayy x.7.A., ver. 28. See regarding dé after paren- 

theses or interruptions, Hartung, Partik. I. p.172f. But, in the first place, 
dijAov Sti x.T.A. is a very essential point, no mere parenthetic thought in the 

course of the argument ; and, secondly, the resumption after so short and 

plain an intercalation would be alike uncalled for, and, through the 

change in the mode of expression (not again with ecizg), obscure. — éxrd¢ Tov 
tnoraé.| t.e. with the exception of God; but Paul designates God as the 
subjecting subject: ‘‘ quo clarius in oculos incurreret, rem loqui ipsam,” van 
Hengel. 

Ver. 28. What Paul had just presented in the, as it were, poetically ele- 
vated form érav 62 cizy x.t.4., he now sums up in the way of simple state- 
ment by drav dé iroray® «.r.A., in order to make the further element in his 

demonstration follow in accordance with the d7Aov ér: x.t.A. —xal abrég}] the 

Son Himself also shall be subjected,’ not of course against His will, but as 
willingly yielding compliance to the expiry of His government. The Son 
wills what the Father wills ; His undertaking is now completed—the be- 
coming subject is His ‘‘last duty” (Ewald). Here, too, especially by the 

older interpreters, a great deal of dogmatic theology has been imported, in 
order to make the apustle not teach—what, in truth, he does teach with the 
greatest distinctness—that there is a cessation of the rule of Christ. The 
commonest expedient (so Augustine, de Trin. i. 8, and Jerome, ade. Pelag. 
i. 6, and the majority of the older expositors) is that Christ according to His 
human nature is meant, in connection with which Estius and Flatt take 

imoray. as: it will become very manifest that, etc. Ambrosiaster, Athanasius, 
and Theodoret even explained it, like Xprordée in xii. 12, of the corpus Christe 

mysticum, the church. Chrysostom also imports the idea (comp. Theophylact 

and Photius in Occumenius) that Paul is describing ryv rodAgw mpd rov 

natépa dudvorav. — iva 9 6Oed¢ ta wavra év Tao] aim not of ézordfayrTi avr. Tt. 7. 

(Hofmann), but of avrég 6 vide txorayjo. x.t.A., which is indeed the main 

point in the progress of the argument, the addition of its final aim now 
placing the reader at the great copestone of the whole development of the 

history of salvation. The object aimed at in the Son’s becoming subject 
under God is the absolute sovereignty of God: ‘‘in order that God may be 
the all in them all,” i.e. in order that God may be the only and the immedi- 
ate all-determining principle in the inner life of all the members of the king- 

dom hitherto reigned over by Christ.2 Not as though the hitherto 

! vworayyjoeta is to be left passive (in op- exw», Comp. ver. &%. 
position to Hofmann). God is the vrordcowy. _2Melanchthon: “Deus. . . immediate 

Comp. Rom. vill. 20. But Christ is subject se ostendens, vivificans et effundens in 
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continued rule of Christ had hindered the attainment of this end (as Hof- 
mann objects), but it has served this end as its final destination, the com- 

plete fulfilment of which is the complete ‘‘ glory of God the Father” (Phil. 
ii. 11) to eternity. ‘‘Significatur hic novum quiddam, sed idem summum 
ac perenne...; hic finiset apex ; ultra ne apostolus quidem quo eat habet,” 
Bengel. According to Billroth, this expresses the realization of the iden- 
tity of the finite and the infinite spirit, which, however, is unbiblical.’ See 

in opposition to the pantheistic misunderstanding of the passage, J. Miller, 
v. d. Sitnde, I. p. 158 f. Olshausen (following older interpreters in Wolf) 

and de Wette (comp. Weizel and Kern, also Scholten in the Tid. Jahrb. 
1840, 3, p. 24) find here the doctrine of restoration favoured also by 

Neander, so that év rao: would apply to all creatures, in whom God shall be 
the all-determining One. But that would involve the conversion even of 
the demons and of Satan, as well as the cessation of the pains of hell, which 
is quite contrary to the doctrine of the New Testament, and in particular 

to Paul’s doctrine of predestination. The fact was overlooked that év race 
refers to the members of the kingdom hitherto ruled over by Christ, to whom 

the condemned, who on the contrary are outside of this kingdom, do not 
belong, and that the continuance of the condemnation is not done away. 
even with the subjugation of Satan, since, on the contrary, the latter him- 

self by his subjugation falls under condemnation. See, moreover, against 

the interpretation of restoration, on ver. 22, and Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 481 ; 
Georgii in the 7b. Jahrb. 1845, 1, p. 24 ; van Hengel in loc. — év raow] is 
just as necessarily masculine as in Col. ili. 11. The context demands this 
by the correlation with avrdc 6 vide «.7.4., forup to this last consummation the 

Son is the regulating governing principle in all, but now gives over His king- 
dom to the Father, and becomes Himself subject to the Father, so that then 
the latter is the all-ruling One in ail, and no one apart from Him in any. 
This in opposition to Hofmann, who takes év rao as neuter, of the world, 
namely, with regard to which God will constitute the entire contents of its 

being in such a way as to make it wholly the created manifestation of His 
nature ; the new heaven and the new earth, 2 Pet. iii. 13, is only another 
expression, he holds, for the same thing. This introduction of the palin- 
genesis of the universe, which is quite remote from the point here, is a con- 
sequence of the incorrect reference of iva (see above). Moreover, if the 
meaning was to be: ‘ Allin the all,” zao: would require the retrospective 
article, which wdvra has in ver. 27 and ver. 28a. See a number of examples 
of révra and ra wévra éorc in the specified sense in Wetstein, Locella, ad 

Xen. Eph. p. 208. Comp. on Col. iii. 11, and Hermann, ad Viger. p. 727. 

(x’) 
Ver. 29.° 'Erei] for, if there is nothing in this eschatological development 

beatos suam mirandam lucem, sapientiam, 2 See on the passage, Riickert, Eerpoe. loci 

justitiam et laetitiam.” P. 1 Cor. xv. 2, Jena, 1847; Otto in his 

1 Equally unbiblical are the similar inter- dekalog. Unters. 1857; Diestelmann in tho 

pretations of the perishing (awwAaa) of the Jahrb. f. d. Theol. 1861, p. 522 ff.; Linder in 
individual existence and the regeneration the Stud. u. Xrit. 1862, p. 571f., and in the 

of the universe to form an immediate abso- Luther. Zeitschr. 1862, p. 627 ff.; Isenberg in 
lute theocracy (Beck, comp. Rothe). the Meklend. Zeitechr. 1864-65, p. 779 ff.; 
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onward to the end, when God will be allin all, what shall those do, i.e. how 
absurdly in that case will those act, who have themselves baptized for the dead ? 

Then plainly the result, which they aim at, isa chimcra! Usually interpret- 
ers have referred érei back to ver. 20, and regarded what lies between as a 
disgression ; Olshausen is more moderate, considering only vv. 25-28 in that 
light, so also de Wette ; Rtickert, again, holds that Paul had perhaps rested 
from writing for a little after ver. 28,and had had the sentence ‘‘ the dead arise” 
in his mind, but had not expressed it. Pure and superfluous arbitrariness ; 

as always, so here too, érei points to what has immediately preceded. But, 

of course, in this connection the final absolute sovereignty of God is con- 
ccived as conditioned by the resurrection of the dead, which, after all that had 
been previously said from ver. 20 onwards, presented itself to every reader as 
a thing self-evident. Hofmann makes érei refer to the whole paragraph be- 

ginning with arapy? Xpioréc, as that is construed by him, down to ver. 26, 

to which vv. 27, 28 have attached themsclves as confirming the final abo- 
lition of death. But see on vv. 24, 27. — Upon the words which follow all 
possible acuteness has been brought into play, in order just to make the 
apostle not say that which he says. — ri rothoovory] makes palpable the sense- 
lessness, which would characterize the procedure in the case assumed by evei. 

The future is that of the general proposition,’ and applies to every baptism 
of this kind which should oceur. Every such baptism will be without any 
‘meaning, if the deniers of the resurrection are in the right. Grotius: ‘‘ quid 
efficient” (comp. Flatt). But that a baptism of such a kind effected anything, 
was assuredly a thought foreign to the apostle. He wished to point out the 
subjective absurdity of the procedure in the case assumed. The interpreta- 
tion : ‘‘nescient quid agendum sit” (van Hengel) does not suit the connection, 
into which Ewald also imports too much: ‘‘are they to think, that they 

have cherished faith and hope in vain ?” —wrép rv vexpor] The article is 
generic. Every baptism which, as the case occurs, is undertaken for a dead 

person, is a baptism for the dead, namely, as regards the category. It must 
have been something not wholly unusual in the apostolic church, familiar- 
ity with which on the part of the readers is here taken for granted, that 
persons had themselves baptized once more for the benefit of (érép) people 

who had died unbaptized but already believing, in the persuasion that this 
would be counted to them as thcir own baptism, and thus as the supple- 
ment of their conversion to Christ which had already taken place inwardly, 
and that they would on this account all the more certainly be raised up with 

the Christians at the Parousia, and made partakers of the eternal Messianic 
salvation.? This custom propagated and maintained itself afterwards only 
among heretical sects, in particular among the Cerinthians (Epiphanius, 

Haer. xxviii. 7) and among the Marcionites (Chrysostom’y comp., moreover, 

Koster in the Luther. Zeitschr. 1866, p.15 ff. Fritzsche, ad Maith. p. 457; ad Rom. IT. p. 9, 
Comp. also Elwert, Quaeat. et odes. ad philol. 2 It is to be noted that Paul does not speak 
sacram., Tib. 1860, p. 12ff. The variousin- at all ina self-inclusive way, as if of some- 
terpretations of older expositors may be thing common to all, but as of third persone, 

seen especially in Wolf. ri rowjoovow «.7.A. He designates only those 
31 Comp. Krtiger, § lil 7.1; Elwert, p.17; whodidit. Comp. already Scaliger. 
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gencrally Tertullian, de resurr. 48, adv. Mare. v. 10).1 Among the great 
multitude of interpretations (Calovius, even in his time, counts up twenty- 

three), this is the only one which is presented to us by the words. Ambro- 
siaster first took them so ;? among the later interpreters, Anselm, Erasmus, 

Zeger, Cameron, Calixtus, Grotius, a/.; and recently, Augusti, Denkwiirdigk. 
IV. p. 119; Winer, p. 165 [E. T. 219]; Billroth, Riickert, de Wette, 
Maier, Neander, Grimm, Holtzmann (Judenth. u. Christenth. p. 741) also 

Kling and Paret (in Ewald’s Jahrb. TX. p. 247. f.), both of which latter 
writers call to their aid, on the ground, it is true, of xi. 80, the assumption 
of a pestilence having then prevailed in Corinth. The usual objection, that 
Paul would not have employed for his purpose at all, or at least not without 
adding some censure, such an abuse founded on the belief in a magical 
power of baptism (sce especially, Calvin in loc.), is not conclusive, for Paul 
may be arguing ex concesso, and hence may allow the relation of the matter to 
evangelical truth to remain undetermined in the meantime, seeing that it does 
not belong to the proper subject of his present discourse. The abuse in 
question must afterwards have been condemned by apostolic teachers (hence 
it maintained itself only among herctics), and no doubt Paul too aided in the 
work of its removal. For to assume, with Baumgarten-Crusius (Dogmengesch. 

II. p. 318), that he himself had never at all disapproved of the Barrifeofae 
Urép Toy vexpov, or to place, with Riickert, the vicarious baptism in the same 

line with the vicarious death of Christ, is to stand in the very teeth of the 
fundamental doctrine of the Pauline gospel—that of faith as the subjective 
ethical ‘{ causa medians” of salvation. For the rest, Riickert says well : 
‘‘Usurpari ab eo morem, qui ceteroqui displiceret, ad errorem, in quo im- 

' pugnando versabatur, radicitus evellendum, ipsius autem reprehendendi 
aliud tempus expectari.” The silent disapproval of the apostle is brought 
in by Erasmus in his Paraphrase : ‘‘Fidem probo, factum non probo ; nam 
ut ridiculum est, existimare mortuo succurri baptismo alieno, ita recte cre- 

dunt resurrectionem futuram.” Epiphanius, Zaer. 28, explains it of the 
baptism of the clinici, of the catechumens on their deathbed, who po rie 

TeAevTa¢ Aovtpod xatagiotvra:z. So Calvin, although giving it along with an- 

other interpretation equally opposed to the meaning of the words ; also 
Flacius, Estius, al. But how can trép r. vexp. mean jamjam morituri 
(Estius) | or how can the rendering ‘‘ ut mortuis, non vivis prosit” (Calvin) 
lead any one to guess that the ‘‘ baptismus clinicorum” was intended, even 

1 Chrysostom says that among the Mar- 
clonites, when a catechumen died unbap- 

tized, some one hid himself under the bed ; 

then they asked the dead man if he wished 
to be baptized,and on the living one answer- 
ing affirmatively, they baptized the latter 
avr. tou aweA@évros. Of the Cerinthlans, 
again, Epiphanius says, é.c. ; xai zi wapadé- 
Cews mpaypna nAGey cig Huds, we Tey péy wap’ 
avrois mpodGavévrwy teAevraga: Gyev Bartic- 
Maro¢, GAAous 82 avr” avrwy cig Svoma éxeivwy 
Barrifec@ar inip rob wh dy rH avacrdoe 

dvacrtdgavtas avrovs Sixny Sovvar Tipepias, 

Badwriopa uy ciAnddras. Tertullian does not 

name the Marcionites, but quotes the ex- 
planation of our text as applying to the 
vicarious baptism, without approving of it. 
2“In tantum stabilem et ratam vult 

ostendere resurrectionem mortuorum, ut 
exemplum det eorum, qui tam securi erant 
de futura resurrectione, ut etiam pro mor- 
tuis baptizarentur, si quem mors praevre- 
nisset, timentes ne aut male aut non resur- 
goret, qui baptizatus non fuerat. ... 
Exemplo hoc non factum illorum probdat, sed 
Jidem fixam tn resurrectione ostendti." 
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supposing that it had been already customary at that time!’ Chrysostom, 
too, runs counter to the words : tép tév vexpdv, rovréot: tév owudtwv, Kai yap 

éxi tovto Bantify, Tov vexpov capuatoc avdotacw mortebwr. Paul, he holds, has 

in view the article in the baptismal creed (which, however, certainly belongs 

only to a later time) : ‘‘I believe in a resurrection of the dead.” So, too, 
on the whole, Pelagius, Oecumenius, Photius, Theophylact, Melanchthon 

(‘‘ profitentes de mortuis”), Cornelius &@ Lapide, Er. Schmid, and others ; 
and somewhat to the same effect also Wetstein. Comp. yet earlier, Tertul- 

lian : ‘‘pro mortuis tingi pro corporibus est tingi.” Thcodoret gives it a 
different turn, but likewise imports a meaning, making the reference to be 
to the dead body : 6 BarriGduevoc, dno, TO deondry ovvbdrrerat, Iva Tov Cavdrov 

kowvwvhoag Kai THE avaordoews yévytat Kotvavég’ €t d2 vexpdv éotri Td chpa, 

Kali ovx avioratar, Ti d4motre cat Bamwriferac. Luther's explana- 

tion, adopted again recently by Ewald and others, that ‘‘ to confirm the resur- 
rection, the Christians had themselves baptized over the graves of the dead” (so 
Glass and many of the older Lutherans ; Calovius leaves us to choose be- 
tween this view and that of Ambrosiastcr), has against it, apart even from 

the fact that izép with the genitive in the local sense of over is foreign to 
the New Testament, the following considerations : (1) that there is a lack 
of any historical trace in the apostolic period of the custom of baptizing 
over graves, such as of martyrs (for Eusebius, H. £. iv. 15, is not speaking 

of baptism), often as churches were built, as is well known, in later times 
over the graves of saints ; (2) that we can see no reason why just the 
baptism at such places should be brought forward, and not the regarding of 
these spots as consecrated generally ; (3) that to mark out the burial-places of 
pious persons who had fallen asleep, would have been in no way anything 
absurd even without the belief in a resurrection. And lastly, baptism took 
place at that time not in fonts or vessels of that kind, which could be set 
over graves, but in rivers and other natural supplies of water. Other inter- 
preters, following Pelagius, refer izéo r. vexp. to Christ, taking Barr. in some 
cases of the baptism with water (Olearius, Schrader, Lange, Elwert) ; in 

others, of the baptism with blood (Al. Morus, Lightfoot). ra» vexp. would 
thus be the plural of the category (see on Matt. ii. 20). But, putting aside 
the consideration that Christ cannot be designated as vexpé¢ (not even ac- 
cording to the view of the opponents), the baptism with water did not take 
place irép Xpicrodv,? but ei¢ Xproréy ; and the baptism with blood would have 
required to be forcibly indicated by the preceding context, or by the addi- 
tion of some defining clause. ‘‘ For the benefit of the dead” remains the right 

? Bengel also understands it of those who 
receive baptism, ‘‘quum mortem ante 
oculos positam habent" (through age, sick- 

ness, or martyrdom). Osiander agrees with 

him. But how can vrép r. vecp. mean that? 
Equally little warrant {fs there for inserting 
what Krauss, p. 130, imports into it, taking 

it of baptism in the face of death: ‘Who 
caused themselves to receive a consecration 
to life, while, notwithstanding, they were 

coming not to the living, but to the dead.” 
2 Elwert, p. 15, defines the conception of 

the BarrigerOar uwép Xpicrov: ‘eo fine et 
consilio, ut per baptismum Christo addic- 

tus quaecunque suis promisit, tibi propria 
facias.”» But thatis plainly included in the 
contents of the Bart. eis X. ordy dvdépare 

Tov xupiov, and one does not see from this 
why Paul should have chosen the pecullar 
expression with vmédp. 
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interpretation. Olshausen holds this also, but expounds it to this effect, 
that the baptism took place for the good of the dead, inasmuch as a certain 
number, a tAfpwua of believers, is requisite, which must first be fully made 

up before the Parousia and the resurrection can follow. But this idea must 
be implied in the connection ; what reader could divine it? Olshausen 
himself feels this, and therefore proposes to render, ‘‘ who have themselves 
baptized instead of the members removed from the church by death.” So, 
too, in substance Isenberg (whose idea, however, is that of a militia Christi 
which has to be recruited), and among the older interpreters Clericus on 

Hammond, Deyling, Obss. II. p. 519, ed. 8, and Déderlein, Jnstit. I. p. 409. 
But in that case imép r. vexp. would be something not at all essential and 
probative for the connection, since it is plain that every entrance of new 
believers into the church makes up for the departure of Christians who have 
died, but in this relation has nothing to do with the resurrection of the 
latter. This at the same time in opposition to van Hengel’s interpretation, 
about which he himself, however, has doubts: for the honour of deceased Chris- 
tians, ‘‘ quos exteri vituperare vel despicere soleant.” According to Diestel- 
mann, trip tr. v. is for the sake of the dead, and means: in order hereafter 

united with them in the resurrection to enter into the kingdom of Christ ; while 
the vexpoi are Christ and those fallen asleep in Him. But it is decisive against 
this view, first, that there is thus comprised in the simple preposition, an 
extent of meaning which the reader could not discover in it without more 
precise indication ; secondly, that every baptism whatsoever would be also in 
this assumed sense a Sarrifecfa: irép trav vexpiv, whereby therefore nothing 

distinctive would be said here, such as one could not but expect after the 
quite singular expression ; thirdly, that Christ cannot be taken as included 
among the vexpoi, seeing that the resurrection of the Lord which had taken 
place was not the subject of the denial of resurrection here combated, 
but its denial is attributed by Paul to his opponents only per consequen- 
tiam, ver. 13. According to Késter, those are meant «ho have themselves 
baptized for the sake of their Christian friends who hare fallen asleep, i.e. 
out of yearning after them, in order to remain in connection with them, 
and to become partakers with them of the resurrection and _ eternal 
life. But in this way also a significance is imported into the simple 

tr2p trav vexpov, which there is nothing whatever to suggest, and which 

would have been easily conveyed, at least by some such addition as ovyyevav 
cat giAwv. According to Linder, the Barri{éuevo: and the vexpoi are held to 
be even the same persons, so that the meaning would be : if they do not rise 
(in gratiam cinerum), which, however, the article of itself forbids ; merely 

trép vexpov (vexp. would be in fact gualitatire) must have been made use of, 

and even in that case it would be a poetical mode of expression, which no 
reader would have had any clue to help him to unriddle. Similarly, but with 
astill more arbitrary importing of meaning, Otto holds that of Barriféu. are 

the deniers of the resurrection, who had themselves baptized in order 
(which is said, according to him, ironically) to become dead inatead of living 

1 Comp., too, Breitschwert in the Wértemb. Stud. X. 1, p. 129 ff. 
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men. Most of all does Hofmann twist and misinterpret the whole passage 
(comp. also his Schriftbew. II. 2, p. 199 f.), punctuating it thus : és? ri 
soja. of Bart. Urép Tov vexpav, et bAwe vexp. ovn éyeipovrar; th nal Barrifovrat; 

trip avrav ti nai queic xevdvvetouev; the thought being : ‘‘Jf those, who by 
means of sin lie in death, become sulyect in their sins to an utter death from which 
there is no rising, then will those, who have themselves baptized, find no reason in 
their Christian status to do anything for them, that may help them out of the 
death in which they lie ;” nay, why do they then have themselves baptized ? and 

why do we risk our lives for them? ‘Yrép rév vexp. thus belongs to ri rage. 3 
the izép av7av, placed for emphasis at the head of the last question, applies to 
the farri{éuevoe. Every point in this interpretation is incorrect ; for (1) to 

do something for others, z.e. for their good, is an absolute duty, indepen- 
dent of the question whether there be a resurrection or not. (2) But to do 

something which will help them out of death, is not in the passage at all, but is 
imported into it. (3) Those who can and should do something for others 
are the Christians ; these, however, cannot have been designated so strangely 
as by ol Barri{éuevor, but must have been called in an intelligible way ol 
morevoavrec perhaps, or at least of Barriofiévrec. (4) The vexpor can only, in 

accordance with the context, be simply the dead, 7.e. those who have died, 

as through the whole chapter from ver. 12 to ver. 52. (5) To give to irép 

avréy another reference than tzép rév vexpav, is just as violent a shift as the 

severance of either of the two from famrrifecba:, in connection with which 

they are symmetrically requisite for more precise definition, and are so 

placed. And when (6) irép aizav is actually made to mean ‘‘in order to in- 
duce them to receive baptism,” this just crowns the arbitrariness of inserting 
between the lines what the apostle, according to the connection, could 

neither say nor think. Moreover, ip airav could not have the emphasis, 

but only the jueic introduced with xai, like the Sarrif. previously introduced 
with xai. — ei GAwe vexpoi ovx éyeip.| Parallel to the conditional clause to be 

supplied in connection with ézei. For Paul conceives of the resurrection of 
the dead as being so necessarily connected with the completion of the 

Messianic kingdom that the denial of the one is also the denial of the other. 
If universally (as v. 1) dead persons cannot be raised up, why do they have 

themselves baptized also for them? since plainly, in that case, they would have 
nothing at all to do for the dead. See, generally, on Rom. viii. 24 ; Pflugk, 
ad Hee. 515 ; Baeumlein, Partik. p. 152. This ‘‘also” betokens the (entirely 
useless) superinduced character of the proceeding. To refer e éyeip. still to 
what precedes (Luther and many others, the texts of Elzevir, Gricsbach, 

Scholz ; not Beza) mars the parallelism ; the addition of the conditional 

clause to érei has nothing objectionable in itself (in opposition to van 
Hengel), Plato, Prot. p. 818 B; Xen. Anab. vi. i. 80, vii. 6. 22 ; 4 Macc. 
viii. 8. (¥’) 

Ver. 30. How preposterously we also are acting in that supposed case ! — 
xai] does not, as some fancy, determine the meaning of the preceding farr. 
to be that of a baptism of suffering, but it adds a new subject, whose con- 
duct would likewise be aimless. — jyeic] I and my compeers, we apostolic 

preachers of the gospel, we apostles and our companions. Paul then, in 
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ver. 81 f., adduces himself, his own fortunes, in an individualizing way as a 
proof. The argument is, indeed, only for the continuance of the spirit 
(comp. Cicero, Tusc. i. 15) ; but this, when hoped for ae blessedness, has 

with Paul the resurrection as its necessary condition. 

Ver. 31. 'Arofvfoxw] I am occupied with dying, am a moribundus. Bee 
Bernhardy, p. 870, and van Hengel. Strong way of denoting the deadly 
peril with which he sees himself encompassed daily. Comp. 2 Cor. iv. 11, 
xi. 28 ; Rom. viii. 86, and the parallel passages in Wetstein. The perfect 
as in Eur. Hee. 481, would have been still stronger. —147] a very frequent 

term of asseveration in classical writers (in the New Testament only here), 

always with the accusative of the person or thing by which the asseveration 

is made (Kihner, II. p. 896). By your boasting, which I have in Christ, i.e. 
as truly as I boast myself of you in my fellowship with Christ, in the service 
of Christ. Comp. Rom. xv. 17. The boasting, which takes place on the 
part of the apostle, is conceived of by him as‘a moral activity, which be- 
longs to him. Comp. the opposite pougiy tye, uéuyev Eyev, and the like, 

Ellendt, Lez. Soph. I. p. 732. — tperépav] is to be understood objectively 

(Matthiae, p. 1082 ; Miitzner, ad Antiph. p. 221 ; Kiihner, il. § 627, A. 6). 
Comp. xi. 24; Rom. xi. 81. The expression brings out more strongly the 
reference to the person (as truly as ye are the subject of my boasting). The 

Corinthians, whose subsistence as a church is an apostolic boast for Paul. 
can testify to himself what deadly perils are connected with his apostolic 
work. He thus guards himself against every suspicion of exaggeration and 
bragging. The asseveration does not serve to introduce what follows (Hof- 

mann), since that does not come in again as an assertive declaration, but in 
a conditional form. 

Ver. 82. Something of a special nature after the general statement in ver. 
31. — If I after the manner of men have fought with beasts in Ephesus, what is 
the profit (arising therefrom) to me? — xara dvfpwrov] has the principal em- 

phasis, so that it contains the element, from which follows the negative in- 
volved in the question of the apodosis : ‘‘ then it is profitless for me.” And 
the connection yields from this apodosis as the meaning of xard GvOpwrov : 
after the manner of ordinary men, i.e. not in divine striving and hoping, but 
only in the interest of temporal reward, gain, glory, and the like, whereby 

the common, unenlightened man is wont to be moved to undertake great 
risks. If Paul has fought in such a spirit, then he has reaped nothing from 
it, for he caf juépav arofvioxet. The many varying explanations’ may be seen 

in Poole’s Synopsis. Against Rtickert, who explains it: ‘‘ according to 
human ability, with the exertion of the highest power,” it may be decisively 
urged that xara dvffp. in all passages does not denote what is human per er- 
cellentiam. If, therefore, the context hererequired that xara dp. should ex- 

press the measure of power (which reference, however, lies quite remote), 
then we must explain it as : with ordinary human power, without divine power. 

According to Riickert’s view, moreover, xard dv0p. would not be at all the 

2 Chrysostom and Theophylact : 8eov 72 = doret: xara avOperivoy Acyrmdy Onpiov 
cig av@puwovs, as far as a deast-fight can dyevdunv Popa. 

take place in reference to men. Theo- 
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principal clement of the protasis, which, however, from its position it must 
necessarily be. Interpretations such as erempli causa (Semler, Rosenmiiller, 
Heydenreich), or ué hominum more loguar (Estius), are impossible, since 
a£y@ OF AaAw does not stand along with it. The conjecture was hazarded : 
xara avOporuyv (Scaliger). — éOnpioudznca] Onpopayeiv, to fight with wild beasts 

(Diod. iii. 42 ; Artem. ii. 54, v. 49), is here a significant jiguratire descrip- 

tion of the sight with strong and exasperated enemies. So Tertullian (De resurr. 
48: ‘‘depugnavit ad bestias Ephesi, illas sc. bestias Asiaticae pressurac”), 
Chrysostom, Theophylact, Oecumenius, Pelagius, Sedulius, Beza, Grotius, 
Estius, Calovius, Michaelis, Zachariae, Valckenaer, Stolz, Rosenmiiller, as 

well as Schrader, Riickert, Olshausen, de Wette, Osiander, Neander, Ewald, 

Maier, Hofmann, Krauss. Comp. Appian. B. C. p. 768 (in Wetstein), 
where Pompeius says : otorg @gpioc payésuefa. Ignatius, ad Rom. 5 : amd Lvpiac 

péxpe "Poune Anpropaye dia yg nai Oaddoonc, ad Tars. 1, ad Smyrn. 4. Comp. 

Tit. i. 12; 2 Tim. iv. 17 ; Ignatius, ad Eph. 7, as also in classical writers 
brutal men are called 67pia ; (Plato, Phaed. p. 240 B ; Aristophanes, Nubd. 184 ; 

Jacobs, ad Anthol. XII. p. 114). See also Valckenaer, p. 332. Paul takes 

for granted that his readers were acquainted with what he describes in such 
strong language, as he might assume, moreover, that they would of them- 
selves understand his expression figuratively, since they knew, in fact, his 

privilege of Roman citizenship, which excluded a condemnation ad bestias, 
ad leonem. His lost letter also may have already given them more detailed 
information. Nothwithstanding, many interpreters, such as Ambrosias- 
ter, Theodoret, Cajetanus, Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, Cornelius & Lapide, 

Lightfoot, Wolf, and others, including Flatt and Billroth, have explained 
this of an actual fight with beasts, out of which he had been wonderfully de- 
livered.’ It is objected as regards the priyilege of a Roman citizen (see in 
particular Flatt), that Paul was in point of fact scourged, etc., Acts xvi. 
22 f. But in Acts, l.c., Paul did not appeal to his right of citizenship, but 
made it known only after he had suffered scourging and imprisonment, 
whereupon he was forthwith set free, ver. 37 ff. Before he was thrown to 
the beasts, however, he would, in accordance with his duty, have appealed 

to his right of citizenship, and thereby have been protected. And would 
Luke in the Acts of the Apostles have left unmentioned an incident so en- 
tirely unique, which, among all the wonderful deliverances of the apostle, 
would have been the most wonderful ? Would not Paul himself have named 
it with the rest in 2 Cor. xi. 23 ff., and Clement in 1 Cor, 5 ?— Upon the 
non-literal interpretation,? however, it cannot be proved tohether a single 

1 From this dteral interpretation arose 

the legend in the apocryphal Acta Pauli in 

Nicephorus, H. Z. ii. 25 (p. 173, ed. Paris, 

1630), that he was thown first of all to a 
lion, then to other beasts, but was left un- 

touched by them all.—Van Hengel (comp. 
previously his Annof. p. 208), while likewise 

holding fast the literal view, has explained 
it only of a supposed case: ‘* Sumamus, me 

Ephesi depugnasse cum feris,"’ etc. But 

this would not at all fit into the connection 
with the actual dangers and sufferings 

which Paul has mentioned before. Ob- 
serve, on the contrary, the climax: x«cvdv- 

vevoney, amroOvicce, <Onpioiaxnoa, which 
latter word brings forward a particular in- 

cident, which has occurred, as proof of the 
general awrorvicce. 

2 Which Krenkel also follows in Hilgen- 

feld’s Zeitschr. 1866, p. 368 ff., assuming in 
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event, and if so, which, is meant. Many of the older expositors think, with 
Pelagius, Oecumenius, and Theophylact, of the uproar of Demetrius in Acts 
xix. But in connection with that Paul himself was not at all in danger ; 
moreover, we must assume, in accordance with Acts xx. 1, that he wrote 

before the uproar. Perhaps he means no single event at all, but the whole 
heavy conflict which he had had to wage in Ephesus up to that time with ex- 
asperated Jewish antagonists, and of which he speaks in Acts xx. 19: yera 
. . « daxphuv x. reipacuav K.T.2.— Ti poe Td Sgedoc;] what does it profit me? 

The article denotes the definite profit, conceived as result. The self-evident 
answer is : nothing! Comp. ix. 17. As the gain, however, which he gets 
from his fight waged not xara dv@pwrov, he has in view not temporal results, 

founding of churches and the like, but the future glory, which is conditioned 
by the resurrection of the dead (comp. Phil. iii. 10, 11) ; hence he continues : 
ei vexpol K.T.A. — et vexpol ovn éyefp.] is referred by the majority of the old 

interpretera (not Chrysostom and Theophylact, but from Pelagius and 
Theodoret onwards) to the preceding. It would then be a second condi- 
tional clause to ri oz rd d¢edog (See on xiv. 6) ; but it is far more suitable to 

the symmetry in the relation of the clauses (comp. ver. 29) to connect it 
with what follows (Beza, Bengel, Griesbach, and later expositors). For the 
rest, it is to be observed that ei vexp. oix éyeip. corresponds to the thought 
indicated by xara av6p. as being in correlative objective relation to it ; fur- 
ther, that Paul has not put an oty or even a yép after ei, but has written 
asyndetically, and so in all the more vivid and telling a manner ; likewise, 
that for the apostle moral life is necessarily based on the belief in eternal 
redemption, without which belief—and thus as resting simply on the ab- 
stract postulate of duty—it cannot in truth subsist at all ; lastly, that the 

form of a challenge is precisely fitted to display the moral absurdity of the 
premiss in a very glaring light, which is further intensified by the fact that 
Paul states the dangerous consequence of the earthly eudaemonism, which 
TH yaorpi petpei nai Tolg aicxiorac Thy evdauoviay (Dem. 824, 24) in set words 

of Scripture (comp. Chrysostom), LXX. Isa. xxii. 18. Analogies to this 
Epicurean maxim from profane writers, such as Euripides, Alcest. 798, may 
be seen in Wetstcin ; Jacobs, Del. epigr. vii. 28; Dissen, ad Pindar. p. 
500 ; comp. Nicostr. in Stob. Wlor. Ixxiv. 64: ré Cav ovdév GAAo Eoriv H boric 

dv ¢dyy. See also Wisd. ii. 1 ff. — atpcov] light-minded concrete expression 
for what isto be very soon. Comp. Theocr. xiii. 4. It is not implied, 
however, in abpiov ydép arofvgox. that ei vexpoi ovx ty. includes the denial of 

life after death absolutely (Flatt, Rickert, a/.), but Paul conceives of death 
as the translation of the soul into Hades (comp. however, on Phil. i. 25 f., 
Remark), from which the translation of the righteous (to be found in Para- 
dise) into the eternal Messianic life is only possible through the resurrec- 
tion. 

Ver. 83 f. The immoral consequtnce of the denial of the resurrection 
(ver. 82) gives occasion to the apostle now in conclusion to place over 

connection with it a use of language Mark !. 18, which resolves itself into a by- 
among the primitive Christians based upon _ pothesis incapable of proof. 
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against that Epicurean maxim yet a word of moral warning, in order thereby 
to express that the church should not be led astray, ¢.e. be seduced into 

immorality (rAavac6e, passive, see on vi. 9), by its intercourse with those 

deniers who were in its bosom (revéc év tyiv, ver. 12 ; comp. ver. 34). — 

g0eipovo.w x.7.A.] justification of the admonition 4? tAavacfe. The words 
(forming an Iambic trimeter acatalectic ') are from the Thais of the comic 
poet Menander (see his Fragmenta, ed. Meineke, p. 75); although it still 

remains a question whether Paul really reeognized them as an utterance of 
this comic poet (as a Mevavdpeoe gwvf, Lucian, Am. 48), or only generally 
as a common Hellenic saying, which, just as such, may have been taken up 
by that poet also. The latter is probable from the proverbial character of 
the words, and in the absence of any indication whatsoever that they are the 
words of another. Similar classical passages may be seen in Alberti, Obes. 

p. 356 ff., and Wetstein. Comp. especially, Theognis 85 f.— 767 xpyera] 

good morals, the opposite being xaxé, Soph. O. R. 610, Antig. 516, and 
rovnpé, Plato, Gorg. p. 499 E, Phil. p. 40 E ; Plat. Def. p. 412 E: ypnoré- 
tn¢ #Move arAaotia per’ evAoytoriag. — ducAfac xaxai] Vulgate : colloquia mala. 
So Luther, Erasmus, and many, including van Hengel and Krauss. Comp. 
Dem. 1468, 27, 1466, 2; Xen. Mem. i. 2.6. But the context does not 

justify this restriction of the conception. Comp. Beza. Hence it is rather : 

good-for-nothing intercourse, bad company. Regarding the plural, comp. 
Plato, Pol. p. 550 B : dusdiac . . . xaxaig xexpqyo8a, Soph. O. R. 1489 ; Ken. 

Mem. iii. 7. 5, Hier. iv. 1. In the application the readers were meant to 

think of intercourse with the deniers of the resurrection, to be on their 
guard against moral contagion through them. — éxv#pare dixaiws, x. pw) duapr. | 

Parallel to u) rAavacbe, but representing the readers as already disturbed in 
the moral clearness and soundness of their judgment, already transferred 
by the influence of those revéc, ver. 34, into a certain degree of moral bond- 

age (intoxication); for the idea of being completely sobered from the con- 
dition in which they were before their conversion (Hofmann) is remote from 

the text, as, in particular, the very ground assigned, which immediately 
follows, points to the hurtful influence of the r:véc. He separates the church 
from these individuals among her members ; the former is not to let herself 
be injured through the latter (v. 6), but to become sober, in so far as she 

has already through them experienced loss of moral soberness. Become sober 
after the right fashion, properly as it behoves. Comp. Livy, i. 41 : exper- 

giscere vere; Homer, Od. xiv. 90: ov ééAover dixaiwe pvacba, Dem. 1180, 

25. Comp. Lobeck, ad Soph. Aj. 547. As regards éxvfgev, to become sober 
in a non-literal respect, comp. Plutarch, Dem. 20; Aret. iv. 8; Joel i. 5. 

Bengel, we may add, says well: ‘‘é«v#pare exclamatio plena majestatis 

apostolicae.” The aorist imperative denotes the swift, instant realization 
of the becoming sober ; y7 duaprdvere,? on the contrary, requires the con- 

1 Thereading xpjc® (Lachmann ; Elzevir, all. 
with wrong accent : xpyc6"), which Is, how- 2 The context gives no warrant for lend- 
ever, almost without support, sults the ing (comp. on Eph. iv. 26) to the imperative 

metre. According to the correct reading, vim /fuiuri (Bengel, Krauss). As regards 
xenord, Paul has left the metrical form out the general n} avaprdvecy, comp. the rorqoar 

of account, perhaps was not aware of itat xaxdv uyddy, 2 Cor. xiil. 7. 
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tinuous abstinence from sinning. — aywwoiav yap x.1.A4.] for some persons have 
tgnorance of God ; how carefully should you guard yourselves from being 
befooled by such! ‘Ayvucia (1 Pet. ii. 15) is the opposite of yvaare,- see 
Plato, Pol. v. p. 477 A, Soph. p. 267 B. The revéc are those spoken of in 
ver. 12, not, as Billroth arbitrarily assumes, only a small portion of them. 
The nature of their unbelief in the resurrection is apprehended as in Matt. 
xxii, 29. The expression ayy. 2yev, ‘‘ gravior est phrasis quam iégnorare,” 

Bengel. They are affected with it. Comp. Stallbaum, ad Plat. Rep. p. 574 
E. — apa évrp. tu. Ayo) For it disgraced the church, that such rivé¢ were 

within it ; all the more alert should it be. Comp. vi. 5, v. 6. ‘Yyi» be- 

longs to Aéyo. 

REMARK on vv. 32-34.—Billroth, followed by Olshausen, is too hasty in in- 

ferring from ver. 32 that the opponents of a resurrection would themselves 

have abhorred the maxim ¢éywyev «.r.A. Paul assumes of his readers generally 

that they abhorred that maxim as anti-Christian ; but the riwé¢ among them, 
who denied the resurrection, must, according to the warning and exhortation 

vv. 33, 34, have been already carried away in consequence of this denial to a 

frivolous tendency of life ; otherwise Paul could not warn against being led 
away by their immoral companionship (ver. 33). Nay, several others even 

must already have become shaken in their moral principles through the evil 

influence of the rivécg ; else Paul could not give the exhortations which he does 

in ver, 34. For that, in ver. 33 f., he is not warning against mistaking and neg- ' 

lecting of saving truths, as Hofmann thinks, but against corruption of wholesome 

habits, consequently against immorality, is certain from 70, in the words of 
Menander, and from yz? duapr. ; hence, also, the danger of going astray is not 
to be conceived of as having arisen through intercourse with heathen fellow- 

countrymen (Hofmann), but through association with those rivé¢ in the church, 

who had become morally careless by reason of the denial of the resurrection. 

This is demanded by the whole connection. The rivéc were sick members of 
the church-body, whom Paul desires to keep from further diffusion of the evil, 
alike in faith and in life. 

Ver. 85. The discussion on the point, that the dead arise, is here closed. 
But now begins the discussion regarding the nature of the future bodies. 

This is the second, the special part of the apology, directed, namely, against 
the grounds upon which they disputed the resurrection. — GAA’ épei rig] but, 
notwithstanding of my arguments hitherto adduced, some one will say. 
Comp. Jas. ii. 18. ‘‘Objicit in adversa persona quod doctrinae resurrecti- 
onis contrarium prima facie videtur ; neque enim interrogatio ista quae- 
rentis est modum cum dubitatione, sed ab impossibili arguentis,” Calvin. -~ 
ai] This general and not yet concretely defined expression is afterwards 

fixed more precisely by roly 62 cduart. The dé places rac and roiy 62 odyare 
in such a parallel relation (see Hartung, Partik. I. p. 168 f.; Klotz, ad 

Devar. p. 362) that it does not, indeed, mean or again (Hofmann), but sets 

over against the rac that which is intended to be properly the scope of the 
question : but (I mean) with what kind of a body do they come? Then from 
ver. 86 onward there follows the answer to the question, which has been 

thus more precisely formulated. — épyovra:] namely, to those still alive at the 
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Parousia, 1 Thess. 1v. 16 f. The presents iyefp, and épz. bring what is in 
itself future vividly before us as a present object of contemplation. Comp. 
Dissen, ad Pind. Nem. iv. 39. So the same tense may bring the past also 
before us as present (Dissen, ad Dem. de Cor. p. 258). Erasmus puts it hap- 
pily : ‘‘actio rei declaratur absque significatione temporis.” * 

Vv. 36-41. In the first place, analogies from the experience of nature,’ by 
way of preparation for the instruction, which then follows at ver. 42 ff., 
regarding the roéry¢ of the resurrection-body inquired about. — é¢puv] The 
deniers have thus, on the assumption of the identity of the resurrection-body 

with the body which is buried, found the zo:éry¢ of the former to be incon- 

ceivable ; but how foolish is this assumption ! The nominative is not address, 

because without the article, but exclamation ; so that to explain it gram- 
matically we must supply ei. Comp. Luke xii. 20 (Lachmann, Tischendorf), 

and see, generally, Bernhardy, p. 67 ; Winer, p. 172 [E. T. 228] ; Kitthner, 

IT. § 507 c, Remark. — ov‘d oveipecs] What thou sorcest, is not made alive, etc. 

The ot has the emphasis of the subsequent contrast with the divine agency 

in ver. 88: Thou on thy part; hence we must not take é¢puv of together. 

— Cworaeiza:] description (suggested by the thing typified) of the springing 
up of the seed, which must first of all die ; inasmuch, namely, as the living 
principle in it, the germ, grows out thereof, and the grain containing it be- 
comes subject to decomposition. Comp. John xii. 24. The amofaveiv is 
therefore, in the case of the seed sown, the analogue of the decay of the body 
buried. As the seed-corn in the earth must die by decomposition, in order 
to become alive in the springing germ, so must the body decay in the earth 
in order to become alive in the resurrection-body arising out of it at the res- 
urrection of the dead. That it is not simply the necessity of dying to attain 

the resurrection-life (van Hengel ; comp. Riickert and Holsten 2. Ke. d. 
Paul. u. Petr. p. 374) which is depicted, is clear from this, that in the ex- 
planation of the resurrection the being sown necessarily represents the burial, 

and consequently the arofaveiv of the seed-corn, because it follows after the 

being sown, must correspond to the decay of the body. (z*) 

Ver. 837. Kal d oreiperc] And what thou sowest,—not the body, which is to be, 

sowest thou. "O omeipec¢ makes the attention rest upon itself first in general, 
independently of what follows, which forms a complete sentence by itself. 
See on Matt. vii. 24, x. 14; Luke xxi. 6. What shall spring out of the 

grain, the plant, Paul calls récdpa rd yevnodu., because he has it before 

his mind as the analogue of the resurrection-body. The emphasis, however, 
lies upon rd yevyo. — yrurvov xéxxov] a naked grain, which is not yet clothed, 

as it were, with a plant-body (see what follows), Comp. 2 Cor. v. 3. To 

this future plant-body corresponds the future resurrection-body with which 

that, which is buried and decays, is clothed. That it is not the soul or the 
avevpa of the departed which corresponds to the yuuvd¢ xéxxoc (Holsten), is 
shown by 6 omeipecc ; comp. with ver. 42 ff. — ei rbyor oirov] it may be of 
wheat. Here, too, e riyot does not mean, for example, but, if it so happens 
(that thou art just sowing wheat). See on xiv. 10. —7 rivoc rev Aoirav] neuter, 

1 Comp. Clement, 1 Cor. 24, 
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We are tosupply from the connection orepydrwv. Comp. Nigelsbach on the 
Lliad, p. 804, ed. 3. 

Ver. 88. ‘0 dé fedc] setting over against the ov 8 ozeipec, ver. 36, what is 
done on God's part with the seed which on man’s part is sowed. — 704. ] has 
willed. It denotes the (already at the creation) completed act of the divine 
volition as embodied in the laws of nature. —xai] and indeed, as ili. 5. — 

The diversity of the (peculiar, id:ov) organisms, which God bestows upon—i.e. 
causes to spring forth out of—the different seeds sown, while preserving 
the identity of the kinds, exposes all the more the folly of the question : 
roly dé oGuart épyovra, in so far as it was meant to support the denial of the 

resurrection. As if God, who gives such varied plant-bodies to the sown 
grains, each according to its kind, could not also give new resurrection- 
bodies to the buried dead! How foolish to think that the same body which is 
buried (ase.g. the Pharisees conceived of the matter) must come forth again, 
if there is a resurrection ! Every stalk of wheat, etc., refutes thee ! 

Vv. 39-41. In order to make it conceivable that the same body need not 
come forth again, further reference is now made to the manifold diversity of 
organic forms in nature ; so also faith in the resurrection cannot be bound 
up with the assumption of the sameness of the present and the future bodily 
organism. Very diverse aré, namely: (1) the kinds of animal flesh (ver. 

39) ; (2) the heavenly and earthly bodies (ver. 40) ; and (3) the lustre of the 

sun, of the moon, and of the stars (ver. 41). — cap& xryvév] flesh of cattle, i.e. 
not quadrupedum generally (so de Wette and Osiander, following older 
interpreters), but also not simply jumentorum (van Hengel), but pecorum 
(Vulgate), which are kept for household use and for burden-bearing ; Plato, 
Crit. p. 109 B ; Herod. ii. 41 ; Xen. Anabd, ili. 1. 19, iv. 7. 17; Luke x. 

84; Acts xxiii. 24.—odpara éxovpduia] hearenly bodies, i.e. bodies to be 

found in heaven. Comp. on John iii. 12; Phil. ii. 10. The bodies of the 
angels are meant by this (Matt. xxii. 30 ; Luke xx. 36; Phil. Z.c.). So, too, 

de Wette.’ Were we to understand by these words, as is usually done (so, 
among others, Hofmann ; Hahn, Theol. d. N. Test. I. p. 265 ; Delitzsch, 

Psychol. p. 66 ; Philippi, Glaubensl. IT. p. 292 f.), the hearenly bodies (sun, 
moon, and stars), we should be attributing to the apostle either our modern 

use of language, or the non-biblical mode of regarding the stars as living 
beings (see Galen, de usu part. 17 in Wetstein*), which is not to be proved 
even from Job xxxviii. 7. The same holds in opposition to Billroth, who 

understands the words as meaning heavenly organisms gencrally and indefi- 
nitely, from which sun, moon, and stars are then named by way of example. 
Sun, moon, and stars are not comprehended at all under odyara érovp., and are 

first adduced in ver. 41 as a third analogue, and that simply in reference to 
their manifold dég2. The whole connection requires that owuzara should be 
bodies as actual organs of life, not inorganic things and materials ; as, for 
instance, stones (Lucian, vitt. auct. 25), water (Stob. jf. app. ii. 8), and 

1Comp. also Kurtz, Bibel u. Astron. p. ing that owp. éwovp. denotes the pious, and 
157; Holsten, z. Ev. d. Paul. u. Petr. p.72f.  owp. éwiyaa the godless, in spite of the dé6fa 
2Chrysostom and Theophylact (comp. which is attributed to both. 

also Theodoret) go entirely astray, suppos- 
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material things generally (Plato, Polit. p. 288 D) are designated in Greck 
writers—not, however, in the New Testament—by oaua. Had Paul meant 

heavenly bodies in the modern sense, he would in that case, by describing 
them as bodies, have committed a werdBaoig cig dAAo yévog ; Whereas, on the 

contrary, the bodies of the angels, especially when we consider the similar- 
ity of those who are raised up to the angels, which was taught by Jesus Him- 

self, were essentially included as relevant to the subjectin the list of the 

diversities of bodily organization here enumerated (in opposition to Hof- 
mann’s objection). He then, ver. 41, brings forward in addition the heav- 

enly bodies only in respect of the diversity—not of their bodies, but—of the 

lustre of their light. — capuara éxiyeca] bodies to be found on earth, that is, the 

bodies of men and beasts. — Both kinds of bodies, the heavenly and earthly, 
are of different sorts of peculiar glory,—the former encompassed with a 
heavenly radiancy (Matt. xxviii. 3 ; Acts xii. 7, al.), the latter manifesting 

strength, grace, beauty, skilful construction, and the like in their outward 
appearance. Notice that in ver. 40 érépa is used, because the subjects are 
of specifically different kinds and qualities. It is otherwise in ver. 41, 

comp. ver. 89. — Ver. 41. Sun-lustre is one thing, and moon-lustre another, 
and lustre of stars another (i.¢. another than solar and lunar lustre). Paul uses, 

however, aorépwv, not aorépoc, because the stars too among themselves have 

not one and the same lustre ; hence he adds by way of explanation : for 

star differs from star in lustre. Acadépec is thus simply differt (Vulgate), 
not ezcellit (Matt. vi. 26, x. 81, xii. 12), which the context does not sug- 

gest. Regarding é with dagéper, comp. Plato, Pol. viii. p. 568 A ; Dem. 
291, 17; Bremi, ad Isccr. I. p. 169. The accusative or dative of more pre- 
cise definition is more usual (Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 394). The design of 

ver. 4 is not to allude to the different degrees of glory of the bodies of the 
saints (Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Theodoret, Calovius, Estius, al.), which is 
neither indicated in what precedes nor adverted to in the application ver. 
42 ff., and hence has no foundation in the context ; but Calvin rightly 
remarks: ‘‘Non disputat, qualis futura sit conditionis differentia inter 
sanctos post resurrectionem, sed quid nunc differant corpora nostra ab iis, 
quae olim recipiemus . . . ac si diceret: nihil in resurrectione futurum 
doceo, quod non subjectum sit jam omnium oculis.” Comp. also Krauss. 

—Generally, let us beware of forcing upon the individual points in vv. 
89-41 different individual references also,’ contrary to the application which 
the apostle himself makes in vv. 42-44. 

Vv. 42-44. Application of the passage from ver. 36 (o7eipera:) on to ver. 
41. —obrw nai 4 avdoracee tr. vexp.] 8c. ort. So does it hold also with the res- 

urrection of the dead, in so far, namely, as the resurrection-body will be quite 

otherwise constituted than the present body.*—J¢ is sown in corruption, etc. 

1 Tertullian, de resurr. 52, may serve 28a Christi ; alia lunae, t.¢. ecclesiae ; et alia stel- 
warning; he says on ver. 39: “ Alia caro 

hominis, é.e. servi Dei; alla jumenti, i.e. 
ethnict ; alia volucrum, t.¢e. martyrum ; alia 
piscium, i.e. gquibus agua baptiematis su fficit."”” 

On ver. 41, again: ‘‘alla solis gloria, i.e. 

larum, t.¢. seminis Abrahae.” 
2 It is to be observed that Paul, in his 

whole discussion regarding the na/ure of 

the future bodies, has in view only those of 
the first resurrection (see on ver. 28), leay- 
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What is sown and raised up, is self-evident, and is also distinctly said in 
ver. 44, on occasion being given by the adjectival form of expression, into 
which the discourse there passes. — On oveipera, the remark of Grotius is 
sufficient : ‘‘cum posset dicere sepelitur, maluit dicere seritur, ut magis in- 
sisteret similitudini supra sumtae de grano.” The apostle falls back on the 
image of the matter already familiar to the readers, because it must have 
by this time become clear to them in general from this image, that a repro- 
duction of the present body at the resurrection was not to be thought of. 
The fact, again, that the image of sowing had already gone before in this 
sense,—in the sense of énterment,—excludes as contrary to the text, not 

only van Hengel’s interpretation, according to which ovzeipera: is held to 
apply to generation and man is to be conceived as the subject, but also Hof- 
mann’s view, that the sowing is the giving up of the body to death, without 
reference to the point whether it be laid in the earth or not. The sowing 
is man's act, but the éyefperaz God’s act, quite corresponding to the antithe- 
sis of oi, ver. 36, and o d2 Ocdc, ver. 38. — év pOopg] in corruption, i.e. in the 

condition of decay, is the body when itis buried.’ Of a wholly different 
nature, however, will be the new body which raises itself at the resurrec- 
tion-summons (ver. 52 f.) out of the buried one (as the plant out of the seed- 

corn) ; it is raised in the condition of incorruptibility. Comp. vv. 50, 52. — 

év drepig) in the condition of dishonour. Chrysostom (ri jap eidrybiorepov 
vexpov diappvévrog ;), Theodoret, Theophylact, Oecumenius, Beza, Grotius, al., 

including Billroth, have rightly understood this of the /foeditas cadaveris ; 
for oreiperac represents the act of burial. Erasmus, Calvin, Vorstius, Esti- 
us, Rosenmiiller, a/., including Flatt, (comp. Riickert), hold that it refers 
to the ante mortem miseriis et foeditatibus obnoxium esse,”’ Estius. So also 

de Wette (comp. Osiander and Hofmann) in reference to all the three points, 
which, according to these expositors, are meant to designate the nature of 

the living body as regards its organization, or at least to include it (comp. 

Maier) in their scope. But this mode of conception, according to which 
the definition of state characterizes the earthly body generally according to 

its nature, not specially according to the condition in which it is at ite in- 
terment, comes in only at the fourth point with cua ywyixdy in virtue of the 

change in the form of expression which is adopted on that very account. 
From the way in which Paul has expressed the first three points, he desires 

to state in what condition that which is being sown is at its sowing ; in 
what condition, therefore, the body to be buried is, twhen tt is being buried. 

This, too, in opposition to Ewald’s view : ‘‘even the best Christians move 
now in corruption, in outward dishonour before the world,” etc. — év d6fy] re- 
fers to the state of outward glory, which will be peculiar to the resurrection- 

bodies ; ver. 40. It is the ofppopgov eivac rH odpare rig d6En¢ Xpiorov, Phil. 

ing quite out of account the bodies of those _—resurrection-hope was being assailed. 
who shall belong to the second resurrec- 1 Not as Hofmann would have it, in con- 

tion, and consequently to the réAos, ver. 24. nection with his Inappropriate interpreta- 
He has in fact to do with delierers, with tion of oweipera:: up lo the point, when tt ts 
future sharers in the resurrection of the giren over lo death. 

righteous (comp. on Phil. ill, 11), whose 
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ill. 21. — ev dofeveia] not : ‘‘ variis morbis et periculis obnoxium,” Rosen- 
miiller and others, comp. Riickert (weakliness) ; for it refers to the already 

dead body (oreipera:), but : in the condition of powerlessness, inasmuch as all 

ability, all toxic (Soph. Oed. Col. 616) all cfévoc of the limbs (Pindar, Mem. 
v. 72, x. 90) has vanished from the dead body. Chrysostom, Oecumenius, 

Theodoret, Theophylact, al., narrow the reference too much in an arbitrary 

way, applying it simply to the inability to withstand corruption. Ey dof. is 
not a superfluous (de Wette), but a characteristic mark which specifically 
distinguishes the dead from the living body. — év duvayec] in the condition 

of strength: the resurrection body wfll be endowed with fulness of strength 
for life and activity. What Grotius adds: ‘‘cum sensibus multis, quos 

nunc non intelligimus,” is perhaps true in itself, but is not conveyed in év 
durduec, — Instead of adducing one by one further qualities of the body as 
buried, with their opposites in the resurrection-body, Paul sums up by 

naming in addition that which conditions those other qualities, the specific 
Sundamental nature of the present body which is buricd, and of the future 

one which Is raised : oeiperac cdua woyixdy, tyeip. o. mvevpartixdy, 7.€. there is 

sown a psychical body, etc. This is not opposed to the identity of the body, 

but the one which rises is quite differently qualified ; there is buried a ywycxdr, 
there rises a wvevyarixdv. That isthe new modry¢ tov aduarog in which the 

risen man comes (ver. 35); but the expression, which sets forth the differ- 
ence as two subjects, is stronger and more signifjcant than if we should 

take it with Hofmann : i¢ ia sown as a psychical body, etc. —The body which 

is buried is ywvyxdy, inasmuch as the wy, this power of the sensuous and 

perishable life (comp. on ii. 14), was its life-principle and the determining 
element of its whole nature (consisting of flesh and blood, ver. 50). The 
yvyx7 had in it, as Oecumenius and Theophylact say, 7d xipog x. ty Yyeuoviar. - 

The resurrection-body, however, will be mvevyarixév, 7.e. not an ethereal 

body (Origen, comp. Chrysostom),’ which the antithesis of yvyia«év forbids; 
but a spiritual body, inasmuch as the wveipa, the power of the supersensu- 

ous, eternal life (the true, imperishable («7), in which the Holy Spirit 

carries on the work of regeneration and sanctification (Rom. viii. 16, 17), 

will be its life-principle and the determining element of its whole nature. 
In the earthly body the yvyxf, not the zveipza, is that which conditions its 

constitution and its qualities, so that it is framed as the organ of the yy; * 
in the resurrection-body the reverse is the case ; the rrevua, for whose life- 

activity it is the adequate organ, conditions its nature, and the yoy has 
ceased to be, as formerly, the ruling and determining element. We are 

not, however, on this account to assume, with Riickert, that Paul conceived 

the soul as not continuing to subsist for ever,—a conception which would 
do away with the essential completeness and thereby with the identity of 

the human being. On the contrary, he has conceived of the zvevya in the 

1 Or as Zeller in the theol. Jahrb. 1852, p. 2 Luther’s gloss is: “ which eats, drinks, 
207, would have it: ‘‘a body composed of _ sleeps, digests, grows larger and smaller, 
spirti,” the wvetua being conceived as ma- begets children, etc. Spiritual, which may 

terial. Comp. Holsten, zvm He. d. Paul.u. donone of these things, and nevertheless 
Petr. p. 72: out of heavenly lighi-materiai.” 1s a true body alive from the spirit.” 
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risen bodies as the absolutely dominant element, to which the psychical 
powers and activities shall be completely subordinated. The entire predi- 
cates of the resurrection-body, contrasted with the properties of the present 
body, are united in the likeness to the angels, which Jesus affirms of the risen, 
Matt. xxii. 30, Luke xx. 36, and in their being fashioned like unto the 
glorified body of Christ, as is promised by Paul, vv. 48, 49; Phil. iii. 21. 

How far the doctrine of Paul is exalted above the assertion by the Rabbins 
of the (quite crass) identity of the resurrection-body with the present one, 

may be seen from the citations in Wetstein on ver. 36, and in Eisenmenger, 

entdeckt. Judenth, II. p. 988 f.—ei for: cdpa yoy., gore wai x.7.A.] logical 
confirmation of the céua rvevzar. just mentioned. It is to be shown, name- 
ly, that it is not an air-drawo fancy to speak of the future existence of a 
capa wvevpatixéy : If tt is true that there is a psychical body, then there is also a 
spiritual body, then such a body cannot be a non-ens—according to the mu- 

tually conditioning relations of the antitheses. The emphasis lies on the 
twice-prefixed éor:, existit (comp. the Rabbinical “& in Schoettgen, Hor. p. 

70). The logical correctness of the sentence, again, depends upon the pre- 
supposition (ver. 42 f.) that the present and the future body stand in the 

relation of counterparts to each other. If, therefore, there exists a psychical 
body (and that is the present onc), then a pneumatic body also must be no 

mere idea, but really existent (and that is the resurrection-body). 
Ver. 45. Scriptural confirmation for the ei gor: oda yp. «.7.4. — obdru] 80, 1.0. 

in this sense, corresponding to what has been said above, it stands written 
also, etc. The passage is from Gen. ii. 7 according to the LXX. (x. éyévero 
6 GvOp. ic p. ¢.), but with the addition of the more precisely explanatory 
words zp@ro¢ and 'Adayz. The citation extends only to facav ; the 6 écyaroc 

x.t.A. that follow are words of the apostle, in which he gives an explanation 

of his oirw by calling attention, namely, to the opposite nature of the last 
Adam, as that to which the Scripture likewise pointed by its description 
of the first Adam, in virtue of the typical relation of Adam to Christ. He 
joins on these words of his own, however, immediately to the passage of 
Scripture, in order to indicate that the 6 toyarog. . . Cworoow follows as 

necessarily from it according to its typical reference, as if the words had 

been expressed along with it.’ He thus gives expression to the inference 
which is tacitly contained in the statement, by adding forthwith this self- 
evident conclusion as if belonging also to the passage of Scripture, because 
demanded for it by the inner necessity of the antithesis. When others, such 
as Billroth and Riickert, assume that é foyaro¢ x.r.A. is meant really to be a 

part of the Scripture-quotation, they in that case charge the apostle with 
having made the half of the citation himself and given it out as being Bible 
words ; but assuredly no instance is to be found of such an arbitrary proced- 

ure, however freely he handles passages from the Old Testament clsewhere. 
And would the readers, seeing that iyévero. . . Cacav is such a universally 

known statement, have been able to recognize in 6 éoyaro¢ x.r.A. Bible words ? 

1 To make the relation of the two halves at éwcav, and let then 6 écxaros x.7.A. follow 
discernible in reading, let éydvero. . .¢moary _ aa little less slowly and loudly. 
be read slowly and loud, pause markedly 
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According to Hofmann, oirw xai yéyp. is a completed sentence, which only 

states that the distinction between two kinds of human body is scriptural. 
In order to demonstrate this scripturalness the apostle then applies the pas- 
sage Gen. ii. 7. But against this it may be urged, first, that Paul is wont 
in general to use the )é)parra: for citing passages of Scripture ; secondly, 

that the reader could all the less think here of another use of the word, since 

in reality at the moment a passage of Scripture, and that a universally fa- 

miliar one, is joined on directly, and without a particle (such as ydp) to lead 

the thoughts aright in another direction. — éyévevo] by his creation, by means 

of the animation through God's breath. — eic yi Gacav] TN wD), comp. 

Gen. i. 30, unto a liring soul-nature, so that thus the body of Adam must be 
formed as the receptacle and organ of the wy, must be a caua wyidr.? 
Therewith sin itself is not assumed as yet, nor even the necessity of its fu- 

ture entrance (comp. Ernesti, Urspr. d. Siinde, I. p. 138), but the suscepti- 
bility for it, which, however, did not fall within the scope of the apostle 

here. — 6 éoyaroc 'Adayz] is Christ. Comp. ver. 22; Rom. v. 14; Neve 

Schalom, ix. 9: ‘‘ Adamus postremus (]).81) est Messias.” He is called, 
however, and is the last Adam in reference to the jirst Adam, whose antitype 

He is as the head and the beginner of the new humanity justified and re- 
deemed through Him ; but at the same time in reference also to the fact, 

that after Him no other is to follow with an Adamite vocation. Apart from 
this latter reference, He may be called also the second Adam. Comp. ver. 
AY, —eig rvevpa Gworo.| unto a life-giting spirit-being, sc. éyévero. It is thereby 
expressed that the body of Christ became a caya rvevpatixéy. But what is 
the point of time, at which Christ cig rveipa Gwor. éyévero? Not as a created 
being, as one of the heavenly forms in the divine retinue before His mission 

(Holsten), nor yet in His incurnation,? whether we may supply mentally a 

Deitate (Beza, comp. too Riibiger, Christol. Paul. p. 35 ; Baur, Delitzsch, 
al.), or take refuge in the communicatio hypostatica (Calovius and others) ; 

for during his earthly life Christ had a yvyixdv oaua (only without sin, Rom. 
viii. 8) which ate, drank, slept, consisted of flesh and blood, suffered, died, 

etc. The one correct answer in accordance with the context, since the point 
in hand has regard to the resurrection (and see especially ver. 44), can only 

be : after His death (comp. Hellwag in the Tubing. theol. Jahrb. 1848, 2, p. 
240; Ernesti, Urapr. d. Siinde, Il. p. 122 ff. ; Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 314), and 
indeed through His resurrection, Christ became ei¢ rvevpa Cwor. The body, 

doubtless, of the Risen One before His ascension (hence the Socinians think 

here of the latter event ; so, too, J. Miiller and Maier) consisted still of flesh 
and blood, still ate, drank, etc. ; but it was immortal, and so changed (see 

Remark appended to Luke xxiv. 51) that it already appears as rvevparixdy, 
although it was only at the ascension that it entered upon its completion in 
that respect, and consequently into its déga as the capa ric dé6En¢ (Phil. iii. 

21). The event producing the change, therefore, is the resurrection ; in 
virtue of this, the last Adam, who shall appear only at the Parousia in the 

1 Not as if he had lacked the higher life- body. 

principle (the wvevna); but the yux} was 2 So, too, Sellin in the Luther. Zetischr, 
that which determined the nature of the 1867, p. 281. 
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whole efficiency of His life-power (ver. 47), became (éyévero) eg rvetpa Cworowir,' 
and that through God, who raised Him up. — (woraoiy] ok eirev’ cig rvevua 

Cav, GAAG Gworooty Td ueiCov eimdv, Theophylact. The connection shows that 
Cu is meant in (worooiy, namely, the resurrection-life, which Christ, who has 
become rvetyua Gwor., works at His Parousia. Comp. ver. 22 ; Phil. iii. 21; 

Col. iii. 4 ; 1 Thess. iv. 16; John v. 21 ff. This limitation of the reference 

of Cworootv, made in accordance with the context, shows that we have not 

here an argument proving too much (in opposition to Baur, neut. Theol. p. 197). 
Ver. 46. After it has been stated and confirmed from Scripture in vv. 44, 

45 that there exists not simply a psychical, but also a spiritual body, it is now 
further shown that the latter cannot precede the former, but that the reverse 
must be the case. ‘‘ Nevertheless the pneumatic is not first, but the psychical ; 
afterwards the pneumatic.”” We are not, with the majority of the older com- 
mentators (also Flatt, Osiander, Hofmann), to supply oéua (which the 

context does not even suggest) ; but Paul states quite generally the law of 

development,” that the pneumatic appears later than the psychical, a grada- 
tion from lower to higher forms, which goes through the whole crcation. 
This general statement he then proves : 

Ver. 47, by the concrete phenomena of the two heads of the race of 
mankind, Adam and Christ. — The principal emphasis is upon zpéro¢ and 
debrepoc, 80 that the former corresponds to the mparov, and the latter to the 

érecra of ver. 46 ; hence, too, éoyarog is not used here again. ‘‘The jirst 
man (not the second) is of earthly origin, earthy (consisting of carth-mate- 

Trial); the second man (not the first) is of heavenly origin.” — éx yi¢ xoixdc] 

Origin and material nature. Comp. Gen. ii. 7, yovv Aafov azo ric yic 3 

Eccles, iii. 20, xii. 7 ; 1 Macc. ii. 63. That the article (John iii. 81) was 
not required with yj (in opposition to van Hengel, who, on account of the 
lacking article, explains it, terrenus sc. terram sapiens ; and then yoixéc ; 

humilia spirans) is clear not only in general (see Winer, p. 114 [E. T. 149), 
but also from passages such as Wisd. xv. 8, xvii. 1 ; Eccles. xxxvi. 10, xl. 

11. It may be added, that since, by the words éx )7¢ yoixéc, Adam's body is 

characterized as yuycndv odua, as in ver. 45, and the psychical corporeity, 
again, taken purely in itself (without the intervention of a modifyihg rela- 
tion), includes mortality (ver. 44), it is clear that Paul regards Adam as ere- 

ated mortal, but so that he would have become immortal, and would hate con- 

tinued free from death, if he had not sinned. The protoplasts are accord- 
ingly in his eyes such as under an assumed condition potuerunt non mori, 
which, however, through the non-fulfilment of this condition, i.e. through 

the Fall, came to nothing ; so that now death, and that as a penalty, came 

1 There exists no ground for assuming 
that Paul had a different conception of the 
coporeity of the risen Christ before His res- 
urrection from that held by the evange- 

lists. It is true that Paul mentions the ap- 
pearances of the Risen One, ver. 5 ff., in 
such a way that he speaks of the appear- 

ance after the ascension, ver. 8, no other- 

wise than of those which preceded ft. But 

he had there no ground for drawing any 
such distinction, since it only concerned 
him generally to enumerate the appear- 
ances of the Risen One, while for his pur- 
pose it was all the same which of them had 
taken place before and which after the as- 
cension. 

3 See also Ernesti, loc. clé. p. 126. 
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to be a reality,—a view which agrees alike with his own doctrinal statement, 
Rom. v. 12,’ and also with Genesis. For had the protoplasts not sinned, 
they would, according to Genesis, have remained in Paradise, and would 

have become immortal (Gen. iii. 22) through the enjoyment of the tree of 

life (Gen. ii. 9), which God had not forbidden to them (Gen. ii. 16, 17). But 
they were driven out of Paradise, before they had yet eaten of this tree 
(Gen. iil. 22); and so, certainly, according to Genesis also, through sin 

came death into the world as the penalty appointed for them by God (ii. 17). 

Comp. Augustin, De pece. meritis et remiss. i. 5: ‘‘ipsum mortale non est 
factum mortuum nisi propter peccatum ;” see, too, Ernesti, l.c. p. 248 f. ; 
Ewald, Jahrb. II. p. 153 f. —- & otpavot] of heatenly derivation. This ap- 

plies to the glorification of the body of Christ,* originating from heaven, i.e. 
wrought by God (comp. 2 Cor. v. 2), in which glorified body He is in 

heaven, and will appear at His Parousia (comp. Phil. iii. 20). Comp. on 
ver. 45. According to de Wette (comp. also Beyschlag in the Stud. u. Krit. 

1860, p. 437 f., and Christol. pp. 228, 242), it applies to the whole personality 
of Jesus, ‘‘ which, through its prepondcrating spirituality, has also a spirit- 
ual body,” or to the heavenly origin characterizing the nature of the 
whole person (Beyschlag). But the above-given definite reference is the 

only one which corresponds, in accordance with the text, to the contrast of 
éx yij¢ xoixéc, which applies to the formation of Adam’s dody, as well as to the 

whole point of the development (cua mvevuarexév). Van Hengel-is wrong 

in seeking to conclude from the absence of the article here also, that the 
heavenly dignity of Jesus is meant. Comp. 2 Cor. v. 2; Gal. i. 8. Paul 
has the article before ovpavée or ovpavoi after éx or a6, only in 1 Thess. i. 10. 

— No predicate in the second clause corresponds to the yoixés of the first 
half of the verse,® because the material of the glorified body of Christ tran- 
scends alike conception and expression. 

Ver. 48. Application to our present and future bodily nature. We are to 
supply simply éori and eioi. — 6 yxoixéc] Adam. —oi yoixoi) all Adam’s poster- 
ity, as such, in so far as they have the same material nature with their first 

father. This common nature is the psychical corporeity. — 6 éxovpdvioc] He 

who is in heaven (comp. the frequent éxovpdvoc Oeot in Homer ; Matt. xviii. 

1In connection with this, no difficulty 
whatever is occasioned by the ¢¢’ @ mdvres 

nuaprov, Rom. v. 12, according to its correct 

interpretation, which does not make it re- 
fer to the individual sins of the posterity ; 
see on Rom. i.c. The Pelagian view, that 

Adam,even if he had not sinned, would have 

died, is decidedly against the Pauline doc- 

trinal conception. This in opposition to 

Schleiermacher, Neander, and others; es- 
pecially, also, against Mau, v. Tode, d. Solde 

der Stinde, 1841. 
2 Hence Gess (v. d. Person Chr. p. 13) very 

irrelevantly objects to the reference to the 
body of Christ, that that body was not 

from heaven, but from the seed of Darid. 

Delitzsch (Psychol. p. 834 ff.), by referring 

éf ovpavod back to the incarnation, which is 
contrary to the context, mixes up things 

that differ. Beyschlag (comp. also his 

Christol. p. 226) finds in our text a heavenly 
humanity of Christ (human pre-existence) ; 

but the connection and the contrast lead 
us only to the heaven-derived body of the 

risen and exalted One. Comp., too, Hof- 

mann and J. Miller, v. d. Stinde, p. 412, ed. 

5: Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 815 f. 

3 Delitzsch, Prychol. p. 886, prefers the 
Marcionitic reading : 6 devrepos xvp. ef odp., 

{.e. the second is Lord from heaven. Accord. 
ing to the critical evidence, this reading 
deserves no consideration. Offence was 
taken at av@peros. 
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85 ; Phil. ii. 10 ; 2 Macc. iii. 39; see also on ver. 40), 2.6. Christ; not, 
however, as the heavenly archetype of humanity, as which He was pre-exist- 

ent in God (Beyschlag), but as the exalted to heaven, Phil. ii. 9 ; Eph. iv. 8 

ff. — ol iovpdévioc] These are the risen Christians, inasmuch as they shall be 

citizens of the heavenly commonwealth, Phil. iii. 20 ; Heb. xii. 22 ; 2 Tim. 
iv. 18. The common nature of the érovpduog and the ézovpdmo: is the pneu- 
matic body. Comp. Phil. iii. 21. Instead of referring the twofold resem- 
blance in kind to the nature of the dedy, Hofmann makes it refer to the 
nature of the life,—on the one side, sinfulness and nothingness ; on the 

other side, holiness and glory. But the matter is thus turned to its ethical 
side, which Paul cannot have in view here in accordance with the whole 

connection, which has to do only with the twofold bodily condition—that 
belonging to the first, and that to the last Adam. This also in opposition to 
van Hengel. 

Ver. 49. The Recenta goptoopev is to be retained (see the critical remarks), 
for which van Hengel, too, decides, although taking r. eixéva in the moral 

sense, (A?) An exhortation (¢opfowuev, defended by Hofmann) lies all the more 

remote from the connection, seeing that Paul proceeds in his development 
of the subject with «ai, and itis certainly not the ethical, but the physical 
conception of cixév which is prepared for by what precedes (see still rocotrox, 

ver. 48); also in what follows, ver. 50, it is not an ethical, but a physiological 
relation which is expressed. Beza says well, in opposition to the reading 

goptowuev and its interpretation : ‘‘ Hoc plane est detortum, quum res ipsa 
clamet, Paulum in proposito argumento pergere.” What, namely, was al- 
ready contained in ver. 48, he now expresses in a yet more definite and con- 
crete way (hence, too, passing over into the first person), bringing out with 

much emphasis the full meaning of the weighty statement, thus: And as 
we have borne (before the Parousia) the image of the earthly (of Adam),—i.e. 

the psychical body which makes us appear as like in kind to Adam,—so 
shall we (after the Parousia) bear also the image of the heavenly (of Christ), é.¢. 

the pneumatic body. Paul transfers himself and his readers to the turning- 
point of the Parousia, from which the aorist dates backward in the aia» 
ovroc, and the future forward in the aidyv péAdwy. — To extend the ‘‘ ze” to 
all men (Krauss) is forbidden by the whole context, and would presuppose 
the idea of the aroxaréoraoig mévruv. — Regarding gopeiv, the continuous 
gépecv, see on Rom. xiii. 4. 

Remarx.—Adopting the reading gopfowyev, we should not, with Bengel, im- 
port the idea of a promise, but take it as hortative, with Chrysostom, Theophy- 

lact, Erasmus, al., including Hofmann, so that eixav would need to be under- 

stood ethically. Eixéva dé yoixov rag gavAac mpagerc Abyec’ eixova dé Tov 

Eroupavloy td¢ ayabdcs, Theophylact. In connection with this Hofmann takes 

xa0wc argumeniatively (comp. on Phil. i. 7, ii. 12): ‘‘ seeing that we have borne 

. 80 must we now also be willing to bear. . .’’ But that xaQcd¢ is the ordi- 
nary as of comparison, is shown by the two comparative clauses in ver. 48, and 

by the annexing of the xa9dc to them by the simple «ai, which continues the 

comparison in the way of assertion. Moreover, gopfowzev would, in fact, not 

mean, ‘' we must be willing to bear,"’ but, ‘‘ Let us bear.” 
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Ver. 50. The discussion regarding the nature of the resurrection-body is 
now closed with a negative axiom, which serves to confirm the ¢gopéaoyer r. 

eix. tr. éxovp.’ But this (in order to add yet this general statement in con- 
firmation of what has just been said) J assure you of. Comp. vii. 29. The 
sense of a concession (for the spiritualistic opponents, so Usteri, Billroth, 
Olshausen) is imported into the context and the simple ¢yui. According to 
van Hengel, Paul writes to obviate a misapprehension ; his readers were not 

to think that the gopéoouev x. tr. eixéva Tov éxovpaviov consisted in the fellow- 

ship of the flesh and blood, which Christ had before and after His resurrec- 
tion. But there was no occasion presented for such an opinion, since the 
Christian belief was assured that the heavenly Christ has a glorified body 
(Phil. iii. 21). Hofmann (following Beza) refers rovro to what precedes, and 

takes 67: as introducing the ground, why the apostle has uttered vv. 46-49. 

But this ground is of a positive nature, and docs not lie in the merely 
negative thought ver. 50, but much deeper, namely, in the Scriptural (ver. 
45) relation of the bodily condition of the carthly and of the heavenly 
Adam. — odpé x. aiua] i.e. the bodily nature which we have in this temporal 
life, the chief constituents of which are ficsh and blood,’ the latter as the 

seat of life. Tyv Aunriy gbow xarei’ adivatov dé tatty Ere Ovytiy otaav Tiz¢ 

éroupaviov Baot2eiag tuxzeiv, Theodoret. Comp. vi. 18. . x. aiza is just as 

little to be taken in the ethical sense, which odp£ by itself elsewhere has, as 

is ¢Gopa afterwards (in opposition to Chrysostom, Theophylact, al.) — ovdé] 
and not, still dependent upon 87. This second half of the verse forms with 
the first a parallelism, in which the first clause names the concrete mat- 
ters, and the second one the general class (the categories in question), to 
which the former belong. The ¢@opé, i.e. according to the context (comp. 
ver. 42), the corruption (and to this category flesh and blood belong, 

which fall a. prey to corruption), inherits not the incorruptibility, to the 

realm of which belong the relations of the Messianic kingdom, and in 
particular the glorified body &f the sharers in the kingdom. The abstract 

nouns instead of 1d ¢faprév and rd a¢gaprov have a certain solemnity. 
Comp. Dissen, ad Pind. p. 476: ‘‘Sublimitatem et rdfoc adjuvant abstracta 

sic posita pro concretis.” Regarding xAnpovoz. of the entrance upon the 
Measianic possession, comp. vi. 9; Gal. iil. 29. The present sets what is 
gure and certain before us as present. 

Ver. 51. After Paul has with the weighty axiom in ver. 50 disposed of 
the question roly 6? odpare Epxovrat, Which he has been discussing since ver. 

85, a new point, which has likewise a right withal not to be left untouched 

1 According to Tischendorf and Ewald, 
ver. 50 begins already the new section, and 

would thus be the Introduction toit. Like- 
wise suitable; still at vii. 29 also rovro de 
yumi serves to confirm what has preceded It. 

2 It is not tothe body as euch that partici- 

pation in the Messianic kingdom js denied, 

but to the present body consisting of flesh 
and blood. Jerome says well: “alla car- 

nis, alia corporis definitio est; omnis caro 

est corpus, non omne corpus est caro.” In 

harmony with our passage we should have 
to read in the third article [of the ‘‘ Apos- 

tles’ Creed ""] “resurrection of the body,” 
instead of “ resurrection of the flesh." The 
conception “ glorified flesh" is for the apos- 

tle a contradictio in adjecto, which cannot 
even be justified from his doctrine of the 

Lord's Supper. . 
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in this connection, however mysterious it is, now presents itself for eluci- 
dation, namely, what shall happen in the case of those who shall be yet alive at 

the Parousia. This last, as it were, appended part of his discussion begins 
without transition in a direct and lively way (ido), designated too as yve- 
rhptov, as dogma reconditium, the knowledge of which Paul is conscious that 

he possesses by aroxdéAvyic.1 See on Rom. xi. 25. — wrdvreg pay ob nor. x.7.A.] 
is held by the commentators to mean : we shall indeed not all die, but all shall 
be changed. They either assume a transposition of the negation (so the ma- 
jority of the older expositors, following Chrysostom, also Heydenreich, 

Flatt, Osiander, Reiche, and van Hengel); or they hold that Paul had 

a/4ay., upon which all the emphasis lies, already in his mind in connection 
with the first révrec : ‘‘ We all—shall not indeed die until then, but notwith- 

standing—all shall be changed,” Billroth, whom Olshausen, de Wette, Maier, 
follow ; or (so Rickert) the meaning is : die indeed we shall not all, etc., so 
that, according to this view, in pure Greek it would be said : xounfyodueda 
ndvrec uév ov." Three makeshifts, contrary to the construction, and without 

proof or precedent, in order to bring out a meaning assumed beforehand to 
be necessary, but which is incorrect, for Paul after ver. 52 can only have 
applied a2Aaynadueba to those still living at the Parousia, and not, as according 

to that assumed meaning must be the case, to those already dead. The 
result of this is, at the same time, that the subject of ot woz. and adAay. must 
be Paul himself, and the whole of those who, like him, shall yet witness the Pa- 
rousia (comp. 1 Thess. iv. 17: yyeic of Cavrec), a3 could not but be clear to 
the reader from aJAay. Hence we must interpret strictly according to the 
order of the words: we shall indeed all not sleep (i.e. shall not have to go 
through the experience of dying at the Parousia, in order to become sharers 
in the resurrection-body, but shall remain alive then), but shall, doubtless, 

all be changed.* Regarding the subject-matter, comp. ver. 58; 1 Thess. 
iv. 15, 17%. This interpretation alone, according to which ov, in conformity 
with the quite ordinary use of it (comp. immediately ob dtivara:, ver. 50), 

changes the conception of the word before which it stands into its opposite 
(Baeumlein, Partik. p. 278), is not merely verbally correct, but also in 
keeping with the character of a pvorfpiov ; while, according to the usual 

way of taking it, the first half at least contains nothing at all mysterious, 
but something superfluous and self-evident. Our interpretation is adopted 
and defended by Winer since his fifth edition (p. 517, ed. 7 [E. T. 695)), 

1 Not “a half confession that now there 
comes a prirate opinion” (Krauss, p. 169), 

which he only with reluctance gives to the 

public. Comp. also, as against this view, 1 
Thess. iv. 15: €v Ady cupiov, 

* Comp. Hofmann's earlier interpretation 
(in the Schriftbew. IT. 2, p. 684): **Collec- 
tively we shall not sleep, but we shall be 
changed collectively.” Now (hell. Schr. d. 

NV. T.) the same writer follows Lachmann's 

reading, which, however, he punctuates 
thus: wdvres pev coipnOnodueda ov, wavres 52 
adAAay , whercby, on the one hand, the uni- 

versality of the dying is denied, whereas on 
the other the universality of the change is 
affirmed. Against this interpretation, apart 

from the critical objections, it may be 
urged, as regards the sense, that aAAay. can- 
not be predicated of the dead along with 
the rest (see ver. 52), and as regards l‘nguis- 
tic usage again, that to place the ov after 
the conceptions negatived by it (Baeumlein, 

Partik. p. 807 f.) is foreign throughout to the 
New Testament, often as there was oppor- 
tunity for placing it so. 

3 eis aGOapciay ueraweceiv, Chrysostom. 
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comp. Ewald and Kling ;’ but it is contested by Fritzsche, de conform. 
Lachm. p. 88 ; Reiche, commentar. crit.; de Wette, van Hengel, Hofmann, 
Hoelemann, neve Bibelstud. p. 276 ff., who, it may be added, looks upon 

the passage as regards text and interpretation as a ‘‘still uncertain” one, 
but decidedly denies that there is here or in 1 Thess. iv. an expectation of 
the Parousia as nigh at hand. The objections raised against our view are 
insufficient ; for (a) something absurd would result from it only on the 
supposition of the subject being all Christians or Paul and all his read- 
ers, (b) to make zdvrec¢ refer to the whole category of those among whom 

Paul reckoned himself, that is, to all who should still lice to see the Parousia, 

of whom the apostle says that they shall not attain to the new body by the 
path of death, is not only not inadmissible, but is established in accordance 
with the context by the predicate atAayyo., which does not include the 

process of the resurrection (ver. 52); (c) the LXX. Num. xxiii. 13 cannot be 

used to support the reference of ov to rdvrec, for in the words of that pas- 
sage : mdvrac dé ov pn Idyc, the well-known usc of oi 4 testifies irrefragably in 

favour of the connection of the negation, not with rdvrag, but directly with 
the verb. Equally unavailable is the LXX. Josh. xi. 18, where by réca¢ 
Tag méAece Tag Keyopatiopévac ox éivéxpoev it is declared of the whole of the 

hill-cities that Israel left them unburnt, so that the negation thus belongs 
to the verb alongside of which it stands. In Eccles. xvii. 30 also the words 
ov dévora: (it is impossible) belong to each other ; in John iii. 16, vi. 29, 
again, the mode of expression is quite of another kind (in opposition to 
Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 106 [E. T. 121]). In our text the repetition of rdvrec 
ought to have sufficed of itself to prevent misapprehension of the plain 
meaning : all we shall at the return of the Lord, in order to our entering 
glorified into His kingdom, not. need first to fall asleep, but shall all be 
changed living (ver. 52), so that our yuytxdv cova shall become a rvevparexdy. 

(3°) 
Ver. 52. Ev aréuw, év per 694.) A double, because a thoroughly designed 

and extremely exact description of the suddenness of the addayno., which is 

meant wholly to exclude even the possibility of those still alive having 
first, perhaps, to die at the Parousia, in order to come into the resurrection- 
life. — drouov, what is indivisible, an atom (Plato, Soph. p. 229 D), is here 
a little indivisible point of time. év atéup’ ev perfari, Hesychius. Comp. 
the phrase, current in Greek writers, év dxapet (Lucian, As. 87; Alciphron. 

ili, 25).—év rH toy. odAmeyyt] at the last trumpet, while it is sounded 
(by anarchangel). See Winer, p. 861 [E. T. 482]. Comp. év abAcic, Pindar, 

Ol. v. 45. Paul might also have written: ard... odAmyyos, Polyb. iv. 

18. 1. Regarding the subject-matter, comp. 1 Thess. iv. 16, and Liinemann 
and Ewald on that passage. The Jast trumpet is that sounding at the 
final moment of this age of the world. It does not conflict with this state- 
ment, if we suppose that Paul conceived the second resurrection also (ver. 
24) to take place with trumpet-sound, for éox. has its temporal reference 

in aiév otros. De Wette (so, too, in the form of a suggestion, Vatablus ; 

2 Comp. also Holtzmann, Judenth. u. Christenth. p. 565. 
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and comp. previously, Theodorct of Mopsuestia) thinks of the ast among 
several trumpet-signals, against which, however, is the simple, not more 

precisely defined cadrice: yép which follows. This, too, in opposition to 

Osiander, van Hengel, Maier, and Hofmann. To understand, with Ols- 

hausen, who follows older expositors (rivéc even already in Theophylact), 
the serenth trumpet, Rev. viii. 9, with which, along with the trumpets of 
Jericho, Hofmann also compares it, is to place it on the same level with 
the visions of the Revelation, for doing which we have no ground, since in 
1 Thess, too, Z.c., only one trumpet is mentioned, and that one taken for 

granted as well known. It is true that the Rabbins also taught that God 
will sound the trumpet seven times, and that in such a way that the resurrec- | 
tion will develop itself in seven acts ;' but this conception, too, was foreign 
to the apostle, seeing that he represents the rising as an instantaneous event 
without breaks of development. It may be added, that the trumpet of the 
Parousia (see, already, Matt. xxiv. 31) is not to be explained away, either 
with Wolf and others : ‘‘ cum signa apparebunt judicii jam celebrandi,” or, 
with Olshausen (comp. Maier), of a startling work of the Spirit, arousing 
mankind fora great end. Comp., too, Theophylact, who understands by 
the odAmy€ the xé2evoua and vedua of God 1d dia révrwv gOdvov ; as in substance 

also Usteri, p. 356, Billroth, Neander, Hofmann.* As regards the phrase 
in itself, we might compare the Homeric aygi 62 odAmiyfev péyac ovpavéc, II. 
xxi. 888, where the thunder (as signal forthe onset) is meant. But the con- 
nection gives us no right whatever to assume a non-literal, imaginative repre- 
sentation. On the contrary, Paul has in fact carried with him the concep- 
tion of the resurrection trumpet (resting upon Ex. xix. 16) from the popular 
sphere of conception, attested also in Matt. l.c. (comp. 4 Esdr. vi. 24), 
into his Christian sphere,* as he then himself adds forthwith by way of con- 

firmation and with solemn emphasis: caArice yap x«.r.A.] for the trumpet 

shall sound, and the dead (the Christians who have already died up to that 

time) shall be raised incorruptible, and we (who are still alive then) shall be 

changed. The paratactice expression (instead of dre yap, or some other such 

form of subordination) should of itself have been sufficient to prevent the 
divesting the oadr. ydép. of its emphasis by regarding it simply as an intro- 

duction to what follows in connection with é& r. éox. odAr. (Hofmann); 

comp. Ktihner, § 720, 4 ; Winer, p. 585 [E. T. 785]. A special attention 
is to be given to the cadric. Instead of jyeic a2Aay., Paul might have written 
oi Cavrec GAAayfoovrac ; but from his persuasion that he should live to sec 
the Parousia, he includes himself with the rest.‘ (c*) Comp. on ver. 51. 

1“Primo sono totus mundus commove- 
bitur; secundo pulvis separabitur ; tertio 
ossa colligentur .. . tuba sepiima vivi sta- 
bunt pedibus suis.” See Eisenmenger, 

entdeckt. Judenth. U1. p. 929. 

3 Lange in the Stud. u. Krit. 1836, p. 108, 
thinks of a revolution of the earth which will 
be the signal of the advent of Christ. 

Ostander hoids that the riclory over the last 
enemy (vv. %, 27) is pointed at. According 

to de Wette, it is generally the apocalyptic 
figure for solemn, divinely-effected catus- 

trophes. 
2 The recognition of this form of concep- 

tion by no means implies that a dogma is to 

be made out of it. 
4 As in 1 Thess. iv. 15 ff., to which pas- 

sage, however, this one does not stand in 

the relation ofa further advance of develop- 
ment, or more thorough liberation from 
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Van Hengel is wrong in referring of vexpoi to those now (when Paul wrote) 
already dead, and jyeic to those now still alive, of whom a part will then be 
also dead ; a42ay. can apply only to the change of the licing. — cadmice: (se. 

6 a/mtyx7hc) has become in its use just as impersonal as tei, viger, al. Sce 
Elmsl. ad Heracl. 830 ; Kithner, II. p. 36, and ad Xen. Anab. i. 2.17. The 

form oadziow instead of caAriygw is later Greek. See Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 
191. 

Ver. 53. Confirmation of what has last been said, x. jyeic aaAay., by the 
necessity of this change. — dei] denotes, in accordance with ver. 50, the ad- 
solute necessity. — rd gfaprév rovro] pointing to it ; Paul looks, as he writes, 

at his own body. — évdicacha: agbapc.| fiyuratice description (2 Cor. v. 4) 

of the process of change to an incorruptible condition of existence ; aHavaciac xai 

agfapaiag Emioven¢ avtg@, Chrysostom. The infinitives aorist are purposely 
chosen to denote the instantaneous completion. 

Ver. 54. Then, however, when this our change has taken place, shall the 
dominion of death cease ; no once shall die any more. —drav d2. . . aéavac.] 

and, as it were, triumphant repetition of the same weighty words. Comp. 
Bornemann, Schol. in Luc. p. xxxix. Theodoret calls the passage a song of 
cictory. All the less is the first clause to be rejected, with Hofmann, on 

critical grounds. THe first corrector of x has rightly restored it. — yevfoera:] 
shall come to pass (in respect of its contents) the word, ¢.e. it shall become 

actual,—the written word shall become fact. Hofmann wrongly takes it : 
Men shall then say so, as it stands written. Where a Adyog or paua goes forth, 

i.e. is spoken, there stands along with it the preposition of direction (as 
John x. 35, Luke iii. 2, and frequently ; comp. Gen. xv. 1, al.), or whence 
the word comes (as Jer. xxvi. 1), or through whom it goes forth (from God ; 

as Hagg. i. 3). It may be added, that they are not things simultaneous 
which are announced in the protasis and apodosis (as Hofmann objects) ; 
but when that which is spoken of in the protasis shall have taken place, 
then, because from this time forward no one shall fall any more under the 
power of death, shall that be realized, etc. This is the happy consequence 
of that,—the complete victory of the life, which will link itself to that 

change which shall thus take place in the twinkling of an eye, as to its 
signal and prelude. —é Adyoc] effatum, oraculum, 1 Macc. vii. 16; Plato, 

Phaedr. p. 275 B; Pindar, Pyth. iv. 105. Comp. Rom. ix: 9; John xii. 

88, xv. 25. —xarend0y7 x.7.2.] Isa. xxv. 8, not according to the LXX.,' 

but according to the original text ; in quoting which, however, 72 is 

rendered as passive, and ny39 is expressed in the way in which it is often 

rendered in other passages, e.g. 2 Sam. ii. 26, Job xxxvi. 7, Jer. ili. 5 (but 

not here), by the LXX.: cic vixog. The meaning is: Death has been com- 
pletely done away. Comp. 2 Cor. v. 4. This being brought to nought is 

Rabbinical reminiscences (Krauss, p. 172) ; 

for the two passages agree in substance, 

and they supplement each other. The 

incapacity, too, of the flesh for inheriting 

the kingdom forms the necessary presup- 

position for 1 Thess. iv. 17. And the resto- 

ration of all is not taught even in our pas- 
sage, ver. 54 f., where the final shout of tri- 

umph of the redeemed (ver. 26 f.) is heard. 
1 Who here translate the words of the 

prophet incorrectly: «xarémiev & Gdvaros 
ioxvcas. 
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represented under the image of being swallowed up (namely, by God ; see 
the original text). As regards the event itself, comp. Rev. xxi. 4. — ei¢ 
vixoc] unto victory, i.c. so that thereby victory—namely, of the opposing power 
of eternal life in the future Acon—is established ; cic, in the sense of the 
result. Comp. Matt. xii. 20. Nixo¢ is a later form, in place of the old vixy. 
See Hermann, Diss. de Orph. p. 821. — Since the personified @dvarog is, ac- 

cording to the context, bodily death and nothing more, this passage also 
(comp. ver. 26) is of no avail for the establishment of the doctrine of res- 
toration (in opposition to Olshausen). Comp. on vv. 22, 28. The passages 
from the Rabbins, who likewise, upon the ground of Isa. J.c., teach: ‘in 

diebus ejus (Messiac) Deus S. B. deglutiet mortem,” may be seen in Wetstein. 
Ver. 55. Exulting exclamation of joy from the apostle (comp. as to xoi, 

Rom. iii. 27; 1 Cor. i. 20), who transfers himself into that blessed future 

of the yev#oera x.t.A., ver. 54,7 and breaks out, as it were, into an érivixov. 

In doing so, he makes words from the LXX. Hos. xiii. 14 his own, with 

free alteration. This great freedom in availing himself of the passage 
almost solely in respect of the assonance of the words, and the whole lyrical 

. cast of the outburst, make it less likely that ver. 55 is still part of the quo- 
tation (the commen view ; but see, in opposition to it, van Hengel). — ra 
xévrpov] Paul images to himself death as a beast with a deadly sting (a scor- 
pion, or the like). Billroth, following Schoettgen thinks of a goad, which 

death uses in order to cultivate its ficld. But this conception is not in the 
least recalled by the context. Olshausen, too, is wrong in holding that ro 
xévrpov denotes that which elicits the forthputting of strength : ‘‘ sin awa- 
kens the sleeping strength of death, and the law, again, that of sin.” Then, 
plainly, rd xévtpov tov Oavdrov, ver. 56, would be that which stings deuth, 
which is impossible according to ver. 55 !—In the second question, ac- 
cording to the Recepta moi cov, ady x.t.2., the (personified) Hades is looked 

upon as having lost the victory ; for it has not only had, in virtue of the 
resurrection of the bodics, to render up the souls of the departed which lay 
under its power, but it receives no other souls into its power any morc. 
According to the reading :* roi cov, Advare x.7.A. (see the critical remarks), 
the new element, which comes as a climax, is brought forward in ré vixog 
by way of addition, after a bold repetition of the same address ; so that, 

putting aside the interrogative form, the meaning of the triumphant outburst 
is: Thou death stingest no more, for no one dies henceforth ; thou death hast 

lost the victory, for the power of cternal life has won it over thee. 

1 According to Osiander, «s is local; so 
that vixos Is presented under the image ofa 
wild beast, which swallows up its prey. 
Against this view there is, first, the absence 
of the article; secondly, eis (we should have 
expected i#é, comp. Polyb. ii. 41. 7); lastly, 
the rd vricos which follows vv. 55, 57.— 

Luther's gloss puts it happily and graphi- 
cally: ‘‘ Death lles undermost, and has now 

no strength left; but life lles uppermost, 
and says, Victory !"’ 
280, rightly, Chrysostom and Theophy- 

lact. According to van Hengel, Paul is 
speaking of the present life, namely, of the 
joy of hope. But it is just the doldnese of 
the flight of thought which ils the most 
Pauline feature in our passage. The xdvrpoy 

also is taken in too weak a sense by van 
Hengel, namely, in that of only a hurting, 
not a deadly sting, by which, in his view, 

the terrors of death are meant. 
* (This reading is so well sustained as to 

be adopted by all modern editors and 

critics.—T. W. C.] 
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Ver. 56 f., still retaining the conception of the xéyrpoy and the vixoc, 
points, by way of happy conclusion (not as introduetion to the admonition 
which follows, as Hofmann would have it), to the firm dogmatic ground 
upon which this certainty of future victory rests in a connected view of 
the gospel. ‘‘ Seeing that death slays through sin (Rom. v. 12), and sin, 
again, is powerful through the /aw (Rom. vii. 7 ff.), it is thus certain that 

God gives us the victory over death through Jesus Christ.” Christ, that is 
to say, has indeed blotted out sin through His iAaorfpiov, has risen for our 
righteousness’ sake ; and has thus withdrawn us from the curse of the law, 
and withdrawn us by His Spirit from its power to stir up and promote sin 
(Rom. viii. 1 ff.). In this proof set forth by the apostle, the summary of 
his whole gospel is contained. The form, however, is not argumentative, 
but, in correspondence with the elevated and emotional tone of the passage, 
such that shadow and light are placed beside each other, but with the light 

breaking forth after the darkness, as in Rom. vii. 25, in the shape of a cry 
of thanksgiving. — rp didév71] present ; for this future victory of life over 
death is for us sure and certain. : 

Ver. 58. Closing admonition, drawn in the way of inference by Gore from 
tp diddévre huiv Td vixog dia x.t.A. (D*) ‘* Therefore—because you are sure of the 

victory — be sted fast,” etc. The eiddrec «.7.A., which glances back upon that 
sure vixoc, testifies in favour of this reference of oore ; hence we have no 

adequate ground for referring dore to the whole section (de Wette, van 
Hengel, a/.), nay, even for making it extend to the whole Epistle (Hof- 
mann. — édpaivt, aueraxiv.| Comp. Col. i. 23. To conceive of the readers as 

ethical athletes (Beza), is not suggested by the context. What is expressed is 
Christian perseterance in general, under the figure of standing jirm, comp. 
vil. 87 (opposite : cadeiecfa:, comp. Theodoret), in connection with which, 
again, azeraxiv. presents the perseverance more precisely as unseduceableness, 
both being in opposition to the possible seductions through the deniers 
of the resurrection. Comp. on dyeraxiv., Plato, Ep. vii. p. 348 A ; Dion. 

Hal. i. p. 520 ; and on both words, Arist. Hth. ii. 4. 3. — repooebovres év TG 

épyy Tt. x. wavr.] abounding in the work of the Lord, i.e. exceedingly active 

and energetic therein, always. This more precise definition of -repicc. is 
confirmed by the correlative 6 xéro¢ iuzav (your pains and labour); é», again, 
denotes the definite sphere, wherein, etc. Comp. 2 Cor. viii. 7 ; Phil. i. 26; 

Col. in. 7; Rom. xv. 18. The ézpyov rov xvpiov is the work which is carried on 

in the service of Christ. Comp. xvi. 10. His is the work, in which His 
people labour. And they labour therein, cach according to his different 
calling, by the active fulfilment of His will as sercants of the Lord (xii. 5). 

The three points, édpaio:, auetax., wepioo. x.t.A. form a climax. — ciddérec] since 
ye know (comp. Rom. v. 3; 2 Cor. i. 7, iv. 14); it introduces the motive, 

so significant in this connection, to follow the mepioc. év r. &. rT. x.3 6 KéTOC 

ipov, your painstaking labour, which is devoted to the épyoyv r. xupiov. — xevdc] 

in cain, t.e. without result. Comp. ver. 10; 1 Thess. iii. 5. So would the 
labour be, if there were no resurrection and no victorious consummation of 

cternal life, because then the blessed reward of the labour would remain 

unattained, namely, the salvation of the Messianic kingdom which is des- 
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tined for the labourer. Rom. ii. 7; 2 Tim. ii. 12 ; Jas. i. 12, al. — év xupiy] 
is not to be connected with 6 xdmog ty., but with ov« gore xevdc. It depends 
upon Christ, that your labour is not fruitless ; for in Him the resurrection 
(ver. 22) and the Messianic cwrnpia have their causal basis, vv. 17-19 ; Acts 

iv, 12; Rom, v. 9 f., vi. 22, 23, x. 9, a. 

Notes spy Amentcan Eprror. 

(0%) ‘* Saved if you hold fast.'’ Ver. 2. 

The view which reads, ‘‘I meke known ... if you still hold fast’’ is fa- 
voured by Principal Brown and is adopted in the text of the Revision of 1881, 
the other view being put in the margin, which, however, the American Commit- 

tee prefer to the text. The weight of the argument appears to be with the old 

version. The force of the last clause of the verse is well given by Hodge thus: 
‘‘the gospel secures salvation unless your faith is of no account.” 

(p*) ‘* That Christ died for our sins.”’ Ver. 3. 

The Apostle begins the account of his Gospel not with the birth or infanoy of 
Christ, but with his death. This is due not to the subject he was about to 

treat, so much as to his general custom of making the crucifixion the first and 
great theme of his preaching. (See i. 18, 23, ii. 2.) This agrees with the gen- 
eral strain of the Epistles, in which the death and resurrection of our Lord are 
the main pointsinsisted upon. Rom. iv. 25 ; Ephes. i. 7-23 ; Col. i. 14-23; 1. 
Tim. iii. 16. 

(Q*) ‘' Uf so be that the dead are not raised.’’ Ver. 15. 

The principle assumed by the objectors was that the dead could not rise. 
Hence the reply of the Apostle is, If the dead cannot rise, then Christ did not 

rise ; for Christ was dead. 

(n’) ‘* We are of all men most miserable.” Ver. 19. 

This is not meant to teach that Christians in this life are more wretched than 
other men, for the contrary is the case. But the point is that Christ is all in 
all to His people, the source of their present as well as of their future happi- 

ness. Without Him they are yet in their sins, under the curse of the law, un- 

reconciled to God, having no hope, and without God in the world ; and yet 

subject to all the peculiar trials incident to the Christian profession which in 
the apostolic age often included the loss of all things. 

The argument of vv. 14-19 may be summed up thus: If Christ's resurrec- 
tion be denied, (1) the whole gospel is subverted, v. 14 ; (2) the apostles are 

made false witnesses, v. 15 ; (3) believers, instead of being pardoned, are still 

in their sins, v. 17; (4) all the dead in Christ are lost, v. 18 ; and (5) the living 
are more miserable than other men, v. 19. 

(s*) ‘‘ In Christ shall all be made alive.’’ Ver. 22. 

Alford and the Speaker's Commentary agree with Meyer in taking the ‘‘all’’ 

as meaning the entire race, and confining the ‘‘ making alive” to the mere fact 
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of a resurrection, without saying to what. But Stanley, Hodge, Prin. Brown, 
and Beet limit the ‘‘all’’ to those who are in Christ, i.e. believers, and give 
the verb its full meaning of a resurrection unto life. The wicked are not 

thought of at all by the Apostle, and there is no reference to them here. The 

latter view seems more in accordance with all that follows te the end of the 

chapter. 

(T°) ‘* They that are Christ’s.”’ Ver. 23. 

This phrase is used, Gal. v. 24, as = believers. It is difficult to see any rea- 
son why it may not be taken to denote thase who belong to Christ, no matter 
in what age or country they may have lived. 

(vu?) ‘* Then cometh the end.'’ Ver. 24. 

The opinion which regards this phrase as meaning the end of the world is 

favoured by the natural meaning of the word, by the analogy of Scripture (Matt. 

xxiv. 6, 1. Peter iv. 7), and by the immediate connection which treats of the 

completion of Christ’s mediatiorial reign. So Stanley, Alford, Hodge, Princi- 

pal Brown, Beet, etc. Meyer's view is rejected by most interpreters. 

(v*) ‘* All his enemies."’ Ver. 25. 

The next verse seems to show clearly that the ‘‘enemies” here refer not only 

to intelligent beings hostile to Christ, but to all forms of evil, physical or 
moral. 

(w*) ‘‘ The last enemy.” Ver. 26. 

This rendering of Meyer seems to give the sense better than the A. V. or the 

Revised Version, Beet translates in much the same way, ‘‘Asa last enemy 
Death is brought to nought.”’ 

(x?) ‘* Allin all.’’ Ver. 28.) 

The phrase may be taken as all things in all persons, i.e. according to the con- 

nection, the one Being who fills up the whole place in each one’s life, and is 

the sole ruler of all interests and events. To attach to it a pantheistic sense is 

utterly unreasonable and unscriptural. Stanley’s note on the verse is sugges- 

tive. 

(x?) ‘* Baptized for the dead.”” Ver. 29. 

All that needs to be added to the thorough discussion of these words in the 

text is the remark of Hodge. ‘* The darkness which rests upon this passage can 
never be entirely cleared away, because the reference is to a custom of which 

no account is extant.’’ 

(2%) ‘* Is not quickened except it die.”’ Ver. 36. 

The argament is that death is not annihilation, but disorganization, and this 
as preparatory to reorganization, so that there is merely a transition from one 

mode of being to another. But it is sometimes objected that while in the case 
of the seed the germ remains, so that there is no interruption in the organic 
life of the plant, the body on the contrary not only decays but is dis- 
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persed, its elements often being taken up into new conbinations. The answer 
is that the life of the body may be in the soul, which at the proper time gathers 

its materials and unfolds itself into anew body. It is certain that sameness 

does not require absolute identity of materials, No full-grown man now has a 
particle of what constituted his body when a child, yet he is sure of his per- 
sonal identity. So will it be with the risen saints. They will know themselves 

to be the same persons that died and were buried, and this is enough to sustain 

the blessed doctrine of the resurrection. To deny that doctrine because we 

are unable to explain it would be the height of folly. 

(a3) ‘* We shall also bear.’’ Ver. 49. 

All the recent editors adopt the subjunctive reading, and render Let us also 

bear as in the margin of the Revision of 1881, and for this the external evi- 

dence greatly preponderates. Yet this seems to be acasein which the de- 

mands of the context outweigh all other considerations. Stanley and Beet do 
not feel this, yet it would seem to he plain that Paul] here is dealing not with 

ethics but physiology, Besides, Meyer, in his textual notes prefixed to the chap- 

ter, shows very clearly how the vicious reading may have originated. 

(B*) ‘‘ We shall not all sleep.’’ Ver. 51. 

Dr. Meyer seems to understand the Apostle as affirming a confident expecta- 

tion that he and others of that generation would survive till the coming of 

Christ. To this there are two objections. First, it is not necessary. The 

words simply mean that all (including both the Apostle and his readers) will 
not die, but while some will escape death, none will escape a total bodily 
change. Secondly, to suppose that the Apostle solemnly, under divine di- 
rectién, announced to his readers what was not the fact, would be to impeach 
his inspiration. 

(c*) ‘* We shall be changed.” Ver. 51. 

The author’s assumption that the Apostle here states his belief that he should 

live to see the Parousia is not necessary, since the words may mean merely ‘‘all 

of us who are alive shall be changed,” and besides is opposed to his own state- 
ment to the Thessalonians (II. iv. 15), whom he warns against expecting a 
speedy occurrence of the Advent, 

(p*) ‘* Therefore be ye stedfast.’’ Ver. 58. 

The sudden subsidence of so impassioned a strain of triumph into so sober a 

conclusion is a remarkable instance of the practical character of the New Testa- 
ment teaching (Stanley). ; 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

Ver. 2. caB3arov] recommended by Griesb., adopted also by Lachm. Riick. 

Tisch., following A BCDEFG J ®** 17, Syr. Vulg. Chrys., al. Elz. and 

Scholz, however, have cu33drwy, an alteration in accordance with: passages 

such as Matt. xxviii. 1; Mark xvi. 2; Luke xxiv. 1. — Ver. 7. Instead of the 

second yap, Elzevir has dé, against decisive evidence. An alteration to express 

the antithesis. — émitpéry] Lachm. Rick. Tisch. read, as approved previously 
by Griesb. : érirpépy, following A BC J &, min. Chrys. Theoph. ms. _ Rightly ; 
comp. Heb. vi. 3. — Ver. 17. ducv] iuérepov should be adopted, according to 

preponderant evidence ; and comp. Phil. ii. 30. — Instead of otro, A D E 
F G, 64, Vulg. Chrys. Oec. Ambrosiast. have airo/, which is recommended by 
Griesb. and adopted by Luchm. Riick. Tisch. Rightly ; the external evidence 
is considerable enough, and ovru: might easily be written on the margin by 

way of gloss. — Ver. 19. In place of IlpicxsAAa we should write Ipicca, with 

Tisch., following B ¥%, 17, and several vss. Pel. The former name was taken 

from the Acts. — Ver. 22. 'Incotv Xpiordév in Elz. after avpcov (against A B C* 

* * and several min, Aeth. Copt.) is an old, readily-occurring addition. 

Vv. 1-9. Regarding the collection for Jerusalem ; doubtless (comp. vii. 1, 
viii. 2, xii. 1) occasioned by a question in the Corinthian letter. 

Ver. 1. The construction may be : jowep epi tic Aoy. dtét. rai¢g Exxdr. Tic 

Tat., ovrw «.t.A. Comp. 2 Cor. ix. 1; also 1 Cor. xii. 1. Still wept... 
ayiovg may also be taken by itself (de Wette and others), comp. ver. 12, vii. 

1, viii. 1. We cannot, indeed, decide, but the latter is more in harmony 
with the inartificial movement of the epistolary style. — Aoyia’ ovAdroys, 

Suidas, comp. Hesychius. Without example clsewhere save in the 

Fathers. — cig rovg dyiove] t.€. sig tovg aTwxove Tav dyiww Trav év 'Tepovoadgn, 

Rom. xv. 26. This detail, however, was obvious of itself to the readers ; 
the assumption that ol ay:o: by itself denoted the mother church (Hofmann) ' 
is neither necessary nor capable of proof ; they are the ady:o: who are known ; 

the readers were acquainted with the fact, for whom the apostle made the 
collection. — The pocerty of the church at Jerusalem explains itself in part 
from the community of goods which had formerly * subsisted there (see on 
Acts ii. 44 f.). This poverty itself, along with the high interest excited by 
what was in truth the mother church of the whole of Christendom, as well 

as Gal. ii. 10, and generally Paul’s love for his people (Rom. ix. 3), which 
made sacrifices with joy, form a sufficient explanation of his great zeal in 
their support, and of his delivering over the sums raised in person, notwith- 

1 See in opposition to this explanation of 2 The community of goods cannot by this 
ot Gyros, Which was previously proposed by time have subsisted any longer; otherwise 

Wieseler also, Riehm, Lehrbezr.d. Hlebr. Br. it could not have been said, Rom. i.c., rovs 

p. xviil. ed. 2. BTwXoUs Tay ayiwy. See Acts iv. 84, 
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standing the dangers which he saw before him. Riickert’s view (comp. 
also Olshausen), that Paul desired to appease the minds of the Jewish 
Christians there which were embittered against him, before he journeyed 
into the west, has no trace whatever of its existence either in the Acts or 

the Epistles. See, on the contrary, Acts xxi. 17-24. Rickert even asserts 
that such a reason alone could justify him in undertaking so perilous a 
journey. But sce Acts xx. 22-24. — rij¢ Tazar.] whether from Ephesus by 

messengers, or in person on the journcy mentioned in Acts xviii. 23 
(Osiander, Neander, Wieseler), or by letter (so Ewald), must be left unde- 

cided. In the Epistle to the Galatians preserved to us there is no mention 
of this collection ; for Gal. ii. 10 is of general import, although it is the 

basis of the apostolic d:araccerv, as well as the special warrant for it. For 
the rest, Bengel aptly says : ‘‘ Galatarum excmplum Corinthiis, Corinthio- 
rum exemplum Macedonibus, et Macedonum Romanis proponit, 2 Cor. ix. 

2; Rom. xv. 26. Magna exemplorum vis.” But a proof, too, how Paul 
sought to foster the community of life and effort in his churches (comp. 
Lechler, p. 804 f.), and how the appointed mode of doing so had already 
approved itself. 

Ver. 2. Kara piay caBBarov] on each first day of the week. A Hebraism 
very common in the New Testament, in accordance with the Jewish custom 
of designating the days of the week by N2W3 Wk, N3wI *3W, etc. Light- 
foot, Hor. ad Matth. xxviii. 1. (z?) The singular of caf3,3. also means «eek, as in 
Mark xvi. 9 ; Luke xviii. 12. — It does not, indeed, follow from this pas- 

sage in itself that the Sunday was already observed at that time by assem- 

blies for the worship of God, although this is to be assumed from othcr 
indications (see regarding this on Acts xx. 7) ; for rap’ éavr@ reBérw Cannot 
refer to the laying down of money in the assembly (Estius, Bengel, 
Mosheim, al.) ; but no doubt it does show that to the Christian conscious- 
ness it was a holy day in whose consecration the appropriateness of such 
works of love was felt, ra yap améppyta ayaba Kai 4 pita Kal } apxh Tig Cure 

huetépac ev tabry yéyovev, Chrysostom. — rap’ éavtg@ riBérw x.t.A.] let him lay 

up in store at home whatever (quodcunque) he succeeds in, i.e. if he has suc- 
cess in anything, let him lay it up (i.e. what has been gained thereby), comp. 
expressions such as in John xii. 5 ; Matt. xix. 21, etc. Comp. Herod. vi. 
%3: KAcouévet evwddty rd rpyyua. Eccles. xi. 16, xxxvili. 14, xli. 1 ; Tobit 

iv. 19; 8John 2. To supply #ycavpige after evod. (Hofmann) is superfiu- 

ous. Explanations such as quod ei placuerit (Vulgate,’ Erasmus, Paraphr., 

Luther, al.), and that of Billroth and Rickert, following older interpreters : 

what is possible for him without burdening himself, are not in accordance with 

the literal sense of evoddw (sce on Rom. i. 10). sap’ éavr@ : at home, chez lui, 

see on Luke xxiv. 12. Loesner, Obss. p. 297. Oycavpifwy : ‘* paulatim 

cumulum aliquem faciens,” Grotius. — iva pi «.7.4.] in order that gatherings 
be not made, when I shall hace come. The collection was to be then so far 

already made, that cvery one would only have to produce what he had 

1 The Vu'gate, perhaps, may havo read evdoxcy. Comp. the Gothic: “ thatel vill’ (what 

he will). 
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already gathered together week by week out of his profits in trade. By this 
whole injunction Paul doubtless had in view both the enlargement and the 
acceleration in due season of the collection. 

Ver. 3. Ob¢ éav doxez.] whomsoerer you shall consider jit. Paul thus makes 

the appointment of the persons who were to bring the money dependent 
upon: the choice of his readers ; hence Grotius observes : ‘‘ Vide, quomodo 
vir tantus nullam suspiciont rimam aperire voluerit.” It is possible, how- 
ever, that he had never thought of that ; for jt was quite natural for him, 
with his fine practical tact, not to anticipate the givers as respects the trans- 
mission of their gifts. — de’ émcotoAav] by means of letters, by my giving them 
letters along with them to express their mission. Comp. Winer, p. 356 [E. 
T. 476]. The plural might denote the category (by way of letter), and thus 

only one letter be meant (Heumann) ; but there is nothing to compel us to 
depart from the plural sense, for Paul very reasonably might design to write 
different letters to seceral persons at Jerusalem.’ Av éxior. is to be connected 
with what follows (Chrysostom, Theophylact, and the majority of modern 

expositors), and it is put first, because Paul has already in his mind the 
other possible alternative, that he himsc/f may make the journcy. The 
majority of the older editors (except Er. Schmid), also Beza, Calvin, Estius, 

al,, connect it with dox:z : ‘‘quos Hierosolymitanis per epistolas commenda- 

veritis,’ Wetstein. But in that case the wéuyw would surely be somewhat 

meaningless ! No; the bearers of the collection are to be chosen by the 
giters; but it is Paul, as the originator and apostolically commissioned 
steward (Gal. ii. 10) of the collection, who sends the money. — rH» xdpev iz. | 
your love-gift, beneficium. Comp. 2 Cor. viii. 4, 6, 7, 19. ‘‘QGratiosa appel- 
latio,” Bengel ; comp. Oecumenius ; Xen. Ag. iv. 4 f., Hier. viii. 4; Eccles. 

iii. 29, xxx. 6, xxix. 15 ; 4 Macc. v. 8. 

Ver. 4. In case, however, of it (what is being spoken of, i.e. the result of 

the collection) being worthy that I too should journey (to Jerusalem),* then 
they shall journey with me. The genitive roi zopebeofac depends upon d£iov. 
Comp. Fritzsche, ad Matth. p. 845; Winer, p. 804 [E. T. 408]. — Paul 

makes his own journeying thither dependent upon the issue of the collec- 
tion, not, of course, for the sake of safety in its conveyance, nor yet because, 

in the event of a considerable sum being realized, he desired to be indepen- 
dent in connection with the application of it, but—which alone results from 

a<.ov without arbitrariness—because a scanty sum would have been dispro- 

not make the journey at any rate (Hof- 

mann), but that he makes it dependent on 
1 We see, too, from this passage how com- 

mon it was for the apostle, in the course 

of his work, to indite letters even to indl- 

yiduals. Who knows how many of such 

writings of his have been lost! The only 
letter of the kind which we still have (set- 

ting aside the pastoral Epistles), that to 

Philemon, owes its preservation perhaps 

solely to the circumstance that it was 

addressed at the same time to the church in 

the house (Philem. 2). 
2Jt is clear from «que wop. that he will 

the above-named circumstance whether /¢ 

also siall journey thither. What a strango 
state of things, too, would be the result, 
if he were resolved to journey at any rate, 

but the messengers, in the event of the col- 

Iection proving a small one, were to make 

the journey not in his company, but alone! 

Paul assuredly did not contemplate any- 
thing so paltry. 
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portionate to an extraordinary mission. Consideration for the decorum at- 
taching to the apostolic rank underlies his procedure, not the prudential 
motive : ‘‘in order, on this opportunity, to fulfil his purpose of going to 

Jerusalem (Acts xix. 21), and to prepare for himself there a good reception” 
(de Wette), or in order by this journey to heal the breach between the Jew- 

ish and Gentile Christians (Baur), Bengel says well: ‘‘ Justa aestimatio 
sui non est superbia.” At the same time, he will not undertake this charge 
alone ; see 2 Cor. viii. 20. 

Ver. 5 f. His arrival, which had not hitherto been specifically determined, 
is now defined by him as respects its time. —érav Maxed. 6:626w] According 

to 2 Cor. i. 15, it had previously been his plan to proceed from Ephesus by 
Corinth to Macedonia, from Macedonia again back to Corinth, and then on- 

ward to Jerusalem. This plan, however, he has altered (see 2 Cor. i. 15, 

23 ff.), and he now intends to journey first through Macedonia, and then 
to Corinth, where he thinks perhaps (rvyév) to spend some time, or even to 

winter. In the second Epistle, too, we sce him actually engaged on this 

journey in Macedonia (2 Cor. ii. 13, viii. 1, ix. 2, 4), and upon the way to 

Corinth (ii. 1, xii. 14, xiii. 1, al.). Acts xx. 1, 2, agrees with this. — Maxed. 
yap dépx.] is not a parenthesis, but the Maxed. put first corresponds to the 

mpo¢ tac dé which follows, and the d:épyoua to the rapapevd : for Macedonia 

I journey through (without halting), but with you will I perhaps remain. The 
present dépy. designates the future as present in conception, 7.e. conceived 
as quite certain.’ From the erroneous rendering: J am on my journey 
through Macedonia, arose the erroneous statement in the subscription, that 

the letter was written from Philippi. — rapayevé] he remained three months, 
Acts xx. 2. —iva tyeic x.7.A.] tueic has the emphasis. Were Paul to remain 
in another church, others would give him the escort ; there is something 

kindly both in iva and in iyzeic, the unprompted thoughtfulness of love. — 
tux6v] forsan, only here in the New Testament, very common:-in Greek 

writers. — oi] As Luke x.1. Bornemann, Schol. in loc. ; Kiihner, II. p. 318. 
Whither his thoughts, however, were generally turned at that time, sec 
Acts xix. 21. 

Ver. 7. For it is not my will to see you now in passing. Since he does not 
Bay rd/uv év wap., but dpze év xap., no inference can be drawn from this pas- 

sage to decide the question (sce introduction to 3 Cor. § 2) whether Paul 
had been already twice in Corinth before writing our Epistle to the Corin- 
thians (in opposition to Schrader, Neander, Wieseler, Otto) ; but he says 

simply : it is not his will now to visit the Corinthians only as a passing trarc’- 

ler, which leaves it quite undecided whether he has already previously 

visited them once év zapédy (so, too, Hofmann) or not. In order rightly to 

understand the passage, observe that the iva, which is put first on that ac- 
count, has the emphasis, in contrast to the Macedonians. The Corinthians, 
in the journey which he is now about to make, are to have the advantage over 
the Macedonians, whom he will only see in journeying through, ver. 5.2. Ac- 

1 (That is, Tam to pass, not Tam passing, a 2This also against Otto, Pastorald. p. 
sense of the present tense not uncommon 236 f. 
in the New Testament.—T. W. C.] 
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cording to Billroth and others, the thought is meant to be, that he will not now 
see them, as he had formerly intended, on his journey through (to Macedonia). 
But in that case he would have written : dpri yap ob OéAu x.r.A. Regarding 
év rapédy, comp. Thue. i. 126. 7, v. 4. 5, vii. 2. 3; Polyb.-v. 68. 8; Lucian, 
D. Deor. xxiv. 2. — é2rifw yap x.t.a.] ground of the ov 0éAw «.7.4. ; for he 

hopes that the Lord will enable him to make a longer visit to the church 
than merely év rapédy, and upon the ground of this hope it is not his will, 

etc. —6 xtpiog] Christ, in whose service the apostle journeys and works 

(Acts xvi. 7, 10). —éaerpéypy] shall have allowed, i.c. shall have given signs 

of His approval. ‘‘ Pia conditio,” Bengel. Comp. iv. 19. 
Vv. 8, 9. Paul now mentions the duration of his present stay in Ephesus, 

and the reason of it. —ri¢ revr7x.] is the immediately impending festival of 
Pentecost. See Introduction, § 3. Nothing can be inferred from our text, 

which contains simply a statement of time, in support of a Christian cele- 

bration of this festival as already by this time subsisting. — @i:pa ydép pot x.r.A.] 

The figurative expression (comp. Wetstein) denotes the opportunity opened 
before him for working (otherwise Acts xiv. 27). Comp. 2 Cor. ii. 12, and 

see on Col. iv. 3. (F*) Meyday applies to the ertent, évepy. to the influence of the 

sphere of action offered ; the latter epithet, however, poverful, corresponds 

not to the figure but to the matter, and even to that only in so far as it is 
conceived of as immediately connected with the opened Oi pa,—a want of con- 

gruity in the animated and versatile mode of representation (comp. Plato, 
Phaedr. p. 245 A: Movody éxt sowytuxdg Oipac agixytar) which occasioned the 
reading évapyjc, evidens (Vulgate, Itala, Pelagius, Ambrosiaster, Beda), 
which occurs in Philem. 6, and is approved by Beza, Grotius, Bos, and 
Clericus. As regards the later Greek of avéwyev (instead of avéwxraz, as 46, 

Theophylact and Occumenius actually read), see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 157 f. 

—x. avrexeiu. woA2oi] ‘‘quibus resistam. Sacpe bonum ct contra ca malum 
simul valde vigent,” Bengel. 

Vv. 10, 11. Recommendation of Timothy (iv. 17) to be well reccived 

and escorted back. He is not the bearer of our Epistle (Bleek), but jour- 
neyed through Macedonia (Acts xix. 22), and must arrive in Corinth later 

than the Epistle. — éav d2 £2] if, indced, he shall hare come. Rickert holds 

that érav would have been more correct. Either one or other was correct, 
just according to the conception of the writer. He conceives of the arrival 

of Timothy as conditioned by the circumstances, and therefore places it 

under the hypothetical, not under the temporal (drav), point of view.— iva 

x.t.2.] design of the Brérere : be careful, tn order that he, etc. Paul might 
also have written negatively: BAérere, uy év 9d (il. 8), or iva py é. 9. (2 

John 8), etc. The positive expression, howevcr, demands more; his going 

out and in among the readers is to be free from fear. Comp. on yiveoOat 
with the adverb of the mode of the going out and in, Merod. i. 8, ix. 109 ; 

Plut. Alex. 69, Demetr. 11, Mor. p. 127 A ; also Plato, Prot. 825 B ; Tobit 
vii. 9, 11 ; 1 Mace. viii. 29. They are so to conduct themselves towards 

him that he shall not be intimiduted among them. This peculiar a¢éfu¢, as 
well as the reason assigned which follows +6 yap éipyov «.r.A., and the con- 

clusion again drawn from it: nq z¢ ofv air. isovberv4oy, make it probable 
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that Paul has in view not the ill-:ill of his own opponents, which his fricnd 
might encounter (Osiander, Neander), with which the ré yap . . . o¢ kal 

éyo docs not well agrec, but the youth of Timothy (1 Tim. iv. 12), on 
account of which, in a church to some extent of a high-minded tendency, 
he might easily be not held in iull respect, slighted and intimidated. So 
already Chrysostom and the majority of interpreters. The conjecture that 
Timothy was ofa timid nature (de Wette) is without a trace of historical 

support, and is superfluous. Regarding ré épy. rov xvp., see on xv. 58. — év 
eipijvg] is not to be explained from the formula : ropeteoba ev eipgvy (80 

Calvin : ‘‘salvum ab omni noxa,” comp. Beza, Flatt, Maier), since, on the 

contrary, the context would lead us to think, in accordance with ag¢é8u¢ and 

ph tig &€ov8., of a peaceful escort, a mporéumecv in peace and concord, yupi¢ 
payne x. dtAoverxiag (Chrysostom, Theophylact). Flatt and Hofmann refer év 
eip. to what follows (that he may come to me safely and without danger). But 
the subsequent reason assigned contains nothing referable to év cipfvy, 
which must have been the case, had it been so emphatically put first. Be- 

sides, the escort to be given was not for protection, but in testimony of love 
and reverence. — iva iAfy xpé¢ ue] There is implied, namely, in xporéuyare 

x.T.2., With its aim as here defined : ‘‘in order that he may come (back) to 
me,” the admonition not to detain him too long in Corinth—for Paul is 
expecting him. — era réiv adeAgav] Several others, therefore, besides Erastus 
(Acts xix. 22), had journeyed with Timothy.' 

Ver. 12, Aé] marks the transition from Timothy to Apollos. — epi 2 Ar. 
tov ad.] stands independently : quod attinet ad Apoll., as ver. 1, vii. 1. —iva 
é1fy x.7.a.] design of the woAAa zapexa2eca avtév : I have advised him much, in 
order that he should come, etc. Paul makes this remark : ‘‘ ne Corinthii sus- 

picentur, ab eo fuisse impeditum,” Calvin. Perhaps they had expressly 

besought that Apollos might be sent to them. — 70/44 is intensive, as in 
ver. 19, and often in Greek writers. — pera rév adeAgiv] These are the 

Corinthian Christians, who journeyed back from Ephesus to Corinth with 
this Epistle. See ver. 17. Here also the words are not to be joined with 
wapexé?£ca (Hofmann), but with iva 2209 «.r.4., beside which they stand. — 

kat mavtw¢ x.7.A.] And the will was wholly (out and out) lacking (‘‘sermo quasi 
impersonalis,” Bengel) that he should come now, comp. Matt. xviii. 14. 
The context compels us to understand @éAnza of the will of Apollos, not of 
God's will (Theodorct, Occumenius, Theophylact, Bengel, Riickert).  xai 

does not stand for a42é (Beza and others) comp. Rom, 1. 13. — érav evxazp. ] 

So soon as he shall hare found a convenient time for it. Regarding the late- 
ness of the word in Greek, sec Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 125. 

Rewarx.—It follows from this passage that Apollos, who by this time must 
have been again (Acts xviii. 24 ff.) in Ephesus,* was neither o faction.maker 

1To refor it to éx&dy.: I with the brethren be sent together on such missions. 

who are here (Bengel and de Wette unde- * He seems, however, just when this let- 
cidedly, older interpreters in Calovius,and ter was written to have been absent fora 
again Hofmann), has the analogy of ver. 12 - time, since no special greeting is sent from 

againstit. It wasusualthat several should him. 
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nor at variance with Paul, for Paul himself plainly regarded his going to Cor- 

inth as a thing advantageous and to be. desired. Hence, too, the refusal of 
Apollos is not to be explained from fear of adding new fuel to the party heats, 
but simply from the contents of the Grav evxa:pyoy. He must have found hin- 

drances for the present in the relations of his work, by which he saw himself 

detained from the desired journey until a more convenient time, sothat he did 

not yield even to the advice of theapostle. The text tells us nothing further ; 

but the Corinthians themselves might learn more details from the bearers of 
the Epistle. Van Hengel (Gave d. talen. p. 111 f.) brings the refusal into a too 

arbitrarily assumed connection with the Corinthian misuse of the glossolalia. 

Ver. 18 f. In conclusion of the whole Epistle, and without connection or 
reference to what has immediately preceded, there is now added a concise 
exhortation which compresses closely together, in five imperatives following 
cach other asyndetically, the whole sum of the Christian calling, upon 

which are then to follow some personal commendations and greetings, as 
well as, lastly, the proper closing greeting and the benediction. — The ypyyo- 
peire summons to Christian foresight and soberness, without which sted fast- 
ness in the faith (orjx. év 7. wior.) is not possible ; (G*) davdpifeobe and 
kparazovofe, again, to the manly (‘‘muliebris cnim omnis inconstantia,” 

Pelagius) and vigorous resistance against all dangers, without which that 

stedfastness cannot continue. — avdpizecfa:] to bear oneself manfully, to be 
manly in bearing and action; only here in the New Testament, but often 
in classic writers, see Wetstein, and in the LXX. Comp. the Homeric 
avépec tore, Il. v. 529 ; and see, also, Valckenaer, ad Herod. vii. 210; Heind. 

ad Plat. Phaedr. p. 239 B. Comp. avdpixdc trropeivac pdyeobae x.t.A., Ast, 
Ler, Plat. I. p. 165. —xparaoic6e] be strong. Comp. Eph. i. 16: duvéyee’ 
Kparautyvat dia Tov Tvetpatog avTov cig Tov ~ow GvOpwrov. The verbal form 

occurs in the LXX. and Apocrypha ; not in Greek writers, who say xparb- 

veobat. — év aydry] a8 in the life-sphere of the whole Christian disposition 

and action, chap. xiil., and, in particular, of mutual edification, viii. 1. 

Vv. 15-18. Commendation of the three Corinthian delegates who had 
brought to the apostle the Ictter of the church ; first of all (ver. 15 f.) and 
chiefly, of Stephanas (i. 16) and his house. The special expression which 

Paul gives (ver. 16) to the commendation of Stcphanas must have becn 
grounded in some antagonism unknown to us, which the man had to lament 
in his work for the church. — zapaxada] The question is, Whether the ex- 

hortation itself begins at once with oidare (so that the latter would be zmper- 

ative), or only with iva, so that oidare would be indicative, and the passage 
ending with éavrove would put forward the motive in the first place? The 
latter is the ordinary view and the only correct one, for oidare as an tmper- 

ative form (instead of icre) cannot be pointed out (in opposition to Erasmus, 
Wolf, Heydenrcich) ; on the supposition of its being imperative, eidévar 

would require to be taken as in 1 Thess. v. 12 (‘‘ut jubeat agnosci bene 

meritos,” Erasmus) ; on the view of its being indicative, it is the simple 
know. The construction is the ordinary attraction oidd ce rig ei, and oidare 

. . . éavrobe is an auxiliary thought which interrupts the construction (comp. 
Disscn, ad Dem. de Cor. p. 84b). — azapxi ti¢’Ax.] 7.€. the first family which 
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had accepted Christianity in Achaia ; the holy jirst-fruits of the land, in so 
far as it was destined to become, and was in process of becoming, Christian. 
Comp. Rom. xv. 6. — éragav] The plural, on account of the collective oixfa. 
They have set themselves (voluntarily devoted themselves and placed them- 
selves at the post) for the service of the saints. Instances of rdocecy éavrév in this 
sense may be seen in Wetstein and Kypke, II. p. 234. Comp. Plato, Rep. 
p. 371 C : éavrotg éxl rv dtaxoviay ratrover rabryv, Xen. Ages. ii. 25, Mem. ii. 

1.11. Beza denies the emphasis of éavroic, unwarrantably, but in the inter- 
est of the ‘‘ vocatio legitima.”’ We have no more precise knowledge of the 
historical circumstances here pointed to. Perhaps Stephanas devoted him- 
self also especially to journeys, embassies, execution of special commissions, 
and the like ; his wife, to the care of the poor and sick. — roie dyio is an appro- 
priating dative to dtax. See, already, Raphel, Xenoph. in loc. ; Bernhardy, 
p. 88. By of ayco: are meant the Christians, as in ver. 1; not, however, the 
mother church at Jerusalem (Hofmann). A reference to prosecuting the col- 

lection (in connection with which people had, it is supposed, been refractory 
towards Stephanas) lies wholly remote from the words. — xai tyeic}] You too. 

The xai finds its reference, according to the context, in what goes before : 
ei¢ dtax. tr. dy. grag. gavr. Wetstcin is right, therefore, in saying : ‘‘illi vobis 

ministrant ; aequum est, ut vos illis cicissim honorem exhibeatis” (rather : 
obsequamini). —imoréoc.] namely, to their proposals, exhortations, etc. 
Ewald and Ritschl regard Stephanas as one of the overseers of the church ; 
a relation which, however, would have required a more precise and definite 
designation than the general and qualitative roi¢ rocobroe. See, besides, on 
i. 17. —roig rovobroc] to those who are so affected, indicates, in a generalizing 
way, the category to which Stephanas and his house belong. This general- 

ization, by which the injunction of obedience towards the concrete persons 
comes out in a less strict and immediate form, but in which it is still implied, 
is a delicacy of expression. —r¢ owvepy.] The reference of the ov is given by 

the context from roi¢ roobrorg ; hence : who works with them, i.e. in fellowship 
with them, which presupposes harmony in the spirit and purport of the work. 
Comp. Chrysostom. While Riickert leaves us our choice between three 

supplements contrary to the context : r@ Oe@ (iv. 9), éuol (so Erasmus), and 
tuiv (2 Cor. 1. 24), Hofmann adds a fourth arbitrary supplement : helpful to 
increase the kingdom of God. This design is of course taken for granted of 
itself, but does not explain the ovy. — xai xom:avri] and takes pains (therein), 

gives himself trouble about it. Comp. xv. 10, iv. 12; Gal. iv. 11; Rom. 
xvi. 6. 

Vv. 17, 18. Regarding Fortunatus (probably not different from the per- 
son named in Clem. 1 Cor. 59) and Achaicus no particulars are known. 
They are not to be included (as de Wette would have it) in the family of 

Stephanas, which has been spoken of already. Grotius holds them to be 
Chloe’s people ; but see on i. 11. — dre 7d butrepov torlpyua avrot aver. ] because 

they for their part have supplied your lack (your absence). Comp. on Phil. 

1 Which does not come into consideration here, since there is no mention of entrance 
upon an ecclesiastical office. 
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li. 30. ‘Yyér. is thus taken objectively (comp. xv. 81) : the lack of your pres- 
ence ; and iuér. and avroi (see the critical remarks) have the emphasis. Ob- 
serve how courteously the expression : the want of you (of your presence), is 
chosen. Hofmann, on the contrary, misses this delicate touch by taking it 

as: what was lacking tn you, in this respect, namely, that you could not 
appear with me in person. With still less delicacy Grotius, who adduces in 
his support 2 Cor. ix. 12: ‘‘ quod vos omnes facere oportuit, id illi fecerunt ; 

certiorem me fecere de vestris morbis.”» He is followed by Riickert, who 

founds wrongly upon Phil. ii. 30: ‘‘ what should have been done by you, that 
hace they done,” inasmuch, namely, as they had given him joy, which had 
not been done by the Corinthians. But we must not decide here by passages 
from other Epistles, since linguistically both renderings alike may be cor- 
rect, but simply by the connection, according to which the men as ambassa- 

dors from the Corinthians were the compensation to the apostle for the lack 
of the presence of the latter. Comp. Chrysostom. —avéravoav yap x.t.A.] 

reason assigned for the preceding rd torépyya avr. averA.’ Regarding the 
phrase, comp. 2 Cor. vil. 13; Philem. 7, 20. —xai ré iudv] for they have 
refreshed (by their arrival here, and the communications and assurances con- 

nected therewith, comp. 2 Cor. vii. 13) my spirit and yours. The latter, 
inasmuch as they had come not in their own name, but as representatives of 

the whole church ; their meeting therefore with Paul could not but be refresh- 
ing to the consciousness of the whole church. As they by their presence 
provided for Paul the joy of avdmavoic, 80 they provided it also for the church, 
which through them had entered into this fellowship with the apostle, and 
thus owed to them the refreshment which it could not but experience in the 
consciousness of this living intercourse of love with Paul brought about 
through these men. Comp. Chrysostom : ot IlatAw pévor, GAAd nat éxeivor 
avTove yaptoauévore deixvuot TQ THY WéAw Gracav év avtoic repigépeev. Paul thus 

expresses not simply reciprocity in general,—that which is presupposed where 
there is good-will (de Wette),—but the relation implied in the representation 

of the church by their delegates,—a relation, therefore, which for the latter, 

in virtue of their acceptance of the embassage, was one of merit. There 
lies here, also, in the addition of this second pronoun, a tender delicacy 

(comp. on i. 2), which the readers acquainted with the manner of the apos- 

tle could well appreciate. Grotius makes the reference to be to the assur- 
ances of Paul’s love which those men had brought with them to the Corin- 
thians. But 1é izay also, like rd éudv rvevpa, must refer to the time of the 
presence of the delegates with Paul. — émcywdoxere] Attention to the com- 
pound verb : recognize them rightly (comp. on xiii. 12), should of itself have 
sufficed to prevent alterations of the sense of the word (such as: prize them 
highly, so Theophylact, Grotius, Flatt, Neander, and others). The high es- 

teem is the consequence of the éxcytv. — rove roioprove] as in ver. 16. 

Ver. 19 f. Tie ’Aciac] in the narrower sense, comprehending the western 
coastlands of Asia Minor’(see on Acts ii. 9), where Ephesus also lay. From 

1 Had Paul and his readers met together ‘this refreshment of both parties had now 

in person, this would have been refreshing taken place through those delegates. 

for both parties (comp. Rom. i. 12); and 
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the latter, at least, Paul was charged with a greeting, but In the assurance of 
a like loving fellowship on the part also of the other Asiatic churches, 
with which he was in intercourse from Ephesus, he widens it. — év xpi] 

marks the Christian character of the greeting, inasmuch as it was given 
with the feeling of living and moving in Christ. Comp. on Rom. xvi. 22. 
The év xvp., which is here added, is taken for granted by the reader in the 
case of the other greetings also. But here precisely it is expressed, be- 
cause this greeting is a specially fervent one ; hence also 7roaAd (much, comp. 
ver. 12).—oiv ri Kar’ olxovy avr. éxxA.] Aquila and Prisca (Priscilla), who 

had gone from Corinth (see on Acts xviii. 2) to Ephesus (Acts xviii. 18, 26), 

had therefore given their dwelling here too, as afterwards at Rome (Rom. 
xvi. 3 f.), for the assembly of a portion of the Christians in the place. 
Comp. on Rom. l.c. Probably Paul also lodged with them, so that the 
old addition : rap’ ol¢ xa Eevifounae (DEF G, Vulg., etc.), contains a true 

statement. — oi ade2got mdvrec] the whole of the members of the Ephesian 
church—these, still, separately- and personally, although already included 

collectively in the first greeting. —-év g:A. ay.] by means ofa holy kiss. Secon 
Rom. xvi. 16; 2 Cor. xiii. 12; 1 Thess. v. 26. It is the kiss which was 
the token of Christian, brotherly love (1 Pet. v. 14), and thus had the spe- 

cific character of Christian consecration. Comp. Constit. apost. ii. 57. 12, 
viii. 5. 5 : 1d év xupiy gianua. More special considerations, such as that of 
the absence of hypocrisy (Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylact), are im. 
ported. They are to greet each other, mutually (not from Paul), with the holy 
kiss after the reading of the Epistle in the assembly, and thereby manifest 
their brotherly love to each other respectively... Comp. on Rom. xvi. 16, 

Vv. 21-24. Conclusion added with his own hand in token, according to 2 
Thess. iii. 17, comp. ii. 2, that the Epistle, though not written with his own 
hand, was his Epistle. Comp. Col. iv. 18. — 6 adoracpéc] is the grecting xar’ 
éfoxf#v, the final salutation to the church. Nothing is to be supplied ; on 

the contrary, Paul writes thesc words, and there is the greeting. — MatJov] 
in apposition to zug. See Kihner, II. p. 145.—In ver. 22, looking back 
once more, as it were involuntarily, upon the many degenerate forms of 
Christian life, and the discords at Corinth, he adds an apostolic uttcrance of 
judgment, full of terrible solemnity, against all those who could not but 
feel that it struck at them. — od g:Azi r. xip.] is without love to Christ. So he 
designates those Christians, who, like so many at Corinth, by factiousness, 
self-seeking, strife, a carnal life, etc., practically denied their love to Christ 

(John xiv. 23). That the course applied to them, as long as they were impen- 
atent, is self-evident. Comp. 2 Cor. vii. 10.—Observe that the more sen- 
suous word ¢:Aziv is nowhere used by Paul in those Epistles which are un- 
doubtedly his (comp., however, Tit. iii. 15), except in this passage so full of 
emotion ; elsewhere he uses ayazav (Eph. vi. 24).— rw avd6.] i.e. then let 

him be one devoted to destruction (to the eternal arédeca). See on Rom. ix. 

8; Gal. i. 8. — napavabd] energetic reference to the Parousia, at which that 

1 We are to conceive of this dord¢erdae the medium instead of words. Comp. 
é&AAMAovs as a silent one, in which the kissis | Const. ap. viii. 11. 4. 
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#7 avd0, shall be realized. The word isthe Aramaic KAN &)'V), i.¢. our Lord 

is come, by which, however, not the coming in the flesh is meant, as Chrys- 
ostom, Theodoret, Theophylact, Jerome, Erasmus, Castalio, a/., assume,’ 

but, in accordance with the context (see previously #rw avdé.), the eschato- 

logical coming to judgment. Paul sees the near and certain Parousia as if 
already begun (see on this use of the Hebrew praeterite, Ewald, Lehrb. 135. 
3), and exclaims, like a prophet beholding it in vision: Our Lord is here! 
But it is not a form of putting under ban (see Lighfoot, Hor. p. 260), as indeed 

it does not occur in the Rabbinical writings ; Luther (comp. Calvin) has with- 

out any warrant made it into Maharam Motha (which would be 8MD DOWN, 
maledictus ad mortem). According to Hofmann, papavefa is meant to be 
equivalent to WI V3, Thou art the Lord, whereby the thought is ex- 

pressed : ‘‘ Ie will proce Himself in them to be Lord.” But how needless is 
this wholly novel and far less characteristic interpretation ! The traditional 
interpretation,* on the other hand, places the punishment of the judgment di- 
rectly before our eyes. Why, we may ask further, did Paul use the Ara- 
maean expression ? We do not know. (#*) Perhaps there was implied in it 
some reminiscence from the time of the apostle’s presence among them, un- 

known to us, but carrying weight for his readers ; perhaps it was only the 

prompting of momentary indignation, that, after the sentence of judgment 
already pronounced (jr avd@eya), ‘‘rei gravitate commotus, quasi sibi non 
satisfecissct” (Calvin), he desired to clothe in truly solemn language the 

threatening reference to the Parousia yet to be added by paparvafié, instead of 

saying 6 Kipioc yudyv yxec. That there was a reference, however, in the 

Aramaean expression to the Petrine party who understood Hebrew, is not to 
be assumed (in opposition to Hofmann), as the general ei tig ob giAei r. xbprov 

shows of itself. The two Aramaean words were doubtless intelligible enough 
in general in the mixed church, which contained so much of the Jewish 
element. Had the Maranatha, however, been as it were the mysterious 

watchword in the world of that time (Ewald), there would be in all proba- 
bility more traces of it to be foundin the New Testament. This also in op- 
position to Bengel. The view of Chrysostom and Theophylact is singularly 
absurd : Paul wished by the Aramaean to cross the conceit of the Corin- 
thians in the Hellenic language and wisdom. Billroth, followed by Rickert, 
holds that he had added something in Aramaic also, in order to accredit yet 
more strongly the authenticity of the Epistle, but that this had afterwards 
been written by the transcribers in Greek lettcrs. But the assumption that 

1 Paul, they hold, means thereby to say: 
‘*Quod superfluum sit adversus eum (Chris- 

tum) odfis pertinacibus contendere, quem 

venisse jam constet,” Jerome, Ep. 187 ad 

Marcell. ; or, he means thereby to put them 

to shame, because they still continued in 

their sins after the Lord had shown such 

condescension, Chrysostom ; or, ‘* quando- 

quidem averratur eum, a quo solo poterat 

consequi salutem, et venisse negat quem 

constat venisse magno bono credentium, 

sed magno malo increduloram,” Erasmus, 

Parapahr. ; or, ** quod si quis eum non amat, 
frustra alium expectat,” Castallo. 

2 Even those codd. which have written 

the word ina divided way, have the divi- 
sion not pap avada, but papay ada. So al- 

ready B**, And the versions, too (those 
which do not with the Vulgate retain it 
untranslated), translate according to this 
division ; so already the Peshitto : Dominus 

noster tcnit. Cod. It. g.: in adventu Dominé. 
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he had not written yapavaba in Greek letters, although it has passed over so 
into all Greek mss. of the text, is equally arbitrary with the presupposition 
that he had thought such an extraordinary and peculiar mode of attestation 
to be needful precisely in the case of this Epistle, which was already suffi- 

ciently accredited without it by the bearers. — Ver. 23. The grace of the Lord, 
etc., 80. ei7, the apostle’s most common closing wish in an epistle, Rom. xvi. 
20, 24; Gal. vi. 18 ; Phil. iv. 23 ; 1 Thess. v. 28 ; 2 Thess. ili. 18 ; Philem. 

25. — Ver. 24. My love, ctc., sc. éorc : his heart impels him still to add this 
assurance at the very end, all the more because the divisions, immoralities, 

and disorders in the church had forced from him such severe rebukes and, 
even now, such corrective appeals. He doves them, and loves them all. If 
taken as optative (Luther, Estius, Ewald), it would be less suitably an indi- 

rect admonition, namely, that they might so conduct themselves that, etc. — 

év Xptor®@ 'Ijoov} Christ is his whole life-sphere ; in it he loves also. His love 

has thus the distinctively Christian character, in contrast to all xoopex? ayarr 
(Theophylact). 

Nores By AMERICAN EpDITor. 

(z*) ‘ The first day of the week.’’ Ver. 2. 

This is generally and justly considered the earliest mentioti of the observance 
of the Lord’s day. It does not show that Sunday was then observed by assem- 

blies for public worship, for the direction implies that the laying by of money 

for charity was to be done individually and in private. But it does show that 

the day then had a sacred character which made it eminently suitable for the 

discharge of a duty of Christian love. On no other ground can we account for 

the mention of a specific day by the Apostle. —- It may be added that if it was 

intended, as some say, that the Old Testament obligation of contributing a 

tithe of one's gains should be continued in the New, here was a proper place 
to mention it. 

(F?) ‘* A great door and effectual,” etc. Ver. 9. 

Two inducements for the Apostle to stay in Ephesus are a wide sphere and a 

powerful opposition. As Grotius says, what terrifies others attracts Paul. 
His reference is, on one hand, to the spread of the Gospel in the neighbourhood 

of Ephesus (Acts xix. 20), and on the other, to the opposition of Pagan (xix. 23) 
and of Jewish (xix. 33, xx. 29) enemies (Stanley). 

(a*) Stand fast in the faith. Ver. 13. 

Hodge gives well a certain phase of this injunction: ‘‘Do not consider 

every point of doctrine an open question. Matters of faith, doctrines for which 

you have a clear revelation of God, such for example as the doctrine of the 

resurrection, are to be considered settled, and as among Christians, no lonyer 

matters of dispute. There are doctrines embraced in the creeds of orthodox 

churches so clearly tanght in Scripture that it is not only useless but hurtful to 

be always calling them into question.” —On the whole verse Beet remarks : 

‘Note the military tone of these words. We are sentinels on guard, and must 

not yield to sleep. In face of the enemy we must maintain our position ; and 
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we do so by abiding in faith. We must show moral courage. To this end we 

must accept the strength provided for us. This fourfold description of our 

attitude towards spiritual foes is followed by a description in one word of our 

attitude towards our fellow-Christians and fellow-men, Love must be the one 

element of our entire activity.’’ 

(H°) ‘‘ Anathema, Maran-atha,’’ Ver. 22. 

The introduction of the Aramaean phrase may best be explained as giving 

additional force to the previous curse, since such seems to be the origin of the 
use of the Syriac Abba in Rom. viii. 15, Gal. iv. 6, and of Hebrew words such as 

Abaddon and Armageddon in the Apocalypse. The assurance that ‘‘the Lord is 

coming” is a solemn reminder that the. anathema is not an idle threat, but a 
tremendous reality. — It is vain to deny, as some do (Speaker's Com. in loc.), 

that this isan imprecation. The words can mean nothing else. The explana- 

tion is that they express no personal vindictiveness, but only the writer's 

absolute sympathy with all holy beings in their opposition to the crowning sin 

of men, viz. their insensibility or indifference to Him who unites in himself 

all divine and all human excellence, and who so loved our lost race as to stoop 

to the cross that we might not perish, but have everlasting life. They who 
refuse to recognize such love deserve to be anathema, 



PREFACE 

TO THE COMMENTARY ON THE SECOND EPISTLE. 

Since the year 1862, in which the fourth edition of this Commen- 
tary was issued, the only exegetical work calling for mention on the 
Second Epistle to the Corinthians (except a Roman Catholic one) is that 
of von Hofmann. My relation to this work has already been indicated 

in the preface to the Commentary on the First Epistle ; it could not be 
different in the exposition of the Second, and it will doubtless remain un- 
altered as regards the Pauline writings that are still to follow, as is ap- 
parent already in the case of the Epistle to the Galatians, my exposition 
of which I likewise am now issuing in a new edition. 

The much-discussed questions of Introduction—whether between our 
two Epistles to the Corinthians there intervened a letter which has been 
lost, and whether the adversaries so sharply portrayed and severely cen- 
sured by the apostle in the Second Epistle belonged to the Christ-party 
—have recently been handled afresh in special treatises with critical skill 
and acumen ; and the general result, although with diversities in detail, 
points to an afirmative answer. After careful investigation I have found 
myself constrained to abide by the negative view ; and I must still, as 
regards the second question, hold the Christine party to be the most 
innocent of the four, so that they are wrongly, in my judgment, made 
responsible for all the evil which Paul asserts of his opponents in the 
Second Epistle. Iam at a loss to know how so much that is bad can be 
brought into inward ethical connection with the simple confession éy@ 
dé Xptorov without calling in the aid of hypotheses incapable of being 
proved ; or how, moreover, Paul should not already in his First Epistle, 
which was followed up by the Second in the very same year, have dis- 
covered the thoroughly dangerous springs and movements of this party- 
tendency ; or lastly, and most of all, how Clement of Rome, while re- 
calling to the recollection of his readers the three other factions, should 
not even in a single word have mentioned the Christ-party, although in 
looking back on the past he could not but have had before his eyes the 
whole historical development of the fourfold division, and in particular 
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the mischief for which the Christians were to blame, if there were in 

truth anything of the sort. I have not met with any real elucidation of 
these points among the acute supporters of the opposite view. 

In wishing for this new edition a kindly circle of readers, not led 
astray either by the presupposition of the dogmatist or by the tendency 
to import and educe subjective ideas,—as [ may be allowed to do all the 
more earnestly on account of the special difficulties that mark the present 
letter of the apostle,—I commit all work done for the science which 
applies itself soberly, faithfully, and devotedly to the service of the 
divine word—desiring and seeking nothing else than a sure historical 
understanding of that word—to the protection and the blessing of Him, 
who can do exceeding abundantly above all that we ask and understand. 

Under this protection we can do nothing against the truth, everything for 
the truth. 

Hannover, 21st June, 1870. 



THE 

SECOND EPISTLE OF PAUL TO THE CORINTHIANS. 

INTRODUCTION. 

§ 1.—OCCASION, AIM, AND CONTENTS OF THE EPISTLE.' 

Timothy to Corinth (1 Cor. iv. 17) ; he assumed, in regard 
to him, that he would arrive there later than the Epistle (1 
Cor. xvi. 10 f.), and he might therefore expect from him 
accounts of the impression which it made, and its result. Cer- 

tainly Timothy is again with Paul, while he is composing the second Epistle 
(2 Cor. i. 1) ; but there is no mention of news brought by him. Hence 
Eichhorn was of opinion (also Rabiger and Hofmann) that he had again left 
Corinth even before the arrival of our first Epistle in that city ; others, how- 

ever (Ziegler, Bertholdt, Neander, Credner, Riickert, de Wette, Reuss, Maier), 

assumed that he had not come to Corinth aé all, but had returned from 

Macedonia, where he had made too long a stay, to Ephesus (Acts xix. 22).* 

But against the latter view may be urged the fact that, according to 1 Cor. 
iv. 17, Timothy was quite distinctly delegated to Corinth, 7.e. was commis- 
sioned to visit Corinth from Macedonia (comp. Acts xix. 22) ; hence we are 
not justified in believing that he left this apostolic mission unfulfilled, or 
that Paul himself had cancelled it, otherwise we should necessarily expect 
the apostle in this second Epistle to have explained to his readers why 
Timothy did not come, especially as the anti-Pauline party would not have 
failed to turn the non-appearance of Timothy to account for their hostile 
ends (comp. i. 17). Eichhorn’s opinion presupposes that the bearers of the 
first letter lingered on the journey (1 Cor. xvi. 17), which there is the 
less ground to assume as these men presumably had no other aim than to 

return from Ephesus to Corinth. In opposition to the opinions that Timothy 

1See Klépper, Ereg. krit. Unters. tb. d. 
gweiten Brief. d. Paulus an ad. Gemeinde zu 

Kor., G6tt. 1869. 
2 Chap. xil. 17, 18 Is also quoted in con- 

firmation of this view ; for, it is sald, if Tim- 
othy had come to Corinth, Paul could not 

but have mentioned him here. Sce espe- 

clally, Rackert, p. 409. But Paul may, dur- 
ing the time when he was not at Corinth 

himself, have sent to the church there 

many a one whom he does not here name. 

He names only the last, 7ifuse. Besides, 

Timothy was in fact foint-wriler of our 
Epistle. 
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did not get so far as Corinth, or that he left it again prematurely, compare, 
in general, Klépper, p. 4 ff. It must therefore be held that Paul had 
receiced from Timothy news af the impression which the former Epistle had 
made, The fact that he makes no mention of this is explained from the cir- 
cumstance that, in i. 1, Timothy himself appears as joint-sender of the 
Epistle ; whence not only was it obvious to the reader that Timothy on his 
return had made communications to the apostle, but it would have been un- 
becoming and awkward if Paul had said that he had received from Timothy 
accounts of the result of his Epistle. For these accounts, viz. those of the 
Jirst impression made by the letter, must have been by no means tranquilliz- 
ing for Paul (ii. 12, vii. 5 ff.). It is true that in Phil. ii. 19 the joint-sender 
of the letter is named as a third person, but there the state of the case is 
quite different (in opposition to Hofmann), namely, a special recommendation 
of Timothy, just as the relation of the apostle himself to the church in 
Philippi with which he was so affectionately intimate was very diverse from 
that in which he stood to the Corinthians. 

But besides Timothy, Titus also at a later period brought to the apostle, 
who meanwhile had travelled by way of Troas to Macedonia, intelligence of 
the result of his letter (ii. 12, vii. 5 ff.). Paul had delegated the latter to 

Corinth after our first Epistle,’ and after Timothy had again arrived in 
Ephesus from the journey mentioned in 1 Cor. xvi. 10 f., comp. iv. 17 ; and 
it is natural that from Titus he should have received further (as also more 
tranquillizing) intelligence than from Timothy, because the former came later 
to Corinth. 

The occasion of our Epistle, which Titus was to bear (viii. 6), was there- 
fore given by the accounts which first of all Timothy, but mainly Titus, had 
brought regarding the effect produced by the previous letter on the dispositions 
and relations of the Corinthian church. 

RemMakk.—The special olyect that Paul had in sending Titus to Corinth we 

do not know ; for viii. 6 does not refer to this Journey (see vv. 23, 24), but to 

the later, second journey, in which this Epistle itself was entrusted to him. 

The supposition of Eichhorn, Bertholdt, Neander, de Wette, and some others, 

that the apostle had despatched Titus out of anxiety about the impression which 

his first Epistle might make on the Corinthians, is a conjecture which receives 

some probability from ii. 12, vii. 5 ff., especially if we suppose that, before 

Titus was sent off, Timothy had returned with very disquieting news. Bleek 

1 Schrader, indeed (1. pp. 187, 262), and 

Billroth, to whose view Riickert also in- 

clines, have assumed that Titus was sent 

to Corinth before our first Epistle, perhaps 
with the one now lost, and on account of 

the matter of the collection, and that he 

was therefore in that city when our first 

Epistle arrived there. But in that case Paul 

would have mentioned Titus in his first 
Epistle (especially xvi. 1 ff.), just as he 

mentions Timothy ; and at least a greeting 
to him would not have been forgotten. 

Biullroth thinks that Paul had probably al- 

ready in the lost Epistle said enough in rec- 

ommendation of Titus. But does this make 

a greeting in the Epistle that follows super- 

fluous? Riickert says that the bearers of 

our first Epistle had perhaps brought with 
them a special letter to Titus, or instruc- 

tions by word of mouth, which, however, 
is a mere conjecture to which he is con- 

strained to resort. Miilleralso, De trib. Pault 
tlineribus Corinth. eusceptis, Bas. 1831, agrees 

with Schrader, without, however, admit- 

ting the loss of an Epistle, at 1 Cor. v. 9. 
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(in the Stud. u. Krit. 1830, p. 625 ff., and in his Introduction) supposes, and 
Credner (Einleit. I. 2, p. 371), Olshausen, Neander, Hilgenfeld (Zeitschr. 1864, p. 

167), Beyschlag (in the Stud. u. Arit. 1865, p. 253), and Klépper (/.c. p. 3 ff.) 

agree with him, that Paul, after Timothy’s return, sent to the Corinthians by 

Titus a letter of very strong reproof (which is now lost). But our first Epistlo 

contained enough—especially after (Timothy had already brought with him 

disquieting news—to excite in Paul apprehensions regarding the severity of 

his letter (i. 15 ff., iii. 2, 3, iv. 8, 18-21, v. 1 ff., vi. 8, xi. 17 ff., al.), enough to 

be used by the evil-disposed in bringing a charge of boastfulness (ii, 16, iv. 1 
ff., ix., xiv. 18, xv. 8, 10, al.); while the second Epistle contains nothing which 

required Bleek's supposition to explain it, as will appear at such passages as 

ii. 3, 4 ff., vii. 8, 11, 14, al., see in general, in opposition to Bleek’s hypoth- 

esis, Miiller, de tribus Puuli itineribus, p. 34 ff.; Wurm, in the Tib. Zeilschr. 

1833, 1, p. 66 ff.; Wieseler, Chronol. des apost. Zeifalt. p. 366 ff.; Baur, Hofmann, 
and others. According to Ewald, as he has more precisely defined and modi- 

fied (Sendschr. des. Ap. Paulus, p. 224 ff.!) his earlier hypothetical arrangement 

(Jahrb. II. p. 227 £.), the position of things in Corinth after our first Epistle 

had in part been aggravated, especially by a Petrine opponent of Paul from 

Jerusalem ; Paul had got information of this from Timothy on his return and 

otherwise, and had himself made a short journey from Ephesus tu Corinth in 

order to restore harmony to the church ; after his departure, being calumniated 

and slandered anew (especially by a member of very high repute), he then sent 
from Ephesus a very severe letter by Titus to Corinth ; and this letter, which 

has not been presented to us, brought the church to bethink itself, as he 

learned from Titus, who joined him in Macedonia. On this account, and also 

because there still remained various evils to be rectified, he at last wrote our 

second Epistle to the Corinthians, and had it sent likewise by means of Titus, 

A supposition of this kind is necessary, if the person mentioned in ii. 5 ff. can- 

not be the one guilty of incest in 1 Cor. v. But see on ii. 5-11 ; and for the 
supposed intermediate journey to Corinth, see § 2, Remark. 

The aim of the Epistic is stated by Paul himself at xiii. 10, viz. to put the 
church before his arrival in person into that frame of mind, which it was 
necessary that he should find, in order that he might thereupon sct to work 
amohgy them, not with stern corrective authority, but for their edification. 

But in order to attain this aim, he had to make it his chief task to elucidate, 

confirm, and vindicate his apostolic authority, which, in consequence of his 
former letter, had been assailed still more vehemently, openly, an‘! influen- 

tially by opponents. For, if that were regained, his whole influence would 

be regained ; if the church were again confirmed on this point, and the op- 
position defeated, every hindrance to his successful personal labour amongst 
them would be removed. With the establishment of his apostolic character 
and reputation he is therefore chiefly occupied in the whole Epistle ; every- 
thing else is only subordinate, including a detailed appcal respecting the 

collection. 
As to contents, the whole falls, after the salutation and introduction, into 

three parts : I. Paul sets forth his apostolic character and course of life, 

1 Comp. also his Gesch. d. Apost. Zeit. p. 520 ff., ed. 3. 
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and interweaves with it affectionate outpourings of his heart over the im- 
préssion produced by his former letter,—an ingenious apology, closing with 
expressions of praise and confidence,’ chap. i.-vii. II. Regarding the collec- 
tion, chap. viii. ix. III. Polemical assertion of his apostolic dignity against 
its opponents, with some irritation, and even not without sarcasm and bit- 
terness, but forcible and triumphant. Conclusion. 

REMARK 1.—The excitement and varied play of emotion with which Paul 
wrote this letter, probably also in haste, certainly make the expression not sel- 

dom obscure and the sentences less flexible, but only heighten our admiration 

of the great delicacy, skill, and power with which this outpouring of Paul’s 

spirit and heart, possessing as a defence of himself a high and peculiar inter- 

est, flows and gushes on, till finally, in the last part, wave on wave overwhelms 

the hostile resistance. In reference to this, Erasmus aptly says, in the dedica- 

tion of his Paraphr.: “Sudatur ab eruditissimis viris in explicandis poetaruam 

ac rhetorum consiliis, at in hoc rhetore longe plus sudoris est ut deprehendas 

quid agat, quo tendat, quid vetet ; adeo stropharum plenus est undique, absit 

invidia verbis. Tanta vafricies est, non credas eundem hominem loqui. Nuno 

ut limpidus quidam fons sensim edullit, mox torrentis in morem ingenti fragore 

devolvitur, multa obiter secum rapiens, nunc placide leniterque fluit, nunc 

late, velut in lacum diffusus, exspatiatur. Rursum alicubi se condit, ac diverso 
loco subitus emicat, cum visum est, miris Maeandris nunc has nunc illas lam- 

bit ripas, aliquoties procul digressus, reciprocato flexu in sese redit.’’? 
Remazk 2.—The opponenis specially combated from chap. x. onwards, were 

at any rate Judaists (xi. 22, Rabiger, p. 191 ff.; Neander), and therefore, from 

& party point of view, to be reckoned as belonging to the Petrine section. It is 
only the Petrine, and not the Christine party (Schenkel, Goldhorn, Kniewel, 

Baur, de Wette, Thiersch, Osiander, Beyschlag, Hilgenfeld, Klépper), that suits 

the character of disputing, directly and specially, the apostolic authority of 

Paul, whether we regard the Christines asa party by themselves, or, with Baur 

(see on 1 Cor. i. 12), as part of the Petrines, 
Remark 3.—The division of the Epistle into two halves, separate in point of 

time, so that the part up to vii. 1 was written befure the arrival of Titus, and the 

part from vii. 2 onwurds afler it (Wieseler, p. 356 ff.), cannot be justified either 

exegetically or psychologically on the ground of vii. 6 ; while, on the ground 

of ii. 12-14, it can only be regarded as exegetically inadmissible. 

§ 2.—PLACE, TIME, GENUINENESS AND UNITY. 

When Paul wrote this letter, he was no longer in Ephesus (i. 8), but had 
already arrived by way of Troas in Macedonia (ii. 18, vil. 5, viii. 1, ix. 2, 
comp. Acts xx. 1), where Titus, whom he had already expected with longing 

1 Luther, Preface: ‘In the first Epistle, 

St. Paul rebuked the Corinthians severely 

on many points, and poured sharp wine in- 

to their wounds, and alarmed them. But 

now an apostle should be a comforting 
preacher, ... therefore he praises them 

anew in this Epistle, and pours oil into the 

wounds,”’ etc. 

2 We may confidently apply to our Epia- 

tle what Dionysius, De admir. vi. dic.in Dem. 

8, says of Demosthenes’ mode of speaking, 
which hecalls : weyaAorpery, Arrhy: wepitrhy, 
anépirrov: efnAdayneryny, cuvidy: warmyupicny, 

adndihy: avornpar, i(Aapav: cUrtovoy,avemerny® 

nociay, muxpay: edixny, waderuciy, 
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in Troas (ii. 12), returned to him. A more precise specification of the place 
(the subscriptions in B and in many later codd., also in the Peshitto, name 

Philippi) cannot be made good. The date of composition appears to be the 
same year, 58 (yet not before the month Tisri, see on viii. 10), in which, 
shortly before Easter, he had written our First Epistle, and after Pentecost 

had left Ephesus (see Introd. to 1 Cor. § 3). Paul at that time intended to 
come to Corinth for the third time, as he actually did soon after his letter to 
his readers (Acts xx. 2). 

Remarx.—From ii. 1, xii. 14, 21, xiii. 1, 2, it follows of necessity that Paul 

before he wrote his Epistles to the Corinthians, had been in Corinth, not once 

only, on the occasion when he founded the church (us Reiche in his Comment. 

._ crit. seeks again to establish), but {wice. For in xiii. 1, rpirov rovro épyouat can- 

not mean, ‘‘I am now on the point of coming for the third time:”’ hence also 
xiii. 2 must be understood of a second visit which had already taken place ; in 
ii. Land xii. 21, év Avry and rarecvocy (which latter is to be connected with 
adv) cannot refer to the first visit ; and finally, in xii. 14, rpirov must belong to 

éAGetv, not to éroiuwe éxyw, a8 is made certain by the context (see the commen- 

tary on these passages). With justice, therefore, has this view been maintained, 

after Chrysostom, Oecumenius, and Theophylact, by Erasmus, Baronius, Mill, 

Michaelis, and others, and recently by Schrader, Bleek (in the Stud, u. Kril. 

1830, p. 614 ff.), Mitller (Diss. detrib, Pauli, itineribus Corinthum, etc., Basil. 1831) 

Schott (Erért. einiger wicht. chronol. Punicte, p. 51 ff.), Schneckenburger (Beitr. p. 

166), Wurm, Anger (rat. temp. p. 70 ff.), Billroth, Credner, Olshausen, Riickert, 
Wieseler, Reuss, Osiander, Hofmann, and others. See the commentary in op- 
position to the explaining away of these passages, according to which ‘‘tho 

third journey of Paul to Corinth is a fiction’’ (Lange, apost. Zeitalt. I. p. 199 ; 

comp. Baur in the theol. Jahrb. 1850, 2, p. 139 ff., and in his Puulus, I. p. 339 
ff., ed. 2). But it cannot be definitely decided whether the second journey to 

Corinth is to be placed in the time of the three years’ stay at Ephesus (Schra- 

der, Billroth, Olshausen, Riickert, Wieseler, Reuss, and Hofmann ; Bleek is also 

inclined to this), or whether it is to be considered only as the return from a 

longer excursion during the eighteen months’ stay in Corinth (Baronius, Mi- 

chaelis, Schmidt, Schott, Anger ; favored by Bleek-; comp. Neander on ii. 1) ; 

for Iva devrépav yapiv Eynre, ini. 15, testifies neither fornor against either of 

these views (see on this passage). Still by that very circumstance the latter view 

Joses its support, and has, besides, against it the point that, as the first and 

third journeys were special journeys to Corinth, so also*his second journey, to 

which he refers by rpirov rovro épyouar and the like, is most naturally to be re- 

garded as a special journey, and not asa mere return from a wider excursion. 

See, moreover, Wieseler, p. 239. The proposal to place the second journey to 

Corinth between our first and alost Epistle which preceded our second (Ewald, 
see § 1), finds, apart altogether from the lost letter being an hypothesis, no 

sufficient confirmation in the passages concerned, ii. 1, xii. 14, xiii. 1 f., and 

has i. 23 (vixért) against it ; comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 5 ff. and 2 Cor, i, 15 f. 

The genuineness of our Epistle (sec, after less certain indications in the 

apostolic Fathers and Justin, Irenaeus, Huer. ii. 7. 1, iv. 28. 3; Athena- 

goras, de resurr. p. 61, ed. Col. ; Clement, Strom. iv. p. C1, ed. Sylb. ; 
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Tertullian, de pudic. 13) is as internally certain and as unanimously attested 
and undisputed as that of the first ; in fact, we need hardly notice, even his- 

torically, the strange theory invented by Bolten and Bertholdt, that it was 

translated (by Timothy) from the Aramaic. 

The unity of the Epistle has been contested by Semler and Weber ; while 
it has been most arbitrarily cut up into three letters by Weisse (see his Beitr. 
u. Krit. d. Paul. Br., edited by Sulze, p. 9). Semler (see Keggemann, praes. 

Semler, de duplici ep. ad Rom. append., Hal. 1767, and Semler, Paraphr. 
1776) cuts it up into the following three letters : (1) chap. i. viii., Rom. xvi., 
and 2 Cor. xiii. 11-13 ; (2) x. 1-xili. 10 ; (3) chap. ix., as a special leaf 
which was intended, not for Corinth, but for the Christiansin Achaia. In 

opposition to this, see Gabler, de capp. ult. ix.—xili. poster. ep. P. ad Cor. ab 
eadem haud separand., Gott. 1782. Weber (de numero epp. P. ad Cor. rectius 

constituendo, 1798) was of opinion that there were originally two letters :— 
(1) chap. i.-ix. and xiii. 11-13 ; (2) chap. x. 1-xiii. 10. Similarly, also, 
von Greeve (in Royaards de altera P. ad Cor. ep., Traj. ad Rhen. 1818), who, 

however, considers as the first letter only chap. i.—viii. In opposition to 
these attempts at dismemberment may be urged not only the whole body of 

the critical witnesses, but also the certainty that the abruptness of chap. ix. 

is only apparent, and that the contrasting tone of chap. x.—xiii. is easily ex- 
plained * by the altered mood of the apostle.—With regard to the originality 

of vi. 14-vii. 1, see on vi. 12, Remark. 

? Hug, Hind. IT. § 108, says very pertinent- whereas, in heaping shame and castigation 
ly : ‘* Who would on that account break up on the informer, in the parailel between 
the speech of Demosthenes pro Coronainto him and Aeschines, words of bitter mock- 
two parts, because in the more general ery gush forth impetuously like a thunder- 

vindication calm and caution prevail; shower.” 
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Ilaviov rpos Kopiv@lovs éxiaroAn devrépa. 

AB K ®&, min. have only rpo¢ Kopirfiovs B., the most simple, and doubtless 

the oldest superscription. 

CHAPTER I. 

Ver. 6. elre mapaxaAovpeba, brép rH5 tuav mapaxAjocens, THe évepyoupérne ev bro- 

povg Tav avrav rabnudtwv, Ov xai queig mdoxouev’ nal 4 éAmic hur BeBaia brép 

duav' eidérec x.t.A.] So Beza, ed. 3, 4, 5, Beng. and Griesb., following A C, min. 

Syr. Erp. Copt. Aeth. Arm. Flor. Harl. Vulg. Ephr. Antioch. Ambrosiast. Pel. 

Beda. But Elz. (following Erusm. ed. 2!) : rij¢ évepyouuévne tv bropovg trav abrav 

waQnudrwv ov Kal fucig wdoyouev’ eire mapaxasotuela, drip THC tudv TapaKAjoews 

KQ owrnplac’ Ka f EArri¢c Hu. Bed. brép dud: eidérec x.t.A, Finally, Lachm. Tisch. 

Scholz, and Riick. read, with Matth., after Erasm. ed. 1: nal # éAnic nu. Be. 

drép vuov immediately after xdcyouev, but in other respects with Elz., and have 
the support of BDEFGKL B®, min. Ar. pol. Goth. Syr. p. Slav. It. Chrys. 
Theodoret, Damasc. Phot. Theophyl. Oec. The Recepta must be rejected on 
account of the want of ancient attestation, and the choice remains only between 
Griesbach’s and Lachmann’s reading. The latter is defended most thoroughly 

by Reiche, Comment. crit. I. p. 318 ff. But the former, sufficiently attested, 
appears to be the original, in so far as from it the rise of the others is easily 
and naturally explained. An immediate transition was made from the first 

tapakA, to the second; the intermediate words were left out, and brought in 

again afterwards at wrong places, so that the corruption of the text proceeded 

thus :—1. Original form of ver. 6 as in Griesb. 2. First corruption: elre 62 02136- 

peda, brép THC uov TapakAncews, TI¢ Evepyouplvyc Ev Yrou, TOV avroy waAny. dy K, 

ipeig wéoyouer’ kal tAric yuov BeBala brép buav. 3. Erroneous restoration: elre 
62 OA Bdpeba . . . brép tudv' etre wapaxadovueba, brép THe buav wmapaxaA. Another 

erroneous restoration (‘‘ ex judicio eclectico,’’ Beng. Appar.) is contained in the 

Received text. 4. The xa cwrnpiac, still wanting, was finally added, in part 

rightly only after the first rapaxd., in part wrongly only after the second zapaxa. 

(B, 176), in part wrongly after both. — Ver. 8. trp rij¢ 92.] ACDEFG RX, 

min. Bas. Chrys. Theodoret, Antioch. have zrepi r. 64. So Lachm. Ritck. But 
went offered itself as more current. — jziv] is wanting in preponderant witness- 

es. Suspected by Griesb., rejected by Lachm. Riick. A superfluous gloss on 

yevou. — Ver. 10. cat Averac] is wanting in A D* Syr. Clar. Germ. Vulg. mas. 
Chrys. Ambrosiast. So Riick. But BC X&, 73, 93, 211, Copt. Aeth. Arm. Slav. 

ms. Tol. Boern. Ath. Damasc. have cai picerar. So Lachm., but in brackets. 

Thus the Recepta, reverted to even by Tisch., has certainly prepunderating 

testimony against it ; still it retains the considerable attestation of D*¥** E F G 

? Luther and Castalio have translated according to this reading. 
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K L, and most min. Vulg. Syr. p. Theodoret, Theophylact, Oec. Or. int. Jer., 

and the subsequent pr'cerae might very easily be written directly after «af in- 

stead of Jiera:, so that subsequently, owing to the erroneous restoration of 

what was left out, the spurious xa? Jicerat in some cases remained, but in others 

was dropped without the genuine «xa; pverae being put in its place. — Ver. 11. 

evyap. ixép Hudv] The reading ebyap, trip tuov, though preferred by Beng., 
recommended by Reiche, and adopted by Tisch., has weaker attestation, and 

does not suit the sense. — Ver. 12. drAéryt:] A BOCK ®* min. Copt. Arm. 
Clem. Or. Damasc. have dyiorgrt. So Lachm. Riick. Rightly; dAdrnri, 

though defended by Reiche and Tisch., must be considered as a gloss of more 

precise definition ; it was from our very Epistle well known and current, 

whereas dyiorg¢ was unfamiliar (only elsewhere in Heb. xii. 10). — Ver. 13. The 

first 7 is wanting in A, min. Bracketed by Rick. But appearing superfluous, 

and not being understood, it was omitted. — Ver. 16. dieA@eiv] A D* F G, 80, 

Copt. Chrys. Damasc.: aze2%eiv. Recommended by Griesb., adopted by 
Lachm. and Riick. Rightly ; it was more natural to introduce the reminis- 

cence of 1 Cor. xvi. 5 than that of Rom. xv. 28. — Ver. 17. SovAduevoc] Elz. and 

Tisch. have SovAcvoueroc, against preponderant evidence. Gloss in accordance 
with what follows. — Ver. 18. éyérero] Lachm. Scholz, Riick. Tisch. have éoriv, 

as Gries. also recommended, in accordance with o great preponderance of 

testimony. éyévero, which Reiche defends, came in from ver. 19. — Ver. 20. 

kai ev atts} ABCFG &, min. vss. and Fathers have 6:0 xa? dt’ advrov. So 
Lachm. Riick. The Recepta arose in this way: dé fell out by an omission of 
the copyist (so still D* Clar. Germ.), and was then added to dc’ avrov after the 
previous év avr as 2 gloss, which accordingly came into the text. This altera- 

tion was the more natural, as the two definitions d:’ atrod and dv fav might 

seem not to accord. The liturgical reference of the dyuv does not appear a 

sufficient occasion for the insertion of d:6, nor for the change from év avr@ into 
dc’ avrov, particularly after the ¢v atr@ which went before and was left unglossed. 

This in opposition to Fritzsche, de conform. Lachm. p. 56, and Reiche, Comment. 

cril. I. 331 ff. 

Vv. 1, 2. Address and greeting. — d:é 6cA. Geov] See on 1 Cor. i. 1. — xad © 
T:260.] His relation to this Epistle is the same as that of Sosthenes to the 
first Epistle : he appears, not as amanuensis, but as (subordinate) joint-sender 
of it. See on 1 Cor. i. 1. — 6 adeAg.] as at 1 Cor. i. 1. — ctw roi¢ dylote naar 

x.7.4.] Grotius: ‘‘ Voluit P. exempla hujus epistolae mitti ad alias in 
Achaia ecclesias.” So also Rosenmiiller, Emmerling, and others, But, in that 

case, would not Paul have rather written otv rai¢ éxxAnoiaig réca¢ ? Comp. 

Gal. i. 2. And are the contents of the Epistle suited for an encyclical des- 
tination ? No; he means, in agreement with 1 Cor. i. 2, the Christians 
living outside of Corinth, scattered through Achaia, who attached them- 
selves to the church-community in Corinth, which must therefore have been 

the sole seat of a church — the metropolis of the Christians in the province. 
The state of matters in Galatia was different. — Under Achaia we must, 

according to the sense then attached to it, understand Hellas and Pelopon- 
nesus. This province and that of Macedonia comprehended all Greece. Sce 
on Acts xviii. 12.— Ver. 2. See on Rom. i. 7. 

Vv. 8-11. A conciliatory introduction, —an effusion of affectionate emotion 
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(comp. Eph. i. 3) out of the fulness of special and still recent experience. 
There is no hint of a set purpose in it ; and it is an arbitrary supposition, 
whether the purpose be found in an excuse for the delay of his journey 

(Chrysostom, Theophylact), or in a confirmation of his apostolic standing 
(Beza, comp. Calovius, Mosheim), or in an attestation of the old love, which 

Paul presupposes also on the part of the readers (Billroth), and at the same 
time in a slight alienation which had been suggested by his sufferings (Osi- 
under). ; 

Ver. 8. 'O Ocd¢ x. war. «.7.A.] God, who is at the same time father of Jesus 
Christ. See on 1 Cor. xv. 24 ; Rom. xv. 6. Against the ccuanection of rov 
xupiov x.T.A. also with 6 @ed¢ (Hofmann), see on Eph. i. 3. — 6 rardp trav oixrip- 

pov] ODE CON, ze. the Father, whose fatherly frame of minc and disposi- 

tion is compassionateness,—the compassionate Father (uddicra idwov Ocov xai 

éSaipetov xat TH dboes ovyxexAnpwyévov, Chrysostom). Comp. on 1 Cor. ii. 8 
and Eph. i. 17. It is the qualitatire genitive, such as we find in the lan- 
guage of the Greek poets (Scidl. ad Electr. 651 ; Herm. ad Viger. p. 890 f.). 
Riickert (comp. before him Theodorct) takes it as the geniticus effecti : ‘*‘ The 

Father from whom all compassion comes” (comp. xili. 11 ; Rom. xv. 5, 18, 
al.). But, since oi«r:pyot (comp. Plato, Polit. p. 805 B) is the subjective 

compassion (Tittm. Synon. 69 f.), it would have to be explained : ‘‘ The 

Father who works in us compassion, sympathy,” and this sense would be alto- 
gether unsuitable to the connection. On the contrary, ray oixrippy. is the 

specific quality of the Father, which dwells in Him just as the Father of 
Christ, and in consequence of which He is also Gcd¢ rdone mapaxa.; and this 

genitive is that of the effect which issucs from the Merciful One: ‘‘ The 

compassionate Father and’ God who worketh every consolation.” This render- 
ing, differing from that of the first genitive, is demanded by ver. 4 (in 
opposition to Hofmann) ; comp. vii. 6 ; Rom. xv. 5. As to oixripyol, see 

on Rom. xii. 1. Observe that the characteristic appellation of God in this 
passage is an artless outflow of the experience, which was still fresh in the 
pious heart of the apostle, vv. 8-10. (Ga*) 

Ver. 4. ‘Hyuac] Where Paul in this Epistle does not mean himeelf exclu- 
sively, but wishes to include Timothy also (or others, according to the 
context), although often only as quite subordinate, he speaks in the plural. 
He does not express himself communicaticé, but in the singular, where he 

gives utterance to his own personal conviction or, in general, to anything 
concerning himself individually (vv. 18, 15, 17, 28, ii. 1-10, 12, 13, vii. 4, 

7 ff., al.). Hence the frequent interchange between the-singular and plu- 
ral forms of expression.’ Chrysostom alreadyggives the force of the present 

mapaxadav correctly : bri oy ara, avd? dic, a2AG dinvexa¢ TovTo movi . . . bd 

elrev 6 wapaxaAdyv, ovy 6 wapaxadtoac. —émi méog tH OGAipe| concerning all our 

affliction. The collective sufferings are regarded as one whole. Afterwards, 

1 Even [n the plural mode of expression, he expresses himself singwariter or com 
however, he has always himself and hisown municafire. Hence the interchange of the 
relations primarily in view; and, owingto two modes of expression in one sentence, 
the versatility of his mode of conception, it ¢.g. xi. 6 f. 
is often quite a matter of accident whether 
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on the other hand. éy xday 6A.: in every affliction. éxi marks the ethical 

foundation, i.e. here the cause, on account of which. See Matthiae, p. 1373. 
Comp. 2 Macc. vii. 5 f.; Deut. xxxii. 36. According to Riick., wapaxad. 
denotes the delivering, and hence he takes éri of the circumstances : in. 

See Matthiae, p. 1370. But throughout the passage mapax. means to comfort ; 
and it is quite an open question, how the comforting takes place, whether by 
calming or by delivering. God did both in the apostle’s case. — eic 75 dtvao- 
Gat x.t.A.] in order that we may be able, etc. For he, who for himself recciv- 

ed comfort from God, is by his experience placed in the position of being able 
to comfort others. And how important was this teleological view of his own 
sorrows for the apostolic calling ! ‘‘ Omnia sua P. ad utilitatem ecclesiae 
refert,” Grotius, (HH") — rove év wdoy OAipec] is erroneously and arbitrarily taken 

as equivalent to rdvrag rote év GAive: (see Emmerling, Flatt, Riickert). It 

means : those to be found in ecery trouble, the all-distressed ; not : those to be 

found in whatever sort of trouble (Hofmann), but tv ravri OABduero, iv. 8, 

vii. 5. — dia rie mapaxd. «.t.A.] i.e. through communication of our own comfort, 
which we experience from God. This more precise determination of the sense 
is demanded both by the preceding mention of the purpose cic ré di-vacfae 
«.7.A., and by the airoi. Olshausen, it is true, holds that Paul conceives 
the comfort to be a real power of the Spirit, which may agdin be conveyed 
to others by the receiver. But there is no analogy in the whole N. T. for 

this conception ; for Matt. x. 13 is merely 9 concrete illustration of the effi- 

cacy or non-efficacy of the eipfvy tiv. — 7¢] Attiacted, as in Eph. i. 6, iv. 
1, because one can say zapdxinow zapaxateiv. . See Gicseler in Rosenmiiller, 

Repert. II. p. 124 ; Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 247 ([E. T. 287]. The attracted 
genitive instead of the dative in other cases is véry rare. See Kihner, ad 
Aen. Mem. ii. 2. 5. —aizoi] ipsi, for our own selves, in contrast to the others 
to be comforted. , 

Ver. 5. Ground assigned for the 7¢ zapaxaiofyeba avrot trd 7. Qeov. — mepic- 

oetec cic jude] is abundant in relation to us, i.e. it is imparted to us above measure, 

in a very high degree. Comp. Rom. v. 15.—ra rafjpara tov Xpiotov) are 

not the sufferings for Christ’s sake (so Pclagius and most), which cannot be 
expressed by the simple genitive, but the sufferings of Christ (Winer, Bill- 
roth, Olshausen, Neander, Ewald, Hofmann), in so far as every one who 

suffers for the gospel suffers the same in category as Christ suffered.(1°) Comp. 
Matt. xx. 22 ; Phil. iii. 10; Col. i. 24; Heb. xiii. 18; 1 Pet. iv. 13. See 
also on Rom. viii. 17. Hence Cornelius & Lapide, Leum, and Riickert 
render correctly in substance: quales passus est Christus.” But Chrysostom, 
Theophylact, Oecumenius, Beza, Calovius, and others are wrong, who 
render: ‘‘the sufferings, which Christ endures in His members: comp. de 
Wette and Osiander. For the conception of a Christ continuing to suffer in 
His members is nowhere found in the N. T., not even in Acts ix. 4, and is 

contrary to the idea of His exaltation. See on Col. i. 24. —dia rov X.] 
through His indwelling by means of the Spirit. Sec Rom. viii. 9, 10; Eph. 
ili. 17; Col. i. 29, al. 

Vv. 6, 7. Aé] leading on to the gain, which the two, this affliction and 
this comforting, bring to the readers.— Be it that we are afflicted, we are afflicted 
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for the sake of YouR consolation and salvation ; it redounds to this, that you 
are to be comforted and advanced in the attainment of Messianic salvation. 
In how far? According to Erasmus, Calvin, Estius, Calovius, Wetstein, 

and many, including Rosenmiiller, Flatt, Emmerling, Reiche : through the 
example of the apostle in his confidence towards God, etc. But the context 
has as little of this as of what is imported by Billroth and Olshausen : ‘“‘in 
so far as I suffer in the service of the gospel, through which comfort and 
salvation come to you;” so also Hofmann. Riickert, without ground, 
gives up all attempt at explanation. Paul himself has given the explana- 
tion in ver. 4 by ei¢ rd divacOas juag wapaxadeiv x.r.A. Hence the sense of the 

definition of the aim irép ric ipav mapaxd. x. owr.: ‘Sin order that we maybe © 

enabled to comfort you, when ye come into affliction, and to further your sal- 

cation. For this end we are put in a position by experience of suffering, as 
well as by that, which is its other side, by our experience of comfort in the 
school of suffering (cite rapaxadotpeba x.7.2.). —bmép tHE tu. TapaKA. Tig Evepy. 

x.7.A.] 1.6. in order to be able to give you the comfort, which is efficacious, etc. 
Paul does not again add x. swrnpiag here, because he has still to append to 
mapaxAjoew, & more precise and detailed explanation, after which it was im- 
practicable to bring in kai owrypiacg ; and it could be left out all the more 

readily, as it did not belong essentially to the representation. — ric évepyoun. 

év trou. x.7.A.] which 13 efficacious in patient endurance of the same sufferings, 
athich we also suffer. éivepyovu., as in the whole N. T. (iv. 12; Rom. vii. 5; 

Gal. v. 6 ; Eph. iii. 20; Col. i. 29; 1 Thess. ii. 18 ; 2 Thess. ii. 7; Jas. v. 
16) is middle, not passire (8 Esdr. ii. 20; Polyb. i. 18. 5, ix. 12. 3), as it is 
here erroneously taken by Oecumenius, Theophylact, Castalio, Piscator, Cal- 

vin, Grotius, Estius, and others, including Rosenmiiller, Emmerling, Bill- 

roth, Riickert, Ewald.’ For the distinction between active (personal efficacy) 

and middle in Paul, see Winer, p. 242 [E. T. 323]. —év trouovg] denotes 

that by virtue of providing which the rapaxAnore is efficacious. It is therefore 
the working of the Christian zapdxAyoic, which we experience when 7 62ixn¢ 

vropovipy xatepyalerac, Rom. v. 8.-—rév avrav cadnudrev, ov x.7.2.] In so far, 

namely, as they are likewise sufferings of Christ. The sufferings appointed 
to the readers are meant, which do not differ in kind from the sufferings of 
Paul (and Timothy) (ay x. jyeig rdoxouev). Billroth, Olshausen, Neander 
understand the sufferings of the apostle himsely, in so far as these were jointly 
felt by all believers as their own in virtue of their fellowship of love with 
him. Compare Chrysostom on ver. 7, also de Wette, who refers it partly 
to the foreboding, partly to the sympathetic joint-suffering. But, then, 
Paul would have been utterly illogical in placing the «ai before seic ; for 
it would, in fact, be sufferings which the readers also had suffered (with Paul 
through their loving sympathy). How erroneous this exposition is, is shown, 
besides, by ver. 4. It does not appear from this passage, we may add, that 
at that time the Corinthians had otherwise to endure affliction for the gospel's 

1The passire interpretation would be Matt. x. 22; Jas. i. 12); but nowhere is It 
necessary with the reading of Lachmann, conceived and represented as toorking in 

since salvation is the goal of the state of patience, and the like. This tells against 
grace, and hence is wrought (Phil. ii. 12,13; that reading. 
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sake. Paul has rather in view the case of such affliction occurring in the 
Suture, as the following xai 7 éAri¢ x.r.A. proves. Comp. on xiii. 11.—xai # 
éAr. hu. BeB. vw. du.] is not to be placed in a parenthesis, with Griesbach 
and others, since eidérec is connected not with récyouev, but with 7 éAmic quar. 
The contents of ver. 6, namely, is not the expression of a present experience 
undergone by the readers, but the expression of good hope as to the readers 

for the future, that what is said by cite di DAsBoueda. . . réoxzouev will be 
verified in their case in afflictions which would come on them for Christ’s 

sake, so that they would in that case obtain from the apostle, out of his ex- 
perience of suffering and consolation, the comfort which through patience 
is efficacious in such sufferings. Therefore he continues : and our hope is 
Jirm on account of you. wrép iuéy does not belong either simply to } éArm. iz., 

or simply to Befaia (Billroth), but to the whole thought of # éAr. tu. Bef. 

On trép, comp. Polyb. xi. 20. 6, xiv. 1. 5, and the contrary expression 
PoBeiodat imép rivoc, propter aliquem in metu esse. — eidérec¢] refers, according 

to a common anacolouthon, to » éAri¢ gu., in which queic is the logical 

subject.’ See Stallbaum, ad. Apol. p. 21 C, Phaedr. p. 241 .D, Phaedo, p. 81 
A ; Fritzsche, Dissert. II. p. 49. Comp. on Eph. iv. 2; Col. ii. 2. It in- 
troduces the certainty on which rests the hope just expressed : for we know 
that you, as you are sharers of the sufferings, are sharers also of the consolation. 

- To have a share in the sufferings, and also in the consolation, to be excepted 
neither from the one nor from the other, is the appointed lot of the Chris- 
tian. Paul knows this in regard to his readers, and he grounds on it the 
firm hope for them, that if they shall have their share in bearing sufferings, 
they will in that case not lack the effectual consolation ; to impart which 
consolation he is himself qualified (ver. 4) and destined (ver. 6) by his own 
experience of suffering and consolation. Accordingly, xocwroi x.7.2. is con- 
textually not to be explained of an ideal, sympathetic communion, and that 
in the sufferings and consolation of Paul (Gorep yép ra rwadipara ta ytrepa 

ipérepa elvar vouilere, OvTw Kai Ty mapdxAnoty Ti nuetépav tuetépar, Chrysostom. 

Comp. Theodoret, Grotius, Billroth, Olshausen, and others), but 74 radjuara 
and # wapéxAnoig are to be taken generically. In both kinds of experience 

the Christian has a share ; he must suffer ; but he is not excluded from the 

consolation, on the eantears: he partakes also in it. (3°) 

Vv. 8-11. Out of his own (and Timothy’s) experience of suffering and 

comfort, Paul now informs his readers of something special which had 
lately befallen the two in Asia. The fact in itself he assumes as known to 
them, but he desires to bring to their knowledge the consoling help of God in 

it. There is nothing to indicate a reference to an utterance of the church 
(Hofmann) concerning the event. 

Ver. 8. Ov y. 0&4. tu. ayv.] See on Rom. i. 18, xi. 25; 1 Cor. xil. 1; 1 
Thess. iv. 18. — trép ric OAiW.] regarding (de) the affliction, concerning the 
same. See Bernhardy, p. 244 ; Kihner, II. § 547, 2. —év 7 ’Aoig) asin 1 

Cor. xvi. 19. What particular affliction is meant, and at what place it hap- 

1 With Lachmann’s reading it 1s referred by Reiche and Ewald to the Corinthians 
(vue) : since you know, etc. 
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pened, we do not know. The readers, who must have known it, may have 
learnt it from Titus or otherwise. Perhaps it was the avrixeiuevor moAdoi, 1 
Cor. xvi. 9, who had prepared for him the extraordinary trial. The tumult 
of Demetrius in Ephesus, Acts xix. 28 ff. (Theodoret, Calvin, Estius, Corne- 
lius & Lapide, Michaelis, Vater, Schrader, Olshausen, Osiander, Ewald, and 

others), is not to be thought of, since Paul was not in personal danger 
there, Acts xix. 30, and immediately after the tumult set out on his journcy 
to Greece, Acts xx. 1. Heumann, Emmcrling, Rickert, Bisping, suggest 
a severe iliness. Agnuinst this it may be urged that, according to ver. 5, it 
must have been a 7dé07ya tov Xpiorod (for the special expericnce must be 
held as included under the gencral one previously spoken of), as well as 
that Paul speaks in the plural. Both grounds tell at the sume time against 
Hofmann, who thinks of the shipwreck, xi. 25, to which, in fact, év r. 'Acig, 

ver. 8, is not suitable, even if we ventured to make 4 mere stranding on the 
coast out of the incident. Besides, the reading ptera:, ver. 10, militates 

against this. — dre cal? trep3. x.t.A.] that we were burdened to the uttermost 
beyond strength, a statement of that which, in regard to the affliction men- 
tioned, is not to be withheld from the readers. xa brepBoasv defines the 
degree of éBap. izip divaz. See Fritzsche, Diss. I. p. 1 f. (‘Sut calamitates 

vires meas egregie superarent”). The view which regards the two expres- 
sions as co-ordinate (Chrysostom, Luther, Calvin, Estius, and many, includ- 

ing Flatt, Riickert, Osiander, Hofmann): s0 heavy that it went beyond our 
ability, would place alongside of each other the objective greatness of the 
suffering and its disproportion to the subjectivity (see de Wette): still the 
position of éBap., as well as the want of a xai before iép, is more favourable 

to the view which takes éfap. ir. div. together; and this is also confirmed 

by the subjectivity of the following dove ¢farop. «.r.A. The suffering made 
itself palpable to him as a zetpacpdc vix avOpdmevoc (1 Cor. x. 13). Riickert, 
moreover, has no ground for thinking that 23ap49. is inappropriately used 
of persecutions, attempts to murder, and the like, and that tép divauy is 
also opposed to it. faptc, Bapto, and Bapivw are used of all troubles by 
which we feel ourselves burdened. See the passages from Homer in Dun- 
can, Lez., ed. Rost, p. 202 ; comp. Plat. Crit. p. 48 C ; Soph. J'rach. 151 ; 

Theocr. xvii. 61, and expressions like BaptyoyBoc, Baptrorpos, BaputerPie, 
Bapvdatuov, and the like. — Gore éfarop. x.7.4.] 80 that we became quite per- 

plexed even (xai) in regard to life, placed in the highest perplexity even with 
regard to the preservation of our life. éx strengthens the simple verb, iv. 
8. Polyb. i. 62. 1, iii. 47. 9, 48.4. The genitive (ret (7) is the usual 
case In Greek with azopeiv, in the sense of having lack of somcthing ; seldom 
is it found in the sense of being perplered about something (Dem. 1380, 4: 
Plat. Cone. p. 193 E). 

Ver. 9. °AAA4] is the simple du?, the contrast of the negation containe in 
éEaropnOjva, which contrast, nevertheless, no longer depends on dere: the 

independent position makes it all the weightier. There is therefore the Icss 
ground for taking a/24 as nay indeed, with Hofmann, and making it point 
to the following clause of purpose, whereby the chief clause avtroi «.r.A. 
would be arbitrarily forced into a position logically subordinate—viz., ‘‘ if 
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we ourselves, etc., it was to serve to the end, that we,” etc. — avroi év éavroic} 

Jor our own selves in our own consciousness—i.e. apart from what might take 
place from without, through divine interference, to cause a change in our 
position. This certainty in their own heart, however, could not but exclude 

all self-confidence ; hence iva pa rerocPdreg «.7.A. —andxpeua] not equivalent 

to xardxpiza (so most, following Hesychius), but to responsum (Vulgate, 

Billroth), the award, decision. Comp. azéxpioic. So in Suidas (see Wetstein) 

and Josephus, Anté. xiv. 17 (in Kypke). Chrysostom says well : nj w7¢or, 

THY Kpioww, tiv mpocdoxiay TorabTiy yap yoiet TA TpayynaTa gurhy’ Tola’TyY aT 6- 

Kptotyv édidov Ta ovuBdvra, bre arodavoipeda wavrwc.—As to éoyax., Observe 

the perfect habuimus, which represents the situation as present. Comp. on 
Rom. v. 2. —iva pp «.t.4.] divinely appointed aim of the airol. . . éoxjxauer. 
Comp. 1 Cor. i. 15. (K*) —r@ éyeipovre rove vexp.] is to be referred not only to 

the future awaking of the dead, but to the auaking of the dead in general, 
as that which is exclusively God's doing. This characteristic of God is the 
ground of the confidence. For the azvaker of the dead must also be able to 

vescue from the danger of death (ver. 10). Comp. Rom. iv. 17 ; Heb. xi. 

19. See on Rom. /.c. ‘‘ Mira natura fidei in summis difficultatibus nullum 
exitum habere visis,” Bengel. Hence Paul, in spite of the human éfazo- 
py3ivat, ver. 8, could yct say of himself, iv. 8 : oi« efaropoipevo:. 

Ver. 10. Result of this confidence, as well as the hope grounded thereon 
for the future. — éx ryAux. Oavdrov] out of so great death. Paul realizes to him- 

self the special so mighty death-power which had threatened him (and Timo- 

thy), and by the expression picaGar éx Oavdrov (see examples in Wetstein, p. 178) 
makes death appear as a hostile power by which he had been encompassed. 
Oavarog docs not signify peril of death (as most say, even Emmerling and 
Flatt), but it represents that sense. Comp. xi. 23. —xai pierac] The dix, 
which had been survived in Asia, therefore still continucd in its after-effects, 

which even extended over to Macedonia (perhaps by continued plots against 
their lives), and Paul and Timothy were still continuing’ to experience the 
rescuing power of God. (L*)— 7A.7ixapyev] have set our hope. See Herm. ad 
Viger. p. 748; Kiihner, II. p. 71; comp. 1 Cor. xv. 19; 1 Tim. v. 5, vi. 
17; John vi, 45.— dri x. ért Pioerac] that he will rescue (us) even further, 

namely, éx t7J«. Oavdrov, in the continuing danger from the Asiatic enemies 
which was still to be apprehended in the future. In the fact that Paul 
speaks of a present, nay, of a future rescue, Riickert finds a support for his 
opinion regarding a dangerous illness (not yet fully overcome) ; see on ver. 

8. But could no machinations pass over from Asia to Macedonia? and 

1 Hofmann reads the passage : xai pucerat, 

eis Oy HAmixaper, Kat ért pucerac. According- 
ly, he takes the first «ai as an also, begin- 
ning an independent sentence. With this 

expressive reference to the future Paul 

looks forward to the wide voyages still be- 
fore him. In opposition to this we have, 

from a critical point of view, the facts that 

ore before xai ere is Wanting only in B D* 64, 

aud that it is supported by preponderating 

witnesses, even by those which have the 

reading procera: for p¥erar, as Cand N; and. 

from an exegetical point of view, the fact 
that the repetition «ai er: p¥cera: amounts 
to a tautology without strengthening the 

thought in the least: for em follows asa 

matter of course from the pucera already 

said. Besides, against. the whole reference 

to the shipwreck, see on ver. 8. 
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could not these be recognized by Paul as the more dangerous, in so far as 
they were more secret ? Comp. Acts xx. 8. 

Ver. 11. A trustful and conciliatory mention of the intercessions of the 
readers. This is regarded as not so much conditioning (Erasmus, Rosenmiiller, 

Riickert, and others), as rather furthering the xai ére jboerac : ‘* he will also 
still save us, since ye also are helpful together for us,” etc. On the idea of the 
efficacy of intercession, comp. especially Phil. i. 19; Rom. xv. 80 f.—The 
reference of the ovy in cvwmrovpy. is to the apostle’s own work of prayer, with 

which that of the readers is joined by way of help: similar help on the part 
of other churches is just hinted by the xai before ipav. —irip judy] on our 

behalf. A transposition for rg deface Uxép ju. Would indeed be grammatically 
possible (Bernhardy, p. 461), but is in the highest degree superfluous (in 

opposition to Erasmus, Grotius, Schulz, Rosenmiiller). — iva éx 702A. xpoodr. 

x.7.2.] divinely-appointed aim of the ovvuroupy. x.t.A. The correlations are 
to be noted : 1. te roAAGyv mpoodr. and 1d ele Huac xap.; 2. did TOAAGY 

and ixép yuav; 8. ydproua and evyaptornég. Accordingly, there 

stand parallel to one another éx roAA. mpoodr. and then dia 7weAAay ; a8 also rd 
etc qudcg yapioua and then izép yuav. Hence, it is to be connected and taken 
thus : that from many countenances for the gift of grace made to us by means of 
many thanks may be rendered on our behalf. Paul means that the thanksgiv- 
ing for his (and Tjmothy’s) rescue (2.6. rd ei¢ hu. xap.*) is not to be offered to 

God by himself (and Timothy) alone, but that it is to be a rendering of thanks 
made for him by many through the mediation of many. The many are the 
same in éx TOAA. mpoow7. as in dia woAAGy ; but there they are conceived of as 
those who give thanks, and in dia 7. as those who have been the procuring 

means of the thanksgiving, in so far as through their prayer they have aided in 
obtaining the apostles rescue.* xpécwrov, according to the use of the later 

Greek (see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 380; Schweigh., Ler. Polyb. p. 540; 

Wahl, Clav. Apocr. p. 480), is taken as person by Luther and most others 
(already in codd. of the Italic version). But it is nowhere used thus in 

the N. T., not even in passages like Jude 16; and, if Paul had had 
person in mind, there would have been no motive for choosing éx instead of 
vxé. Hence we must abide by the literal signification, countenance (Billroth, 
Ewald, Osiander, Hofmann) : the expression éx moAA. mpoowr. is pictorial, for 

on the merry countenance the feeling of gratitude is displayed (Prov. xv. 

80) ; it is mirrored therein, and goes out from it and upward to God in 
the utterance of thanksgiving. (m*) Fritzsche, ad Rom. III. p. 58, in the 

1 Not the apos/olic ofice (Ewald, Oslander), 
which here lies far from the context. So 

also Hofmann: the gift of God, to preach 
Christ to those who do not yet know Him. 
In the ordinary interpretation, there was 

not the least need of a demonstrative : the 

article and cis #uas is from the context de- 

monstrative enough. 

2It was quite unsuitable, and contrary 
to the construction purposely carried out 

by the corrdaia stated above, to take é« 

WoAA. wpocwm. Or &a woAA. as neuter, and 

either to explain the former, ex muuttis re- 
spectibuse (Bengel, comp. Melanchthon—not 
even justifiable in the usage of the lan- 

guage), or the latter, prolire (Castallo : ‘*in- 
gentes gratlae,” Wolf, Clericus, Semler, 

Storr, Rosenmiiller)., Comp. Luther. So 

also Hofmann takes éa wodAA. “ abundant 

thanksgiving.*’ The Vulgate renders right- 
ly: “per multos.” 
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same way rightly joins éx roAA. mpoodr. as well as did woAA. with ebyap., but 
he takes éx oA. xp. of those who have besought the rescue and have thereby 
become the causers of the thanksgiving, and dia ro? Ady of the thanksgivers 
themselves. So also Neander. But by this view justice is not done to the 
mediating sense of did, and the pictorial reference of mpoodruv (see above) 

can, according to the text, be found only in the act of thanksgiving itself. 
It is obvious from what has already been said, that neither can d:a roa. be 

joined to 1d cic qu. xépioua (Theophylact and others, Billroth, Olshausen, 
Osiander, Kling), nor can éx road. mpocamr. be connected with ré cic nu. yap. 

as if it stood : rd roAA, tpocdr. eig juac xépcoua (Ambrosiaster, Valla, Beza, 

Calvin, Grotius, Estius, and many others, including Flatt, Fritzsche, Diss., 

Riickert, de Wettc). Only on our view does the simple construction, as 
given by the order of the words, remain without dislocation, and the mean- 

ing of the words themselves uninjured. Whether, further, in éx roAA. xpoowoz. 
the roAAév is masculine (Hofmann and Vulgate, ‘‘ex multorum facie”) or 
neuter, cannot be decided. —izép judy] on our behalf, superfluous in itself, — 

but suitable to the fulness of the representation.—The time in which the 
thanksgiving is to happen is after the beginning of the picera:, not on the 
last day (Ewald).—The passive expression etyaproreiotac (comp. Hipp. Ep. 

p. 1284, 31) is conceived like ayapioreiofac (Polyp. xxiii. 11. 8), to experience 
ingratitude, to be recompensed with ingratitude. Comp. Buttman, neut. 
Gr. p. 180 [E. T. 148]. 

Ver. 12. The apostle now begins the vindication of himself, at first in 
reference to the purity of his walk in general (ver. 12), then in reference to 
his honesty in writing (vv. 18, 14), and afterwards specially in reference to 

the changing of his plans for the journey (vv. 15-24). — yép] Ground as- 
signed for the confidence uttered in ver. 11, that the readers would help 
him by their intercession in the manner denoted : for we boast, according to the 

witness of our conscience, to hace made ourselves worthy of your help. — xabynare 

is not equivalent to xaiynua, materies gloriandi (so most, but in no passage 
rightly, see on Rom. iv. 2), but we should interpret : For this our boasting 

(which is contained in ver. 11) is the testimony which our conscience furnishes 

that we, etc. In other words: This our boasting is nothing else than the ex- 

pression of the testimony of our conscience, that, etc.; hence no aicytveofa az 
‘Kavyfoewc (Isa. xii. 13) can take place. The contents of this testimony (67: 

«.7.4.) shows how very much the xatynore of Paul is a xavyaoba év xvpi 

(1 Cor. i. 81). Accordingly, airy is to be taken together with 9 xabynote quar - 

(comp. 1 Cor. viii. 9 : 4 é£ovoia tudy airy); Td wapriptov x.7.A. is the predicate, 

which is introduced by éori, and dr: x.r.A. is the contents of the testimony. 
By the plain simplicity of this explanation we obviously exclude the view 
that airy is preparatire, and that it is to be referred either to rd papz{prov 
(Luther and most), or, more harshly, with Hofmann, to érz «.r.4., because in 

that case ré papripioy x.r.A. is made an interpolated apposition. — év dyséryze 
(see the critical remarks) xai ciAcxp. Oecd] Oecd is not used superlatively, as 

Emmerling would still take it. Further, it neither denotes what is tcell- 

pleasing to God (Schulz, Rosenmiiller, Flatt, Riickert, Reiche), nor shat 

avails before God (Calvin, Beza, Estius, Billroth, and others, following 
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Theophylact, nor what is like God (Pelagius), nor the God-like (Osiander), 
. which is God's manner (Hofmann), but the moral holiness and purity estab- 

lished by God through the influence of the divine grace, as the following ov 
év cog. oapx., add’ év yxdpitt Oecd proves.’ So also Olshausen, de Wette, 

Kling, Neander, Winer, p. 221 [E. T. 296]. Comp. dexacooivy Ocov, Rom. 1. 
17, eipfvy Oeov, Phil. iv. 7, andthe like. The rare word dycéryc is found also in 

2 Macc. xv. 2; Heb. xii. 10 ; Schol. Arist. Thesm. 301. Regarding etAxp., 
sce on 1 Cor. v. 8. Stallbaum, ad Plat. Phaed. p. 66 A. —ovx év cog. capx. 

GA’ év yap. Geov] is not to be placed ina parenthesis, for it is parallel to 
the previous év dy:ér. x. eiAuxp. Oecd, and gives negative and positive infor- 
mation about it. The cogia capx. is the merely human wisdom, the wisdom 

which is not the work of the divine influence (of the Holy Spirit), but of 
human nature itself unenlightened and unimproved, guided by the sinful 
lust in the odp&. See on 1 Cor. i. 26. —év ydpire Geor] is not to be explained 

of miracles (Chrysostom), nor yet with Grotius : ‘‘cum multis donis spirit- 

. ualibus,” but without any limitation of the influence of the divine grace, under 
which Paul lived and worked.—The thrice repeated use of év denotes the 
spiritual element in which his course of life moved (Eph. ii. 3; 2 Pet. ii. 
18). — év rw xéoup] t.e. among profane humanity. This serves by contrast 

to make the holiness of his walk and conversation more prominent. Comp. 
Phil. ii. 15. — rpd¢ tuac] denotes the direction of his association, in inter- 
course with you. See Bernhardy, p. 265. More than with others, he had 

established such a relation with the Corinthians (hence repicoor.). 

Ver. 18 f. In order to vindicate the apparently vainglorious (ver. 10) 
meptoo. dé mp. tua (ver. 12), in so far as it might be suspected as not honour- 

ably meant, he asserts his candour in writing, which must have been assailed 
by his opponents (comp. x. 10), who probably maintained, ‘‘ His Ietters to 

us are not the expression of his genuine inmost opinion !” — For nothing else 
do we write to you than what you (in our letters) read or also understand ; i.e. in 
our letters to you we do not hide or disguise our genuine opinion, but it agrees 
exactly with what the reading of the same, or your acquaintance with our 

mode of thinking and character, says to you. Comp. Theodoret. On ypd- 
gery in its reference to the sense of what is written, comp. 1 Cor. v.11. Ac- 
cording to de Wette, the sense amounts to the thought : ‘‘ J cannot do other- 
wise, I must write thus.” But Paul is making an appeal to the readers. — 
GAd’ 4] praeterquam, nisi. For examples in which the previous negative sen- 
tence has also éAoc, see Hartung, Partikell. II. p. 45 ; Heindorf, ad Prot. 
p. 854 B ; Klotz, ad Devar. p. 36 f. ; Baeumlein, Purtik. p. 5. The mode 
of expression depends on a blending of the two constructions—ot« GAAa. . . 
GAAG and ovc dAAa. . . 7; Stallbaum, ad Plat. Phaed. p. 81 B; Kihner, Il. 

p. 488. — & avay:vionere, } x. excy.] This latter 7 is in no connection with the 

former, in which case it could not but have stood 4 # avay., # xat éexcy. This 

1 With this fall tothe ground also the difficulty regarding ayér., that Paul talks 

scruples of Riickert against the word of his purity aa teacher, is also untenable. 

aytérnrt, which he either wishes totakeadu- He certainly speaks of his entire conduct, 

eive, like the Latin sanctifas, integrity, or not snerely of his teaching. 
conjectures in its stead ayvérnmm. Reliche'’s 
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in opposition to Fritzsche’s way of taking it ; ‘‘neque enim alia ad vos per- 
scribimus, guamautea.. . auteagquae,” etc. dvay:vdoxev is to read, as it is 

usually in the Attic authors, and always in the N. T., not to understand, as 

Calvin, Estius, Storr,' following the Peshito, wish to take it, though it has this 
meaning often in classical Greck (Hom. JJ. xiii. 784, Od. xxi. 205, xxii. 206 ; 

Xen. Anab. v. 8.6 ; Pind. Isthm. ii. 35 ; Herodian, vil. 7; comp. also Prayer of 

Manass, 12). —% xai émcycv.] or also (without communication by letter) under- 

stund. Wetstcin imports arbitrarily : ‘‘ vel si alicubi haereat, post secundam 

aut tertiam Iectionem, attento animo factam, sit intellecturus.” Riickert : 

‘‘and doubtless also understand.” Quite against # cai, which stands also 

opposed to the view of Hofmann : Paul wishes to say that he does not write 
in such a way, that they might understand something else than he means in 

his words. In this case we should have had xai only, since } xai points to 
something else than to the reading, with which what he has written agrees. 
—The assimilation of the expressions dvayiv. and émyiv. (comp. iii. 2) can- 
not be imitated in German, but in Latin approximately : Jegitis aut etiam 

intelligitis. Comp. on Acts vili. 30; Plat. Hp. I. p. 312 D. —érifw dé 
x.7.2.] The object to ércyvéceabe is éte kabynpa buoy éopev x.7.A., and xafig Kar 

éeyv. Hu. amd uép. is an inserted clause: ‘‘I hope, however, that you will 

understand even to the end,—as you have understood us in part,—that we 
are your boast,” etc. We might also consider dr xabyqua x.7.2. a8 @ nearer 

object to éréyvwre iuag (Estius, Rosenmiiller, Billroth, Riickert, de Wette) ; 

but, since in this way éxcyvdoecfe remains without an object (Billroth sup- 
plies : ‘‘that I think the same as I write ;” comp. Riickert ; Osiander : 
‘Call my doing and suffering in its purity”), the above mode of connection 
is easier and simpler. Ambrosiaster, Luther, Grotius, and others, also Ols- 

hausen (Osiander doubtfully), take dr: as for, stating the ground for «ade x. 
éxtyv. yu. awd wép. But in that case the accurate, logical connection is still 

more wanting, since from the general xabynua ipev éopev x.t.A. nO inference 

to the iréyvure judg restricted by aod uépove is warranted ; the reason assigned 
would not be suitable to ard uépove. The connection which runs on simply 
is unnecessarily broken up by Ewald holding ver. 13 and ver. 14 on to 
Hépovg a8 & parenthesis, so that é7:, ver. 14 (that), joins on again to ver. 12. 

— we réAovc] does not mean till my death (Hofmann), but till the end, i.e. till 
the ceasing of this world, till the Parousia. Comp. 1 Cor. i. 8, xv. 51 f. ; 

Heb. iii. 6.— Ver. 14. xabdc x. éxéyv. judg compares the future, regarding 

which Paul hopes, with the past, regarding which he knows. And therefore 
he adds a limitation in keeping with the truth, amd uépove (comp. Rom. xi. 

25) ; for not all the Corinthians had thus understood him. Hofmann, quite 
against the usage of the language, takes ad ufpove of time, inasmuch as the 
apostle’s intercourse with them up to the present was only a part of what he 
had to live with them. In that case Paul would have written éw¢ dpr: in con- 

trast to éw¢ réAove. Calvin, Estius, and Emmerling refer it to the degree of 

knowledge, guodammodo (comp. ii. 5), with which Paul reproaches the readers, 

1 Calvin thinks avaycy. and émyiv. are dis- | makes the difference: ‘‘et recognoscitie an- 

tinguished as agnoscere and recognoscere. tigua, et insuper etiam cognosecitis recentia." 

So, on the whole, Storr also. But Estius 

® 
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&¢ up wavtedac arwoaptvore tag Kat’ avtov yeysvnpevac dtaBodds, Theodoret. But 

a purpose of reproach is quite foreign to the connection ; and certainly the 
readers to whom ézéyvwre applies had not only understood him guodammodo, but 
wholly and decidedly, that, etc. Billroth thinks that Paul wishes to mark his 

cordial love, which till now he could only have shown them in part, Comp. Chrys- 

ostom, according to whom a7 pépous is added from modesty ; also Theophylact, 
according to whom Paul is thinking of the imperfect exhibition of his virtue. 

But how could the readers conjecture this ! — or: xat_ynue x.r.2. | that weredound 

Sor glory (i.e. for the object of xavyaobar) to you, even as you tous on the day of 

the Parousia. It will be to your honour on that day that you have had us 

as teachers, and it will be to our honour that we have had you as disciples. 
Comp. 1 Thess, ii. 19 f. ; Phil. ii. 16. With how much winning tact the 
addition xd@arep x. ipeic judy suppresses all appearance of self-exaltation ! 
W¢ pabntaig ouoripmorg dtadeyduevog ovtwe éScodfee Tov Aédyov, Chrysostom. — év rq 

juépa t. kup. Incov] belongs to the whole ér: xabynua. . . vmeicg yuo, not, 

as Rickert arbitrarily thinks, to xa@aep x. du. yuov merely (so Grotius, Ca- 

lovius, and others) ; nor yet, as Hofmann would have it, primarily to kai. 

iuav éouer. 

Vv. 15, 16. Kai ratrg ra reno.) and in consequence of this confidence, viz. 
Sri we téAove extyv. «.7.A. in vv. 18, 14. seroilnoig (iil. 4, vill. 22, x. 2; 

Eph. iii. 12 ; Phil. iii. 4 ; Joseph. Bell. i. 8. 1) is later Greek. See Eusta- 
thius, ad Od. iii. p. 114, 41; Thom. Mag. p. 717 ; Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 
294 f. —i3ovadunv] Paul entertained the plan for his journey, set down in 
ver. 16, before the composition of our first Epistle, and he had communi- 

cated it to the Corinthians (whether in the first letter now lost, or other- 
wise, we know not). But before or during the composition of our first 

Epistle he altered this plan (as we know from 1 Cor. xvi. 5) to this extent, 

that he was not now to go first to Corinth, then to Macedonia, and from 

thence back to Corinth again (ver. 16), but through Macedonia to Corinth. 
The plan of travel, 1 Cor. xvi. 5, was accordingly not the first (Baur) ; comp. 
Lange, apost. Zeitalt. I. p. 200 f.), but the one already altered, which altera- 
tion was ascribed to the apostle as indecision. This is intelligible enough 
from the antagonistic irritation of their minds, and does not require us to 
presuppose an expression in the alleged intermediate Epistle (Klépper, p. 
21 f.). Chrysostom, Theodoret, and Oecumenius make the apostle say : I 

had, when I wrote to you 1 Cor. xvi. 5, the unexpressed intention to arrive 

still earlier than I promised, and to reach you even sooner (immediately on 

the journey towards Macedonia). Quite a mistaken view, since such a 

mere thought would not have been known to his opponents, and no excuse 
for his fickleness could therefore have been engrafted on it. — mpérepov] be- 

longs to mpo¢ tuac éAMeiv :* I intended to come to you first of all,—not, as I 

afterwards altered my plan, to the Macedonians first, and then from them 
to you. Beza, Grotius, Bengel, and others, including Rosenmiiller and 

Rickert, connect zpér. and é3ova., which, however, on the one hand is 

1The position of xzpérepowy immediately and is therefore to be preferred, makes no 
after eBova. (Lachmann, Tischerndorf, Iitick- difference in this respect. 
ert), which has preponderating evidence, 
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opposed to the sense (for Paul cannot say, ‘‘I intended formerly to come 
to you,” since his intention is still the same), and on the other would not 
accord with iva devr. yép. éy.; for not the zporepov é BovAdpuny, but the rpé- 

Tepov TpdC Vuac &AGEeiv, was to bring in its train a devrépa ydpic.— iva devré- 

pav ydpuv éxnre] devrépav corresponds ingeniously to the mpérepov: in order that 

you might have a second benefit of grace. By xdpiv is meant a divine bestowal of 
grace, with which Paul knew his coming to be connected for the church ; for 

to whatever place he came in his official capacity, he came as the imparter of 

divine yépic, Rom. i. 11; comp. xv. 29. Chrysostom, Oecumenius, and others, 

including Kypke, Emmerling, Flatt, and Bleek (in the Stud. u. Krit. 1880, 

p. 622), hold that yapec is equivalent to ydépe (and hence this is actually the 
reading of B L, some min., and Theodoret). Certainly xzépic also means 

pleasure, joy, and is, as in Tob. vii. 18, the opposite of A(77 (Eur. Hel. 661, 

and more frequently in Pindar ; see Duncan, Zez., ed. Rost, p. 1191 ; also 

in Plato, Ast, Lez. III. p. 538), but never in the N. T. This sense, besides, 
would be unsuitable to the apostle’s delicate and modest style of expression 
elsewhere. Nor, again, is a benefit on the part of the apostle meant (Grotius, 

Rosenmiiller, Schrader, Billroth, comp. also Hofmann), because the expres- 
sion is only in keeping with his affection and humility (comp. 1 Cor. xv. 10) 

if a divine display of grace is meant. The comparison with 1 Cor. xvi. 8 is 
therefore not to the point, because there a yépr¢ is named, of which the 

readers were givers. But what does he mean by devrépav yéprv? Many 

answer with Estius: ‘‘ut ex secundo meo adventu secundam acciperetis 
gratiam, qui dudum accepistis primam, quando primum istuc veniens ad 
fidem vos converti.” Comp. Pelagius, Calvin, Wolf, Mosheim, Bengel, 
Emmerling. But against this it may be urged : (1) historically, that Paul 
certainly had been already twice in Corinth before our two Epistles (see 
Introd. § 2) ; and (2) from the connection, that the devrépa yépi¢ in this 

sense can by no means appear as an aim conditioned by the rpérepor ; for 
even a later coming would have had a Jdevrépa xydpic in this sense as its 

result. This second reason is decisive, even if, with Schott, Hrérterung, 

etc., p. 58 ff., and Anger, rat. temp. p. 72 f., we were to set aside the 

former by the supposition : ‘‘apostolum intra annum illum cum dimidio, 
quem, quum primum Corinthi esset, ibi transegit, per breve aliquod tem- 
poris spatium in regiones vicinas discessisse ; sic enim si res se habuit, 
Paulus, etsi dis ad Corinthios venerat, ita ut in secunda, quam lis misit, 
epistola adventum tertium polliceri posset : tamen, quoniam per totum illud 
intervallum Corinthi potissimum docucrat, simile beneficium, quod in itinere 
seriore in eos collocaturus erat, jure secundum appellavit,” Anger, l.c. p. 73. 
The right solution results from ver. 16, which is joined on by the epexc- 

getical xaz, viz., that the devrépa yépi¢ appears as setting in through the 
méAw ard Maxed. éAfeiv pic tuac. Paul had intended on his projected 
journey to visit Corinth twice, and had therefore proposed to himself to 
come to the Corinthians jirst of all (not first to the Macedonians), in order 

that they in this event might have a second xépic¢ on his return from Mace- 
donia (the first ydépc¢ they were to have on his journey thither). From this 

it is at once obvious: (1) how superfluous is the linguistically incorrect 
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supposition thet devrépav is here equivalent to d:zAqv, as Bleek and Neander, 
following Chrysostom and Theodoret,’ take it ; (2) how erroneous is the 

opinion of Riickert, that iva devr. zépiv éxyre is put in a wrong place, and 
should properly only come behind édeiv rpo¢ duds, ver. 16. No; according 

to the epexegetical xai, ver. 16, d’ tpav areAdeiv ei¢ Maxed. serves to give 
exact and clear information as parallel to the rpérepov mpo¢ tuac éAVeiv, and 

then xai waaay ard Mak. éAveiv mpoc tuac a8 parallel to the iva devrép. xépiv 

éxyqre. Comp. Baur, I. p. 388, ed. 2. 
Ver. 17. Wishing this therefore (according to what has just been said), did 

1 then behave thoughtlessly ? Was this proposal of mine made without duly 

taking thought for its execution ? fr: supposes a negative answer, as always, 

in which case épa (meaning : as the matter stands) makes no alteration, such 
as the suggesting, perhaps, a thought of possible affirmation. Sucha sense, 

as it were, of a mere tentative nature feeling its way, which is foreign here, 

could only be suggested by the context, and would have nothing to Co with 

dpa (in opposition to Hartung, whom Hofmann follows). Sce Klotz, ad 

Devar. p. 176 f. — rg éAadpia] The article marks the thoughtlessness not as 
that with which the apostle was reproached by the Corinthians (Billroth, 

Olshausen, Riickert, de Wette), which he must have indicated more pre- 
cisely, in order that it might be so understood, but thoughtlessness as such in 
general, in abstracto: have I then made myself guilty of thoughtlessness ? 
éAagpia belongs to the substantives in -p:a formed late from adjectives in 
-pos. See Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 343. For the ethical sense (wantonness), 

comp. Schol. Aristoph. Av. 195, and éAagpd¢ in Polyb. vi. 56. 11 ; éAagpdvooc, 
Phocylides in Stob. Flor. app. iii. 7.— & Bovdebopat, xara odpxa Boviebopac] 
i is not aut (Billroth, Rickert, Osiander, Hofmann, after the Vulgate and 

most expositors) but an ,; for without any interrogation the relation of the 
two sentences is: My proposal was not thoughtless, unless it should be the case 
that I form my resolves xata odpKa. See Hartung, II. p. 61.— Mark the 
difference between éypyoduyv as aorist (historical event) and BovAeboua: as 
present (behaviour generally). —xard adpxa] according to the flesh, after the 

standard of the odpé, 7.6. so that I let myself be guided by the impulses of 
human nature sinfully determined, Gal. v..16 ff.—iva 9 map’ uot ré vai va? 
kai Td ov ob] By iva is expressed simply the immoral purpose which would be 
connected with Bovrebecfa: xara cdpxa ; in order that with me there may be the 
Yea, yea, and the Nay, nay, i.e. in order that with me affirmation and denial 

may exist together ; that I, according as the case stauds, may assent to the 

fleshly impulse, and in turn renounce it ; to-day yea, and to-morrow nay, 
or yea and nay as it were in one breath. Billroth errs in thinking that in 
this explanation xai must be taken as also. That it means and, is proved by 
vv. 18, 19. The duplication of the vai and ob strengthens the picture of the 
untrustworthy man who affirms just as fervently as he afterwards denies. 

1 In other respects Theodoret, Bleek,and from Macedonia. But Chrys., quite against 

Neander, as also Billroth, Olshausen, and the context, explains the double joy as «ai 
Rickert, agree in thinking that 8evrépay = rh ia THY ypapparur cai Thy dca THS WapovCias. 

refers to the repeated visit to Corinth So also Erasmus, Vatalbus, and others. 
which had been Intended after returning 
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Failing to discern this, Grotius and Estius wished to prefer the reading of 
the Vulgate, 73 vai xa? 7d of, which has very weak attestation. The arti- 
cle marks the vai vai and the of of as well-known and solemn formulae of 
affirmative and negative asseveration (as they were also in Jewish usage ; 
sce Wetstein, ad Matth. v. 37). Comp. on vai vai, Soph. O. C. 1743. As 
to the main point, namely, that the vai vai and the od od are taken as the 
subject of 9, this explanation has the support of Erasmus, Beza, Calvin, 
Estius (though conjecturing iva x4 instead of iva), Cornelius a Lapide, 
Grotius, Mill, Wolf, and others ; also of Rosenmiiller, Emmerling, Flatt, 

Schrader, Riickert, de Wette, Osiander, Neander, Maier, and others ; cven- 

Olshausen, who, however, sets up for vei and ob the, ‘‘ peculiar” signification 

(assumed without any instance of its being so used) of ‘‘ truth” and ‘ false- 
hood.” The diplasiasmus vai vai and ov of is not without reason (as Billroth 

and Hofmann object), but quite accords with the passionate excitement of 
the moral consciousness ; whereas afterwards, in ver. 18, where his words 

go on quietly with a glance towards the faithful God, the bare vai xa? ob is 
quite inits place. Note, further, that the simple expression of the coeristence 
of the yea and nay (to which Hofmann objects) is more striking, than if Paul 

had given a more precise explanation of the maxims of yea and nay. The 
readers knew him, and even his evil-wishers could not but know that he was 

no yea-and-nay man. Others consider the second vai and the sccond ot as 

predicates, so that a wholly opposite sense is made out of the words: in 

order that with me the Yea may be yea, and the Nay be nay, i.e. in order that 

I may stubbornly carry through what I have proposed to myself. Comp. 
Jas. v. 12. So Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylact, Oecumenius, Erasmus, 

Castalio, Bengel, and others, and recently Billroth ; Winer, p. 429 [E. T. 

576], gives no decision. The context, however, before (‘‘levitatis et incon- 

stantiae, non autem pertinaciae crimen hic ase depellere studct,” Estius) 

and after (vv. 18, 19), is decisive against this view. Hofmann imports into 
rap’ énoi a contrast to rapa T@ Od, so that the idea would be: to assent to 

or refuse anything on grounds taken from one’s own self, without reservation, 

because purely as an expression of self-will, with which Jas. iv. 18 is com- 
pared.’ Such a contrast could hot but be based upon what went before, in 
itself as well as in the sense assumed. Besides, to this pretended emphasis 
on zap’ tuoi the order iva rap’ tuoi y would have been suitable ; and the idea 

of speaking no absolute yea or nay, would have demanded not xai but 7 be- 

tween the vai and the of. And was Paul, then, the man in whose resolves 

‘‘the yea is always meant with the reservation of a nay”? Luther's trans- 

lation (comp. Ambrosiaster and Erasmus) comes back to the result, that the 

mark of interrogation is placed after xara o. Bov2., and in that case there is 
supplied neqguaquam, of which negation iva «.r.4. specifies the purpose. This 

is intolerably arbitrary. Regarding the erroneous translation of the Peshitto 

(Grotius agrees with it), which distorts the meaning from misconception, 

sec Fritzsche, Duss. IT. p. 2. 

1 Similarly Ewald, but he takes wap’ éuot one or the other”), as if, therefore, it were 

(with Camerarius) as penes me (‘‘merely  év éuoi. Ewald compares Pz. xii. 5. 

after my own pleasure to say and to do the 
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Ver. 18. But according to His faithfulness, God causes our speech to you to be 

not yea and nay, not untrustworthy.’ The dé introduces the contrast (yea rather) 

to the state of things denied in the preceding question (Baeumlein, Partih. 
p. 95) ; and drz is equivalent to ei¢ éxeivo, drt, like John ii. 18, ix. 17, xi. 51 ; 

1 Cor. i. 26, al. : Faithful is God in reference to this, that our speech, etc., i.e. 
God shows Himself faithful by this, that, etc. Beza, Calvin, and others, in- 
cluding Flatt, Riickert, de Wette, Osiander, Neander, Ewald, Hofmann, 

take mcrd¢ 6 Oedc as an asseveration : proh Dei fidem! Against all linguistic 
usage, for the (a éy® . . . bre (see on Rom. xiv. 11), which is compared, is 
a habitual formula of swearing, which the mcrd¢ 6 Oede, very frequent with 

the apostle (1 Cor. i. 9, x. 18 ; 1 Thess. v. 24; 2 Thess. iii. 3; 1 John i. 

9), is not. Nor can we compare xi. 10, where a subjective state of things is 
asserted as a guarantee of what is uttered. — 6 Adyoc fudv] is by most under- 
stood of the preaching of the gospel, according to which Paul thus, against 
the suspicion of untruthfulness in his resolves and assurances, puts forward 
the truthfulness of his preaching,—in which there lies a moral argument a 
majori ad minus ; for the opinion of Hofmann, that Paul means to say that 
his preaching stands in a different position from the conditioned quality of 
his yea and nay, falls with his view of ver. 17. From ver. 19, however, it 

appears to be beyond doubt that the usual explanation of Adyor, of the 

preaching, not in general of the apostle’s speech (Riickert), or of that unful- 
filled promise (Erasmus in the Annot.), is the right one. Olshausen mixes up 
the two explanations. 

Vv. 19-22. Paul furnishes grounds in ver. 19 f. for the assurance he had 
given in ver. 18 ; then refers his veracity to the stedfastness bestowed on 
him by God, ver. 21 f.; and finally, ver. 28, makes protestations as to the 

reason why he had not yet come to Corinth. 

Ver. 19. '0 yap rov Oeov vide] or, as Lachmann, Riickert, and Tischendorf, 
following preponderating testimony, have it rightly : 6 rov Orod yap vide (5 4p 
in the fourth place ; sce Fritzsche, Quaest. Lue. p. 100 ; Ellendt, Ler. Soph. 

I. p. 389 ; Hermann, ad Philoct. 1437), marks the rod Orov as emphatic, in 

order to make what is to be said of Christ, ovx éyévero vai x. ob, felt at once in 
its divine certainty. To be God’s Son and yet vai x. ob would be a contra- 

diction. In the wholeé.. . ’I. X. there lics a solemn, sacred emphasis, — 
6 év tpiv de’ judy xnpvyzteic] reminds the readers of the first preaching of Christ 

among them, of which Paul could not but remind them, if they were to 
become perfectly conscious, from their experience from the beginning, that 
Christ had not become vai x. ob. But in order to make this first preaching 
come home to them with the whole personal weight of the preachers, he 
adds, in just consciousness of the services rendered by himself and his 
companions as compared with the later workers, a more precise definition of 
the dé’ jzav, with more weighty circumstantiality : dc’ éuov x. LeAovavor x. 
Tizobfov. For the two latter had been his helpers in his first labours 
in Corinth. See Acts xviii. 5. From this it is obvious why he has not 

? Erasmus says aptly, Paraphr.; ‘‘Sed praedicavimus, non yacillarit, sed semper 
non fallit Deus, cujas praesidio factum est, sul similis fuerit.” 
ut sermo noster, quo vobis {lilus evangelium 
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named others, as Apollos, but simply these (Calvin thinks, that these had 

been most calumniated) ; hence also there is no need to suppose any inten- 
tion of making his assurance more credible (Chrysostom, Thcophylact, and 

many others). A side glance at the Christ preached by Judaistic opponents 

(xi. 4) is here quite foreign to the connection (in opposition to Klépper, p. 
86 f.). — EcAovavoiv] Universally so with Paul (1 Thegs. i. 1 ; 2 Thess. i. 1) ; 
also in 1 Pet. v. 12. In the Acts of the Apostles only the shortened name 

ZcAac appears. Silvanus is here placed before Timothy, because he was an 
older apostolic helper than the latter. See Acts xv. 22 ff. — ovn éytvero val 
x. ov] He has not become affirmation and negation, has not showed Himself as 
untrustworthy, as one who affirms and also denies (the fulfilment of the divine 

promises, ver, 20), as one who had exhibited such contradiction in himself, 
This Paul says of Christ Himself, in so far asin the personal objective Christ, 
by means of his appearance and His whole work, the vai in reference to the 
divine promises, the affirmation of their fulfillment, is given as a matter of 

fact. Wrongly most expositors (comp. Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophy- 
lact) understand Xpiorée as doctrina de Christo (‘‘ our gospel of Christ is not 
changeable, sometimes one thing, sometimes another, but it remains ever 

the same”), an interpretation here specially precluded by verses 20 and 21. 
This may be urged also against the similar interpretation of Hofmann, that, 
with the very fact that Christ has come to the readers through preaching, 

there has gone forth a Yea (the affirmation of all divine promises), without 
uny intervention of Nay.. Olshausen and Riickert take it rightly of Christ 
Himself ; but the former puts in place of the simple meaning of the word — 
the thought not quite in keeping : ‘‘ Christ is the absolute truth, affirmation 
pure and simple ; in Him is the real fulfilment of the divine promises ; in 
Him negation is entirely wanting ;” and the latter arbitrarily limits éyévero 
merely to the experience of the Corinthians (‘‘among you He has not shown 

Ilimself untrustworthy”). Paul, however, uses the words ovx éyévero vat x. 

ov of Christ in general, and by 6 év tuiv . . . Teo. directs the attention of 
the Corinthians to the recognition of the truth on their part and out of their 
own experience. — add vai év avto yéyovev] of the two only the former, 7.e. 

affirmation (that the divine promises are fulfilled and shall be fulfilled) és es- 
tablished in Him: in Christ is actually given the yea, that, etc. In the per- 
fect yéyovev (different from the previous aorist éyévero) is implied the continu- 

ance of what has happened. Comp. on Col. i. 16; Johni. 8. Grotius, in 
opposition to the context (see ver. 20), referred vai év aire yéy. to the mira- 

eles, by which Christ confirmed the apostolic preaching. And Beza awk- 
wardly, and, on account of ver. 20, erroneously, took év avrg of God, whose 

Son is ‘‘ constantissima Putris veritas.” 

Ver. 20. A more precise explanation and confirmation of vai év airy yéy- 
ovev, running on to the end of the verse. Hence dca. . . auf is not to be 
put in a parenthesis, as Griesbach, Scholz, and Ewald.—ro vai and 1d dyfy 
cannot be synonymous, as most of the older commentators take them (re- 

petit, ut ipsa repetitione rem magis confirmet,” Estius), for this is rendered 
impossible by the correct reading 6:d x. dv’ avrod rd aug (sec the critical re- 

marks). Rather must the former be the cause (6:é) of the latter. And here 
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the expression 7d au4yv is without doubt to be explained from the custom in 
worship, that in public prayer a gencral Amen was said as certifying the 
general assurance of faith as to its being heard (see on 1 Cor. xiv. 16). Ac- 
cordingly 7d vai and 7rd augy are here to be distinguished in this way ; 1d vai, 
as in the whole context, denotes the certainty objectively given (comp. on 

that point, Rom. xv. 8), and 1d aump, the certainty subjectively existing, the 

certainty of faith. Consequently : for, as many promises of God as there are 
(in the O. T.), in Him is the yea (in Christ is given the objective guarantee 
of their fulfilment) ; therefore through Ilim also the Amen takes place, there- 

fore it comes to pass through Christ, that the Amen is said to God’s prom- 
ises ; 7.¢. therefore also to Christ, to His work and merit, without which we 
should want this certainty, is due the subjective certainty of the divine promises, 

the faith in their fulfilment. Billroth, indeed (and in the main, de Wette), 

thinks the conception to be this: that the preachers of the gospel say the 
Amen through their preaching, so that rd vai refers to the living working 
of God in Christ, in whom He fulfils His promises, and 7d auf to the faith- 
ful and stedfast preaching of these deeds of God. But the saying of Amen 
expressed the assurance of faith, and was donc by all ; hence 7d auf would 
be in the highest degree unsuitaole for denoting the praedicatio, Finally, 
Riickert is quite arbitrary when he says that rd vai relates to the fulfilment 
of the prophecies wrought by the appearing of Christ Himself, and 1d aug» 

to the erection of thechurch, which had grown out of that appearing.—The 
article before vai and du denotes the definite Yea and Amen, which relate 

to the érayyeAia: Ocot and belong to them. The article was not used before 
in ver. 19, because no definite reference of the yea was yet specified. — ra 

Oe@ mpdc ddEav di’ Hudy] a teleological definition to dc avrov rd au4v with the 
emphatic prefixing of 7 Oe@ : to God’s honour through us, ic. what redounds 

to the glorifying of God (viii. 19) through us. — d¢ fhuiv) nostro ministerio 

(Grotius), in so far, namely, as the ministry of the gospel-preachers brings 

about the Amen, the assurance of faith in God’s promises, Rom. x. 14. 

Ver. 21 f. Aé] not specifying the ground of 1@ Op mpd¢ déSav (Grotius), 

nor confirming the assurance that he had preached without wavering (Bill- 
roth), but continuatire. Paul has just, with 6? juév, pointed to the blessed 

result which his working (and that of his companions) is bringing about, 
namely, that the Amen of faith is said to all God’s promises to the glory of 
God. But now he wishes to indicate also the inner divine life-principle, 
on which this working and its result are based, namely, the Christian sted- 
Jastness, which is due to no other than to God Himself. — On the construc- 
tion, comp. v. 5; hence Billroth (whom Olshausen follows) has incorrectly 
taken 6 d2 BeBaidv ... Oréc as subject, and 6 xai cdpay. x.7.A. a8 predicate. 

It i8 to be translated : ‘‘ And He who makes us stedfast with you toward 

Christ, after [He has also anointed us, is God; who also,” etc. Since the 
anointing precedes the feaovv, and is its foundation, and Paul has not 
written 6 d2 ypicac quads cai eBacdv x.7.2., it is not to be regarded with the 

expositors as qui autem confirmat et unzit, but nat xpioac jude is to be taken 

as a definition subordinate to the Se3adv, and xaias the also of the corre- 

sponding relation ; otherwise, there would be a hysteron-proteron, which 
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there is no ground for supposing. — cic Xproréy in relation to Christ, so 
that we remain unshakenly faithful to Christ. Chrysostom well says: é 4? 
éay judo mapacadecieoba ex tie wiotewo THC ei¢ Tt. Xptorév. The explanation : 

into Christ (Billroth, Olshausen) has against it the present participle. For 
the believers are already in Christ ; their continued confirmation (G¢Z., see 
on 1 Cor. i. 6) therefore could not but take place in Christo, Col. ii. 7, not in 
Christum. — civ tpiv] Paul adds, in order not to appear as if he were deny- 
ing to the readers the BeBaiworg cic Xpcorév. Estius says aptly : ‘‘ ut eos in 
hac sua defensione benevolos habeat.”” This agrees with the whole tone of 
the context ; but there is not, as Riickert conjectures, a side glance at those 

who had held the apostle to be a wavering reed. — ypiocac jude] here, with- 
out civ iuiv, is a figurative way of denoting the consecration to office (Luke 
iv. 18; Acts iv. 27, x. 38; Heb. i. 9), ¢.¢. to the office of teacher of the gos- 
pel, without, however, pressing the expression so far as Chrysostom and 
Theophylact : duov mpopyrac nai iepeic x. Baotdéag épyacdéuevoc. Whether, how- 

ever, did Paul conceive the consecration as effected by the call (Billroth, 
Olshausen, Riickert) or by the communication of the Spirit (Calvin, Grotius, 

Estius, Osiander, and many others, following the ancient expositors) ? Ver. 
22 is not opposed to the latter view (see below) ; and since the call to the 

office is, in point of fact, something quite different from the consecration, 
xpicac is certainly to be referred to the holy consecration of the Spirit (comp. 
Acts x. 38). Comp., further, 1 John ii. 20, 27, and Diisterdieck on 1 John 

i. p. 355. An allusion to Xp:orév (Bengel, Osiander, Hofmann, and others) 

would not be certain, even if there stood xai ypicag xa? fuac, because Xpiordv 
is not used appellatively, but purely as a proper name. An anointing of 

Christ (as at Luke iv. 18; Acts iv. 27, x. 38; Heb. i. 9) is as little men- 

tioned by Paul as by John. If, however, it had been here in his mind, in 

ordcr to compare with it the consecration of the jueic, he could not but have 
added owv aiv@, or some similar more precise definition of the relation in- 

tend2d, to make himself intelligible ; comp. the idea of the owWworoeiv civ 
Xpcor@, and the like. — 6 xai ogpayic. tpyac x.t.A.] is argumentative. How — 

could He leave us in the lurch unconfirmed, He, who has also sealed us, etc. | 

How would He come into contradiction with Himself! This ogpayic. tua 
does not present the same thing, as was just expressed by xpicac iu., in 

another figurative form; but by means of xai it adds an accessory new ele- 

ment,’ namely, the Messianic sealing conferred, although likewise through 

the Holy Spirit (see the sequel), apart from the anointing, é.¢. the inner con- 
firmation of the Messianic owrnypia. Comp. on Eph. i. 13, iv. 80. It is not 
added to what the sealing objectively relates (to the Messianic salvation), 

because it is regarded as a familiar notion, well known in its reference. — xai 

dovc x.7.A.] is epexegetical of 6 o¢payiodu. fuac, Winer, p. 407 [E. T. 545]. — 

rov appaBava tov mvebuatog] Comp. v. 5. The genitive is the genitive of ap- 

position, as 1 Cor. v. 8: the earnest-money, which consists in the Spirit. appaBdv 

(also with the Romans arrhabo or arrha) is properly # émi raic dSvaic mapa tev 

? Hence «ai is to be taken as also, not with pecially as cal odpay. and «ai dovs are no 
the following «ai, as well... as also; es- twoacts essentially different. 
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Gvouptvuy didoulvy mpoxaraBoay trip acpadelac, Etym. M. ; Aristot. Pol. i. 4. 

5; Lucian, Rhet. praec. 17, 18. Then it is a figurative expression for the 
notion guarantee. See in general Wetstein, and especially Kypke, Obes. 

II. p. 239 f. For what the Holy Spirit is guarantee, Paul does not say, but 
he presupposes it as an obvious fact in the consciousness of the readers, just 
as he did with ogpay:odu. The Holy Spirit is in the heart as an earnest- 

money given for a guarantee of o future possession, the pledge of the future 
Messianic saloation. Comp. v. 5; Eph. i. 14. How? see Rom. viii. 2, 10 
f., v. 5, vill. 15 ff. ; Gal. iv. 6 f.; Eph. v. 19. In apaf., therefore, the 
climax trav peaAAdvrwv ayaddv (Theodoret) is characteristic. — éy rai¢ 

xapt.aic 4u.| The direction is blended with the result, as viii. 1 : He gave the 
Spirit, so that this Spirit is now in our hearts. Comp. viii. 16, and on John 
ili. 35. 

Ver. 23. After Paul has vindicated himself (vv. 16-22) from the suspicion 
of fickleness and negligence raised against him on account of his changing 

the plan of his journey, he proceeds in an elevated tone to give, with the 

assurance of an oath (xi. 81 ; Rom. i. 9; Gal. i 20), the reason why he had 
not come to Corinth. —éy dé] Hitherto he has spoken communicativé, not 
talking of himself exclusively. Now, however, to express his own self-de- 

termination, he continues : but I for my own part, etc.—For examples of 
éxixadeiobas Tov Oedv udprupa, see Wetstein. Comp. Hom. J/. xxii. 254. Oeote 

ériddueOa’ tot yap dptoroe pdprvpoe Ecoovra, Plat. Legg. ii. p. 664 C. — émi r. 
éu. yux.] not : against my soul, in which case it would be necessary arbi-~ 

trarily to supply 87 fallo (Grotius ; comp. Osiander and others, also Ernesti, . 
Urspr. d. Siinde, I. p. 102), but, in reference to ( for) my soul, ‘‘ in qua rerum. 

mearum mihi conscius sum, quam perimi nolim,” Bengel. It expresses the 
moral reference of the invocation, and belongs to écxad., in which act Paul 
has in view that he thereby stakes the salvation (Heb. x. 39; 1‘Pet. i. 9; 

Jas. i. 21) or ruin of his soul (Rom, ii. 9). Comp. the second commandment. 
— gerddpevoc tu.] exercising forbearance towards you. This was implied in the 
very fact of his not coming. Had he come, it must have been éy pafdy, 1 

Cor. iv. 21. Comp. ii. 1. —otxér:] not again, as would have accorded with 
my former plan, ver. 16." But since this former plan is altered already in 1 
Cor. xvi. 5 f., the érc in otxére must refer to a visit preceding our first Epistle. 

ei¢ KépevOov] ‘‘eleganter pro ad vos in sermone potestatem ostendente,” 
Bengel. 

Ver. 24. Guarding against a possible misunderstanding of ¢e:ddpevor. 
Theodoret says aptly : rovro d2 d¢ t¢oppyoty rihexev ; for the expression gedé- 
pevoc might be interpreted as a pretension to lordship over faith. — oy dre] 
is equivalent to oix ipa, brt. See on John vi. 46, and Tyrwhitt, ad Arist. 
Poet. p. 128. — xvptetouev x.t.A.] The apostle knows that no lordship over 
JSaith belongs to him ; how the faith in Christ is to be shaped among tho 
churches as respects contents, vital activity, etc., he has not to command, as 

if he were lord over it, but only to teach, to rouse, and entreat (v. 20) there- 

1 (The phrase is excellently well rendered in the Revised N. T., ‘I forbare to come.”— 
T. W.C.] 
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to, to promote it by praise or blame, etc. The order xvp. izav tr. rior. 

depends on the form of conception : we do not lord it over you aa to faith. 
Comp. on John xi. 32, and Stallbaum, ad Plat. Symp. p. 117 A, Rep. p. 518 
C. This prefixing of the pronoun occurs very often in the N. T.; hence it 

was the more preposterous to supply a évexa before rfc rior. (Erasmus, Calvin, 

Estius, Flatt, and others). — aAAd ovvepyoi] but (it is implied in my gedépevoe 
tuav) that we are joint helpers of your joy, that it is our business to be helpful 

to you, so that you rejoice. To this destined aim an earlier coming would 

have been opposed, because it would have caused grief (ii. 1). The ow in 
ovvepyot refers to the union of the helping efficacy with the working of the 

Corinthians themselves, Contrary to the context, Grotius suggests : ‘‘ cum 
Deo et Christo,” which Osiander also imports. The yapd is not to be taken 

of the joy of bdlessedness (Grotius and others), but of the joy of the church 

over the improvement and the success of the Christian life amongst them. Only 

this agrees with the context, for the want of this success had been the 
cause of Paul’s formerly coming éy try to the Corinthians and of the 

necessity for his coming again év Addu (1 Cor. iv. 21). — rg yap wicte: éorhxaze | 
Sor in respect to faith ye stand ; the point of faith, in respect to which you 

are firm and stedfast, is not now under discussion. (P*) Note the emphatic 

placing of rg rior. first. Theophylact well says : ovx oby év tobrose (rotg xara 
miottv) elyov Te pévpaobar tuac’ ev dAdo 62 éoadretbeofe. On the dative of more 

precise definition, comp. Polyb. xxi. 9. 3; Rom. iv. 19, 20; Gal. v. 1 

_ CElzevir). It does not mean per fidem, Rom. xi. 20, as Bengel and Hofmann 
hold (through faith you have an independent-and firm Bearing), in which 

case we should have for éorfx. a very vague and indefinite conception ; but 
it is, in substance, not different from é ry riore:, 1 Cor. xvi. 18, 

Nores spy AMERICAN Eprror. 

(aa*) “ The Father of mercies.” Ver. 3. 

On this expression, Stanley makes the unwarrantable remark that it com- 
bines the two ideas that God’s essence consists in mercy, and also that He is 
the father and the source of mercies. Neither of these ideas is in the words, 
For the genitive is not that of source or effect, but of quality, as Meyer affirms, 

so that the phrase gives us the conception of God as a being whose character- 

istic is mercy; but this is avery different thing from the crude and flabby 

notion that His essence consists in mercy. For, if that be so, what becomes o¢ 

the other perfections which reason and Scripture compel us to attribute to 

Him? , 

(qH*) That we may be able to comfort. Ver. 4. 

Paul was willing to be afflicted in order to be the bearer of consolation to 

others, A life of ease is commonly stagnant. It is those who suffer much and 

who experience much of the comfort of the Holy Ghost who live much. Their 
life is rich in experience and resources (Hodge). 
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(1*) ** The sufferings of Christ inus.’’ Ver. 5. 

This means, as Meyer states, not sufferings on account of Christ, nor those 

which He endures in His members, but such sufferings as Christ endured, and 

which His people are called upon to endure in virtue of their union with Him. 
It is not enough simply to say that it is of the very nature of spiritual things 

that they cannot be confined within themselves, It is a more specific truth 

the Apostle has in view, viz. that as union with Christ was the source of 

His afflictions, so it was the source of His abundant consolation. 

(38) The reason of Paul's affliction and his comfort. Vv. 6, 7. 

The order of the words in these verses is well given in the Revision of 1881. 

The general sense is plain. If the Apostle was afflicted, it was for the salva- 

tion of others ; if he was comforted, it was for their comfort. In this twofold 

sense they were joint partakers in his joys and his sorrows. 

(K*) ‘* The sentence of death.’ Ver. 9. 

The Revised N. T. begins this verse with Yea instead of But (so Stanley and 
Principal Brown), which certainly seems more vivid. Meyer's objection is 
hardly tenable.—The Revised rendering answer of the first noun, now gener- 

ally adopted, is wonderfully expressive and emphatic. It means, ‘‘ Whenever I 

have put to myself the question, What will be the issue of this continuous con- 

flict? the answer has been, Death.”’ 

(tu?) ‘* And doth deliver.’’ Ver. 10. 

Westcott and Hort as well as Tischendorf adopt the future reading, ‘‘and 

will deliver,’’ which is given also in the Revised N. T. This reading is best 

sustained externally, but the internal evidence is all the other way. Itisa 

precious assurance that God did, does, and will deliver, as the three tenses of 

the common reading declare. 

| (m3) ‘* From many countenances.’’ Ver. 11. 

A graphic picture is given in this phrase, ‘‘from many (upturned) faces,”’ as 
of men looking up to God in prayer and praise. Meyer's view is sustained, as 

he shows, by the invariable usage of the New Testament. 

(x*) As God is faithful. Ver. 18. 

Meyer's objection to this rendering has weight, yet his own is far from being 
unimpeachable. It paraphrases the passage rather than translates it, and is 
certainly constrained and awkward. Whereas the other gives a noble sense: 
‘‘ As God is true, my preaching is true.” Paul's confidence in the truth of the 

Gospel as he proclaimed it was one and the same with his confidence in God. 
To tell him that it was not to be depended upon was all the same in his mind 

with saying that God was not to be believed. 

(0°) Anointing, sealing, earnest. Ver. 22. 

The first of these words cannot refer to official chrism, but must denote the 

unction common to all Christians (1 John, ii. 20). The second denotes the 
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‘authentication and preservation of believers, a seal being used both to prove 
genuineness and to maintain inviolate. The third is unusually strong, indi- 
cating that the indwelling of the Spirit here and now is an instalment, a first- 

fruits of what is to come, and so a very special pledge of its certain attainment. 

(P*) ** By faith ye stand.’’ Ver. 24. 

Stanley gives the sense thus : ‘‘ We are but co-operators with you in produc- 
ing not your grief, but your joy : and so far from our being the masters of your 

faith, it is by your faith that you stand independently of us.’’ 
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CHAPTER II. 

Ver. 1. daw év Avwy mpdc tude éADeciv] Elz. : wad éAGeiv év Ady mpd tude, 
in opposition to A BC K L 8, min, Theodoret, Damasc., also in opposition to 

D E F G, 14, 120, al., Syr. Arm. Vulg. It. Chrys. Theophyl. and the Latin 

Fathers, who have wdAcv iv Adxy EADeiv wpdc budc (80 Tisch.) The Recepta' is 

evidently a transposition to connect cud with éAGeiv, because it was supposed 

that Paul had been only once in Corinth. — Ver. 2. éorcy after ric is wanting in 

ABC 8&, Copt. Syr. Cyr. Dam. Lachm. Tisch. Supplemental addition. — Ver. 

3. duiv] after éyp. is to be struck out as an explanatory addition. So Lachm. 
and Tisch., who follow A B C* &®* 17, Copt. Arm. Damasc, Ambrosiast. — Ver. 

3. Atrnv] DE FG, min. Vulg. It. Syr. p. Pel. Beda: Avany éx? Avrnv. Ampli- 

fication, in accordance with ver. 1. —- Ver. 7. udAAov] is wanting in A B, Syr. 
Aug. (deleted by Rickert) In DEF G, Theodoret, it stands only after tude. 

As it was superfluous, it was sometimes passed over, sometimes transposed. — 

Ver. 9. Instead of ci, A and B have 7. But how easily might ei be dropped 

before et¢ (so in 80), and then be variously replaced (109: dc)!— Ver. 10.6 
Keydpiomar, et Te xexdpcouat] SoA BC FG 8, min. Vulg. It. Damasc. Jer. Am- 

brosiast. Pacian. Pel. Griesb. Scholz, Lachm. Riick. Tisch. But Elz, has e ri 

kexdpiopat, @ Kexydpiouat, defended by Reiche. This reading arose from the 

Codd., which read (evidently in accordance with the previous @) @ xeyapiopaz, 

el te xeydpcouat (so still D*** E, 31, 37). The repetition of xeydpioua: caused 

the el rs xey. to be left out ;* afterwards it was restored at a wrong place. — 

Ver. 16. Before @avarov and before (wc there stands éx in A BC &, min. Copt. 

Aeth. Clem. Or. and other Fathers. Rightly; the ex seemed contrary to the 

sense, and was therefore omitted. Accepted by Lachm. and Tisch.. rejected 
by Reiche. — Ver. 17. of roAdoi] D E FG L, min. and some versions and 
Fathers have of Ao:roi, which Mill favoured, Griesbach recommended, and 

Reiche defended. But of roAAoi has preponderating evidence ; Aoiroi was a 

modifying gloss, and displaced the other. — xarevamior] xarévavti, as well as 

the omission of the following article, has preponderating attestation, and 

hence, with Lachm. and Rick., it is to be preferred. 

Vv. 1-4. Continuation of what was begun in i. 28. 
Ver. 1. 'Expiva d2 tuavr@ rovro] dé is the usual peraBarixév, which leads on 

from the assurance given by Paul in i. 23, to the thought that he in his own 
interest (cuavr@, dativus commodi; for see ver. 2) was not willing to come 

again to them év At. (Q") — The interpretation apud me (Vulgate, Luther, 

Beza, and many others) would require rap’ éuaurg or év éu. (1 Cor. vil. 87, xi. 
18). Paul, by means of éuaurg, gives to the matter an ingenious, affection- 

1 Which, perhaps, has no authorities at the copyist took place, as still 80, 78, Aeth. 
all; see Reiche, Comm. Crit. I. p. 855 f. Ambr. have merely 8 cexapiopas. 

3 Also with the reading 6 this omission of 
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ate turn, regarding the truth of which, however, there is no doubt. — éxpiva] 
L determined, as 1 Cor. ii. 2, vii. 27. As to the emphatically preparatory 
rovzo With following infinitive accompanied by the article, comp. on Rom. 
xiv. 18, and Kriiger, § li. 7. 4.— dav] belongs to év Aimy mpeg ip. éABeiv, 

taken together, so that Paul had once already (namely, on his second arrival) 

come to the Corinthians év Aizy. The connection with é2fciv merely (Pela- 

gius, Primasius, Theodorct, and the most ; also Flatt, Baur, Reiche), a con- 

sequence of the error that Paul before our Epistles had been only once in 
Corinth,’ is improbable even with the Recepta (the more suitable order of the 
words would be : 16 yu) év Airy wddev éAveiv mpd tac), but is impossible both 

with our reading and with that of Tischendorf (sce the critical remarks), un- 

less we quite arbitrarily suppose, with Grotius (comp. also Reiche), a trajectio, 

or, with Baur, I. p. 342, an inaccuracy of epistolary style. — év Atzy] provided 
with affliction (Bernhardy, p. 109; comp. Rom. xv. 29), bringing affliction 

with me, i.e. afflicting you. This explanation (Theodoret, Calvin, Grotius, 

and others, including Ewald) is, indeed, held by Hofmann to be impossible 
in itself, but is required by the following ei yap &}0 Avra tac. Hence Bill- 

roth and Hofmann, following Chrysostom and many others, are wrong in 

thinking that the apostle’s own sadness is meant ; and so also Bengel, Ols- 
hausen, Riickert, de Wette, Reiche, Neandcr, following Ambrosiaster, and 

others, who think that it is also included. That it is not meant at all, is 

shown by ¢ecdduevoc, i. 23, and by the coupling of what follows with yép. 

Comp. év pdfdy, 1 Cor. iv. 21. The apparent difficulty, that Paul in our 

first Epistle makes no mention whatever of the fact and manner of his 
former visit to Corinth when he caused affliction, is obviated by the consid- 
eration that only after our first Epistle was the change of plan used to the 
apostle’s disadvantage, and that only now was he thereby compelled to men- 
tion the earlier arrival which had been made év Airy. Hence this passage is 

not a proof for the assumption of a journey to Corinth between our two Epis- 

tles (see the Introd.). 

Ver. 2. As reason for his undertaking not to come to his readers again év 
Aig, Paul states that he on his own part could not in this case hope to find 
any joy among them. Comp. ver. 3. For if I afflict you, who is there also to 
gite me joy, except him who is affiicted by me ?—1.¢., if I on my part (é)6 is em- 

phatic*) make you afflicted, then results the contradiction that the very one 
who is afflicted by me is the one whoshould give me joy. Against this view 

Billroth and Riickert object that ci uy. . . évov 1s superfluous, and even in 
the way. No; it discloses the absurdity of the case conditioned by «i iyo 

1 This error has compelled many to get 

out of the difficulty by conceiving our first 

Epistle as the first coming ¢v Auvrp. So 

Chrysostom, Calvin, Beza, Bengel, and 
others. Lange, Apostol. Zeitalé. I. p. 24, 

believes that he has found another way: 

that Paul had the very first time come to 

Corinth in affliction (1 Cor. fi. 1 ff.), which 

affliction he had brought with him from 
Athens, Asif in 1 Cor. ii. 1 ff. he isspeaking 

of a Avwy! and as if a Aven brought with 
him from Athene, though nowhere proved, 

would have anything to do with the Corin- 
thians ! 

2 This emphasis {s usually not recognized. 

But In the éyw there lies a contrast to others 

who do not stand in such an Intimate rela- 

tion to the readers as Paul. Comp. Osian- 

der, 
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Avré tuac. Pelagius, Bengel, and others, including Billroth, render : who 
yet so much gladdens me as he who lets himself be afflicted by me (which is a 

sign of amendment)? Comp. Chrysostom, and Theodorct, Erasmus, and 

others. So also Olshausen, who sees here an indirect warning to take the 
former censure more to heart. But against this perversion of 6 Avrobyevog in 
a middle sense, we may decisively urge :—(1) that the sense of ver. 2 would 

not stand in any relation to ver. 1 as furnishing a reason for it ; and (2) the 

ovyx iva Aurnfyre in ver. 4. Riickert sees in et. . . dude an aposiopesis ; then 
begins a new question, which contains the reason why he may not afflict 

them, because it would be unloving, nay, ungrateful, to afflict those who 

cause him so much joy. Hence the meaning, touchingly expressed, is: ‘‘I 

might not come to you afflicting you ; forif I had done so, I should have af- 
flicted just those who give me joy: this would have been unloving on 

my part.” This is all the more arbitrary, since, logically at least, it must have 

stood in the converse order : xai rig éorev 6 Avrobpevog éF ipod ei wi) 6 evopaiver 

ye. Hofmann holds still more arbitrarily and oddly that ¢ yép is elliptical 

protasis, and éya Ave iuag apodosis : if I come to you again in affliction, I 
make you afflicted, and who is there then who gluddens me, except him whom 

affliction coming from me befalls? The well-known omission of the verb in 
the protasis after «i is, in fact, a usage of quite another nature (see Hartung,,. 

Partikell. 1. p. 218 ; Stallbaum, ad Plat. Rep. p. 497 ; Kriiger, § lxv. 5. 11). 
Besides, this subtlety falls with Hofmann’s view of ver. 1.—xai] also, ex- 

presses aftcr the conditional clause the simultaneousness of what is contained 
in the apodosis, consequently without the interrogative form : there is also no 
one, etc. Sce Hartung, Partikell. I. p. 180 f. ; Buttmann, neut. Gramm. p. 

311 [E. T. 862]. —6é Avrobuevoc] does not mean the incestuous person (so, 

against the entire connection, Beza, Calovius, Cornelius & Lapide, Heumann) ; 

but the singular of the participle with the article denotes the one who gives 
joy, a8 such, in abstracto. Comp. 1 Pet. iii. 13, al. ; Ken. Cyr. ii. 2. 20, al. 

Paul might have written rivec ciciv of x.7.2., but he was not under necessity of 

doing so. — é& uot] source of the Avreicfaz. See Bernhardy, p. 227 ; Schoem. 

ad Is. p. 848 ; Winer, p. 845 [E. T. 460]. Comp. ag’ ov, ver. 3; but é is 

‘*quiddam penitius,” Bengel. 
Ver. 8 appends what Paul had done in consequence of the state of things 

mentioned in ver. 1 f.: And Ihace written (not reserved till I could commu- 

nicate orally) this very thing, i.e. exactly what I have written, zn order not, 

when I shall hace come, to have affliction, etc. —éypaya] placed first with em- 
phasis, corresponds to the following éAéév, and does not at all refer to 

the present Epistle (Chrysostom and his followers, Grotius, and others, 
including Olshausen), against which opinion vv. 4, 9 are decisive, but to our 
Jirst Epistle, the contents of which in reference to this point are rendered 
present by rovro airé ; as indeed otro is used often of what is well known, 

which is pointed to as if it were lying before one (Kiihner, II. p. 825). 
That Paul is thinking of the passages of censure and rebuke in the first Epis- 
tle (especially of chap. v.'), results from the context, and suffices for its ex- 

1 Not merely iv. 21, wherein the ay év Avwy éAdew Is held to be contained (Calovius, 

Osiander). iv. 21 was only a casual threat. 
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planation, so that the reference to a lost letter sent along with Titus (Bleek, 
Neander, Ewald, Klépper ; see Introd. § 1) is not required. With Theo- 

dorct, Erasmus, Morus, Flatt, Riickert, Hofmann,' to take rotro avré as in 2 

Pet. i. 5, for this very reason, cannot in itself be objected to (Bernhardy, p. 
130 ; Ktihner, § 549, A. 2; Ast, ad Plat. Leg. p. 214 ; and see on Gal. ii. 

10 and on Phil. i. 6); but here, where Paul has just written in ver. 1 rovro 
as the accusative of the object, and afterwards in ver. 9 expresses the sense 
Sor this reason by cic rovro, there isno ground for it in the context. — ia pz 
x.7.A.] Since his arrival was at that time still impending, and Paul conse- 
quently denotes by iva . . . éyw a purpose still continuing in the present, 
the subjunctive yw (or o7, as Lachmann, Riickert, and Tischendorf, read, 

following A B&*, Chrysostom, Theophylact, Oecumenius) after the pre- 

terite Zypaya is quite accurate (Matthiae, p. 1180); and Rickert is wrong 

when he takes é2fav hypothetically (éf I had come), and refers ay to the past. 

In that case, Paul could not but have used the optatire. — ag’ dv] ard robrun, 

ag’ ov. See Bornem. Schol. in Luc. p. 2. — axé, on the part of. Xaipew does 
not elsewhere occur with a7é, but cigpaivesba: is similarly joined with a7, 

Xen. Hier. iv. 6 ; Judith xii. 20. -— de] The imperfect indicates what prop- 
erly (in the nature of the relation) ought to be, but what, in the case contem- 

plated of the Aimy éxw, is not. See Matthiae, p. 11388 f. — weroudag x.1.A. | 

subjective reason assigned for the specified purpose of the é;paya : since I 
cherish the confidence towards you all, etc. Paul therefore says that, in order 
that he might find no affliction when present among them, he has communi- 
cated the matter by letter, because he is convinced that they would find 
their own joy in his joy (which, in the present instance, could not but be 

produced by the doing away of the existing evils according to the instruc- 
tions of his letter). —éri] of the direction of the confidence towards the 

readers. Comp. 2 Thess. iii. 4 ; Matt. xxvil. 48 ; Ps. cxxiv. 1. In classi- 

cal authors usually with the dative, as i. 9. — rdvrac vuac] This, in spite of 
the anti-Pauline part of the church, is the language of the love which rdyra 
meorevet, wavra éArifer, 1 Cor. xiii. 7. ‘‘ Quodsi Pauli opinioni judicioque 

non respondeant Corinthii indigne cum frustrantur,” Calvin. 
Ver. 4. Reason assigned for the werodig x.7.A. Hor if I in writing the 

Epistle had not had that confidence, the Epistle would not hare caused me so 

much grief and so many tears. In the very contrast of this confidence with 
the necessity of having to write in such a manner lay the great pain. — éx 
and dé vividly represent the origin of the letter as a going forth and a press- 
ing through : out of much affliction and anxiety of heart I wrote to you through 

many tears. And this Paul might say, even if he had not himself held the 
pen. — Oring and ovvoys (anxiety, Luke xxi. 25 : not so among the Grecks, 

but see Schleusner, Thes. V. p. 212) do not refer to outward, but to inward 

1 Hofmann, in accordance with his inter- 

pretation of rovro avré, “for this very rea- 
son,”* which serves to point to the following 

tva uy «.7.A., thus defines the relation of vv. 

1and 3: This is what I resolved for myself, 

that I would not again come to you in sor- 

row of heart. And this is the very reason 
why Iwrote to you: I did not wish to hate 

sorrow of heart onmy arrival, ete. This is 

what Paul by the composition of his Epis- 

tle bad wished to obtain for his ee 
when he should come. 
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suffering, as both are defined by xapdfa¢. Riickert concludes from the calm 
tone of the first Epistle that Paul ‘‘ had from prudent consideration known 
how to impose such restraint on his state of feeling, that the Epistle might 
not reflect any faithful picture of it.” But this would have been cunning 
dissimulation, not in keeping with the apostle’s character. No; it was 
just his specially tender care for the Corinthians which on the one hand in- 
creased his pain that he needed to write such rebukes, and on the other hand 
did not allow his vehement emotion to emerge in that Epistle ; hence we 
must not say that the quiet character of our first Epistle is not psychologi- 
cally in keeping with the utterance of this passage. In particular, 1 Cor. v. 
might have caused the apostle anxiety and tears cnough, without our needing 
to suppose an intermediate letter (see on ver. 3). — daxpiwy] Comp. Acts xx. 
19, 31. Calvin aptly says : ‘‘mollitiem testantur, sed magis heroicam, 

quam fuerit illa ferrea Stoicorum durities.” — oiy iva Avanfpre, aaa x.7.A.] 

This added explanation regarding the purpose of his letter, to him so painful, 
is intended also to corroborate the wero x.7.A., of which he has given as- 
surance. — rv ayérnv)] placed first for emphasis. — repicoor.] # (ei¢) rove 

dAdouc pafyras, Theophylact, who, following Chrysostom, also directs atten- 
tion to the winning tenderness of the words (xarayAvxaivec d2 tov Adyov Bovad- 

pevog éxtomdcactia: avrotcs). Comp. i. 12. The love of the apostle for his 
churches has along with its universality its various degrees, just as the love 

of a father for his children. The Philippians also were specially dear to 
‘him. 

Vv. 5-11. Digression regarding the pardon to be granted to the in- 
cestuous person.—That the incestuous person is meant, as even Klépper 
maintains in spite of his assumption of a lost intermediate letter, is denied 
by Tertullian (de Pudicitid, 18) simply for dogmatic-ascctic reasons. The 

exclusion, which Paul demanded in the first Epistle, v. 13, left open the 
possibility of a return to the communion of the church by the path of suit- 
able penitence and expiation ; as may be gathered also from 1 Cor. v. 5, 
where the apostle’s threat of the higher excommunication, of the giving over 
to Satan, contemplates in this punishment the conversion and saving of the 
offender, and consequently shows clearly that in the apostle’s eyes the penal 

procedure of the church, even in the case of so grave a sin, was of a paed- 

agogic nature in reference to the person of the evil-doer. The penance of 
the latter, however, as well as that of the whole church on his account (vii. 
7. ff.), may have really been so deeply and keenly manifested, that Paul, in 

accordance with the now changed state of things, might express himself in 

such a mild, conciliatory way ashe does here. And there is no suflicient 
ground in the passage for the assumption of an intermediate letter, or that 

there is here meant, not the unchaste person, but a slanderer rebuked by 

Paul in this intermediate letter (sce Introd. § 1). Besides, the mild, soft 

tone of the present passage, if it referred to such a personal opponent, would 
not be in kecping with the quite different way in which, from chap. x. 

onwards, he pours forth his apostolic zeal against his personal opponents 
and slanderers. 

Ver. 5. ‘‘ To cause grief among you was not my intention (ver. 4) ; he, 
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however, who has (really) caused grief has not grieved me.” In other 

words : ‘‘I did not wish to grieve you ; one of you, however, has with his 

afflicting influence, not affected me, but,” etc. Olshausen connects ver. 5 

with ver. 3: ‘‘if, however, any one formerly has awakened grief.” But 
how arbitrary it is to leap over the natural reference to the immediately 

preceding Auznbyre | And if the ‘‘ formerly” made the contrast, it must have 
been somehow cxpressed.—In the hypothetical ei, as in the indefinite ric, 
there lies a delicate, tender forbearance. — ov« éué AcAbayev, GAA’] Paul does 

not say ov pdvov, a2Aa cai, because as concerns the relation of the matter to 

himself he wishes absolutely to deny that he is the injured party. He could 

do this, because he did not belong to the church, and he wishes to leave 
wholly out of view his position as apostle and founder of the church in the 
interest of love and pardon. Olshausen thinks that he wishes indirectly to 

refute the erroneous position of some (impenitent) Corinthians towards the 
case of the incestuous person ; that many, namely, had lamented much 

to the apostle about the solicitude which that unhappy person had caused 
to him ; and that, in order to make these turn from him to themselves, he 

says that the question is not about him, but about them, that they should 
look to their own pain. But of this alleged direction to occupy themselves 
with their own pain, there is nothing whatever in what follows ; and the 
apostle would have set forth in more precise terms a rebuke so weighty ; it 
was not at all fitting here, where the touched heart beats only with mildness 
and forgiveness. —AcAiznxev] Bengel says aptly: ‘‘contristatum habet.” 
— aA ad uépove x.t.2.] but in part, that I may not burden him (with greater 

guilt), you all. amd uépovc, which Paul adds ¢gedéuevoe airos (Chrysostom), 

softens the thought in AeAimnxev rdévra¢g tudo, while it expresses that the grief 
is only in a partial degree, not wholly and fully (as on the one immediately 
concerncd) inflicted on all, t.e. on the whole church by means of moral sympa-. 
thy ; only guodammodo (sce Fritzsche Diss. I. p. 16 ff.), therefore, are the 

readers all affected by that grief as sharers in it. The ta pa émiBape (se. 

avréy) contains the purpose, for which he had added the softening limitation 
avd pépovc. Beza, Calvin (in the Commentary), Calovius, Hammond, Hom- 

berg, Wolf, Estius, and others, following Chrysostom, agree with this 

punctuation and explanation ; also Emmerling, Fritzsche, Riickert, de 
Wette, Osiander, Neander, Ewald. Yet Ribiger explains it is if Paul had 
written oyedév instead of ax pépove. But others read iva up) éxiB. mavrag ty. 

together : he has not grieved me (alone and truly), but only in part (conse- 

quently you also) ; in order that I may not lay something to the charge of you 
all ; for, if he had grieved me alone, you would all have been indifferent 

towards the crime. So Thomas, Lyra, Luther, Castalio, Zeger, Bengel, 

Wetstcin, and others, including Flatt. Incorrectly, because ox éué and aA2’ 
avd pépove cannot be antitheses. Mosheim and Billroth separate révrac and 
tuac: he has not grieved me, but in part, that I may not accuse all, you ; for 
I will not be unjust, and give you all the blame of having been indifferent 
towards that crime. At variance with the words ; for, according to these, 

with this punctuation they whom Paul accuses (é:Gapei) must appear to be 
not the indifferent, but those grieved by the incest. Olshausen also follows 
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this punctuation, but finds in ard pépove, ive pH émif. mévrac a delicate irony 
(comp. also Michaelis, who, however, follows our punctuation), in so far 

as Paul would have held it as the highest praise of the Corinthians, if he 
could have said : he has grieved you without exception. Since he could not 
have said this, he wittily turns his words in this way : he has not grieved 
me, but, as regards a part, you, in order that I may not burden you all with 
this care. But this very wit and irony are quite foreign to the mild tone 

and the conciliatory disposition of this part of the Epistle. Hofmann takes . 
ovK éua Aedir. as a question, after which there comes in with 4aaad the con- 
trast (nevertheless) which continues over ver. 5 and includes ver. 6 ; in this 
case and pépove is temporal in meaning (yet is ‘‘jirst enough”); and iva yp? 
évtBapa mévrag bas, which is to be taken together, is meant to say that the 

apostle, if he expressed himsclf dissatisfied with what had been done by the 
majority, would burden the whole church with the pain of knowing that 
one of their members was under the ban of sin which remained unforgiven 
on the part of the apostle ; lastly, the id tév iecévov stands in opposition 
to a minority, which had wished to go beyond the punishment decreed, a 
minority which is included in révrac. But all this involved explanation is 
inadmissible, partly because the blunt question ove éué 2eAb7., bringing 

forward so nakedly a sense of personal injury, would be sadly out of unison 

with the shrewdly conciliatory tone of the whole context ; partly because 
ard pépove, taken of time, is as linguistically incorrect as at i. 14, and would 
also furnish the indelicate thought of an ixavérne with reservation, and till 

something further ; partly because the complexity of thought, which is said to 
lie in éxcBapd, is just imported into it ; partly because the supposition that 
the minority of the church would have gone still further in the punishment 
than the resolution of the majority went, is without any ground, nay, is in 

the highest degree improbable after the reproach of too great indulgence, 1 
Cor. v.—On éx:Bapeiv, comp. 1 Thess. ii. 9; 2 Thess. iii. 8 ; Dion. Hal. iv. 
9, viii. 73 ; Appian, B. C. iv. 81. Comp. Bdpoc of the burden of a feeling 
of guilt, Gal. vi. 2. (R*) 

Ver. 6. ‘Ixavév] something sufficient is, etc. Regarding this substantive 
use of the neuter of the predicate adjective, see Matthiac, p. 982 ; Kthner, 
II. p. 45. Comp. Matt. vi. 84.—17 rootry] for one of sucha nature; how 
forbearing it is here that no more definite designation is given ! — 1} éz:tipia 
airy] this punishment. What it was, every reader knew. Comp. on ver. 8. 
# éxcryuta (which in classic writers denotes the franchise of a citizen, Demos- 
thenes, 280, 10, a/.), in the signification poena, like the Greek 1d é:rincoy 

(Dem. 915, 1; 939, 27, al.), 4 emriunote (Wisd. xii. 26), and ro émripnya 

(Inscript.), occurs only here in the N. T., but elsewhere also in Wisd. iii. 10, 

in ecclesiastical writers, and in acts of councils (not in Philo). It is not 
merely ojurgatio (Vulgate; comp. Beza, Calvin, and others. (s*) — 7 imd trav 

miebvuv| which by the majority (of the church) has been assigned to him. 
That the presbyterium is not meant (Augustine, Beza, Grotius, Valesius, and 
others), is shown by the article. There is a further question here, whether 
the excommunication enjoined by Paul, 1 Cor. v., was carried out or not 

(Beza,: Calvin, Morus, Riickert, Hofmann). Most assume the former, so 
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that they refer ixavéy to the sufficient duration of the excommunication.’ But 
an accomplished full excommunication is not to be assumed on account of 
the very i76 ray tAccdévev ; but it is probable that the majority of the church 
members, in consequence of the éfdpare tov wovypév (1 Cor. v. 18; comp. 

ver. 2), had considered the sinner as one excommunicated, and had given 

up all fellowship with him. By this the majority had for the present suffi- 

ciently complied with the expressed will of the apostle. To the minority 
there may have belonged partly the most lax in morals, and partly also 
opponents of the apostle, the latter resisting him on principle.—Rickert, 
however, supported by Baur and Rabiger, regards Paul’s judgment ixavay 
x.7.4., a8 a prudent turn given to the matter, by which, in order to avoid an 
open rupture, he represents what would have happened even without his 
will to be his own wish. But what justifies any one in attributing to him 
conduct so untruthful ? The real and great repentance of the sinner (ver. 7) 
induced the apostle to overlook the incompleteness in carrying out his 
orders for excommunication, and now from real sincere conviction to pro- 
nounce the ixavéy and desire his pardon. Comp. above on vv. 5-11. Had 
Paul not been really convinced that the repentance of the evil-doer had 

already begun (as even Lipsius, Jechtfertigungsl. p. 188, is inclined to 
suppose), he would here have pursued a policy of church-discipline quite at 
variance with his character. Calvin judges very rightly of this passage : 

‘‘Locus diligenter observandus ; docet enim, qua aequitate et clementia 
temperanda sit disciplina ecclesiae, ne rigor modum exccdat. Severitate 
opus est, ne impunitate (quae peccandi illecebra merito vocatur) mali red- 
dantur audaciores ; sed rursus, quia periculum est, ne is qui castigatur 

animum despondeat, hic adhibenda est moderatio, nempe ut ecclesia, simu- 

latque resipiscentiam illius certo cognoverit, ad dandam veniam sit parata.” 
Ver. 7. So that you, on the contrary, rather (potius) pardon and comfort: 

This is the consequence which ensued, connected with the utterance of 

ixavov x.r.A. Hence the notion of dezy (Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 754 ; Kiihner, 

ad. Xen. Mem. ii. 2. 1) is not here to be supplied, as Billroth and Olshausen 
wish, following the older commentators. Itis not said what ought to happen, 
but what, according to the apostle’s conception, ensued as a necessary and 

essential consequence of the ixavdv «.r.A. (Ktihner, IT. p. 564). The yapicacha:, 

however, is not at variance with the reference to the adulterer (because for- 
giveness belongs to God—Bleek, Neander), for what is here spoken of in a 

general way is only the pardon, which the church imparts in reference to the 
offence produced in it, the pardon of Christian brethren (Eph. iv. 32 ; Col. 
iii. 20). —+% repsocorépg Abswry] through the higher degree of affliction, which, 
namely, would be the consequence of the refusal of pardon, and certainly of 

the eventual complete excommunication. — xararofy] Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 54; 

1 Pet. v. 8. This being swoallowed up is explained by some, of dying (Grotius, 

according to his view of an illness of the sinner), by others, of suicide, or of 

1 Most strange is the judgment of Grotius, Corinthtorum immiserat. Paul had, in fdct, 
that the apostle is here speaking not deres- not really ordained the giving over to Sa- 

tituenda communione, but de auferendo tanatall. Seeoni1 Cor. v. 5. 
morbo, quem ei Satanas ad preces piorum 
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apostasy from Christianity (the latter is held by Theodoret, Pelagius, and 
others, also Flatt ; Kypke and Stolz, following Chrysostom, Theophylact, 

and others, leave a choice between the two); or as conveying a hint that the 
Abxq bordering on despair might drive him into the world, and he might 
be devoured by its prince (Olshausen). The latter point : ‘‘ by the prince 

of the world,” is quite arbitrarily imported. The sadness (conceived as a 
hostile animal) is what swallows up. Thecontext gives nothing more pre- 
cise than the notion : to be brought by the sadness to despair, to the aban- 
doning of all hope and of all striving after the Christian salvation.’ Comp. 
On xatarivecy in the sense of destroying, Jacobs, Animado. in Athen. p. 315. 

Ver. 8. Kupicat eig avr. ayanw.] to resolve in reference to him lore — i.e. 

through a resolution of the church to determine regarding him, that he be 
regarded and treated as an object of Christian brotherly love. On xvpoiv, of 

a resolution valid in law, comp. Herodotus, vi. 86, 126 ; Thuc. viii. 69 ; 

Polyb. i. 11. 8, 1.17. 1; Diod. Sic. ii. 9; Gal. iii. 15 ; Gen. xxiii. 20; 

4 Macc. vii. 9. Sec Blomfield, ad Aesch. Prom. Gloss. 70, and Pers. 232. 

Here also (comp. on ver. 6) Rtickert again finds a prudent measure of the 
apostle, whereby the form, if not also the thing (the apostolic approval), is 
saved. A diplomacy, which would be the opposite of i. 18. 

Ver. 9. Vv. 9 and 10 are not to be placed in a parenthesis, nor ver. 9 alone 
(Flatt) ; but the discourse proceeds without interruption. Ver. 9, namely, 

begins to furnish grounds for the xvpdca: ei¢ abrdv ayarny, and, first of all, 
Jrom ,the aim of the former Epistle, which aim (in reference to the relation 
to the incestuous person in the case of most of them at least) was attained, 

so that now nothing on this point stood in the way of the xvpioa x.r.A. 
‘* Correcta enim eorum segnitie nihil jam obstabat, quominus hominem pros- 
tratum et jacentem sua mansuetudine erigerent,” Calvin. — ei¢ rovro] points 
to the following tva «.r.4., comp. ver. 1. It is: for this end in order that, 
etc. — xai éypaya is not to be translated as if it stood : cat yap eig rovro éypaya 

(Flatt), following the older commentators), but as, rightly, in the Vulgate: 

‘‘adeo enim et scripsi.”. The xai, however, cannot be intended to mark the 

agreement with the present admonition (Hofmann), because Paul does not 

quote what he had written ; but it opposes the written to the oral commu- 
nication (comp. vii. 12), and rests on the conception : I have not confined 

myself merely to oral directions (through your returning delegates), but-— 

what should bind you all the more to observance—I have also written. 

This éypaya, however, does not apply to the present Epistle (Chrysostom, 

Theodoret, Theophylact, Erasmus, Menochius, Wolf, Bengel, Heumann, 

Schulz, Morus, Olshausen, and others), but, as the whole context shows 
(comp. vv. 8, 4), to our jiret Epistle.*-—rpv doxiyiv iu.) your tried quality 
(vill. 2, ix. 13, xiii. 3; Rom. v. 4; Phil. ii. 22),—i.¢. here, according to 
the following epexegesis, si eig rdvra ix. tore : your assured submissiveness 
tome. The aim thus stated of the first Epistle was, among its several aims 
(comp. vv. 8, 4), the very one, which presented itself here from the point 

1 The 4 rovovros repeated at the end, In 2 On the supposition of a lost intermediate 
itself superfluous, has the tone of compas _ Epistle, this must have been the one meant ; 

ston, see Ewald. Comp. on ver. 8, vil. 12. 
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of view of the connection. —ei¢ rdvra] in reference to everything, in every 
respect, therefore also in regard to my punitive measure against the incestu- 
ous man. Comp. phrases such as ei¢ mdvra mparev elvac (Plato, Charm. p. 
158 A), and the like ; ei¢ zdvra is here emphatic. (T°) 

Ver. 10. A second motive for the xvpdoa: sig avrov ayar. And to whomso- 
ever (in order to hold before you yet another motive) you gire pardon as to 
anything, to him Ialso gice pardon. Aé, accordingly, is the simple jera- 

Barixév. Riickert wishes to supply a uvév before yép in ver. 9, so that ver. 9 
and ver. 10 together may give the sense : ‘‘ Jt was, indeed, my wish to find 

perfect obedience among you ; but since you are willing to pardon him, I too am 

willing. But here, too, this supplement is altogether groundless ; nay, in 
this very case, where ver. 9 is referred by yép to what goes before, the cx- 

press marking of the mutual relation of the two clauses would have been 
logically necessary, and hence yév must have been used. Further, the mean- 
ing contained in Rickert's explanation would express an indifference and 
accommodation so strangely at variance with the apostolic authority, that 

the apostle would only have been thereby lowered in the eyes of his read- 

ers. —q dé rt xapiseode, xai éyS] general assurance (and this general expres- 

sion remains also in the reason assigned that follows), to which the present 

special case is subordinated. The reader knew to whom the dc and to what 
the ri were to be applicd. — kai yap ty «.7.A.] Reason assigned for what 

was just said. ‘‘ For this circumstance, that I also pardon him to whom 
you pardon anything, rests on reciprocity : what also I on my part hare par- 
doned, if I have pardoned anything, I have pardoned with a regard to you"— 

i.e. inorder that my forgiceness may be followed by yours. This definite mean- 
ing of dc iuac (not the general : for your benefit, as Flatt, de Wette, Osian- 

der, and many others have it) is, according to the context, demanded by 
@ Tt yap., kai éy&, in virtue of the logical relation of the clause containing 

the reason to this assurance. Paul, howevcr, has not again written the 
present yapifoua:, but xexdpioya:, because he wishes to hold before his 

readers his own ezample, consequently his own precedent already set in 
the pardon in question. Between this xrydpioza, however, and the yapifouas 

to be supplied after xai éyé, there is no logical contradiction. For in » 

dé te yapiseode the act of the sinner is considered as an offence to the church ; 
as such, the church és ¢o forgive it, and then the apostle cil? also forgive 
it : but in xal yap éyo 6 xexdpioua: it is conceived as a cexation to the apostle ; 

as such, Paul fas forgiven it, and that dv ipac, for the sake of the church, 
in order that it too may now give free course to the pardon which the 
offence produced in it needed.’ To this thoughtful combination of the 
various references of the act, and to the placable spirit by which the rep- 

resentation is pervaded, the intervening clause ei re xeyapioua corresponds, 

which is by no means intended to make the act of pardon problematical 
(de Wette), or to designate it only as eventual, turning on the supposition 
of the church granting forgiveness (Billroth), but contains a delicate ref- 

1 Not: to get rid of the painful relationin mann infers, from his incorrect interpreta- 

which they stood to that sinner, as Hof- tion of iva wi émiBape xavtas Upas, ver. 5. 
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erence back to ver. 5, in this sense, namely : ¢/—seeing that the sinner, 
according to ver. 5, has not in fact grieved me, but you—that which I 
designate as xexdpiopa: ta really this; for the having pardoned presupposes 
the pardoner to be the injured party, which Paul, however, ver. 5, denied 
himself to be.—Against all versions, Fathers and expositors, Rickert has 
taken xeydépiouae passively of the pardoning grace which Paul experienced 
through his conversion. The sense would thus be: ‘‘for whatever I have got 
pardoned, if I have got anything pardoned, I have got it pardoned for your 
sakes (in order as apostle of the Gentiles to lead you to salvation)."" See my 

third edition. This exposition is incorrect, partly because there is nothing 
in the text to suggest an allusion to the apostle’s conversion ; partly because 
this pardoning grace was to him so firm and certain, and, in fact, the whole 
psychological basis of his working, that he could not, even in the most 
humble reminiscence of his pre-Christian conduct (comp. 1 Cor. xv. 9, 10), 

have presented it as problematical by ei tr: xeydpioac ; partly because with 

this problematical’ inserted clause the very év mpoodry Xpucrov (explained 

by Riickert : ‘‘on the countenance of Christ beaming with God's grace”) 
would be at variance. — év mpoodrry Xpicrov] 7.¢e. in conspectu Christi, comp. 

Prov. viii. 80, Ecclus, xxxii. 4, denotes the having pardoncd, in so far as it 

has taken place d? tude, in its fullest purity and truth. It has taken place 
in presence of Christ, so that He was witness of it. (u") Interpretations at 
variance with the words are: in Christ's stead (Vulgate, Ambrosiaster, 
Luther, Calovius, Wetstein, and others) : by Christ, as an oath (Emmer- 
ling), and others. Hofmann, who without reason maintains that according 
to our view it must have run o¢ év rpoowry X., attaches the words to what 

follows, so that they would precede the iva by way of emphasis, like r. 
ayarnv, ver. 4 (see on Rom. xi. 81), and the meaning would be: Christ 

should not be obliged to be a spectator of how Satan deprives His church of 

one of its members. This interpretation could only be justified if we were 
in any way by the context prepared for the év rpoodrwy X., thus taken as a 

specially tragic feature of the devil’s guile. Besides, the thought that the 
devil injures the church under the eyes of Christ, would be nowhere else 
expressed. — Observe, further, how, according to this passage, the peni- 
tence of the sinner, just as much as the removal of the offence to the church, 
is the aim of church-discipline, and hence its initiation and cessation are to 
be measured accordingly ; but the Roman Catholic doctrine of indulgence? 
is at variance with this. 

Ver. 11. Aim of this pardon imparted dv tude : that we might not be over- 
reached, etc. A being overreached by Satan, the enemy of Christ and of 

Christianity, would be the result if that pardon were refused to the sinner, 
and thereby his xararod#vac ry mweptocottpg Airy were brought about ; for 

thereby Satan would get a member of the church into his power, and thus 
derive advantage to our loss, On the passive rAcovexteioar, comp. Dem, 1085, 

2 This passive use would in itself be 18; Acta xxvil. 24. 
correct as to language. See Kihner, ad * Still Bisping finds its principles clearly 
Aen. Mem. i.2.10. The transitive use,how- traced out in this passage. 
ever, ls the more usuxzl onc, as at Gal. fll, 
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26. The subject is Paul and the Corinthian church. — od ydp avrod x.7.A.] 
‘By Satan, I say, for his thoughts (what he puts forward as product of his 

voc ; comp. on ili. 14, iv. 4, x. 5, xi. 3) are not unknown to us.” vofpyara 

ayvoovyev forms a paronomasia. These thoughts : 1 Pet. v. 8; Eph. vi. 11. 
The discerning of them in the individual case is spiritual prudence, which 
we have in the possession of the voi¢ of Christ (1 Cor. ii. 16). (v*) 

Vv. 12, 13. Since Paul, by mentioning the mood in which he had written 

his former Epistle (ver. 4), was led on to discuss the case of the conscious 

sinner and the pardon to be bestowed on him (vv. 5-11), he has now only 

to carry on the historical thread which he had begun in vv. 4and 5.' | There 
he had said with what great gricf he wrote our first Epistle. Now, he tells 
how, even after his departure from Ephesus, this disquieting anxiety about his 
readers did not leave him, but urged him on from Troas to Macedonia with- 
out halting. This he introduces by dé, which after the end of the section, 
vv. 5-11, joins on again to ver. 4 (Hartung, Partik. I. p. 173 ; Fritzsche, 

Diss. II. p. 21). Billroth attempts to connect it with what ‘immediately 
precedes : ‘‘His designs are not unknown to us; all the more I had no 
rest.” Against this may be urged, not that a444 must have stood instcad 
of dé, as Rickert thinks (see Hartung, J.c. I. p. 171 f. ; Baeumlein, Partik. 

p. 95) ; but rather that between the emphatically prefixed ov yap airot, ver. 

11, and é2.3a» dé, no logical relation of contrast exists. — ei¢ rv Tpwéda] from 

Ephesus on the journey which was to take him through Macedonia to Cor- 
inth. 1 Cor. xvi. 5-9. — el¢ rd evayy. rov X.] Aim of the Av. ei¢ r. Tpwada : 

Jor the sake of the gospel of Christ—i.e. in order to proclaim this message of 
salvation (hence row X. is geniticus objecti, see generally on Marki. 1). He 
might, indeed, have come to Troas without wishing to preach, perhaps only 
as a traveller passing through it. All the more groundless is the involved 
connection of the ei¢ r. evayy. with the far remote aveocv (Hofmann). — rai 

Sipag x.7.A.] when also (i.c. although, see Bornem. ad Xen. Symp. iv. 13; 
Kithner, ad Mem. ii. 8. 19) a facourable opportunity for apostolic work was giten 

to me. Comp. on 1 Cor. xvi. 9. — év xvpiy] That is the sphere in which a door 
was opened to him : in Christ, in so far as the work opened up to him was 
not out of Christ (one outside of Christianity), but Christ was the element 

of it : éy xvp. gives the specific quality of Christian to what is said by Sip. pu. 

av. — loxnxa] The perfect vividly realizes the past event, as often in the 

Greek orators. Comp. i. 9, vil. 5; Rom. v. 2. See Bernhardy, p. 379. — 
TO mvetuarti pov] Daticus commodi. Paul has not put v9 yuz_p pov, because 

here (it is different at vii. 5) he wishes to express that his very higher life- 
activity, which has its psychological ground and centre in the rveiza as the 

organ of the moral self-consciousness (comp. on Luke i. 46 f.), was occupied 
by anxious care as to the state of the Corinthians, so that he felt himself 

thereby, for the present, incapable of pursuing other official interests, or of 
turning his thoughts away from Corinthian concerns. Comp. vii. 13; 1 

Cor. xvi. 18. — TQ 4: eipeiv] on account of not finding, because I did not find. 

1 Laurent regards vv. 12 and 13 as a marginal] remark made by the apostle at 1. 16, and 
wrongly inserted here. 
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Comp. Xenophon, Cyr. iv. 5. 9; often inGreek. See Winer, p. 308 [E. T. 
344]. — Tirov] whom he had sent to Corinth, and whose return he impa- 

tiently expected, in order to receive from him news of the effect of the 
former Epistle. — rév adeAg. pov] By pov the closer relation of fellowship in 
office is suggested for adeA¢. — avroic] the Christians in Troas. As to aroraé. 
see on Mark vi. 46. — é&#A9ov] from Troas. — cic Maxed.] Titus was there- 

fore instructed by Paul to travel from Corinth back to Troas through Mace- 
donia, and to meet with him again either there or here. 

Ver. 14. In Macedonia, however, he had mct Titus, and, through him, 

received good news of the impression made by his former Epistle. Sec vii. 

6. Therefore he continues: But thanks be to God, etc., placing first not 
x4ptc, a8 in most cases (viii. 16, ix. 15), but r@ Ged, because, in very contrast 

to hisown weakness, the helping God, whom he has to thank, comes into his 
mind. Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 57. Others here make a digression go on as far as 
vii. 5, and refer the thanks to the spread of the gospel in Troas (Emmerling !) 
or Macedonia (Flatt, Osiander). Comp. Calvin and Benge]. Against the 
context ; for, after the description of the anxiety and disquiet, the utterance 

of thanks must relate to the release from this state (Comp. Rom. vii. 24 f.). 

The apostle, however, in the fulness of his gratitude to God, includes (and 
thereby makes known) his special experience of the guidance of divine grace 
at that time in the general thanksgiving for the latter, as he experiences it 
always in his calling. This also in opposition to Hofmann, who abides by 
the general nature of the thanksgiving, and that in contrast to the dec- 
laration that the apostle did not preach in Troas in spite of the good oppor- 
tunity found there. — r6 xdvrore OpiauBebovre jyac)] given rightly by the Vul- 

gate : ‘‘qui semper triumphat nos,” is taken by many older expositors 
(Luther, Beza, Estius, Grotius, and others) and by some more recent (Em- 
merling, Flatt, Riickert, Olshausen, Osiander): who makes us alicays tri- 

umph.' Itis certainly a current Greck custom to give to neuter verbs a facti- 
tice construction and meaning. See in general, Matthaie, p. 1104, 944 ; 
Fritzsche, ad Matth. p. 250 ; Bahr, ad Ctes. p. 182 ; Lobeck, ad Aj. 40, 869. 

Comp. from the N. T., dvaréAdew rov jacov, Matt. v. 455 xaiesv re, Matt. v. 15 ; 

pabnrebev rivé, Matt. xxvili. 19 ; from the LXX., BaotAebecv riva, 1 Sam. viii. 

22 ; Isa. vii. 6, al. Comp. 1 Macc. viii. 18. @prauBebecv teva is thus taken : 
to make any one a triumpher. Comp. opetew rivé to make any one danco—i.e. 

to celebrate by means of dancing (Brunck, ad Soph. Ant. 1151 ; comp. Jacobs, 

ad Del. epigr. x. 55,90). The suitableness of the sense cannot be denied, but 

the actual usage is againstit ; for Spaz Sevev reva has never that assumed 

factitive sense, but always means triumphare de aliquo, to conduct, to present 
any one in triumph ; so that the accusative is never the triumphing subject, 
but always the object of the triumph, as Plut. Zhes. eb Rom. 4: BaatAcic 

ESpiduBevoe xal syeusvac, also Plut. Mor. p. 318 B, SpcauB. vinqv. Quite simi- 

lar is the Latin triumphare aliqguem. See in general, Wetstein ; Kypke, II. p. 
248. Comp. also Hofmann on the passage. Paul himself follows this usage, 

2 To this also the expositions of Chrysos- «ard rod SaBdsAov rpowainy wepiparvecs woidi. 
tom and Theophylact ultimately amount. So in substance Chrys. Comp. Ambroslas- 

The latter says: nuds ot» & @eds werd trey ter, Anselm, and others. 
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see Col. ii. 15. We arethus the less authorized to depart from it. Hence 
it is to be translated: who always triumphs over us (apostolic teachers)—#.¢. who 
dues not cease to represent us as his vanquished before all the world, as a tri- 
umpher celebrates his victories. In this figurative aspect Paul considers 
himself and his like as conquered by God through their conversion to Christ. 

And after this victory of God his triumph now consists in all that those con- 
quered by their conversion effect as servants and instruments of God for the 
Messianic kingdom in the world ; it is by the results of apostolic activity 
that God continually, as if in triumph, shows himself to the eyes of all as 
the victor, to whom His conquered are subject and serviceable. For the 
concrete instance before us, this perpetual triumph of God exhibited itself 
in the happy result which He wrought in Corinth through the apostle’s 
letter (as Paul learned in Macedonia through Titus, vii. 6). Note further, 

how naturally with Paul this very conception of his working, as a continual 

triumph of God over him, might proceed from the painful remembrance of 
his earlier persecution of the church of God, and how at the same time this 
whole conception is an expression of the same humility, in which he, 1 Cor. 
xv. 10, gives to God alone the glory of his working. Jerome, ad Hedi. 11, 
translates rightly : triumphat nos or de nobis, but quite alters the sense of 

the word again by the interpretation : ‘‘triumphum suum agit per nos.” 
Theodoret does not do justice to the notion of the triumph, when he merely 

explains it : 5¢ coga¢ Ta nad’ yudo mpvtavebwy THde KaKkeioe TWeprayee 

SyA0ucg Huaeg Gnactyv atogaivwr. Wetstein is more exact, but also takes 

the element of leading about, and not that of celebrating the victory, as the 
point of comparison : ‘‘ Deus nos tanquam in triumpho circumducit, ut non 
maneamus in loco, aut in alium proficiscamur pro lubito nostro, sed ut 
placet sapientissimo moderatori. Quem Damasci vicit, non Romae et semel, 
sed per totum terrarum orbem, quamdiu vivit, in triumpho ducit.” Comp. 

Krause, Opuse. p. 125 f. The conception of antiquity, according to which 
the Gprau3evduevog is necessarily the conquered, is quite abandoned by Cal- 
vin,’ Elsner, Bengel : ‘‘ gui triumpho nos ostendit, non ut victos, sed ut vic- 

torue suae ministros.” So also de Wette, and substantially Ewald : comp. 
Erasmus, Annot. (x*) —év Xpioro] Christ is the element in which that con- 

stant triumph of God takes place : no fact in which that consists has its 

sphere out of Christ : each is of specifically Christian quality.— The follow- 
ing sai tr. dopiy x.t.A. declares what God effects through His triumphing. That 

airov refers not to God (so usually, as also Hofmann, following the Vulgate), 
but to Christ (Bengel, Osiander), is shown by ver. 15. The genitive ric 

yveo. air. is the genitive of apposition (comp. i. 22), so that the knowledge 
of Christ is symbolized as an odour which God everywhere makes manifest 

through the apostolic working, inasmuch as He by that means brings it to 
pass that the knowledge of Christ everywhere exhibits and communicates its 
nature and its efficacy. How does Paul come upon this image? Through 

1 In the translation he has triumphare nos quod esset opera sua acquisitus ; qualiter 
Sacit; andin the Commentary it is said: legati currum primarii ducis equis insiden- 
‘Paulus autem intelligit, se quoque trium- _ tes comitabantur tanquam honoris socll.” 

phi, quem Deus agebat, fuisse participem, 
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the conception of the triumph ; for such an event took place amid perfumes 
of incense : hence to assume no connection between the two images (Osiander) 
is arbitrary. To think of ointments (Oecumenius, Grotius), or of these as in- 

cluded (Chrysostom, Theophylact, Beza’), is alien to the first image ; and 

is as alien to suppose that a closed vessel, filled with perfume, is meant, and 
that the gavepotvr: points to the opening of the same (Hofmann). Observe, 
moreover, that by dv’ quay (since the jueic are those conducted in the triumph, 

oi Sorau;3evduevor) the thing itself finds its way into the image, and by this the 

latter loses in congruity. 
Ver. 15 f. Further confirmatory development of the previous kai r. donq 

x.T.A., in which, however, Paul does not keep to the continuity of the fig- 

ure, but, with his versatility of view, now represents the apostolic teachers 
themselves a8 odour. — Xpiorod eiwdia] May mean a perfume produced by - 

Christ, or one filled with Christ, breathing of Christ. The latter, (Calvin, 

Estius, Bengel, Riickert, Osiander, and most expositors ; comp. also Hof- 

mann) corresponds better with the previous oop) t7¢ yudoews avrov, and is 

more in keeping with the emphasis which the prefixed Xporov has, because 
otherwise the ctwdia2 would remain quite undcfined as regards its essential 
quality. The sense of the figurative expression is: for our working stands 

in the specific relation to God, as a perfume breathing of Christ. The image 
itself is considered by most (comp. Ritschl in the Jahrb. far. d. Th. 1863, p. 

258) as borrowed from the sacrificial fragrance (so also Billroth, Rickert, 
Olshausen, de Wette, Osiander, Ewald), on which account appeal is made 

to the well-known éon% evudiac of the LXX., HN) 1, Lev. i. 9, 18, 17, al. 
But as Paul, wherever else he uses the image of sacrifice, marks it distinctly, 
as Eph. v. 2, Phil. iv. 18, and in the present passage the statedly used 
dou7 evudiag does not stand at all, it is more probable that he was not think- 

ing of an odour of sacrifice (which several, like Billroth, Ewald, Ritschl, 

find already in doug, ver. 14), but of the odours of incense that accompanied the 

triumphal procession ; these are to God a fragrance, redolent to Him of 
Christ. That in this is symbolized the relation of the acceptableness to God 
of the apostolic working, is seen from the very word chosen, riwdia, which 
Hofmann misconstrues by explaining r@ Se to God's service. — xai év roi¢ 

azorr.| and among those, who ineur eternal death; comp. iv. 8. Sce on 1 
Cor. i. 18. Grotius strangely wishes to supply here xaxwdia ex vi contrario- 
rum. Itis, in fact, the relation to God that is spoken of, according to 

which the working of the Apostle is to Him etwdia, whether the odour be 

exhaled among owlouéva or aroAAvuévot. Comp. Chrysostom. To take év in 

the sense of operative on (Osiander) anticipates what follows. Comp. iv. 3. 

— Ver. 16 specifies now the different relation of this odour to the two 
classes. Paul, however, does not again use ciwdia, but the in itself indif- 
ferent dou4, because the former would be unsuitable for the first half, while 

the latter suits both halves. — éx Savdrov cic Savarcv] an odour, which arises 
Srom death and produces death, The source, namely, of the odour is Christ, 

1 Beza, Grotius, and also L. Cappellus, contrary to the context, find an allusion to the 
anointing of the prients. 
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and He, according to the idea of the Ai9oc rod mpooxéuparoc (Rom. ix. 83; 1 

Pet. ii. 8; Acts iv. 11), is for those who refuse the faith the author of 

eternal death.’ For them, therefore, in accordance with their inward atti- 

tude towards Him, Christ, the source of the odour, z.e. of the apostolic 

activity, is death, and also the effect is death, though Christ in Himself is 
and works eternal life. Comp. Matt. xxi. 44; Luke ii. 34. Hence Christ, 
by means of the xpiowe which He brings with Him, is the source respectively 

of death and life, according as His preaching is accepted by one to salva- 
vation, is rejected by another to destruction. In the latter case the blame 

of Christ’s being Gavaroc, although he is, as respects His nature and destina- 

tion, fw, lies on the side of man in his resistance and stubbornness. Comp. 
1 Cor. i. 23, also John ix. 39, iii. 18 f., xii. 48. ‘‘Semper ergo distinguen- 
dum est proprium evangelii officium ab accidentali (ut ita loquar), quod 
hominum pravitati imputandum est, qua fit, ut vita illis vertatur in mortem,” 

Calvin. Comp. Diisterdicck on 1 John, I. p. 166. This, at the same time, in 

opposition to Riickert, who objects that the apostolic activity and preaching 
can in no way be regarded as proceeding from Udvaroc, and who therefore 
prefers the [ecepta,* in which Reiche and Neander agree. Gregory of Nyssa 

remarks aptly in Oecumenius : xara tv mpocotoav éxdotw dtd3eow 4 Cworotd¢ 

éyiveto, 7) Yavarnddpog 7) evxvora. Quite similar forms of expression are found 

in the Rabbins, who often speak of an aroma (D0, see Buxt. Ler. Talm. p. 

1494 ; L. Cappellus on the passage), or odor vitae and mortis, see in Wetstein 
and Schoettgen. (z*) —xai mpo¢ tavra ric lxavéc ;] This no longer depends on 

the or: of ver. 15 (Hofmann), a connection to which the interrogatory form 
would be so thoroughly unsuitable that no reader could have lighted on it ; 
but after Paul has expressed the great, decisive efficacy of his calling, there 
comes into his mind the crowd of disingenuous teachers as a contrast to that 
exalted destination of the office, and with the quickly interjected xai he 
hence asks with emotion : And who is for this (i.e. for the work symbolized 

in vv. 15 and 16) fit? Who is qualified for this? The ric is intentionally 

pushed towards the end of the question, in order to arrest reflection at the 
important rpd¢ ravra, and then to bring in the question itself by surprise. 

Comp. Herod. v. 83: cot d2 xai rotrowot toiot mpdypact ti gore 5 Plat. Conv. p. 

204 D: 6 épav rav xadov ri éog ; Xen. Cyr. iv. 6, 8; Rom. viii. 24 ; Eph. iv. 

9; Acts xi. 17. (a‘) 
Ver. 17. The answer to the foregoing question is not to be supplied, so 

that it should be conceived as negative (e dé ua ixavot, yapitoc Td yevduevor, 

Chrysostom, Neander, Hofmann, and others), but it is given, though indi- 

1 @dvaros and ¢wy are to be understood 

both times of efernal life and death. The 

contrast of owfoudvoe and awoAAvpueévor per- 
mits no other interpretation: comp. vil. 

10. Ewald takes ex davarov of temporal 
death and éx wis of /emporail life: from the 

former we fall into eternal death, and from 

the temporal life we come into the eternal. 

2 According to the Recepfa, which Hof- 

mann also follows, oouy gwis is life-giving 

odour, and den} Savdrov is deadly odour ; eis 
édvar. and eis ¢. would then be solemn ad- 

ditions of the final resu/f, which actually 

ensues from the life-giving deadly power of 

the odour. According to Hofmann, the 

genitives are intended to mean: in which 

they get fo smell of death and of life respec- 

tively. But comp. expressions like dpros r. 

fwys, Pas 7. Swis, Adyos Gwis pymara Cwijs. 
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rectly, in ver. 17 itself, inasmuch as the expression introduced by ydp readily 
suggests to the reader the conclusion, that the subjects of éoyev, i.e. Paul 
and his like, are the ixavo/, and that the wodAoi are not so. See Klotz, ad 
Devar. p. 240 ; Bauemlein, Partik. p. 88. If Paul had wished to convey in 
his question the negative statement, ‘‘ No one is capable of this,” he could 
not but have added a limiting ag’ éavrov or the like (comp. iii. 5), in order to 
place the reader in the right point of view. — ol roAAoi] the known many, the 

anti-Pauline teachers... Comp. xi. 13; Phil. iii. 18. See on of roAAoi ‘‘ de 
certis quibusdam et definitis multis,” Ellendt, Lev. Soph. II. p. 603 ; comp. 
also Rom. xii. 5. To understand by it the majority of the Christian teachers 
in general, is to throw a shadow on the apostolic church, which its history 

as known to us at least does not justify. — xarnActovres] belongs to éopév. 
The verb means (1) to carry on the business of a xdsyioc, a retailer, partic- 
ularly a vintner ; (2) to negotiate ; (8) to practise usury with anything (ri), 
in particular, by adulteration, since the xdmn?o adulterated the wine (LXX. 

Isa. i, 25), and in general, had an evil reputation for cheating (xdémyAa rexr4- 
nara, Acsch. Fragm. 828D). In this sense the word is also used by the 
Greeks of intellectual objects, as Plato, Protag. p. 318 D: of ra paOfuara. . . 
xarndetovres. Comp. Lucian, Hermot. 59 : gAdcogo: arodidovrat td pabhpara 

Gorep ol xdrndot, xepacduevol ye oi* woAAot nal doAdoarvres Kal xaxopuetpovvrec. 

Philostr. 16: rv cogiav xarndretev. So also here: comp. the opposite é& 
eiAcp. and iv. 2. Hence: we practise no deceitful usury with the word of God, as 
those do, who, with selfish intention, dress up what they preach as the word of 
God palatably and as people wish to hear it,and for that end ra abrév avauryviover 

toig Geiorc, Chrysostom. Comp. 2 Pet. ii. 8. Such are named in Ignat. Tau. 
(interpol.) 6, comp. 10, ypcoréumopor, and are described as rav lav mpoonAéxovres 

Tig TAdIng TH yAuKeig mpoonyopia. —aAr’ do && eiAcp.] but we speak (Aadovpev) 

as one speaks from sincerity of mind (which has no dealings with adulter- 

ation), so that what we speak proceeds from an honest heart and thought. 
Comp. i. 12. d¢ is as in John i, 14. On éx, compare John iii. 31, viii. 44 ; 

1 John iv. 5.— a2’ oc éx Ocov] but as one speaks from God (who is in tho 
speaker), a8 Gedrvevoroc. Comp. Matt. x. 20; 1 Cor. xiv. 25 ; 2 Cor. v. 20. 
The a/Ad is repeated in the lively climax of the thought. Comp. vii. 11, 
and see on 1 Cor. vi. 11. Riickert strangely wishes to conncct it with ray 
Aéyov, and to supply évra. So also Estius (‘‘tanquam profectum et accep- 
tum a Deo”), Emmerling, and others. That is, in fact, impossible after 41’ 
Wg &&€ eiduxp. —xarfvavri Geov tv Xpiov@] Since neither 4444 nor d¢ is repeated 
before xarévavr:, Paul himself indicates the connection and division : ‘‘dué 

as from sincerity, but as from God, we speak before God in Christ,” so that 
the commas after the twice occurring @eod are, with Lachmann and Tischen- 
dorf, to be deleted. This in opposition to the opinion cherished also by 
Hofmann, that xarévavri Geot and év Xpiorp are two modal definitions of 

Zadrciuev, running parallel with the foregoing points. — xarévavri Geov}] before 

21Not merely the anti-Pauline Gentile were found whom Paul had to regard as 
teachers, as Hofmann with the reading o falsifiers of the word, and who every- 

Aowa’ arbitrarily Hmits it. It wagamong where pushed themselves into the sphere of 

the Jewish-Christians thatthe mostofthose his labours. 
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God, with the consciousness of having Him present as witness. Comp. 
Rom. iv. 17. —év Xpsorg] can neither mean Christt nomine (Grotius, comp. 
Luther, Estius, Calovius, Zachariae, Heumann, Schulz, Rosenmiiller), nor 
de Christo (Beza, Cornelius & Lapide, Morus, Flatt), nor secundum Christum 

(Calvin), but it is the habitually employed expression in Christo. We speak 
in Christo, in so far as Christ is the sphere in which our speaking moves. 
Comp. xii. 19 ; Rom. ix. 1. In Him we live and move with our speaking, 
ovdéy 79 juetépg codia GAAG TH wap’ éxeivov duvauet évyyobuevo:, Chrysostom, 

Nores spy American EpIror. 

(Q*) Paul's motive. Ver. 1. 

This view of the dative, which is surely correct, is adopted by the Revision 

of 1881, which renders the clause thus : ‘‘I determined this for myself.’’ 

(n°) Paul’s forbearance. Ver. 5. ig 

The sense of the verse seems to be: ‘‘ The wrong in tne case has been done 

not to me personally, but to some extent (for I would not press you too hard) 

to you all.” The real injury was inflicted not upon the Apostle, but upon 

the whole church as those who tolerated the crime. Stanley says, with justice, 

that it is evident that the horror excited by the First Epistle against the offend- 
er had been very great. 

(8*) Punishment. Ver. 6. 

The meaning of the original word is certainly punishment (Wisdom iii. 10), 
and its employment by the Apostle sheds light upon the nature and aims of 

church discipline. What this punishment actually was, does not appear. But 

it was followed by ‘genuine and overwhelming sorrow on the part of the offend- 

er, and in view of this fact Paul says that it was sufficient. The whole pas- 

sage indicates that Paul was more lenient than the church, for he exhorts 

them not to be too severe in the treatment of their offending brother. 

(t*) ‘© Obedient in all things.” Ver. 9. 

Obedience to legitimate authority is one of the fruits and evidences of Chris- 

tian sincerity. <A rebellious, self-willed, disobedient spirit 1s a strong indica- 

tion of an unsanctified nature (Hodge). 

(u*) ‘* In the person of Christ.’’ Ver. 10. 

As if Christ Himself were present and Jooking on. Nothing could be better 

adapted to secure both fidelity’and tenderness in administering the discipline 

of Christ’s house, than the feeling that the eyes of Christ were fixed upon the 

judges. 

(v5) Satan's devices. Ver. 11. 

These are, in a matter of this kind, first to corrupt the church by inducing it 

to tolerate open sin, and then, when discipline is interposed, to render it so 
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harsh and severe and protracted that the offender is either hardened in sin or 

driven to despair. 

(x?) Who leadeth us in triumph. Ver. 14. 

Meyer's view of this clause, though stoutly resisted by Principal Brown (Pop. 

Com.), is adopted by Stanley, Alford, Conybeare, Waite, Beet, and Plumptre, 

and is given in the Revised Version. The neuter sense of the verb, ‘‘to triumph 

over” us, easily passes into the fransitive, to lead usin triumph. The causa- 

tive sense has, as Meyer says, all New Testament and Hellenistic usage against 

it. The Speaker’s Commentary adopts Calvin's view, and gives the sense thus : 

‘‘Thanks bé unto God, who at all times makes a triumphal pageant of us, as 

His victorious officers or soldiers.’’ 

(x*) ** In them that are saved."’ Ver. 15. 

See on I. i. 18. Hodge justly says there is no reference to foreordination, as 
if the words meant those destined either to be saved or lost. ‘‘ But the two 

classes are designated ex eventu. The gospel and those who preach jt are well 

pleasing to God, whether men receive it and are saved, or reject it and are 

lost. The light is inestimably precious, whether the eye rejoices in it or through 
disease is destroyed by it.”’ 

(z*) ‘* From death unto death."’ Ver. 16. 

Either a Hebrew superlative, or a combination expressing the quality of the 
source, a deadly savour, and the nature of the effect, a savour producing 
death. So of the corresponding phrase, ‘‘s savour from life unto life.” 

(a*) Who is sufficient for these things? Ver. 16. 

The explanation of Meyer is that of nearly all critics. The Apostle meant 

that he was sufficient (not of course of himself, for this is plainly denied in the 
5th verse of the next chapter: ‘‘ our sufficiency is from God’’), and the ground 
of the gufficiency is stated in the next verse. There is, as Calvin says, an im- 

plied antithesis. The object of preaching is the diffusion of the knowledge of 

Christ : the effect of that diffusion is life to some and death to others. Who, 

then, is competent to this work? Not your false teachers, who corrupt the word 
of God, but I and others who preach the gospel from pure motives.—The words 

of all faithful ministers are spoken in the presence of God and in union with 
Christ as their encompassing element. 
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CHAPTER III. 

Ver. 1. § 47) So also Griesb. Lachm. Scholz, Riick. Tisch., following BC D 

E F GX, min. Vuig. It.-Syr. Arr. Copt. Slav. Theodoret, and Latin Fathers. 

But « uy (Elz. Reiche) has also considerable attestation (A K L, min. Chrys. 

Damasc. al.), and since after the interrogation the 7 continuing it occurred to 
the copyists more readily than the conditional ¢i, the latter, whose explanation 
is also more difficult, is to be preferred.!'—The second ovorarixay (after tua) 
ig wanting in AB C 8&, min. Copt. Arm. Vulg. Chrys. Theodoret, and several 

Fathers. Deleted by Lachm. and Rick. An addition by way of gloss, which 

in F G is further increased by ém:oroAayv. — Ver. 3. xapdiag] So Iren. Orig. Vulg. 

But A BCDEGL Nand many min. have xapdiac. So Lachm. An error of 

the copyist after ver. 2. — Ver. 5. ag’ éavrdv] has its correct position after 

Aoyic, ri, as is abundantly attested by A D E FG, It. Vulg. Goth. and Latin 
Fathers (so also Lachm. Tisch. and Ruck.). The Recepia after lxavoi éonev, and 

the position before ixavoi in BC &, min. Copt. Arm. Bas. Antioch. are to be 
regarded as superfluous transpositions to connect the a@’ éavray with ixavoi 

éouev. — Ver. 7. év ypaupacy) Lachm.: év ypaupzari, following BD* FG. A 
mechanical repetition of the singular from ver, 6. — Before Aido:c, Elz. Scholz 

have évy. An explanatory addition against decisive evidence, — Ver. 9. 47 diaxo- 

via] AC D* FG &, min. Syr. utr. Clar. Germ. Or. Cyr. Ruf. : 19 dtaxovig. So 

Luchm. and Riick. An interpretation instead of which Sedul. and Ambrosiast. 

have ex or in ministerio, while others applied the interpreting at dda, as still 

Vulg. Sixtin, Pel. read ev dé&y. — év défy} Ev is wanting in A BC &* (dééa), 17, 
39, 80, Tol. Vulg. ms. Deleted by Lachm., bracketed by Riick. The é» slipped 

in easily from ver. 8 ; comp. ver. 11, — Ver. 10. ov] Elz. : otdé, against decisive 
evidence. Originated by the first syllable of the dedoég. that follows. — Ver. 13. 
Instead of éavrot, abrov is, according to decisive testimony, to be read with 

Lachm. and Tisch. — Ver. 14. juépac] is wanting in Elz., but has decisive 

attestation, and was passed over as superfinous (comp. ver. 15). — Ver. 15. 
avayivuckerat] Lachm. and Rick. : dv dvayiveoxnrat, in accordance with A BC &, 

while D E have the subjunctive, but not dv. Since the d» before avay. might 

be introduced through a mistake of the copyist just as easily as it might be 

left out, we have merely to decide according to the preponderance of the evi- 

dence, which proves to be all the more in favour of Lachmann’s reading, 

because this is supported also by D E with their retention of the subjunctive 

(without dav), while they betray the copyist’s omission of the av. — Ver. 17. exec] 

is wanting in ABCD &* 17, Copt. Syr. Cyr. Nyss. Suspected by Griesb., 

deleted by Lachm. Tisch. and Riick. An addition of the copyists, who had in 

mind the current use elsewhere of éxei after od (Matt. xviii. 20, 24, 28 ; Jas. iii. 

16 al.), an usage not found in Paul. See Rom. iv. 15, v. 20. 

1 [The T. R. here is rejected by Westcott and most justly, according to the weight of 
and Hort and nearly all the later critics, evidence.—T. W. C.] 
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ConTENTs. '—This, again, is no recommendation of self ; for we need no let- 
ters of recommendation, since you yourselves are our letter of recommendation 

in the higher sense (vv. 1-8). But with this confidence we wish to ascribe 
our ability not to ourselves, but to God, far exalted over the old covenant, who 
has made us able as servants of the new covenant, (vv. 4-6). How glorious 
is this service compared with the service of Moses (vv. 7-11) ! Hence we 
discharge it boldly, not like Moses with his veil over his face (vv. 12,18). 

By this veil the Jews were hardened ; for up to the present time they do 
not discern that the old covenant has ceased (vv. 14,15). But when they 

are converted to Christ, they will come to unhindered discernment ; we 
Christians, in fact, all behold without hindrance the glory of Christ, and 

become ourselves partakers of it (vv. 16-18). 

Ver. 1. Apyéue8a] namely, through what was said in ii. 17, regarding 
which Paul foresaw that his opponents would describe it as the beginning 
of another recommendation of himself. It is interrogative, not to be taken, 

with Hofmann, who then reads } »7, as an affirmation, in which case a log- 

ical relation to the question that follows could only be brought out by 
importing something.* — rd/.v] belongs to éaur. cvwor., and refers to expe- 

riences, through which Paul must have passed already before, certainly also 

in respect to his last Epistle (1 Cor. i.-iv., v., ix., xiv. 17, al.), when the 

charge was made : éavrév ovvordvec ! As to the reason why he regards the 
éavrov ovviordve to be such a reproach, see x. 18. — In the plural he in this 
chapter includes also Timothy, as is clear from expressions such as immedi- 
ately occur in ver. 2, év raig xapdiaig 7u., and ver. 6, yuac dtaxdévove. — ovvic- 

tavev| as at Rom. xvi. 1. Hence émorodai ovorartxai or ypdéupata ovorarika 

Arrian. Epict. ii. 8. 1 ; Diog. L. v. 18, viii. 87), letters of recommendation. 

Regarding their use in the ancient Christian church, see Suicer, T'hes. II. p. 
1194 ; Dought. Anal. II. p. 120. — ei ua x.7.A]. nese, ie. unless it possibly be, that, 

ctc. Only if this exigency takes place with us, can that apyovra: madev éavrods 
ovviordvey be asserted of us. Such epistolary recommendations, indeed, we 

should not have, and hence we should have to resort to self-praise ! The 
expression is ¢ronical in character, and contains an answer to that question, 

which reveals its absurdity. Comp. Xen. Mem. i. 2. 8. Hence ei is not to 
be taken, with Reiche, as siguidem or quia, and pf as negativing the xp7- 

Couev (as if it were ei ov xpHl.). — &¢ teveg] as some people (comp. 1 Cor. iv. 18. 

xv. 12; Gal. i. 7), certainly a side-glance at anti-Pauline teachers, who had 

brought to the Corinthians letters of recommendation, cither from teachers 
of repute, or from churches,* and had obtained similar letters from Corinth 

1 See on chap. ili., Krummel inthe Stud. _letters of recommendation. 
und Krit. 1859, p. 80 ff. 

*The question that follows with 4% “4 
would mean: “or do we not withal need ?” 
etc., which does not fit in with apyéueda 
when taken as an affirmation. Hofmann, 
however, imports the thoughts: whoever is 

Offended at this, that Paul has no scruple in 

recommending himself, to him he offers to 

answer on his pari the question, whether he 

and his official associates have any need of 

® According to Gal. il. 7-9 but hardly from 
the original apostles or from the church of 

Jerusalem under their guidance as auch. 

This, however, does not exclude the possi- 

bility that individual members of the mother- 

church may have given such letters. We 

do not know anything more precise on the 

point: even from tives a wd “laxwfov, Gal. 

ij. 12 ff., nothing is to be Inferred. 
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at their departure thence. — rpi¢ tude, } é£ iudv] In the former case, it might 
be thought that we wished to supply this need by recommendation of our- 
selves ; in the latter case (} é£ tuav), that we, by our self-recommendation, 

wished to corrupt your judgment, and to induce you to recommend us to 
others. Both would be absurd, but this is just in keeping with the trony. 

Ver. 2 f. This ironical excitement, ver. 1, is succeeded by earnestness and 

pathos. Paul, as conscious of his deserts in regard to the Corinthians as 
he is faithful to his Christian humility (sec ver. 8), gives a skilful explana- 

tion of the thought contained in ver. 1 : we need no letters of introduction 
either to you or from you. —# éxcoroAy uc] i.e. the letter (the letter of 

recommendation) «which we have, have to show, namely, as well to you as from 

you. That we should understand both, is required by ver. 1, and to this vv. 

2and 3 are admirably suited, since what is said in them represents every 
letter of recommendation as well to the Corinthians as from them as super- 

fluous. This in opposition to Flatt, Riickert, Osiander, and others, who 

are of opinion that Paul has reference merely to his previous é£ tuév, and 
(Riickert) that the zpéc¢ tuac has been said only to hit his opponents. — tpei¢ 
gore, in so far, namely, as your conversion, and your whole Christian being 

and life, is our work, redounding to our commendation. Comp. 1 Cor. ix. 
2. — éyyeypaup. év raic xapd. ju.) A more precise definition of the manner of 
the émioroAy judy : inscribed in our hearts. This is the mode—adapted to the 

image—of conveying the thought : since we have in our own consciousness the cer- 
tainty of being recommended to you by yourselves and to others by you. (B‘) 
That you yourselves are our recommendation (to yourselves and to others) 

our own hearts tell us, and it is known by all. Paul did not write tudy, as 

% and a few cursives, also the Ethiopic, have the reading, which Olearius, 

Emmerling, Flatt, and especially Rinck (Lueubr. crit. p. 160), recomménd 

to our adoption : for in that case there would result an incongruity in the 
figurative conception, since the Corinthians themsclves are the letter. Be- 
sides, there were so many malevolents in the church. But the apostle’s own 
good consciousness was, as it were, the tablet on which this living Epistle of 

the Corinthians stood, and that had to be left unassailed even by the most 
malevolent. Of the loce (comp. vii. 8 ; Phil. i. 7) of which Chrysostom and 

others explain é 7. xapd. ju. (comp. Wetstein : ‘‘quam tenero vos amore 

prosequar, omnes norunt”), there is no mention in the whole context. 

Emmerling is wrong, however, also in saying that éyycyp. év tr. xapd. ju. 18 

equivalent to the mere nobis inscriptae, i. ce. quas ubique nobiscum gestamus, 
ut cognosci et legi ab omnibus possint. Just because what is written stands 

within in the consciousness, év raic xapd. pu.1 is used. — The plural is neither 

to be explained, with Billroth, from the analogy of oxAdyzva (without such 
usage existing), nor to be considered with Riickert and de Wette as occa- 

1 Olshausen thinks strangely that Paul 
refers to the official badge which the high 

priest wore on his heart, and on whose 

twelve precious stones stood engraven the 

twelve names of the children of Israel. This 

arrangement, he holds, Paul takes in a 

spiritual sense, and applies it to the relation 

of himself and other teachers to their spirit- 
ual children; they bore the names of these 

engraven on their hearts, and brought them 
always in prayer before God.—Sheer fan- 
cifulness, since the context has nothing 

pointing to a reference s0 entirely peculiar. 
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sioned by the plural ofthe speaking person (to whom, however, the plural 
hearts would not be suitable), but Paul writes in name of himself and of 
Timothy. Comp. also iv. 6, vii. 8, and see Calvin, who, however, in an ar- 

bitrary way (sec i. 1) includes Silvanus also (i. 19). — y:wwoxouévy x.r.A.] 

This appears to contradict the previous words, according to which the 
Epistle is written éy raig rapdiacg yudy ; hence Fritzsche, Diss. I. p. 19 f. 
(Billroth follows him), says that Paul ‘‘nonnulla adjicere, in quibus Corin- 

thiorum potius, quam epistolae, cum qua eos comparat, memor esse videatur.” 
But he rather presents the thing as it is, and hence cannot otherwise delin- 
eate the image of the Epistle in which he presents it, than as it corresponds 
to the thing. Inso far, namely, as Paul and Timothy have in their hearts — 
the certainty of being recommended by the Corinthians themselves, these 
are a letter of recommendation which stands inscribed in the hearts of those 

teachers ; and yct, since from the whole phenomenon of the Christian life of 
the church it cannot remain unknown to any one that the Corinthians re- 

dound to the commendation of Paul and Timothy, and how they do so, this 
letter is known as what it is, and read’ by all men. The Epistle has therefore 

in fact the two qualities, which in a letter proper would be contradictory, 

and the image is not confounded with the thing, but is adapted to the thing. 
Rickert, who likewise (see above) finds for év r. xapd. the refcrence to the 

apostle’s love, explains it : ‘‘ In his heart they stand written . . . and where 
he himself arrives, there he, as it were, reads out this writing, when he from a lov- 
ing heart gives forth tidings everywhere, what a prosperous church the Lord 

has gathered to Himself in Corinth.” Comp. Chrysostom. But in that case the 
xdvrec would not in fact be the readers—as yet they ought to be according to 
t7d xdvrwv avdp.—but Paul ; and the thing would resolve itself into a self- 
recommendation, which is yet held to be disclaimed in ver. 1. 

Ver. 8. @avepgipevo:] attaches itself in construction to imei éore, to which 
it furnishes a more precise definition, and that in elucidative reference to 
what has just been said y:vwoxouévy . . . avOporuv : since you are being mani- 

Sested to bean epistle of Christ, i.e. since it does not remain hid, but becomes 
(continually) clear to every one that you, etc. Comp. on the construction, 

1 John ii. 19. — éx10707.) Xpiorov] genitivus auctoris (not of the contents—in 

opposition to Chrysostom, Oecumenius, Thcophylact) : a letter composed 

(dictated) by Christ. Fritzsche, l.c. p. 28, takes the genitive as possessive, so 

that the sense without figure would be: homines Christiani estis. But in 
what follows the whole origin of the Epistle is yery accurately set forth, and 

should the author not be mentioncd—not in that case be placed in front ? 
Theodoret already gives the right view. —émoroay is here not again specially 
letter of recommendation (ver. 2), but letter in general; for through the 

characteristic : ‘‘you are an epistle of Christ, drawn up by us,” etc., the 
statement above : ‘‘ you are our letter of recommendation,” is to be elucidated 
and made good. — In the following dcaxovnbeica . . . capxivatc Paul presents 
himself and Timothy os the writers of the epistle of Christ (diaxov. 19" hy.), 

the Holy Spirit as the means of writing in lieu of ink, and human Acar‘s, te. 

1Grotius: “ prias agnoscitar manus, deinde legitur epistola.”” Here ywwon. precedes ; 

it is different in 1. 13. 
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according to the context, the hearts of the Corinthians, as the material which 
is written upon. For Christ «was the author of their Christian condition ; 
Paul and Timothy were His instruments for their conversion, and by their min- 

istry the Holy Spirit became operatire in the hearts of the readers, Yn so far the 

Corinthians, in their Christian character, are as it were a letter which Christ 
has caused to be written, through Paul and Timothy, by means of the Holy 

Spirit in their hearts. On the passive expression d:axovyf). fg’ ju., comp. Vill. 
19 f. ; Mark x. 45 ; note also the change of the tenses: dtaxovnO. and éyycypapp. 
(the epistle zs there ready) ; likewise the designation of the Holy Spirit as 
mvetua feow SHvroc, comp. ver. 6. Wemay add that Paul has not mixed 

up heterogeneous traits of the figure of a letter begun in ver. 2 (Riickert and 
others), but here, too, he carries out this figure, as it corresponds to the thing 
to be figured thereby. The single incongruity is ovx év rAa$i Abivac, in which 

he has not retained the conception of a letter (which is written on tablets of 
paper), but has thought generally of a writing to be read. Since, however, 

he has conceived of such writing as divinely composed (see above, rvetpare 

Ocov Cavroc), of which nature was the Jaw of Sinai, the usual supposition is 
right, that he has been induced to express himself thus by the remembrance 

of the tables of the law (Heb. ix. 4 ; comp. Jer. xxxi. 31-33) ; for we have 
no reason to deny that the subsequent mention of them (ver. 7) was even 

now floating before his mind. Fritzsche, indeed, thinks that ‘‘ accommodate 
ad nonnulla V. T. loca (Prov. iii. 8, vii. 3) cordis notionem per tabulas cordis 
expressurus erat, quibus tabulis carneis nihil tam commode quam ftabulas 
lapideas opponerc potucrit.” But he might quite as suitably have chosen an 
antithesis corresponding to the figure of a letter (2 John 12 ; 2 Tim. iv. 13) ; 

hence it is rather to be supposed that he came to use the expression tabulae 
cordis, just because he had before his mind the idea of the tables of the law. 
— The antitheses in our passage are intended to bring out that here an epistle 
is composed in quite another and higher sense than an ordinary letter (which 
one brings into existence yéAavm omeipwy dia xadduov, Plato, Phaedr. p. 276 

C)—a writing, which is not to be compared even with the Mosaic tables of 
the law. But the purpose of a contrast with the legalism of his opponents 

(Klépper) is not conveyed in the context. — That there is a special purpose 

in the use of capxivatg as opposed to ABivace, cannot be doubted after the pre- 
vious antitheses. It must imply the notion of something detter (comp. Ezek. 
xi. 19, xxxvi. 26), namely, the thought of the living receptivity and suscep- 
tibility : dexrixdg rot Aédyou (Theophylact, Calvin, Stolz, Flatt, de Wette, 

Osiander, Ewald, and others). The distinctive sense of capx:vé¢ is correctly 

noted by Erasmus: ‘‘ ut materiam intelligas, non qualitatem.” Comp. on 1 

Cor. iii. 1. Kapdia¢ is also the genitive of material, and the contrast would 

have been sufficiently denoted by a4”’ év wAaé xapdiag: it is, however, 

expressed more concretely and vividly by the added capkivacc : in fleshy 

tablets of the heart. 
Ver. 4. Tezoi#ow is emphatic, and therefore precedes (otherwise in i. 15) ; 

confidence, however, of such a kind as is indicated in vv. 2, 3;’ for there 

1 [Not self-confidence, as is clearly shown by the next two verses.—T. W. C.] 
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Paul has expressed a lofty self-consciousness. Hence there is no reason for 
secking a reference to something earlier instead of to what immediately pre- 
cedes, and for connecting it with ii. 17 (Grotius and others, including de 

Wette ; comp. Riickert), or with ii. 14-17, as Hofmann has done in conse- 

quence of his taking apyéue6a in ver. 1 as not interrogative. Brief and apt 
is Luther’s gloss : ‘‘Confidence, that we hace prepared you to form the epistle.” 
— dia tov Xpiorov] through Christ, who brings it about in us: for in his 

official capacity Paul knows himself to be under the constant influence of 
Christ, without which he would not have that confidence. Theodoret says 
well : row Xpicrod rovro uiv deddxoroc Td Aapooc. — mpd tov Oedv] in relation to 

God, as bringing about the successful results of the apostolic activity. It 
denotes the religious direction, in which he has such confidence (comp. Rom. 

iv. 2, v. 1), not the validity before God (de Wette). 

Ver. 5. Now comes the caveat, for which ver. 4 has prepared the way, 
—the guarding against the possible objection, that Paul considered himself 
(and Timothy) as originator of the ability for apostolic working. oiy dr: is 
therefore not to be taken as equivalent to érz ovy (Mosheim, Schulz, Em- 

merling), nor is wémada to be supplied again after oy (Emmerling); but we 
have here the quite common use of oy dr: for otk épd, dre. See oni. 24. 
Riickert finds in oby érc x.r.2. a reason assigned for the zpdc rév Sedv, or an 

explanation of it: ‘‘In thus speaking, I would not have it thought that,” 
etc. But if in rpd¢ 7. dedy therc was meant to be conveyed the same idca 

as was further explained in ver. 5, Paul would have expressed himself quite 
illogically, and in explaining or assigning a reason for it he must have writ- 
ten dr: ovy. No; the course of thought is: ‘‘ With this sreroidnoc, how- 

ever, I do not wish to be misunderstood or misconstrued : I do not mean 

by it, that we are of ourselves sufficient,” ctc. With this connection mpi¢ 

' tov Sedy is not at variance ; for by it God was not yet meant as author of the 
adequate ability (ver. 5 shows this very point), but as producer of the result. 

—Aoyicardai tr] to judge anything (censere). The context furnishes the more 
precise definition which Paul had in view. Vv. 2-4, 6. He denies, namely, 

that of himself he possesses the ability to settle in his judgment the means 
and ways, and, in general, the mode of discharging his apostolic duties. If he 

has just been speaking in vv. 2-4 with so much confidence of his prosper- 
ous and successful labour in Corinth, yet it is by no means his own ability, 

but the divine empowcring, which enables him to determine by his own 
judgment anything regarding the discharge of his vocation. Accordingly, 
we can neither approve the meaning arbitrarily given to r:, aliguid praeclart 
(Emmerling ; van Hengel, Annot. p. 219), nor agree with Hofmann, who, 

in consistency with his reference of rreroidnoig to ii. 14-17, makes the apostle 

guard against the misconstruction that this, his werofSyore, rests on ideas 
which he forms for himself—on an estimate of his official working, accord- 
ing to a standard elaborated by his own mind. Even apart from that er- 
roncous reference of the rezoidnos, the very expression ixavoi would be un- 

suitable to the meaning adopted by Hofmann, and instead of it a notion of 
presumption would rather have been in place ; the prominence given to lxavo- 
the by its being used thrice can only concern the ability which regulates the 
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oficial labour itself. The dogmatic exposition, disregarding the context, 
finds here the entire inability of the natural man for all good. See Augus- 
tine, de dono persev. 18, contra Pelag. 8; Calvin: ‘‘non potcrat mazgis 

hominem nudare omni bono.” Comp. Beza, Calovius, and others, including 
Olshausen. The reference also of the words to the doctrinal contents of the 
preaching, which was not derived from his own reflection (Theodoret, Gro- 

tius, de Wette, Neander, and others), is not suggested by the connection, 

and is forbidden by the fact that aw éavrav does not belong to Aoyisacde at 
all (sec below). This also in opposition to Osiander, who finds the meaning : 
‘‘not human, but divine thoughts lie at the root of the whole of my official 
work.” — ag’ éavrév] has its assured place after Aoyic. rz (see the critical re- 

marks). The contrast that follows (é« rot @eov) decides what it belongs to 
in sense,—namely, not to Acyicacfai rt, but to lxavoi écpev,—so that Ixavol 

écuev Aoyicacbai tr: is to be considered as going together, as one idea. Mis- 
taking this, Riickert thinks that either Paul has placed the words wrongly, 

or the order given by B C & (sec the critical remarks) must be preferred. — 

On a¢’ éavrov, from one’s own means, nemine suppeditante, see Wetstein. — d¢ 

és gavrav] 8c. ixavol dvtec Aoyio. tt, & More precise definition of the a¢’ éavr. 
inserted on purpose (making the notice thoroughly exhaustive). The pro- 
ceeding from (a7é) is still more definitely marked as causal procession (éx): 

as from ourselves, i.e. as if our ability to judge anything had its origin from 

ourselcves. Wolf arbitarily refers axé to the will, and é¢ to the power; and 
Riickert wrongly connects é¢ éaur. with Aoyic. ri ; it is in fact parallel to ag’ 

éavr. Paul is conscious of the ixavdy eiva: Aoyicaofat r1, and ascribes it to 

himself ; but he denies that he has this ixavéryc of himself, or from himself. 
— 7 lxavérne jyav] sc. 2oyicaobat tt. — Riickert finds in our passage, especially 
in ad’ éavrav, an allusion to some utterances, unknown to us, of opponents, 

which, however, cannot be proved from x. 7, and is quite a superfluous 

hypothesis. 

Ver. 6. "O¢ nat Ixdvwcev tude] b¢, he who, in the sense of oirog yap. Sce 
Kithner, ad Xen. Mem. i. 2. 64; van Hengel, Annot. 220. And xai is the 
also of the corresponding relation (Baeumlein, Partik. p. 152), so that there 

is expressed the agreement between what is contained in the relative clause 
and what was said before : who also (qui idem, comp. Klotz, ad Devar. p. 

636) hus made us capable (apxovcav éxwpiyyoe Sivaucv, Theodoret) as ministers, 

etc. According to Bengel, Rickert (comp. also de Wette, Osiander, Hof- 
mann), the sense is: ‘‘that God has bestowed on him not only the ability 

mentioned in ver. 5, but also the more comprehensive one of a dcaxovog x.7.4.” 
But in that case the words must have stood thus: 8¢ xai dtaxdvove Karviji¢ 

Sabine ixdvwoev yuac. The notion of lxavérne is thrice put in front with the 
same emphasis. Of ixavéw (Col. i. 12) only the passive, in the sense of to 
have enough, occurs in the (later) Greek writers, such as Dion. Hal. ii. 74, 
and in the LXX. — diaxdvouvg xa:vig diabhx.] as ministers of a new covenant 

(comp. Eph. iii. 7; Col. i. 28; 2 Cor. xi. 15; Luke i. 2), i.e. to be such 
as serve & new covenant, as devote to it their activity. Kav. dia. without 

the article, is conceived qualitatively. The new covenant (Heb. xii. 24) of 
God with men, which is meant, is—in contrast to the one founded by Moses 
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—that established by Christ, in which the fulfilling of the law is no longer 
defined as the condition of salvation, but faith in the atonement by Christ, 
1 Cor. xi. 25 ; Rom. x. 5 ff. ; Gal. iv. 24 ff. ; Matt. xxvi. 28. — ob ypapupa- 

roc, GAAd mvebp. | is since Heumann usually (alao by Billroth, Riickert, Ewald) 

regarded as governed by xa:vi¢ duabjxne (Riickert, ‘‘of a covenant, which 
offers not ypaduua, but zvetpa”), but without reason, since the sequel, by 7 

dtaxovia tov Gavdrov and # diax. tov mvebuaroc (vv. 7, 8), rather points to the 

fact that Paul has conccived ov yp. adda wy. as dependent on diaxdvore (80 
also de Wette, Neander, Osiander, Hofmann), as an appositional more pre- 

cise definition to the xai#e diabjnyc : to be ministers not of letter (which we 
would be as ministers of the old covenant), but of spirit. Tpaypa character- 
izes the Mosaic covenant according to the specific manner in which it occurs 

and subsists, for it is established and fixed in writing (by means of the writ- 
ten letter), and thercby—although it is divine, yet without bringing with 
it and communicating any principle of inward vital efficacy—settled as ob- 
ligatory. On the other hand, rveiya characterizes the Christian covenant, 
in so far as its distinctive and essential mode of existence consists in this, 

that the divine living power of the Holy Spirit is at work in it ; through 
this, and not through a written instrument, it subsists and fulfils itself. 
Comp. Rom. ii. 29, vii. 6 ; Heb. x. 29, viii. 7 ff, Not letter therefore, but 
spirit, is that to which the teachers of the gospel minister, the power, whose 

influence is advanced by their labours ;' ov yap ra raiad rov vduou mpoogé- 
poyev ypdumara, GAA THY Kavi Tov mvebyaroc dupedv, Theodoret. It is truc 
that the law also is in its nature mvevzarixédg (see on Rom. vii. 14), and its 
Aéyia are Cavra (see on Acts vii. 88), but it is misused by the power of sin in 
man to his destruction, because it does not furnish the spirit which breaks 
this power. —71d yap ypdupa aoxreiver, 7d 62 rvevpa Cworoet] specifies quite 

simply the reason, why God has made them capable of ministering not to 
the letter, but to the spirit. It is therefore quite unnecessary to presuppose, 
with Fritzsche, Billroth, and Riickert, a suppressed intermediate thought 
(namely, that the new covenant is far more excellent). We may add that 

the yép does not extend also to what follows (vv. 7, 8), so as to make the 
sentence 7d ypdupa x.7r.A. mercly introductory to the sequel, and the whole a 

vindication of the apostle’s referring his capacity of judgment to God. This 
view of Hofmann is connccted with his interpretation of Aoyic. r, ver. 5, 
and has besides against it the fact, that the weighty antithesis rd y. ypdupya 
«.7.A. is neither adapted to be a merc introductory thought, nor betokened 
as being such, the more especially as it contains completely in itself the 

ground establishing what immediately precedes, and with ver. 7 a new 
discussion begins, which runs on to the end of the chapter without a break. 
— aoxreive:| does not refer to the physical death (Kiiuffer, (07 aidsv. p. 75), in 
80 far as that is the consequence of sin (Rom. v. 12), and sin is occasioned 
and furthered by the law (Rom. vii. 9 ff., vi. 283; 1 Cor. xv. 56, al.). 
Against this interpretation it is decisive that according to Rom. v. 12 ff. 

1Bengel acutely and justly remarks: in proprio illo officio suo, etiam cum Aaud 
“Paulus etiam dum haeo scripsit, non lit- oecripet{, tamen in litera versatus est.” 
erae, sed spiritus ministrum egit. Moses 
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(see in loc.) bodily death is the consequence, extending to all, of Adam's sin, 
and has, since Adam, reigned over all even before the law. Nor yet are we 
‘to understand spiritual (Billroth), ethical (de Wette, Krummel), or spiritual 

and bodily death (Riickert), or the mere sensus mortis (Bengel, comp. Nean- 

der), but according to Rom. vi. 21, 28, vii. 5, 9, 10, 11, 18, 24, eternal 
death,' the opposite of the eternal life, which, ‘by means of the Holy Spirit 
becoming operative in the heart through the gospel, is brought about for 
man who is liable to eternal death (Rom. viiii. 2, 6, 10, 11)—which here 
(comp. John vi. 68) is expressed by 76 d2 sveiya Cworoel, comp. on ii. 16. 
How far the law works eternal death, is shown from Rom. vii. 5, 7 ff.; 
comp. 1 Cor. xv. 56. Through its prohibitions, namely, it becomes for the 
power of sin in man the occasion of awakening evil desire, and therewith 
transgression sets in and the imputing of it for condemnation, whereby 
man is liable to eternal death, and that by means of the curse of the law 
which heaps up sin and produces the divine anger, see on ver. 9; Gal. iii. 
10. Comp. Rom. iv. 15, v: 20. After Chrysostom and his followcrs (also 
Ambrosiaster), Grotius explains it as: ‘‘morte violenta punit peccatores,” 
and Fritzsche : ‘‘lex supplicia sumit.” This is to be rejected, because in 
this way the law would not be the very thing that kills, but only that which 
determines death os a punishment ; and consequently no corresponding 
contrast to Cworoei would result. Finally, we can only consider as histori- 
cally remarkable the interpretation of Origen regarding the literal and mys- 
tical sense of Scripture, the former of which is injurious, the» latter condu- 
cive, to salvation. Something similar is still to be found in Krause and 
Royaards. Against the visionaries, who referred ypdéyzua to the outward and 
avevua to the tnward word, see Calovius. 

Ver. 7. Aé] leads on to a setting forth of the great glory of the Christian 
ministry, which is proved from the splendour of the ministry of Moses by a 

conclusion @ minori ad majus.* — 4 diaxovia tov bavdrov] i.e. the ministry con- 
ducing to the rule of death ; for rd ypdéupa aroxreiver, ver. 6. Itis not the law 
itself that is meant, but the ministry of Moses, which he accomplished by 

bringing down to the people the tables of the law from Sinai. Rickert 
erroneously thinks that the whole ministry of the Levitical priesthood is meant, 

against which what follows is clearly decisive. The reason assigned by 

1 With this is connected certainly moral 

-death (the negation of the moral life), but 

-only the efernai death is here meant, which 

is the consequence of the cardxpecrs, ver. 9. 

This in opposition to Osiander. Nor is the 

.amoxtecvee Meant of the letter conditionally 

(‘* go soon as we abide by it alone and deify 

it’’), but the killing is the specific operation 

of the law; how? see Rom. vil. 9 f. ; 1 Cor. 

xv. 56. This in opposition to Ewald.—Hof- 
mann unites the various meanings of the 

death to which the sinner is Hable, inasmuch 
-as he defines the notion as “‘ the existence of 
the whole man shut out from the life of God 
and for ever.” This collective definition of 

the notion, however, does not relieve us 

from the labor of showing from the vari- 

ous contexts in what special sense death and 
dying are conceived of in the several 

passages, 
3 Without doubt this whole comparison of 

the ministry of the New Testament with 

that of Moses (vv. 7-11), as well as the sub- 
sequent shadow which is thrown on the 

conduct of Moses (ver. 18), and the digres- 

sion on the obstinacy of the Jews (vv. 14-18), 

is not put forward without a special pur- 

pose, but is an indirect polemic against the 
Judaists. Comp. Chrysostom : épa sws raAcy 

UroTépvetas Td Gpdynua 7d "lovéaindy. 
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Riickert, that Moses as peolrn¢ r7¢ maa. dtadqune can only be treated as on a 

parallel with Christ, and not with the apostles, is not valid, since in the con- 

text the prevailing conception is not that of yesirye but that of didxovoc, and 

as such Moses is certainly parallel to the ministers of the new covenant. — év 
ypéupaow evrerun. 2idor¢] A comma is not to be put after ypéupz. (Luther, 
Beza, Piscator, Estius, and others, including Schrader and Ewald), which 
would require the repetition of the article before év yp., and would make 

the sentence drag ; but it is: which was imprinted on stones by means of 
letters. The death-promoting ministry of Moses was really graven on stones, 

in so far as the Decalogue engraven on the two tables was actually the min- 
isterial document of Moses, as it were the registration of his office. In this 
case év ypéupuaow is not something of an idle addition (in opposition to de 
Wette, who defends the reading év ypézpar:, and attaches it to rov davdrov), 
but in fact an element emphatically prefixed, in keeping with the process of 
argument @ minori, and depicting the inferior unspiritual character. Rickert 
(forced by his reference to the service of the Levitical priesthood) errone- 
ously thinks that Paul means not only the tables of the law, but the whole 
Pentateuch, and that he has been not quite so exact in his use of the expres- 
sion (évrerum. Aidoug !). — éyevtpy év d6Ey] took place in splendour, was surrounded 

by splendour, full of splendour, see Buttmann, neut. Gram. p. 284 [E. T. 
330]. Bengel says rightly : ‘‘ nacta est gloriam ; yivoua: fio, et eiui sum, 

ver. 8. differunt.”” Comp. Fritzsche in Friteschior. Opuse. p. 284. It relates 
to the external radiance, which in the intercourse with God on Sinai passed 
from the divine glory (Ex. xxiv. 16) to the countenance of Moses, so that 

he descended from the mountain with his face shining (Ex. xxxiv. 29 ff.). 
For a Rabbinical fiction that this splendour was from the light created at 
the beginning of things, sec Eisenmenger, Hnideckt. Judenth. I. p. 369 f. 

Others (Vatablus, and more recently, Flatt, Billroth, Riickert) take év dé&y, 

not of that glorious radiance, but of grandeur, glory in general. 80 also de 

Wette and Hofmann. But this is opposed to the context, for in what follows 
it is not merely a visible proof of the dé&a which is adduced (as Rickert 
thinks), or a concrete representation of it (Hofmann), but the high degree 

(Gore) of the very défa which is meant by iyerfSn év défy. It is said, indeed, 

that ver. 8, where the glory spoken of is no external one, does not admit of 

our reference. But even-in ver. 8 the dééa is an external glory (sce on ver. 
8) ; and further, we have here an argument a minori ad majus, in which 

every reader was historically aware that the minus, the défa of Moses, was 
an external one, while as to the majus, the défa of the ministry of the N.T., 

it was self-evident that it is before the Parousia merely something ideal, a 
spiritual possession, and only becomes also an external reality after the 

Parousia (and to this ver. 8 applies). — dore py divaoda x.r.2.] Philo gives 
the same account, Vit. Mos. p. 665 A; Ex. xxxiv. has only : é¢0//370av 
éyyicat air$, which was more precisely explained by that statement. — dia 
tiv défav tov mp. avt.] would have been in itself superfluous, but with the 
addition rv xarapy. strengthening the conclusion it has a solemn emphasis. 
Philo, l.c., calls this déga : #Aroedég géyyoc. — tiv xatapyorptvyy] “Claritas illa 
vultus Mosis transitoria erat et modici temporis,” Estius. Ex. lc. gives us 
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no express information of this ; but ver. 13 clearly shows that Paul regarded 
the radiance which Moses brought down from his converse with God as only 
temporary and gradually ceasing, which, indeed, is self-evident and correctly 

inferred from the renewal of the radiance on each occasion. In this passing 
away of that lustre,—which even during its passing away was yet so great 
that the Israelites could not gaze fixedly on him,—Paul undoubtedly (in 

opposition to Hofmann) found a type of the ceasing of the Mosaic ministry 
(ver. 13); but in our present passage this is only hinted at in a preliminary 
way by the historical addition r. xarqpy., without the latter ceasing to belong 
to the historical narration. Hence the participle is not to be taken, with 
Vulgate, Luther, Calvin, and others, including Riickert, in a purely present 
sense : ‘‘ which yet ceases,” nor in the sense of transient (Ewald), but as the 

imperfect participle ; the transitory, which was in the act of passing away. 
Ver. 8. The ministry dedicated to the Holy Spirit, i.e. forming the medium 

of His operation (the teaching ministry of the gospel), is as such the spe- 

cific opposite of the diaxovia tov Davdrou év ypdupaciw evrerye. Aidoic, ver. 7. 

In rov mvetparocg are contained the elements of contrast. Sec ver. 6. — écrac} 
is not the future of the inference (Billroth, Hofmann, and the older commen- 
tators) ; nor does it refer to the advancing steady development (Osiandcr), 
but rather to the gloria futuri seculi. Comp. on ver. 12, where the dé¢a— 
which is therefore not to be understood, as it usually is, of inner clevation 

and dignity—appears as the object of the éAric. We cannot therefore say 
with Bengel : ‘‘loquitur ex prospectu V. T. in Novum,” but : loquitur ez 
prospectu praesentis seculi in futurum. 

Ver. 9. Grounding, simply by a characteristic change of the predicates 
(xataxp. and dixacocty.), of what was said in vv. 7, 8. Comp. Rom. v. 18, 
19. —+ dtaxovia tij¢ xaraxpic.| the ministry, which is the medium of condemna- 

tion. For the ministry of Moses, which communicated the Decalogue, pro- 
moted through the law sin (Rom. vii. 9 ff.), whose power it became (1 Cor. 
xv. 56), and thus realized the divine curse against the transgressors of the 
law (Gal. iii. 20). Comp. on ver. 6. The article denoted the well-known, 

solemn condemnation, Deut. xxvii. 26. — dé&a] 8c. éor:, for the former éye- 
vipSn év dbf is realized as present, regarded as present. Comp., subsequently, 

the present zepicoete:. The substantire défa (it refers, as in ver. 7, to that 

external glory) stands as predicate in the sense of évdofoc, denoting the 
notion of the adjective more strongly, according to a current usage in Greek. 

Rom. viii. 10 ; John vi. 63 ; 1 John iv. 8, al. See Abresch, Auctar. Dilue. 

p. 275 f. ; Fritzsche, ad Rom. II. p. 120. — wepicoeier} The tense realizes as 
present what is future ; for the future glory of the teacher is already now an 
ideal possession. Note the accumulated strength of the expression : is in 
much higher degree superabundant in glory. On the dative of more precise 
definition with repiocetecy, comp. 1 Thess. iii. 12 ; Acts xvi. 5 ; Polyb. xviii. 
18. 5 ; Plut. Mor. p. 708 F. Usually in the N. T. with é&, as also here in 

Elzevir. — } dtaxovia tig dixasociv.| the ministry, which is the medium of right- 

eousness' (comp. xi. 15) ; for it is the office of gospel teaching to preach the 

1 Note the contrast of xerdxpiors and Scxarooven, Tho former is an actus forensis; so 
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faith in Jesus Christ, by which we have righteousness before God. See 
Rom. i. 17, ili. 22 ff., 30, x. 4; Gal. iji. 18. Comp. especially, v. 21. 

Ver. 10. A more precise grounding of the previous woAA@ waAAov reptooetier 
x.t.a. by the highest climax of this relation. or even (xai yap) that which 

is glorious is without glory in this point by reason of the superabundant glory. 
— ov dedédEacra:}] The chief element is prefixed, and combined into one idea 
(Hartung, Partikell. I. p. 122 ; Baeuml. p. 278): gloria destitutum est. 

The perfect denotes the continuance of what had taken place ; Kihner, II. 
p. 70. —7d dedofacpuévov] is referred to the Mosaic religious economy by Em- 

merling and Olshausen, following older expositors, quite against the con- 
text. Most refer it to the ministry of Moses, which had been made glorious 
through the radiance on his countenance, vv. 7-9. But see below. — év 
robTw te péper] in this respect (ix. 8; 1 Pet. iv. 16; Col. ii. 16; often in 

Greek authors), is joined with 1rd dedofacuévov by Fritzsche, l.c. p. 31 (also 

de Wette and Ewald) : ‘‘ quod collustratum fuit hac parte h. e. ita, ut per 
splendorem, qui in Mosis facie conspiciebatur, illustre redderetur.” But on the 
one hand—supposing that 7rd dedofacu. denotes the ministry of Moses—the 
év robre 7O wépec 80 taken would be an utterly superfluous addition, since the 

reader would already have had full information in accordance with the con- 
text through 1d dedofacy. having the article ; on the other hand, we should 

expect rotvry to point to something said just before, which, however, is not 
the case, since we must go back as far as ver. 7. If, again, with Ewald, 
we take év robry 7 pépec as ‘én all that is Jewish, apart from what is Chris-. 

tian,” and refer it to the then still subsisting state of the temple, syna- 
gogue, etc., how enigmatically Paul would have expressed himself, without 
any hint of his meaning in the context! Following Chrysostom (xara rép 
Tig ovyxpicews Adyov) and Theodoret (arofBAéruy eicg robrove, namely, to the 

ministers of the N. T.), most commentators (including Billroth, Olshausen, 

Osiander, Hofmann) join it with ov dedéé., so that it would indicate the 

reference in which the sentence ov ded6£. 7d dedof. holds good (see Hofmann), 
and consequently would have the meaning: ‘‘over against the office of 

Moses." But how utterly superfluous, and in fact cumbrous, would this év 
toirw TQ pep. be if so taken, especially seeing that there still follows évexev r. 
wrepB. dog., which serves to throw light upon the relation asserted |! How 
surprising would this amplification be at this very point, where the compar- 

ison is carried to the highest pitch, and the representation is so forcibly and 
pithily begun by the oxymoron od dedéé. 7d dedoé. ! Rickert (following 
Flatt) connects also with ov dedéfacr:, but explains it : in this respect, that 

is, in so far as the first dcaxovia was the diaxovia ti¢ xataxploews. At variance 
with the connection. For not in so far as the Mosaic d:axovia ministered to 
condemnation and death, is its splendour darkened, but in so far as its 

‘splendour is outshone by a far greater splendour,—that of the dé:axovia of 
the N. T. Besides, if the assumed reference of év rotry 7 wépet were to be 

held correct, the xardéxpiocg would necessarily be the principal element (pred- 

also the latter, constituted by the divine on imputation. Comp. v. 21. This in oppo- 

act of the d:caiwors (Rom. iv. 25, v. 18), rests sition to Hofmann, Schrifidew. I. p. 627 f. 
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icate) in what precedes, not merely an attributive definition of the subject. 
On the whole, the following explanation, against which none but quite ir- 
relevant objections’ are made, seems to be the right one : éy rotry 76 pépec 
is certainly to be connected with ov dedégacra: ; rd dedoéacputvov, however, is 

not to be taken as a designation of the Mosaic d:axovia in concreto, but sig- 
nities that which is glorified generally, in abstracto ; so that, in addition to 
the ot dedéfaora: sdid of it, there is also given with év rotry ro pépec the ref- 

erence to the particular concrete thing of which the apostle is speaking, the 
reference to the ministry of Moses, namely, thus: ‘for in this respect, i.e. 

in respect of the relation of glory in which the Mosaic d:axovia stands to the 
Christian (ver. 9), i ts ecen the case that what is glorified is unglorified.” 

Analogously, the défa of the moon, for instance, is no dééa, when the dééa 

of the sun beams forth (1 Cor. xv. 14). — évexev rij¢ imepBaar. d6Enc] by rea- 

son of (Stallbaum, ad Plat. Rep. p. 829 B) the superabundant glory, which 

obscures the dedofacpévov, exhibits its défa as relatively no déga. This ap- 

plies to the future glory of the N. T. d:axovia, setting in at the aidy péArAw, 
but already conceived as present. 

Ver. 11. A justification of the foregoing expression rie trepBardr. débEn¢ by © 
a general proposition, the application of which in conformity with the con- 
nection is left to the reader, and the truth of which in this connection lies 

in the idea of the completion, which the facts of salvation in the O. T. have 
to find in the kingdom of God. ‘‘ For tf that which ceases is glorious, much 
more is that which abides glorious.” — td xatrapyobpevov] that which is in the act 
of passing away. ‘This the reader was to apply to the diaxovia of Moses * 
spoken of in vv. 7-10, in so far, namely, as this ministry is in the course of 

its abolition through the preaching of the gospel by means of the diaxovia 
tao dixaocivnc. Moses ceases to be lawgiver, when the gospel is preached ; 
for see Rom. x. 4. That thisis the application intended by Paul, is con- 

firmed by the contrast rd zévov, which the reader was to apply to the teach- 

ing ministration of the N. T. (not to the Christian religion, as Emmerling 
and Flatt, following older commentators, think), in so far, namely, as that 

ministration is not abolished, but continues on to the Parousia (whereupon 

its glory sects in). Fritzsche is of opinion that the d:axovia of Moses is rd 
katapyovpevoy for the reason : ‘‘ quod ejus fulgor muneris Christiani gloria 

superatur, et ita sane xarapyeirac, nullus redditur.” Butin that case the 

subject of xarapyeira:, would in fact be the splendour, not the diaxovia itself. 
This applies at the same time in opposition to Billroth, who refers 76 xarapy. 
to the lustre of Moses’ office on each occasion soon disappearing, which is im- 
possible on account of da dé&y¢. — did dé6En¢] 8c. tote. did expresses the sit- 

uation, condition, and so is a circumlocution for the adjective. Stallbaum, 

ad Plat. Phileb. p. 192; Bernhardy, p. 235 ; Fritzsche, ad Rom. I. p. 188. 

1 The objection made by Ostander is a di- 

lemma logically incorrect. Hofmann urges 

that é€v rovrp re wépes cannot mean: in this 

case. But it is notatall alleged to have that 
meaning, but rather: tn this point, i.e. hoc 
respectu, in the relation under discussion. 

See on this adverbial usage, C. Fr. Herm. ad 

Lucian. hist. conser. p. 8. 

2 Not to the Mosaic religion in general, 

which ceases through Christ (Theodoret, 

Theophylact, and many others, including 
Emmerling and Flatt),—which is quite at 

variance with the context. See vv. 7-10. 
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év dééy (ver. 7) is not different in sense ; but the supposition of Estius, Bill- 
roth, Olshausen, Osiander, Neander, Hofmann, that d:4 indicates only what 

is transient, and év what is abiding, is mere fancy. Paul is fond of varying 

the prepositions in designating the same relation. Comp. Rom. iii. 30, v. 
10, xv. 2; Gal. ii. 16 ; Philem. 5.. Comp. also Kihner, II. p. 819. 

Ver. 12. "Eyovreg obv raatr. éar.] oiv, accordingly, namely, after what has 
just been said 7oAI@ padAov 7d pévoy év db, se. Eort. Since the éAzi¢ has its 
object necessarily in the future, and not yct in the present (Rom. viii. 24), 
toattn éAric cannot denote the consciousness of the abiding glory of his office, 
which Paul possesses (Hofmann ; comp. Erasmus and others), but it must 
be the apostle’s great hope,—a hope based on the future of the Messiah's king- 
dom—that the ministry of the gospel would not fail at the Parousia of its 
glory far surpassing the défa of the ministry of Moses, This will be the 
glorious, superabundant reward of the labour of Christ's dovAo., as promised 
by their Master (Luke xxii. 29 ff. ; John xiv. 8; Matt. xxv. 14 ff, al.). 

Comp. 1 Cor. iii. 14, iv. 5; 2 Cor. i. 14; Phil. ii, 16; 1 Thess. ii. 19 f. 
It is the ag@apro¢g arégavoe of the faithful labour in teaching, 1 Cor. ix. 25 ff. ; 

2 Tim. iv. 8; 1 Pet. v. 4. The reference to the contents of the teaching (Em- 

merling : ‘‘ tale munus quum habeam tantorum honorum spem ostendens”), 
to which Riickert is also inclined, is opposed to the words used and to the 
context. As little are we to assume, with Neander, an equalization of the 
éAvic with the zeroidgoic, ver. 4, and a linking on of the thought to ver. 4. 

— roAAg wappnoig xpou.] denotes the frank unreservedness and openness to- 

wards those with whom the teacher has to do : per’ éAevd epics ravraxov p¥ey- 
youeda, ovdiv aroxpurtéuevot, ovdev trocreAAdpevot, ovdiv thopwpevot, GAAG capac 
Aéyovrec, Chrysostom. The evidentia (Beza, comp. Mosheim) or perspicuitas 

(Castalio) belongs to this, but does not exhaust the idea. On ypoy. rappre., 

comp. Plato, Ep. 8, p. 854 A ; Phaedr. p. 240 E ; xzpap. is utimur, not uta- 

mur (Erasmus). 

Ver. 18. A negative amplification of the 70249 rappycia zpdoueda by com- 

parison with the opposite conduct of Moses. — xa? ot] sc. rideyev xdAvpya ézi 
Td mpéowrov jueyv, according to the Greek way of putting the verb, which 

is common to the principal and subordinate clause, in the subordinate 
clause, and adapting it to the subject of that clause. See Heindorf, ad Gorg. 

p. 592 A; Winer, p. 542 [E. T. 728]: Kiihner, I. p. 609. The meaning 
of the allegorical language is: ‘‘and we do not go to work veiling ourselves 
(dissembling), as Moses did, veiling his countenance, that the Israelites might 

not,” ete. See Ex. xxxiv. 88-35. — mpi¢ rd up arevioa x.r.4.] the purpose, 

which Moses had in veiling his radiant face while he spoke to the people : 
the people were not (as they would otherwise have done) to fix their gaze on 
the réAo¢ rod xatapyoupévov (see below). In order to free Moses from a dis- 

simulation, Wolf explained it : ‘‘ut indicaretur eos non posse intueri,” 
which, however, is not conveyed in the words, and is not to be supported 
by Luke xviii. 1; and Schulz and Flatt, following older commentators, 

explain that zpé¢ x.r.A. means so that, etc., which, however, is wrong both 
as to the usage of the words (comp. Fritzsche, ad Matth. v. 28, p. 231) and 

as to the connection of ideas, since the roAAg wapp. xp. of ver. 12 presupposcs * 
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the intentional character of the opposite procedure. The latter remark 
applies also in opposition to de Wette (comp. before him, Beza and Calvin), 
who takes péc x.r.A. not of the intention, but of the divine aim, according 

to the well-known Biblical teleology, in which the result is regarded as 
aimed at by God, Isa. vi. 9 ; Matt. xiii. 11 ff. ; Luke viii. 10. In this way 
a conscious concealment on the part of Moses is removed ; but without suffi- 

cient ground, since that concealment must not have been regarded by Paul 
as immoral (‘‘fraudulenter,” Fritzsche), and with his reverence for the 
holy lawgiver and prophet cannot have been so regarded, but rather, in 

keeping with the preparatory destination of the Mosaic system, as a paeda- 
gogic measure which Moses adopted according to God’s command, but the 
purpose of which falls away with the emergence of that which is abiding, 
i.e. of the ministry of the gospel (Gal. iv. 1 ff.). Finally, the argument of 

usage is also against de Wette, for in the N. T. by the telic rpé¢ ré and infini- 
tive there is never expressed the objective, divincly-arranged aim (which is 

denoted by iva and éruc), but always the subjective purpose, which one has 

in an action (Matt. v. 28, vi. 1, xiii. 80, xxiii. 5 ; Mark xiii. 22 ; Eph. vi. 

11 ; 1 Thess. ii. 9; 2 Thess. iii. 8 ; Jas. iii. 83, Elzevir ; also Matt. xxvi. 12). 

The point of comparison is the ‘‘ tecte agere” (Fritzsche), which was done by 
Moses with the purpose specified through the veiling of his face (not through 
the figures in which he veiled the truth, as de Wettc, following Moshecim, 

imports), but zs not done by the teachers of the gospel, since they go to 
work in their ministry freely and frankly (ver. 12). The context furnishes 

nothing further than this, not even what Hofmann finds in the x. ov xa¥ar. 
M. x.7.4.* As little are we to suppose arbitrarily, with Klépper, that Paul 
had in mind not so much Moses himself as his successors (?), the Judaists.— 

ei¢ TO TéAo¢ Tov Katapy.]| Td TéAoc, by its very connection with rov xarapy., is 
fixed to the meaning end, and not final aim (Osiandcr) or completion ; * and 

rov xatapy. must be the same as was meant by 70 xarapyoipevov in the applica- 
tion intended by Paul of the general proposition in ver. 11. Consequently 
it cannot be masculine (Luther, Vatablus ; even Rickert is not disinclined 

to this view), nor can it denote the Mosaic religion, the end of which is 

Christ [Rom. x. 4], as, following Chrysostom, Theodoret, and Theophylact, 
most expositors, including Flatt and Osiander, think, against which, how- 
ever, even Moses’ own prophecy (Deut. xviii. 15), according to the Messianic 
interpretation then universal, would militate ; but it must be the ministry of 

Moses, which is passing away, see on ver. 11. The Israelites were not intend- 
ed, in Paul’s opinion, at that time to contemplate the end of this ministry, 

genitive of apposition, brings out the sense: 
‘‘the transitory office of the O. T. as the 

2“Tf the apostle had found his calling 
only in publishing to others ¢raditional doc- 

trines, he would have thought, like Moses, 

that he must carefully distinguish between 
what he was and what he had to feach, that 

he must keep his person in subordination to 

his (ask, in order not... to injure the ef- 
fect of what he taught.” 

2 So Isenberg in the Luther. Zeitechr. 1867, 
p. 240 ff., who, regarding roi xarapy. as the 

completion, after which no other institution 

could be expected.” Thus there {s ascribed 
to Moses exactly the opposite of what the 
simple words say ; Paul would have written 

something like eis rd xarapyovpevoy ws Td 

téAecov, The genitive of apposition would 

here give the meaningless thought: ‘the 
end, which is the transitory."’ 
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which was to cease through the ministry of the gospel ; therefore Moscs 
veiled his face.! By what means (according to the apdstle’s view), if Moscs — 
had not veiled himself, they would have seen the end of his office, is apparent 
from ver. 7, namely, by the disappearance of the splendour, the departure 
of which would have typically presented to them the termination of the 
d:axovia Of Moses.* But not on this account are we to explain (with the 
scholiast in Matthaei and others, including Stolz, Billroth, Olshausen, de 

Wette, Ewald,*® Hofmann) ré xarapy. of the transient splendour itself (ver. 7), 
which is forbidden by ver. 11, and would be a confusion of the type and 

antitype. 
Vv. 14-18. Sad contrast which the procedure of the preachers of the 

gospel indicated in vv. 12, 18—so wholly different from the procedure of 
Moses—meets with in the hardening of Israel. How far off arc they to this 
day from divine freedom ! how altogether different, however (ver. 18), it 

is with us Christians ! 
Ver. 14. °AAW éxapd97 x.7.Aa.] This aaaé does not refer to the thought 

implied in the previous mpéc 7d wy arevioa x.7.A., that the Jews did not con- 
template the end of the Mosaic ministry, for this was made impossible to 
them, in fact, by Moses himself and according to his own intention. What 
Billroth imports into 4444 is therefore also unsuitable : ‘‘ but instead thereof 
were hardened,” etc. Flatt, Riickert, de Wettc, Hofmann (comp. also Ols- 

hausen) take the connection rightly, that over against the utterance treating 
of the holders of the apostolic office, ver. 12 f. stands, that which speaks of Israel. 
Accordingly 4224 is at, nevertheless. —ixwp49n] Paul does not here say by 
whom this certainly passive (in opposition to Theodorct) hardness of heart ‘ 

1 Paul deviates, therefore, from the rep- 
resentation of Ex. xxxiv. in not abiding 

simply by the statement, that Moses veiled 
his face because the eyes of the Israelites 

could not endure the radiance—but, in con- 

nection with his typological way of regard- 

ing the fact, apprehends it in the sense that 
Moses was induced to veil himself by the 

subjectire motive of keeping out of the peo- 

ple’s sight the end of his ministry of law. (F*) 

*It might be objected to our whole ex- 

planation, that, if Moses had not veiled him- 
self, the people would still not have read 
the end of the Mosaic ministry from the 
departing splendour (Billroth), nay, that 
Moses himself did not find anything of the 
kind in it. But we have not here a supple- 
ment of the account in Ex. xxxiv. (Krum- 

mel), but a rabbinic-allegorical exposition 

(ww) of the circumstances, which as such 
is withdrawn from historical criticism, but 
nevertheless is in accordance with the strik- 
ing aim which the apostle has in view. 
This aim was to make the safpncia of the 
stewardship of the gospel-ministry conspic- 

uous by contrast, like tho light by shadow. 

(a*) 

? Who explains it as if not eis rd réAog rod 
wxarapy., but simply eis rd carapyovpevoy, were 

used. Ewald conceives the disappearance 
of the splendour as ensuing gradually dur- 
ing tho age, and finally at the death of 

Moses, as Grotius algo on ver. 7 represents it. 
4 nwpoveda means /o be made hard (from 

the substantive swpos) not fo be blinded, as 

Schleusner (7hes. IV. p. 541) and others, 

following the Fathers, and also Hofmann 

would take it, since there is no trace at all of 

the use among the Greeks of an adjective 

wwpos, Dlind, which the etymol. Gud. and 

Suidas quote. The Greeks have mijpos, Wind- 
ness, aNd wipos, blind, but not rwpds. And if 
the LXX. translate myo, Job vii. 7, by we- 

povoda, and Zech. xi. 17 by éxrudAcivoda (to 
which Hofmann makes appeal), this proves 
nothing in favour of that explanation of 
swpoveda, since the LXX. very often, with 
exegetical freedom, render the same word 
differently according to the context. We 
mayadd that Hofmann irrelevantly com- 

pares Lucian, Amor. 46, where snpoi does 

not mean Dlind at all, but has its fundamen. 
tal meaning maimed. The passage in 

Lucian means: “ 70 whom are the glances of 
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has been caused. It may be conceived as produced by God (Rom. xi. ff., 

comp. Jchn xii. 89 f.; Acts xxvili. 26) just as well as by the devil (iv. 4, 
comp. Matt. xiii. 19), these two ways of regarding it not being contradic- 

tory to each other. The aorist denotes the hardness of heart which set in 
later after their intercourse with Moses, but in connection with the insight 
then rendered impossible to them. T[emépwrac would have meant something 
else. On vofuara, thoughts, the products of the voic, of the exercise of the 
theoretic and practical reason, which, through the hardness of heart, become 

inaccesible to, and insusceptible of, the perception of the divine, comp. on 

Phil. iv. 7. —ayp: yap x.r.4.] A proof, in accordance with experience, for 

what was just suid érwpidn x.7.2. — 1d avTd xdAvupa Ent x.7.A.] The same ceil 
is, of course, to be understood, not of material identity, but symbolically 
of the likeness of the spiritual hindrance. Without figure the meaning is : 
the same incapacity for recognizing the end of the Mosaic ministry, which was 

produced among them then by the ceil of Moses, remains with them to this day 

when the Old Corenant is read, — éxi r9 avayvoce:] Paul conceives the public 

reading of the O. T. every Sabbath (Acts xv. 21) as overlaid with the veil 

hindering knowledge ; still we need not assume, with Wolf, Michaelis, 
Semlcr, and others, a reference to the mo (see Lakemacher, Obss. III. p. 

209 ff.) with which the Jews veiled themselves at the reading of the law 
and at prayer, because otherwise Paul must have made the veil fall on the 
countenanccs of the Jews, and not on the public reading. But he has con- 

ceived to himself the matter so, that the public reading takes place under 
the veil enwrapping this act, so that in this reading the Jews remain shut 
out from insight into the new covenant. Vv. 13 and 15 preclude us from 
abandoning the local signification of ézi, on. The explanation, ‘‘ when there 
4s public reading” (Hofmann), confuses the meaning with the sensuous, but 
in relation to the context appropriate, form of presenting it. —ri¢ mad. 
diad7xn¢] For when the law of Moses is publicly read, there is read the old 

covenant (comp. on ver. 6) therein sect forth. This is the contents of the 
public reading. Comp. ver. 15: advay:vioxeras Muito. "H wad. dad. does 

not mean the books of the O. T., as is here usually supposed. — py avaxadvr- 
rouevov, ore év X. xarapyeitac] These words in themselves admit of two ex- 
planations ; the first refers the participle and xarapyeira: to ré xéAvupa, and 

takes dr: in the sense of because, as specifying the ground of the 7 avexaa. 
(so most of the older expositors, and recently Fritzsche, Billroth, Schrader, 

Olshausen, de Wette, Neander, Hofmann, comp. Ewald) : «without being 

uncotered, because it is annihilated in Christ (the veil), but Christ is not 

preached to them. On dvaxadirrev xdAvupa, to uncorcer a ceil, comp. LXX. 

Deut. xxii. 80 : ob« avaxaAbwar ovyxdAvuua tov rarpéc. But against this view 
(a) xarapyeirac seems decisive, which, according to the context (see vv. 11, 

18), cannot apply to the taking away of the veil, but only to the abolition 
of the Mosaic ministry, or according to the connection of ver. 14, to the 
abolition of the old covenant, which is the object of the Mosaic ministry 

the eyes so blind (rvddoi), and the thoughts of the understanding so lame (xnpoi)?" Here 
aypot is a figurative expression for weakness. 
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(comp. also Rom. iii. 81; Eph. ii. 15) ; and hence Paul, ver. 16, does not 

use xarapyeira: of the removal of the veil, but zepcacpeira:, which signifies the 

same thing as avaxaAirrera. (0) If pu?) avaxadurréuevov were to refer to rd abr 
xéAvupa, then xéavuza in the contrast introduced by a44é in ver. 15 would 
necessarily be the same veil, of which jp avaxaAiwr. would be here said, and 

Paul must therefore at ver. 15 have written rd xdéAvupa with the article. 
Hence the second method of explanation’ is to be preferred, according to 
which the participle is taken absolutely, and 57: as that, while xarapyeira: is 
referred to the rad. dcaOfxn, thus: while it is not disclosed (unteiled),* it re- 
mains hidden from the Jews, that in Christ the old covenant is done away, 
that in Christ—in His appearance and in His work—the abolition of the 
Old Covenant takes place (Rom. x. 4 ; Col. ii. 14). The whole is thus a 
more precise practical definition of the previous 1d aird xdAuuya . . . pbvet. 
This absolute appositional use of the neuter participle (to be regarded as 
accusative, though viewed by Hermann and others as nominative) is a cur- 

rent Greck idiom in impersonal phrases. See Hermann, ad Viger. p. 769 ; 
Bernhardy, p. 471; Kriger, § lvi. 9. 5; Maetzner, ad Antiph. p. 176. 
Hence Rickert is without reason in referring yp) avaxa2brr. to rd KdAvupa, and 
yet understanding 67: as that and xarapyeirac of the Old Covenant, whereby 
the unwarranted importation of a thought becomes necessary, namely, to 

this effect : ‘‘the same veil rests on the reading of the O. T. and is not up- 
lifted, so that it (the people) might perceive that it (the O. T.) has its end 
in Christ.” Luther's translation (comp. Erasmus, Beza, and Heumann) 

follows the reading 6,rz (Elzevir), which Scholz also has again taken 

up. (H*) This 4,7: would have to be explained as guippe quod (velamen), and 
would give from the nature of the veil (Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 80) 

the information why it remains unlifted,—an interpretation, however, which 
would only be compatible with the jirst view given above, and even with 
that would be unnecessary. —xarapycira:] present; for the fact, that in 

Christ the Old Covenant is abolished, is laid down in theoretical form as aon 

article of faith, as a truth which remains veiled from the Jews so long as 

they are not converted to Christ (ver. 16). 

Ver. 15. 'A22’] opposite of the 4) avaxa?., rt ¢v X. xarapy., but no longer 
connected with yép, ver. 14 (Hofmann), since the apostle does not again mean 

the particular veil (that of Moses) to which the confirmatory clause introduced 
with ydp, ver. 14, referred. It is not disclosed, that, ctc. ; till to-day, on the 

contrary, there lies a ceil, etc. ; till to-day, whenever (av, in whatsoever case) 

Moses is publicly read, their insight (comp. previously éxwpdOn, etc.) is hin- 
dered and prevented. The figurative expression does not again represent the 
veil of Moses, for otherwise 7) xdAvupza must necessarily (in opposition to Hof- 

180 among the older commentators Cas- 
talio, and recently Kypke, Flatt, Oslander, 

Mailer; comp. also Krummel, who, how- 

ever, mentally supplies ‘by all teachers cf 

the law.” 

* Very naturally and suitably Paul chose 
the word avaxadA., not aroxad, (in opposition 

to de Wetto’s objection), since he has to do 

with the conception of a caAvpua that re- 
mains. The veil remains, since it is not 
unveiled that, etc. In this way the explana- 
tory expression is quite tn keeping with the 
figure itself. Besides, avaxaAvrreay was com- 

mon enough in the sense of to make mant- 
Set, to make known (Tob. xil. 7,11; Polyb. 
iv. 8. 6). 
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mann) have been used, but generally a veil, and that one placed over (ézi 
with acc.) the heart (here regarded as the centre of the practical intelli- 

gence, comp. iv. 6; Rom. i. 21 ; and see on Eph. i. 18 ; Krumn, de not. 
psych. P. p. 50; Delitzsch, Psychol. p. 248 f. ; Hahn, Theol. d. N. T.I. p. 
460) of the hearers. (1*) The impersonal p7 avaxaAvurréu. of ver. 14 induced the 
apostle very naturally and with logical suitableness, not to use again in the 
contrast of ver. 15, with its emphatic stress laid on the point éw¢ ofpepor, 
that historical image of the veil of Moses, but to express the conception gen- 
erally of a veil hindering perception (lying on the heart). The same thing, 

therefore, is expressed in two forms of one figure ; the first form gives the 
figure historically (the veil of Moses on the avdywwore r. wad. diaO.) ; the 

second form, apart from that historical reference, gives it as moulded by the 

apostle’s own vivid imagination (a veil upon the heart at the public reading). 
Fritzsche (comp. Al. Morus in Wolf) assumes that Paul imagines to him- 
self treo veils, one on the public reading of the Old Covenant, the other on 
the hearers’ own hearts, by which he wishes to mark the high degree of 

their inaptitude for perceiving. But, in order to be understood, and in 

keeping with a state of things so peculiar, he must have brought this out 
definitely and emphatically, and have at least written in ver. 15: ’AA”’... 
Mwiojc, cat Exi tiv xapdlav aitév xéAvpua xeitac. —fvixa] at the hour when, 

quando, after Hom. Od. xxii. 198 frequent in the classic writers, but in the 

N. T. only here and at ver. 16. Often used in the Apocrypha and the LXX, 
also at Ex. xxxiv. 34 ; and perhaps the word was suggested by the recol- 
lection of this passage. — On avayivdox. Mute. comp. Acts xv. 21. 

Ver. 16. When, however, it shall hace turned to the Lord, shall have come 

to believe on Christ, the veil, which lies on their heart (ver. 15), is taken 

away ; 1.e., when Moses is read before them, it will no longer remain un- 
perceived by them that the Old Covenant ceases in Christ. The sulject to 
exioTpéwy 18 4 Kapdia avroyv, ver. 15 (Luther in the gloss, Beza, Grotius, Ben- 

gel, and several others, including Billroth, Olshausen, de Wette, Hofmann), .- 

not 6 ’Icpaia (Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylact, Pelagius, Erasmus, and 

many others, including Osiander), nor Mwioge (Calvin, Estius),? nor the 

general ric (Origen, Storr, Flatt).—The common supposition, that in ver. 
16 there is an allegorical reference to Moses, who, returning from the people 
to God, conversed unveiled with God (Ex. xxxiv. 34), is in itself probable 
from the context, and is confirmed even by the choice of the words (Ex. l.e.: | 
yvixa & av eicetopebero M. Evavte xupiov... Tepigpeito ro néAvupa), 

though the same veil with which Moses was veiled (7d aid xd4., ver. 14) is 
no longer spoken of, but a veil on the hearts of the Jews.— jvixa with dv 
and the subjunctive aorist? denotes : then, when it shall hace turned (Luther 
wrongly : when it turned itsclf), and that as something conccived, thought 

1 Calvin thinks that Moses is here tanta- 

mount in meaning to the /aw, and that the 

says: ‘‘Moses conversus ad Dominum 

atque retectam habens faclem, typum 

sense is: When the law is referred to 
Christ, when Christ is sought In the law by 
the Jews, then will the truth dawn upon 

them. Estius, who refers xcvpiov to God, 

gessit popull Christian! ad Deum conversi 
et revelata cordis facie salutis mysteria 

contemplantis.” 

2 See Ellendt, Lex. Soph. I. p. 778. 
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of, not as an unconditioned fact. The srpd¢ xbpcov, however, docs not affirm : 
to God, who is now revealed in the Lord (Hofmann), but, in simple accord- 

ance with éy Xpiorg of ver. 15: to Christ. The conversion of Israel which 
Paul has in view is, now that it is wholly relegated to the experience of the 
future, the conversion as a whole, Rom. xi. 25. It was, however, obvious of 
itself that what is affirmed finds its application to all individual cases which 

. had already occurred and were still to be expected. — repiazp. has the em- 

phasis, both of its important position at the head of the clause (removed is the 
veil) and of the future realized as present. The passive is all the more to be 
retained, sceing that the subject of éz:orp. is the heart, the sense of self-lib- 
eration (Hofmann) may not be imported on account of Ex. xxxiv. 84. The 

conversion and deliverance of Isracl is God's work. Sce ver. 17 and Rom. 
xi. 26 f. The compound corresponds to the conception of the veil covering 

the heart round about. Comp. Plato, Polit. p. 288 E: dépyara owpdétwv 
reptatpovaa, Dem, 125, 26 : mwepreiAe ra treiyn, 802, 5 : wepenpytat Toi¢ orepdvove, 

Judith x. 8: rév ad«xov, Bar. iv. 34, vi. 58 ; Acts xxvii. 40. 

Ver. 17. Remark giving information regarding what is asserted in ver. 16. 
— dé, [the German] aber, appends not something of contrast, i.c. to Moses, 
who is the letter (Hofmann), but a clause elucidating what was just said, 

weptaip. Td xad.,' equivalent to namely. See Hermann, ad. Viger. p. 845 ; 

Hartung, Partikell. I. p. 167. Riickert (comp. de Wette) is of a different 
opinion, holding that there is here a continued chain of reasoning, so that 

Paul in vv. 16, 17 means to say : ‘‘ When the people of Israel shall have 
turned to the Lord, then will the xéavuya be taken from it ; and when this 
shall have happened, it will also attain the freedom (from the yoke of the 
law) which is at present wanting to it.” But, because in that case the 
éAevOepia would be a more important point than the taking away of the veil, 
ver. 18 must have referred back not to the latter, but totheformer. Sccing, 

however, that ver. 18 refers back to the taking away of the veil, it is clear 
that ver. 17 is only an accessory sentence, which is intended to remove every 
doubt regarding the mepca:peira: 74 kdAvuya.? Besides, if Riickert were right, 
Paul would have continued his discourse illogically ; the logical continuation 
would have been, ver. 17 : ov d2 mepsatpeiras 7d KéAvuua, TO TvEdpa Kupiov EoTiv’ 

ov d2 7d wv. Kup. K.T.A. — 6 62 Kbptog Td rvEedipa Eoriv] 6 Kbptoc is subject, not (as 
Chrysostom, Theodoret, Oecumenius, Theophylact, Estius, Schulz held, 

partly in the interest of opposition to Arianism) predicate, which would be 
possible in itself, but cannot be from tho connection with ver. 16. The 

2 Bengel aptly says: ‘‘Particula aufem 
ostendit, hoc versu declarari praeceden- 

tem. Conversio fit ad Dominum ut spiri- 

tum.’’ Theodoret rightly furnishes the 
definition of the 8¢ as making the transition 
to an explanation by the intermediate ques- 

tion : rig 88 obros mpds by Sei awoBAdpat ; 
2 There is implied, namely, in ver. 17a 

syllogism, of which the major premiss \s: 
od} 88 rd wvetpa xvpiov, tAevdepia, ‘* where 

the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty ;" 

the minor premise is: “this Spirit he 
who is converted to the Lord has, because 

the Lord is the Spirit;’’ the conclusion ;: 

“consequently that «dAvyua can no longer 
have a place with the converted but only 

freedom." 
? For the most complete, historical and 

critical conspectus of the many different 
interpretations of this passage, see Krum- 
mel, p. 58 ff, 
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words, however, cannot mean: Dominus significat Spiritum (Wetstein), 

because previously the conversion to Christ, to the actual personal Christ, 
was spoken of ; they can only mean : the Lord, howeter, te the Spirit, i.e. the 
Lord, hoeecer, to whom the heart is converted (note the article) is not differ- 

ent from the (Holy) Spirit, who is received, namely, in conversion, and (see 

what follows) is the divine life-power that makes free. That this was meant 
not of hypostatical identity, but according to the dynamical ceconomie point 
of view, that the fellowship of Christ, into which we enter through conver- 
sion, is the fellowship of the Holy Spirit, was obvious of itself to the believ- 

ing consciousness of the readers, and is also put beyond doubt by the follow- 

ing 7 wvetpa xvpiov, And Christ is the Spirit tn 80 far as at conversion, and 

generally in the whole arrangements of salration, He communicates Himself in 
the Holy Spirit, and this Spirit is His Spirit, the living principle of the influ- 

ence and induelling of Christ, —certainly the licing ground of life in the church, 

and the spirit of ita life (Hofmann), but as such just the Holy Spirit, in whom 

the Lord reveals Himself as present and savingly active. The same thought 
is contained in Rom. viii. 9-11, as is clear especially from vv. 10, 11, where 

Xpworde and ré rreipa Tov éyeipavrog "Inootv and rvei'za Xpiorov (ver. 9) appear 

to be identical as the indwelling principle of the Christian being and life, so 
that there must neccssarily lie at the bottom of it the idea : Xporic 73 rvevpa 
éort. Comp. Gal. ii. 20, iv. 6, Phil. i. 19, Acts xx. 28, along with Eph. iv. 

11. As respects His immanence, therefore, in His people, Christ is the Spirit. 

Comp. also Krummel, J.c. p. 97, who rightly remarks that, if Christ calls 
Himself the light, the way, the truth, ctc., all this is included in the propo- 

sition : ‘‘the Lord is the Spirit.” Fritzsche, Dissert. I. p. 42, takes it : 
Dominus est ita Sp. St. perfusus, ut totus quasi 7d rvevyua sit. So also Riickert, 

who nevertheless (following Erasmus and Beza) believes it necessary to ex- 
plain the article before rveiza by retrospective reference to vv. 6, 8.’ But 

in that case the whole expression would be reduced to a mere quasi, with 
which the further inference ov dé 76 xvetya xvpiov would not be logically in 
accord ; besides, according to analogy of Scripture elsewhere, it cannot be 
said of the eralted Christ (and yet <¢ is He that is meant), ‘‘ Spiritu sancto 

perfusus est,” or ‘‘ Spiritu gaudet divine,” an expression which can only belong 
to Christ in His earthly state (Luke i. 35 ; Mark i. 10; Acts i. 2, x. 38); 
whereas the glorified Christ is the sender of the Spirit, the possessor and 
disposer (comp. also Rev. iii. 1, iv. 5, v. 6), and therewith Lord of the Spirit, 

ver. 18. The weakened interpretation: ‘‘ Christ , however, imparts the 

Spirit” (Piscator, L. Cappellus, Scultetus, and others, including Emmer- 

s Quite erroneously, since no reader 
could hit on this retrospective reference, 

and also the following 1d wvevpa xvpiov is 
said without any such reference. Paul, if 
he wished to express himself so as to be 
surely intelligible, could not do otherwise 

than put the article ; for, if he had written o 
82 xvptos wvevua éott, ho might have given 

rise to quite another understanding than he 

wished to express, namely: the Lord is 

spirit, a spiritual being, as John Iv. 24, 
svevua 6 Océs,—a pdssible misinterpretation, 

which is rejected already by Chrysostom. 
Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 45. We may add that rd 

aveuna is to be explained simply according 
to hallowed usage ofthe Holy Spirit, not, 

as Lipsius (Rechtifertiqungsi. p. 167) unrea- 

sonably presses the article, ‘‘ the whole full 
wvevua.’’ §8o also Ernesti, Uspr. d. Stinde, 

I. p. 222. 
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ling and Flatt), is at variance with the words, and is not to be supported 
by passages like John xiv. 6, since in these the predicates are not concretes 
but abstracts. In keeping with the view and the expression in the present 
passage are those Johannine passages in which Christ promises the commu- 
nication of the Spirit to the disciples as His own return (John xiv. 18, al.). 
Others have departed from the simple sense of the words ‘‘ Christ is the 

Spirit,” either by importing into 7d zvedua another meaning than that of the 
Holy Spirit, or by not taking 6 kfpioc to signify the personal Christ. The 

Jormer course is inadmissible, partly on account of the following ob dé ré 
xvebua xupiov, partly because the absolute rd rvevua admits of no other mean- 
ing whatever than the habitual one ; the latter is made impossible by ver. 
16. Among those adhering to the former view are Morus: ‘‘Quum Dom- 
inum dico, intelligo illam divinitus datam religionis scientiam ;” Erasmus 
and Calvin : ‘‘that 7d rvevya is the spirit of the law, which only becomes 
viva et vivifica, si a Christo inspiretur, whereby the spirit comes to the body ;” 
also Olshausen: ‘‘the Lord now is just the Spirit, of which there was men- 
tion above” (ver. 6) ; by this is to be understood the spiritual institute, the 

economy of the Spirit ; Christ, namely, fills His church with Himself ; hence 

it is itself Christ. Comp. Ewald, according to whom Christ is designated, 
in contrast with the letter and compulsion of law, as the Spirit absolutely (just 

as God is, John iv. 24). Similarly Neander. To this class belongs also the 
interpretation of Baur, which, in spite of the article in rd wveiyc, amounts 

to this, that Christ in His substantial existence is spirit, i.c. an immaterial 
substance composed of light ;* comp. his neut. Theol. p. 187 f. See, on. the 
contrary, Ribiger, Christol. Paul. p. 36 f ; Krummel, /.c. p. 79 ff. Among 

the adherents of the second mode of interpretation are Vorstius, Mosheim, 

Bolten : ‘‘é xipo¢ is the doctrine of Jesus ;” also Billroth, who recognizes as 
its meaning : ‘‘inthe kingdom of the Lord the Spirit rules ; the essence of 
Christianity is the Spirit of the Lord, which He confers on His own.” For 
many other erroncous interpretations (among which is included that of 

Estius, Calovius, and others, who refer 6 xbpcog to God, and so explain the 
words of the divinity of the Holy Spirit), sec Pole and Wolf. — éAcvbepia] 
spiritual freedom in general, without special limitation.* To have a veil on 

the heart (see ver. 15), and to be spiritually free, are opposite; hence the 

statement repracpeirat 7d xdAvupa, ver. 16, obtains elucidation by our éAevbepia. 
The veil on the heart hinders the spiritual activity, and makes it fettered ; 
where, therefore, there is freedom, the veil must be away; but freedom 
must have its seat, where the Spirit of the Lord is, which Spirit carries on and 
governs all the thinking and willing, and removes all barriers external to its 
sway. That Paul has regard (Erasmus, Beza, Grotius, Bengel, Fritzsche) 

to the conception that the veil is an outward sign of subjection (1 Cor. xi. 

1 Weiss also, 2i8t. Theol. p. 308, explains it 
to the effect, that Christ in His resurrection 
received a pneumatic body composed of 

light, and therefore became entirely svevua 

(1 Cor. xv. 45). But the article is against 
this also. Besides, the body of Christ in 
His resurrection was not yet the body of 

light, which it is in heaven (Phil. fil. 21). 
* Grotius understands it as libertas a vitiis ; 

while Rickert, de Wette, and others, after 
Chrysostom, make it the freedom from 

the law of Moses. According to Erasmus, 

Faraphr., it ts free virtue and lore. 
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10), is to be denicd all the more, secing that here what is spoken of is rot a 

covering of the head (which would be the sign of a foreign éfovsia), as 1 Cor. 
i.c., but a veiling of the heart, ver. 15. 

Ver. 18. The éevbepia just mentioned is now further confirmed on an 
appeal to experience as in triumph, by setting forth the (free, unrestricted) 

relation of all Christians to the glory of Christ. The dé is the simple pere- 
Bavixév, and forms the transition from the thing (AevOepia) to the persons, in 
whom the thing presents itself in definite form. For the freedom of him 
who has the Spirit of the Lord forms the contents of ver. 18, and not sim- 
ply the thought: ‘‘ we, however, bear this Spirit of the Lord in us.”? 
Flatt and Riickert are quite arbitrary in attaching it to ver. 14. — qyeic] 

refers to the Christians in general, as the connection, the added rdprec, and 

what is affirmed of jyueic, clearly prove. Erasmus, Cajetanus, Estius, Ben- 

gel, Michaelis, Ndésselt, Stolz, Rosenmiiller are wrong in thinking that it 

refers merely to the apostles and teachers. — The emphasis is not on wdvreg¢ (in 
which Theodoret, Theophylact, Bengel find a contrast to the one Moses), 

but on jueic, in contrast to the Jews, ‘‘ qui fidei carent oculis,” Erasmus. — 
avaxexand. rpoodrw] with unveiled countenance ; for through our conversion to 

Christ our formerly confined and fettered spiritual intuition (knowledge) 

became free and unconfined, ver. 16. After vv. 15, 16 we should expect 
avaxexa/vupévy xapdia ; but Paul changes the figure, because he wishes here 

to represent the persons not as hearing (as in ver. 15) but as eceing, and 
therewith his conception has manifestly returned to the history of Moses, 

whg appeared before God with the veil removed, Ex. xxxiv. 34. Next to 

the subject jueic, moreover, the emphasis lies on avaxexad. mpoodry : ‘‘ But 

ace all, with unceiled countenance beholding the glory of the Lord in the mir- 
ror, become transformed to the same glory.” For if the beholding of the 

glory presented in the mirror should take place with covered face, the re- 
flection of this glory (‘‘speculi autem est lumen repercutere,” Emmerling) 
could not operate on the beholders to render them glorious, as, indeed, also 
in the case of Moses it was the unveiled countenance that received the radia- 

tion of the divine glory. — r#v dégav xvpiov] said quite without limit of the 

whole glory of the eralted Christ.2 It is the divine, in so far as Christ is 
the bearer and reflection of the divine glory (Col. 1. 15, ii. 9; John xvii. 
5; Heb. i. 8) ; but xvpiov does not (in opposition to Calvin and Estius) apply 
to God, on account of vv. 16, 17. — xaromrpi{éuevor] beholding in the mirror. 
For we beheld the glory of Christ in the mirror, inasmuch as we see not 
immediately its objective reality, which will only be the case in the future 

1So0 Rich. Schmidt, Paulin. Chrisiol. p. 

124 f. 

2 They see Him therefore as the ovvdpovos 
of the Father (Acts vill. 56), as the head of 

the church, as the possessor and bestower 

of the whole divine fulness of grace, as the 
future judge of the world, as the con- 

queror of all hostile powers, as the inter- 

cessor for His own, in short, as the wearer 
of the whole majesty which belongs to His 

kingly office. Usually r. défay «vp. is taken 
as including in its reference the state of 
humiliation (see especially Calovius, de 

Wette, Osiander), the moral elevation, tho 

grace and truth (John i. 14), the lifting up 
on the cross, etc. This, however, is con- 

trary to the parallel with the history of 
Hoses, who saw the supernatural glory of 

God that might not otherwise be beheld. 
Grotius indicates the right view. 
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kingdom of God (John xvii. 24; 1 John iii. 2 ; Col. iii. 3 f. ; Rom. viii. 

17 f.), but only its representation in the gospel ; for the gospel is 7d evayy. ri¢ 

défn¢ Tov Xptorow, iv. 4, consequently, :as it were, the mirror, in which the 

glory of Christ gives itself to be seen and shines in its very image to the eye 
of faith ; hence the believing heart (Osiander), which is rather the organ of 

beholding, cannot be conceived as the mirror. Hunnius aptly remarks that 

Paul is saying, ‘‘nos non ad modum Judaeorum caccutire, sed retecta facie 

gloriam Domini in evangelii speculo relucentem intucri.” Comp. 1 Cor. xiii. 
12, where likewise the gospel is conceived of as a mirror, as respects, 
however, the still imperfect vision which it brings about. xaromrpifw 
in the actire means to mirror, i.e. to show in the mirror (Plut. Mor. p. 894 

D) ; but in the middle it means among the Greeks to look into, to behold 

oneself in a mirror. To this head belong Athen. xv. p. 687 C, and all the 

passages in Wetstein, also Artemidorus, fi. 7, which passage is erroneously 
adduced by Wolf and others for the meaning : ‘‘to see in the mirror.” But 
this latter signification, which is that occurring in the passage now before 
us, is unquestionably found in Philo (Loesner, Obss. p. 804). See especially 

Alleg. p. 79 Es pndé xarontpicainny tv GAAw civi tiv anv idéav f bv aot TE beg. 

Pelagius (‘‘contemplamur”), Grotius,’ Riickert, and others quite give up 
the conception of a mirror, and retain only the notion of beholding ; but this 

is mere caprice, which quite overlooks as well the correct position of the 
case to which the word aptly corresponds, as also the reference which the 
following eixéva has to the conception of the mirror. Chrysostom and his 
successors, Luther, Calovius, Bengel, and others, including Billroth and 
Olshausen, think that xarowrpifeofac means to reflect, to beam back the lustre, 

so that, in parallel with Moses, the glory of Christ is beaming ; 4 xafapa 
kapdia zac Oeiag ddéEne oldv te éxuayelov Kai xdtortpoy yiverac, Theodoret. (J‘) 

Comp. Erasmus, Paraphr., and Luther’s gloss : ‘‘as the mirror catches an 
image, so our heart catches the knowledge of Christ.” But at variance 
with the usage of the language, for the middle never has this meaning ; and 
at variance with the context, for avaxexaA, xpoodrw must, according to vv. 

14-17, refer to the conception of free and unhindered seeing. — rv abryy 
eixéva perauopd.| we become tranaformed to the same image, t.e. become so 

transformed that the same image which we see in the mirror—the image of 
the glory of Christ—presents itself on us, 7.¢. as regards the substantial 
meaning : we are so transformed that we become like to the glorified Christ. 
Now, seeing that this transformation appears as caused by and contempo- 
raneous with dvaxex. mpoc. r. dé. x. xatorrp., consequently not as a future 
sudden act (like the transfiguration at the Parousia, 1 Cor. xv. 51 f. ; comp. 
Phil. iii. 21), but as something at present in the course of development, it 
can only be the spiritual transformation to the very likeness of the glorified 

Christ’ that is meant (comp. 2 Pet. i. 4; Gal. iv. 19, ii. 20), and not the 

1 “xarowrpé., t.¢. attente spectantes, quo- 

modo et Latini adicunt specuiari, nimirum 

quia qui speculum consulunt omnia singu- 
latim intuentur. Sic Christiani attente 

meditantur, quanta sit Christi in coelis reg- 

nantis glorfa."’ 
2 Comp. Calovius: “Tila autem peraudp- 

¢wors neutiquam essentialis est, ut fanatict 

volunt, quum in substantiam Christi trans- 

formari nequeamus, sed mystica ef spir- 
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Suture 6défa (Grotius, Fritzsche, Olshausen would have it included). 

Against this latter may be urged also the subsequent xaOdrep ard xvpiov mveb- 
patoc, which has its reference precisely to the spiritual transformation, that 
takes place in the present aidéy, and the seguel of which is the future 
Messianic glory to which we are called (1 Thess. ii. 12 ; Rom. viii. 80) ; so 
that the present spiritual process, the xa:véry¢ Cuf¢ (Rom. vi. 4) and 
nvebuatog (Rom. vil. 6)—the spiritual being risen with and living with 

Christ (Rom. vi. 5 ff.)—experiences at the Parousia also the corresponding 
outward ovdofacfiva with Christ, and is thus completed, Col. iii. 4. — riw 

aurny eixéva] is not to be explained either by supplying xaré or eic, or by 
quoting the analogy of wapaxadciofa: rapéxAnow and the like (Hofmann), 

but the construction of uerauopgoiy with the’ accusative is formed quite like 
the commonly occurring combination of yeraBaAAev with the accusative in 

the sense : to assume a shape through alteration or transmutation undergone. 

See Stallbaum, ad Plat. Rep. p. 424 C. The passive turn given to it, in 

which the accusative remains unaltered (Kriiger, § lii. 4. 6; Buttmann, 

neut. Gr. p. 164 [E. T. 190]), yields therefore the sense: we are so trans- 

Jormed, that we get thereby the same image. — and dbEn¢ etc déEav] 1.6. 80 that 
this transformation issues from glory (viz. from the glory of Christ beheld in 

the mirror and reflected on us), and has glory as its result (namely, our glory, 

see above). Comp. ii. 16, also Rom. i. 17. So in the main the Greek 
Fathers (yet referring a7d dééyc, according to their view of a7d xvpiov rvei- 

patoc, to the glory of the Holy Spirit), Vatablus, Bengel, Fritzsche, Billroth, 
and others, also Hofmann. But most expositors (including Flatt, Rickert, 

Olshausen, de Wette, Osiander, Ewald) explain it of ascending to ever higher 

(and at length highest, 1 Cor. xv. 51 ff.) glory. Comp. ék duvdéuewe cic dbvapmey, 
Pg, Ixxxiv. 7, also Jer. ix. 2. In this way, however, the correlation of this 

aré with the following (ard xvp. mv.) is neglected, although for amd... 
et¢ expressions like avd Gaddconc eic O4Aaccav (Xen. Hell. i. 3 4) might be 

compared. — kaOdrep axé xupiov rvetuaroc] so as from the Lord of the Spirit, 

people, namely, are transformed, perapdpdworg yiverac. In this there lies a 

confirmation of the asserted 1) airjy . . . défav. Erasmus rightly observes : 

‘Sc hic non sonat similitudinem sed congruentiam.” Comp. ij. 17; John 

i. 14, al. Lord of the Spirit (k*) (the words are rightly so connected by 
‘““neoterict quidam” in Estius, Emmerling, Vater, Fritzsche, Billroth, 

Olshausen, de Wette, Ewald, Osiander, Kling, Krummel ; comp. however, 

also at an earlier date, Erasmus, Annot.) is Christ, in so far as the operation 

of the Holy Spirit depends on Christ ; for the Holy Spirit is the Spirit of 
Christ (ver. 17; Rom. viii. 9 f. ; Gal. iv. 6), in so faras Christ Himself 

rules through the Spirit in the hearts (Rom. viii. 10; Gal. ii. 20; Eph. iii. 16 f.); 

the sending of the Spirit,’ is brought about through Christ (Tit. ili. 6), 

6. According to John (xv. 26, xvi. 7, Christ 
also sends the Spirit, though not indepen- 

itualis ...quum ejusdem et justitiae per 

fidem, et gloriae per gratiosam communi- 

cationem adeoque et divinae ejus naturae 

participes reddimur.”’ 

1 The sender himself is, according to Paul, 
not Christ, but God, 1 Cor. fi. 12, vi. 19; 2 

Cor. 1. 2; Gal. iv. 6; 1 Thess. iv. 8; Tit. fil. 

dently, but in the way of Iinterceding with 
the Father (xiv. 16); comp. also Acts fi. 28. 

Hence there {s no contradiction between 
Paul and John. 
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and by His operations sercice is done to Christ (1 Cor. xii. 5). Here, too, 
the relation of subordination in the divine Trinity is most distinctly expressed.’ 
Why, however, is Christ here named xtpioc rveiyarog? Because that spir- 

itual metamorphosis, which proceeds from Christ, cannot take place 
otherwise than by the influence of the Holy Spirit on us. The explana- 
tions : @ Domini spiritu? and a Domino spiritu, i.e. a Domino qut est spir- 
itus* agree, indeed, with the doctrine of the Trinity as formulated by the 
church, but deviate without reason or warrant from the normal order of 
the words (comp. ver. 17, and see Buttmann, neut. Gramm. p. 295 [E. T. 

343]), in particular, from the genitive-relation which quite obviously sug- 

gests itself. Riickert hesitatingly allows a choice between the two erro- 

neous views. 

Norges sy AmeERIcAN Eprror. 

(B!) ‘ Written in our hearts."” Ver. 2. 

‘‘Anything of which a man is certain, or of which he has a conviction 
founded upon bis inward experience, may be said to be written on his heart, 
That the Corinthians were his epistle was to the Apostle a matter of conscious-~ 

ness. It was a letter which he could neither misunderstand nor be ignorant 

of” (Hodge). 

(ct) ‘* Such confidence.” Ver. 4. 

Not trust, as in the A. V., but confidence, and such as did not quail even under 
the eye of God. That it was as humble as it was strong, that it was in no 

sense self-confidence, is shown by the verses that follow. 

Ver. 6. 

The adjective here employed (kainos) has more than a temporal force like 

neos. The sense is, not an old and worn-out covenant, but one qualitatively 
different from all that had gone before, instinct with youth and energy ; nota 
written word, but a living spirit. 

The letter (the law) kills, (1) by demanding perfect obedience, which no man 

can render ; (2) by producing the knowledge of sin and guilt, and so of just 
exposure to God’s wrath ; (3) by exasperating the soul in holding forth to’ it 

the high standard of duty which it has no power or inclination toobey. The 

Spirit (the gospel), on the other hand, gives life, (1) by revealing a perfect and 

gratuitous righteousness ; (2) by revealing God’s love and awakening hope in- 

(pD*) ‘‘.A new covenant.’’ 

1 The qualitative interpretation of the 
genitive, like warnp oicnpu, 1. 8 (de Wette, 
** whose whole character or whole efficacy 
is spirit’), is inadmissible, because zvevpna, 

in accordance with the context, must be 

the Holy Spirit as respects the notion of 
subsistence (the person of the Spirit). 

2 Syriac, Vulgate, Augustine, Theophy- 
lact, Pelagius, Erasmus, Castalio, Calvin, 

Grotius, Bengel, and others, including 

Schrader and Hofmann. 

* Chryagpstom: cpa was xal évratda rd 
wveupa niptov cave: Theodoret, Valla, Luther, 

Beza, Calovius, Wolf, Estius, and several 
others, including Flatt and Neander. 

Comp. also Rich. Schmidt, Paw. Christol. 
p. 1%, according to whom Chris is here 
designated as xvpios mveipa. But he {s pre- 
cleely not so designated, but as «vpros wre v- 
wparos. 
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stead of fear ; (3) by transforming the soul through the Holy Ghost, so that it 
reflects the image of God. 

(e*) “ Shall be with glory.” Ver. 8. 

Meyer's reference here to the Parousia is wholly uncalled for. The manifest 
comparison is between the outward brightness of the temporary old dispensa- 

tion and the transcendent inward splendour of the new and lasting economy. 

What was a bright cloud overhanging the cherubim to the light of God's 

presence filling the soul ?’—The same remark may be made in reference to 
what the author says on ver. 12. There is nothing in the words themselves 

or the connection to lead one to think that the Apostle looks forward to the 
Parousia. On the coutrary, the reference is to the present superiority of the 

gospel and its ministry to the law and the ministry of Moses. 

(r*) The reason of Moses’s veil. Ver. 13 (note). 

It is not necessary to call Paul’s statement of the reason of Moses’s veiling 
his face a deviation from the account in Exodus. It is simply an addition, 

and there is no inconsistency in the two accounts. The veiling had both 
effects. It calmed the fears of the people, and it prevented their seeing how 

fleeting the brightness was, 

(a*) Rabbinic-allegorical exposition. Ver. 13 (note). 

There is no necessity of assuming that the Apostle was indebted for his lan- 
guage to any such method of interpretation. The words of Exodus xrxxiv. 33 
are incorrectly rendered in the Authorized Version by inserting till. The true 
version as given in the LXX. is, ‘‘And when he had made an end of speaking 
with them, he put a veil on his face.’’ The face of Moses was unveiled when 
he came fresh from the presence of Jehovah, and veiled only after he had de- 

livered God’s commands and the people had seen the glory. Paul declares 

that one object of this was that the people might not see the end (termination), 

the fading away, of this glory. Who has any right to say that this was not 
actually the fact? As Prof. C. A. Briggs says (Presb. Review, i. 566), ‘‘ The 

face of Moses needed a new illumination from the Theophany every time he 

addressed thg people from Jehovah. But the face of Christ needed no new il- 

lumination—the glory abode therein forever. The face of Moses was veiled 
that he might not be humiliated and the people might not be discouraged or 

rendered irreverent by seeing the glory gradually becoming fainter and fainter 
till it disappeared.”’ 

(a*) ‘* That it is done away in Christ." Ver. 14. 

Tischendorf and Westcott artd Hort read ér:, which Kling, Hodge, and Waite 

render because ; but Conybeare, Alford, Stanley, Beet, Plumptre, and Principal 

Brown, that, viz. ‘‘ it not being revealed that,’’ etc., as Meyer and the margin 

of the Revised Version. As a veil covered Moses’s face, hiding from Israel 

the fact that its glory was fading, so the open page of the Old Covenant, even 

while being read, was veiled, since it was not yet made known to the conscious- 

ness of these readers that that covenant (not of course as a rule of life, for in 
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that sense it is established by the Gospel, Matt. v. 17, but as a basis of ap- 

proach to God and acceptance with Him) is done away. In other words, the 

book was veiled. 

(r*) «A veil lieth upon their heart.” Ver. 15. 

The metaphor is changed while the word is kept, in order to show that the 

real hindrance is not in the book, but in the hearts of the readers. 

(3*) ‘* Reflecting as a mirror.” Ver. 18. 

This sense is adopted in the text of the Revised Version, but in the margin 
(which. is preferred by the American Committee) the better rendering of 

A. V., Kling, Hodge, Waite, Beet, and Plumptre is given—beholding as ina mirror. 

Stanley’s argument to the contrary, though able, is not convincing. 

(x*) ** The Lord of the Spirit.” Ver. 18. 

This rendering, although linguistically possible, is incongruous with New 

Testament usage, and therefore not to beadopted without necessity. Whereas, 

to translate ‘‘the Lord (who is) the Spirit” (Kling, Stanley, Brown, Plump- 

tre) gives the usual sense of two nouns thus placed (Rom. i. 7; Gal. i. 1, 3, 

etc.), and is in strict consistency with the immediate context. See ver. 17. 

There the Apostle had said, ‘‘ The Lord is the Spirit,’’ and here, he says, the 
transforming power by which we are made like Christ flows from ‘‘ the Lord 

who is the Spirit.” Hodge explains the phrase as meaning the Lord who is 

one with the Spirit, the same in substance, equal in power and glory ; who is 

where the Spirit is, and does what the Spirit does. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

Ver. 4. atydoa] A, 10, 17, 23, 31, and several Fathers have dievydoa: ; C D E, 

73, Or. (once) Eus. al. have xaravyaca:z. So Lachm. on the margin. Two more 
precise definitions to accord with the context. The avroic that follows (in Elz.) 

has decisive evidence against it, and is an addition. — Ver. 6. Aduya:] Lachm. 

reads Aduper, following A B D* ®* 67** Aeth. But the evidence of almost all 
the Versions and all the Fathers is aguinst it ; and how easily Aduyer might 

occur to the copyists through remembrance of the direct address in Gen. 
i. 3!— The omission of the following é¢ (D* F G 36, It. Chrys. and several 

Fathers), as well as the weakly-supported readings wc, ot7v¢, and ipse, are cor- 

rections arising from not understanding the sense. — rod @ect] Lachm. reads 

avro’, on no preponderating evidence. A change for the sake of the style ; for 

if it had been avrod originally, there would have been no uncertainty whatever 

ubout the reference, and so no reason for glossing it by rov eov. — ’Inood] is 

to be deleted, according to A B 17, Or. (once) al., with Lachm. Tisch. and 

Riick. — Ver. 10, rod "Inooit'] Elz. has rot xvpiov ‘Incov, against decisive testi- 

mony. — Ver. 12. 6 @dv.] Elz. has 6 uév Oav., against decisive testimony. — Ver. 

14. dtd ’Iqoov] Lachm. Tisch. Ritck. and also Reiche (Comm. crit. I. p. 351 f.) 

have ovv ’Incotv, following BC DEF G &* 6, 17, 31, Copt. Slav. Vulg. It. Tert. 
Ambros. Pel. Rightly ; the ody 'Incov appeared unsuitable in point of time to 

the resurrection of the dead. — Ver. 16. 6 éow9ev] Lachm. and Riick. read 6 tow 
fuov, following preponderating evidence, indeed ; but it is evidently a change 

in accordance with what goes before. — Ver. 17. After rapavrixa, D* E F G 31, 

Syr. Arr. Arm. Vulg. It. and Latin Fathers have zpécxa:pov xai. A gloss, which 
has crept in, of rupavrixa. Comp. Theodoret : dia rov wapavrixa édecke Td Bpaxv 

Te xa TpdcKaipov, 

Remark.—In the Codex Alexandrinus all from iv. 13, ériorevoa, xxii. 6 

inclusive, is wanting through mutilation. 

ContTEents.—Continuation of the theme begun in iii. 12 f. (vv. 1-6); 
relation of the external state, so full of suffering, to the glory of the office 

(vv. 7-18). 

Ver. 1. Ara rovro] Paul now reverts, it is true, to what had been begun in 

iii. 12 f., but had, owing to the comparison with Moses and the discussion 
thence arising about the hardening of the Jews and the freedom contrasted 
with it (iii. 14-18), remained without further elucidation, but reverts in 

such a way that he attaches it to what immediately precedes by d:4 rovro. 

Therefore, since the Christians are so highly privileged as was specified in 

iii. 17, 18, we become, in the possession of the office, which ministers to this 
Christian freedom and glorification. . . not dejected. — xabac 7Ae%6.] a modal 
definition, full of humility (comp. 1 Cor. xv. 10, vii. 25), to Eyovrec r. dtax. 

catr. : ‘having this ministry in accordance with the (divine) mercy imparted 
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to us.” The important practical bearing of this addition is aptly indicated 
by Bengel : ‘‘ Misericordia Dei, per quam ministerium accipitur, facit stren- 

uos et sinceros.”” — ov éxxaxovyzev] Lachmann, Tischendorf, [Westcott and 

Hort], and Rickert, following A B D* FG &, read éyxaxovyev (comp. ver. 
16 ; Luke xviii. 1 ; Gal. vi. 9; Eph. iii. 13; 2 Thess. ili. 18). But this 

appears to be a correction, since only éyxaxeiv, and not éxxaxeiy (which is 
here the reading of C D*** E K L), occurs for certain out of the N. T. and 

the Fathers and ancient lexicographers. Polyb. iv. 19. 10 ; Theodotion, 

Prov. iii. 11, Symmachus, Gen. xxvii. 46; Num. xxi. 5; Isa. vii. 16. 
Comp. éyxdxyorc, Symmachus, Ps. cxix. 143. Probably éxxaxeiv was at that 

time only in oral use, and came first through Paul and Luke into the lan- 

guage of ecclesiastical writings. It means, however, to become cowardly, to 
lose courage. Hesychius, 7dnudvycev' éexdxnoev ; Suidas, é&exdxyoa’ arryé- 

pevoa. The contrast in ver. 2 is not adverse to this signification ; for the 

becoming dejected through any kind of difficulties (with Pelagius, Theo- 
doret, Occumenius, Beza, and others, to think only of sufferings is arbitra- 

ry) leads easily to xpurra ric ataoyivnc, while bold, brave, unweakened cour- 

age disdains such things. Comp. the demeanour of Luther. Hence Riickert 

is mistaken in holding that, for the sake of the contrast, we must assume 
the general signification : to abandon oneself to badness, a signification which 
cannot elsewhere be made good for éyxax. or for éxxax. (in Polybius, iv. 19. 

10, évexdxnoay means, ‘‘they were lazy”). Chrysostom is in substance cor- 

rect : ob xatamixropev, GAAG Kal yaipouev Kat rappyoravéuefa. The opposite is 

the preservation of the holy avdpia (1 Cor. xvi. 13). 

Ver. 2. Contrast to ov« éxxaxonuev in reference to antagonistic teachers. — 
arecrapuebal we have renounced, we hace put acay from us, Comp. Homer, Jl. 
xix. 35, 75 ; Plato, Legg. xi. p. 928D ; Polyb. xiv. 9.6 ; and inthe middle, 

in this sense, Herod. i. 205, iv. 120, vii. 14 ; often in Poly. ; also Callim. 

Hymn. in Dian. 174: and 0 elxaro réOusa Tabpwr, Aelian, H. N. vi. 1: ra 

GxéAacrov Koitny arcizato wavtTezac racav. Regarding the aorist middle, aze- 

caunv, see Thomas M. p. 57; Moeris, p. 29; Kiihner, I. p. 817, ed. 2. — ra 
KpuTra THe aloxivyc] as in 1 Cor. iv. 5, ra xp. rot oxébrovc, the hidden things of 

shame, i.e. what shame (the sense of honour, rerecundia) hides,’ does not allow 

to come to the light. This is to be left quite general : ‘‘ All that one, because 
he 1s ashamed of it, does not permit to become manifest,” but, on the contrary, 
Kpugy xadbrre xapdia (Soph. Antig. 1239) 5 & xpbarecv dei xai cvoxidlew aioyv- 

vonévovg Kat épvipiavrac, Chrysostom. All special limitations, such as to secret 
plans and intrigues (Beza, Grotius, and others, including Emmerling and 

Billroth), or to the disfiguring (Calvin) or hiding (de Wette) of the truth, or to 
secret fear of men (Ewald), or to hidden, disgraceful arts of fleshly wisdom 

(Neander), or to secret means and ways to which the preacher of Chris- 

1 aicxvvy in the suljective sense (Plato, Def. ‘iil. 19 (‘‘ which brings disgrace," de Wette: 

Pp. 416: doBos éwi mpocdoxiqg déofias). See, Osiander, “shameful secrecy’), would 
espectally, Ecclus. iv. 21, xx. 2f., xli. 16. make it necessary to import the thought: 

Comp. Dem. 43, 6: trois éAevddpors peyiorny “if it becomes manifest." Zeger: ‘quae 
dvayxny elva: Thy Unip Tay mpayndtwvaicxuvny. manifestata probro sunt perpetranti." 

The odjective interpretation, disgrace, Phil. 
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tianity, who is ashamed of Christianity, has recourse (Hofmann), or even to 

circumcision (Theodoret), or to promises not made good (Chrysostom), or to a 
hypocritical habit (Theophylact), or even to obscoenas roluptates (Estius, Krebs), 

are without warrant ; for Paul proceeds from the general to the par- 
ticular, so that it is only in what follows, when referring more pointedly to 
his opponents, that he adduces particular forms of the xputra rij¢ aicxivnc. — 
phy wepim. x.7.A.] 80 that we walk not, etc. The apostle means his demeanour 

in the ministry. — dodowvre¢ t. Adyov t. Ocov] adulterating the word of God. 
Lucian, Herm. 59 ; LXX. Ps. xv. 3. It is done by alterations and foreign 

admixtures, Comp. ii. 17, i. 12. — rg gavepdoer tie aAnO.] through the mani- 

Festation of the truth (comp. 1 Cor. xii. 7), 7.6. by making the truth contained 

in the gospel (the truth xar’ égoy7v) public, or, in other words, a clearly pre- 
sented object of knowledge. The contrast gives a special occasion here for 
designating the contents of the gospel by 7 aA7Gera. On the subject-matter, 

comp. Rom. i. 16. — cvverdévreg éavrotg] The emphasis of the contrast lay in 

Ty gavep. T. aA. ; but, on the contrary, through nothing else than through the 
proclamation of the truth commending ourselves. But even in this ‘‘ commend- 
ing ourselves” there clearly lies a contrasting reference to the antagonistic 
teachers, who accused the apostle of self-praise (iii. 1), but on their part not 

merely by letters of recommendation, but even by intrigues (év ravoupyig, xi. 

3, xl. 16; Eph. iv. 14; Luke xx. 28) and by adulteration of the gospel 
(doAobvvreg rév Ady. r. Oeov) sought to make themselves honoured and beloved 
among others. Comp. 1 Thess. ii. 8, 4. Overlooking this, Riickert recom- 
mends for ovwor. the general meaning of laying down, setting forth, proving 

(Rom. v. 8). — xpé¢ macav ovveid. avfpar.]| mpég used of the ethical direction. 

The essential meaning is, indeed, not different from pig tiv ovveidgow mdavtuv 

trav avoporuy (for which it is often taken, even by Riickert), but it is other- 

wise conceived, namely : ‘‘ to every human conscience.” Comp. Rom. ii. 9. 

Note how Paul here ascribes to every man the capacity of moral judgment, 

and thus also the knowledge of the moral law as the propositio major of the 

inference of conscience. If now, however, refractory minds, through per- 
verted moral judgment or moral stubbornness, were unwilling to recognize 
this de facto self-recommendation made uniformly and without rpoowroanyia, 
the matter remained the same on the part of the apostle ; hence it is not, with 

Grotius, to be explained only of the ‘‘ benae conscientiae,” against the mean- 

ing of the words, — évwr. tov Oeov] applies to cvmoravrec . . . avOpdruv ; 80 
that this our self-recommendation is made in God's presence. This denotes 

the highest sincerity and honesty in the subjectivity of the person acting, 

who knows that God (rév rot cvvecdérog éxért7v, Theodoret) is present as eye- 

witness. Comp. ii. 17, vii. 12 ; Gal. i. 20. . 

Ver. 8. Against the assertion just made, aA/d rq gavepdoec THe GAnfeiag . . . 

Geot, it might be objected : ‘‘and yet your gospel is xexaAvypévov | is by so 
many not at all known as the GA#Geca ! Wherefore Paul continues, ‘‘ even 

if that were the case, still it is so only with regard to the droAAtpevoe. whom 
the devil has blinded, and hence cannot be urged against the former asser- 
tion.” — ei 62 xai gor xexa2.] In this admission the placing of gor: before 
xexad, conveys the meaning : but if even it is the case that, ctc. The figura- 
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tive xexaA,. was suggested by the still fresh remembrance of iii. 14. —- rd evayy. 
nua] the gospel preached by us, the Pauline gospel. — év roic¢ arodAvu.] 4.e. 
among those who (for certain) incur the eternal arddca. See on ii. 15; 1 
Cor. 1.18. é is not nota dativi (Flatt), nor yet quod attinet ad (Bengel), 
but inter, in their circle. Riickert takes it : in their hearts, on account of iii. 

15. So also Osiander. But against the analogy of ii. 15 ; besides, accord- 
ing to iii. 15, it is the heart of the aoAAtyevor, and not the gospel, which 
must be represented as the veiled subject. It has not at all reached the 

hearts of the persons concerned. (x‘) 
Ver. 4. A statement to establish the év roi¢ amoAAun. éort xexad., 80 that év 

oi¢ ig equivalent to dre év robroug (comp. on iil. 6): in whom the devil has made 
blind, ¢.6. incapable of the perception of the truth, the thoughts of the un- 
believing (vofuara, as in iii. 14). It is his work to make the unbelieving 

blind, as respects the bringing forward their power of thought to confront 
the light of the gospel ; and this his characteristic épyov he has carried out 
in the azoAAtyvevo: ; in their souls he has succeeded in his devilish work of 

blinding the thoughts of the unbelieving. Observe, accordingly, that the 
conception of the aoAAipuevoc i3 8 narrower one than that of the amora. Not 
with all azcoro: does the devil gain in presence of the preaching of the gospel 
his object of blinding them and making them amoAAtyevos ; Many so com- 

port themselves towards this preaching that they become believing and 
owl duevoe (1 Cor. xiv. 24 f.; Acts xiii. 48, ii. 40, 47; Matt. xiii. 8, 28). (a1‘) 
Hence rév aziorwy is neither aimless (the objection of Hofmann), nor is it, 
with Rickert, to be referred to a negligence of expression, so that Paul would, 
in order to round off the sentence and to make his opinion quite clearly 

prominent, that the aroAAipevos are the dzoro, have appended the apposi- 
tional clause ungrammatically and tautologically. Fritzsche, whom Billroth 
follows, takes rav amior. proleptically : ‘‘hoc effectu ut nullam haberent fidem.” 

But the proleptic use of adjectives (see on 1 Cor. i. 8) 13 nowhere found 
with the genitive of an adjective used substantively ; it must have run 
étigAwoe Ta vofuara Gtiora.* Comp. 1 Thess. iii. 13 ; Phil. iii. 21. Quite arbi- 
trarily, most of the older expositors (also Grotius, Wolf, Emmerling, Flatt) 

explain it in such a way that rov ariovwy fills the place of an apposition to 
év ow. Inthat case it must have run : év roi¢ amioroeg (see, especially, Borne- 

mann, Schol. in Luc. p. 178). According to Ewald, Paul has inserted the 
addition ray azicr., as if he meant thereby merely to say: ‘‘the Gentile 
thoughts,” because the Jews regarded the Gentiles only as the unbelievers. 
But such a reference would have needed all the more a precise indication, 
as the reader had to find in roi¢ amoAAvz. Gentiles and Jews, consequently in 
tov arior. no special reference to the Gentile character. According to Hof- 
mann, év oi¢ is intended to be the domain within which, etc., and this do- 

!Comp. Homer, Od. xx. 346: uynornpes = View, It appears as defectus fidei and the 
S@ TWadAas ‘Adjwn ... wapdeAayée vénua, devil steps in with his blinding, and makes 
Pind. Ol. vil. 183, xli. 18; Plat. Phaed. p.96 out of the dmicro: the viois rip aredeiac 

C; Lucian, Nigr. 4. (Eph. v.6; Col. fll. 6). As regards the con- 

3 According to Fritzsche, the unbelief ap- tents of the thought, therefore, the two 
pears as effect of the blinding, consequently views are not contradictory. 
as a refusal of belief, as areidaa. In our 
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main is in view of the preaching of the apostle the Gentile one, in which 
there has taken place that which this relative clause asserts of the unbeliev- 

ing. To this the context is opposed, which gives no justification whatever 
for limiting the azo//ipevoe to the sphere of the Gentile world ; they form, in 
general, a contrast to the ow{duevor, as also at ii. 15, i. 18, and to the qyeic 

aavrec, tii. 18, who are just the oufduevoc. Finally, it is to be observed asa 

mere historical point, that Irenaeus (Haer. iv. 48), Origen, Tertullian (contra 

Mare. iv. 11), Chrysostom, Augustine (c. adters. leg. ii. 7. 8), Oecumenius, 

Theodoret, Theophylact (also Knatchbull), with a view to oppose the dual- 

ism of the Marcionites and Manichaeans, joined tov aidvoc roirov with rav 

atioruy (infidelium hujus saeculi). —6 Oed¢ row aidvog totr.] the God of this 

(running on till the Parousia) period. On the subject-matter, comp. John 

viii. 44, xii. 31, xiv. 30; Eph. ii. 2, vi. 12 ; 2 Thess. ii. 9f. The devil, as 

ruling principle, is called god. Comp. Phil. iii. 19. Among the Rabbins, 
also, it is said ; ‘‘ Deus primus est Deus verus, sed Deus secundus est Samael,” 

Jalkut Rubeni, f. 10. 4, ad Gen. i. 27. Comp. the passages in Eisenmenger, 
Entdeckt. Judenth. I. p. 827, where he is called the strange god and the other 
god. There is not something ironical in the expression here (Olshausen), for 

that would be quite alien to the connection ; on the contrary, with the ut- 

most earnestness the great anti-Christian power of the devil is intended to 
be made palpably evident. Comp. Bengel. (N*)—elc¢ 1d ys) atydoae x.7.2.] 

Purpose of the devil: in order that the iwlumination should not shine, etc. 
For that which illumines docs not shine for the blinded.’ Hence it is quite 
unnecessary to explain avydoat, to see, or to have an eye upon (Luther, Grotius, 
Emmerling, Rickert, Ewald, Hofmann), which signification (more exactly, 

to direct the light of the eyes to anything) undoubtedly occurs in Greek poets 
(Soph. Phil. 217 ; Eur. Rhes. 793 ; more frequently in the middle, as Iliad, 

xxii. 458 ; Elmsley, ad Bacch. 596 ; Jacobs, ad Anthol. VIII. p. 338), but is 

foreign even tothe LXX. (Lev. xiil. 25 f., 28, 39, xiv. 56). Besides, the simple 

avyafev does not occur in the classic writers with the neuter meaning /ulgere 

(though the compounds xaravydZew and diavydfecv, which are the readings of 
several uncials, do so occur), but only in the active sense : ¢rradiate, illumine, 

ase.g. Eur. Hee. 637. — gurcoude] Wlumining, is found in Sextus Empiricus, 522. 
9; Plut. Mor. 920 D; more often in the LXX., in Aquila, Theodotion, and 

Symmachus. Without figure, the meaning is : in order that the enlightening 
truth of the gospel might not be known and appropriated by them. — ti¢ d6&%¢ 

tov Xptorov] The glory of the exalted Christ (comp. iii. 18) is here denoted as 

the contents of the Messianic preaching ; elsewhere (1 Cor. i. 18) it is the 

word of the cross. Both meanings are used according to the requirement 
of the context, and both rightly (Rom. iv. 25, v. 10, al.); for the déga is the 

consequence of the death of the cross, by which it was conditioned (Phil. ii. 6 
ff.; Rom. viii. 34, al. ; Luke xxiv. 26 ; often in John), and it conditions the 
future completion of the work of the cross (Phil. 11. 10 f.; Rom. viii. 34 ; Heb. 
vii. 25; 1 Cor. xv.; Col. iii. 3 f.). — d¢ éorcy eixdy r. Seot} for Christ in the state 

1 Hofmann very wrongly, since he him- words, objects that this explanation would 
self recognizes the lofty poetic turn of the _ require the (not genuine) avrois. 
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of His exaltation ' isagain, as He was before His incarnation (comp. John xvii. 
5), fully é popg) Seot and loa Se@ (Phil. ii. 6), hence in His glorified cor- 
poreality (Phil. iii. 21) the visible image of the invisible God. See on Col. 

i. 15 ; comp. Heb. i. 8. It is true that in the state of His humiliation He 
had likewise the divine défa, which He possessed xara rveipa dyiwotn'ne 
(Rom. i. 4), which also, as bearer of the divine grace and truth (John i. 14), 
and through His miracles (John ii. 11), He made known (John xiv. 9) ; but 

its working and revelation were limited by His humiliation to man’s estate, 
and He had divested Himself of the divine appearance (Phil. ii.7 f.) till in 
the end, furnished through His resurrection with the mighty attestation of 

His divine sonship (Rom. i. 4), He entered, through His elevation to the 

right hand of God, into the full communion of the glory of the Father, in 
which he is now the God-man, the very image and reflection of God, and 

will one day come to execute judgment and to establish the kingdom.— Aim 
of the addition: ‘‘hinc satis intelligi potest, guanta sit gloria Christi,” 

Bengel ; it is the highest and holiest of all, and of the knowledge of i¢ Satan 

deprives those whom he blinds ! 
Ver. 5. What his gospel (rd evayy. fuév) proclaimed, he has just described 

as that which is most glorious and sublime, namely, the défa rov Xptorcd, 
dc éorev x.t.A. And that nothing else than this is the lofty contents of his 
preaching, he now establishes, and that under an antithetic point of view, 
which (comp. iii. 1) takes into account hostile calumny. This antithetic 

aim so fully justifies the reference of the yép to what immediately precedes, 

and the emphasis laid on Xpior. 'I7c. as xbpiov, a8 well as the contents of ver. 

6, so obviously confirms it, that we have no warrant for going back with ydép 
to iii. 1, even if we include vv. 3-5 (Hofmann). — éavrove xnpicc.] In virtue 

of the contrast that follows (Kithner, ad Xen. Anab. iv. 8. 25), xvpiove might 

be supplied (de Wette and others, also my own view hitherto), and with 

this i. 24 might be compared. But since it was self-evident that he did 
not preach himself as Lord, and this could not be attributed to him even by 
his opponents, however much they may have accused him of selfish conduct, 
it is better (comp. Hofmann) to let the expression retain its quite general 
character : not ourselves, not our own persons, their insight, standing, re- 

pute, and other interests, do we make the contents and aim of our preaching. 
—kiptov] as Lord. In this lies the whole great confessional contents of his 
preaching, which absolutely excludes all desire for self-assertion ; comp. 
Phil. ii. 11; 1Cor. xii. 3. This xipiov also is to be left quite in its general- 
ity,*? so that the following tuév has no joint reference to it (Hofmann). — 
dia "Incotvv] This it is by which the relation of service to the readers (dotAore 

tyav) is conditioned. For on His account, not irrespectively of Him, we 
are your servants. Comp. 1 Cor. iv. 1. Todo the will of Jesus, and to 
carry on His work—this it is which determines us to be your servants, 1.¢. 

to do our labour for your service; only in this respect, in this relation of 

1 For it isthe Eralited Oneof whom Paul 2 The whole majesty of Christ (ver. 4) lies 
is tainking. Comp. Ernesti, Urspr.d. Stinde, in this one predivate. 

p. 212 f. 
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service to you, do we preach ourselves, which, therefore, is something quite 
different from the éavr. xypvoc. before denied. 

Ver. 6. Confirmation of the above, and not simply of the concluding 
words of ver. 5 (éavrot¢ dé dotAove x.7.2.), but of the entire ver. 5. For it is 

God who has bestowed on us such enlightenment, and for such behoof as is 
declared in ver. 6 ; how should we not be far exalted above the preaching of 
ourselves instead of Christ as the Lord, and how could we proclaim ourselves 
otherwise than simply in the relation of serriccableness to you, serviceableness 

for Christ’s sake !—‘‘ For God, who bade light shine out of darkness, it is who 

caused it to shine in our hearts, in order that we should make the knowledge of the 
divine glory give light in the presence of Christ.” Apart from this figurative 

clothing, the sense is : For it is God, the creator of light, who bestowed on us the 

spiritual light communicated to us, not that we might retain it for ourselves 

without further communication, but that we should convey the knowledge of the 
divine glory tg others in making this knowledge manifest to them in Christ, whom 

we teach them to know. As to the construction, i¢ is not to be taken as 

equivalent to otrag (Vorstius, Moshcim, Morus, Rosenmiiller, Schrader ; 

comp. Theodorct and Luther), nor is d¢ to be deleted (Rickert hesitates 

between the two), but éori is to be supplied, and supplied before é¢ ZAaupev 
(so, rightly, most of the commentators ’), not immediately after 6 ded¢ (Valla, 

Erasmus, Vatablus, Estius, Bengcl, Vater, Ewald), because it is only with d¢ 

ZAapwev that the important idea is introduced, and because Paul has written 
é¢ and not é¢ xai. On account of the é¢ x.r.A. that follows it is impossible, 

with Hofmann, to regard the sentence drz 6 Sed¢ as far as Adppae (‘‘ for it is 

God who... has bidden to shine’’) as a complete and perfect sentence. — 
6 eli Ex oxdrove dd¢ Adurpat] gui jussit, etc. Reminiscence of Gen. i. 3,* in 
order to prepare for the following é¢ ZAauypev x.7.A., which is meant to appear 
as analogous to the physical working of Godin thecreation. ‘‘Saepe compa- 
rantur beneficia creationis veteris et novac,” Grotius. The emergence of 
the light of the holy truth in Christ from amid the sinful darkness of un- 

truth (Hofmann) is not as yet spoken of ;. this spiritual fact only finds its 
expression in what follows, and has here merely the way prepared for it by 
the corresponding physical creation of light. — é may doubtless mean im- 
mediately after (Emmerling), see Heindorf, ad Prot. p. 463 ; Jacobs, ad Ael. 
p. 464 ; but in the N. T. it does not so occur, and here ‘‘ forth out of dark- 
ness” is far more in keeping with graphic vividness, for such is the position 
of the matter when what is dark becomes lighted up; comp. LXX. Job 

XXXVii. 15. — 6¢ Zapper ty Tt. xapd. ju.| This d¢ cannot be referred to Christ, 

with Hofmann, who compares irrelevantly Heb. v. 7 (where Christ is in fact 

the chief subject of what immediately precedes), but it applies to God. 
Whether 2apyev is intransitice (Chrysostom and most expositors): he shone, 

which would have to be explained from the idea of the indwelling of God 
by means of the Holy Spirit (John xiv. 28; 1 Cor. iii. 16, xiv. 25), or 

2Comp. also Buttmann, neutest. Gramm. supposes an allusion to Isa. lx. 1, Job xil. 

p. 388 [E. T. 895}. 22, or to some lost passage. 

2 Ewald, following the reading Adpuwe, 
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whether it is factitire: who made it (namely, ¢ac) shine (Grotius, Bengel, 
Emmerling, Fritzsche), as avar{7Aev is used in Matt. v. 45, and even Ady- 
mewv in the poets (Eur. Phoen. 226, and the passages in Matthiae, p. 944 ; 
Jacobs, ad Anthol. VI. p. 58, VII. -:p. 378, VIII. p. 199; ad Del. Epigr. p. 
62 ; Lobeck, ad Adj. p. 94, ed. 2), is decided from the context by the pre- 
ceding physical analogy, which makes the /factitice sense in keeping with 
the eizav Aduya: most probable. If the progress of thought had been : 
‘‘who himself shone” (Chrysostom, Theodoret), the text must ‘have run, é¢ 
avrd¢ édapyev. God has wrought in the hearts of the apostolic teachers, 
spiritually creating light, just as physically as at the creation He called light 
out of the darkness. Hofmann, in consequence of his referring é¢ to Christ, 
wrongly explains it: ‘‘ within them has been repeated that which took 
place in the word wzhen Christ appeared in it.” On the point itself in refer- 
ence to Paul, see Gal. i. 16. — rpd¢ guriopdy x.7.4.| for the purpose of lighting 

(ver. 4), etc., equivalent to rpdc rd gurifecy tiv yvdow x.7.A., in order that 

there may lighten, etc., by which is set forth the thought : ‘‘in order that the 
knowledge of the divine glory may be conveyed and diffused from us to 
others through the preaching of Christ.” For if the knowledge remains 
undiffused, it has not the nature of a thing that lightens, whose light is 

received by the eyes of men. — év mposdrw Xpiorov] belongs to mpd¢ guriopdy, 
but cannot be explained in persona Christi, i.e. in nomine Christi, as Estius 
explains it after the Latin Fathers, but it specifies where the knowledge of 
the divine glory is to lighten : én the presence of Christ. For Christ is eixaw 
tov Yeov, and Christians see unveiled the glory of Christ, iii. 18. He, there- 
fore, who converts others to Christ makes the knowledge of the divine glory 
become clear-shining to them, and that in the countenance of the Lord, which 
is beheld in the gospel as the reflection of the divine glory, so that in this 
seen countenance that clear-shining knowledge has the source of its light (as 
it were, its focus). Probably there is in év rpocdérw Xpiorod a reminiscence 

of iii. 7. The connection of év rpoodry Xp. with mpdc dwrioudv has been justly 

recognized by Estius, and established as the only right one by Fritzsche 
(Dissert, I. p. 170, and ad Rom. I. p. 188), whom Billroth follows, for the 
usual way of connecting it with rac défén¢ tr. Jeod (comp. also Hofmann : 

‘the glory of God cisidle in Christ”) would of necessity require r7# repeated 
after Yeot, since déza is not a verbal substantive like gwrioudc, and conse- 

quently, without repeating the article, Paul would necessarily have written 
Tic Tov Beov dbEn¢ tv mpoownr. Xp. (sce Kriiger, §§ 50, 9, 9, and 8). The objec- 

tion of de Wette against our view—an objection raised substantially by Hof- 
mann also—that the yvaorc is the subjective possession of the apostle, and 
cannot therefore become light-giving in the face of Christ, leaves out of 
consideration the fact that the yaar is odjectivized. Conveyed through 
preaching, the yvaa¢ of the divine glory gives light (it would not give light 

otherwise), and its light-giving has its seat and source of issue on the counte- 
nance of Christ, because it is this, the glory of which is brought to view in 
the mirror of preaching (iii. 18).—Note, further, how there is something 
clumsy but majestic in the entire mode of expression, mpdc. . . Xpicroi, es- 
pecially in the accumulation of the four genitives, as in ver. 4. (0‘) 
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Ver. 7 ff. The apostle now (on to ver. 10) turns to the relation which 
the outward position, seemingly quite incongruous, bears to so glorious a 
calling. This pertained to the completeness of his Apologia, and to him— 
even without special attacks of opponente on this side—it thus most natu- 
rally suggested itself! We must put aside the supposition that his oppo- 
nents had reproached him with his bodily weakness and persecutions (see, 
especially, Calvin, Estius, Mosheim, Flatt, Emmerling) as testimonies 

against genuine apostleship, since such a reproach, which must have affected 
not him only, but the apostolic teachers in gencral, is in itself quite improb- 
able, and no trace of it is found in the whole of the following section. Still 
this section also is certainly not without indirect polemic bearing ; for Paul, 

owing to the peculiarity of his apostolic character, had borne and suffered 
far more than the rival Judaistic teachers ; and hence there was in the re- 

lation of his afflictions to his working quite a peculiar holy triumph for him 
over his foes. Compare the noble effusion in xii. 23 ff. 

Ver. 7. Aé] merely carrying on the train of thought : Now to-compare 
our outward position with this high vocation, we have, etc. — ray Yxcaupév 
rovrov| is referred either, in accordance with ver. 6, to the light kindled by God == 

in the heart (Grotius, Flatt, Riickert, and others), or to the ministerium evan- — 

gelit (Calvin, Estius, Bengel, Emmerling, and others). According to ver. 

6, the inward divine enlightening (xpo¢ gutiopzov x.t.A.) is meant, and this defi- 

nition of aim (xpd¢ dwr.) embraces in itself the ministerium evang. — év oarpa- 
kivoic oxeveo] in vessels of day. {Contrast with Snoavpéy, because, for such a 

treasure, some more costly and lasting vessel seems suitable.| Corp. the 
opposite in Arrian, Epict. iil. 9: ypvoa oxeby, doTpdxevov dé Adyov, We may 

add that Paul, who, in fact, speaks here not of himself alone (observe the 
plur. oxeteorv, and ver. 6, xapdiacc), wishes not to affirm some special weakness 

of himself, but to say generally : Though we have so glorious a trust, yet is 

our body, the outward organ of our working, subject to the lot of being easily de- 

structible. Following Chrysostom, Theophylact, and Theodoret, most com- 
mentators have rightly found in oxeteorv a figurative designation of the body; = 
while Billroth and Riickert, following Estius, Calovius, Wolf, and others, 

understand the whole personality. Against the latter view we may urge as 
well the characteristic dorpaxivorc, which can refer only to the corporeal part i 

(comp. Gen. ii. 7; 1 Cor. xv. 47), as also ver. 16 and v. 1 ff. For examples 

of the use of dcrpdxivov oxevoc ' for the easily destructible corporcality (as Ar- 
temidorus, vi. 25 : Yavarov pay yap eixétug éohuatve TH yvvacni 70 Elvae Ev doTpakiry 

oxetver), see Wetstein. —iva 4 tiepfBorn x.t.A.] The design of God in this, 
namely, in order that the abundant fulness of power, which comes to be ap- 

plied, namely, in our ministry working xpd¢ dwriopdv x.7.A., ver. 6, in spite 

of all sufferings and persecutions (sce what follows), may appear as the prop- 
erty of God, and not as proceeding from us. The context furnishes that spe- 

cial reference of the irepGoAn t7¢ dvvau. The opposite of the conception of 

trepBody is tAAeci¢ (Plato, Protag, 356 A, Def. p. 415 A, al.).— nai up é& 

1 To this category does not belong Plato, hy Osiander, but there the body is figura- 
Phaedr. p. 250.C, which passage iscompared __ tively presented as muesel (Gorpeoy). 
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hua] Kat pH husic vouloueda xaropdor iE avTdy ti, GAAd mavreg ol dpavrec Tov 

Beot Aéyworv elvac rd wav, Theophylact. — The 7 is to be taken logice of the 

being, which presents itself to cognition ; as often with Paul (Rom. iii. 26, 
4,19, vii. 18). Rickert denies this, but comes back himself to the same 

view by giving the meaning thus : God wishes to be the One, and to be rec- 
ognized as such, who alone, etc. The explanation of Tertullian, the Vulgate, 
Estius, according to which rye duvéy. is connected with rov Yeod, is against 
the order of the words. ; 

Vv. 8-10. A proof, based on experience, how this abundant power makes 
itself known as the power of God in the sufferings of the apostolic calling ; 
so that, in spite of the earthen vessels, vér. 7, the apostolic working advances 
steadily and successfully. — év ravri] having reference to all the first clauses 
of vv. 8 and 9, is neither to be supplemented by loco (Beza, Rosenmiiller), 

nor is it: inall that I do (Hofmann), but is to be left general : in every 
way. Comp. vii. 5 ; 1 Cor. i. 5 ; and see on 2 Cor. xi. 6. Comp. the clas- 
sic év wavrl xaxov elvat, Plat. Rep. p. 579 B ; eic¢ wav xaxod agixveioda:, Herod. 

vii. 118, and the like. — 9a:Bduevor x.7.A.] hard pressed, but not being driv- 
en into straits. [Pressed for room, but still having room.—Stanley.] Matters 
do not come so far as that, in virtue of the abundance of the power of God ! 
Kypke rightly says : orevoywpia angustias hoc loco denotat tales, e quibus 
non detur exitus.”’ For see vi. 4, xii. 10. Comp. Bengel. The reference 
of crevoy. to inward oppression and anziety (Erasmus, Luther, and many 

others) anticipates what follows. — aopobyevor x.7.A.) being brought into doubt 

(perplexity, where we cannot help ourselves), but not into despair. Comp. 
i, 8.? _— 

Ver. 9. Being persecuted, but not left (by God) in the lurch (Plato, Conv. p. 
179 A: éyxaradurety nat p) Bond7oa). [Stanley explains; ‘‘ Pursued in our 
flight, but not left behind as a prey to our pursuers.”] Comp. 2 Tim. iv. 

16 ; Heb. xiii. 5. Paul here varies the mode of presentation, since the con- 
trast does not again negative an action of enemies. Lydius (Agonistic. sacr. 

24, p. 84 ff.), Hammond, and Olshausen think that we have here the figure 

of a foot-race, in which the runner overtaken éyxara2ecirera: (see the passages 
in Lydius); but the figure would be unsuitable, since the runners have a 

common goal (1 Cor. ix. 24). Hostile persecution in general is meant. 

Comp. dtwyudéc, xii. 10 ; Rom. viii. 85 ; 2 Thess. i. 4, al. — xaraBaArdu. x.7.A.] 

Figure of those seized in the act of flight, who are thrown to the ground (Hom. 
Odyss. iv. 344, viii. 508 ; Herod. ix. 68), but not deprived of life. This part 

thus appears in 8 most suitable relation of climax to what precedes ; hence 
we should not think, as many do, of wrestlers in the games (comp. Plato, 

Hipp. min. p. 874 A). (P*) 

Ver. 10. Extreme concentration of all suffering, as of all victory through 
the power of God. In this rdvrore, corresponding to the év ravri of ver. 8 
and the aef of ver. 11, is with great emphasis placed first. The véxpwor is 
the putting to death, like the classic Yavétwore (Thucyd. v. 9. 7). In this 

1 There is no contrndiction between this ina definite relation. Here, however, the 
passage and 1. 8, where an actual egaro- mental attitude asa whole is portrayed in 
peiadaz is affirmed only of a single case, and __ single, grand strokes. 

| 
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case the context decides whether it is to be taken in a literal or, as in Rom. 

iv. 19, in a figurative sense. Comp. Astrampsychus in Suidas : vexpoi¢ dpév 

véxpwow eee mpayzatwr, Porphyr. de Abstin. iv. p. 418; Aret. pp. 23, 48 ; 

also arovéxpworc in Arrian, pict. i. 5. Here it stands, as ver. 11 proves, in 

a, literal sense : At all times we bear about the putting to death of Jesus in our 
body, i.e. at all times, in our apostolic motements, our body is exposed to the same 
putting to death which Jesus suffered, i.e. to violent deprivation of life for the 

gospels sake. The constantly imminent danger of this death, and the con- 
stant actual persecutions and maltreatments, make the véxpware tov "Ijcod, in 

the conception of the sufferer as of the observer, appear as something cling- 
ing to the body of the person concerned, which he carries about with it, al- 

though, till the final actual martyrdom, it remains incomplete and, in so far, 

resting on 2 prolepsis of the conception. On the subject-matter, comp. Rom. 
viii. 85 f.; 1 Cor. xv. 81; Phil. iii. 10. The gen. rot ’Incov, however, is 
not to be taken as propter Jesum (Vatablus and others, including Emmerling), 
nor ad exemplum Christi (Grotius, Flatt), but quite as in ra raffuara row 

Xprorod, 1. 5 ; and it is. altogether arbitrary to understand anything more 
special than the great danger to life generally involced in the continual persecu- 
tions and afflictiona (xi. 23 ff.),—as e.g. Eichhorn takes it to refer to wounds 

received in the apostolic ministry (Gal. vi. 17), and Riickert, here again (see 

on i. 8), to the alleged sickness, from which Paul had not yet fully recovered. 

The right view is already given in Chrysostom : of Sdvarot ol xadnuepivoi, dv 
ov xal } avdoraore édeixvuro. Comp. Pelagius. But r. véxpwow is chosen (not 
t. Ydvarov), because Paul has in mind the course of events leading to the death 
suffered by Jesus, which is mirrored in his own sufferings for Christ’s sake. 
— iva xal 4 Cun) x.7.2.] in order that also the life of Jesus, etc. This is the 

blessed relation supercening according to God’s purpose. Just as, namely, 
the continual sufferings and peril of death appear as the véxpwore of Jesus in 
the body of those persecuted, so, in keeping with that view, their rescued 

life appears as the same (4, which, in the case of Jesus, followed after His 

dying, through the resurrection from death (Rom. v. 10). The victorious 
surmounting of the sufferings and perils of death, from which one emerges 

saved as regards the body, is, according to the analogy of the conception of 
the véxpwore tov 'Inoot, resurrection ; and thus there becomes manifest, in the 

body of him that is rescued, the same /ife which Jesus entered on at His 

bodily resurrection. If, with Chrysostom, Cajetanus, Estius, Mosheim, and 

others (comp. Flatt and also Hofmann), we should regard the preservation 
and rescuing as evincing the effectual operation of the bodily glorified Jesus, 

there would be unnecessarily introduced a different position of matters in 
the two parts of the verse ; as the véxpwore itself is thought of in the one 
case, we must in the other also understand the Za# itself (not an effect of it). 
According to de Wette and Osiander, the thought of the apostle is, that in 
his ineradicable energy of spirit in suffering there is revealed Christ’s power 

of suffering, in virtue of which He has risen and lives for ever ; comp. 
Beza. In that case a moral revelation of life would be meant, and to this é» 

T@ oGpatt yuav (comp. ver. 11) would not be suitable. — Notice, further, how, 

in ver. 10 f., Paul names only the name ’Iyoovc, and how repeatedly he 
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uses it. ‘' Singulariter sensit dulcedinem ejus,” Bengel. As bearer of the 
dying and living of the Lord in his body, he has before his cyes and in his 

heart, with the deepest feeling of fellowship, the concrete human manifesta- 
tion, Jesus. Even the exalted One is, and remains to him, Jesus. A con- 

trast between the earthly Jesus and the heavenly Christ, for whom the former 

is again deprived of life (Holsten), is, as the clause expressive of purpose 
shows, not to be thought of. 

Ver. 11. An elucidation, and therewith a confirmation of ver. 10. — dei 

(comp. vi. 10) is distinguished from révrore as respects the form of the con- 
ception, just as always or continually from at all times. Comp. the classical 
aei dia Biov, Heindorf, ad Plat. Phaed. p. 75 D ; also the Homeric oi dei Seoi. 
— queic ot Covrec] brings out, by way of contrast, the aei etc Yavaroy rapadiddueda : 

we who lire, so that in this way the constant devotion to death looks all the 
more tragic, since the licing appear as liable to constant dying. We are con- 
tinuously the licing prey of death! The reference of Grotius, ‘‘ qui nondum 

ex hac vita excessimus, ut multi jam Christianorum,” is alien to the context. 

Further, it can neither mean: as long ase lire (Calvin, Beza by way of 
suggestion, Mosheim, Zachariae, Flatt, de Wette), nor : who still, in spite of 

perils of death, remain ever in life (Estius, Bengel, Riickert), which latter 

would anticipate the clause of aim, ivax.r.4. In accordance with his view of 
ver. 10, Osiander (comp. Bisping) takes it of the spiritual life in the power 
of faith. — rapadidou.] by the persecutors, ver. 8 f. —év r9 Svyry capal Hy. | 
designation of the cdza (ver. 10) as respects its material weakness and tran- 
sitoriness, whereby the ¢gavepwO7vac of the fu) roi 'Iycot is meant to be 

rendered palpable by means of the contrast. In év TG odpyars, ver. 10, and 

év ty Sunt capxi, ver. 11, there is a climaz of the terms used. Riickert 
thinks, wrongly, that the expression would be highly unsuitable, if in what 

precedes he were speaking of nothing but persecutions. It was in fact the 
mortal odp£, which might so casily have succumbed to such afflictions as are 

described, ¢.g., in xi. 23 ff. — iva xai x.r.A.] an emphatic repetition of the 
clause of aim contained in ver. 10, with a still stronger prominence given 
to the element there denoted by é r¢ odpuat: Hudv, on account of which éy r. 

dv. capxi judy is here placed at the end. There is implied in it a triumph. 
Comp. on the thought of vv. 10, 11, Ignatius, Magnes. 6 : éév up avdatpétuc 
éxupev Td arodaveiv cig to avrov (Christ’s) rao, rd CH atrov ove Eorew év Huiv, 

Ver. 12. An inference from ver. 11 ; hence the meaning can be no other 
than : Accordingly, since we are continually exposed to death, it is death 
whose working clings to us; but since the revelation of the life of Jesus in us 

goes to benefit you through our work in our vocation, the power opposed to 
death, life, is that which erercisesits working on you. 6 Savarog and % fw can, 

according to vv. 10 and 11, be nothing else than the bodily death and the 
bodily life, both conccived of as personal powers, and consequently the life 

not as existent in Jesus (Hofmann). It was death to which Paul and those 
like him were ever given up, and it was life which, in spite of all deadly 
perils, retained the victory and remained preserved. And this victorious 
power of life, presenting in His servants the life of the risen Lord, was active 
(comp. Phil. i. 22, 24) through the continuance thereby rendered possible of 
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the apostolic working among the Christians, and especially among the Corin- 
thians (éy iziv), although they were not affected in like manner by that work- 

ing of death. Estius (following Lombard) and Grotius (comp. Olshausen) take 
évepy. passively: ‘‘in nobis . . . mors agituret exercetur . . . ut vicissim 
. . . per nostra pericula nostramque quotidianam mortem vobis gignitur, 
augetur, perficitur vita spiritualis” (Estius). But in the N. T. évepy. never 

occurs in a passive sense (see oni. 6), and according to vv. 10, 11, 7 fu4 

cannot be vita spiritualis, as even Osiander (comp. Ewald) here again inter- 

prets it. Calvin, Menochius, and Michaelis find in it something ¢ronical : 
we are in continual deadly peril, while you are zn comfort. Comp. Chrysos- 

tom, who, however, does not expressly signalize the ironical character of 
the passage. On (7, vita frui, see Jacobs, ad Anthol. X. p. 70 ; comp. 
CHp Kat elvac, Dissen, ad Dem. de Cor. p. 239. But the context gives no 
suggestion whatever of irony or of any such reference of 4 wh (ipeic dé ev 

avéoe:, tiv éx tobrev tov xivdtver Kaprobpyevot Coty, Chrysostom). As foreign 

to it is Rtickert’s view, which refers the first half of the verse to Paul’s 

alleged sickness, and the second half to the state of health of the Corinthians, 

which, as Paul had recently learned through Titus, had considerably im- 
proved after a sickness that had been prevalent (1 Cor. xi. 80).—We may 
add that the first clause is set down without uév, because Paul purposely 

avoids paving the way for the contrast, in order thereupon to bring it for- 
‘ward by way of surprise. ‘‘Infert particula dé novam rem cum aliqua oppo- 
sitione,” Klotz, ad Devar. p. 356. 

Ver. 138. A remark giving information (dé, see on iii. 17) on # d8 Cup év byiv. 
For through the moreboyev, 6td nai Aacdovyer, is that very 1 Cun év tyiv évepyei- 

rac rendered possible and brought about. The connection of idcas is fre- 
quently taken thus : ‘‘ Though death works in us and life in you, we have 
yet the certain confidence that we too will partake of the life.” Comp. 
Estius, Flatt, Riickert. But in that case the relation of the two verses, 13 
and 14, would be logically inverted, and the participial clause in ver. 14 

would be made the principal clause ; Paul must logically have written : 
‘* Because, however, we have the same spirit of faith, which David expresses in 
the words, etc., we know,” etc. According to Olshausen, Paul wishes to rep- 

resent the thought that his career, so full of suffering, is a source of life to 
the Corinthians, asa living certainty wrought in him from above. But 
apart from the erroneous explanation of 4 dé Cui) év tiv, on which this is 

based (see on ver. 12), the very fact—the 7 Cun év ipiv évepyeirac—was some- 

thing consonant to experience, and hence Paul in ver. 13 gives nothing else 
than an elucidation consonant to experience. According to de Wette (comp. 
before him, Erasmus, Paraphr., who inserts the intermediate thought : nec 
tamen ob id nos poenitel evangelii), the course of thought is: ‘‘ But this scork- 

ing of death hinders us not from preaching the gospel boldly, since the hope of 
the resurrection strengthens us." In this way, however, he arbitrarily passes 
over the immediately preceding thought, 7 dé fw év tuiv, to which, never- 

theless, ver. 18 supplies an appropriate elucidation. According to Hofmann, 
Paul brings in a modification of the contrast contained in ver. 12, when he 
says that he has, while death works in him, still the same spirit as exists in 
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those in whom life works. But there is no hint of this retrospective refer- 
ence of ré avré (which would have required a ctv iviv or something similar) ; 

" and not even the thought in itself would be suitable, since his being in pos- 
session-of the same spirit which his disciples, in whom his life was in fact 
at work, possessed, would be self-evident, and not a special point to be 
brought into prominence and asserted by the apostle. This also in opposi- 
tion to Erasmus, Estius, Bengel, Schrader, and others, who explain rd airé : 
the same spirit, which you have. — rd avrd rvevpa rig Twiotewc] 1.6. the same Holy 
Spirit working faith, not: the believing frame of mind (de Wette, comp. 

also Lipsius, Rechtfertigungsl. p. 176), which is not the meaning of rvedyua in 
Rom. viii. 15, xi. 8 ; 1 Cor. iv. 21 ; Gal. vi. 1; Eph. i. 17. 1d airéis the same 
whichis made known in the following saying of Scripture, consequently the same 

as the Psalmist had. With this hero of faith the apostle knows himself to be 
on an equality in faith.' The riorse which the Spirit works was with the 
Psalmist trust in God, with Paul faith in the salvation in Christ ; with both, 
therefore, the same fundamental disposition of pious confidence in God's 
promise (Heb. i. 11). — xara ro yeyp.] in conformity, in agreement with whatis 

written. This belongs to xai jueic ricrevouev, for if it belonged to éyovrec 
(Calvin, Beza, de Wette, Ewald, and many others), airé would be superfiu- 

ous. — ériorevoa, did éAdAnoa] I have become a believer, therefore have I let 
myself be heard, Ps. cxvi. 10, after the LXX., in which the translation of 

ZI °D “APDRI is incorrect, but might be retained by Paul, all the more 
seeing that in the original is contained the idea that the speaking proceed- 
ed from faith? (I trusted, for I spoke). — xai jucic} we too, like the Psalmist. 
Hofmann, on the other hand, in accordance with his inappropriate view of 
76 aurTo wveiua T. w., Understands it : ‘‘in common with those, who have the 
same spirit.” — dd nai AaAovpev] on which account we also let ourselves be heard, 

are not silent, but preach the gospel. Through this it happens that 9 (a? éy 
djiv évepyeita. Seeon ver.12. Thexai before Aad. is the also of the relation 

corresponding (to the moretopev). 

Ver. 14. Hneouraging assuranes accompanying this Aadotpyev (not its con- 
tents) ; since we are certain that, etc. Comp. Rom. v. 3; 1 Cor. xv. 58. —4 
éyeipac tr. x. ‘Igo.}] Comp. on 1 Cor. vi. 14 ; Rom. viii. 11. This designation 

of God contains the ground of faith for the conviction about to be express- 
ed. — xal jude obv "Inood éyepel x. wapact. civ iyiv] This is usually understood 
of the actual resurrection from the dead, and of the presenting before the 
judgment-seat of Christ. And this view is the right one, partly because it 
alone is in keeping with the definite expressions, partly because it is in the 
highest degree suitable to the connection, when Paul here at the close of 
what he says regarding his sufferings and perils of death expresses the cer 
tainty of the /ast and supreme consummation as the deepest ground of his 
all-defying courage of faith. This amid all afflictions is his cxavyacVa: én’ 

4 There is ground for assuming that Paul 2 For the very different meanings given to 

looked on David as the author of Ps. oxvi., the text of the original (Hupfeld, Ewald, Z 

which no doubt belongs toa far latertime; have faith, when I speak). see Hupfeld on Ps. 
it was customary, in fact, to ascribe to  ocxvi., and Hofmann on this passage. 
David the anonymous psalms generally. 
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iAmide tHE S6Ene Tow Seot, Rom. v. 2. Paul, indeed, expected that he himself 

and most of his readers would live to see the Parousia (1 Cor. xv. 51 f., i. 

8, xi. 26 ; 2 Cor. i. 13 f.) ; but the possibility of meeting death in the dead- 
ly persecutions was always and even now before his mind (1 Cor. xv. 31 f.; 

2 Cor. i. 8, v. 18; Phil. i. 20 f., ii. 17 ; Acts xx. 25, 38) ; and out of this 
case conceived as possible, which subsequently he for the time being even 
posits as a certainty (see on Acts xx. 25), he expresses here in presence of 
his eventual death his triumphant consciousness 6r: 6 éyeipag «.t.A. Hence 

there is no ground for explaining it, with Beza (who, however, again aban- 

doned this view), Calixtus (‘‘ suscitabit a morte sc. illa guotidiana’”’), Schulz, 

Riickert, Neander, of the resurrection in a jigurative sense, viz. of the over- 

coming the constant perils of death (vv. 10-12), which, it is held, is a resur- 

rection with Jesus, in so far as through it there arises a fellowship of destiny 
with the risen Christ. This interpretation is not demanded by the correct 
reading oiv 'Iyood, as if this civ (comp. Rom. vi. 4, 8; Eph. ii. 5 f.) presup- 
posed the spiritual meaning. It is true that the raising of the dead takes 
place dia 'Ijoov, and has its basis év r@ Xpiorg (1 Cor. xv. 21,22) ; but Chris- 

tians may be also conceived and designated as one day becoming raised with 
Jesus, since they are members of Christ, and Christ is the awapyy (1 Cor. xv. 

23) of all who rise from the dead. The believer, in virtue of his connection 

with the Lord, knows himself already in his temporal life as risen with Christ 
(see on Col. ii. 12, iii. 1), and what he thus knows in faith emerges at the 
last day into objective completion and outward reality. — xal rapacrgoet ctv 
ipiv)] and will present us together with you. This is taken, according to the 
previously rejected figurative sense of éyepei, to refer to the presentation of 

the conquerors over deadly perils, or even in the sense: ‘‘and will bring us 
together again with you” (Neander, Rickert). But, according to the con- 
text, after the mention of the resurrection, it obviously denotes the presen- 

tation before the judgment-seat of Christ (v. 10; Rom. xiv. 10 ; Col. 1. 22 ; 
Eph. v. 27; Luke xxi. 36), where the righteous receive the eternal dééa (2 

Tim. iv. 8). With Christ they have suffered ; with Him they have risen ; 

and now before the throne of the Lord their ovvdofac3fvai (Rom. viii. 15) 

sets in, which must be the blessed result of their presentation before the 
Judge. Hence Hofmann is wrong in thinking that there is no allusion to 

. the judgment-seat of Christ in sapacr. (R*) Comp. on Col. i. 22. In the 

certainty of this last consummation Paul has the deepest ground of encour- 
agement for his undaunted working, and the presentiment of such a glorious 
consummation is made still sweeter to him by the glance at the fellowship of 

love with his Corinthians, together with whom he will reach the blessed goal 
unto eternal union. Comp. 1 Thess. ii. 19. Hence : ctv tiv, which is an 
essential part of the inward certainty expressed by eidérec x.7.4., Which gives 

him high encouragement. We may add that fhe iueic will be partly those 

risen, partly those changed alive (1 Cor. xv. 51 ff.; 1 Thess. iv. 14 ff.). 
Ver. 15. Ziv ipviv, which he has just used, is now made good in such a way 

as to win their hearts. ‘‘ With you, I say, for all of it is for your sake,;” 
there is nothing of all that we have to suffer and that we do, which is not 
related to our advantage. Comp. 2 Tim. ii. 10. écri simply is to be sup- 
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plied ; but rdvra sums up what is contained in vv. 7-13 (not merely ver. 
12 f). Christ’s death and resurrection, to which Chrysostom, Thevdoret, and 

Grotius make reference, did not form the subject-matter of the preceding 
context. — iva } ydpig tAeovdoaoa x.7.4.] in order that the grace, i.e. not only 
the divine grace consisting in the reception of the Spirit of faith (Hofmann), 

but that which is at work in all our victorious suffering and labouring, in- 
creased by the increising number, i.e. after it has grown in extent and influ- 

ence through the increasing number of those who beyond ourselves have 
become partakers in it, may make the thanksgiving, which pertains to it, 
abundunt (may produce it in an exceedingly high degrec) to the honour of 
God. There is a similar thought in i. 11; but in the present passage the 
thanksgiving is, in accordance with ver. 14, conceived as on the day of judg- 
ment. Note the correlation of ydpc and ev yaproriavy, as well as the climax : 

wAcovacaca 614 Tov wAetévuv and renicceion (1 Thess. iii. 12). On repiooeterv re, 

comp. ix. 8; Eph. i. 8; 1 Thess, iii. 12.—This is the construction adopted 
by Chrysostom (?), the Vulgate, Ewald, and others, including Riickert and 

Olshausen, who, however, refer dia trav m2edvev to the intercession of the 

Corinthians, which is not at all suggested by the context. Divergent con- 
structions are (1)‘‘ in order that the grace, since it has become so exceeding rich, 

may contribute richly to the glory of God on account of the thanksgiving of the 

increasing number,” Billroth, following Erasmus, Luther, Castalio, Beza, 

Calvin, Estius, Grotius, Bengel, Rosenmilller, Krause, Flatt, Osiander, and 

others. So, in the main, Hofmann also : (2) in order that the grace, since it 
has shown ttself so richly, may, through the increasing number, make the thanks- 
giting abundant to the honour of God. So Emmerling, de Wette, Neander. 

Both are possible ; but since d:4 with the accusative would express the con- 
ception, for the sake of, here unsuitable, the former construction would lead 
us to expect d:4 with the genitive instead of did tr. 1A. rw evyap.' (comp. i. 
11, ix. 12) ; and with both we fail to find in zAcovdcaca & more precise defi- 
nition of that by which the grace has become more abundant, a thing not 

directly involved in the connection (as in Rum. vi. 1). Besides, both are less 
in keeping with the symmetry of the discourse, which, in structure and ex- 
pression, is carefully chosen and terse—features seen also in the collocation: 
increased through the increasing number.”” These rizelovec are those who have 
been converted by the apostolic ministry, and in particular those advanced in 
the Christian life, who were just individualized by 60 tuac. 

Ver. 16. Acé] namely, on account of the certainty expressed in ver. 14 
(partly elucidated in ver. 15), in significant keeping with eidérec, and hence 
not to be referred back to the faith of the preachers, ver. 18 (Hofmann). 
—oix éxxax.] a8 ver. 1. The opposite of éxxax. is : our inward man, i.é. our 

morally self-conscious personality, with the thinking and willing vic and 

1 The position of the genitive, inverted saken the usual order, &a rv rer wAccdvey 
for the sake of emphasis, would have occa- «vxap., which would at any rate have like- 

sioned no difficulty according to classical wise made the rey waA.emphatic. He would 

usage. Thus, ¢.g. Plato, Rep. p.528 D,and have had no reason for resorting to that 
Stallbaum in loc., also, generally, Kihner, assumed hyperbaton. : 
II. p. 624. But Paul would hardly have for- 
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the life-principle of the rveiyua (see on Rom. vii. 22 ; Eph. iii. 16 ; comp. 1 
Pet. iii. 4), is renewed from day to day, i.e. it receives through the gracious 
efficacy of the divine Spirit continually new vigour and elevation, rq ziore:, 

TQ EAridt, TH tTpohpig, Chrysostom. But with this there is also the admission; 
even tf our outward man, our phenomenal existence, our visible bodily nature, 
whose immediate condition of life is the yy, is destroyed, i.e. is in process 

of being wasted away, of being swept off, namcly, through the continual 
sufferings and persecutions, paoriféuevoc, édavvéuevoc, prpia méozuv detva, 

Chrysostom, For though the continual life-rescues reveal the life of Jesus 
in the body of the apostle (ver. 11), yet there cannot thereby be done away 

the gradually destructive physical influence of suffering on the bodily nature. 
There is here a noble testimony to the consciousness that the continuous de- 
velopment of spiritual life is not dependent on the condition of the body ; 

but the view of Billroth, who finds in dvaxay. the growth of the infinite, the 

true resurrection, is just as un-Pauline as is the opinion of an inward invisible 
body (Menken), or even of a corporeality of the soul (Tertullian). On the 

point whether the inward man includes in itself the germ of the resurrec- 
tion of the body (Osiander), the N. T. says nothing. Riickert diverges 
wholly from the usual interpretation, and thinks that dd ot'« éxxax. is only an 

accessory, half-parenthetical inference from what precedes, and that a new 

train of thought does not begin till 442’ : ‘‘I have that hope, and hence do 
not become despondent. But even if I did not possess it, supposing even 
that my outward man is actually dissolved,” etc. Against this it may be 
urged that ovx éxxaxovpev, a2’ x.r.A. could not but present itself obviously to 

every reader as closely connected (we faint not, but), and that the whole in- 
terpretation is a consequence of Riickert’s erroneous exposition of ver. 14. 
Hence Neander also gives a similar interpretation, but hesitatingly. — On 
diagOciperat, comp. Plato, Ale. i. p. 185 A: dtapOapqvac rd c&pa. — The aA’ 
(at, on the contrary) in the apodosis, after a concessive conditional sentence, 

introduces with emphasis the opposite compensating relation ; see Fritzsche, 
ad Rom. I. p. 374; Niagelsbach on the Iliad, p. 43, ed. 2; Baeumlein, 

Partik. p. 11. —6 éowbev] the inward, inner man. Regarding adverbs in dev 
with the same meaning as their primitives, see Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 128 ; 
Hartung, Kasus, p. 178. — juépa nai huépa] day by day; xa? Autpav, rd ty 

juépav (Eur. Cycl. 336), in point of sense, for ever and erer, without interrup- 
tion or standing still. A pure Hebraism, not found once in the LXX., 

formed after 01%) OY; comp. OY Ov, Esth. iii. 4; Gen. xxxix. 10; Ps. 
Ixviii. 20. See Vorst, Hebr. p. 807 f. —avaxamotra:] Winer aptly remarks 
(Progr. de verbor. cum praepos. compos. in N.:T. usu, TI. p. 10), that in 
avaxaivovy, to renew, to refresh, the question does not arise, ‘‘utrum ea ipsa 

novitas, quae alicui rei conciliatur, jam olim adfuerit neene ;” see on Col. ill. 

10. Instead of avaxacvoiy, the Greeks have only avaxaiviZexy (Heb. iv. 6), but 

the simple form is also classical.—The confession ci nal 6 F{w x.r.A. became a 
watchword of the martyrs. Comp. Cornelius & Lapide. 

Ver. 17. Ground for the furtherance of this 6 fowev avexacvodrat futpg x. Hy. 
from the glorious eternal result of temporal suffering. — 1d yap mapavrixa 
x.T.A.] Jor the present lightness of our affliction, i.e. our momentary affliction 
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weighing light, not heavy to be borne, 1d viv éAagp. rig YAinp. and 1d wapdv 
ddagp. tae Aix. would each give a different meaning ; see Hermann, ad 
Viger. p. 783. For examples of the very frequent adjectival use of rapavrixa, 
see Wetstein, Heindorf, ad Plat. Protag. § 106, p. 620 ; Stallbaum, ad Plat. 

Rep. p. 558 A ; from Xenuphon in Raphel. Bengel aptly remarks : ‘‘notatur 
praesens breve.” The near Parousia is conceived as terminus ad quem ; comp. 
1 Pet. i. 6. — 1rd tAagpov riz¢ Ai. ] like 7d decrdv tov woAkuov, the horrors of war 
(Plato, Menez. p. 243 B), yaderdv tov Biov (Rep. p. 828 E). Regarding the 

substantival use of the neuter adjective, whereby the idea of the adjective 

is brought into prominence as the chief idea, see Matthiae, p. 994 ; Kiihner, 

IL. p. 122. — xa irepBodzy cig trepBodgr] is definition of manner and degree to 

xatepyélerac ; it works in an abundant way even to abundance an eternal weight 
(growth) of glory. In this—and how exuberant is the deeply emotional form 

of expression itself !—lies the measureless force and the measureless success 
of the xarepydélera. (s*) If, with Rickert, we sought to find in this an ad- 

verbial definition to aidvov Bdpoc (Rom. vii. 18), it could only refer to aidvor, 
and the notion of cidéwocg would make this appear as unsuitable. Rickert is 
further wrong in thinking that the expression does not seem to admit of a 
precise verbal explanation. But on xaf imepB. see i. 8 ; Rom. vii. 18 ; 1 Cor. 

xii. 81; Gal. i. 13 ; 4 Macc. iii. 18; Bernhardy, p. 241; and on eic brepZ. 

comp. passages like x. 15 ; Luke xiii. 11; Eur. Hipp. 989 ; Lucian, D. &. 
27.93; Gymnas. 28 ; Tox. 12 ; on both expressions Valckenaer, ad Eur. Hipp. 

i.c. —aidvov ingeniously corresponds to the previous mapavrixa, and Bapog to 
the éAagpév (comp. Plato, Timaeus, p. 63 C). There is contained, however, in 

Bépoc' the quantitative greatness of the défa 3 comp. Bépog rAobrov, Plut. Alaz. 

48; Eur. Iph. 419; Soph. Ajaz. 130, and Lobeck thereon. It is similar to the 

German phrase ‘‘ eine schwere Menge.” — xarepydferaz yuiv] brings about for us. 
The dé&a is conceived as requital for the dAiyie (Matt. v.12; Luke xvi. 25 ; 

Rom. viii. 17 ; 2 Tim. ii. 12, 13), and in so far as its effect, the production 

of which is developed in the present suffering. It is not merely a spiritual 
and moral dé&a that is meant (Riickert, who irrelevantly appeals to Rom. 
iii, 23), but the whole glory, the aggregate glorious condition in the Messiah’s 
kingdom, Rom. viii. 17, 18 ff. ; Matt. xiii. 48. — pu? oxomoinr. nu. x.7.A.] since 

we do not direct our aim to that which is seen, t.e. since we have not in view, 

as the goal of our striving (Phil. ii. 4), the visible goods, enjoyments, etc., 
which belong to the pre-Messianic period (ra émiyea, Phil. iii. 19) ; comp. 

Rom. viii. 25. Billroth wrongly understands the resurrection-bodies to be 
meant, which must have been derived from what preccdes, and may not be 
inferred from v. 1. The participle is taken as conditioning by Calvin, Riick- 

ert, Ewald, Hofmann : 7 being presupposed that we, etc. ; comp. Chrysostom: 

dy rév dpupkvev draydywper éavrotc. The 4 would accord with this interpre- 
tation, but does not require it ; see Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 301 f. [E. T. 

851]. The former sense, specifying the reason, is not only more appropriate 

1 Bdpos is ‘not distinguished from Syxos by Sycos thatof duik. The idea of durdensomme- 
the latter having always the idea of burden neseis in both words given solely by the 

(Tittmann, Synon. p. 158). The notion of context. Comp. on dy«os, used of abundant 
weight is always contained in Bépos,andin (fuiness; Jacobs, ad Anthol. IX. p. 1%. 
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in general to the ideal apostolic way of regarding the Christian life (Rom. 
v. 3-5, vill. 1, 9, 25; 2 Cor. iv. 18), but it is also recommended by the fact 

that Paul Aimself is meant first of all in yudv. On the more strongly em- 
phatic genitire absolute (instead of pp? oxomoice ta Brer.), even after the 

governing clause, comp. Xenophon, Anad. v. 8. 18, i. 4. 12, and Kihner 
thereon ; see also Kriiger, § xlvii. 4. 2; Stallbaum, ad Plat. Symp. p. 183 

B; Winer, p. 195 (E. T. 260]. With the Greeks, however, the repetition 
of the subject (judy) is rare ; comp. Thue. iii. 22. 1. — ra uy Brerdueva] Paul 
did not write ra ov BAetéueva, because the goods and enjoyments of the Mes- 

sianic kingdom are to appear from the subjective standpoint of the #yecic as 

something not seen.’ See Hermann, ad Viger. p. 807; Kihner, IT. § 715. 

3. Comp. Heb. xi. 7.— 1d yap BAnmépeva x.t.A.] Reason, why we do not aim, 

etc. — mpdoxaipa] temporary (Matt. xiii. 21; Mark iv. 17; Heb. xi. 25), 
namely, lasting only to the near Parousia, 1 Cor. vii. 31; 1 Jobn ii. 17, — 
On the whole expression, comp. Seneca, Hp. 59. 

Nores spy AMERICAN Eprror. 

(u‘) ‘It is hid to them that are lost.’’ Ver. 3. 

Nothing can be plainer than the doctrine of this passage. A man’s faith is 
not a matter of indifference. He cannot reject the (tospel and yet go to heaven 

when he dies. This is not anarbitrary decision. There is and must he an ade- 

quate ground for it. The rejection of the Gospel is as clear a proof of moral 
depravity, as inability to see the light of the sup at noon is a proof of blind- 

ness. Such is the teaching of the Bible, and such has ever been the faith of 

the church (Hodge). 

(a!) “ Blinded the minds of them that believe nol.” Ver. 4. 

The view of Meyer that unbelief precedes the blindness, that those who will 

not believe Satan blinds so that they cannot see, is scriptural, but is not 

taught here. Stanley gives the force of the genitive thus: tev driorwy = dore 

arioroug elvat. Paul had said that the Gospel was hid to the lost. This he ac- 
counts for by saying that Satan had blinded their minds. The blindness there- 

fore precedes the unbelief, and is the cause of it.—It does not seem necessary 

to limit the statement that Christ is the image of God to his state of exaltation, 

as the author does. Even in his humiliation he so represented God as that it 

could be said he that saw him saw the Father also (John xiv. 9, xi. 45). 

(nt) ‘* The God of this world.” Ver. 4. 

Satan is so called because of the power which he exercises over the men of 
the world, and because of the servile obedience which they render to him. It 

is not necessary, in order that men should serve Satan, and even worship him, 

that they should intend to do so, or even that they should know that such a 

being exists (1 Cor. x. 20). It is enough that he actually controls them, and 

1 Bengel aptly observes: ‘ Aliud significat adpara; nam multa, quae non cernuntur, 

erunt visidi/ia, confecto itinere fidel?” 
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that they fulfil his purposes as implicitly as the good fulfil the will of God. 
Not to serve God is to serve Satan. There is no help forit. If Jehovah be not 

our God, Satan is (Hodge.) 

(o*) ‘* To give the light of the knowledge.’’ Ver. 6. 

According to the author, the intention here is to give a reason for Paul's be- 

ing a servant to the Corinthians, viz, that God shined into his heart that he 
might give the light to others. But it agrees better with the coutext and the 

meaning of the words to view the brilliant passage as giving the reason why 

Paul preached the Gospel. The outshining of God in creative power so illu- 

mined the Apostle’s soul that he saw the divine glory in the face of Christ, and 

could not but set forth such majesty, excellence, and grace. 

(p*) ‘* Troubled on every side,'’ etc. Vv. 8, 9. 

There is in these verses an evident climax, which reaches its culmination in 

the following sentence. Paul compares himself to a combatant: first hardly 

pressed, then hemmed in, then pursued, then actually cast down. This was 

- not an occasional experience, but his life was like that of Christ, an uninter- 

rupted succession of indignities and suffering (Hodge). 

(Q') Paul's quotation from the Psalter. Ver. 13. 

In a footnote the author speaks of Paul as looking upon David as the author 
of the 116th Psalm. But, besides the fact that the Apostle does not say so, it 
may be insisted that even if he had spoken of it as David’s, it would not prove 

anything more than that he referred to it (just as believers have done for ages) 

as belonging to a collection which is called David's, because he was the chief 

author of its contents. As forthe quotation itself, Paul quotes the incorrect 

rendering of the Septuagint ; yet, as the author justly remarks, both the Hebrew 

and the Greek contain the idea which led the Apostle to make the quotation, 

viz, that speaking is represented as the effect and proof of faith. 

(n*) ‘‘ Shall present us with you.” Ver. 14. 

Certainly the idea of the judgment is foreign to the connection. ‘“Itisa 

fearful thing to stand before the tribunal of the final judge, even with the cer- 

tainty of acquittal.’’ The reference in rather tothe joyful, blessed presenta- 

tion before God, referred to so often elsewhere by the Apostle, See xi. 2; Eph. 

v. 27; Col. i. 22; Jude 24. 

(s‘) ‘A far more exceeding and elernal.” Ver. 17. 

The Rovision of 1881 gives this weighty and impressive verse in a rendering 

which is exact, and yet faithful to our English idiom. The verse contains the 

whole philosophy of the Christian view of affliction. It does not deny the re- 

ality of earthly sorrows or underrate their power, as did the Stoics; but after 
allowing them all their force, calmly says that they dwindle into insignificance 

when compared with the exceeding and eternal glory to which they lead. But 

this applies only to believers, as appears by the next verse, ‘‘ while we look,’’ 

etc. Afflictions have a salutary operation, provided that we look at the things 

which are eternal—look, {.e., fix our attention upon them as an absorbing object. 
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e 

CHAPTER V. 

Ver. 3. elye] Lachm. reads elrep, following BDEF G17, 80, and rivé¢ in 

Chrys. One of the two is hardly a grammatical correction, but simply an 
involuntary alteration of the copyists. Hence the preponderance of testimony 
is decisive, and that in favour of elye, which has the support of C K L ® among 

the unoials, and of almost all the cursives, as well as the strong weight of all 

the Greek Fathers. (The testimony of the vss. and Latin Fathers is not avail- 
able here.) — évdvodyevor] éxdvoduevo: is found in D* F G, Ar. pol. It. codd. in 
Chrys. and Oec. Ambrosiast. Tert. Paulin. Primas. Ambros. Marcion. Pre- 
ferred by Mill,' Seml. Michael. Ernesti, Schott, Schneckenb. Reiche, Osiander, 

and others. Recommended by Griesb. ; not adopted, but declared decidedly 

as correct, by Riick., comp. also Kling in the Stud. u. Krit. 1839, p. 611; 

adopted by Tisch. But éxdvo. is an old alteration, arising from the fact that 

évduc., od yuzvoi were not regarded as contrasts, and hence the former was found 

inappropriate and unintelligible. Lachm. and Ewald also defend the Recepia 

évdvo, — Ver. 4. After oxjvec Rick. reads rovvy, following DE FG min. and 

several vss. and Fathers. A defining addition. — Ver. 5. 6 dovc] 6 xai dove is 
read by Elz. Scholz, Tisch. against BC D* F G 8* min. and several vss. and 

Fathers. But comp. i. 22.— Ver. 10. xaxdédv] gavAov, favoured by Griesb., 

adopted by Tisch., is here (it is otherwise in Rom. ix. 11) too weakly attested 

(only by C and & among the uncials). — Ver. 12. ot] Elz. Scholz, Tisch. have 

ov yép, but against preponderating evidence. Addition for the sake of connec- 
tion, — cai ov] Lachm. reads «ai y) év. But “7 is only in B 8 and some cur- 

sives, Theodoret ; while éy is found in B D* F G & and some cursives, Copt. 

Syr. Vulg. It. Clen. Ambrosiast. Pel., so that 47 and év have not equal attesta- 
tion. #7 is an emendation, and év supplementary. — Ver. 15. el ec] Lachm. 

Rock. read cic, following far preponderating testimony. ¢ was inserted for the 

sake of a connection assumed to be wanting. — Ver. 16. ei dé cai] B D* 8* 17, 
39 have only ei cai. So Lachm. Riick. dé is only added by way of connection, 

just as the change of order «ai e! in F G, Vulg., It. and Latin Fathers has been 

made for the sake of the connection, but likewise testifies to the non-genuine- 

ness of dé. — Ver. 17. r2_ zévra] is wanting in important authorities. Deleted 
by Lachm. and Riick. [So nearly all recent critics and expositors.] But how 
easily it may have been passed over on account of the following ra dé mdvra! 

Some versions omit the latter. — Ver. 21. yép] is, according to preponderating 
testimony, to be deleted, with Lachm. Rick. and Tisch. Instead of yivdu, 
yevou. should be read, with Lachm. and Tisch., folowing BCDEKL ¥&, 
min. Or. Chrys. al. These witnesses are decisive ; F and G also suggest the aor. 

1 According to whom the attempts to ex- Reiche, Comm. crit. p. 362, quite agrees with 
plain évévedy. are alleged to be “‘plerague him in this judgment. 
absurda, omnia dura, coacta et incongrua.” 
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Vv. 1-10. Still a continuation of what precedes (see on iv. 7). 
Ver. 1. Tép] gives a reason foriv. 17. For if we were not certain that, 

etc., ver. 1, we could not maintain that our temporal tribulation worke for 
us an eternal weight of glory. — oidayev] is here not the general it is known 
(Rom. ii. 2, iii. 19, vii. 14, viii. 28), but Paul is speaking (with the inclusion 
also of Timothy) of Aimsel/, as in the whole context, Je is certain of this. 

Comp. Job xix. 25. —édv 7 éiyetog Hudv x.1.4.] in case our earthly house of the 
tent (our present body) shall have been broken up (comp. Polyb. vi. 40; 2 
Esdr. v. 12). Paul here supposes the case, the actual occurrence of which, 
however, is left quite indefinite by ééy, of his not living to see the Parousia. 

It is true that he was convinced for himself that he would live to see it (1 

Cor. xv. 51), (1*) but the opposite still remained to him a possible case, and 
he posits it here (comp. on iv. 14) as dependent on emergent circumstances 
and with an eye to the future decision. This correct view of the use of éé» 
(see Hermann, ad Viger. pp. 822, 834 f. ; Klotz, ad Devar. p. 453) is suffi- 
cient to set aside the supposition that it is here equivalent to xav, etiamst 

(Grotius, Mosheim, Schulz, Rosenmiiller, also Schneckenburger, Beitr. p. 
125), which is not the case even in passages such as Mark viii. 86 ; 1 Cor. 
iv. 15, xiii. 1-3 ; 2 Cor. xii. 6. — ériyewog] earthly, i.e. to be found on earth. 

Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 40 ; Phil. ii. 10, iii. 19 ; Jas. iii. 15; John iii. 12. But 

the special notion of transitoriness only comcs to be added through the char- 
acteristic rov oxfvovc, and is not specially implied in ériyeo¢ (in opposition to 

Flatt and many others), for the present body is as émiyecoc, in contrast to the 
heavenly things, in @ general sense temporal. — 7 oixia rov oxivouc] is to be 

taken as one conception : the house, which consists in the (known) tent, the tent- 

house. It is wrongly translated domum corporis by Mosheim and Kypke 
(Riickert also hesitates as to this). For frequently as the profane authors, 
especially the Pythagoreans and Platonists, designate the body by oxjvo¢ 
(Grotius in loc. ; Alberti, Odss. p. 360; Dougtaeus, Anal. II. p. 122 f. ; 
Jacobs, ad Anthol. XII. p. 80), and seem withal to have quite abandoned the 

conception of the tent (see the passages in Wetstein, and Kypke, II. p. 250), 
still that conception always lies at the root of the usage, and remains the 
significant element of the expression. Comp. Etym. M. ; oxivo¢ xai rd oda 
mapa Td oxfveua Kal oxyviy elvat tie Wuyi, otov olxyr#piov. And since Paul 

nowhere else uses oxjvoc of the body, and was led in quite a special way by 

figure of oixia to do so here, we must keep by the literal meaning of oxjvoc, 
tent, by which is set forth the merely temporary destiny of the earthly body. 

Comp. 2 Pet. i. 18, 14; Isa. xxxviii. 12; Wisd. ix. 15, and Grimm in loc. 

Chrysostom : etry ocxiav oxivove Kal Td evdidAvrov Kal rpdoxatpov deigag Exrevder, 

avréSnxe tiv atuviav. There is nothing to indicate a particular allusion, such 

as to the dwellings of the Israelites in the wilderness (Schneckenburger, 
comp. Riickert), or even to the tabernacle (Olshausen).—On the two geni- 

tives of different reference dependent on one noun, see Winer, p. 180 [E. T. 
239] ; and in Latin, Kithner, ad Cie. Tuse. ii. 15. 35. — oixodougy ix Seod @ 

building originating from God, furnished to us by God, by which is meant 
the resurrection-body. The earthly body also is from God (1 Cor. xii. 18, 

24), but the resurrection-body will be in a special creative sense (1 Cor. xv. 
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38) one, not indeed that has proceeded from God,’ but that is gizen by God. 
Note also the contrast of the transient (7 oixia tov oxjy.) and the abiding 

(oixodouy) in the two bodies. éx Yeot is to be attached to oixod., not to be 
connected with éyouev, by which a heterogeneous contrast would be intro- 

duced (according to Hofmann, with the earthly body, ‘‘ which is made 

each individual’s own tithin the self-propagation of the human race”). The 

present tense, éxouev, is the present of the point of time in which that xara- 
Av$y shall have taken place. Then he who has died has, from the moment 

of the. state of death having set in, instead of the destroyed body, the body 
proceeding from God, not yet indeed as a real possession, but as an ideal 
possession, undoubtedly to be realized at the (near) Parousia. Before this 

realization he has it in heaven (év roic ovpavoic belongs to Exouev), just because 

the possession is still ideal and proleptic ; at the Parousia the resurrection- 
body will be given to him from heaven (comp. ver. 2) by God, and till then 
it appears as a possession which is preserved for him for a time in heaven with 
a view to being imparted in future—like an estate belonging to him (comp. 
the idea éyerv Snoavpdv év ovpavg>, Matt. xix. 21; Mark x. 21; Luke xviii. 

22) which God, the future giver, keeps for him in heaven. For a like con- 
ception of the eternal (w/ in general, see Col. iii. 3f. ; comp. Weiss, didl. 
Theol. p. 875. The whole of this interpretation is confirmed by 16 oixyrgp. 

yu. THEE OVpavod, Ver. 2, which is correlative to the Zyovev . . . év roi¢ ovpavoic, 

ver. 1, in which, however, év does not again occur, but éx, because in ver. 2 

To oiKyTHpiov . . . émevdicacba: expresses the time of the realization of that 

possession described in ver. 1. As accordingly éyoyev expresses more than 
the mere expectancy (‘‘in the event of our death we do not wholly perish, 
but have at the resurrection a spiritual body to expect,” Billroth), it is not to 
be transformed into accipiemus (Pelagius : ‘‘sumemus”), with Emmerling, 
Flatt, and many of the older expositors, nor is it to be said, with de Wette 

(comp. Weizel in the Stud. u. Krit. 1836, p. 967; also Baur, II. p. 292 f., 

ed. 2; and Delitzsch, Psychol. p. 435 f.), that Paul has overleaped the middle 
state between death and resurrection, or has let it fall into the background 
on account of its shortness (Osiander). The éyew takes place already from 
the moment of death and during the continuance of the intervening state, 

not simply from the resurrection. Photius, Anselm, Thomas, Lyra, and 

others,’ including Calovius, Wolf, Morus, Rosenmiiller, Hofmann, compare 

John xiv. 2, and on account of the present tense refer this oixodouy to the glo- 

rious place of abode of the blessed spirits with God after death on to the 
resurrection. §o also Usteri, Lehrbegr. p. 359 (comp. Schneckenburger, /.c.), 
explains it of a life in heaven immediately after death. But against such a 
view it may be decisively urged that oixia in the two parts of the verse must 

1 Klépper in the Jahrb. filr deuteche Theol. 

1862, p. 8 f. 

2 Calvin hesitates between the right ex- 
planation and this one; he says: ‘* Incerlum 

est, an significel statum beatae immortalitatis, 

qui post mortem fideles manet, an vero corpus 

incorruptibile ef gloriosum, quale post resur- 

rectionemerit."" Then he wishes to unite the 

two views: “ Malo ita accipere, ut. initium 

hujus aedificti sit beatus animi status post mor- 

tem, consummatio autem sit gloria ultimae 

resurrectionis."’ Billroth misunderstands 

this, as if Calvin were thinking of two dif- 

ferent sorts of bodies, one of which we 

have till the resurrection, the other by 
means of the resurrection. 
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necessarily have the same reference (namely, to the Jody) ; hence also we 
cannot, with Ewald and Hofmann, think of the heavenly Jerusalem, Gal. iv. 

25 f., Heb. xii. 22, and of the heavenly commonwealth, Phil. iii. 20. See, 
on the other hand, 7d é& ovpavov, ver. 2, on which Bengel rightly remarks : 

‘*itaque hoc domicilium non est coelum ipsum.” (‘v) But because the oixia 

is ££ ovpavod, we can as little think of a pneumatic bodily organ of the inter- 

mediate state (Flatt, Auberlen in the Stud. u. Krit. 1852, p. 709, Neander), 

of which the N. T. gives no teaching or even hint whatever. Riickert 
explains it, yet with much vacillation, of the immediate sequence of the exit 

out of the old and entrance on the new body ; but this is against 1 Cor. xv. 
51-53, according to which the transfiguration of those who live to see the 
Parousia appears not as investiture with a new body after a previous xaradvaie 
of the old, but asa sudden transformation without destruction. This also in 

opposition to Olshausen, who likewise seems to understand it of the trans- 
figuration of the living. — ayecporotyrov] This epithet, denoting the super- 
natural origin, suits indecd only the figure (Mark xiv. 58 ; Acts vii. 48), and 

not the thing in itself ;* yet it occurred to the apostle the more naturally, 
and he could use it with the less scruple and without impropriety, seeing 
that he had just before represented the earthly body under the figure of a 
oxjvoc, consequently of an oixia yetporoinroc, 80 that now, by virtue of con- 
trast, the heavenly body stood before his eyes as an oixia ayerporoinroc. Con- 
versely, an adjective may, without incongruity, correspond to the thing 

itself and not to the figure, as in 1 Cor. xvi. 9. — év roi¢ ovpavoic¢] belongs 

to Eyouev ; see above.— Lastly, it is to be observed that in the two halves 
of the verse (1) éx Sect and év roi¢ oipav. correspond with émiyetoc, and (2) 

axeipor. and aidvnoyv with rot oxfvovc. 

Ver. 2. Confirmation of the certainty expressed in ver. 1, not an explana- 
tion why he should precisely mention the fact that he has such comfort in 
the prospect of death (Hlofmann)—as if, instead of oidauev, 2£youev or some 

similar rerbum declarandi had preceded. — xai yép] does not here any more 
than elsewhere mean merely for (see, on the other hand, Hartung, Partikell. 

I. p. 138), but it means for also, so that xai is connected with év rotry. Pre- 

viously, namcly, the case was supposed : édy . . . xataAvdg ; to which this 
xal yap év robry now corresponds, so that the train of thought is: ‘‘ we know 
that, in case our present body shall have one day been destroyed, we have a 
body in heaven ; forif this were not so, we should not already in the present 

body be sighing after the being clothed upon with the heavenly.”* This 
longing is an inward assurance of the fact that, if our earthly house, etc. — 
Kai yap év rovrw] The emphasis is on év : for also in this. Not merely perhaps 
after the xardéAvoig supposed as possible (ver. 1) shall we long for the heavenly 

1 On the way of regarding heaven as dom- 
tcllium, comp. Cic. de Senect. 2. 81; Tusc. 

411, 24: “animos, quum e corportbus ex- 
cesserint, in coelum quasi in domicilium 
suum, pervenire ;"’ also f. 22, 51. 

3 “ Metaphoricus sensus in tallbus specte- 
tur, non primarius,'"’ Dissen, ad Pind.. Pyth. 
iv. 158, 

9 If that oico8ounv éx Oeov Cxonew were not 

correct, it would be absurd, instead of 

being contented with the earthly habita- 
tion, to be longing already in it after being 
clothed upon with the heavenly habitation. 
Quite similar is the argument in Rom. viil. 

22. 
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body, but already now, while we are not yet out of the earthly body but are 
still in it, we are sighing to be clothed upon with the heavenly. This is 
proved to be the right interpretation by the parallel in ver. 4, where our é is 
represented by oi dvrec fv. On cai, aleo, in the sense of already or already also, 

see Hartung, /.c. p. 185 ; Stallbaum, ad Plat. Gorg. p. 467 B ; Fritzsche, ad 

Lucian. p. 5 ff. With rotzy, according to the supposition of Grotius and 
others, including Fritzsche and Schrader, cdyzar: is to be mentally supplied, 

so that, as is often the case in the classic writers, the pronoun is referred to 

a word which was contained only as regards the sense in what preceded. 

See Fritzsche, Diss. I. p. 47 ; Hermann, ad Viger. p. 714 ; Seidler, ai Eur. 

El. 582. Rickert wrongly thinks that Paul in that case must have written 
évaizg. This prevalent phenomenon of language applies, in fact, equally 
in the case of all demonstrative and relative pronouns ; see the passages in 

Matthiae, p, 978 f. Seeing, however, that the following 10 olxyrfpiov nu. rd 

i£ otpavos proves that Paul also, in ¢v rotry, was regarding the body under 
the figure of a dwelling, and seeing that he himself in ver. 4 has expressly 
written 16 oxfvec instead of rot7w the supplying of r¢ oxfvec is to be preferred 
(so Beza and others, including Olshausen, Osiander, Neander, Ewald’). 

Others take év rotrw as propterea (see on John xvi. 20 ; Acts xxiv. 16), and 

refer it partly to what was said in ver. 1, as Hofmann : ‘‘ On account of the 
death in prospect” (comp. Estius, Flatt, Lechler, p. 188), or Delitzsch, p. 

436: ‘‘in such position of the case ;” partly to what follows, which would 
be the epexegesis of it (Erasmus, Usteri, Billroth, the latter with hesitation). 
So also Rickert : in this respect. But the parallel of ver. 4 is decidedly 

. against all these views, even apart from the fact that that over which we 

sigh is in Greek given by é7vi with the dative or by the accusative, and hence 

Hofmann’s view in particular would have required éi refrw or rovro. — rd 
olxythpiov . . . éxtxoovvres contains the reason of the sighing : because te 

long for, etc. Paul himself gives further particulars in ver. 4. Hofmann 
wrongly thinks that Paul erplains his sighing from the fact, that his longing 
applies to that clothing upon, instead of which death sets in. The latter point 
is purely imported in consequence of his erroneous explanation of éy rotry. 
It is the sighing of the longing to experience the last change by means of 
the being clothed upon with the future body. This longing to be clothed upon 
with the heavenly body (not, as Bengel and many of the older expositors 
would have it : with the glory of the transfigured soul, to which view Hof- 

mann also comes in the end, since he thinks of the eternal light in which God 

dwells and Christ with Him lives) ertorts the sighs. Against the reference of 
érevdio. to an organ of the intermediate state, see on ver. 8, Remark. Ac- 
cording to Fritzsche, the participle is only a continuation of the discourse 
by attaching another thought : ‘‘ in hoc corpore male nos habentes suspiramus 
et coeleste superinduere gestimus.” But in that case no logical reference would 

be furnished for xaf ; besides, it seems unwarrantable to supply male nos 
habentes, since Paul himself has added quite another participle ; and in gen- 
eral, wherever the participle seems only to continue the discourse, there 

1 See also Klopper in the Jahrv. fiir deutsche Theol. 1862, p. 18. 
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exists such a relation of the participle to the verb, as forms logically a basis for 
the participal connection. Comp. Eph. v. 16. According to Schnecken- 
burger, orevdfouev éxerxodotvrec stands for ércroSouuev otevdtovrec, 80 that 

the chief fact is expressed by the participle (Nagelsbach on the Iliad, pp. 
284, 280, ed. 8; Seidler, ad Hur. Iph. T. 1411 ; Matthiae, p. 1295 f.). An 
arbitrary suggestion, against the usage of the N.T., which is different even 
in the passages quoted by Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 275 [E. T. 820], and to be re- 
jected also on account of ver. 4, crevafouev Bapobu. — The distinction between 

oixia and oixyr#pcov is rightly noted by Bengel: ‘‘oiséa est quiddam magis 
absolutum, oixyrf#piov respicit incolam,” house—habitation (Jude 6 ; Eur. Or. 

1114 ; Plut. Mor. p. 602 D; 2 Macc. xi. 2, 8, ii. 15). —- 70d é obpavei] that 
which proceeds from heaven ; for it is éx Seov, ver. 1. God furnishes from 
heaven the resurrection-body (1 Cor. xv. 38) through Christ (Phil. iii. 21), 
in the case of the dead, by means of raising, in the case of the living, by 
means of transforming (1 Cor. xv. 51). The latter is what is thought of in 
the present passage. — érevdicaca:] With this Payl passes to another but 
kindred figure, namely, that of a rove, as also among the Rabbins (Schoett- 
gen, Hor. p. 698) and the Neo-Platonists (Gataker, ad Anton. p. 851 ; Bos, 

Ezercit. p. 60 ; Schneckenburger, Beitr. p. 127) the body is frequently rep- 
resented as the robe of the soul. See also Jacobs, ad Anthol. XII. p. 239. 
But he does not simply say évdicacta:, but érevdicacdat, to put on over (which 
is not to be taken with Schneckenburger of the succession ; see, on the con- 
trary, Plut. Pelop. 11: tod#rag erevdedupévoe yuvacneiag roic¢ Sdpags, Herod. i. 

195 : ét rovroy d2Aov eipiveoy Iava érevdiver), because the longing under dis- 
cussion is directed to the living to see the Parousia and the becoming trans- 
formed alive. This transformation in the living body, however, is in so far 

an ixevdicagda, as this denotes the acquisition of a new body with negation 
of the previous death (the éxdtcaoda:). This is not at variance with 1 Cor. 
xv. 53, where the simple évdicac¥a: is used of the same transformation ; for 
in that passage rd gOaprév rovro is the subject which puts on, and, conse- 
quently, rd gbaprav rovro évdbera: is quite equivalent to érevdudueda, because in 

the latter case, as at the present passage, the self-conscious Ego’ is the sub- 
ject. — Regarding é:roSeiv, in which éxi does not make the meaning 
stronger (ardenter cupere), as it is usually taken, but only indicates the 
direction of the longing (ré¥ov éyecv éxi tt), see Fritzsche, ad Rom. I. p. 80 f. 

Ver. 8. After ver. 2 a comma only is to be placed, for ver. 8 contains a 
supplementary definition to what precedes (comp. Hartung, Parttkell. I. pp. 
$91, 395 f.), inasmuch as the presupposition is stated under which the érev- 
StoacVa: ExcrroPoipnev takes place : in the presupposition, namely, that we shall 
be found also clothed, not naked, i.e. that we shall be met with at the Parousia 
really clothed with a body, and not bodiless. The apostle’s view is that, while 
Christ at the Parousia descends from heaven, the Christians already dead 
first rise, then those still alive are transformed, whereupon both are then 
caught away into the higher region of the air (ei¢ dépa) to meet the Lord, so 

2 The inward man. He is put on with the earthly body, and s'ghs full of longing to put 
on over t¢ the heavenly body. 

4 
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that they thus at their meeting with the Lord shall be found not bodiless (ob 
yuuvoi), but clothed with a corporeal covering ' (évdvaduevor). (v*) See 1 Thess. 
iv. 16, 17, and Liinemann’s note thereon. This belief is here laid down as 
certainty by eiye «.7.4., and as such it conditions and justifies the longing 
desire expressed in ver. 2, which, on the contrary, would be vain and empty 

dreaming, if that belief were erroneous, 3.¢. if we at the Parousia should be 
found as mere spirits without corporeality ; so that thus those still living, in- 
stead of being transformed, would have to die, in order to appear as spirits 
before the descending Christ. We cannot fail to see in the words an inci- 
dental reference to those of the Corinthians who denied the resurrection, 

and without the thought of them Paul would have had no occasion for add- 
ing ver. 3 ; but the reference is such, as takes for granted that the deniers 
are set aside and the denied fact is certain. As the whole of this explana- 
tion is quite in keeping with the context and the conceptions of the apostle, 

so is it with the words, regarding which, however, it is to be observed that 
the certainty of what is posited by eiye, if namely, is not implied in this par- 

ticle by itself (in opposition to Hermann’s canon, ad Viger. p. 834), but in 

the connection of the conception and discourse. Comp. on Eph. iii. 2, Gal. 
ili. 4, and Baeumlein, Partik. p.64f. On «ai, also, in the sense of really, 

see Hartung, Partikell. I. p. 132 ; and on ei ye xai, comp. Xen. Mem. iii. 6. 13. 
The participle évdvcdyevor rcfers, however, to the act of clothing previous to 
the cipedyoéueSa, so that the aorist is quite in its right place (in opposition 
to Hofmann’s objection, that the perfect is required) ; and finally, the asyn- 

deton évdvodu., ov yuuvot makes the contrasts come into more vivid promi- 

nence, like ydAa, ov Bpdua, 1 Cor. iil. 2; Rom. ii. 29; 1 Thess, ii. 17, and 

often ; comp. ver. 7. See Kiihner, IL. p. 461 ; Fritzsche, ad Mare. p. 31; 
Hermann, ad Viger. p. 887. — The most current exposition on the part of 
others is : ‘‘ Si nos iste dies deprehendet cum corpore, non exutos a corpore, 
8i erimus inter mutandos, non inter mortuos,” Grotius. So, following Tertul- 

lian (de Resurr. 41, though he reads éxdvc.), Cajetanus, Castalio, Estius, 

Wolf, Bengel, Mosheim, Emmerling, Schrader, Rinck, and others, and, in 

the main, Billroth also, who, however, decides in favour of the reading 

eirep, and deletes the comma after évdvodu. : ‘‘ which (i.e. the being clothed 
upon) takes place, if we shall be found (on the day of the Lord) otherwise 

than already once clothed (with the earthly body), not naked (like the souls 

of the dead),” so that évdvodu. ov yupvol evp. together would be : utpote jam 

semel induti non nudi inceniemur. Against that common explanation, which 
J. Miller, von der Siinde, Il. p. 422 f., ed. 5, also follows with the rcading 

cixep, the aorist participle is decisive (it must have been évdedupévor).* _Biill- 
roth, however, quite arbitrarily imports the already once, and, what could 

be more unnecessary, nay, vapid, than to give a reason for ov yuuvoi by 

means of évdvodyu. in the assumed sense : since we indeed have already once re- 

1 That is, with the new body, no longer vant appeal to Eph. vi. 14; 1 Thess. v.8. In 

with the old. See, in opposition to both passages, in fact, the having put on Is 

Klépper, Hofmann, p. 130. longed for, and the aorist is therefore quite 

3 Even Miller acknowledges that the inorder. 
aorist is anomalous, but makes an irrrcle- e 
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ceived 0 body / which would mean nothing else than : since we indeed are not 
born bodiless. Against Billroth, besides, see Reiche, p. 357 f. According 
to Fritzsche, Diss. I. p. 55 ff., evduodu. is held to be in essential meaning 
equivalent to érevdvodu. : ‘‘ Supertnduere (immortale corpus vivi ad nos re- 

cipere) volumus, gquandoguidem (quod certo scimus et satis constat, eiye) etiam 
superinduti (immortali corpore) non nudi sc. hoc immortali corpore, sumus 
Suturi h.e. gquandoquidem cel sic ad regni Mess. agbapciav perreniemus.” But 

while the ézevdvoduevo: may be included as a species among the évdvoduevor, 
as opposed to the yuuzvol, they cannot be meant exclusively. Besides, the 
thought : ‘‘ since we too clothed upon will not be without the immortal body," 

would be without logical import, because the superinduere is just the assump- 
tion of the future body, with which we attain to the ag@apcia of the Messi- 

anic kingdom. According to de Wette, Paul says: ‘‘i/, namely, also (in 

reality) clothed, we shall be found not naked (bodiless), 7.e. as we then certainly 

presuppose that that heavenly habitation will be also a body.” So, in the main, 
Lechler, Apost. u. nachapost. Zeitalt. p. 188 f., Ernesti, Urepr. d. Siinde, I. 
p- 118, the latter taking eiye xai as although indeed. But the whole explana- 
tion is absurd, since the évdvere could not at all be conceived as at the same 

time its opposite, as yuuvér7¢ ; and had Paul wished to lay emphasis on the 

fact that the clothing would be none other than with a body (which, how- 
ever, was quite obvious of itself), he must have used not the simple yuuvol 
(not the simple opposite of évdvedu.), but along with it the more precise defi- 
nition with which he was concerned, something, therefore, like ob cdmarog 
yuuvol (Plato, Crat. p. 403 B, and the passages in Wetstcin and Loesner). 
According to Delitzsch, U.c. p. 486, ei cai is taken as although, and évdvodu. 
as contrast of érevdvodu., so that there results as the meaning : though, in- 
deed, we too, having acquired the heavenly body by means of clothing (not 
clothing over), shall be found not naked. As if this were not quite obvious 

of itself ! When clothed, one certainly is not naked ! no matter whether 
we have drawn the robe on or over. Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylact, 
and Oecumenius take évdvody. as equivalent to odya adbaprov 2afévrec, but 
yuuvoi as equivalent to yuuvoi dé€nc, for the resurrection is common to all, but 

not the défe. So also Usteri, Lehrbegr. p. 392 f.: ‘‘We long after being 
clothed upon, which event, however, is desirable for us only under the con- 

dition or presupposition that we, though clothed, shall not be found naked 
in another sense,” namely, denuded of the garland which we should have 
gained. Here also we may place Olshausen (comp. Pelagius, Anselm, Cal- 

vin, Calovius, and others), who takes ot yuyvoi as epexcgetical of évdvodz., 

and interprets the two thus : if we, namely, are found also clothed with the robe 
of righteousness, not denuded of it. Comp. also Osiander, who thinks of the 
spiritual ornament of justification and sanctification ; further, Hofmann on 
the passage and in his Schriftbew. IT. 2, p. 478, who, putting a comma after 
eiye (‘af we, namely, in consequence of the fact that we also hace put on, shall be 
Sound not naked"), understands évdvaduevor as a designation of the Christian 
status (the having put on Christ), which one must have in order not to stand 
forth naked and, therefore, unfitted for being clothed over. But where in 

the text is there any suggestion of a garland, a robe, an ornament of right- 
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cousness, a putting on of Christ (Gal. iii. 27; Rom. xiii. 14), or of the 
Christian status (1 Thess. v. 8; Eph. vi. 14, iv. 24; Col. iii. 10), or any- 

thing else, which docs not mean simply the clothing with the future body ? 
Olshausen, indeed, is of opinion that there lies in xai a hint of a transition 
to another figure ; but without reason, as is at once shown by what follows ; 

and with equal justice any change in the figure at our pleasure might be ad- 

mitted ! This also in opposition to Ewald’s interpretation : ‘‘if we at least 
being also clothed (after we have had ourselves clothed, 7.6. raised again) 

be found not nake:l, namely, guilty, like Adam and Eve, Gen. iii. 11.” 

This would point to the resurrection of the wicked, Rev. xx. 12-15 ; if we 
belonged to these, we should certainly not have the putting on of glorifica- 

tion to hope for. But such a reference was just as remote from the mind of 

the apostle, who is speaking of himself and those like him, as the idea of 
Adam and Eve, of whom Beza also thinks in yuzvo, must, in the absence of 

more precise indication, have remuined utterly remote from the mind of the 
reader, 

Remarx.— Whether the reading éxdvo. or évduc. be ‘adopted, it is not to be 

explained of an inferim body between death and resurrection (Flatt, p. 69; 

Schneckenburger, I.c. p. 130; Schott ; Auberlen in the Stud. u. Krit. 1852, p. 

709; Martensen, § 276; Nitzsch, Gdschel, Rinck, and others, including 

Reiche,! l.c.), of which conception there is no trace in the New Testament ;? 

but rather, since yvuvoi can only refer to the lack of a body : if we, namely, even 

1Reiche, p. 364: “' Quo certtor nobis est 
gloriosae immortulitatla sper (yap, ¢. 2), 60 im- 
geensiore quidem desiderto, ut morte non inter- 

cedenle propediem ad summum beatitudinis 

fastigium erehamur, flagramus; attamen 

vero etiam corpore hoc per mortem exulti senti- 

endi agendique instrumento non carebisnus.” 
eiye xai is, in his view, concessive, moderating 

the desire to assume the heavenly body 

without previously dying (¢revdvcacdar, ver. 
2): ““Siigitur Deus votis (ver. 2) non an- 

nuerit, animum haud despondemus anxlive 

futura anhelamus, persuas! scilicet, et post 

mortem illico mentem nostram immortalem 

in statum beatissimum evectum iri," etc. 

It is true that Reiche himself declares 

against the view that Paul here speaks ufa 

body int«rmediate between death and resur- 
rection ; but hisown view amounts to much 

the same thing, since Paul, according to it, 

is supposed to grant that we, unclothed of 

the earthly body by death, will yet ‘* post 
mortem {llico” be found not naked. 

2 The manner also in which the origin of 

this corporeality has been conceived, name- 

ly, as the soul’s self-embodiment by putting 
on the elements of the higher world (sce, 

especially Giider, Ersch. Chr. unt. d. Todten, 

p. 386, also West. in the Stud. u. Arit. 1858, 

p. 280), has nowhere in Scripture any ba- 
sis whatever. See, in opposition to It, 

Delitzsch, p. 488; Thomaslus, Chr. Pers. wu. 
Werk, III. 2, p. 436, who, however (p. 74 f.), 
for his part, answers in the affirmative the 

question, whether we are to think of “a 
change of clothing and clothing over of the 

new man oul of the trangfigured corporeality 
of the Lord, whose communion fs the blessed 
bread and the blessed cup.” In any case 

yuurol is the negation of corporeality. But 

the question remains untouched (comp. the 

cautious remarks of J. Miller, p. 425), what 
organ of its activity the soul retains in 

death, when itis divested of the body. 

On this point we have no instruction in 

Scripture, and conjectures (like Weisse's 
conception of the nerve-spirit) lead to noth- 
ing. The opinion that the Lord’s Supper 
has a transfiguring power over the body 
goes partly against Scripture (because it 
presupposes the participation of the frans- 

Jiqured body of Christ) and partly deyond 

Scripture (because the latter contains noth- 

ing regarding any power of the Lord’s Sup- 

per over the body). Ultra quod Scriplum 
est is also the conception in Delitzsch of the 
body-like appearance of the bodiless soul 
itself, or of an ovtline of the same resem- 

bling in form its true inward state. Such 

theorics bring us into the realm of phantas- 

magoric hypotheses, 
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tn the case that te shall be unclothed (shall have died before the Parousia), shall be 
found not naked (bodiless), in which the idea would be implied: assuming, 
namely, that we in every case, even in the event of our having died before the 

Parousia, will not appear before Christ without a body; hence the wish of 

attaining the new body without previons death is all the better founded 
(erevdvcao$a:). Similarly Rickert. Kling (in the Stud. u. Krit. 1839, p. 511) 
takes it inaccurately : ‘‘alihough we, evenif an unclothing has ensued, will not be 
found bare,’’ by which Paul is held to say: ‘‘even if the severing process of 
death has ensued, yet the believers will not appear bodiless on the day of the 

Lord, since God gives them the resurrection-body.”! The error of this view 

lies in although. No doubt Kling, with Lachmann, reads elmep. But even this 
never means guamvis (not even in 1 Cor. viii. 5), and the Homeric use of eizep 
in the sense : if also nevertheless, if even ever so much (Odyss. i. 167 ; Il. i. 81, and 
Nigelsbach’s note thereon, p. 43, ed. 3), especially with a negative apodosis (see 

Hartung, I. p. 339 ; Kithner, IL p. 562), passed neither into the Attic writers 
nor into the N. T. 

Ver. 4. An explanation defining more precisely, and therewith giving a 
reason for (yép), ver. 3, after a frequent practice of the apostle. Comp. iv. 

10, 11. In this xa‘, eren serves to emphasize the ol dure év r. ox., just as 

with év robrw in ver. 2. — The év rotrw of ver. 2 is here more precisely de- 

fined by of évrec év 1G oxfve:, in which oi dyrec is prefixed with emphasis : for 
even as those who are still in the tent, t.e. for cven as those whose sojourn in 
the tent is not yet at an end r already while we are still in possession of the bodily 

life, which duration of time is opposed to the moment of the possible xard- 
Avate Tov axtvorc, when the tent is left, and when the longing and sighing after 
the new body would be still stronger ; comp. on ver. 2. From the very 
position of the xai Hofmann is wrong in making its emphasis fall on Bapot- 

pevot, which extorts sighs from us, and then taking ol dyrec év r. ox. in anti- 

thetic reference to what is afterwards affirmed of these subjects, since they 
prefer to remain in the earthly life (comp. of Cavrec, iv. 11). The ol dvre¢ dv r. 
ox. can only, in fact, be the same as the év robrw of ver. 2, which, however, 

Hofmann has already wrongly understood in another way ; the two ex- 
pressions explain one another. — rq oxfve:] The article expresses the tent 

which is defined by the connection (the body). — Bapotyevo:] definition as- 
signing a reason for crevés. : inasmuch as we are depressed ; not, however, 

propter calamitates (i. 8), as Piscator, Emmerling, Schneckenburger, Fritzsche 
suppose without any ground in the context, but the cause of the pressure 
which extorts the sighs is expressed by the following ég’ © ot OéAouev x.1.1., 
80 that Bapoipevor, ig’ 6 ob 2ouev x.7r.A. 18 a More precise explanation of the 
rd oixyrhptov . . . exexoBoivrec of ver.2. — é¢’ @] 4.6. él rotTyp bri, propterea quod, 
as Rom. v. 12 ; see on that passage. Comp. here particularly Ouydv Baptvey 

ért rm, Pind. Pyth. i. 162 f. ; orevélecy exi ran, Soph. El, 1291 ; Xen. Cyr. 
iv. 3. 3: daxvéuevog ert robrocc. We feel ourselves as oppressed by a burden, 
because we are not willing, i.e. have an antipathy, to unclothe, etc. The oppres- 

? 8o in the main did Chrysostom interpret comp. Matthael in loc.): nav awobdueOa 1d 
the reading éxédvoduevan (fur 80 we are to capa, ov xwpit caparos éxet wapacrnaéueba, 

read in the explanation first quoted by him, dAAd cai perd rov avrov adGdprov yeropdvov. 
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size part of this ob OéAopev éxdicacfa:, GAN’ Exevdioaoba lies in the ever present 
possiility of the éxdtcacfaz. Emmerling and Fritzsche take é¢’ » as quare 
(see Elsner, ad Rom. v. 12 ; Matthiae, p. 1873) : ‘‘ Nam in hoc corpore ad 

calamitates valde ingemisco (xal. . . . yap Gapvy.) et propter hanc ipsam 
malorum molem (¢¢’ ») nolo quidem, ut haec propulsetur, mortem oppetere 
(éxdvc.),” etc. But there is nothing of the malorum moles in the context ; 
and if we should wish, as the context allowed, with Osiander and older 

commentators, to refer Bapoiy. to the pressure which the body as such (the 
oxjvoc) causes to us by its onus peccati et crucis (comp. Wisd. ix. 15), and 

then to explain ig’ @ : and in order to get rid of this pressure ; this would be 
at variance with the parallel in ver. 2, according to which the sighing 
must appear to be caused by the special longing (which in ver. 4 is, by 
way of more precise definition, designated as an oppressing one), not by 
another pressure.’ This, at the same time, in opposition to Usteri and 
Schneckenburger, who take it as whereupon (comp. Kiihner II. p. 298). 

According to Beza, it means in quo, sc. tabernaculo, and, according to 
Flatt, even although. At variance with linguistic usage. Ewald, taking 
Bapoin. of the burden of the whole earthly existence, explains it : ‘‘in so far 

as we wish not to be unclothed, and so set forth as naked and guilty and 
cast into hell, but to be clothed over.” Against this it may be urged that é¢’ » 
does not mean guatenus (é¢’ cov), and that the interpretation of ‘‘ being un- 
clothed ” in the sense of reum jfieri is not grounded in the text ; see on ver. 
3. — GéAouev] Out of this we are not, with Grotius, Emmerling, and others, 
to make malumus ; otherwise # must have stood instead of aad, 1 Cor. xiv. 

19. The od OéAev is the nolle, the not.being willing (Baeumlein, Partik. p. 

278 ; Ameis on Hom. Od. ii. 274), of the.disinclination of natural feeling. 
— aA2'] 8c. Oédopev. —iva xatarofy x.t.A.] We wish to be clothed over, in 
order that, in this desired case, what is mortal in us may be swallowed up (may 
be annihilated, comp. 1 Cor. xiv. 54) by life, i.e. by the new, immortal 
power of life which is imparted to us in the moment of the change (of the 
érevdtoacba). “Qorep avioxyov rd ga¢ ppovdov td oxérog Trotei, ovTUG 4} avdAeBpoc 

Cun) ri P0opay apavifer, Theodoret. (v‘) 

ReMARK.—There is no fear of death in this utterance of the apostle, but 

rather the shrinking from death, that pertains to human nature—the shrink- 
ing from the process of death as a painful one. His wish was not to die first 

before the Parousia and then to be raised up, but to be transformed alive ; 

and what man, to whom the nearness of the Parousia was so certain, could 

have wished otherwise? His courage in confronting death, which was no 
Stoical contempt of death, remained untouched by it. 

Ver. 5. Aé] not antithetic (Hofmann), but continuative ; this wish is no 
groundless longing, but we are placed by God in a position for the longed- 

1 Osiander: “wherefore we longto have _ self-evident that of this explication of é¢’ ¢ 
ourselves not unclothed, but clothed over, there is nothing in the text: even apart 
because in the very act of dying the pressure from the fact, that Osiander explains as if 

of the tabernacie becomes heaviest, when tt, as the words were é¢” © OéAonev ov exdicagdes 

tt were, collapses over its inhabttant."" Itis = «.7.A, 
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for change which swallows up death. Now He who has made us ready for 
this very thing is God. — sic avd tovro] for this cery-behalf, for this cery thing, 
Rom. ix. 17, xiii. 6 ; Eph. vi. 18, 22; Col.-iv. 8. According to the con- 

text, it cannot apply to anything else than to the érevdtoacda:, whereby the 
mortal will be swallowed up of life. For this precisely Paul knew his indi- 
viduality to be disposed by God, namely (see what follows) through the 
Holy Spirit, in the possession of which he had the divine guarantee that at 
the Parousia he should see his mortal part swallowed up of life, and conse- 
quently should not be amongst those liable to eternal destruction. In this 
way the usual reference of aird rovro to the eternal glory is to be limited 
more exactly in accordance with the context ; comp. also Maier. Bengel 
wrongly refers it to the sighing, pointing to Rom. viii. 23.". But how inap- 
propriate this is to the context ! And how unsuitable in that case would 
be the description of the Holy Spirit as appaBdv, since, according to Bengel, 
He is to be conceived as ‘‘suspiria operans” ! Quite as unsuitable is the 
reference of xarepy. to the creation (Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylact, 

Beza, and others, also Schneckenburger), which has no place here even as 
the beginning of the preparation indicated (in opposition to Ewald); Riick- 
ert remains undecided. — 6 dove yyiv x.r.4.] predicative more precise defini- 
tion of the previous 6 d2 xatepy. juac. . . Sedo ; Hercho (quippe qui) has 
given to us the Spirit as earnest ; see oni. 22. As earnest, namely, of the 

fact that we shall not fail to be clothed upon with the heavenly body at the 
Parousia (which Paul was convinced he would live to see). Comp. Rom. 
vili. 11, andthe Remark thereon. The usual reference of r. apjaf.: arrham 

JSuturae gloriae, is here too general for the context. The view of Hofmann 
regarding 6 dove juiv x.7.A., that the possession of the Spirit, etc., cancels 
the distinction between being unclothed and being clothed over, and takes 
away the natural shrinking from death, falls with his explanation of xarepyac. 

qu. ei¢ avTd Touro ; see the Remark. 

Ver. 6. The resulting effect of ver. 5 on the apostle’s tone of mind.— 
Estius (comp. Erasmus, Anzot.) rightly saw that the participle does not 

stand for the finite verb (as Flatt still holds, with most of the older com- 

mentators), but that ver. 6 isan anacoluthon, as the construction is quite 

31 This reference has been in substance 
repeated by Hofmann (comp. also his 
Schriflbew. TI. 2, p. 475 f.). In place of his 

former misinterpretation, according to 
which he took xarepydgecda: as to work 
down, break the spirit (see, in opposition to 

this, my third edition, p. 115, Remark), he 

bas substituted the other crroneous expla- 
nation, that carepydgecda: is to be held as 
** to bring one to the point of doing something,” 

that eis avrd rovro applies to the disinclina- 
tion to being unclothed, and that the means 
by which God brings us to the point of not 
wishing to be unclothed is obviously the 
terribleness of death. The last point is purely 

imported, and the whole explanation is 
excluded by its very inconsistency with 

the language used in the passage. For 
xatrepydgegda: means, with Greek writers, fo 
bring one to something, but always only in 
the sense fo prerail on one for something for 
which we wish to get him, & win him. for 
one’s ends, whether this be effected by per- 
suasion or by other influence directed to 
the end. So also Judg. xvi. 16; Xen. Mem. 
ii. 8.11. Our expression fo work on a person 
is similar. Comp. also Xen. Mem. il. 3. 16; 
Herod. vil. 6 (kxarepydcaro xai dvéweice), ix. 

108 ; Strabo, x. 5, p. 483 (weidot carepydforra:). 
In the N. T. the word never means any- 

thing else than éo set af work, bring about, 

and in this sense it occurs frequently in 

Paul. Nor is it otherwise used here. 
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broken off by ver. 7, but the thought is taken up again with Jappoiper dé in 

ver. 8. See Fritzsche, Diss. II. p. 43 ff.; Winer, p. 583 [E. T. 717 f.]; 

Buttmann, neut. Gram. p. 252 [E. T. 292]. We must therefore not treat 
ver. 7 (Beza and others), nor even vv. 7 and 8 (Olshausen, Ewald), as a 

parenthesis. Paul intended to write : Gappowvreg obv révrore xal eidéreg. . . 

xupiov, evdoxovpev paAdov x.t.2., but was carried away from this by the inter- 

vening thought of ver. 7, and accordingly wrote as he has done. Comp. on 
ver. 8. Hofmann’s opinion, that Jappodpev d2 x.t.A. is apodosis to the par- 
ticipial protasis Sappoivree obv x.r.4., would only be grammatically tenable 
(comp. on Acts xiii. 45) if there were no dé in ver. 8. This dé, as is always 

the case with dé of the apodosis, even in the examples in Hartung, I. p. 186, 
would be adversative (on the contrary), which is not suitable here, and is not 

to be logically supported by the added x, evdox. uaAdov (see on ver. 8). — 
Yappovvrec] in all afflictions, iv. 17. — rdvrore] In no time of trouble does 
Paul know himself deserted by this confident courage, iv. 8 ff., vi. 4 ff. — 
nai eidérec x.T,A.] This likewise follows from ver. 5, and likewise serves as 

ground for the cidoxotpev x.7.A. of ver. 8 ; hence it is not, with Calvin, to be 
explained : guia scimus (as giving a reason for the Yappoirrec), nor with 

Estius, Rosenmfiller, Emmerling, Flatt, Olshausen, in a limiting sense : while 

we yet, or although we know. — évdqjpoirrec tv 19 ov.) being at home in the 

body, i.e. while the body is the place of our home. The body is here also 
conceived as oixia (not civitas, as Riickert, de Wette, Osiander, and others 
hold), and that an otxia out of which we hate not yet migrated, Erasmus : 
‘*quamdiu domi sumus in hoc corporis habitaculo.” Comp. Plato, Legg. 
xii. p. 594 B: édv d2 arodnudv oixiag deamérng ruyxavn, Aesch. Choeph. 569. — 

éxdnyovpev ard tT. xup.] peregre absumusa Domino. For in respect to the future 
eternal home with Christ (1 Thess. iv. 17; Phil. i. 23, iii. 20; Heb. xi. 13, 

xiil. 14), the temporary home in the earthly body isa sojourn abroad, an 
éxdjuia, which keeps us ata distance from Christ. On ard rt. xup., comp. 
Nom. ix. 8; Ameis on Hom. Od. xiv. 525, appendix. 

Ver. 7. Reason assigned for the évdnyovvres . . . xupiov. For through faith 
we walk, etc.; faith is the sphere through which we walk, é.¢. faith is the 

element through which our earthly life moves. If we walked d:a eidovc, seeing 
that this presupposes the being together with Christ, we should not be 
éxdnoivrec ard Tov Kupiov. The object of faith we must from the whole con- 
nection conceive to be the Lord in His glory, whose real form (ré eidoc) we 
shall only have before us when we are with Him. Comp. Rom. viii. 17; 1 
Thess. iv. 17; John xvii. 24; 1 Pet. i. 8, al. — da riorewc] quite in accord- 

ance with the Greek phrase did d:xatootyng iévatze Comp. mepirartetv da Tov 

¢oroc, Rev. xxi. 24, and the classical expressions ropeteoda: did trav jdovar and 

the like; sce, in general, Valckenaer, ad Phoeniss. 402 ; Heindorf, ad Protag. 
p- 823 A ; Hermann, ad Qed. Col. 905 ; Bernhardy, p. 285. — ob did eidove]} 
t.e. not 80, that we are surrounded by the appearance, not so, that we have 

before us Christ, the Exalted One, in His real appearance and form, 7.6. in 
His visible défa, and that this glorious eldo¢ shines round us in our walk. 
Comp. John xvii. 24, and the rpécwrov pig mpdowrov, 1 Cor. xiii. 12.  eldo¢ 

never means, as it is mostly explained, vision (not even in Num. xii. 8), but 
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always species. (x‘) The Vulgate renders rightly : per speciem. See Luke 
iii. 22, ix. 29; John v. 87; 1 Thess. v. 22; Duncan, Ler., ed. Rost, p. 

833 ; Ast, Ler. Plat. I. p. 607 f.; Tittmann, Synon. p. 119, who, however, 

with the assent of Lipsius (Rechtfertigungsl. p. 100), wrongly takes it : exter- 
na rerym specie captum vivere, so that the meaning would be: ‘‘ Vita nostra 
immortali illa spe, non harum rerum vana specie regitur.” According to 
this view, different objects would quite arbitrarily be assumed for miorcs and 
eldog ; and further, where Paul specifies with zep:vareiv that by which it is 

defined, he uses as a prepositional expression not d:é, but cara4 (Rom. viii. 4, 
xiv. 15, @?.), or renders palpable the manner of the walking by éy (iv. 2 ; 
Rom. vi. 4, al.), or characterizes it by the dative, as xii. 18; Gal. v. 16. 

These reasons tcll also in opposition to Hofmann, who explains é:d4 of the 
walk, which has its quality from faith, etc., and ecidog of an outward form of 

the walker himse?f, in which the latter presents himself as visible.-—Regard- 
ing the relation of the did riarews to the dia eidovc, observe that in the tem- 

poral life we have the rior, and not the eidoc, while in the future world 
through the Parousia there is added to the store also the eldoc, but the for- 

mer does not thereby cease, it rather remains eternal (1 Cor. xiii. 18). 

Ver. 8. But we have good courage and are well pleased, ctc. With this Paul re- 
sumes the thought of ver. 6, and carries it on, yet without keeping to the con- 

struction there begun. The idea of the VYappoduev must in this resumption 

be the same as that of the Sappotvreg in ver. 6, namely, the idea of confident 

courage in suffering. This in opposition to Hofmann, who takes Yappovrrec 
rightly of courage in suffering, but Jappovuev of courage in death, making 

the infinitive éxd7ugoac depend also on Yappovuev (see below). — dé, no doubt, 
links on again the discourse interrupted by the parenthesis (Hermann, ad 

Viger. p. 847; Pflugk, ad Hurip. Hee. 1211; Fritzsche, Diss. II. p. 21), 
which may also happen, where no dé has preceded (Klotz, ad Devar. p. 

877); since, however, Sappovrrec is not repeated here, we must suppose that 

Paul has quite dropped the plan of the discourse begun in ver. 6 and bro- 
ken off by ver. 7, and returns by the way of contrast to what was said in ver. 

6. Accordingly there occurs an adversative reference to the previous dd 
mlOT. Tepimaronpev, ov dia eidove, in so far as this state of things as to the course 

of his temporal life does not make the apostle at all discontented and dis- 
couraged, but, on the contrary, leaves his Sappeiv, already expressed in ver. 

6, quite untouched, and makes his desire tend rather towards being from 
home, etc. Comp. Hartung, I. p. 178. 2; Klotz, 7c. Thus there is a logi- 
cal reason why Paul has not written ody. Comp. on Eph. ii. 4. — On cidoxeiy 

in the sense of being pleased, of Placet mihi, comp. 1 Cor. i. 21 ; Gal. 1. 15; 

Col. i.19 ; 1 Thess. ii. 8; Fritzsche, ad Rom. IIL. p. 370. — éxdyujoat éx rov 

odparoc] to be-from-home out of the body, is not to be understood of the change 
‘at the Parousia (Kaeuffer, (v7 aisv., p. 80f.), but, in accordance with the 

context, must be the opposite of évdypoivrec tv re oGuaTt, Ver. 6 ; Consequent- 
ly in substance not different from éxdicacPa:, ver. 4. Hence the only right 
interpretation is the usual one of dying, in consequence of which we are-from- 
home out of the body. Comp. Phil. i. 23 ; Plato, Phaed. p. 67, B, C. The 
infinitive is dependent only on evdoxotpev, not also on Yappovyev (Hofmann), 
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since Yappeivy with the infinitive means to venture something, to undertake to 

do something, which would not suit here (comp. Xen. Cyr. viii. 8. 6 ; Hero- 
dian, il. 10. 13),—even apart from the fact that this use of Sappeiv (equiva- 
lent to ;oAuay (is foreign to the N. T. and rare even among Greek writers. 
The eidoxotyev x.r.A. 18 something greater than the Yappotuev. This pas- 

sage stands to ver. 4, where Paul has expressed the desire not to die but to be 
transformed alive, in the relation not of contradiction, but of climaz,; the 

shrinking from the process of dying is, through the consideration contained 
in ver. 5 and in the feeling of the courage which it gives (ver. 6), now over- 

come, and in place of it there has now come the inclination rather (zaAAov) 

to see the present relation of évdnyeiv tv TH capati and Exdypeiv amd Tov Kupiov 

(ver. 6) reversed, rather,’ therefore, éxdyugjoat éx rov odparog xai 

évdnugoar rpd¢ Tov xtpeov, which will take pluce through death, if 
this should be appointed to him in his apostolic conflicts and sufferings (iv. 
7 ff.), for in that case his spirit, having migrated from his body, will not, 
separated from Christ, come into Hades, but will be at home with the Lord 
in heaven—a state the blessedness of which will later, at the day of the 

Parousia, receive the consummation of glory. The certainty of coming by 
martyrdom into heaven to Christ is consequently not to be regarded asa 

certainty only apprehended subsequently by Paul. See Phil. i. 26, Remark. 

Ver. 9. Therefore, because we evdoxovpev x.t.A., ver. 8, we exert ourselves 
also. Bengel: ‘‘ut assequamur quod optamus.” — ¢.Aorcu.] denotes the 
striving, in which the end aimed at is regarded as a matter of honour. See 
on Rom. xv. 20. Bengel well says : ‘‘haec una ambitio legitima.” But 
there is no hint of a contrast with the ‘‘ honour-coreting courage of the heathen 
in dying” (Hofmann). — cite évdqpotvrec, cite éxdnuovvrec] is either connected 
with g:Aoreu. (Calvin and others, including Billroth. Riickert, de Wette, 

Ewald, Osiander) or with evdpecro: avrd civac (so Chrysostom and many 

others, including Castalio, Beza, Estius, Grotius, Bengel, Emmerling, Flatt, 
Hofmann). The decision must depend upon the exrplanation. Chrysostom, 

Calvin, and others, including Flatt and Billroth, supply with évdypu.: zpoc¢ 

tov «ipeov, and with éxdyu.: axd tov xvpiov. In that case it must be connected 
with evdpecroa: avt® elvac (Chrysostom : 7d yap Cyrotpevov rovrd éori pyoiw' av Te 

éxei Guev, dv te évravda, kata yuouny avrod 57v), not with g:Aoriwoipeda (Calvin : 

Paul says, ‘‘ tam mortuis quam vivis hoc inesse studium”) ; for they who are 

at home with Christ are well-pleasing to Him, and, according to Rom. vi. 
7, Paul cannot say of them that they strire to be so. The striving refers 

merely to the earthly life, and one strives to be well-pleasing to the Lord 
a8 éxdjuav az’ avrov, not as évdguay mpoc avrév. For in the case of those who 

évdnpovor mpog Tov Kiptov, the continuance of their being well-pleased is a self- 

1 waddAov therefore belongs neither to 

evdoxovyzer nor to app. «x. evdox., as if Paul 

would say that he has this courage sti 

more than that meant in ver. 6 (Hofmann), 

but to éxéyujRoa . . . xvptov. We wish that, 

instead of the present home in the body, 

eto., there may rather (potius) set in the 

being-from-home out of the body and the being- 

at-home with the Lord. This “ rather” no 

more yields an awkward idea here (as Hof- 

mann objects) than it does in all other pas- 

sages where it is said that one wills, ought 

to do, or does, instead of one thing rather 

the other. Comp. e.g. 1 Cor. v. 2, vi. 7; Rom. 

xiv. 18; John fil 19. 
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evident moral fact. On this account, and because quite an illogical order 
of the two clauses would be the result (et tune e¢ nune/), the whole of Chrys- 

ostom’s explanation, and even its mode of connection, is erroneous. The 

right explanation depends on our completing évdjyovvtes by év rH oduats, 
and éxdypovvres by éx tov oduaroc ; for that 7rd caua is still the idea which 

continues operative from vv. 6, 8, as shown by 1a da rov odparoc in ver. 10, 

an expression occasioned by the very reference to the body, which is before 
the mind in ver. 9. Further, we must clearly maintain that éxdzyoivrec, in 

contrast to évdquoivres, does not mean : migrating, i.e. dying, but : peregre 

absentes, being from home (comp. Soph. Oced. R. 114: Bewpde éxdguav, a pil- 
grim from home), just as in ver. 6 éxdqjuotyev was peregre absumus, and in 

ver. 8 éxdypujoa pereyre abesse." Hence we must reject all explanations which 

give the meaning : living or dying (Calovius, Bengel, Ewald, Osiander, who 
find the totality of life expressed with a bringing into prominence of the 
last moment of life), or even: ‘‘ sive diutius corport immanendum, sive e0 

exeundum sit” (Erasmus, Paraphr., Emmerling), to which Riickert ulti- 

mately comes, introducing Paul’s alleged illness ; while de Wette thinks 

that Paul includes mention of the departure from life only to show that he 
is prepared for everything. We should rather keep strictly to the meaning 
of éxdyu., peregre absentes ex corpore (comp. Vulgate : absentes), and explain 

it : We exert ourselves to be well-pleasing to the Lord, whether we (at His Pa- 

rousia) are still at-home in the body, or are already from-home out of it, con- 

sequently, according to the other figure used before, already éxdvedpevor, 7.6. 
already dead, so that we come to be judged before Him (more precisely : 
before His judgment-seat, ver. 10), not through the being changed, like 
the évdyuoivrec, but through the being raised up. It is thus self-evident 

that eire évdnpotvres «.7.A. must be attached not to ¢Aoriuofueba, but to 

evdpectot avr@ eiva, as was done by Chrysostom, although with an erroneous 

explanation. 
Ver. 10. Objective motive of this striving. — rode yap mdvrag uae] no one 

excepted. It applies to all Christians ; comp. Rom. xiv. 10. — dei] a divine 
appointment, which is not to be evaded. — ¢avepw97vac] This does not im- 

ply ‘‘the concealment hitherto of the dead ” (de Wette), for the living also 
arc judged, but means : manifestos fieri cum occultis nostris (Bengel, comp. 
Beza). Comp. 1 Cor. iv. 5; Rom. ii. 16. Thus it is distinguished from 

the mere rapaorqva, iv. 14, Rom. xiv. 10, for which Grotius takes it ; and 

it is arbitrary to declare this distinction unnecessary (Rickert), since that 

conception corresponds alike with the word (comp. ver. 11) and the fact. 

Comp. Chrysostom and Theodoret. — xouiozra:] Moral actions are, accord- 
ing to the idea of adcquate requital, conceived as something deposited, 
which at the last judgment is carried away, received, and taken with us, 
namely, in the equivalent reward and punishment. Comp. Eph. vi. 8 ; Col. 

1In this case, however, there is not the is obvious @f iseif. Grotius felt this, and 
contrast: ef nune et tunc, in this and in that 

life, as Beza, Grotius, and others suppose, 
connecting it with cvdpecro: elvar. For 
with the present well-pleasing the future 

hence, substituting another meaning in the 

second clause, he explains it: *‘ nune vitam 

nostram {psi probando, tune ab ipso praemi- 
umacciplendo.” See, against this, Calovius, 
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iii. 25; Gal. vi. 7 ; Matt. vi. 20 ; Rev. xiv. 18. — ra did rov cdparog] ac. dy7a, 

that which is brought about through the body, that which has been done by 

means of the activity of the bodily life (rd cdua as organic instrument of the 

Ego in its moral activity gencrally ; hence not: ric capxéc). Comp., on 
dia tov caparoc, expressions like ray qdovév al dia Tov cdparde ciowv, Plat. Phaed. 

p. 65 A 3 aiadioecc al dia tov cdparoc, Phaedr. p. 250 D, al. ; Ktthner, ad Xen. 
Mem. iv. 5. 8.1 Instead of Luther’s : in the life of the body (so also de Wette 
and many others), through the life of the body would be better. There is no 
reason for taking the did merely of the state (iii. 11). The thought of the 
resurrection-body, with which the recompense is to be received (to which view 
Osiander, following the Fathers and some older commentators, is inclined), 

is alien to the context (vv. 6, 8, 9) ; besides, merely d:d rod odu. would be 

used without 74. — The pic & éxpatev contains the standard of rightcous- 

ness, in accordance with which every one xoyicera: ré dia tov odparos : cor- 

responding to what he has done. — sire ayadov, cite xaxdv] 8c. Expage. The 

recompense of the wicked may take place as well by the assigning of a 

lower degree of the Messianic salvation (1 Cor. iii. 15 ; 2 Cor. ix. 6) as by 

exclusion from the Messianic kingdom (1 Cor. vi. 9 f. ; Gal. v. 21 ; Eph. 

v. 5). (z‘) 

Remarx.—Our passage does not, as Flatt thought, refer toa special judgment 
which awaits every man immediately afler death (a conception quite foreign to 

the apostle), but to the last judgment conceived as near; and it results from 

it that, according to Paul, the atonement made through the death of Jesus, in 

virtue of which the pre-Christian guilt of those who had become believers was 

blotted out, does not do away with the requital of the moral relation estab. 
lished in the Christian state. Comp. Rom. xiv. 10, 12; 1 Cor. iv. 5. They 

come in reality not simply before the judgment (to receive their graduated re- 

ward of grace, as Osiander thinks), but info the judgment ; in John iii. 18, the 

last judgment is not spoken of, and as to 1 Cor. vi. 2 f., see on that passage. 
Paul, however, docs not thereby say that, if the Christian has fallen and turns 

back again to faith, the atonement through Christ does not benefit him; on 

the contrary, the pevavoia of the Christian is a repetition of his passing over to 

faith, and the effect of the atonement (of the iAaorjpiov) is repeated, or rather 

continues for the Christian individual, so that even the Christian sins are 

blotted out, when one returns from the life of sin into that of faith. But the 

immoral conduct of Christians, continuing without this perdvora, is liable to 

the punishment of the judgment, because they in such an event have frustrated 

as to themselves the aim of the plan of redemption. Comp. Weiss, bibl. Theol. 

p. 379. This in opposition to Riickert’s opinion, that Puul knows nothing of a 

continuing effect of the merit of Christ. This continuing effect is implied not only 

in the general Pauline doctrine that eternal life is God's gift of grace (Rom. vi, 

1 The reading ra t8ca tov cwparos (Arm, 

Vulg. It. Goth. Or. twice, and many Fa- 

thers), which Grotius and Mill approved, 

is to be regarded as a gloss, in which ra da 

‘was meant to be defined more precisely by 

va ida. In the Pelagian controversy the 

té&a acquired importance for combating tho 

doctrine of original sin, because children 
could not have done any té&a peccata, and 

hence could not be Hable to judgment. On 

the other hand, Augustine, Zp. 107, laid 
stress on the imputation of Adam's ain, ao- 

cording to which it was the moral property 
even of children. 
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23), and in the idea of Christ's intercession (Rom. viii. 34; comp. Heb. vii. 25, 
ix, 24; 1 John ii. 1, 2), but also in passages like 2 Cor. vii. 10, compared with 

Rom. v. 9, 10, 17. We may add the apt remark of Liicke on 1 John, p. 147: 
‘ As a single past and concluded fact, it (Christ's atoning work) would be just 

a mere symbol ; it has full truth only in its continuing efficacy.” 

Vv. 11-21. Since we thus fear Christ, we persuade men, but we are mani- 

fest to God, and, it is to be hoped, also to you (ver. 11,) by which we never- 

theless do not wish to praise ourselves, but to give you occasion to boast of 
us against our opponents (ver. 12). For for this you have cause, whether wo 
may be now mad (as our opponents say) or in possession of reason (ver. 18). 

Proof of the latter (vv. 14, 15), from which Paul then infers that he no 
longer knows any one after the flesh, as formerly, when he had so known 
Christ, and that hence the Christian is 4 new creature (vv. 16,1%. And 

this new creation is the work of God (vv. 18, 19), whence results the exalted 
‘standpoint of the apostolic preaching, which proclaims reconciliation (vv. 
20, 21). 

Ver. 11. Ody] in pursuance of what has just been said, that we all before 
the judgment-seat of Christ, etc., ver. 10. —r. 9630» 7. xupiov] The genitive 

is not genitivus subjecti (equivalent toe 1d goBepdv r.xvp.), a8 Emmerling, Flatt, 
Billroth, Osiander, and others hold, following Chrysostom and most of the 

older commentators (comp. Lobeck, Paralip. p. 513; Klausen, ad Aesch. 
Choeph. 81); for the use of the expression with the genitive taken objectively 

is the standing and habitual one in the LXX., the Apocrypha, and the N. T., 

according to the analogy of NYT NN (vii. 1; Eph. v. 21; comp. Acts ix. 
31; Rom. iii. 18); and the context does not warrant us in departing from 
this. Hence : since we know accordingly the fear of Christ (as judge); since 
holy awe before Him is by no means to us a strange and unknown feeling, 
but, on the contrary, we know how much and in what way He is to be 
feared. The Vulgate renders rightly : timorem Domini ; Beza wrongly ; 
terrorem illum Domini, 4.6. formidabile illud judicium.” — avdparove 
aetSouev] we persuade men, but God we do not need to persuade, like men; to 
Him we are manifest. The av3p. rev?. has been interpreted of the gaining 
over to Christianity (Beza, Grotius, Er. Schmid, Calovius, Emmerling, and 
others) : or of the apostolic working in general (Ewald) ; or of the correction 

of erroneous and offensive opinions regarding Paul (Chrysostom, Theodoret, 
Theophylact ); or of the striving to make themselves pleasing to men (Erasmus, 
Luther, Elsner, Wolf, Hammond, Flatt, and others ;' or of the persuadere 
hominibus nostram integritatem (Estius, Bengel, Semler, Olshausen, de Wette, 
Osiander, Neander). Billroth also, with quite arbitrary importation of the 
idea, thinks that reiSouev is meant of illegitimate, deceitful persuasion: ‘I 
can indeed deceive men, but to God withal I am manifest.” Raphel takes 

it similarly, but with an interrogative turn. But this assumed meaning of 
reidw must of necessity have been given by the context (which is not the 

1 Luther: ‘We deal softly with the peo other wanton injunctions, for we fear God ; 
ple, i.e. we do not tyrannize over nor drive but we teach them gently, so that we dls- 

the people with excommunications and gust no one.” 
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case even in Gal. iv. 10) ; and the idea of being able would in this view of 

the meaning be so essential, that it could not be conveyed in the mere indic- 
ative, which, on the contrary, expresses the actually existing state of things, 

as well as the following wedavep. Olshausen erroneously attempts to correct 

this explanation to the effect of our understanding the expression in refer- 
ence to the accusations of the opponents: ‘‘As our opponents say, we 
deceitfully persuade men, but before God we are manifest in our purity.” 
The ‘‘as our opponents say” is as arbitrarily invented,’ as is the conception 

of deceit in reiYouev. In defining the object of wei9ouer, the only course 
warranted by the context is to go back to the immediately preceding self-wit- 
hess in ver. 9, di2oriu. evdpeoto: avt@ eivac. (a*) Of this we bring men to the con- 

viction through our teaching and working, not: of the fact, that we fear 
the Lord (Zachariae, Riickert), since eiddre¢ r. $68. 7. xvp. is only of the 

nature of a motive and a subsidiary thought ; hence also not: ‘‘ eundem 
hune timorem hominibus suademus” (Cornelius & Lapide, Clericus, and 
others). Comp. Pelagius: ‘‘ut caveant;” and again Hofmann: we convince 
others of the duty and the right mode of fearing the Lord. After avdpdzove 

there is no omission of yév (Riickert); but the putting of the clause av¥p. 
xeid, without indicating its relation makes the following contrast appear 
surprising and thereby rhetorically more emphatic. —é rai¢ ovvedd. tudv] 

Calvin aptly says: ‘‘Conscicntia enim longius penetrat, quam carnis judici- 
um.” In the syllogism of the conscience (law of God—act of man—moral 

judgment on the same) the action of a third party is here the minor premiss. 
The individualizing plural of ovveid. is not elsewhere found; yet comp. iv. 
2. —epavepooda] the perfect infinitive after éArif{a, which elsewhere in the 

N. T. has only the aorist infinitive coupled with it, is here logically necessary 
in the connection. For Paul hopes, i.e. holds the opinion under the hope 
of its being confirmed, that he has become and is manifest in the conscience 
of the readers (present of the completed action). Comp. Hom. Ji. xv. 110: 
469 yap viv éArow’ "Apri ye maya terbySat, Od. vi. 297; Eurip. Suppl. 790. 

Ver. 12. Ov rdtuv éavr. avvor.] See on iii. 1. The éavroi¢ (not again self- 
praise do we practise) does not stand in contrast with the iuiy following after 

dd. (Fritzsche, Osiander), because otherwise iziv must have stood imme- 

diately after aAAd. —aAAd dgoppy. diddvrec x.7.A.] We should not, with Beza 
and Flatt, supply éouév, but Afyouev ravta, which flows from the previous 

éavr. ovvor. See Matthiae, p. 1534 ; Kiihner, II. p. 604 ; Buttmann, neut. 

Gr. p. 836 [E. T. 393]. —xavyfuarog trép ju.) Here also xat:ynua is not 
(comp. Rom. iv. 2; 1 Cor. v. 6, ix. 15 f. ; 2 Cor. i. 14) equivalent to 
xabynowe (de Wette and many others), but is materies gloriandi. The thought 

of the apostle is, that he gives the readers occasion for finding matter to 
make their boast to his advantage (iwép, comp. ix. 8, vii. 4, viii. 24, vii. 14, 
ix, 2, xil. 5). The whole phrase 4a/Aa agopujv x.7.A. combines with 

all the strength of apostolic self-confidence a tender delicacy, in which, 
nevertheless, we cannot help seeing a touch of irony (for Paul presents the 

cold and adverse disposition towards him, into which a part of the church 

1JIt is different with ¢£éornuey, ver. 18, accusation of the opponents; but this is 
where the dideral sense in itself points toan not the case with weidouer, 
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had allowed itself to be brought by the hostile teachers, as lack of occasion 
to make their boast on his account !). — After éy7re there is supplied either 
ri (Acts xxiv. 19) : in order that you may have somewhat to oppose to those 
who, etc. (so Calvin and the most), or ri Aéyecw (Theodoret, de Wette, 

Osiander), or xabyyua (rather xaiy. iép ju., for these words go together). 

So Camerarius, Zeger, and others, including Rickert and Ewald. But: 

since give and have are evidently correlative, the context leads us (comp. 
Hofmann also) to supply agopymy xavyjparog trip hu. : in order that ye may 
have this occasion, have it in readiness (comp. 1 Cor. xiv. 26) to make use 
of it, against those who, etc. mpéc, according to the context, denotes the 

direction contra, Matthiae, p. 1390. — mpéc rove év rpoodry xavy., x. ov xapdig. ] 

against those, who make their boast for the sake of countenance and not of heart. 

A very striking description of the opponents as hypocritical boasters, not of 
the making a parade of their being immediate disciples of Christ (Hilgen- 
feld). The object of their self-boasting is the countenance, the holiness, tho 
zeal, the love, etc., which present themselves on their countenance, but of 

the heart they make no boast ; for of that of which they boast, their heart 
is empty.’ ‘‘ Ubi autem inanis est ostentatio, illic nulla sinceritas, nulla 
animi rectitudo,” Calvin. It is self-evident withal to the reader that this 

whole description is expressed according to the true state of the case, and 

not according to the design of the persons described themselves ; for these 
wished, of course, to pass at all events for persons who with their sclf-boast- 
ing exhibited the virtues of their hearts, and not the semblance of their 
faces. Comp. Theophylact (following Chrysostom) : rocotro: ydép qoav evAa- 
Betac pév Exovres mpoowmeiov (mask), év dé xapdig ovdév gépovrec ayaddy. Usually 

(also by Emmerling, Flatt, Schrader, Rickert, Raibiger, Neander) év rpo- 
oéry is taken in the wider sense: de rebus externis, to which is then opposed 
in xapdig the purity of the disposition. Learning, eloquence, Jewish lineage, 
acquaintance with the older apostles, and the like, are held to be included 
in év rpocéry ; comp. Holsten, who recalls the ‘EBpaioi ciow x.r.A. in xi. 22. 
But with what warrant from linguistic usage? Even in passages like 
1 Sam. xvi. 17, Matt. xxii. 16, tpéowroy means nothing else than countenance. 

Paul must have chosen some such contrast as éy capxi cai ob rvetuari, in order 
to be understood. Ewald explains it : ‘‘who doubtless boast me before the 
Jace, when they see myself present, but not in the heart.” But xavyoptvove 

cannot mean : who boast me, but only : who boast themselves. Inthe N. T., 

too, ev with xavyaoda: always denotes the object,* of which one makes boast, 

1 wpogwry, like xapéiqg, must refer to the 
persons concerned, and mean Meir counte- 
nance (as even Beyschlag grants). Hence 
it may not be taken, in accordance with 
Luke xiil. 26, of their having boasted that 

they had often seen, heard, perhaps even 
spoken with, Jesus, while yet they had gained 
no relation of the heart to him. This in op- 

position to Beyschlag in the Stud. u. Krit. 

1865, p. 266. For in that case it would, in 

fact, be the countenance af Jesus, which 
they would make it the contents of their 

boast that they had seen, etc. 

2 In x. 16 the object is denoted dy eis, 
whereby the reference to the locality its 
given for dy aAdorpig xavdn, so that in this 
passage the construction 1s not cavxaoda: dy, 
but cavxyéoda: cis. On xavxacda dv, comp. 
the Latin gloriari in; Cic. N. D. iil. 86. 87; 
Tuac. 1.21.49; Catil. ii. 9. 20. The object fs 
conceived as that, In which the cavyacda is 
causally based. In the classics it is joined 
with éwi, eis, and with the simple acousa- 
tive. 
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even in Jas. iv. 16. Comp. Ecclus. xxxix. 8, 1. 20. This, at the same 

time, in opposition to Hofmann’s view : ‘‘ they make their boast only in 
presence of others, and not inwardly before themselces.” Neither rpoodry (see 
Winer, p. 116 [E. T. 152]) nor xapdig (1 Thess. ii. 17 ; Rom. vi. 17, x. 10; 
2 Cor. ii. 4, al.) needed the article ; and there was just as little need for 
‘the self-evident aizav to be inserted (1 Thess. Z.c.). Indeed, if Paul had 
meant what Hofmann thinks, he could not but, in order to be intelligible, 
have added the different genitival definitions (4Aiw—éavrov). Bengel 

subtly and aptly remarks on xapdig : ‘‘ Haec Pauli vena erat : ab ejus corde 
fulgebat veritas ad conscientias Corinthiorum.” 

Ver. 13. And you have reason for making your boast on our behalf over 
against the adversaries !—That Paul is here dealing, and that not without 
irony, with an odious accusation of his opponents (perhaps of an overseer 
of the church, according to Ewald), is evident, since otherwise the peculiar 

mode of expression used by him would appear quite uncalled for. It must 
have been asserted that he had gone out of his senses, that he had become mad 
(observe the aoriat),—an assertion for which narrow-mindedness as well as 

malice might find cause enough, or seize pretext, in the extraordinary hero- 
ism and divine zeal of his working in general, and especially in his sudden 
and wonderful conversion, in the ecstasies and visions’ which he had had, 

in his anti-Judaism at timcs unsparing, in his ideal demands on the Chris- 
tian life, in the prominence given to his consciousness of apostleship, to 
his sufferings, and the like. In reference to this accusation he now says: 
‘* For be it, that we have become mad (as our enemies venture to assert), it 78 a 
madness standing at the service of God (a holy mania, which deserves respect, 

not blame !) ; or be it, that we are of sound understanding, we are 80 for your 
service (which can only be found by you praiseworthy).” Comp. Aretius, 
Rickert, de Wette, Osiander, Hilgenfeld (in his Zeztachr. 1864, p. 170), 

who, however, abides only by the apostle’s assertion, that he had seen 

Christ and was a full apostle, as the ground for this opinion of his oppo- 
nents. As early as the time of Chrysostom (he quotes an explanation : ei 

pev paiveodal rig nude vouigec x.t.A.) it was recognized that a glance at a hos- 

tile accusation was contained in ééornuev, and this is remarked by most of 

the older and the modern commentators ; but there should have been the 

less hesitation at taking the word in its full sense (see on Mark iii. 21 ; 

comp. Acts xxvi. 24), whereas it was often weakencd into : ultra modum 
agere,® or into: to be foolish (Chrysostom, Morus, Billroth), to seem to act 
JSoolishly (Flatt), and the like, in spite of the following cw¢povodyer, which 

Is the exact opposite of having become mad (Plato, Phaedr. p. 244 A). 
Comp. Acts xxvi. 25. As regards the subject-matter, tféor. was mostly (as 

by Chrysostom and Theodoret) referred to the self-praise,* in which case 

1 Grotius limits the reference of eféor. to 

the trances alone; but the word in itself 

does not justify this. 

28o Bengel; and earlier Luther, who 

gives as gloss: ‘If we do too much, 4.¢. if 

we deal at once sharply with the people, 
we still serve God by it; but if we act gen- 

tly and moderately with them, we do 60 for 

the people's good, so that in every way we 

do rightly and well.” 
2? Comp. Pindar, Ol. ix. 56: 1d cavyacda 

wapa xatpoy paviaroww vroxpéces, Plato, Protag. 
p. 8% B: 8 exec cwdpocivny jyovvto elvas, 
TaAnSy Adyar, évravda paviay, 
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Se was taken as: to the honour of God, and then tyziv was referred either 

to the salutary erample (iva pddyre ramevogpovetv, Chrysostom, Flatt) or to 

the salutary condescension. 80 Erasmus,’ Vatablus, Menochius, Estius, Ben- 
gel, Emmerling, Olshausen. Billroth takes it differently : ‘‘ If, however, 
you put a rational construction on it (this boasting), in my case, I wish to 

have myself boasted of only for your advantage ; I do it only in order that 
you may not be deceived by my opponents regarding me.” But the whole 
reference to the sel/-praise is after ver. 12, where Paul has absolutely neg- 

atived the éavroi¢ cvmordvouer ipiv, contrary to the context ; and those ref- 

erences of iuiv to the example shown, or to the apostolic condescension, or 
to a deception of the readers to be prevented, are not in keeping with the 
parallel 9e@ ; and there is no reason in the context for sacrificing the uni- 
formity in compass of meaning of the two datives, so that iyiv is not to be 
taken otherwise than with Grotius in the comprehensive sense of in restros 
asus. According to Hofmann, éféor, is to be referred to the self-testimony 

expressed oftily and in the most exalted tone at ii. 14 ff. : ‘If it might there 
be said that he had gone out of himself, on the other hand, the succeeding ex- 
planation (begun in iii. 1) could only produce the impression of sober ration- 
ality.” But in this way there is in fact assumed a retrospective reference 
for é&éor., which no reader and, excepting Hofmann, no expositor could 
have conjectured, and this all the less that from iii. 1 to the present passage 
Paul has been speaking of himself in a tone to # great extent lofty and ex- 
alted (¢.g. ili. 2 f., 12 ff., the whole of chap. iv., particularly after ver. 7 ; 
also v. 1 ff.) ; so that we do not sec on what so great a difference of judg- 
ment is to be based, as would be yielded by é&éor. and cudpov. It remains 

far from clear, we may add, what more precise conception Hofmann has of 

‘*gone out of himself” (whether as insanity or merely as extravagance of 
emotion). —eire. . . elre} does not here mark off two different conditions 
(Baur in the theol. Jahrb. 1850, p. 182 ff.) and times, nor the actual change 
of moods and modes of behaviour (Osiander) which Paul would scarcely 

have designated according to different references of aim (comp. rather ra 
mévta dc tuac, iv. 15), but two different modes of appearance of the same 
state, which are both assumed as possibly right, but the latter of which is 
in ver. 14 prored to be right and the former excluded. 

Ver. 14 f. Paul now proves what was implied in ver. 13, that his whole 
working was done not in his own interest (comp. pyxéri éavroic, ver. 15), but 

for God and the brethren ; the love of Christ holds him in bounds, so that 

he cannot proceed or do otherwise. According to Rickert, Paul wishes to 
give a reason for the ei ¢&forquev 0eG. But he thus arbitrarily overleaps the 

second half of ver. 18, though this expresses the same thing as the first half. 
— 4 aydrn tov Xpiorov] not: the love to Christ (Oecumenius, Beza, Grotius, 

Mosheim, Heumann, Hofmann, Maier), but : the love of Christ to men (so 

Chrysostom and most others) ; for the death of Christ floating before the 

1 St quid gloriatur P.,id non ad Ipsius, Ritckert also, who In other respects takes 

sed ad Dei gloriam pertinet; si mediocria éféer. and cedp. rightly in their pure and 
loquitur, id tribuit {nfirmforibus, quorum _ full sense, refers ixiv to accommodation. 
affectibus et capacitat! se acoommodat.” 
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apostle’s mind is to him the highest act of love (Rom. v. 6, 7; Gal. ji. 20; 

Eph. iii. 19 ; Rom. viii. 85, 87) ; and with Paul generally (not so with John) 

the genitive of a person with ayary is always the genitivus subjecti (Rom. v. 

5, 8, vili. 35, 39 ; 2 Cor. viii. 24, xiii. 18; Eph. ii. 4; Phil. i. 9; also 2 

Thess. iii. 5 ; 1 Thess. i. 8 is not here relevant), while, when the person is 

the object of love, he expresses this by eic (Col. i. 4 ; t Thess. iii. 12), and 
denotes by the genitive only an abstract as object (2 Thess. ii. 10) ; in Rom. 

Xv. 30, rod rveip. is the genitivus originis. — ovvé yet judg] cohibet nos, holds us 

in bounds, so as not to go beyond the limits marked by @e6 and iniv, and to 

follow, possibly, affections and interests of our own. Comp. Calvin (con- 

stringere affectus nostros), Loesner, Billroth, Hofmann, Castalio: ‘‘ tenet 

nos.” Most, however, follow the Vulgate (urget nos): it urges and drives us." 

So Emmerling, Vater, Flatt, Schrader, Riickert, Olshausen, Osiander, 

Neander, and others ; also Chrysostom (oix agizo: jovydtev ye) and Theo- 

doret (rvprodobueda). But contrary to the usage of the word, for ovréyerv 

always expresses that which holds together, conjines, and the like, and so may 

mean press hard, but not urge and drire (Luke xix. 48, viii. 87, al.; Phil. i. 

23 ; also Acts xviii. 5). (B°) Comp. Plato, Polit. p. 811 C; Pind. Pyth. i. 

37, al.; Philo, Leg. ad Caj. p. 1016 E ; also LXX. in Biel and Schleusner, 
Thes. Ewald : it harasses us, ‘‘so that we have no rest except we do every- 

thing in it.” Thus ovrvéye: would revert to the notion of pressing hard, which 

may be a harassing (Luke xii. 50 ; Wisd. xvii. 11, and Grimm’s Handb. in 
loc.). But this is not given here by the context, as, indeed, that further de- 
velopment of the meaning does not flow from the connection. — xpivavrag 
rovro| after we hate come to be of the judgment, namely, after our conversion,’ 

Gal. i. 16. This judgment contains that, in consequence of which that re- 
straining influence of the love of Christ takes place—the subjective condi- 
tion of this influence. — dre eig Urép wévtuv x.7.A.] that one for all, etc. Who 

is meant by eic, is clear from 4 ayaay 7. Xpiorod, and was known to all the 

hearts of the readers ; hence there is the less ground for breaking up the 
simple sentence, and taking ¢ic trip révrwv as in apposition : ‘‘ because He, 
one for all, died” (Hofmann). As for drz, it is simplest, although e after érz 

is not genuine (see the critical remarks), to take it, not as because, but as 
that, corresponding, according to the usage elsewhere, to the preparatory 
rovro (Rom. i. 8, vi. 6; 2 Cor. x. 7, 115 Eph. v. 5, al.) ; in such a way, 

however, that dpa x.r.4. is likewise included in the dependence on ém, and 
does not form an independent clause (in opposition to Riickert). For the 

contents of the judgment as such must lie in dpa ol rdvrec aréSavov, of which 
the historical fact, ei¢ imép mévr. aréd., is only the actual presupposition serv- 
ing as its ground. The way in which the two clauses are marshalled side by 

side (without ei or because) makes the expression more lively, comp. 1 Cor. 

1 Beza: “totos possidet ac regit, ut ejus 
affiatu quasi correpti agamus omnia."’ 

2 Not at, but after conversion. His con- 
version took place through Christ seizing 

on him and overmastering him, and not by 
way of argument; but subsequently in him 

who had become a believer there necessa- 

rily set in the discursive exercise of reflec- 
tion, guiding the further judgment regard- 

ing the new life which he had acquired. 

This in opposition to Hofmann’s misconcep- 
tion of my explanation, as if I took «ptvayras 
as identical with the conversion of the 

apostle. 
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x. 17. Hence it is to be translated : that one died for all, consequently they 
all died, i.e. consequently in this death of the one the death all was accom- 
plished, the ethical death, namely, in so far as in the case of-all the ceasing 
of the fleshly life, of the life in sin (which ethical dying sets in subjectively 
through fellowship of faith with the death of Christ), is objectively, as a 
matter of fact, contained in the death of the Lord. (c*) When Christ died 
the redeeming death for all (comp. v. 21), all died, in respect of their fleshly 
life, with Him (Xpror¢ ovveorat pupa, Gal. ti. 19 5 areddvere, Col. iii. 8); this 

objective matter of fact which Paul here affirms has its subjective realization in 
the faith of the individuals, through which they have entered into that death- 

fellowship with Christ given through His death for all, so that they have 

now, by means of baptism, become ovvragévre¢ airp (Col. ii. 12). Comp. 
Rom. vi. 4. Here’ also, as inall passages where trép is used of the atoning 
death (see on Rom. v. 6 ; Gal. iii. 18), it is not equivalent to avri (comp. on 
ver, 21), for which it is taken by most commentators, including Flatt, 

Emmerling, Riickert, Olshausen, de Wette, Usteri, Osiander, Gess, Baur, 

Maicr, but : for the sake of, all, for their benefit, to erpiate their sins (ver. 19 ; 
Rom. iii. 25). Since One has died the redeeming death for the good of all, 
so that the death of this One as iAacrfpiov has come to benefit all, ai? are dead, 

because otherwise the ei¢ ixép mévrwy would not be correctly put. The dying 
of Christ for the reconciliation of all necessarily presupposes that death- 
fellowship of all, for Christ could not have dicd effectively, for one who 
would not have died with Christ ; unbelieving, such a one, in spite of the 
sacrificial death made for all, would still be in his sins.* That ixép here 
cannot be, equivalent to avri is shown particularly by ver. 15 : 16 drip avrav 
anodavévrs kal éyepOévre; for according to this the resurrection of Jesus 
also (since it would be quite arbitrary to refer imp avréy merely to dxo¥avéyri) 
must have been substitutionary, which is nowhere taught, since it is rather 

the actual proof and confirmation of the atonement (see 1 Cor. xv. 17; Rom. 
iv. 25, ix. 84; Acts xiii. 87 f.; 1 Pet. i. 3 f.). —ixép rdvruv] for all men in 
general, so that no one is excluded from the effect of his iAaorfpiov, and every 
one, so soon as he becomes a believer, attains subjectively to the enjoyment 
of this effect. This subjective realization, although in the case of those who 
refuse belief it is frustrated by their guilt, is, in the divine plan of salvation, 
destined for all, and has already taken placc in the case of believers ; hence 

Paul, who himself belonged to the latter, might justly from this his own 

1Comp. Schweizer in the Stud. u. Krit. 
1858, p. 462 f.; Hofmann, Schriftbew. IT. 1, p. 
824 f. What Baur remarks, on the other 

hand, in Hilgenfeld's Zeitechr. f. wiss. Theol. 

1859, p. 241 (comp. his neut. Theol. p. 158 f.), 

that uwep denotes the ideal substitution, f.¢. 

the most intimate, immediate entering into 

the other and putting oneself in his place, 

is not the contents of the idea of the prep- 
dsition, but that of the idea of sacrifice, un- 
der which the death of Jesus is ranked, in 
the conaciourness of the apostle and his 
readers, as an idacripov, offered for the 

salvation of all (vwép wavrwr). 

3 Certainly the dying of Christ was the 

“* close of the previous sin-tainted life of 
mankind" (Hofmann, comp. Rich. Schmidt, 

Paul. Christol. p. 85 f.), but in so far as this 
dying blotted out the guilt of mankind. 
This expiation becomes appropriated by in- 

dividuals through faith. and out of faith 
there grows the new life of sanctification, 
in which he who has died ethically with 
Christ in falth is ethically risen with Him 
and lives to God. 
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standpoint in the ol révrec dé 9avov, without meaning by mdvrec only believers 
(in opposition to my previous explanation), prove the restraining influence of 
the love of Christ, which he had himself experienced. — oi révreg] with the 
article ; for it applies to all those of whom tirép x. aré3. was just said. — 

azéSavov] not : they are to die (Thomas, Grotius, Estius, Ndsselt, and others) ; 

not : they were subjected to death (Chrysostom, Theodoret, Erasmus, Beza, 
and others ; Vatablus: ‘‘ morte digni”™) ; nor: they must have died (Ewald) ; 
nor: ‘‘it is just as good as if they had died” (Calovius, Flatt, and others) : 

but : ‘‘mors facta in morte Christi” (Bengel), they died, which is to be con- 

sidered as a real fact, objectively contained in the fact of the death of Jesus, 

and subjectively accomplished in the consciousness of individuals through 
faith. 

Ver. 15. Continuation or second part of the judgment, in consequence of 
which the love of Christ cuvéye: juac. —irép has the emphasis, whereas in 

ver. 14 the stress lay on eic and wévruv. ‘‘ And (that) He died for the benefit 
of all (with the purpose) that (because otherwise this irép would be frustra- 
ted) the living should no more (as before the death they had died with Christ) 
live to themselves, i.e. dedicate their life to selfish ends, but,” etc. Comp. 
Rom. xiv. 7 ff. — oi Zovrec] Paul might also have said al mdvre¢ ; but of Cavrec 

is purposely chosen with retrospective reference to of rdvrec axéSavor, and 

that as subject (the living), not as apposition (as the living, Hofmann), in 

which view the life meant is held to be the carthly one, which Jesus left 

when He died ; but this would furnish only a superfluous and unmeaning 
addition (it is otherwise at iv. 11), and so also with de Wette’s interpreta- 

tion : 80 long as we live. No ; it is the life, which has followed on the azéd- 
avov. He, namely, who has died with Christ is alice from death, as Christ 

Himself has died and become alive (Rom. xiv. 9); He who has become of- 

gvrog with His death, is so also with His resurrection (Rom. vi. 5). Thus 
the dead are necessarily the (avvec, by sharing ethically the same fate with 

Christ, Gal. ii. 19 f. Their (w% is, consequently, doubtless in substance the 
life of regeneration (Erasmus, Beza, Flatt, and others); it is not, however, 

regarded under this form of conception, but as xacwérn¢ Cog (Rom. vi. 4), 

out of death. Comp. Rom. vi. 8-11. Rickert, in accordance with his in- 
correct taking of iép in the sense of avri (see on ver. 14), explains : ‘‘ those, 

for whom He has died, on whom, therefore, death has no more claims.” — 

kai éyepSévt:] is correlative to the ol Covrec, in so far as these are just the 

living out of death, whose life isto belong to the Living One ; and izép 
avtav belongs also to éyepd., since Christ is raised did rw dixaiwoww quov (Rom. 

iv. 25). Comp. on Phil. iii. 10 ; 1 Cor. xv. 17.—Note, further, that Paul in 

ver. 15 writes in the third person (he does not say we), because he lays down 

the whole judgment beginning with ér: as the great, universally valid and 
fundamental doctrine for the collective Christian life, that he may then in 
ver. 16 let himself emerge in the sec. He would not have written differently 
even if he had meant by aydmry r. Xpicrov his love to the Lord (in opposition 

to Hofmann). Much that is significant is implied in this doctrinal, objec- 
tive form of confession. 

Ver. 16. Inference from vv. 14 and 15 opposed to the hostile way of 
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judging of his opponents (comp. ver. 13). Hence it is with ue quite other- 
wise than with our opponents, who judge regarding others xard odpxa : we 

_ know henceforth no one according to flesh-standard. Since all, namely, have 
(ethically) died, and every one is destined to live only to Christ, not to him- 
self, our knowing of others must be wholly independent of what they are 
xata oépxa. Accordingly, the connection of thought between ver. 16 and 
vv. 14 and 15 demands that we take xara cdpxa here not as subjective stand- 
ard of the oidayev, so that we should have to explain it: according to 
merely human knowledge, without the enlightenment of the Holy Spirit 

(comp. i. 17; 1 Cor. i. 26): ‘‘as one might know Him in a way natural to 
man” (Hofmann, Osiander, and, earlier, Lyra, Calovius, and others ; comp. 

also Ernesti, Urspr. d. Siinde, I. p. 69), but as objective standard (comp. xi. 
18; John viii. 15; Phil. iii. 4), so that eidévac rivd xara cdpxa means : to 

know any oneaccording to merely human appearance, to know him in such a way, 

that he is judged by what he is in virtuc of his natural, material form of 
existence, and not by what he is card wveiya, a8 a Christian, a8 atv? xriot (ver. 

17%). He who Knows no one «ard oépxa has entirely left out of account, ¢.g. 
in the Jew, his Jewish origin ; in the rich man, his riches ; in the scholar, 

his learning ; in the slave, his bondage ; and so forth (comp. Gal. iii. 28). 
Comp. Bengel : ‘‘secundum carnem : secundum statum veterem ex nobili- 
tate, divitiis, opibus, sapientia.” It is inaccurate to say that this interpre- 
tation requires the article before odpxa (Osiander). It might be used, but 

was not necessary, any more than at Phil. iii. 3 ff., Rom. i. 8, ix. 5, al, 
where odpf everywhere, without the article, denotes the objective relation. 
— tueic] 4.6. we on our part, as opposed to the adversarics who judge xara 
odpxa. The taking the plural as general embracing others (Billroth, by way 
of suggestion, Schenkel, de Wette), has against it the evidently antithetic 

emphasis of the pronoun ; it is only with the further inference in ver. 17 
that the discourse becomes general. — ad rot vin] after the present time, é.¢. 
after our present (Christian) relation, and with it also the xpivavrag x.1.2., 

has begun. Paul has avd rov viv only here. Beyond this Luke alone in the 
N. T. has it. —oidapev] not aestimamus (Grotius, Estius, and others, includ- 

ing Emmerling and Flatt), but novimus ; no one is to us known xara odpxa ; 
we know nothing of him according to such a standard. Comp. on cidévas 
ovdéva or oidév in the sense of complete separation, 1 Cor. ii. 2. olda is re- 
lated to fyvwxa, cognovi, as its lasting sequel: scio, quis et qualis sit. — ei xai 
éyvéxapev x. o. Xpiordv x.t.A.] apologetic application of the assertion just 
made, ard rov viv ovdéva oldayev x. o. This remark is added without dé (see 
the critical remarks), which is accounted for by the impetuous liveliness of 
the representation. Jf eren (as I herewith grant to my opponents, see Her- 
mann, ad Viger. p. 882) the case has occurred that we have knowen Christ accord- 
ing to flesh-standard, this knowing of Him now exists tith us no longer. The 
emphasis of this concessive clause lies on the praeterite éyvéxazev, which op- 

poses the past to the present relation (oldauev, and see the following yevdoxe- 
pev). Therefore Xporév is not placed immediately after e: xaf, for Paul 

wishes to express that in the past it has been otherwise than now ; that for- 
merly the yevdoxerv x. cdpxa had certainly occurred in his case, and that in ref- 
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erence to Christ. This in opposition to the wsval interpretation, according to 
which Xpioréy is invested with the chiefemphasis. Soe.g. Billroth: ‘if we 

once regarded even Christ Himself in a fleshly manner, if we quite misjudged 
Him and His kingdom ;” Beyschlag similarly : ‘‘ even with Christ I make no 
exception,” etc. Riickert, without any reason whatever, conjectures that 
Paul erroneously inserted Xp:ordy, or perhaps did not write it at all. The 
right interpretation is found in Osiander, Ewald, Kling, also substantially in 
Hofmann, who, however, would attach ci xai éyvéxapev x.1.A. to ard rod viv. . . 

cdpxa, and thus separate it only by a comma,—a course by which, owing tothe 
following contrast 4244 x.7.4., the sentence is without sufficient ground made 
more disjointed.—Paul had known Christ xard odpxa, so long as the merely 
human individuality of Christ, His lower, earthly appearance (comp. Chrys- 

ostom and Theodorct), was the limit of his knowledge of Him. At the 

time when he himself was still a zealot against Christ, and His persecutor, 
he knew Him as a mere man, as 8 common Jew, not as Messiah, not as the 

Son of God ; as one justly persecuted and crucified, not as the sinless 
Reconciler and the transfigured Lord of glory, etc. It was quite different, 
however, since God had revealed His Son in Paul (Gal. i. 16), whereby he 

had learned to know Christ according to His true, higher, spiritual nature 
(xara rvevua, Rom. i. 4). Comp. also Holsten, z. Ho. d. Paul. und Petr. p. 
429, who, however, refers the Xp:orév, which denotes the entire historical 

person of the God-man, only to the heavenly, purely pneumatic personality 
of the Lord, which had been pre-existent and in this sense was re-established 
by the resurrection. Klépper, p. 66, has substantially the right view: the 
earthly, human appearance of Christ according to its national, legal, and 
particular limitation. The Judaistic conception of the Messianic idea was 
the subjective ground of the former erroneous knowledge of Christ, but it is 

not on that account to be explained with many (Luther, see his gloss, Ben- 

gel, Rickert, and others): according to Jewish ideas of the Messiah ; for, ac- 

cording to what precedes, x. ¢. must be the objective standard of the éyvixa- 
pev. In that case Xpioréy cannot be appellative, the Messiah (especially 
Baur, I. p. 304, ed. 2, and Neander, I. p. 142 f.), but only nomen proprium, 
as the following el ric év XpiorG Shows. Olshausen, who rightly, as to sub- 
stance, refers x. o. to the life of Christ before His resurrection, deduces, 

however, from ei xa? éyvox. that Paul even before his conversion had seen 

Christ in his visits to Jerusalem, which Beyschlag also, in the Stud. u. Krit. 
1864, p. 248, and 1865, p. 266, gathers from our passage and explains it 

1 According to Estius, the meaning is 
taken to be: “If we once held it as some- 
thing great to be fellow-countrymen and 

kinsmen of Christ.”” But the words do not 

convey this. Similarly also Wetstein, who 

makes the apostle, in opposition to the (al- 

leged) boasting of the false apostles that 

they were kinsmen and hearers of Christ, 

maintain, ‘“ cognationem solam nthil pro- 

desse ;"* et Christum non humilem esse, as on 
earth, sed exaltatum super omnes. Comp. 

Hammond, and also Storr, Opuse. II. p. 252, 
according to whom Paul refers to such, 

“‘qui praeter externa ornamenta et Judai- 

cam originen et pristinam illam suam cum 
apostolis Christo familiaribus conjunctionem 

nihil haberent, quo magnifice gloriari pos- 

sent.” An allusion to the alleged epirituai- 

tsm of the Christine party, who had re- 

proached the apostle with a fleshly concep- 
tion of Christ (Schenkel, Goldhorn), is arbi- 

trarily assumed. 
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accordingly, and. Ewald, Gesch. d. apost. Zeitalt. p. 368, cd. 8, thinks cred- 
ible. This is in itself possible (though nowhere testified), but does not 
follow from our passage ; for éyvéx., in fact, by no means presupposes the 
having seen, but refers to the knowledge of Christ obtained by colloquial in- 
tercourse, and determined by the Pharisaic fundamental point of view,—a 
knowledge which Paul before his conversion had derived from his historical 
acquaintance with Christ’s earthly station, influence as a teacher, and fate, 

as known to all.’ Besides, the interpretation of a personal acquaintance 
with Christ would be quite unsuitable to the following GA/d viv x.r.4. It 
would be at variance with the context. See also Klépper, p. 55 ff. Accord- 
ing to de Wette, the sense is : ‘‘ not yet to have so known Christ as, with a 

renouncing of one’s own fleshly selfishness, to live to Him alone,” ver. 15. 
But in this way there would result for xara cdpxa the sense of the subjectire 

standard (against which sce above); further, the signification of xara o. 
would not be the same for the two parts of the verse, since in the second 
part it would affirm more (namely, according to fleshly selfishness, without 
living to Him alone); lastly, this having known Christ would not suit, the 

time before the conversion of the apostle, to which it nevertheless applies, 
because at this time he was even yersecutor of Christ. And this he was, 
just because he knew him xara odpxa (taken in our sense), which erroneous 
form of having known ceased only when God amexdAvpe rdv vldv atrad 
év avr@ (Gal. i. 16). While various expositors fail to give to it a clear and 
definite interpretation,’ others have explained it in the linguistically erronc- 
ous sense of a merely hypothetical possibility. Thus Erasmus: ‘‘ Nec.est, 
quod nos posteriores apostolos quisquam hoc nomine minoris faciat, quod 
Christum mortali corpore in terris versantem non novimus, quando etiam, 

si contigisset novisse, nunc eam notitiam, quae obstabat spiritui, deposuissc- 
mus, et spiritualem factum spiritualiter amaremus ;” so in the main also 
Grotius, Rosenmiiller, Flatt. Fora synopsis of the various old explana- 
tions, from Faustus the Manichaean (who proved from our passage that 
Christ had no fleshly body) downward, see Calovius, Bibl. ill. p. 463 ff. — 

a4/4] in the apodosis, sec on iv. 16. — yevdoxopuev] ac. kata odpxa Xproréy. 

Ver. 17. Inference from ver. 16. If, namely, the state of matters is such 

as is stated in ver. 16, that now we no longer know any one as respects his 
human appearance, and even a knowledge of Christ of that nature, once 
chcrished, no longer exists with us, t¢ follows that the adherents of Christ, who 

are raised above such a knowledge of Christ after a mere sensuous standard, 
are quite other than they were before ; the Christian is @ new creature, to whom 
the standard xara odpxa is no longer suitable. The apostle might have con- 
tinued with yép instead of Gore ; in which case he would have assigned as 
ground of the changed knowledge the changed quality of the objects of 

1 Certainly to him also had the cross been * Hofmann, ¢.g., describes the knowing 
a stumbling-block, since, according to the of Christ xara cdpca as of such a nature, 
Jewish conception, the Messiah was notto that it accommodated itself to the habit of 

die at all (John xil 34); but we must not, the natural man, and therefore Christ was 

with Theodoret, limit «ara odpxa to the known only in so far as He wae the object of 
wadyrov copa of Christ. such knowledge. 
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knowledge. He might also, with just as much logical accuracy, infer, from 
the fact of the knowledge being no longer xara cdpxa, that the objects of 
knowledge could no longer be the old ones, to which the old way of know- 
ing them would still be applicable, but that they must be found in a quality 
wholly new. He argues not er causa, but ad causam. The former he would 
have done with ydp, the latter he does with Gore (in opposition to Hofmann's 

objection). —év Xpior@] a Christian ; for through faith Christ is the element 

tn which we live and move. —xa:v? xriotc] for the pre-Christian condition, 

spiritual and moral, is abolished and done away by God through the union 
of man with Christ (ver. 18 ; Eph. ii. 10, iv. 21 ; Col. iii. 9, 10 ; Rom. vi. 

6), and the spiritual nature and life of the believer are constituted quite 

anew (comp. vv. 14, 15), so that Christ Himself lives in him (Gal. ii. 20) 

through His Spirit (Rom. viii. 9 f.). See on Gal. vi. 15. The form of the 
expression (its idea is not different from the wadcyyeveoia, Tit. iii. 5 ; John 

iii. 8 ; James i. 18) is Rabbinical; for the Rabbins also regarded the man 
converted to Judaism as TWIN 13. See Schoettgen, Hor. I. pp. 828, 
704 f., and Wetstein. — ra dpyaia rapper x.t.4.] Epexegesis of xa:v? xrioic ; 

the old, the pre-Christian nature and life, the pre-Christian spiritual consti- 
tution of man, is passed avay ; behold the whole—the whole state of man’s 
personal life—has become new.’ There is too slight a resemblance for us to 
assume for certain a reminiscence of Isa. xliii. 18 f., or Isa. Ixv. 17 ; as even 

Chrysostom and his followers give no hint of such an echo. By the idot of 
vivid realization, and introduced without connecting particle (‘‘ demonstra- 
tivum rei presentis,” Bengel ; comp. vi. 9), as well as by the emphatically 
prefixed yéyove (comp. xii. 11), a certain element of triumph is brought into 
the representation. — The division, according to which the protasis is made 
to go on to xriow (Vulgate : ‘‘si qua ergo in Christo nova creatura ;”’ or ri¢ 
is taken as masculine : ‘‘si quis ergo mecum est in Christo regeneratus,” 
Cornelius & Lapide), has against it the fact, that in that case the apodosis 
would contain nothing else than was in the protasis ; besides, the prefixing 
of év X. would not be adcquately accounted for. 

Ver. 18. On vv. 18-21, see appropriate remarks in Fritzsche, ad Rom. I. 
p. 279 f. —rda dé ravra] leading on from the yéyove xacvé ra x. to the supreme 
source of this change ; hence, contextually, ra rdvra is nothing else than : 
the whole that has become new. Everything, in which the new state of the 

Christian consists, proceeds from God ; and now by row xaradAdgavrog . . . 

xatadAay7c is specified the mode in which God has set it into operation, name- 

ly, by His having reconciled us with Himself through Christ, and entrusted 
to the apostle and his fellow-labourers the ministry of reconciliation. The 
reconciliation has taken place with reference to all humanity (hence xéopov, 

1 Not only in reference to sin is the old and will. Chrysostom and Theophylact 
passed away and everything become new 

(Theodoret: rd rhs apapriags arexévad- 

peda yjpas), but also—certainly, however, 

in consequence of the reconcilfation appro- 

priated in faith—in relation to the knowl- 

edge and consciousness of salvation, as 

well as to the whule tendency of disposition 

unsuitably mix up objective Judaism as 

also included, and in doing so the latter 
arbitrarily specializes ra wdyra: avri row 
youov evayydkuoy avri ‘lepoveaAhn ovpardcs: 

avr paov Td dowrepor Tov KatamweTagpaTos éy ph 
Tpias’ avi wepitouys Barricpa K.T.A. 
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ver. 19) ; but Paul uses sua in the person of believers, as those who have ex- 
perienced the reconciliation of the world in its subjective realization. This 
in opposition to Leun, Ewald, Rickert, Hofmann, who refer it to the apos- 
tle and his fellow-workers, Hofmann, indeed, fincing nothing else affirmed 

than the conversion, in so far as it was, ‘‘a change of his relation, and not of 

his conduct, towards God.” And that jyiv does not apply to men in general 
(Olshausen), but to Paul and the rest of the apostolic teachers, is clear from év . 
juiv, ver. 19, which is evidently (seeing that Paul has not written éy airoic) 

distinguished by a special reference from xécpo¢ ; besides, the inference, ver. 

20, ixép Xp:orod oiv rpecB., manifestly presupposes the special reference of 

juiv and év jyiv in vv. 18, 19. This also in opposition to Héfling. Kirchen- 
verf. p. 225, ed. 8. — rot xaradAdgavroc x.t.A.] who has reconciled us with Him- 

self through Christ. For men were, by means of their uneffaced sin, burden- 

ed with God’s holy wrath, éy9pot Seov (Rom. v. 10, xi. 28 ; Eph. ii. 16 ;. 
comp. Col. i. 20 f.), Deo invist ; but through God’s causing Christ to die as 
iAacrjpiov,’ He accomplished the effacing of their sins, and by this, therefore, 

God’s wrath ceased. The same thought is contained in Rom. v. 10, only 
expressed in a passive form. Tittmann’s distinction between d:aAA. and 
xataAA. (Synon. p. 102) is of no value ; sec on Rom. v. 10, and Fritzsche, ad 
Rom. I. p. 276 ff. — rv dtaxov. rig xaradd.] the ministry, which is devoted to 
reconciliation, which is the means of reconciliation for men, inasmuch as 
through this ministry reconciliation is preached to them, and they are 
brought unto faith on the iAaorfpiov Jesus, which faith is the causa appre- 
hendens of the reconciliation, Rom. iii. 25 ; comp. dtaxovia rig dixatootvys, iii. 

9. The opposite : drax. rig xaraxpioeus, iil. 9. 

Remarx.—Riickert erroneously explains the reconciliation from the active 

enmity of men against God. God, according to his view, caused Christ to die 
for men, that He might, no doubt, on the one hand, be able to accomplish the 
ph Aoyifeo8ac of their sins ; but through this manifest proof of His love He 
filled men with thankfulness, and gave them encouragement to accomplish the 
reconciliation on their side also, and so (a8 was Baur’s opinion also) to give up 

their enmity towards God. And thus strictly regarded, the death of Jesus, ac- 

cording to Paul, has not so much reconciled humanity with God, as it has re- 

moved the obstacles to the’reconciliation, and given a stimulus to the heart to 
enter into the only right and friendly relation with God.—No, the death of 

Jesus operated as laor7zpiov (Rom. iii. 25 ; Gal. iii. 13), consequently as effac- 

ing God's holy enmity (Rom. xi. 28), the dpy? Geov, so that He now did not im- 

pute to men their sins (ver. 19), and in this way, actu forensi, reconciled them 
with Himself (ver. 21), while simple faith is the subjective condition of appro- 

priation on the part of men. Comp. on Col. i. 21. The thankfulness, the new 
courage, the holy life, ete., are only a consequence of the reconciliation appro- 

priated in faith, not a part of it. Comp. Rom. v. 1 ff., vi. 1 ff., viii. 3, 4, al. 
This, at the same time, in opposition to the doctrine of reconciliation set 

forth by Hofmann (see on Rom. iii. 25), who at our passage calls in question 

the view that rod caraAAdéavrog «,r,A. expresses an act of God, which takes 

1 {.e. &a& Xp. Comp. ver. 21. Pelagius erroneously adds: ‘“‘ per Christi doctrinam paritor 

et eremplum." 
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place once for all in and with the history of Christ, and defines the notion of 

xaTaAA, (in which judy is held to apply to Paul, ia whom God had wrought 

faith), as amounting to this, that God through Christ, ‘‘whom He Himself gives 
and ordains for the purpose, makes sin cease for Him to be the cause of wrath 
against the sinner.’' Comp. on the clear and correct notion of reconciliation, 
according to our passage, Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 325. 

Ver. 19. Confirmatory elucidation of the previous éx rov Yeov, rov 
xaraAAdéavtog . . . xataAdayyce. ‘‘I have reason for saying, from God, who 
has reconciled us, etc., because, indeed, God in Christ reconciled the world with 

Himself,” etc. The recurrence of the same leading expressions, which were 

used in ver. 18, gives to this elucidation a solemn emphasis. The Sedc em- 
phatically prefixed, however, looking back to éx rot Jeov in ver. 18, shows 
that the point is not a description of the xaraAjAay# (Camerarius, Wolf, 
Estius, Billroth, and others), or of the dtaxovia t#¢ xataAAays#e (Grotius, Riick- 

ert), but the divine self-activity in Christ’s reconciling work and in the 
bestowal of the office of reconciliation. The two participiul clauses, 4 

AoytCouevoc x.7.A. and xal Séuevoc x.7.A., stand related to Sede wv év X. Koop. 

naTaAA, éavt. argumentatirely, so that the words kai Déuevng év jyuiv x.7.1., 

which serve to elucidate xai dévroc juiv x.7.A., ver. 18, are not co-ordinated to 

the xara22dcowy (as one might expect from ver. 18), but are subordinated to ° 
it,—a change in the form of connecting the conceptions, which cannot sur- 
prise us in the case of Paul when we consider his free and lively variety in 
the mode of linking together his thoughts. — o¢ dr: Sede Hv év X. bon. KaTaAd. 
éavr@] because, indeed, God in Christ was reconciling the world with Himself. On 
we bri, utpote quod (to be analyzed : as it és the case, because), see Winer, p. 
574 [E. T. 771]. The # xaraAzdcow should go together (see already Chrys- 
ostom), and is more emphatic than the simple imperfect. Paul wishes, 
namely, to affirm of God, not simply what He did (xar#A2acor), but in what 

activity He was; in the person and work of Christ (éy Xporg) God was in 

world-reconciling activity. The imperfect receives from the context the defi- 

nite temporal reference : when Christ died the death of reconciliation, with 
which took place that very xaraAAcfavroc, ver. 18. See, especially, Rom. iii. 

24 f., v.10. Ambrosiaster, Pelagius, Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, Beza, Calo- 
vius, Bengel, and many others, including Riickert, Osiander, Neander, 

connect 7 év Xpiorg together : God was in Christ, while reconciling the world 

with Himself. ‘This would only be possible in the event of the two follow- 
ing participial clauses expressing the mode of reconciliation, which, however, 
on account of the second clause (kat Séuevocg tv juty r.x.A.), cannot be the 

case ; they must, on the contrary, contain the conjirmation of Sed qv év X. 

xéon. kataAA. éavtg. According to their contents, however, they do not at 

all confirm the fact that God was in Christ, but the fact that God in Christ 

was reconciling the world; hence it is at variance with the context to make 

1 In xi. 21, the ore in ws Sr: does not speci- aland consequently more emphatic intro- 
fy a reason, but introduces the contents of duction of the ground than a simple or or 
Aéyw. In 2 Thess. fi. 2, also, ws dre is like §ydép would have been. It makes us linger 

that. At our passage it is: in measure of the more over the confirmatory ground assign- 

fact, that God was, etc.,—a more circumstan- _ ed. 
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the connection #v év Xpiorg. Theodoret was right in denying expressly this 
connection. Hofmann, after abandoning his earlier (in the Schriftbew. IT. 

1, p. 826) misinterpretation (see in opposition to it my fourth edition, p. 
147), now explains it by referring d¢ drc «.7.4. merely to x. dévrog uty x.7.A.: 
because He was a God, who in Christ was reconciling to Himself a world in ite 
sinful condition without imputation of its sins, and who had laid the word of 
reconciliation on him the apostle.” A new misinterpretation. For, first, the 
qualitative expression ‘‘a God,” which is held to be predicative, would not 
only have been quite superfluous (Paul would have had to write merely o¢ 
bret fv «.7.4.), but also quite unsuitable, since there is no contrast with other 

gods; secondly, the relative tense 4» must apply to the time in which what 
is said in dévrog juiv x.r.A. took place (in the sense, therefore : because he 

was at that time a God, who was reconciling), which would furnish an ab- 
surd thought, because, when Paul became an apostle, the reconciliation of 
the world had been long accomplished : thirdly, Séuevoe would, be a parti- 
ciple logically incorrect, because what it affirms followed on the xaraAAdoown ; 
lastly, ui Aoy:jéu. cannot be taken in the sense of ‘‘without imputation,” 

since a reconciliation with imputation of sins is unthinkable. — xéopor] not a 

world, but the world, even without the article (Winer, p. 117 [E. T. 158]), 

as Gal, vi. 14; Rom. iv. 18. It applies to the whole human race, not pos- 
sibly (in opposition to Augustine, Lyra, Beza, Cajetanus, Estius) merely to 
those predestinated. The reconciliation of all men took place objectively 

through Christ's death, although the subjective appropriation of it is con- 
ditioned by the faith of the individual.’ — pa AoySduevog abroic x.7.4.] since 

He does not reckon (present) to them their sins, and has deposited (aorist) in us 
the word of reconciliation. The former is the altered judicial relation, into 
which God has entered and in which He stands to the sins of men; the 

latter is the measure adopted by God, by means of which the former is 
made known to men. From both it is evident that God in Christ recon- 
ciled the world with Himself ; otherwise He would neither have left the 
sins of men without imputation, nor have impartcd to the apostolic teach- 
ers the word of reconciliation that they might preach it. If, as is ueually 
done, the participial definition 9 Acy:éuevoe is taken in the imperfect sense 
(Ewald takes it rightly in a present sense) as a more precise explanation of 
the modus of the reconciliation, there arises the insoluble difficulty that 
Séuevog Ev juiv also would have to be so viewed, and to be taken consc- 

quently as an element of the reconciliation, which is impossible, since it 
expresses what God has done after the work,of reconciliation, in order to 
appropriate it to men. éuevoc, namely, cannot be connected with edc i, 
against which the aorist participle is itself decisive ; and it is quite arbitrary to 
assume (with Billroth and Olshausen) a deviation from the construction, so 

1 The question whether and how Paul re- 
garded the reconciliation of those who 
died before the iAaeripor of Christ, and 

were not justified like Abraham, remains 
unanswered, since he nowhere explains 

himself on the point, and since the dead 

are not included in the notion of «depos, 
Still, Rom. x. 7, Phil. ii. 10 presuppose the 

descent of Christ into Hades, which is the 

neceseary correlative of the resurrection 

éx vexpov, and it is expressly taught by Paul 

in Eph. lv. 9. 
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that Paul should have written é3ero instead of Véiuevoc (Comp. Vulgate, Cal- 

vin and many others, who translate it without ceremony : ef posuit). — év jpiv] 
The doctrine of reconciliation (comp. on the genitive, 1 Cor. i. 18 ; Acts 

xx. 32) which is to be preached, is regarded as something deposited in the 
souls of the preachers for further communication : ‘‘ sicut interpreti commit- 
titur quid loqui debeat,” Bengel. Comp. on év #uiv, which is not to be 
taken as among us, the Veivar év gpeci, tv Sry, Ev at7Peac. 

Ver. 20. For Christ, thercfore, we administer the office of ambassador, just as 
if God erhorted through us. This double clement of the dignity of the high 
calling follows from the previous Bézevog év quiv r. Ady. TAG KaraAA. If, name- 

ly, it is the word of reconciliation which is committed to us, then in our em- 

bassy we conduct Christ's cause (itép X. mpeo3.), secing that the reconcilia- 

tion has taken place through Christ ; and because God has entrusted to us 
this work, our exhortation is to be regarded as taking place by God through 
us (d¢ 7. 0, mapaxad. dc’ jyu.). On trép with zpec3. in the sense specified, 

comp. Eph. vi. 20 and the passages in Wetstein and Kypke. The opposite : 
mpeof. cata trvoc, Dem. 400, 12. The usual interpretation, cice et loco Christi, 
which is rightly abandoned even by Hofmann, and is defended on the part 

of Baur by mere subtlety, runs counter to the context ; for this sense must 

have followed (obv) from what precedes, which, however, is not the case, 

If the notion of representation were to be inferred from what precedes, it 
could only furnish us with a vrép Seov. — Observe the parallel correlation of 
Christ and God in the two parts of the verse. The connecting of d¢ row 
Seo mapax. d¢ ju. With dedueba dxép X. (Hofmann) would only disturb this 

symmetry without due ground. — deduefa vip Xprorov x.7.4.] specification 
of the contents of the zpeo,eia, and that in the form of apostolic humility 
and love : we pray for Christ, in His interest, in order that we may not, in 
your case, miss the aim of His divine work of reconciliation : be ye recon- 
ciled to God ; do not, by refusing faith, frustrate the work of reconciliation 
in your case, but through your faith bring about that the objectively ac- 
complished reconciliation may be accomplished subjectively in you. Riickert 
wrongly holds' that the second aorist passive cannot have a passive mean- 

ing and signifies only to reconcile oneself (see, on the contrary, Rom. v. 10 ; 

Col. i. 21) ; that Paul demands the putting away of the ¢pévyua rij¢ capxéc, 

and the putting on of the gpdvqjua roi rvebparog ; and that so man reconciles 
himself with God. In this view, the moral immediate consequence of the 

appropriation of the reconciliation through faith is confounded with this ap- 
propriation itself. The reconciliation is necessarily passive ; man cannot rec- 
oncile himself, but is able only to become by means of faith a partaker of the 
reconciliation which has been effected on the divine side ; he can only be- 

come reconciled, which on his side cannot take place without faith, but 7s er- 
perienced in faith. This also in opposition to Hofmann, who says that they 
are to make their peace with God, in which case what the person so sum- 
moned has to do is made to consist in this, that he complies with the sum- 
mons and prays God to extend to him also the effect, which the mediation 

1 See against this, also Weber, v. Zorne Gotles, p. 302 f. 
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constituted by God Himself exercises on the relation of sinful m 
Him. — The subject of xaradAdynre is all those, to whom the loving su 

of the gospel gocs forth ; consequently those not yet reconciled, 7.6. ¢ 
believing, who, however, are to be brought, through Christ’s ambassadors, fo. 
appropriate the reconciliation. The qguotidiana remissio which is promised ° 
to Christians (Calvin) is not meant, but the xaraAAdyryre is fulfilled by those 

who, hitherto still standing aloof from the reconciliation, believingly ac- 
cept the Aé6yoc 7. xaradAay7c sent to them.’ 

Ver. 21. This is not the other side of the apostolic preaching (one side of 
it being the previous prayer), for this must logically have preceded the 

prayer (in opposition to Hofmann) ; but the inducing motize, belonging to 
the dedueta x.7.A., for complying with the xataada. ro Seg, by holding forth 
what has been done on God's side in order to justify men. This weighty 
motive emerges without ydp, and is all the more urgent. — rév pA yvdvra 

Guapt.] description of sinlessness (Tov avrodixacootyny bvta, Chrysostom) ; for 
sin had not become known experimentally to the moral consciousness of Jesus -; 
it was to Him, because non-existent in Him, a thing unknown from His 
own experience. This was the necessary postulate for His accomplish- 
ing the work of reconciliation. —The y4 with the participle gives at all 

events a subjective negation ; yet it may be doubtful whether it means the 
judgment of God (Billroth, Osiander, Hofmann, Winer) or that of the 
Christian consciousness (so Fritzsche, ad Rom. I. p. 279: ‘‘ quem talem vi- 
rum mente concipimus, qui sceleris notitiam non habuerit”). The former is 
to be preferred, because it makes the motive, which is given in ver. 21, ap- 
pear stronger. The sinlessness of Jesus was present to the consciousness of 
God, when He made Him to be sin.? Riickert, quite without ground, gives 
up any explanation of the force of ug by erroneously remarking that between 
the article and the participle 47 always appears, never ov. See e.g. from the 
N. T., Rom. ix. 25 ; Gal. iv. 27 ; 1 Pet. ii. 10; Eph. v. 4; and from pro- 

fane authors, Plat. Rep. p. 427 E: 1d oby eipypévov, Plut. de garrul. p. 98, 
ed Hutt. : mpd¢ roi obx axotovrac, Arist. Eccl. 187: 68 ov AaBdv, Lucian, 

Charid. 14: duryotyevo: ra ovx bvta, adv. Ind. 5, and many other passages. — 
inp juav] for our benefit (more precise explanation : iva #ueic¢ «.7.A.), is em- 

phatically prefixed as that, in which lics mainly the motive for fulfilling the 
prayer in ver. 20 ; hence also #yeic is afterwards repeated. Regarding irép, 
which no more means znstead here than it does in Gal. iil. 18 (in opposition 
to Osiander, Lipsius, Rechtfertigungsl. p. 184, and older commentators), see 
on Rom. v. 6. The thought of substitution is only introduced by what fol- 
lows. (E*°) — auapriay éroince| abstractum pro concreto (comp. Aqpoc, b2eOpoc, 
and the like in the classic writers, Kithner, II. p. 26), denoting more strongly 
that which God made Him to be (Dissen, ad Pind. pp. 145, 476), and éroince 
expresses the setting up of the state, in which Christ was actually exhibited 

by God as the concretum of duapria, a8 duaptwdds, in being subjected by Him 
to suffer the punishment of death ;* comp. xardépa, Gal. iii. 18. Holsten, 

1 Thereby ts completed in their case the * Comp. Rich. Schmidt, Paulin. Christol. p. 
task of the apostolic ministry, which Is con- 100. 

tained in the pa@nrevoare, Matt. xxvili. 19. 3 It is to be ncted, however, that azapriay, 
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». 437, thinks of Christ’s having with His incarna- 
tiple of sin, although He remained without zapa- 
tained even in Rom. viii. 8; in the present pas- 
id at variance with the words (du. ézoincev), and the 
‘ia and rapé3aorc is quite foreign to the passage. 
eath of Jesus has its significance essentially in the 
if the definite fleshly quality (Rich. Schmidt, Paulin. 

ot fully meet the sacrificial conception of the apos- 
dlained away. For, taking duapriay as sin-offering 
stine, Ambrosiaster, Pelagius, Oecumenius, Eras- (TT) Serer, - ss 

mus, Vatablus, Cornelius a Lapide, Piscator, Hammond, Wolf, Michaelis, 

Rosenmiiller, Ewald, and others,’ there is no sure basis laid even in the 

language of the LXX. (Lev. vi. 25, 30, v. 9 ; Num. viii. 8) ; it is at vari- 

ance with the constant usage of the N. T., and here, moreover, especially at 
variance with the previous duapr. — yevdueba] aorist (see the critical remarks), 

without reference to the relation of time. The present of the Recepta would 
denote that the coming of the #ueic to be dixacooivy (to be dixacoc) still con- 

tinues with the progress of the conversions to Christ. Comp. Stallbaum, 
ad Crit. p. 48 B: ‘‘id, quod propositum fuit, nondum perfectum et trans- 
actum est, sed adhuc durare cogitatur ;” see also Hermann, ad Viger. p. 
850. — dixatocivn Seow] i.e. justified by God. See on Rom.i.17. Not thank- 
offering (Michaelis, Schulz) ; not an offering just before God, zwell-pleasing 
to Him, but as duped Seot (Rom. v. 17), the opposite of all idia dixacootvy 
(Rom. x. 3). They who withstand that apostolic prayer of ver. 20 are then 

those, who 19 dixasootvyg tov Yeov oby imetdynoav, Rom. x. 3.— év aire] for in 

Christ, namely, in His death of reconciliation (Rom. iii. 25), as causa meri- 
toria, our being made righteous has its originating ground. 

just like xardpa, Gal. fil. 18, necessarily in- 

cludes in itself the notion of gui/é ; further, 
that the guilt of which Christ, made to be sin 

and a curse by God, appears as bearer, was 

not Ats own (uh yvovra ayvapriay), and that 

hence the guilt of men, who through His 

death were to be justified by God, was érane- 

Jerred to Him ; consequently the justifica- 

tion of men is imputative. This at the same 

time tn opposition to Hofmann, Schriftbew. 

II. 1, p. 329, according to whom (comp. his 
explanation at our passage) Paul is held 

merely to express that God has allowed sin 

to realize itself in Christ, as befalling Him, 
while it was not in Him as conduct. Cer- 
tainly it was notin Him as conduct, but it 

lay upon Him as the guilt of mento be aton- 

ed for through His sacrifice, Rom. iii. 25; 
CoL il. 14; Heb. ix. 28; 1 Pet. ii. 24; John i. 

29, al. » for which reason His suffering finds 

itself scripturally regarded not under the 

point of view of experience befaliing Him, 
evil, or the like, but only under that of guidt- 
atoning and penal suffering. Comp. 1 John 
il. 2. 

1 This interpretation is preferred by 

Ritschl in the Jahrb. f. D. Th. 1868, p. 249. 

for the special reason that, according to the 

ordinary interpretation, there is an {ncon- 
grutiy between the end aimed at (actual 
righteousness of God) and the means (appear- 
tngas asinner). But this difficulty is ob- 

viated by observing that Christ is conceived 

by the apostle as in reality bearer of the 

divine xardpa, and His death as mors vica- 

via for the benefit (vrép) of the sinful men, 

to be whose iAagryprow He was accordingly 

made by God a sinner. As the ytverdar 

Scxarcoovyny deov took place for men imputu- 

tively, so also did the azapriay éwoingey avroy 

take place for Christ imputatively. In this 
lies the congrulty. 
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Norzs spy Amentcan Eprror. 

(1*) Paul’ s expectation of living till the Parousia. Ver. 1. 

The strong language of the author on this subject does not appear to be in 
harmony with the Apostle’s own declarations to the elders of Ephesus (Acts xx. 
22-24) and again to his friends at Cesarea (ibid. xxi. 13), in both of which he 
speaks of death as imminent before him, or at least as that which might occur 
at any moment. 

(u*) ‘A building of God.” Ver. 1. 

That this means the resurrection body, as Meyer says, is the opinion of 
almost all the recent expositors. Hodge alone adopts the view that the honse 

not made with hands is heaven itself, and argues for it very ably, yet not with 

success ; for if the earthly house is a body, the heavenly house must be one also, 
and a body which is said to be now in heaven and afterwards to come from 

heaven can hardly be identical with heaven. 

(v*) ‘* Be found naked."” Ver. 3. 

Paul's confident expectation that he would not be found without a body when 
Christ came is naturally, according to the metaphor of the whole passage, — 
expressed by saying he would not be found naked. But the term gets a peculiar 
propriety from the fact that the Greek writers were accustomed to use this 
word in describing disembodied spirits. (Sce Stanley in loco.) — ‘‘If so be’’ 
here is by virtue of the connection equivalent to ‘seeing that.” 

(w‘) ‘* Not uncothed, but clothed upon.” Ver. 4, 

Stanley gives the sense thus: ‘‘ The groans which I utter being in the taber- 
nacle of the body, are uttered not so much because of the oppression of this 
outward frame (‘being burdened’), not so much from a wish to be entirely 
freed from the mortal part of our nature, as from the hope that it will be 
absorbed into a better life.’” So Hodge: ‘It is not mere exemption from the 

burden of life, its duties, its labors, or its sufferings, which is the object of 

desire, but to be raised to that higher state of existence in which all that is 

mortal, earthly, and corrupt about one shall be absorbed in the life of God, the 

divine and eternal life.’’ 

(xt) ‘' Notby sight.” Ver. 7. 

Meyer’s criticism is true and his rendering is exact, yet it is very certain that the 
Common Version (and the Revised) gives the idea the Apostle intended, though 
not the form in which he expressed it.—‘' To walk”’ is = versari, ‘‘ pass our life.” 

(x*) ** At home with the Lord."’ Ver. 8. 

The passage sheds light on a matter of which the Bible says little, the state 
of the saved between death and resurrection. For Paul evidently thinks of no 

alternative except to be at home in the body and at home with the Lord. Therefore 
departed believers are with Christ ; and if so, not unconscious (for the uncon- 
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scious are practically nowhere) ; and their nearness to Christ is such that com- 

pared with it their spiritual presence with Him in this life is absence. And 
although they have not yet entered their ‘‘ eterna! house’’ and put on their 

heavenly clothing, yet in the presence of Christ they are af home. And their 

eternal intercourse with Him has begun. (See Philip. i. 20.) (Beet.) 

(z*) ** Things done in the body.” Ver. 10. 

“Tf it is on the deeds done in the body that the judgment is to be held, it fol- 
lows that no change effected after men have left the body will be taken into 
account in fixing their final state” (Principal Brown). — Meyer's statement 

that the wicked may be recompensed by a lower degree of the Messianic salva- 

tion is wholly unscriptural. The Bible knows of only two classes—the saved 

and the lost. The former have varying degrees of blessedness, but are all 
saved. The latter have varying degrees of suffering (many stripes, few stripes, 

Luke xii. 47, 48), but all are lost. 

(a5) ‘* We persuade men.” Ver, 11. 

Waite (Speaker's Comm.) and Alford agree with Meyer in viewing this as 
meaning Paul's desire to convince men of his integrity (so Hodge apparently). 

But Plumptre, Beet, Brown, and others take it in the sense of winning men 

to the Gospel. The former sense is more agreeable to the context and to the 

antithesis in this verse. 

(BS) ‘* Constraineth us.” Ver. 14. 

It is true that the Greek verb does not mean to urge and drive, but it has 
the sense of pressing hard, as a crowd does (Luke viii. 45) ; and why may not 
this meaning of a strong outward pressure pass over into an inward impulse, 

or, as Alford puts it, a forcible compression of energies into one line of action ? 

(o°) ‘* Therefore all died.’” Ver. 14. 

The simple sense is that the death of one was the death of all. If one died 
for all, then all died. The Scriptures teach that the relation between Christ and 

His people is analogous to that between Adam and his posterity (Hodge). 

This important passage is greatly obscured by a mistranslation in the Author- 

ized Version, corrected in the Revision of 1881. The ‘‘all” therefore must 

refer to believers, and not to the race, as Meyer thinks. 

(D5) ‘© Who hath reconciled us unto Himself.” Ver. 18. 

Meyer's exposition of this clause is sound and satisfactory. As Hodge (in 
loc.) says, To reconcile is to remove enmity between parties at variance with 
each other. In this case God is the reconciler. Man never makes reconcilia- 

tion. It is what he experiences or embraces. The enmity between God and 

man is removed by the act of God. It is done by the death of Christ, which, 

however, is represented as 9 sacrifice ; but the design and nature’of a sacrifice 
are to propitiate and not toreform. In Rom. v. 9, 10, ‘‘ being reconciled by the 
death of the Son” is interchanged as equivalent with ‘‘ being justified by his 

blood,” which proves that the reconciliation intended consists in the satisfac. | 
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tion of divine justice by the sacrifice of Christ. Moreover, here our reconcili- 
ation to God is made the source and cause of our new creation, i.e. regenera- 

tion. God’s reconciliation to us must precede our reconciliation to Him. — 

Weiss, who certainly has no dogmatic bias, says : ‘‘ The reconciliation cannot 

consist in this, that man gives up his hostile disposition towards God. It is 

not something mutual, as if man gives up his enmity and God consequently 
gives up his épy7. By not reckoning unto men their trespasses, God gives up 
His enmity to men, which is, as it were, forced upon Him by the sin which 

rouses His wrath. It is He alone that changes His hostile disposition into a 
gracious one, after He has treated the sinless One as a Sinner in behalf of sin- 

ners. (Bib. Theol. Part III. chap. vi. note). 

(25) ‘‘ Made sin for us."” Ver. 21. 

There is probably no one verse in Scripture which states the doctrines of 
atonement and justification more clearly and concisely than this. Dr. Meyer 
has treated it carefully and justly. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

Ver. 14. } ric] Elz. : rig dé, against decisive evidence. — Ver. 15. Instead of 

Xprorm, Lachm. and Tisch. have Xpicrov, following B C ®, min. Vulg. Copt. 

Fathers. Rightly ; the dative came in from the adjoining words. — Ver. 16. 

tueic... tore] Lachm.: fueic. . . fouev, following B D* L &* min. Copt. Clar. 
Germ. Clem. Didym. Aug. (once). To be preferred, since the Recepta was very 
naturally suggested as well by the remembrance of 1 Cor. iii. 16 as by the con- 

nection (vv. 14, 17), while there was no ground for putting #ueic . . . over in its 

stead. — zo:] Lachm.: pov. Attested, no doubt, by BC X&, 17, 37, but easily 

brought in after airov.1 — Ver. 17. 2£420ere] The form é£é/9are is to be adopted, 
with Lachm. Tisch. and Riick., following B C F G ®, 71, al. Damasc, See 

Fritzsche, ad Marc. p. 639. 

After Paul has, in vv. 20, 21, expressed by deéuefa x.r.4. the first and 

most immediate duty of his ministry as ambassador, he now expresses also 
his further working as a teacher, and that in reference to the readers, vv. 
1, 2. And in order to show how important and sacred is this second part 
of his working as a joint-labourer with Christ, and certainly at the same 
time by way of an example putting his opponents to shame, he thereupon 
sets forth (vv. 8-10), in a stream of diction swelling onward with ever in- 
creasing grandeur, his own conduct in his hortatory activity. ‘‘ Maxima 
est innocentiae contumacia,” Quintil. ii. 4. ‘‘ Verba innocenti reperire 

facile est,” Curtius, vi. 10. 37. 

Ver. 1. Connection and meaning: ‘‘We do not, however, let the matter 
rest merely with that entreaty on Christ’s behalf : be ye reconciled to God, 

but, since we are His fellow-workers, and there is thus more laid on us to do 

than that entreaty on Christ’s behalf, ze also exhort that ye lose not again the 

grace of God which you hate received (v. 21), that yedo not frustrate it in your 

case by an unchristian life.” — cvvepyovvtes] The ovr finds its contextual refer- 
ence not in the subject of v. 21, where there is only an auxiliary clause 

assigning a reason, nor yet in d¢ rot Yeov mapaxad. dc’ judy, ver. 20, in which 

there was given only a modal definition of the zpeoBetery tr2tp X., but in 

txép Xporov, ver. 20: as working together with Christ. It cannot, therefore, 

apply to God (Occumenius, Lyra, Beza, Calvin, Cajetanus, Vorstius, Estius, 

Grotius, Calovius, and others, including Riickert, de Wette, Osiander, 

Hofmann, in accordance with 1 Cor. iii. 9), or to the fellow-aposties (Heu- 
mann, Leun), or to the Corinthian teachers (Schulz, Bolten), or to the 
Corinthians in general (Chrysostom, Theodoret, Pelagius, Bengel, Billroth, 

In the LXX. also, Lev. xxvi. 22, there occurs for wo: the variation pov. 
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Olshausen '), or to the evhortations, with which his own example co-operates 
(Michaelis, Emmerling, Flatt). The apostles are fellow-workers with Christ 
just in this, that they are ambassadors imzp Xpiorov, and as such have to 

represcnt His cause and prosecute His work. — yu? eig xevov x.7.A.] éméye ravta 

riyv wept tov Biov orovdiy axa:tov, Chrysostom. For if he that is reconciled 
through faith leads an unchristian life, the reconciliation is in his case frus- 
trated. See Rom. vi., viii. 12, 18, al. — cic xevév] incassum, of no effect, Gal. 

ii. 2; Phil. ii. 16 ; 1 Thess. iii. 5 ; Diod. xix. 9; Heliod. x. 30 ; Jacobs, 

ad Anthol. VII. p. 828. — défac6a:] is to be explained as recipiatis. So 

Vulgate, Luther, and others, including Rickert, Ewald, Osiander, Hof- 
mann. Those, namely, who, like the readers (iuac), have become partakers 

of the reconciliation through compliance with the entreaty in v. 20, are 
placed now under the divine grace (comp. Rom. vi. 14 f.). (F*) And this 

they are not to reject, but to receive and accept (déacba:), and that not ei¢ 

xevév, .€., not without the corresponding moral results, which would be 

wanting if one reconciled and justified by faith were not to follow the 
drawing of grace and the will of the Spirit and to walk in the xacvérne rij¢ 
Swyc (Rom. vi. 4) as a new creature, etc. Comp. Theodoret.- Pelagius also 

is right: ‘‘in vacuum gratiam Dei recipit, qui in novo testamento non ~ 
novus est.” Hence it is not (not even in Rom. xv. 9) to be taken in the 
sense of the praeterite, as many of the more recent commentators (even de 

Wette) take it, contrary to usage, following Erasmus: ‘‘ ne committatis, ut, 

semel gratis a peccatis exemti, in pristinam vitam relabentes in vanum rece- 
peritis gratiam Dei.” — ina] is now, after the apostolic calling has been 

expressed at iv. 20 in its general bearing, added and placed at the end for 
emphasis, because now the discourse passes into the direct exhortation to 
the readers, that they receive not without effect, etc. If in their case that 

apostolic entreaty for reconciliation had not passed without compliance, 
they are now also to accept and act on the grace under which they have 

been placed. 
Ver. 2 does not assign the reason why Paul is concerned about his official 

action, because, namely, now is the timein which God would have the 
world helped (Hofmann), but gives, as the context requires by the exhorta- 
tion brought in at ver. 1, a parenthetic urgent inducement for complying 
with this exhortation without delay. —2tye: yép] sc. 6 eds, from what pre- 
cedes. The passage is Isa. xlix. 8, exactly according to the LXX. The 
person addressed is the MV Ay, whose idea is realized in Christ. He is 
regarded as the head of the true:people of God ; ‘He is listened to, and He is 
helped, when the grace of God conveyed through Him is not received with- 
out result. (a°) Such is the Messianic fulfilment of that, which in Isaiah is 

promised to the servant of God regarding the deliverance and salvation of 

not place himself over the Corinthians; he 

wishes only to be their fellow-labourer, to 
1Billroth says: ‘he does not simply 

preach the gospel and leave the Corinthians 
then to stand alone, but be at the same 
time busies himself with them for their sal- 

vation, inasmuch as he stands by their side 
with his exhortations as their instructor.” 

Olshausen: ‘‘condescendingly Paul does 

exhort them in such wise as they ought to 
exhort one another.” In that case Paul 
ought to have written cuvepyotvres 82 Upir, 

in order to be understood. 
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the unfortunate people. — xa:p@ dexr@] Thus the LXX. translate }}¥2 Ny3, 
at a time of favour. Paul was able to retain the expression of the LXX. all 
the more, that in the fulfilment of the prophctic word the acceptableness 
(dexr@) of the xacpég for the people of God consists in this, that it is the 

point of time for the display of divine favour and grace. Chrysostom well 
says : xacpoc . . . OTHE Swpedc, 6 THC yapiroc, bre ovK ori evOivag aratyHyvat 

Tov duaptnudtuv, obte dixyy dovvat, adda pera tie amaAAayy¢ Kal ppiov aroAavoas 

ayabav, dixawotvyc, dyiacuov, tév GAdwy ardvtrwv. In substance the same 

thing is indicated by év #uépe ournpiac, on the day of deliverance. If xaipog¢ 

dexréc is taken as the time pleasing to God (Hofmann),’ it is less in keeping 

with the parallel ‘‘day of saloation.” The aorists are neither of a future 
(Menochius) nor of a present character (Flatt), but the Deity speaking sees 

the future as having already happened. See on Luke i. 51. —In the com- 

mentary which Paul adds : idod, viv x.r.4., he discloses the element of that 

utterance of God, which moves to the use of this welcome salvation-bringing time. 

Behold, now is the acceptable time, behold, now is the day of deliverance, which 
the prophet has foretold ; now or never may you be successful in obtaining 
salvation through a fruitful acceptance and apprehension of the divine 
grace! If the viv is past, and you have frustrated in your case the grace 

reccived, then the hearing and help promised by the prophet are no longer 

possible ! Fhe duration of this viv was in Paul’s view the brief interval before 
the near-approaching Parousia. The stronger cimpéodexroc (vill. 12 ; Rom. 
xv. 16, 31 ; Plut. Mor. p. 801 C), which he has used instead of the simple 

form, has proceeded involuntarily from his deep and earnest feeling on the 
subject. . 

Ver. 3. The participle is not connected with ver. 11, but (in opposition to 
Ifofmann, sce on ver. 11) with wapaxad. in ver. 1, as a qualitative definition 

of the subject. Grotius aptly says: ‘‘ostendit enim, quam serio moncat 

qui ut aliquid proficiat nullis terreatur incommodis, nulla non commoda 
negligat.”” Luther finds here an erhortation (let us give no one any kind of 

offence), which, however, is not allowed either by the construction (d:dévra¢ 

must have been used) or by the contents of what follows. — év udev} not 

masculine (Luther) but neuter: in no respect. Comp. év ravri, ver. 4. The 
uy is here used, neither unsuitably to the connection with ver. 1 (Hofmann), 

nor instead of ov (Ruckert), but from a subjective point of view : ‘‘ we ex- 
hort . . . as those, who,” etc. Comp. 1 Cor. x. 83, and see Winer, p. 451 

[E. T. 608]. — xpooxorg, only here in the N. T., not found in the LXX. and 
Apocr. (Polyb. vi. 6. 8, al.), 1s equivalent to mpdédcxoupa, cxdvdadov, 1.6. an 

occasion for unbelief and unchristian conduct. This is given by a conduct of 

the teachers at variance with the doctrine taught. — pwpy7_] be blamed ; 
comp. vii. 20. Paul is conscious that he represents the honour of the min- 
istry entrusted to him. (#") It cannot be proved that wou. denotes only 

light blame (Chrysostom and others, Osiander). See even in Homer, JU. iii. 
412. It depends on the context, as in Pindar, Pyth. i. 160 ; Lucian, Quom. 

hist. 33 : 6 ovdeic dv, aA’ oud’ 6 Mapog pophoacbat divairo. 

1 Comp. Calvin, who understands by it the ‘‘ tempus plenitudinis” of Gal. iv. 4. 
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Ver. 4. f. Sumordvreg éavr.] Here éaur. is not, as in iii. 1, iv. 12, prefixed, 
because over. is the leading idea. — d¢ Seow dtdxovo.] different in sense from 
we 0. dtaxévove (Vulg. : ministros). This would mean : we commend ourselves 
as those (accusative), who appear as God’s servants. The former means : 

we commend ourselves, as God's servants commend themselves. Comp. Kihner, 
§ 830, 5. The emphasis is on Sev. —év tropovy roAAG|] This is the first 
thing, the passize bearing, through which that ovvor. éavr. de 6. didn. takes 

place, through much patience ; the further, active side of the bearing follows 

in ver. 6, év dyvérnre x.7.A., 50 that év OAlpeow . . . vnorelag is that, in which 
(cv) the much patience, the much endurance is shown.—Bengel aptly classi- 

fies év OAipeow . . . vnoreiacg: ‘‘ Primus ternarius continet genera, secundus 

species adversorum, tertius spontanea.” Comp. Theodoret. — @Aiy., avdyx., 

orevoy.: climactic designation. On crevoy., comp. iv. 8. It is impractica- 
ble, and leads to arbitrariness, to find a climax also in the three points that 
follow, the more especially as the very first point is worse and more dis- 
graceful than the second. — év rAnyaic] Comp. xi. 28-25 ; Acts xvi. 23. — 

tv axataotaciac] in tumelts. Comp. eg. Acts xiii. 50, xiv. 19, xvi. 19 ff., 
xix. 28 ff. The explanation : instabilities, i.e. banishments from one place 
to another (Chrysostom, Theophylact, Oecumenius, Beza, Schulz, Flatt, 

Olshausen), is in itself possible (comp. aerarotuev 1 Cor. iv. 11) ; but in the 
whole of the N. T. axaracr. only means cither confusion, disorder (1 Cor. 

xiv. 82 ; 2 Cor. xii. 20 ; Jas. iii. 16), or in a special sense tumul¢ (Luke xxi. 
9; comp. Ecclus. xxvi. 27). See, regarding the latter signification, the 
profane passages in Wetstein, Schweighiiuser, Lez. Polyb. p. 17. — év aypurv. | 
in sleeplessnesses, for the sake of working with his hands, teaching, travel- 

ling, meditating, praying, through cares, etc. Comp. xi. 27 ; Acts xx. 31. 
On the plural, comp. Herod. iii. 129. — év xérog] is not, with Chrysostom, 
Theophylact, and others, to be understood only of labour with the hands (1 
Cor. iv. 11; 1 Thess. ii. 9 ; 2 Thess. iii. 8), which limitation is not sug- 

gested by the context, but of toilsome labours in general, which the conduct 
of the apostolic ministry entailed. Comp. xi. 28, 27. — év vgoreiaicg] is gen- 

erally explained of the endurance of hunger and want (1 Cor. iv. 11 ; Phil. 
iv. 12). But since vzoreia is never used of compulsory fasting, and since 
Paul himself (xi. 27) distinguishes éy yyoreiace from év Arup x. diver, We Must, 
with Chrysostom, Theodoret, and Calvin (comp. also Osiander, Hofmann), 

explain it of coluntary fasting, which Paul, using with free spirit the time- 
honoured asceticism, imposed on himself. The objections, that this is at 
variance with the apostle’s spirit, or is here irrelevant, are arbitrary. Sce 
Matt. vi. 16, ix. 15, xvii. 21; Acta xiv. 28; comp. xiii. 2, 8, ix. 9; also 1 

Cor. vii. 35. (1°) 
In ver. 6, the series begun with éy ipouovg roAAH goes further. — év adyvér- 

yt] through purity, moral sincerity in general. Comp. dyvés, Phil. iv. 8 ; 
1 Tim. v. 22 ; 1 John iii. 8. To understand this as meaning abstinentia a 
tenere (Grotius and others), or contempt for money (Theodoret), is a limita- 

tion without ground in the context, and presents too low a moral standard 
fora servant of God. — év yréce:) Of the high degree of his evangelical knowl- 
edge, in particular of the moral will of God in the gospel, there is evidence 
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in every one of his Epistles and in every one of his speeches in the Book of 
Acts. Calvin and Morus arbitrarily think that what is meant is recte et 
scienter agendi peritia, or (comp. also Rickert and Osiander) true practical 
prudence, —év paxpoOvpig] amid offences. —év ypyorérnyri] through kindness 

(Tittmann, Synon. p. 140 ff.). The two are likewise associated in 1 Cor. 
xiii. 4; Gal. v. 22. — év rvebu. dyiy] is not to be limited arbitrarily to the 
chariamata (Grotius and others), but : through the Holy Spirit, of whom tes- 

timony is given by our whole working and conduct just as the fruit of the 

Spirit (comp. Gal. v. 22) and walk according to the Spirit (Gal. v. 25). 
The position of this and the following point is determined by the circum- 
stance, that Paul, in addition to the points adduced (év trouovy . . . év dyvd- 
tyre x.t.2.), now further mentions their objective divine source, which he 

bears in himself (é» rveipari dyiw), as well as the fundamental virtue of the 

Christian (év aydxy avvroxp., comp. Rom. xii. 9 ; 1 Pet. i. 22 f., iv. 8), which 

springs from this source, and without which even those elements already 
named would fail him (1 Cor. viii. 1, xiii. 1 ff., xiv. 1). In this way he 

brings to completion that portion of his self-attestation which reaches to 
this point. 

Ver. %. The enumerations hitherto made related generally to the conduct . 

and character of God’s servants; now the stream, swelling ever more boldly, 

passes over to the province of the teacher's work, and pours itself forth from 
ver. 8 in a succession of contrasts between sceming and being, which are so 
many triumphs of the apostle’s clear self-assurance. — év Ady Gano.) through 
discourse of truth, i.e. through doctrine, the character of which is truth. Comp. 
ii. 17, iv. 2. It will not do to take, with Riickert, Acy. aanO. objectively, as 
equivalent to evayyé2ov, because, as at Eph. 1. 18, Col. i. 5, the article could 

not have been omitted. — év duvéyuer Deoi] through power of God, which shows 

itself efficacious in our work of teaching, iv. 7. Comp, 1 Cor. ii. 4, iv. 20. 
The limitation to the miracles is arbitrary (Theophylact, comp. Emmerling 
and Flatt). — dia révérAdv tig dixaioc. x.7.A.] is by Grotius connected with 

what precedes (Dei virtute nobis arma subministrante, etc.) ; but sceing that 

other independent points are afterwards introduced by 6:4, we must suppose 
that Paul, who elsewhere without any special purpose varies in his use of 
equivalent prepositions, passes from the instrumental év to the instrumental 
did, so that we have here also a special point : through the weapons, which 
righteousness furnishes. The dixasootvy is to be taken in the usual: dogmatic 

sense. Comp. tv Adpaxa ri¢ dixasoo., Eph. vi. 15. It is the righteousness of 
faith which makes us strong and victorious in the way of assault or defence 
against all opposing powers. See the noble commentary of the apostle him- 
self in Rom. viii. 31-39. It has been explained of moral integrity (comp. 

Rom. vi. 13, 19 ; Eph. v. 9, vi. 14), the genitive being taken either as ad 
justitiam implendam (Grotius), or as weapons, which the consciousness of in- 
tegrity gives (Erasmus, Beza, Calvin, Billroth), or which are allowed to a moral 

man and are at his command (Riickert), or which minister to that which is of 
right (Hofmann), and the like ; but the explanation has this against it, that 

the context contains absolutely nothing which leads us away from the hab- 
itual Pauline conception of dixacootvy, as it was most definitely expressed 
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even at v. 21, whereas the idea of divayic Geot stands in quite a Pauline con- 
nection with that of d:xacocivy Sect. See Rom. i. 16, 17. Hence there is no 

ground for uniting the two conceptions of d:xacocivy (Osiander), or for ex- 
plaining it of righteousness as a quality of God which works through Paul 
(Kling). The explanation : arma justa, legitimate weapons (Flatt, follow- 

ing Heumann and Morus), is out of the question. — réw defi xai apior. | 
right-hand and left-hand arms, an apportioning specification of the whole ar- 
mament. The former are the weapons of attack wiclded with the right hand, 

the latter are the weapons of defence (shield) ; the warrior needs both together. 
Hence it was unsuitable to refer the former specially to res prosperas, the 
latter to res adcersas (Erasmus, Estius, Grotius, Bengel, and others, follow- 

ing the Fathers) : ‘‘ne prosperis elevemur, nec frangamur adversis,”” Pelagius. 
Comp. rather, on the subject-matter, x. 4 f. 

Ver. 8. It is usually supposed that 6:4 here is not again instrumental, but 
local: (going) through honour and shame, or in the sense of the accompanying 
circumstances (Hofmann): amid honour and shame, we commend ourselves, 
namely, as God’s servants, ver. 4. This is arbitrary on the very face of it ; 
besides, in this way of taking it there is no mode of the apostolic self-com- 
mendation at all expressed. Hence Billroth was right in trying to keep to the 
instrumental sense : ‘‘as well honour as shame (the latter, in so far as he bears 

‘it with courage and patience) must contribute to the apostile’s commendation.” 
But, on the other hand, it may be urged that, according to the words, it 
must be the shame itself (as also the défa itself), and not the manner of 
bearing it, which commends. Hence it is ratherto be taken : through glory, 
which we earn for ourselves among the friends of God, and through dis- 

honour, which we draw on ourselves among opponents ; through both we 
commend ourselves as God’s servants. On the latter idea (xa? ar¢uiac), comp. 
Matt. v. 11 ; Luke vi. 22; 1 Pet. iv. 14; also Gal. 1.10. In a correspond- 
ing way also what follows is to be taken : through evil report and good re- 

port. — ac rAdvot x. aAnfeic¢] With this there begins a series of modal defini- 
tions, which furnish a triumphant commentary on the two previous state- 
ments, did dé&y¢ x. atipiac, dia dvodnu. x. evgyu. In this case the order of the 

clauses (the injurious aspect being always put first) corresponds to the order 
of dua. x. evonu. The first clause always gives the tenor of the aria and 
duognuta ; the second clause, on the other hand, gives the actual state of the 
case, and consequently also the tenor of the défa and cigyyia. Hence: as 
deceirers and true, i.e. as people who are both, the former in the opinion and 
in the mouth of enemies, the latter in point of fact. Accordingly, «af is not 
‘Sand yet” (Luther and many others), but the simple and. — On the seven 
times repeated cc, Valla rightly remarks: ‘‘ Paulina oratio sublimis atque 
urgens.” Comp. Augustine, de doctr. Christ. iv. 20.—On rddvo, which 
does not mean ‘“‘erring” (Ewald), comp. Matt. xxvii. 63; 1 Tim. iv. 1; 

John vii. 12; and Wetstein. 

Vv. 9, 10. ’Ayvootyevor] not : mistaken or misjudged (Flatt, Hofmann, and 
others), nor yet: people, for whom nobody cares (Grotius), but : people, 
whom no one is acquainted with (Gal. i. 22) ; obscure men, of whom no one 

knows anything. Comp. ayvdéc and the contrasted yrdpiuos, Plato, Pol. ii. 
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p. 375 E ; also Demosth. 851. 27. — éxcy:vwor.] becoming well known ; comp. 
on 1 Cor. xiii. 12; Matt. xi. 27. By whom? Riickert thinks: by God. 

But without ground in the text, which rather demands the reference to men, 
as Chrysostom rightly saw : o¢ ayy. «. émtytvwon., rovto éore dia dbEn¢ Kal aripiac, 

Toig pév yap yoav yvapiuor Kal wepromotdacra, ot dé ovd? eidévac avtodic géiovr. 

Hence : as people who are unknown (viz. according to the contemptuous 

judgment of opponents), and well known (in.reality among all true believers). 
— aroOvhoxovrec] The continual sufferings and deadly perils of the apostle 
gave to his opponents occasion to say : he is on the point of death, he is at 
his last ! Paul considered himself as moribundus (1 Cor. xv. 31), but from 
what an entirely different point of view! See 2 Cor. iv. 7-15.—xai idot 

Gépuev]) and, behold, we are in life! We find a commentary on thisin iv. 7 ff. 

Comp. i. 10. The construction often varies so, that after the use of the parti- 

ciple the discourse passes over to the finite verb (Buttmann, neut. Gram. p. 827 
f. (E. T. 882 f.]); but here, in the variation introduced with a lively surprise by 
ido (comp. v. 17), there is implied a joyful feeling of victory. ‘‘ Vides non 
per negligentiam veteres hoc genere uti, sed consulto, ubi quae conjuncta 
sunt ad vim sententiae simul tamen distinguere volunt paulo expressius,” 
Dissen, ad Pind. Isthm. p. 527. — d¢ wadevduevor x. uy Oavar.| @ reminiscence, 

perhaps, of Ps. cxviii. 18 ; maid. is not, however, to be understood of act- 

ual chastisements by scourging and the like (Cajetanus, Menochius, Estius, 
Flatt). This, judged by the analogy of the other clauses, would be too 
much a matter of detail, and it would be specially inappropriate, because in all 
the clauses the view of His opponents is placed side by side with the true 
state of the case. We must rather think of God as the radebuv. The sor- 
rowful condition of the apostle gave his opponents occasion for concluding : 
he is a chastened man! a man who is under the divine chastening rod! (3°) 
— ai 4) Oavar.| In his humble piety he does not deny that he stands under 
God's discipline (hence there is here no opposite of the first clause); but he 
knows that God’s discipline will not proceed to extremity, as His opponents 
thought ; therefore he adds: and not becoming killed! not sinking under 
this chastening.—Ver. 10. In the opinion and judgment of our enemies we 
are people full of sorrow, poor, and having nothing (starving and penniless 

wretches !) ; and in reality we arec‘ all times rejoicing (through our Christian 
frame of mind, comp. Rom. v. 8, and the yapa dv mvetuats ayiy, Rom. xiv. 
17; 1 Thess. iv. 6), enriching many (with spiritual benefits, 1 Cor. 1.5 ; 2 
Cor. viii. 9), and having in possession everything (because entrusted with the 
store of all divine benefits in order to impart them to others). This zévra 
watéy., like the previous oAdci¢ mdovrif., is by Chrysostom, Theodoret, 
Grotius, Estius, explained in this way, that Paul could have disposed of the 
property of the Christians, and have enriched many by instituting collec- 
tions. But such an inferior reference is altogether out of keeping with the 
lofty tone of the passage, more especially at its close, where it reaches its 
acme. Comp. also Gemara Nedarim f. 40. 2 : ‘‘ Recitpimus non esse pauperem 
nisi in scientia. In Occidente seu terra Israel dixerunt : in quo scientia est, 
is est ut ille, in quo omnia sunt; in quo illa deest, quid est in eo %” 
Rickert’s opinion, that in those two clauses Paul was thinking of nothing 
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definite at all, is unjust towards the apostle. Olshausen, followed by 
Neander, wishes to find the explanation of mévra xaréy. in 1 Cor. iii. 22. 
But this is less suitable to the roAdoic riovrif., evidently referring to the 

spiritual gifts, to which it is related by way of climax. 

Ver. 11-vii. 1. After the episode in vv. 3-10,‘ Paul turns with a concil- 
iatory transition (vv. 11-18) to a special, and for the Corinthians necessary, 

form of the exhortation expressed in ver. 1 (vv. 14-18). This is followed 
up in vii. 1 by a general appeal, which embraces the whole moral duty of 
the Christian. 

Ver. 11. Our mouth stands open towards you, Corinthians ; our heart is en- 
larged. — 16 oréua jpdw avéwye] This expression is in ttself nothing further 
than a picturesque representation of the thought : to begin to speak, or to 
speak. See, especially, Fritzsche, Dissert. II. p. 97, and the remark on 
Matt. v. 2. A qualitatire definition may be added simply throug the con- 
text, as is the case also here partly through the general character of the pre- 

vious passage, vv. 8-10, which is a very open, unreserved utterance, partly 
by means of the parallel 9 xapdia juay rexAdrevras. Thus in accordance with 

the context the opposite of reserve is here expressed. Comp. Chrysostom 1. 
Had Paul merely written AcAcAfnayev tpiv, the same thought would, in vir- 

tue of the context, have been implied in it (we have not been reserved, but 
have let ourselves be openly heard towards you) ; but the picturesque 7d 
oréua Hua avéwye is better fitted to convey this meaning, and is therefore 

purposely chosen. Comp. Ezek. xxxiii. 23; Ecclus. xxii. 22 ; Eph. vi. 19; 
Aeschylus, Prometh. 612. This at the same time in opposition to Fritzsche, 

who adheres to the simple haee ad tos locutus sum, as to which, we may re- 
mark, the haec is imported. Riickert (comp. Chrysostom 2) finds the sense 
to be : ‘‘ ace, I have begun to speak with you once, I have not concealed... from 
you my apostolic sentiments ; I cannot yet closemy mouth, I must speak with 

you yet further.” -But the thought : I must speak with you yet further, is 
imported ; how could the reader conjecture it from the simple perfect ? 
Just as little is it to be assumed, with Hofmann, that Paul wishes only to 
state that he had not been reserved with what he had to say, so that this 
expression is only are sumption of the rapaxadoipev py cig xevov x.T.A. in ver. 
1. Only in an arbitrary and violent manner can we reject the reference to 
vv. 8-10, where such a luxuriance of holy grandiloquentia has issued from 
his mouth. — avéyya, in the sense of avépypaz, is frequent in later Greek (in 

Il, xvi. 221, avéwyev is imperfect), and is rejected by Phrynichus as a sole- 
cism. See Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 157 f. — KoplvOcoc] Regarding this particu- 

The supposition that there is an ab- 
normal, and in this respect certainly unex- 

ampled construction, under which ver. 11 
should be taken as concluding the main 
clause along with “the preceding long- 

winded participilal clause’ (Hofmann), 
ought to have been precluded by the very 
consideration that that “long-winded” ac- 
cumulation of participles, in which, how- 

ever, Paul paints his whole life active and 
passive with so much enthusiasm, and, as 

it were, triumphant heroism, would stand 
utterly disproportioned to that which he 
says in ver. 11, and which is only a brief, 
gentle, kindly remark. What a magnificent 
preparation for such alittle quiet sentence 
without substantial contents! The exam- 

ples cited by Hofmann from Greek writers 

and the N. T. (Acts xx. 3; Mark ix. 2) are 
too weak analogies. See regarding similar 

real anacolutha, Winer, p. 587 f. (%.T. 
700 f.). Comp. on Mark ix. 20. 
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lar form of address without article or adjective (it is otherwise in Gal. iii. 
1) Chrysostom judges rightly : xat 9 mpooOfxn 62 rod ovdéuatog giAtag rOAAHC Kar 
Ccabécews xat Oepudrytoc, al yap etGbayev tov ayatupbven ovveyoc yuura Ta ovépuara 

repiorpégecv. Comp. Phil. iv.15. Bengel : ‘‘rara et praesentissima appella- 
tio.” — 1 xapdia juay renAdrevra:] cannot here mean either: J feel myself cheered 
and comforted (comp. Ps. cxix. 32; Isa. Ix. 5), as Luther, Estius, Kypke, 
Michaelis, Schleusner, Flatt, Bretschneider, Schrader, and others hold, or : 
I hace expressed myself frankly, made a clean breast (Semler, Schulz, Morus, 
Rosenmiiller, de Wette, comp. Beza), because vv. 12 and 18 are against both 

ways of taking it ; but, with Chrysostom, Theodoret, Oecumenius, and the 

majority, it is to be taken as an expression of the love which, by being stirred 
up and felt, makes the heart wide, while by the want of love and by hate 

the heart is narrowed and contracted. The figurative expression needed no 
elucidation from the Hebrew, and least suitable of all is the comparison 

with Deut. xi. 16 (Hofmann), where the figurative meaning of 5’ is of 
quite another kind. See, however, the passages in Wetstein on ver. 12. — 
The two parts of the verse stand side by side as parallels without a con- 
nective participle («ci), in order that thus the second thought, which out- 
weighs the first, might come into more prominent relief,—a relation which 
is indicated by the emphatic prefixing of rd oréua and # xapdia. The mean- 
ing accordingly is: We have (vv. 3-10) spoken openly to you, Corinthians ; 

our heart has therein become right wide in love towards you—which, however, 
may not be interpreted of readiness to receive the readers (Hofmann), for 
they are already in his heart (vii. 8; comp. Phil. i. 7). The relation of the 
two clauses is taken differently by Emmerling, who inserts a because between 
them, and by Fritzsche, who says: ‘‘ quod vobis dixi ejusmodi est, ut inde 

me vos amare appareat.” But it may be urged against both that we are not 
justified in taking the two perfects as different in temporal import, the one 
as a real practerite, and the other with the force of a present. In wexAdruvra 
it is rather implied that Paul has felt his love to the Corinthians strengthened, 
his heart towards them widened, during his writing of the passage vv. 3-10 
(by its contents)—a result, after swch an outpouring, intelligible enough, 
psychologically true, and turned to account in order to move his readers. 

Ver. 12. A negative confirmation of the # xapdia yu. rerAdr. just said, an 
opposite state of matters on the part of the Corinthians. — Wot straitened are 
-ye in us, but straitened in your innermost part, (ord., the seat of love, like 

xapdia, ver. 11, to which the expression stands related under the increasing 
emotion by way of climax). The meaning of it is: ‘‘calde vos amo, non 

item vos me.” (K*°) It is impossible, on account of the ov, to take it as an 

imperative (Aretius, Luther, Heumann, Morus, Schleusner). — od orevoy. év 
huiv] non angusto spatio premimini in animis nostris: in this Paul retains the 

figure of the previous 7 xapd. ju. retAdr. Chrysostom aptly says : 6 yap g:Aob- 

pevog peta woAAge Evdov év TH xapdig Tov gtAoivroc BadiCe: tH adeiac. Comp. Vil. 
8; Phil. i. 7. The negative expression is an affectionate, pathetic litotes, 
‘to be followed by an equally affectionate paternal reproof. This is explana- 
‘tion enough, and dispenses with the hypothesis that Paul is referring to 
the opinion of the church, that it had too narrow a space—a smaller place 
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than it wished—in his heart (Hofmann). Those who interpret zAar., ver. 
11, as to cheer, take the meaning to be : not through us do ye become troubled, 

but through yourselves (Kypke, Flatt ; comp. Elsner, Estius, Wolf, Zacha- 
riae, Schrader ; comp. also Luther),—a thought, however, which is foreign 

to the whole connection ; hence Flatt also assumes that Paul has vii. 2 ff. 

already in his thoughts ; and Schrader explains ver. 14—vii. 1 as an interpo- 
lation.’ — crevoy. d2 év tr. ond. tu.] 80 that there isin them no right place for 
us (comp. 1 John iii. 17). Chrysostom : oi elrev’ ob gideire jude, 422° ov 

peta Tov atrov pérpov. Paul did not write crevoyupotpyeba d2 ypeic év roi¢g ord. 
ju., because by this the contrast would have passed from the thing to the 
persons (for he had not, in fact, written oby iueic orevoxzup. év quiv), and so 
the passage would have lost in fitting concert and sharp force. Rickert 

thinks that Paul refers in ver. 12 to an utterance of the Corinthians, who 

had said : crevoywpotpefa év aire | meaning, we are perplered at him, and 

that now he explains to them how the matter stood with this orevozwpeiofa, 
but takes the word in another sense than they themselves had done. A 
strangely arbitrary view, since the usc of the orevoywpeioGa: in our passage 
was occasioned very naturally and completely by the previous zexAaar. Comp. 
Chrysostom, Theodoret. 

Ver. 18. A demand for the opposite of the said crevoyupeicbe év roi¢ oA. 
ip. just said.—The accusative my avriy avryuofiav is not to be supplemented 
either by habentes (Vulgate), nor by eicevéyxare (Oecumenius, Theophylact), 

nor to be connected with Aéyw (Chrysostom, Beza, and others); it is anaco- 
luthic (accusative absolute), so that it emphatically sets forth an object of 

discourse, without grammatically attaching to it the further construction. 
It is otherwise in iii, 18. There is not an interruption, but a rhetorical break- 
ing off of the construction. These accusatives, otherwise explained by xard, 

are therefore the beginning of a construction which is not continued. See 
Schaefer, ad Dem. V. pp. 314, 482 f.; Matthiae, p. 955. Comp. Bernhardy, 

p. 182 f.; Dissen, ad Pind. p. 829, ad Dem. de Cor. p. 407; Winer, p. 576 

1 Emmerling explains this section vi. 
14-vii. 1 to be, not an interpolation, but a 

disturbing addition, only inserted by Paul 

on reading over the Epistle again, ‘*een- 
tentiie subito in antmo erortis." And re- 

cently Ewald has explained it as an insertea 
fragment from another Epistle, proceeding 

probably only from some apostolic man, 
toa Gentile Christian church. But (1) the 
apparent want of fitting into the connec- 

tion, even if it did exist (but see on ver. 14), 
would least of all warrant this view in the 
case of an Epistle written under so lively 

emotion. (2) The contents are quite Pau- 
line, and sufficiently ingenious. (8) The 
name fediap, which does not occur clse- 
where in Scripture, is not evidence against 
Paul, since in his Epistles (the Pastoral ones 
excepted) even the name édfodos, 80 cur- 
rent clsowhere, occurs only at two pas- 

sages of the Epistle to the Ephesians. Be- 
sides, the cupqur. Xpiorg wpds BeAiap may be 
an echo of some apocryphal utterance 
known, to the readers (comp. Eph. v. 14). 

(4) The expressions xeroxy (comp. peréxerr, 

1 Cor. ix. 10, ad.), wepis (comp. Col. 1. 12), cvp- 

duvnots (COMP. auisudwvos, 1 Cor. vil. 8), 

xadapicw (comp. Eph. v. 26), cannot, any 
more than ovyxarddeots which he does not 
use elsewhere, excite well-grounded suspi- 

clon in the case of one so rich in handling 
the language. (5) The critical evidence 
gives not the slightest trace of ground for 
assuming that the section did not originally 
stand in all the manuscripts. How differ- 

ent it is with passages really interpolated, 

such as Mark xvi. 9 ff.; John vil. 33 ff.! Yet 
Holsten has also, eur. Evang. d. Paul. u. 
Petr. p. 887, assented to the condemnation 
of the section. 
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[E. T. 774]. — airqv] Paul has blended by way of attraction the two concep- 
tions rd airé and ry avrizcbiav. See Fritzsche, Dissert. II. p. 114 ff. ' Riick- 
ert arbitrarily says: Paul wished to write doatruc dé xat ipeic rAarinOyre, 

Tiv éujv avreyucbiav, but, by prefixing the latter, he brought the idea of ocat- 

toc also into the first clause, where it necessarily had now to appear as an 
adjective. He certainly has not only placed, but also thought ri avriuodiav 
first, but at the same time 17d avré was also in his mind. — The parenthetic de 

réxvog Aéyw justifies the expression r7v air. avreuiofiav ; for it is the duty of 

children to recompense a father's love by love in return. Comp. 1 Tim. v. 4. 
Chrysostom : ovdév péya airé, et rarip Sv BobAopat gireiofar rap’ tuov. The 

notion of children yet untrained (Ewald) would be indicated by something 

like yyriote (1 Cor. ili. 1). 

Ver. 14. As a contrast to the desired srAariv., Paul now forbids their mak- 

ing common cause with the heathen, and so has come to the point of stating 

what was said generally at ver. 1 (u eic Kevdv r. x. T. Ocov déEaofar) More pre- 
cisely, in a form needful for the special circumstances of the Corinthians, in 

order to warn them more urgently and effectually of the danger of losing 
their salvation. — y) yiveofe érepofvy.] Bengel : ‘‘ ne jiatis, molliter pro: ne 

sitis.” He does not forbid all intercourse with the heathen whatever (sec 1 

Cor. v. 10, x. 27, vii. 12), but the making common cause with heathen 

efforts and aims, the entering into the heathen element of life. There is no 
ground for assuming exclusively special references (such as to sacrificial 
banquets or to mixed marriages), any more than for excluding such refer- 
ences. — érepofuyovrrec] see, in gencral, Wetstein. It means here : bearing 

another (a different kind of) yoke. Comp. érepdfvyoc, Lev. xix. 19 ; Schleus- 
ner, Thesaur. II. p. 557. Paul undoubtedly has in mind the figurative con- 

, ception of two different animals (as ox and ass) which are yoked together in 
violation of the law (Deut. xxii. 9),—a conception, in which the heteroge- 
neous fellowship of Christians with heathen is aptly portrayed : drawing a 
yoke strange to you. In this verse the dative azioroe denotes a fellowship, 

in which the unbelieving partner forms the standard which determines the 
mode of thought and action of the Christian partner. For this dative can- 
not mean ‘‘ with unbelierers” (the usual explanation), as if ovfvyoivrec had been 

used ; but it is not so much datious commodi (Hofmann : for the pleasure of 
unbelievers), a thought which Paul would have doubtless expressed with 
more precision, as the datious ethicus (Kriiger, § 48. 6); so that the words 
mean : do not draw for unbelievers a strange yoke. The yoke meant is that 
drawn by unbelievers, one of a kind strange to Christians (¢repsiov), and the 

latter are not to put themselves at the disposal of unbelievers, by sharing the 
drawing it. The great danger of the relation against which Paul warns them, 

lies in this dative expression. (L°) According to Theophylact (comp. Chrys- 

ostom), the sense is : py? aducire 7d dixacov éewexArvdéuevot Kai mpooxeiuevot ot¢ ov 

6éutc, so that the figurative expression is taken from the unequal balance 
(Phocylides, 13 : orafpdv pA Kpobeww érepdgvyov, GAA’ icov éAnecv). But apart 

from the circumstance that Paul would in that case have expressed himself 
at least very strangely, the reminiscence from the O. T., which the common 
view assumes, must still be considered as the most natural for the apos- 
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tle.’ — ric yap perox? x.7.4.] for how utterly incompatible is the Christian with 
the heathen character ! Observe the impressiveness of the accumulated ques- 
tions, and of the accumulated contrasts in these questions. The first four 
questions are joined in two pairs ; the fifth, mounting to the highest desig- 
nation of Christian holiness, stands alone, and to it are attached, as a forci- 

ble conclusion of the discourse, the testimony and injunction of God which 

confirm it.” — dixacooivy x. avouia] For the Christian is justified by faith (v. 
21, vi. 7), and this condition excludes immoral conduct (avouta, 1 John iii. 
4), which is the element of heathen life (Rom. vi. 19). The two life-ele- 

ments have nothing in common with each other, Rom. viii. 1 ff.; Gal. ii. 15 
ff.—In the second question the Christian life-element appears as dac, and the 

heathen as oxéroc. Comp. Eph. v. 8, 11 f.; Col. i.12f. In the latter is 
implied 7 dyvoca nai 7) duapria, and in ¢a¢ : 1 yveorg Kat 6 Bioc 6 évOeoc (in both, 

the intellectual and the ethical element are to be thought of together), 

Gregory Naz. Or. 36.—Regarding the two datives, of which the second is 
expressed in Latin by cum, sec Matthiae, p. 883 ; and the zpé¢, in the second 

clause, is the expression of social relation, like our with. See Bernhardy, p. 
265. Comp. Plato, Conv. p. 209 C : xomwuviay . . . mpdc GAARAovc, Btobacus, 
S. 28: ei dé reg Eore xorvuvla mpd¢ Oeoi¢ jyiv, Philo. Leg. ad Cai. p. 1007 C: ri¢ 

oby xotvevia mppc "AréA2Auva Te undev oixeioy Extrerndevxdrt, Ecclus. xiii. 2. 

Ver. 15. The five different shades given to the notion of fellowship vouch 
for the command which the apostle had over the Greek language. — Regard- 
ing the use of dé before a new question with the same word of interrogation, 
sce Hartung, Partikell. I. p. 169. — BeAiap] Name of the devil (the Peshitto 
has Satan), properly 5393 (wickedness, as concrete equivalent to Tovypéc); 

hence the reading BeAiaA (Elzevir, Lachmann) is most probably a correction. 

The form Bediap, which also occurs frequently in the Test. XII. Patr. (sec 
Fabricius, Pseudepigr. V. T. I. pp.589, 587, 619, al.), in Ignatius as interpo- 
lated, in the Canon. Ap., and in the Fathers (see Wetstein, critical remarks), 

is to be explained from the not unfrequent interchange of 4 and p in the 
common speech of the Greek Jews. Inthe O. T. the word does not occur 
asaname. See, generally, Gesenius, Thesaurus, I. p. 210. — ovugdryare, 
harmony, accord, only here in the N. T., not in the LXX. The Greeks say 
ovugwvia and ciuduvov (with zpéc, Polyb. vi. 86. 5; Plat. Lach. p. 188D); the 
simple form gév7er¢ in Pollux ii. 111. — On epic, share, comp. Acts viii. 21. 

The two have no partnership with one another, possess nothing in common 
with one another. The believer has, in Christ, righteousness, peace, etc., 

all of which the unbeliever has not, and one day will have pepi¢ rov xAfpov 
rav dyiwv, Col. i. 12. In strict logic 9 rig yepig . . . ariotov did not belong 

1Wence our view (comp. Vulgate) is to 

be preferred also to that of Theodoret: n} 
pipyoncde Tous érdpws evvevovras Boag xai Toy 

Cuydy cAivorrag, Thy Tuy ariorey axdmy 

THe yuerépas wporimwvres Sc8arxadiag. 

® Hofmann brings the second and third 
questions, as well as the fourth and fifth, 
into closer relation. Neither the particles 4 

and 84, nor the prepositions rpés and nerd, 

nor yet the contents of the questions, aro 
decisive. But it is in favour of our divi- 

sion, which Lachmann has also, that only 
to the fi/th question is there specially 
added the great and important scriptural 

testimony, vy. 16-18, which is quite in keep- 
ing with its tsolated and distinctive posi- 
tion. 
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to this series of clements of proof, since it contains the proposition itself to 
be proved, but it has come in amidst the lively, sweeping flow of the dis- 
course. 

Ver. 16. Comp. 1 Cor. x. 20. What agreement (Polyb. ii. 58. 11, iv. 17. 8) 
has the temple of God with idole? how can it reconcile itself with them? 
Comp. on ovyxard@.; also Ex. xxiii. 1; Luke xxiii. 51. (1°) The two are 
contraries, which stand negatively related to one another ; if the temple of 

God should come into contact with idols (as was the case, ¢.g., under Ahaz), 

it would be desecrated. — queig yap «.t.A.] With this Paul proces that he 

was not without reason in using the words rig dé ovyxard@eore vad Beod x.7.2. 

of the contradiction between the Christian and the heathen character. The 
emphasis is on #uerc : for we Christians are (sensu mystico) the temple of the 

living God.'— Céavroc] in contrast with the dead idols in the heathen temples. 
— xabirg elrrev 6 Bede] in accordance with the utterance of God: Lev. xxvi. 12, 

freely after the LXX., the summary of the divine covenant of promise. — 
év avtoic¢] among them; see below, éumepirarfow, walk about in (Lucian, 

adv. Ind. 6; Ach. Tat. i. 6; LXX.). The tndwelling of God in the body 
of Christians as in His temple, and the intercourse of His gracious rule in it 

éurepiv.), take place through the medium of the Spirit. See on 1 Cor. iii. 16 ; 
John xiv. 23. 

Ver. 17. With the foregoing quotation Paul now combines another in 
keeping with his aim (ver. 14), containing the application which God has 
made of His previous promise. But this quotation is still freer than the 
one before, after the LXX. Isa. lii. 11, and the last words kaye ciodéFouar 

tpac, are perhaps joined with it through a reminiscence of Ezek. xx. 34 (comp. 
Ezek. xi. 17; Zech. x. 8). Osianderand most expositors find in xayo eiodée. 
iz. & reproduction approximately as to sense of the words in Isa. lil. 12: 
kai 6 Exiovvdywy tua Kbptocg 6 Ged¢ "Iopaha ; but this is, at any rate, far-fetched, 

and, considering Paul’s usual freedom in joining different passages of the 
O. T., unnecessarily harsh. — avrayv] applies to the heathen. — axaflaprov pp 
avreode] Just as é&éABere x.7.A. had referred (aorist) to the separation to be 
accomplished from the fellowship of a heathen life, so this refers, in the 
sense of the prophetic fulfilment, to the continuing (present) abstinence from 
all heathen habits (not simply from offerings to idols), and xayo eiadés. ip. 

to their reception into sonship, see ver. 18. It is correlative to ééAfaze ; 
God wishes to receive those who have gone forth into His paternal house, 
z.e. into the fellowship of the true theocracy (ver. 18). 

Ver. 18. Continuation of the promise begun with «ayo ciodé&. iu., and 
holding forth the holy compensation for the enjoined severance from an 

unholy intercourse with the heathen. 

1§o according to the reading jueis... 
dopey. See the critical remarks. Accord- 
ing to the Recepia vyeis . . . ore (So also 
Tisch. [but not in his last edition] defended 

by Riickert, Osiander, Hofmann) it would 
apply to the Corinthian church, which in 
the spiritual sense is the temple of God, as 
1 Cor. iif. 16. Ewald has rightly upheld the 

The passage is most probably a free 

reading jucs ... éoxev, but has wrongly 

used it against the genuineness of the sec- 

tion (Jakrb. IX. p. 216). How often in a 

connection, where Paul is speaking of him- 
self in the first person plural, has he there- 

upon expressed also In the same person 

the consciousness of Christians generally, 
as ¢.g. just at vy. 21. 
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and enlarged quotation from 2 Sam. vii. 14. It bears less resemblance to 
Jer. xxxi. 9, or even to Isa. xliii. 6. And Jer. xxxi. 33, xxxii. 38, are quite 
out of the question, because there the sonship is not mentioned. Cajetanus 
conjectured that it was from a writing now lost, just as Ewald finds, from 
xay® onwards, a passage now unknown to us ; according to Grotius, the 
words are ex hymno aliquo celebri apud Hebraeos. The freedom of the N. T. 
writers in using probative passages from the O. T. renders both hypotheses 
unneccssary ; of the latter no instance can be shown in Paul, and in itself 
it is arbitrary. (N°) —xbpcog mavroxpétwp] ‘‘ex hac appellatione perspicitur 
magnitudo promissionum,” Bengel ; rather, on account of the specific con- 

tents of zavrox.: the unquestionble certainty of the fulfilment (Rom. iv. 21 ; 

2 Cor. ix. 8, al.), which no power can hinder. Used only here by Paul 

(often in the Apocal.), who has, however, taken it from 2 Sam. vii. 8, LXX., 
where Afye: cup. wavroxp. introduces the divine utterance. 

Norges sy American Eprror. 

(F°) ‘' Receive the grace of God in vain.” Ver. 1. 

Here Dr. Meyer gives the correct idea of ‘‘the grace of God’’ in the text by 
quoting the words in Romans: ‘ We are not under Jaw, but under grace,”’ i.e., 
not under a legal system where salvation is a reward of merit to be earned by 
good works, but under a gracious system where it isa gratuitous gift of God. 
What then Paul here cautions the Corinthians against is not receiving the rec- 

onciliation and then leading an unchristian life, for there is nothing of this in 

the context, but it is their rejection of the great salvation. To receive the 

grace of God in vain is to have the offer of the great blessing contained in the 

gospel, and then by refusal or neglect to frustrate its end and aim. 

(a5) The quotation from Isaiah xlix. 8. Ver. 2. 

These words of Dr. Meyer explain not only the ground of this quotation 

from the Old Testament, but also the reason of many other citations in the 

later Scriptures. The ‘‘servant of the Lord’’ in Isaiah means sometimes 

Messiah the head, and sometimes Israel the body, and thus its various appli- 

cations are satisfactorily understood. 

(w5) ‘* That the ministry be not blamed.” Ver. 3. 

The moral power of a preacher depends almost entirely upon the conviction 

which his hearers have of his sincerity and the purity of his motives. Tho 
lack of this neither learning nor ability can make good (Hodge). 

(1°) ‘‘ Fastings.’’ Ver. 5. 

Dr. Meyer’s view is confirmed by the fact that the fastings here mentioned 
fall into the third class as arranged by Bengel: 1. General, afflictions, etc. ; 

2. Special, stripes, etc. ; 3. Voluntary, labours, eto. 
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(3°) '* Chastened and not killed."’ Ver. 9. 

It is more in consonance with the general strain of the passage to take 

chastened as — afflicted, since there is no reference to any disciplinary design of 
God in sending the sufferings Paul was called toendure. And this is one of the 

Scriptures which show that the distresses of believers are not always chastise- 
ments, but often sent as opportunities for them to glorify God by their 
patient endurance and steadfast faith. 

(x°) ‘‘ Not straitened in us,” ete. Ver. 12. 

The simple meaning, without the figure, is, ‘‘The want of love is on your 

side, not on mine.’’ Accordingly, the following verse means, ‘‘Open your 

hearts to the same love that I show to you, which love is my reward.”’ 

(5) ‘* Not unequally yoked with unbelievers.’’ Ver. 14. 

Many suppose that this precept forbids confessors of Christ to marry those 
who do not confess Him in the use of His sacraments, But it does not mean 
this. The ‘‘ unbelievers’’ it refers to were heathen, but there is no reason to 

confound with ignorant idolaters persons who have been born in the pale of 

the church, baptized and religiously educated. It is the union of incongruous, 

uncongenial elements that is forbidden. 

(m5) ‘* The temple of God.” Ver. 16. 

It seems an unhappy nicety in the Revised Version that it puts the word 
temple in both instances of its occurrence in this verse with an indefinite article. 
One can hardly doubt that the Apostle had in view the one temple ; and the 

omission of the article before s noun followed by a genitive denoting some- 

thing belonging to the individual, is common. See Rom. i. 2; 1 Cor. ii. 16, 

and also the original of the phrase ‘living God”’ in this verse. 

(n’) Paul's method of quoting the O. T. Ver. 18. 

Hodge justly remarks that the N. T. writers often quote according to the 
sense and not according to the letter ; they often blend different passuges so as 

to give the sense, not of one but of several combined ; and sometimes they ex- 
press not the meaning of any passages in particular, but the general sense of 

Scripture, or what it as a whole certainly teaches. ‘This latter is the case here. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

Ver. 3. Forthe order zpé¢ xardxp, ob Aéyw (Lachm.) even the testimony of 
BC ®& is not sufficient as against all the vas. and most of the Fathers. — Ver. 

8. Instead of the second ei xai, B has e dé xai, and the ydp after Giérw is 
omitted by B D* Clar. Germ. (put in brackets by Lachm.); the Vulgate has 
read BAérwv (without yap), and Rickert wishes to restore the text accordingly : 

et 62 kai petepeddunu BAéruy bre... tude, viv yaipw. But the Recepia has far 
preponderant attestation, and the variations are easily explained from it. It 
was rightly seen that with ei xai perez. there starts a new portion of the dis- 

course (whence in B dé was inserted as an adversative conjunction), and either 

the apodosis was already begun at SAérw, whence followed the omission of ydp, 

or it was rightly perceived that the apodosis only began with viv yaipw, and 

80 BAétwy Was substituted as a gloss for BAémw yap. — Ver. 10. Instead of the 

first xatepydgera:, Lachm. Riick. Tisch. have only épydfera:, following BC DE 

** 37, Justin. Clem. Or. (thrice), Chrys. Dam. Rightly ; the compound has crept 
in on account of the one following (comp. also ver. 11); it is (in opposition to 

Fritzsche, de conform. Lachm. p. 48) too rash to conclude from ver. 11 that Paul 
wrote xearepy., for there, after the previous xcarepy., the compound might pre- 

sent itself, naturally and unsought, to the apostle, even if he had used the 

simple form in the first half of ver 10.— Ver. 11. tudc] is to be deleted as a 

supplementary insertion, with Lachm. and Riick., following BC FG &* 17, 
Boern. Ambrosiast. Aug. — év ro mpéyyarc] The éy is wanting in witnesses of 
importance ; bracketed by Lachm. and Rick.; deleted by Tisch. An explana- 

tory addition to the dative. — Ver, 12. otdé] B &** 37, 73 have @Ad’ otdé, an 

error of the copyist.— Tv orovdjy quay riv trip tuov]) BC D*™* EK L and 

many min., also Syr. Arr. Copt. Aeth. Germ. Damasc. Oec. have ti on, duu! 

r. Tip Huav. Recommended by Griesb., adopted by Matth. Lachm. and Tisch. 
Rejected on account of the senso by Riick. and Hofm. But it is precisely the 

apparent impropriety in the sense of this reading which has given rise to the 

Recepta, just as 7pé¢ vudc seemed also unsuitable, and is therefore wanting in Syr. 
Erp. Arm. Aeth. Vulg. Ambrosiast. Pel. Lachmann’s reading appears, therefore, 

to be the correct one ; it is defended also by Reiche, Comm, crit. I. p. 367. — 

Ver. 13. mapaxexAnurba Ext TH TapakAjoet tua: mepiccotépwc dé paAdov] Lachm. 

Tisch. and Riick. read : wapaxexAnpeGa‘ ext 62 TH TapakAnoet Hhudy meptoc. uaAdo», 
according to considerably preponderating attestation. Rightly; the é7i, 

twice taken in the same sense, caused émi rj wapaxd, judy to be attached to 

rapakekAnueba, and hence the position of dé to be changed ; and now the sense 
further demanded the change of fuév into tudv, The Recepta is defended by 
Reiche. — Ver. 14. 4 xatiynote fuav f Exit T.) tudv for #uov (Lachm.) is supported 

only by B F, with some vss. and Theoph. A mechanical repetition of wud» 

1 So also &, which, however, has tue again Instead of yyuer, obviously through a 
copyist's error, which is also found in D* F. 
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from what precedes. — Ver, 16. The ody (Elz.) after valpw is deleted, as a con- 

nective addition, by Griesb, and the later editors on decisive evidence. 

Ver. 1 closes the previous section. — Since we accordingly (according to 

vi. 16-18) have these promises (namely, that God will dwell among us, receive 

us, be our Father, etc.), we wish not to make them null in our case by an 

immoral life. —ratras] placed at the head, bears the emphasis of the im- 
portance of the promises. — xa6apiowyev éavrobc] denotes the morally purifying 
activity, which the Christian has to exert on himself, not simply the keeping 
himself pure (Olshausen). He who has become a Christian has by his faith 

doubtless attained forgiveness of his previous sins (Rom. iii. 23-25), is rec- 

onciled with God and sanctificd (comp. v. 19 ff., and see on Acts xv. 9) ; 

but Paul refers here to the moral stains incurred in the Christian condition, 

which the state of grace of the regenerate (1 Pet. i. 22 f.) as much obliges 
him to do away with again in reference to himself (Rom. vi. 1 ff., viii. 12 
ff.), as by the power of God (Phil. ii. 12, 13) it makes him capable of doing 
so (Rom. vi. 14, viii. 9). And no one forms an exception in this respect ; 
hence Paul includes himself, with true moral feeling of this need placing 
himself on an equality with his readers. —oapxd¢ xat wvebparoc] The Chris- 

tian is in the flesh, i.e. in the material-psychical part of his nature, stained 
by fornication, intemperance, and such transgressions and vices as directly 

pollute the body (which ought to be holy, 1 Cor. vi. 13 ff., vil. 34); and 
his spirit, i.e. the substratum of his rational and moral consciousness, the 

seat of the operation of the Divine Spirit in him and therewith the bearer 
of his higher and eternal life (1 Cor. ii. 11, v. 8; Rom. viii. 16), is stained 
by immoral thoughts, desires, etc., which are suggested to him by means 
of the power of sin in the flesh, and through which the spirit along with 
the voi is sinfully affected, becomes weak and bound, and enslaved to sin 

(comp. on Rom. xii. 2; Eph. iv. 23). The two do not erclude, but include 

each other. Observe, further, that Paul might have used cdyaroc instead 
of capxéc ; but he puts capxéc, because the flesh, in which the principle of 
sin has its seat and hence the fomes peccati lies, serves as the element to 

which every bodily defilement ethically attaches itself. This is based on 
the natural relation of the odpé to the power of sin, for which reason it is 

never demanded that the odpé shall be or become holy, but that the body 

(1 Cor. vii. 84) shall be holy through the crucifixion of the flesh, through 

putting off the old man, etc. (Col. ii. 11). By these means the Christian 

no longer lives év capxi (Rom. viil. 8 f.) and «ard odpxa, and is purified from 
everything wherewith the flesh is soiled ; comp. 1 Thess. v. 23 ; Rom. viii. 
18, xii. 1. . The surprising character of the expression, to which Holsten 
especially takes objection (see 2. Hrang. d. Paul. u. Petr. p. 387), is dis- 

posed of by the very consideration that Paul is spcaking of the regenerate ; 

in their case the dusts of the oépf in fact remain, and the odp£ is dejiled, if 
their lusts are actually gratified. Calovius, we may add, rightly observes : 

‘ex illatione etiam apostolica a promissionibus gratiae ad studium novae 
obedientiae manifestum est, doctrinam apostolicam de gratuita nostri justi- 
ficatione et in filios adoptionc non labefactare pictatis et sanctitatis studium, 
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sed ad illud excitare atque ad obedientiam Deo praestandam calcar addere.” 
— On podvouds, comp. Jer. xxiii. 15 ; 8 Esdr. viii. 83 ; 2 Macc. v. 27; Plut. 

Mor. p. 779 OC. —emiredowwrec dyiwotvy] This is the positive activity of the 
xabapifev éavrotg : while we bring holiness to perfection (viii. 6) in the fear of 
God. To establish complete holiness in himself is the continual moral en- 
deavour' and work of the Christian purifying himself. Comp. Rom. vi. 
22. —év ¢68y Ocov] is the ethical, holy sphere (Eph. v. 21) in which the 

émcredeiv dytwo. Must move and proceed. (0°) Comp. Rom. xi. 19-22, and 
already Gen. xvii. 1. Thus the apostle closes the whole section with the 
same ethical fundamental idea, with which he had begun it at ch. v. 11, 

where, however, it was specifically limited to the executor of the divine 
judgment. 

Vv. 2-16. Regarding the impression made by the former Epistle and its 
result. A conciliatory outpouring of love and confidence serves as intro- 
duction, vv. 2-4. Then an account how Paul received through Titus the 
comforting and cheering news of the impression made by his Epistle, vv. 
5-7. True, he had saddened the readers by his Epistle, but he regrets it 
no longer, but rejoices now on account of the nature and effect of this sad- 
dening, vv. 8-12. Therefore he is calmed, and his joy is still more height- 
ened by the joy of Titus, who has returned so much checred that Paul saw 

all his boasts to Titus regarding them justified. He is glad to be of good 
courage in everything through them, vv. 13-16. 

Ver. 2. Having finished his exhortation, vi. 14-vii. 1, he now repeats the 

same requ¢st with which in vi. 18 he had introduced that exhortation 
(rAarovOyre ducic), using the corresponding expression yupycare jude : take us, 
7.6. receive us, give us room in your heart (comp. Mark ii. 2 ; John il. 6, xxi 

25; 4 Macc. vii. 6; Herod. iv. 61; Thuc. il. 17.3; Eurip. Jfipp. 941), 
and then adds at once (without the medium of a ydp) in lively emotion the 
reason why they had no cause whatever to refuse him this request (crevozu- 

peiodas év toig omAdyxvorg, Comp. vi. 12). Chrysostom rightly as to substance 

explains the figurative yupfoare by g:Afoare ; and Theophylact : défac0e jude 

mwAatéiwc, xal  oTevoxywpoueia év iuiv. Comp. Theodoret. So also most of 

the later commentators, though the meaning was often limited in an arbi- 
trary way (comp. Rosenmiiller, Stolz, Flatt, and Pelagius), ¢.g.-: give ear to 

ws, and the like. Others take it: understand us rightly (Bengel, Storr, 
Bretschneider, Rickert, de Wette). Unobjectionable from a linguistic 
point of view (see Wetstein, ad Matt. xix. 11) ; but in the exhortation of 

ver. 1 there was nothing to be misunderstood, just as little as for the readers 
in the disclosure that follows (to which de Wette refers it) ; and if Paul, 
as Rickert thinks, had had it in his mind that the directions of his first 

Epistle had been judged unfavourably, he could not have expected any 
reader to gather this from the simple ywpfoare quae, especially as in what 

1 Although with thisthe moral perfection _ striving towards the goal at which “Anis 
itself, which the ideal Injunction of it re- cvronat opus." Comp. Bengel. The success 

quires, is never fully reached. It is‘‘non is of God (Phil. 1. 6), the fear of whom 
viae, sed metae et pairiae” (Calovius); but guides the Christian. 
the Christian labours constantly at it, 
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follows the idea of the effects of the first Epistle is quite kept at a distance 
by obdéva éricovexrgoaperv.' — ovdéva nduxfoayuev x.t.A.] This is no doubt aimed 
at hostile calumniations of the apostle and his companions. Some one must 
have said : They act wrongly towards the people! they ruin them, they enrich 
themselves from then! It is impossible to prove that ¢¢@eipazev applies ex- 

actly to the corruptcla quae jit per falsam doctrinam (Calvin and most, fol- 
lowing the Fathers ; just as Hofmann also refers it to the inward injuring 
of the persons themselves, 1 Cor. iii. 17) ; the way in which the word is as- 

sociated with 7diafo. and éwAcovexr. is rather in favour of a reference to the 

outward position. In how many ways not known to us more precisely may 

the apostle and his fellow-labourers have been accused of such a ruining of 
others |! How easily might such slanders be based on the strictness of his 
moral requirements, his sternness in punishing, his zeal for collections, his 
lodging with members of the church, the readiness to make sacrifices which 
he demanded, and the like! Probably his prosecution and administration 
of the collections woula be especially blackened by this reproach of deo- 
vexteiv. Comp. xii. 17, 18. Rickert refers all three words to the contents 
of the former Epistle : ‘‘ with what I wrote you, I have done no one wrong,” 
etc. ; so that 7dc:x. would refer to the severe punishment of the incestuous 
person, é¢Geip. to his delivery over to Satan, and érAcovexr. to the control 

which Paul by this discipline seemed desirous to exercise over the trans- 
gressor and over the church. But if his readers were to know of this refer- 
ence to his former Epistle, he must have expressed it (the reader could not 

guess it). Besides, the word éxAcovecr. is against this view, for in the N. T. 
it denotes overreaching for one’s own benefit as an act of covetousness properly 
80 called, provided the context (as in ii. 11, by id rov Zarava) does not furnish 

& more general reference. And, moreover, those acts of discipline, to 
which Paul is supposed to refer, were acts so completely personal on the 
part of the apostle, that the plural expression in our passage would be quite 
unsuitable. — otdéva] in the consciousness of innocence is with great empha- 
sis prefixed three times ; but we cannot, with Rickert, infer from this that 
the incestuous person is concealed under it. Comp. mdvrec and mévra, 1 
Cor. xii. 29, xiii. 7; Buttm. neut. Gram. p. 841 [E. T. 398]. 

Ver. 3. Not for the sake of condemning do I say it, namely, what was said in 

ver. 2. I do not wish thereby to express any condemnatory judgment, as if, 

although we have done wrong to noone, etc., you failed in that love to which 
xephoate juacg lays claim. Kardxpiow was taken of the reproach of covetous- 
ness (30 Theodoret, and comp. Emmerling and Neander), but this is an ar- 
bitrary importation into the word. According to Riickert, mpd¢ xardxpiow is 
not to be supplemented by tuév, but Paul wishes here to remove the unpleas- 

ant impression of ver. 2, in which he confirms the severity of his former 
Epistle, so that there is to be regarded as object of xardxpiore primarily the 

incestuous person, and secondarily the whole church, in so far as it has 

acted towards this man with unchristian leniency. This explanation falls to 

1 This also In opposition to de Wette's Epistle. For such imputation I have given 

way of completingthe thought: “Impute you no occasion in my apostolic conduct, 

no evil designs to me in writing the first I have wronged no one,” etc. 
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the ground with Riickert’s view of ver. 2 ; the éoré that follows puts it be- 
yond doubt that iuév is really to be supplied with mpdc¢ xaraxp. for its expla- 
nation. According to de Wette, od r. xardxp. A. appliesin form, no doubt, to 
ver. 2, but in substance more tothe censure, of which the expostulatory tone 
of ver. 2 had created an expectation ; in other words, it applies to something 
not really said, which is arbitrary, since what was said was fitted sufficiently 
to appear a6 xaraxpiowc. — rpoeipyxa yap] for I have said before (vi. 11 f.), antes 

dizi, as 3 Macc. vi. 35, 2 Macc. xiv. 8, and often in classical writers. Comp. 

Eph. li. 8. This contains the provf that he ov mpd¢ xardxprow Akyer ; for, if 

he spoke now unto condemnation, he would contradict his former words, — 

bre év Taig xapd. x.t.A.] Comp. Phil. i. 7. In vi. 11 f. he has expressed not 
these words, but their sense. By his adding the definition of degree, cig rd 
cvvaro#. x.7.A., Paul becomes his own interpreter. — ei¢ rd ovvarofaveiv kal 
ov6iv] is usually taken (see still Riickert, de Wette, Ewald, also Osiander, 
who, however, mixes up much that is heterogeneous) as : 80 that I would die 
and lice with you, and this as ‘‘ vehementissimum amorisindicium, nolle nec 
in vita nec in morte ab eo quem ames separari,” Estius, on which Grotius 
finely remarks : ‘‘ egregius yapaxri#p boni pastoris, Joh. x. 12.” Compari- 
son is made with the Horatian tecum vicere amem, tecumh obeam lubens (Od. iii. 

9. 24), and similar passages in Wetstein. But against this may be urged 
not only the position of the two words, of which the owarofaveiy must logi- 
cally have been put last, but also the perfectly plain construction, according 
to which the subject of éore must also be the subject of owar. and ov{py : you 
are in our hearts in order to die and to lice with (us),' i.e. in order not to depart 

from our hearts (from our love) in death, if it is appointed to us to die, and 
in life, if it is appointed to us to remain in life. For he, whom we love, 
dies and lives with us, when regarded, namely, from the idea of our heartfelt 
love to him, and from our sympathetic point of view feeling this conscious- 
ness of love which has him always present to our heart—a consciousness ac- 
cording to which we, dying and living, know him in our hearts as sharing 

death and life with us. And how natural that Paul, beset with continual 

deadly perils (vi. 9), should have put the ovvarobaveiv first /! in which case ovt jy 
is to be referred to eternal life just as little as Cazev in vi. 9 (Ambrosiastcr, 
comp. Osiander). Hence the thought can as little surprise us, and as little 
appear ‘‘tolerably meaningless” (de Wette), as the conception of alter ego. 

YIlofmann, too, with his objection (‘‘ since they, nevertheless, in fact do not 
die with him,” ctc.) mistakes the psychological delicacy and thoughtfulness 
of the expression ; and wishes to interpret it—which no reader could have 

hit on (especially as zpozip. docs not point back further than to vi. 11)—from 
vi. 9 and iv. 11 to the effect that the life of the apostle isa continual dying, 

in which he yet remains always in life, and that consequently it is his life so 

constituted which the readers share, when they are in his heart. 
Ver. 4. A further, and that a psychological, proof for the ov mp. xardxp. 

Ayw. — xappycia is the internal frame of mind, the good joyous confidence (sce 

1 There is no justification for departing in any passage from the éeic reference of es 
with the infinitive. Comp. on viil. 6. 
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on Eph. iii. 12), without which no xatyzore, no se?f-boasting for the sake of 

the readers, would outwardly take place (imép, asin v. 12, vill. 24). To 

take it of the liberias loquendi (Pelagius, Beza, Luther, Vatablus, Cornelius 

a Lapide, and many others, including Schrader and Ewald) is inappropriate, 
because by the rappyoia in this sense there would be no negation of pic 

xaraxp. Aéyev. And the taking the xatyyor of inward boasting before God 

(Osiander), ought to have been precluded by ver. 14, comp. 1x. 8.—rer/np. 

x.t.A.] The two clauses form a climax, so that wer. is correlative with 

iveptep. and mapaxA. with yapg@. In the use of the article with wapaxd. and 
xap@ Paul already looks to the special comfort and joy, of which he intends 

to speak further (ver. 7). The dative of the instrument (as at 2 Macc. vi. 5, 
vii. 21; 8 Macc. iv. 10) is used with zAyp. in the N. T. also at Rom. i. 29, 

and in classic Greek, though seldom. See Elmsley, ad Soph. Oed. Col. 

16; Blomfield, Gloss. Aesch. Agam. 163; Bernhardy, p. 168. Comp. also 

Jacobs, ad Anthol. XI. p. 209. — imreprepiocevoua:] Tam exceeding richly pro- 

cided with, Mosch. vi. 13 ; comp. the passive in Matt, xilil. 12, xxv. 29. The 
present sets forth the thing as still continuously taking place. — ézi wdoy ry 
OAiper pu. |] does not belong to rg xapa, but to both the entire statements zexAnp. 

Ty TapaxA. and ireprepicc. TH yapa ; and é7i is not, as Grotius thought, post, 

as in Herod. i. 45: én’ éxeivy rH ocvudopa (see, generally, Wurm, ad Dinarch. 

p. 39 f.), since (comp. i. 3-11) the tribulation still continues, but in, at. See 

Winer, p. 367 [E. T. 490]. 

Ver. 5. In all our tribulation, I say, for even after we had come to Mace- 

donia we had no rest. — In this xai, even, Paul refers back to what was 

stated in ii. 12, 13 ; but it does not follow that with Flatt we should regard 
what lies between as a digression. —éoyyxev] a8 in 11.13. Still BF GK 

- (not x), Lachmann, have the reading foyer, which appears to be original 
and altered into accordance with ii. 18. — 74 caps sudv] our flesh, denotes 

here, according to the connection, the purely human essence as determined 
by its corporeo-psychical nature, in its moral impotence and sensuous ex- 
citability, apart from the divine rveiyu, without whose influence even the 

moral nature of man (the human zveiya with the vovc) lacks the capacity 

for determining and governing the cthical life. (P*) Comp. on Rom. iv. 1 ; 
Johniii. 6. The odpé with its life-principle the yy is by itself morally 

incapable even in the regenerate man, and stands too much in antagonism 
to the divine rveiza (see on Gal. v. 17), not to have unrest, despondency, 

etc., occurring even in him when he confronts the impressions of struggle 
and suffering. Comp. Matt. xxvi. 41. No doubt the expression in this 
passage seems not to agrce with the r@ avefpari pov in ii. 12; but there, 
where, besides, Paul is speaking simply of himsclf, he speaks only of inward 
unrest, of anxious thoughts in the moral consciousness ; whereas here 
(where he includes also Timothy) he speaks of outward (iuSev pdéyzat) and 

inward (éowSev $6301) assaults, so that that which lies, as it were, in the 

middle and is affected on both sides is the odpf.' Riickert brings in here 

1 Ernesti, Urepr. d. Siinde, I. p. 56, has that Paul would have sald 9 Wvx quer. 

wrongly objected to this interpretation He might have done so, but there was no 
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also his groundless hypothesis regarding an illness of the apostle. — 47/1’ év 
ravtt 02486uevor] Paul continues as if he had written previously : ov« jjuefa 
dveow Eyovtec, OF ova év avécer jueba, OF ory jovyor juefa, or the like. Quite 

similar departures from the construction are found also in the classics. See 
Matthiae, p. 1293 ; Fritzsche, Dissert. II. p. 49. Comp. i. 7, eidérec, and 

the remark on it. It arises from vividness of excitement as the thought 
proceeds. Comp. Kithner, II. p. 617. Buttmann, neut. Gram. p. 256 
[E. T. 298]. — &Swbev nazar, fowSev 9680] The omission of #oav gives greater 

prominence tothe short, concise representation. Chrysostom, Theophylact, 
Pelagius, Calvin, Grotius, Bengel, Wetstein, and others, also Schrader, 

explain éufev and éowfev as extra and intra ecclesiam ; and of this various 

interpretations are given ; Chrysostom holding that the former applics to 
unbelievers, the latter to the weak brethren ; Theodoret : that the former 

applies to the false teachers, the latter to the weak brethren ; and Grotius: 
that the former applies to the Jews and heathen, the latter to the false 
teachers. But after 4 capt #udy (see above), and on account of 960, it is 

more in keeping with the context to refer itto the subject: from without 
struggles (with opponents, who may have been Christian or non-Christian), 

Srom teithin (from our own minds) fears. The latter are not defined more 
precisely; but it is in keeping with the contrast of zap#vac afterwards in ver. 7 
to think of fears regarding the circumstances of the Corinthians, and in par- 
ticular regarding the effect of his former Epistle on them (comp. also ii. 12). 
Hofmann holds, without any basis in the text, that Paul was apprehensive lest 
the conflicts to be undergorle by him (probably with the Jews) might de- 
generate into persecutions. 

Vv. 6, 7%. Tote razecvot] the lowly, i.e. the bowed down. This 6 rapaxa?év 
rov¢ rarecvole is a general designation of God, significant in its practical 

bearing (comp. i. 8), so that the suffering syucic (in mapexdArcev juac) belong 
to the category of the rarevoi. — 6 Or6¢] is brought in later by way of attrac- 

tion, because 6 wapaxa2av . . . rapexd?ecev juac were the chicf conceptions. 

Comp. Ktihner, ad Xen. Anab. iv. 3. 1. — év rj xapovaig] through the arrical. 
—Tirov] See Introd. § 1. — od pévov dé x.7.2.] A delicate form of transition. 
Not merely through his arrival, not only through the reunion with him did 
God comfort us, but also through the comfort, wherewith he was comforted in 
regard to you (1 Thess. iii. 7) while he announced to us, etc. When Titus in- 
formed us of your desire, etc., this information had so soothing an effect on 
himself that we too were soothed. Comp. Ewald. The usual view, that 
Paul meant to say : through the comfort rchich he brought to me, for he related 
to me, etc., and thus wrote with logical inaccuracy, is as arbitrary as Hof- 
mann’s way of escaping the difficulty—for which he adduces erroneously 
1 Thess. iii. 10—that it must have run properly (%) in the form of rapaxarfeic 

avhyyetaev. Certainly Titus had himself been comforted by what he saw in 
Corinth ; but psychologically it was most natural that this ‘‘ being com- 
forted ” on the part of Titus should be repeated and renewed by his com- 

need for it; the odpf rather corresponds with the éfod«» most naturally as that which is 

first affected from without. 
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municating to Paul and Timothy his cheering observations and experiences, 
and so they too were comforted with the comfort which was afforded to 

Titus himself by the report which he was able to give. This interpreta- 
tion—in which there is thus not to be assumed any blending of the comfort 
which Titus had felt in perceiving the improved state of matters at Corinth, 
and then in communicating it (Osiander)—is neither unnatural (Hofmann) 

nor turning on punctilious reflection (de Wette), but founded necessarily on 
the words, which Paul has not eritten otherwise, just because he has not 
conceived them otherwise. — émixdé@yo.w] longing, namely, to see me again 

among you. — odupudy] lamentation, for having saddened me so by the 

disorders tolerated in your church, especially in reference to the incest- 

uous person. Comp. vv. 11, 12.—rév tuay CyAov imép Euov] your eager 

interest for me, to soothe me, to obey me, etc. There was no need to 

repeat the article here after (720, since we may say CyAciv or CyAov éxerv 

uxép tivoc (Col. iv. 18), in which case trép éuov is blended so as to form 

one idea with (7A0v. Comp. on Gal. iii. 26 and Fritzschior. Opuse. p. 245.— 

Gore we pGAAov yapqvat] a0 that I was all the more glad. The emphasis is on 
paddov (magis in Vulgate) ; on its meaning, all the more, comp. Naigelsbach 

on the Iliad, p. 227, ed. 8. The apostle’s joy was made all the greater by 

the information longed for and received, since from it he learned how, in 
consequence of his letter, the Corinthians had on their part now met him 

with so much longing, pain, and zeal. Observe in this the emphatic pre- 
fixing, thrice repeated, of the iva, which gives the key to this uaAAov yapi- 
vat. The former Epistle had had its effect. He had previously had for them 

longing, pain, zeal ; now, on their part, such longing, etc., had set in for 
him. Thus the position of things had happily changed on the part of the 
church, which before was so indifferent, and in part even worse, in its mood 

towards Paul. Billroth, following Bengel, takes it : sothat I rather rejoiced, 

z7.e. so that my former pain was not merely taken away, but was changed 

into joy. Comp. also Hofmann.' In this case ~aA2ov would be potius. But 

the very prefixing of the ua/2ov, and still more the similarity of ver. 13, are 
against this. — Theophylact, we may add, has rightly remarked that Paul 
could with truth write as he does in this passage, inasmuch as he wisely 
leaves to the readers the distingue personas. 

Ver. 8 f. Information regarding this na220v yapyva, explaining the ground 
of it. With e «al pereperduny there begins a new protasis, the apodosis of 

which is viv yaipw x.7.A., 80 that the 82é7w ydp x.r.4., which stands between, 

assigns parenthetically the ground of the protasis. or if I hare even sad- 
dened you in my Epistle, I do not regret it ; if I did regret it (which I have 
no wish to deny) formerly (and as I now perceive, not without ground, for 

I learn from the accounts of Titus that that Epistle, if even for a short time, 
has saddened you), now I am glad, etc. Comp. Luther ; Rinck, Lucubr. crit. 

1 Who finds the meaning to be: ‘“‘that The transition to the first person singular 

with the apostle for his own person the com- _ 1s caused simply by the fact, that Paul now 

fort, which he shared with Timothy, rose hasin view the rebuke and injunction of 
into joy.’’ In that case éud at least must the former Epistle, chap. v. 

have been used instead of the enclitic me. 
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p. 162, and the punctuation of Lachmann and Tischendorf ; also Kling. 
Only in this way of dividing and interpreting this passage does the explan- 
atory statement advance in a simple logical way (1, I do not regret ; 2, if 

I did previously regret, now I am glad), and the imperfect wereve?. stand in 
right correlation with the present viv yaipw, so that pereverduny applies to 

the time before the present joyful mood was reached. 'The common punctua- 

tion, adopted also by Osiander and Hofmann, which connects ¢é xai pereped. 
with the previous words, and begins a new sentence with viv yaipw, breaks 
asunder the logical connection and the correlation of the parts, and leaves 
Baérw yap x.r.A. (which must be the reason assigned for ob perauéAouai, as 
Hofmann also correctly holds, and not for éAimxyoa ipuac, as Olshausen, de 

Wette, and others would make it) without any proper reference. Bengel, 
indeed, wishes to take ei xai before mp. dp. elliptically: ‘‘ Contristavit vos, 
inquit, epistola tantummodo ad tempus cel potius ne ad tempus quidem.” 
But it is not the bare ci xai which is thus used elliptically, but e xai dpa, or 

more often elrep dpa, even e dpa (see Vigerus, ed. Herm. p. 514 ; comp. 
Hartung, Partikell. I. p. 440 ; Klotz, ad Decar. p. 521) ; further, rpd¢ dpav 

must have logically stood before e xai ; lastly, the thought itself would be 

in the highest degrce unsuitable, since Paul could not cast doubt on the 
genuine sadness of the readers (comp. ddvpudv, ver. 7, and see ver. 9 ff.). 
The meaning would not be, as Bengel thinks, #Oove apostolici plenissimum, but 
in contradiction to the context. Billroth would (and Chrysostom in a 
similar way) bring out a logical grounding of ob perayéAoun by taking BAéru 
as meaning : I take into consideration ;' ‘‘I take into consideration that it 
has saddened you, though only for a short time, as I had intended ; by al- 
lowing yourselves to be saddened, you have shown that you are susceptible 
to amendment” (ii. 2). But in this way everything, in which the proba- 
tive force is supposed to lie, is imported. Thisis the case also with Hofmann, 
who makes (comp. Bengel above) ¢ xai form by itself alone a parenthetic 
elliptic sentence, but in a concessive sense, so that the import of the whole 

is held to be : ‘‘ Although the Epistle has saddened them, it is a temporary, 
not a permanent, sadness with which it has filled them. This the apostle 
sees, and he therefore does not regret that he has saddened them by it.” 
Paul does not write in this enigmatical fashion ; he would have said intel- 
ligibly : 4 émcor. éxeivn, et xai cAvrnoev buac, mpd¢ Opav éAbmyoev, OF, at any rate, 

have added to ei xai the appropriate verb (comp. ver. 12). Such an elliptic 
et xal is as unexampled as that which is assumed by Bengel, and both serve 
only to misconstrue and distort the meaning of the words. Riickert comes 
nearest to our view ; he proposes to read #Aéuv (as also Lachmann, Praef. 
p. xii., would), and to make the meaning : ‘‘ That I hace thus saddened you 
Ido not regret, but although I regretted it (ei 62 xal pereypedounvy) when I sar 

that that Epistle had caused you . . . sadness, still Tam glad now,” etc. But 

apart from the very weak attestation for the reading fAéruv, and apart also 
from the fact that i d2xai would be although, however, not but although, Brérux 

1 Camerarius already took It as hocintueor noeco (Rom. vil. 28). Comp. Jacobs, ad 
et considero, It \s simply animadrerto, cog. Anthol. II. 8, p. 208. 
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. - . &Abrnoev tpag would only contain a very superfluous and cumbrous 

repetition of the thought already expressed in the acknowledgment ¢ xai 
éAbryoa tua, since BAérwy would not apply to the insight gained from the 
news brought by Titus. Ewald has the peculiar view, which is simply an 
uncalled for and arbitrary invention, that Paul intended to write : for I see 
that that Epistle, though it saddened you for a short time, has yet brought 
you toa right repentance ; but feeling this to be unsuitable, he suddenly 
changed the train of thought and went on: Tam now glad, etc. Neander 
has a view quite similar.—On zpd¢ dpav, comp. Philem. 15; Gal. ii. 5. 
The clause ‘‘ although for a short time” is here a delicately thoughtful addi- 
tion of sympathetic love, which has in view the fact that the sadness caused 
by it will only last up to the receipt of the present Epistle, which is intended 
to assure the readers of the apostle’s pardon and joy (comp. ii. 4 ff.). 

‘ Remarx.—Some make an alteration in the meaning of ¢: xal pereuedduny: 
eiamsi poenituissel (Erasmus, Castalio, Vatablus, and others, including Flatt) ; 

or hold that poenitere is here equivalent to dolorem capere (Calvin, comp. 
Grotius) ; or suggest explanations such as: ‘‘Non autem dolere potuit de 
eo quod scripeerit cum severitate propter schismata ... ; hoc enim omne 
factum instinctu divino per $eorvevoriay ; sed quod contristati fuerint epistola 

sua et illi, quos illa increpatio adeo non tetigit,’’ Calovius (comp. Grotius) ; 
or the more ingenious device of Beza: ‘‘ut significet apostolus, se ex epistola 

illa acerbius scripta nonnullum dolorem cepisse, non quasi quod fecerat 

optaret esse infectum, sed quod clementis patris exemplo se ad hanc sever- 

itatem coactum esse secum gemens, eventum rei expectaret.” But these are 

forced shifts of the conception of mechanical inspiration. The Theopneustia 

does not put an end to the spontaneity of the individual with his varying 
play of human emotions ; hence Wetstein is so far right in remarking ; ‘‘ Inier- 

pretes, qui putant, et consilium scribendi epistolam (rather of writing in so hard a 
vein of chastisement), et ejus consilii poenitentiam, et poenilentiae poenilentiam ab 

afflatu Spir. sancti fuisse profectam, parum consentanea dicere videntur.’’ Not as if 

such alternation of moods testified against the existence of inspiration ; but it 
attests its dependence on the natural conditions of the individual in the mode 

of its working, which was not only different in different subjects, but was not 

alike even in individuals where these were differently determined by outer and 

inner influences ; so that the divine side of the Scripture does not annul the 

human, or make it a mere phantom, nor can it be separated from it mechani- 

cally. It is indissolubly blended with it. (95) 
¢ 

Ver. 9. Niv yaipw] see on ver. 8. To take the viv not in a temporal, but 

in a causal sense (proinde, jam vero, with Emmerling and Billroth), is quite 
at variance with the context, because the thought is implied in the previous 
clause : I no longer regret it. — ovy rz éAvw. ] not regarding the sadness caused - 
to you -in itself. — xara Aedv] according to God, i.e. in a way in keeping with 
the divine will. Seeon Rom. viii. 27. Bengel aptly remarks : ‘‘ Secundum 
hic significat sensum animi Deum spectantis et sequentis.” Not: by God’s 
operation, which (in opposition to Hofmann) Paul never expresses by xaré 
(nor yet is it so even in 1 Pet. iv. 6) ; with the Greeks, however, xara Gedy 
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means according to divine disposal, — tva bv undev? Cnpewl. ef judv] not : ita ut, 

etc. (80 Rickert), but the divinely-ordained aim of the previous éAur#Ayre 
xara Oedv ; in order that ye in no point (comp. vi. 8; Phil. i. 28 ; Jas. i. 4), 
in no sort of way (not even in the way of severe, saddening reproof), should 
have hurt (injury as to the Messianic salvation) from us, from whon, in fact, 
only the furtherance of your true welfare ought to proceed. Sce ver. 10. 
According to Osiander, év yydevf means: in no part of the Christian life 
(neither in the joyfulness of faith nor in purity of morals). At variance with 
the context : for to the matters negatived by éy zgdevi must belong the Abn 
itself caused by him, which, had it not occurred xara 6e6y, would have injured 

the cwrnpia of the readers (ver. 10). —The clause of purpose is to he con- 
nected with the éAvr. y. xara Oe6v immediately preceding, which is no paren- 
thetic remark, but is the regulative thought controlling what follows (in 
vv. 10, 11) ; wherefore iva «.7.2. is not, with Hofmann, to be attached to 
éAur. ei¢ petavoray. 

Ver. 10. Ground assigned for iva év pnd. Cou. & yudv. for godly sadness 

works repentance unto saloation unregrette:l, 7.¢. unto the Messianic salvation, 

the attainment of which is not regretted. The connection of averauéA. with 
ournpiav is held by Augustine and other Latin Fathers, following the Vul- 
gate, which has stadilem,' and among modern expositors by Fritzsche, 
‘Billroth (yet doubtfully), Schrader, de Wette, Ewald ; decidedly by Cas- 
talio also, but undecidedly by Erasmus, Annot. The more common connec- 
tion is with uerdvocay, so as to give the antanaclasis poenitentiam non poeniten- 
dam (for similar collocations see Wetstein, comp. Pliny, Zp. vii. 10) ; ovdei¢ 

yap éavtov xatayveoera, tav Aurnly id’ duapria, éav revOjoy Kai éavrdv ovetpipy, 

Chrysostom. But for such an antanaclasis Paul would not have chosen an 
adjective from quite a different root, but dzeravéqrov (Lucian, Abd. 11, comp. 
also Rom. ii. 5), which is also the reading* of some minor authorities. 
And if averauéA, were to belong to verdvoay, it would stand immediately by 
its side, so as to make ei¢ cwrgpiav appear as the result throwing light upon 
auerauéA. When placed after cic owrnpiay, auerayuéA. is an epithet of ueravocay 

no longer suitable, insipid, and halting. Olshausen and Hofmann wrongly 
object that the epithet is not suitable to the idea of salvation, the absolute 
good. It expresses by way of litotcs the eternal satisfaction of the owrnpia, 
‘and is selected with a glance back to what was said in ver. 8. (rR*°) If the 
apostle, namely, has caused a sadness which works a contrition unto a sal- 

vation exposed fo no regret, it is obvious how this step of his can no longer 
give rise to any regret in his case, but can only make him joyful. Comp. 
on the expression itself, Rom. xi. 29, and especially Plato, Tim. p. 59D: 
GueranéAnrov ydovav xrara, Legg. ix. p. 866E ; Polyb. xxi. 9. 11; Plutarch, 

Mor. p. 1387 B ; Socrates in Stob. 101, p. 552; Clem. Cor. I. 2. — #d2 rob 

kéapov Abr] i.e. the sadness, howerer, which is felt by the world, by the ungod- 
ly-minded unbelicvers. This is certainly Aimy dia yphuara, dia défav, dia tov 

aredOévra x.t.2. (Chrysostom), in so far, namely, as the loss of outward 

1 According to the reading duerdfAnroy, 2 And which (in opposition to Osfander) 
which Origen has (once), but lefore eis would have expressed the idea of some- 
Cwrnp. thing painful quite as well as anerapéa, 
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advantage in and for itself determines the sadness,’ but the genitive rov 
xéapov is the genitivus sudjecti, and’ we must retain as the characteristic of 

this Airy that it is not xara Oedv (because it cannot be determined by the 

knowledge of God and of His will) ; hence, instead of working repentance 
unto salvation, it works despondency, despair, exasperation, obduracy, etc., 

unto death. Even did ypfuara x.r.A. there may be a sadness xara 6z6v. — 

@avarov] i.e. not generally : ‘‘all that is embraced in a state of things not 
founded on God" (Hofmann), but, as the opposite of that unregretted 

owrnpia, eternal death, the Messianic amddAea ; comp. ii. 16. Calovius says 
aptly : ‘‘quia mundus dolet, cum affligitur, solatii ex verbo Dei expers ac 
fide destitutus.” The exposition of cering oneself to death (Theodoret), or 

the reference made by Grotius, Rosenmiiller, and others to fatal diseases and 
suicide, is quite at variance with the context ; and Ecclus. xxxvili. 18 has 
no bearing here. Even the ethical view (moral ruin through despair or new - 

sins, de Wette, comp. Neander) is not in keeping with the contrast to 
owrnpia ; besides, Paul never uses 6d4varoc of ethical death. See on Rom. v. 

12.—Regarding the difference between ipydfera: and xarepydf . bring to pass), 

see on Rom. i. 27 ; van Hengel, ad Rom. II. 10. 
Ver. 11. What has just been said of the godly sorrow is now proved by 

experience from the instance of the readers themselves. For see, this very 

thing (nothing else), the having been afflicted with godly sorrow, etc. The 

emphatic use of the preparatory rovro before infinitives is very common in 
classic writers. See Kiihner, II. p. 380; Breitenb. ad Xen. Occ. 14. 10. — 
imiv] not : among you, but : cobis. —orovdqv] activity, namely, to efface and 
make amends for the offence, as opposed to their previous negligence in re- 
gard to the incestuous person. 4114] yea rather, imo, corrective, and 

thereby advancing beyond the last idea (comp. 1 Cor. iii. 2; John xvi. 2). 
Paul feels that he has said too little by using ozovd#». The co-ordinate rep- 
etition of add before each point lays on cach a special emphasis. Comp. 

on 1 Cor. vi. 11. — arodoyiav] pic éué, Chrysostom and Theophylact nghtly 
say ; but we must at the same time observe that they have answered for 

themselves in the first instance to Titus, and through Aim to Paul (that they 

were not partakers in the guilt of the incestuous person). Billroth under- 
stands the de facto exculpation by the adjudging of punishment to the 
transgressor. An arbitrary view, and opposed to the context (éxdixyo). 
Ewald, in accordance with his assumption of a letter in reply now lost, re- 
fers it to the latter. — ayavaxryjov] displeasure, veration, that such a disgrace- 

ful thing had been carried on in the church. —¢63ov] ‘‘ ne cum virga veni- 

rem” (Bengel), namely, in the event of the state of things not being 
amended (1 Cor. iv. 21), or even of new transgressions. Comp. Chrysostom 
and Theophylact. The explanation : fear of God's punishments (Pelagius, 

Calvin, Flatt, Olshausen), is at variance with the context (émird@y0.). — 

éxix60.| a8 in ver. 7, longing after the apostle’s coming. — (7Aov] not as in 
ver. 7, where imép éuod is associated with it, but, as is suggested by the fol- 

1 As this would have been the case also Comp. Elwertin the Wiurtemberg. Stud. LX. 

with the Corinthians, if they had grieved 1, p. 185 ff. 

over the reproof only, and not over the sin. 
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lowing éxdixyorv (punishment of the transgressor) : disciplinary zeal against 
the incestuous person, not zeal in general for the honour of Christ, of the 

church, and of the apostle (Osiander), The six objects introduced by 4444 
go logically in pairs, so that aodoy. and ayavdar. relate to the disgrace of 

the church, ¢é8ov and ézird9. to the apostle, and [#Aov and éxdixyor to the 

incestuous person, the latter, however, without the arbitrary distinction 
drawn by Bengel, that (7Aov refers to the good of his soul, and éxdi«. only to 
his punishment for his transgression. ¢7A0¢ is the zeal for both. — év wavri 
ovveorqoate k.T.A.] & judgment on the whole matter added asyndetically, and 
so with the more weight (Dissen, ad Pind. Exc. II. p. 278) : in every respect 
you have proved that you yourseltes aré innocent as regards the matter in ques- 
tion. By this the Corinthians are acquitted from positive participation in 
the offence ; they could not be acquitted (comp. 1 Cor. v. 6) of a negative 
participation (through toleration and connivance), but this is not further 
touched on in accordance with his purpose, which is here throughout con- 
ciliatory. — éavroic] you for your own person, as opposed to the evil-doer. — 

On ovviornu, with the accusative and infinitive, comp. Diod. Sic. i. 96, xiv. 
45. Without eivae (comp. Gal. ii. 18) the attribute would appear as purely 
objective, as the proved fact ; with elvac the expression is subjective, denoting 

the relation from the standpoint of the readers. Comp. in general, Kriiger, 
§ 65, 1. 4.— The dative rp rpdyuare is that of ethical reference, expressing 

the matter with respect to which what is affirmed takes place. See Matthiae, 
p. 876 ; Bernhardy, p. 84. Comp. éAeciOepor . . . rH dixacocivy, Rom. vi. 20 ; 

Matt. v. 8. This, at the same time, in opposition to Riickert’s @ssertion 
that é» (see the critical remarks) cannot be dispensed with. On the term 

itself, Bengel rightly remarks : ‘‘ indefinite loquitur de re odiosa.”. Comp. 
11. 5 fff. 

Ver. 12. "Apa] therefore, for how natural was it for the readers to think 
that Paul had written on account of the adixyoavrog and on account of the 

adixnbivrog | And yet the effect which that part of the Epistle had produced 
on themselves had showed them by experience that the apostle's true pur- 
pose was quite different. So at least Paul represents the matter in a delicate 
and conciliatory way. — e xal éypapa ipiv] if I have also written to you, i.e. 

have not kept silence, but have expressed myself by letter regarding the 
affair in question. Commonly a a, 80 sternly, or the like, is imported quite 
arbitrarily. Grotius indicates the right meaning : ‘‘si quid scripsi, nempe 
ea de re.” Comp. Osiander. Those who assume an Epistle now lost be- 
tween our first and second (Bleek, Neander, Ewald, Beyschlag, Hilgenfeld) 
find it here alluded to. Comp. ii. 8, 9. The apodosis already begins at oiz 
eivexev x.7.2., and docs not follow only at did rovvo (as Hofmann complicates 

it, without sufficient ground), the more espccially as in this construction, 
according to Hofmann, é:é rovro does not apply to ver. 12—to which it must 
apply (comp. 1 Thess. iii. 7)—but to ver. 11.—oty. . . aA4'] is not non 

tam. . . quam (Erasmus, Estius, Flatt, and many others), but non. . . sed. 
Paul denies absolutely that he has written that part of the Epistle on account 
of the two persons mentioned. In the nature of the case, no doubt, he had 
to write against the ddixjoac, and so indirectly in favour of the ad:xybei¢ ; Dut 
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the destined purpose of this letter, as Paul from the true light of his apostolic 
standpoint is aware, lay not in this aim affecting the two persons primarily 
concerned, but in its higher significance as bearing on the church’s relation 
to the apostle : GAA’ civexev rod davepuOjvar x.7.A. (8°) — Regarding the form 

eivexev, see on Luke iv. 18, and Kiihner, I. p. 229, ed. 2. The adcxjoarc is the 

incéstuous person, and the adixnbeic his father, as the party grievously injured 
by the son’s incestuous marriage with the step-mother. Theodoret, how- 

ever, is quite arbitrary in supposing from this that he was already dead («a2 
TeOveng yap ndixyto, tig evvij¢ UBptobeionc). See on 1 Cor. v. 1. This explana- 

tion of the adixnBeic seems from the relation of the two participles active and 
passive to be the only natural, and, in fact, necessary one. It is no objec- 

tion that, in the first Epistle, nothing was said at length regarding the father 
and the wrong done to him (sce only v. 1), sincé the censure and ordaining 

of chastisement to the transgressor of themselves practically contained the 
satisfaction to the injured father. Comp. on the passive adix. in the sense 
of infringing marriage-rights, Plut. Anton. 9; Eurip. Med. 267, 314; and 
sce in general on ddixeiv in reference to adultery, Dorvill. ad Charit. p. 468 ; 
Abresch, ad Xen. Eph., ed Locella, p. 222. Others (Wolf, Storr, Emmer- 

ling, Osiander, Neandcr, Maier) think that Paul means himsel/, in so far as 

he had been deeply injured in his office by that transgression. But this 

mode of designating himself, set down thus without any more precise indi- 

cation, would be strangely enigmatical, as well as marked by want of deli- 

cate tact (as if the readers were not adixybévrec, like Paul !), and no longer 
suiting what was already said in ii. 5. The reference of rot adixntévroe to the 

apostle himself would only be right on the assumption that allusion is here 
made to the state of things discussed by Paul in an intermediate letter now 

. lest.' Others (Bengel, comp. Wolf also) think that the Corinthians are 
meant, but the singular is decisive against this view, even apart from the 
unsuitable meaning. Othcrs have even referred row adixys. and rod aducrf. to 
the adulterer and the adulteress (Theophylact : auddrepos yap GAAgAove ndixgoay) ; 

others, again, have taken row adix7f. as neuter (Heinsius, Billroth), equivalent 

to rob adtxhuaroc. The last is at variance with linguistic usage ; and what 

sort of delicate apostolic tact would it have been, to say that he had not 
written on account of the deed !— adv’ civexev x.7.A.] According to Lach- 

mann’s correct reading, as translated also by Luther (see the critical re- 
marks) : but because your zeal for us was to become manifest among you before 

God, i.e. but because I wished to bring it about that the zealous interest which you 

cherish for us should be brought to light among you before God (a religious ex- 

pression of uprightness and sincerity, iv. 2). Comp. on the thought, ii. 9 ; 

1 On this assumption Bleek is of opinion 
that Paul, in that lost Epistle, had rebuked 

the wanton defiance of the incestuous 

person towards him (comp. also Neander). 

According to Ewald, Paul is the adicndeis 

over against the man of reputation in the 

church, who had been endeavouring to de- 
prive him of his repute In it by public accu- 

sations. Comp. Hilgenfeld in his Zeitechr. 

1864, p. 169, 1865, p. 252, according to whom 

Paul is the aéicndels, because things had in 

the meanwhile come to a pronounced rejec- 
tion of his apostolic repute. According to 
Beyschlag in the Stud. u. Ariz. 1865, p. 254, 

Timothy is meant, who was personally in- 

sulted by a spokesman in the ranks of the 
opponents. 
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apd¢ dpac is the simple with you, among you, in the midst of you, in your 
church-life, not exactly in public meeting of the church (Ewald), which would 
have been indicated more precisely. Comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 7. Riickert, with- 
out due ground, finds the meaning of rpé¢ iuag 80 ambiguous that he prefers 
the Recepta, according to which the meaning is: because our zealous interest 
Sor you was to become manifest upon you before God. Comp. ii. 4. Hoffmann, 
who rejects both the Recepta and the reading of Lachmann, and prefers that 
of BR: +. orovdiy tuav tiv brép tudv mpdg tuac, takes this rpd¢ tuac even ina 
hostile sense : ‘‘You are to show yourselves diligent for yourselves and 

against yourselves ;” the strict procedure of the church against its adherents 
is on the one hand an acting for themselves (tép iuzev), and on the other 

hand an acting against themselves (xpd¢ tuag). This artificial interpretation is 
wrong, because, if mpd¢ could mean contra here, Paul must have written at 

least rv irép tudv re xal mpdg buds, and because mrpdé¢ with orovdf (Heb. vi. 11; 

Herod. iv. 11.1; Diod. xvii. 114) and with orovdéfecv (Dem. 515. 28, 617. 10) 
‘has not that arbitrarily assumed sense, but the sense of an interest for some 
one, though this is more commonly expressed by 7epi. If the reading of ® 
were right, it would have to be explained simply : tn order that your zeal, in 
which you aim at your own good, should become manifest among you before God. 

Had Paul wished to express the singular meaning which Hofmann imports, 
he would have known how to write : ri omovdyy tyéy rH trip two Te Kui 

xa? ipov, . 

Ver. 18. Wherefore, because I had no other purpose than this (which is 
now attained), we are comforted ; and, to our consolation there was further 

added a very great increase in joy over the joy of Titus, etc. — éni 62 rg mwapaxa. 
ju.| éxi used of supervening on something already in existence.’ See Mat- 
thiae, p. 1871 ; Winer, p. 868 [E. T. 490]. — wepiacor. padrdrov éxdpnuev] the 

joy of our consolation became still more increased. Comp. on ver. 7. Re- 
garding the strengthening of the comparative by aor, see Pflugk, ad Hur. 
Hee. 877 ; Heind. ad Plat. Gorg. p. 679 E ; Boissonade, ad Aristaen, 480. 
— bri avaréravrat x.r.A.] does not specify the reason of Paul’s joy (Rickert, 
although with hesitation), for that is contained in ém? r. yap@ Tirov, but is a 

more precise definition confirmatory of rg yapé Tirov ; since indeed his spirit 

(ii. 13) is refreshed by you all. dvaréxavra: (comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 18 ; Philem. 
7, 20) is placed first as the pith of the thought ; a6 denotes the proceeding 
Srom, the origin: forth from, from the side of. See Bernhardy, p. 222 ; 
Kiihner, ad Xen. Anabd. vi. 5. 18. 

Rremakrxk.—According to the Recepla did tovro mapaxexAnpe§a éxi TG TapaxAjoes 

tudv' meptooorépwc dé pdAdov x.7.A., the first ém? is through, properly on account of, 
just as in exit rp yap¢g Tirov, so that the rapaxAnare toy is that which causes the 

wapaxexAnueOu (Winer, p. 368 [E. T. 491]): but duo» is not, with Flatt, 

de Wette, and many others, to be explained : by the consolation, which you have 
afforded to me, but: ‘ consolatione vestri’ (Luther, Beza, Cornelius 4 Lapide, 

Bengel, and most), i.e. by your being comforted over the pain, which my 

1 Yet it may also be taken simply of the tion aboveis more in keeping with the cll- 
state; tn our consolation. But the explana- mactic character of the discourse. 
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Epistle caused to you, now by means of the happy change which it has pro- 
duced among you (ver. 11). The two genitives, namely t#5v and Titov, must 

be taken uniformly. On the state of the case delicately denoted by rapuxd, vudv 

Calvin aptly remarks: ‘‘ Nam correctionis acerbitas facile dulcescit, simulatque 
gustare incipimus, quam nobis fuerit utilis.’’ Michaelis, on the other hand, 

objects that what follows will then be discourteous; but the seeming dis- 

courtesy disappears before the reason for Titus’ joy, and is amply outweighed 

by ver. 14. According to Reiche, Comm. crit. I. p. 370, the rapd«Anote tyav 

means the admonitio e castigalio given in the first Epistle, for the sharpness 

and severity of which Paul is now consoled by the happy result. But after 

mapaxexAnpeda, according to the analogy, moreover, of éxydpnusy évl TH yapZ, as 

well as in accordance with vv. 4 and 6, rupdax/Anoig cannot be otherwise taken 

than as solatium. 

Ver. 14 f. Polite statement of the reason why the joy of Titus had re- 
joiced him so greatly. —el re aire trép tu. xexavy.] Comp. ix. 2. Who 
could deny that Paul, both alone, of which he is thinking here, and in 

company with Timothy (at which 4 xabyyore fudv then glances), had justly 

boasted before Titus (coram Tito) to the advantage of the Corinthians (izép 

tuav, comp. ix. 2)? See 1 Cor. i. 4 ff He had, in fact, founded the 
church and laboured so long in it, and they were in his heart, vii. 8. — ob 
caryoxtvinvy| This xaryoxy. would have taken place, if Titus had experienced 

among you an opposite state of things, contradicting the truth of my 
xabynorc. But when he came to you: dia tov épywy édeigaré pov ta ppyata, 

Chrysostom. — aA’ ae mdvra x.t.A.] Opposite of ot xargcy. : ‘‘as we have 
spoken everything truly to you, our boasting before Titus has also become 

truth.” No doubt Paul is here making a passing allusion to the attack on 
his veracity (comp. i. 17 ff.), and that in such a way as emphatically to 
confront it with, first, what was said by him (xdvra... } xabynore pyar), 
and then the persons to whom he spoke (iviv... éxi Tirov). Thus the 

first, and next to it the last, place in the arrangement of the sentence 
has the emphasis (Ktihner, II. p. 625). — wdvra] quite general : we have 
lied to youin nothing. Chrysostom and Billroth think that it applies to 
all the good, which Paul had said of Titus to the Corinthians,—a purely arbi- 
trary view, not to be guessed by any reader. —év aAnfeig] i.e. truthfully. 
Comp. Col. i. 6 ; John xvii. 19; Pind. Ol. vii. 127. The adverbial use is 
genuine Greek (Matthiae, p. 1342 ; Bernhardy, p. 211), not a Hebraism 

(Riickert). See on John xvii. 19. — éAaAjoaper] locuti sumus, quite general, 
and not to be limited, at variance with the context, to doctrine (Emmerling, 

Flatt, Hofmann, and others, following Theodoret). — éxi Tirov] coram 

Tito. See Schaefer, Melet. p. 105; Fritzsche, Quaest. Lue. p. 139. — étyevity] 

se praestitit ; it has shown itself as truth by experience. Comp. i. 19; 

Rom. iii. 4, vii. 18. Often so also in classic writers. 

Ver. 15. Kal ra onddyxva x.t.A.|] joyful result of 9 xabyyow judv ... 

éyevffy. A comma only is to be put after ver. 14: and thus, there‘ore, his in- 
most heart (comp. vi. 12) is attached to youina still higher degree (than before 
his presence there) since he remembers, etc. — cic tae toriv} is for you. Comp. 
eig avrév, 1 Cor. vill. 6; Rom. xi. 36.— imaxofvy] namely, towards him, 
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Titus ; for what follows is epexegetical. —perad ¢éfov x. rpduov]i.e. with a 

zeal, which fears lest it should not do enough for its duty. Comp. on 1 
Cor. ii. 8. 

Ver. 16. Concluding result of the whole section, introduced vividly 
(without ov, comp. ver. 12) : ‘‘ Iam glad that in every respect I am of good 
courage through you, — év ipiv] not as to you, which would have been ex- 

pressed prepositionally by wepi, imép, ext, mpdc, évexa (eic, x. 1, is in an ad- 
verse sense), but Paul knows his consolation as cleaving to the readers ; that 

is the causal nexus, in which his joyous frame of mind depends on them. 
Comp. Winer, p. 218 [E. T. 291 f.] ; Soph. Aj. 1294 : év éuot Apacts, 1071 : 

év Oavovow tBpiori¢ yévy, Eurip. Or. 754 : év yuvacgiv dAuiuoc, Ecclus, xxxviii. 

28 ; Matt. ili. 17. (1°) 

Nores sy AMERICAN Eprror. 

(0°) ‘* In the fear of God.’’ Ver. 1. 

This is the motive which is to determine our endeavours to purify ourselves. 

It is not regard to the good of others nor our own happiness, but reverence for 

God. Weare to be holy because He is holy (Hodge). 

(5) ‘* Our flesh had no rest.” Ver. 5. 

Flesh of course cannot mean his body, for the sufferings referred to were not 

corporeal, but mental, The term denotes his whole sensitive nature considered 
as frail. 

(Q°) ** Though I did regret." Ver. 8. 

The fact that Paul says that he regretted sending a letter, which, however, 

is universally accepted as canonical and inspired, has been considered as casting 

doubt upon the doctrine of plenary inspiration. A satisfactory explanation is 

found in the following remarks of Hodge (inloc.): ‘‘ Inspiration rendered its 
subject infallible in writing and speaking as the messenger of God. Paul 

might doubt whether he had made a wise use of his infallibility, as he might 

doubt whether he had wisely exercised his power of working miracles. He 
never doubted as to the truth of what he had written. There is another thing 

to be taken into consideration. Inspiration did not reveal itself in conscious- 
ness. It is perfectly conceivable that a man might be inspired without know- 

ing it. Paul was no doubt impelled by the Spirit to write his former epistle 

as well as divinely guided in writing : but all he was conscious of was his own 
thoughts and feelings. The believer is not conscious of the operations of 
grace, neither were the apostles conscious of inspiration. As the believer, 

however, may know that he is the subject of divine influence, so the apostles 

knew that they were inspired. But as the believer may doubt the wisdom of 
some of his holiest acts, so the apostles might doubt the wisdom of acts done 
under divine guidance. Such acts are always wise, but the agent may not 

always see their wisdom."’ 
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(B*) ‘* Repentance to salvation not to be repented of.’” Ver. 10. 

The Revised Version (in which this whole chapter is greatly improved) renders 
this clause ‘‘repentance unto salvation, a repentance which bringeth no regret.” 

This view of the connection of the last word is favoured by Kling, Hodge, Princ. 
Brown ; but Beet, Plumptre, and Speaker’s Com. prefer to connect it with salva- 

tion. Still one may ask, What kind of a salvation is it that is or can be attended 

with regret ? 

(B°) ‘* Not for his sake that had done the wrong.” Ver. 12. 

The writer speaks of the chief object as if it were the only object, and also 
of the object which was effected by Providence, as if it had been his object. He- 

did desire to have the offender punished and the injured man righted, but the 

primary aim was the manifestation to themselves of their regard for his apos- 

tolic authority and for himself.—The reading your instead of the our of the 

received text is now adopted by all editors, being sustained by greatly prepon- 

derating authority. 

(t°) End of a discussion. Ver. 16. 

Here concludes the Iong discussion carried on in the first seven chapters of 
the Epistle. The entire pericope relates to the state of the Corinthian believ- 

ers and to Paul’s relation to them. In the course of it he lays bare in the live- 

liest form his intense human sympathies, and reveals much of his personal 

character and history. The result of his faithful dealings with the church was 

the full restoration of confidence. And now he was able to turn to other mat- 
ters, as we see he did in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

Ver. 3. drép dtvautv] Lachm. Rick. and Tisch. read rapa dévau., on decisive 
evidence ; irfp isa gloss. — Ver. 4. After dylove Elz. has défaoQaz tude, which, on 

decisive evidence, is rightly struck out by Griesb. and the later editors as a 

supplementary insertion, though defended by Rinck. — Ver. 5. 7Amioauev} Only 

B and 80 have #A7ixayev, just as in ver. 6 only B has évypéaro. —Ver. 7. 

Ef fuav év vuiv is attested only by min. and Syr. Arm. Slav. ms. Comp. Orig. : 

nostra in vos. Error of transcription, or correction through misunderstanding. 

— Ver. 12. After éyz Elz. and Scholz have rep. An addition in opposition to 

decisive evidence. — Ver. 13. df] is wanting in B O &* min. and Aeth. 

Clar. Germ. ; deleted by Lachm., and rightly, since it betrays itself as inserted 
to mark the contrast. — Ver. 16. diddvrr] D E F G L ®** and many min. 

Chrys. Theophyl. have dév7z. Approved by Griesb., adopted by Scholz, Riick. 
But the aorist has crept in obviously on account of the aorists that follow. — 
Ver. 19. ctv} BC and many min., also several vss. and Fathers, have é», 

Recommended by Griesb., adopted by Lachm. Rtick. and Tisch. Rightly ; ov, 

though defended by Reiche, is an erroneous gloss. —avrov] is wanting ix 
BC D* FGLand many min., also in several vss. and Latin Fathers. Sus- 
pected by Griesb., deleted by Lachm. Riick. Considering the great prepon- 
derance of the adverse evidence, it is more probable that it bas crept in by 

writing rov twice, than that it has been left out on account of its being unnec. 
essary and seemingly unsuitable (Reiche). — Instead of the last juov Elz. has 
tpov, against decisive testimony. Alteration, because #u0v was held to be un- 

suitable. — Ver. 21. mpowotpev yap] Elz. : xpovoovuevor, only supported by later 

codd. and some Fathers. The participle appears to be a mere copyist’s error 

occasioned by creAAduevor, 80 that at first even the yap remained beside it, as is 

the case stiJ] in C, min., and some vss, and Fathers, whom Tisch. follows. But 

afterwards this ydép had to be dropped on account of the retention of the 
participle. — Ver. 24. évdeifaoHe] Lachm. and Tisch. read évdecavineva, following 
B D* E* F G 17, It. Goth. The imperative is a gloss.! — Elz., against decisive 
testimony, has «ai before ei¢ wpdowrov, Added for the sake of connection. 

Chap. viii. and ix. The second chief division of the Epistle : regarding 
the collection for the poor in Jerusalem (1 Cor. xvi.), coming very fitly after 
the praise contained in chap. vii., and having the way appropriately paved 
for it in particular by the closing words, vii. 16. 

Vv. 1-6. The beneficence of the Macedonians has been shown beyond all 
expectation ; hence we have exhorted Titus to complete among you the 
work already begun. 

Ver. 1. The dé is the mere peraBareéy, leading over to a new topic in the 

1 [Westcott and Hort retain the imperative, and the Canterbury Revision follows them. 
—T. W. C.] 
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Epistle. Comp. 1 Cor. vii: 1, viii. 1, xii. 1, xv. 1.—=r9v ydpw rf. Ocod raw 

dedou. x.7.2.] the grace of God, which is given in the churches of Macedonia, ¢.e. 

how graciously God has wrought in the churches of Macedonia, inasmuch as 
He (see ver. 2) called forth in them so great liberality. Comp. ix. 14. The 
expression rests on the idea, that such excellent dispositions and resolves 
are produced and nourished, not by independent spontaneity, but by the 

grace of God working on us (operationes gratiae). Comp. Phil. ii. 13. 

Paul, therefore, does not think of the grace of God as shown to himself 
(Origen, Erasmus, who paraphrases it : ‘‘quemadmodum adfuerit mihi Deus 
in ecclesiis Maced. ;” comp. Zachariae, Emmerling, Billroth, Wieseler, 

Chronol. p. 357 ff. ; also Rickert, yet with hesitation),—in which case he 

could not but have added éyoé or juiv, in order to make himself understood, 

—pbut, on the contrary, as granted to the liberal churches, working in them 

the communicative zeal of love, so that the construction with év is quite as 
in ver. 16 and i. 22. 

Ver. 2. A more precise explanation of ri ydpw x.7.A., 90 that dre (that, 
namely) is dependent on yrwpifouev. This exposition consists, as was seen 
by Chrysostom, Theodoret, Erasmus, Luther, Grotius, and many others, 

of two statements, so that after t7¢ yapac airav we must mentally supply the 
_ simple zor. This scheme of the passage, which Osiander and Hofmann 
also follow, is indicated by # wepcocia in the one half, and éxepiccevoey in 

the other, whereby two parallel predicative relations are expressed, as well 
as by the fact that, if the whole be taken as one sentence, and consequently 
) weptoo. T. xapac atray be taken along with the following xai 4 xara Baboug 
atwxela avrén as the subject of érepicceveev (80 by most expositors since Beza), 
this subject would embrace two very diverse elements, and, besides, there 

would result the combination not elsewhere occurring : 7 repiooela érepia- 
cevoev. Hence it is to be explained : that, namely, in much testing of 
affliction the abundance of their joyfulness is, t.¢. that, while they are much 
put to the test by sufferings, their joy is plentifully present, and (that) their 

deep poverty became abundant unto the riches of their single-heartedness, i.¢. 
that they, in their deep poverty, plentifully showed how rich their single- 
heartedness was. — év oAAG doxeuy OAixewc] Instead of writing simply év 
moAAy OAiper, Paul designates this situation according to the wholesome 

moral aspect, in which it showed itself amongst the Macedonians to their 
praise. Aoxiuf, namely, is here also not: trial, but, as Paul always uses it, 

terification (Rom. v. 4; 2 Cor. ii. 9, ix. 13, xiii. 8; Phil. ii. 22). Chrysos- 

‘tom aptly says : ovd2 yap am2d¢ eO2iBnoav, aA?’ obtuc a¢ Kai dbmpor yevtobar dia 

tig trouovnc. The verification of their Christian character, which the @Alyu¢ 
effected in them, was just the moral element, in which the joyfulness roAA9 

kal dgatocg éBAdornoev év avroic (Chrysostom), and existed among them in spite 
of the @Aiyx¢ itself, which, moreover, would have been calculated to produce 

the opposite of zyap¢. Regarding the @Aiyi¢ of the Macedonians, see 1 Thess. 
i. 6, ii. 14 ff.; Acts xvi. 20 ff., xvii. 5. The yapd, the virtue of Christian 

1 Not 4» ; for the present corresponds to in the happy state of things thus subsisting, 
the perfect S8on., and that, which took place _is then subjoined by the aorist éwepiccevaer. 
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gladness of soul, rising above all afflictions (Gal. v. 22 ; 2 Cor. vi. 10 ; Rom. 
xiv. 17 ; comp. on John xv. 11), is not yet defined here more precisely as 

regards its special expression, but is already brought into prominence with 
a view to the second part of the verse, consequently to the liberality which 

gladly distributes (ix. 7; Acts xx. 35).—7 xara Bd0ovg rrwxzeia) the deep 

poverty,' literally, that which has gone down to the depth (Winer, p. 857 [E.T. 

477}) ; comp. dboc xaxév, Aesch. Pers. 718, Hel. 808 ; é¢ xivduvov Bafly, Pind. 
Pyth. iv. 868, and the like ; Blomfield, ad Aesch. Pers. Gloss. 471. (v°) The 
opposite is fabbmAovroc, Ellendt, Ler. Soph. 1. p. 286. — érepiocevoev] became 
abundant, i.e. developed an exceedingly great activity, and this tic rov 
m2ourov x.t.2.,7 unto the riches of their singleness of heart. (v*) This is the re- 

sult (Rom. iii. 7 ; 2 Cor. ix. 8) of the éxepioc.; so that their simple, up- 

right spirit showed itself as rich, in spite of their poverty, through the 
abundance of kind gifts which they distributed. Note the skill and point 
of the antithctic correlation purposely marking the expregsions in the two 
parts of the verse. — The azAéry¢ * is the upright simplicity of heart (Eph. 
vi. 5 5 Col. iii. 22); honestly and straightforwardly it contributes what it 

can to the work of love without any selfish design or arriére pensée (as e.g. 
the widow with her mite). Comp. on xii. 8. And so it is rich, even with 
deep poverty on the part of the givers. The genitive is, asin mepoceia ric 
xap., the genitious subjecti, not objecti (rich in simplicity), as Hofmann, follow- 

ing older commentators, holds. The airav is against this latter view, for 
either it would have been wanting, or it would have been added to rAcirov, 
because it would belong to that word. 

Vv. 8-5. "Orv. is not dependent on yuwpifouev (Hofmann), but gives the 
proof of what was just said : cic rov rAavrov ri dx. abr. — The construction is 

plain ; for there is no need to supply an 7oav, a8 many wish, after atPaipera 
or after deéuevar, but, as Bengel aptly remarks : ‘‘édwxav. . . totam periochae 

structuram sustinet.” Comp. Fritzsche, Dissert. Il. p. 49 ; Billroth, Ewald, 

Osiander, Hofmann. There are, namely (and in accordance therewith the 

punctuation is to be fixed), four modal definitions attached to this édwxay : 
They gave (1) according to and beyond their means ; (2) of their own impulse ; 

(8) urgently entreating us for the yapic and xotvwvia x.7.A.; and (4) not as we 
hoped, but themselves, etc. This last modal definition is naturally and quite 
logically attached by xai (hence xai ob nabs 7Aric.) ; and Riickert (comp. de 
Wette and Neander) is arbitrary in holding this «ai to prove that Paul al- 
lowed the sentence he had begun to drop, and appended a new one, so that 

Asa grammatical supplement the simple 
ovea is sufficient ; hence it is not to be taken, 

with Hofmann, asthe poverty sinking deeper 

and ever deeper, but as the deep-sunk pov- 
erty. On «xara with genitive, comp. the 
Homerio xara xdovds Il, fil. 217; xara yains, 
Tl. xili. 604; xara oweiovs, Od. ix. 880 (down 
tnto the care), xli. 98. See in general, Spitz- 

ner, De vi e¢ usu praepos. avd et nard ap. 
Homer. 1831, p. 20 ff. 
2The neuter form, 7d wAovros (Lachm. 

Tisch. Riick.), is attested here by B C 8* 17, 

81, but more decidedly in Eph. 1. 7, if. 7, fif. 
8, 16; Phil fv. 19; Col. i. 27, iL 2 

7 Hofmann conjectures that the promi- 
nence given to the awAérysc was called forth 

by the want of it among the Achaean Chris- 
tians. In this case there would be in ita 

side-allusion, which Is not justified in what 
follows. But the azAdryc, which had shown 
itself among the Macedonians in a specially 
high degree, was to serve them as an ez- 

ample, by way of stimulating emuiation, not 

exactly of putting them to shame. 
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after 7A 7ricauev we should have to supply an éyévero or érolyoav. — paprepal I 
testify it, a parenthetic assurance. Comp. the Greek use of olya: and the 
like (Bornem. ad Xen. Conv. p. 71,179 ; Stallb. ad Plat. Gorg. p. 460 A). — 
mapa divauv)] i.e. more amply than was accordant with their resources. 
See Homer, Jl. xiii. 787 ; Thucyd. i. 70. 2; Lucian. Nigr. 28, de Dom. 10. 
The same, in substantial meaning, is inép divayer, i. 8 ; Dem. 292. 25. It 

forms, with xard divay., & climactic definition of éduxav, not of aiBaip., to 

which it is not suitable. — aiSaipero:] excludes human persuasion or compul- 
sion, not the divine influence (see ver. 5, dia OeAfuaroc Seov) ; We must not, 

with Rickert, hold it, on account of the remark ix. 2, to be an eraggeration, 

since the latter notice does not deny the self-determination of the Macedo- 

nians, but, when compared with our passage, exhibits as the real state of the 
case this, that Paul had boasted of the readiness of the Achaeans before the 

Macedonians, but without exhortation to the latter, and that these thereupon, 

of their own accord, without urging, had resolved on making a contribution, 
and had given very amply. Comp. Chrysostom on ix. 2. aifaiperorc, free- 
willed, self-determined, only here and at ver. 17 in the N. T., often in the 

classic writers ; seldom of persons (Xen. Anab. v. 7, 29; Lucian. Catapl. 

4). Comp. the adverb in 2 Macc. vi. 19; 3 Macc. vi. 6. — pera wodije . . . 
ti¢ Tr. ayiovg] to be taken together : with much exhortation entreating us for 

the kindness and the participation in the ministering to the saints, i:e. urgently 
entreating us that the kindness might be shown them of permitting them to take 
actice part in the. . . work of collections. Ovy queic avrav édefOnuev, a2A° avroi 

guayv, Chrysostom ; and in the xo:wvia sought they saw a kindness to be 

shown to themselves : they knew how to value the work of love thus highly. 
The yapic, namely, here is not grace Jrom God (Hofmann and the older com- 

mentators), since it was requested from the apostle, but riv xzapw x. Tt. Koivur. 
is a true éy dia duoiv (the favour, and indeed the partaking, i.e. the favour of 

partaking). See Fritzsche, ad Matth. p. 854, and generally, Nagelsbach on 
di. iii. 100, p. 461, ed. 3. Bengel, who likewise rejects the défac8a juae of 

the Recepta, connects ry ydpi x. tiv Kotvwviay x.7.A. With édwxav : but what 

a prolix designation of the withal quite self-evident object of ééuxavy would 
that be, while deéuevoe yudv would remain quite open and void of definition! 

On dciofa:, with accusative of the thing and genitive of the person, comp. 
Plato, Apol. p. 18 A, p.41 E ; Xen. Cyrop. i. 4.12 ; Anab. vii. 38. 5 ; 8 Esd. 
viii. 53. Yet in the classics the accusative of the object is the neuter of a 

pronoun, like rovro ivay déouat; brep tudov déoxat, and the like, or of an ad- 
jective (Kriiger on Thue. i. 82. 1). — rio cig rote ayiovc] In this addition 

(comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 1), which would in itself be superfluous, there lies a mo- 
tive of the deduevor. — nai ob xabixe 7Aricayer] for but a little could be expected 
from the oppressed and poor Macedonians! Ov repi ry¢ yudune Akyet, GAAa 

Tept Tov TAGIoue Tov yonudrwv, Theodoret. According to Hofmann, the words 

are meant only to affirm that the Macedonians had joined in the contribu- 
tion quite of their own resolution, which had not been expected by the apostle. 
But in this case the remark, which on this interpretation would be no inde- 
pendent element, but only the negative expression of what was already said 
in aiVaiperot, would have had its logical position immediately behind atdai- 
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pero. ; and it must have run not as it is written by Paul, but : xadac oix 
qArisazev. No, the apostle says: and their giving did not remain within 
the limits of the hope which we had formed regarding them, but far sur- 
passed these (a1A’ éavrove x.7.A.). — G24’ éavrog x.7.A.] but themseloes they gave, 
etc. An expression of the highest Christian readiness of sacrifice and liber- 
ality, which, by giving up all individual interests, is not only a contribution 

of money, but a self-surrender, in the first instance, to the Lord, since in fact 
Christ is thereby served, and also to him who conducts the work of collec- 

tion, since he is to the giver the organ of Christ. Flatt and Billroth, fol- 

lowing Mosheim and Heumann, are wrong in making zpérov before in the 
sense : before I asked them. This reference is not in the least implied in the 
immediate context (ov xadog 7Aric.) ; and if it were, zparov must have had 

the first place :' a224 rpérov éavrots édwxav x.7.A. As the words stand, éavroic 
has the emphasis of the contrast with ov xcaJac 7/2ic. Bengel also (comp. 

Schrader) is wrong in thinking that in rpodrov there is implied prae munere: 

the Macedonians, before they made collection, had first given themselves to 
the Lord, and then left it to the apostle to determine how large their con- 
tribution should be. In that case there must have been inserted «ai ra ypy- 

vara Huiv, or something similar, as a correlative to éavrobe mpa@rov TO Kyp.y. 
It is wrong to find in éavrote the idea merely of voluntarily, without any 
summons, ‘because it is object of the verb. It must have run: airoi 
éavtovc x.T.A. (comp. i. 9), or without stress on the self-object, ag’ éavrav. — 

xai #uiv] Paul does not say érecra jyuiv (in opposition to the wswal opinion that 
xai stands for recta ; so also Riickert), because the surrender to the Lord is 

not a prius intime, but in degree: to the Lord before all, and to us. So Rom. 
i, 16, ii. 9, 10. — did DrAgu. Yeov] not exactly an expression of modesty (Bill- 
roth),—for it is only arbitrary to limit it merely to xai juiv (so also Bengel, 

Ewald),—but added quite according to the requirement of religious feeling : 
for God has, according to His will, so wrought on their dispositions, that 
they, etc. Comp. vv. 1, 16. 

Ver. 6. In order that we should exhort Titus, etc. Comp. ver. 17. ei¢ ré 
with the infinitive is here, as in all passages (see on Rom. i. 20), to be taken, 

not as so that (so usually, and by Winer), but as telic: inorder that. Comp. 
Kithner, ad Xen. Anab. vii. 8. 20. Certainly the rapaxadréoa: ude Titov x.1.A. 
was a consequence of the beyond expectation successful course of the matter 
in Macedonia, in accordance with which Paul might promise himself no less 
a success among the Corinthians ; but delicately and piously he presents 

the state of the case, as if thisfurther prosecution of the work of collection, 
amidst the self-sacrificing liberality of the Macedonians effected by the di- 
vine will, had lain in God’s purpose, and was therefore a consequence that 

had been aimed at by God. This flows from the dia Se24u. Seov immediately 
preceding. Comp. Hofmann also. Paul sees inthe fact, that the divinely- 

1 This also in opposition to Hofmann, not mean “ zwithout,” but “ defore that,” eto. 
who, in consistency with his inappropriate *8o Hofmann; whence there would rev- 
interpretation of «. od «ad. nAwic., takes sult evena (threefold expression of the vol- 
spatov: without sucha thought (such ahope) untary act, pamely : (1) in avdaipera: ; (2) in 

having occurred tome. Besides, speroy would = «. od cad. Amico. ; and (8) in éavrove, 
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willed success of the collecting work in Macedonia has encouraged him to 
the continuance of it expressed in ver. 6, the fulfilment of the divine coun- 
sel and will, which he is thereby serving. — iva]. Design in the rapaxatéoat, 
and consequently its contents. — xada¢ mpoeviptaro] as he formerly has begun, 

without doubt during his sojourn in Corinth after our first Epistle ; see 
Introd. § 1. The word is indeed without example elsewhere, but it is 

formed from évépyoua, afterthe analogy of zpodpyw and others. —otrw xat 

éniteAgayn ei¢ tuac] so also might complete it among you. The emphasis lies, as 

before on mpoev#pfaro, sO here on émcredéon. With the verb of rest ci¢ associates 

the thought of the previous arrival, so that 40a» may for clearness be sup- 
plied. See Ktihner, § 622 6; Jacobs, ad Anthol. XIII. p. 71; Ellendt, 

Lez. Soph. I. p. 5387. The correlation of évépyeodae and émredeiv is simply 
as in Phil. i. 6, Gal. ili. 8; wé should anticipate (ix. 12) by importing the 
idea of sacrifice (Osiander). —xai r#v xépiwv ratryy] not hanc quoque gratiam 

(Beza, Calvin, comp. Castalio), but : etiam gratiam istam (Vulgate). For 

also belongs to rv ydpev, not to rabr7v. He shall complete among you—in 
addition to whatever else he has already begun and has still to complete— 
also this benefit. This better suits the context, namely, the conncction of the 

ovre, kai éxireA. With xada¢ mpoevppéaro, than the interpretation of Estius : 
‘¢ dicit etiam, ut innuat Titum alia quaedam apud ipsos jam perfecisse.” So 
also Flatt. It is quite superfluous to invoke, with Hofmann, an involution 
of two sentences in order to explain the double «ai. And since xai refers 
to the activity of Titus, Billroth is wrong in explaining it: ‘‘they are to 
distinguish themselves in this good deed, as in all things.”.— The work of 
collection is designated as ydpic, for on the side of the givers it was a show- 
ing of kindness, a work of love, an opus charitatioum. Observe that here and 
in vv. 4, 19, Yeov is not added, as in ver. 1, ix. 14, according to which 

Hofmann and older commentators explain it here also of the divine grace, of 
which they are made worthy through the service rendered. 

Vv. 7-15. Encouragement to associate with their other Christian excel- 
lences distinction also in this work of love, which he says not in the form of 

acommand, but to test their love—for they knew indeed the pattern of 

love in Christ—and by way of advice (vv. 7-9). For this is serviceable for 
them, inasmuch as they had already made the beginning. Now, however, 
they were not to fail of completing their work, namely, according to their 

means ; for it was not intended that others should be at ease while they 

were in want, but that a relation of equality should be established (vv. 10— 

15). 
Ver. 7. ’AA2'] is not equivalent to oty (Beza and others, also Flatt), nor to 

agedum (Emmerling), but is the Latin at, breaking off the preceding state- 

ment, like the German doch. Hermann, ad Viger. p. 812, aptly says: 
‘‘Saepe indicat, satis argumentorum allatum esse.” Comp. Baeumlein, 

Partik. p. 15. Olshausen has a more far-fetched idea, that it is corrective : 
yea rather, And Billroth imports quite arbitrarily : ‘‘ When I entreated 
Titus, I knew beforehand that this time also you would not deceive me, 
but that, as you are distinguished in al] that is good, so also you would 

zealously further this collection ;” and Rickert also (similarly Calvin) : ‘‘I 
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have entreated Titus, etc.; yet let it not happen that he should need first to 
encourage you (?), yea rather, etc.” Aceording to Hofmann,aaaé forms the 

transition to the ot xar’ émirayiw A£yw which follows in ver. 8 ; but this sup- 

poses a very involved construction (comp. afterwards on iva x.r.2.). — dorep 

év mavtl x.7.A.] as you in every relation are abundant (excellitis) through faith 
(strength, fervour, and efficacy of faith), and discourse (aptitude in speaking), 

and knowledge (see regarding both on 1 Cor. i. 5), and every diligence (‘‘stu- 
dium ad agendas res bonas,” Grotius), and your love to us, so should you abound 
in showing this kindness. If wiore: x.7.A. be taken asa specification of év ravi 

(Luther, Grotius, and most), the meaning is more uncertain, since év is nat 
repeated. Comp. vi. 4; 1 Cor. i. 55 it comes in again only before ratry 7. 

xép. Grotius aptly remarks: non ignoravit P. artem rhctorum, movere 
laudando.” Amidst the general praise, however, he wisely here also leaves 

the distingue personas to the feeling of the readers. — rg é& tuav év vaiv aydry] 

Paul here conceives the active love as something issuing from the disposition 
of the person loving, and adhering to the person loved. Thus he felt the 

love of the Corinthians to him in his heart ; comp. vii. 3. This view alone 

suits the context, inasmuch as the other points mentioned are points purely 
subjective, belonging to the readers, and serving to recommend them ; hence 
we are not to understand it as the love dwelling in the apostle, but owing its 

origin to the readers (Hofmann). Calvin aptly remarks: ‘‘Caritatem erga 
se commemorat, ut personae quoque suae respectu illis addat animos.” On 
the form of the expression, comp. Winer, p. 181 f. [E. T. 241]. — iva xa? év 

tabry tH xdpire nepioo.| A periphrasis for the imperative, to be explained by 
supplying a verb of summoning, on which iva depends in the conception of 
the speakers. See Buttmann, p. 208 [E. T. 241] ; Fritzsche, ad Matth. p. 
840, ad Mare. p. 179. In the old Greek duc is used in the very same way 
(iva late and seldom, as in Epictetus, Dissert. iv. 1. 142). See Matthiae, p. 

1187 ; Viger. ed. Herm. pp. 435, 791 f.; Hartung, Partikell. II. p. 148. 
According to Grotius and Bengel, whom Hofmann follows, the connecting 

of iva «x.7.A. with the following ov xar’ émcrayi ALyw would yield no unsuita- 
ble sense (in opposition to Riickert); but the construction of the passage in 
vv. 7 and 8, so as to form one period, would bea construction assumed 
without sufficient ground, ill-arranged and ambiguous, and would not ac- 
cord with the apostle’s way of beginning a new sentence by ov . . . Aéyw in 
order to guard against an incorrect judgment of the previous one (vii. 3; 1 
Cor. iv. 14. Comp. 2. Cor. v. 12). —In kai év ratry rH xdpert, tafry has the 

emphasis (it was otherwise in ver. 6); also in this showing of kindness, as in 

other works of beneficence,—which was embraced in éy zavri. 

Ver. 8. Prudent and yet deéply stirring caveat in reference to what was 
said in ver. 7. Not by way of command do I say it, but as, through the dili- 
gence of others, testing also the genuine nature of your love. —éa]} ‘‘ aliorum 
studio vobis commemorato,” Bengel. — érépwv] of members of extraneous 
churches, — rd yvfatov] the genuineness. (x*) See Kiihner, IT. p. 122; Dis- 
sen, ad Pind. Mem. p. 452. — doxiydferv] is here, too (comp. on 1 Cor. xi. 
28), not probatum reddere (Chrysostom, Theodoret, Estius), but erplorare ; for 
by the result, which the setting forth of the Afacedonian example would 
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have on the Corinthians, it had to be shown whether, and how far, thetr 
brotherly love was genuine or not. The participle does not dcpend on ver. 
10 (Bengel), but on Aéyw, which is to be supplied again after 42.44. Aéyw with 
the participle: I say it, inasmuch as I thereby, etc. Comp. on 1 Cor. iv. 14. 

Ver. 9. Parenthesis which states what holy reason he has for speaking to 
them, not xar’ érrayzv, but in the way just mentioned, that of testing their 
love. For you know, indeed (y:véoxere not imperative, as Chrysostom and 
others think), what a high pattern of gracious kindness you have experienced 

in yourselves from Jcsus Christ. 80 the testing, which I have in view 
among you, will only be imitation of Christ. Olshausen rejects here the 

conception of pattern, and finds the proof of possibility: ‘‘ Since Christ by 
His becoming poor has made you rich, you also may communicate of your 
riches ; He has placed you in a position to do so." The outward giving, name- 

ly, presupposes the disposition to give as an internal motive, without which 
it would not take place. But in this view riourfoyre would of necessity 
apply to riches in loving dispositions, which, however, is not suggested at 
all in the context, since in point of fact the consciousness of every believing 
reader led him to think of the whole fulness of the Messianic blessings as the 
aim of Christ’s humiliation, and to place in that the riches meant by rAovr#- 

ante. — Sti Ov tuacx.t.a.] that He for your sakes, etc., epexegetical of r7v xd piv 

T. Kup. Hu. "Incov Xpiorov. The emphatic dv’ tac brings home to the believing 

consciousness of the readers individually the aim, which in itself was uni- 
versal. — éxrdéyevor] inasmuch as He by His humiliation to become incarnate 

emptied Himself of the participation, which He had in His pre-existent 
state, of God's glory, dominion, and blessedness (mAototog Gv), Phil. ii. 6. 

On the meaning of the word, comp. LXX. Judg. vi. 6, xiv. 15 ; Ps. xxxiv. 

10, Ixxix. 8 ; Prov. xxiii. 21; Tob. iv. 21; Antiphanes in Becker’s Anecd. 

112. 24. The aorist denotes the once-occurring entrance into the condition 
of being poor, and therefore certainly the having become poor (although 
arwyeterv, a3 also the classical wevécfa:, does not mean to become poor, but 

to be’ poor), and not the whole life led by Christ in poverty and loneliness, 
during which He was nevertheless rich in grace, rich in inward blessings ; 
so Baur* and Késtlin, Lehrbegr. d. Joh. p. 810, also Beyschlag, Christol. p. 

237. On the other hand, see Ribiger, Christol. Paul. p. 38 f.; Neander, 

ed. 4, p. 801 f.; Lechler, Apost. Zeit. p. 50 f.; Weiss, Bibl. Theol. pp. 812, 
818. — dv] is the imperfect participle : when He was rich, and does not denote 
the abiding possession (Hstius, Riickert) ; for, according to the context, 
the apostle is not speaking of what Christ is, but of what He twas,* before 

He became man, and ceased to be on His self-exinanition in becoming man 
(Gal, iv. 4 ; this also in opposition to Philippi, Glaubensl. IV. p. 447). So 
also ixdpywv, Phil. ii. 6.—iva tpeig . . . wAovrgonre] in order that you 

through His poverty might become rich. These riches are the reconciliation, 

1 As ¢.9. Bacitevay, to be king, but eBaci- 2 Comp. his neué. Theol. p. 198: “* though 
Aevea : I have become king. Comp. 1Cor.iv. in Himself as respects His right rich, He 
8 ; and see in general, Kiihner, ad Xen. Mem. lived poor.” 

1.1.18; also Ernesti, Urepr. d. Stinde, I. p. ? Comp. Rich. Schmidt, Paul. Christol. p. 

245. 144. 
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justification, illumination, sanctification, peace, joy, certainty of eternal 
life, and hereafter its actual possession, in short, the whole sum of spiritual 
and heavenly blessings (comp. Chrysostom) which Christ has obtained for 

believers by His humiliation even to the death of the cross. TJAovreiv means 
with the Greek writers, and in the N. T. (Rom. x. 12; Luke xii. 21), to be 

rich ; but the aoris¢ (1 Cor. iv. 8) is to be taken as with érrdyevoe.  ’Exeivor, 

instead of the simple airov (Kriiger, ad Xen. Anabd. iv. 3. 80; Dissen, ad 
Dem. de cor. p. 276, 148), has great emphasis : ‘‘ magnitudinem Domini in- 
nuit,” Bengel. — In opposition to the interpretation of our passage, by which 
érrox. falls into the historical life, so that rAotao¢ Ov is taken potentialiter as 
denoting the power to take to Himself riches and dominion, which, however, 
Jesus has renounced and has subjected Himself to poverty and sclf-denial 
(so Grotius and de Wette), see on Phil. ii. 6. 

Ver. 10. After the parenthesis in ver. 9, a continuation of the aAza. . . 
doxiuacwv, ver. 8 : and an opinion I give in this affair. Tvdéum, opinion, has 

the emphasis, as contrasting with ém:ray# in ver. 8. Comp. on 1 Cor. vii. 
25. — rovro yap iyiv ovudéper] cuudépec does not mean decet (Vorstius, Emmer- 

ling, who appeals to LXX. Prov. xix. 10, where, however, the translation 
is inaccurate), but: it profits. And revro is not, with most, including 

Riickert, de Wette, Ewald, Neandcr, to be referred to the supplying of chari- 
table gifts, in which case ovugéper is either left without more precise defini- 
tion (Riickert : ‘‘like every good deed, bringing advantage”), or is inter- 

preted as pointing to the advantage of good repute (Grotius, comp. also 
Hofmann), of the divine recompense (Calovius) and the moral advantage 

(Flatt), or as useful for salvation (Bisping), and so on. Tovro yap ty. cvpud. 
contains, in fact, the ground why Paul proceeds in this matter merely by 
way of advising ; hence, with Billroth, Osiander, and Kling, rotro is to be 
referred to the previous yrdum . . . didwut. It is no objection to this, that 

in év rovry immediately before the pronoun referred to the distribution. For 
in the previous clause yréunv didwye contained the whole thought, and é rotrw 
had no stress laid on it, not even needing to beinserted. Accordingly : for 
this—that I do not command you, but only give my opinion in the matter— 
as serviceable to you, is fitted to operate in the way of moral improvement on 
you, as being persons who have already shown yourselves to be such as need 
not command, but only counsel. The emphasis lies primarily on rovro and 
next on tiv. According to Hofmann, who does not take ver. 9 parentheti- 
cally, in «at yvduq «.t.A. there is meant to follow something new and 
further, so that both év rofry and subsequently rovro point to the advice, 
which Paul intends to give (with the following . . . what follows), and this 
advice is expressed in the imperative clause ver. 11, to which oirie¢ x.r.. 
belongs as a protasis. Against this confusion it may be decisively urged, 

first, that the év rofrw emphatically pointing forward must have beer placed 
first ; secondly, that after diduue there would come not at all the announced 

yvéun, but in the first instance an argumentative parenthctic clause, which 

would again begin with ‘‘ what follows,” —a course which could only lead the 
reader astray ; thirdly, that if rovro y. tuiv ouugéper does not go with oirivee 
x.t.4,, and find its more precise explanation therein, it would interpolate a 
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thought altogether indefinite and isolated ; fourthly, that dé after yvvf in ver. 
11 most naturally introduces a new sentence ; lastly, that ver. 11 has not in 

the least the form of a yreu7, of an expression of opinion, but a form purely 
praeceptice, as, indeed, that which the apostle has put under the considerate 
point of view of a testing and a yréuy in contrast to an émray#, was already 

contained in ver. 7 and has nothing more to do with the direct precept of 
ver. 11. — oirevec] ut gui, includes the specifying of the reason. See on Eph. 
ili. 18. ob pdvov 1d rogjoat, aAAG xai Td Oé2e:v] Grotius, following the Peshitto 

and Arabic of Erpenius, assumes here a loquendi genus inrersum ; but this is 
an irrational violence,’ to which also the view of Emmerling (comp. Cas- 
talio in the Adnot.) ultimately comes: ‘‘vos haud mora, uno momento 

facere et velle coepistis.” The explanation of others? is at least rational : 
not only the doing, but also the being willing, i.e. the doing willingly. But that 

6é2ev is not used in the sense of OéAcvrac raceiv (see regarding this use of 
6é2wv, Markl. ad Lys. Reisk. p. 616), or even OéAecv roijoa: (Bremi, ad Dem. 

Phil. i. 13, p. 121), is plain from ver. 11, where Paul, if that meaning had 

been in his mind, must have continued : vuv? dé xai émiredécare rd x. But, 

in the form in which he has written ver. 11, the emphasis lies not on ém:reAé- 
care, but on 7d sorgjoat, which is thercby shown to be something not con- 

temporancous with the 6éAe, but following upon it, something which is 
still to happen after that #éAecv is already present, so that we have an advance 
(1) from the rorjoa: to the {Ae in ver. 10 ; and (2) from the 6éAew to the 
further srowjoat in ver. 11. Moreover, in opposition to the former interpre- 
tation, we may urge the change of tenses in ver. 10 ; for, if the @éAew in 

ver, 10 were to be something inherent in the previous zozjoa: (willingness), 

the aorist infinitive must likewise have been used. Lastly, there is opposed 
to this interpretation the dw xafdzep x.7.A. in ver. 11, where evidently the 
(future) actual accomplishment is compared with the inclination of the 
(present) willing ; hence, in ver. 10 also 6éAecv must be conceived of as some- 
thing which sabeiste for itself, and not simply as a willingly doing. Others 
conceive that 7d morjoac denotes the collection-gathering which had already 
actually taken place, and rd 6éAew the continuing wish to do still more. This is 
in the main the view of Hunnius, Hammond, Wetstein,* Mosheim, Bengel, 

Michaelis, Fritzsche. The latter says (Dissert. II, p. 9): ‘‘hoe modo non 

solum rd OéAev tanquam gravius rH wovetv oppositeum est (nam qui nova beneficia 
reteribus adderevult, plus illo agit, gui in co quod praestitit, subsistit) sed etiam 

. mpoevaptacta utrique bene congruit, illi (rG morjoar), guoniam nondum tan- 

tum pecuniae erogaverant, quantum ad justam doyiav sufficere videretur, huic 

(tw ObAewv) guoniam in hae nova coluntate huc usque acquiecerant.” In this way 
the change of tenses in roujoa: and AéAecv would be quite appropriate ; both 
would apply (this in opposition to Billroth’s objection) to the same fact, to 

1This inversion is followed also by 
Luther, not in the translation, but in the 

gloss: “‘ You haze been the first, who willed tt 
and also did it.” 

2 Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylact, 
Gregory, Erasmus, (‘alvin, Beza, Cornelius 

& Lapide, Clericus, Heumann, Bauer, Log. 

Paul. p. 834; Zachariae, Storr, Rosen- 

miiller, Flatt, Billroth, Schrader, Olshausen, 
Riickert, Oslander, Ewald, and several 

others. 
3 Who says: ‘“‘woujou est dare; dérsew 

woijoat, 7.6, woijoey Vel Seceyv, Gaturum 

esee,"" 
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the work of collecting begun in pursuance of 1 Cor. xvi., which, however, 
would be viewed not according to two different sides (Billroth), objective 
(rojoaz) and subjective (6éAev), but according to two different stages, in 

respect of the first activity and of the further willing, so that now also the 
third stage, the execution of this further willing, must be added to complete 
the whole matter, ver. 11. But since there is no indication whatever of the 

reference of rd AéAew to a further willing (following on the ro:joa:), and that 

a willing arrested as to its realization ; and since, on the other hand, the 
apo in mpoevips. permits for the climactic relation ob pévov 7d moujoat, GAAG Kat 

ro OéAew only the temporal reference, that the 6éAe» must have been earlier 
than the zrojoar, and consequently od pévov . . . GAAd «ai is a climax of time 
pointing not forward, but backward : the view of Fritzsche is to be given up 
as not accordant with the context. There remains as the only correct view, 

that of Cajetanus and Estius, which de Wette (and after him Winer, p. 521 
[E. T. 701 f.], also Wieseler, Chronol. d. apost. Zeitalt. p. 8364) has defended, 
that rpoevjpé. places the readers in comparison as to time with the Mace- 
donians (ver. 1 ff.) : not only the doing (the carrying out of the action of 
collecting), but also already the willing has begun earlier among you than 
among the Macedonians ; you have anticipated them in both respects. With 
this view it is obvious that Paul could not but logically place zorjoa: before 
GéAev. The offence, which this arrangement would otherwise occasion, 
cannot be got over by the pregnant meaning, which Hofmann puts into the 
present Bédrew, viz. that it denotes the steady attitude of mind sustained up to 

the execution (comp. Billroth). This would, in fact, be a modal definition 
of the willing, which Paul would doubtless have known how to designate, 
but could not put into the bare present.'. And such an attitude of mind 
would withal have already existed before the ro:goa:, and would not simply 
have come afterwards. — ard répvo:] More precise definition of the zpoin mpo- 

evfps.: since the previous year. On répvor, superiore anno, see Plato, Protag. p. 

827 C; Gorg. p. 473 E; Aristoph. Vesp. 1044 ; Acharn. 348 ; Lucian, Tim. 

59; Soloec.7,al. Comp. ix. 2. Whether did Paul date the beginning of the 
year after the Greek (rather Attic and Olympic) reckoning (so Credner, Hinl. 
I. 2, p. 872), z.¢. about the time of the summer solstice, or after the Macedonian 

fashion (so, on account of ix. 2, Wiescler, Chronol. d. apost. Zeitalt. p. 364), 

i.e. at the autumnal equinox, or from the month Nisan (Hofmann ; see 
Grimm on 1 Macc. x. 21), or from the usual national standpoint of the 
Jewish reckoning, according to which the beginning of the civil year was 
the month Tisri (in Sept.) ? The last is in itself the most natural, and also 

the most probable, considering the great variety as to the times of beginning 
the year, to which he would have had to accommodate himself in the 

various provinces, and considering not less the acquaintance with the 
Jewish calendar which he could take for granted in all his churches, Con- 
sequently there lies between the composition of our first and second Epistles 

the time from Easter till at least after the beginning of the new year in Tisri. 

1The present denotes simply the being the historical doing (ro.Roas), through which 
disposed asthe hablius of readiness prevail- the dédu» became active. 
ing in the case, by way of distinction from 
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Ver. 11. The xai before rd mo:joae can only belong to it, and not to émcre”. 
also (de Wette, Hofmann). It is the simple accessory also; as in ver. 10 

the thought proceeded backwards from doing to willing, now it proceeds 
forwards from willing to doing, so that at the bottom of xai rd xojoa there 
lies the conception : Now, however, bring not merely the willing, but also the 
doing to completion. (z°) This is an analysis of the elements, which in reality 

coincide (for the émreAéoa: of the willing is the actual execution), occasioned, 

however, very naturally by the juxtaposition in ver. 10, and giving rise to 

no misconception here. — dru¢ xafldrep x.t.A.] in order that as the inclination 
of the willing, so also the completion (of that, which ye will) may be accord- 

ing to means, i.e. in order that the actual execution of that, which you will, 

may not remain out of proportion to the inclination of your will, but, like the 
latter, may be accordant with your means, Asit is the inclination of your 
will to contribute according to the standard of your possessing, the execution 

of this willingness should take place according to the same standard, —oirw 
Kaito éniteréca| sc. 7. Thesupplying the subjunctive of eiu:is not linguisti- 

cally inadmissible (Rickert), and is found already in Homer (Z1. i. 547, and 

Nigelsb. in loc.), but it is certainly rare in Greek writers. Comp. ver. 13. 
See Bernhardy, p. 830 f ; Buttmann, neut. Gramm. p. 120 [E. T. 187]. —é& 

rov yew] belongs to both subjects of the clause of purpose : in pursuance of 

the having, according to your means. See Fritzsche, Quaest. Luc. p. 179 f. 

Comp. expressions like é« trav rapévtuv, Ex Tov trapyévrwr, and the like. ‘Ex 

is not to be taken in the sense of the origin, as Hofmann wishes ; for it would, 

in fact, be an indelicate and bad compliment to the inclination of the readers, 
that it had ‘‘ originated” from their possession, Paul himself indicates 
afterwards by xafé in what meaning he uses éx. 

Ver. 12. Confirmation of the é« rot 2yecv by a general proposition. There 
is nothing to be supplied except the simple éori after evrpéadexroc, so that 4 

tpofyzia remains the subject (Vulg., Erasmus, and others, including Rickert, 
Osiander, Ewald). It is quite superfluous mentally to supply the non-genuine 

ric after Zyn, and to refer evrpdod. to it (Billroth), all the more that Paul is 

fond of personifying abstractions (7 zpofuuia). The correct translation is : 
For, if the inclination exists (presents itself as existing), ¢ is well-pleasing in 
proportion to that which it has, not in proportion to that which it has not, i.e. 

God measures His good pleasure according to that which the zpdé@vyog (who 
is ready to contribute) possesses, not according to that which he does not 
possess.’ If, for example, the poor man who is ready to give little, because 

he has not much, were less pleasing to God than the rich man, who is will- 
ing to give much, God would then determine His good pleasure according to 
what the xpd@vyog does not possess. Such an unjust standard God does not 
apply to good will! ob yap tiv roodryta, GAAG THE yvauUNS dpa Ti roléTyTA, 

Theodoret. On zpéxecra: in the sense specified, see Kypke, II. p. 259, and 

from Philo, Loesner, p. 312. Comp. rapéxecra:, Rom. vii. 18. The inter- 

pretation prius adest, namely, tanguam boni operis fundamentum (Erasmus, 

? An evangelical commentary on this sentence is the story of the widow's mite, Mark 
xii. 42 ff. ; Luke xxi. 2 ff. 
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Beza, Estius, and others), is not supported by linguistic usage, and there is 
no hint in the context of a reference to time. Flatt imports ‘‘ unpleasing” 
into the negative half of the sentence ; and Hofmann goes still further, since 
he finds in rpéxecra: the realization of the good will, and attaches fo this (not 

to evrpéad.) the xa0d édv 2x7, while he thereupon adds the supplementary 
words ov xafd ovx éxyec 80 a8 to form the sentence : ‘ that is not the condition 

of the acceptableness of the good will, that it is present as realized according to the 
measure of what it has not.” In this way we should have mentally to add ¢ 
mpoéxetrac after ot ; and Paul would not only have made use of a fragmentary 
mode of expression as unintelligibly as possible, but would withal have sup- 
posed an inconceivable case, namely, that the good will is realized accord- 
ing to the measure of non-possession, which is tantamount to saying that the 
good will gives what it has not. And the assumption that mrpéxecra: denotes 
already the realization of the rpodéuia by the act, is the more erroneous, that 

the one before whom the rpoduuia is laid is here God, as is shown by evrpéo- 
dexroc. God, however, looks on the heart, and the frame of mind itself lies 
open before Him. — Note further the difference between the conditioned xadd 

éav 2x, in proportion to what he, under the respective circumstances of each 
case (é4v = av), may have, and the unconditioned xada oix éye. Comp. Har- 

tung, Partikell. II. p. 298 f. ; Klotz, ad Devar. p. 148. 

Ver. 18. Confirmation of the previous ot cad ovx 2ye from the aim of the 
present collection. — The words usually supplied after ob yép (Beza, Flatt, and 
others : hoc dico; Erasmus and Grotius : sic dandumest ; Rosenmiiller and 

Fritzsche, ad Rom. p. 48: colo; comp. Osiander ; Rickert has yivera: rodro, 
comp. Ewald, and previously Luther) are superfluous, and therefore to be 
rejected. There is nothing to be supplied but 9 after OA‘ and yivera: (see 
ver. 14) at the end of the verse : for not in order that there may be to others re- 

Jreshing, to you distress, but on a footing of equality at the present time your 
superfluity reaches to the lack of those, is applied to remedy their lack. The 

punctuation is to be corrected accordingly. Since the sentence in this way 
flows logically and grammatically without any obstacle, there is not to be 
placed after SAiyi¢ (Beza, Elzevir, Flatt, and many others), or yet even after 

iaérnroc (Griesbach, Lachmann, Tischendorf, Rickert, de Wette, Osiander, 
and others), any colon, by which, moreover, éy ro viv xaipp would receive an 
emphasis not justified by any contrast, and would come in very abruptly, 

having no connecting particle. — 44Aoc¢] means the Christians in Jerusalem. 
The same are afterwards meant by éxeivev. Probably opponents in Corinth 
had said : ‘‘he wishes to fleece us and bring us to want, that others may have 
good times or the like.” — On the contrast of dveore and SAiyi¢, comp. 2 Thess. 
i.6f. The asyndeton: dAAoc dveoie, tpiv (dé is not genuine) SAly¢ presents 

thecontrast more vividly. Paul, however, uses 4220:¢, not érépoe (as in ver. 

8), because he has been thinking of others generally, other persons than the 
readers. —&§ ioéryroc| éx, asin ver. 11, used of the standard. The establishment 

of equality (between you and others) is the norm, according to which, etc. — 

év ty viv carp] awakens the thought of a future, where the state of the case 

might be reversed. See ver. 14. Hofmann thinks that Paul had here in 
view the definite inversion of the situation in such wise, that after Israel's 
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conversion (ili. 16) there would be in the Holy Land a Christian church 
under more prosperous fortunes than the body of Gentile Christians then 
sorely tried. But this is not to be made good by 2 Thess.ii. 8, and it has 
against it Rom. xi. 25, according to which, before the conversion of Israel 
will ensue, the whole Gentile world must first be converted, and accord- 
ingly Paul could hardly have thought of casual collections from Judaea as 
then either necessary or effectual for the Gentiles (apart altogether from the 
expected nearncss of the Parousia). — On yiveoDa: ic, to come unto, reach to- 
wards, be apportioned to (Plato, Tim. p. 57 A; Luc. Caucas, 19, al.), comp. 
on Gal. iii. 14. 

Ver. 14. f. In order that (divine purpose), if the circumstances change, 
the converse case may also set in, and the superfiuity of those be im- 

parted to your lack. On account of ver. 13 we must, in accordance with the 
context, think also here of something earthly, not (as Jerome, Chrysostom, 

Theodoret, Theophylact, Anselm, the R. Catholics,’ Benge], Michaelis, Schra- 

der wish) of spiritual blessings—which would be unhistorical, and quite op- 
posed to the standpoint of the apostle to the Gentiles. According to Paul, 
the participation of the Gentiles in the spiritual blessings of the Jewish 
Christians had already taken place through the conrersion of the former, 
Rom. xv. 27. —drwe yévyrac iadrnc] in order that (according to the divine 

purpose equality might set in, since, namely, then they will not have too 
much and you too little, if their superfluity shall come to the help of your 
lack. (a°) According to Hofmann, ioéry¢ amounts here to the idea of the 
inversion of the relation, which, however, does not agree with ver. 15, and 

has against it the clear reference of the meaning of é ioér. in ver. 13. 
The idea of brotherly equalization, which Paul had expressed by é£ iaér. as 
regulative for the present case in ver. 13, he repeats also for the eventual 
future case in ver. 14: it is to him of so much importance. And so 
important was it to the primitive church generally, that it even pro- 
duced at first in Jerusalem the community of goods. — xavac yéypartar] A 

confirmation from Scripture of this idea, which is to realize itself in the two 
cases, ver. 18 and ver. 14. It is already typically presented in the gathering 
of the manna, Ex. xvi. 18 (freely quoted after the LXX.). The quotation 
refers therefore not simply to ver. 14, but to vv. 13 and 14, since in both 
there prevails the same fundamental thought. — 6 1d moat] he who much, 
namely, had gathered, as in Ex. l.c., we must supply from the context (ver. 

17). Paul presupposes that his readers are aware of the reference and 
of the connection of the passage. —oi« érdedvace] had not too much, not 
more than was appointed by God for his needs ; 1rd yap pérpov 6 peyadddupos 

tO dépp ovvélevge, Theodoret. See Ex. xvi. 16 f. In the same way: otx 

HAarrévyce, he had not too little. The word, frequent in the LXX., is foreign 

to Greek writers. — The articles denote the two definite and well-known 

cases which occurred in the gathering. 

1 These misused the passage against Prot- See, on the contrary, Calovius. Bisping also 
estants.in. this way: ‘ Locus hic aposioli thinks of prayers, merile Qf good works, and 

contra nostrae actatie haereticos ostendit, posse the like, which love may give for temporal 

Christianos minus sanclos meritis sanctorum gifts received. 
adjuvari eiam in futuro seaeculo,” Estius. 
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Vv. 16-24. Regarding Titus, already mentioned in ver. 6, and the two 
others, who were sent with Titus as delegates to Corinth about the col- 

lection. 
Ver. 16. Aé] continuative. — ydpic 1 Bed, rH diddévrc «.7.4.] language of 

the deeply religious consciousness (1 Cor. xv. 10; Rom. vi. 17; Phil. ii. 
18). Comp. ver. 1. The present participle ; for the continuing zeal is con- 
tinually given by God. (B°) —ryw airiy orovd.] namely, asin me. This ref- 

erence is made necessary by tirép tuav, by which Billroth’s explanation : 
‘the same zeal, which you have for the good cause,” is excluded. — év ri xapd. ] 

See on év rai¢ éxxAnc., ver. 1. 

Ver. 17. Proof of this orovdy of Titus. — For the summons indeed he re- 

ceiced ; but, seeing that he was more zealous, of his own accord he set out to you. 
Paul has not expressed himself incorrectly, seeing that he can only have had 
in his mind a climax (Rickert) ; nor has he used pwév. . . dé in the sense of 
the climactic ob uévoy. . . a2Ad (Billroth, also Flatt) ; but the concessive 
clause rv pév rapdkd. édé&. expresses the delicate modesty and subordination 
of Titus, according to which he would not have it appear that he set out on 
the journey ai3aiperoc ; ‘the second clause, on the other hand, sets forth the 
actual state of the case. The summona (ver. 6) indeed he received; he did not say 
as it were : there is no need of thy summons, I go of my own impulse ; dut in 
the actual state of the case he was too zealous to have needed a summons, 

and set out to you of his own self-determination. — é§7Ae] The praeterite does 
not denote what was resolved on (Billroth), but is that of the epistolary style 

(comp. ovveréuy., vv. 18, 22; Xen. Anabd. i. 9. 25), used to represent the 
point of time at which the letter is read by those receiving it. Comp. Acts 
Xv. 27, xxiii. 30, also on Gal. vi. 11. 

Ver. 18. Recommendation of the first companion of Titus. — oweréuy. 
d2 per’ avtov] The ctv refers, like per’ avrov, to Titus: we have sent along with 

him. Comp. ver. 22. See Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 854. Comp. Gal. ii. 12; 
Acts i. 26, xxv. 12; Matt. xvii. 3. Bengel takes it incorrectly : ‘‘ una mis- 
imus ego et Timotheus,” which is contained in the plural, but not in the 

compound. — ray adeAgov x.t.4.] is understood by Heumann and Rickert of 

an actual brother, viz. a brotherof Titus. But adeAgoi judy in ver. 28 shows 

that Paul has here and in ver. 22 f. taken adeAgde in the sense of Christian 

brotherhood. It would not have been in keeping with the prudence of the apos- 
tle to send with Titus the very brother of the latter and even his own brother 
(according to Ritckert’s view of r. adeA9. ju., ver. 22). Whois meant, remains 
quite an open question. Some have conjectured Barnabas (rivéc in Chrysos- 
tom, and Chrysostom himself, Theodoret, Oecumenius, Luther, Calvin, and 

others) or Silas (Baronius, Estius) ; but the rank of these was not consist- 
ent with the position of a companion subordinate to Titus; nor is there 
anywhere a trace of Barnabas and Paul having ever united again for com- 
mon work after their separation (Acts xv. 89). Others (comp. also the 
usual subscription of the Epistle) think that it was Luke.’ But from the 

1 So Origen, rives in Chrysostom, Jerome, including Grotius, Emmerling, Schrader, 
Ambrosiaster, Pelagius, Primasius, Anselm, Olshausen, Kohler (Ad/aesungezett, p. 85), of 

Cajetanus, Cornelius &4 Lapide, and others, whom those named before Grotius referred 
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very brief statement of Acts xx. 1 ff. there is no proof to be drawn either 
Jor (Olshausen) or against (Riickert) ; and Ignatius, ad Hphes. (interpol.) 

16, to which Emmerling, after Salmeron and others, has again appealed, 
proves nothing further than that this unknown author either referred or 
merely applied our passage to Luke. The conjecture which points to Hras- 
tus (Ewald, following Acts xix. 22 ; 2 Tim. iv. 20) cannot be made good. 

With just as little proof some have thought of Mark (Lightfoot, Chron. p. 
118; Storr, Opuse. II. p. 339 ; Tobler, Erangelienfr. p. 12). The resulé 
remains : «ze do not know who it was. So much only in reference to the two 

persons indicated here and in ver. 22, and in opposition to the conjectures 
adduced, is clear from ver. 23, that they were not fellow-labourers in the 
apostolic work, like Titus, but other Christians of distinction.’ See on ver. 
23. Against this non liquet Rickert indeed objects, that in that case the 
Corinthians would not have known which of the two was meant to be here 
designated, since in ver. 23 both are called amécrodo: éxxAnorav, by which all 

distinction is precluded. But this first companion is in ver. 19 so distinct- 
ively indicated as appointed by a special elective act of the churches concerned, 
and appointed just for this particular work, that he could not be unknown 
by name to the Corinthians, after Titus had already begun there the work 
of collection (ver. 6). Besides, Paul might leave all further information to 

Titus. — ov 6 éracvoe x.7.2.] t.€. who possesses his praise (that duly belonging to 
him) in the gospel (in the cause of the gospel, in confessing, furthering, 
preaching, defending it, and the like), spread through all the churches, 

throughout the whole Christian body. He was a Christian worthy of trust 
and praised by all. 

Ver. 19. As ore2Aduevor: in ver. 20 is connected with ovveréywauev in ver. 
18, ver. 19 is a parenthesis (Beza, Lachmann) in which Paul ‘‘ generali tes- 
timonio subjungit speciale, quod praesenti negotio congruit,” Calvin. — ov 
pévov dé] 8c. Exatvotpevog (or Exavéc, praised, or évdofo¢, or the like) éore tv rp 

evayy. dia mac. tév éxx2z0.* Comp. Rom. ix. 10, v. 8, 11, vill. 28. —aAAd xai 
xetpotovadeic x.7.A.] but also having been chosen by the (collecting) churches as 

our travelling companion, etc. The yepor. tvd 7. éxxA. contains a point so 

important in its bearing that we may not take rt parenthetically, thereby 
breaking up the flow of the discourse. So Hofmann, assigning the incor- 

rect reason, moreover, that the perfect participle must have been used. The 
perfect might be used ; but the aorist expresses the act done, whereby the 
person concerned became axécrodoc of the churches in this case (ver. 23), and 

so Paul has conceived of it here.—The éxxAgoia: here meant are, according to 

€v re evayy. to the Gospel of Luke (at that 
time not yet even in existence). 

1 Hence also we can hardly think of 
Trophimus (de Wette, Wieseler), Acts xx. 4, 

xx1.20; nor, with Hofmann, of Aristarchus, 

Acts xix. 20, xx. 4. 

2 Buttmann, neul. Gr. p. 252 [E. T. 202), 
takes it differently : “ who stands in repute, 
not only on this account (éy re evayy., f.¢. 

asa preacher of the gospel), but also as one 

elected by the churches.” But from the 

general év re evayy. to xecporornd. there is no 
logical climax, as respects the specifying of 

a reason for the éracvos ; whereas the predi- 
cation ascends from the universal praise of 
the man to his being elected by the churches 
—so as to assigna ground for the cvve- 

wéuwvauer. Besides, his being elected was 

not the ground, but a consequence of his 

general repute, although it was the special 
ground for Paul's sending him to Corinth. 
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ver. 1 ff., the Macedonian. — yetporov.] suffragiis designatus. How this elec- 
tion was conducted, we do not know. Perhaps by the presbyters as repre- 
sentatives of the churches, and on the proposal of the apostle. Comp. on 
Acts xiv. 28. —év r@ ydpcte x.7.A.] a more precise definition of the ovvéxd. 
juav. It does not, however, simply mean : in the bringing over (Billroth ; 

this arbitrary limitation was produced by the reading otyv), but in general : 
in matters of this ydpic, i.e. in the prosecution, in the whole bringing about, 
of this kindness (this work of love), which is ministered by us, is effected 
through our ministry (comp. iii. 3). — rpé¢ rv rob Kupiov défav x.r.A,] is con- 
nected by most (including Theodoret, Beza, Grotius, Estius, Billroth, de 

Wette, Ewald, Neander) with rg diaxov. id. ju. But since in this way mpé¢ 

(which is not, with Ewald, to be taken as according to, comp. i. 20) would 

have to combine two quite different relations : ‘‘in order to promote Christ's 
honour and to prove our good-will ;” and since, moreover, the latter element 
would be self-evident, tame, and superfluous,—we ought rather, with Chrys- 

ostom (who, however, reads ityzav instead of uév) to construe with yetporo- 
vpSeicx.t.A.: elected, etc., in order to further Christ’s honour and our good-will. 

The election of this brother had as its object, that by his co-operation in 

this matter Christ should be honoured' and our desire and love for the 

work should not be lessened ‘‘ 0b metum reprehensionis illius, de gua moz lo- 
guitur” (Bengel), but should be maintained and advanced by freedom from 
such hindering anxiety, and by a fellow-worker thus authorized. The con- 

nection with yetporoviSeic x.7.A., which Hofmann, attaching it also to ovvexd. 

judy, declares to be impossible (why #7), places the election, which had pri- 
marily a business motive, under the higher ethical point of view. 

Ver. 20. EreaAduevoe rovro}] goes along with ovveréuwpayev in ver. 18. We 
have sent also the brother, who is honoured by all, and in addition has been 
chosen by the churches as our associate in this matter, inasmuch as we thereby 
avoid this, that no one, etc. Rickert (comp. de Wette) arbitrarily, because 

with unnecessary harshness, holds that Paul has abandoned the construc- 
tion, and instead of writing oreAAéueda ydép, has put the participle, because 
he had had in his mind the thought: ‘‘I have caused him to be elected.” 
Hofmann connects it in an abnormal construction with rpoduu. fudyv, which 
in itself would be admissible (see on i. 7), but cannot suit here, because 

mpog Tt. tpoduz. yu. was a definition of the aim contemplated not by Paul, 
but by the ye:porovgoavrec ; the connection would be illogical.—According 
to linguistic usage, creAAduevor toiro (see Kypke, Obdss. II. p. 259 f., 844 ; 
Schott on 2 Thess. p. 271) may mean : (1) making this arrangeme+t* (so, in 

1 Rickert, though following likewise our 
mode of connection, holds that to the d&fa 
«vpiov this companionship could only have 
contributed negatively, in so far as it wasa 
precaution against any suspicion falling on 

the apostle, which suspicion—acoording to 
a mode of view also Pauline—would have 
been transferred to Christ. Why, then, not 
positively also? The brother had in fact 
been chosen as a travelling associate co- 

operating in the work of collection, so that 
by his election the work might be prose- 
cuted more extersively and more success 

fully. And thus the choice of this brother 
served positivay to glorify Christ; hence 
also wpds . . . 86fay Is not to be held, with de 
Wette, as “ rather unsuitable.” _* 

2 In this case rovre would not have to be 
taken as equivalent to éwi rovro (preparing 
ourselves for this), but as simple accusative — 
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the main, Kypke, Rtickert, Hofmann), in which case there is not brought 

out any significant bearing of the words, and besides, the aorist participle 
could not but be expected ; or (2) inasmuch as we draw back from this, 

shrink from and avoid this (Hesychius : ocridscadac’ goSeiodat); so Chrysos- 

tom, Theophylact, Luther, and most, following the Itala and Vulgate : 
‘* devitantes,” Gothic: ‘‘ bivandjapdans.” Comp. LXX. Mal. ii. 5. The 
latter is to be preferred as most appropriate in the connection, and agreeing 
with 2 Thess. iii. 6. The reading trooreAAduevoc in F G is a correct gloss. 
Paul in his humility and practical wisdom did not deem it beneath his dig- 
nity to obviate calumnies. — rovro] would in itself be superfluous, but it 
serves as an emphatic preparation for the following yu rig x.r.A. See Winer, 
p. 152 [E. T. 200].— uf rig uae popho.] ph after the notion of anxiety 

(Baeumlein, Partik. p. 288), which lies in oreAAdu.: that no one may reproach 
us (as if we were embezzling, not dealing conscientiously with the distribu- 

tion, and the like) in this abundance. —év] in puncto of this abundance. 

Comp. év rp evayy., ver. 18 ; év ry yap., ver. 19. — adpérac, from ddpdc, dense, 

thick, means in Homer (J1, xxii. 263, xvi. 857, xxiv. 6): ‘‘ habitudo corporis 
firma et succulenta,” Duncan, lez., ed. Rost, p. 20. Afterwards it occurs 

in all relations of the adjective, as in reference to plants and fruits (The- 

ophr., Herod. i. 17), to speech (Diog. Laert. x. 83), to tone (Athen. x. p. 
415 A), to snow (Herod. iv. 31), etc. Hence «what abundance is meant, is 

determined solely by the context. Here : abundance of charitable gifts. 
According to Wetstein, Zosimus has it also four times ‘‘ pro ingenti largiti- 
one.”” Rickert’s proposal to understand it of the great zeal of the contributors, 
which was produced through the apostle’s ministry(rj diax. ig’ fudv), would 
only be admissible in the event of there being anything in the context about 
such zeal. As it is, however, év rg ddp. ravry is in substance the same as 
év TH yapire Tabry in ver. 19. Comp. ver. 8. 

Ver. 21. Ground of this precautionary measure. For our anxiety is directed 
to what is good, not merely before the Lord, not merely so that we set before 

us God in this way (Prov. iii. 4), but also before men. Comp. on Rom. xii. 
17. Were it merely the former, we should not need such precautionary 
measures, since to God we regavepaueda, v. 11 ; but ‘‘propter alios fama 

necessaria est,” Augustine. (c°) The misuse of the latter consideration is 

guarded against by évém. xvpiov. — rpovoeiv, prospicere, also in the active ; 
comp. Plato, Clit. p. 408 E ; Xen. Mem. ii. 10.8; Aelian, V. HZ. ii. 21 ; 

Wisd. vi. 7 ; Hesych.: rpovoei: érizedeiraz. — For analogous Rabbinical say- 
ings, see Wetstein. : 

Ver. 22. Commendatory mention of the second companion. — avroic] with 
Titus and the brother already spoken of. — rév adcAg. ju.] This one, too, we 
do not know by name. ‘Hyd does not point to him as in official relation to 
the apostle and Timothy, but denotes him as a Christian brother (see ver. 28), 

so that the juéy embraces also the readers. Conjecture has lighted (but see 
previously on ver. 18) on Epaenetue, Rom. xvi. 5 (Grotius), on Apollos 

of the object, as in Polyb. ix. 24. 4: wopeiay Wisd. xiv. 1; 2 Macc. v. 1 Comp. Blome 
éwevdes oréAAeodasr, Arrian, An. v. 17. 4; field, Gloss. in Aesch. Pers. p. 157 f. 
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(Thomas, Lyra, and mentioned already in Theodoret) on Luke (Calvin and 
also Estius, who, however, does not discountenance the conjecture of Zenas, 
Tit. iii. 18, and Sosthenes), and even on Timothy (Cajetanus) and others. 
Wieseler (comp. on ver. 18) understands it of Tychicus, and to this Hof- 

mann also is inclined. The very plural uo» should have precluded Riickert 
from thinking of an actual brother of the apostle ; see also on ver. 18. — 
év toAdoicg roAAdnic} goes with édox.: in many things many times. See on 

this collocation, Lobeck, Paral. p. 56.— wi 62 rodi orovdaérepov renad. 

x.t.A.] vvy i stands in contrast with the previous édoxiy. év woAdoig moAAdxis : 
now, however, as much more zealous (than in the carlier cases) through the great 

confidence which he reposes in you. A high degree of good confidence in you 
has now increased very much his zeal. Others understand rero:djoee x.7.2. 
of Paul's confidence, connecting it either with roi orovdaér. (Erasmus, Beza, 
Piscator, and others) or with ovveréywayey (Estius, Emmerling : ‘‘ sperans ut 
bene a vobis excipiantur”). The latter is an inappropriate departure from 
the order of the words, depriving 7oAi orovdadrepov of the ground assigned 
for it (and how delicately is its ground assigned by this very sero}. 
x.t.2.!); and the former must necessarily have been denoted by a personal 
pronoun added to zeror?. 

Ver. 23 f. Summary closing recommendation of all the three delegates. — 
elre imép Titov] 8c. Aéyw or ypdgw. Be tt that I speak on behalf of Titus, he is 
my associate and (especially) in regard to you mz fellow-worker, and my inter- 
cession is thus made with good reason. — tire adeAgot juay] be it that they are 

brothers of ours, namely, for whom I speak, they are delegates of churches,' an 
honour to Christ, people, whose personal character and working redound to 
Christ’s honour. The words to be supplied with cite in both cases would oc- 
cur of themselves to the reader of the incomplete passage. Comp. Fritzsche, 
ad Rom. Il. p. 47f. Observe, however, that adeAgol judy is predicative, and 

therewith qualitative ; hence the absence of the article appears to be strictly 
regular,* denoting the category to which the subjects meant in this second 

half of the verse belong, and therefore neither unsuitable (Rickert) nor yet 

erroneous (Buttmann, reut. Gr. p. 76 [E. T. 87]; comp. Hofmann). — grxov] 

as in ver. 22. The distinguishing of the two others from Titus, who holds 
8 higher position, by the qualitative adeAgoi juav, shows that adeAgoi are not 
official associates. Sucha one Titus was ; the two others, however, were only 
distinguished church-members—as it were, Jay brothers commissioned ad 
hoe, the one by the churches, the other by Paul. 

1 In so far as they did not come as private 

persons, but as agents in the business of the 
church, as which they were appointed partly 
by destination of the apostle (namely, the 
second of the brethren), partly by the choice 
of the Macedonian churches (the first of the 
brethren, ver. 18 f.). 

3? This absence of the article has led Hof- 
mann wrongly to take all the nominatives 
in ver. 28 as subjects, but vrtp Tirov as a 

parenthesis (*' which holds true of Tittus’), 

and then od» in ver. 24 as the ot» of the 

apodosis. A groundless artificial construc- 
tion, in which the awkward and unprece- 
dented parenthesis (Paul would have said 
something like Tiroy 8 A¢yeo, and that after 
ouvrepyés, COMp. 1 Cor. x. 29; John vi. 71) 

would be simply superfluous in the highest 
degree, since, If cotverds x.7.A, is the subject, 
the person thereby indivated would be self- 
evident. Justas uncalled for here after the 
short alleged protasis would be the epan- 
aleptic ody of the apodosis. Comp. on Rom. 
il. 17-24. 
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Ver. 24. According to the Recepta, tvdcigaode is here a direct exhortation, 
in conformity with the points adduced in ver. 28 (viv), to furnish towards 

those three (cic avrobc) the demonstration (rv évd.) of their love, etc., which 

demonstration of love is shown to the churches that were represented by 
them (cig zpéoun.). Since, however, the Recepta isa gloss (see the critical 

remarks), and évdeccviuevo: is the correct reading, we have here an indirect ex- 

hortation, which puts the matter as a point of honour, and so touches the 
readers more effectively, without directly making a demand on them. 

‘* When you accordingly show towards them the demonstration of your love and 
of what we have boasted regarding you, you do it in presence of the churches.” 

In this way ic avroi¢ and et¢ tpdowrov tov éxxA. emphatically correspond with 

each other, and after the participle. zvdecv. the second person of the present 
indicative of the same verb is to be supplied. Comp. Soph. 0. C. 520 ; El. 
1428 (1434): ra xpiv eb Dévevor Tad Wg wad, sc. eb Yyode. See Schneidewin itn 

loc., and, in general, Docderl. de brachyl. 1881, p. 10 f.; also Dissen, ad Dem. 
de Cor. 190, p. 359. We might also simply supply the imperative éoré with 
ivdeccv, (see on Rom. xii. 9), so that also with this reading there would be a 
direct, stern summons. But with the former interpretation the contextually 
appropriate emphasis of ei¢ mpéowrov trav éxxA. comes out more strongly and 
more independently. — On points of detail we may further observe—(1) The 
ovv does not draw the inference simply from the second half of ver. 28, but 
from both halves, since the exclusion of reference to Titus is not warranted 

by elg mpdown. 7. éxxdA., which, in fact, suits all three together, and jyav xav- 

xnofwe x.7.A. includes specially a glance at the apostle’s relation to Titus ; 

comp. ver. 6, vii. 14. (2) Mpéewzov is here also not (see oni. 11) person, which 
would be against the usage of the N. T., and, besides, in the singular would 

be unsuitable here ; but cic tpdcwrov means to the face, i.e. coram in the sense 

of the direction. The conception, namely, which Paul wishes to excite in 
the minds of his readers, is this, that in those three men they have to think 
of the churches themselves, whose instruments these men are in the matter 

of the collection, as present and as witnesses of the demonstrations of love 
that fall to the share of the representatives, and to measure their demeanour 
towardsthem accordingly. According to this view, every evidence of love, 
which is shown to these men, comes, when it takes place, before the eyes of 

the churches (ideally present in the case). The churches stand by and look 
on. (8) ri¢ aydarne tu. is not the love to Paul (Grotius, Billroth, de Wette, 

Ewald, and others, following Chrysostom and Theophylact), but the Chris- 
tian brotherly love, which thereupon has its definite object marked out by ei¢ 
avrobe. — On riv bvdecew évdeixvvada:, comp. Plat. Legg. 12, p. 966 B. The 

demonstration of the boasting : namely, how true it was. Comp. vii. 14. 

Norges sy American Eprror. 

(u*) ‘Deep poverty.’’ Ver. 2. 

That this phrase is not a figure of speech appears from what is said in Ar- 

nold’s ‘‘Roman Commonwealth” : ‘‘ The condition of Greece in the time of 

Augustus was one of desolation and distress. ... It had suffered severely by 
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being the seat of the successive civil wars between Cesar and Pompey, between 
the Triamvirs and Brutus and Cassius, and lastly, between Augustus and An- 
tonius. Besides, the country had never recovered from the long series of mis- 

eries which had succeeded and accompanied its conqnest by the Romans ; and 
between those times and the civil contest between Pompey and Cesar, it had 
been again exposed to all the evils of war when Sylla was disputing the pos- 

session of it with the general of Mithridates. . . . The provinces of Macedonia 
and Achaia, when they petitioned for a diminution of their burdens in the reign 

of Tiberius, were considered so deserving of compassion that they were trans- 

ferred for a time from the jurisdiction of the Senate to that of the Emperor"’ 
[as involving less heavy taxation]. 

(v5) ‘* Singleness of heart.’’ Ver. 2. 

Dr. Meyer adheres to the origina] and natural meaning of the word, which, 
however, both in the A. V. and in the Revision, is rendered “ liberality,’’ and 

justly, if a single word is to be employed. Doubtless it expresses both the 
quality and the quantity of the gifts, or it may be that the generic term is em. 

ployed for one of its specific manifestations. 

(w5) **( They gave) of their own accord.” Ver. 3. 

The Authorized Version renders this clause, ‘they were willing of them- 
selves” ; but this is not what the Apostle says. He speaks not of will, but of 

deed, and the correct rendering, quoted above and found in the Revision, is 
sustained by all authorities. 

(x5) ‘* The sincerity of your love.’’ Ver. 8. 

Almagiving, in obedience to a command or to satisfy conscience, is not an act 

of liberality. What is not spontaneous is not jiberal. Paul therefore would 
not coerce the Corinthians by ns command. The real test of the genuineness of 
any inward affection is not so much the character of the feeling as it reveals 
itself in our consciousness, as the course of action to which it leads. Many per- 

sons, if they judge themselves by their feelings, would regard themselves as 

truly compassionate ; but a judgment founded on their acts would lead to the 
opposite conclusion (Hodge). 

(x5) ‘* Became poor.” Ver. 9. 

Dr. Meyer is undoubtedly right in rendering the verb thus, and in explaining 

it to refer not to our Lord's outward poverty during his earthly life, but to the 
kenosis, the self-impoverishment in laying aside the glory of His divine majes- 
ty. Indeed, the connection requires this, for what Paul quotes the case for is 

not Christ’s remaining in the poverty He had on earth, but His relinquishing 

the riches He had in heaven, and a similar renunciation was what He asked of 

the Corinthians. 

(2°) ‘* Perform the doing of it.” Ver. 11. 

This awkward and tautologous expression is well replaced in the Revision 

by the more accurate ‘‘ complete the doing of it.” 
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(a°) ‘* That there may be equality.” Ver. 14. 

This is not communism. The New Testament teaches (1) that all giving is 
voluntary, A man’s property is hisown. It is indeed a moral duty for him 

to give to the needy, but this is one of those duties which others cannot en- 

force as aright belonging to them. (2) The end of giving is to relieve neces- 

sities. The equality, therefore, that is aimed at is not on equality as to the 
amount of property, but equal relief from the burden of want, as the whole 

passage shows. (3) There is a special obligation to relieve fellow-Christians, 
because they with us are members of Christ’s body, and becuuse there is no 
need to fear that the giving will encourage idleness or vice. (4) The poor 

have no right to depend upon the benefactions of the rich. See 2 Thess. iii. 

10. Thus the Scriptures avoid the injustice of agrarian communism, and also 

the heartless disregard of the poor. Were these principles carried out, there 
would be among Christians neither idleness nor want (Hodge). 

(B*) ‘* God which putteth the same earnest care.”’ Ver. 16. 

The Apostle attributes the zeal of Titus to God, yet we cannot doubt that 
this zeal was the spontaneous effusion of his own heart, and an index and ele- 

ment of his character. The instance shows therefore that God can and does 

control the inward acts and feelings of men without interfering either with 

their liberty or their responsibility. 

(c*) Regard for appearances, Ver. 21. 

There is great practical wisdom and a very useful lesson in this verse. 
There is no sense in trifling with one’s reputation. ‘‘ We are bound to act in 
such a way that not only God, who sees the heart and knows all things, may 

approve our conduct, but also so that men may be constrained to recognize 
our integrity.” Hence the Apostle prevented all misrepresentation by having 

another brother to join in the distribution of the money and audit the accounts. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

Ver. 2. & éuév) BC &, min. Ambrosiast. Pelag. and several vas. have only 
tudv. 80 also Lachm. and Rick. But ¢é was not understood and was found 

superfluous. Why should it be added?— Ver. 4. After ravry Elz. has ric 
Kavynoews, in opposition to BC D* F G &* min. and several vss. and Fathers. 

An addition by way of gloss from xi. 17. — Ver. 5. The readings mpo¢ vuds and 
mpoernyyeauévgy (Lachm. Riick.; Tisch. has adopted only the latter) have 

preponderant, and the latter through the accession of C & decisive, attestation ; 

mpoernyy. is also to be preferred on this account, that zpoxary)y. might very 
easily arise through alliteration after the previous mpoxarapric. Reiche has un- 
satisfactorily defended the Kecepta cic (which crept in easily from viii. 6) and 

mpoxarnyy. — Ver. 7. mpoaipeitu:] Lachm. Riick. read *pofpyra:, following 
BCFG & 31, Chrys. ms. Cypr. Aug. Pel. and several vss. But the sense: 
prout destinavit, presented itself to the not further reflecting copyists as so 

natural, that with the similarity of the two forms the present might drop out 
far more easily than come in.— Ver. 8. dvvaré¢] Lach. and Riick. read duvarei. 

It has, indeed, the attestation of BO* D* FG (?) &; but if duvarei were 
the original reading, the gloss would not have been duvaréc simply, but dvvardc 

éor:, as in Rom. xiv. 4. or dvvarac. — Ver. 10. orépyua] BD* FG 80, have 
oxépov. So Lachm. and Riick. Occasioned by the thought of the ordpoy 

following. — xopnynoe . . . wAnOuvel . . . avénoe] Elz. has yopnyjoa. . . 
wAnOwvac .. . avgjoat, in opposition to B O E* FG X, min. Syr. Arr. Copt. 

Aeth. Arm. Vulg. It. Cyr. Cypr. Ambrosiast. Aug. The future was wrongly 

taken in the sense of wish, and accordingly, aided perhaps by the recollection 
of such passages as 1 Thess. iii. 11, 12 ; 2 Thess. ii. 17, iii. 5, was changed into 

the optative.' So also in Rom. xvi. 20, instead of cuvrpiper, ovvtpiar crept 

into A, vas. and Fathers. — Ver. 15. dé after ydépi¢ is, with Lachm. and Tisch., 

to be deleted on preponderating evidence, 

ConTENTSs.— By a delicate turn in vv. 1 and 2 Paul begins once more from 
the work of collection, and impresses on his readers : (1) that they should 
make ready the bounty soon, before his arrival, vv. 8-5 : further, (2) that they 

should give amply, vv. 5 and 6 ; and (8) that they should give with all trill- 
ingness, ver. 7; whereupon (4) he points them to the blessing of God, 
vv. 8-11, and, finally, brings into prominence the religious consequence 
of the thankagivings towards God, which their beneficence will call forth, vv. 

12-14. An utterance of thanks to God forms the conclusion, ver. 15. 

Ver. 1. Since the yép connects the verse with what precedes, not only does 
the opinion of Selmer, that chap. ix. contains a separate Epistle, fall to the 

1 For that these forms are not tnfinitires, is abundantly shown in Fritzsche, Dies. IT. 
p. 8 ff. 
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ground, but also the hypothesis, that Paul writes as if he were beginning a 
new topic,—on the basis of which, e.g. Emmerling (comp. Neander) thinks 

that between the composition of chap. viii. and that of chap. ix. a consid- 
erable time had clapsed. Aguinst this may be urged also the fact that in 
new sections he does not begin with wepi pév, but with wepi dé (1 Cor. vii. 
1, viii. 1, xii. 1, xvi. 1). Estius is right in saying that the apostle speci- 
fies with yép the reason why he, in what gocs before (viii. 24), had 

exhorted them not to collecting, but to affectionate recciving of the 
brethren. Comp. Fritzsche, Dissert. II. p. 21. ‘‘ Laute excipite fratres, id 

moneo (viii. 24) ; nam praeter rem ad liberalitatem denuo quidem provocarem 

ad eam jam propensos homines,” ver. 2. So also Schott, Jsag. p. 240 ; Bill- 

roth, Riickert, Olshausen, Osiandcr ; but there is no indication of a contrast 
with the Gentile-Christian churches (as if the ayo. were the éxxAyoia xar’ 

2ox7v), although Hofmann imports it. — uév] To this the dé in ver. 3 corre- 
sponds. Sce on that passage. The counter-remark of de Wette (who, 

with Osiander and Neander, takes the yév as solitarium), that dé in ver. 3 
makes a contrast with ver. 2, does not hold good, since the contrast is 

quite as suitable to ver. 1 (though having respect to what is said in ver. 
2). Even in classic writers (often in Thucyd.) the clauses correspond- 
ing to each other with zév and dé are found separated by intervening 

clauses. See Kiihner, II. p. 428. — rijc¢ diaxoviag tio cig tT. dy.] a8 in Vill. 4. 

Beza is incorrect (see ver. 2) in saying that the bringing over only is meant. 
The word itself corresponds to the idea of Christian fellowship in love, in 
which the mutual activity of love is a constant debitum ministerium (Rom. 

xiii. 8 ; Heb. vi. 10; 1 Pet. iv. 10), after the example of Christ (Matt. xx. 

28 ; Luke xxii. 26 f.). Comp. Gal. v. 18. — repccodv pot gore] i.e. I do not 
need writing, namely, to effect my object. —7d ypdgey} with article, because 

the writing is regarded as actual subject. 

Remakk.-—Certainly Paul has written of the collection both in chap. viii. and 

again in what follows ; and he meant it so, otherwise he would have ended the 

section with chap. viii. But he delicately makes a rhetorical turn, so that, in 

order to spare the readers’ sense of honour, he seems not to take up the sulject 

again, but to speak only of the sending of the brethren; and he annexes fo 

that what he intends still to insert regarding the mailer itself. Zogae dé rovro 
wogi, GoTe udAAov avrove Emtondcarbatr, Theophylact and Chrysostom. Proba- 

bly, when he wrote viii. 24, he meant to close the section with it, but—perhaps 

after reading over chap. viii. again—was induced to add something, which he 

did in this polite fashion (rg rocadry Tov Adywv weOddy, Theodoret). Hofmann’s 

idea—that recommendation of the collection itself was superfluous, but that there 
had been delay in carrying it out, etc.—is quite in accordance certainly 

with vv. 1-5, but from ver. 5 to the end of the chapter there again follow 

instructions and promises, which belong essentially to the recommendation 

of the collection itself. 

Ver. 2. Tiv rpo8un. tudv] Rtickert infers from the whole contents of the 

two chapters that the inclination is only assumed as still existing, and no 
longer existed in reality ; but his inference is unjust, and at variance with 
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the apostle’s character. Already, asd répvc: (viii. 10) have the readers begun 
to collect, and the work of love, in fact, needed only the carrying out, 
which Paul intends by chap. viii. and ix. to procure. —i imép in. xavy. 
Maxed. ] of which I make my boast in your fatour (in your recommendation) 
to the Macedonians ; for the Corinthians were made by Paul to favour the 
collection. On xavydoua:, with the accusative of the object, comp. vii. 14, 

x. 8, xi.80 ; LXX. Prov. xxvii. 1; Lucian, Ocyp. 120 ; Athen. xiv. p. 627C. 
On the present Bengel rightly remarks : ‘‘ Adhuc erat P. in Macedonia.” — 
brt'Ayaia rapeox. ard séipvo:] so ran the xavyopua: that Achaia has been in 

readiness (to give pecuniary aid to promote it) since the previous year. Paul 
Bays ’Axata, not iueic (comp. ver. 8), because he repeats words actually used 
by him. These concerned not only Corinth, but the whole province, in 
which, however, the Corinthian was the central church. Comp. oni. 1.— 
nai 6 && tuov CHA0¢' x.1.A.] is, by way of attraction, an expression of the 

thought : your zeal wrought forth from you as stimulating to them. Comp. 
from the N. T. Matt. xxiv. 17 ; Luke xi. 18. See on Matt. Zc. and Her- 

mann, ad Viger. p. 898 ; Kiihner, ad Xen. Anabd. i. 1. 5. —roi¢ rreiovac] 

the majority of the Macedonians, so that only the minority remaincd unin- 
fluenced. 

Remarx.—Paul might with perfect truth stimulate (1) the Macedonians 
by the zeal of the Corinthians, because the latter had begun the work earlier 

than the former, and were already ¢x0 zfpvoc in readiness ; and then (2) the 
Corinthians, again, by the example or the Macedonians (viii. 1 ff.), since the 
latter, after having followed the Corinthians in the prosecution of the work, 

had shown such extraordinary activity as in turn to serve the Corinthians 

® model and a stimulus to further beneficence. Is it not possible that in the 

very same affair first A should be held up as a model to B, and then, according 

to the measure of the success, conversely B to A? Hence Theodoret and 

many (comp. also Chrysostom) have rightly remarked on the wisdom in the 

apostle’s conduct ; whereas Riickert declares this conduct of his to be unwise 
(of its morality he prefers to be silent), unjustly taking it for granted that his 

kavxyao%a: regarding the Corinthians was untrue. See vii. 14. De Wette also 

thinks that the apostle is not free from human error here. (p*)— That in 

avOaipero:, at viii. 3, there is no contradiction with ix. 2, see on viii. 3. 

Ver. 8. Connection: Although in regard to the collection I do not need to 
write to you, and that for the reason stated in ver. 2, I have yet not been able 
to omit the sending of the brethren for this purpose, in order that, etc. Paul 
by this would direct attention not to the general object of this mission, but 
to the special one of having all things ready before his arrival. See what 
follows. On piv... dé, which may often be translated etsi . . . tamen, 
comp. Xen. Anab. ii. 8. 10, and Kithner tn loc. The same is more strongly 

1The form rd ghAos is found herein BR though It really occurs In Clem. Cor. 1. 4 
(Lachm. ed. min.) ; it has much stronger at- (thrice) and 6, and Ignatius, 7yaU. 4 (Dressel), 
testation in Phil. ili.6. Running counterto and hence was doubtless known to the 
the usnge of the whole N. T.. it must be  copyists. 
considered as an error of ths copyists, 
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expressed by pév . . . duoc dé, Ellendt, Ler. Soph. II. p. 76, or pev.. . 
pévta, Viger. p. 586. — rov¢g adeAgot¢] Titus and the two others, viii. 17 ff. — 
To kavynua nuov Td brép tu.) On account of the following & 7 péper tobry, 

which first adds the special reference to the general, is not to be understood 
of the special xavyaoUa: described in ver. 2, but is to be taken generally: in 
order that that, of which we boast on your behalf (xaiznpua is here materies glori- 
andi, and not equivalent to xaiyznorc), might not become empty (1 Cor. ix. 15), 
i.6. might not be found without reality in this point, in the matter of the 
collection, —if, namely, on our arrival it should be found that your benevo- 

lent activity had come to a standstill or become retrograde. See ver. 4. In 
the addition év ro uépee rotty (Comp. iii. 10) there lies an ‘‘aeris cum tacita 

laude erhortatio” (Estius) ; for Paul has not 8 similar anxiety in respect to 
other sides of the xaiyzua (comp. vii. 4). Billroth considers é +r. pépec r. as 

pointing to ver. 4, and takes ré xatyqua x.7.A. of the special boast in ver. 2 : 
‘“*in this respect, namely, inasmuch as, if Macedonians come with me... we 

. are put to shame.” Involved, because iva xa8ac . . . Fre lies between ; 

and at variance with the parallel év rg troordoe: tatry of ver. 4. —iva nadac 

x.7.4.] forms, with the following y@uc «.1r.A., @ positive parallel to the 
previous negative iva uy 76 Kabynua . . . tory. Comp. on iva repeated in 
parallel clauses, Rom. vii. 18 ; Gal. ii. 14, iv. 5. 

Ver. 4. Lest perhaps, etc.; this is to be guarded against by the rapeoxevas- 
pévor Wyre. — éav 2ADwor x.7.2.] of there shall have come, etc., namely, as giving 
escort after the fashion of the ancient church. See Acts xvii. 14, 15, al.; 2 

Cor. i. 16; 1 Cor. xvi. 6; Rom. xv. 24. — Maxedévec¢] Macedonians without 
the article. — amapacxevdcrove] not in readiness (often in Xen., as Anab. i. 5. 

9) ; arapdoxevog is more frequent, and the two words are often interchanged 
in the mss.; see Bornemann, ad Xen. Anab. i. 1. 6. Here it is equivalent 

to : so that you are not ready to hand over the money ; the expression is 
purposely chosen in reference to ver. 2. —éueic] see ver. 8. But because this 
being put to shame in the case supposed would have involved the Corin- 
thians as its originators, Paul with tender delicacy (not serene pleasantry, 
as Olshausen thinks), moving the sense of honour of the readers, adds par- 
enthetically : iva yu} Afywuev bueic. —év ry brooréce tabry] tn respect of this 

confidence, according to which we have maintained that you were in readi- 
ness. Comp. xi. 17; Heb. iii. 14, xi. 1; LXX. Ps. xxxix. 7; Ezek. xix. 

5 ; Ruth i. 12 ; and passages in Wetstein ; Suicer, Thes. II. p. 1398. So 

Calvin, Beza, Erasmus Schmid, Calovius, Wolf, Bengel, Rosenmiiller, and 

others, including de Wette, Osiander, Hofmann. But others take it as 

quite equivalent to év rq pépe tobry, ver. 3: in hac materia, in hoc argumento 
(gloriationis). Comp. Vulgate : in hac substantia. So Chrysostom, Theophy- 
lact, Erasmus, Castalio, Estius, Kypke, Munthe, and others, including 

Schrader, Riickert, Olshausen, Ewald. Linguistically correct, no doubt 

(Polyb. iv. 2. 1; Casaubon, ad Polybd. i. 5. 8, p. 111 ; Diodorus, i. 8 ; comp. 

also Heb. i. 8, and Bleek, Hed. Br. II. 1, p. 61 f.), but here a point quite 
unnecessary to be mentioned. And why should we depart from the mean- 
ing : confidence, when this is certain in the usage of the N. T., and here, as 
at xi. 17, is strikingly appropriate ? The insertion of iva ya A. iveic forms 
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no objection (this in opposition to Riickert), since certainly the putting to 
shame of the apostle in regard to his confidence would have been laid to 
the blame of the Corinthians, because they would have frustrated this con.. 
fidence ; hence there is not even ground for referring that insertion merely 
to xaraoy. exclusive of év r. ézoor. r. (Hofmann). Lastly, the explanation 

of Grotius: in hoc fundamento meae jactationis, has likewise, doubtless, 
some support in linguistic usage (Diodor. i. 66, xiii. 82, al. ; LXX. Ps. lxix. 
2; Jer. xxiii. 22, al.), but falls to the ground, because rie xavy. is not gen- 
uine. 

Ver. 5. Ovv] in pursuance of what was said in ver. 4. —iva] comp. viii. 
6. — wpoéA3.] namely, before my arrival and that of the Macedonians pos- 
sibly accompanying me. The thrice-repeated zpo- is not used by accident, 
but adds point to the instigation to have everything ready before the apos- 
tle’s arrival. — mpoxarapric. ] adjusted beforehand, put into complete order before- 
hand, Hippocr. p. 24, 10, 18. — rv xpnernyyeAutyyy eddoyiav tyav] your bless- 

ing promised beforehand (by me). See vv. 2-4. On mpoer., comp. Rom. 
i. 2. Erasmus, Estius, Riickert, and some others at variance with the 
context, take it : the blessing formerly promised by you. — ebAoyia is a char- 
acteristically conciliatory (xa? 1% mpooyyopia airot¢ éreaordoaro, Chrysostom) 

designation of the collection, inasmuch as it is for the receivers a practical 
blessing proceeding from the givers (é.6. rAySvopdc ayaday t éxovorérrros, 

d:déuevoc, Phavor.). Comp. on ebAcyia in the sense of good deed, LXX. 
Gen. xxxili. 11 ; Judg. i. 15 ; Ezek. xxxiv. 26 ; Ecclus. xxxix. 22; Wisd. 

xv. 19; Eph. i. 8. —ratray érotuqy elva obtuc d¢ x.7.A.] the intended conse- 

quence of rpoxarapr. T. mpoer. eva. iuov, so that the infinitive in the sense of 
éore (Kiihner, I. p. 565, ad Xen. Mem. ii. 5. 8) and ratrzv, which attaches 
itself more emphatically to what has to come than to what goes before 

(Hofmann), are used anaphorically (Bernhardy, p. 288) : that this may be in 

readiness thus like blessing and not like covetousness, in such manner that it 
may have the quality of blessing, not of covetousness ; in other words, that 
it may be liberal, which is the character of evAcyia, and not sparing, as cov- 
etousness shows itself in giving. IlAeovegia does not mean here or anywhere 
else parsimony (Flatt, Riickcrt, de Wette, and many others); but Paul con- 

ceives of the sparing giver as coretows, in so far as such a man desires him- 
self to have that which he contributes, in order to increase his own, and there- 
fore gives but very scantily. Following Chrysostom (comp. Erasmus, 
Paraphr. and Beza), Billroth refers wAcovegia to Paul and his colleagues: 
‘Your gift is to be a free, and not an extorted, one.” Against this may 
be urged as well the analogy of d¢ evAoyfay, as also ver. 6, where the mean- 

ing of d¢ rAeoveé. is represented by ¢ecdouévug ; hence also we must not, with 

Riickert and others, combine the ideas of willingly and unwillingly (which 
are not mentioned till ver. 7) with those of giving liberally and sparingly. 
—(E°). On oiruc after its adjective, see Stallb. ad Plat. Rep. p. 500 A. 

Ver. 6. Allusion to the Messianic recompense. Chrysostom aptly remarks : 

nal ondpov Td mpayya ixddeory, iva evdbuc mpdg ryv avridoaw Idy¢ nal rdv auyrdv 

évvohoag pddyc bre wleiova AauBdverc # diduc. The dé is continuatire, not 

restrictive, as Billroth thinks (‘‘ but so much know”), since the subsequent 
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ix’ evdoytacc proves that in ver. 6 exactly the same two kinds of giving are 
expressed as in ver. 5. — roiro dé] after Chrysostom and the Vulgate, is 

explained by the expositors supplying a 44; or ioréov. But with what 
warrant from the context? Beza already made the admission : ‘‘ quamvis 
haec ellipsis Graeco sermoni sit inusitata.” Comp. Gal. iii. 17 ; 1 Thess. 
iv. 17; 1 Cor. vii. 29, al., where Paul adds the verb of saying. Even the 

comparison of Phil. iii. 14, where, in fact, to the é» dé its verb is brought 

from the context, does not settle the question of the asyndetic rovro (in 
opposition to Hofmann). Tovro might be regarded as the object of oelpuy ; 
but in that case there would result for rovro an inappropriate emphasis (this 
kind of seed), seeing that a omeipecy was not mentioned before, and the figure 

here comesinasnew. Hence retro may be regarded as accusative absolute (see 
on vi. 13), taking up again with special weight what was just said, in order 
to attach to it something further: Now as concerns this, namely, this d¢ 
evhoyiav, K. pH Og TAeoveciav, tt ts the case that, etc. Lachmann placed 4 
oreipuy . . . én’ evdoy. x. Vepice In & parenthesis. This would require us to 
supply faciat after éxacroc, or even the more definite det (from déry in ver. 
7). But it would be unsuitable to assign to the important thought of ver. 6 
merely the place of a parenthetic idea. — gecdouévuc] in @ sparing way (Plut. 
Al, 25), so that he scatters only parsimoniously, narrowly, and scantily. 

But in gecdouévug x. Sepicee the one who spares and holds back is the giver of 
the harvest, i.e. apart from figure: Christ the bestower of the Messianic salea- 
tion, who gives to the man in question only the corresponding lesser degree 
of blessedness. Comp. v. 10; Rom. xiv. 10; Gal. vi. 7. —éz’ eiAoyiacg] 

denotes the relation occurring in the case (Matthiae, p. 1370 f. ; Fritzsche, 
ad Rom. I. p. 815) : with blessings, which, namely, he, when sowing, imparts, 
and in turn receives when reaping, 7.¢. according to the context, richly. 
Comp. ver. 5. In the reaping Christ is likewise the distributor of blessings, 
bestowing on him, who has sowed in a blessed way, the appropriate great re- 
ward in Messianic blessedness. On the whole figure, comp. Prov. xi. 24, xxii. 
8 ; Ps. cxii. 9; Gal. vi. 8,9. The plural strengthens the idea of richness, 
denoting its manifold kinds and shapes, etc. Maetzner, ad Lycurg. p. 144f.). 
The juxtaposition also serves as strengthening : é7’ evioy., én’ evAoy. Comp. 
on 1 Cor. vi. 4. The fact that the measure of well-doing is conditioned by 
one’s own means, is guarded already at viil. 12. Comp. in general, Matt. 
xxv. 20 ff. See Calovius on this passage, in opposition to the misuse of it 
by Roman Catholics as regards the merit of good works—the moral measure 
of which, however, will, according tothe divine saving decree, have as its 
consequence merely different degrees of the blessedness won for believers 
through Christ. The very nature of good works, which subjectively are the 
fruits of faith and objectively the fruits of the divine preparation of grace 
(Eph. ii. 10), excludes the idea of merit.’ 

Ver. 7. But Paul does not desire them to give richly against their will ; 
hence the new ervhortation: Let every one give freely and willingly ! — éxaoroc 
Kava K.T.A.] as cach one purposes it to himself in his heart, namely, let him give, 

1 Comp, Weiss, Wild. Theol. p. 878 f. 
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—a supplement, which readily flows from the previous é oreipwv ; comp. the 
subsequent déry7v. Let him give according to cordial, free, self-determination. 
On ry xapd., comp. 79 yoxg, Gen. xxxiv. 8. The present is used, because the 
mpoarpeio Sa is conceived as only now emerging after the foregoing teaching.’ 
In rpoapfoua (only here in the N. T., but often in the sense of resolving in 
Greek writers ; comp. 2 Macc. vi. 9 ; 3 Macc. ii. 80, vi. 10 ; 4 Macc. ix. 1), 

apo has the notion of the preference, which we give to that on which we 

resolve, because the simple aipeioda: has the sense of sibi eligere, where it 
likewise expresses a resolve or purpose (Xen. vii. 6. 87 ; Ages. ili. 4 ; Soph. 

Ajaz, 448 ; Isocrates, Panath. 185). Hence paAdov also, though in itself 
superfluous, may be added to mpoa:peiodac (Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 2, iii. 5. 16, iv. 

2. 9). — éx Abwne H&E avdyxnc] The opposite of xadac mpoaip. tr. apd. : out of 

sadness, namely, at having to lose something by the giving, or out of" neces- 
sity, because one thinks himself forced by circumstances and cannot do 

otherwise (comp. Philem. 14). ‘Ex denotes the subjective state, out of which 
the action proceeds. To the éx 2émnc¢ stands contrasted é etpevin orfpvur, 
Soph. Qed. C. 488 ; and to the é& avdyxye, the éx Guyot gAtwv, Hom. J. ix. 

486. — iAapdv yap x.r.A.] Motive for complying with this precept. The em- 
phasis is on iAapé6v, whereby the opposite, asthe giving é« Abrnc and éf avdyxye, 

is excluded from the love of God. Comp. Rom. xii. 8. The saying is from 
LXX. Prov. xxii. 8, according to the reading : ayara instead of etAcyei. It 

is wanting in our present Hebrew text. Comp. also Ecclus. xiv. 16, and 
the Rabbinical passages in Wetstein ; Senec. de benef. ii. 1. 2: ‘in benefi- 
cio jucundissimo est tribuentis voluntas.”” Instead of déryc, dorfp or durhp 

only is found in classical authors ; in Hes. Op. 353, dérnc also. See in gen- 
eral, Lobeck, Paralip. p. 428. 

Ver. 8 ff. After Paul has aroused them to ample and willing giving, he 
adds further the assurance, that God can bestow (vv. 8, 9), and will bestow 
(vv. 10, 11) on them the means also for such beneficence. Finally, he sub- 

joins the religious gain, which this work of contributing brings, ver. 11, 
nric karepydCerat k.t.A., on to ver. 14. 

Ver. 8. The dé is continuative ; duvaré:, however, is with emphasis pre- 

fixed, for the course of thought is : God has the power, and (ver. 10) He will 
also doit. The discourse sets out from possibility, and passes over to reality. — 
racav yap] every showing of kindness. This refers to earthly blessing, by which 

we have the means for beneficence ; sce the sentence of aim, that follows. 

Chrysostom correctly says : éumjoas tude rocobruy d¢ dévactar repirreberv ty rh 

gcAoriuia tabry. Theodoret and Wolf, at variance with the context, hold that 

it applies to spiritual blessings; Flatt and Osiander blessings of both kinds. — 
wepwsoenoar|transitive : efficere ut largissime redundet in 00s. See on iv. 15. — 
év ravrl rdvrore macav] tn all points at all times all, an energetic accumulation. 
Comp. on Eph. v. 20 ; Phil. i. 8, 4. — racav abrépxetav Byovrec] having every, 
that is, all possible self-sufficing ; for this is the subjective condition, without 
which we cannot, with all blessing of God, have abundance ei¢ av Epyov 

3 The déAay, not yet takingdefiniteshape, give, is conceived by Paul as ocourring now, 
already existed awd wépve:; but the definite after the readers have read ver. 6. 
determination how much each desires to 
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ayadév. Hence Paul brings out so emphatically this necessary subjectice require- 
ment for attaining the purpose, which God connects with his objective blessing : 

in order that you, as being in every case always quite self-contented, etc. Airdp- 
xeia ts not the sufficienter habere in the sense of erternal position, in which 
no help from othcrs is needed (as it is taken usually ; also by Emmerling, 

Flatt, Riickert, Osiander), but rather (comp. Hofmann also) the subjective 

frame of mind, in which we feel ourselves so contented with what we 

ourselves have that we desire nothing from others,—the inward sel/f-sufficing, 

to which stands opposed the rpoodeé¢ dAAwv (Plato, Tim. p. 83 D) and éx- 

Vuueiv rav aAAorpiwv. Comp. 1 Tim. vi. 6 ; Phil. iv. 11, and the passages in 
Wetstein. It is a moral quality (for which reason Paul could say so ear- 
nestly év xavri avr. wao., without saying too much), may subsist amidst very 

different external circumstances, and is not dependent on these,—which, 

indeed, in its very nature, as redecdrn¢ xricewe ayadav (Plato, Def. p. 412 B), 

it cannot be. Comp. Dem. 450. 14 ; Polyb. vi. 48. 7 : xpd¢ racav mepicracw 

avrdapxyg. — wepiooeinte elg wav Epyov ayaddv] that you may hace abundance 
(comp. éy mavri rAovrifépuevor, ver. 11) for every good work.(work of benefi- 

cence ; comp. Acts 1x. 36, and see Knapp, Opusc., ed. 1, p. 486 ff.). If 
Riickert had not taken airdpxeca in an objective sense at variance with the 
notion, he would not have refined so much on repioc., which he understands 

as referring to the growth of the Corinthians themselves: ‘‘in order that you, 

having at all times full sufficiency ... may become ever more diligent unto 

every good work.” De Wette also refines on the word, taking the participial 

clause of that, which in spite of the repiooevoca: takes place in the same : 
‘* inasmuch as you have withal for yourselves quite enough,” which would pre- 
sent a very external and selfish consideration to the reader, and that withal 
expressed of set purpose so strongly ! 

Ver. 9 connects itself with wepioc. cig mav Epyow ayad. This reprocetery is 

to exhibit the fulfilment of the Scripture saying in your case: He scattered, 

He gave to the poor;' His righteousness remains for ever. The quotation is 

Ps. cxii. 9 (exactly after the LXX.), where the subject is avjp 6 gofobpevoc 

tov xbpiov. — éoxdpricev] figurative description of the beneficent man, who 
peta dayiietac Eduxe, Chrysostom. Comp. Symmachus, Prov. xi. 24. Ben- 
gel well says: ‘‘Verbum generosum: Spargere, plena manu, sinc anxia 

cogitatione, quorsum singula grana cadant.” But that Paul (not the orig- 
inal) had in his view the image of strewing seed, is already probable from 

ver. 6, and is confirmed by ver. 10 (in opposition to Hofmann). Regard- 

ing the use in late Greek of the originally Ionic word, see Lobeck, ad Phryn. 
p. 218. —# dixacocivy] is not, with Chrysostom, Theophylact, Calvin, Gro- 

. tius, Estius, Bengel, Rosenmiller, Vater, Emmerling, and others, to be 
taken as beneficence (Zachariae and Flatt have even : recompense), which it 
never means, not even in Matt. vi. 1; but it always means righteousness, 

1 Regarding the notion of xéms, which cant poverty, see Arist. Fiut. 552f.; Stallb. 
does not occur elsewhere in the N. T. (6é« ad Plat. Apol. p. % C. Regarding avos, 
révov Kai évepyeias Td CHy éxwv, Etym. M.),and egenus, esuriens, see Jacobs, ad Anthol. IX. 
its distinction from wrexés, which among op. 481, XII. p. 465. 
the Greeks expresses the notion of mendi- 
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which, however, may, according to the context, as here (comp. Tob. xiv. 
11), be that which expresses itself by doing good. 8o also 17%, which on 

this account is often translated by éAenyootvy in the LXX. (see Gesen. Thea. 

II. p. 1151 ; Buxt. Lev. Talm. p. 1890). The Christian moral righteous- 

ness is beneficent through the love which comes from faith. Comp. Rom. 
xii. 9, x. 18-15 ; Gal. v. 6. —péve: eic r. aidva] is, according to Paul, to be 
taken quite in the full sense of the words : remains for ever (comp. Diod. 
i. 56; Lucian, Philops. 17), never ceases, either before the Parousia, when 

his d:xatooivy continues to develop its vital activity, as in general, so spe- 

cially through beneficent love, or after the Parousia, when, in itself incapa- 
ble of being lost, it has its eternal subsistence in love that cannot be lost 
(1 Cor. xiii. 8, 13). Explanations, such as of a perpetua laus apud homines and 
gloriosa merces apud Deum (Estius, comp. Chrysostom, Grotius, Emmerling, 

and others), or that it applies merely to the earthly lifetime of the beneficent 
one (Beza), are at variance with the words, which affirm the pévec of the 

dixacooivy itself ; and in the N. T. pévecy eic rv aidva is alwaysto be taken 

in the definite sense of eternal abiding. See John viii. 34, xii. 84; Heb. 
vii. 24; 1 Pet. i. 25; 1 Johnii. 17. Comp. pévecy ei¢ Gugv aidviorv, John vi. 

27. Hence de Wette also takes it too indefinitely : ‘‘that the beneficence 

itself, or the means for it, has enduring subsistence.” Chrysostom and Theo- 
doret have, moreover, inverting the matter, found the beneficence here, 

which Chrysostom compares to a fire consuming sins, to be the cause of the 
justification. It is its consequence and effect, Gal. v. 6, 22, Col. iii. 12 ff., 
al., as is the Christian righteousness of life itsclf, Rom. vi., viii. 4 ff. (F*) 

Ver. 10. The progress of the discourse is this : able is God, etc., ver. 8 ; 

but He who gives seed, etc., will also do it. The description of God intro- 
duced by dé contains the ground of this promise, which rests on a syllogism 
@ minori ad majus. — Who supplies seed to the sower and bread for eating, is a 

reminiscence of Isa. lv. 10, which is very suitable to the figure prominent in 
the context (vv. 6, 9). On fBpéore actus edendi, differing from Bpaya, cibua, 
sce on Rom. xiv. 17 ; 1 Cor. viii. 4; Col. ii. 16. — Chrysostom, Castalio, 

Beza, and others, including Hofmann, rightly connect yopyyfoe with what 
follows. Erasmus, Luther, Calvin, Estius, Elzevir, and others, including 

Ewald and Neander, think that xai dprov ei¢ Bpdorw xopry. should go together. 

This would be at variance with Isa. lv. 10, and would destroy the symmet- 
rical relation of the two parts of the verse. — yopryfoe:' x. rAg9uvei Trav omdpov 

tudy] t.e. dropping the figure : till give and increase the means, with which 
you distribute benefits. What is given away benevolently by the readers, is 
the seed which they scatter (6 orépo¢ at'rav) ; hence Rickert’s idea is arbitrary 
and unnecessary, that here two clauses, yopryhoet tuiv oxépov and rAnSwvei rds 

oépov tpay, are blended into one. Rickert also inappropriately thinks that 
Paul is not speaking at all of the present, but wholly of the future, of the 
blessed consequences of their beneficence now asked, and that 6 orépoc, 

therefore, does not denote what they were now to give away, but what God 

Véwtxopny. and xopyy. are distinguished refchen, dargeben and geben [gire forth and 
simply like the German darreichen and = give}. 
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will further bestow on them. At variance with the entire course of the pas- 
sage (sce on ver. 8 ff.) ; and the very dv’ judo» in ver. 11 ought to have pre- 

vented the excluding of the present time. Paul intends by yop7y;for. . . 

tuay the means for the present work of collection, and only with kai atf#oee 
does he promise the blessing thence arising for the future. This x. aif. ra 
yevunudra tie deux. tu. corresponds to the preceding xai dprov eic Bpwow : and 

will make the fruits of your righteousness grow (see on ver. 9), i.¢. and will 
cause that the blessing, which proceeds from your d:xaroctwy (what blessing 
that is, see ver. 11) may become always larger. Paul abides by the figure. 
Just as God causes dprov zig Bpdow to grow from the natural seed, so from 
the ordpoc, which the beneficent scatters through his gifts of love. He like- 
wise causes fruits (blessings) to grow ; but because this ondépoc had been 
sown by the beneficent man in virtue of his Christian righteousness, the fruits 
produced are the yevyjuara rpg dinacoctvng aitot, just as the bread-fruits, which 
the husbandman obtains from Ris orépor, are the yevyijpara of his diligence. 

Hence Theodoret rightly remarks : omdépoy pévro: wédAcy roy ebrotav éxdAcce. 
yevvfuara dé dixatoctvng tiv éx tabty¢ BAacrdoacay wotiecav. — yévyqua, in the 

sense of tegetable fruit, according to late Greek ; not to be written yévyya. 

Comp. on Matt. xxvi. 29. On the figurative expression yevvjp. r. dixacoc., 
comp. Hos. x. 12. 

Ver. 11. The manner in which they will experience in themselves the 
avifce ta yevviata T. dixasooivys tudv just promised. — The participle is 

neither to be supplemented by éoré or éoeode (Grotius, Rosenmiller, Flatt), 

nor to be attached to ver. 8, so that vv. 9 and 10 would be a parenthesis 
(Valla, Cornelius & Lapide, Knatchbull, Homberg, Wolf, Bengel, Schulz), 

which is forbidden by the portion‘of the discourse beginning afresh at ver. 
10 ; but it is anacoluthic, namely, in such a way that it is attached to the 
mentally supplied logical subject of what is promised in ver. 10 (iueic), and 

indeed of this whole promise, not merely of the portion of it contained in 
nAndwvei t. orépov tuav (Hofmann) : inasmuch as you become enriched. Comp. 
oni. 7. The becoming rich in everything is, according to the connection (see 
ver. 10), an earthly enrichment, not, however, in and for itself, but with the 

telic ethical reference : cig racav dx2éryra, whereby Riickert’s objection dis- 

appears, that it would be unsuitable for the apostle to promise to his readers 
riches. Rickert understands it of a apiritual enrichment (vill. 7), and 
therefore attaches rAour:t. only to ri¢ dixacociung tuov. This is as arbitrary 

as Hofmann’s interpretation of an internal enrichment, which makes the sot- 
ing abundant, so that they with small means arc able to give more liberally 
than otherwise with large, if their growth on all sides in the Christian life 
ultimately issues in an increase of entire simplicity and self-derotion. Without 
arbitrary restriction and separation, év wavtl mAovr. eig rac. dxA. can only be 

a modal definition of the whole promise yopyyfoe on to dixawo. tuo. — ti¢ 
maoav andér.] drAérn¢ does not mean even here (comp. on viii. 2) dountiful- 
ness, but singleness, simplicity of heart ; and cic expresses not the consequence 
of ty wr. rdovril., but the aim: for every simplicity, ¢.e. in order to bring it 
into exercise, to give it satisfaction (through the corresponding exercise of 
bencficence). The emphasis rests, as formerly on é» wavri, 80 here on racay, 
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whereby attention is directed to the present work of collection and every 
one that might be set on foot in future by Paul (rig xarepy. de qui x.t.A.). 
— rig xaTepydlerat x.7.A.] quippe quae, etc. With this the discourse makes 

the transition to set forth the religious side of this blessing of the collecting 
work, ver. 12 ff. —dr hudv] through our means, in sq far as the work of the 

dzAdrac, the collection, dtaxoveira: tf’ fudv, viii. 19, 20, and the apostle, for 

himself and his companions, feels so much that ts elevating in this service of 
love, that he cannot let pass unmentioned. — The thanksegivers are the re- 
ceivers of the gifts of the arAéryc. The paraphrase of Grotius : ‘‘ quae causa 
est, cur nos gratias Deo agamus,” is incorrect (on account of did, and of vv. 

12, 13).—76 6c] might belong to xarepydferar, but is better, because in 

uniformity with ver. 12, joined to evyapioriay a8 an appropriating dative 
(Bernhardy, p. 88), which is quite warranted in view of the construc- 
tion evyapareiv reve (comp. Stallb. ad Plat. Kuthyphr. p. 18 D, Apol. 8. p. 30 
A). 

Ver. 12. Confirmation of what was just said #ri¢ xarepydferat x.7.A. by the 

particular circumstances of the present collection.’ — 7 dtaxovia rig Aecroupy. 
rabrnc] t.6. the service, which you render by this Aerovpyia. And the work of 
collection is called Aecrovpyia, in so far as it was to be regarded, according to 
its destined consecration to God, as a priestly bringing of offering (going to 

the benefit of the receivers). Comp. on Phil. ii. 17, 25; Rom. xiii. 6, xv. 16. 

Most others take } diaxovia of the service of the apostle, who took charge of 
the collection (rw Accrovpyiay ratryv). But this is at variance with ver. 13, 

where ric dtaxovias rabryc is manifestly equivalent to ri¢ dcaxoviag rig Aect. Tabr., 

and must be understood of the service rendered by the contributors. Hence 
the activity of those conveying it is not even to be understood as included here 
(Hofmann). — ov pévoy x.r.4.] The emphasis lics on xpocavarAnp. and repioc., 

in which case the expression #vith éor: denotes how the d:axovia ts as regards 
its efficacy, not simply what it effects (this would be the simple present of the 
verb). The service, etc., has not only the supplementing quality, in that it 

makes up for what the saints lack, but also an abounding, exceedingly bliss- 
ful quality, in that it calls forth many thanksgivingstowardsGod. Others, 
like Piscator and Flatt, connect repiocetovea rH Oe : ‘it contributes much 

to glorify God ;” comp. Hofmann : ‘‘it makes for God a rich product.” 
Against linguistic usage, since reproocber pot rs means : I have abundance or 
superfluity in something (Thuc. ii. 65. 9; Dion. Hal. iii. 11; Tob. iv. 16; 
John vi. 18; Luke ix. 17; comp. Luke xii. 15; Mark xii. 44). There | 

must have been used cic Oedy or cig tiv déEav tov Geow (Rom. v. 15 ; 2 Cor. iv. 

15). — On mpocavardAnpdu, to fill by adding to, comp. xi. 9; Plat. Men. p. 84 
D ; Diod. v. 71 ; Athen. 14, p. 654 D ; Wisd. xix. 4. 

Ver. 13 is not to be placed in a parenthesis ; sec on ver. 14. The parti- 
ciple is again anacoluthic (comp. on ver. 11). Asif he had said before : by 
the fact that many give thanks to God, Paul now continues : inasmuch as they, 

induced by the tried character of this service, praise God on account of the sub- 

2 Nowhere has Paul expressed with so among the Greeks for the Jews was to have 
deep fervour and so much fulness as here on the quickening of the religious fellow- 
the blissful influence, which his collecting ship between them. 
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mission, etc." Hofmann considers ver. 18 as co-ordinated with ver. 11, so that 

the dofdfovrec r. 6. would be the subjects themselves performing the service, 
who by this service prove themselves to be Christians. If so, (1) we should 
have to leap over ver. 12 asa mercly relative appendage of ver. 11, and to elim- 
inate it from the continuity of the chain of thought ; but it does not lend itself 
to be so dealt with either in virtue of the position assigned to it by 4rz, or in 
virtue of the important contents of its two clauses ; (2) we should have to 

shut our eyes to the fact, that dofdfovrec r. 0. is obviously correlative to the 
previous dia 7oAA. evyapioriay rH Oem ; finally, we should have to make the 

participial clause afterwards begin, in avery involved fashion, with ézi 
7% Urorayg «.T.A., in spite of the fact that this évi could not but at once pre- 

sent itself to, and obtrude itself upon, every reader, as the specification of 

the ground of the dofafovrec r. Oedv (comp. ver. 15 ; Luke ii. 20 ; Acts iv. 
21; Ecclus. iii. 2). — The doxceus ric diaxov, r. is the indoles spectata (see on 

viii. 2) of this work of giving, according to which it has shown itself such 

as might have been expected in keeping with the Christian standard (es- 
pecially of love). So Theophylact : dia ri¢ doxipov tabrng xal peyaptupnpévyc 

éxt g:AavOpwria dtaxoviac. Others take the relation of the genitiveas : the ap- 

proved quality, in which this bounty has exhibited you. So Calvin (‘erat enim 
specimen idoneum probandae Corinthiorum caritatis, quod erga fratres pro- 
cul remotos tam liberales erant”), Estius, Rosenmiiller, Flatt, Rickert, Ols- 

hausen, de Wette, Ewald, Osiander ; comp. also Hofmann, who takes rij¢ 
Staxoviag a8 eperegetical genitive. But it is only in what follows that the 
ground of the praise is introduced as subsisting in the Corinthians, and that 
by a different preposition (é7i), and, besides, it is most natural to under- 

stand ry duaxoviag tr. of that which is attested, so that the attested character 

of the collecting work appears as the occasion (d:é, see Winer, p. 857 [E. T. 
476] ; Bernhardy, p. 235) of God's being praised on account of the obedi- 
ence of the Corinthians, etc. Observe, withal, how the actual occasion which 

primarily brings about the dofdfew r. 6. (did), and the deeper ground of this 
Sofdazew (Eri), are distinguished. We may add that Rickert arbitrarily finds 
here an evidence that Paul in the collection had it as his aim to break down 

the repugnance of the Jewish-Christians towards the Gentile-Christians by 
this proof of the latter’s love. Comp. on 1 Cor. xvi. 1. The work of col- 
lection may have furthered this reconciliation, but this was not its atm. — 
— ini rq trorayg .. . . wévrac] contains two reasons for their praising God. 
The jirst refers to the gospel of Christ (concerning Christ, ii. 12) ; on account 

of the compliance with your confession (because you are so obedient in fact to 
your Christian confession of faith), they praise God in reference to the gospel 

of Christ, which, in fact, produccs such compliance of its confessors. The 

second reason refers to the persons, namely, to them, the receivers: them- 

1 Luther and Beza connect 8a rijs Soxcuis 
tas Staxovias ravrys With ver. 12, for which 

Beza adduces the reason that otherwise 
80fdgovres is connected with &d and éxi 

without copuila,—a reason quite untenable, 
considering the diversity of the relations 

expressed by the two prepositions! And 

how very much the symmetry of the pas- 
sage would be disturbed ! As ver. 11 closed 
with evxap. re dep, 50 also the confirmatory 
clause closes with vxap. re deg, and the 
more precise explanation begins with the 
following éca tips Sox, «.7.A, 
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selves, and all Christians in general : and on account of the simplicity of the 
Jellowship (because you held the Christian fellowship in such a sincere and 

pure manner) they praise God in reference to themselves and to all, as those 
whom this drAéry¢ r. xosveviag goes to benefit. Paulrightly adds x. eig mévrac ; 

for by the beneficence towards the Jews the Corinthians showed, in point 
of fact, that they excluded xo Christians from the sincere fellowship of love. 
The expositors connect ei¢ ro evayy. 7. X. either with ri¢ duodoy. duev, so that 

duodoy. ei¢ is said, like rior cic (Erasmus Schmid, Wolf, Flatt, Riickert, . 

Ewald, Osiander, and others, including Billroth), or with. rg iorayg (Chrys- 
ostom, Erasmus, Calvin, Beza, Grotius, and many others), and then ei¢ 
avrovc x. ei¢ wévrag With re Korveviac.' But this view would require the con- 

necting link of the article both before ei¢ rd evayy. and also before eis 

aitotc, since neither irordoccoOa: nor duodoyetvy nor xocvwveiy is construed with 

eic, the last not even in Phil. i. 5 (in opposition to de Wette). The sugges- 
tion to which Hofmann has recourse, that the twice used cic expresses the 
direction in which both—the troray? rij¢ duodoyiag and the dxAdrye rig Kotveviac 

—take place, has against it the non-insertion: of the connecting article, which 
only may be rightly omitted when: cic im both cases belongs to the verb 
(do€dlovrec r. 6.).* Riickert’s appeal to the inexactness of the language in 
this chapter is unfounded and the more to be rejected, that no fault can be 

found with the mcaning—by no means tame (Osiander), but richin signifi- 
cant reference — which arises from the strictly grammatical construction. 
Observe especially the quite Pauline way of exhausting, by different prepo- 
sitions, the @ifferent characteristic aspects of the subject-matter (here the 
dofdlecv trav Gedy), which he does according to the categories of the occasion 

(6:4), the ground (éf), and the point of reference (cic : with a view to). 

Comp. i. 11, Rom. iii. 25, and many other passages. — On dzodoyia,* confession, 
comp. 1 Tim. vi. 12, 18 ; Heb. iii, 1, iv. 14, x. 28; 8 Esr. ix. 8 ; not so in 
the Greek writers. The explanation consensus (Erasmus : ‘‘ quod intelligant 
vos tanto consensu obedire monitis evangelicis,” comp. Castalio, Vatablus, 
and Calvin) accords, no doubt, with the classical usage, but is at once set 
aside by the fact that the passage must have run: éml rj duodoyig ric 
bmorayi¢. 

Ver. 14. Kat abrédv defoes ixép iz.] does not go with repiccefovea in ver. 
12, so that ver. 18 would be a parenthesis (Beza, Estius, Rosenmiiller, Flatt, 
Olshausen, de Wette), because in that case Paul would have written very 
enigmatically, and must at least have continued with d:d4 instead of with 

1Riickert and most others {nterpret: 
**on account of the sincerity of your fellow- 
ship with them and with all ;’’ but Billroth 
and Neander: “on account of the liberality 
of communication to them and to all,"— 
which, however, is quite wrong, for arAérne 

does not mean liberality, and of the com- 
munication (which, besides, is never the 

meaning of xcotrwna at least in the N.T.; 
see on Rom. xv. 26, xii. 13, Gal. vi. 6) it could 
not be said that it had taken place to all. 

® This, indeed, is quite impossible accord- 
ing to Hofmann's mistaken construing of 
éwi rp Urorayy «.7t.A. as dependent on the 
participial clause cai avrioy , . . éxtxodovvrer, 

3 Many elder commentators quite arbitra- 
rily took ris dépoAcyias for ry dpodAoyounedrp. 
So Beza: “de vestra testata subjectione in 
evang.” But Erasmus Schmid and Wolf: 
* obsubjectionem vestram, contestatam in 

evang."’ (so that cie 7d evayy. is:held. to 
belong to ris OpoAcy.). 
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the dative. Nor yet dees it go with dofdfovrec, in which case the dative is 
either made to depend on ézi (Luther, Castalio, Bengel), or is taken instru- 

mentally (Emmerling, Billroth, Osiander, Neander; Riickert does not 
decide), for in the former case there would result an idea strange and desti- 
tute of all analogy from the N. T. (Bengel wrongly appeals to 2 Tim. i. 8); 
in the latter, xai would be superfluous, and the prefixing of the cizvav would 
remain entirely unregarded. We must rather take xai atvrov . . . éxiroBotv- 
zwv together as genitire absolute (comp. the punctuation in Lachmann and 
Tischendorf, also Ewald and Hofmann), and xa? airoé means they too, by 
which is meant to be indicated the fact that, and the mode in which, on 

their side also the dx2érn¢ 7H¢ Kotvwviac, Which the Corinthians have shown, 

is returned. Thus: while they too with prayer for you long after you. The 
emergence of the genitive absolute without difference of the subject isa 
phenomenon also frequent in classical authors. See Poppo, ad Thueyd. I. 
p. 119 f.; Richter, de anacol. § 16 ; Matthiae, p. 13806 ; Bornemann, ad Act. 

Xlll, 6. — defo is not instrumental, but an accompanying accessory defini- 

tion of the mode: with prayer, amid prayer for you.’ Comp. Bernhardy, 

p. 100 f.— Regarding ér:rofev, see on v. 2. It is the longing of pious, 
grateful love for personal fellowship with the brethren far distant. It isa 
sheer fancy that it means maximo amore complecti (Beza and many others, 

even Billroth). — dia tiv irepBaAAoveay x.7.2.] reason of this pious longing : 

because the grace of God is abundant towards you. How far this was shown 
in the present instance, see ver. 13. Chrysostom well says: émrofote: yap 

ouTo ov dia Ta YpHuata, GAA’ Sore Gearai yevéobar tH¢ dedoutvyc tuiv ydpiroc. Even 

in this 0. r. irepBdAA. xéprv, Hofmann finds the contrast between the Jsrael- 

itic Christians and the Gentile Christians, who before had lived beyond the 
pale of the church of God, and without God in the world. If Paul had 
meant this relation, he would have expressed it (comp. Eph. ii. 12). — é¢’ tui» 
belongs to irep38aaa. Comp. Kiihner, ad Xen. Anab. iv. 2. 18. éri denotes 

the object, to which the activity has passed over. Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 
290 (E. T. 337]. (a°) 

Ver. 15. At the close we have an exclamation of gratitude springing out 
of deep piety (comp. Rom. ix. 5, xi. 83 ff.; 1 Cor. xv. 57; Gal.i.5 ; 1 Tim. 
i. 17), without any special purpose (such as to awaken humility, Beza ; comp. 
Chrysostom), but issuing out of the fuller craving of the heart, without 
being intended (as Hofmann holds) to impress the duty of willingly con- 

-tributing gifts which are so small in comparison. — The duped is consequence 
and evidence of the yépic, ver. 14. Comp. Rom. v. 15, 17. — évi ri avexdeny. 

avtov dwpea] on account of his indescribable gift. What is meant by this is in- 
dicated to the Christian consciousness by dvexdiyy. (comp. Rom. xi. 83 ; 

‘Eph. iii. 18 f.), namely, the whole wonderful and inexpressibly blissful work 
of redemption. tis for this, and not simply for the grace imparted to the 

1I1tis the Christian intercession of thank- keep the Achaean Christians til le time, 
fulness for the benefactors, for whom the  tohen Jesus shall bring together the scattered 
praying heart yearns. Hofmann goes be- children of God with thone of the Holy Land 

‘~yond the text when ‘he imports into this . and people. Matt. xxiv. 81 treats of the 
prayer the definite contents : that Godwould _Parousia, and is not at all relevant here... 
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Gentiles (Hofmann), that Paul gives thanks, because it is the gracious foun- 
dation of such fellowship in love, and of its blisaful working. Others’ under- 
stand it of the previously discussed happy result of the work of collection 

(Calvin, Estius, Bengel, Billroth, Rickert, Osiander ; comp. Ewald, who 
takes yépic x.7.A. as the quoted closing words of the prayer of gratitude on 
the part of the church at Jerusalem itself); but in that case avexd:fynro¢ ap- 
pears to be much too strong an epithet, whereas it is quite suitable to the 
highest of all God’s gifts, the duped xar’ é€ox7v. Comp. Rom. v. 15 ; Heb. 
vi. 4, — On avexdiyy#ry, comp. Arrian, Anab. p. 310 : raw avexdihyytov téAuav. 

(B*) 

Nores spy American Eprror. 

(p°) Pauls earnestness. Ver. 2. 

There does not seem any ground for the view of Stanley and Plumptre that 

the urgency of Paul's appeal here indicates a latent misgiving whether he had 

not unconsciously overstated the fact, and had mistaken ‘the will” that had 

shown itself for an actual readiness to send off the money whenever it was 

called for. What he told the Macedonians was simply that the Corinthians were 

prepared — a preparation consisting in alacrity of mind for the work, readiness 

of purpose, which had not yet been carried out. Paul's urgency is due sim- 
ply to the desire to have his boasting made good, as the next two verses show. 

(z°) ‘* Nol of covetousness.’’ Ver. 5. 

The Revised Vorsion renders this ad sensum, if not literally, ‘‘ not of extor- 
tion.’’ After giving due weight to Dr. Meyer’s words, it still seems that this 

thought is necessarily implied in the contrast with a liberal, cheerful giver. To 
give scantily and grudgingly because of covetousness is to give because the gift 
is felt to be extorted. 

(¥*) The promise to the tiberal. Ver. 9. 

An objection may be made to the truth of this promise on the ground that 
we do not always see liberality attended by riches. Hodge replies that this and 
similar passages in the Old Testament and the New are not to be taken liter- 

ally orapplied universally. They were intended to teach three truths: 1. The 
tendency of things. Righteousness tends to produce blessedness, as evil tends 

to produce misery. 2. The general course of divine providence. God does, as 
® general rule, prosper the diligent and bless the righteous. Even worldly wis- 

dom holds the maxim that honesty is the best policy. 3. Even in this life 
righteousness produces a hundred-fold more enjoyment than unrighteousness 

does. In sickness, in bereavement, in poverty, the good man is far happier 

than the wicked. It is therefore a general law that he that scattereth 
increaseth, and he that gives shall have wherewith to give. 

1To these belongs Grotlus also, who In ostom and Theophylact quote both ex- 
his acute way remarks: ‘‘ Paulus in grati- planations, but incline more to that which 
arum actionem se illis in Judaea fratribus we have adopted. 
adjungit, et quas! Amen illis accinit.’”’ Chrys- 
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(a°) ‘* The exceeding grace of God in you.’’ Ver. 14. 

The grace which had rendered them such cheerful and liberal givers. The 
whole section is notable for the light it throws upon Christian morals, There 
is no praise of voluntary poverty and no denunciation of property, but an ex- 

hortation to the right use of worldly means. It is remarkable, as Stanley says, 

how Paul's inculcation of beneficence differs from the mechanical view of it 

entertained by the Pharisees, the Koran, and some of the mediaeval saints. 
They have dwelt upon the amount bestowed as in itself drawing down the 
divine blessing. The Apostle, even in his undisguised eagerness to obtain the 

largest possible contribution, insists with no less eagerness on the spirit in 

which it is given. 

(H*) The unspeakable gift. Ver. 15. 
Most readers will agree with Dr. Meyer in referring this burst of exalting 

praise to the highest of all God's gifts. Shore thinks that such a reference 
makes too wide a deviation from the immediate context. Plumptre cannot 

make up his mind as to what the Apostle intended, and thinks that he did not sub- 
ject “his utterance of praise to a minute analysis.’’ But surely it is most con- 

sistent with the natural force of the words, the analogy of Scripture, and the 

impetuous fervour of the Apostle, to think that he has in mind the one, great, 

supreme, all-comprehending gift of God, in the mission of His own Son. And 

so far from there being any impropriety in the sudden change, one may well 

say with Principal Brown : “ This exquisite and resistless outburst of thanks- 
giving for that gift which not only transcends all our givings, but originates 
them all, is as sublime as it is suitable at the close of the whole subject of the 
collection for the poor saints of Jerusalem.’’ 
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CHAPTER X. 

Ver. 7. Instead of ag’ éaurod read ég’ éavrov ; see the exegetical remarks. — 
After jpeic Elz. has Xpeorov, An addition condemned by agreat preponder- 

ance of evidence. — Ver. 8. re] is wanting in BF G, min. Chrys. Theopbyl. 
Bracketed by Lachm., and deleted by Rick. But how easily might the omis- 
sion of the particle take place, as it might quite well be dispensed with, while 
there was no ground whatever for inserting it ! — xai before repioc. has against it 

the principal uncials and vss. An addition produced by the sense of climax. — 
fuiv]is, on preponderating evidence, to be deleted, with Lachm.and Tisch. A 

- supplementary insertion, instead of which so: is also found. — Vv. 12, 13. 

The words ov ovviovaw: queic dé, which follow after éuvrove éavroic in the Recepta, 

and are defended by Lachm. Riick. Tisch. Reiche, are wanting in D* FG 109, 
codd. of the Itala, Ambrosiast. Auct. gr. de singul. cleric. (in Cyprian) Vigil. 

taps. Idacius, Sedul. (while in 74** Vulg. Lucif. Pel. Fulg. only ov cvvwiorr is 
wanting). Condemned by Mill, Bengel, Semler, Morus, Griesb. Rosenm. Flatt, 

Fritzsche, Billr., Rinck, Zucubr. crit. p. 165 f.; Ewald. But the very fact that 
we have only Occidental evidence on the side of the omission makes the latter 

suspicious, and the difficulty of the words (which, with the reference of atroi 

to Paul so easily suggesting itself after dAAé, cannot at all be overcome), while 
in the event of their omission the passage runs on smoothly, makes their dele- 

tion appear an expedient critically violent and resorted to in the interest of 

explanation. Where ov ovviodery only is wanting (see above), jueic dé appears to 
be an imperfect restoration of the imperfect text. — The following xavynospuebu 

also is wanting in D* Clar. Germ., while F G, Boern. Auct. de singul. cler. read 

kavyouevot. But if the word had not been original, but added by way of gloss, 

the makers of the gloss after their mechanical fashion would not have used the 

future, but the present, in accordance with the previous rodAzauer, to which the 

comparison of ver. 15 also might induce them. Hence it is to be assumed that 
in the witnesses adduced above xavynodueia has dropped out. By what means we 
do not know ; perhaps it is simply due to the similar final letters in duerpA and 

kavynooueOA. The xcavyauevor, subsequently introduced instead of cavyyodueta, 
is to be considered as a critical restoration, made under the influence of ver. 

15. — Ver. 14. ov ydp d¢ uj] Lachm, reads o¢ ydp zy, on the authority of B and 

two min. only, so that he puts a note of interrogation after éuvrovc. Too weakly 
attested. 

Ch. x.-xili. contain the third chief section of the Epistle, the apostle’s 
polemic vindication of his apostolic dignity and efficiency, and then the conclu- 
sion. 

Ch. x. 1-18. After the introduction of vv. 1, 2, which plunges at once in 
mediam rem, Paul, in the first place, makes good against his opponents the 
power of his genuinely apostolic working (vv. 1-8), in order to repel the 
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malicious attack that he was strong only in letters (vv. 9-11). This leads 
him to sct forth in contradistinction the very different modes of self-judg- 
ment, which are followed by him and his arrogant opponents (vv. 12-16), 
after which there is further held up to the latter the Christian standard of 
self-boasting (vv. 17, 18). 

Remanx.—The difference of the subject-matter—with the importance of that 
which had now to be decided—and the emotion excited in the high and pure 

self-consciousness of the grievously injured Paul, so sufficiently explain the 

change of tone which at once sets in, and this tone, calculated for the entire 
discomfiture of his enemies, is just in the last part of the Epistle—after the 

church as such (as a whole) had been lovingly won over—so suited to its ob- 

ject, that there is no ground at all for the hypothesis of ch. x.-xili. 10 having 

formed a separate Epistle (see Introd. § 2). (1°) 

Ver. 1. Aé leads over to a new section, and its position lays the emphasis on 
avréc ; comp. on Rom. vii. 25 : ipse autem ego, I, however, for my own self, 
independently and without bias from the action of others among you. Sec 
what follows. With this airtg éyé, Paul, in the feeling of his elevation 

above such action, boldly casts into the scales of his readers the weight of 

his own personality over against his calumniators. The expression has 
something in it nobly proud and defiant ; but the Eugacic THO ATOOTOAKHC 

afiac’ lies not in airée, but in éyd TlavAoe simply. While many, as Beza and 

Olshausen, have left the reference of atréc quite unnoticed, and others have 

arbitrarily imported what the context does not suggest, such as Erasmus, 
Bengel, and also Hofmann ;* Emmerling and Rickert assume that Paul 
wrote from x. 1 onward with his own hand, so that the avréc was explained 
to the readers by the altered handwriting. Comp. Ewald, according to 
whom Paul meant only to add a short word of conclusion with his own 
hand and therewith to end the letter, but on beginning this concluding 
word, felt himself urged to enter on a detailed discussion of the matter 
itself in its personal relations. But, seeing that Paul has not added any- 
thing like rg éuy yveepi (1 Cor. xvi. 21 ; Col. iv. 18), or at least written ypd¢w 

iuiv instead of wapaxaAd tyuac, there is no sufficiently certain hint of this 
explanation in the words themselves, the more especially as the aird¢ tye is 
frequently used by him elsewhere (xii. 13 ; Rom. vii. 25, ix. 8, xv. 14). 

Rickert finds a confirmation of that hypothesis in the fact that this Epistle 

1 Theodoret, comp. Chrysostom, Theo- 
phylact, Oecumenius, and others, including 

Billroth. 

* Erasmus: “‘ille ipse vobis abunde spec- 
tatus P., qui vestrae salutis causa tantum 

malorum et passus sum et patior.’’ Bengel, 
however, hesitates between (three refer- 
ences: ‘‘ipse facit antitheton vel ad Titum 
et fratres duos, quos praemisit P., vel ad 
Corinthios, quiipsi debebant officium obser- 
vare ; vel etiam ad Paulum ipsum majore 

coram usurum severitate, ut avros, inse, de- 
notet wit70.’’ Hofmann, still referring to 

the collection, makes the apostle lay em- 
phasis on the fact that this exhortation 
comes from himself, in contradistinction, 

namely, from what those others (chap. 1x.) 

will do in his stead and by his order (comp. 
Bengel's ist). But the whole matter of the 
collection was completely ended at ix. 15. 
After the exclamation of thanksgiving fn 

ix. 15, & wapaxadeiwy of his own in this 
matter is no longer suitable; and, besides, 
the emphatic vindication of the apostolic 
authority in that case would be uncalled 
for. 
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docs not, like the First, contain some concluding lines in his own hand. 
But most of the apostle’s letters contain nothing of the sort ; and this Epistle 
in particular, on account of its whole character and on account also of its 
bearer, stood so little in need of any authentication, if there was to be such 
a thing, from his own hand, that his enemies would have made themselves 
ridiculous by doubting the authenticity of the composition. Apart from this, 
it remains very probable that Paul himself wrote the conclusion of the Epis- 
tle, possibly from xiii. 11 onward, without mentioning the fact expressly. 

— dia tHe mpadbrytog Kai Excecnetag tov Xpiorov, by means of the meekness and gen- 

tleness of Christ ; i.e. assigning a motive for compliance with my exhorta- 
tion by pointing to the fact, that Christ, whose example I have to imitate, 
is so gentle and meck (Matt. xi. 29, 80 ; Isa. xlii. 2, 8, lii. 4-7). Comp. 
Rom. xii. 1; 1 Cor. i. 10. The gentleness and meekness of Christ belong 

to the divine love manifested in Him (Rom. viii. 39 ; Tit. iii. 4 ff.), and are 

continually shown by Him in His heavenly government, in the working of 
His grace, in His intercession, ete. Estius designates rightly the ground of 
the motive assigned : ‘‘ quia cupicbat non provocari ad severitatem vindictae” 
(which would not be in harmony with Christ’s meekness and gentleness). 

On émeixeca, clementia (Acts xxiv. 4), which is often found in connection 
with zpeéry¢ (as Plut. Pericl. 89, Caes. 57; Philo, de Vita Mos. p. 112), 

comp. Wetstein. It is attributed even to God (2 Macc. x. 4; Bar. ii. 27) 
and to Wisdom (Wisd. xii. 18). Bengel gives the distinction of the two 
words : ‘‘ rpgérn¢ virtus magis absoluta ; éeixeca magis refertur ad alios.” 
It is the opposite of standing on one’s full rights, Plato, Def. p. 412 B: 
Otxaiwy x. cuugepdvrwy EAdTTWoWG. —d¢ Kata mrpdowrov péev x.t.2.] I who, to the 

Jace, am indeed humble, of a subdued, unassuming character among you, but 
in absence have courage towards you—a malicious opinion of his opponents, 
designed to counteract the influence of the apostle’s letters, which he here 
appropriates to himself pzuyrinde. Comp. ver. 10. Kara mpdéowzov, coram, 

_is not a Hebraism, but sce Wetstein on the passage ; Hermann, ad Soph. 
Trach. 102 ; Jacobs, ad Ach. Tat. p. 612. There is no need to supply any- 
thing after ravecvdc, neither eiui nor Gv. On rarecvéc, comp. Xen. Mem. iii., 

10. 5, where it is connected with aveAetMepoe ; Dem. 1812, 2. 

Remank .—Riickert is wrongly of opinion that the assertion of the opponents 
had been true, and just on that account had been go ill taken by Paul ; that 

he belonged to those in whom natural impetuosity is not united with per- 

sonal courage. Against this there is the testimony of his whole working from 
Damascus to Rome ; and outpourings like vi. 4 ff. al. do not lack internal truth. 
Comp. besides, passages like Acts xx. 22 ff., xxi. 13, xxiv. 25 ; 2 Cor. xi. 23 ff. 
al. That assertion of his opponents may be explained from the fact that, 
though there were not wanting disturbing phenomena even at his second arri- 

val in Corinth (ii. 1, xii. 21), it was only subsequently that the evils had be- 

come so magnified and multiplied as to necessitate his now wriling (in ounfirst 
Epistle) far more severely than he had spoken in Corinth. 

Ver. 2. After the previous relative clause, the rapaxadé is in substanco 
resumed by means of déova: dé, and that in such a way that dé has its adver- 
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sative reference in the contents of the relative clause (Hartung, Partikell. I. 

p. 174 ; Klotz, ad Derar. p. 877), and the déouza: now substituted for rapa- 
xan betrays the increasing earnestness softened by the mention of Christ's 
gentleness and meckness. Emmerling and Riickert refer déoza: not to the 
Corinthians, but to God: ‘‘but I pray God that I when present may not 
be obliged to act with the confidence and boldness,” etc. So also Ewald 
and Hofmann. But how strangely Paul would have written, if he had left 
his rapaxade ipac to stand quite abruptly at the very beginning of the new 
address | It is all the more arbitrary not to refer déoua: also to the readers, 
and not to be willing to supply a tua» with déova: from the previous zapaxa2d 
tuas. Chrysostom and most expositors rightly give it this reference. And 
how little does what is attached to déoua: dé (observe especially 9 Aoyicouas 
x.t.A.) sound like the contents of prayer /—+rd ys) rapov Oappioa x.r.4.] I 
cntreat the not being courageous in presence, i.e. that I may not when present 

(this zapév has the emphasis) 6¢ of brave courage with the confidence, etc. The 
meaning is : that you may not let it come to this, that I, etc. Comp. Chrysos- 
tom : 47 pe avayxéoyre x.t.A, On the infinitive with the article, see Buttmann, 

neut. Gr. p. 225 [E. T. 261]. The nominative rapov with the infinitive is 

quite according to Greck usage. Sec Kihner, II. p. 344; Matthiac, p. 
1248. The zeroi@poc is not specially fiducia in Deum (Grotius, against the 
context), but generally the official conjidentia, assurance. — 7 Aoyifouat T0?,u7- 

cat] with which I reckon (am minded) to be bold towards certain people, etc. 
On 2Aoyifoua:, comp. Herod. vii. 176 ; Xen. Anabd. ii. 2. 18 ; 1 Macc. iv. 35, 

vi. 19; LXX. 1 Sam. xviii. 25; Jer. xxvi. 8; and on roAygoa:, xi. 21; 

Hom. Jl. x. 232 ; Maetzner, ad Antiph. p. 178. Others, such as the Vulgate, 
Anselm, Luther, Beza, Piscator, Estius, Er. Schmid, Calovius, Bengel, 
Semler, Schulz, take Aoyifouat passicely (qua efferri ducor, Emmerling). In 
that casc we should have had an ardv with roAyjoa:, because in this lay the 
most essential point of the hostile criticism ; besides, the boldness of the 
expression, which lies in the correlation of Aoyifopac roig Aoy:Gouévorc, Would 

be obliterated. — éwe revag rovg Aoy:Cou.] against certain, who reckon ua, etc., 18 

to be connected with roAyfoa, since only by the erroneous course of taking 

the previous AoyiZova: as passive would the connection with 6appyoa be re- 
quired (Luther, Beza, Estius, Emmerling, also Billroth). — revd¢ denotes 
quosdam, quos nominare nolo. See onl Cor. xv. 12. These are then char- 
acterized in their definite quality by rove Aoy:Gou. See on Luke xviii. 9, and 
Doederl. ad Oed. Col. p. 296. —d¢ xara cdépxa mepimarotvrac] as people who 

walk according to the standard of the flesh. oc with the participle as the object 
of a verb of believing or saying. Sce Kiihner, II. p. 875. Comp. Rom. viii. 
86 ; 1 Cor. iv. 1; LXX. Gen. xxxi. 15, al. The reperareiv xara cépxa 18 not 
an expression of eeakness,’ since zepiratreiv denotes the moral conduct. 

Hence the meaning is : as those, whose way of thinking and of acting follows, 
not the influence of the Holy Spirit, but the lusts opposed to God, which hate 
their seat in the materio-psychical nature of man. Comp. on Rom. viii. 4. 

1 Beza: “non alio praesidio freti, qaam inem spectes.” Comp. Bengel, Moshelm, 
quod prae nobis ferimus, qui videlicethom- Flatt, Emmerling, also Billroth. 

ines sumus viles, si nihil allud quam hom- 
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This general interpretation is not at variance with *he context, since, in 
fact, 8 xara odpxa meperateivy would have shown such a demeanour in the 

apostle’s position as his opponents blamed him for,—bold at a distance, 
timid when near, full of the fear of men and of the’desire to please men. 
In that special accusation there was therefore expressed this general one of 
the xara ocdpxa mepirareiv'’; déBaddov yap airov Os troxpiTay, O¢ Tovypdy, a¢ 

daaléva, Chrysostom. Thus the expression is to be explained from the im- 
mediate context, and not of the reproach made to him by the representatives 
of a false spirituality, that he acted on too free principles (Ewald). 

Ver. 8 does not introduce the refutation of the previous accusation (so 
that, with Estius and Billroth, we should have to supply a quod falsum est), 

since yap may quite naturally finds its logical reference in what was expressed 
before. Nor does it assign the reason for r@ xero@. 9 Aoyifoua: toAugoat, 
since there is nothing whatever against the reference, which first and most 
naturally suggests itself, to the chief thought of the previous verse. Hence 
it assigna the reason of the deduac dé x«.7.A.: ‘IT entreat, let me not become 

bold, etc. ; for the position of matters with us is quite different from what 
the opponents believe : we do not march to the field xard cépxa,” etc. Do 
not therefore run the risk of this ! — év capxi yap reper. |] Paul wishes to ex- 

press the thought : for it by no means stands with us so as those think, and 
hence says : For, though we walkin the flesh, for although the existent form of 
the sinful bodily human nature is the organ, in which our conduct of life has its 
course (cdpxa pev yap mepixeiuefa, Chrysostom), still we do not take the field 

according to the flesh, the cdépf is not the standard, according to which our 
official working, which resembles a campaigning, is carried on. Observe 
that even in év capi the notion of the odpé is not indifferent, expressing the 
mere life of the body (comp. Gal. ii. 20 ; Phil. i. 22) : this is forbidden by 
what goes before and follows. If taken in this way, év.capxi reper. would 

contain somethihg very insignificant, because self-evident, and would form 
no adequate contrast to xara cdpxa—a contrast, which only results when tho 
notion of odpé is alike in both clauses. For the stress of this contrast lies in 

vy and xaré (in the flesh, not according to the flesh) ; instead of reperarotzev, 
however, there comes in orparevéue$a, because it was highly appropriate to 
the context (vv. 1, 2) to give thus a military character to the apostle's 

nepirarety in presence of his enemies (comp. vi. 7). On the idca, comp. 

1 Tim. i. 18. 
Ver. 4. Reason assigned for the assertion just made ov x. o. orparevdépefa, 

but not @ parenthesis (Griesbach, Lachmann), since ver. 5 is manifestly a 
further explanation of the preceding rpd¢ xnfaip. dxup., 80 that the participles 
in ver. 5 f. are to be referred to the logical subject of the verse before (zjzeic). 

Comp. ix. 11, 18. — That the ozparebecOa: is not xara odpxa, is shown from 

the fact that the weapons of warfare are not capxixé ; for, if the former were 

the case, so must the latter also. By the weapons (comp. vi. 7; Rom. vi. 
18, xiii. 12) are to be understood the means, which the apostolic activity 
makes use of in the strife with the hostile powers. — capx:xd] which belong 
to the life-sphere of the cdpf, so that the odpf, the sinfully inclined human 

nature, is their principium essendi, and they do not proceed from the Holy 
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Spirit,’ a8 ¢.g. copia capxixh, i. 12, the voi¢ ri¢ capxdc, Col. ii. 18, the whole 

épya tio capx., Gal. v. 19. Now, since fleshly weapons as such are weak 

(Matt. xxvi. 41; Rom. vi. 19), and not in keeping with the aims of the 

apostolic work, the weapons opposed to them arc not designated according 
to their nature (for it is self-evident that they are éxAa mvevyatixd), but at 
once according to their specific potency (comp. 2 Cor. ii. 4), as duvara r@ Oeg . 

By this the passage only gains in pith, since by virtue of the contrast so ex- 
pressed in capxxa the quality of weakness, and in duvara ro Oeo the pneu- 
matic nature, are understood ez adjuncto. Hence the inference frequently 
drawn from duvara 79 69, that capxixés here must mean weak, is too hasty. — 

duvaza TQ eg] mighty for God, z.e. passing with God as mighty, which de- 

notes the true reality of the being mighty, without, however, being a He- 

braistic periphrasis for the superlative (Vorstius, Glass, Emmerling, Vater, 

Flatt). See on aoreiog rg Oem, Acts vii. 20; Bernhardy, p. 83 f. Others, 
not following this current genuinely Greek usage (for the corresponding 

Hebrew usage, sec Gesenius, Thesaur. I. p. 98), have explained it as: 
through God,* or for God, i.e. so that they are to God a means of showing His 
power (Billroth ; comp. Chrysostom and Hofmann). But the former would 

be superfluous, since it is self-evident in the case of spiritual weapons, and. 
the latter would import somcthing into the words, especially as not God, 
but Christ (ver. 5), is conccived as the general ; comp. 2 Tim. ii. 3. For 

the mighty zavordia of the Christian, which, along with the special apostolic 
gifts, is also that of the apostles, see Eph. vi. 14 ff. — mpd¢ xabalpeow dxvpe- 
patwr] that, for which the weapons are mighty : to the pulling down of strong- 
holds (Xen. Hell. iii. 2.3; very frequent in the books of the Maccabees ; 
Comp. dyxupi¢ whpyoc, Témoc, Syvpd wéAuc, Ppovpd, and the like). The rigog 
‘E2Anvexéc and the icyi¢ tev copioudruv nai tov diadoytonev (Chrysostom) are 

included in the phrase. It does not, however, mean these alone, nor the 
‘old walls of the Jewish legal system” (Klépper), but generally everything, 
which may be included as belonging to the category of humanly strong and 
mighty means of resistance to the gospel. Examples of this jiguratire use 

may be seen in Wetstein and Kypke, and from Philo in Loesner, p. 317. 
The pulling down depicts the making quite powerless and reducing to 

nought—the xarapyziv, 1 Cor. i. 28, and xaraccyziverv, 1 Cor. 1. 27. 

Ver. 5. How the pic xadaip. dyvpwp. is executed by the gueic (the logical 

subject in ver. 4): inasmuch as we pull down thoughts (Rom. ii. 15), 4.e. bring 

to nothing hostile deliberations, resolutions, plans, calculations, and the 
like, raising themselves like fortresses against Christ. More precise defini- 

tions (Grotius and many others: ‘‘ ratiocinationes philosophorum,” comp. 
Ewald ; ‘‘ subtleties,” Hofmann : ‘‘ thoughts of their own,” behind which 
men screen themselves from the urgent knowledge of God) are not warrant- 
ed by the context, nor yet by the contrast of yvaor¢ r. 6., since this is meant 

objectively (in opposition to de Wette, who understands thoughts of self-con- 

1 Chrysostom reckons up such weapons: 2 Beza, Grotius, Cornelius & Laplde, 
miovros, Sofa, Suvacreia, evyAwrria, Secvdrns, Estius, Er. Schmid, Wolf, Bengel, and 
wepispouai, KoAaxetat, vmoxpices, Ta GAAa others; Erasmus has afiatu Del. 

Ta TOUVTOLS €OLKOTA, 
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ceited wisdom). Also against Olshausen’s opinion, that Paul is censuring 
specially the pretended wisdom ofthe Christ-party, it is to be observed that 

he is speaking, not simply of the working against Corinthian opponents, 
but against enemies in general. The figurative expression of destruction by 
war, xafa:powvrec, Was very naturally suggested by the image which had just 

gone before, and which is immediately afterwards taken up again by ipuya 
(Exéuewve Ty TpoTH, iva rAeiova rohoy Tv Eudaotv, Chrysostom); and the subse- 

quent ézapéu. emphatically corresponds to it. —xat may iyoua x.7.2.] and 
every exalted thing (rampart, castle, tower, and the like, comp. Aq. Ps. xviii. 
34, and sec in general, Schleusner, Thes. V. p. 427), which is lifted up against 

‘the (evangelical) knowledge of God (the knowledge of God xaz’ éfoyxfv), that 
this may not become diffused and prevailing. (3°) The real meaning of the 

figurative vpoua is equivalent to that of dxipwya, ver. 4; the relation to 

‘joytopote is, however, correctly defined by Bengel : ‘‘ cogitationes species, 
altitudo genus.” — The enemy, whois thus vanquished by the destruction of 

his high places, is way véyya, ze. not all reason (Luther ; comp. Vulgate : 
‘‘omnem intellectum”), as if advra voty were used, but (comp. on iii. 14, 

iv. 4) every creation of thought, every product of the human thinking faculty. 
The Aoy:czot before named belong to this, but Paul here goes on to the 

whole general category of that, which as product of the voc takes the field 

against Christianity. All this is by Paul and his companions brought 
into captivity, and thereby into subordination to Christ, after the bulwarks 
are destroyed, etc. Thus the holy war comes to the goal of complete 

victory. —ei¢ tiv tmaxogy tov X.] so that this wav véqua, which previously 
was hostile to Christ, now becomes obedient and subject to Christ. By 
this is expressed the conversion to Christ, which is attained through the 
apostolic working, consequently a leading captive a6 dovAeiag cig éAevfepiay, 

amd Gavdérov mpc Suny, & avodelag mpdg cwrnpiav, Chrysostom. The condition 

traxo} Tov Xptorov is conceived of as a local sphere, into which the enemy is. 

led captive. Comp. Luke xxi. 24; Tob. i. 10; 1 Kings viii. 46 ; 3 Esdr. 
vi. 16; Judithv. 18. Apart from this conception, Paul would have written 
Ty taxog Tov Xp:orov, or simply 7@ Xpiorg. Comp. Rom. vii. 23. Kypke, 

Zachariac, Flatt, Emmerling, Bretschneider, connect cic +. trax. r. X. with 

wav vénud, and take cic as contra. But in that case Paul would have written 
very unintelligibly, and by the change of the preposition (previously xard) 
would have simply led the reader astray ; besides, the aizyadurilovrec, with- 

out cig tr. trax. t. X., would remain open and incomplete ; finally, ver. 6 

shows that he conceived the émaxoz Xprorod as the goal of the working, conse- 
‘ quently as belonging to aizzaA. Comp. also Rom. i. 5, xvi. 26. 

Ver. 6. The reverse side of the aiypadurifovres «.7.A. just expressed. Al- 
though, namely, the aiyzad. wav vdnua eicg +. irax. rov Xporod is the result of 

‘ the apostolic warfare on the whole and in general, yet there remain excep- 
tvons—persons, who do not surrender themselves captive to Christ’s domin- 
ion ; there remains zapaxo# in contradistinction to the traxof of others. 

-Tlence it is a part also of the complete work of victory to punish every xapc- 

.xoh. And this, says Paul, we are in readiness to execute, so soon as, etc. 
Benge! well says : ‘‘ Zelus jam adest ; prometur, cum tempus crit.” Paul 
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docs not speak of the action of tar-captives at variance with the duty of 
obedienct, to which they are taken bound (Hofmann). For this the threat, 

which would amount, in fact, to the avenging of every sin, would be too 

strong, and the fo!lowing drav x.r.A. would not besuitable. The rapaxovovrec 
must still be enemies who, after the victory, do not submit to the victor. — 

év évoinw Exovres] in promptu habentes, also in Polyb. ii. 84.2, and Philo, 

Leg. ad Caj. p. 1011, 1020. See, in general, Wetstein. —érav zAnpwy tuav 
4 ixaxof] With this he turns to apply what was previously said of a general 
tenor (éxdin. maoav mapax.) specially to the circumstances of the Corinthians, 

so that the conduct of the Judaistic teachers, who had intruded intc Corinth 
and directed their doings against Paul, appears especially to be included in 
maoa rapaxo# ; and the Corinthian church, a part of which had been led 

astray by those persons, is represented as not yet completely obedient, but 

as in the course of developing this complete obedience. When this develop- 
ment shall be completed (which till then makes a claim on my patience, ‘‘ ne 
laedantur imbecilliores,” Bengel), that éxdixnorc of every disobedience shall— 
even as respects the situation of things at Corinth—ensue.’ Thus the 
apostle separates the interest of the church from that of the intruding 
seducers, and presents his rclation to the church as one of forbearance and 
confidence, while his relation to his opponents is one of vengeance delaying 
its execution only for the sake of the church, which has not yet cttained to 
full obedicnce—a wise manipulation of the Divide et impera !— How he 
means to execute the éxdixetvy (Rom. xii. 19), he does not say ; he might do 
so by ordaining excommunication, by giving them over to Satan (1 Cor. 
v. 5), or by other exercise of his miraculous apostolic power. —tydy] is 

placed first with emphasis, to distinguish the church from those whose zapa- 
xo# was to be punished. Hofmann, without ground, denies this emphasis, 

because tzév does not stand before zAnpw67. The emphasis certainly falls, 

in the first instance, on rAnp., and nezt not on } trax., but on tpor. 
Ver. 7. Paul feels that the éoucia, just described in vv. 3-6, is not con- 

ceded to him by his opponents and those misled by them in the church ; 
they judge that he is evidently no right servant of Christ, and that he must 
come to shame with his boasting (comp. ver. 8). He at once breaks into 
the midst of this course of thought on the part of his opponents with the 
disapproving question : Do you look on that which lies before the eyes ? do you 
judge according to the appearance ? by which he means this, that they pro- 
fess to have seen him weak and cowardly, when he was in Corinth person- 
ally (comp. ver. 1). This does not involve any admission of the charge in 
ver. 1, but, on the contrary, discloses the error, in accordance with which 
the charge was based on the apostle’s outward appearance, which did not 
make a display of his boldness. The anser to the question is : If any one 
is confident that he belongs to Christ, let him judge this again of himself, that 

} Lachmann, by a full stop, separates Sray = to what Iles before your eyes.” A precert 
wAnp. Ue. 4 vVrox. Wholly from what goes’ strangely conditioned! And why should 
before, and connects it with what follows, we give up the common punctuation, which 
80 that the meaning results: ‘‘When your yields a delicate touch quite characteristic 
obedience shall have become complete, see of Paul? 
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just as he belongs to Christ, 80 do we. The opposing teachers had certainly 
boasted : How utterly different people are we from this Paul, who is bold 
only at a distance, and makes a boast of belonging as an apostle to Christ |! 
We are right servants of Christ !—ré xaré rpéouwmov BAérere] is taken inter- 
rogatively by Theodoret ; * along with which, however, many import into xara 
xpéowrov elements at variance with the text (see vv. 1 and 10), such as 
intercourse with Jesus when on earth and other matters. It is taken as not 
interrogative (Lachmann and Tischendorf), but also with Siémere as indica- 
tive, and the sentence, consequently, as a judgment of censure, by Chrysos- 
tom, Gennadius, Oecumenius, Theophylact, Calvin, Schulz, Flatt. Calvin 
says: ‘‘ Magni facitis alios, qui magnis ampullis turgent ; me, quia ostenta- 
tione et jactantia careo, despicitis ;” while Flatt, following Storr, in spite 
of vv. 1 and 10, refers xaré rpéowrov to the kinship of James with Christ, on 
which the Christine party had relied. In any case, however, it is more live- 

ly and forcible, and therefore more suitable, to take it as interrogative. 
Others, again, take BAérere as an imperative :* observe withal what lies ao clearly 

before the eyes! In this view we should not have to explain it with Ewald : 
“regard personal matters ;” so that Paul begins to point to the personal ele- 
ment which is now to be taken into consideration ; but with Hofmann : 

the readers only needed to have their cyes open to what lay before them, in 
order to judge rightly. But against this it may be urged that xara mpdcurov 
could not but most naturally explain itself from ver. 1, and that the meaning 
itself would have something tame and more calmly argumentative, than 
would be suited to the lively emotion of the passage. Besides, it is Paul’s 
custom elsewhere to put #Aémere first, when he summons to an intuemini. 
See 1 Cor. i. 26, x. 18 ; Phil. ill. 2.—elrig wéroiev gavtg Xpiorod eivar] In 

this way is designated the confidence which his opponents (not a single 
peculiar false teacher, as Michaelis thinks) arrogantly cherished for them- 
selves, but denicd to Paul, that they were genuine Christ-pcople, genuine 
servants of Christ. The addition of dotAc¢ to Xpiorov in D* E* FG, It. 
Ambrosiaster, is a correct gloss (comp. xi. 23). For it is not the conjiteor of 
the Christine party (1 Cor. i. 12) that is meant here,* but the assertion—to the 

exaltation of themselves and the exclusion of Paul—of a true apostolic con- 
nection (through calling, gifts, etc.) with Christ * on the part of Judaistic 
pseudo-apostles (xi. 5, xiii. 22, 23). Observe that the teachers here meant 
were not a party of the church, like the adherents of Christ designated in 1 
Cor. i. 12. The very obrw xa? jueic, compared with ver. 8,—to say nothing 

1 Erasmus, Luther, Castalio, Cajetanus, also Hofmann. 
Beza, Grotius, Calovius, Wolf, Hammond, 
Bengel, Heumann, Rosenmiiller, Emmer- 

ling, Rébiger, Osiander, Klépper, and 
others. . 

* Vulgate, Ambrosiaster, Anselm, Corne- 
lius & Lapide, Billroth, Rackert, Olshausen, 
de Wette, Bisping, Hofmann. 

8 Mosheim, Stolz, Flatt, comp. also Ols- 

hausen, Dihne, de Wette, Schenkel, Bey- 
schlag, Hilgenfeld, Klépper, and others; 
see against this, Neander, I. p. 398 ff., and 

* Not with His disciples, and in particular 
with Peler, as Baur insinuates. See his 
Paulus. I. p. 806, ed. 2. It wasin his view tho 

original apostles as immediate disciples of 

the Lord (see also Holsten, 2. Evang. des 
Pau. u, Petr. p. 24 ff.), from whose position 

the anti-Pauline party in Corinth had bor- 
rowed their watchword Xpiwrod elves. And 

in these his opponents Paul was at the 

samo time combating the original apostles. ~ es 
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of the fact that there is no hint of any such special reference,—precludes 
our explaining it of the continued immediate connection with Christ through 
risions and the like, of which the heads of the Christine party had probably 
boasted (de Wette, Dihne, Goldhorn, and others, following Schenkel). — 

nxédv| not : on the contrary, or on the other hand, which it never means in the 
N. T. (see on Matt. iv. 7, and Fritzsche, ad Matt. p. 167), but, again, denuo. 

It refers to ég’ gavrov, which is correlative to the previous éav7@. He is con- 

fident to himself; let him then consider once more for himself. In this view 
there was no need of the shift to which Fritzsche has recourse, that zezor- 
Géva: and AoyifecOac ‘‘communem continent mente volvendi notionem.”” The 

verbs might be quite heterogeneous in point of the notion conveyed, since 
réduv is logically defined by the relation of égavr and éavrov. —The Recepta 
ag’ éavrov, instead of which, however, é¢’ éavrov is to be read? would mean 
proprio motu, Luke xii. 57, xxi. 80, 2 Cor. iii. 5, 7.6. without any need for 
one first to say it tohim. The text gives no warrant for ironical interpretation 
(from his own high estimate, Riickert). — obrw xai jyueic] is a litotes from the 
apostle’s point of view. Ov ydp BobAerat éx rpoorulav ododpds yiveoBat GA2d Kara 

puxpov atgerar xal xopusovraz, Chrysostom. 

Ver. 8. Proof of the otrw xal jueic from his apostolic authority, which was 
yet greatcr than he had already represented it. —ré ydp] elenim, as in Rom. 

i. 26, vii. 7. See on these passages, and Hermann, ad Soph. Trach. 1015 ; 
regarding the independent usage frequent in the later Attic, see Klotz, ad 
Devar. p. 750 f. — éav] is not used concessively (Riickert ; not even 1 Cor. 

iv. 15, xiii. 1 ff.), but puts a case as a conception of the speaker, in which 

the realization remains left to experience : for, in case that I shall hace boast- 
ed myself yet something more (than has been already done by me in vv. 3-6) 

of the authority, etc., I shall not be put to shame, it will be apparent that I have 
not been practising empty boasting of which I should have to be ashamed. 
meptoost. Tc 18 accusative of object, like ri, vii. 11. Sce on ix. 2. The ref- 
crence of the comparative to what was said in ver. 7 (Osiander, Hofmann, 
following older commentators) has against it the fact that Paul, in ver. 7, 
has not spoken of an éfowia ; and to take repli 7. éfovc. ju. as an element, 

added only by way of supplement, would be all the more arbitrary, since, 

in fact, what follows is attached to it significantly. It is taken too gener- 
ally by Grotius and others: plus guam alii possent,” or a3: ‘‘ somewhat 
more amply” (Ewald ; comp. Billroth and Olshausen). On r. é£ovaiag x.7.2., 

comp. xiii. 10. — He iduxev 6 Kiptog cig oixodou?y x.t.4.] significant more precise 

definition of the previous juév, with a double side-glance at the false apos- 
tles, whose power neither was from Christ nor redounded to edificaticn 
(perfection of the Christian life), but rather to the destruction of the church. 

(K") Paul conceives of the church as a temple of God, which the apostolic 

1 Tho reading ¢¢’ éavrot (Lachm. ed min.), 

supported by BL & 21, is not meaningless 

tion apud se in the Vulg. and It. also rests 

on this reading, which might easily enough 

(Ewald), but isto be taken: ith himself, in 

quietness for himself—a classic usage since 

Homer (//. vil. 195, xix. 255: see Faesi on 

these passages) of very frequent occur- 
rence ; see Kiihner, II. p. 206. The transla- 

be supplanted by the better known a¢@’ 

éavrov, and hence deserves to be preferred. 
There lies in this é¢’ éavrov (secum solo re- 

putet) a reproof putting more delicately 

to shame than In a@’ cavrod. 
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teachers are building (1 Cor. iii. 16; comp. on Rom. xiv. 19); and he is 
conscious that he will, in the event of his making a still greater boast of 
that, not be put to shame, but see himself justified by the result of his 
work. Observe the interchange of plural (éfouc. ju.) and singular. Ols- 
hausen, in an arbitrary and involved way, connects ci¢ oixod. with xavyfaw- 
zat, holding that there is an anticipation of the thought, so that, according 

to the meaning, it ought to have run : ov« aicxuvPjooua, éyéveto yap etic K.T.A. 
— ov aicyuv6.] when? in every case of the future generally. There is no in- 

dication in the text of a limitation to the last day (Ewald). Even on his 
arrival at Corinth he expected that he should experience no cause for 
shame. 

Ver. 9 is taken by Chrysostom’ as the protasis of ver. 11, so that ver. 10 
becomes a parenthesis. But by Erasmus, Luther, Castalio, Beza, Grotius, 
Bengel, and others, also Billroth and Schrader, it is attached to ver. 8, in 

which case, however, some (Beza, Bengel, comp. Billroth) supply before 
iva & ‘* quod ego idcirco dico,” others (Grotius, comp. Erasmus): ‘‘non addam 
plura ea dere.” The latter is pure invention ; and from the supplement of 

Beza there would not at all logically result what is said in ver. 9. No; 
let iva pu? d6§u x.7.A. be joined immediately, without assuming any interven- 

ing thought, to oix eiaywPfooua : I shall not be put to shame (now comes the 
definition, in a negative form, of the divine aim with reference to the charge 
in question) in order that I may not appear, etc., that the matter may not 
remain on the footing of the mere word, but it may be apparent in point of 
fact that I am something quite other than the man who wishes to frighten 
you by his letters. If in this way the passage proceeds simply and correctly 
without logical difficulty, the less simple connection of Chrysostom ef al. 
(see above) is superfluous, and is, moreover, not to be accepted, because the 

new part of the passage would begin, in a very palpably abrupt way, with 

iva Without any connecting particle,* and because what Paul says in ver. 11 
could not destroy the appearance indicated in ver. 9, to which belonged 
matter of fact. — d¢ av éxpoBeiv iuac] The Vulgate rightly has: ‘‘tanquam 
terrere vos,” and Beza : ‘‘ceu perterrefacere vos.” The o¢ dv modestly takes 
away from the harsh and strong éxgofetv the offensiveness, which in the 
feeling of the apostle it would have had, if taken by itself and in its full 

‘sense. It is not modal (‘‘in any way,” Hofmann), but comparative, corre- 
sponding quite to our modifying as [German wie]: that I may not appear 
to put you as in dread, In later Greek oc dv certainly has the meaning tan- 

quam, quasi, dv having lost its specific reference. See Hermann, de part. 

dv, 4.8, p. 184; Bornemann, in d. Sdchs. Stud. 1846, p. 61 ; Buttmann, 

neut. Gram. p. 189 [E. T. 219]. To resolve it into d¢ av éxgofotue tua (Ol8- 

hausen) is arbitrary, as if it were oratio directa. The classical o¢ dv with 
optative and subjunctive (Klotz, ad Devar. p. 767), as in 1 Thess. ii. 7, is 
not to be brought into comparison here. — did rév émor.] namely, which I 

1 Calvin, Schulz, Morus, Zacharias, Em- crept in after iva a 8¢, which we still find In 
Merling. Vater, Rickert, Olshausen, de Syr. Vulg. Chrys. Theophyl. Pel. Ambro- 
Wette, Ewald, Maier, Hofmann. siast. and several cursives. 

2 Hence also at a very early time there 
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write to you (article); he had already written two. The plural does not 
justify the hypothesis of a third letter already written (Bleek). — The com- 

pound ixgoSeiy (comp. éxpofoc, Mark ix. 6; Heb. xii. 21) is stronger than 

the simple form, Plato, Gorg. p. 488 C ; Hp. 3, p. 318 B; Thuc. iii. 42. 4; 
Polyb. xiv. 10. 3; Wisd. xvii. 9, 19; 1 Macc. xiv. 17. 

Ver. 10. For his letters, it ts said, are weighty and strong ; his bodily pres- 
ence, however, is powerless (when present in body, he acts without power 
and energy) and his speech despised, his oral teaching, exhortation, etc., find 

no respect, are held of little account. Comp. ver. 1. For the apostle’s 
" Own commentary on the second part of this assertion of his opponents, see 
1 Cor. ii. 3, 4. Quite at variance with the context, some have found here 

also bodily weakness (Witsius in Wolf ; recently, in particular, Holsten, eum 

fv. d. Paul. u. Petr. p. 85), and a weak utterance (Er. Schmid). Besides, 
the tradition is very uncertain and late, which pronounces Paul to have 
been puixpov xai ovvectaduévov 16 tov odpartog ptyeGog (Niceph. Call. ii. 37). 

Comp. on Acts xiv. 12.—The opposite of. iczupai, powerful, is aobevpe. — On 
Bapeia, comp. Wetstein. The gravitas is imposing and instils respect ; 
hence the opposite éfovdevnu. — gnat] it ts said, impersonal, as often with the 

Grecks. See Bernhardy, p. 419. The reading gaciv (Lachmann, following 
B, Vulg.) is a rash correction. Comp. Fritzsche, ad Thesmoph. p. 189 ; 
Buttmamn, neut. Gram. p. 119 [E. T. 186]. (x4) 

Ver. 11. After ver. 10 a full stop is to be put (see on ver. 9), so that now, 

without any connecting particle, but with the more striking force, there 
follows what is suggested for the consideration of the person judging in 
such wise, — rovrot nal mapdévtes r~ Epyp] sc. éopév. Such a double part we 

do not play. 
Ver. 12.' Reason assigned for this assurance (ojoi touev . . . TO épyw) : for 

we are not like our boastful opponents, but, etc. If we were such people as 

they are, word and work might doubtless not harmonize in our case. — ov 
3dp To2papev x.7.A.] for we do not renture to number ourselves among, or compare 
ourselves, with certain people among those who commend themselves ; but they,’ 

measuring themselces by themselres, and comparing themselves with themselves, are 

not rational ; we, on the other hand, will not make our boast beyond measure, but, 

etc., ver. 13. In ov roAyduev is implied an irony which shows the want of 
humility in those people. Bengel aptly says : ‘‘ sepem inter se et illos ponit.” 
—iyxpivat] annumerare, to place in one category ; inserere, as the Vulgate 

rightly has it (Hor. Od. i. 1. 85 ; construed with cic, yerd, éxi with genitive, 

and with the simple dative of the persons joined (Apoll. Rhod. i. 48. 227). 
See Wetstein and Kypke, IT. p. 264. — ovyxpivac] might mean the same (Morus, 

Rosenmiiller, Flatt, Reiche, and several, following the Peshitto), but is defined 

by cvyxpivovrec in the contrasting clause as having the meaning comparare 

1This passage is most thoroughly dis- 

cussed by Fritzsche, Dissert. II. p. 38 ff. 

(whom Billroth has entirely followed), 

and by Reiche, Commentar. crit. I. p. 83 

ff. Theodoret remarks: acadas awer rd 

xepnpa rovro y¢ypadev, and for this he ad- 
vances a8 a reason: édvapyws éAdyfa: rots 

aittous ov BovAdmevos. 

2 This emphasized (hey (avroi, they on their 
parf)is fully justified in contrast to the 

following jets ; hence it is not, with Osti- 

ander, to be taken in the sense of ao/i, in its 

limitation to themselves, 
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(Vulgate), which it very often has in later Greck, as also in Wisd. vii. 29, 
xv. 18, equivalent to wapafdAAew in Polyb. i. 2. 1, xii. 12. 1." See, in gen- 
cral, Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 278. Comp. Loesner, Obss. p. 273. Observe, 
moreover, the paronomasia of the two verbs, something like inferre aut con- 
Jerre, the German eurechnen oder gleichrechnen ; Ewald: eingleichen oder 

tergleichen [reckon to or reckon like]. — r:o:] a8 in ver. 2, not : even the least 

of them (Hofmann). — rév favr. cvvor.] This is the class of men, to which 
the rvéc belong. —aAAd] introduces the opposite in such a way that the pro- 

cedure of the two parties is placed antithetically in juctaposition: ‘‘We do not 
venture to reckon ourselves to or compare ourselves with them, but they 

proceed thus, we, on the other hand, thus.” We do not venture, etc., but 
between them and us there subsists the contrast, which does away with that 
éyxpivat }) ovyKpivac x.7.2., that they, etc., whereas we, etc. — avroi down to ov 

ovvovery applies to the hostile revéc, and on this point one half of the expositors 
are agreed. But ovmotorv, which is therefore not to be accented cvvioverw 
(comp. on Rom. iii. 11), is not a participle (Chrysostom), so that it would be 
definition of quality to éavroic, which would quite unnecessarily make an 
anacoluthon, but it is the third person plural (Matt. xiii. 18) for the Attic 
auviaccv, Which is read by Lachmann, following B x**—so that éy éavroi¢ 

éavrov¢ uerpovvres x. ovyxp. éavt. éavtoig is the point, in which the opponents 

show their irrationality (inasmuch as they measure themselves by themselves . . . 

they are trrational), and not the object of ob cvnovow (they do not know that 
they measure themselves by themselves), as Erasmus, Castalio, Beza, Estius, 
Grotius, Er. Schmid, Wolf, and several have held. To this last view, in- 
deed, there is no grammatical objection (Valckenaer, ad Herod. III. 1, and 
on the distinction from tho infinitive construction, Kihner, II. p. 857), but 

it would yicld an inappropriate meaning ; for the contrast jueic d2 «.7.A. shows 
that Paul did not mean to bring into prominence the blindness of his oppo- 
nents towards their foolish conduct, but the folly of this procedure itsclf, 
whereas he proceeds quite otherwise. When those people measure them- 
selves by themselves, judge themselves by their own personality, and com- 
pare themselves with this instead of with persons working more and better,* 
they are in this presumption of theirs (comp. Chrysostom 1) irrational, in- 
eptiunt, ov ovvovce:. This, however, is not to be defined more preciscly by 
arbitrary additions, such as: they do not know how ridiculous they make 
themselces (Chrysostom 2, Theophylact), or how arrogant they are (Occume- 

nius), or what they are talking about (Augustine). Comp. rather Rom. iii. 11 ; 

S47 B: avro 8 davrois ovvacs &° davrey. It 

is well paraphrased by Reiche, p. 880: 
““sibi ipsis e vana sua de se opinione virtu- 

1 The objects compared may be of similar 
or dissimilar nature. On this point the word 

does not determine anything. 

2 Such an one thinks: what a great man 

I am, for how much I know and can do! 
how I even excel myself, etc.! His own ego 

js thus ogject and canon of the measuring 

and judging. Calvin aptly illustrates this 
by the example of the ignorant and yet so 
conceited monks. The juxtaposition of 
avroi dy éavrois eavrovs palliates the conceit of 

the selfish nature. Comp. Plato, Profag. p. 

tum meritorumque modulum constituentes 
atque se sibi zolis comparantes, non potior 

ibus meliusque meritis, quod ai fecerint, . 
illico quam sint nihil ipsi cognoscerent.” 

Hofmann, again, deals in subtleties, refer- 

ting dy édavrois not only to the first, but also 
to the second participle, and (see against 
this, below) connecting the concluding 

davrois with the following verb. 
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Matt. xiii. 13, al. Hofmann prefers the reading of x* 93: ovvicacw (ccmp. 
on this Attic form, Acts xxvi. 4, and see Buttmann, Ausf. Sprachl. p. 548 
ff.), and attaches éavroic to it : they are not conscious of this, that they only 
measure themselves and compare themselves, i.e. that only within their own selves 
they form their judgment respecting themselves, how far they are capable of appre- 
hending, and to whom they are entitled to rank themselves equal. But the reading 
cvvicacry can Only be regarded as a copyist’s error, through which, instead of 
ovviaocv (Lachmann), there crept in the word ovricacy well known from the 
Attic writers (e.g. Soph. £7. 93 ; Ken. Cyrop. iii. 1. 9), and this in turn was at 
once amended by the corrector A. And in no case can éavroi¢ be separated from 
ovyxpivovrec, since ovyxpivery in itself is an incomplete notion, which necessarily 

requires 8 specification of that «ith which comparison is made. Hofmann’s 
view is at once uncritical and illogical, apart from the fact that it very much 

disturbs the purposely chosen symmetry of the two participial definitions ; 
hence it is also formally unsuitable. — The second half of the expositors 
(Chrysostom hesitates between the two views) refer atroi . . . ovniotow to 
Paul, and consider cuvnovor (to be written ovviovery) as a participle, so that the 

measuring self by self, etc. appears to be the right kind of judgment.’ 

Comp. Horace, Zp. i. 7. 98: ‘‘ Mctiri se quemque suo modulo ac pede verum 
est.” In this case either (a) ov ovvovew is considered as in contrast with 

éavroic : with ourselces, not with wise people, by which the conceited opponents 
would be ironically meant (Bos, Homberg, Schrader). Or (6) aaaa... 

éavrov¢ éavroic is taken as parenthesis, and ot ovmotio: as One conception in 
apposition to riot rév éavr. ovvior. (Schulz). Or (c) ob cvvioiow is taken as 
apposition to the preceding éavroic¢ : ‘‘ neque existimo ex me, homine, ut istis 
placet, insipido,” Emmerling, whom Olshausen follows. All these views take 

the participles for the finite tenses (or rather as anacoluthic) ; but against 

them all the following jucic dé is decisive, which makes it logically neces- 
sary to refer avroi to the opponents, for it cannot, as Emmerling and Ols- 

hausen think, form a logical contrast to the charge which is alleged to be im- 
plied in of cvnovery, since jyeic 5 would require to be put in antithesis to the 
accusers, and not to the accusation (which, besides, would only be expressed 

quite cursorily and indirectly by ot cvvoicrv). Further, there may be urged 

against (a), that it would require ov roi¢ ovotcw with the article ; against 
(b), that this interpretation is involved ; against (c), not so much the want 

of the article—for ob ovoiow need not be in apposition, but might also be 
an accompanying definition of éavroic—as the fact that there is no hint in the 
context of any ironical adducing of such a charge, and hence it is not to be 
compared with xi. 1, 16, 19, xii. 11. (LL") 

Remark 1.—Against our explanation,’® it has been objected (see especially 
Fritzsche and Billroth) that 42d avroit «.r.A. cannot apply to the opponents, 

1 According to Emmerling, erp. éaur. év 

édavr. applies to abstinence from promlses 

which transcend their powers, and the 
ovyxpiy, ¢avt, davrois to the * judicium ferre 
de se ad normam virlum suarum, factorum 
et meritorum."’ According to Olshausen, év 

€avroig davrovs pierpovrres is intended to 

mean: we measure ourselves by what the 

Lord has imposed on uae ! 
2 Which is found in substance also in 

Augustine, Chrysostom 1, Theodoret, Theo- 
phylact, Luther, Calvin, Hammond, Wet- 
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because manifestly different modes of dealing, and not different persons, would 
be opposed to each other, in which case Paul could not but have written : jyeic 
yap ob . . . Gada atrot «.t.A. But by this very contrast of persons first intro- 
duced by dAAé (dAAQ avrol . . . qpeicg dé) the opposite of the mode of action pre- 
viously negatived is exhibited in a truly concrete and vivid way, and by no 

means illogically, seeing that in fact by the previous éavrove rioi the contrast of 

persons introduced with aA24é was very naturally suggested. On the other 

hand, it would not have been logical, if Paul had written jyeis yap ov roAua- 
prev... dAdAd airol «.7.4., since then doubtless the persons, but not that whichis 

asserted of the persons, would stand in logical contrast with one another ; for 
what is asserted would need to be substantially in both clauses one and the same 

thing, which would be denied of the jueic, and affirmed of the airo/. It has 

been objected to our explanation of ov ovryiovarw that it is against the context ; 

but it is, in point of fact, to be observed, that on the one hand it gives a very 
delicate explanation concerning the ironical ov roAuopuev, and that on the other 
hand the following jyuei¢ d2 «.7.A. with logical accuracy opposes to the previous 
GAA avrol x.r.7. the thought : we, however, abide by the measure which (od has 

imparted to us, so that in xara 76 pérpoy Tov Kavévoc, ob Euép. Hu. 6 Oedc pétpov there 
lies the contrast to the irrational procedure of the opponents measuring them- 

selves by themselves. He who measures himself by himself, seeing that in fact 

he lacks an objective standard, falls with his boasting ei¢ rad duerpa, like 

those opponents ; but not he, who knows himself determined by a limit set by 

God. Finally, the objection, that by our interpretation od ovviwicw gets a 
thought imported into it which its literal tenor does not actually present 

(Hofmann), is quite groundless, since ov, by a quite common usage, turns the 

ovviovary into its opposite, consequently ov cuv. expresses the dovvevia, the 

irrationality and folly of those men in their procedure. 
REMAKE 2.—By leaving out ob cvmovow jueic dé, but retaining xavynodueba, 

ver. 13 (see the critical remarks), the meaning results: ‘‘ sed me ex meo modulo 

metiens mihique me conferens, non praeter modum, sed ad modum ila mihi praefiniti 

spalii, ut ad vos quogue pervenirem, gloriabor’’ (Fritzsche).! But if xavynodueta 

also is left out, as Fritzsche and Billroth approve, Paul in ver. 15 turns back to 

ovx er¢ Ta Guetpa in ver. 13, and then adds the still necessary verb anacoluthi- 
cally in the participle : ‘‘sed me ipse mihi conferens, non praeler modum . . 
ver. 15, non praeter modum inquam me efferens’’ (Fritzsche). The suitableness of 

the meaning and of the antithetic character in the several parts, as well as the 

unexceptionable warrant of the anacoluthon, have been aptly shown by 

Fritzsche, pp. 41, 43 f. But the rejected words cannot thereby be deprived of 
their critical title to exist. 

Ver. 18. Eig rd duerpa] so that we with our xavyaofa go beyond measure, go 

into limitless extravagance. This is what is done by the man who measures 

stein, Zachariae, and others, including 
Rickert, Kelche, Neander, Oslander, Kling, 
partly ulso in Hofmann. 

1Comp. Ewald : ‘‘dévé modestly and cau- 

tiously measuring ourselres by ourselres and 
our abilities, and comparing ourselves with 
ourselres and our labours already achieved 

and clear before tho world and before God, 

we will not (like those intruders) boast with- 
out measure, but at most will boast acrord- 

ing to the measure Of the standard which God 

imparted to us as measure, and which ac- 

cordingly among other things authorized 

and strengthened us, thal we attained ecen 

unto you and founded you." 
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himself by himself, because in that case no check external to himself is put 
on his imagination and self-exaltation. Such a man certainly has an 
object of the xavyaota, and is not simply aiming at the having one (Hofmann), 

which would yield an absurd idea ; but he has no bounds in the manner and 

degree of his xavyaofa: ; he is wanting in erpidrye. Regarding the use of 
ei¢ With an adjective of degrce and the article, see Viger. ed. Herm. p. 596 ; 
Matthiae, p. 1349. On the expression itself, comp. Homer, Ji. ii. 212, 

where Thersites is called ayerpoerijc. — xavyyosueba] The future asserts that 

this case will not occur, Comp. Rom. x. 14, al.; Dissen, ad Dem. de Cor. p. 

869. — aAAa xara 16 pézpov Tov xavdvoc, ov x.T.A.] 8c. Kavynodueba : but according to 

the measure of the boundary-line, which God (not our own choice) has assigned 
to ua as measure, to reach ecen unto you, i.e. but our boasting will restrict and 
measure itself according to the limit which God has drawn for us, and by 
which He has measured off the sphere of our activity, in order that we 
should reach even to you with our working. By this Paul is manifestly 
aiming at the vaingloriousness of the false apostles, who decked themselves 
with extraneous feathers, inasmuch as they intruded into the provinces of 
others, into spheres which had not been assigned to them by God as the 
measure of their activity : as, indeed, in particular they had come also to 

Corinth, which lay within the boundary-line of Paul's apostolic action, and 

were now boasting as if the church-life in Corinth were chiefly their work. 
For, although they could not give themselves out to be the founders of the 
church (Baur, Tid. Zeitschr. 1832, 4, p. 101), they could still put forward 

as their merit the rapid growth of the church and many points of detail, and 
thereby presume to put the apostle in the shade. Olshausen thinks that the 
false apostles had appropriated to themselves Corinth as their province, 
because they had already been at work there before Paul ; but that the latter 

had still felt himself at liberty to preach in Corinth, because no apostle had 

been there before him. This is an hypothesis quite as superfluous as it is 

unhistorical, since neither in the Book of Acts is there found any trace of 

Christianity at Corinth before Paul's arrival, nor in the Epistles, in which, 
on the contrary, he states expressly that he was the jirst to preach there (1 

Cor. iii. 6, 10), and that all other teachers had entered later into the work 

(1 Cor. iv. 15).— xara rd pétpov rot xavévocs] Here 16 pérpov is the measure de- 

Jined for the xavyao0a:, as is clear from the previous ov yileig ra Guetpa xavy., 
—and tov xavévog is the genitivus subjecti: the measure giten by the drawn 

measuring-line. And the subsequent perpov' is an apposition to rov xavéroc 

not at all unnatural (as Hofmann declares it), but attracted by the relative 

clause according to a very frequent Greek usage (see Bernhardy, p. 302 ; 

1 For which Grotius ought not to have 
conjectured nérpov. But the most mistaken 
view as regards uérpov is that lighted on by 

Hofmann, who attaches it to 4 dos: “ the 
God of measure,’ by which, in his view, It is 
affirmed that ‘‘ to everything God sets some 

sort of measure.” As if this singular way 

of designating God (altogether different 

from such appellations as: the God of 

glory, of peace, of love, of hope, and the 
like) were even possible without the article 
before pérpov! In Wisd. ix. 1, warépmy re- 

quired no article, according to the well- 

known anarthrous usage of ranjp in the 
singular and plural; and in Ecclus. xxxiil. 

1, rdvTey without the article is quite accord- 
ing to rule. 
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Pflugk, ad. Zur. Hee. 771; Stallbaum, ad. Plat. Phaed. p. 66 E; Rep. p. 
402 C ; Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 246 [E. T. 286]) ; consequently not again 

the measure of the boasting, but, as appears from the definition of the object 
aimed at éguxéoOa: ype x. iudv, the spatial measure, namely, how far one is to 
reach (see what follows), or, dropping the figure: the measure of extent of the 

destined working. Paul, namely, conceives of the local extension assigned 
to his official working as a space marked out by God with a measuring-line, 
in which he takes his stand and is able to reach to all points of it without 
unduly stretching or straining himself, ver. 14. Hence : égixloOar dypi xat 

tuov, which is not simply exegetical (Hofmann), nor does it express the 
consequence (Riickert, de Wette), but is, in accordance with the notion of 

éuép., to be taken as infinitive of definition of ob éuép. ju. 6 Ocd¢ wétpov. — xavdv 

does not mean sphere of rocation (Flatt and many others), but measuring-rod, 

measuring-line. Here the latter. Comp. Gal. vi. 16 ; Aq. Job xxxviii. 5 ; 
Ps. xviii. 4. See in general, Duncan, Zer. ed. Rost. p. 587 f. On pepilew 
rivi tt, to tmpart something to one, assign as one’s share, comp. Rom. xii. 8 ; 

1 Cor. vii. 17 ; Heb. vii. 28 ; Polyb. xi. 28. 9, xxxi. 18.3. The égcxveioba: is, 
in kecping with the figurative representation of the state of the matter (sce 
especially ver. 14), not to arrive at (Hofmann), which is only expressed 
by ép@dacapev, but to reach to, pertingere, as the Vulgate aptly renders it, 
The word is found nowhere else in the N. T., and is here selected for the 
sense indicated. Comp. Xen. Cyr. i. 1. 5, v. 5. 8; Plut. Mor. p. 190 E; 
Lucian, Jup. con’. 19, al.; also Ecclus. xliii. 27, 80. The Corinthians, be- 

cause not to be found beyond the bounds of his «aviv, were to the apostle 
Epextoi, reachable. 

Ver. 14. A parenthetical (see on ver. 15) confirmation of égcxéoOac dypt nat 

tuay : for not, as though we were such as do not reach to you, do we orerstretch 
ourselves, t.e., dropping the figure : for we do not usurp for ourselves any 

extension of our working at variance with its destined limit, as would be 
the case, if you lay beyond the measured-off province which is divinely 
assigned to us. Paul abides by his figure : for if he were not destined to 
extend his official working even to Corinth, and yet wished to do so, he 
would resemble a man who stretches himself beyond the boundary-line 
drawn for him, in order to reach toa point that lies beyond the limits which 
he is forbidden to overpass. — d¢ 9 éguxv. cig tua] égexv. is to be taken in no 
other sense than the previous ég:xéo8a:. The present, however, denotes: as 

though we were persons, in whose case the reaching to you does not occur, i.e. 

whose position within their measured local district implies that you are not 
capable of being reached by them, because, forsooth, you lie beyond the 
limits of this district. Luther, Beza, and many others, overlooking this 

continuation of the jigure, and taking ég¢:cvotyevor, in spite of the present 
(and in spite of the present trepexrelvouev), historically, have explained it : 

ut 81 non pervenissemus, from which error there has sprung the participle of 
the second aorist, supported by very weak evidence, and yet preferred by 
Billroth. Regarding v4, Winer, p. 442 [E. T. 595], very correctly remarks : 
‘*a mere conception ; in point of fact, the state of the case is otherwise , 
compare, on the other hand, 1 Cor. ix. 26." —dypr yap xai tyov x.r.A.] This 
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is now the historical position of the case, in confirmation of what was just 
Jiguratively expressed by ov yap . . . éavrobc. How fraught with shame must 

the sum of recollections, which this simple historical fact embraced, have 
been for the misled portion of the church! é¢@dcayev is simply : we have 

arrited at (Rom. ix. 81; Phil. iii. 16 ; Matt. xii. 28 ; 1 Thess. ii. 16), not: 
we have arrived before (sooner than the opponents, Osiander, comp. Ewald). 

This important point Paul must have denoted by some such expression as 
égOda. éxeivove (comp. 1 Thess. iv. 15). — év r¢ evayy. r. X.] The gospel of Christ 
is conceived as the official element in which the é@écayev took place : in 
the matter of the gospel, i.e. in functione evangelica (Bengel). Comp. Rom. 
i. 9; 2 Cor. viii. 18 ; Phil. iv. 8; 1 Thess. iii. 2. (a«°) 

Ver. 15. As ota ei¢ ra duetpa xavy. is evidently intended to resume the ovyi 
cig Ta Guetpa kavy. in ver. 13, and as ver. 14 is merely a confirmatory state- 

ment occasioned by égexéofar dype x. duer, it is most natural and logically 

most suitable, with Lachmann, Osiander, Ewald, to place the whole of ver. 

14 in a parenthesis (not the second half of the verse merely, as is done by 
Griesbach, Scholz, de Wette, Hofmann), so that xavydpzevor: depends on the 

xavynosuefa to be supplicd in the second clause of ver. 13, not on ov yap... 
brepexreiv. gavtrotc (de Wette, Hofmann). To attach it, with Riickert (comp. 

Tischendorf), to é¢@écayev is quite unsuitable, because the latter contains an 

historical remark,—only made, moreover, in passing, —and thus heterogeneous 
elements would be combined. — év aAAorpiors xérorg] object of the negatived 

cig Ta dyuetpa xavyacba. With his opponents it was the case that their un- 
measured boasting referred to labours which were done by others, but were 
boasted of by them as their work. — idmida 62 tyxovres] but having doubtless 
hope, when your faith increases, to become large among you according to our 
rule abundantly, t.e. but doubtless hoping, with the growth of your faith, 
to attain among you this, that starting from you we may be able still 

further abundantly to extend our working according to the measure of our 

destination. This meaning Paul expresses figuratively, and that with faitb- 
ful adherence to the figure used in vv. 18, 14. He, namely, who can work 

Jar off, is a man of great stature, who without overstretching himself reach- 
esafar ; hence peyaAvyOyva:.’ Further : because Paul still thinks of working 

1 zeyeA. is by most taken as celebrari, 
which departs from the figure and hence is 
at variance with the context (Luke i. 46; 

Acts v. 18, x. 46, xix. 17 ; Phil. i. 20). So Flatt, 
Biliroth, and Ewald: “fo be exceedingly 
praised, instead of being bitterly blamed,” 

to which «ara 7. xavéva nuwy is not suitable. 

The whole figure demands the explanation 
to become large (Matt. xxifl. 5; Luke 1. 58), 

and only thus does it stand in its right rela- 

tion to, and bearing on, avgavon. Tr. mor. vp. 

Theodoret seems to have understood peya, 

rightly, since he explains it: repa:répw wopev- 

Oyvac, Comp. Luther: “proceed further,” 

which explains the figurative expression no 

doubt, but does not translate it. Osiander 

understands under it an actual glorifying 

of the ofice—that its influence, greatness, 

and glory shall become advanced. Hof- 
mann: that the continuation of the preach- 
ing in the far West will make him still 
greater, whereby he will have still more 

ground for boasting—a view made impossi- 

ble by the fact that ev vuiy must be joined 
with peyad. «.r.A. With all such interpreta- 

tions the bold, concrete figure, which ts set 

forth in peyaAurd., is—in opposition to the 

connection—abandoned according to a sub- 

jective standard of taste, as if it were too 

strong and harsh. Erasmus in his Anno. 

(not in the Paraphr.) aptly says: ‘* Significat 

se sperare futurum ut in dies crescenie 

fide Corinthiorum creseat ipse ef major ma- 
jorque fiat.” 
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JSorth to distances indefinitely remote, he hopes to become large ei¢ repioceiay 
(comp. Prov. xxi. 5). Still he knows that this wide working, on which he 

cherishes the hope of being able to enter, will bein keeping with the line 
drawn for him by God—i.e. the spatial limit divinely appointed for hin— 
and thus will be no drepexreiveey éavr.; hence cared rov xavéva juor,' 

which Beza ought not to have taken for éy r@ xavév fu. (comp. ver. 18). 

Further : the possibility of this wider working will not set in, if the faith of 

the Corinthians does not grow, namely, intensively, by becoming always purer, 

Jirmer, and more living than now, because Paul will not sooner be able to 

leave Corinth and travel onward ; hence avfavon. ri¢ miotrews tpuav,? 80 
that thus—and what a wholesome impulse ought this to be to them—it is 
the Corinthians themselves, among whom he will see himself brought to the 
point of being able to extend his working further ; hence é tyiv® peyadvw6.: 
among you to become large in order to further abundant working. — cic repic- 

ceiav| for Paul knew that he was destined to preach the gospel among all 
nations (Rom. i. 14, 15, and see on Rom. xv. 23, 34; Acts xix. 21); hence 

beyond doubt he had already at that time the intention of proceeding by way 
of Rome to Spain. Thusin peyeavijva . . . cic reptoceiav the whole grand 
feeling of his apostolic destiny finds earnest and truc expression. MRiickert, 
on the contrary, sees a touch of irony, as if Paul would say : if the Corinthi- 

ans would become a church as perfect as he wishes and expects, there will 
thence accrue a gain also for him ; he, too, will then grow with them, and 

become capable not only of doing in the midst of them what is necessary, 
but also of doing yet something more, of growing, as it were, beyond the 
proper stature, etc. But both card rév xavéva yoy and cig meprocefav are at 
variance with the character of irony. If Paul had wished to express him- 
self ironically, he would have written possibly éy ipiv peyaduetivac ddiyov or 

the like, which would have expressed something different from what he 
properly meant. 

Ver. 16. Infinitive without a connecting «ai, and all the lcss therefore 
dependent in its turn on dArida 62 Eyovrec, but rather infinitive of the aim: 

? Rickert, at variance with the context, 
understands under xav»wy here the apostle's 

rule of not working where others had al- 
Teady wrought. See against this, ver. 13. 

2 Bengel rightly remarks on the present 

participle: *‘ Paulus Corinthios neque ante 

tempus omittere voluit, neque alios diutius 

differre.”” Olshausen erroneously thinks 

that Paul was waiting for the completion of 
faith among the Corinthians. The apostle 

rather means the proportionate increase of 
the faith of the readers, which hitherto 
had not attained such a degree of develop- 
ment as to makeit possible for him to with- 
draw his working from them and extend 

the sphere of his activity further. This 
delicate reference of avgavou. r. wior. vue, 

which appeals to the whole sense of honour 
in the readers, and according to which Paul 

makes his further working at a distance de- 
pend on thelr Christian progress, is missed 
by Hofmann, who explains avéavoy. «.7.A, 

merely in the sense of coincidence in time 
(while faith grows). This is bound up with 

his incorrect joining of év vuir with avéarou. 

See the following note. 

* This ¢v vucy is not, with Luther, Castalio, 

Beza, Mosheim, Billroth, de Wette, Hof- 
mann, to be joined to avgavou. (whereby 

either unwy or év vxiv at any rate, even with 
the meaning imported into it by Hofmann: 
“within your own sphere,”* would seem 
very superfluous); nor yet is it to be taken 

as per voe (Erasmus, Grotius, Flatt), which 
only impairs the vividness and complete- 
ness of the figure, and In substance Is al- 

ready contained in avéavou. 7. mor. Up. 
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we hope to become exceedingly large among you, in order to preach the gospel 
unto the lands lying beyond you,’ not within the boundury-line of another to 

boast of what is already done. This negative part is a side-glance at the 
opponents who in Corinth, which lay within the range of the line drawn 
for Paul, and so é» aAAorpiy xavévc, had boasted in regard to the circumstan- 

ces of the church there, which they had, in fact, found already shaped 
before they came, consequently ei¢ ra éroyza. Comp. Calvin : ‘‘ quum Paulus 

militasset, illi triumphum agebant.” Beza and Billroth, also de Wette and 
Hofmann (who thinks all three infinitives dependent on éAr. iy.), take the 

infinitive as epexegesis of ueyaAvf. by adding an id est; but this is pre- 
cluded by the correct connection of é& tiyiy with peyadAwf. For, if Paul 
hopes to become large among the Corinthians, this cannot mean the same 
thing as to preach away beyond Corinth (cic ra brepéxecva ip. evayy.). No; 
that peyadv§. denotes the becoming capable for further extended working, 
the being put into a position for it, and accordingly the aim of this is: eic 7a 
irepéxeva tuaev evayy. Ewald would make the infinitives ctayy. and xavy. 
dependent on xara rT. xavéva jy., 80 that they would explain in what more 

precisely this rule consists ; but this is forbidden by the fact that cic repiac. 

is not placed before xara tr. x. fu.—The adverb orepéxeva, ultra, is bad Greek. 

See Thomas Magister, p. 336 : éméxecva Phropes Aéyover . . . Urepbxerva dé pdvoe 

ol cippaxes (the rabble). Comp. Bos, Eilips., ed. Schaef. pp. 288, 290. — 

eic before trepéx. does stand for év (Flatt and others), but comp. 1 Pet. i. 

25 ; John viii. 26 ; 1 Thess. ii. 9. —oix év aAAorp. xavévi] ovx, not uf}, is here 

used quite according to rule (in opposition to Riickert), since the ob« év aA. 
nav. is correlative to the cic rd trepéxecva tyov as contrast (Hartung, Partikel!. 

II. p. 125 f.). And this correlation demands that é be understood not of 
the object of xavyéofa: (Hofmann), but locally, to which also the very notion 

of xavév (ver. 13) points : within the measuring-line drawn for another, 4.e. 

as to substance : in the field of activity divinely destined for another. — On 

ei¢ with xavy., in reference to, comp. Arist. Pol. v. 10. 
Ver. 17 f. The é aA. nav. cic ra érocua navy. was the way of the oppo- 

nents, whose self-glorying was sclfish ostentation. Therefore Paul now lays 
down the law of the right xavyaofa:, and establishes it in a way (ver. 18), 

the application of which to the perversity of the opponents’ boasting could 
not but be obvious. —dé] leading over from the previous xavyfoaofa to the 

law of the xavyaofa. ‘‘ But as regards self-glorying, the’ maxim applies : 
Let him that glories glory (not otherwise than) in the Lord,” let him have God 

as the object of his xavyao@a:, inasmuch as it is God, by whose grace and 
power he has and does everything. Paul himself gives a glorious example 

of the é» xvpiy xavyaofa in 1 Cor. xv. 10. Comp. 2 Cor. xii. 9, 10.— As 6 

kavy. év kup. kavy. is an O. T. maxim well known to the reader (Jer. ix. 23 

f.; comp. 1 Cor. i. 31), and the context contains nothing at all which would 

be at variance with the original reference of the év xvpiy to God, viewed as 

object of the xavyaoGa:, in which this is grounded (see on Rom. ii. 17), it is 

1“ Weridiem versus et occidentem; nam Athenis Corinthum venerat, Act. xviiL 1,” 

Bengel.. 
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not to be understood of Christ (Erasmus, Estius, Flatt, Rickert, and others), 

nor is év to be taken in the sense of communion (Calvin, Bengel, Osiander). 
Observe, moreover, what a moral difference there is between this Christian 

xavyaoba év Oe@ (comp. Rom. v. 11) and that of the Jewish particularism, 
Rom. ii. 17. —'Ver. 18. For not he who acts in the opposite way, not he who, 
instead of glorying év xvpiy, makes Aimse/f the object which he commends to 

others, is approved, is in the position of attested Christian character, but he, 
whom the Lord commends. The latter is—and that in contrast with the oppo- 
nents extolling themselves—the practical commendation, which God bestows 
on those concerned by His whole gracious aid, by the success and blessing 
attending their work, by their rescue from dangers, etc. In this de facto 

Geia y¢0¢ (Theodoret), which is made known before the eyes of the world, 

they have at the same time the right de facto sel/-commendation, vi. 8 ff., 
without being avremaivero: (abremasvétoug yap pucei 6 Ged, Clem. 1 Cor. 80). — 

Observe, further, the emphatic éxeivog as well as the unrestricted déx:pzoc, the 

notion of which is not to be referred merely to human recognition (Hof- 
munn), as in Rom. xiv. 18, where roi¢ afpiz7. stands beside it ; comp. rather 

1 Cor. xi. 19; Rom. xvi. 10 ; Jas. i. 12. (a°) 

Notes By American Eprror. 

(x°) The change of tone and style. Vv. 1-18, 

This change, which is obvious to every careful reader, has been explained by 

Stanley as due either to the reception of fresh tidings from Corinth of a relapse 
of fervour on the part of the church, or toa return on the part of the Apostle to 
his former feeling of apprehension (ii. 1). Hodge, on the other hand, rays that 

in the previous nine chapters Paul was addressing the faithful and obedient 
portion of the church, while here he has in view the false teachers and their ad- 

herents, who not only made light of his authority, but corrupted the gospel, 

and he therefore naturally assumes a tone of authority and severity. 

é 

(s*) ‘* Every high thing that exalteth itself." Ver. 5, 

The conflict here referred to is that between the wisdom of the world and the 

wisdom of God, which has continued from Paul’s day to our own. Scientists 
and philosophers exalt their own opinions against ‘‘the knowledge of God,” 
which they deem foolishness. Here Paul teaches that they are not to be met 

with carnal weapons by turning the gospelintoa philosophy. This would make 

it a human conflict on both sides, whereas we are to rely not upon power of ar- 

gument, but on the demonstration of Spirit, setting in opposition to human 
reasonings the testimony of God. This is the weapon that is mighty before 

God and at last subdues all opposition. 

(x*) ‘* Not for your destruction.” Ver. 8. 

The word here used is the same as that employed in ver. 4 of the pulling down 

of strongholds. The Revision of 1881 preserves the uniformity of terms by 
giving the parenthesis thus: ‘‘ Which the Lord gave for building you up, and 
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not for casting you down.” The Apostle’s authority was given to him not for 
his own exaltation or for putting down his personal enemies, but for the build- 
ing up of the church in holiness and peace. 

(L°) “ His bodily presence is weak." Ver. 10. 

The traditions which’ represent Paul as short in stature and unattractive in 

appearance (Renan calls him ‘‘ an ugly little Jew’) are, as Dr. Meyer says, of no 

value. The comparison of Barnabas to Jupiter and Paul to Mercury by the 

people of Lystra (Acts xiv. 12) implies that he was the less commanding of the 

two. But his whole history, his unceasing labonrs, his constant journeyings, his 

innumerable sufferings, prove that he was not physically a man of feeble con- 

stitution. 

(LL°) Self-measurement. Ver. 12. 

Calvin applies the whole passage to the monks of his day, who while igno- 

rant as donkeys, were held to be learned, and if any one had even a tincture of 

elegant letters he spread his plumage like a peacock. Yet if one removed the 

cowl and examined the facts, he found nothing but emptiness. Why? The 

old proverb, Ignorance is bold. But particularly because they measured them- 

selves by themselves. And since barbarism prevailed in their cloisters, it is no 

wonder that the one-eyed is king among the blind. 

(248) Paul's province. Ver. 14. 

By this term the Revised Version renders the word given in the A. V. as 
rule (ver. 13), There is no ground for the notion that the Apostles portioned 

out the world amongst them with a peculiar province for each, which could not 
be, since their authority arose not from election or appointment to a particular 

place, but from their plenary knowledge, infallibility, and supernatural power, 

rnd was therefore the same everywhere and in relation to all the churches. 

Yet it is plain from Galatians ii. 9, that in the great divisions of Jew and Gen- 

tile, the former belonged to the original Apostles James, Peter, and John, the 

latter to Paul and his companions, It was also the Apostle’s maxim never to 

make a permanent stay where the gospel had already been preached, so much 

so that his visit to Rome was regarded by him as taken merely on his way to 

Spain, which was still open to a new teacher (Rom. xv. 18-24). 

(mm®) The rule of true boasting. Vv. 17, 18. 

This is furnished by the Apostle in the words of Jeremiah, which he recites 

without naming their author. There are occasions when it is necessary for a 

Christian to assert his character and works and claims before men, but when 

these occur, the whole praise should be ascribed to God, who is the sole source 
of all success. This rule was binding both upon Paul and upon his oppo- 

nents ; the difference between them was that he observed the rule, but they 

did not. 
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CHAPTER XI. 

Ver. 1. aveiyeo%e] Elz. : #vetyeo%e, following min. Chrys. Theophyl. But the 
former is decisively attested by B D E G L M (8 has avaoyeofe) and many 

min., also Chrys. ms. Damasc. Theoph. ms. K and several min., as also 

Theodoret, have avéyec6e, which appears to be a corruption of the original 

dveiveote, easily arising from the avéyece that soon follows. — 77 agpocvry) 

So Mill, Beng. Matth. Griesb. Scholz, Reiche, following K L and many min. 

Copt. Chrys. Theodoret, Damasc. Oec. Theophylact, ms. But there is far more 

support for the reading of Lachm. Ritck. and Tisch. : r: agpootvnc, following 

BDE &, min. (Elz. has sirj¢ dgp., following F G, min. vss. Fathers). This r: 

ddpootvne is to be held as the original, not, however, as if Griesbach’s reading 
had arisen only from a copyist’s error of itacism (rj for rc, as Rinck holds, 

Lucubr. crit. p. 167, and Riick.), but on account of the relatively preponderant 
attestation, and because the following GAA xai avéyecOé pov most naturally sug- 

gested to the copyists to regard yov as the object of aveiyeoGe, to which then the 

genitive dgpocivnc was no longer suitable. Ty agpocvvy had to be made out 
of it (in regard to folly), and thereupon the superfluous 7: easily disappeared 

through the following r7. The reading pixpor rig agpoctunc nov (F G, It. Vulg.) 

is explained partly from imperfect critical restoration (of the genitive), partly 
as an indication of the right constraction. — Ver. 3. oirw] is wanting in B D* 
FG X, It. Copt. Goth. Arm. Clem. Epiph. Lucif. Gaud. ; deleted by Lachm. 

and Rick. An addition. — After dmAdrnrog B F G, ® min. Syr. p. (with 

asterisk), Aeth. Copt. Goth. Boern. Pol. Aug. Beda have xai ri¢ dyvérnrog (80 

Lachm.); D E, Clar. Germ. Epiph. (once) change the order of the two 
parts ; Epiph. (once) has dyveiacg instead of dyvérnroc. After ver. 2 (dyvijv) 

GyvétnTog was written alongside as a gloss on amAérnroc, and was already at an 

early date incorporated in the text, partly behind, partly before dm/ér. — Ver. 
4. dveiyeo0e] The form jvelyecfe (Elz.) is condemned here also by decisive 

evidence. Comp. ver. 1. Lachm. reads dveyeo$e, but only supported by B, 
where it has arisen from the apparent grammatical necessity of the present. 

Fritzsche also, on account of this necessity, declares for the present ; but see 

the exegetical remarks. — Ver. 6. gavepufévrec}] Lachm. Tisch. and Rick. [also 

Tregelles and Westcott and Hort] read gavepocavres, supported by BF G &* 17. 
gavepwOévtes was explained by the gloss gavepdcavrec éavrovc, as is actually the 

reading in M, 108** Arm., and thus the active participle came into the text, 
where it was the more easily retained, as it could be referred without difficulty 

to r)v yvoow, — Ver. 14. Gavpactéy] B D* F G X, 17, 39, 67** 74, Or. have 
Gaiyva. So Lachm. Tisch. and Riick. The former is a gloss. — Ver. 16. The 
order xayd mixp. Tt kavy. (Elz. has yexp. r, xayd xavz.) has decisive attestation. 
— Ver. 21. 70%ev7vayev)] Lachm. has the perfect, but follows only by B &, 80. — 
Ver. 27. ¢v before xéry is on decisive evidence, with Lachm. Tisch. and Ruck., 

to be deleted as an addition. — Ver. 28. éxiovoracic pov] BF G &*: éxicracic 
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wor; 80 Lachm. Ruck. 'Exicrucie is supported also by DE 8** 39, al., which 

have the reading ériotaoic pov. Comp. also inslantia mea in Vulg. Boern. 

Ambrosiast. Pel. The word ériovoracic has crept in from Acts xxiv. 12, be- 

cause éxicracie was not understood, and ov is a hasty correction. — Ver. 32. 

féAur] is wanting in important witnesses, deleted by Lachm. Ruck. and Tisch. 

An exegetical addition. 

ConTEentTs.— The apostle’s self-glorying against his opponents. (1) Intro- 
duction, vv. 1-4. (2) Theme of the self-praise, ver. 5f. (8) Vindication 

of the special boast that he had preached to his readers gratuitously (vv. 
7-9), a practice which he will continue to observe on account of his oppo- 
nents (vv. 10-15). Then, (4) after a repeated entreaty for patience towards 

the folly of his self-glorying, which entreaty he accompanies with bitter re- 
marks (vv. 16-20), he compares himself with his enemies (a) in general, ver. 

21 ; (6) specially as a Jew, ver. 22; (c) asa servant of Christ, ver. 23 ff., 

in which latter relation he vindicates his sufferings, toils, and dangers, as 

things of which he will glory (vv. 23-80). Lastly, (5) after a solemn assur- 

ance that he does not lie, he begins an account of his experiences of suffer- 
ing (vv. 31-88), which, however, is not continued. 

Ver. 1. Would that ye would bear from me a little bit of folly! The con- 
nection of thought is this : after the principle just expressed in x. 18, I am 

indeed acting foolishly when I boast of myself ; but would that you became 
not angry on that account ! Jrony ; the apostle’s repravrodoyla wus not, like 

that of his opponents, idle self-exaltation, but a vindication enjoined by the 
circumstances and accordant with his duty, in order to drive the refractory 

boasters at length quite out of the field. Flatt and Baur would insert an 
also (from me also as from mine enemies), but quite arbitrarily. — d¢¢70v] 
see on 1 Cor. iv. 8. —dveiyeoe] Hellenistic form with the simple augment 
(Piers. ad Moer. p. 176) instead of the common #eiy. in the older writers 

(Buttmann, Ausfihrl. Sprachl. TI. p. 189 f. ; Blomfield, ad Aesch. Choeph. 

735) : The imperfect is not : hace borne (Erasmus, Calvin, and others), but : 

ferretis, would bear. Comp. eife with imperfect : ‘‘ubi optamus eam rerum 
conditionem quam non esse sentimus,” Klotz, ad Devar. p. 516; Ellendt, 

Lez. Soph. I. p. 499; Buttmann, neut. Gr. p. 185 [E. T. 215]. — pov] does 

not belong to a¢pootvy¢ (Hofmann), so that its position standing apart and 
prefixed would be emphatic,—which, however, does not at all suit the en- 

clitic form,—but, a8 geniticus subjecti, to pxpév te agpoo., 80 that pexp. te has 
two genitives with it. Comp. LXX. Job vi. 26 : ovdé yap tyaw pOfypa phya- 

roc avé€ouat. See in general, Kiihner, § 542. 8 ; Lobeck, ad Aj. 309; Stall- 

baum, ad Plat. Rep. p. 829 B. With the reading pcxpdv rH dgpootry (see the 

critical remarks) it would have to be attached to aveiz. (would that ye en- 

dured me a little as to folly), not to 79 adpootvy, as Fritzsche, Diss. II. p. 53 

f., contrary to the simple order of the words, prefers, and yxpév would have 

to be taken either of time, or, with Reiche, of degree: paulisper, ‘‘ non 

nimio fastidio.” — 4424 Kai avéyecbé pov] corrective : yet this wish is not 

needed, ye really bear patiently with me. The imperative interpretation of 

avéyeobe (Vulgate, Pelagius, Castalio, Beza, Calvin, Grotius, Estius, Benge}, 
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Hofmann), according to which Paul would procced from wish to entreaty, 
would be quite tame on account of the preceding wish, and in the corrective 

form unsuitable. — nai] also, i.e. in reality, See Hartung, Partikell. I. p. 
182. — pov] avéyeoGe governs either the accusative, as in the case of pexpdy te be- 

fore (and this is the more common construction in Greek authors), or, as here, 

the genitive (so usually in the N. T.), which is also found in Greek authors 
when the object is a thing (Hom. Od. xxii. 428, and later authors, such as 

Herodian, viii. 5. 9, i. 17. 10), but very seldom with persons (Plat. Protag. 

p. 823 A), without a participle standing alongside, as Xen. Anabd. ii. 2.1; 

Plat. Pol. ii. p. 867 D, or without a simple participle, as Plat. Pol. viii. p. 
564 D, Apol. p. 31 B ; Herod. v. 89, vii. 159. 

Ver. 2. Ground of the aaa xat avéyeofé pov: My jealousy for you is, in 
fact, a divine jealousy ; how can you then refuse to me the avéyecfa:! Riick- 
ert refers yap to dgedov . . . adpootvyc, but in this way add kai avéyeoté pov is 
overleaped all the more violently, seeing that it is a correction of what goes 
before. Calvin (comp. Chrysostom and Bengel): ‘‘en cur desipiat, nam 
hominem zelotypia quasi transversum rapit.” Against this may be urged 
the emphatic @eov, in which lies the very point of the reason assigned. — 
CnA@ yap iuac x.t.A.] As Paul, in what follows, represents himself as a mar- 
riage-friend (comp. John iii. 29) who has betrothed the bride to the bride- 
groom, and is now anxious that she may not Ict herself be lcd astray by an- 

other, (746 isto be taken in the narrowest sense as equivalent to (yorura : 

Lf am jealous concerning you (comp. Num. v. 14; Ecclus. ix. 1), for the mar- 
riage-friend very naturally takes the bridegroom's part. The more indefinite 
interpretation : Iam zealous concerning you (Flatt and others), is therefore, 

according to the context, too general, and the explanation : eekhementer amo 
vos (Rosenmiiller, comp. Fritzsche), is at variance with the context. — feod 
CyAp] with a jealousy, which God has; which is no human passion, but an 
emotion belonging to God, which I therefore have in common with Him. 
Paul consequently conceives of God as likewise jealous concerning the Co- 
rinthian church (éizac), that she might not, as the bride of Christ, suffer her- 

self to be led astray. God appears in the O. T. as the spouse of His people, 
and therefore jealous regarding it (Isa. liv. 5, Ixii. 5 ; Jer. iii. 1 ff. ; Ezek. 
xvi. 8 ff., xxiii. ; Hos. ii. 18, 19). Now, as the representative of God in 

the theocracy of the N. T. is Christ, with whom, therefore, the church ap- 
pears connected, partly as spouse (sec on Rom. vii. 4), partly as betrothed 
(with reference to the completion of the marriage at the Parousia), as here 

(comp. Eph. v. 25 ff.) ; the falling away from Christ must therefore be the 
object of divine jealousy, and so Paul knows his {nAoc, the C#A0¢ of the mar. 

riage-friend, as the {Acc of God. Oeov has been taken as genitious auctoris 
(Wolf and others, comp. Flatt, de Wette), or as : zeal for God (Rom. x. 2, so 
Calvin, Grotius, Estius, Semler, Schulz), or as: zeal pleasing to God (Bill- 

roth, comp. Flatt), or as: zeal ertraordinarily great (Emmerling, so also 

Fritzsche ; comp. Bengel : ‘‘ zelo sancto et magno”) ; but all these inter- 
pretations lie beyond the necessary definite reference to what follows, in 
which a reason is given for the very predicate fleod. (N*) — fouocduny yap x.r.2. | 

Sor I have betrothed you. , . but I fear, etc., ver. 8, so that, with Lachmann, 
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only a comma is to be put after ver. 2. dpydcecv, aduptare, then specially in 
the sense of betroth ; sce Wetstein. The more Attic form is dpuérrev. See 

Gregor. p. 154, Schaef. ; Lobeck, ad Phryn. p. 241. That Paul has ex- 
pressed himself contrary to the Greek usage (according to which dpydceofai 
riva means: to betroth oneself to a woman, Herod. v. 82, 47, vi. 63), is 

only to be said, in so far as a classical writer would certainly have used the 
active (Herod. ix. 108; Pind. Pyth. ix. 207), although in late writers the 
middle also occurs in the active sense (see the passages from Philo in Loes- 
ner, p. 320, e.g. de Abr. p. 364 B: yduoc dv dpudverac ydovf), and here the 

following évi avdpi leaves no doubt of the reference : I have joined (i.e. ac- 
cording to the context, betrothed) you to one husband. Paul regards himself 
as a marriage-friend (mpouvhotup tuay éyevouny cai Tov yduov peoitnc, Theodoret), 

by whose intervention the betrothal of the Corinthians with Christ was 
brought to pass. Chrysostom aptly says on the figurative representation of 
the matter : uvyoreias yap tort xatpdg 6 Tapav xaipdc’ 6 62 tov racTdduv éErepoc, 

brav Aéywow’ avéorn 6 vuudiog. . . "0 uédora robtag (to the readers) Zgepev 

akiwua, tovTo Tino, éavrdv wev ev yOpa THE Tpouvynotpiac, éexetvoug d2 Ev Taker THE 

vouenc orfoac. Pelagius, Elsner, Mosheim, Emmerling wrongly hold that 

he conceives himself as father of the Corinthians ; their father (but this fig- 
ure is here quite out of place) he has, in fact, only come to de through their 
conversion to Christ (1 Cor. iv. 17 ; 2 Cor. xii. 14 ; comp. Tit. i. 4) ; he had 

not been 80 already before. Regarding the marriage-friend of the Jews, |201W, 
mapavbugeoc, who not only wooed the bride for the bridegroom, but who was 
the constant medium between the two, and at the wedding itself was regu- 
lator of the feast, see Schéttgen, Hor. ad Joh. iii. 29. With the Rabbins, 
Moses is represented as such a marriage-friend. See Rab. Sal. ad Hzrod. 
xxxiv. 1, al. —éi avdpi] to one husband, to belong to no one further. — rap- 
févov dyviv x.t.A.] Aim, with which he had betrothed the Corinthians to a 
single husband : in order to present a pure virgin to Christ (rapacr., comp. 

iv. 14), namely, at the Parousia, when Christ appears as bridegroom, to 

fetch home the bride, Matt. xxv. 1 ff. ; Eph. v. 27; Rev. xix. 7-9. The 
church in its entirety, asa moral person, is this virgin. On d)vj, comp. 

Dem. 1371. 23; Plut. Mor. p. 268 E, 488 C; Plat. Legg. viii. p. 840 D. 

The whole emphasis is on wap@évov dyvfv. When this is attended to, there 

disappears the semblance of etc avfp and 6 Xpcorés being different persons, — 
a semblance for which Rickert blames the apostle. Fritzsche regards roé 
Xptor@ a8 apposition to évi avdpi (in which Rickert agrees with him), and 
encloses rapacryca: between two commas; but this is an unnecessary and 

enfeebling breaking up of the passage. Beza and Bengel connect éi avdpi 
With rapaor., and take 76 Xpior likewise epexegetically. But the absolute 
hpnocduny duac would in fact mean : I have betrothed myself to you! Inorder 
that it may not mean this, it must necessarily be joined to &i avdpi. 

Ver. 8. The point of comparison is the leading astray by the devil, which 
took place in the case of Eve (through the serpent), and was to be feared in 
that of the Corinthians (through the false apostles, Satan's servants, ver. 
15). For Paul presupposes it as well known to his readers, that Satan had 
led astray Eve by means of the serpent. To him and to them the serpent 
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was by no means either a symbol or a mystical figure of the cosmical principle 
(Martensen). (0°) Comp. Wisd. ii. 28 f. ; 4 Macc. xviii. 8 ; 1 John iii. 8 ; 
Rev. xii. 9, 14 f., xx. 2; and see on John viii. 44, and Grimm on Wisd. l.c. 
For the monstrous inventions of the later Rabbins, see Eisenmenger, Hnt- 
decktes Judenth. I. p. 880 ff. — Paul’s mention (comp. 1 Tim. ii. 15) of Hee 

(not Adam) is alike in keeping with the narrative (Gen. iii.) and with the 
comparison, since the church is represented as feminine (comp. Ignat. Hph. 
interpol. 17). In Rom. v. 12 and 1 Cor. xv. 22, the connection demanded 
the mention of Adam. — 6 é¢¢] the well-known serpent. — év rg ravoupy. 

airov} instrumental. Comp. Eph. iv. 14 ; Aq. Gen. iii. 1: 6 dig Hv mavorp- 
yor, Ignat. Phil. 11 interpol. : 4 oxodide d¢ic x.7.2. — pap] become corrupted, 
not de corrupt (Ewald). Paul expresses himself wtth tender forbearance ; 
the corruption of the church by anti-Pauline doctrine (ver. 4) he sees as a 

danger. — and tie dradér. «.t.A.] & pregnant phrase: lest your thoughts 
(comp. iii. 14, iv. 4, x. 5) become corrupted and led away from the simplicity 
towards Christ (ei¢ X. is not equivalent to év X., as the Vulgate, Beza, 

Calvin, and others have it). See Fritzsche, Diss. I. p. 68 f. ; Buttmann, 
neut. Gr. p. 277 [E. T. 822]. The dradrng 4 ei¢ X. is the quality of simple, 

honest fidelity in the rapOévoc dyv#, who shares her heart with no other than 

with her betrothed. 

Ver. 4. An ironical (and therefore not conflicting with Gal. i. 18) reason 
assigned for that anxiety. For if, indeed, my opponents teach and work some- 
thing so entirely new among you, one would not be able to blame you for being 
pleased with it. — Regarding ei ply, 7f indeed, see Hartung, Partikell, II. p. 
414 f. ; Klotz, ad Devar. p. 522. — 6 épydpuevoc] does not refer to 6 d¢ic, ver. 
8 (Kniewel). It might doubtless mean the jirst comer, as Emmerling and 
Billroth hold (Bernhardy, p. 818), comp. Gal. v. 10 ; but, since Paul man- 
ifestly has in view the conduct of the whole fraternity of opposing teachers 
(see immediately, ver. 5), it is rather this totum genus that is denoted by 6 

épxeéuvoc, and that concretely, and in such a fashion that their emergence’ 
is vividly illustrated by reference to one definitely thought of, of whom, 
however, the point is left undetermined who he is: is gui venit. Comp. 
Fritzsche, Diss. I. p. 65 ; Ktthner, ad Xen. Anab. v. 8. 22. The word ex- 
hibits the persons meant in the light of outsiders, who come to Corinth and 
there pursue their courses in opposition to the apostle. They are intruders 
(comp. iii. 1), and by the present tenses their coming and practices are de- 
noted as still presently prevailing, just as this corrupting intercourse had 
been already going on for a considerable time. Ewald thinks here, too, of 
@ special individual among the counter-apostles. — dA2ov 'Inootv xypbecer] 
4.6. so preaches of Jesus, that the Jesus now preached appears not to be the 
same as was previously preached,’ consequently as if a second Jesus. 
Hence, to explain it more precisely, there is added : dv oix txnpb&auev : who 
was not the subject-matter of our preaching, of whom we have known noth- 
ing and preached zothing, therefore not the crucified Saviour (1 Cor. ii. 2) 

1If Paul had written dAdor Xpiordy, the but another fs the Christ. How unsnitable 
reading of F.G, Arm. Vulg., the meaning __ this is, is self-evident. 
of it would be: he preaches that not Jesus, 
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through whom men are justified without the law, etc. éAdoc negatives 
simply the identity, érepoc at the same time the similarity of nature : an 
other Jesus... a different spirit. Comp. Acts iv. 12; Gal. i. 6, 7; 1 Cor. 
xii. 9, xv. 40. — 9 mvevpa érepov x.t.A.] 7, or, in order to describe this reform 

atory working from another side, another kind of Spirit, etc. As the 
false apostles might have boasted that only through them had the right 
Jesus been preached to the Corinthians,’ they might also have added that 
only through their preaching had the readers received the true Holy Spirit, 
whom they had not before received, namely, when Paul had taught them 

(8 ovx éAdBere). Moreover, it is decidedly clear from 4 rvevya érepov «.1.A. 
that it cannot have been (this in opposition to Beyschlag) a more exact 
historical information and communication regarding Jesus, by means of 

which the persons concerned attempted to supplant Paul among the Corin- 
thians. It was by means of Judaistic false doctrines ; comp. ver. 13 ff. 
See also Klépper, p. 79 f. — 5 ovx édéGacGe] for the Pauline gospel was ac- 
cepted by the readers at their conversion: the gospel brought by the false 
apostles was of another kind (érepov), which was not before accepted by them. 

Riickert arbitrarily says that édé:acfe is equivalent to éAdere, and that the for- 

mer is used only to avoid the repetition of the latter. How fine and accurate, 

on the other hand, is Bengel's remark : ‘‘ Verba diversa, rei apta ; non con- 
currit voluntas hominis in accipiendo Spiritu, ut in recipiendo evangelio.” 

Comp. on the distinction between the two words, Theile, ad Jacob. p. 68. — 
Karoc aveiyeote] xarac, like praeclare in the ironical sense of with full right. 
See on Mark vii. 9 ; Fritzsche, ad Marc. p. 271 ff. ; Diss. II. p. 72 f. ; and 
regarding the ironical use of the adjective xaddc, Stallb. ad Rep. p. 595 C, 
607 E. According to Hofmann, xaAé¢ is an expression of an earnest ap- 
proval, which, however, is cancelled of itself by the impossibility of the 

case which is put. But in the protasis the case, in fact, is just simply puz, 
not put as impossible (comp. Gal. i. 8, 9) ; hence in the apodosis an avdfena 
on the seducers, or a severe censure of those who did not withstand them, 

would have had its place in the mind of the apostle rather than a cada 
aveiyeote earnestly meant. The imperfect aveiyeofe does not, indeed, in 

strict logic suit xypbooe: and AauBdvere in the protasis, and we should expect 
avéyeobe, a8 is actually the reading of B. But it is not on that account to 

be explained as if ei ixjpvocev x.t.A. stood in the protasis (if the comer was 

preaching. . . ye would, etc.), as Chrysostom, Luther, Castalio, Cornelius 
4 Lapide, and many others, including Baur, /.c. p. 102, explained it, which 
is wrong in grammar; nor is—along with an otherwise correct view of the 
protasis—xarae aveizeofe to be taken in the historical sense, as has been 

attempted by some, as interrogatively (have you with right tolerated 
it ?), such as Heumann, by others, such as Semler,’ in the form of an indig- 

nant exclamation (you have truly well tolerated it!), both of which mcan- 

ings are logically impossible on account of the difference of tenses in the 

1 Against the interpretation that it wasa  schlag, 1865, p. 230 f. 
spiritual, visionary Christ whom the Chris- 2 He Is followed recently by Hilgenfeld in 
tian party had given out for the true one his Zeitschr. 1805, p. 261. 

(Schenkel, de Wette, and others), see Bey- 
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protasis and apodosis. No; we have here the transition from one construc- 
tion to the other. When Paul wrote the protasis, he meant to put avézeode 
in the apodosis ; but when he came to the apodosis, the conception of the 
utter non-reality of what was posited in the protasis as the preaching of 
another Jesus, etc., induced him to modify the expression of the apodosis 
in such a way, that now there is implied in it a negatived reality,'as if in 
the protasis there had stood ci éxfpuocev x.t.A. For there 7s not another 

Jesus ; comp. Gal. ii. 6. Several instances of this variation in the mode 
of expression are found in classical writers. See Kiihner, II. p. 549; 
Klotz, ad Derar. p. 489. Comp. on Luke xvii. 6. The reason for the 
absence of dv in the apodosis is, that the contents of the apodosis is rep- 
resented as sure and certain. See Kriiger, § 65, 5; Stallb. ad Plat. 

Sympos. p. 190 C; Kiihner, ad Xen. Anab, vii. 6. 21; Bremi, ad Lys. 

Exc. IV. p. 488 ff. 
Ver. 5. You might ‘well tolerate it, Paul had just said; but every reader 

who knew the apostle could not but at once of himself feel that he did not 
mean it so, that the meaning at his heart was rather: then you would be 
very far wrong in tolerating such novelties ; that he thus in the way of 

tronical censure makes it palpable to his readers that their complaisance 
towards the false apostles was the ground of his anxiety expressed in ver. 3. 
Hence he now by ydp* at once gives a reason for the censure of that complai- 

sance 80 disparaging to, his own position as an apostle, which is conveyed in 
the ironical xaAd¢ aveiyeobe. This ydp does not refer therefore to ver. 1, but 
to what immediately precedes, in so far, namely, as it was not meant ap- 

provingly (Hofmann), but in exactly the opposite sense. Hofmann ground- 
lessly and dogmatically replies that the reason assigned for an ironical praise 
must necessarily be itself ironical.? — Aoyifouza:] censeo, I am of opinion. 
Rom. ii. 8, iii. 28, viii. 18, g2?. — pndév torepyrtva] in no respect have I re- 
mained behind. Comp. on Matt. xix. 20. Rfickert without reason adds : 
‘*d.6. in my action.” The undév, in no respect a stronger negation than the 

' Here, too, the delicate and acute glance 
of Bengel saw the correct view: * Ponit 

conditonem, ex parte rei impossibilem ; ideo 
dicit in imperfecto doleraretis ; sed pro cona- 

tu peeudapostolorum non modo possibilem, 
sed plane presentem ; ideo dicit in prae- 

senti praedicat. Conf. plane Gal. i. 6 f.” 
Comp. also 1 Cor. fil. 11. Rickert refines 
and imports a development of thought, 
which is arbitrarily assumed, and rests on 

the presupposition that there is no frony in 

the passage. With the same presupposition 
Hofmann assumes the intermingling of two 

thoughts, one referring to the present, the 
other to the past,—which would amount to 

a confusion of ideas without motive. This 
also in opposition to Kldépper, p. &, who 
thinks that Paul does not wish to charge 
the readers with the dvdxeoda for the im- 
mediate present, but had been distinotly 
aware that they Aad tolerated, etc. In 

that case we should have here a singular 
JSorbvearance and a singular form of its ez- 
pression, the former as undeserved as the 

latter ls unlogical. There was aslittle need 
for the alleged forbearance toward the 
readers as in ver. 19 f. 

* 84, adopted by Lachm. on the testimony 

of B only, and approved by Rickert, ap- 
pears after ei udv In ver. 4 as an alteration, 

because no reference was seen for the yap. 

With & there would result the quite simple 

course of thought: ‘Jf indeed . . . I mean, 
however, etc., not as Rickert would have it, 
that Paul passes from the justification of 
the intended seif-praise given in vv. 24 to 
the self-praise itself. 

® Without conceding this arbitrary asser- 
tion, observe, morever, that ver. 5 also has 

a sufficiently ironlo tinge. Comp. iv. 8 9. 
See also Klipper. 
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simple «4 (Ktihner, ad Xen. Mem. iv. 4. 10), excludes any restriction to some 
mere partial aspect of his official character. The perfect exhibits the state of 
the case asat present continuing to subsist (Bernhardy, p. 878): to stand be- 
hind. In xii. 11 the conception is different. — rév trepAiay arooréAuy] The 
genitive with a verb of comparison. Comp. Plat. Pol. 7, p. 589 E. See 
Matthiae, p. 836. Comp. Kypke, II. p. 265. trepdiav, overmuch, supra 
quam valde, is not preserved elsewhere in old Greek, but is found again, 
nevertheless, in Eustath. Od. i. p. 27, 85 : gore yép wore xad r@ Alay xara ry 

tpayydiay ypacta: xadic, xa? & onpavduevoy Afyouév teva trepAlav oddov. Simi- 

larly we have érepdyav (2 Macc. viii. 85, x. 34 ; Strabo, iii. p. 147), trépev 

(Kypke, Obdss. II. p. 267), irepdve, etc., as well as generally Paul’s frequent 

application of compounds with irép (Fritzsche, ad Rom. I. p. 851). But 
whom does he mean by rév trepiiav arocréduv ¢ According to Chrysostom, 
Theodoret, Grotius, Bengel, and most of the older commentators, also Em- 

merling, Flatt, Schrader, Baur, Hilgenfeld, Holsten, Holtzmann (Judenth. 

und Christenth. p. 764), the actual summos apostolos, namely, Peter, James, 
and John (comp. Gal. ii. 9). But Paul is not contending against these, but 
against the false apostles (ver. 18); hence the expression : ‘‘ the over-great 
apostles," which is manifestly selected not per’ éyxwuiwy (Chrysostom), but with 

acertain bitterness, would be very unsuitable here (comp. on the other hand, 
1 Cor. xv. 9, ix. 5) if the old apostles should be simply incidentally men- 
tioned, because they were possibly placed high above Paul by his oppo- 
nents.’ Rightly, therefore, Richard Simon,’ and others have followed Beza’s 
suggestion (comp. Erasmus in the Annot.), and understood the Judaistic 
anti-Pauline teachers to be the pseudo-apostles (vv. 18, 22), whose inflated ar- 

rogance in exalting themselves over Paul is caricatured. Nevertheless they 
are not to be considered as the heads of the Christ-party (comp. on x. 7). 

Remazx.—-The reference of our passage to Peter, James, and John was sup- 

ported among the earlier Protestants from polemical considerations, for the 

comparison in itself and the plural expression were urged against the primacy 

of Peter. See Calovius, Bibl. ill. p. 6505. In defence of this primacy, it was 
maintained by the older Catholic writers that the equality referred to preach- 

ing and gifts, not to power and jurisdiction. See Cornelius 4 Lapide. 

Ver. 6. A more precise explanation of this undév torepyxtvar riv trepa. 
Grootéjuy, starting from a concession, so that dé introduces something ap- 
parently opposed. Although, however, I am untrained in speech, yet I am not 
so in knowledge, but in everything we have become manifest among all in refer- 

ence to you. (P*) The view of Hofmann, that that concession bears on the 
preference of the opponents for Apollos, finds no confirmation in the dis- 
cussion that follows. Comp.-on the contrary, x. 10. — ¢avepubévrec does not 
apply to the yvéore (Bengel, Zachariae, and others), for how inappropriate 

The immediately following «i 8 «cal Schulz, Stolz, Rosenmiiller, Fritzsche, Bill- 
Borns Te Aéyy would also be quite unsult- roth, Rickert, Olshausen, de Wette, Ewald, 

able, since every other apostle, at least as Osiander, Neander, Hofmann, Weiss, Bey- 

much as Paul, was dudrns re Adye. achlag. 
2 Alethius, Heumann, Semler, Michaelis, 
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ver. 7 would then be | But Paul proceeds from the yoo, which he has 

attributed to himself in opposition to the reproach of want of training in 
discourse, to his having become manifest in every respect, 80 that rj yvdoe: and 
év ravri are related to one another as species and genus.’ It is arbitrary to 
supply a definite reference for ¢avepw6. Rosenmiiller : ‘‘tanquam verum 
apostolum et doctorem ;” Riickert : ‘‘as apostle and- honest man”); in 
every respect, says Paul, we have become manifest as to how we are consti- 
tuted ; and what kind of manifestation that was—its qualitative aspect— 
he leaves entirely to the judgment of his readers. Riickert (following Flatt) 
regards ei Jd? xal . . . yvdoet a8 a parenthesis, and places 4A’ év wavrl x.7.A. 
in connection with ver. 5, so that Paul, instead of keeping to the infinitive 
construction, would pass over into the participial ; but after what has been 
said above, this is a quite superfluous expedient, according to which, more- 
over, ei d2 nal. . . yvdoe would only stand as a strangely isolated, as it 
were a forlorn thought, out of all connection. Olshausen, too (comp. Beza), 

breaks up the passage by taking the second aAAd as corrective: ‘‘ Yet ye 
know in fact my whole conduct, why should I still describe it to you ?” 
And yet 442’ év wavri stands in so natural relation and connection with the 
previous ov r7 yvdce:, that it more readily occurs to us to take aAjd as : but 

on the contrary, than, with de Wette, to take it as co-ordinate with the first 

aAAé (introducing a second apodosis), as in 1 Cor. vi. 11. — idsdrye 16 Ady] 

Paul therefore did not reckon a scholastically-trained eloquence (and he is 
thinking here specially of the Hellenic type, of which in fact Corinth was a 
principal seat) as among the requisites for his office.? Comp. 1 Cor. i. 17, 
ii. 1 ff. But his opponents (comp. x. 10) disparaged him for the want of 
it. Regarding id:dryc, see on Acts iv. 18 ; 1 Cor. xiv. 16. — rg yvdoe] ‘* quae 

prima dos apostoli,” Bengel ; Matt. xii. 11 ; Eph. iii. 84; Gal. i. 12, 15. 
—év mavri] not : at every time (Emmerling, Flatt), nor whique (Erasmus), 

but, as it always means with Paul : in every point, in every respect, iv. 8, vi. 

4, vii. 16, viii. 7, ix. 8; see Bengel. Particularly frequent in this Epistle. 

— After gavepuhévres, éouév is to be supplied from what goes before. The 
aorist contains the conception : have not remained hidden, but have become 
manifest. The perfect is different in v. 11. The device of Hofmann, that 
after gavep.0, we should supply an égavepdOyyev to be connected with é racw 
eig dude, yields a thought weak in meaning (‘‘after that we... had been 

made manifest we have... been made manifest in presence of you”) and is 
utterly groundless. How altogether different it is at viii. 24! The transi- 

1 Billroth follows the reading ¢davepecay 

ves: “If I, however,am unskilled in an ar- 

tistic discourse of human wisdom, I am not 
so in the true, deep knowledge of Chris- 
tianity ; yea rather, I have made it (the 
knowledge) in every point known to you 

in all things.”” Ewald, foliowing the same 
reading: “ but people, who in everything 

(ln every position) Aave spoken clearly re- 
garding all kinds of matters (dy waour) 
towards you.” 

* How Paul, with the great eloquence to 

which all his Epistles and speeches in the 
Book of Acts bear testimony, could yet 

with trath call himself isusrys re Adyp, Au- 
gustine, ge doctr. Christ. iv. 7, has rightly dis- 
cerned: “Sicat apostolum praeccepta elo- 

quentlae secutum fuisse non dicimus: ita 
quod ejus sapientiam secuta sit eloquentia, 
non negamus.”* Comp. also how Xenophon 
(de venat. 14, 83) designates and describes 
himself as idiofes, in contradistinction to 
the aophiste. 
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tion to the plural form inclusive of others (by which Paul means himself and 
his fellow-teachers) cannot surprise any one, since often in his case the 
purely personal consciousness and that of fellowship in a common office pre- 
sent themselves side by side. Comp. i. 28 f., v. 11; 1 Thess. iii. 4 f.; 

Philem. 7 f., al. — év raow] being separated from év wavr: cannot (as in Phil. 
iv. 2) be taken as neuter (in all things, Billroth, Neander ; in all possible 
points, Hofmann : év maorv oi¢ movovpev x. Aéyouev, Theophylact), but only as 

masculine: among all we have been made manifest in reference to you, that 
is, among all (i.e. coram omnibus) there has been clearly displayed, and has 

remained unknown to none, there lation in which we stand to you ; every 

one has become aware what we are to you. Comp. Erasmus (‘‘ quales simus 
erga vog’’). ; 

Ver. 7. That Paul meant by his év ravri gavepu6. an advantageous manifes- 

tation, was obvious of itself ; comp. v. 11. Hence, in order now to make good 
a distinctive peculiar point of his gavépwor, he continues with a question of 
bitter pain, such as the sense of being maliciously misunderstood brought to 
his lips : Or have I committed sin—abasing myself in order that ye might be ex- 

alted—that I gratuitously preached to you the gospel of God? No doubt the 
opponents had turned this noble sacrifice on his part, by way of reproach, 
into un-apostolic meanness. — ézavréy rarecvov}] namely, by my renouncing, 

in order to teach gratuitously, my apostolic éfovcia, 1 Cor. ix., and content- 
ing myself with very scanty and mean support (comp. Acts xviii. 8, xx. 34). 
Chrysostom and others exaggerate it: év orevoywpig difyayov, for xai torepeic, 
ver, 8, is only atemporary increased degree of the rameivwor. —iva ipei¢ 
tpwlzre] viz. from the lowness of the dark and lost pre-Christian condition 
through conversion, instruction, and pastoral care to the height of the 

Christian salvation. It is much too vague to take it of prosperity in general 
(Schulz, Rosenmfiller, Flatt) ; and when Zachariae explains it : ‘‘in order 
to prefer you to other churches,” or when others think of the riches not les- 
sened by the gratuitous preaching (Mosheim, Heumann, Morus, Emmerling), 
they quite fail to see the apostle's delicate way of significantly varying the 

relations. Comp.’ viii. 9. Chrysostom already saw the right meaning : 
BGAAov dxodopovvro Kai obx éoxavdarifovro. — Sri] that, belongs to dyuapr. éroi7ea 

(to which évaur. rarecvov is an accompanying modal definition), inserted for 

the sake of disclosing the contrast of the case as it stood to the question. 
"Orc may also be taken as an exegesis of éuavr. rarecv. x.T.A., 80 that already 

with the latter the committing of sin would be described as regards its con- 
tents ; comp. Acts xxi. 18 ; Mark xi. 5 (so Luther, Beza, and many others, 

also Osiander). But our view interweaves more skilfully into one the ques- 
tion with its contradictory contents. — dwpeay] has the emphasis. — roi 6eod] 

Genitivus auctoris. Note the juxtaposition : dwpedyv rd rov Geod evayy. : 

gratuitously the gospel of God (‘‘ pretiosissimum,” Bengel). (Q*) 
Ver. 8. Further information as to the previous dupedv x.r.A. — éobAnoa] I 

have stripped, plundered, a hyperbolical, impassioned expression, as is at once 

shown by Aafav dydwov after it. The ungrateful ones are to be made aware, 

in a way to put them thoroughly to shame, of the forbearance shown to 
them. — The A/a: éxxAyoia: meant were beyond doubt Macedonian. Comp. 
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ver. 9. —-AaBdv «.7.A.] contemporaneous with éofAyoa, and indicating the 
manner in which it was done. —dydwnov] pay (see on Rom. vi. 28), #.¢. 

payment for my official labour. — mpég¢ riv tuav daxoviav] Aim of the d/Aa¢ 

ExxA. écbAjoa AaBor op., 80 that the emphatic ize» corresponds to the emphat- 
ic éAdac. Paul had therefore destined the pay taken from other churches to 

the purpose of rendering (gratuitously) his official service to the Corinthians, 

to whom he travelled from Macedonia (Acts xvii. 13 f., xviii. 1) in order to 

preach to them the gospel. —xai wapbv x.7.4.] and during my presence with 

you I have, even when want had set in with me, burdened noone. He thus brought 
with him to Corinth the money reccived from other churches, and subsisted 

on it (earning more, withal, by working with his hands) ; and when, during 
his residence thcre, this provision was gradually exhausted, so that even 

want set in (xai dorepyfeic), he nevertheless importuned no onc, but (ver. 9) 

continued to help himself on by Macedonian pecuniary aid (in addition to 

the earnings of his handicraft). Comp. on Phil. iv. 15. Riickert thinks 
that Paul only sought to relieve his want by the manual labour entered on 
with Aquila, when the money brought with him from Corinth had been ex- 
hausted and new contributions had not yet arrived. But, according to Acts 

Xviii. 8, his working at a handicraft—of which, moreover, he makes no mention 

in this passage—is to be conceived as continuing from the beginning of his 
residence at Corinth; howconceivable, nevertheless, is it that, occupied as he 

was so greatly with other matters, he could not earn his whole livelihood, but 
still stood in need of supplies / On mpdc¢ tuac, which is not to be taken “‘ after 

my coming to you” (Hofmann), comp. 1Cor. xvi. 6 ; Matt. xiii. 56. — xare- 
vapxyoa| Hesychius : éBdpuva, I hace lain asa burden on no one. It is to be 

derived from vdpxy, paralysis, debility, torpidity ; thence vapxdw, torpeo, Il. 
vill. 328 ; Plat. Men. p. 80 A BC; LXX. Gen. xxxii. 32 ; Job xxxiii. 19; 
hence xaravapxav tivog : to press down heavily and stiffly on any one (on the 
genitive, see Matthiae, p. 860). Except in Hippocrates, p. 816 C, 1194 H, 
in the passive (to be stiffened), the word does not occur elsewhere in Greek ; 
and by Jerome, Aglas. 10, it is declared to be a Cilician expression equiva- 

lent to non gravavi vos. Vulgate : ‘‘nulli onerosus fui.” Another explana- 
tion, quoted in addition to the above by Theophylact (comp. Oecumenius): 

““IT have not become indolent in my office” (so Beza, who takes xara... 
ovdevds, cum cujusguam incommodo), would be at variance with the context. 
See ver. 9. Comp. also xii. 18, 14. Besides, this sense would not be de- 
monstrable for xaravapk. but for amovapx. (Plutarch, Edue. p. 8 F). 

Ver. 9. rd ydp torépyua down to Maxedoviag is not, with Griesbach, Lach- 
mann, and others, to be made parenthetical,' since xa év mavri x«.7.A. is 

structurally and logically (as consequence) connected with it : for what was 
wanting to me the brethren (known to you) supplied, after they had come from 

Macedonia, and, etc. — zpocaverAjpwoav] addendo suppleverunt (comp. ix. 12). 
But we are not, with Grotius (who in ver. 8 and here thinks of the means 
for supporting the poor) and Bengel, to seek the reference of pé¢ in the 

1 So also Ewald, who takes ver. 8 and ver. 9 still as a continuation of the question in 
ver. 7. 
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addition to the earnings of his labour, for of this the whole context contains 
nothing ; but the brethren added the support brought by them to the apos- 
tle’s still very small provision, and so supplemented his terépyua. This aid 
is later than that mentioned in Phil. iv. 15 (see in loc.) : the names of the 

brethren (were they Silas and Timothy? Acts xviii. 5) are unknown to us. 

— nai év mavTi x.t.A.] and in every point (comp. ver. 6) I have kept and will keep 
myself non-burdensome to you ; I have occasioned you no burden in mine own 

person, and will occasion you none in the future (‘‘tantum abest, ut poeni- 
teat,” Bengel). — a3aph¢ only here in the N. T., but see Arist. de coel. 4 ; 
Chrysipp. in Plut. Mor. p. 1053 E ; Luc. D. M. x. 5. 

Ver. 10. Not in form an oath, but a very solemn assurance of the xai 
tnphow : there is truth of Christ in me, that, etc. That is to say : By the in- 
dwelling truth of Christ in me I assure you that, etc. The apostle is certain 
that as generally Christ lives in him (Gal. ii. 20) Christ’s mind is in him 

(see on 1 Cor. ii. 16), Christ's heart beats in him (Phil. i. 8), Christ speaks 
in him (xiii. 3), all, namely, through the Spirit of Christ, which dwells in 
him (Rom. viii. 9 ff.); so, in particular, also truth of Christ is in him, and 

therefore all untruthfulness, lying, hypocrisy, etc., must be as foreign to 

him asto Christ Himself, who bears sway in him. The dr: is the simple 
that, dependent on the idea of assurance, which lies at the bottom of the 

clause gore aA0. X. év éuoi, and has its specific expression in this clause. 

Comp. (6 éyo, drz, Rom. xiv. 11. See Fritzsche, ad Rom. II. p. 242 f. 
Riickert’s view is more far-fetched : that ér: «.7.2. is the subject, of which Paul 
asserts that it is cAjfeca Xpiorov in him, i.e. what he says is a proposition, 
which just as certainly contains truth, as if Christ Himself said it. Olshausen 

attenuates the sense at variance with its literal tenor into : ‘‘ as true as I am 
a Christian.” The thought is really the same in substance as that in Rom. 
ix. 1: aAgfecav Aéyw év Xpiotg, ov Weidouar, but the form of the conception is 
different. — 7 xabynorc airy ov pay. eig éué) this self-boasting will not be stopped 
in reference to me. The gloriatio spoken of, namely as to preaching gratui- 
tously, is personified ; its mouth is not, as to what concerns the apostle, to 

be stopped, so that it must keep silence. Hofmann, not appreciating this 
personification, takes offence at the fact that the xabyyorc is supposed to have 
a mouth, while Rickert resorts to an odd artificial interpretation of ¢pay. ei¢ 

éué (will not be cooped up in me). Just because the xavyacfa is an action of 
the mouth, the personijied xabynotg has a mouth which can be stopped. Comp. 
Theodoret. — gpayfoera:] Comp. Rom. iii. 19 ; Heb. xi. 88; LXX. Ps. cvil, 
42; Job v. 16; 2 Macc. xiv. 86; Wetstein, ad Rom. l.c.; Jacobs, ad 

Anthol. XII. p. 297. It cannot surprise us that rd oréua is not expressly sub- 
joined, since this is obvious of itself, seeing that the xabyzore is conceived as 

speaking. There is nothing in the context to justify the derivation of the 
expression from the damming up of running water, as Chrysostom and 
Theophylact, also Luther (see his gloss), and again Hofmann take it. 
There is just as little ground for de Wette’s suggestion, that ¢payjoera: is 
meant of hedging in a way (Hos. ii. 6). — ei¢ éué] For, if Paul should so con- 
duct himself that he could no longer boast of preaching gratuitously, the 
mouth of this xabyyore would, in reference to him, be stopped. In thisei¢ éué, 
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as concerng me, there is implied a tacit comparison with others, who con- 

ducted themselves differently, and in regard to whom, therefore, the mouth 

of xabynote airy would be stopped. — év roic¢ xAiuact ti¢ 'Ax.] is more weighty, 
and at the same time more tenderly forbearing, than the direct év iyiv, 
which would be zAnxrixérepov (Chrysostom). 

Ver. 11. Negative specification of the reason for his continuing to preach 
gratuitously in Achaia. — How easily, since he had accepted something 
from the poorer Macedonians, might his conduct appear or be represented 
to the Corinthians as the result of a cold, disdainful, distrustful disposition 
towards them! Love willingly accepts from the beloved one what is due 
to it. — 6 Oed¢ oldev] namely, that the reason is not want of love to you. — 
Observe the lively znterrogative form (Dissen, ad Dem. de cor. pp. 186, 847). 

Ver. 12.' Positive specification of the reason, after brief repetition of the 
matter which calls for it (6 d2 mod, xal rocfow). — Since Paul, in accordance 

with ver. 10, wishes to specify the aim inducing the future continuance of 
his conduct, xa? rojow must be apodosis (comp. Erasmus, Annot., Beza, 

Bengel, Lachmann, Tischendorf), and must not be attached to the protasis, 

so as to make it necessary to supply before iva a did rovro rom (Erasmus, 

Paraphr., Luther, Castalio, Emmerling), or rovro roid x. rothow (Rickert, 

but undecidedly), or simply yivera: (Osiander, Ewald). —iva éxxdyw x.r.A.] 
in order that I may cut off the opportunity of those, who wish (exoptant, Beza) 
opportunity, namely, to degrade and to slander me. Ti» dagopyfy, having 
the article, denotes the definite occasion, arising from the subject in ques- 
tion, for bringing the apostle into evil repute. Had he caused himself to 
be remunerated by the Corinthians, his enemies, who in general were looking 
out for opportunity (a¢gopu. without the article), would have taken thence 

the opportunity of slandering him as selfish and greedy ; this was their 
agopufy, Which he wished to cut off (ava:peitv, Chrysostom) by his gratuitous 
working. Others understand by rv agopufy the occasion of evalting and 
magnifying themselves aboce him (Calvin, Grotius, Flatt). But according 
to this, we should have to assume that the false apostles had taken no pay, 

on which point, after the precedent of Chrysostom, Theophylact, Calvin, 
Grotius, Billroth, and others, Rickert especially insists. This assumption, 
however, which Neander also supports (comp. against it, Beza), has against 
it 2 priori the fact that Paul lays so earnest stress on his gratuitous preach- 
ing—which would not be appropriate to his apologetico-polemic train of ar- 
gument, if on this point he had stood on the same footing with his oppo- 
nents. Further, xi. 20 and 1 Cor. ix. 12 are expressly opposed to it ; and 
the objection of Riickert, that the apostle’s testimony to the basencss of his 
opponents loses much of its force owing to his passionate temperament, is 

an exaggerated opinion, to which we can concede only this much, that his 
testimony regarding his opponents is strongly expressed (comp. ver. 20), 
but not that it contains anything untrue. If they had worked against him 
from honest prejudice, it would have been at once indiscreet and un-Chris- 

tian in him to work against them. Riickert’s further objection, that the 

1 See regarding ver. 12, Diisterdieck In the Stud. u. Krit. 1865, p. 517 ff. 
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adversaries, if they had taken payment where Paul took none, would have 
coupled folly with selfishness, is unfounded, seeing that in fact, even with 

that recommendation in which Paul had the advantage of them by his un- 
paid teaching, very many other ways were left to them of exalting them- 

selves and of lowering his repute, and hence they might be all the more 
prudent and cunning. Comp. on ver. 6. — iva év © xavydvrat x.7.A4.] may be 
parallel to the previous clause of purpose (Diisterdieck). Yet it is more in 

keeping with the logical relation—that here something positive, and pre- 
viously only something negative, is asserted as intended—and thereby with 
the climactic course of the passage, to assume that iva év @ xavy. x.7.A. is the 

aim of éxxédWw riv agopuny tr. 0. ag., and thus the final aim of the 6 d2 zaa, 

xai roiow in regard to the opponents: tn order that they, in the point of 
which they boast, may be found even as we. This is what I purpose to bring 

about among them. If, namely, the enemies did not find in Paul the op- 
portunity of disparaging him as selfish, now there was to be given to them 
withal the necessity (according to his purpose) of showing themselves to be 
just such as Paul’ in that, in which they boasted, 7.e. according to the context, 
in the point of unselfishness. Hitherto, forsooth, the credit of unselfishness, 
which they assigned to themselves, was idle ostentation, see ver. 20. De 

Wette makes objection, on the other hand, that they could not have boasted 

of unselfishness, if they had shown themselves sclfish. But this was the 

very point of his enemies’ untruthfulness (ver. 138, comp. v. 12), that they 
vaingloriously displayed the semblance of unselfishness, while in fact they 

knew how to enrich themselves by the Christians. Theodoret aptly says : 
Edecke 62 avToig Adyp xouralovrac, AaApa dd? xpypmatecCouévove. Diister- 

dieck, too, can find no ground in the context for saying either that the op- 
ponents had reproached the apostle with selfishness, or had given themselves 

out for unselfish. But the former is not implied in our explanation (they 

only sought the occasion for that charge), while the latter is sufficiently im- 

plied in ver. 20. The expositors who consider the opponents as labouring 
gratuitously understand év » xavyavra of this unpaid working, of which they 

had boasted, so that Paul in this view would say : in order that they, in this 

point of which they boast, may be found not better than we. See Oecumenius, 

Erasmus, Calvin, comp. Billroth and Rickert ; Billroth and others (comp. 
Diisterdieck above) taking withal the second iva as parallel to the first, 
which Riickert also admits. But against the hypothesis that the opponents 

had taught gratuitously, see above. And the not better than we arbitrarily 

changes the positive expression xabic jueic into the negative. Lastly, this 
explanation stands in no logical connection with what follows. See on ver. 
18. Following Augustine, de serm. Dom. in monte, ii. 16, Cajetanus and 

Estius regard iva. . . #ueic as an exposition of agopyuiy : occasion, in order to 

1 Beza well gives the substantial mean- 

ing: ‘‘Isti quidem omnem mei calumniandi 
occasionem captant, expectuntes dum po- 

eniteat me juri meo renuntiantem in prae- 

dicando evangelio ex manuum mearum 

labore victitare. At ego nunquam patiar 

hanc laudem (qua ipsos refello) mihi in 
Achaiae ecclestis praeripl. Imo in hoc in- 

stituto pergam, ut et ipsos ad exemplum 

meum imitandum provocem, nedum ut 

quam captant occasionem inveniant.” 
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be found as we, and éy @ xavy. as parenthetical : in quo, se. in e0 quod est 

inteniri sicut et nos, gloriantur. Comp. also Bengel. But the opponents 
did not, in fact, boast of being like Paul, but of being more than he was 
(ver. 5), and wished to hold him or to have him held as not at all a true 
apostle, ver. 4. This also in opposition to Hofmann, who, attaching the 
second iva to adopuyy, and referring’ év @ xavyavra to the apostleship of 

which the opponents boasted, finds Paul's meaning to be this : maintaining 

in ita integrity the gratuitous character of his working, he takes away from 
those, who would fain find ways and means of making their pretended apostle- 
ship appear equal to his genuine one, the possibility of effecting their purpose. 

But in the connection of the text, év ¢ xavyovrac on the one side and xafac 

xai #ueic on the other can only denote one and the same quality, namely, the 
unselfishness, of which the opponents untruly boasted, while Paul had it in 

truth and verified it. Olshausen has been led farthest astray by taking the 

second iva as the wish of the opponents ; he imagines that they had been 
annoyed at Paul’s occupying a position of strictness which put them so 
much to shame, and hence they had wished to bring him away from it, in 

order that he might have no advantage, but that he should be found even 
as they. And the év ¢ xavy. is to be taken, as if they had put forward the 
authority to take money as an object of glorying, as an apostolic preroga- 
tive (1 Cor. ix. 7 ff.) ; so that the whole passage has therefore the ironical 

meaning : ‘‘ Much as they are opposed to me, they still wish an opportunity of 
letting me take a share of their credit, that I may allow myself to be supported 
as an apostle by the churches ; but with this they wish only to hide their shame 

and rob me of my true credit: in this they shall not succeed!” But that the 
opponents had put forward the warrant to take money as an apostolic pre- 
rogative, is not to be inferred from 1 Cor. ix. 7 ff., where Paul, in fact, 
speaks only of the right of the teacher to take pay. Further, there is no 
ground in the context for the assumed reference of év @ xavy.; and lastly, 

in keeping with the alleged ironical meaning, Paul must have written : 

ebpeflopev xaos xai avroi, which Olshausen doubtless felt himself, when he 

wrote: ‘‘in order that he might have no advantage, but that he should be 
found such as they.” — On éxaérrew, in the ethical sense of bringing to nought, 

comp. LXX. Job xix. 10; 4 Macc. iii. 2 ff. ; Plat. Charm. p. 155 C; 
Polyb. xx. 6. 2. The opposite : rapéyew agopufy (Bahr, ad Pyrrh. p. 287). 
—On the double iva, the second introducing the aim of the first clause of 
aim, comp. Eph. v. 27; John i. 7 Hofmann, without reason, desires 
drwe in place of the second iva. 

1 De Wette and Dfisterdieck also refer év 
@ xavxyavrat to the apostolic working and 
dignity. According to the latter, the mean- 
ing would be: in order that they, as regards 
unselflehness, may let themselves be found just 

such as I, the apostle vilified by them, and may 

in this way show what is the worth of their 

boastful claim to apostolic dignity. Even this 

clear interpretation does not remove the 

Gifficulty that, as the catxnows of Paul con- 

cerned the gratuitous nature of his labouring 
(ver. 10, comp. 1 Cor. ix. 15), 80 also the 

cavyacda: ascribed in the immediate context 

to the opponents, and pointing back by 
xadwe xai nucis to the apostie’s conduct 

(which was the subject-matter of his boast- 
ing), requires no other odject, nay, when we 

strictly adhere to the immediate conneo- 
tion, admits of no other. 
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Ver. 18. Justification of the aforesaid iva év g xavydvrai, eipeb. xabdc x. rpeic. 
‘‘Not without ground do I intend that they shall, in that of which they 
boast, be found to be as we ; for the part, which these men play, is lying 
and deceit.” — Those who take xa@ic x. queic in ver. 12 : not better than we, 
must forcibly procure a connection by arbitrarily supplying something ; 
as ¢.g. Riickert : that in the heart of the apostle not better than we had the 
meaning : but rather worse, and that this is now illustrated. Hofmann, in 
consequence of his view of iva éy gw xavy. «.t.A. ver. 12, interpolates the 

thought : ‘‘for the rest” they have understood how to demean themselves 

as Christ’s messengers. — oi yap rocovtoc x.r.A.| for people of that kind are false 
apostles, etc., so that WevdaréorodAn is the predicate.' S80 also de Wette and 
Ewald. Usually, after the Vulgate (also Flatt, Billroth, Rickert, Hofmann), 

wpevdardéorodc is made the subject: ‘‘ for such false apostles are,” etc. But it 
should, in fact, be rather put : ‘‘ for the false apostles of that kind (in dis- 

tinction from other false apostles, comp. xii. 8; Soph. O. R. 674 ; Polyb. 
viii. 2, 5, xvi. 11, 2) are,” etc.,—-which would be quite appropriate. Besides, 

the yevdardarodo:, disclosing entirely at length the character of the enemies, 

would lose its emphasis. On the contemptuous sense of rocotros, comp. 
Ellendt, Ler. Soph. II. p. 848. — épyérac 662101] comp. Phil. iii. 2. They 
were workers, in so far certainly as they by teaching and other activity were 

at work in the church ; but they were deceitful workers (dealt in doAtacg Bov- 
Aaic, Eur. Med. 4138, doriog exéeootv, Hom. ix. 282, and dodiag réxvaior, Pind. 

Nem. iv. 98), since they wished only to appear to further the true Christian 
salvation of the church, while at bottom they pursued their own selfish and 
passionate aims (ver. 20). For the opposite of an épydérye d6710¢, see 2 Tim. 
li. 15. — peracynuari{. cig arocr. X.| transforming themseltes into apostles of 

Christ. Their essential form is not that of apostles of Christ, for they are 
servants of Satan ; in order to appear as the former, they thus assume 
another form than they really have, present themselves otherwise than they 

really are. In working against Paul in doctrine and act, they hypocritically 
assumed the mask of apostle, though they were the opposite of a true apos- 
tle (Gal. i. 1; Rom. xv. 18 ff.; 2 Cor. xii. 12). 

Vv. 14,15. And that is quite natural ! — xai ot bata] neque res admiranda 
est. Comp. Plat. Pol. vi. p. 498 D; Hpin. p. 988 D ; Pind. Nem. x. 95, 
Pyth. i. 50 ; Eur. Hipp. 439; Soph. Oed. R. 1182, Phil. 408 ; Pflugk, ad 
Eur. Hec. 976. — What follows is an argumentum a majori ad minus. — 

avrés] ipse Satanas, their Lord and master. Comp. afterwards ol d:dxovoe 
avrov. See Hermann, ad Viger. p. 783. — eic dyyeAov durée] tnto an angel of 

light. As the nature of God (1 John i. 5; Rev. xxi. 23, 24), and His 

dwelling-place (1 Tim. vi. 16 ; 1 Johni. 7) is light, a glory of light, a déga 
beaming with light, which corresponds to the most perfect holy purity, so 

1 Bengel says aptly: “‘Haec jam pars 
praedicati, antitheton, ver.5. Nunc tandem 
scapham scapham a@icit.’’ On the idea of 
WevéardoroAn, Erasmus rightly remarks: 

** Apostolus enim ejus agit negotium a quo 

missus est, isti suis commodis serviunt.” 

Without doubtthe people maintained for 
themselves their claim with equal, nay, 

with better right than Paul, tothe name 

of apostle, which they probably conceded to 

Paul only in the wider sense (Acta xiv. 4, 
14: 1 Cor. xv. 7%). 
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also His servants, the good angels, are natures of light with bodies of light (1 

Cor. xv. 40) ; hence, where they appear, light beams forth from them (Matt. 
xxviii. 8, al.; Acts xii. 7, al.; see Hahn, Theol. d. N. T. 1. p. 274 f.; Weiss, 

bibl. Theol. p. 460). Regarding Satan, on the other hand, comp. Eph. vi. 
12 ; Acts xxvi. 18; Col. 1. 18. He is 6 xAnpovduoe tov oxérove, Ev. Nic. 20. 

— There is no trace in the narratives concerned to justify the assumption ' 

that ver. 15 points to the fall of man (Bengel, Semler, Hengstenberg, 
Christol. I. p. 11), or even to the temptation of Christ, Matt. iv. 8, in which 
the devil appeared as the angel to whom God had entrusted the rule of 
Palestine (Michaelis) ; but, at any rate, it is the apostle’s thought, and is 
also presupposed as known to the readers, that devilish temptations in 
angelic form assail man. In the O. T. this idea is not found ; it recurs 
later, however, in the Rabbins, who, with an eccentric application of the 
thought, maintained that the angel who wrestled with Jacob (Gen. xxxii. 
84; Hos. xii. 4, 5) was the devil. See Eisenmenger, entdeckt. Judenth. I. p. 
845. For conceptions regarding the demons analogous to our passage from 
Porphyry and Jamblichus, see Grotius and Elsner, Obss. p. 160. (R°) 

Ver. 15. It is not @ great matter, therefore, not strange and extraordinary, 
af, etc. Comp. 1 Cor. ix. 11 ; Plato, Hipp. maj. p. 287 A, Menez. p. 285D ; 

Herod. vii. 38. — «ai] if, as he does himself, his servants also transform them- 
selves, namely, as servants of righteousness, 7.6. as people who are appointed 
for, and active in, furthering the righteousness by faith. Comp. on iii. 
9. The dixaocivn, the opposite of avouzia, but in a specifically Christian 
and especially Pauline sense (comp. on vi. 14) asthe condition of the king- 
dom of God, is naturally that which Satan and his servants seek to counter- 
act. When the latter, however, demean themselves as ardéoroAc Xpiorod, the 

Stxatootvy7, Which they pretend to serve, must have the semblance of the right- 
eousness of faith, although it is not so in reality. This vicw is therefore not 
** out of the way” (Kldpper, p. 90), but contextual ; and the d:xacootvy cannot 

be the righteousness of the law, the preaching of which is not the mark of 
the axécrodo: Xpiorov. As to dc (transform themselves and become as), comp. 
on Rom. ix. 29. — dv rd réAog x.r.4.] of whom—the servants of Satan—the end, 
Jinal fate, will be in accordance with their works. (8°) Comp. Phil. iii. 19 ; 
Rom. vi. 21; 1 Pet. iv. 17. ‘‘ Quacunque specie se nunc efferant, detrahi- 

tur tandem schema,” Bengel. 
Ver. 16. Irepeat it: let noone hold me for irrational ; but if not, receive me 

at least as one irrational (do not reject me), in order that I too (like my oppo- 
nents) may boast a little. Thus Paul, after having ended the outpouring of 
his heart begun in ver. 7 regarding his gratuitous labours, and after the 
warning characterization of his opponents thereby occasioned (vv. 18-15), 
now turns back to what he had said in ver. 1, in order to begin a new self- 
comparison with his enemies, which he, however, merely introduces—and that 

once more with irony, at first calm, then growing bitter—down to ver. 21, 

1 The present would not be againstit. See then but is not preserved in our present O. 
Benge! : ‘*Solet se transformare; fecitjam  T., to which Paul alludes, or of a narrative 

in paradiso." According to Ewald, we are similar to that in Matt. lv. 1-11. 

to think of a narrative, which was known 
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and only really begins with év o d° av rig roAug x.r.A. at ver. 21. — That, which 
is by rd’ Aéyw designated as already said once (ver. 1), is yf rig we d6fy agp. 

civar and et d2 uh ye . . . xavyfowuat, both together, not the latter alone (Hof- 

mann). The former, namely, lay implicite in the ironical character of ver. 

1, and the latter explicite in the words of that verse. (T°) — ei d2 pf ye] sed 
nisi quidem. Regarding the legitimacy of the ye in Greek (Plato, Pol. iv. p. 
425 E), see Bremi, ad Aesch. de fuls. leg. 47 ; Klotz, ad Devar. p. 527; Din- 

dorf, ad Dem. I. p. v. f. praef. After negative clauses ei d2 nf follows even 
in classical writers (Thuc. i. 28, 1, 181.13; Xen. Anab. iv. 8. 6, vii. 1. 8), 

although we should expect ei dé But ei é2 u4 presupposes in the author the 
conception of a positive form of what is negatively expressed. Here some- 
thing like this : I wish that no onc should hold me as foolish ; if, however, 

you do not grant what I wish, etc. See in general, Heindorf, ad Plat. Parm. 
p. 208 ; Buttmann, ad Plat. Crit. p. 106; Hartung, Partik. II. p. 213 ; and 
in reference to the N. T., Fritzsche, ad Matth. p. 554 f. — nav] certe, is to be 
explained elliptically : dé&acGé ye, nai tav d¢ dgpova déEnobé pe. Comp. Mark vi. 

56 ; Acts v. 15. See Wistemann, ad Theoer. xxiii. 85 ; Jacobs, ad Anthol. 
XI. p. 316 ; Winer, p. 543 [E. T. 729]. — de d¢pova] tn the quality of one irra- 
tional, as people give an indulgent hearing to such a one. — pexpdv rz] accu- 

sative as in ver. 1: aliquantulum, may deal in a little bit of boasting. 
Ver. 17. More precise information as to the xnav d¢ agpova. —6 Aadd] 

namely, in the boastful speech now introduced and regarded thereby as 
already begun. — xara x&piv] according to the Lord (comp. Rom. xv. 5, viii. 
27), t.e. 80 that Tam determined in this case by the guiding impulse of Christ. 
A speaking according to Christ cannot be boasting ; Matt. xi. 29; Luke 
xvii. 10. Now as Paul knew that the card xtpiov Aadciv was brought about 
by the rvetya working in him (comp. 1 Cor. vii. 10, xxv. 40), ob AaA® xara 
xipeov certainly denies the theopneustic character of the utterance in the 
stricter sense, (U°) without, however, the apostle laying aside the conscious- 
ness of the Spirit’s guidance, under which he, for his purpose, allows the 
human emotion temporarily to speak. It is similar when he expresses his 
own opinion, while yet he is conscious withal of having the Spirit (1 Cor. vil. 
12, 25, 40). Regarding the express remark, that he does not speak xard xtpzov 

x.T.A., Bengel aptly says: ‘‘quin etiam hunc locum et propriam huic loco 
exceptionem sic perscripsit ez regula decori dicvini, a Domino instructus,” — 
GAA’ we év agpootry] but as one speaks in the state of irrationality. — év rabz. t. 
voor. Tt. x.] belongs to ov AaA@ xata xbpiov, aAd’ d¢ év agpoo. taken together : 
not according to the Lord, but asa fool do I speak it, with this confidence of 

boasting. iéaraorc is here interpreted as differently as in ix. 4. According 

to Chrysostom, Rickert, Ewald, Hofmann, and many others : in this sulject- 

matter of boasting (comp. Luther, Billroth, and de Wette: ‘‘ since it has 
once come to boasting”). But what little meaning this would have ! and 
how scant justice is thus done to the rairy prefixed so emphatically (with 
this so great confidence) | The boasting is indeed not yet actually begun (as 
de Wette objects), but the apostle is already occupied with it in thought ; 
comp. previously 4aAa. According to Hofmann, éy ratr. 7. tx. 1. x. is to be 

attached to the following protasis éei woAAoi x.7.A. But apart from the 
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uncalled-for inversion thus assumed, as well as from the fact that the txdéoraorg 

7. x. 18 held to be specially the apostleship, the rij¢ xavzjoewe Would be a quite 

superfluous addition ; on the other hand, with the reference to the general 

Aad a8 modal definition of irécrace it is quite appropriate. 
Ver. 18. That which carries him away to such foolishness, ver. 16 : iva 

Kay® pcp. te xavxho. — Seeing that many boast according to their flesh, so will I 
boast too, namely, xara r. oépxa.—Since xara ri odpxa is cpposed to tke cara 
kiptov in ver. 17, and is parallel to the dc év agpoctry, it cannot express the 

objective norm (comp. v. 16), or the object of the boasting (comp. Phil. iii. 3 
ff.; Gal. vi. 13), as Chrysostom and most expositors, including Emmerling, 
Flatt, and Osiander, explain it : on account of external advantages,’ but it 
must denote the suhjectice manner of the xavyao$a:, namely : so that the xav- 

xaoba ts not guided by the Holy Spirit, but proceeds according to the standard 
of their natural condition as material, pyschically determined, and striving 
against the Divine Spirit, whence they are urged on to conceit, pride, ambi- 

tion, etc.? Comp. Riickert : ‘‘according to the impulse of self-secking per- 
sonality ;” also de Wettc, Ewald, Neander. Billroth, in accordance with 
his philosophy, takes it : ‘‘as individual, according to what onc is as a sin- 

gle human being.” xaré dv@pwroy in 1 Cor. ix. 8 is not parallel. See on 
that passage. — Rickert denies that Paul after nay xavyfooua: has again 

supplied in thought «xaré r. cdpxa, and thinks that he has prudently put it 
only in the protasis and not said it of his own glorying. But it necessarily 
follows, as well from the previous ov AaA6 xara xipiov, in which the xara r. 
oépxa is already expressed implicite, as also from the following rav agpdvur, 
among whom Paul is included as xara rv odpxa xavxzapevoc. (V°) It is other- 

wise in John vili, 15. 
Ver. 19. Not the motive inducing, but an ironical ground encouraging, 

the just said «ayo xavyfooua : For willingly you are patient with the irra- 

tional (to whom I with my «xavyaoOa: belong), since ye are rational people! 
The more rational person is on that account the more tolerant toward fools. 
Hence not : although you are rational (Ewald and the older commentators). 

Ver. 20. Argumentum ua majori for wilat is said in ver. 19, bitterly sarcas- 

1Tothis category belongs also the inter- 
pretation of Baur, who, however, refers 

oapé quite specially to Judaism as what is 
inherited, and therefore understands a 
boasting, the object of which ts only inherited 
accidental advantages. The &idxovor Xpcrow, 
ver. 23, and the apostie's subsequent glory- 

ing in suffering, ought to have dissuaded 
Baur from adopting such a view. 

* Oslander ts quite wrong in objecting to 

this interpretation that the article is against 

it, since Paul, when he means cépé in this 

sense, never puts the article after «ard. 
Paul, in fact, has the article only in this 
single passage, and elsewhere writes always 
xara cap«a (i.e. conformably to flesh) whether 

he uses capf{ in the subjective or objective 
sense; hence, so far as the article is con- 

cerned, there is no means at all of compari- 
son. Besides, ryv here is very doubtful 

critically, because it is wanting in D* F 

G &* min. Chrys. Dam., and is at variance 

with the Pauline usage. Osiander's further 
objection, that cara rnv adpxa, as understood 

by us, ts In the apostle’s mouth unworthy of 
him for the apodosis, is likewise incorrect, 

for he is speaking ironically ; he wishes, in 
fact, to deal in boasting Hkeafool/ As to 
the distinction between xara cdpca and «ara 
Thy capxa, we may add that the one means: 

** after the manner of natural humanity,” the 
other, “after the manner of Weir natural 

humanity.» Comp. on Phil. i. 24, 2 In 
substance they are equivalent; the latter 

only individualizes more concretely. 
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tic against the complaisance of the Corinthians towards the imperious (xera- 
davaci), covetous (xarecfier), slyly capturing (AauPdver), arrogant (éraiperac), 
and audaciously violent (ei¢ xpécwmrev déper) conduct of the false apostles. — 

xaradovdoi] enslaces. Comp. on Gal. ii. 4 ; Dem. 249. 2, and the passages 
in Wetstein. Paul has used the active, not the middle, as. he leaves quite 

out of view the authority, whose lordship was aimed at ; beyond doubt, 
however (see the following points), the pseudo-apostles wished to make them- 
selves lords of the church, partly in religious, ¢.e. Judaistic effort (comp. i. 
24), partly also in a material respect (see what follows). — xareofie:] swallows 
up, devours, 8c. ivac, a figurative way of denoting not the depriving them of 
independence in a Christian point of view (Hofmann), which the reader could 
the less guess, since it was already said in xaradovA., but the course of greed- 
ily gathering to themselves all their property. Comp. Ps. liii. 5; Matt. xxiii. 
13; Luke xv. 80; Add. to Esth. i. 11; Hom. Qd. iii. 815 ; heh Tot xara 

ee dd ywot aad Dem. 992. 25; each: c. Tim. 96. So also the Latin 

devorare (Quintil. viii. 6). Comp. also Jacobs, ad. Anthol. X. pp. 217, 280. 
Riickert, who will not concede the avarice of the opponents (see on ver. 
12), explains it of rending the church into parties. Quite against the mean- 
ing of the word ; for in Gal. v. 15 aAAgAovc stands alongside. And would 
it not be wonderful, if in euch a company of worthlessness avarice were 
wanting ? — AauBaver] sc. bude, captures you. Comp. xii. 16. The figure is 

taken from hunting, and denotes the getting of somebody into one’s power 
(Dem. 115. 10, 239. 17) in a secret way, by machinations, etc. (hence differ- 
ent from xatadevici). Comp. Reiske, Ind. Dem., ed. Schaef. p. 322 : ‘‘ de- 
vincire sibi mentes hominum deditas et veluti ‘captas aut fascino quodam 
obstrictas.” This meaning is held by Wolf, Emmerling, Flatt, Billroth, 
Rickert, de Wette, Osiander, and others. The wsual older interpretation : 
if any onc takes your goods from you (so also Ewald), is to be set aside, be- 

cause tua¢g would necessarily have to be supplied, and because already the 
far stronger xarecOier has preceded. The same is the case with Hofmann’s 
interpretation : if any one seizes hold on you (‘‘ treats you as a thing"), which 
after the two previous points would be nothing distinctive. — éaipera:] er- 
alts himself (proudly). See the passages in Wetstein. As in this clause 
tuac cannot be again supplied, and thus the supplying of it is interrupted, 
wudg is again added in the following clause. — ei¢ rpdown. dépe:| represents an 

extraordinary, very disgraceful and insolent maltreatment. Comp. 1 Kings 
xxii. 24 ; Matt. v. 89; Luke xxii. 64; Acts xxiii. 2 ; Philostr. eit. Apoll. 

vii. 28. On the impetuous fivefold repetition of et, comp. 1 Tim. v. 10. 
Ver. 21. Ina disgraceful way (for me) I say, that we have been weak | Iron- 

ical comparison of himself with the false apostles, who, according to ver. 

20, had shown such .energetic bravery in Corinth. For such things we, I 
confess it to my shame, were too weak ! — xara driuiav] is the generally cur- 
rent paraphrase of the adverb (drizwe), to be explained from the notion of 
measure (Bernhardy, p. 241). See Matthiae, p. 1859 f.—dé¢ &r:] as that 
(see in general, Bast, ad Gregor. Cor. p. 52) introduces the contents of the 
shameful confession, not, however, in an absolutely objective way, but as a 

fact conceived of (ds), Comp, 2 Thess, ii, 2; Ken. Hist. iii. 2. 14 ; and the 
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passages from Joseph. ¢. Ap. i. 11, and Dionys. Hal. 9 (émcyvode, a bre éoxd- 
row eioty ol katraxAeiobévtes) in Kypke, II. p. 268; also Isocr. Busir. arg. p. 
862, Lang.: xar7yépovy abvrod, d¢ bre xatvd darudvia eiogéper, and the causal o¢ 

érz, v. 19. The confession acquires by é¢ ére something of hesitancy, which 

strengthens the touch of irony. — jueic] is with great emphasis opposed to 
the men of power mentioned in ver. 20. — 7o8evgoauev] namely, when we 

were there ; hence the aorist. On the subject-matter, comp. 1 Cor. ii. 2. — 
There agree, on the whole, with our view of the passage Bengel, Zachariae, 
Storr, Flatt, Schrader, de Wette, Neander, Osiander, and others. The main 

point in it is, that xar dripiav denotes something shameful for the apostle, © 
and Aéyw has a prospectice reference. Rickert also gives Afyw a prospective 

reference, but he diverges in regard to xar driuiav, and supplies pév : ‘in 
the point, indeed, to bring disgrace upon you, I must acknowledge that I hate 
been weak.” But in that case how unintelligibly would Paul have expressed 
himself ! For, apart from the arbitrary supplying of yév, the definite ar:piav 
would be quite unsuitable. Paul, to be understood, must have written xara 

tiv atimiay tua (as regards your disgrace), or at least, with reference to ver. 
20, xara Tv ariziay (as regards the disgrace under consideration). Ewald 
and Hofmann take xara arm. rightly, but give Aye a retrospective reference. 
In their view of d¢ ér: they diverge from one another, Ewald explaining it : 
as if I from paternal weakness could not hare chastised you myself ; Hofmann, 
on the other hand, taking o¢ dr: as specifying the reason for saying such a 
thing (comp. v. 19). Against Ewald it may be urged that o¢ dr: does not 
mean as if, and that the five points previously mentioned are not brought 
under the general notion of chastisement ; and against both expositors, it 

may be urged that if xard ariuiav were in reference to what precedes to mean 

a dishonour of the apostle himself, juaév must of necessity (in Phil. iv. 11, 
xaté is different) have been appended in order to be understood, because 
the previous points were a shame of the readers ; consequently the fine point 
would have lain just in an emphatically added judy (such as xara ry pudv 

atiiav). In our interpretation, on the other hand, xard ariuziav receives its 
definite reference through d¢ dri queic (that we), and a judv with armiav 
would have been quite superfluous. Most of the older commentators, too, 
though with many variations in detail, refcr xara ari. Afyw to what precedes, 
but explain xara ari. of the shame of the readers. So Chrysostom,’ Theophy- 
lact, Theodoret, Pelagius, Erasmus, Beza, Calvin, Hunnius, and others: to 

your shame I say this (ver. 20), as if [rather : as because] we had been weak, 

and could not have done the same thing, although we could doit but would 
not. Similarly also Billroth (followed by Olshausen) : Jn a disgraceful way, 

I maintain, you put up with that injustice from the alleged reason that we are 
weak” (rather : had been). But since xard arcu. is not more precisely defined by 
a iuav, we have no right to give to it another definition than it has already 

received from Paul by the emphatic sjueic yoflevgfo. Against the retrospective 

reference of Aéyu, see above. Finally, in that view the passage would lose 

1 Chrysostom observes that as or «.r.4. 1s unpleasantness of the meaning by the ob- 
given obscurely, in orderto conceal the  scurity. 
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its ironical character, which however still continues, as is shown at once by 
the following év agpocivy Abyo. — iv od dv teg roAua x.7.4.] Contrast with 

the ironical jofevfoauev : wherein, however, any one is bold—I say it irration- 

ally—I too am bold ; in whatever respect (quocungue nomine) any one pos- 

sesses boldness, I too have boldness. In év @ lies the real ground, in which 
the roAyav has its causal basis. As to roAug, comp. on x. 2. dv contains the 
conception : should the case occur. See Fritzsche, Conject. p. 85. — év a¢po- 
obvy Aéywo] Irony ; for ph tig we d6&y adpova elva, ver. 16. But Paul knew 

that the roayze xayé would appear to the enemies to be a foolish assertion. 

Ver. 22. Now comes the specializing elucidation of that tv g & dv rig role, 
roAue xayd, presented so as directly to confront his enemies. Comp. Phil. 
iii. 5. Observe, however, that the opponents in Corinth must have still left 
circumcision out of the dispute.—The three names of honour, in which they 

boasted from their Judaistic point of view, are arranged in a climaz, so 

that 'E@paic, which is not here in contrast to the Jews of the Diaspora, 

points to the hallowed nationality, ’IopanAira: to the theocracy (Rom. ix. 4 f.), 

and orépua ’ASpadu to the Messianic privilege (Rom. xi. 1, ix. 7, ad.), with- 
out, however, these references excluding one another. The interrogative 

interpretation of the three points corresponds to the animation of the passage 
far more than the affirmative (Erasmus, Luther, Castalio, Estius, Flatt, and 
others). 

Ver. 23. In the case of those three Jewish predicates the aim was reached 
and the emotion appeased by the brief and pointed xayé. Now, however, 

he comes to the main point, to the relation towards Christ ; here xayé cannot 
again suffice, but a txép éy must come in (comp. Theodoret), and the holy 

self-confidence of this irép éyé gushes forth like a stream (comp. vi. 4 ff.) 
over his opponents, to tear down their fancies of apostolic dignity. — rapa- 
gpovayv Aa70] also ironical, but stronger than év agpoo. Aéyw: in madness 

(Herod. iii. 24; Dem. 1183. 1; Soph. Phil. 804) I speak! For Paul, in 

the consciousness of hisown humility as of the hateful arrogance of his foes, 
conceives to himself a: sapagpovei ! as the judgment which will be pro- 
nounced by the opponents upon his izip éyé; they will call it a wapagpov 
érog (ur. Hipp. 2382) |— imp ty] He thus concedes to his opponents the 

predicate didxovor Xprorov only apparently (as he in fact could not really do so 
according to vv. 13-15); for in trép éys there lies the cancelling of the 

apparent concession, because, if he had granted them to be actually Christ’s 
servants, it would have been absurd so say: [am more! Such, however, 

is the thought : ‘‘ servants of Christ are they? Well, if they are such, still 
moreaml!” The meaning of irép éyd is not, as most (even Osiander and 

Hofmann) assume : I am a servant of Christ in a higher degree than they” 

(1 Cor. xv. 10), but : J am more than servant of Christ ; for, as in xayé there 

lay the meaning : J am the same (not in reference to the degree, but to the 
Jaet), 80 must there be in irép tyd the meaning: I am something more. 
Thus, too, the meaning, in accordance with the strong rapagpovay Aara, 
appears far more forcible and more telling against the opponents.’ inép is 

1So that the absolute umdp is not to be explained vxép aitovs, but iwip d:axdvovs X, 
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used adverbially (Winer, p. 394 [E. T. 526]) ; but other undoubted Greek 
examples of this use of izép are not found, as that in Soph. Ané. 514 (60 

avriorag trép) is of doubtful explanation. — év xéroie mepiccorépus x.7.A.}] Paul 

now exchanging sarcasm for deep earnest, under the impulse of a noble 
peyadryopla (Xen. Apol. i. 2) and ‘‘argumentis quae vere testentur pectus 
apostolicum” (Erasmus), begins his justification of the irép iyé, so that év is 

to be taken instrumentally : through more exertions, etc. The comparative is 
to be explained from the comparison with the xéro: of the opponents. The 

adverb, however, as often also in classic writers, is attached adjectivally (sc. 
ovo:) to the substantive. So also de Wette.’ Comp. Luke xxiv. 1; 1 Cor. 
xii. 81; Phil. i. 26; Gal. i. 18; see Ast, ad Plat. Polit. p. 371 f. y Bern- 

hardy, p. 838. Billroth, Osiander, Hofmann, and the older commentators 

incorrectly hold that eiui is to be supplied : ‘‘I am so in a yet much more 
extraordinary way in labours.” Apart from the erroneous explanation of 
vrép éyé, which is herein assumed, the subsequent ro/2dnc is against it, for 

this with eiu{ supplied would be absurd. Hofmann would makea new 
series begin with év Oavdr. roAAdnc ; but this is just a mere makeshift, 
which is at variance with the symmetrical onward flow of the passage with 
év. Beza, Flatt, and many others supply 4» or yéyova ; but this is forbidden 

by ver. 26, where (after the parenthesis of vv. 24, 25) the passage is con- 

tinued without év, so that it would be impossible to supply 7 or yéyova 
further. — év wAny. brepBaAr.] by strokes endured beyond measure. — év ovdax. 
meptacor. | by more imprisonments. Clement, ad Cor. i. 5: 6 Mataog tropovae 
BpaBeiov artoxyev Exrdxig deout gopécac, in which reckoning, however, the 

later imprisonments (in Jerusalem, Caesarea, Rome) are included. — év dava- 
Tog ToAAaKic] woAAGKic yap ei¢ xevdivovg mapedd0zy GBavarov éxovrac, Chrysostom. 

Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 81 ; 2 Cor. iv. 11; Rom. viii. 36; and Philo, Filace. p. 
990 A: mpoarobvgoxw roAAot¢c Yavdrove txontvuay av évoc rod TeAevtaiov, Lucian, 

Tyr. 22 ; Asin. 23, See on this use of Sdvaro¢g in the plural, Stallbaum, ad 
Plat. Crit. p. 46 C ; Scidler, ad Hur. El. 479. 

Vv. 24, 25. Parenthesis, in which definite proofs are brought forward for 
the év Vavdroig roAAdKic. — td "Iovdaiwy] refers merely to mevrdug . . . EXaBov ; 

for it is obvious of itself that the subsequent rpic éppaBdioSz was a Gentile 

maltreatment. Paul seems to have had in his mind the order : from Jews 
. . . from Gentiles, which, however, he then abandoned. — recoapdxovra mapa 
piav] 8c. tAnyéc. Comp. on Luke xii. 47, and Ast, ad Legg. p. 488. sapa 
in the sense of subtraction ; see Herod. i. 120; Plut. Caes. 80 ; Wyttenb. 

ad Plat. VI. pp. 461, 1059 ; Winer, p. 377 [E. T. 508]. Deut. xxv. 3 or- 
dains that no one shall be beaten more than forty times. In order, therefore, 

not to exceed the law by possible miscounting, only nine and thirty strokes 
were commonly given under the later administration of Jewish law.* See 

Our view is already implied in the plus (not 
magis) ego of the Vulgate. Luther also has 
it, recently Ewald; and Lachm. writes 
Usweprye a8 One word. Comp. also Klépper, 
p. 9%. 

1 In the Vaigate this view has found dis- 
tinct expression at leust in the frat clause: 

“in laboribus plurimis.” 
* This reason for omitting the last stroke 

is given by Maimonides (see Coccej. ad Maec- 

coth ill. 10). Another Rabbinical view is 
that thirteen strokes were given with tho 
three-thonged leathern scourge, so that 

the strokes amounted in all to thirty-nine. 
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Joseph. Antt. iv. 8. 21, 28, and the Rabbinical passages (especially from 
the treatise Maccoth in Surenhusius, IV. p. 269 ff.); in Wetstein, Schoettgen, 
Hor. p. 714 ff.; and generally, Saalschiitz, M@. R. p. 469. Paul rightly 
adduces his five scourgings (not mentioned in Acts) a8 proof of his év Savd- 
tog woAAduic, for this punishment was so cruel that not unfrequently the re- 

cipients died under it ; hence there is no occasion for taking into account 
bodily weakness in the case of Paul. See Lund, Jid. Heiligth. ed. Wolf, 

p. 589 f. —rpic éppa3dic87v] One such scourging with rods by the Romans 
is reported in Acts xvi. 22 ; the two others are unknown to us. — dma€ éi:- 
8dad.} See Acts xiv. 19; Clem. 1 Cor. v. —rply évavay.] There is nothing of 

this in Acts, for the last shipwreck, Acts xxvii., was much later. How many 
voyages of the apostle may have remained quite unknown to us ! and how 

strongly does all this list of sufferings show the incompleteness of the Book 
of Acts !—wydfuepov tv rH BvdG meroinxa] Lyra, Estius, Calovius, and 
others explain this of a miracle, as if Paul, actually sunk in the deep, had - 

spent twenty-four hours without injury ; but this view is at variance with the 

context. It is most naturally regarded as the sequel of one of these ship- 
wrecks, namely, that he had, with the help of sotme floating wreck, tossed 
about on the sea fora day and night, often overwhelmed by the waves, 

before he was rescued. On Sudéc, the depth of the sea, comp. LXX. Ex. xv. 
5; Ps. Ixvii. 14, evii. 24, al.; Bergl. ad Alciphr. i. 5, p. 10 ; and Wetstein 
in loc.—roeiv of time : to spend, asin Acts xv. 88; Jas. iv. 18 ; Jacobs, ad 

Anthol. TX. p. 449. The perfect is used because Paul, after he has simply 
related the previous points, looks back on this last from the present time 
(comp. Kiihner, § 489, 1a); there lies in this change of tenses a climactic 

vividness of representation. 

Ver. 26 f. After the parenthesis of vv. 24,25, the series begun in ver. 23 
is now continued, dropping, however, the instrumental év, which is not to be 
supplied, and running on merely with the instrumental dative—through 
Srequent journeys, through dangers from rivers, etc. The expression ddo:rop. 
moAAdxec is not to be taken as saying too little, for Paul was not con- 

stantly engaged in journeys (comp. his somewhat lengthy sojourns at 

Ephesus and at Corinth); wherefore he had the less occasion here to put 

another expression in place of the oAAd«g which belonged, as it were, 
to the symmetry of the context (vv. 28, 27). Hofmann wrongly joins 
moAAdnc With xevdivorg, and takes roAAd«. xevdivorg a8 in apposition to dédo- 
mopiac : ‘*journeys, which were often dangers.” As if Paul were under the 
necessity of expressing (if he wished to express at all) the quite simple 
thought : édouropiag roAAdnc émexevdtvorg (journeys which were often dan- 

gerous), in a way so singularly enigmatical as that which Hofmann im- 
putes to him. Besides, if the following elements are meant to specify the 

dangers of travel, the two points éx yévoug and éF é9véy at least are not at all 
specific perils incident to travel. And how much, in consequence of this er- 

See in general, Lund, p. 540f. According proved from the Rabbins that it was on this 
to Maccoth iii. 12, the breast, the right and account that the fortieth was not added, as 

the left shoulder, received each thirteen of Bengel, Wetstein, and others assume. 
the thirty-nine strokes. But it cannot be 
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roncous connection of ddorrop. roAAdx. xevdvv., does Hofmann mar the further 
flow of the passage, which he subdivides as rorayév mvdbvor, Anorav avdivorc, 

éx yévoug kevdbvog x.t.A. down to év Saddooy xvdtvos, but thereafter punctu- 

ates : év wevdadéAgore xéry x. pdySq Ev aypurviatc, morAdnic év Aug K. disper, Ev 

ynoteiaic, ToAAdKes év oy. x. yuuv.’ In this way is lost the whole beautiful and 
swelling symmetry of this outburst, and particularly the essential feature 

of the weighty anaphora, in which the emphatic word (and that is in ver. 26 

x.vdbvorc) is placed first (comp. ¢.g. Hom. Jl. x. 228 ff., i. 436 ff., ii. 882 ff., 
v. 740 f.; Arrian, Diss. i. 25 ; Quinctil. ix. 3. Comp. also ver. 20, vii. 2 ; 

Phil. iii. 2, iv. 8 al.). — vd. roraydv x.t.A.] The genitize denotes the dangers 
arising from rivers (in crossing, swimming through them, in inundations, 
and the like) and from robbers. Comp. Heliod., ii. 4. 65 ; xcvdévor Yadaccar, 
Plat. Pol. i. p. 882 E; Huthyd. p. 279; Ecclus. xliii. 24. — The «ivdbvoee, 

each time prefixed has a strong oratorical emphasis. Auct. ad Herenn. iv. 
28. There lies in it a certain tone of triumph. — éx yévove] on the part of 
race, i.e. on the part of the Jews, Acts vii. 19; Gal. i. 14. The opposite : 
é& E0vav. — év réAa, in city, as in Damascus, Jerusalem, Ephesus, and others ; 

the opposite is év épyyig, in desert. On the form of expression, comp. év oixw, 

dv aypo, év peydpy, and the like. Xen. de rep. Lac. vili. 3: év méAet xai év 
Orparig Kai év oixw. — év pevdadéAdore] among false brethren, i.e. among Juda- 
istic pseudo- Christians, Gal. ii. 4, ol irexpivovro tiv adeAgéryta, Chrysostom. 

Why should not these, with their hostile and often vehement opposition to 
the Pauline Christianity (comp. Phil. iii. 2), have actually prepared dangers 
for him? Riickert, without reason, finds this inconceivable, and belicves 
that Paul here means an occasion on which non-Christians, under cover of 

the Christian name, had sought to entice the apostle into some danger 

(? xevdbvorc). — Ver. 27. xéxy x. u6x79y] by trouble and toil ; comp. 1 Thess. ii. 
9 ; 2 Thess. iii. 8.2 Then with év aypumy. there again appears the instrumen- 

talév. On év Audx.r.A., comp. Deut. xxvili. 48. — ev vyoreiace woAAdnuc] by 
Srequent fastings. Here precisely, where év Aiud x. diwer, and so involuntary 
fasting, precedes, the reference of vyor. to voluntary fasting is perfectly 
clear (in opposition to Rickert, de Wette, Ewald). Comp. on vi. 5. Estius 
aptly observes : ‘‘jejunia ad purificandam mentem et edomandam carnem 
sponte assumta.”” Comp. Theodoret and Pelagius. (w‘) 

Ver. 28. Apart from that which occurs beside (beside what had been men- 
tioned hitherto) there is for me the daily attention, the anxiety for all the 

churches.* He will not adduce more particulars than he has brought for- 
ward down to yuzvéryr:, but will simply mention further a general fact, that 

180 that wodAAde. dv Ag x. diver would 
belong to aypuwviacs, and woAAda, ev Wuxe x. 

yupvornn to vnoretacs, each as & circum- 

stance of aggravation ; while both év aypuz- 
viacg and éy vygreiace belong to «éry «. 

Boxdy. 
* From these passages, combined with 

Acts xx. 31, we may at the same time ex- 

plain the aypurvia:, which Hofm. interprets 

of night-watchings in anziety about the 

peeudo-Christians. This results from his 
error in thinking that all the points in ver. 
27 are to be referred to dv wevdadéAd, 

® Accordingly the comma after }udpav is 

to be deleted. If wépuuva «.r.A. be (as is the 
usual view) taken asa clause by itself. the 
éori to be supplied is not a copula, but: 
exists, But according to the right reading 

and interpretation, 4 éw:er. po, as an inde- 

pendent point, would thus be too general. 
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he has daily to bear anxiety for all the churches. On ywpic with the geni- 
tive : apart from, see Stallbaum, ad. Plat. Apol. 8. p. 85 C. The emphasis 
is on racév. Theodoret : mdone yap ric oixovptyne év évauTe@ repidtpw tiv péptuvar. 

Nevertheless, this sacév is not, with Bellarmine and other Roman Catholic 

writers, as well as Ewald et al., to be limited merely to Pauline churches, 

nor is it to be pressed in its full generality, but rather to be taken as a popular 
expression for his unmeasured task. He has to care for all. Chrysostom, 
Theophylact, and others attach yup. r. tap. to what precedes, and separate 

it from what follows by a full stop ; but this only makes the latter unneces- 

sarily abrupt. Luther, Castalio, Bengel, and many others, including Flatt, 

Billroth (but uncertainly), and Olshausen, consider 4 érioraorg «.7.A. (or, 

according to their reading : 4 émiototacre x.7r.4.) a8 an abnormal apposition 
to ray rapexré¢ : not to mention what still occurs besides, namely, etc. This 

is unnecessarily harsh, and yopi¢ rov mapexré¢ would withal only be an empty. 

formula.— ra rapexréc i3 : quae praeterea eveniunt,' not, as Beza and Bengel, 

following the Vulgate, hold : ‘‘ quac ertrinsecus eum adoriebantur” (Beza), 
so that either what follows is held to be in apposition (Benge! : previously he 
has described the proprios labores, now he names the alienos secum communi- 
catos), or tov mapextég 18 referred to what precedes, and what follows now 

expresses the inward cares and toils (Beza, comp. Erasmus). Linguistic 
usage is against this, for wapexrég never means eztrinsecus, but always beside, 

in the sense of exception. See Matt. v. 32 ; Acts xxvi. 29; Aq. Deut. i. 36 ; 
Test. XII. Patr. p. 631 ; Geopon. xiii. 15. 7; Etym. M. p. 652, 18. This 
also in opposition to Ewald : ‘‘ without the unusual things,” with which 
what is daily is then put in contrast (comp. Calvin). Hofmann, following the 
reading 4 émiotcracic pov, would, instead of rdv rapexréc, write ray rap’ éxréc, 

which is, in his view, masculine, and denotes those coming on the apostle 

Jrom without (the Christian body), whose attacks on his doctrine he must 

continually withstand. With this burden he associates the care of all the 
many churches, which lie continually on his soul. These two points are in- 

troduced by yupic, which is the adverbial besides. This new interpretation 

(even apart from the reading ériotoractc, which is to be rejected on critical 
grounds) cannot be accepted,(1) because ol rap’ éxréc, for which Paul would 
have written of @w (1 Cor. v. 12; Col. iv. 5; 1 Thess. iv. 12) or of udev 

(1 Tim. iii. 7), is an expression without demonstrable precedent, Since even 

Greek writers, while doubtless using oi éxrdc, extranet (Polyb. ii. 47. 10, v. 
37. 6 ; comp. Ecclus, Praef. I.), do not use oi map’ éxréc ; (2) because the 

two parts of the verse, notwithstanding their quite different contents, stand 

abruptly (without cai or wév . . . dé, or other link of connection) side by side, 

so that we have not even 7 62 vépiurd pov (over against the éx:cbcracic pov) in- 

stead of the bare 7 uépiuva ; and (8) because the adverbial yapicin the sense 

assumed is foreign to the N. T., and even in the classical passages in ques- 
tion (see from Thucydides, Kriiger, on i. 61. 3) it does not mean practerea 

generally, but more strictly scorsim, separatim, specially and taken by ttsel/’.* 

1 The Armenian version gives Instead of ova ra wapadeddérvra tov arapidundévrer. 
wapextés: GAAwy BAipvewv, A correct inter- 2 So, too, in the passage, Thuc. li. 81, 3 

pretation. Chrysostom exaggerates: rAc- adduced in Passow's Lexicon by Rost and 
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See Ellendt, Ler. Soph. II. p. 974. But the two very general categories, which 
it is to introduce, would not suit this sense.— 7 érioraoi¢] may mean either : 

the daily halting (comp. Xen. Anab. ii. 4. 26 ; Polyb. xiv. 8. 10; Soph. Ant. 

225: wodAacg yap éayor gporvriduy exiotaces, multas moras deliberationibus 

effectas), or: the daily aitention.’ See Lobeck, ad Phyrn. p. 527 ; Schweigh. 

Lez. Polyb. p. 265. This signification is most accordant with the context 

on account of the following } uépiurva «.t.2. Riickert, without any sanction 
of linguistic usagc, makes it : the throng towards me, the concourse _resort- 

ing to me on official business.* So also Osiander and most older and more 
recent expositors explain the Recepta éntoiaracig pov or émicior. po. But 

likewise at variance with usage, since émicicraorc is always (even in Num. 
xxvi. 9) used in the hostile sense : hostilis coneursio, tumultus, as it has also 

been taken here by Chrysostom, Theodorct, Theophylact, Beza,* Bengel, 

and others. Sce Acts xxiv. 12, and the passages in Wetstein and Loesner, 

p. 230.— The poi ; which, in the interpretation of émior. as concourse, would 

have to be taken as appropriating dative (Bernhardy, p. 89), is, according 
to our view of éior., to be conceived as dependent on the ior: to be supplied. 

Ver. 29. Two characteristic traits for illustrating the pépiuva racdv tev 

éxxAnotay. Chrysostom aptly says : éexpyaye xai rv éxitaow tH¢ dpovTidog, and 

that for the individual members (Acts xx. 31). — As aofevei with oxavdadicerat, 

80 also do8eva with rvpovza: forms a climax—and in a way highly appropri- 
ate to the subject ! For in point of fact he could not in the second clause 
Bay : Kai ov oxavdaAiZouac. — The meaning of the verse is to erpress the most 

cordial and most lively sympathy (comp. 1 Cor. xii. 26) of his care amidst the 
dangers, to whom the Christian character and life of the brethren are expos- 
ed: ‘' Who is twocak as regards his faith, conscience, or his Christian moral- 
ity, and Iam not weak, do not feel myself, by means of the sympathy of my 

care, transplanted into the same position? Who ia offended, led astray to 
unbelief and sin, and I do not burn, do not feel myself seized by burning 

pain of soul ?” Semler and Billroth, also de Wette (comp. Luther's gloss), 

mix up what is foreign to the passage, when they make doeve apply to the 
condescension of the apostle, who would give no offence to the weak, 1 Cor. 
ix. 22. And Emmerling (followed by Olshausen) quite erroneously takes 

it : ‘‘quem afflictum dicas, si me non dicas? quem calamitatem oppetere, st 
me non iis premi, quin urt memores?” In that case it must have run xai 

by Hofmann, where xwpis further intro- 

duces a separate army contingent, which is 

counted by itself. 
1 Gregory of Nazianzus has és:cracia, 

which is to be regarded as a good gloss. 
See Lobeck, fc. ; Kiihner, ad Xen, Mem. 1. 
5. 2, var. 

3 éwicracts does not once mean the pressing 
on (active) the crowding. In 2 Macc. vi. 3 
(in opposition to Grimm in loc.), 4 éwicracis 

ths xaxias is tho setting in, the coming on, t.¢. 

the deginning of misfortune (Polyb. I. 12. 6, 
fl. 40. 5, al.). In Dion. Halicarn. vi. 31, the 

reading is to be changed !uto éwiderw. In 

Polyb. 1. 26. 12, it means the position. 
Nevertheless, Buttm. newt. Gr. p. 156 [E. T. 
180], agrees with Rickert. 

® Chrys: of Sdpufos, ai rapayxat, ai woAcop- 
xiat tay Sypay cai tay wodewy éposa. Beza 
renders the whole verse: ‘“ Absque ifs, 

quae extrinsecus eveniunt, urget agmen 

illud In me quotidie consurgens, i.¢. solici- 
tudo de omnibus ecclesils."" Comp. Ewald : 

‘the daily oneef of a thousand troubles and 
difficulties on him."’ Bengel: ** obturbatlo 
illoram, qui doctrinae vitaeve perversitate 
Paulo molestiam exhibebant, v. gr. Gal. vi. 

17." 
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ox yd acGeva; besides, sxavdadifecbac never means calamitatibus affici, but 
constantly denotes religious or moral offence ; and lastly, cxavdaAizerar and 
rvpovyas would yield a quite inappropriate climax (Paul must have repeated 
oxavdanisouat). — acdevei| comp. Rom. iv. 19, xiv. 1, 2, 21; 1Cor. viii. 9, 11; 
1 Thess, v. 14 ; Actsxx. 35. The correspondence of cxavdadiCera: in the climax 
forbids us to understand it of suffering (Chrysostom, Beza, Flatt). — rvpotpaz] 

What emotion is denoted by verbs of burning, is decided on each occasion 

by the context (comp. 1 Cor. vii. 9; see in general on Luke xxiv. 32), 
which here presents a climax to doveva, therefore suggests far more naturally 
the idea of violent pain (comp. Chrys.: xaW’ éxacrov wduvato pédoc) than 

that of anger (Luther : ‘‘it galled him hard ;” comp. Bengel, Rickert). 
Augustine says aptly : ‘‘quanto major caritas, tanto majores plagae de 
peccatis alienis.. Comp. on the expression, the Latin ardere doloritus, faces 

doloris, and the like (Kiihner, ad Cic. Tuse. ii. 25. 61); also 3 Macc. iv. 2,. 

and Abresch, ad Aesch. Sept. 519. — Lastly, we have to note the change in 

the form of the antitheses, which emerges with the increasing vividness of 
feeling in the two halves of the verse : oix aoJero and otk éya rupodmac. 
In the former case the negation attaches itself to the verb, in the latter to 
the person. Who is weak without eceakness likewise occurring in me ? who 
is offended without its being J, who isburning? Of the offence which another 

takes, Jon my part have the pain. 

Ver. 30. Result of the previous passage—from ver. 23 onward 'in proof 
of that iép éyd in ver. 23—put, however, asyndetically (without oiv), as is 

often the case with the result after a lengthened chain of thoughts (Dissen, 

ad Pind. Exc. U. de asynd. p. 278); an asyndeton summing up (Niigelsbach 
on the Iliad, p. 284, ed. 8). If I must boast (as is the given case in confront- 

ing my enemies), J «ill boast in that which concerns my weakness (my suffer- 

ings, conflicts, and endurances, which exhibit my weakness), and thus prac- 

tise quite another xavyao0a:* than that of my opponents, who boast in their 

power and strength. In this 7a 7. aod. yw. xavy. there lics a holy oxymoron. 
To refer it to the acdeveiv in ver. 29 either alone (Rickert) or inclusizely (de 
Wette), is inadmissible, partly because that ac3evetvy was a partaking in the 

weakness of others, partly because the future is to be referred to what is 

meant only to follow. And it does actually follow ; hence we must not, with 
Wieseler (on Gal. p. 596), generalize the future into the expression of a 
maxim, whereby a reference to the past is facilitated. So also in the main 

Hofmann. — xavyaoPa, with accusative, as 1x. 2. 

Ver. 31. He is now about to illustrate (see vv. 32, 33) the just announced 

ra THC GoVevelag pov Kavxfoozat by an historical enumeration of his sufferings 

from the beginning, but he first prefaces his detailed illustration (‘‘ rem 

quasi difficilem dicturus,” Pelagius) by the assurance, in God's name, that he 

1 Everything in this outburst, from ver. anceof his truthfulness (ver. 81), actually 
28 onward, presented him, in fact, as the begun by him (ver. 82) in concrete historical 

servant of Christ attested by much suffering. form. ° 

Thus, if he must make boast, he wishes to 2 Chrys. exclaims: Otros awogroAtkds¢ 

boast in nothing else than his weakness. xapaxrijp, oa trovTwy vpaiverar evayydvor. 

And this cavxaoda: is then, after an assur- 
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narrates nothing false. The objections taken against referring his assurance 
to what follows (see Estius and Rickert)—that the incident adduced in ver. 
82 stands, as regards importance, out of all proportion to so solemn an 
assurance, and the like—lose their weight, when we reflect that Paul has 

afterwards again broken off (see xii. 1) the narrative begun in vv. 32, 38, and 
therefore, when writing his assurance, referred it not merely to this singlo 

incident, but also to all which he had it in his mind still to subjoin (which, 
however, was left undone owing to the interruption). Others refer tho 
oath to what precedes, and that either to everything said from ver. 23 onward 
(Estius, Calovius, Flatt, Olshausen), or to ver. 30 alone (Morus, Rickert, 

Hofmann ; Billroth gives a choice between the two). But in the former 

case logically we could not but have expected ver. 81 after ver. 29, and in 
the latter case the assurance would appear as quite irrelevant, since Paul at 
once begins actually to give the details of his ra tH¢ aodev. pov Kavyhoopa (ver. 
81 f.). — 6 Sede x. marHp T. xup. fu. 'I. X.] Union of the gencral and of the 

specifically Christian idea of God. ‘Hyadv yap ede tov d2 xvpiov xazhp, Theo- 

doret. Comp. on1 Cor. xv. 24 and Eph. i. 3. — 6 dv evaoynroc x.7.2.] append- 
ed by the apostle’s pious feeling, in order to strengthen the sacredness of 
the assurance. ‘‘ Absit ut abutar ejus testimonio, cui omnis laus et honor 
debetur in omnem aeternitatem,” Calovius. 

Vv. 82, 33. Paul now actually begins his cavyaoda: ra rhe aovevelac aitoi, 
and that by relating the peril and flight which took place at the very com- 

mencement of his work. Unfortunately, however (for how historically im- 
portant for us would have been a further continuation of this tale of suffer- 
ing !), yet upon the emergence of a proper feeling that the continuation of 
this glorying in suffering would not be in keeping with his apostolic position, 
he renounces the project, breaks off again at once after this first incident 
(xii. 1), and passes on to something far higher and more peculiar—to the 
revelations made to him. The expositors, overlooking this breaking off 
(noted also by Hilgenfeld), have suggested many arbitrary explanations as 
to why Paul narrates this incident in particular (he had, in fact, been in 

much worse perils !),’ and that with so solemn asseveration and at such 
length. Billroth, 6g. (comp. Flatt), says that he wished to direct attention 
to the first danger pre-eminently by way of evidence that everything said 
from ver. 23 onward was true (ver. 81). In that case he would doubtless 
have written something like #67 yép ¢v Aauyacx®@, or in such other way as to 

be so understood. Olshausen contents himself with the remark that Paul has 
only made a supplementary mention of the event as the first persecution ; 

and Riickert even conjectures that it was by pure accident that Paul noted 
by way of supplement and treated in detail this story occurring to his recol- 

lection | Osiander thinks that he singled it out thus on account of its con- 
nection (?) in subject-matter and time with the following revelation, and, 

as it were, by way of further consecration of his official career. Comp. also 
Wieseler on Gal. p. 595, who likewise considers the narrative as simply a 

1 Arbitrary explanations are already and less known; and by Pelagius: because 
given by Chrysostom (comp. Bengel, Ewald, in Damasous the Jews had stirred up etiam 

and others): because the incident was older principes gentium against Paul. 
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suitable historical introduction to the revelation that follows. But we do 
not sce the purpose served by this detailed introduction,—which, withal, as 
such, would have no independent object whatever,—nor yet, again, the pur- 
pose served by the interruption in xii. 1. According to Hofmann, the men- 
tion of this means of rescue, of which he had made use, and which many a 

one with merely natural courage would on the score of honour not have 

consented to employ, is intended to imply a confession of his twreakness. 
The idea of weakness, however, is not at all here the opposite of the natural 
courage of honour, but rather that of the passive undergoing of all the 
xadyuata Of Christ, the long chain of which, in Paul’s case, had its first link 

historically in that flight from Damascus. Calvin correctly names this flight 
the ‘‘tirocinium Pauli.” — év Aayaoxg] stands as an anacoluthon. When 

Paul wrote it, having already in view a further specification of place for an 
incident to follow, he had purposed to write, instead of the unsuitable rv 

Aauackyvev médv, something else (such as ra¢ wiAac), but then left out of 

account the év Aayaox@ already written. It is a strange fancy to which Hof- 

mann has recourse, that r. Aavaox. réAcv is meant to be a narrower concep- 
tion than é» Aayaokdé. — idvdpync] prefect (Josephus, Antt. xiv. 7. 2; 1 Macc. 

xiv. 47, xv. 1 ; Strabo, xvii. p. 798 ; Lucian, Macrob. 17), an appellation of 

Oriental provincial governors. See in general, Joh. Gottlob Heyne, de 
ethnarcha Aretae, Witeb. 1755, p. 3 ff. The incident itself described is 

identical with that narrated in Acts ix. 24 f. No doubt in Acts the watch- 
ing of the gates is described to the Jews, and here, to the ethnarch ; but the 
reconciliation of the two narratives is itself very naturally effected through 

the assumption that the cthnarch caused the gates to be watched by the Jews 
themselves at their suggestion (comp. Heyne, l.c. p. 39). ‘‘ Jewish gold had 
perhaps also some effect with the Emir,” Michaelis. —rjv Aayack. 6A] 
namely, by occupying the gates so that Paul might not get out. Regarding 
the temporary dominion over Damascus held at that time by Aretas, the Ara- 

bian king, and father-in-law of Herod Antipas, see on Acts, Introd. § 4, and 

‘ observe that Paul wouid have had no reason for adding ’Apéra rot BaciAtwr, 

if at the very time of the flight the Roman city had not been exceptionally 

(and temporarily) subject to Aretas—a state of foreign rule for the time 

being, which was to be brought under the notice of the reader. Hofmann 
thinks that the chief of the Arabian inhabitants in the Roman city was meant ; 

but with the less ground, since Paul was a Jew and had come from Jerusa- 
lem, and consequently would not have belonged at all to the jurisdiction of 

such a tribal chief (if there had been one). He went to Arabia (Gal. i. 17) 
only in consequence of this incident. —dé:a Supidog by means of a little door 
(Plato, Pol. ii. p. 359 D; Lucian, Asin. 45). It was doubtless an opening 
high up in the city wall, closed, perhaps, with a lid or lattice. — év capydvq] 
in a wickerwork, i.e. basket (Lucian, Leriph. 6). Comp. Acts ix. 25: éy 
orvoidt. —On the description itself Theodoret rightly remarks; 1d rod 
uvdlvov ubyedog Te Tpéry THC guvyTC MapedhAwoe. 

- en Se A ee 
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Nores spy AMERICAN Eprror. 

(N®) ‘A godly jealousy.” Ver. 2. 

This phrase, given in the A. V. and retained in the Revision, includes all the 
possible meanings of the original ; for a godly jealousy may be at once one of 

which God isthe author or the object, one that He has, or that is pleasing to 

Him, or that is extraordinarily great. 

(0°) ** The serpent.” Ver. 3. 

The comparison made here is a clear evidence that Paul accepted the narra- 

tive of the fall as an historical fact. For a fable would give no ground for his 

fear, and would be inconsistent with the earnestness of this passage. The 
comparison suggests that the serpent was a mouthpiece of a spiritual foe. 

(p*®) Paul's manifestation. Ver. 6. 

A better sense than that of the T. R., which Dr. Meyer adopts, is obtained 
from the reading of all the later editors, which gives an active participle : have 

made manifest, viz. the Apostle’s knowledge of divine revelations and spiritual 

truths. 

(Q°) Pauls gratuiious service. Ver. 7. 

This verse and the following seem designed to answer the charges founded 

on the fact that he took no money from the Corinthian church, but supported 
himself by his own labours and the gifts of others. The charges were that a 

real apostle could not thus abstain from claiming his undoubted right, and that 

Paul's doing it indicated a want of confidence in the Corinthians. He vindicates 
his course, and declares his intention to persist in it. 

(n°) ‘‘ Satan transformed.” Ver. 14. 

It would hardly be possible to affirm the personality of Satan more strongly 

than is done here. The practical suggestion is also of immense weight—Satan 
does not come to us as Satan. 

(s°) ‘* Whose end shall be according to their works.” Ver. 15. 

On this Beet remarks that Paul had no expectation that all men would event- 
ually be saved. For he is evidently thinking of bad works, and therefore of a 

bad end. But if finally restored, the end of all men and of these servants of 

Satan would be endless happiness, in whose light the most terrible and pro- 

longed hygone torments will, as endless and glorious ages roll by, dwindle into 
insignificance. 

(x*) Paul’s boasting. Ver. 16. 

Three times he has attempted to begin his boast, first in x. 18, when he is 
interrupted by the recollection of the hollowness uf the boast of his opponents 

and compelled to assert the reality of his own ; again, in xi. 1, when he is checked 

by the recollection of the difficulty of pressing it on readers so perverted as the 

Corinthians by the influence of their false teachers ; again, in xi. 6, when he is 

led aside to answer the charge arising out of his refusal of support. Now once 

more he returns to the point, and now for the first time oarriesitthrough. He is 
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still oppressed by the consciousness of the seeming senselessness of teh self. 
praise ; but he defends himself on two grounds: that he is driven to it by the 

pretensions of his opponents ; and that he is speaking, not of his higher gifts, 

of which he might reasonably be proud, but of those very points in his con- 

duct and character which had given occasion to his opponents to charge him 
with ‘‘ weakness,” x, 10. (Stanley). 

(u®) ** Not after the Lord.’’ Ver. 17. 

This phrase means, ‘‘ Not as Christ would have me speak, but in the person of 
a fool.’’ Such an utterance is not inconsistent with the Apostle’s claim to in- 

spiration. For the simple end of inspiration is to secure infallibility in the 

communication of truth. It does not sanctify, nor does it preclude the natural 

play of the intellect or of the feelings. Even if therefore this conduct of Paul 
was due to human weakness, that would not prove that he was not under the 

inspiration of God. But such an assumption is needless. There was nothing 
wrong in his self-laudation. He never appears more truly humble than when 

these references to his labours and sufferings were wrung from him, filling him 

with a feeling of self-contempt. All that the expression implies is that self- 

praise, in itself considered, is not the work of a Christian ; it is not a work to 

which the Spirit of Christ impels a believer. But when it is necessary to the 

vindication of the truth or the honour of religion, it becomes a duty (Hodge). - 

(v®) ** According to the flesh.”’ Ver. 18. 

Surely there is no necessity of supplying these words at the end of the verse. 
What the Apostle means is, ‘‘As many boast from unworthy motives, I also 

will boast.” If they did it from bad motives, he might well do it from good 
motives ; and that he did it from such motives the whole section shows. 

(w*) Paul's toils and sufferings. Ver. 27. 

On this graphic statement Stanley justly remarks that ‘‘it represents a life 
in the Western world [may we not add, in the Eastern also?] hitherto with- 

out precedent. Self-devotion for some special national cause had been often 

seen before; the career of Socrates was a lifelong service to humanity ; but a 

continual self-devotion, involving hardships like those here described, and ex- 

tending over so long a period and in behalf of no local or family interest, but 

for the interest of mankind at large, was, down to this period, a thing unknown. 

Paul did all this, and Paul was the first who did it.’’—‘‘ This passage makes 

even the most laborious of the modern ministers of Christ hide their faces in 

shame. What have they ever done or suffered to compare with what this apos- 

tle did? It is a consolation to know that Paul is now as pre-eminent in glory 

as he was here in suffering” (Hodge).—Stanley adds further: ‘‘It is remark- 

able that while there is nothing in this account which contradicts, yet the 

greater part of it goes far beyond the narrative of the Acts. It shows that the 

biography of the Apostle, unlike most biographies of heroes and saints (e.g. 

Xavier), instead of overrating, underrates the difficulties and sufferings which 

we learn from the Apostle’s own account, the accuracy of which is guaranteed 

by the extreme and apparently unfeigned reluctance with which it is brought 

forward."’ 

ton 
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CHAPTER XII. 

Ver. 1. xavydo6ar 37] So also Tisch., following K M and most min. Arm. and 

the Greek Fathers. But B D** E F GI, and many min., also Syr. utr. Arr. 
Vulg. It. Ambrosiast. have the reading xavydola: dei, which Griesb. has recom- 

mended, and Scholz, Lachm. Rtick. have adopted. D* &* 114, Copt. Slav. 
codd. Lat. Theophyl. have xavydo@a: dé, which Fritzsche, Diss. Il. p. 122 f., 

prefers. The testimonies for cavydobat dei preponderate so decidedly that we 
are not entitled to derive dei from xi. 30. On the other hand, the apparent 

want of connection in xavy. dei ov ovud. was sufficient occasion, partly for 

changing dei into dé, or by means of itacism into d7 (the latter Reiche defends 

and Ewald follows, also Hofm.), partly for prefixing an e to the cavy. from xi. 
80 (X** 39, Lect. 17, Vulg. Pel.). — ai cuppéper pot, Aevooua yap) Lachm. and 
Riick. read ob cvypépov piv, t2etocouer dé (Lachm.: d? xal, after B), supported by 
B FG X&, and in part by some min. vss. and Fathers. But pév ... dé betrays 

itself ag a correction by way of gloss of the difficult ydp, in which poi was sup- 

planted by yuév, and ydép by dé The question whether cuy¢fpov is original 

instead of cvzgépe:, is decided by the circumstance that, according to the codd., 
the reading cuugépov is connected with the reading pév . . . dé, and hence falls 

with it. — Ver, 3. éxréc] B D* E* 8, Method. in Epiph. have yuwpic. So Lachm. 
Tisch. and Riick. Rightly ; éxréc is from ver. 2, The subsequent ov« olda is 
deleted by Lachm., but only on the authority of B, Method. — Ver. 6. ri] is doubt- 

‘less wanting in B D*** E** F G&* 37, 67** Arm. Boern. Tol. Harl.** codd. Lat. Or., 
and is deleted by Lachm. and Riick. But how easily it was left out, being regard- 

ed as utterly superfluous, and even as confusing !— Ver. 7. Before the first iva 

Lachm. has d:6, following ABFG &17, Boern. An insertion for the sake of con- 

nection, occasioned by the not recognizing the inverted order of the words, so 
that cai 79 drepB. tTSv azoxa2. was attached in some way to what goes before 
(with some such meaning as this : in order that no one may get a higher opinion 

of me... eventhrough the abundance of the revelations). — The second iva p:) brepai- 

pupa: is wanting inA D E F G &*17, and several vas, and Fathers (bracketed by 

Lachm.) ; but the emphasis of the repetition being overlooked, the words have 

been passed over as having been used already. — Ver. 9. dvvayic pov] pov is 

wanting in A* B D* FG &, and several vss. and Fathers. Deleted by Bengel, 

Lachm. Tisch. Considering, however, the no small weight of tle testimonies 

for pov (A** D*** E KL &** and almost all min. vss. Or. Chrys. Theodoret), 
and seeing that the syllable yov might easily be passed over after the syllable 
pts, the Recepta is to be preserved, its sense also being necessary according to 

the whole context. — reAcoira:] AB D* FG ®* have redcirar. So Lachm. Tisch. 
and Riick. Rightly ; the former is an interpretation. — Ver. 11. After d¢puv 

Elz. has xavyopuevoc, against decisive evidence. An exegetical addition. — Ver. 
12, év onpelorg] év is wanting in A B D* ® 17, 39, 71, al. Volg. ms. Clar. Germ. 
Tol. and Fathers ; while F G, Boern. Syr. Chrys. Ambrosiast. have xai. év is 
mechanically repeated from what precedes, and with Lachm, Tisch. and Bitck. 
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is to be deleted. — Ver. 13. 4r770yre] BD* ®* 17 have joad0nre (a0 Lachm.), which 

is nothing but a copyist’r error, and in D and ¥& is rightly corrected ; F G have 
ézatrobnre, which is a gloss. — Ver. 14. After rpirov Griesb. Scholz, Lachm. 
Riick. Tisch. read rovro, following doubtless a preponderance of authorities, 

among which, however, D E 93, Copt. Syr.? put it before rpirov. An addition 
from xiii. 1. — wor] is wanting after xaravapx. in AB ®17, 71, al. Aeth. Damasc., 
while D* F G have vudc. Both have been supplied, and are rightly deleted by 

Lachm. Tisch. — Ver. 15, el xai] sai is wanting in A BF G ®* Copt. Sahid. 

Deleted by Lachm. An addition from misunderstanding ; see the exegetical 

remarks. — Ver. 19, réAcv] Lachm. Tisch. and Riick. read dda: on preponder- 

ating evidence. Rightly ; the maAa: not understood was erroneously glossed. — 

In what follows xarévavr: is to be adopted instead of xarevoriny, with Lachm. 
and Riick., on preponderating evidence. Comp. ii. 17. — Ver. 20. Instead of 

of gpec, Lachm. and Ritck. read pic, but against preponderating evidence. 

The latter might easily originate through itacism. Instead of GjAo, Lachm. 

Tisch. and Riick. read {jJo¢, following AB D* FG, Goth. Syr. Arm. Dam. 

Rightly ; the plural crept in from the surrounding forms, — Ver. 21. £20évra pe] 

Lachm. Riick. and Tisch. read eA@dvrog pod, following ABFG ®&* 89, 93. 

Rightly ; the Recepia is a grammatical emendation, which bronght with it the 

omission of the subsequent we. — rare:vioy] Lachm. and Tisch. read rare:mioet, 
following BD EF GL, min. Oee. The subjunctive is a mechanical alteration 

in accordance with the preceding and usual form. 

ConTEentTs.—Breaking off from what precedes, Paul passes over to the 
revelations which he has had, narrates one of them, and says: Of this he 

would boast, not of himself, except only of his weaknesses ; for he will 

perpetrate no folly by self-glorying, but abstains from it, in order not to 
awaken too high an opinion of himsclf (vv. 1-6). And in order that he 
might not plume himself over those revelations, there was given to him a 
painful affliction, on account of which after a thrice-repeated invocation he 

had been referred by Christ to His grace ; hence he preferred to glory in 

his weaknesses, in order that he might experience the power of Christ, for 
which reason he had pleasure in his weaknesses (vv. 7-10). — He had be- 
come 8 fool, compelled thereto by them ; for he ought to have been com- 
mended by them, since in no respect did he stand behind the fancied apos- 
tles, but, on the contrary, had wrought amongst them the proofs of his 
apostolic dignity (vv. 11, 12). This leads him, amidst bitter irony, again 

to his gratuitous working, which he will continue also on his third arrival 
(vv. 18-15). But not only had he not by himself and immediately taken 

advantage of them, but not even through others mediately (vv. 16-18). 
Now begins the conclusion of the whole section : Not before them, but 
before God, does he vindicate himself, yet for their edification. For he 

fears that he may find them not in the frame of mind which he wishes, and 

that he may be found by them in a fashion not wished for (vv. 19-21). 

Ver. 1.’ Scarcely has Paul, in xi. 82 f., begun his cavyaodar ra tHe GoVevetac 

1 See on ver. 1 ff., Beyschlag in the Stud. schlag in the Stud. vw. Krit. 1865, p. 217 ff. ; 

u. Krit. 1864, p. 206 ff.; Hilgenfeld in his also Holsten, zum Evang. des Paul. u. d. 

Zeitschr. 1864, p. 178 ff.; and again, Bey- Peir. 1868, p. 21 ff. 
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with the incident in Damascus, when he breaks off again with the thought 
which, in the instantaneous, true tact of his consciousness (comp. on xi. 32 

f.), as it were bars his way : xavydodar dei, ob ovugépec por (see the critical re- 

marks) : to boast of myself is necessary, not beneficial for me. Let it be 
observed that ov cvug. is the antithesis of dei ; (necesse, non utile est), and 

that a comma only must therefore stand after dei ; further, that yo: belongs 

not merely to cvug., but also to dei (Tob. v. 14; Kithner, ad Xen. Mem. iii. 

3. 10, Anad. iii. 4. 85; Miltzner, ad Antiph. p. 257) ;* lastly, that cuyg. 
means the moral benefit as opposed to the ethical disadvantage of the self- 
exaltation (comp. ver. 7, and sec Theophyl.) : ‘‘saluberrimum animo } rij¢ 

oifoswc ovoroay,” Grotius. Comp. Ignat. Trall. 4: woaAd gpovd év Seq, 472’ 
éuaurdv peTpa, iva pi év xavyfoe: aréAwpa. The dei arose out of the existing 

circumstances of the Corinthians, by which Paul had seen himself necessi- 

tated to the xcavyaoda: ; but the ov ovpgépee prevails with him to pass on to 
something else and far higher, as that in which there lay no self-glory (ver. 
5). With the reading d7 (see the critical remarks) the 67 would only make 
the notion of xavyac9a: more significantly ? prominent, like the German eben 

or ja (certainly, or indeed] (see Kriiger, § 69, 19. 2 ; Klotz, ad Devar. p. 392 ; 

Baeumlein, Partikell. p. 98), but could not, as Hofmann (with an inap- 
propriate appeal to Hartung) assumes, denote glorying ‘‘ simply and abso- 
lutely,” in contrast with a xcavyaoda ra rig Goeveiag. This Paul would have 
known how to express by something like azAde 6) xavyaoSat. — édetoouar] 
not : I would (to which Hofmann practically comes), but : I wild (now) 
come to speak. Sce Wolf, Curae; Dissen, ad Pind. Ol. ix. 83, p. 119. — 

yép] He might also have said oiy, but his conception is, that by his passing 
over to something else the ob cuugéfpec vot is illustrated and confirmed. See 
Klotz, ad Devar. p. 235 ; Bacumlein, Partik. p. 86. — ic orracia cxai aroxa?. 

xupiou] 7.6. to facts, in which Christ imparted to me visions and revelations.* 
The genitious subjecti xvpiov is the characteristic definition, which both words 

need (not simply the second, to which Hofmann limits it), Theophylact 

remarks that in azvoxad. there is added to orrac. something more, } piv yap 

1 Reiche (Comment. crit. I. p. 404) objects 

that Paul must have written “ solenniter et 
perspicue :"? cavxaodas due Sei, ob 5¢ cunddpes 

po. But if so were not to be referred 

jointly to 8, sceing that Se with the dative 
and Infinitive certainly is found in classical 

writers seldom (see also Ellendt, Lex. Soph. 
i. p. 899 f.), and never ‘in the N. T., an dud 

would not be necessary : but cavy. de may 
be taken absolutely : doasting is necessary 

(under the circumstances given), not advran- 

tageous ts it tome. The non-use of 8¢ or aAAd 

is in keeping with the very common asyn- 

detio juxtaposition of contrasted state- 
ments, 1 Cor. vil. 6; Rom. fi. 29; 2 Cor. v. 

8, al. Reiche himself, defending the Re- 

cepta, lays the whole emphasis on wo: my 

boasting takes place not for my own advan- 

tage, but for yours (in order to correct your 

jadgment regarding me, etc.). He oxplains 

it, therefore, as ff Paul had written: ov« 
éuot OF ovK epavre ovuddéper. Theodoret had 

already taken it erroneously, quite liko 
Reiche. 

2“aé est particula determinativa, id 

verbum, quod sequitur, graviter effcrens,”’ 
Kahner, ad Xen. Mem. ill. 7.2. Comp. also 

Hartung, Partik. 1. p. 288. Erasm.: “ glo- 

rari sane non expedit mihi.” It might ac- 

cordingly be taken also with a touch of 
irony, like ecilicel : boast indeed I must. Sco 
Stallbaum, ad Plat. Symp. p. 178 E; Har- 

tung, /.c. Holsten also, /.c. p. 28, takes it in 
the fronical sense. 

3 As is well known, from this passage 
arose the apocryphal ‘AwoxdAufis Mavdov, 
and (or?) tho ‘Avafarcedy IlavAov. See Licke- 
Einl. in d. Offend. Joh. 1. p. M4 ff. ed. 2. Theo, 

phylact finds the proof that this treatise is 
not genuine in appyra, ver. 4. 
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pdvoy B2£rew didworv, airy 62 nai re Badirepov tov dpuutvov aroyuuvoi. This 

distinction, however, keeps the two ideas apart contrary to their nature, as 
if the apocalyptic element were not given with the dérracia. ‘Orracia 
(‘‘species visibilis objecta vigilanti aut somnianti,” Grotius) is rather a 
special form of receiving the aroxadAviige (comp. Liicke, Hinl. in d. Offend. Joh. 

I, p. 27, ed. 2), which latter may take place by means of such a miraculous 
vision (Dan. ix. 23, x. 1, 16) ; see also Luke i. 22 ; Acts xxvi. 19. This is 

the meaning of érracia here, and aoxaA. is a wider idea (inasmuch as 
revelations occur also otherwise than in the way of visions beheld, although 

here ensuing in that way ; comp. ver. 7, where avoxa4. stands alone.—That 
Paul by what follows wishes to prove, with a polemic object against the 

Christine party, that external acquaintance with Christ was superfluous (so 
Baur ; see also Oecumenius), is not to be assumed, just because otherwise 
the mention of his having had a vision of Christ would be necessary for its 
bearing on the sequel. Nor can we from this passage infer it as the distinc- 
tive feature of the Christines, that they had claimed to stand by visions and 
revelations in a mystical connection with Christ (Schenkel, Dahne, de 

Wette, Goldhorn ; comp. also Ewald, Beyschlag), since Paul is contending 
against specifically Judaistic opponents, against whom he pursues his gen- 

eral purpose of elucidating his apostolic dignity, which enemies obscured 
in Corinth,’ from the special distinctions which he, and not his opponents, 
had to show (comp. Riibiger, p. 210 ; Kldpper, p. 99 ff.). (x°) 

Ver. 2. He now quotes instar omnium a single event of such a nature, 
specially memorable to him and probably unique in his experience, vv. 2-4. 
—olda avSpuwrov «.t.2.] I know a man... who was snatched away. Paul 
speaks of himself as of a third person, because he wishes to adduce some- 
thing in which no part of the glory at all falls on the Ego proper. And 
how suitable in reality was the nature of such an event to the modest mode 

of representation, excluding all self-glory ! In that ecstasy the Ego had 
indeed really ceased to be the subject of its own actirity, and had become 
quite the object of the acticity of others, so that Paul in his usual condition 

came before himself as other than he had been in the ecstasy, and his J, 

considered from the standpoint of that ecstasy, appeared as a he. — év Xpioro] 
a man to be found in Christ (as the element of lifc), 1 Cor. i. 80, a Christian ; 

not : ‘‘ quod in Christo dico, i.e. quod sine ambitione dictum velim,” Beza, 

connecting it with olda (comp. Emmerling). — rpé érav dexarecodpwr] belongs 
to dprayévra, from which it is separated by the parenthesis. We may add 
that this note of time is already decisive against those, who either find in 
this incident the conversion of the apostle (or at least something connected 
therewith), as Damasus, Thomas, Lyra, L. Capellus, Grotius, Oeder, Keil, 

Opuse. p. 318 ff. ; Matthaei, Religionsgl. I. p. 610 ff., and others, including 

1 According to Hilgenfeld, Paul means 

now toimpart yet something greater than 
the vision of Christ (7) at his call.. Not some- 
thing greater, but something quite of 

another kind. Holsten, too, finds in the 
orracias something, which exalts Paul above 

the original apostles, since to the latter 

such things had not been fmparted after 

the resurrection of Christ. That, indeed, 

we do not at all know. We are acquainted 
with analogous disclosures also by Peter. 
And how scanty are our sources regarding 
the history of the Twelve! 
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Bretschneider and Reiche, and quite recently Stélting, Beitr. 2. Exreg. d. 

Paul. Br. 1869, p. 173—or identify it with the appearance in the temple, 
Acts xxii. 17 ff., as Calvin (but uncertainly), Spanheim, Lightfoot, J. Ca- 

pellus, Rinck, Schrader, and others ; comp. also Schott, Hrért. p. 100 ff. ; 
Wurm in the Jib. Zeitechr. 1833, 1, p. 41 ff. ; Wieseler, p. 165, and on Gal. 

p. 591 ff. ; Osiander. The conversion was upwards of twenty years earlier 
than this Epistle (see on Acts, Introd. § 4). Sce, besides, Estius and 

Fritzsche, Diss. I. p. 58 ff. ; Anger, rat. temp. p. 164 ff. In fact, even if the 
definition of the time of this event could be reconciled with that of the ap- 
pearance in the temple, Acts xxii. 17 ff., still the narrative of this passage (see 
especially ver. 4 : qxovoev dppyra x.t.A.) is at any rate so essentially different 

from that in Acts xxii., that the identity is not to be assumed.' The connec- 
tion which Wieseler assumes with the Damascene history does not exist in 
reality (comp. on xi. 82 f.), but with xii. 1 there begins something new. The 
event here mentioned, which belongs in point of time to the stay at Antioch 
or to the end of the stay at Tarsus (Acts xi. 25), is to us quite unknown 

otherwise. The reason, however, why Paul added the definition of time ie, 

according to Chrysostom, Pelagius, Theodoret, and others, given thus : 
‘*videmus Paulum ipsum per annos quatuordecim tacuisse, nec verbum fuisse 
facturum, nisi importunitas malignorum coégisset,” Calvin. But how purely 
arbitrary ! And whence is it known that he had been so long silent re- 
garding the ecstasy ? No; the specification of time flowed without special 
design just as naturally from the pre-eminently remarkable character which 
the event had for Paul, as from the mode of the representation, according 
to which he speaks of himself as of a third person, in whose case the notice 
of an already long past suggested itself spontaneously ; for ‘‘ longo tempore 
alius @ se ipso quisque factus videtur” (Bengel). —eire év odyari] ac. jordyn 
from what follows. Regarding elre .. . elre, whether. . . or, sce Hartung, 

Partikell, II. p. 202 f. also Dissen, ad Dem. de Cor. p. 224. He puts the 
two cases as quite equal as respects possibility, not the first as more probable; 
hence with the second elre no cai is added ; see Dissen. In that ecstasy his 
lower consciousness had so utterly fallen into abeyance, that he could not 
afterwards tell (according to Athan. c. Ar. Serm. 4: dared not tell) whether 
this had taken place by means of a temporary withdrawal of his spirit out 
of the body, or whether his whole person, the body included (év cduar:), had 
been snatched away. By this alternative he expresses simply the utter in- 

comprehensibleness for him of the manner of the occurrence. It is to him as 
if either the one or the other had taken place, but he knows neither the 
former nor the latter ; hence he is not to be made responsible for the possi- 
bility or eventual mode of the one or other. ‘‘Ignoratio modi non tollit cer- 
tam ret scientiam,” Bengel. Following Augustine, Genes. ad lit. xij. 5, Thomas. 
and Estius explained év cdpart : anima in corpore manente, 80 that Paul would 
say that he does not know whether it took place in a vision (¢v céyar:) or by am 

? According to Wieseler, the dbjyra pjuara the revelation laying the basis for his voca- 
were the preparatory basis for the delega- tion among the Gentiles had been received 
tion of the apostle in Acts xxif. 18,21. But by Paul much earlier than the appearance 
there is no hint of this in either text. And inthe temple, Gal. f. 15. 
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actual snatching away of the spirit (écrd¢ rod o.). But if he had been uncer- 
tain, and had wished to represent himself ag uncertain, whether the matter 

were only a seeing and perceiving by means of the spiritual senses or a real 
snatching away, it would not have had at all the great importance which it 

is held to have in the context, and he would only have exposed to his rivals 
a weak point, seeing that inward visions of the supernatural, although in 
the form of divinely presented apparitions, had not the quite extraordinary 
character which Paul manifestly wishes to ascribe to the event described. 
This also in opposition to Beyschlag, 1864, p. 207, who explains the alter- 
native eire év oduart only as the bestowal of a marvellous ‘‘range” and 
‘‘reach” of the inward senses—in spite of the dprayévra. Moreover, we must 
not ascribe to the apostle the Rabbinical opinion (in Schoettgen, Hor. p. 
697) that he who is caught into paradise puts off his body and is clothed 
with an ethereal body ; because otherwise he could not have put the case 
eire év o}uati." So much, however, is clear, that for such a divine purpose 

he held as possible a temporary miraculous withdrawal of the spirit from the 
body without death.*. The mode* in which this conceived possibility was to 
take place must be left undetermined, and is not to be brought under the 
point of view of the separability of the bare rveiya (without the yvz7) from 

the body (Osiander) ; for spirit and soul form inseparably the go even in 

the trichotomistic expression of 1 Thess. v. 23, as likewise Heb. iv. 12 (see 
Liinemann in loc.). Comp. also Calovius against Cameron. Hence also it 
is not to be said with Lactantius : ‘‘ abit animus, manet anima.”—The anar- 

throus év cdzar: means bodily, and that his own body was meant by it, and 
rov céuaroc with the article is not anything different, was obvious of itsclf 

to the reader ; caua did not need the article, Stallbaum, ad Plat. Phaed. p. 

88 C. —dprayévra] the stated word used of sudden, involuntary raptures. 

See Acts viii. 89 ; Rev. xii. 5 ; 1 Thess. iv. 17. The form of the 2d aorist 

belongs to the deteriorated Greek. See Thomas Mag. p. 424; Buttmann, 

I. p. 881. — rdv rowirov] summing up again (Kiihner, II. p. 380) : such an 

one, with whom it wasso. Comp. 1 Cor. v. 5. — éw¢ rpirov ovp. | thus, through 

the first and second heaven into the third.‘ As the conception of several 

heavens pervades the whole of the O. and N. T. (see especially, Eph. iv. 10; 

Heb. iv. 14) ; as the Rabbins almost unanimously (Rabbi Juda assumed only 

two) reckon seven heavens (see the many passages in Wetstein, Schoettgen, 

Hor. p. 718 ff. ; comp. also Eisenmenger, Hntdeckt. Judenth. I. p. 460 ; 

Hahn, Theol. d. N.T. I. p. 247) ; and as Paul here names a definite number, 

_ 1 Just as little is the case put to be made 
concetvable as a momentary tranefiguration 

of the body (Osiander). The bodily trans- 
figuration is simply an eschatological event 

(1 Cor. xv. 51 ff.; 1 Thess. iv. 17), anda trans- 

formation of such a nature, that afver it the 
return to the previous condition is quite in- 

conceivable. 
2 Comp. the passage already quoted in 

Wetstein from Philo, ds Somn.I. p. 626, 

where Moses aceparos yevouevos is said to 

have fasted forty days. 
3 The remark of Delitzach in this conzec- 

tion: “because what is experienced com- 
presses itself, after the fashion o eternity, into 
a moment" ( Prychol. p. 85), is to me obscure 
and too strange to make it conceivable by 

me. 
4In Luctan, Philopatr. 12, Christ (TaAcraios) 

is mocked atas eis rpirov ovpavdy axpoBaricas 
cai Ta dAXoTS éxpenadnaas. 
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without the doctrine of only three heavens occurring elsewhere ; as he also 
in ver. 4 specifies yet a higher locality situated beyond the third heaven : it 
is quite arbitrary to deny that he had the conception of seven heavens, 
as was done by Origen, contra Celsum, vi. p. 289: émra dé ovpavoic,'h bAue 
reptopianévoy aprdpov avrav, al pepduevac év raic ‘«xAnoiay ovk arayyéAAovor ypagal. 

(x*) The rationalistic explanations of more recent expositors, such as that 

of Billroth (following Schoettgen) : that he only meant by this figurative 

(?) expression to express the nearness in which his spirit found itself to 
God, have as little exegetical warrant as the explanation of Calvin, Calo- 
vius, and others, that the holy number ¢hree stands xar’ étoxfv pro summo 
et perfectissimo, so that rpirov denotes ‘‘ the highest and most perfect sphere 
of the higher world” (Osiander) ;' or as the assertion of others (Estius, 

Clericus, Bengel, and others), that it is a doctrine of Scripture that there are 

only three heavens (the heaven of clouds, the heaven of stars, and the 

empyrean ; according to Damascenus, Thomas, Cornelius & Lapide, and 

others, ‘‘coelum sidereum, crystallinum, empyreum ;” according to Grotius : 

“regio nubifera, reg. astrifera, reg. angelifera"), or the fiction of Grotius 
and Emmerling, that the Jews at that time had assumed only these three 
heavens. It istrue that, according to the Rabbins, the third heaven was 

still no very exalted region.? But we do not know at all ehat conception of 
the difference of the seven heavens Paul followed (see below), and are there- 
fore not at all justified in conjecturing, with Rickert, in opposition to the 
number seven, that Paul was not following the usual hypothesis, but another, 
according to which the third heaven was at least one of the higher ;’ but see 
on ver. 4, where a still further ascent from the third heaven into paradise 
is mentioned. Even de Wette finds the usual view most probable, that by 

the third heaven is meant the highest ; ‘‘in such things belonging to pious 
fancy nothing was established until the Rabbinical tradition became fixed.” 
But the third heaven must have been to the readers a well-known and already 
established conception ; hence we are the lIcss entitled to depart from the 
historically attested number seven, and to adopt the number three (nowhere 
attested among the Jews) which became current in the church only on the’ 

basis of this passage (Suicer, Thes. II. p. 251), while still in the Test. XII. 
Patr. (belonging to the second century) p. 546 f., the number seven holds 
its ground, and the seven heavens are exactly described, as also the Ascensio 
Jesaiae (belonging to the third century) has still this conception of Jewish 

gnosis (see Liicke, Hinl. in d. Offend. Joh. I. p. 287 f., ed. 2). How Paul 

conceived to himself the several heavens as differing, we cannot determine, 

1 The old Lutherans, in the interests of the 

doctrine of ubiquity, maintained that the 
third heaven and paradise denote “ statirm 
potius alterius saeculi quam locum," 

Hunnius. 

8 The Rabbinical division was different, 
¢.g. (1) velum ; (2) expansum ; (8) nubes; (4) 
habitaculum ; (5) habitatio ; (6) sedes Ara ; 

(7) Aradoth or rapetov, Others divide in 
other ways. See Wetstein. 

3 Riickert appeals to the fact that R. Juda 
assumed only ftoo heavens. But this iso- 

lated departure from the usual Rabbinical 

type of doctrine cannot have any applica- 

tion here, where a third heaven is named. 

Passages would rather have to be shown, 

in which the number of heavens was 
assumed to be under seven and above (tro. 

In the absence of such passages, Riickert's 

conjecture is groundless. 
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especially as in those Apocryphal books and among the Rabbins the state- 
ments on the point are very divergent. Erroneously, because the concep- 
of several heavens is an historical one, Hofmann (comp. also his Schrift- 
beweis, II. 1, p. 535) has regarded éwe rpirov ovpavoi as belonging to the vision, 
not to the conception (in connection with which he lays stress on the absence 
of the article), and spiritualizes the definite concrete utterance to this effect, 
that Paul in the vision, which made visible to him in a spiritual manner the 
invisible, ‘‘ saw himself caught away beyond the lower domains of the super- 

mundane and up into a higher region.” This is to depart from the clear lit- 

eral meaning and to lose oneself in generalities. It is quite unwarranted to 

adduce the absence of the article with rpirov, since with ordinal numbers 

the article is not at all required, Matt. xx. 3; Mark xv. 25; Acts i. 15, 

xxiii. 23; John i. 40; Thuc. ii. 70. 5 ; Xen. Anabd. iii. 6. 1; Lucian, Alec. 

18; 1 Sam. iv. 7; Susann. 15; see Kiihner, ad Xen. Anab. vii. 7. 85; 

Nagelsbach on the Iliad, p. 292, ed. 3. 
Vv. 8, 4. And I know such aman... that he, namely, was caught away, 

etc. The expression is here the well-known attraction oidd oe ric ef. Most 
expositors consider the matter itself as not different from what is mentioned 
in ver. 2, so that spiroc ctpavd¢g and 6 rapddecaog Would be one and the same. 

But it is decisive against this view, that 6 rpiroc ovpavéc cannot without arbi- 

trariness be taken otherwise than of a region of heaven comparatively low 

(see on ver. 2). Besides, the whole circumstantial repetition, only with a 
change in designating the place, would not be solemn language, but battol- 
ogy. This also in opposition to Hofmann, who imports the modification : 
‘‘The one time emphasis is laid only on the surroundings, into which he 
found himself transported away from the earth ; the other time on the con- 
trast of the fellowship of God, into which he was transported away from the 
church of God here below.”’ Clemens Alexandrinus, Irenaeus, Origen, Atha- 
nasius, and several Fathers and schoolmen (see Estius and Bengel on the 

passage), also Erasmus’ and Bengel’, have rightly distinguished paradise 
from the third heaven. Comp. also Hahn, Theol. d. N. T. 1. p. 246 ; Osian- 
der, Hilgenfeld, and others. Still we are not, with Bengel (comp. de 

Wette), to regard (see on ver. 2) paradise as interius quiddam in coelo tertio, 
quam ipsum coelum tertium (comp. Cornelius & Lapide) ; but Paul relates 
first how he was caught up into the third heaven, and then adds, as a fur- 
ther point in the experience, that he was transported further, higher up 
into paradise, so that the tw rpirov ovpavov was a break, as it were, & resting- 

point of the raptus. Thus, too, the repetition of the same words, as well 

as the repetition of the parenthesis, obtains its solemn character ; for the 
incident is reported step by step, t.e. in two stages.— The paradise is here 
not the lower, i.e. the place in Sheol, in which the spirits of the departed 

1“ Rantus est in tertium usque coelam, words judges very rightly: “Non solum 
hinc rursum in peradisum,’’ Erasmus inhis suaviter suspendunt acuuntque lectorem, 
Paraphr. Comp. Clemens Alex. : éws rpirov et gloriationi consideratae pondus addunt, 
otpavoi, caxeidey eig wapddacoy (Strom. v. sed etiam plane duplex rel momentum exprt 

p. 427). munt.”” 

* Who as tothe repetition of the same 

_- ih. 
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righteous are until the resurrection (see on Luke xvi. 28, xxiii. 48), nor as 
Hofmann, Schrifthew. II. 1, p. 489, substitutes in place of this historical 
conception the abstraction: ‘‘the present communion of the blessed dead 

with God, as it is on this side of the end of things ;” but the upper, the 
paradise of God (Rev. ii. 7 ; Enoch xxv. 1) in heaven, where God's dwell- 

ing is. This distinction is one given historically, and necessary for the 
understanding of the passage, and is rightly maintained also by Osiander, 
Hahn, and others. Comp. the Rabbinical passages in Eisenmenger, entdeckt. 
Judenth. I. 296 ff., and generally, Thilo, ad Ho. Nic. 25, p. 748 ff.; Gfrérer, 
Jahrh, d. Heils, TI. p. 42 ff. The idea, however, that Christ has carried the 

believing souls out of Hades with Him to heaven (Delitzsch, Psychol. p. 
414) goes beyond Scripture, and is not presupposed even in this passage. — 
appyra phuara] an oxymoron :' dicta nefanda dictu, speakings, which may not 

be spoken (Dem. 1369. 25, 1870. 14 ; Soph. O. R. 465 ; Eur. Hel. 1870; and 

Pflugk in loc.), i.e. which may not be made the subject of communication 
to others. The revelations which Paul received were so sublime and holy, 
that the further communication of them would have been at variance with 

their character ; what was disclosed to him was to be for him alone, for his 

special enlightenment, strengthening, comforting, with a view to the fulfil- 
ment of his great task ; to others it was to remain a mystery, in order to 
preclude fanatical or other misuse ; comp. Calvin. That dpsyra here does 

not mean quae dici nequeunt (Plato, Soph. p. 288 C), as Beza, Estius, Calovius, 
Wolf, and many others, including Billroth and Olshausen, hold (Rickert is 

not decided), is shown by the solemn epexegetical & obx é&dv av3péry AadAy- 
cat. in which é&év means licet, fas est, and is not—as Luther and many older 
and later commentators, including Billroth and Olshausen, wish to take it, 

quite at variance with the signification of the word—equivalent to dévarov. 
The Vulgate aptly renders : ‘‘ et audivit arcana verba, quae non licet hom- 
ini loqui,” 7.e. which a man may not utter aloud. Lucian, Hpigr. 11 (Jacobs, 

Del. epigr. VII. 66) : appyruv éxtuv yrdcoy odpryic exixeiodu, Soph. Hl. 1000, 
Aj. 218. Comp. Rev. x. 3 f.—avdpéry] for they are reserved only for 
divine communication ; a man, to whom they are revealed, may not utter 

them. (z°)—As to what it was that Paul heard for himself, the Fathers and 
schoolmen made many conjectures after their fashion. See Cornelius a 
Lapide and Estius. Theodoret well says: aird¢ oidev 5 ravra redeaptvoc.* 
From whom as the organ of communication he heard it, remains veiled in 
apocalyptic indefinitencss. Revealing voices (comp. Rev. /.c.) he did hear. 

Ver. 5. On behalf of the one a0 constituted I will boast, but on behalf of 
myself, etc. Paul abides by his representation begun in ver. 2, according to 
which he speaks of himself as of a third person. The reader understood 
him! to the effect, namely, that apart from that difference of persons under- 

1 See regarding similar juxtapositions in = to think of disclosures regarding the end of 
general, Lobeck, Paralip. p. 29 f. Comp. the world, which however, must have gone 
plat. Conv. p. 189 B: dppyra éorew ra eipnudva, further than what occurs in the Episties of 

Soph. Ged. Col. 1005: pyrdv dppyrov, Aj. 218: the apostle (as 1 Thess. iv.; 1 Cor. xv.; 

Aover appyroy. Rom. xi. 2 f.). More definite statements 

It is most natural (comp.the Apocalypse) (see Ewald) must be left in abeyance. 
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lying the mere representation,the essential meaning of imép rot rosobrov cav- 
qijcoua: was the same as if Paul had written : rd roovro (or & rH rowobTy) 
xavyjoova:, But this may not mislead us, with Luther, Mosheim, Zachariae, 

Heumann, Schulz, Rosenmiiller, Riickert, to take rootrov as neuter; for in 

favour of the view that it is masculine (so after Chrysostom, most expositors, 

including Flatt, Fritzsche, Billroth, Olshausen, de Wette, Ewald, Osiander, 

Hofmann) we may decisively urge not merely rdv rootryy, vv. 2 and 8, as 

well as the personal contrast in évavrov, and the otherwise marred symmetry 
of the whole mode of representation (sce Fritzsche, Diss. II. 124), but also 

tzép, which with xavyao0a: denotes the person for whose advantage (see on v. 

12), not simply in regard to whom (Hofmann), the boast is made ; the thing 

is afterwards by év expressly distinguished from the person. The objection 
of Riickert, that Paul might not push the conception so far! is quite invalid, 

since, in fact, the readers, if they once knew that from ver. 2 onward he 
meant hAimselj, could not at all misunderstand him. — ¢i v4 is not for éav ph 

. (Riickert), but it introduces an actually existing exception to that principle’ 
wrép éuavtrov ov Kavxzfooua. It is, however, neither necessary nor justifiable 

to supply with ix. éu. ob navy. : ‘‘of the visions and revelations which I 

have had,” so that ei uf would form an inexact contrast (de Wette), since 

Paul, quite in harmony with xi. 30, absolutely denies that he wishes to 
boast on behalf of his own self otherwise than only of his weaknesses (comp. 
xi. 80). Self-glorying otherwise is only then to take place on his part, 
when his own Ego (his work, toil, merit, etc.) does not come at all into 

consideration, but he is merely the dependent, receptive instrument of the 
Lord, and appearsas a third person, on behalf of whom the xavyaoda: takes 
place. The plural aodev. denotes the various situations and manifestations, 
in which his feebleness presents itself. (a*) 

' Ver. 6. T'ép] is not indeed or however (Flatt and others), nor are we, with 
Rickert, to supply a uév after édv ; but the thought, for which ydp assigns 
the reason, is—by a frequent usage very natural with the lively train of 
thought (see especially, Hartung, Partikell. I. p. 464 ff.; Baeumlein, Partik. 
p. 83 f.)—as resulting of itself, not expressly set forth ; it is implied in the 
ov Kavyfoopat ei ui x.7.A., in so far as these words presuppose that Paul could 
boast, if he would. In reference to this he continues : for in case I possibly 
shall hace wished, etc. Comp. Winer, p. 422 [E. T. 568]. Osiander 
wrongly refers yép to the first half of ver. 5 ; for the second half contains 
the leading thought and the progressive point of the passage. According 
to Ewald, Paul means the time of judgment, when he shall wish really to 
glory, whereas now he refrains. In this case he must have subsequently at 

least written viv dé gefdoua: in order to be understood, and even then the 
reference of the SeAfow to the day of judgment, in the absence of any 

express designation of the latter, would only be very indirectly indicated. — 

édv] does not stand for «dv any more than at x. 8 (in opposition to Riickert). 
— ovn Ecoua: d¢pur] glancing back to xi. 1, 16 ff., but spoken now in entire 

1 Kavxjooua:, namely, expresses a princi- others would take it: ‘“Futurum pro 
plo to be followed, not as Grotius and potentiali. .. gaudere et exultare possem.” 
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seriousness, expressing thefolly of the vaunting which injures the truth. — 
geidouat dé] 8C. Tov Kavyaoat, t.¢. but I keep it back, make no use of it. Comp. 

Xen. Cyr. i. 6, 85, iv. 6. 19 ; Soph. Aj. 115 ; Pind. Nem. ix. 20. 47; LXX. 

Job xxxiii. 18; Wisd. i. 11 ; Dissen, ad Pind. p. 488 ; Porson, ad Hur. Or. 
887. — uf ric eic éud Aoyionrac x.t.A.] Purpose of the geidoua: dé : tn order that 

no one may judge in reference to me beyond that, as which he sees me (i.e. supra 
id quod vidit esse me, Beza), or what he possibly hears from me (out of my 
moutl , i.e. in order that no one may form a higher opinion of me than is 

suggested to him by his being eye-witness of my actions, or by his being, it 
may be, an ear-witness of my oral ministry. Many in Corinth found his 

action powerless and his speech contemptible (x. 10) ; but he wished still 
to call forth no higher judgment of himself than one consonant to experience, 
which could not but spontaneously form itself ; hence he abstains from the 
xavyaoda:, although he would speak the truth with it. On Aoyioyra:, comp. 
xi. 5; Phil. iii. 18; 1Cor. iv. 1, al, Ewald takes it ; in order that no one 
may put tomy account. This, however, would be expressed by uf ric éxoi 
hoyio. — The ri ( possibly) is to be explained as a condensed expression : si 

quid quando audit. See Fritzsche, Diss. II. p. 124; Schaefer, ad Dem. IV. 

p. 282 ; Bremi, ad Aesch. II. p.122f. On é& éuov, comp. Herod. ili. 62, and 
the Latin audio ex or dealiquo. See Madvig, ad Cie. Fin. p. 865. 

Ver. 7. xai] is the simple copula, not even (Fritzsche). The course of 
thought, namely, is: For this reason I abstain from xavyaoda: (ver. 6), and 
—to return now to what I said in vv. 1-5—us concerns those revelations 
which I, though without self-glorying, leave not unmentioned (ver. 5), 
care is taken of this, that I do not vaunt myself on this distinction. — rq 
trepBoAg tov aroxad.| Datious instrumenti: because the revelations imparted 
to me have a character so exceeding,—a nature transcending so utterly all 
the bounds of what is ordinary. The order of the words is inverted, in order 
to make the whole attention of the reader dwell on rg trepB. r. aroxad., to 
which the discourse here returns.’ Comp. ii. 4 ; Gal. ii. 10, a2. See on 
Rom. xi. 81.—&é60y poe oxdA0w re capxi x.t.A.] ‘*Ex alto habuit revela- 

tionem, ex profundo castigationem,” Bengel. It is not to be connected so 
as also to take in iva dyyedog Zar. pe xodag. (Knapp), nor is oxéaoy to be con- 

1 Lachmann, who has adopted &é6 before suv dwocatvpeny. Ewald follows Lach- 
tva (see the critical remarks), puts the 
whole of ver. 6, day . . . é€ dou, in a paren- 
thesis, and places a full stop after azoxa- 

Avyeor in ver. 7,80 that «. rH vwepf, 7. 
amoxcad, goes with «i ph ey sais aodeveia 

(Lachmann has struck out sov, but on too 
slender authority) in ver. 5, and 8d ive pi 
Usepaipeyas begins a new sentence. But 
in that case not only would «ai rj vwepBoAy 
Twy awoxeA. come in haltingly after a very 
isolated and, as it were, forlorn fashion, 
but Paul would have given to the paren- 

thesis and illogical position. Logically he 
must have written: twip 82 duavrot ov 
mavxycopas (dav yap Gedtjow xavyfoacda . . . 

d§ dnov) ci uh dy raig dodeveiass nal TH VwEpBodAg 

mann‘s reading, but, not assuming any pa- 
renthesis, attaches xai rp vwepB. twr awoxad. 
to my rig cig dud Aoyionras «.7.A., and that in 

the sense : even by these abundant disclosures 
led astray, if Ishould express myself, namely, 
as to their contents. But apart from the con- 
sideration that Paul would have expressed 
such a sense too unintelligibly by the mere 

dative and without more precise definition, 
utterances regarding the contents of the 
aroxcaAdvwas, had he made tbem, would have 
fallen within the category of what is 
denoted by § dcova ri ef ¢xov, and conse- 
quently in so far the logical accuracy of «4 
reg cig dud Aoy. «.7.A. would fail. 
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sidered as a prefixed apposition, and dyyedoc Lar. as subject (Tertullian, and 
probably also Chrysostom, see Fritzsche, Diss. II. p. 127). For it may be 
urged against the former, that an inappropriate relation of meaning would 
result from it ; and against the latter, which Hofmann has again preferred, 

that there is no reason whatever for departing from the usual order of the 
words, since even with it the iva ye xoAag. applies to the angel of Satan. 
The ordinary construction isto be retained as the simplest and most natural ; 
according to this, éyyeAo¢ Zar. appears as an appositional morc precise defini- 
tion of oxdéAow Ty capri : there was given to me a thorn for my flesh, an angel of 
Satan,—idé9y] by whom ? The wsual answer, given also by Riickert, Olshausen 
(‘‘the educating grace of God”), Ewald, is: by God. See especially, Au- 
gustine, de nat. et grat. 27: ‘‘ Neque enim diabolus agebat, ne magnitudine 
revelationum Paulus extolleretur, et ut virtus ejus proficeretur, sed Deus. 
Ab illo igitur traditus erat justus colaphizandus angelo Satanae, qui per 
eum tradebat et injustos ipei Satanae.” Certainly iva pA brepaipwua is the 
purpose not of the devil, but of the divine will, without which the suffering 
in question inflicted by the devil on the apostle could not affect him ; but 
just because the latter has thought of the devil as the one from whom that 
suffering proceeded, he must have conceived him also as the giver, because 
otherwise his mode of representation would be self-contradictory. Doubt- 
less Satan is only the mediate giver,’ who thereby is to serve the divine final 

aim iva yu? ixacp. ; but the explanation, that Paul had wished to say (7?) that 

God had permitted (so also Chrysostom and Theophylact) Satan to torment 

him (Billroth) is a quite arbitrary alteration of what Paul actually says. 
His meaning is rather, and that expressed in an active form: Satan has 
given to me a thorn for the flesh, in order to torment me with it—which 
has the moral aim ordained in the divine counsel, that I should not vaunt 

myself. —oxéAoy] only here in the N. T. It may mean stake, fidcv oft, 

Hesychius (Homer, Jl. viii. 848, xv. 1, xviii. 177 ; Herod. ix. 97; Xen. 

Anab. v. 2. 5), but also thorn (Lucian, Mere. cond. 8 ; LXX. Hos. ii. 6; 
Ezek. xxviii. 24 ; Num. xxxili. 55 ; Ecclus. xliii. 19, and Fritzsche in loc., 
Dioscor. in Wetstein), as, indeed, it may also denote anything pointed, 
splinters, ridges, ete. The Vulgate has stimulus. Itis here commonly taken 
as stake, many, like Luther, thinking of a penal stake.*? Comp. oxodoriZu, 
impale, avacxodorifw, Herod. i. 128. But as the conception of a stake fixed 
in his flesh has something exaggerated and out of keeping about it, and as 
the figurative conception of a thorn pressed into the flesh with acute pain 
might very naturally occur to him from the LXX. (Num. xxxiii. 55 ; Ezek. 

xxviii. 24), the latter signification is to be preferred. Comp. Artem. iii. 
83: dxavPat nal oxdAorec Odbvac onpaivover dia Td OF). — TQ capxi is most natu- 

rally attached to oxéAow as an appropriating dative (comp. Castalio) : a thorn 
Jor the flesh, which is destined to torment that sensuous part of my nature 
which lusts to sin (in specie, to self-exaltation). Fritzsche, who, with 

1 Comp. Hofmann: “an evil which be- ' %In the gloss: “It is a stake, where 
falls him in accordance with God's will, but people are impaled, or crucified, or 
through the working of aspiritual power hanged.” 

opposed to God.” 

ana satis tarot Oly 
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Winer, Osiander, and Buttmann, takes rj capxi as defining more precisely 
the part of yo: (see as to the oxjua cad’ dA0v Kai uépos, more used by the poets, 

Nagelsbach on the JZ. ii. 171, iii. 488 ; Reisig, ad Qed. Col. 266 ; Jacobs, 
Delect. Epigr. p. 162, 509 ; Kiithner, II. p. 145), objects that rg capxi seems 

inappropriate, because it is inconceivable that a oxédoy should torment the 
soul, and not the body. But this objection would apply, in fact, to 
Fritzsche’s own explanation, and cannot at all hold good, partly because it 
is certainly possible to think figuratively of a oxéAoy tormenting the soul (see 
Artemid. J.c., where, among the figurative references of dxavdac x. oxdAorec, 
he also adduces : xa? ¢pévridag xai Atwag dia 7d Ttpayb), partly because cdpé 
does not denote the body absolutely, or only according to its susceptibility 
(Hofmann), but according to its sinful quality which is bound up with the odpé. 
The objection, on the other hand, that salutary torment is not the business 
of an angel of Satan (Hofmann), leaves out of consideration the divine tele- 

ology in the case ; comp. on 1 Cor. v. 5.—dyyeAog Earav] Paul considers 
his evil, denoted by oxé20y 7. o., 28 inflicted on him by Satan, the enemy of 

the Messiah, as in the N. T. generally the devil appears as the originator of 

all wickedness and all evil, especially also of bodily evil (Hahn, Theol. d. 
N. T.I. p. 872 f. ; Weiss, bibl. Theol. p. 462). By the addition of dyyedng 
Yer. in apposition to oxéAop r. o. the oxddoy is personified, and what is an 

&pyov of Satan appears now, under the apostle’s vivid, concrete mode of 
view, an angel of Satan. The interpretation which takes the indeclinable 
Larav,' occurring only here in the N. T. (see, however, LXX. 1 Kings xi. 
14, 28, 25 ; Aq. Jobi. 6), as the genitive, is the usual and right one. For 
if Zarav be taken as a nominatice, it must either be a nomen proprium: the 
angel Satan (Billroth), or it would have to be taken adjectivally : a hostile 
angel (Cajetanus and others, including Flatt). But the latter is against the 

standing usage of the N. T., into which '0Y has passed only as a nomen 
proprium. Against the former no doubt Fritzsche’s reason is not decisive : 
‘*sic neminem relinqui, qui ablegare Satanam potuerit” (comp. Rickert), 
since Satan in his original nature was an angel, and might retain that ap- 
pellation without the point of view of the sending coming further into con- 
sidcration ; nor can we, with Olshausen, urge the absence of the article, 

since dyy. Zar. might have assumed the nature of a proper name ; but the 

actual usage is against it, for Satan, so often as he occurs in the N. T., is 
never named dyycdog (Rev. ix. 11 is not to the point here, see Dtisterdieck 
in loc.), which was a very natural result of the altered position of the devil, 
who, from being an dyyedoc before, had become the prince (Eph. ii. 2) of his 

kingdom, and now had angels of his own (Matt. xxv. 41, comp. Barnab. 
18). —iva pe xoAagify] design of the giver in édé97 wor «.7.A. : in order that 
he may buffet me (Matt. xxvi. 67 ; 1 Cor. iv. 11; 1 Pet. ii. 20). The present 
denotes the still subsisting continuance of the suffering. See Theophyl.: 

‘ovy iva arat we KoAagicy, AA’ dei. Comp. Chrysostom. The subject is dyyeAoe 
Yarav, as indeed often the continuation of the discourse attaches itself to 

1 Zerava, read by Lachmann and Rfickert on the authority of 4* B D* F GR* 67**, is 
a correct interpretation. 
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the apposition, not to the subject proper. See Fritzsche, Diss. II. p. 143 f.. 
Fritzsche himself, indeed, regards oxéAoy as the subject,’ and assumes that 

the vivid conception of the apostle has transferred to the subject what 
properly belongs only to the apposition, to which view he had been moved 
by the similar sound of oxéAoy and xodagify, as well as by the personification 
Of oxdAcw. But how easily might he have found a word which would have 
suited the conception of the personified oxéAoy, and would not have been 
inappropriate to the apposition dyy. Zar. ! Butin fact he has chosen a 
word which does not suit oxédoy at all, and suits dyy. Lar. erclusively, and 
hence we are not warranted in denying that the word belongs to dyy. Zar. 
Besides, this connection is most naturally suggested by the relations of the 
sense ; for only by iva pe xoAag. does dyy. Zar. come to be a complete appo- 
sition to oxéAow r. o., inasmuch as the element of pain in the case expressed in 

oxdAow tr. o. is not yet implied in the mere 4)y. Zarav, but is only added by 
iva pe xodag. — iva uy brepaipwua:] paedagogic aim of God’s guidance in this 
koAagifev. See above. The devil and his angels serve, against their inten- 
tion, the intention of God. See Hahn, 7heol. d. N. T. I. p. 882 f. In the 

repetition of the same words there is expressed the deeply felt importance 
of this telic destination. See Heindorf, ad Phaed. p. 51 ff. ; Matthiae, p. 

1541. Comp. also Bornemann, Schol. in loc. p. xxxix. — Lastly, as con- 

cerning the thing itself, which Paul denotes by oxédow r. o. «.7.4., it was 
certainly known by the Corinthians from their personal acquaintance with 
Paul without any more precise indication ; to us at least any special indica- 
tion has been denied. For a great host of attempts at explanation, some of 
them very odd, see Poole’s Synopsis ; Calovius, Bibl. ill. p. 518 ff. ; Wolf, 

Cur. The opinions are in the main of three kinds: (1) that Paul means 
spiritual assaults of the devil (what are called injectiones Satanae), who sug- 

gested to him blasphemous thoughts (Gerson, Luther, Calovius), stings of 
conscience over his carlier life (Luc. Osiander, Mosheim ; also Osiander, who 

includes also a bodily suffering), and the like. The Catholics, however, to 
whom such an exposition, favouring forms of monastic temptation, could 
not but be welcome, thought usually of enticements of Satan (awakened, ac- 

cording to Cardinal Hugo, by association with the beautiful Thecla !)* to 
unchastity (Thomas, Lyra, Bellarmine, Estius, Cornelius & Lapide, and 

many others, and still Bisping), for which Augustine and Theophylact are 
often wrongly quoted as vouchers. (2) That Paul means the temptations on 

the part of his opponents* engaged in the service of Satan (xi. 18, 15), or the 
temptations and troubles of his apostolic office in general (Theodoret, Pelagius, 
Erasmus, Beza, Calvin, and many others, including Fritzsche, Schrader, 
Reiche, Comm. orit. p. 401). (8) That Paul means a very severe bodily 

1Comp. Augustine, Conc. 2 in Ps. lvili.: 
** Acceptt apost, stimulum carnis, a quo cola- 
phizaretur.” 

2 See, regarding this mythical association, 
the Acta Pauli et Theclae in Tischend. Act. 
apocr. p. 40 ff. 

?So Chrysostom and others. Many 
among these, because of the singular, think 

specially of one pre-eminently hostile an- 
tagonist. So, among the ancient expositors, 
Oecumepius, and, among the modern, ser- 

eral cited by Wolf, and also Semler and 

Stolz. Chrysostom and Theophylact name, 

by way of example, the smith Alexander, 

Hymenaeus, and Philetus. 
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suffering (Augustine and many others, including Delitzsch and Hofmann), 
in conneetion with which conjecture has lighted on a variety of ailments, 
such as hypochondriac melancholy (Bartholinus, Wedel, and others), pain in 

the head (rivec already in Chrysostom, Theophylact, Pelagius, Oecumenius, 
and Jerome, ad Gal. iv. 14, mention it ; so also Teller), haemorrhoids (Ber- 

tholdt), ‘‘ falling sickness or something similar” (Ewald, Hofmann), epileptic 
attacks of cramp (Ziegler, Holsten), and several others. — Against No. 1 we 
cannot urge r@ oapxi, since the devil’s influence would have, in operating on 

the moral consciousness, to start certainly from the odpt, where the prin- 

ciple of sin has its seat (Rom. vii.), but we may urge oxéAow and iva pe xoAag., 
figurative expressions which evidently portray an acute and severe pain. 
Besides, under such a constant spiritual influence of the devil, Paul would 
not appear in a manner in keeping with his nature wholly filled by Christ 
(see especially, Gal. ii. 20), and with his pneumatic heroism. Enticements 

to unchastity are not even to be remotely thought of on account of 1 Cor. 

vii. 7 ; it would be an outrage on the great apostle. Against No. 2 it is to 
be remarked that here 4 suffering quite peculiar must be meant, as a counter- 
poise to the quite peculiar distinction which had accrued to him by the 
irepBoa} rav axoxaAdipewy. Besides, adversaries and official troubles belonged 
necessarily to his calling (sce especially, iv. 7 ff., vi. 4 ff.), as, indeed, he 

had these in common with all true preachers of Christ, and knew how to 
find an honour in them (comp. Gal. vi. 17) ; hence he would certainly not 
have besought the taking away of these sufferings, ver. 8. It is believed, no 
doubt, that this explanation may be shown to suit the context by ver. 9 
compared with ver. 10 (see especially, Fritzsche, p. 152 f.), but aodévera in 
vv. 9 and 10 expresses only the category, to which also that special suffering 

belonged. Accordingly No. 3 remains at all events as the most probable, 
namely, the hypothesis that Paul bore in his person some kind of painful, 
chronic bodily evil, which seemed to him as inflicted by Satan.’ Only this 
evil cannot at all be specified more precisely than that it made itself felt in 
its paroxysms by shocks of pain, which might be compared to blows ; but - 
in what part of the body it had its seat (possibly proceeding from the head) 
cannot with certainty be inferred from xoAagiferv, since this word, like the 
more correct Greek xovdvAifecv, denotes buffeting with the fist. More spec- 
cific conjectures are mere fancies, are liable to be enlisted in the service of 
tendency-criticiem (Holsten, who attaches to this suffering the disposition to 
visionary conditions), and come to some extent into sharp collision with 
the fact of the apostle’s extraordinary activity and perseverance amid bodily 
hardships. The hypothesis of a bodily suffering, with the renunciation of 
any attempt to specify it more precisely, is rightly adhered to, after older 
expositors, by Emmerling, Olshausen, Riickert, de Wette, Beyschlag, ¢ al. 

2 In this respect, too, we find a parallel in 
the history and mode of view of Luther, 

who, as is well known, suffered from vio- 
lent attacksof stone (which visited him with 
especial severity on the Convention at 
Schmalkald), and likewise ascribed this 

suffering to the devil as its author.—Chrys- 

ostom exclaims against the view of a 
bodily evil (cepararyia): wn yevotro: ov yap ay 
T> owpa Tov TlavAov rais rod dcaBdAov xepow 

c£ebd0y, Sou ye avros 6 cdBodros éwirdypare 

movoy elxev atte TlavAg. An argument nimi- 
um probans [ 
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(though Riickert here also appeals to the alleged traces of sickness in our 
Epistles, such as 1 Cor. ii. 2, 2 Cor. iv. 12, as well as to Gal. iv. 13-15) ; 

while others, as Neander and Billroth, content themselves with an utter 
non liguet, although the former is inclined to think of inward temptations.’ 

Vv. 8, 9. 'Yrxép robtrov] in reference to whom, namely, to this angel of Satan. 
That robrov is masculine (comp. ver. 3), not neuter (Vulgate, Luther, Flatt, 
Osiander, and others), is evident from the fact that iva aroorg ax’ éuct follows 

without any other subject. On the latter, comp. Luke iv. 18 ; Acts v. 88, 

xxii. 29. — rpic¢] is taken since Chrysostom’s time by many as equivalent to 
moAAdaee ; but quite arbitrarily, and not at all in keeping with the emall 
number! No; Paul relates historically, as it really happened, leaving it 
withal undetermined what intervals had elapsed between these invocations. 
At his first and second appeal to the Lord no answer was made ; but when 
he had made a third appeal, the answer came. And that he thereupon did 
not entreat again, was understood of itself from his faithful devotion to Him, 

whose utterance he had now received. According to Billroth, rpic is 
intended to intimate a thrice-repeated succumbing to that pain, a thrice- 

repeated utter dcejection, which, however, is shecr fancy. — rdv xbpiov] not 

God (Calvin, Neander, and others), but Christ (see ver. 9), who is, in fact, 

the heavenly advancer of His kingdom and mighty vanquisher of Satan.* — 
eipnxé nor] The perfect, which Riickert finds surprising, is what is quite com- 
monly used of the continued subsistence of what has been done: he has 

spoken, and I have now this utterance abidingly valid. (B”) Accordingly the 
evil itself is to be regarded as still adhering to the apostle. How he received 
the answer, the ypyyarioués (Matt. ii. 12; Luke ii. 6; Acts x. 22), from 

Christ (by some kind of inward speaking, or by means of a vision, as 

Holsten holds), is entirely unknown to us. — dpxel oor 4 yapic pov) there suffices 
Jor thee my grace, more thou needest not from me than that I am gracious to 

thee. In this isimplied the refusal of the prayer, but at the same time what 
a comforting affirmation! ‘‘ Gratia esse potest, etiam ubi maximus doloris 
sensus est,” Bengel. Rickert (comp. Grotius) takes ydpi¢ quite generally as 

good-will; but the good-will of the exalted Christ is, in fact, always grace 
(comp. xiii. 18; Acts'xv. 11; Rom. v. 15), and made itself known espe- 

cially in the apostle’s consciousness as grace, 1 Cor. xv. 8, 9, and often. A 

special gift of grace, however (Chrysostom : the gift of miracles), is arbitra- 

rily imported. — 4 yap divapic pov x.1.A.] for my strength is in weakness per- 

Jected. The emphasis lies on divaug: ‘‘Thou hast enough in my grace ; 
for Iam not weak and powerless, when there is suffering weakness on the 
part of the man to whom I am gracious, but evactly under these circum- 
stances are my power and strength brought to perfection, ¢.¢. effective in full 

measure.” Then, namely, the divine dévayc of Christ has unhindered scope, 
not disturbed or limited by any admixture of selfish striving and working. 

1 The most strange interpretation of the 2 The invocation of Christ has reference 
passage is given by Redslob in the Progr. also here to the intercessory work of the 

d. Hamb. Gymnas. 1860, who goes so far as Lord. Comp. on Rom. x. 12; Rich. Schmidt, 

to make out of it a jesting designation of Paul. Christol. p. 127 f. 

Silvanus (1D, Ezek. xxvill. 24)! 
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The relation is similar in 1 Cor. ii.4f. Comp. 2 Cor. iv. 7. With the read- 
ing’ without ov (see the critical remarks), which Hofmann too prefers, there 
would result the quite general proposition : ‘‘for power there attains to its 
full efficacy, where weakness serves it as the means of its self-exertion” (as 

Hofmann puts it)—a proposition, which is only true when the divaure is dif- 
Jerent from the ability of the weak subject, and can work with all the less 
hindrance amidst the powerlessness of the latter. Hence, for the truth of the 
proposition and in keeping with the context (comp. ver. 9), the specification 
of the subject for 7 divayzic cannot at all be dispensed with. — #d:ora oty uadsov 

Kavznooua: x.t.A.| the altered tone proceeding from that answer of Christ. 
Grotius* and others, including Emmerling, join naAAov with 7é:ora, although 
paAAov is used to heighten the comparative, but not the superlative (see on vii. 
18). Estius (comp. previously, Erasmus) findsin paAdov : ‘‘ magis ac potius, 
quam in ulla alia re, qua videar excellere ;’ Bengel and Billroth : # év raic¢ 
Groxadbweowy ; Riickert : more than of what I can (my talents and perform- 
ances) ; comp. also Ewald. But against all this is the consideration that 
Paul must have written : naAAov év raic dodeveiac nov xavyfooua:. As the text 

stands, uaAdov belongs necessarily to xavyfooua: (comp. vil. 7), not to its 

object. And the reference of uaAAov is furnished by the context. Previously, 
namely, Paul had stated how he had prayed the Lord to take away his suf- 

fering. Now, however, after mentioning the answer received, he says : 

With the utmost willingness (mazima cum voluptate, comp. ver. 15) there- 
fore will I, encouraged by the word of the Lord which I have, only all the 
more (comp. on vii. 7) glory in my weaknesses ; all the more boldly willI now 

triumph in my states of suffering, which exhibit me in my weakness ; comp. 

Rom. v. 8, viii. 35 ff. More than would have been otherwise the case, is the 
courage of the xavyaoVa: ev raig acdeveiae increased in him by that utterance 

of the Lord. (c’) —iva émioxyvicy x.t.A.] Aimof the paAdov xavyfoouat x.T.A. 

And the Lord’s answer itself has, in fact, placed this goal before his eyes, and 
assured him of his reaching it. The éz’ éué is conceived of as : may take its 
abode on me, i.e. may come down before me and unite itself with me for abid- 
ing protection, comfort, strengthening, etc.* The choice of the word émoxzy. 
leads us to conclude that he has cunceived of the case as analogous to the 
Shechinah (comp. on John i. 14, xiv. 23). The direction from abore dotcn- 

ward is not withal implied in éri by itself, which rather indicates direction 
in general (comp. Polyb. iv. 18. 8: éroxyvoiw éni rae oixiac, to go into 

quarters in the houses), but is given in the context. Comp. Ps. civ. 12. (c’) 
Ver. 10. A:é] because, namely, in such circumstances with such a mood the 

power of Christ joins itself with me. —eidoxa ev acoder.) I take pleasure in 

weaknesses, bear them with inward assent and willingly, when they befall me. 
Comp. vii. 4. ‘'Contumax enim adversus tormenta fides,” Tacitus, His¢. 
i. 8; Seneca, de prov. iv. 4. aod. are here, asin the whole context, situ- 
ations of human powerlessness, brought about by allotted experiences of 

1 Grotius and Emmerling expressly, but of Christ to the icxver wdérra (Phil. iv. 18) 
many others, as also Flatt and Olshausen, in its forms of ever-renewed heightening 
tacitly, by leaving uaAAor untranslated. and exaltation (Phil. iv. 16). Comp. 2 Cor. 

* That is the holy évéuvazovc0a: by means _vi. 4 ff.; Rom. vill. 87 ff. 
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suffering. Afterwards four, partly more, partly less, special kinds of such 
situations are adduced. Riickert, quite at variance with the context, under- 

stands diseases to be meant. — év i3peorw] passive : in cases of arrogant treatment, 
which I experience. On the plural, comp. Plato, Legg. i. p. 627 A; Dem. 

522. 18; Ecclus. x. 8. They bring into necessities (avayx.); and persecutions 

drive into straitened positions (crevoy.),out of which no issue is apparent (comp. 
on iv. 8). —irép Xprorov} belongs neither to all five clements (so usually), 
nor simply to the last four points (Hofmann) but to ebdoxd: for Christ's 
sake, because by such sufferings His honour and His work are promoted. 
That Paul meant sufferings for Christ, was, indeed, self-evident. But he 
wishes to assign the specific motive for his evdoxna. — rére divardc cius} inwardly 

through Christ’s power. See vv. 8, 9. rére, then, is emphatic, here with the 
feeling of victoriousness. Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 54; Col. iii. 4; Hom. Jl. xi. 
191 f., 206 f.; Plato, Phil. p. 17 D, Cone. p. 192 B. On the idea, comp. 
the expression of Moses in Philo, Vit. M. 1, p. 618 B : 18 dadevic tue dive- 
pig éorey. 

Ver. 11. Paul now comes to a stand, and surveys how much he has said 
in commendation of himself from chap. xi. onward. This retrospect ex- 
torts from him the admission: yéyova d¢pwev, but as respects its contents he 

at once proceeds to justify himself, and to impute the blame to the readers. 
It is not to be taken either as @ question or in the sense of a hypothetical pro- 
tasis (Hofmann gives a choice between the two). The tyeic «.7.4., asyn- 
detic, but all the more striking, gives no ground for such a weakening of 

the meaning. — yéyova d¢puv] ironical exclamation ; for it is clear from xi. 

16, xii. 6, that Paul did not really regard his apologetic xavyacda hitherto 
as a work of folly. But the opponents took itso! In the emphatically 

prefixed yéyova (comp. v. 17) there is implied : zt has come to pass that Tam 
a fool! This now subsists as accomplished fact! ‘‘ Receptui canit,” 
Bengel. —ipeic ye qvayxdoare’ éy® yap «.7.A.] This justifies him and blames 

the Corinthians for that yéyova Gop. The emphatic tueic, and afterwards the 

éyé, the emphasis of which Riickert failed to perccive, correspond to each 
other significantly : you have compelled me ; for Z had a claim to be com- 
mended by you, instead of commending myself. The stress is on i¢’ ivan, 
next to the éyé, in which there is a side-glance at the pseudo-apostles, 

boastful themselves, and boasted of by their partisans. — ovdéy yap torépyoa 

x.7.4.] Reason assigned for #yd ddeAov. See, moreover, on xi. 5. The 

aorist refers to the time of his working at Corinth. The negative form 
of expression is a pointed litotes. — ei xai oidév eiuc:] although Iam quite 
without value and without importance. “ The same humility asin 1 Cor. 
xv. 8-10. But how fraught with shume for the opposing party, with 
which those false apostles were of so great account! And in this way 
the significant weight of this closing concessive clause is stronger and 
more telling than if it were attached as protasis to what follows (Hofmann). 

It is more striking. —In regard to obdév elvat, see on 1 Cor. xiii. 2; Gal. 

vi. 3. 
Ver. 12. Proof of the previous ovdéy torépyoa tiv trepi. aroor : The signa, 

indeed (yet without producing among you the due recognition) of the apostle 
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were wrought among you. The pév solitarium leaves it to the reader to supply 
for himself the corresponding contrast, so that it may be translated by our 
truly, indeed. See especially, Baeumlein, Partik. p. 168 ; Maetzner, ad An- 

tipk, p. 158 ; Kithner, ad Xen, Anabd. i. 2.1. The contrast to be supplied 
here is put beyond doubt by the idea of the oyyeia which is placed emphat- 
ically and significantly at the head ; hence we must reject what Billroth 
(followed by Olshausen) supplies ; but even otherwise you can make no com- 
plaint about anything. —ré onpeia row aroor. is that which divinely evinces the 
apostle to be such, that by which one discerns the apostle. ‘0 aréotodoc with 
the article does not denote the ideal ofan apostle (Billroth), which would be at 
variance with his humility, but the apostle in abstracto. Bengel says aptly : 
‘‘ejus, qui sit apostolus.”” —xarepydo07 év duiv]) namely, which I was with 

you. The J, however, retreats modestly behind the passive expression. 
The compound ‘‘perficere notat maxime rem arduam factuque difficilem,” 
Fritzsche, ad Rom. I. p. 107. —év xéoy trouovg] the manner of the xaretp- 

yéodn év iyiv, strengthening the force of the proof : in all manner of perse- 
verance, 80 that amidst adverse and painful circumstances there was persc- 
verance with all possible stedfastness in fully exhibiting these signs of an 
apostle. The view followed by many older expositors since Chrysostom : 
“orimum signum nominat patientiam,” is erroneous, since the tropuovt is 
not a specifically apostolic onyueiov.’ — onyeior x. répaot nai duvdyueot] whereby 

those signs of an apostle were accomplished, so that onyeloc is here meant 
in a narrower sense (miraculous signs) than the previous rd onucia. Tho 
three words in emphatic accumulation denote the same thing under the two 
different relations of its miraculous signijicance (onu. x. rép.) and of its nature 
(div. deeds of power, 1 Cor. xii. 10). Comp. 2 Thess. ii. 9 ; Heb. ii. 4 ; 

Acts ii. 22. The notions of oyzeia and répara are equivalent. See on Rom. 
xv. 19.— Paul therefore wrought miracles also in Corinth, and wrought 
them as credentials of his apostleship (Heb. ii. 4). Comp. Rom. xv. 19; 
Acts xv. 12. —On the accumulation of terms, comp. Cic. Zuse. ii. 40. 26: 
‘* His ego pluribus nominibus unam rem declarari volo, sed utor, ué quam 
mazime significem, pluribus.” Comp. also Cic. de Fin. iii. 4. 14; Nat. D. 
li. 7. 18. — How at variance with our passage is the historical criticism, 
which lays down @ priori the negation of miracles ! (D’) 

- Ver. 13. Ti ydép éorw . . . tudv] Bitterly ironical justification of what was 
said in ver. 12. For what is there, in which you were placed at a disadtantage 

towards the other churches (in which I wrought), ercept, etc. ? that isto say : 
for in nothing have you come behind, as compared with the other churches, 
except, etc. Quite arbitrarily Grotius limits this question, which embraccs 
the whole blissful apostolic working, to the communication of gifts by the lay- 
ing on of hands. — ixép] means nothing else than beyond, but in the direction 

downward (reference to the minus) which #rr7Oyre specifies. Comp. Winer, 
p. 376 [E. T. 502]. Rickert, overlooking the comparatire sense of yrrfdnre, 
says : there is here an ironical confession that all churches had disadvantage 

? An appeal should not have been made to vi. 4, where in fact there stands the wider 
conception Gcod &dxovos. 
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from Paul, and it is only denied that the disadvantage of the Corinthian 
was greater than that of the other churches. This would not suit at all as 
assigning a reason for ver. 12. In assigning a reason, Paul could not but say: 
ye have in nothing come off worse; but to say, for your disadrantage has not 
been greater, would, with all its irony, be inappropriate. On the accusative 
of more precise definition with #rr#dyre, comp. Xen. Cyr. i. 4. 5: & #rrg@ro. 
The more usual construction is ¢ or év ¢. — ei yy bre x.7.4.] In this exception 
(‘‘specie exceptionis firmat quod dicit,” Grotius) lies the painful bitterness 
of the passage, which in the request that follows yapicac¥e x.r.A. becomes 

still sharper. It is the love, deeply hurt in its pure consciousness, that 
speaks. —airig tye] I myself; this places his own person over against the 

apostolic services indicated in ri... yrr#9yre. Comp. in general on Rom. ix. 
8. Rickert (so also Bengel) holds that Paul has already had in his mind 
what he subjoins in vv. 16-18. Such an arbitrary prolepsis of the reference 
is the more untenable, secing that with vv. 14, 15 another train of ideas in- 

tervenes. — ov xatevépxnoa tudv] See on xi. 8. Only by the fact that he has 
not been burdensome to them in accepting payment and the like, has Paul as- 

serted himself as an apostle less among them than among the other churches ! 
For this injustice they are to pardon him | 

Ver. 14. After that cutting irony comes the language of paternal earnest- 
ness, inasmuch as Paul once more (comp. xi. 9-12) assures them that even on 

his impending third arrival among them he will remain truc to his principle 
of not burdening them, and explains why he will do so. — idoi] vivid realiz- 
ing of the position in the changing play of emotion. — rpiroy] emphatically 
prefixed, belongs to éAdeiv mpdc tuas (comp. xiii. 1), not to éroiuwr tzu, as 

Beza, Grotius, Estius, Emmerling, Flatt, and others, also Baur (in the 
Theol. Jahrb. 1850, 2, p. 139 ff.), Lange, Apost. Zeitalt. I. p. 200 f., would 
have it,’ since, according to the context, it was not on his third readiness to 
come that anything depended, but on the third arrival, for only as having 
arrived could he be burdensome to the readers. Comp. the Introd., and 
sec Bleek in the Stud. u. Krit. 1830, p. 614 ff.; Neander, I. p. 414 ; Anger, 

Rat. temp. p. 71; Wieseler, Chronol. d. ap. Zeitalt. p. 238. Chrysostom 
aptly says : xai debrepov mapeyevouny Kai tpitov tovTo mapeoxevacuat eAeiv, xai ov 

KaTavapkhow tuav. — ov yap Cnt x.T.A.| for my endeavour is not directed to yours, 

but to you ; you yourselves (your yyai, ver. 15)—namely, that I may win 

you for the salvation in Christ (Matt. xvili. 15 ; 1 Cor. ix. 19)—are the aim 

of my striving. ‘‘ Dictum vere apostolicum,” Grotius. Comp. Cic. de Fin. 
li. 26 : ‘‘Me igitur ipsum ames oportet, non mea, si veri amici futuri su- 
mus.”’ Comp. also Phil. iv. 17. — ob yap opeiAe: x.7.A.] Confirmation of the 

principle previously expressed, from a rule of the natural rightful relations 
between parents and children ; for Paul was indeed the spiritual father of 
the Corinthians (1 Cor. iv. 15). The negative part of this confirmation cor- 
responds to ov ¢7ra rd tuov, and the positive to the tua ; for, while Paul 

Cyrei avrobe (not rd avrév), he is the father, who gathers for his children 
treasures, namely, the blessings of the Messianic kingdom. — oi yoveic] sec. 

1 See also Marcker, Stellung d. Pastoralir., Meiningen 1861, p. 18 f. 
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ddeiAover Ynoaupilew, not as Beza holds: Syoavpifover ; for d¢eiAe is not im- 
personal. That by the first half of the verse, moreover, the duty of children 

in love to support and provide for their parents is not excluded, is clear from 
the very Syoavpifecv, and is just as obvious of itself as that in the second part 
the Syoavpifery is not to be urged as a duty of parents (1 Tim. v. 8), but 

always has merely its relative obligation, subordinate to the higher a ee 
care (Matt. vi. 88, vv. 19-21 ; Eph. vi. 4 ; Mark vilfi. 36). 

Ver. 15. Paul applies what was said generally in ver. 14: ov ydp ddeiAec 
x.7.2. to himself (éyé, Ion my part: I, however, will very willingly spend and. 
be spent for the good of your souls, in order, namely, to prepare them for the 

salvation of eternal life (Heb. x. 89, xiii. 17; 1 Pet. i. 9; Jas. i. 21). 

Theodoret rightly says : tyé d2 rav gboe wartpwr nai rA£Lov Te roLeiv emayy’AAouat. 

— For examples of daravay (éx strengthens, Polyb. xxv. 8. 4, xxi. 8. 9, xvii. 

11. 10) used of the life, see Kypke, II. p. 272. On the subject-matter, comp. 
Horace, Od. i. 12. 38 f.: ‘‘ animacque magnae prodigum Paullum.” — ei repio- 
Gor. Uua¢g ayaréy Frrov ayarnGpat| et does not stand for e xai (which is read by 
Elzevir and Tischendorf), for which Rickert takes it, but is the simple 77, 
and that not even in the sense of ézei or dri, as it is used ‘‘ ne quid confiden- 

tius, directius affirmetur” (Dissen, ad Dem. de Cor. p. 195), but, as is here 
most in keeping with tender delicacy in the expression of a harsh thought, 
in the purely hypothetical sense : if, which I leave undecided, ete. In 
view of the possible case, that he finds the less love among his readers, the 
more he loves them (this is implied in the mutual reference of the two com- 
paratives, see Matthiae, § 455, Rem. 7),’ the apostle will most gladly sacrifice 

his own (what he has from others, or even by his own work) and himself 

(comp. Rom. ix. 8; Phil. ii. 17) for their souls, in order that thus he may 

do his utmost to overcome this supposed—and possibly existing—dispropor- 
tion between his loving and being loved by stimulating and increasing the 
latter (Rom. xii. 21 ; 1 Cor. xiii. 4-7). Hofmann, not observing the clever 

turn of the hypothetical expression of the thought, without reason finds this 
view absurd, and with sufficient crudeness and clumsiness takes ¢ to aya7a- 

pac a3 an independent question, to which Paul himself makes answer with 
forw dé (in the sense : be it 80 withal, I will let it rest there). To this inter- 
Togative view Hofmann ought all the less to have resorted, seeing that in- 
terrogation in such an indirect form (Winer, p. 474 [E. T. 689], and see on 
Matt. xil. 10 ; Luke xiii. 23) is wholly without example in Paul, often as he 
has had an opportunity for using it. It is found often in Luke, more rarely 
in Matthew and Mark. Except in the writings of these three, the N. T. does 
not present that independent use of the indirectly interrogative ¢i. 

Vv. 16-18. Refutation of the possible slander, which assuredly was also 

actually ventured on the part of his adversaries, that, if he had not himself 

directly burdened the Corinthians, he had still done so in a cunning way 
indirectly by means of his emissaries. —In ver. 16 Paul does not, indeed, 

speak in the person of his opponents, for otherwise, instead of éyé, he must 

1In opposition to Hofmann, who, not two comparatives, supplies with wep:cc. : 
attending to the correspondence of the (han ofhers, and with frrov: than by others. 
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have expressed himself in the third person ; but he clothes his speech in 
the words of his adversaries.’ (E’) — éorw dé] concessive : but be it so, it may, 
however, be the case that J have not oppressed you. Comp. Plat. Gorg. p. 
516 C, al.(Kriiger, § 54, 4. 2) ; also the elev, very common in classical writers, 
Stallbaum, ad Plat. Huthyph. p. 18 D ; Reisig, ad Oed. Col. 1308, and for 
the similar use of the Latin esto, sit ita sane, Cicero, Tusc. i. 48. 102; De 

Fin. iv. 45. — ty] my own person. — 44d’ vrdpxur x.t.A.] no longer depends 

on éorw dé, but is the contrast—to be read as an exclamation—of éorw di, 

éy® ov xareBap. iuac : but cunningly I, etc. —déA4y~] This would have been the 

case, if he had made plunder of them indirectly by a third hand. — éAaBov] 

caught, figure taken from hunting. Sce on xi. 20. Comp. on déAp Aap Bar. 

Soph. Phil. 101, 107, 1266. — Vv. 17 and 18 now show ir lively questions, 

appealing to the reader’s own experience, how untrue that daa’ twapyurv . . « 
2AaBov was. ILlave I then overreached you by one of those whom I sent to you? 
namely, by claims for money, and the like. The construction is anacoluthic, 

inasmuch as Paul, for emphasis, prefixes absolutely the ria dv artotadxa 
mpoc tuac as the object of what he wishes to say, and then subjoins the further 

statement independently of it, so that the accusative remains the more em- 
phatically pendent—a usage found also in classical writers. See Bernhardy, 

p. 138. — ov] robrur ot¢. Comp. Rom. xv. 18. — In ver. 18 he now mentions, 
by way of example, Titus, whom he had encouraged to travel to Corinth, 

and his fellow-envoy, and he asks, significantly repeating érAcovéxr. and pre- 
fixing it : Has Titus overreached you? This journcy of Titus to Corinth is not, 
as is otherwise usually supposed, the one mentioned in chap. viii., which 
had yet to be made, and in which Titus had two companions (viii. 18, 22), 

but the one made soon after our first Epistle, and mentioned in chap. vii. 
The fact that Titus only is here mentioned, and not also Timothy (1 Cor. iv. 

17, xvi. 10), is made use of to support the opinion that Timothy had not 

come to Corinth at all (see the Introd.). Comp. Riick. pp. 380, 409. But 
how groundlessly | From the long and close connection of the apostle with 
the Corinthians it may be even @ priori concluded, that he had sent vari- 
ous persons to Corinth beside Titus ; and he himself testifies this by the 

plural 6» aréoraAxa. But here he names only Titus instar omnium as the one 

last sent. Besides, it would not have been even proper to say : I have sent 
Timothy to you, since Timothy, in fact, was joint-sender of the letter (i. 1). 

— iv ade7.96v] the brother (fellow-Christian) well known to them (but unknown 

to us).* That in that mission he was quite subordinate to Titus is clear from 
ovvaréor., and from the fact that in what follows the conduct of Titus alone 
is spoken of. — r@ avrg mvevp.] with the same Spirit, namely, with the Holy 
Spirit determining our walk and excluding all wAeovefia. The dative is that 
of manner to the question how? Comp. Acts ix. 81, xxi. 21 ; Rom. xiii. 13. 
It may, however, also be just as fitly taken as dative of the norm (Gal. v. 16, 

? Let us conceive that they had asserted mimesis, which is almost a parody. 
regarding Paul : €orw 8¢: avrds ov careBapnaoer 2 According to Wieseler, Chronol. p. 349, 
Uudsa.r.A. Thig, Paul makes use of, inas- it was 7ychicus, as also at villi. 22. This 

much as he, entering into their meaning, rests on a combination drawn from Titus 

says Of himself, what ‘hey have said Qf him—a _ _ iii. 12. 
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vi. 16). We cannot decide the point. If the inward agreement is denoted 
by 16 air mvevp., the likeness of outward procedure is expressed by roic¢ 

avtoig iyveor (comp. Plat. Phaed. p. 276 D: 16 ravrdv lyvog periévri). But- 

here the dative is local, as in Acts xiv. 16; Jude 11 (comp. Fritzsche, ad 
Rom. I. p. 225 f.). So Pind. Pyth. x. 20: éuBéBaxev Lyveoty marpdc, comp. 
with Nem. vi. 27: iyveow év Wpagidduavrog ov 1éda vénwv. Whose are the. 

footsteps, in which the two walked ? The footsteps of Paul in which Titus 

followed his predecessor (comp. Lucian, Herm. 78), so that they thereby 
became the same, in which doth walked — said with reference to the unself- 

ishness maintained by both. The context does not yield any reference to 

Christ (1 Pet. ii. 21). 
Ver. 19. His vindication itself is now concluded. But in order that he 

may not appear, by thus answering for himself, to install the readers as 
judges over him, he further guards his apostolic dignity against this risk. 
Carrying them in mediam rem, he says: For long you have been thinking 
that we are answering for ourselves to you! Comp. 1 Cor. iv. 8. Correction 

of this opinion : Before God we speak in Christ ; it is God in presence of 
whom (as Judge) we speak in Christ’s fellowship (as the element in which 
we subsist and live). é» X. gives to Aadoduev its definite Christian charactcr 
(which, with Paul, was at the same time the apostolic one). Comp. ii. 17. 

But, that he may not suppress the proper relation of his apology to the 
readers, he adds lovingly : but the whole, beloved, (we speak) for your edifica- 
tion, for the perfecting of your Christian life. — mdéAaz doxeire dre tiv aroroy. | 
After adopting the reading +d/a: (see the critical remarks) this sentence is 
no longer to be taken interrogatively, because otherwise an unsuitable empha- 

sis would be laid on réd4ac. Lachmann, Tischendorf, and Riickert have also 

deleted the mark of interrogation. dé4a: means nothing else than for a long 
time, in which, however, the past to be thought of may be very short accord- 

ing to the relative nature of the notion of time, as ¢.g. Hom. Od. xx. 298 

f.: woipav pév 69 feivog Eyer mada, o¢ éirtornev, lon, Plat. Gorg. p. 456 A ; 

Phaed. p. 68 D, al.; see Stallbaum, ad Plat. Apol. p. 18 B ; Xen. Anab. iv. 
8. 14, iv. 5. 6; Ellendt, Ler. Soph. I. p. 481. So also the Latin dudum, 
jamdudum. Here the meaning is, that the readers are already for long, dur- 
ing the continuation of this apology, remaining of opinion, etc. As respects 

the connection with the present, see further, Plato, Phaedr. p. 273 C ; Xen. 

Anab. vii. 6. 37. There exists no reason for attaching da to ver. 18 (Hof- 
mann, then taking doxeire interrogatively), and it would, standing after iyveou, 
come in after a tame and dragging fashion, while it would have had its fit- 
ting position between ov and r@ air¢. — iniv] Dative of destination. Comp. 
Acts xix. 83 ; Plato, Protag. p. 8359 D ; Pol. x. p. 607 B. Vobis, i.e. vobis 
judicibus, has here the chief emphasis, which Riickert has aptly vindicated. 
The earlier expositors, not recognizing this, have accordingly not hit on the 
purpose and meaning of the passage ; as still Billroth : ‘‘It might seem 
that he wished to recommend himsclf" (comp. iii. 1, v. 12). To this his 
answer is: ‘‘T speak before God in Christ, i.e. my sentiments in what I say 
are not selfish, but upright and pure.” Comp. Chrysostom, Erasmus, Beza, 
Calvin, Grotius. —xarévavr: rov Sect tv Xp. Aadovpev] to be taken togeth- 
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er,’ asin ii. 17. — ré dé xdvra] ac. Acdotuev. Grotius and others, including 

Griesbach, Scholz, Olshausen, and Ewald, read rdde as one word, and con- 

nect it with the previous AaAovuer. But for what end? The mode of ex- 
pression in the usual way of writing it is quite Pauline, and makes the im- 

portant thought more emphatically prominent ; éde never occurs with Paul, 
and the reference of rdde to what goes before would at least not be in ac- 
cordance with the common usage (comp. on Luke x. 39). (F’) 

Ver. 20 f.7 Subjective justification of what was just said, irép r7¢ tyav 
oixodougc. For I fear to find you on my arrival such as have very great need 
of oixodou4. — The sharp lesson which he now gives his readers down to xiii. 
10, although introducing it not without tenderness to their feelings (¢oBotaz, 

and then the negative form of expression), could not but wholly cancel the 
thought : #uiv arodoyeira:, and make them feel his apostolic position afresh 

in all its ascendancy. It is in this way that the victor speaks who has recon- 
quered his domain, and this language at the end of the letter completes the 
mastery shown in its well-calculated arrangement. —xayo etpedé tyiv x.t.A. ] 
and that I shall be found such an one as you do not wish, namely, a8 tipzwpd¢ cat 

noAaotic, Theophylact ; 1 Cor. iv. 21. The negation attaches itself to oiouc 

in the first clause, but in this second to #éAere, by which there is produced 

a climax in the expression. — iuiv] Reference of etpe9a : for you, to your 

judgment based on experience. Comp. Rom. vil. 10; 2 Pet. iii. 14. This is 

more delicate and expressive than the meaning of the common interpretation : 
by you (dative with the passive), Rom. x. 20.— What follows is not, with 
Rickert, to be regarded as if p7mwe down to dxaracraciac were & more pre- 

cise explanation regarding the condition of the Corinthians (consequently re- 
garding that pfu éAfdv ob x clove OfAw etpw ipac), and, ver. 21, a more pre- 

cise explanation regarding the apostle’s duty to punish (consequently regard- 
ing that «ayo .. . OfAere). Against this it may be decisively urged that 
ver. 21 brings forward quite a different category of sinful states from ver. 

20, and that ver. 21, rightly understood, does not yet express any threat of 
punishment. No; the arrangement of the passage is this: After Paul has 
said that he is afraid of not finding them such as he wishes them, and of 
being found by them such as they would not wish him, he now gives the 
more precise explanation of that first apprehension (ufmug . . . ebpw tuac), by 
adducing two kinds of sins, which he fears to find among them, namely, (1) 

the mischiefs occasioned by partisan feeling ; and (2) the sins of impurity, 

which would bow him down and make him sad. The further explanation 
regarding the second apprehension expressed, xayd etpebo ipiv oiov ov OéAere, 
thereupon follows only at xiii. 1 ff. — paw epee x.7.A.] 8c. etpebdoww iv tuiv. 

— Fpeic, (7Ao¢] contentions,* jealousy. See 1 Cor. i. 11, iii. 8. —6vpoé] trae, 
excitements of anger. Sce on Rom. ii. 8; Gal. v. 20. — épifeiar] party-in- 

trigues. See on Rom. ii. 8, and the excursus of Fritzsche, I. p. 148 ff. — 

1So that the chief emphasis fs laid on § Regarding the plural form épes, see 
carévayre Tou Geov, Opposed to the previous Lobeck, ad Paryn. p. 826; Gregor. Cor., ed. 

Upp, Schaef. p. 476; also Buttmann in the Siud. 

2 On ver. 20-xill. 2, see the thorough dis- = u. Avid. 1862, p. 172. 

cussion by Liicke (Whitsun Programm of 4 Fritzsche (following Iigen) is probably 

1887); Conjectan. exeg. Part I. p. 14 ff. right in deriving épc@os from é¢p, valde (see 
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xataradtat, wbvpiopol] slanders, whisperings. See on Rom. i. 80. — ¢vordcere] 
Manifestations of conceited inflation ; elsewhere only in the Fathers. — 
axaractacia] disorderly relations, confusions, comp. 1 Cor. xiv. 33. (G’) 

Ver. 21. The interrogatice interpretation (Lachmann, Liicke) is, viewed 
in itself, compatible not only with the reading rarecvéce: (Lachmann), but 
also with the deliberative subjunctive of the Recepta (Licke). Comp. 
Xenophon, Oec. iv. 4: pi) aioxuBdpev tov Tepoav Bactdéa uipyoaoba: ; see in 
general, Hartung, Partikell. II. p. 159 f. ; Baeumlein, Partik. p. 208. But 
the usual non-interrogative explanation, which makes yf still dependent on 
goBovya, not only makes the passage appear more emphatic (by the three 
parallels, p#muc — pfruc — pf), but is also the only interpretation suited to 
the context, since, in fact, after the apprehension quite definitely expressed 
in ver. 20, the negative questiou, in the case of which a No is to be con- 
ceived as the answer (comp. vv. 17, 18), would be inappropriate. — In yf 
compared with the previous p#ruc there lies a climax as regards the definite- 
ness of the conception. — rd/j.v] goes along with eAAdvrog pov rarewvdoy pe 6 

6. pu. mpoc tu. (comp. on ii. 1), so that Paul reminds them how already at his 
second visit (comp. 1 Cor. v. 9) he had experienced such humiliation. 
Connected merely with éA@évro¢ vou (Beza, Grotius, Flatt, de Wette, Weise- 
ler, and many others), it would be without important bearing. — é2Aé6vro¢ 
pov tar. pe] & construction also of frequent occurrence in classical writers, 
Comp. on ix. 14, and see Buttmann, newt. Gr. p. 270 [E. T. 815]. — rarec- 
vooe pe, not of bodily (Hofmann), but of mental bowing down in dejec- 
tion. Comp. Polyb. iii. 116. 8, iv. 80. 8. ‘‘ Nihil erat, quo magis exultaret 
apostolus, quam prospero suae praedicationis successu (comp. 1 Thess. ii. 
20 ; Phil. iv. 1) ; contra nihil erat, unde tristiore et demissiore animo red- 

deretur, quam quum cerneret, se frustra laborasse,”’ Beza. Comp. Chrys- 
ostom. The future rarevdice (see the critical remarks), which expresses 
the apprehension that the sad case of this humiliation twill withal actually 
still occur (see on Col. ii. 8), stands in a climactic relation to the previous 

subjunctives ; the apprehension increases. — 6 fledg pov] as Rom. i. 8 ; 1 Cor. 
i. 4. Inthe humbling experiences of his office Paul sees paedagogic de- 
crees of his God. — pic ivac] not among you, for how superfluous that 
would be ! but : in reference to you, in my relation to you. S80 also Riick- 

ert, who, however (comp. Chrysostom, Osiander, and several), explains 

tarecvacie Of Paul’s seeing himsclf compelled ‘‘to appear before them not 
with the joyful pride of a father over his good children, but with the puni- 
tive earnestness of a judge.” But the punitive earnestness of the judge is 

in fact no rarecvdor, but an act of the apostolic authority, and only follows 
subsequently, after the rarevéore has taken place by the observation of the 
punishment-deserving state, which has made him feel that his cfforts have 

been without result. — mroAAove trav mponuaptyxéruy xal ui) peravonodytev] On 

Buttmann, Lerilog. f. p. 146 f.). Comp. the but ios, since in gm the fota is short, 
many forms compounded with gp in Ho- whercas in ép<@os It is long. See Homer, Ji. 
mer. Forthe second part of the word no xvill. 550: ‘Ev & éridec réuevos Badvarior 

proper derivation has yet been found. This éda 8° gpido. See regarding the various 
second half is not simply the ending 60s, derivations, Lobeck, Pathol. p. 363. 
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nponuapt., comp. Herodian, iii. 14. 8: azodoysiofa: mpd¢g ra mponpaptnpéva. 
According to Rfickert, Paul has written thus inexactly, instead of roAAotve raw 
Kponpapr. TOUS py petavofoavrac. How arbitrary ! In that case he would 
have expressed himself with downright inaccuracy. Liicke, /.c. p. 20, ex- 
plains it more ingeniously : ‘‘Cogitavit rem ita, ut primum poneret Chris- 

tianorum ex ethnicis potissimum rév mponyaptyxétur xal py) peravonodvTuy 
genus universum, cujus generis homines essent ubique ecclesiarum, deinde 
vero ex isto hominum genere multos eos, qui Corinthi essent, designaret 

definiretque.” But the reference to the unconverted sinners, who ubique 
ecclesiarum essent, is quite foreign to the context, since Paul had simply to 
do with the Corinthians (comp. previously mpé¢ izac), and hence these 

could not seek the genus of the zpoyyapryxéruy «.t.A. here meant elsewhcre 
than just in their own church. The right interpretation results undoubtedly 
from the order of the thoughts specified at ver. 20, according to which éri 
Ty axafapolg x.r.A. cannot belong to yeravonc. (comp. Lucian, de salt. 84: 
petavojoas é¢’ oi¢ érrolycev), a8 it is usually taken, but only to review: and that 

I will lament’ many of those, who have previously sinned and shall not have 

repented, on account of the uncleanness, etc. Thus Paul passes over from the 
sinful states named in ver. 20 to quite another category of sins, and the 
course of thought accordingly is : ‘‘I fear that I shall not only meet with 

contentions, etc., among you, but that I shall have also to bewail many of 

the then still unconverted sinners among you on account of the sins of im- 
purity which they have committed (Eph. iv. 80 ; Heb. xiii. 17).” Not al 
xponuapTynkétrec Kal ua wetavofoavres in Corinth were impure sinners, but Paul 
fears that he will encounter many of them as such ; hence he could not 

1 seydjow is taken by Theophylact and 
others, including Billroth, Rickert, Ols- 

hausen, and de Wette, as a threatening of 

punishment ; and Grotius even thought that 

the apostles may have discharged their 
penal office not without signs of mourning, 

** sicut. Romant civem damnaturi sumebant 

pullam logam.” But the whole reference 
of the word to punishment is in the highest 

degree arbitrary, and at variance with the 

context. For it is only at xill. 1 ff. that 

the threat of punishment follows; and the 
farevwoy pe 6 Secs pov mpdos vuas, with 

which «ai revdjow is connected, warrants 

us only to retain for the latter the pure 

literal meaning Jugere aliquem, which is 
very current in classical writers (Hom. 
I. xix. 225, xxiii. 288; Herod. vii. 200; Xen. 

Ffell. ii. 2.8) and in the LXX. (Gen. xxxvil. 

34, 1. 8, a.» Ecclus. Hi. 19; Judith xvi. 84). 

The word does not at all mean éo prepare 

sorrow, as Vater and Olshausen explain it. 

Calvin therefore is right in leaving the idea 
of punishment out of account, and aptly 

remarks: “ Veri et germani pastoris affec- 
tum nobis exprimit, quum luctu aliorum 

peccata se prosequuturum dicit.”” Estius, 

too, rejects any reference to punishment, 
and finds in wevdjocw that Paul regards 

those concerned as Deo mortuos. Comp. 

Ewald. Under the latter view too much is 
found in the word, since the context does 
not speak of spiritual death, but specifies 
the ground of the mourning by éwi r7 axa- 

dapciqg «.7.4. Hence we must adhere to 
Calvin’s exposition as not going beyond 
either the meaning of the word or the conr 

text. Calovius also says very correctly (in 

opposition to Grotius) ;: ‘Non de poena hic 

Corinthiorum impoenitentium, sed de moe- 
rore suo super impoenitentia.” De Wette, 

followed by Osiander, finds in werd. the 
pain of being obliged to proceed with the 

special punishment of excommunication, and 
explains woAAovs rey sponapr, «x. mH peTay. 

éwi x.7.A. of the worst among the unconvert- 

ed sinners guilty of unchastity. In that 

case the chief points of the meaning must be 

mentally supplied, for which there is the 

less warrant, seeing that revdijow is parallel 
to the razeay. pe 6 3., expressing subjectively 

that which is denoted by rawew. «.7.A, 0d- 
jectively. 
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write at all otherwise than : roAAotc trav mponuaprnxéruy xal pi petavoyodvtur.' 
This explanation is adopted by Winer, p. 590 [E. T. 792], Bisping, and 
Kling. — The perfect participle mpojuapr. denotes the continuance of the 
condition from earlier times; and xa? 4) wetravoyodvrwy has the sense of the 

futurum exactum: and who shall not have repented at my arrival. The 

apo in woonuapr. expresses the sinning that had taken place in earlier times, 
which Liicke (comp. Olshausen) refers to the time before conversion (comp. 

the passages of Justin, Apolog. i. 61 ; Clement, Strom. iv. 12 in Liicke, p. 
18 f.). But as the evils adduced in ver. 20 only set in after the conversion, 
we are not warranted (see the plan of the passage specified at ver. 20) to 
assume for the sins named in ver. 21: the time before conversion, as, indeed, 

1 Cor. v. 1 also points to the time after conversion. But if we ask how far 

Paul with his po looks back into the past of the Corinthians that had 
elapsed since their conversion, it might, if we regard vv. 20 and 21 by them- 
selves, appear as if he referred not further back than to that time, in which 
the contentions (ver. 20) and the sins of impurity censured in 1 Cor. v. 1 
(ver. 21) emerged. But as this happened only after his second visit, and 

as he says in xiii. 2 that he had foretold (comp. ii. 1) punishment to the 
aponnaptyxéat already at his second visit, it follows that with his zpo he 
glances back from the present to the time before his second visit. After his 

Jirst visit there had already emerged in Corinth evils, which humbled him 
at his second visit (ver. 21), and on account of which he at that time 
threatened (see on xiii. 2) these rpoypapryxére¢ with punishment ; after his 

second presence there had now broken out, in addition, the contentions 

1 The objections of de Wette against my 
explanation will not bear examination. For 

(1) from the fact that Paul, in order to ex- 

press his alarm and anxiety regarding the 
unchaste, mentions withal the category of 

sinners in general, there does not arise the 
appearance as if he would not have to 

mourn over the latter; but out of the col- 

lective wickedness in Corinth he singles out 

the unchastity which was prevalent there 

as specially grievous. This species of sin- 

ners appears under the genus of Corinthian 
sinners as one of the two chief stains on 
the church (the other was the party-sptrit, 
ver. 20). Further, (2) the sponmapryxores in 
xifl. 2 are not any more than here a species, 

but likewise the calegory, to which the 
kinds denoted in vv. 2 and 2! belonged. 
(3) The connection of éwi «.7.A. with revdijou 

is not unnatural, but natural, since roAAovs 
TwY wponm. K. wy perav., taken together, is the 
object of revd., 80 that Paul has observed 
the sequence which is simplest of all and 
most usual (verb—object—ground). The ob- 

jections of Oslander and Hofmann are not 
more valid. Those of the latter especially 
amount in the long run to subtleties, for 

which there is no ground. For Paul cer- 

tainly fears that he will have to lament the 
non-repentance of the persons concerned, 
and the sine which they are still committing 
at the time. This is clearly enough contained 
in xai pH Meravoncdvrey; and asto § érpaftap, 

Paul very naturally writes the aorist, and 

not 7 spéccovor, because he transplants 
himself, as in »} weravone., to the point of 

time when he arrives and will then judge 
what they have done up to that time. He 

might also have written § spdéacovery, but 

would thereby have deviated from the oon- 
formity of his conception of time {ntro- 

duced with «. 4. peravone. (which is that of 

the futurum exactum), for which he had no 
occasion. It is incorrect, with Hofmann, 

to say that ueravoncdyrer refers to ‘he time 

when Paul was writing thie, and that, be- 
cause there was still space for them to 

repent up to the time of his arrival, he has 
not spoken generally of the impenitent, but 
of many (who, namely, would remain hard- 
ened). According to the context, neravoy- 
cdytey can only apply to the time of his im- 
pending éAde», when he will have to lament 
many of the old and still at that time non- 
repentant sinners, on account of their im- 

purity, ete, 
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and sins of impurity which we know from his Epistles; and to all 
this, consequently to the whole time till after his first and before his 

second visit, he looks back, inasmuch as he says not merely juapryxéruv, 

but @popaprnxérev. Consequently Billroth is wrong in restricting the word 

merely to those ‘‘whom I already, through my second sojourn among you, 

know as sinners ;” and Estius says too indefinitely, and also quite arbitrari- 
ly, as regards xpo, not starting from the present time : ante scriptam prio- 

rem epistolam, while many others, like Riickert, do not enter on the ques- 

tion at all. — évi ry axabapoig «.7.A.] if connected with peravonodytwy, would 
be in respect or on account of. But, apart from the fact that ueravoeivy (which, 

we may add, Paul has only here) is in the N. T. never connected with éwi 

(as Joel ii. 13 ; Amos vii. 83, LXX.), but with ard (Acts viii. 22 ; Heb. vi. 

1) or é« (Rev. ii. 21 f., xvi. 11), in this particular case the necessary and 

correct connection (see previously on 7oAA. r. mponu. K. ut weravone.) is with 

rev0fow, the ground of which it specifies : over. Just so Aeschin. p. 84, 14; 

Plut. Agis, 17 ; Rev. xviii. 11; 1 Sam. xv. 85; Ezra x. 6, al. 'AxaSapcia, 

here of licentious impurity, Rom. i. 24; Gal. v.19; Eph. iv. 19. Then: 
nopveia, fornication in specie. Lastly : aoéAyeca, licentious wantonness and 
abandonment (Rom. xiii. 18; Gal. v. 19; Eph. iv. 19; Wisd. xiv. 26). — 

éxpagav] hace practised. Comp. on Rom. i. 82. 

Norges spy American Eprror. 

(x°) Paul's view of boasting. Ver. 1. 

_ The Revised Version gives an exact rendering of the text as adopted by all 
the latest editors and by most modern expositors. ‘‘I must needs glory, 

though it is not expedient."’ He had repeatedly spoken of boasting as a kind 
of folly, something derogatory and painful ; still, unseemly as it was, circum- 

stances compelled him to resort to it. However, now he would leave it and 

pass to the revelations made to him. 

(x*) ‘* The third heaven.”” Ver. 2. 

In regard to Dr. Meyer’s view that Paul had the Rabbinical notion of seven 
heavens, it may be said that it is by no means clear that the Jewish opinion to 

that effect was prevalent in Paul’s day, and still less that it was adopted by 

the sacred writers. But as we have in Eph. iv. 10 the phrase ‘‘above all 
heavens,'’ and in Heb. iv. 14, ‘‘ passed through the heavens,” it seems better to 

consider the words as simply = the highest heaven. This disposes also of 

Dr. Meyer's statement in ver. 3, that Paradise is different from the third 

heaven and ina higher sphere.—Paul was simply caught up to the present 

abode of the faithful dead. 

(z6) ** Not lawful for a man to utter.” Ver. 4. 

It needs no argument to show that if Paul was not allowed to narrate what 

he had actually seen in heaven, it is certainly wrong fur ordinary persons 

to give an account of what they imagine to have taken place there. Besides, 
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how could a man utter them? We have a case in point in the fourth and fifth 

chapters of the Apocalypse. John had heaven opened to him, and tells us the 

result, but it is altogether in the form of symbols and figures. A throne 

is there, and One like a jasper and a sardine stone ; a rainbow like an emerald 
encircles all; seven lamps of fire are burning ; lightnings flash, thunderings 

are heard ; and a sea of glass shines like crystal. All thege are marvellously 

suggestive, but they do not “‘ utter the unutterable.”—And further, recent ex- 

perience confirms the words of F. W. Robertson: ‘‘There are some things 

in this world too low to be spoken of, and some things too high. You cannot 
discuss such subjects without vulgarizing them.” 

(at) ‘* Save in my weaknesses.”’ Ver. 5. 

The meaning is, ‘‘I will boast concerning myself only in those things which 
prove or imply my own weakness.’’ A revelation was a gratuitous favor, 

and might be gloried in without assuming any special merit to himself. 

(B') ‘* He hath said.” Ver. 9. 

Dr. Meyer rightly insists upon the full sense of the perfect tense, as given in 
the Revised Version above. The answer was ever sounding in the Apostle’s 

ears, and not in his only, but in those of all God’s suffering people from 
that day to this. 

(c") ** Will I glory in my infirmities.” Ver. 9. 

This is not a fanatical or irrational assertion, but based on sufficient grounds 
—viz, that Christ's power may dwell upon me as aShechinah. Most Christians 

are satisfied if they are resigned under suffering. To rejoice in trials because 

thereby Christ is glorified is more than they aspire to. Paul's experience was 
far above that standard. That Christ should be glorified was to him an end for 
which any human being might feel it an honour to suffer (Hodge). 

(D") ‘* Signs and wonders and mighty deeds.” Ver. 12. 

As the author says, these are different designations of the same thing, viz. 

miracles. These are called signs in reference to their design, i.e. to confirm 

the divine mission of those who perform them ; wonders, because of the effect 

they produced ; and mighly deeds, because they are manifestations of divine 

power. How far the Apostle was from the view of some in our day, that 
miracles are a burden to carry. 

- {B") ‘* Caught you with guile.” Ver. 16. 

It is very unfortunate that this phrase haw often been quoted as if it 
expressed the course of the Apostle, instead of being, as Dr. Meyer says (and all 

critics agree), & concessive statement of the charge of his adversaries, which he 

proceeds in the next verse at once to deny, by an appeal to facts, viz. the 

mission of Titus and his companion, who followed Paul's example in bearing 
their own expenses. 
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(¥*) False impressions corrected. Ver. 19. 

The closing verses of the chapter seem designed to guard against two mis- 

takes the Corinthians might make: ‘First, that he felt himself accountable to 
them, or that they were the judges at whose bar he was defending himself. 

Second, that his object was in any respect personal or selfish. He spoke before 

God, not before them; for their edification, not for his own reputation.” 

The first words of ver. 19 are well given in R. V. according to the best text, 
‘‘Ye think all this time that we are excusing ourselves,’’ etc. 

(a") ‘* Lest there be strife, jealousy,” etc. Ver. 20. 

The accumulation of words serve to show the Apostle’s indignation, and also 

to present a lively picture of the evils introduced into a Christian church 

by the revival of this old disease of the Grecian commonwealths (Stanley). 
‘‘ Swellings’’ = manifestations of pride and insolence. The other terms 

are well given in the R. V., except that ‘‘ wraths,” an unidiomatic word, would 
be better replaced by ‘‘ outbreaks of anger.’’ 
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CHAPTER XIII. 

Ver. 2. After viv Elz. has ypd¢w, in opposition to decisive evidence. A sup- 

plementary addition. Comp. ver. 10. — Ver. 4. e:] is wanting in BD* FG K 

®* min. Copt. Aeth. It. Eus. Dem. Theoph. Bracketed by Lachm. and Riick. 

Looking to the total inappropriateness of the sense of «ai e/, those authorities 
of considerable importance sufficiently warrant the condemnation of ¢, although 

Tisch: (comp. Hofm.) holds the omission to be ‘‘ manifesta correctio.’’ Offence 
was easily taken at the idea that Christ was crucified é& do8eveiac, and it was 

made problematical by the addition of an ei, which in several cases also was 
assigned a position before «cai (Or: e yap xal). — xa? ydp jyueic] Elz. has xa? yap 
xai fueic, in opposition to far preponderating evidence, The second «al is an 

addition, which arose out of xa) yép being taken as a mere for, namque. — év 

avrg] AF GR, Syr. Erp. Copt. Boern. have ody aird. So Lachm. on the mar- 
gin. An explanation in accordance with what follows. — ¢yodéue0a] Lachm. 

Riick. Tisch. read Cjoouev, in favour of which the evidence is decisive. — ei¢ 

vudc] is wanting only in B D*** E*** Arm. Clar. Germ. Chrys. Sedul., and is 
condemmed by Mill, who derived it from ver. 3. But how natural was the 

omission, seeing that the first half of the verse contains no parallel element ! 

And the erroneous reference of (jo0uzev to elernal life might make ei¢ tude appear 
simply as irrelevant. — Ver. 7. etvouac] Lachm. Tisch. and Riick., following 

greatly preponderant evidence, have evyéueba, which Griesb. also approved. 
And rightly ; the singular was introduced in accordance with the previous 

éArifw. — Ver. 9. rovro dé] This dé is omitted in preponderant witnesses, is 
suspected by Griesb., and deleted by Lachm. Tisch. and Rick. Addition for 

the sake of connection, instead of which 73 has 67 and Chrys. yép. — In ver. 10, 

the position of 6 xvpio¢ before édux. yor is assured by decided attestation. 

ConTENnTs.—Continuation of the close of the section as begun as xii. 19. 
At his impending third coming he will decide with judicial severity and 
not spare, seeing that they wished to have for oncea proof of the Christ 
speaking in him (vv. 1-4). They ought to prove themselves; he hopes, 
however, that they will recognize Ais proved character, and asks God that 
he may not need to show them its verification (vv. 5-9). Therefore he 
writes this when absent, in order that he may not be under the necessity of 

being stern when present (ver. 10). Concluding exhortation with promise 
(ver. 11) ; concluding salutation (ver. 12) ; concluding benediction (ver. 
13.) 

Ver. 1. As Paul has expressed himself by piruc epic x.7.A. in xii. 20, and 
in ver. 21 has explained himself more precisely merely as regards that piruc 

éABew ov otovc Oédw ebpw tude (see on xii. 20), he still owes to his readers a 
more precise explanation regarding the xayo ecipefd ipiv oiov ob OéAere, and 
this he now gives to them. Observe the asyndetic, sternly-measured form of 
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his sentences in vv. 1 and 2. — rpirov rovro Epyouat mpdc tas] The elaborate 
shifts of the expositors, who do not understand this of a third actual coming 
thither, inasmuch as they assume that Paul had been but once in Corinth,’ 

may be seen in Poole’s Synopsis and Wolf's Curae. According to Lange, 

apost. Zeitalt. I. p. 202 f. (comp. also Mircker, Stellung der Pastoralbr. p. 
14), rpirov rovro is intended to apply to the third project of a journey, and 

Epyouat to its decided execution: ‘‘ This third time in the series of projects 
laid before you above J come.” Linguistically incorrect, since rpirov rovro 
fpx. cannot mean anything else than : for the third time I come this time, so 

that it does not refer to previous projects, but to two journeys that had taken 
place before. Onrpirov roiro, this third time (accusative absolute), that 

is, this time fora third time, comp. Herod. v. 76: réraprov 69 Tovro. . . 
amcépevor, LXX. Judg. xvi. 15: rovro rpirov éwAdvnodc pe, Num. xxii. 28 ; 

John xxi.14. Bengel correctly remarks on the present : ‘‘ jam sum in pro- 
cinctu.” (a")— émi oréuarog dio paprtpwr x.r.A.}] On this my third arrival there 

isto be no further sparing (as at my second visit), but summary procedure. 
Comp. Matt. xviii. 16, where, however, the words of the law are used with 
another turn to the meaning. Paul announces with the words of the law 

well known to his readers, Deut. xix. 15, which he adopts as his own, that 

he, arrived for this third time, will, without further indulgence, institute a 
- legal hearing of witnesses (comp. 1 Tim. v. 19), and that on the basis of the 

affirmation of two and three witnesses every point of complaint will be decided. 
Not as if he wished to set himself up as disciplinary judge (this power was 
vested ordinarily in the church, Matt. xviii. 16, 1 Cor. v. 12, 18, and was, 
even in extraordinary cases of punishment, not exercised alone on the part 
of the apostle, 1 Cor. v. 8-5), but he would bring on and arrange the sum- 
mary procedure in the way of discipline, which he had threatened. Nor 
did the notoriety of the transgressions render the latter unnecessary, seeing 
that, on the one hand, they might not all be notorious, and, on the other, 

even those that were so needed a definite form of treatment. Following 

Chrysostom and Ambrosiaster, Calvin, Estius, and others, including recently 
Neander, Olshausen, R&biger, Ewald, Osiander, Maier, have undcrstood 

the two or three witnesses of Paul himself, who takes the various occasions 

of his presence among the Corinthians as testimonies, by which the truth of 
the matters is made good,* or the evecution of his threats (Chrysostom, The- 

1 Most of them, lfke Grotius, Estius, Wolf, 
Wetstein, Zachariae, Flatt, were of opinion 

that Paul expresses here, too, simply a 

third sadiness to come, from which view 

also has arisen the reading érodpws exw éAGeiv 

instead of épyouasin A, Syr. Erp. Copt. To 

this also Baur reverts, who explains épxomac : 

Tam on the point of coming. But this would, 

in fact, be just a third actual coming, which 
Paul was on the point of, and would presup- 

pose his having come already twice. Beza 

and others suggest: ‘* Binas suas epistolas 

(!) pro totidem ad illos profectionibus re- 

censet.” 

2 Grotius, in consistency with the view 

that Paul had been only once there, quite at 
variance with the words of the passage, 
pares down the meaning to this: ‘cum bis 

terve id dixerim, tandem ratum erit."’ Com- 

pare also Clericus. The explanation of Em- 

merling: ‘‘Titam ejusque comites certis- 

simum edituros esse testimonium de animo 

suo Corinthios invisendi,”? fs purely fanci- 

ul. The simple and correct view is given 

already by Erasmus in his Paraphr. ; ** Hie 
erit tertius meus ad vos adventus; in hune 
se quisqgue praeparet. Neque enim amplius 

, connivebo, sed juxta jus strictumatque exac- 
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ophylact, and others, comp. Bleek, Billroth, Ewald, Hofmann) is to be de- 

cided (Theophylact : éw? rav rp:év pov tapovolay wav pia arecAntixov Katacta- 

Ofcerat xaP tudv Kal KupwOjoerat, édv uy weravofoare’ avti paptipurv yap Tac 

mapovoiac atrov riégo). Butif Paul regarded himself, under the point 

of view of his different visits to Corinth respectively, as the witnesses, he 
could make himself pass for three witnesses only in respect of those evils 
which he had already perceived at his jiret visit (and then again on his 

second and third), and for two witnesses only in respect of those evils which 
he had lighted upon in his second visit for the first time, and would on his 
third visit encounter a second time. But in this view precisely all those evils 
and sins would be left out of account, which had only come into prominence 

after his second visit; for as regards these, because he was only to become 
acquainted with them for the jirst time at his third visit, he would only 
pass as one witness, Consequently this explanation, Pauline though it looks, 
is inappropriate ; nor is the difficulty got over by the admission that the 
relations in question are not to be dealt with too exactly (Osiander), as, in- 

deed, the objection, that the threat is directed against the rpozpaprnxérec, 

avails nothing on the correct view of xii. 21, and the continued validity of 
the legal ordinance itself (it holds, in fact, even at the present day in the 
common law) should not after 1 Tim. v. 10 have been doubted. Nor docs 
the refining of Hofmann dispose of the matter. He thinks, forsooth, that 
besides the zponuapryxérec, all the rest also, whom such 8 threat may con- 

cern, are now twice warned, orally (at the second visit of the apostle) and in 
writing (by this letter), and his arrival will be to them the third and last ad- 
monition to reflect. This is not appropriate either to the words (see on ver. 
2) or to the necessary unity and equality of the idea of witnesses, with which, 
in fact, Paul—and, moreover, in application of so solemn a passage of the 
law—would have dealt very oddly, if not only he himself was to represent 

the three witnesses, but one of them was even to be his letter. —xai] not in 
the sense of 4, as, following the Vulgate, many earlier and modern exposi- 
tors (including Flatt and Emmerling) would take it, but : and, if, namely, 

there are so many.’ Paul might have put #, as in Matt. xviii. 16, but, fol- 
lowing the LXX., he has thought on and, and therefore put it. — av pyua] 

everything that comes to be spoken of, to be discussed. Comp. on Matt. 
iv. 4. —oraffoera:] will be established (04p"), namely, for judicial decision. 

This is more in keeping with the original text than (comp. on Matt. xxvi. 
25) : will be weighed (Ewald). 

Ver. 2. ‘Q¢ rapav . . . viv is not to be put in a parenthesis, since it is a 
definition to rpodéyw, which interrupts neither the construction nor the sense. 
I have said before, and say beforehand, as at my second cisit (‘‘ sicut feci, cum 
secundo vobiscum essem,”’ Er. Schmid), 80 also in my present absence, to those 
who have formerly sinned, and to all the rest, that, when I shall have come again, 

Iwill not spare. Accordingly d¢ rapov rd deitepov leaves no doubt as to the 

tum res agetur. Quiequis delatue fuertt, ie pression “zwei bis drel.”. Comp. Xen. 
@uorum aut trium hominaum lestimonio vel Anad. tv. 7. 10: 8vo0 nai rpia Bhuara. Seo 

absolvetur vel damnabllur.” Kriiger and KOhner in loc. In this case 

1 It corresponds quite to the Germanex- «ai is a/que, not aleo (Hofmann). 
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temporal reference of zpoeipyxa. Moreover, from ver. 2 alone the presence of 

the apostle, which had already twice taken place, could not be proved. For, 
if we knew that he had been only once, rpoeipyxa would certainly refer to the 

first epistle, and é¢ wapov x.7.A. would have to be explained : as if I were 

present for the second time, although I am now absent (comp. Grotius, Estius, 

Bengel, Rosenmiiller, Flatt, Baur, and others).' But, as it is clear from 

other passages that Paul had already been twice in Corinth, and as here in 
particular rpirov rovro épyoua: immediately goes before, that view, in which 

also the viv would simply be superfluous and cumbrous, is impossible. 
Beza, who is followed by Zachariae and Marcker, connects awkwardly (see- 

ing that rd debrepov and viv must correspond to each other) rd debrepov with 
npodéyw. Hofmann also misses the correct view, when he makes d¢ serve 
merely to annex the quality (‘‘as one having been there a second time, and 
now absent”), in which the apostle has said and says beforehand. In this 
way o¢ would be the qguippe qui from the conception of the speaker, as in 1 

Cor. vii. 25, and rapéy would be imperfect. The two clauses of the sentence, 
however, contain in fact not qualities subjectively conceived, but two obdjec- 

tice relations of time; and hence ac, if it is to have the sense given above, 
would simply be irrelevant (comp. 1 Cor. v. 8a, 2 Cor. x. 11; Phil. i. 27) 

and confusing. Paul would have simply written : rpocipzxa rapév 7d debrepov 

kai mpoAtyw array viv. — Toi¢ tponpaptyxéor] See on xii. 21. It is self-evident, 
we may add, that the rpo in xponyapr. has from the standpoint of the zpo- 

Aéyw & greater periad of the past behind it than from the standpoint of the 
rpoeipnxa, and that the mponpyapryxérec, whom the present mpoAéyw threatens, 

were more, and in part other, than those to whom at the second visit the 
rporipyxa had applied. The category, however, is the same ; and hence it is 
not to be said, with Liicke, that from our passage it is clear : ‘‘quibus nunc, 
tanquam sponyapryxécr, severiorem castigationem minatur apostolus, eosdem 
jam tune, guum olim (mpoeipyxa) minitatus esset, mponuaprykéracg futsse.” Paul 

had at his second presence threatened the mpoyyapryxérec, and he threatens 

them also now. On the two occasions the threat referred to the same 

genus hominum, to those who had sinned before the time at which Paul 

discoursed to the Corinthians, and were still sinners ; but the individuals 

were not on the two occasions quite the same. Certainly at least there 
were now ( rpoAéyw) not a few among them, who had not been included on 

the previous occasion (see 1 Cor. i. 11, v. 1, comp. with 2 Cor. xii. 20, 21). 

— kal toig Aoroig waowv] Thus toic wu) mponuapryxdot. To these he then said it 

1 To this category belongs also the strange 

view of Lange, apost. Zeiialt. I. p. W8: 

‘** This fg the second time that I am present 

among you and yet absent at the same 

time.” Paul, namely, had, in Lange's view, 

the spirti-like gift of transplanting bimself 

with the full spiritual power of his author- 

ity during his absence into the midst of the 

distant church, which had doubtless felt 

the thunderclap of his rpiritual appearing. 
In Corinth this had taken place the first 

time at the exclusion of the {incestuous per- 

son, 1 Cor. v. 8, and the second time now. 

Of such fancies and spiritualistic notions 

there is nowhere found any trace in the 

apostle. And what are we to make in that 
case of the viv? The only correct view of 
this voy and its relation to 1d devrepoy fs al- 
ready given by Chrysostom: mopeyevéunv 

Sevrepov Kai elwov, Aéyw 88 cat viv ba TH 
ewioToAHs, avayxn me Aouroy dAndevoas. Comp. 

also ver. 10, 
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before, and he says it so now, dy toay of warning, of deterring. It is the 
entire remaining members of the church that are meant, and Paul mentions 

them, not as witnesses, but in order that they make the threatening serve 
according to the respective requirements of their moral condition to stimu- 
late reflection and discipline ; hence roi¢ Ao:roic, even according to our view 

of xponuapr., is not without suitable meaning (in opposition to de Wette). 
— ig rd rédv] On the rda/v used substantivally, see Bernhardy, p. 328, and 

on ei in the specification of a term of time, Matthiae, p. 1345. Comp. ei¢ 
abltc, ei¢ owe, é¢ réAoc, and the like. — ov geicouzac] The reasons why Paul spared 

them in his second, certainly but very short, visit, are as little known to us, 

as the reason why Luke, who has in fact passed over so much, has made no 

mention of this second visit in the Book of Acts. 
Ver. 8. I will not spare you ; for ye in fact will not have it otherwise ! 

Ye challenge, in fact, by your demeanour, an experimental proof of the 
Christ that speaks in me. Thus éei, before which we are to conceive a 
pause, annexes the cause serving as motive of the ov geicouat, that was under 

the prevailing circumstances at work. Emmerling begins a protasis with 
éwez, parenthesizes d¢ eig yuac x.7.A., and the whole fourth verse, and regards 
éavrotg mecpdlere in ver. 5 as apodosis. So, too, Lachmann, Olshausen, 

Ewald, who, however, treat as a parenthesis merely ver. 4. This division 

as a whole would not yield as its result any illogical connection, for, because 

the readers wish to put Christ to the proof, it was the more advisable for 
them to prove themselves. But the passage is rendered, quite unnecessarily, 
more complicated and cumbrous. — éet doxeunv Cyreire x.t.A.] That is, since 

you make it your aim that the Christ speaking in me shall verify Himself, 
shall give you a proof of Hisjudicial working. To take rot . . . Xpicrov as 

genitive of the subject (comp. ix. 13; Phil. ii. 22) better suits the following 
d¢ kai iuae x.t.A., than the objective rendering (Billroth and Rickert, follow- 

ing older expositors) : a proof of the fact that Christ speaks in me. — dg etc 
' duds ovn aobevei x.t.A.] who in reference to you is not impotent, but mighty among 

you. By this the readers are made to feel how critical and dangerous is 
their challenge of Christ practically implied in the evil circumstances of 
the church (xii. 20 f.), for the Christ speaking in the apostle is not weak 
towards them, but provided with power and authority among them, as they 

would feel, if He should give them a practical attestation of Himself. A 
special reference of duvarei év vuiv to the miracles, spiritual gifts, and the 
like, such as Erasmus, Grotius,' Fritzsche,? de Wette, and others assume, is 

not implied in the connection (see especially ver. 4) ; and just as little a 
retrospective reference to x. 10 (Hofmann). — Of the use of the verb duvareiv 
no examples from other writers are found, common as was dduvarciv. Its 

use in this particular place by Paul was involuntarily suggested to him by 

1Grotius: “Non opus habetis ejus rel 
periculum facere, cum jampridem Christus 
per me apud vos ingentia dedent potentiae 
suae signa.” 

2 Fritzsche, Dies. IT. p. 141: ‘‘ quai Christus 
xopiczara largiendo, miracula regundo, 

religionis impedimenta tollendo, ecclesiam 
moderando, tpse vobis se fortem ostendit.” 

This emphatic ipee is imported,—which 
arose out of Fritzsche's regarding the apostle, 
not Christ, as the subject of Soxcuyy. 
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the similar sound of the opposite ac8evei. “Yet he has it also in Rom. xiv. 4 ; 
as regards 2 Cor. ix. 8, see the critical remarks on that passaye. — év iniv] 
not of the internal indwelling and pervading (Hofmdnn), which is at variance 

with the context, since the latter has the penal retribution asits main point ; 
but the Christ speaking in Paul has the power of asserting Himself de facto 
as the tinder of His word and work in the church, so far as it is disobedient 

‘to Him and impenitent. 

Ver. 4. Kai yap éoraup. #& a00., 424d 69 éx duvéu. Ocot] Reason assigned for 
the previous ¢ cic tua obK aGofevei, GAAG duvatei ev ipiv : for even crucified was 

He from weakness, but Heis living from the power of God.' Without yév after 

éoravp. the contrast comes in with the more striking effect. ¢£ aofeveiac de- 
notes the causal origin of the éoravpaf7, and is not, with Chrysostom (who 

complains of the difficulty of this passage), to be interpreted of apparent 

weakness, but finds its explanation in viii. 9; Phil! ii. 7 f. Jesus, namely, 
had, in the state of His exinanition and humiliation, obedient to the Father, 

entered in such wise into the condition of powerless endurance as man, 

that He yielded to the violence of the most ignominious execution, to 
which He had, according to the Father's will, submitted Himself ; and 
accordingly it came éé acbeveiac, that He was crucified. But since His resur- 

rection He lives (Rom. v. 10, vi. 9, xiv. 9, al.), and that from the power of 

God, for God has, by His power, raised Him up (see on Rom. vi. 4) and 
exalted Him to glory (Acts ii. 83; Eph. i. 20 ff.; Phil. ii. 9). To make 
the 6cov refer to aofeveiac also (Hofmann, who inappropriately compares 1 

Cor. i. 25) would yield a thought quite abnormal and impossible for the 
apostle, which the very ovx doevei, ver. 8, ought to have precluded. — xa? yap 
jucic x.t.A.] Confirmation of the immediately preceding xai yép . . . Geoi, 

and that in respect of the two points é& aoOeveiag and Cf éx duvdpeug Yeod. 

‘‘ That the case stands so with Christ as has just been said, is confirmed 
from the fact, that these two relations, on the one hand of weakness, and 

on the other of being alive é« duvdy. Seot, are found also in us in virtue of 
our fellowship with Him. It is an argumentum ab effectu ad causam issuing 

from the lofty sense of this fellowship, a bold certainty derived from experi- 

ence, the argumentative stress of which, contained in év avrg and ovyv airé, 

1The Recepta nai yap ei éctavp. would 
yield the quite unsuitable sense: for eren 
tf, le. even in the event that, He has been 

crucified, etc. Kai ei should not, with the 

Vulgate and the majority of expositors, be 
taken as although, for in that case it would 
be confounded with ¢i cai. Koi et means 
even tf, 80 that the climactic <ai applies to 

*the conditional particle. See Hartung, I. 
p. 140 f.; Haack. ad Thuc. p. 562 f.; Stall- 

baum, ad Plat. Ap. S. p. 82 A, Gorg. p. 509 
A. De Wette wrongly rejects my view of 
the Recepta, making «ai ydp signify merely 
for. It always means for even. See Har- 

tung. I. p. 148; Stallbaum, ad Plat. Gorg. 

p. 467 B. 80, too, immediately in the «ai 

yap nueis that follows. Hofmann quite er- 

roneously takes the Recepta in such a way, 

that Paul with «ai ei merely expresses a 

real fact conditionally on account of his 

wishing to keep open the possibility of looking 
at it also otherwise. In that case ef acOeveiag 

would really be the point of consequence 

in the protasis, and the apostle must at 
least have written «ai ydp ei é§ acderveias 
écravpwdy. Besides, the leaving open a pos- 

sible other way of regarding the matter 
would have no ground at allin the text. A 

mistaken view !s adopted also by Osiander, 

who has taken «ai as the also of comparison, 

namely, of Christ ith His servant (conse- 

quently, as if xai yap avrés had stood in the 

text). 
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bears the triumphant character of strength in weakness. Hofmann wrongly, 
in opposition to the clear and simple connection, desires to take xai yap 1ei¢ 
aof. év air@, which he separates from the following a2Ad «.r.4., as a proof 
for the clause a¢ eig bude ovx acbevei, GAAG, duvarei év tiv, for which reason he 

imports into év avrg the contrast : not a weakness of the natural man. This 
contrast, although in substance of itself correct, is not here, any more than 

afterwards in ctv avr, intentionally present to the mind of the apostle. — 

Gofevotuev év avt@] Paul represents his sparing hitherto observed towards the 
Corinthians (for it is quite at variance with the context to refer aod., with 
Chrysostom, Theodoret, Theophylact, Grotius, Estius, and others, to suffer- 
ings and persecutions) as a powerlessness based on his fellowship with Christ, 
inasmuch as Christ also had been weak and éoravpé07 é& aodeveiac.' But 

that is only a transient powerlessness ; we shall be alive with Him through the 
power of God in reference to you. (1°) As heis conscious, namely, of that im- 

potence as having its ground in Christ, he is conscious also of this being 
alive in union with Christ as fellowship with His life (civ atr¢), and hence 

proceeding éx duvéyeuc Seov, as Christ's being alive also flowed from this 
source, Rom. i. 4, vi. 4, al. — Eic¢ tyag, lastly, gives to the Cfoouev (which is 
not, with Theodoret, Anselm, and Grotius, to be referred to the future life) 
its concrete direction and special reference of its meaning :? we shall be alive 
(vigere, comp. 1 Thess. iii. 8) in reference to you, namely, through the effec- 

tive assertion of the power divinely conferred on us, especially through 
apostolic judging and punishing (see vv. 1, 2). ‘‘Non est vivere, sed calere 
vita,” Martial, vi. 70. Comp. for the pregnant reference of {#, Xen. Mem. 
ili. 8. 11; Plato, Legg. vii. p. 809 D ; Dio Cass. Ixix. 19. Calvin weil 
observes: ‘‘ Vitam opponit injirmitati, ideoque hoc nomine florentem et 
plenum dignitatis statum intelligit.” 

Ver. 5. Now he brings the readers to themselves. Instead of wishing to 
put to the proof Christ (in Paul), they should try themselves (reipafecv, to put 
to the test, and that by comparison of their Christian state with what they 
ought to be), prove themselves (doxiuéfecv). Oecumenius and Theophylact 
correctly estimate the force of the twice emphatically prefixed éavroi¢ ; dox:- 
pafeev, however, is not, any more than in 1 Cor. xi. 8, equivalent to déx:uov 

wovetv (Rickert); but what Paul had previously said by re:pafere, ei gor? evr. 
x., he once more sums up, and that with a glance back to ver. 8, emphati- 
cally by the one word doxiudfere. — ei éord év ty wiorec] dependent on recpacere, 
not on doxudfere : whether ye are in the faith, whether ye find yourselves in 
the jides salvijica (not to be taken of faith in miracles, as Chrysostom would 
have it), which is the fundamental condition of all Christian character and 

life. The elva: év rp rlorec stands opposed to mere nominal Christianity. — 
% ovn imcytvdonete x.7.A.] not ground of the obligation to prove themselves the 
more strictly (‘‘si id sentitis, bene tractate tantum hospitem,” Grotius, 

1 This impotence is not to be conceived as _— est resignation and self-surrender, and this 
involuntary (de Wette, following Schwarz was its very characteristic. Comp. Heb. 
in Wolf), but as voluntary (comp. ot deico- _— xi. 2. 

par, Ver. 2), as Christ’s weakness also was 3 Hence eis suas is not, with Castalio and 
voluntary, namely, the impotence of deep- Rickert, to be joined to Suvdp. deod. 
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comp. Osiander, Maier, and others) ; for the érry:véoxew already presup- 
poses the self-trial, not the converse (Hofmann). On the contrary, Paul 

lays hold of the readers by their Christian sense of honour, that: they should 

not be afraid of this trial of themselves. Or does not this proving of your- 

selves lead you to the knowledge of yourselves, that Christ isin you ? (37) 

Are you then so totally devoid of the Christian character, that that self-trial 
has not the holy result of your discerning in yourselves what is withal the 
necessary consequence’ of the elvac év rH wiorec: that Christ is in you (by 
means of the Holy Spirit) present and active ? Comp. Gal. ii. 20 ; Eph. 
iii. 17. The construction éavroi¢ dri "I. X. ty tuiv éoriw is not a case of at- 

traction, since in are «.r.4., iueic is not the subject (see on Gal. iv. 11), but 
br: defines more precisely (that, namely). And the full name "Iyactc Xpiorde 

has solemn emphasis. — ¢i pre adéxtyoi éore] After this a mark of interroga- 
tion is not to be repeated, but a period to be placed. That Christ is in you, 

you will perceive, if you are not perchance (ei u#r:, comp. 1 Cor. vii. 5) spu- 
rious Christians. (K’) In such, no doubt, Christ is not! Rom. viii. 9 f. 

To attach it merely to the predicated clause itself (I. X. év tu. é.) as a limi- 

tation (Hofmann), is at variance with the very yrdéccode, 511 that follows in 

ver. 6, in keeping with which that exception « pr «.r.A. is to be included 

under the ar: «.7.A. attached to émy:viox. éavrobc. In ei pyre the re serves 

(ike forte) ‘‘incertius pronuntiandae rei,” Ellendt, Lez. Soph. I. p. 496. 
According to Ewald, ei ufr: ad. éore depends on doxeualere, and # ob émcytvdox. 

. &v tuiv ior is to be a parenthesis—a construction which is harsh and 
the less necessary, seeing that, according to the usual connection, the 
thoughtful glance in the adéx:uoi éore back to éavrode doxiudfere is retained. 

Ver. 6. The case of the adéx:yov elva:, however, which he has just laid 

down as possible perhaps in respect of the readers, shall not, he hopes, oc- 

cur with him: you shall discern (in pursuance of experience) that we are 

not unattested, ungenuine, that is, ‘‘ non deesse nobis experimenta et argumenta 
potestatis et virtutis, qua in refractarios utt possimus,” Wolf. Comp. vv. 7, 

9. Not without bitterness is this said. But the object of the hoping is 
not the desert of punishment on the part of the readers, but the doxiuzq of the 

apostolic authority in the event of their deserving punishment. ‘AretAytixoc 
rovto TéBexev, we péAAwy avroig THC TvEevpaTiKge Owwdpews wapé yey aTddeckiv, Theo- 

doret. According to others (Beza, Calvin, Balduin, Calovius, Bengel), 

Paul expresses the hope that they would amend themselves and thereby 
evince the power of his apostolic influence. This, as the blending of the 
two views (Flatt, Osiander), is opposed to the context in vv. 8 f., 7, 9. 

Not till ver. 7 does Paul turn to the expression of gentle, pious love. 

Ver. 7. Yet we pray to God that this, my apostolic attestation, which I hope 
to give you means of discerning, may not be made necessary on your part. 

On eiyéueda (sce the critical remarks), compared with the AriZw used just 
before, observe that, as often in Paul and especially in this Epistle of vivid 

emotion, the interchange of the singular and the plural forms of expressing 

1The elva evr. wiore. and the Xpicris €» each other as cause and effect. Comp. 
tuy are not equivalent, but are related to Weiss, dill. Theol. p. 348. 
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himself has by no means always special grounds by which it is determined. 
— pp rowjoa tyag Kaxdv pndév| that ye may do nothing evil, which, in fact, 

would only keep up and increase your guilt. Others incorrectly take it,’ 

‘(that I be not compelled to do something eril to you.” How could Paul 
have so designated his chastisement ? For that sroceiv xaxéy stands here, not 

in the sense : to do something to one's harm, but in the ethical sense, is shown 

by the contrast 7d xaddv mogre in what follows. But even apart from this, 

in fact, because eiydéueda receives through mpd¢ rov Yedv (comp. Xen. Mem. 

i. 8. 2; 2 Macc. ix. 18, xv. 27; Num. xxi. 8, al.) the meaning ze pray, the 

words, in the event of rocjoa: iuac not being held to be accusative with in- 

finitive, would have to be explained: to pray to God that He may do 

nothing evil to you—which would be absurd. But the accusative with the 

infinitive occurs as in Acts xxvi. 19. —ovy iva quei¢ x.t.A.] Statement of the 

object, for which he makes this entreaty to God, first negatively and then 
positively ; not in a selfish design, not in order that we may appear through 

your moral conduct as attested) in so far, namely, as the excellence of the 

disciple is the attestation of the teacher, comp. iti. 2 f., Phil. iv. 1, 1 Thess. 
ii. 20, al.), but on your account, in order that ye may do what is good, and 

thus the attestation may be on your side and we may be as unattested, in so 

far, namely, as we cannot in that case show ourselves in our apostolic 

authority (by sternness and execution of punishment). That he should 

with déx:uoe and adéx:uo: refer to two different modes of his dox:u4, 18 quite a 
Pauline trait. Through the moral walk of the readers he was manifested 
on the one hand as déxsuoc, on the other as adéxcuog ; what he intended in 

his etydueda mpd¢ tov Sedv x.7.A. was not the former, for it was not about 

himself that he was concerned, but the latter, because it was simply the 

attestation of the readers by the oeiy rd xaddv that he had at heart. 

According to Olshausen, there is meant to be conveyed in ot y iva hyei¢ déx. 

gavon.: not in order that the fulfilment of this prayer may appear as an effect 
of my powerful intercession. But Paul must have said this, if he had meant 
it. Others? hold that after oby there is to be supplied ef youaz, or the idea of 
wish implied in it, and iva expresses its contents; ‘‘I do not wish that I 
should show myself as standing the test (that is, stern), but rather that ye 

may do what is good and I be as not standing the test (that is, may appear 

not standing the test, and so not stern),” Billroth. Certainly the contents 

of cizecdac might be conceived as its aim, and hence be expressed by iva 

(Jas. v. 16; Col. i. 9; 2 Thess, i, 11); but in this particular case the 
previous injinitice construction, expressing the contents of the prayer, 

teaches us that Paul has not so conceived it. Had he conceived it s0, 

he would have simply led the readers astray by iva. The explanation 
is forced, and simply for the reason that the fine point of a double aspect of 

1 So Billroth, Ewald, Hofmann, and pre- 12 Elsewhere always in the N. T. wocety 

viously Flatt and Emmerling, asin the first = tei re. 
instance Grotius, who says: ‘‘Ne cogar 2 So Billroth and Osiander and others, as 
cuiquam poenam infligere, quae malum well as previously Flatt, Zachariae, Estius, 

dicitur, quia dura est toleratu.”» On woe» | Menochius, ai. 
rouyd vt, COMP. Matt. xxvil. 22; Mark xv. 
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the doxyz4% was not appreciated. From this point of view Paul might have 
said in a connection like vi. 8 f.: d¢ adéxcuos xai déxizor. — O¢ adéxiuot} Beza 

aptly says : hominum videlicet judicio. By way of appearance. Comp. al- 
ready Chrysostom. 

Ver. 8. Reason assigned for the relation just expressed as aimed at by iva 
tueic Toxadbv roigre, Hueic dé Oc Gdédxiuot Guev. That we really have this design, 

is based on the fact that we are not in a position to do anything against the 
truth, but for the truth. The adj3ea is to be taken in the habitual sense 

of the N. T.: the truth xar éoy#v, the divine truth, i.¢. the gospel ; comp. 

iv. 2, vi. 7. If Paul, forsooth, had not had the design that the readers 

should do what is good, and he himself appear without punitive power and 
consequently as unattested, he would have counteracted the gospel, in so far 
as it aims at establishing Christian morality, requires penitence, announces 

forgiveness to the penitent, etc. ; but he is not in a position to do so (17) 
To take aAjdea, with Flatt and older expositors,’ as moral truth (see on 
1 Cor. v. 8), uprightness, is a limitation of it, which the context all the less 
suggests, seeing that aA#3ea in the above sense embraces in it the moral 
element. The taking it in the judicial sense would be accordant with the 
context (iva aA737 gépwpev Iv pigov, Theophylact, so Chrysostom, Theodoret, 

Grotius : ‘‘ quod rectum justumque est ;” Cornelius & Lapide, Bengel, de 
Wette: ‘‘the true state in which the matter finds itself ;” so, too, Ribiger) ; 

yet, in that case, there would result an inappropriate contrast, since trip. r. 
ad. can only mean ‘‘for the benefit of the truth,” which presupposes 8 more 
comprehensive idea of aazd. (de Wette : ‘‘to further the truth”). — a/v’ 

trép T. GA.] 8c. duvaueda ri, we are able to do something. 

Ver. 9. Not reason assigned for ver. 7 (Hofmann), but confirmation of 
what is said in ver. 8 from the subjective relation of the apostle to the 
readers, in which yaipouev has the emphasis. This joy is as the living seal 
of the heart to that axiom. — ao¥evaxuer] according to the connection, quite 
the same as adéxiyor Suev in ver. 7, of the state in which the apostle is not in 
& position to exercise punitive authority on account of the Christian conduct 
of his readers. Comp. ver. 4. — dvvaroi] correlative to the ao¥evauev, con- 
sequently: such as (on account of their Christian excellence) onecan do noth- 

ing to with the power of punishment. The latter is porcerless in presence of 
such a moral disposition. The context does not yield more than this con- 
trast ; even the thought, that the dévvaroi guard themselves against all that 
would call forth the punitive authority (Hofmann), is here foreign to it. — 
rovro xat evyéueda]} this, namely, that ye may be strong, we also pray; it is 

not merely the object of our joy, but also of our prayers. On the absolute 
ebveoda: used of praying (for after ver. 7 it is not here merely wishing), comp. 

Jas. v. 16; often in classic writers. There is no reason for taking the roto 
adverbially : thereupon, on that account (Ewald). — rv tpov xardpriow] epexc- 
gesis of rovro: namely, your full preparation, complete furnishing, perfec- 
tion in Christian morality. Comp. xarapricyécs, Eph. iv. 12. Beza and 

180 Photius in Oecumenius, p. 709 D: ** Innocentiae enim nostra sententia obesse 

dAjSecav thy evoedBecay cadet ws vodou Syros non poterit ; as also Erasmus, Mosheim, 

rou dvoceBovs Biov, and previously Pelagius: and others. 
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Bengel think of the readjustment of the members of the body of the church 
that had been dislocated by the disputes (see on 1 Cor. i. 10, and Kypke, 

II. p. 290)—a special reference, which is not suggested in the context. 
See ver. 7. 

Ver. 10. This, namely, that I wish to have you duvarote or xarnpriopévoug 

and pray accordingly, this isthe reason why I write this when absent, in order 

_ not to proceed sharply when present, etc. He wishes that he may be spared 
from the ov geicouae threatened in ver. 2, and that he may see the earnest 

anxiety, which he had already expressed at xii. 20 f., dispelled. In virtue 

of this view of its practical bearing, ravra is to be referred, not to the whole 
Epistle, but (comp. Osiander and Hofmann) to the current section from xii. 

20 onward. — drroréuwc] literally, curtly,—that is, with thoroughgoing stern- 

ness,—the same figurative conception as in our schroff, scharf (English, 

sharply]. Inthe N. T. only recurring at Tit. i. 18. Comp. Wisd. v. 22, and 
Grimm tn loc. ; arorouzia, Rom. xi. 22. More frequently in classical writers. 

See, in general, Fritzsche, ad Rom. Il. p. 508; Hermann, ad Soph. O. Re 
877. —On ypdouza: without dative, with adverb, to deal with, comp. Esth. i. 

19, ix. 27, ix. 12 ; 2Macc. xii. 14 ; Polyb. xii. 7. 8. — fv 6 Kipuog iduxé pot 
ei¢ otxod. x.t.A.] contains a reason why he might not proceed azordéuur, as 
thereby he could not but act at variance with the destined purpose for which 

Christ had given to him his apostolic authority, or at least could serve it 
only indirectly (in the way of sharp chastening with a view to amendment). 

Comp. x. 8. If we connect the whole xara r. éfoveiay x.7.A. with ypdgw (Hof- 

mann), the iva rapov uy aroréu. ypfowzas is made merely a parenthetic thought, 

which is not in keeping with its importance according to the context (ver. 
7 ff.), and is forbidden by the emphasized correspondence of ardv and rapdv 
(comp. ver. 2). This emphasis is all the stronger, seeing that avd in itself 
would be quite superfluous. 

Ver. 11. Closing exhortation. Bengel aptly observes : ‘‘ Severius scrip- 
serat Paulus in tractatione, nunc benignius, re tamen ipsa non dimissa.” — 
Aoirév} See on Eph. vi. 10. What I otherwise have still to impress on you 
is, etc. : ‘‘Verbum est propcrantis sermonem absolvere,” Grotius. — yai- 

pere] not : valete (for the apostolic valete follows only at ver. 13), as Valla, 
Erasmus, and Beza have it, but gaudete (Vulgate). Encouragement to 
Christian joy of soul, Phil. iii. 1, iv. 4. And the salvation in Christ is great 
enough to call upon even a church so much injured and reproached to re- 

joice. Comp. i. 24. —xaraprivecde] let yourselves be brought right, put into 
the right Christian frame ; réAcor yiveode, avarAnpovre ra Aetwéueva, Chrys- 

ostom. Comp. 1 Cor. i. 10 ; and see Suicer, Thes. IL. p. 60. — rapaxadciove] 
is by most, including Billroth, Schrader, Osiander, correctly understood of 

consolation ; become comforted over everything that assails and makes you to 

need comfort, consolationem admittite! imei yap roAAoi foav ol metpacpol xci 
peyéAc of xivdvvor, Chrysostom. Rickert no doubt thinks that there was 

nothing to be comforted ; but the summons has, just like what was said at 
i. 7, its good warrant, since at that time every church was placed in circum- 

stances needing comfort. Riickert’s own explanation : care for your spirit- 

ual elevation, is an arbitrary extension of the dcfinite sense of the word to an 
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indefinite domain. Others, following the Vulgate (ethortamini), such as 

Rosenmiiller, Flatt, Ewald, Hofmann, render : accept erhortations to what is 
good, which, however, in the connection is too vague and insipid ; while de 

Wette, following Pelagius, Cornelius & Lapide, and others (exhort ye one 
another), imports an essential element, which Paul would have expressed by 

wapaxadeire aAAgAove (1 Thess. iv. 18, v. 11) or éavrobe (Heb. iii. 18). — rd avrad 

goqveire} Gemands the being harmonious as identity of sentiment. Sec on 

Phil. ii. 2.— eipyvebere} have peace (one with another), Rom. xii. 18 ; 1 Thess. 

v. 13 ; Mark ix. 50 ; Plat. Z’heaet. p. 180 A ; Polyb. v. 8. 7 ; Ecclus. xxviii. 

9,13. Itis the happy consequence of the rd ard ¢poveiv ; with the diza 
¢poveiv it could not take place. — xa? 6 Bede x.r.A.] This encouraging promise 
refers, as is clear from rij¢ aydrye xai eipfvnc, merely to the two last points 

especially needful in Corinth—to the harmony and the keeping of peace ; 
hence a colon is to be put after rrapaxadeiode. And then, if ye do that (xaf, 

with future after imperatives, see Winer, p. 293 [E. T. 392]), will God, who 

works the love and the peace (Rom. xv. 18, xvi. 20; Phil. iv. 9; 1 Thess. 

v. 23; Heb. xiii. 20), help you with His presence of grace. The charac- 

teristic genitival definition of God is argumentative, exhibiting the certainty 
of the promise as based on the moral nature of God. (™") 

Ver. 12, 13. Asto the saluting by the holy kiss, see on 1 Cor. xvi. 20. — ol 

dy.o. wdvrec}] namely, at the place and in the vicinity, where Paul was writing, 
in Macedonia. It was obvious of itself to the readers that they were not 

saluted by all Christians generally (Theodoret). It by no means follows from 

this salutation that the Epistle had been publicly read at the place of its com- 
position (possibly Philippi) in the church (Calovius, Osiander), but simply 

that they knew of the composition of the Epistle. Noris any special set 
purpose to be sought as underlying the current designation of Christian ayo 
(‘‘utpote sanguine Christi lotos et Dei Spiritu regenitos et sanctificatos,’’ 

Calovius). According to Osiander, the higher value and blessing of the 

brotherly grecting is meant to be indicated ; but comp. 1 Cor. xv. 20, ol 

adeAgot révrec. — Paul does not add salutations to individuals by name ; these 

Titus might orally convey, and the apostle himself came, in fact, soon 

after (Acts xx. 2). 

Ver. 14. Concluding wish of blessing—whether written by his own hand 
(Hofmann) is an open question—full and solemn as in no other Epistle, 
tripartite in accordance with the divine Trinity,’ from which the three 

highest blessings of eternal salvation come to believers. — The grace of Christ 
(comp. Rom. v. 15, i. 7 ; 1 Cor. i. 3; 2 Cor. i. 2, viii. 9; Gal. vi. 18 ; Eph. 

i. 2; Phil. i. 2; 2 Thess. i. 2; Philem. 25), which iscontinuously active in 

favour of His own (Rom. viii. 84 ; 2 Cor. xii. 8), is first adduced, because 

it is the medians, Rom. v. 1, viii. 84, between believers and the love of God, 

that causa principalis of the grace of Christ (Rom. v. 8), as it also forms the 

presupposition of the efficacy of the Spirit, Rom. villi. 1,2. The fellowship 
of the Holy Spirit—that is, the participation in the gracious efficacy of the 

1 On the old liturgical use of this formula of blessing, see Constit. apost. vill. 5. 5, vill. 

12. 8. 
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Holy Spirit '—is named last, because it is the consequence of the two former 
(Rom. viii. 9 ; Gal. iv. 6), and continues (Rom. vii. 6, viii. 4 ff., 26 f.) and 
brings to perfection (Rom. viii. 11 ; Gal. vi. 8) their work in men. — perd 
<avtuv ter] sc. eln7. Seal of holy apostolic love after so much severe cen- 

sure, one thing for all. (N") 

Nores sy American Eprror. 

(a7) Paul's visits to Corinth. Ver. 1. 

All the recent expositors save Stanley and Plumptre (in Ellicott’s Commentary) 

agree that the language of this verse implies that the Apostle had already 
visited Corinth twice. There is a good note on the subject by Dr. Poor in the 

American edition of Lange. 

(1") ‘* We alsoare weak in Him.’ Ver. 4. 

This weakness is not a moral weakness, nor is it bodily infirmities or suffer- 

ings, nor yet a weakness in the estimation of others, i.¢., that he was despised, 
It is antithetical to power, and as the power referred to was that of punish- 

ment, the weakness must be the absence of such power. ‘‘The Apostle in 
Christ, i.e., in virtue of his fellowship with Christ, was when in Corinth weak 

and forbearing, as though he had no power to vindicate his authority ; just as 
Christ was weak in the hands of His enemies when they led Him away to be 
crucified. But as Christ’s weakness was voluntary, as there rested latent in 

the suffering Lamb of God the resources of Almighty power; so in the meek, 

forbearing Apostle was the plenitude of supernatural power which he derived 
from his ascended Master’’ (Hodge). 

(3") “ Prove your own selves."” Ver. 5. 

The exhortation, Hodge argues, supposes on one hand that faith is self-mani- 

festing, that it reveals itself in consciousness and by its fruits; and on the 
other, that it may exist and be genuine and yet not be known as true faith by 

the believer himself. [The poet Cowper is a case in point.] Only what is 
doubtful needs to be determined by examination. 

(x") ‘* Except ye be reprobates.” Ver. 5. 

The Revised Version retains the closing word here, putting it as an adjective 
and nota noun. Of course it neither does nor can have the theological sense 

1 Estius, Calovius, and Hammond under- 
stand «xco:wervia of the communtcatio activa of 
the Holy Spirit, which, doubtless, as ros 
wvevp, ay. would be genitivus subjecti, is in 

accordance with the preceding clauses, and 
not at variance with the linguistic usage of 
xocvwvia in itself (Fritzsche, ad Rom. III. pp. 

81, 287), but is In opposition to the usage 
throughout In the N. T. (see on Rom. xv. 
20; 1 Cor. x. 16), and not in keeping with 
passages like Phil. fi. 1; 1 Cor. {. 9; 2 Pet. 
i. 4, —passages which have as their basis 

the habitually employed conception of the 
participation in the divine, which takes 

place in the case of the Christian. Henoe 
also not: familiarise consuetudo with the 
Holy Spirit (Ch. F. Fritzsche, Opuec. p. 
#6). Theophylact well remarks : ri couves- 

viay Tov ayiov wvevuaros, TouTdoT: THY meT O- 

XHv avrod cai ry perdaAngey, cad hr 
ayragéueda, th dd’ hudc dwipoirica row wapa- 

KAYTov Kowmeroi avrov yerducvos cai avroi, ob« 
ovoig, adAd pmedebas dvres. 
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of ‘‘ one judicially abandoned to perdition,” but simply means those who can- 
not stand the test and are disapproved. 

(u') ‘* We can do nothing against the truth.”” Ver. 8. 

It follows from Dr. Meyer's just exposition of this utterance that Paul's de- 

cision, if against the truth, availed nothing before God. The doctrine of Rome, 

that discipline is valid and effectual, even clave errante, is refuted by this text. 

What the church binds on earth is bound in heaven only when it is in accord- 
ance with the truth. 

(m7) The condition of peace. Ver. 11. 

- In reference to the two latter clauses of the verse, Hodge calls attention to 

the ‘‘ familiar Christian paradox.” God's presence produces love and peace, 

and we must have love and peace in order to have His presence. God gives, 

bat we must cherish His gifts. His agency does not supersede ours, but min- 

gles with it and becomes one with it in our consciousness. We work out our 
own salvation while God works in us, 

(n*) The comprehensive benediction. Ver. 14. 

It is remarkable that an Epistle written under a tempest of conflicting emo- 

tions and often breathing indignation, reproach, and sorrow, should close with 
the richest of all the benedictions of the New Testament. The grace of the 

Lord Jesus stands first, because it is by it, as Bengel says, that the love of God 
reaches us. It is indeed the necessary condition of its manifestation, for we 

are reconciled to God by the death of His Son. The love of God, again, is the 

source of redemption. It is manifested in His sending his only-begotten into 

the world, for God so loved the world that he gave, etc. The communion of 

the Holy Ghost is not communion with Him, but participation in Him, the 

holy fellowship mediated by His indwelling with the Father and with the 

Son, and with all that belong to the one mystical body of Christ.—The dis- 

tinct personality and the deity of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit 

being here plainly implied, the benediction is a clear recognition of the 
Trinity, the fundamental doctrine of Christianity. , 
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A. 

Asronic Blessing, 13. 
Absolution, 269. 
Abstinence, 189 seq, ; 

good, 191 seq. 
Achaia, 6; churches of, 11, 400 seq., 

416. 
Adam, The first and the last, 379 seq. ; 

the fall of, 640 seq., 667. 
Adiaphora, 190, 192, 193. 
Admonition, 101. 
Affliction, 417 seq., 436, 437, 419 seq. ; 

@ special, 420 seq. ; in ministerial 
work, 494 seq., 505, 547 seq , 548 
seq.; compensations of, 503, 505, 
507 

Agapae, 258, 259, 271, 328. 
- the Christian Life, 213 seq., 

16. 
Amen, 323, 335, 433. 
Anathema, Maranatha, 404 seq., 406. 
Angels, 129 seq. ; the judging of, 145 ; 

as guardians, 253 ; the language of, 
301. 

Aphrodite, worship of, 1. 
Apollos, 2; his party, 19 seq., 84, 
183 ; and the resurrection, 340; to 
visit Corinth, 399. 

Apostles, sent of God, 98 ; suffer pri- 
vations, 99 seq.; married, 215; 
witnesses of Christ’s resurrection, 
344 seq. 

Apostolic, greeting, 9, 13, 403 seq., 
416 seq. ; teaching, 26; benevolence, 
394 seq. 

Appearances, Regard for, 594, 598. 
Aquila, 1. 
Arbitration, 128, 131 seq. 
Asceticism, 214, 260. 
Atonement, The, 264 seq. ; faith in, 

267 ; the central fact, 343 ; effect of, 
522 ; its benefits, 529 seq., 542 seq. ; 
the doctrine of, 539 seq., 543. 

Se aes The, warned against, 120, 
121. 

B. 

Baptism, and faith, 24; and Paul, 25 
seq.; delegated to assistants, 26 ; 
effect of, 66; regeneration in, 135, 
146 ; of infants, 160, 179 ; the sym- 

for others’ 

s 

bols of, 219 seq., 242; in the Holy 
Spirit, 289 ; for the dead, 364 seq., 
366 seq., 368, 392. 

‘‘Being saved,” 39 seq. 
Benevolence, commended, 237, 242, 

394 seq. ; exhibited, 578 seq., 597, 
580 seq. ; exhortation to, 583 seq., 
601 seq. ; the divine measure of, 
588 seq. ; equal and universal, 590 
seq., 598; voluntary, 604 seq. ; bless- 
ings of, 609 seq. 

Benediction, The Triune, 710, 712. 
Bible, The, its chief aim, 40; its spir- 

itual interpretation, 56 seq. 
Blessing, Aaronic, 13. 
Boasting, forbidden, 36, 81, 84 seq., 
commanded, 38; disapproved of, 
627 seq. ; in God, 635 ; of Paul, 654 
seq., 671 seq. 

Body, The, 141 seq. ; a temple, 144 
seq.; its membership, 291 seq. ; 
divinely designed, 293 seq. ; nature 
of its resurrection, 373 seq., 375 seq., 
377 seq., 393, 512 seq., 541; kinds 
of, 378 seq., 383, 384, 507 seq. ; 
translation of, 520. 

Brothers of Christ, 198 seq. 

C 
Calvin, and the Lord’s Supper, 231 

seq. 
Canon, of the Bible, 125. 
Catechism, Teachings of the, 61. 
Celibacy, 150 seq., 152 seq., 154, 155 

seq., 169 seq., 174 seq., 176 seq., 
178 seq., 180, 197. 

Cephas, his party, 19 seq. ; mentioned, 
199 ; witness of Christ’s resurrec- 
tion, 343. 

Change, A universal, 384 seq., 393. 
Chloe, 18 seq. 
Childhood condition, 306, 310; in 
judgment and malice, 323 seq. 

Christ Jesus, invocation of, 11; fel- 
lowship with, 10, 13; imparts 
knowledge, 13 seq.; his second 
coming, 15, 16, 74, 84, 91, 355 seq. ; 
a party of, 20 seq. ; if divided, 24 
seq. ; proclaimed, 31 seq. ; as the 
Crucified, 32 seq., 391 ; our wisdom 
and righteousness, 37 seq., 41 ; his 
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crucifixion, 50 ; his mind, 59 seq. ; 
the foundation, 70 seq., 73 ; subor- 
dinated, 83, 85 ; the paschal lamb, 
116 ; His brothers, 198 seq. ; as the 
Rock, 221, 222, 242; his Divinity, 
243; the head, 246 seq.; confessing, 
298; His resurrection, 342 seq., 
352 seq.; His final triumph, 359 
seq., 361 seq. ; the glory of His res- 
urrection body, 382 ; the author of 
victory, 390 ; the life of believers, 
497 seq. ; died for all, 529 seq., 542 
seq. ; the righteousness of God, 
539 seq. ; his humiliation, 584 seq., 
597 ; will triumph over all, 621. 

Christian, The, possessing all, 81, 82, 
84, 501; belonging to Christ, 84 
seq. ; as God’s steward, 87 seq. ; 
enduring privations, 96 seq. ; to be 
purified, 115 seq., 124; to be holy, 
117; to be a judge, 128 seq., 145 ; 
of angels, 129 seq. ; forbidden to 
litigate, 127 seq., 131 seq., 133 seq.; 
to be self-master, 139 ; united with 
Christ, 142 ; bought with a price, 
168, 196 ; striving for the goal, 213; 
his rule of conduct, 241 ; to imitate 
Christ, 246; to seek after love, 
300-312 ; to be raised first, 355 
seq. ; the nature of his calling, 400 ; 
a sweet savour to God, 453 seq. ; the 
glory of, 480 seq., 482 seq.; his 
power of life, 497 seq. ; their afflic- 
tions and their glory, 503, 505, 548, 
558 ; walking by faith, 503; striv- 
ing to please God, 521 seq. ; a new 
creature, 533 seq. ; a coworker with 
God, 544 seq. ; his righteous con- 
duct, 548 seq. ; his moral duty, 551 
seq.; the temple of God, 556, 558 ; 
the riches of, 584 seq. 

Christianity, The blessings of, 14 seq. ; 
and nature, 272. 

Christ-party, The, 83 seq. ; 150, 183. 
Circumcision, 165. 
Church, The, founded on Christ, 70 

seq. ; its building materials, 72 ; the 
abode of the Spirit, 78 seq. ; its 
teachers, 84; its basis, 104 seq., 
106 ; its discipline, 111 seq., 124 ; 
scandal in the, 115 ; to be purified, 
115 seq., 124 ; united to Christ, 145; 
as Christ’s body, 294 seq. ; govern- 
ment in, 295 seq.; to be edified, 
320, 321 seq. ; the temple of God, 
624 seq. 

Comfort, from God, 417 seq., 436, 439 
seq., 502, 565 seq. 

Collections, 395, 580 seq., 586 seq., 
593 seq., 600 seq. 

Communion, 229 seq., 231 seq., 233 
seq., 236 seq., 243. 

Communism, 590 seq., 598, 612, 613. 
Companionship with evil, 372 seq. 
Conduct, Rule of, 241; righteous, 

548 seq. 
Confession, of sin, 269; of Christ, 

297. 
Confidence, desired, 561; secured, 574 

seq., 576, 
Conscience, 89 ; of the heathen, 188 ; 

under temptation, 190 seq.; vio- 
lated, 191; treatment of, 191; in 
eating sacrificial meats, 238, 239 ; 
testimony of, 424 seq. 

Contentiousness, reproved, 256 seq., 
272 seq., 692 seq., 698. 

Continency, 154. 
Conversion, 167, 528, 535. 
Conviction, of the heart, 460, 483. 
Corinth, The Church at, 1; its un- 

mixed character, 2; its divisions, 
3 seq. ; receives Paul’s Epistles, 6 ; 
its parties, 12 ; favored with gifts, 
14 seq.; a testimony for Paul, 461 
seq. ; Paul’s visit to, 700, 711. 

Corinthians, Epistles to the, apocry- 
phal, 4 seq. 

Corinthians, First Epistle to the. 4 ; 
occasion of writing, 5; aim and 
contents, 5; to whom written, 6; 
place and time of writing, 6, 118 ; 
its genuineness, 6 seq.; its address, 
11 seq. 

Corinthians, Second Epistle to the, 
409 ; occasion of writing, 410 ; aim, 
411 ; contents, 411, 412; place of 
writing, 412 seq. ; genuineness of, 
413 ; unity of, 414. 

Communicant, The worthy, 269, 273. 
Covenant, 264 seq. ; the new and the 

old, 464 seq., 466 seq., 483, 474 seq., 
484, 475 seq. 

Covetousness, 603, 613. 
Creation, Mosaic account of, 272. 
Creatures of God, good, 238. 
Crispus, 1 ; baptized by Paul, 25. 
Cross of Christ, 27; preached, 31 seq.; 

its influence with the Jews, 32. 
Crucifixion of Christ, 50. 
Culture, opposed to the Gospel, 2. 

D. 
Dancing, 223. 
Dead, Raising the, 282, 338, 340, 348, 

350, 352, 353, 354, 355. 374, 376, 
383, 385, 386, 387, 391, 392, 393. 

Death, through man, 353 ; universal, 
353 seq.; the last enemy over- 
come, 360 seq.; done away with, 
388 seq. ; a transition state, 374, 
392 seq. ; the sentence of, 422, 437 ; 
eternal, 466 ; no fear of, 516; ethi- 
eal, universal, 529, 542. 
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Decrees of God, 87. 
Deceit, reproved, 652. 
Defilement, 189. 
Deliverance, promised, 226 seq. ; of 

God, 422, 436 ; prayer for, 684. 
Demons, or devils, 235 seq. 
Dependence, Mutual, 290, 292. 
Desertion, 161 seq., 179 seq.. 
Discernment, of Scripture, 56 seq., 

58 seq.” 
Discipline of the Spirit, 105 ; of the 

Church, 111 seq., 121, 122, 124, 192, 
445 seq., 456 ; unto edification, 709. 

Discontent of Christians, 223 seq. 
Discrepancy of Scripture, 223, 243. 
Dissensions, reproved, 257 seq. ; uses 

of, 273. 
Divorce, 109, 156 seq., 158 seq., 160 

seq., 171 seq., 178, 179, 180. 
Doctrines, Development of, 72. 
Drunkard, The, warned against, 121. 

E. 

Earnestness, manifested, 601 seq. 
Faster, 118. 
Ebionitism, 23. 
Kestasy, 672. 
Edification, 320 ; by prayer, 321 seq. ; 

in discourse, 335 ; in all teaching, 
329, 336, 691. 

Elections, Church, 593. 
Election, Divine, 34 seq., 185. 
Encouragement, 517, 519. 
End, The, of the Resurrection, 356 ; 

of the world, 385 seq., 392, 511. 
Endowment, 295. 
Ephesus, 6, 398, 405. 
Epicureanism, 149, 339 ; its immoral 

maxims, 369 seq. 
Epistle, A lost, 118 seq., 125. 
Equality, Christian, 167. 
Essenes, 22, 150. 
Eve, The fall of, 640 seq., 667. 
Evil Angels, 225, 253. 
Evil, The rights of, 137 seq. ; avoid- 

ance of, 241 seq., 707 ; association 
with, 372 seq. ; renounced, 487 seq. 

Hxcommunication, 109 ; enforced, 111 
seq., 113 seq., 124. 

Exhortation, to steadfastness, 342, 390 
seq., 391, 400, 405, 433 seq. 

Expediency, Christian, 137 seq.; the 
rule of, 191, 192 seq. ; its applica- 
tion, 237. 

F. 

Factions, The, 39, 128. 
Faith, perseverance in, 16; and bap- 

tism, 24 seq.; based on God's power, 
46 ; saving, 281 seq. ; without love, 
302; and love, 308 seq., 310 seq.; de- 
pendent on Christ's resurrection, 349 
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seq. ; steadfastness in the, 342, 390, 
391, 400, 405, 433 seq., 438; the 
spirit of, 498 ; in Christ's salvation, 
499 ; walking by, 518, 541 ; appro- 
priating salvation, 535 ; increase of, 
632 seq. 

Faithfulness of God, 227 seq., 243, 
431, 437. 

Fasting, 547, 557. 
Fatherhood, Spiritual, 218. 
Fear of God, The, 560 seq., 575. 
Feasts, Sacrificial, 182, 264, 227 seq., 

233 seq., 235 seq. 
Fellowship, Christian, 159 seq., 229 

seq., 231 seq., 401 seq., 403 seq., 
418 seq., 441 seq., 610 seq. 

Fellowship, with Christ, 10, 13, 16, 
142 ; in the Lord’s Supper, 229, 230 
seq ; with unbelievers, 554 seq., 558; 
with saints, 580 seq. 

Fidelity, 88 ; decided by God, 89 seq.; 
to one’s calling, 165 seq., 169, 180. 

Folly, reproved, 80. 
Forbearance, 191, 239 seq., 444 seq., 

456. 
Forgiveness, 443 seq., 446 seq., 448 

seq. 
Fornication, 108 seq., 119 seq., 121 

seq., 123, 137 seq., 139 seq., 141 8eq., 
143 seq., 151 seq., 223. 

Foundation, The, laid, 70, 73. 
Freedom, Moral, 137 seq., 154, 163, 
167, 172, 189, 236, 238, 239 seq.; in 

the Spirit, 479 seq. 

G. 
Gaius, 25. 
Gallio, 2. 
Gifts, bestowed 148¢q.; all from God, 

95 seq., of the Holy Spirit, 275, 
277 seq., 479 seq.; classes of, 280 
seq., 282; in the church, 295 seq., 
distributed, 296. 

Glory of God, sought for, 241, 243 
seq.; completed, 393; in Christ, 
493, 502, 504. 

Glory, to be revealed, 50 seq., 481 seq., 
485 

God, his faithfulness, 16, 227; con- 
founds the world’s wisdom, 28; 
manifests His own wisdom, 30 seq., 
33 seq. ; His choice of means, 35 
seq. ; secures us salvation, 36 seq. ; 
glorying in, 38; revealed through 
the Spirit, 52 ; source of spiritual 
: epee 69 seq. ; His wrath, 77 ; as 
udge 122 seq.; the only Deity, 168 

seq.; a8 Creator, 238 seq.; His 
glory, 241, 243; His absolute sov- 
ereignty, 362 seq.; and the resur- 
rection body, 375; the Father of 
Mercies, 436 ; trust in, 422; giveth 
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victory, 452 seq., 457; man’s suf- 
ficiency, 455, 457, 463 seq. ; giveth 
the Spirit, 517. 

Gospel, The, proclaimed to the lower 
classes, 1; established in the be- 
liever’s soul, 14; proclaimed, 30, 
340 ; without charge, 209 ; opposi- 
tion to, 398, 405 ; not changeable, 
432 ; triumph of, 621 seq. 

Government, in the Church, 295 seq. 
Grace of God, The, in Christ, 13; 

powerful in Paul, 347 seq. ; impart- 
ed through him, 428; in vain, 545, 
557 ; given to liberal churches, 578 ; 
freely given, 607 seq. ; sufficient for 
all trials, 684 seq. 

Greeks, The, litigious, 145 seq. 
Greeting, Apostolic, 9, 13, 403 seq., 

416 seq., farewell, 710. 

H. 

Head-covering, in prayer, 247 seq., 
249 seq., 251 seq., 255 seq., 272. 

Heathen gods, 185 seq. 
Heathenism, 235 seq. ; intercourse 

with, 554 seq., 558. 
Heathen vices, 121 seq. 
Heaven, longing for, 510 seq., 515 seq., 

519 seq., 541, 542; our home, 518 ; 
the number of heavens, 674 5eq., 
696 ; visions of, 677. 

Holiness, in Christ, 37 seq., 117 ; to 
be established, 560 seq., 575. 

Holy Spirit, The, his gifts, 14 seq., 
275, 279 seq., 281 seq., 287 seq., 314 
seq. ; revelation of, 51 seq. ; dwell- 
ing in the church, 78 seq., 461 seq. ; 
his gentleness, 105; a symbol of, 
219; imparted, 289; given to the 
church, 295; to human prophets, 
332 seq., anointing of, 434 seq., 437 
seq. ; dedicating the ministry, 468 ; 
giving life, 464 seq.; giving liberty, 
479 seq. ; from God, 517. 

Honesty, recommended, 594. 
ees to the brute creation, 200, 

Humility, The rule of, 93 seq. ; en- 
forced, 95 seq. ; exemplified, 212 ; 
enjoined, 226. 

Husband, Duties of a, 152 seq. 

I. 

Idols and Idolatry, 182 seq., 185 seq., 
188 seq., 190 seq., 192, 223, 227, 233 

““* geq., 276. 
Immortality, 374 seq., 377 seq., 381 

seq. ; longing for, 510, 516 seq., 541. 
sr aa False, corrected, 691 seq., 

Incest, 5, 108 seq. ; how punished, 
111 seq. 
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Incontinency, 153. 
Indulgence of Sin, 224. 
Infant Baptism, 160, 179. 
Infirmities, 685, 697. 
Inspiration, 568, 575. 
Intercourse, with sinners, 119 seq., 
Pee seq. ; With unbelievers, 654 seq., 
558. 

Intermediate State, The, 89, 340. 
Interpretation, Scripture, 55 seq., 61 

seq. ; the gift of, 321 seq., 334 seq. 
Interpretation, The gift of, 283 seq., 

324 seq. 
Irony, Apostolic, 96, 98 ; of Paul, 106, 

459 seq., 638 seq., 641 seq., 655 seq., 
687 seq. 

Israelites, The, 218; their exodus, 
219 ; in the Wilderness, 221 ; their 
sacrifices, 228 ; their hardening, 473 
seq. ; blinded, 475 seq. ; enlighten- 
ed, 476. 

Isthmian Games, 212 seq. 

J 
James, the brother of Christ, 21 ; wit- 

ness of Christ's resurrection, 345. 
Jealousy, godly, 639 seq., 667. 
Jerusalem, The church at, 394 seq. 
Jesuits, The first, 22. 
Joy, in tribulation, 564 seq., 566 seq.; 

secured, 573 seq. 
Judaists, 23. 
Judgment Day, The, 15, 74 seq., 84, 

90 seq., 128 seq., 225, 386 seq., 499 
seq., 505, 522. 

Judgments of God, 28, 79, 122 seq., 
271; to be vindicated, 622, 653, 
667 ; foretold, 693 seq. 

Judgments of Men, 90, 122. 
Justification, 135 seq., 146 ; by faith 

and love, 309 ; the doctrine of, 539 
seq., 543. 

Justus, 1; the church in his house, 2. 

K 

Kiss, An holy, 403, 710. 
Knowledge, 183 seq., 192 ; its conceit, 

184 ; its abuse, 191; asa gift, 28] ; 
the word of, 298; without love, 
302 ; imperfect, 305 seq., 307 seq. ; 
according to the Spirit, 631 seq. 

Knowledge of God, revealed, 52; a 
matter of experience, 184 seq. ; the 
light of the, 492 seq., 505. 

Knowledge, through Christ, 13 seq. ; 
of Christ, 531. 

L. 

Labor, and its Reward, 200 seq., 215, 
390 seq. 

Law, The, as higher authority, 199; 
of Moses, 467, 475 seq. 



Lawsuits forbidden, 127 seq., 131 seq., 
133 seq., 145 seq. 

Leaven, 114 seq. 
Letters of Commendation, 459, 461. 
Liberality, commended, 237, 242, 394 

seq. ; exhibited, 578 seq., 597, 580 
seq. ; exhortation to, 583 seq. ; the 
divine measure of, 588 seq. ; equal ° 
and universal, 589 seq., 598 ; free 
and cordial, 605 ; the reward of, 605 
seq. ; its spirit, 607 seq., 613 seq. ; 
blessings of, 609 seq. ; 

Liberty, Christian, 137 seq., 180, 189 
seq., 236, 238, 239 seq.; in the 
Spirit, 479 seq. 

Life, Spiritual, activity of, 450. 
Liturgies, Eucharistic, 266. 
Living for Christ, 530. 
Lord's Supper, The, 117, 219 seq., 228 

seq., 230 seq., 232 seq., 243, 259 ; 
disorders at, 260 seq., its institu- 
tion, 261 ; its doctrine and celebra. 
tion, 263 seq., 265 seq. ; liturgies of 
266 ; worthy reception of, 267 seq., 
273; Zwinglian view of, 268; self- 
examination for, 269 ; unworthy re- 
ception of, 269 seq. ; its transfigur- 
ing power, 514. 

Love, 184 seq., 192; as a gift, 297, 
299 ; the want of, 300 seq., 302 ; ex- 
cellency of, 303 seq., 313 ; personi- 
fied, 303; its characteristics, 304 
seq. ; its imperishableness, 305 seq. ; 
and faith and hope, 308 seq., 310 
8eq.; description of, 310 ; the great- 
est gift, 310 seq.; in all things, 
400 ; its exercise, 447, 552 seq. ; con- 
straining, 527 seq., 542; exhibited 
in benevolence, 583 seq., 597 ; 
brotherly, 596. 

Love Feasts, 122, 258, 259, 271. 
Lutheran Church, Evangelical, The, 

its coctrinal development, 72; and 
the Lord’s Supper, 230 seq., 263 
seq., 270. 

M. 

Macedonia, 397 ; receiving grace, 578; 
showing benevolence, 578 seq., 580 
seq. 

Man, his spiritual condition, 57 seq., 
65 ; with Christ’s spirit, 60; the 
temple of God, 78; over woman, 
246 seq. ; with head covered in 
prayer, 247 seq., 249 seq., 255 ; de- 
pendent on woman, 254 seq. 

Man, The Natural, 64 seq., 67. 
Marriage, 149 seq., 151 seq., 155 8eq., 

158 seq., 162 seq... 170 seq., 175 seq., 
178 seq., 180, 189, 250, 252 seq. ; 
from a Christian standpoint, 254 
seq. ; mixed marriages, 158, 159, 
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161, 178 seq.; with unbelievers, 
554 seq., 558. 

Martyrdom, 303. 
Meat, offered to idols, 183, 185, 188 

seg., 190 seq.; abstinence from, 191, 
233 seq., 237 seq., 239 seq. 

Memory, Confusion of the, 61. 
Messianic Kingdom, The, 10, 17, 74 

seq., 84, 96 seq. ; its basis, 104 seq , 
106 ; its advent, 306; its develop- 
ment, 308 seq. ; its end, 356, 358. 

Millennium, The, 357 seq., 359. 
Mind of Christ, The, 59 seq. 
Ministerial Support, 200 seq., 202 seq., 

204 seq. 
Ministry, The Christian, 466; its 

glory, 467, 486 ; its dedication, 468, 
470; free from sin, 487 ; sufferings 
in the, 495 seq., 505, 547 seq., 549 
seq.; of reconciliation, 535, 537 
seq. ; its moral power, 546, 547. 

Miracles, The gift of, 282. 
Modesty, The rule of, 93 seq. ; -en- 

forced, 95 seq. 
Monasticism, 197. 
Monks, The first, 22. 
Monotheism, of the New Testament, 

83. 
Moses, 218; his ministry, 467 seq., 

469 seq., 471 seq., 473 seq., 484, 
475 seq. 

Murmuring, against spiritual authori- 
ty, 224 

Musical instruments, 317. 
Mystery of God, revealed, 52. 
Mythology, Heathen, 186. 

N 
Nature, conformity to, 255, 272. 
New Testament, its practical charac- 

ter, 393 ; its monotheism, 83. 

O 
Obedience, to authority, 447, 456. 
Offence, giving no, 242‘seq. 
Old Testament, Manner of quoting 

the, 556 seq., 558. 
Order, in God's kingdom, 246 seq. ; 
oc public worship, 331 seq., 333, 335, 

6 
Organic Nature, its glory in diversity, 

375 seq. 

P. 
Paradise, 676 seq. 
Pardon, 443 seq., 448 seq. 
Parousia, The, 16, 74 seq., 114, 

225 seq., 305 seq., 355 seq., 385 seq., 
387 seq., 404 seq., 427, 467 seq., 
484, 507 seq., 511 seq., 541. 

Partisanship at Corinth, 19 seq.; re- 
buked, 24 seq., 91 seq., 96 seq., 
123 ; considered, 39, 67 seq. 
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Paschal Lamb, The, 116 seq. 
Passover, The, 116 seq., 118. 
Paul, at Corinth, 1; at Athens, 2; 

his authority attacked, 3; writes 
his first Epistle, 5; his visits to 
Corinth, 6; his greeting, 9 seq. ; 
called by God's will, 9; full of 
Christ, 15 ; exhorts to unity, 17; 
his party, 19 seq., 84; his relation 
to baptism, 25 seq.; his function as 
a teacher, 26; preaches Christ, 
31 seq., 43 seq.; rebukes party 
strife, 67 seq. ; lays the foundation, 
70 ; a8 spiritual father. 102 seq. ; 
sends Timothy, 103; his plenary 
anthority, 111 seq. ; his unmarried 
state, 155, 175, 215 ; and circumci- 
sion, 192 seq. ; his vision of Christ, 
196 ; his claim as apostle, 196 seq., 
215 ; his secular occupation, 199 ; 
means of support, 205 seq., 647; 
his apostolic reward, 208 ; all things 
to all men, 210 seq.; divine revela- 
tion to, 263, 273; as a teacher, 
316 ; a witness of Christ’s resurrec- 
tion, 346 ; his humility, 346 seq. ; in- 
fluenced by God's grace, 347 ; in dai- 
ly suffering, 369, 547 seq., 549 seq. ; 
his conflict with wild beasts, 369 
seq.; writes numerous letters, 396 ; 
reason of his comfort, 419 seq. ; his 
plan of journey, 427 seq. ; 8 messen- 
ger of grace, 428 ; a man of word, 
429 seq. ; not Lord over the faith, 
435 seq. ; his forbearance, 444 seq., 
456; his forgiveness, 443 seq. ; 
quotes from the Psalms, 498, 505 ; 
persuades men, 523 seq. ; manifests 
zenl, 526; an ambassador of God, 
538 seq. ; his fraternal love, 562 seq. ; 
desires confidence, 561 ; secures it, 
574 seq., 576 ; vindicates his author- 
ity. 617 seq., 619 seq., 625; his 
bodily presence, 626, 636 ; his prov- 
Ince, 631, 636; indulges in irony, 
638 seq. ; his speech, 644 seq. ; his 
gratuitous service, 646 seq., 667; 
indulges in boasting, 654 seq.; 
667 seq.; relates his sufferings, 
660 seq. ; his escape from Damascus, 
666 ; his special revelations, 671 seq. ; 
receives a thorn in the flesh, 
680 seq. ; works signs and wonders, 
687 ; threatens discipline, 700 seq. ; 
farewell exhortation and greeting, 
709 seq. 

Peace, Conditions of, 709 seq., 712. 
Perfect, The, 60 seq. 
Pentateuch, its divine authority, 272. 
Pentecost, 398. 
Perseverance, in faith, 16. 
Peter, 3 ; the party of, 83 seq.; & mar- 

TOPICAL INDEX. 

ried man, 150; his wife, 199; his 
primacy, 644. 

Petrine party, 150, 189, 196, 404. 
Philosophy, Christian, 47, 48. 
Polygamy, 152. 
Poverty, of the Primitive Church, 

394 ; of Macedonia, 579, 596 seq. 
Power, 104 seq., 215. 
Prayer, demeanour in, 247, 249 seq., 

251 seq., 255 seq. ; with understand- 
iny, 321 seq. ; of thanksgiving, 323, 
423 seq. ; intercessory, 423, 707. 

Preaching, of Paul, 26 seq., 431, 437 ; 
of the Cruss, 27; its foolishness, 
30; its nature and aim, 31 seq., 
43 seq., 54 seq. ; with recompense, 
206; a necessity, 206, 216; 
its Messianic reward, 207; in un- 
known tongues, 316 seq., 319, 321, 
327 seq., 330 seq., 334 seq.; depend- 
ent on Christ's resurrection, 349 
seq. ; ability in, from God, 455, 457 ; 
Christ, 491 seq. ; gratuitously, 646 
seq., 667; for deliverance, 684. 

Predestination, 27, 49, 453 seq., 457. 
Pride of Party, rebuked, 91 seq. 
Priesthood, The Levitical, 466 seq. 
Priests, 204. 
Progress, Moral and Spiritual, 305 seq. 
Promises of God, certain, 433, 560. 
Prophecy, of the Old Testament, 28 ; 
Prophecy, The gift of, 282, 314 seq., 

316 seq. 331 seq.; without love, 302; 
its design, 326 seq., 328 ; its order, 
331 seq., 334 seq. 

Providence of God, 180, 200 seq., 215. 
Punishment, remedial, 114; admin- 

istered, 445 seq., 446; for deeds 
done, 521 seq., 542, 653, 667, 694 
seq. 

Purgatory, 74, 84. 
Purification of the Church, 115 seq., 

123, 124. 
Purity, Moral, 175. 

Q. 
Quotations, 40, 

R. 

Rabbinical Exposition, 473, 484. 
Rebuke, administered, 442 geq. 
Reconciliation, 534 seq., 542 seq., 

536 seq. 
Redemption in Christ, 37 seq., 47, 

534, 542 seq., 539, 543 ; the price of, 
144, 168. 

Regeneration, 135, 534. 
Religion, The beginning of, 66. 
Renunciation, of self, 209 seq., 216. 
Repentance, 113 ; unto salvation, 569 

geq., 576. 
Reprobates, 706, 711 seq. 
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Responses, 322 seq., 335, 433. 
Restoration, The doctrine of, 363 seq. 
Resurrection, of Christ, 340, 343 ; wit- 

nesses of, 344 seq., 346 ; the central 
doctrine, 349 sey. ; its certainty, 
352 seq., 499 ; its glory, 490 seq. 

Resurrection of the Dead, 338 seq., 
340 seq., 499, 507, 512, 541 ; denied 
by some, 348 seq. ; terrible alterna- 
tives of, 350 seq., 362 seq. ; through 
man, 353; universal, 354 seq. ; in 
complete order, 355 seq. ; nature of 
their bodies, 374 seq., 376 seq., 383 
seq., 386, 387, 392 seq. ; the time of, 
385. 

Reward, of work, 69, 74 seq., of deeds 
done, 521 seq., 542 

Revelations, Divine, 331 seq. ; special, 
to Paul, 671 seq. 

Righteousness, in Christ, 37 seq., 135, 
539 seq., 543. 

Rubrics, Primitive, 336. 

S. 

Sacrament, The idea of a, 220; the 
number of, 242. 

Sacrifices, 182, 204, 227, 228, 233 seq., 
235 seq. 

Sadduceeism, 338 seq. 
Saints, on earth, 10 seq. 
Salvation, from God, 16, 36 seq. ; by 

the Cross, 27; by preaching, 30 
seq. ; its proper understanding, 39 
seq. ; revealed by the Spirit 52; 
degrees of, 76 seq., 522, 542 ; the gift 
of grace, 76; with difticulty, 84; 
of God’s calling, 164; its cause, 
184; Messianic, 212 seq., 242; a 
life-struggle, 216; by the Gospel, 
341 ; in the present, 546, 557, 

sac aaa 10 seq., 135 seq., 146, 
159. 

Satan, 111 seq. ; to be destroyed, 130 ; 
his devices, 449, 456 ; blinding man, 
489 seq., 504; intercourse with, 
555 ; and Adam’s fall, 641, 667 ; his 
personality, 652 seg., 667; the 
angel, 681. 

Scandal, in the church, 115, 124. 
Schism, reproved, 293. 
Scripture, Unity of, 40. 
Sectarianism, at Corinth, 2 seq. ; re- 

buked, 17 seq., 24 seq. ; considered, 
39, 67 seq.; pride of, 91 seq., 96 
seq. 

a a 110, 627 seq., 631 seq., 
63 

Belf-control, 213 seq., 218. 
gor a a 79; warned against, 

228. 
Self-denial, 173 seq., 180, 202 #eq., 210 

seq., 216, 

119 

Sclf-devotion, 660 seq., 668, 689. 
Self-examination, 269, 270, 7U6. 
Selfishness, condemned, 237. 
Self-measurement, 628 seq., 631 seq., 

636. 
Self-punishment, 214. 
Separation of Man and Wife, 156 seq., 

178 seq. 
Services of Help, 294 seq., 299. 
Serving God, 236. 
Sex, Distinctions of, 140 seq., 272; 

subordination of, 247 seq., 249 seq., 
251 seq., 272; Christian relations 
of, 254 seq. 

Silas, 1. 
Sin, warning against, 226 seq., 225 

seq.; incitements to, 226 ; to be pun- 
ished, 702 seq. 

Slander, refuted, 689 seq., 697. 
Slavery, 166, 180 ; its abolition, 167. 
Social Exclusion, 118 seq. 
Sodomy, 134. 
Sorrow, godly, 569 seq., 576. 
Sosthenes, 9. 
Sowing and reaping, 202 seq. 
Spectacle of the Universe, 97 seq., 

106. 
Speech, 104 seq. 
Spirit, The Human, 62 seq. 
Steadfastness, Exhortation to, 342, 

390 seq., 391, 400, 405, 433 seq. 
Stephanas, 25, 401. 
Stewards of God, 87 seq. 
Stumbling-blocks, 189 seq. 
Subordination of Christ, 11, 83, 85, 

247. 
Substitution, of Christ, 529 seq., 542 

seq. 
Suicide, 143. 
Suffering, for the Gospel’s sake, 203, 

660 seq., 668. 
Suffering from God, 455, 457, 463. 
Sunday, its practical observance, 395, 

405. 
T. 

Teachers, A Divine Order of, not in- 
stituted, 5; their ability, 316; to 
speak in their own language, 324, 
336. 

Teaching of the Apostles, 26; of 
Christ’s disciples, 73 ; tried by fire, 
74 seq.; not restricted to office, 329, 
336. 

Temptations, 226 ; help in, 227. 
Tempting God, 233 seq. 
Thanksgiving, 238, 243, 323, 390, 417, 

436, 423 seq., 451 seq., 501, 608 seq., 
612. 

Things eternal and temporal, 503. 
Thorn in the flesh, Paul's, 680 seq. 
Timothy, 1, 416; sent to Corinth, 5, 

103, 398, 409 ; his conversion, 103. 
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Titus, 1; his joy, 574 ; to gather con- 
tributions, 582; sent to Corinth, 
591 seq.; companion of Paul, 592; 
commended, 594 seq. 

Tongues, The gift of, 275 seq., 277 
seq., 279 seq., 284 seq., 286 s8eq., 
296, 298, 300 seq., 314 seq., 316 
seq., 324 seq., 327 weqg., 33U seq., 
336. 

Tonsure, The, 255. 
Traditions, 246, 271 ; historical, 343. 
Translation, of the body, 520. 
Transubstant ation, 270. 
Trinity, The, 279; recognized, 710, 

712. 
Trumpet, The, 318 ; at the resurrec- 

tion, 387. 
Trust in God, 422. 
Truth, 304; manifested, 488 ; alone 

decisive, 708, 712. 

U. 

Unbelievers, at law with, 133 seq., 
145 seq. ; lost, 488%seq., 504 ; blinded 
by Satan, 489 seq., 504 seq. 

Unchastity, 5. 
Uncirecumcision, 165 seq., 180. 
Union with Christ, 10, 13, 142, 231 seq. 
Unity, Christian, enjoined, 17 seq. ; 

in the Lord’s Supper, 232 seq. ; of 
believers, 290. 

Unrighteousness, endured, 133 seq. 
Utterance, imparted by Christ, 13. 

Vv. 

Veil, as a covering, 251 seq., 256 ; as a 
symbol, 253. 
ee excluding from the kingdom, 

134. 
Vision, Ecstatic, 676 seq., 697. 
Victory, through God, 452 seq., 457. 
Virgins, and Virgin Life, 169, 174, 177 

seq. 
Virtues, The theological, 308 seq. 

INDEX. 

W. 
Warfare, carnal, 619 seq. ; spiritual, 

620 seq., 635 seq. 
Warning, against sin, 222 seq., 225, 

226, 372 seq., 694 seq. 
Weakness, Moral, 270 ; physical, 684 ; 

becomes strength, 685 seq., 704 seq. 
Wicked, The, judged, 123; not to 

enter heaven, 134. 
Widowers, 155. 
Widows, 156. 
Wife, Duties of a, 152 seq., 174 seq. 
Will of God, The, 291. 
Wisdom, Christian, 281 ; the word of, 

298. 
Wisdom, of the world, 28 seq., 425; 

of God, 30 seq., 33 seq., 35 seq., 45 
seq., 48 seq., 60 seq. ; in Christ, 37 
seq. ; its glorious character, 41 ; re- 
vealed by the Spirit, 46; religious 
wisdom, 47; wordly wisdom re- 
buked, 79 seq. 

Woman, her rank, 246 seq. ; her de- 
meanor in public prayer, 247 seq., 
249 seq., 255 seq.; the glory of man, 
251 seq., 272 ; dependent upon man, 
254 seq.; to be silent in public wor- 

' ship, 333 seq., 336. 
Workers with God, 69; rewarded, 74 

seq. 
Works, without love, 302. 
World-power, and wisdom, 35 seq. 
Worship, of Christ, 11. 
Worship, public, 247 seq., 249 seq., 

251 seq., 255 seq.; 327 seq., 329 seq. ; 
with the understanding, 322 ; order 
in, 331 seq., 333, 335, 336 ; woman 
in, 333 seq., 336. 

Wrath of God, 77, 79. 

Z. 

Zeal, after gifts, 296, 297, 299, 313 seq, 
319 ; for God, 526 seq. ; disciplinary, 
571, 576; awakened, 572; given of 
God, 591, 598 ; stimulated, 601 seq. 

Zwingli, his view of the Lord's Sup- 
per, 231, 268, 
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